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TO OUR READERS.

At this season our Dissolution also took place—a Volume closed ; and we offered ourselves for re-election

in this our thirty-third Address :

—

" Ladies and Gentlemen :

—

" Yo\i have for so many years been so kind and so unanimous in giving us your votes, and you have

from week to week so favoured us with your applause and support, that we are almost seduced into that

delightful state of self-complacency which you have entitled another of your representatives in Fleet

Street to assume. We do not, however, yet dai-e to evince Mr. Pimch's modest assiu'ance, and must,

therefore, once more announce our principles before we again venture to ask for a continuance of your

confidence.

" Ladies and Gentlemen, we are altogether Ministerial, for that word has no meaning unless it is

—

serving usefidly ; and we are altogether in Opposition, because we wage war implacably against all bad

practice. As heretofore, it will be om- strenuous endeavom* to lighten yom- burdens in every way,

except descending to twopence as our weekly salary. We shall continue to tax as heretofore yoiu- incomes,

for although the tea duty has been reduced, we do not find that either tj-pe, paper, or literary aid is

thereby sensibly diminished in pi-ice. In fact, we never had any better hope, than that being able to

put an additional spoonful into the pot might enable aU those articles to be supplied to us stronger by

the jiroducers without any exti'a charge.

" Advocates of liberal measures, whether in the form of water, maniu-e, or wages, yet we are staunch

conservatives in devising Shelters, Midchings, and Coal-consimiers. In truth, we feel disposed to head

a neiv partj', and to call ourselves " Inclusives," for we fraternise with many nations—Poland, Turkey,

Bantam, Guinea, Spain, and Cochin-China, all share oiu- pens. If we had been in the House on the

night that the duty was taken off sugar, we should have scarcely known which swarm to have joined

:

for though it cheapens Bee food, it tends to reduce the price of Honey.

" For the futm-e, once more we pledge ourselves to you, om- Constituents, to continue our efibrts

to]^make your Paths smooth, yom- Nests productive, and yoiu- Honey abimdant."

Thus concluding, we made om- bow, and grateful ai-e we to acknowledge the receipt of the

following "Report of Election :"—

" J. OP H. WAS Elected, being Suppokted by all the Old and most of the

New Constituency."





INDEX.

Abeudeenehiee Poultry Show, 35

Acacia armata leares yellow, 238
Acanthus monranus, 470
Acclimatisation at the Antipodes, 299
Accrlngton Poultry Show, 293
Acer, the genus, 132
Achimenes— decaying, 118; Pink

Perfection, Grandis, 271 ; Roae
Queen, Aurora, and Stella, 382

Acropera armeniaca, 271
Adelaster albivenis spotted, 437
^aculus, its kinds, 174
A^apanthus ambellatus, retubbing-,

295
Agathea ccelestla, 192 ; hardiness, 13S
Agave Saundersii, 157
Ageratum, variegated, 404
Aglaonema marantsefolium var.

foliis maculatis, 271
Air-giving, 13, 94
Allamanda grandiflora culture, 218
AlocaBia — metallica culture, 182

;

Lowii picta, 271
Aniaranthusmelancholicus—culture,

201; in boxes. 328
Amaryllis—for stove, 182 ; from seed,

388
American fruits, new, 4G
Ammonia in air and water, 479
Amsterdam General Horticultural

Exhibition, 280
Anemone—tubers, keeping a year

unplanted, 290; angulosa, 470
Annuals, climbing and trailing for
window, 257

Ants, 436
*' Apiary, The," 184
Apple trees—not thriving, 201 ; ca-

terpillars, destroying, 366; pru-
ning, 366

Apricot culture, 275
Aquarium elazing, 242
Aquatics -for stove tank, 238; for

garden pool, 323; for small pool,
3S7

Arabis — culture of Golden, 306;
lucida variegataas an edgmg, 483

Arbor Vitae, Siberian, 421
Arboretum v. Pinetum, 23
Arboretum, the, 89, 132
Ardisia crenulata culture. 137
Ari^acma papillosum, 157; Wightii,

361
Arrangement of plantp, 240
Arum palCEStinum, 382
Asparagus — culture, French t

English, 9, 234, 269, 363, 405
beds, salting, 200; planting, 254
sowing, 311 ; cutting, 488

Asphodels, 436
Astelia Solandri, 361
Atriplex rubra culture, 274
Aubrietia deltoidea, 14
Aucuba—leaves of male, 349; ja-

ponica (female), 361
;

japonica,
282

Auriculas— culture and frame, 92;
in 1865, a57 ; removing otfsets,

387; Alpine, 421
Australian seeds, 181
Axe, 263 ; proper furm of, 2.=i2

Aylesbm-y Dueka' bills, 6J, 76
Azaleas—shools and leaves turned
brown, 130 ; Fascination, 157

;

temperature for, 275; syringing,

313; pontica, propagating, 436;
after Howering, 387, 462

Bacom, store-room roE, 278
Baliiee, 62

Balsams, 365 ; culture of, 294
313

Bantam— prizes, 314; laying soft

eggs, 332
Bantams—producing, 62; Ramkin,

222
Barbadoes, seeds for, 239
Barm for poultry, 42
Baskets, hanging, plants for, 56
Bateman, Mr., and the Chiswick
Gardens, 244

Bath and West of England Poultry
Show, 454

Bays, management of, 97

Beans for succession, 75
Bedding-out. 401
Bedding and other plants, propa-

gating, &c., 442
Bedding plantP, watering, 492
Beds, planting raised, 212
Bees—comraot ions and queen en-
casements, 18,42,61,80,105,122;
straw hives, 20 ; avtiticial swarms,
feeding, 20 ; accident cleverly re-

paired, 40; supposed parasite, not
swarming, 42 ; Ligurianising an
apiary, 60 ; regicide, 62; swarming
V. sLorifying, 81, 221, 277, 391,

478; removing to distance, dimi-

nution of weight in autumn. Ligu-
rians in Australia, 82, 299; dead
in celLs, superiority of Ligurian,
124 ; swarming r. noa-swarming,
keeping in Devon, 141 ;

young and
vigorous queens, queen not dead,

166; hive temperature, 183; re-

moving old combs ; re-using
combs ; obtaining most honey

;

Rev. W. C. Cotton; honey-taking
in Assam, 205; early drones;
crumbled combs; dysentery; Li-

gurian, 206 ; beginning to keep,
222; in a greenhouse, 222; Stew-
arton hives, 222; in Lanarkshire,
taking honey in Central America,
driving to avoid was moth, 242

;

the opening season, 259 ; Egyptian,
260; increasing room for, 260;
hives with entrance at top, 270,

352, 423 ; uniting very weak hives

in spring, 277 ; on a house roof,

colour of bee-house, putting supers
on common hives, 278; transfer-

ring, stock inactive, artifi.jial

swarming, 299 ; honey-gathering
from clover, dying, 300 ; com-
mencing keeping, not working
in g'apses, raising a super, brood
dying; straightening combs, 315 ;

queen encasement and desertion

of hives, 316; storifying, swarms
influenced by season. 331 ; hives
affected by damp, 332; does wild
Garlic affect them? 351; ancipnt
bee-book, 352 ; apiarian revival,

353 ; honey remaining fluid, ants
in houte, painting hives, chlo-

roform for stupefying; transfer-
ring ; feupering a stock ; buy-
ing, 354; regicide among, hives
deserted, 3G9 ; artificial swarms,
early swnrmi, very weak stocks,
370 ; artificial swarm into a S;ew-
arton-hive, enlargement of supers,
391 ; death of a queen, honey fla-

voured by onions, 392; artificial

swarms, 407; results of storifying,
as physicians, foul brood, drone
killing, placing natural swarm in
Stewarton hive, small drones, 403 ;

destroyiag queen of a swarm,

Bees—Continued,
driven, natural swarms, 424

;

driving, over-manipulation, death
of a queen ; fertile workers,
439 ; hives with top entrances,
foul brood not cnrable by excision,

457; notes about queens, spon-
taneous union of swarms, with
extra antennEe, clustering, mov-
ing, 458 ; keeping in Devon, 477 ;

two swarms in a Stewarton, in
Australia, fertile workers, hives,

putting on a super, 478 ; swarms
uniting spontaneously, excessive
swarming, persisting in swarming,
497 ; after swarming, putting on
glasses, Ligurian and the vine-
yards, decreasing, 498

Begonia Digswelliana, 271
Berberis aquifolium, planting for

cover, 95
Bpverley Poultry Show, 495
Billbergia olens, 361
Bill. 263
Birds— a home tor, 141 ; introduced

into Australia, 299 ; luring to a
home, 300

Birmingham Poultry Judges, 421

Boiler setting, 312, 405
Boilers—portable, 269; heating by
one or two, 404

Boning fowl-", 438
Borecoles, variegated, for bedding

in winter, 212
Bosanquet, Mr., his lecture on win-
dow gardening, 270

Botanic (Royal) Society's Show, 226,

286, 337, 411, 464
Bougainvillcea speciosa, 162 ; cul-

ture, 97

Bouquets, wedding, 218
Bowling green, improving tnrf of,

387
BoK edgings, clipping old, 13,

493
Boxes for climbers, 328
Bradford Poultry Show, 100, 121

;

Brahma class at, 140
Brahma Pootras, 15, 17, 75. 124, 422;

in Burmah, 33; in India, 59;
weight of, 142

Breda fowls. 3X6, 355
Brentwood Poultry Show, 456
*' British Plants, Handbook of,"

471
Broccoli- throughout winter, 200;
new white late, 404

Buckinghamshire Duckers, 496
Budgrigers building, 184
Bulbs—done flowering, 218; a year
unplanted, 322; management of,

329
Bull's Nursery, 211; notes on his

new plants, 265

Bullfinches, teaching, 332
Buenos Ayres Ducks, 79
Butter i-ancid, 62, 82, 104, 184, 222;
avoiding rancid, 124

Bury Hill, 7

CaEBAOE — CULTURE, 425; PLANTS
DYING, 493

Cabbages — growing superior, 113;
good, 419

Cactus culture, 488
Caladium^, wintering, 138

Calceolari.ts— Bird of Paradiee, 51;
under north wall, 75 ; manage-

I
ment, 116; sowing herbaceous,

1 405; mulching, 437

Camellias—worms in pots, 136; re-

potting, 181; grafting, 274; tem-
perature for, 275; syringing, 313;
Contessa dl Gonda, 382

Campylobotrys regalis and refulgens
culture, 97

Canadian wild flowers, 485
Canaries — insects on, 142 ; losing

feathers, 142
Canker in fowls, 142
Carnation seed sowing, 493
Carnations — (tree), Delicatissima,

Victoria, and Princess AUce, 51;
for exhibition, 200; sowing. 329

Carrots—forcing, 135; sowing, 216;
soil for in fram*?--, 319

Caterpillars on White Thorn, 421
Cattleya quadricolor, 361
Cauliflower — sowing, 326 : culture,

347
Celery, 347

;
good varieties, 117;

estimate of sorts, 236
Celosia spicata sowing, 238
Cement, stopping cracks in, 218
Centaurea candidissima, grub-eaten,

274
Cerastium toraentosura—from seed,

275 ; for edgmg. 483
Chirrophylium bulbosum culture,

126
Chalk as a manure, 30
Chamois skins, 181

Channel Islandts, S87
Charcoal as a manure, 239
Cheilanthes fr.igrans, 55
Cherries falling, 475
Chickens—dying in hatching, 300,

332. 440; food for, 332; merits,
appreciating, 3G7 ; quadrupedal,
407 ; mortality among, 440 ; among
the, 494

Chic'twetid, eradicating, 313
Chiswick, a few words about, 318
Chitty, the late Mr, F., 244, 261, 2':3

;

Chitty, Mrs., subscription for, 299;
anil her children, 395

Chopping, the art of, 252
Chorozema cordata over-vigorous,

295
*' Chrysanthemum, its history and

culture." 322
Chrysanthemums — done blooming,

33 ; stems kitled by burning sul-

phur, 213; Golden Bal', Venuf,
271; (variegated) Sensation, 361;
cuttings in May, 3S7

Cinerarias— sowing for blooming at
Michaelmiis, 97 ; management,
116; stems decaying, 118

Cistern, water flowing out of, 118

Clarkia iutejripetala flore pleno,

382
Clay, puddling with dry, 218
Clematis Jackmaunii, 51
Climberfi ~ for verandah, 55; for

wall, 74 ; for house-front 97

Cobona scaudens variegata culture,
275

Cochin-Chinas — house for, 142; ,

cock dying suddenly, 184; extra,,

prizes (or, 220; Partridge, extra
])rizes for, 241 ; cockerel's legs-
paralysed, 300 ; taken to, 388 ; hen
with enlarged crop, 392

Cock's comb turned black, 62; frost-,

ed, 392 ; legs paralysed 206
Cockscombs. 365 ; managing, 349
Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, Uties of, 7

Coelogjne fuscescens var, hrunnea^
157

Cole, W., death of, 69
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Colours, effective combination of, 376
Combe Abbey, 441
Concrete walks, 162
Conifers—planting on mounds, 200;

cuttings of, 328
Conservatory — arrangements, 32

;

heating and glazing a small, 188
;

decorations for winter, 252 ; aspect
for, 274: adjoining drawing-room,
328

Conp, ornamental, 121

Cork Poultry Show, 37
Cotton seed, 158; sowing, 88
Covent Garden Market, 14, 32, 5.% 74.

96, 116. 136, 162, 199, 238,256,
^^74, 294, 313, 327. 348, 366, 385,
404, 420, 436, 452, 474, 492

Cow eating Cedar leaves, 184
Crassula coccinea, repotting, 32
Creepers—in stove over Ferns, &c.,
240; for house-aide, 387; for
house wall, 421

Crickets, destroying, 5G, 493
Crocuses — after blooming, 328

;

taking up, 475
Cropping, double and treble, 377, 403
Croquet, lawn, levelling, 32

; ground,
moss on, 138

Crown East Court, 321
Crystal Palace Bird Show, 164 ; Rose
Show, commendations at, 178

;

Show, 399; Florists' Flowers at,

413 ; Rose Show, 483
Cuckoo's arrival, 332
Cucumber—pit, pigeon-holing, 187;
beds, 197

; growing, leaves blotch-
ed, !i95; house construction, 336;
trellises, 421 ; plants producing
only female blossoms, 431 ; in
frames, ;il7 ; heating a small
house for, 177; lidge, 328; sow-
ing, 454 ;

gumming, 473
Cumberland (West) Poultry Show,
33

Currants, seedling white, 366
Cutbush's Hyacinth Show, 253 «

Cuttings striking, 273
Cyanotis vittata, 118
Cyclamens, summer treatment, 138
Cypripedium—Jtevigatum, 382; con-

color, 470

Baisies on a lawn, 239
Dahlias — f^triking, 138; for exhi-

bition, 200, 213 ; select dwarf, 313;
preserving tubers, 344

Damping-off, its cause, 243
Daphne indica culture, 3S7
Datura arborea pruning, 218; chlo-
rantha culture, 418

Delphinium chinense seedlings, 405
Dendrobiuma — Parishii, 51 ; Mr.

Bateman's lecture on, 463; hedy-
osmum, 470

Derby exhibition of birds, 101

Derby Canary and Ornithological
Society, 369, 423

Deutzia — crenata, double, 306;
gracilis, propap:ating, 387

Devizes, a day at, 329
DIarrbcea in chickens, 424
Dombeya BurgessitO, 51

Dorkings — fiictening, 20 ; cheek
swollen, 62, 332 ; cock substituted
for Cochin, 278

Douglas, Mr., and Game Bantams at

Manchester, 241,276
Dovecot, stocking a, 351

Doves not hatching, 260
Draba aizoides, 450
Dracaena — nobilis culture, 74;

Cooper! leaves browned, 97
Drainage, cinders for, 305
Drayton Manor, 64
Dublin Spring I'oultry Show, 331
Dubreuil on Iruit trees, 421
Duckwing Bantam-, breeding, 104
Ducks— Aylesbury, eggs, 184; legs

paralyseJ, y78 ; laying soft eggs,

300; prime aee of, 422
Dumfries Orniihological Show, 36
Dunghill drainings as a liquid ma-

nure, 426

Earth closets, 408, 440
Eddleweiss, 138, 192
Edging-iron, 2G3
Egg within egg, 315; double, fer-

tUe, 422
Eggs—sex of, 59, 75, 76 ; jars for

preserving, 62; price of new, 75,

1C6; vitality of, 79; superior pro-
ducers of, 82; large supply, 82;
price of; preserving, 183, 119;

Eggs— Continued,
hens laying soft, 124; and poultry,
home supply of, 164; deserted for
a time, 1C6 ; keeping for hatching,
204; wholesale price, 206; annual
produce from a hen, 206; in air-

tight jars, 219; Irish trade in, 220;
after a frtiezing temperature, 222

;

injured by frost, producers of
large, 278 ; failing to hatch

; pre-
serving, 332 ; passage protruding,

332; preserving birds', 354; hens
eating, 407

Elm trees, heading-down, 96
Endive culture, 387
Engines, garden, 262
Entomological Society's Meetings,

71, 192, 307, 345, 433, 490
Epidendrum dichromum var, ama-

bile, 157
Epipbyllum culture, 192
Erica hyemalis and gracilis culture,

199
Espalier Apple and Pear trees, prun-

ing, 239
Essex Poultry show, 276
Eucbaris amazonica culture, 163
Evergreen cuttings, 32 ; list of hardy,

32; planting, 295; for lawn, 329;
new, 343

Falconer, Dr. Hdgh, 234
Fernery— adjoining dwelling, 218;

constructing and arran^fing, 493
Ferns—hardy, for exhibition, 14;

(hardy), how I collected them,
21, 66, 84, 153, 195; removing
dead fronds, 162 ; compost for,

181; in case moulding; Bird's-nest,
fronds decaying, 295; case, drain-
ing, fungus in soil, 346 ; habits,
433 ; watering hardy, 349; Hare's-
foot, managing, 475

Ficus elastica, potting, 96
Fife Ornithological Show, 36
Figs—forcing, 31 ; pot-culture of,

2GS ; dropping, 313 ; tree not bear-
ing, 3S7; propagation of, 409;
falling prematurely, 433, 437;
falling, 492 ; the Castle Kennedy,
419

Flannel, vegetable, 334
Fleche cock's ear-lobes, 478
Florists' flowers, no prizes for,

151

Flower—shows, management, 10

;

garden plan, 214, 341, 362; beds
and borders, position of, 264;
planting, 274; box and vase, Hay-
man's, 268; pots, size of, 305;
guttered, 345

Flowers, arrangement in border,
163

Flues, heating by, 25
Forcing-bouse, economical, 136
Foreman's duties in a gentleman's

garden. 128
Forest fowls of Enghnd, wild, 389
Forking, use of frequent 54
Form and colour, 279, 322
Fowl dung, 387 ; manuring with,
200

Fowl-house, Ivy round, 316
Fowls—mingled, 184; best age for

breeding, 206; food for, 206; in

confined space, 222.; unmated,
222; feeding for exhibition, 222;
neck swelling, 332; disordered,
332; soil for yard, 332 ; trespass-
ing, 354

Frame on vinery-border, 295
Frops, destroyri'3 of woodlice, -70
Frost of April 30th, 395
Froth insect, 4&2
Fruit—at New York, 3; affected by

soil and clioaate, 88; trees, neg-
lected, 257; summer pruning, 313;
in cuUivated and other ground,
373; Wise, 472

Fruits, succession of, 75

Fuchsias— potting, 96; Lucrezia Bor-
gia and Fantastic, 158; dropping
their flowers, 161 ; for exhibition,

213, 257; grafting, 274; insects,

destroying, 275; twelve, 454; se-

lect, 492
Fumigating, 328

Game fowls, 392; Black and
BR0WN-BHEA8TED, 184; CUCk, rC-

dubbing, 332
Gapes-Pureof, 242, 424

Gardener, training for, 97; finding

candlee, 313

Gardeners— during illness, 6; dwell-
ings, &c., 72 ; dwellings and cloth-

ing, 130 ; number of working hours
for, 233, 266; Saturday half-holi-

days, 268 ; claiming plants, 427

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution,

246, 344
Gas, heating by, 118

Geometric beds, 74
Geranium— seed, sowing, 97; cut-

tings in turves, 237 ; Mrs. Pollock,

striking, 295; (zonale), Venus,
470 ; cuttings, packing, 474 ; in

rich soil, 475
Geraniums—for window, 161 ; Mrs.

Pollock, striking cuttings, 218; for

exhibition, 21S; (bedding), suit-

able for planting together, 239;
turf as a substitute for potting,

273; syringing, lanky, 275; Zo-
nale, for pots, 328 ; ill-managed,

437
German paste for birds, 392

Gesneras, resting, 14

Gishurat compound, 387 ; v. scale,

158
Gizzard, glass in a fowl's, 76
Gladiolus— culture, 47 ; select, 117;

in pots, 200
Glass— excessively brittle, 253; for

horticultural purposes, 301 ; for

greenhouse, 349

Glazing without putty, 91, 112, 157,

173, 194
Gnaphaiium lanatum, 475
Gold fish diseased, 42
Gooseberries, raising from seed, 131

Gooseberry caterpillar—preventing,
228; destroying, 404

Grafting, curious result, 228 ; the
Elm on the Oak, 291

"Grape Vine, Practical Treatise

on," 191

Grape—Muscat de Sarbelle, 52;
growing, novel featin, 89; bunches
becoming abortive, 240; Foster's

White, 329; obtaining early from
wall, 254; thinning, 365; dis-

eased, 386; falling, 420; packing
for travelling, 454

Green Gage Plum—crop in pots, 437
;

trees overloaded, 493
Greenhouse—heating a small, 25, 32,

137, 274; ventilating, arranging,

and shading, 182 ; removing, J28
;

arrangements, 349
Guano liquid manure, 366

Hadsor Hodse, 231

Hamburghs — comb bending, 142

;

Golden, 165 ; with pale faces, 458
Handbarrows, 224
Hants (Noith) Poultry Show,

439
Hares and rabbits, protecting trees

from, 88
ITatchet, 263
Hatching — temperature, 62 ; this

season, 422
Hayman's Albert vase and flower-

box, 268
Heaps in gardening, 452
Heaths not flowering, 75

Heating—by hot water, il7 ; modes
of, 209 ; small houses, 256

Heckmondwike Poultry 8how, 17

Hedge—plant for, 117; planting in

June, 436
Hen-coop—ornamental, 165

Hens—eating chickens, 184; crop,

glass in, 354 ; swollen breasts,

swollen abdomens. 370; not laying,

166, 440; swallowing, with riitH-

culty, 458 ; managing broody, 478 ;

pecking their eggf, 473
Hepatica ansulosa, 470
Hives, Stewarton, 242

Holidays, 12

Holland and Belgium, notes in, 355,

371
Holly— hedge, trimming, 162 ; cut-

ling variegated, 257; propagating
the Porcupine, 349

Honeysuckles, planting pelect, 225

llorseiTidish in Peach-border, 200
Horticulture a school, 26

Horticultural (Royal) Sticietv, 43,

207, 444, 463, 484; Primula Sbow,
26; weekly Show, 52, 69, 110,

129, 173; 227,268, 286; Assistant

Secretary, 68, 87 ; its early Tulip

Show, 88 ; memorial about ex-

hibitions, 108 ; exhibitor's letter

to Council, 126, 189; bulance sheet

of, annual meeting, 145; spring

Horticultural Society—Continued,
meetings, 150; exhibitors' me-
morial, 150; Floral and Fruit
Committees, 210, 249, 284, 318,
358,397,428; prizes paid by, 211

;

scientific meeting, 250, 284, 320,
359, 398, 428; HyaciRth culture,
295; Show, 304, 375, 414; Inter-
national Fruit Show, 305; meet-
ings in 1866, 410; Floral Deco-
ration Fete, 413 ; Pelargonium
Show, 430

Horticultural exhibitions, effects of,

44
HorticQltural exhibition at Amster-
dam, 280

Horticultural (United) Society, 189,
304, 445

Horticulturists, dearth of good, 210
Rorse-Chestnut, its kinds, 174
Hotbeds—a word on, 339; for cut-

tings, 365
Hothouse shelves, 437
House.", sunk, 14

Hovea pungens major, 361
Howl, a, 151

Hyacinths — worms in pots, 75

;

in glasses, failure of, 176, l90;
forced, 255; Thorwalsden, 362

Hydrangea—culture, 443 ; flowers
varying in colour, 480

Hypceates sangainoleuta, 382

ICE— collecting, 12, 180; packing,
96; house, opening, 436

Icelanders, 100
Impaliens Hookeriana culture, 218
Implements—garden, 223, 262; ma-
nagement of, 306

Incubator, Crook's, 477
Indian corn for poultry, 392
Indian-rubber-Plant shedding its

leaves, 56
Ingram, testimonial, 171
Insects, destroying, 169, 273, 311,

405
lonopsis paniculata culture. 29
Ipomoea, hybridamarglnata culture,

201 ; Learii pruning, 295
Iresine Hetbstii, 271
Ivy—its varieties and culture, 35

;

for wall, 117

Japanese—Conifers, 45, 70; evee-
greens, new, 343

Jedburgh Show, Pigeons at, 77,
104

Jerusalem Artichokes hard, 14
Judges of plants, 70
Judging plants, HI

Kelso Poultev Show, 57
Kendal Poultry Show, 57
Kew Gardens, Sir W. J. Hooker's

report, 340
Kidney Beans, forcing, 160
Kitchen-garden croppmg, 425 ; as-

pect and formation, 432
Kitchen gardening, 460

Labour power, 72

Laehenalias,cultnreandselection,378
Laelia priEstans, 271

La Fleche fowl, 166
Lancashire, weather in 1861. 50
*'Land and Sea," 190

Langstroth, the American apiarian,

79, 102
Lapageria— rosea culture, 97, 200,

275 ; soil mossy, 492
Lark's song weakened, 278

Laurels, cutting-in, *295

Laurustinus culture, 97

Lavender, disease, 281, 305

Lawn grass sowing, 32

Laying, promoting, 42

Leontopodium helveticum culture,

138
Lice on chickens, 206

Lillum— culture, 47 ; weakly, aura-

tum culture. 87, 2^9 ; sale of, 436

;

lancifolium culture, 87, 217; does

it degenerate? 190; giganteum
propagating, 274 ; weakly, 386

;

culture, 387; after blooming, 475 ;

planting out, 475; not flowering,

492
Lily of the Valley bed, 228
Limewarih for Currant trees, 32

Linings for pits, 180

Liquid manure, 426, 460; making
' lb2; applying, 349
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Lissochilus Horsfallil, 51

Liverpool Flower show, 246

Lobelia speciosa—sowing, 182; in

boxes, 328
Lomaria gibba, 162
Lombard's (Mr.) garden, Dublin, 436
Londonderry Palace Gardens, 462
Longing for spring, 169
Longtown Poultry Show, 120
Lonicera aureo - reticulata, 239

;

changed by sulphur-burning, 213
Lophoapermum maguificuin culture,

120
Lnculia grati&slma culture, 302

Mahonia (Berberis) aquifoltdm
planting, 31 ; for cover, 96

Maidstone Gardeners' Society, exhi-

bition of, 264
Malays on the table, 164

Manettia micans, 157
Manetti recollections. 286
ManurinfT the air, 479
Maples, 132
Markets, visits to foreign, 292
MasdevalUa Tovarenaia, 361
Maurandyas, training, 138

Means and room, 236
Mediterranean, notes from the shores

of. 158
Melons-culture, 28,45,67; failing,

75, 328; planting in bed, 327;
lining frame, 329; grafting, 361;
youDg turning yellow, 446

Mesembryanthemum compost, 405
Meteorology of 1864 —Weston-super-

M-ire, 69; Waringstown, 131

Mignonette— tree, 274; Belgian, 356
Mildew, its cause, 243
Milk, condensed, 104
Mimulus, double-flowered, 470
Mistletoe propagation, 14
Monochoetum dicranantherum, 361
Morenia fragrans, 167

Moreton Hall, 90
Moss on lawns, 181

Mowing machines, 262
Mulberry tree in a pot, 313
Mulching, 364, 473 ; flower beds,

329
Mushrooms—in a cellar, 188; beds
management, 115, 326, 385

;

spawn, vagaries of, 173; failing,

295; growing thin, 256; cold, 265
Mnssett's heating apparatus, 181

Nantwich Poultry Show, 139
National Columbarian Society's
Show, 101

Nectarines—management of Down-
ton, S87; setting sparingly, 397

Nemesia compacta, 162
Nests—earthenware pans for, 351

;

for hens, 390; mice in hen's, 440
Nets over wall trees, 218
New Zealand — seeds from, 217

;

emigrating to, 339; Flax seed not
germinating, 475

Nightingale's arrival, 332
Night-soil, utilisation of, 307, 337
North British Pigeon Show, 37
North Hants Poultry Show, 476

Oaks not thriving, 201
Odontoglossum Pestatorei v. splen-

dens. 382
Ogle, Mr., death of, 321
Oleander, scale on, 387
Onion culture, 26i
Orange trees—in tubs, managing,

257
;
grafting, 328 ; Tangerine, 329

Orchard-bouse— in Scotland, 118
dressin;,', 198 ; my, 266, 287
trees shedding their fruit, 401
stopping shoots, 405

Orchard planting in Ireland, 421
*'Orcbidiceou8 Plants, Select," 322
Orchids—in flower in December, 7

;

flowering in winter and spring,
176 ; for greenhouse, 228 ; in cool
houses, 279; cool growth of, 306 ;

lecture on, 359; culture in low
temperatures, 400

Ornithogalum thyrsoides after bloom-
ing, 474

Ouvirandra fenestralis culture, 15
Osalis corniculata rubra, 253

Paikt, white zinc, 130
Paisley Ornithological Show, 35
Paling, fruit trees against, 420
Palms as room plants, 343

Pampas Grass culture, 329
Pandanu* javanicus variegatus cul-

ture, 96
Pansies decaying, 454
Paradise stock, propag:iting, 200
Paris Poultry Show, 59, 76

Paris Pleasure-grounds, 382, 439
Parrot— stripping otf its feathers,

104, 424; staggpiing, 142; ma-
nagement, 204, 300

Parsnip sowing, 216
Partridco Cochin eggs, hatching, and

Buff in same run, 300
Partridges, food for young, 478
Passion-Flower jelly, 359
Paul's (W.) spring flowers, 250

Pavias, 174
Paxton, Sir Joseph, 446
Pea—leaves injured, 349 j Weevil,
366

Peach— tree forcing, 33; blossoms
protecting, 83; buds falling, 96;
grafting stocks for, 117 ; shoots

various, 324; syringing, 313;
bloom falling, 313; leaves falling,

437 ; trees gumming, 475 ; tree

shoots, 380; green fly on, 386;
leaves curled, 406; anl Nectarine
trees, bearing points, 414; house
glass, 328

Peach-pruner, the modern, 63, 83,

107, 144, 185, 234, 263, 324, 379,

416, 459
Pears — ripening late, 27; Beurr€

Clairgeau, 52, 88 ; for pyramids,
55; on thorn stocks, 136; scale

on, 137 ; on quince stocks, 143
;

how to keep, 170, 188; for S.S.W.
aspect, 239; leaves diseased, 387;
trees, espalier, 454: failure of, 462

Peas—early, 15, 386, 419, 436; for

succession, 75 ;
growing superior,

113 ; in turves, 135 ; on light soil,

136 ; for autumn, 200; preserving
from mice, 228 ; early, forwarding
and protecting, 293 ; sowing, 328

;

Veitch's Perfection, 387 ; late, 452,
454 ; new early, 467

Pease, F. R., death of, 477
Pelargoniums — of 1864,2; Indian

Yellow, 51; leaves spotted, 118;
forcing, 199 ; stopping. 386; bed-
ding, report on, 414, 450, 4SS, 482 ;

Amy Hogg, 470 ; select, 4J2
Pentstemons sowing, 238
Perennials from seed, 493
Perilla sowing, 212
Perth Poultry Show, 53

Pest^, garden, 323, 345
Petunias, Jubilee and Charming, 157

;

potting, 161

Pheasantry, iloor of, 278
Pheasants—with wounded wing, 206

;

gold and silver, 221 ; rearing
young, 370

Phormium tenax seed not germi-
nating, 475

Photinia serrulata, 181
Picea pinsapo—fine specimen, 181,

201 ; large, 26ti. 303
Picotees for exhibition, 200
Pigeon-holing pit walls, 180
Pigeons—diseased, 42 ; megrims in,

77, and hawks. 77 ; forsaking their

house, 82; varying in colour. Ice-

landers, 100; at Jedburgh Show,
104; Fantail, 204; distinct varie-

ties, 241,314; in confinement, 242;
laying lour eggs in four days, 275

;

sick, 278; eccentricities of, 297;
at Devizes, 329 ; and Rooks, 330,

350, 389, 456 ; eyes watering, 354
;

breathing with difficulty, 369

;

giddj, 370; diarrhffia in, pairs,

392 ; to tell cocks from hens, 458
;

buff and black, 478
Pig food, 440
Pine-apple culture, 405
Pine-stove con9truclion,28S, 309,381
Pinus— maritima and austriaca for

the coast, 239; excelsa, cutting its

shoots, 366
Pits—sunk, 13 ; construction of, 187;

sunk, without fire heat, 227
Planting ornamentdl shrubs, &c., 31
Plants— (My) and how and where I

found thera, 225, 338, 431, 470, 487
;

of many sorts in one house, 239;
new, at B ill's Nursery, 265

Pleroraa elegans leaves scorched, 337
Plum—the Mir.ibelle, 176; trees, ca-

terpillars on, 350
Poinsettia pulcherrima culture, 5
Poland fowls, hardiest of, 82
Poles, The, 377

Polyanthus, removing, 475

Poplar cuttings, 56
Potatoes— produce of, 10, 48, 91 ; what

is a buf^hel of, 11 ; early, 15, 444 ;

culture, 22, 68, 127; and merits,

49; Fluke and Lapstone Kidney,
raising early. 83 ; Early King, 93,

108,162; forcing, 134; manuring,
218; early ten-week, 230

Pots—price of garden, 55; size at

shows, 218
Potting 96 ;

preparations, 73
Poultry—keeping from a commercial

point of view, 16, 38, 56, 76, 99,

119, 142, 163. 201, 220, 240; in

confined space, 42, 368; profits,

57, 75 ; house, size of, 82 ; Com-
pany, a joint-stock, 97, 138 ; sup-
ply for London, 118; Club, 118,

139, 142, 16J, 2'J2, 259 ; for table

and egg-producing, 124; cotta-

ger's pay for rearing. 124; Shows
in Lancashire, 142 ; Shows,
thought on, 182 ; and egg supply,

202 ; Shows, more classes at, 203 ;

Judges, 219 ; schedules for shnws,
220, 259 ; extensive keeping, 258

;

atid Egg Company, 258. 276

;

Judges, appointment of, 275, 330 ;

Club Judges, 314; exhibitors*

grievances, 389; show, a metro-
politan, 476; purchasers, a warn-
ing to, 496

Primros*!s — Double Chinese, pro-
pag.iting, 295; Smith's double
Chinese, 305

Primula farinosa, 493
Propagation and management of bed-
ding plants, &c., 876

Proustia pyrifolia, 51

Pullet's intestines protruding, 142
Putty — removing old, 55; uses in

glazing. 386
Pvracantha not flowering. 405
Pyrethrums, Mr. Salter's, 514

Quince stock, propagating, 200

Rabbits, 60 ; Himalayan-, pheno-
menon in, 102; Lop-eared, points

of, 104; eating evergreens, 110;
neglecting their young, 181, 221

Radishes, forcing, 32
Railliardia ciliolata, 470
Ranunculus tubers, keeping a year
unplanted, 290

Raphiolepis japonica v. integer-

rima, 382
Red spider, destroying, 491
Rhododendron — soil suitable for,

186, 231. 30J, 363; eximiura, &c.,

328, 329 ; manure lor, 350

;

naming, 410; Waterer and God-
frey's Show, 413; grafting, 436;
at Regent's Park. 433; Princess
Alexandra, 470; ill-shaped, 493

Ribbon-border, 193

Ridging, 30
Rock plants. 372
Rockwork, 333
Rollers for outside shades, 200
Room, plants in, 181

Rosery, laying out, 182
Ro*e show, continental, 487
Roses—management in the north, 5;

ill north of Ireland, 10; dres'nng
stems. 10; of 1864. 43; for pots,

74 ; Climbing Devonienais, 93, 108.

131, 152, 189, 233 ;
gossip about,

109; in pots, 117; standard, 117;
manure for, 136; seed-sowing, 137;
Bernard Palissy, 157 ; Celine
Forestier, 158 ; transplanting, 162

;

pruning climbing, 162 ; soil for,

162
;
pegging down, 182, 216

;
pot-

ting for early forcing, ]s2
;
prun-

ing, 198, 199; rephmting. 199;
dwarf in bed, 201

;
potting cut-

tings, 218 ; Tiiomphe de Kennes
and others, 270; Manetti, 236;
Devonieiisis v. climbing Devoni-
enais, 290 ; fumigiting, 294 ; se-

lect pot, 296; Princess Mary of
Cambridge, 329 ; liquid m;mure
for, 329 ; new, 336 ; stunted shoots

on, 350; Mardchal Niet, 361; in

groups, 893 ; lists of, 395 ; rats de-

stroyine, 401; Ophiiie on Manetti
stock. 405 ; Gloire de Dijon leaves

blotched, 405; Gloire de Dijon on
Boursault stock, 433 ; manuring,
454; list of haidy. 466; leaves

blotched, 474; cuttings in water,
493

Roup, 62, 498; is it infectious? 354

Saffron Crocus not blooming,
14

Salvia—nemorosa, 162 ; azurea sow-
ing, 238 ; argentea, 355 ; splendens
for August, 387

Salt applied in excess, 333
Saponarias, 162
Sashes, opening, 401
Saws, 263
Scarlet Runners without stakes,
419

Scurf on Cochin-China fowls* legs,

82
Scythes, 263
Sea-kale after forcing, 254
Seashore, gardening near, 240
Seeds—saving in private gardens,
95; vitality of, 322

Sewage—and fruit, 105; house, its

effects and management, 167

;

irrigation, 194 ; earth a deodoriser
of, 382 ; as a manure, 460

Shears. 263
Sheep dying after shearing, 498
Shell Parrot building, 184
Sieber, the plant collector, 481
Silkworms, efl"ect of aromatics on,

190
Silver Pheasant laying, 276
Silver Tree, 239
Skeletonising leaves, 27
Skimmia japonica, 131

Snow-stormg, 54
Snuff in tree-paint, 137
Soapsuds, 257, 474
Soil—consolidating over fruit tree

root.s, 160-; utility of loosening,

111; improving sandy, 117

Soils, getting under cover, 73
Somerfurd vineries, 4
Sora's poultry establishment, 222
Spanish fowls, 20; fowl rose-combed,

62; cock's face excessively deve-
loped. 166; hens bald, 370

Spring-longings, 291
Spring cold weather, effects on

chickens, 437
Starling, teaching to talk, 424
Stephanotis floribuuda—culture, 96

;

leaves shrivelling, 200
Stocks, species ana varieties, 421
Stoves, brick, 208
Strawberries — in the north, 24;

plants, grubs destroying, 74; La
Constante, 112, 128, 172, 207, 232,

216, 287; forcing, 110, 135, 154,

197, 255, 347; Empress Eugenie,
152 ; runners, selecting, 181;
shelves, Mr. Abbey's mode of
placing, 189; plants not flowering,
196 ; pots, turves for, 212 ; in
Dorset. 225; houses, Mr. Abbey's,
229; exporting, 239; unfruitful,

256; be=*t position for forcing, 290;
blind. 304, 327 ; cross-breeding,
317, 375, 396; insects on, 328;
barren, 341; treated as annuals,
345 ; culture and cross-breeding,

362; propagating from barren,
446 ; Due de Malakoff. 461 ; failure

of crops, 462; culture, 471 ; Lord
Clyde, 490

Suffolk Poultry Show, 276
Sulphur fumigation, 397

Swamsonia occidentalis, 51
Swans, rearing young, 440
Swiss gardening, 26
Syringes, 262
Syringmg, 492; Grapes, 467

Taepaultng, renovating, 366
Tasmanian Horticultural Exhibition,

51

Tea culture, 137

Tempe.ratare—regulating, 328 ; of
ground, 350

" The break in our circle," 261
Thome Poultry Show, 476
Thrips on Ferns, 56
Tiffany-houses, 349
Todmocden Botanical Society, 466
Tortoises. 124
Toulouse Geese as layers, 332
Tradescantia zebrina culture, 200
Training-trellises, 356
Trees and shrubs, protecting from
hares and rabbits, 33, 95 ; decidu-
ous. 89, 132

Trenching, 6
Trichomanes speciosum fronds
browned, 239

Tritoma grandis, 323
Tritonii aurea, 14

Tropaeolum tricolor culture, 97

Tulip exhibition, Henderson's 339
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Tulips — early, ehort-stalked, 257 ;

after bloominR^ 388 ; rernoving

flower stems, 397 ; double-bulbed

Van Thol. 437

Turkey breeding and management,
390

Turkeys—at exhibitions, 166; rear-

ine young, 424 ; cleavers for,

424
Turnip-sowing, 216; fly, 491

Vallota — KsiMU, 51 ; purpdilea

CULTURE, 97

Van Houtte's Nursery, 371

Variations, vejtetable, 411

Varieiiea, raising new, 344

Vases, plantiBg in, 240

Vegetable Marrows, 328

Vegeution, theory of, 83

VeiteVa Nursery, Chelsea, 171,

213
Vellosia Candida, 470
Ventilating, 55; of orchard-house,

436
Verandah, plants in, 474
Verbenas—from root-cuttings, 181 ;

Annie, 158; wintering, 162; for

exhibition, 200, 218, 313; Popular,

271; George Tye, Charles Tur-
ner, Queen of Finks, 361 ; cross-

breeding, 406
Vermin trap, prize for, 241

Verschaffelt's Nursery, 372

Vinery—profits, 14 ; heating, 182

;

ViNERT— Continued.
replanting, 257 ; frame on, 295

;

near Hitchen, 327 ; Curate's,

405
Vines—distance between, 4; syring-

ing, 14; forcing, 31; Muscat
Hamburgh, 32; lifting roots, 68,

74; forcing, at Inverness, 74;
cuttings, 74; planting, 74, 118; for

cold vinery, 75 ; compost for, 96
;

planting over flue, 118; standards
in pots, U8 ; borders, aeration of,

125 ; in pots at Combe Abbey, 228
;

in bad cundition,'137 ; overheating
roots, 137 ; in pots, 102 ; border,

renewing, 162; making, 182, 257;
turf for, 239; lifting, successful,

178; syringing, 181 ; leaves wart-
ed, 256 ; crumpled, 257 ; mealy
bug on, 286 ; leaves brown, 200

;

showing fruit indifferently, 200

;

disbudding, 200; early dressing,

216; in pots bleeding, 218; boidtr
on clay soU , 270 ; temperature for,

removing laterals, 274 ; breaking,
stopping bleeding, 275 ; breaking,

treatment. 313 ; for greenhouse,
349 ; in pots not fruiting, 350 ; bor-
ders, manure on, 405 ; applying
manure water, 405; culture, shoot
stopping, 410, 454, 467 ; leaves

scorched, 421; leaves, 405; stop-

ping newly-planted, 470; Inarch-
ing Muscat on Tokay, 475

Visit to " Y. B. A. Z.," 93

"Waitzia gbanditlora, 271
Walks— drainage for tsrrace, 328;
concrete 493

Wall, white-washing, 137

"Wall-border, plants for north,

437
Walls for parden, 74

Wardie Lodge, 156
Warehouse converted to a green-

house, 33
Washing white fowls, 166

Waste slip, planting. 209

Water— for fowls, 42 ; barrows, 262 ;

can hard be improved? 317 ; Cress

culture, 366; softening hard, 358;
to what plants prejudicial, ?C0;

importance of good supply, 373 ;

Lily planting, 454
Waterer's American plants, 433

Watering—night. 9; pots, 262
Waterproofing, 420
Weather, effects of on chickens, 258,

296
Weeds — destroving, 55, 435 ; in

paved yard, 437

Week, woik for, 11, 29, 52, 71, 96,

114, 133. 159, 179, 196, 215, 235,

253, 271, 292, 3ln. 325, 346, 364,

384, 402, 418, 434, 451, 472. 490 ;

doings of last, 13, 30. 53. 72, 94,

114, 134, 159, 180. 197, 215, 236,

254, 272, 293, 311, 326. 374, 364,

385, 402, 419, 435, 451, 473, 491

Wharfedale Poultry Show, 351

Wheelbarrows, 224

Wigton Poultry Show, 296
Williams's HoUoway Nurseries,

318
Willow planting, 355
" Wiltshire Rector " 153 ; and Fan-

tail Pigeons, 204
"Window Gardening, Hints on,'*

192
Window gardening for the working

classes, 270
Winter-flowering plants, 127, 176,

ISS
Wintering, bedding plants, 9 ; plants
without arlificlal heat, 195; plants
in a room, 468

Wireworms, 417, 430
Woodbridge Poultry Exhibition,

406
Woodlice, to destroy, 97; frogs de-

stroyers of, 270 ; killing, 420
Worms, expelling, 475
Wulfenla carinthiaca, 55

Year, The New, 1 ; the depar ted
15

Yew — hedges, cutting down, 379,

365 ;
poisonous to ducks, 389

Yews, planting, 295
Yorkshire gala, 485

ZtNC LABELS AND INK, 163, 471
Zinnia elegans, sowing, 449

WOODCUTS.

P4GK.
Acer circinnatum, leaf 132

„ eriocarpon, leaf 133

„ monspeBBnlanum, leaf 133

Auricala Frame , 92

Axe, proper form of 252, 253

Bee-hive with entrance at top 352

Boilers, portable 269

Earth Caoset 308

Egg-jar 17

rig. Castle Kennedy 449

Flower-box, Hajman's 268

Flower-garden Flans 214, 232,342, 362

Fruit-tree Training in Van Geert's Nursery 356

Glass in Fowl's Gizzard 76

Glazing without Putty 194

Hen Coops, Ornamental 121, 165

Kitchen-garden Plan 432

Melon Training 28

Palms as P.oom Plants 343

Pavia, leaves 174, 175

Paxton, Sir Joseph 448

Peach, Wood Shoot 324

„ Fruit Shoot 324

TiOX.
Peach, Mixed Shoot 325

„ Gross Shoot 325

„ Cluster Shoot or Spur 380

„ Fruit Spnr after bearing 380'

„ Fruit Spray 380

„ Barren Spray 380

,, Slontreuil Fan Training 416

„ Espalier Carr^ Training 417

Pine Stove, construction 288, 239, 300, 381

Pit for Wintering Plants 195

Poultry, Roosting-place for Chickens 16

„ Egg-jar , 17

„ Hatching Koom 39

„ Portable artiacial Hen 39, 57

,, Artificial Rearing House 40

„ Artificial Hatching Room 56

,, Feeding and Drinking Saucers for Young Chickens 56

,, Improved Fattening Pen 77

„ Vermin Pit 99

,, Plan of Breeding Establishment 119

Sashes, mode of opening and Shutting 401

Strawberry Forcing Houses 154, 155

Trenching 6
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times the poultry part. That reminds me of a true story.

A mamma and her young daughter sat down to play a duet

at a party. They did not keep good time. A horsey young
lady was present, who also had a correct ear for music ; she

was heard in a subdued tone to say to herself, " Ah ! now
the old mare's first—no, now the filly's first—ten to one on
the filly—no, five to one—no, well done, they are hoth in

level after all—capital, a dead heat." So of oar Journal : a

capital year, dead heat at the end.

On looking back through the past year, let me say a word
about the ladies who have figured in our pages, made a
better figure of themselves vnth their steel pens than their

steel hoops, if I may be judge. First, thanks, personal

thanks, to " Filix-fcemina." Never more will I say that

I do not love Ferns, alleging that form without colour is

unsatisfactory. " Filix-fcemina " has taught me better

;

whenever she writes she makes me a "Felix-mas." Oh,

the pretty, graceful, fernlike sentences dancing Uke fronds

in breeze and sunshine. She gives us an example how to

make practical matters pleasing, giving details, but which
cannot be called dry. Then her descriptions, too ! One
only fault she has—she makes me throw down the pen,

dispirited, almost hopeless.

Nor have ladies alone excelled the gentlemen with quills,

but with feathers too. Witness Lady Holmesdale and Miss
Emily Beldon. I am no exhibitor, but could I be a Lady
Holmesdale or an Emily Beldon all at once I would be. As
a stalwart young Irishman, begging of me, said in reply to

my question, "Why don't you enlist, a fine young fellow

like you?" "So I would, if they'd make me a jineral at

once, your riverence." And I would be an exhibitor if I

could be a Lady Holmesdale or an Emily Beldon at once.

But, ladies, you make me despaii-. You have won your
laurels, ladies, may you wear them long, adding each year
fresh ones to your present full chaplets.

Looking back, and true to my character as chaplain (I

was duly appointed by our co-archbishops at 171, Fleet

Street)—looking back through the Numbers of the present

year, I mvist say that any little disputes have been carried

on in a nice spirit ; no hard words, sneers, or inuendos. My
flock, I am proud of you. Sometimes I have seen in peri-

odicals of former days disputes carried on in an acrimonious

spirit, which have reminded me of an old story, the last it

must be, of the days of my youth. An old doctor, long since

dead, had a man servant named Solomon, wise in all things

save where the beer was concerned. The doctor was at

home alone, so he deemed, one Sunday afternoon. Presently

he heard a singular noise as of a muifled voice and a running
of some liquid. He traced the sound to the cellar, where he
found foolish Solomon on his back, under a tap, quite drunk,
with the beer stiU running on his face, and he solemnly
saying, " No more, thank you sir; quite enough, thank you
sir." Now, so should I say if a controversy became too

lengthened, but I have not had to say so this year ; but I

should have said, " No more thank you," had there been a
good reason, for my motto is, " Peace and good will to all,"

and among all.

And now, lastly, dear readers. Have we not done you
good this last year ? Gardeners in your cottages, for you
shall be first addressed, as right you should, have you not
looked forward to the day you receive our Journal ? Have
you not one foot, perhaps, rocking the cradle

—

" Where alone with God the baby lies."

or nursing the said baby, a thing never to be ashamed of,

for a baby is the best nursery plant I know—and you think
80 too—have you not read bits aloud to your wife, man, the
good creature loving gardening for your sake, and you
helping her with the little ones of an evening as you should,

allowing her to ply her needle unencumbered for your
benefit ? Have you not had many a treat from our pages,
taken, perhaps, a garden-plan, for which you had bright
looks and praise, from your lady employers especially ?

And you, younger ones, younger and more aspiring, have
you not by studying our pages been fitting yourselves for

higher positions ? Be steady, good fellows, work on, read
on, and—Now you wo'n't mind the hint, will you ?—" Do as

little as possible on a Sunday."
Country ijentlemen, ladies, clergymen, amateurs all of you,

not forgetting that nice boy who keeps fancy pigeons and

rabbits, and got a prize at —— Show,—I hope you have aU
felt drawn towards us this year, and that you welcome our
Journal as a friend. We all need a hobby, it makes life

going again to us. A man with a hobby has
" A young lamVs heart amid the full-grown flocks."

It drives away care and balances the mind ; and what hobby
is half so charming as flowers and birds ? Good wishes to you
all—a happy new year to you. I wish I could shake hands
with you all ; to " velveted hands," and horny hands too, I

could give an equally warm grasp. But it cannot be—it

cannot. I know you not by sight, I wish I did ; so with my
pen I must say farewell.

—

Wiltshire Kectob.

FLOWEES OF THE PAST SEASON.
BEDDING PELAEGONIUMS.

Foe a dry season such as we have had during the past
summer, what can for a moment compare with the various

sorts of Zonale or bedding Geraniums ? While Verbenas
mildewed and died off. Calceolarias would not grow, and
Petunias were lanky and poor, the Scarlet Geranium as it is

stOl called (although now to be had in white, pink, crimson,
and other colours), kept its ground, and, if not growing
quite so vigorously as in ordinary seasons, certainly bloomed
as well. It is no wonder, then, that the caterers for public
taste should endeavour to meet the increasing demand by
increasing attention to their hybridisation ; and hence it is

that we may truly say the name of them now is legion.

But there are some mistakes made on this point which I

would remind our friends of. It is not enough that a new
variety have a larger or more briUiant flower than others
in the same class, if it have not a habit correspondingly
good. I have flowered some remarkably fine-looking sorts

this season ; but then their habit was so gross, and the
trusses so sparingly produced, that they were utterly value-

less. Again : where there is no peculiar marking to make a
distinction between sorts, a flower may be very good, but
so strikingly similar to others already in cultivation as to
puzzle any one to decide as to the difference. Thus, I have
had several this year so like Herald of Spring, that although
individually good, they are not worthy of being retained
where the older, cheaper, and equally good variety is to be
had. Nor let it be forgotten that some sorts, although of

very little use for the parterre, are very valuable for the
greenhouse ; and growers would do well, I think, in an-
nouncing their novelties, to say for which they are suitable.

There are many which are equally good for both purposes,

while some are only fit for one. It is utterly impossible that

even in the most extensive gardens all these varieties can
be grown, and therefore a weeding process must be adopted.

No flower is, perhaps, more widely cultivated than this

—

in the wilds of deal- and stormy Donegal, and in the briUiant

masterpieces of gardening at Linton or Shrubland, it is alike

cherished. Let us not lose anything of our enjoyment by
being distracted by the crowd of new faces, when we have
many times to say the old are better.

TAKIEGATED-rOHAGED VAKIETLES.

Several of these have come under my notice this season,

but in the beautiful section where Mrs. Pollock has reigned

supreme I have not seen as yet any that surpass that exqui-

site variety ; and I think that whatever slight difference of

marking there may be in some of those I have seen, such as

Mi's. Benyon, yet for habit and other qualities combined
Mrs. Pollock stiU stands unrivalled. In the Tricolor Silver

Variegated varieties a good and beautiful addition has been
made in Italia XJnita, sent out by Messrs. E. G. Henderson
and Son. This class make excellent pot plants, but, unlike

the Golden Variegated, they do not pi-osper well out of

doors.

WHITE-PLOWEEED VAEIETIES.

We all recollect what a terrible warfare (on paper) there

was about the new varieties of white-flowered Pelargoniums
that were to come out last spring ; " a very pretty quarrel"

indeed, but one that might have been very well spared.

My own opinion of them all may be illustrated by the reply

made to me by a well-known grower. " Well, Mr. ,

what do you think of these new white Geraniums ?" " Think !

why, that I coxild execute any amount of orders for them
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from my stock of Madame Vauclier." Madame Barillet, the

French variety that I saw, is perhaps a little more free-

flowering, but that is aU. For bedding purposes these flowers

are of very little use. Eain soon soils their purity, while

the sun turns them of a dirty blush. As pot plants they

are very valuable, and they do excellently for cutting for

bouquets.

SCARLETS OF VARIOUS SHADES, PINKS, &C.

*GliUer (BuU).—A good scarlet, bright flower. Very bril-

liant, and litely to prove useful.

*ExceUent (F. & A. Smith).—A very free-flowering variety
;

strong horseshoe ; light scarlet rose flower, well-formed ; of

good habit.

Nonsuch (Bull).—Rose; horseshoe leaf, but the flower and
truss too small.

Elegance (Bull).—Violet rose. Pretty, but too much Uie
Herald of Spring.
Mushing Beauty (Bull).—In the style of Prince of Hesse,

and no better. Good horseshoe foliage.

*Lorenso (Btdl).—Very large pip and truss, scarlet ; good
and well-marked foliage. An excellent variety.

Loyalty (Bull).—Vivid scarlet, but too gross in habit to

be worth anything.
*Miriam (BuU).—Avery pretty rose-coloured flower ; habit

of plant vigorous ; free-flowering, colour novel.

Purity (Bxill).
—

"White-flowered. No better than Madame
Vaucher.

Regalis (BuU).—Salmon rose. Something in the way of

Herald of Spring.
Vivid (BuU).—A very bright scarlet, large truss and pip;

but I fear the habit is too gross ever to make it valuable.
*Eve (BuU).—Pretty, pink shaded with white, and very

promising. It has received a first-class certificate.

Celestial (Bull).—Too gross, and not free-flowering.

Striking (BuU).—Like Diadem and Madame Eudersdorff,
but not equal to those varieties.

Brilliancy (BuU).—Too gross in habit to be of any value.
Provost (BuU).—Too much like Herald of Spring.
*The Clipper (BuU).—An exceUent flower, and one weU

worth growing. Its habit is good, and the flowers large and
round. Colour bright scarlet.

Effie (BuU).—Truss too smaU.
*Charmer (BuU).—A flower somewhat in the style of Eve,

and, Uke it, wiU be useful. It is, perhaps, somewhat more
robust than that variety.

*Lord of the Isles (G.Smith).—Crimson scarlet ; large and
weU-formed. Of good habit.

Orange Globe.—Orange scarlet, white eye. Good habit.
*Eugdnie Mezard.—Bright salmon, shaded and spotted with

white. Very pretty.

*Culford Rose.—BrUliant carmine salmon ; flowers large,
weU formed. A good trusser.

Louis Schweitzer.—Salmon-coloured flowers, white centre

;

truss good.
*Lady Cowper (Francis).—A perfect Utile gem, and quite

distinct from anything I have seen. It does not grow above
7 or 8 inches high, is very free-flowering, the flowers bright
scarlet, and as an edging for scarlet beds invaluable. Its
leaf is so small and fine that it hardly looks like a Geranium.

*Loyalty (WiUiams).—A bright scarlet flower. Habit of
plant good.
There can be, I think, Uttle doubt that in some of the

foregoing varieties we have advances on anything previously
out. There is a size and form amongst many of the Scar-
lets, combined as these quaUties are in some of them, with
good habit, that wUl not fail to recommend them for general
use. Such flowers as ExceUent, The Clipper, Lorenzo, &c.,
wiU, I am assured, be general favourites. The season not
having been a favourable one for determining the merits of
any_bedding plants wUl justify one in not deciding positively
against a flower; but I am inclined to think that those
marked with an asterisk will be found the best in each class.
In this as in every other department of horticulture there
is progress

; whUe at the same time there are many things
sent out which only the partiality of the raisers can see any
beauty in beyond those ah-eady in cultivation.
WhUe on the subject of Scarlet Geraniums I cannot forbear

saying another word about the plants that appeared at our
metropolitan exhibitions this season. They were quite, to

my mind, unworthy of the well-known skUl of our growers.
Anything more frightful than some of them were, it is im-
possible to conceive. In some the trusses were tied right
across, so that stakes and stalks met the eye in every di-

rection. Other plants were trained table fashion, as plants
of Pompon Chrysanthemums sometimes are ; and in very few
was there that appearance of .neatness and symmetry, which
it is very easy to give to a Scarlet Geranium. If there be
any competition thjs season, let us hope to see more natural
plants.—D., Deal.

FEUIT IN THE NEW YOEK (AMERICA)
MAEEET.

New Toek is abundantly supplied with a profusion of

various sorts of fresh fruits nearly all the year round, and
from the number and quality of indigenous varieties, as weU
as proximity to the West Indies and other regions favour-
able to pomological development, she enjoys advantages in

this respect over most of the Eui'opean cities. Amongst the
earUer arrivals come shiploads of Bananas and Pine Apples.
The Bananas are very fine, and are imported aU hanging in

huge clusters, just as they come from the parent tree. They
are retailed as cheap as two cents, a single fruit, finer ones,

of course, dearer in proportion to quality, and are exten-
sively used during the prevalence of the hot weather, when
large quantities of ripe fruit can be consumed without de-
triment to the system. Amongst Pine Apples I noticed
chiefly the Black Jamaica and Montserrat, with a good
sprinkling of Smooth Cayennes and a few Providences. They
are sold from 5 cents, upwards, very fine fruit to be had
for a quarter of a doUar, equivalent to an EngUsh shilling.

Strawberries come in about the end of May, and begin-
ning of June, and for three weeks or a month reign supreme,
to the exclusion of almost all other fr-uits, and owing to
the extreme heat then prevaUing, the Strawberry season
only lasts for that period. The same cause also detracts
materiaUy from the flavour of the Strawberry, the very rapid
maturing process undergone, operating, at least, against
the juices of this fruit being highly perfected; but as
they are seldom eaten singly, and never sent to table as
gathered, any deficiency of flavoiu- is not easUy detected
when " smothered in crame." Strawberry-growing for

market has been gone into most spfritedly, the principal
grower in the States, Mr. Knox, ofPittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
rejoicing in the regal title of the " Strawberry King," and
long may royalty be thus honoured. Many varieties, such
as Keens' SeedUng, British Queen, and Sir Harry, do not
thrive well ; but again some others, such as Triomphe de
Gand, Victoria, La Constante, &c., seem to have a more
adaptable constitution, and bear abundantly. The favourite

market variety, and the most prolific bearer I ever saw, is a
seedUng raised in this country, caUed WUson's Albany. It

is a Uttle acid, unless when dead ripe, but a valuable Straw-
berry for preserves. Triomphe de Gand has risen rapidly in

favour, and bids fair to be a standard fruit.

SmaU fruits, such as Currants, Raspberries, Cranberries,

Whortleberries, Blackberries, &c., are supplied in immense
quantities, the Blackberry being a great favourite, and de-

servedly so. One variety, the Lawton, is cultivated exten-
sively and profitably ; it is a large fruit, a free bearer, and
answers admfrably for either dessert or preserves. Made
into what is termed Blackberry brandy, it is highly prized
as an antidote to many disorders incidental to a hot climate,

and I heard one energetic, demonstrative lady tell how this

summer, instead of idling away her time at a fashionable

watering-place, she took up her quarters in what is termed
the Blackberry country, in New Jersey, made seventy-two
gallons of Blackberry brandy with her own hands, and for-

warded it direct to the armies in the field, where she
trusted it would be the means of aUeviating some suffering

—a most notable instance of how far active benevolence tran-

scends passive sympathy. Cranberries are cultivated ex-

tensively, and are highly prized by housekeepers for pies,

puddings, preserves, &c., one company having a patch of

25,000 acres in one location in New Jersey, for their pro-

duction, and having lately taken in another 10,000 acres for

the same purpose. Mr. TUlyard used to exhibit good dishes

of the American Cranberry at the various London shows.
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and they formed valuable auxiliaries to his collection of
feuit ; but they do not seem to have been grown to any
great extent.

The market has been fairly flooded this season with
Peaches; for several weeks a daily supply of from 40 to
45,000 baskets was calculated to have reached this city,

each basket containing nearly a bushel. They come prin-
cipally from the States of Delaware and New Jersey, having
as a rule most doggedly refused to ripen around New York
for some years past. The Peach is grown in orchards just
as you wOl find the Apple growing in the Carse of Gowrie,
or Devonshire, biit the fruit generally averages small, and
lacks the luscious richness of the cultivated varieties grown
out of doors, fi'om Sutherlandshire to the Isle of Wight.
This deficiency of fiavour is the natural result of the quan-
tity grown, as the same attention cannot be paid as at home,
where every individual fruit receives especial care, no super-
fluous foliage being allowed to shade it fi-om the sun, or
noxious insects prey on its vitals.

Nectarines are not known except to professionals, and the
few Apricots that I have seen were poor. Plums are very
fine, and reach market in large quantities. I noticed some
old acquaintances amongst them, such as Green Gage,
Damson, Jefferson, &c. Both Musk and Water Melons are
supplied in immense quantities, and a fine sight dui-ing the
prevalence of the hot weather it is to see this deliciously
grateful fr-uit pUed up on the stalls in thousands, a supply
of Water Melon being kept cut up ready to quench the
thii'st of hm-ried passers-by, for the small sum of 5 cents.
The Musk Melons are retailed from 10 cents, a-piece, and
were even finer and more plentiful this season than ever.

Grapes, both native and exotic, are first-class. The
fruiterers have the exotic vai-ieties nearly all the year round,
comprising those which are so well known to the horticul-
tui'al jjublic, and as their cultivation is in the hands of pro-
fessional gardeners, this is sufficient guarantee of their ex-
ceUence, and could distance be annihilated, many of the
London exhibitors would have to look out for their honours.
Having been free from mildew, that scourge of Grape-
growing districts, the native Grapes were even finer this
season than usual. The principal varieties at market were
—Concord, Hartford Prolific, Delaware, Diana, Eebecca,
and Catawba, the Isabella being now nearly superseded.
The Catawba is principally cultivated for its wine-producing
qualities. I should think most of these varieties would do
well in the south of England, where the Sweetwater ripens
so well, and often when admiring the fine bold outline of
the terraces at PonthUl from the opposite slope, I have
thought what a fine vineyard might be made along their
front, where Mr. Beckford shaped beauty out of barrenness,
and the present proprietor, the Marquis of Westminster,
has done so much to renovate the place, and improve the
condition of his workmen.

Pears are now quite an American institution, most of the
fine varieties growing freely as standards, there being no
such thing as garden walls for fruit trees here, for gardeners
to show their skill and waste their time, in training trees in
all manner of impossible ways, a simple picket fence gene-
rally doing duty as an inclosui'e. Neither Jargonelle, Marie
Louise, or Easter Beurre, do much good, but they are almost
the ordy exceptions I know. Williams's Bon Chretien,
under the popular name of Bartlett, is the great market
fruit, and I have seen the trees literally loaded to the ground
with large, finely developed fruit, and as an instance of the
prolific properties of the Pear here, 1 have seen fine fruit of
Duchesse d'Angouleme selling for a cent, a-piece ; but this
is by no means a common occun-ence. The following are to
be found in every collection of Pears deserving the name,
and are all reliable varieties in this climate—viz., Doyenne
d'Ete, Kingsessing, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Diel, Beurre
d'Anjou, Scckel, Beurre Gris d'Hiver Nouveau, Belle Lu-
crative or Fondante d'Automne, Doyenne Boussoch, Doyenne
SieuUe, Virgalicu, Flemish Beauty, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Onondaga, Urbaniste, Glou Morceau, &c. As a rule most of
these varieties thrive much better on the Pear than on the
Quince stock.

The Apple also comes in for its share of public patronage,
and well does tlie famous Newtown or FaU Pippin deserve
its name, as it makes both a first-rate dessert and good
cooking Apple. The Baldwin, Spitzenburgh, Astrachan, and

a few others, make their annual appearance in the market,
but all fall immeasurably short, in point of merit, ofthe New-
town Pippin, as no housekeeper will use any other while she
can get this, a very sure test of the general utility of any
variety of fi'uit.

—

David Foulis, New Torlc, December 12th.

THE SOMEEFOED VINEBIES-
BETWEEN VINES.

-DISTANCE

In Mr. Q. Bead's report on the Somerford vineries in your
Journal of the 6th ult., it is stated that the back walls are
planted with different Vines, and that these bore fruit

nearly down to the ground.
Presuming the houses to be of the lean-to form of the

ordinary dimensions, about 15 feet wide, and about as much
high, the canes on front rafters being planted as usual and
trained on the spur system, my question is.Whether theVines
on the back wall will have light and sun enough, so as to be
stUl fruited downwards, when the fr'ont Vines are full grown ?

I am an amateur fr-uit-grower, principally of Vines, and
am just about erecting two other lean-to vineries. In my
former houses I made use of the back wall by training some
Vines almost up to the top, and then dividing them into two
horizontal branches, as in the MontreuU mode of training.
In this way the Vine catches the top light and thrives very
well, but a great part of the lower wall is entu-ely without
fruit. For this reason the Somerford-way is to be pre-
fen-ed if the lower parts of the stem really receive light
enough for fruiting well. Then I have another question to
ask. I find the distance at which it is generally recom-
mended to plant Vines in a Vine-border is 21 or 3 feet ; I
never planted them nearer to each other than 4 feet, and
even with this distance the laterals, although on the proper
spur system, almost meet. Now, with closer planting they
must partly cross each other, even with close pinching-in. I
should, therefore, like to know whether .3 feet is really the
distance generally adopted in England ?

Allow me, before concluding, to remark on a notice in your
paper the other day regarding the Black Hamburgh grafted
on the Chasselas Musque. I practised this five years ago
with very fair success. The growth is rather strong on this

stock; the bunches and berries are large, but lighter-

coloured than those of another Vine on its own roots; the
skin of the berries, however, is more tender, the flesh very
sugary, but of rather less flavour.

—

Johk W., Hamburgh,
Germany.

[In reply to your German correspondent's very reasonable
question, I wish to say that the vineries at Somerford Park
are not ordinary lean-to's, but what may be termed nearly

half span-roofed. The inside dimensions of the houses are

as follows :—Width, 15 feet ; height of back wall, 10 feet

3 inches ; front to the underside of the rafter, 4 feet 6 inches

;

height to the ridge, 12 feet; with a north light 4 feet

3 inches in length. The Vines in front are 4 feet apart, and
are planted on the inside, but provision is made for the roots

to go outside when the inside border becomes somewhat
exhausted, the front wall being arched for that purpose.

The Vines at the back wall are planted 5 feet apart, and
two rods are taken from each Vine, thus making the rods

2 feet 6 inches asunder, and at the time of my visit the

lowest bunches on these Vines were 2 feet 6 inches from the

ground.
Now, I consider there is a very considerable advantage

in a house of this description over an ordinary lean-to

for planting Vines at the back, as 4 feet of rafter and
4 or 6 feet of the back wall can be relied on to produce

good Grapes after the Vines have reached the top and

become established. It is not to b& expected that the Vines

will continue to produce good fruit so near the ground as

they have done this year, but about one-half of the back

wall may be depended on as being productive.

I do nt>t wonder at your correspondent's back wall in his

ordinaa-y lean-to vinery being unproductive, but I should

expect "his branches trained horizontally near the top, not

only to gi-ow well, but also to bear plenty of fruit, provided

the Vines are in a liealthy condition.

With regard to the distance Vines are planted apart, it is

now becoming almost general in England to plant much
closer than formerly, and there is ao objection to their being
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2 or 2i feet apart. I planted a small vinery about a fort-

night ago. (In the following compost :—to every five or six

barrowsfiil of turf from an old pasture, I add one barrowful

of old mortar rubbish, to that nearly one barrowfal of ground
oyster shells, and to the above another barrowful of ground

bones and wooUen waste, the latter procured from a wooUen
manufactory.) I have planted them 2 feet from plant to

plant, that is one to go np the rafter and one up the centre

of each light. In order not to be overcrowded with branches

we shall disbud freely, and regulate the spiu-s at the winter

pruning, and where we should have two spurs on rods 4 feet

apart, we only require one when only half that distance. If

you expect to take a given quantity of fruit from each light

of a vinery, it is much better to take it from two Vines than

one, you have double the quantity of roots to produce the

same vreight of fruit, and consequently the Vines do not so

soon become exhausted.—Q. Read.]

POESrSETTIA PULCHEEEIMA CULTUEE.
Pkobaelt no plant in cultivation is more ornamental

during the winter months than Poinsettia pulcherrima—that

is, when it is well grown. Even under indifferent culture

it is ornamental from the brQliant colour of the terminal

bracts. It is also one of the most accommodating of plants,

as scarcely any amount of ill-treatment or neglect, with the

exception of an unsuitable temperature, will destroy it or

prevent its blooming in its proper season. It will bloom
freely as a large plant, or as a vei-y small one, thus accom-
modating itself to a large conservatory or shallow pit.

No one who is desirous of having a really ornamental plant,

and can command a winter temperature of from 50° to 70°,

need despair of cultivating this Poinsettia. During the

summer a rather close greenhouse is all that is required to

start and keep it growing ; but to give my own experience of

its culture in a connected form I will begin at the beginning.
In order to have a large plant of it, take a plant that has

flowered, keep it rather dry, in a temperature of about 50°,

until April or the beginning of May, and when in a tempe-
rature of 60° it will most likely begin to start into growth.

It may have been previously cut down to within about 8 or

9 inches of the collar, or it may be cut according to the

manner in which it breaks, so as to leave three, four, or

more shoots. When it has made two or three leaves turn it

out of the pot, pull off some of the old roots, and shaking
out some of the old soU, put it in a pot a size larger than it

was before, using a mixture of equal parts of peat and loam,

with sufficient sand to make the soil porous. Place the

plant in a stove or hotbed, and it will soon take to the new
soil, and show roots through the bottom. When this is the
case it may be shifted into a 12 or 1-3-inch pot, in which it

may be allowed to flower, unless it is desired to have a very
laige specimen, when it may have a third shift about the
end of July into an IS-inch jjot, using the same kind of soil,

and bearing in mind that a slightly increased temperature
is advantageous after each potting. When, however, it has
taken good hold of the soil after the last shift, a vinery or
rather close greenhouse will suit it very well until the
middle of September, when it should have a temperature
never under 50", and an average of 60? would suit it much
better. It may then have an occasional dose of liquid ma-
nure, say twice a-week. I forgot to state that the points of

the shoots may be stopped about the time of the second
shift ; this will cause two or three shoots to be thrown out
from each. Prom the end of July it will grow rapidly until

it begins to show the scarlet bracts, which will be about the
beginning of November, and at Christmas it will be in its

prime. It may be permitted to bloom as long as it will,

and may then be gradually allowed to become dry, and rest,

taking care, however, that it is not overdried. When the
time arrives for starting it again it may receive the same
treatment as before. It is better to take a smaller plant to
make a large specimen the next season than to take the
same plant, which would have to be reduced nearly to its

original size, or treated after the manner of a specimen
Geranium.
Many prefer having plants in small pots with a single

Lead of bloom on each ; and where there is no convenience
for growing large plants this is the best way. "Under any

circumstances such plants are useful for decoration, and
make capital plants for the dinner-table.
In order to obtain them one or more old plants are neces-

sary to cut from in May, when they have had their rest, and
been started into growth. The shoots being 3 or 4 inches
long, are taken off, and placed in small pots in an equal
mixture of peat, loam, and sand, and plunged in a brisk
bottom heat. When struck they may be potted in four-inch
pots, and shifted from them to six or seven-inch pots. They
wiU not branch, but the freer their growth the larger will

be the head of bloom on each. They may be had still

smaller by starving the old plants until later in the season,
and taking off the shoots in July, potting them singly into
thumb pots, and when rooted shifting into four-inch pots,
in which they wUl bloom. The plants will be small, and
the flower in proportion; but they will be as ornamental
and effective for decoration as can well be conceived. I
have known them so grown in large quantities for Covent
Garden Market, and a prettier sight than such large masses
could not well be imagined ; in fact, Poinsettia pulcherrima
is a plant that wiU always reward the cultivator, whether
grown simply for decorative purposes or for profit.

—

P. Chitty.

MANAGEMENT OF EOSES IN THE NOETH.
I HAVE read with much pleasure Mr. Eadclyffe's letter, in

page 468, and beg to thank him for the advice it contains.

I find that I have now most of the varieties recommended,
including those mentioned in a subsequent paragraph. I

have also many others, and hope to be able, next season, if

all go well, to add a few to the list viith which he has favoured
us. In the meantime I think the following, which are not
included, will not disappoint growers in the north, at least,

so far as the opening ot their fiowers is concerned—viz.:

—

Catherine GuUlot, Madame Vidot, Duchesse de Cambaceres,
Lord Eaglan, Buffon, Empereur de Maroc, Cardinal Patrizzi,

Safrano (T.), and Comtesse Murinais (Moss).
As regards the particular merits of the above, I must

allow n,mateurs to judge for themselves ; but I may be per-

mitted to observe, that where such Roses as Madame Vidot,
Catherine Guillot, and Lord Eaglan can be grown success-

fully, they should never be omitted, however small the col-

lection may be. Nothing in the form of a Rose could surpass
the first of these as it bloomed with me this last season. I
know that in some instances it has failed to give satisfaction,

but while I can obtain a single bloom, such as it produced
here, I wiU endeavour to find a place for it. The other two I
saw in flower at a place about thirty mUes to the west of this,

at an elevation of nearly 700 feet above Loch Ness, and of

which it may almost be said that, when it ceases to rain it

commences to snow ; there cannot, therefore, be any doubt
as to their being suitable to the wants of northern growers.

I now beg to refer to the concluding paragraph of Mr.
Eadclyffe's letter, and I trust he will pardon me in pointing

out a slight mistake which he appears to have made. He
says—" Oelina is only fit to bud upon." (Probably meaning
at the time the H.B. Celini). By referring to page 436, he
will find that the variety I make mention of is the Moss
Rose " Celina," which I do not for a moment suppose he
woiild recommend for such a purpose. I was glad to find

that I had treated Auguste Mie and Victoria in accordance
with his directions, which I trust may have the desired

effect.

I wiU now with your permission, reply to the observations

of " A SuBSCKiBEK, Aberdeen," and endeavour to supply the
information requested, but in the first plac£> I beg to state,

in reference to the cultivation of the Eose, that although
certain fixed rules are laid down for our guidance, it does
not follow that the same treatment wiU answer equally well

in all situations. Where there is pure air, deep loamy soil, and
good drainage, it is pretty plain sailing, but in the absence
of these essentials, it becomes necessary for us to exercise

a little of oixr own judgment, and it is astonishing some-
times what a person can accomplish when guided by a little

common sense. I would remind my brother amateurs, that

it is not where everything goes on smoothly with us that

we learn most. No, the little difficulties we frequently meet
with are oftentimes our best instructors. As an instance of

this, I beg to refer them to the letter of "Aliqui," at
,
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page 411, irom which we may all take a lesson; but I find I
am digx-essing, I will, therefore, proceed at once to answer
" A Subsckibek's ' inquiries. In the first place, then, he will
observe in the thii'd paragraph, page 436, that I give the
preference to the Manetti stock budded and planted deeply—-that is, with the junction of the bud w'ith the stock
2 inches or so under the surface. In the second place, the
only additional information I can give respecting the Rose
is, that it is generally known here under the name of the
" Maiden's Blush." Should he not be able to find it under
that name, I have no doubt the description I have abeady
given of it will lead to its discovery in one or other of the
cottage gardens in his neighbourhood. I may, however, in-
form him, that I intend using this as a stock cautiously

—

hasty conclusions are dangerous sometimes—it is all that I
have said of it, but I have since observed that the stem
does not increase in size in proportion to the head ; con-
sequently, the bark may in tirae become indurated, and we
may, in a yeai- or two, find the heads beginning to assume
a sickly appearance, and ultimately dying off altogether.
If, however, it should turn out all right in this respect, I
am stm of opinion it will beat the Briar.

I will now describe the manner in which I treat my Roses
generaUy, and leave " A Subscriber " to judge for himself
as to whether such treatment may be suitable to his cir-
cumstances. First, then, I must tell him that nearly all
my dwarf plants are in two borders by themselves, the
second border is a continuation of the one I have before
described. I find that they contain just seventy plants, and
as many varieties. In other parts of the garden there may
be twenty or thii-ty more, but here let me state, that I do
not approve of growing so many varieties in a small collection
when not intended for exhibition purposes. A third of the
number in my opinion would be quite suiScient, but I am
gi-oping my way, and doing it in order to find out what are
most suitable to the climate, but to resume. About the
beginning of the present month, having received two or
three dozen fresh plants, I made a complete re-arrangement
of my borders, that done I staked each plant firmly, after
which I mulched the whole with pig manure, about 4 inches
thick, taking care to keep it an inch or two from the stems
of the plants. I then covered the whole with long heather
to the depth of about 1\ foot laid on very loosely, which in
my opinion is much better than fern for the purpose, as it
allows the air to cu-culate more freely which is of great im-
portance. The whole of the above are either on the. Manetti
or dwarf stocks of the Dog Rose, although I certainly prefer
the former. Some of them do veiy well indeed on the latter,
but it must be borne in mind that deep planting does not
suit this description of stock. My practice is to have the
crown from 2 to 3 inches under the surface. Of standards I
have but few of last year's budding, in consequence of a
number of the buds having been destroyed by an insect.
They are all under bud this year and looking well, and I
hope, after the warning 1 have received, to carry them
through safely. I have each bud protected with a piece of
oiled paper (old newspapers brushed over with boiled oil and
allowed to get dry), contracted at one end and tied firmly
round the shoot above the bud, leaving suificient room
underneath. This does not, like hay or other soft material,
retain moistui-e, which in my opinion is more injurious to
dormant buds than frost. All these as well as the dwarfs
are firmly staked and mulched, with a little heather placed
round their roots as wcU. The heads of standards, especially
the moderate and dwarf-growing varieties, I protect by
placing around them and amongst the shoots a few branches
of heather, and tying the root ends firmly round the stake,
giving them the appearance of so many inverted brooms!
So much for protection, now for the removal of it. Well,
about the beginning of March if the weather be favourable',
I take ofiF one-half of the heath and the remainder about
the middle of the month. I then in a few days afterwards
remove the manure from the surface to the kitchen garden,
that done I prune the whole, trim up the borders, and make
all look tidy. I have now nothing to do, with the exception
of attending to them as occasion may require with weak
guano water, of which I have always a cask at hand, or other
liquid manure, but to watch the progress of the plants and
admire their beauties when in bloom.
Such is my mode of treatment, and if I am wrong in any

particular, I trust for the sake of others as well as myself,
that I may be put right by my valued instructors in The
Journal of Hoeticultuee.—Loch Ness.

P.S.—A hint as to the best way of stopping the insect, to
which I have alluded, from committing such havoc among
the buds, -srill oblige.

_rnJu^nx\.

TEENCHING.
I FIND that ground can be dug thus, at about one-third

the expense of digging
all the ground, and left

in a much better state
for the action of frost.

The land also remains dry. You will perceive that only one-
third of the ground is removed.—A Constant Reader.

[If exposing the soil to frost and other atmospheric in-

fluences is all that is required, the above plan is available,
but not if the objects are either to deepen the soil, or bring
the lower stratum to the sui-face.

—

Eds.]

PEAES OJNT THOEN STOCKS.
With reference to the communication with this heading

in your Number for 27th ult, I may mention that in the
garden at Preston Hall, near Dalkeith, in the county of
Edinburgh, there is an old Muirfowl's Egg Pear tree gi-afted

on the Hawthorn, now in perfect health, and which bears
fruit of excellent quality.

The gardens at Preston Hall were laid out fully three-
quarters of a century since by the late Mr. Hay, who was
then gardener there, and who afterwards practised in Edin-
burgh with considerable success as a garden architect, and
the tree in question seems to be one of those planted when
the garden was formed.

I may mention that I some years since sent a basket of

the fruit to a meeting of the Edinbui-gh Botanical Society,

and the members present declared them to be " excellent,"

as well as " interesting." I have tried a good many Pears
on the Hawthorn stock, some of which are now more than
ten years old, and all have invariably done well.

—

William
GoERiE, Bangholm, Edinlurgh.

GAEDEWEBS DURING ILLNESS.
Aee there any rules for paying gardeners during sick-

ness ? I mean, is it a gentleman's duty to pay his gardener
when he cannot attend work through being sick ? X should
very much like to know.—E. B.

[We regret that we cannot give any definite reply. The
"duty" of a gentleman to pay his gardener when from
sickness unable to attend work, must ever remain a question

of principle and of feeling, rather than of right and duty.

Something will, no doubt, depend upon how a servant is

hired— domestic or out-door, and whether he is a yearly

weekly or monthly servant. To the credit of our gentry,

the most of them, when a servant is HI, will pay for a time,

and may also secure medical help. We have known servants

accept all this as merely a matter of course, and not as a

subject to be grateful for, yet such treatment spontaneously

arises from generous and kindly feeling. If there should

be any legal right to such payment, that must be much
lessened in the case of out-door servants. In their case

the only appeal would be to kindness rather than mere
duty. Most employers of gardeners treat them kindly on
such occasions ; but that is different fi-om a gardener setting

up any claim to it as a right. We have known cases, but

they are few, in which great cruelty was exercised, such as

giving a man notice to quit when unable to turn himself in

bed ; but in most cases much sympathy and kindness are

raanitested, and this is sure to be an advantage to both in

the end. Suppose a thoroughly good gardener to have his

wages stopped for a week's illness, though he had served

his employer early and late, we know he would resolve to

stay with such an employer only as long as it suited him.

The very changing of servants, even though the old and
the new might conscientiously do their very best, would
soon make havoc, from the very change, with more than
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would pay the wages of some weeks* or even months' illness.

However, in all such cases the servant wUl act wisely if

he seldom thinks, and never speaks, of his own "rights"
and his employer's "duties." We have known otherwise
clever men reason themselves into strange fancies, imtU
they became morbidly aggrieved and injured. We believe

that gardeners, like other workers, must, as a matter of
course, be able to work in order to receive the stipulated

remuneration, yet very few gentlemen run close in this

matter ; and of aU servants none are more worthy of kind
consideration than gardeners.]

ORCHIDS m FLOWEE EN' DECEMBER.
This short list may prove interesting to some few of the

many lovers of Orchids, as we like to know what plants
flower at this duU season. I think winter-flowering Orchids
are worthy of more notice than is usuaDy bestowed upon
them, as they enliven the dull winter months, when there
is little of interest to be seen in other departments. It

would be useless for me to attempt to describe the many
beauties of this beautiful tribe of plants. We have now in
flower Angrjecum sesquipedale, with its ivory white flowers

5 inches across, with a great tail 12 inches long ; A. ebur-
neum superbum, AnseUia afrioana, Barkeria Skinneri, Bur-
lingtonia amoana, Cattleya amethystoglossa, one of the most
beautiful Cattleyas in cultivation ; Calanthe Veitchii, a beau-
tiful winter-flowering plant with a spike 4, feet long, thickly
set with its beautiful rose-coloured flowers ; C. vestita rubro-
oculata, C. vestita lutea, Ccelogyne fusoescens, C. species,

Cypripedium hirsutissimum, very fine, with two flowers on
each spike ; C. Fairrieanum, C. barbatum nigrum, C. in-

signis, C. venustxTm, Epidendrum viteUinum majus, E. ama-
bUe, a magnificent variety, one that will become a general
favourite when known; Galeandra Stangeniana, lonopsis
paniculata, Leptotes bicolor, Lselia acuminata, L. anceps,
L. autumnalis, a beautiful variety ; L. preestans, Lycaste
Skinneri, in vaiieties ; MasiUaria venusta, this has been in
flower six mouths ; M. picta, M. picta majus, Miltonia
MoreUi atro-rubens, Odontoglossum Insleayii, true ; Onci-
dium Cavendishii, O. Suttonii, 0. pulvinatum majus, 0.
sphacelatum, O. species, Phalsenopsis amabilis, P. grandi-
flora, Saccolabium miniatum, S. violaoea, Sophronites gran-
diflora, long and round leaved varieties; S. cemua, S. violaoea,
Phajus maoulatus, Trichocentron Pinelli, and Zygopetalum
crinitum.—E. Mitchell, Gardener to E. F. Ainsvjorth, Esq.,

M.D., Lower Broughton, Manchester,

USES OF COCOA-NUT FIBEE EEPUSE.
In a recent Number of the Journal you made some

remarks respecting potting CameUias in cocoa-nut refuse,
and have rightly recommended it to be mixed with loam. I
think many persons use too much of the refuse for hard-
wooded plants, which generally thrive best in good loam
with very little peat or leaf mould—no more than is suffi-

cient to keep the soil open and prevent its binding too
closely together. The refuse may be substituted for the
peat and leaf mould. I planted an old sickly Camellia, that
had not flowered for three or four- years, in mould mixed with
about one-fourth of the refuse, and put more than one-
half closely around the roots ; the plants afterwards grew
vigorously and blossomed well. For Ehododendrons and
American plants it may be used more freely.
Whenever I replant trees or shrubs of any kind, I use

some of the refuse, alone or mixed with the mould, to spread
thinly about the roots, as it causes a rapid production of
fine fibrous roots, which afterwards find their way into the
loam most suitable to maintain their growth.
At the end of December last year I planted some Eoses

and dwarf Pear trees on the quince stock in my garden;
but having no dung, and the soU being rather stiff and poor,
I used the refuse as I have just described, and then mulched
them with the refuse only, 5 or 6 inches deep, which effect-
ually protected the roots from severe frost. Every tree grew
vigorously and some bore fine fruit. However, as the refuse
will not support the continuous gi-owth of trees Uke stable
manure, I determined to follow the advice of Mr. Kivers in
Ms little book, " The Miniature Fruit Garden," and have

lately taken up all my trees, Eoses and Pears, to replant
them with dung. My gardener and I were both surprised
to find such a mass of long fibrous roots, grown in one year,

with the refuse hanging to them. I must observe that the
refuse mulching was allowed to remain throughout the sum-
mer, and by watering it occasionally the ground was pre-
served from being parched and hardened.

I am just going to prepare an Asparagus-bed, and have
directed my gardener to work in a quantity of the old refuse

very freely with the soil and dung, and to sprinkle in a little

salt. I shall have this turned over and well mixed at least

twice before putting in the plants in March. This wUl make
tho soil rich and light, through which the Asparagus will

shoot up strong and straight, as I have seen in the gardens
of a gentleman who seems to have a mania for this refuse.—
H. E., Surbiton.

BUEY HILL,
The Seat of A. E. Baeclat, Esq.

In travelling from London by the South-Eastern Railway,

after leaving that labyrinth of lines which unite at Loudon
Bridge, the fii'st few miles present the usual features offered

by the suburbs of a large town. There seems, indeed, to be
vast quantities of waste ground by the sides of the railway,

more so than near most lines in less densely populated

districts ; but there is nothing to call for particular remark
untU the cold, bleak station of Eedhill is gained—cold and
bleak in winter, but pleasant in the extreme in summer—the

new and rising town of Eedhill appearing in full view, with.

its villas, and comfortable-looking dwellings clustered to-

gether in the valley, as well as crowning the various emi-

nences by which the town is surrounded. Here the Dover
and Canterbury lines turn off to the left, while the Brighton
one proceeds straight on; but a branch of the South-

Easteru curves round to the right, cutting tlu'ough amongst
the hills and deep valleys of Sm'rey, and it is a short journey

on this line that brings us to Bury HUl. The scenery on the

road thither is as much diversified as on any short railway

journey I know. The deep cuttings and some high embank-
ments give tokens of the vast quantities of sand which have
rendered the name of Eeigate one of our household words.

A gardener travelling that way for the first time will see

that there is no tear of fine white silver sand for propa-

gating purposes ever becoming scarce, though he may envy
the wasteful manner in which he sees it lying about. He
may, however, console himself by reflecting on the fact

that the overlying mould is neither plentiful nor of the

best kind for cultural purposes. Some smiling vaUies are

passed through, the village of Betchworth is reached, and,

leaving that, the eye instinctively rests upon the high chalk

hUl to the right, which is Box Hill, a favourite resort for

picnic and other pleasure parties, and the traveller may
remember being told that the Box tree grows wild here.

Most of the boxwood required for various purposes was once

supposed to have been obtained from this place ; but large

quantities are now imported from abroad, so much so as to

cause fears of the supply being exhausted even in countries

where the tree is more plentiful than in England. Boi
HiU, however, has, no doubt, contributed its share, and even

now the plant is said to be plentifully spread over the waste,

and with Tew, Juniper, and some Hazel and Birch trees,

gives the top and abrupt sides of the hiU a clothed appear-

ance, which is rendered the more conspicuous by the white,

chalky character of the surrounding ground.

Passing Box Hill, a short stage brings the traveller to

the important town of Dorking, nestled as it were in a vaUey,

the hilly district by which it is surrounded having more the

stamp of distinct ridges than broken mountain scenery.

Here we leave the raO, and a pleasant walk of about two
miles brings us to the entrance gates to Bury HUl. A broad

carriage road leads from the gates, curving right and left to

meet the requirements of the ascending ground, and every

now and then opening up fresh views, or, perhaps, a noble

specimen of a tree planted by some former possessor arrests

the eye. The curves and gradients are of that easy kind

which modern roadmaking can find but Kttle to improve

upon. After traversing some distance this prettily rather

than densely clothed eminence, another turn of the road
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brings us in view of the mansion, which resembles one of

those commodious structures erected in the end of the

seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth century, when
the comfortable dwelling-house was beginning to take the

place of the feudal stronghold of earlier times. The principal

front is to the south, but the carriage approach is on the

other side, and on account of the inequality of the ground,

the entrance is one storey higher on that side than the

ground is on the south; but even this inequality is nothing

compared with the rise in the ground at the north side,

for after allowing suiiicient space for the requirements of a
carriage entrance, a grass lawn in one unbroken slope rises,

I should think, not less than 100 feet. This beautiful

and uniform slope is about 250 feet wide at bottom, but
narrowed-in at top ; and even beyond what might be called

the top of this slope, another slope about 20 feet wide,

still ascending, and at right angles with the front door,

carries on the view to the top of the hill, on which an orna-

mental summer-house, or rather exploratory, for I believe

it has been used for astronomical purposes, forms a suitable

apex to an eminence commanding an extensive range of

country. I may mention that the lower part of this fine

slope is all of plain turf, and seemed to be somewhat steeper

than the usual gradient adopted of late years

—

i.e., two to

one, or a base of 2 feet to 1 foot in perpendicular height. The
slope was certainly steeper than this, say five to three, and
if the perpendicular was 100 feet, we have a surface slope of

about 200 feet, which had an imposing effect. The margins
of this slope were planted with St. John's Wort, which here
grows admirably, while the opening thi-ough the wood, con-

tinning the view to the summer-house alluded to, was faced

with Rhododendrons, which here also found a home such as

evidently suited their wants in every respect, excepting,

perhaps, that more water would have been grateful during
the past season.
As from the description ofthe high ground at the carriage

side of the house, it might be inferred that the mansion
stands on low ground, I must conduct the reader to the
south side, and there he will see that in addition to the
difference of the height of a storey in the ground level, the
latter still continues to recede for a distance of 100 yards or

more ; we then come to a beautiful piece of water, fresh,

clear, and sparkling, twenty acres or more in extent, which
occupies a position in the valley. There is a well-wooded
island in it, and the outline is at suitable places concealed

by planting and at others shown, so as to give a natural

appearance to a sheet of water, which in such a situation

can hardly be too highly valued. A lawn with a few speci-

men trees sparingly introduced, so as not to impede the
view, connects the mansion with the ornamental water. The
dressed ground is for the most part on the opposite, or

rather the eastern side of the mansion, but there are many
interesting walks and corners carved out of the wooded hill,

against which the whole reposes.

Passing the mansion on the north side, and proceeding
eastward through a shrubbery, we come to the principal

flower garden, which, to protect it from rabbits, is fenced in

with close wirework, but excepting at the gates, by which
the visitor enters, and one or two other places, the fence is

everywhere concealed by shrubs skilfully arranged. The
outline of this enclosure is somewhat circular, and two
walks cross it in the centre, leading or pointing to important
features in the ground. A basin occupies the centre, around
which are arranged a series of flower-beds, these at the
time of my visit being well filled with Geraniums, Lobelias,

Petunias, Verbenas, and other bedding plants. These beds
were all on the turf, and outside were some specimen shrubs,
and behind these again the best kinds of Pinus. The
entrances to this garden, four in number, were planted with
dense masses of Azaleas, which by their healthy appearance
must have presented a most gorgeous aijpearance when in

flower. As it was, in September, the foliage had the rich

crimson hue which this shrub puts on late in the season.
Some hybrid lihododendrons were also in adjoining com-
partments, while the deep dense green of a noble specimen
of Abies Douglasii, bearing cones, was matched in another
place by a good Pinus insignis, planted in 1840. The
height of these trees I omitted to ascertain, but they were
of fair timber proportions, and to all appearance were likely

to attain a great size.

As an accompaniment to the flower garden alluded to,
was a rustic summer-honf e, thatched with the refuse shavings
obtained in making wooden ban-el hoops. The sides of this
structure were also of a corresponding rustic character, and
were partially clothed with Jasmine, and a good variety of
Silver-blotched Ivy. Some rockwork which I was told was
the work of the young ladies, adjoined, the whole being
overshadowed by some noble Oaks. From this point walks
curved in various directions, several of them ascending the
hill, which, as previously stated, was clothed with valuable
timber, which had been judiciously thinned, and Rhodo-
dendrons, Laurels, Berberries, and the like, planted by the
thousand many years ago. These, of course, gave all the
cover that the most ardent sportsman could wish, at the
same time large open spaces had been cleared here and there,
and specimen Pines of various kinds planted. Generally
speaking, these specimens were in groups, some having been
planted twenty years and more, and others of more recent
introduction at a later period. AH, or nearly all, were named,
a sort of brick being n.-.. d on which the name of the speci-

men, its native count y and the date of planting, were im-
printed on the sloping end before it was burnt, and, of

course, capable of enduring as long as the brick itself. I

was told that the maker was a Mr. Locker, of Kingston,
and certainly they deserved to be very generally used, for

without being obtrusive, they were sufficiently prominent
to be seen by all who might wish to know the names of the
trees.

Among other Pinuses I noticed a fine specimen of Picea
cephalonica, promising to rival the Silver Fir in magnitude,
Pinus laricio, and Pinus insignis, which, though only planted

in 1840, seemed to vie with the natural occupants of the
forest. Cryptomeria japonioa nana, on the other hand, forms
a dwarf compact bush 3 feet high, and 4 feet through, more
in the character of Thuja aurea, thus resembling the normal
condition of the species of which there were also excellent

representatives. Taxodium sempervirens, which is generally

supposed to require a damp soO, was here in excellent health

in one of the driest spots in the kingdom. I am sorry I

cannot say the same of Araucaria Cuuninghami, which,

though doing as well as at any place where I have met with

it out of doors, is evidently not suiEciently hardy to en-

dure the climate of this country if left unprotected. Picea
Webbiana, which does not thrive very well in most places,

was better here than in many, and I was told that it per-

fected its seed. Some Cedars of Lebanon of much greater

age were less promising than most things around themj
but a fine specimen of Pinus cembra promised after a time

to overtake some magnificent SUver Firs in close proximity.

Picea nobilis and P. Nordmanniana were also well repre-

sented, the former taking the fine, conical, upright growth

which renders it so great a favourite when it is well grown

;

the latter not so far advanced. Bushes of Thuja aurea were
also to be met with in many places, where also a dwarf form

of Abies, called A. Gregoriana, presented a dense deep green

hue ; while a still more dwarf or rather*prostrate plant

was Juniperus squamata. Ever and anon healthy thriving

plants of Wellingtonia were to be met with in various stages

of gi'owth, and what must not be forgotten, some fine speci-

mens of Deodar gracefully making their way upwards, while

theu- bases had every appearance of the trunk being hidden

fi'om view for many years, so healthy, dense, and vigorous

were they. I do not remember if there was a good speci-

men of Picea pinsapo, but believe there was, and most, if

not aU, of the lately-introduced species of Cupressus, Thu-
jopsis, &c., were to be met with; but I did not notice aU in

detail. With one or two exceptions the whole were in

excellent order, and the most of them were in positions

which would enable them to grow on for many years with-

out coming in contact with each other—a very common favilt

in many places where some of the finest specimens are to be
found.

I have stated that the general features of the place are a

steep hillside cut into ravines or gullies in various ways,

the soil being sandy, and, doubtless, containing ii-on in more
or less abundance, as the Rhododendrons succeeded so well,

and ripened their seed and reproduced themselves in the

common wood. A long period of very dry weather prior to

the middle of September, when I was there, had told severely

on the Kalmias and Andromedas, which were sufferingmuch.
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and one or two plants of Ehododendron were pointed out

that had absolutely died from the drought ; hut in general

all was luxuriance and health.

The good keeping of the place reflected the greatest

credit on Mr. Whitehead, the gardener, to whose courtesy

I am also indebted for the information above ; and before

leaving I must accompany him to the kitchen garden, which
lies in the valley to the north of the mansion. Good high
walls surround it, and some ixseful Grape-houses occupy
the north wall. Peaches and Nectarines had been in great

abundance on the walls. Strange to say, some fruit were
growing in a glass case facing the south which were later

than the same kinds on the open wall. The glass case con-

sisted of taU sashes reared against the wall, the bottom
being about 4 feet from it, and the trees were trained against

the glass rather than against the wall, and, consequently,

exposed to the back draught, which had neutralised all the
advantages of the glass. The fruit here, as well as on the
walls, was good ; but the latter was said to be the better

flavoured. Mr. Whitehead had also been very successful in

Mushrooms, and in fact the general condition of every
crop was good, considering that a very dry period had been
passed through. Unfortunately my visit to this department
was a hurried one, but I saw sufficient to convince me that
Mr. Whitehead had not accomplished all that was done
without difficulties, and that these had been successfully

overcome ; while the liberal manner in which the choicest

Pinuses had been planted about, and the general formation
of the grounds reflected the highest honour on his employer,
who, I hope, may long occupy Bury Hill, which, with its noble
sheet of water, its slopes, its secluded and romantic walks,
its varied and interesting views, as well as choice plants
and good keeping, has a claim to attention which few places

possess.—J. EoEsoN".

WATEEING NIGHT.
" A little water is a dangerous 'liin^;

Give much, or none, from the Alcinoan spring.'*

—Old Paeodt.
I SUPPOSE that every one who has lived in a country vOlage

knows something about " watering night " in summer time.
Simpkins had for many years been a curate. Visita-

tion after visitation Mr. Simpkins had been called over as
" curate of the same." At last the bishop, at the instance
of the archdeacon and some of the superior clergy, as well-

to-do rectors are called, gave him a living—not a very fat

one, but still it was an advance on the curacy, and enabled
the Simpkinses to take up gardening in a modest way.
They began floriculture with two dozen standard Eoses.
There was besides a little lean-to greenhouse, in which,
alas! there was very little "green."

Let us take an "inwentory," as Tom Tix expresses it in
" Nicholas Mckleby," when reviewing Madame Mantalini's
goods under an order from the sherifi'.

Hei-e is the old Black Hamburgh somewhat bigger than
Elder berries ; here are pot-bound Pelargoniums (Geranium
is a better word, it is more like the Greek for crane's-bill)

;

here is in fact a burnt-up specimen of " something, every-
thing, and nothing."

It is watering night both under glass and outside of it.

Eobin, who had lived with them when S. was ciu'ate, now
advanced to head gardener at 12s. per week and house rent
free (expected to wait at table, though, party nights), is

summoned. " Robin, have you forgotten it is watering
night ? Tell Eliza to bring down my coalscuttle bonnet
with gipsy fi-iD, and do you fetch my watering-pot (aside,

about tiie size of two teapots); with long snipe sj>ouc. 1

am goiuij to copy, as Mr. Eadclyife has advised us, ' a
thunderstorm.'

"

Eobin had not forgotten " watering night." No night did
he dread so much as "thunderstorm" night, and so answers
somewhat surlily, " Oh, yes, ma'am, let us copy a wonder-
storm." He had nearly got out the woi-ds " and forked
lightning." when a look assured him that if he attempted
to be pcrr she would tell his master and have him discharged.
"Now letch a bucket of water, and don't be disagreeable."

The wakr fetched, the pot with snipe spout is filled, and
<lown couios the "thunderstorm." "There Eobin, I think
I have doue it now."

" Oh, yes, ma'am, if the Giant and Baronne don't bloom
now I'm a Dutchman."

" Now Eobin, don't use offensive similes ; I caution you
once more. Fetch another bucket of water ; let's begin de

novo."
" Oh, yes, ma'am, as you say, let's begin again de Jovo."
" Eobin, don't you see dear S. looking out of the ' studio

'

window ? I have only just to hold up my little finger and
he will come : length of servitude wo'n't serve you. Come,
be good-tempered, Eobin. Bonos mores makes a man, or as

dear S. says when he hears my voice, ' emollii mores, nee

sinit esse feros.' Come, fetch another bucket and I'arkes's

fork, and, as Mr. Eadclyffe advises in his learned articles,

let us ' touch all the points of the roots.'
"

At this Eobin chuckles with delight. He is always spite-

ful thunderstorm nights, and is glad of an opportunity of

doing as much mischief as possible. Accordingly he tumbles
the baked ground, and breaks off as many roots as he can.

Now, if Mrs. S. had stooped down and examined this

tumbled groiind she would have discovered that her thun-
derstorm had not penetrated the depth of a sheet of Bath
vellum, and that Eobin had effectually touched the points

of all the roots with Parkes's fork. She has, however, had
enough of it for this night, and exclaims, " Well, I never !

It's teatime, dear S. is beckoning. There, Eobin, I forget

and forgive. Go in and get a pint of beer, and don't try

my patience another time."
Eobin cheers up a little, but he does not like watering

night ; and in a few days he has his revenge, and runs irf

with smothered delight to say that the Giant and Baronne
are both dead, and that there is nothing like touching, all

the points of the roots with Parkes's fork and missus's thun-

derstorm.
In fine, whether a plant be in a pot or in the open ground,

it is useless watering unless sufficient water penetrates to

touch all the points of the roots. A little moving of the

ground the day after with Parkes's fork wiU be serviceable,

but beware of touching all the points of the roots.—W. P.

Eadcltffe, Riishion.

WINTEEING BEDDING PLANTS.
FoK the last two winters I have preserved my bedding

plants in ordinary Cucumber-frames, by placing a small

petroleum lamp in the centre of the frame, with a square

piece of tin, above the flame, nailed to the fi-ame. The
lamps, which cost Is. or Is. 6d., are sold by all ironmongers.

The spirit costs 3s. per gallon, and the consumption is not

great, as the wicks are small. I adopt the additional pre-

caution of surrounding my frame with straw a'oout a foot

thick ; the glass is also covered at night with straw mats.

—

G. C, Chadlington.

FRENCH VERSUS ENGLISH ASPAEAGUS
CULTUEE.

Me. Watson, at page 510, finds fault with me for giving

my opinion on the French system of growing Asparagus as

applied to the climate of England. I can only restate my
conviction, after growing Asparagus on both systems

—

English and French—that " there is no benefit in the

French system," for we do not measure the value ol' Aspara-

gus in England solely by its appearance, but according to

its utiUty.

Growing Asparagus with a blanched shoot is no new
practice even in England, and it is one not likely to take

with the English, though it may be in request at aldermauic

dinners. I have eaten French Asparagus, and though it be
a little more tender than that of English growth, after dis-

cussing about 3 inches of the tips the lower part reminds
me of what I used to find a stick of liquorice in my youth,

exceedingly woody.
As to my thinking nothing can be good out of England,

I know, however much some jjeople can see iu other

countries, that England, and especially her gardeners, are

looked upon as patterns of that which is good. It has
been said that we should never be a'ole to raise as good
Eoses here as in France, but .Tohu Hopper, King's Acre, and
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other results of English efforts, prove that in our ill-adapted
cUmate we can equal even the French in Eose-growing. We
have done what other nations said we never could, and
L'Heraut's assertion that " we shall never grow as fine

Asparagus in England as they do in Prance," may he classed
as one of those impossibilities. We have grown as fine As-
paragus in England as was ever grown in Prance, if that
named by Mr. Watson be the heaviest grown there, and
Englishmen can grow fine Asparagus without worn-out vine-
yards.—G. A.

EOSES IN THE NOETH OF lEELAND.
I FtTLLT agree with the remarks of your reverend corre-

spondent in your Number of December 20th regarding
Boses on the Manetti stock. The result of my observations
and practice leads me to fully corroborate your correspon-
dent's article. I found Eoses generally do far better and
bloom more profusely on the Manetti stock than the Briar.
Eoses budded on the Dog Eose were very subject to moss
on the stocks, the result being a sickly plant and premature
death : whereas Eoses worked low on the Manetti escaped,
and grew luxuriantly. As regards kinds adapted for the
north of Ireland, all kinds which thrive well in the midland
counties of England would, I think, do well, even in the
north of Ireland. The winters are not there so severe and
fatal to Eoses as in some parts of England. When such
things as Linum flavum will stand out of doors unscathed, I

think the generality of the Eose tribe will not be injured.
I can only say that while I was in Ireland I never met with
a death resulting from frost.

—

John Edlington, Wrotham
Park, Barnet.

MANAGEMENT OF FLOWEE SHOWS.
In the locality from which I write we have had for the

last six years a very successful flower show, but I am afraid
its days will be short if some alterations are not made in
the rules and committee of management.
In the first place, exhibitors are allowed to purchase any

plant eight weeks previous to the exhibitions. This is quite
long enough, and where a collection may casually happen to
lose a plant it is quite right that a short time should be
allowed to fill its place up. This I do not complain of;

but when a person purchases an entire ooUeetion to compete
for the prize just eight weeks before the show, thus prevent-
ing or taking the place of one who has grown his plants from
mere cuttings, and has cultivated them as many years as
Ms more wealthy neighbour has done weeks, this seems to
me unfair. By such a proceeding many old and first-class

cultivators will cease to exhibit against a rich man, and I,

for one, think very properly so too.

In the second place, there is a committee of about twenty
in number, and two of them are the most determined of the
prizetakers. The remainder of the committee care not who
get the prizes, all they desire is a good exhibition and large
company. In such a case it will not be difficult to demon-
strate that the power of these two exhibitors predominates
in the committee, and the unequal sohedule of prizes wiU
clearly show that its compilers are interested in competing
for the prizes.

Another, and by far the greatest mismanagement, is in
the choice ofjudges. Complaints against their decisions are
numerous. Two judges are chosen in each department,
with a referee in cases of collections being in their opinion
of equal merit. This referee ought, as well as the judges,
to be, as for as can be, a stranger, and more so to the jjlants

;

but I have too often heard that they only decide in favour of

those collections with which they are acquainted when two
are so equal that it is difficult to say which is the better

;

which difficulty often occurs. Under such judges the stranger
has but a poor chance of winning many first prizes. Are
there no means of leaving the selection of the judges to the
exhibitors ? How are they selected at the great London
shows y At all events, let the names of the judges be known,
and then exhibitors may use their own discretion as to

placing their productions before them.
I am also of opinion that it is much better that all these

horticultural shows should be managed without the exhi-

bitors being on the committee. I shall feel greatly obliged
by a small space for these notes in your columns, in order to
elicit the opinions of some of your correspondents, as they
may be of gi-eat service to the managers of many provincial
shows, which is my object in writing.—E. P., Thirsk, Torhshire.

DEESSING THE STEMS OF EOSE TEEES.
I AM purposing to scour the stems of my standard Eoses

with Gishurst compound, in the course of next month
(January), in the same way that I have found so beneficial
to the stems of fi-uit trees. Would you recommend half a
pound of the compound dissolved in a gallon of water as
about the right strength ? I suppose it would be all the
more efficient if applied warm—say at a temperature of
IOC. Should I be in danger of doing mischief if I were
to syringe the heads of the trees at the same time with the
same solution ? The scrubbing, I conclude, should be done
in the absence of frost. I suppose any temperature above
36" would be suitable.

—

Cottntrt Gubate.

[Perform the operation in mild weather, and treat the
tops, with a brush or syringe, with the mixture not so strong
as for the stems.]

POTATO PEODUCE.
" Agricola " having doubted the results of the experi-

ments of "W. W. H., Prescot, Lancashire," with Paterson's
Blue Potato, I am induced to oifer a few remarks on the
growth of this root.

Pirst. I beg to notice that in neither ofthe communications
of "W. W. H.," nor of "Agricola," and "Upwards and
Onwards," is mention made of the distance apart at which
the sets were planted. " Agricola," however, calculates

the produce per acre, according to the produce obtained by
" W. W. H.," from 14 lbs. of seta, to be upwards of 50 tons
per acre. " The quantity of seed for an acre at the ordinary
distance," continues " Agricola," " with rows 3 feet apart,

&c." Now, what the ordinary distance may be is the
question of which we are left in total ignorance, and this is

one of the gi-eatest points in computing the produce per
acre, for it does not follow that sets 1 foot 6 inches apart
will yield as much per acre as those at 2 feet apart, or at

3 feet apart. Nor do any of them give the weight of the

sets. These might weigh 4 ozs. (a large set), or 2 ozs. each,

and the ground being planted with the larger size in rows
3 feet apart, and 18 inches asunder, 9680 sets would be re-

quired to plant an acre, and there being 56 sets in a stone,

each weighing 4 ozs., the return per acre woidd, at forty-four

times the weight of the sets, be a little over 47i tons ; but
were the sets only 2 ozs. each, the produce per acre would be
only 23J tons.

Experiments of this kind are apt to lead to an incorrect

conclusion when the produce per acre is calculated by the

produce of a certain weight of sets without stating the

extent of ground occupied by them. We do not want to

know what kind of Potato gives the greatest yield from the

least seed, but the Potato that affords the heaviest crop from
the least extent of ground. We want to make two blades

of grass grow where one only grew formerly. Potatoes

affording a large return per root require a large amount of

room for their shrub-like haukn, whilst those with smaller

haulm can be grown in one-half, or a proportionately less

space, so that with two kinds the results may be very dif-

ferent, and this through planting at improper distances.

Suppose we plant the Scotch Eegent in rows 2 feet apai-t,

and only 1 foot from set to set in the row, the return would
not equal that of the Ash-leaf Kidney, for the distance would
suit the latter, but be insufficient for the requii-ements of

the former
;
yet plant the Scotch Eegents in rows 3 feet

apart, with the sets from 18 inches to 2 feet apart, and they
would give nearly double the produce of the AsU-leafKidney
though planted at a much greater distance.

Incredible as the return of Paterson's Blue Potato, as

given by "W. W. H.," may seem to "Agricola," I may
state that for 14 lbs. of sets to yield 618 lbs. of tubers, is not
at all extraordinary. There being 56 4 ozs. sets in 14 lbs.,

the yield per root is only 11 lbs., no great weight that, it
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being 5 lbs. less than a root of Negro grown this year by
" Upwaeds and Onwakds," and noted at page 466.

Great as these weights may seem, I have communications
from different parts of the kingdom, which show that the
weights named by " W. W. H.," and " Upwards and
Onwards," are comparatively poor. One of these instances

of extraordinary produce I copy, with the name ofthe grower,

the gentleman in whose garden the two roots were grown,
and the particulars of their cultivation.

The note is from a worthy representative of gardening,
and the return so far eclipses any I have of the growth of

this root, as to appear incredible ; but it will best teU its

own tale.

"December 12th, 1864.

" I must tell you about my Potatoes. I planted on the
24th of March two sets of the Scotch Regent Potatoes,
4 feet distant each way, and 2J inches deep. The ground
was dug 24 inches deep twelve months previously, and well
manured. When the shoots were 6 inches high they were
soiled, and the stems brought down or laid out—that is,

spread out, soil being laid in the centre as they grew, and
the haulm pegged down, until they all became one mass of
foliage. They were watered with liquid manui-e, soot, rape
dust, and salt when they required it, about once in six or
nine days. They were taken up on the 2nd of November,
and the produce was—No. 1, 43 lbs., number of Potatoes
101, six weighed 11 lbs. 3 ozs., one Potato out of the six

weighed 2 lbs. 9 ozs. ; No. 2, 41 lbs., number of Potatoes 98.
" My master was challenged by another gentleman to

grow Potatoes for a wager of ^£1, and that was the cause of
my trying my hand at the feat to be accomplished. The
gentleman came to see the Potatoes taken up, and he said
if he had not seen this done he could not have believed such
an enormous quantity could be grown. He has been expe-
rimenting on I?otatoes for several years, and thought no one
could beat him. The heaviest root he ever grew was 20 lbs.

He never told us the weight of his, but owned he had lost
Ms sovereign.

—

Francis Lupton, Gardener to S. Grimstone,
Esq., Clifford, Tadcaster, Toris."
In the foregoing we have a return of 100 times the quantity

set in number, and of 168 times according to weight; but
this produce, prodigious as it is, is only some 51 tons per acre,
or 3j tons more than the weight obtained by " W. W. H.,"
though the sets produced nearly foixc times the weight per
root. This is, of course, owing to the distance apart being
greater.

The above is the heaviest crop of Potatoes as yet grown.
I may state in conclusion, that 200 tubs of 20 stone are
considered a good crop for an acre of warp land, such as
that near the Ouse, in Yorkshire ; but I have a note of 400
tubs having been taken up from an acre of such land, which
at 20 stone per tub is 50 tons. Prom 200 to 250 tubs is

the average of the produce of an acre of York Regents, and
taking the mean of twenty of the highest returns the
figures are 223 tubs, or a little over 27 tons. The average
of fifty acres from as many different growers is, taking a fan-
season, 52 tubs, or 6^ tons, under ordinary farming worth
.£20, sold as grown, but such land is not well suited to the
Potato.

Would it be troubling " W. W. H.," or others of your
correspondents to inform me if they find Paterson's Blue
distinguishable from Skerry Blue, or Paterson's Regent from
the Scotch Regent ? Notwithstanding the introduction of
many new sorts there is none surpassing the Ash-leaf as an
early, the Lapstone as a second early, and the Pink-eye for
table, and to them may be added the Fluke, though it is
not anything extra in flavour, and it is almost always yeUow.
Arrowsmith's Seedling is, I find, an excellent Potato after
the Pink-eye, but it is only a poor cropper. Almost inva-
riably the largest croppers are the coarsest Potatoes, and
nave deep eyes, which is a distinguishing sign of a cattle
Potato.—G. Abbey.

WHAT IS A BUSHEL OF POTATOES?
I AM very glad to find that " W. W. H.," in writing of

Potatoes at page 472,'describes the quantity grown by weight

;

for measures are subject to so many local customs, that the
term "bushel" carries with it a very indefinite meaning,
although perhaps not so much so as a yard of butter in the

eastern counties, or a gallon of bread in Kent. Still, a,

bushel of Potatoes does not always imply the same quantity
in all places. In some the old local measure is used for

Potatoes, although the imperial one is employed for corn,

and the difference in certain cases is very great indeed. The
plan, however, of giving the weight is certainly preferable

even to the imperial measure, as so much diversity of

opinion exists as to what ought to constitute a heaped
bushel. Some contend, unreasonably enough, that the buyer
has a right to pile the Potatoes on the measure by hand,
thereby giving a dexterous person the advantage of putting
on almost as many as he likes ; others affirm that Potatoes
may be poured out of a sack or basket into a bushel, and all

which lie on without any handling constitute the quantity
sold ; while in many districts the custom is to disregard the
measure entirely in the way of using it, but to consider a
certain weight to constitute a bushel, generally, I believe,

56 lbs. This plan is certainly pi'eferable to the measure; but
in adopting it the term " bushel " might as well be dropped,
and the article sold by weight at once. "W. W. H.'s" plan
of giving the weight of the seed and crop is certainly a step
in the right direction, and I trust other writers will adopt
it, as the pound avoirdupois is, I believe, the same all over
England ; but a load of hay, an acre of land, a gallon of bread,

or a bushel of Potatoes often enough differ widely in the
quantities they imply, and the sooner local terms ai-e dropped
the better, especially when recording experiments or other
matters intended for general information. Weight seems
a much fairer way of describing quantity than measure. I

am glad to see that in some of the Lancashire markets fruit

and other things are sold entirely in that manner. The
justice of this mode of buying and selling will no doubt
cause its adoption in other districts, even in spite of long-
established customs, prejudices, and perhaps some other
motives less justifiable.—H. L.

woek: eoe the week.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

AiiL trenching, rough digging, gravelling walks, &o., ought
to be pushed on as fast as possible. Now is also a good
time to keep burning and charring all the prunings of trees

and shrubs, rubbish, sawdust, &c. ; where ground has been
trenched and well manured with dung, charred earth and
wood in good doses have a wonderful effect in restoring fei--

tility and keeping grubs and slugs in check. Asparagus, if

the soil in the bed should become dry give them a liberal

supply of water, so that it may reach the roots. Carrots,

where young ones are wanted early prepare a slight hotbed
for the purpose, cover it with leaf mould to the depth of

6 or 8 inches, in which sow the seed. A little Radish seed
may be scattered on the bed at the same time, but they
must be drawn in a young state. Lettuce, where there is a
scarcity of autumn-sown sow on a slight hotbed, or in boxes
in a forcing-house, to be afterwards pricked-out into a frame.
Pill up all vacancies in Cabbage and Colewort-beds with
plants kept back for that purpose in the autumn, and keep
the surface about them constantly hoed and stu'red with a
fork. Endeavour to keep well up with all work in this

department, the time is fast approaching when you will find

the advantage of having done so.

FRUIT GAP.DEN.
Continue the operations of pruning and nailing the hardier

kinds of fruit trees at every available opportunity. Have a
plank to stand upon, and if very cold, wear also a large

pair of wooden clogs. No considerate employer will ever
censure a man for being careful of his health. Where birds

are very numerous the pruning of Gooseberries may be
deferred for a time, as if sharp weather prevails during this

and part of the following month, they are apt to be very
destructive to the buds. Prune espalier Apples and Pe.ors,

and fork up the ground about them in frosty weather to

disturb and destroy insects. In the orchard thin out cross

and crowded branches from Aj^ples, Pears, and Quinces. It

is a great mistake to have too much wood. Scrape off moss
and lichen fi-om the stems, and, if time will permit, di-ess

both these and espaliers with a mixture of quicklime and
clay, made to the consistence of thick paint. If this is done
well there will be no need to scrape them for some years.
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FLOWEK GARDEN.
The planting of shrubs and choice trees may still be

carried on. These operations should be prosecuted vigor-
ously as long as open weather lasts, and brought to a close
as speedUy as possible. Dahlia roots should be occasionally
examined, in order to counteract the effects of damp. If
unfavourable weather should occm- much incidental work
relating to the flower garden may be forwarded, such as the
preparation of naUs, shi'eds, and ties for training climbing
plants, stakes for supporting the stems of such as require
them, labels of all kinds and sizes, the construction of covers
for protecting purposes, repairing rustic baskets and tubs,
mixing composts, cleaning pots, and the breaking up and
preparation of materials for the drainage of pot plants.

GKEENHOU^E AND CONSEBVATOET.
As severe weather may now at any time be expected, a

good supply of di-y litter, fern, or other such materials,
should be in readiness for extra covering when required.
If not ah-eady done, lose no time in getting under cover a
supply of the various loams, peat, &o., required for spring
potting. Keep the conservatory at a temperature of about
45 by night, raising it to 55° in the day, with plenty of aii-

at^ every favom-able opportunity, and the house may have
60 or 65° by sun heat without injury. Keep the atmosphere
moderately moist, as much for the preservation of the
flowers as for the comfort of the visitors. Stove plants will
take no injury for a few days in this temperature ; but hard-
wooded plants, such as Heaths, should not remain more
than a few days at a time in such a temperature. The
greenhouse in the generality of places is a mixed affair where
hardwooded and softwooded plants are obliged to be toge-
ther. In such places a compromise must be made in the treat-
ment by keeping the aii- a few degrees warmer than Heaths
and other Cape plants requu-e, and yet sufficiently warm for
Pelargoniums, herbaceous Calceolarias, &c. Arrange the
plants in groups, so that air may be admitted to the Heaths
at times when it would be injudicious to admit it to soft-
wooded ijlants. Camellias will now be swelling their buds,
neglect in supplying water must be avoided, and attention
should be given so that it is applied in proportion to the
activity of the growth of the plants.

STOVE.
The season is not yet advanced sufficiently to allow an

increase of temperature. A steady heat, ranging between
60° and G5° may be sustained, if the weather continues open.
The occm-rence of frost will demand a reduction of tempera-
ture. AUow the thermometer to sink at night. Artificial
heat without light, as has often been explained, is injurious
to vegetation. Recollect always, that stove plants, as well
as others, require fresh aii-. Thj stove may stiU be gay
with the beautiful Gesnera zebrina, Euphorbias, Begonias,
&c. Some few Orchids wOl now be in active growth. These
must be supplied with moisture as opportunities allow.
Keep Ixoras close to the glass and at the cool end of the
house.

POKCING-PIT.
Remove the plants from here to the conservatoiy as fast

as the flowers expand, and introduce others from the reserve
for succession, placing them first at the cool end of the pit
so a,3 to excite them gradually. A few Pinks and Sweet
WiUiams may be started, and plenty of Lily of the Valley,
Sweet Briar, &c. Gardenias must also be started, and as
Stephanotis is a great favourite with the ladies, a plant or
two should be placed at the warmest end of the pit. Main-
tain a &esh, growing, moist temperature of from 60° to 65°,
or 70° with sun heat, and give air, warmed before it gets to
the plants, at every favoui-able opportunity. Syringe early
on sunny days, and keep a moist atmosphere, unless the
weather is very duU.

PITS AND FRAMES.
As long as the temperature here can be kept from 32° to

35° little harm will ensue by keeping them covered. It is a
good practice to tUt the back and ii-ont alternately when-
ever the glass rises above 32" out of doors. By these means
the accumulating damp is dispelled, and the plants receive
as much light as will prevent etiolation. Take care that the
roof is well protected, using a mat near the glass and then a
coat of dry litter, the thickness of the coat to depend upon
the state of the weather.—W. ICeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Ice-collecting.—Keeping Monday as a holiday, we set to

work on the Tuesday and Wednesday to collect what ice we
could, but had to be content with less than the usual
quantity, owing to the scarcity of water as yet in this
neighbourhood. The ice was in capital order, 1^ inch in
thickness, and the roads, clean and dry, made the job a
comfortable one for men and horses. A heavy fall of snow,
or a good rain, would be of great benefit in this neighbour-
hood. Large jjonds, that used to be full to overflowing at
this season of the year, had scarcely enough in a small
corner to meet the demands of the cattle ; and taking what
little ice there was, in such circumstances, was not to be
thought of, the necessities rightly coming before the luxuries
of existence. We feel we are now secure for at least one
yeai- and a half, and if we can collect a little more from a
future frost, we wiU be pretty secure for two years. Our ice-

well is an old-fashioned egg-shaped one, with single wall,

and a long passage. We think the ice goes a little more
quickly than it used to do, owing to the cutting down of the
Spruce and other trees which surrounded it, and to birds
and rabbits scraping away the earth, and burrowing in the
earth-covered arch. If we can get at it, we would like to

put a cover of a foot of earth all over the dome, and plant
with Laurels and other evergreens. A few Spruce Firs, just

thin enough to enable their branches to cover the ground,
would also be an advantage, and so would their habit of

sending their roots along the surface, and thus keeping free

of the bi-iokwork. Trees that send their roots deep down
would be vinsuitable, as we have found even cement walls
penetrated and cracked by such roots. We once saw a
seemingly sound wall topped over by the roots of Oak
and Elm loosening and throwing up the foundations. This
was even less to be wondered at than noticing, in another
case, heavy flagstones raised out of their place by a crop of

Mushrooms. Some spawn must have been i^resent in the
soil used for levelling. The massive solidity of the stone
had to give way before the vital forces of such an humble
agency as a Mushroom.

Holidays.-—Alluding to Monday as a holiday, shall we
offend by saying a word on the subject ? We wiU not ad-

vocate the importance of working men having a few of such
holidays in the year, we will assume that is Ireely granted.

We will also assume that the employers who generously
give such days as Christmas and Good Frida}', &c., and pay
the usual wages, wOl lose nothing by such generosity. The
man is hardly worth having who wiU not more than make up,

by extra exertion and attention, for such proofs of kindness.

To constrain a man to be idle on such days, and then mulct
him of that which keeps the loaf in the cupboard for his

little ones, will be about as effectual for imparting pleasure

as forced prayers would be for securing a blessing. What
we wish pointedly to allude to, is the desirability that such
holidays as the 26th ultimo, should be general in a district.

We saw numbers of farmers' carts and waggons loaded on
the highway, and later in the afternoon than they are gene-

rally seen on other days. We believe that the thus keeping

the horses and men employed proceeded not from any want
of kindly feeling, but from something like a desire to show
an independent singularity. We arrive at such a conclusion

because when it so pleases such employers, and nobody else

is thinking of such a thing, taey will give their men a holiday,

a dinner, a cricket match, &c. We must not conceal, how-
ever, our conviction, that such kindness is strongly seasoned

by vanity, and the desire for notoriety. Such an unwonted
holiday, however seldom given, will be the talk of the neigh-

bourhood at the time, and most likely will be recorded in

the columns of some local newspaper. All such notoriety

would have been lost, if the holiday had been given at the
same time with that of the generality of the neighbours.

The fact that even the humblest labourer sees through the

whole affair, may help to lessen the prevalence of this

ambitious singularity. If not, then a regard for their own
self-interest, as well as the interests of others, may have
some force. The sullen, wearied, if not moi-ose physiognomy
of carters and waggoners, told at once they felt somewhat
aggrieved at being forced to labour when theu- neighbours

were enjoying themselves with their friends. Such men
would, no doubt, do theu' day's work then and afterwards;
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but it would merely be a day's work, a very different thing

from the labour prompted by cheerfulness, and a sense of

kindness conferred. We have no hesitation in saying, that

before the week was out, the value of the Monday's work
was more than gone. Then, it is not only themselves such

sticklers for singularity hurt, their one own prominent
holiday becomes prejudicial to their neighbours. It matters
not, though these neighbours may give double or quadruple
the indulgence that they do, when their one great holiday of

their own choosing comes, with its due amount of trumpet-
ings for fame, the less or greater will be the unsettlemeut
of the workmen in the neighbourhood. They may have
three or four holidays instead of this one so trumpeted

;

but this is all apt to be forgotten whilst the vision of others

enjoying themselvec, whOst they are working, is ever present
to their minds, and with what results, every superintendent
of labour that is paid by daily wages, pretty well knows,
The abettors of singularity, then, even if they choose to

forget the strong feelings for social intercourse, which prompt
people when they rejoice, to rejoice in company, may be so

influenced by their own self-interest, as well as the interest

of their neighbours, as to promote, instead of prevent, the
general observance of our nation al holiday, unless when in-

terfered with by the claims of necessity and mercy.
Protection.—-The details as to the kitchen and fruit garden

would merely be a repetition of previous weeks. As respects
everything tender in vegetables, fruit, and flowers, we never
had an easier Christmas. The frost was so mild that little

covering was given where artificial heat could be applied

;

and yet it was severe enough, and the days dark enough, to

warrant us having all om- cold pits and frames, where plants
and vegetables were kept, shut up and covered up from
Friday, the 23rd, to Thursday, the 29th, when everything
was uncovered, as the frost was gone. As stated the other
week, provided such shut-up plants are cool enough not to
grow, it matters little at this season whether the darkness of

their night shovild be sixteen hours, or sixteen times twenty-
fotu- hours in duration. If the heat enclosed is sufficient to

cause the plants to elongate and grow, the results would be
different ; where heat is applied light must also be given.

SUNK PITS OK HOUSES.
Three correspondents have inquii'ed if they may safely

follow out the plan indicated by " Isle of Wight," at
page 511. With every desire to be grateful for the good
idea suggested, we must, we fear, answer decidedly in the
negative. Mind, if the preservation of roots, fruits, and
vegetables with a frost-proof roof were the objects, then we
would subscribe to almost everything that " Isle op Wight"
holds out. Were the sinking of walls as much as possible
below the surface to secure these walls fi'omthe variations in
our atmosphere, as respects heat and cold, then we so far
agree, and thus accept the proposition that such houses and
pits will requu-e less heat than one with the walls exposed,
and more especially if these sunk walls are insulated from
the surrounding soil by enclosed air, or other non-conducting
inaterial

: hence we find the imjiortance of surrounding the
high exposed walls of pits in winter with straw, neatly
laid on. In our coiTcspondent's sunk house or pit he would
receive the above advantage less or more from the sunk
walls, but then the glass roof, and the radiation of heat from
it, would, ere long, in a cold night, make the bottom of this
sii-feet-deep pit as cold, nearly, as the outside atmosphere.
This would, no doubt, be to a considerable extent neutralised
by the stretched covering beneath the glass ; and so it

would be by a double glass roof, but these are equal pre-
servatives in the case of pits partly or wholly raised above
ground. Besides all this there are two objections against
this deep sinking—the minor one, the diminution of light
just at the season when, owing to the oblique rays of the
sun, light is most valuable ; and the gi'eater objection would
be the almost impossibility of keeping plants from damping
in such a deep-sunk place, without means being taken for
drainage, insulating the walls, and securing ventilation, that
would be more troublesome and expensive than a pit built,
protected, and heated in the tisual way. Though we thus
express our opinion plainly, we are not the less thankful for
the ideas presented, so suggestive of improvements.

OENAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Pits exposed at the sides were covered neatly by an inch

of wheaten straw tied on, which wiU make the entrance of
frost there next to an impossibility. Calceolarias had a
little litter thrown over the glass, and a few tree leaves
thrown over all. There is no better protection from frost

than these leaves, if at aU fresh and dry, the drawback is,

that they are apt to be blown about and make such a litter,

and, therefore, we only use them on an emergency ; but
anything is better than letting the frost in. The disciples

of neatness in the extreme, must use fii-e heat in some
shape, or have ever so many thicknesses of mats or frigi

dome, to keep John Frost at bay. As frequently stated,

wooden covers, and a little straw or hay in very extreme
cases, are the best of protections ; but then many of us must
make the best of what we can get, and visible utiUty does
much to neutralise an ugly, rough appearance.
A slight, neat covering, even of frigi domo, or a mat, will

be of much service in a cold night, even where fire heat is

used, as less drying heat will thus be necessary—a matter
of much moment in low houses and pits, where the amount
of air enclosed is but limited. The reason why plants often

flourish better in lofty, large houses, is just owing to the
abundance of air all round them, and the greater slowness
with which that air is changed in its properties and tem-
perature. Hence though Geraniums wiU flom-ish weU
enough in a pit, with but a limited amount of air and
light falling chiefly above them, it is rarely they do so well

as in a loftier house on a stage, where air and light per-

meate aU through, below, and around, as well as above
them. Cold and heat tell also much more slowly and gra-
dually on such houses.
The giving air, therefore, which must now be done with

care in all houses, must be attended to with extra care in

low houses and pits, just because they are so much easier

heated and easier cooled. Half an hour's bright sun, that
would do no harm in a large lofty house, but rather tend to
give an active motion to the enclosed atmosphere, might be
enough to injure very much the denizens of a small pit or

frame. A little air, and early, at the highest point, wUl be
the true safeguard ; and, provided that is given early, to
prevent accumulated moist heated air, the gradual rise oi

the temperature by sunlight wUl do little harm. With the
above precaution, sun heat will scarcely be able to di-aw or

weaken a plant. The time—the early giving of air—is of far

more consequence than its quantity. In such sunny days
as we have sometimes had lately, but the atmosphere cold
behind the sun, an inch of air at the back of a frame, early,

as soon as the sun began to tell on the glass, and adding a
little more as the sun was at the meridian, reducing in the
same way, and shutting up by two or three o'clock, would
be far more agreeable to the plants than letting the house
or pit alone, and then giving 6 inches or a foot by ten or
eleven o'clock, thus giving the plants a vapour bath for one
part of the day, and for the other part a dry, cold, scorching

ail', to help to mummy them into skeletons. One-half, or

three parts, of the mishaps with so many of our amateur
brethren proceed from the carelessness as respects early

au--giving. Even city men would not need to give so many
somewhat puzzKng directions to Jane or Mary, as to their

pit or little house, if they would only themselves give a
little air at the top before they took their breakfast, and
started for business by rail or omnibus. A gradual rising

by sun heat after that, and as gradual a sinking to the
point of safety, would be much better than the sudden
changes effected by careless air-giving.

Even in dull muggy days a little air should thus be given,

and, where fire heat can be afforded, that is better applied

during the day than at night, allowing the heat to get low
as the heat is taken away. Where a flue or pipe can be
used, the safest plan, at this season, would be to keep always
a mild heat in the heating medium. This would provide

against a sudden frost at night, and, in a mild muggy day,

would keep the atmosphere in motion, and allow of a little

air being given without too much lowering the temperature.

In watering we have been careful to use as little as

possible by spilling it on stages or paths. In cold pits it is

best to take a dry plant out, water, and, when drained,

replace it. In stoves, where a high temperature is given,

moisture must be used for evaporation, to prevent the air

getting too dry ; and the keener the frost, and the stronger

the fires, the greater the quantity of moisture needed, to
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prevent the atmosphere becoming too arid. In houses at low-

temperatures, such as greenhouses and pits, from 40° to 45°,

such moistening of the air will not be required, vmless in

severe frosts, indeed, when sprinkling the stages and paths
slightly may be an advantage. In mild muggy weather,
the escape of moisture from the pots, and the naturally
moist state of the atmosphere, will render all artificial

additions of moisture to the air unnecessary. A little fire

heat, to make it drier, will oftener be required, and that wiU,
too, give movement to the air, and thus benefit the plants.
A little consideration wiU make all right.—E. P.

C0VEI7T GAEDEN MAEKET.—Decembee 31.

In consequence of the holidays trade is not so brisic as it was before
Christmas, and supplies continne ample for all requirements. Apples and
Tears arc still plentiful, but tlie best r-peciraens of the latter for dessert
purposes command a higla figure. Grapes and Pines aie quite sufficient for

the demand. Of the former some excellent Black Hamburghs are to be
had. a3 Tvell as grood bunches of Barbarossa. Greens of all kinds are abun-
dant; Cornish Broccoli is now beginniofj to come in in quantity; and of
Potatoes there are heavy arrivals both by the Great Northern and coast-
wise. Cut flowers chiefly consist of Orchids, Camellias, Azaleas, Pelar-
Boniums, Roses, Heaths, Chinese Primulas, Poinsettia, Lily of the Valley,
and Early Tulips.

FRtriT.

Apples I sieve 1

Apricots ."...doz.

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14
Currants, P.ed,..J sieve

Black do.
Pies doz.
FUberts lOOlbs. 40

Cobs do. 70
Gooseberries ...;^ sieve

Grapes, Hamburghs lb. 2

Muscats 5

Lemons 100 5

a. s.

to 2

d

20

Melons
Mulberries ....
Nectarines ....
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Peekes' Boileu (T".)-—Onr correspondent wishes to know from some one

who has tried it whether the flue-pipe joint leaks, how it is cleaned, and

how the outer or flow-pipe is jointed ?

OuviEANDEi FENKSTEALls {A Coiistanl Rendcf, TiinJrirfyc).—Yon cannot

do better than pursue the system adopted at Lady Dorothy NeviU's, at

Dangstein. It is there grown in a tan!;, iu which is a depth of 16 or IS inches

of water, which is occasionally flooded to remove the scum. The temper-

atnre of the water ranges from 60° to Co", but that of the atmosphere of

the stove is, of cour-e, much higher. The pot should hj submerged. The
plant may also be grown very well in wide bell-glasses.

Early Potatoes and Peas (A SKiscriiici-;.—By out-door culture in the

south of Ireland you ought to have them as early as in southern Cornwall.

No varieties will come earlier than the true Walnut-leaved Kidney Potato.

Of Peas, Dillistone's Early, Sangster's No. 1, and Early Ringwood, succeed

each other in the order named; but to have a good succession of first-

quality Peas we should grow Dillistone's Early, Singster's No. 1, Champ;iin

of England, and Veitch's Perfection. Of Beans, Marshall's Dwarf Prolilic

is the earliest ; and of Dwarf Kidney Beans, the Black Belgian if you can

obtain it true.

Names of Fruits (./oAn).—The Pear was quite rotten when it arrived,

hat appears to be Beurie d'Aremberg. No. 1 (Apple), Colonel Vaughan's

;

2, Lilte Manx Codlin. (B. S. Tf'.).—Tho Pear is Vicar of Winkfleld, and
the Apple Scarlet Nonpareil.

Names of Pmnts (J/oto).—Dictamnus fraxinella. We do not recognise

the Fern by the name you mention. [X. i'.).— Pteris serrulata, Pteris

tremnla. Not numbered. {H. E.).—\, Cyrtoraium falcatum ; 2, Lastrea

Sieboldii; 3, Adiantum renirorme ; 4, Insufficient. (/. C.).—Lastrea Filix-

maa. {Alpha).~S, Diplazium decussatum; G, Pferis hastata ; K, One of

the forms of Hypolepis tenuifolia; H and S, Pteris cre'ica albo-lineata;

C, Aaplenium bulbiferum var. ; B, Doodia caudata ; A, Insufficient ; F, Gonio-
phlebium appendiculatum ; D, AUosorus crispus; E, Aspleniuul viviparura.

We cannot return specimens.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHEONICLE.

THE DEPAETED YEAE.
The old year with its joys, troubles, and experiences is

passed away. Its successor now presides ; and we have as
usual to express our thankfulness that we have been spared
to address our readers once more, to tell them of our success,
to thank them for their support, and to offer them our good
wishes.

The course of the poultry world has been smooth during
the year 1864. The promises of 1863 have been kept. The
new classes that were demanded have been well filled with
entries j the love of the pursuit has been increasing ; and
we believe we may fairly and truthfully say that at no pre-
vious period have there been as many new exhibitors coming
forward. The old shows are well supported when they are well
managed. Entries are numerous, and the attendance good.

All great changes must bo more or less progressive. When
poultry fii'st became a popular question, all that was asked
for was a breed that would sell well at an exhibition or in a
sale-room. No heed was paid to the food part of the sub-
ject, nor was the fitness of a breed either for a peculiar
climate or purpose ever thought of. It is now different.

When a new one is introduced, one of the first inquiries is.

Is it a good table bird ? The deviation of its popularity or
its claim on the public favour will depend on its useful
everyday qualities. This will be more clearly shown as we
review the different breeds, and notice the position they
hold or have held in the public estimation.
Dorkings are nearly perfect in every way. They are large,

handsome, heavy, and healthy. They form the most nume-
rous class at all shows, they sell readily, and are evidently
favourites with those who wish either for sale or consumption :

to produce the best quality of poultry. The old-established
names are still in front, but they have new colleagues in the
prize list. Lady Holmesdale and Captain Hornby are the
first in this breed.

Spanish have made a large stride, and have certainly
shown better in quality and condition than for several years
past. If they keep on, the days of Messrs. Davies and Eake
will be seen again in this beautiful breed. Mr. Jones has
been at the head of the chickens at Birmingham and Man-
chester. The entries have been good, except in the hen and
pullet classes, which do not fill as they should.

Cochin-Chinas keep on their steady way, and form, de-
servedly, a valuable addition to our shows. Captain Heaton
has repeated his 1863 victories, and been the principal
prizetaker wherever he has shown. The quality of the birds
has been excellent, and the above-mentioned victories have
not been easy achievements ; worthy competitors have been
found everywhere. We can note little progress in the
Grouse and Partridge breeds ; but we can speak most

highly of the advance in White ; they have been excellent

and numerous.
Brahma Pootras have outlived their detractors with few-

exceptions, and show, on all occasions, numerous pens of

uniform plumage and great beauty. It is now well under-

stood, and thoroughly believed, after trial, that few birds

are so hardy or so profitable as these.

Malays seem limited to a small number of pens, and find

but few admireis.

Creve-Coeurs have not been as numerously shown as we
expected.
We can speak of Hamburghs as we have done for many

years. They vary, and no improvement can ever be noted

in aU varieties at the same time. This year our highest

praise wiU be for Golden-pencilled, Golden-spangled, and

Black. The latter had separate classes at Birmingham,

and filled them well, not only in numbers, but in quality.

The Golden-pencilled and Spangled have been nearly perfect,

bat the Silvers have lost ground.

Game fowls are always beautiful, and this year has been

no exception. Mr. Statter has been very successful. Many
of the winners in the north have been of Mr. Archer's

celebrated strain. At the large shows the various classes

of this beautiful breed have formed an exhibition of them-

selves.

Bantams have marvellously increased in the Game classes,

and they are birds of perfect beauty and symmetry. Blacks

and Whites also increase, but the beautiful Sebrights seem

at a standstill as to numbers.
Turkeys have hardly held their own iu weight. The

same may be said of Geese, with few exceptions. Eouen
Ducks go ahead in weight and numbers. They are far more
numerous than their Aylesbury competitors, and bid fair to

be as heavy. Buenos Ayrean Ducks daily gain more admirers.

Shows are becoming more numerous in connection with

agricultural meetings. In the north of England they are

weU established, and, though of frequent recurrence, they

are well supported. They make little progress in the south

and south-west. We cannot tell why poultry should be

unpopular with the farmer, but it is so : and hence the fact

that in a few months of the year we import many millions

of eggs. An attempt has been made to get up a Metro-

poUtart Show at the Agricultural Hall, but the time of year

was unfavourable, and the attendance was bad. Birming-

ham thrives as ever. Entries are more numerous, so are

sales ; more visitors attend, and more money is taken.

The Poultry Club has given signs of life dm-ing the past

twelve months, and if it be for the good of a pursuit in

which we are much interested we heartily wish it success.

We do not think it wiU conduce to such an end by censuring

the management at Birmingham in the appointment of

Judges. They have been the same for many yeai-s, and it

has moved only from success to success.

This nearly brings us to a close. Our subject has been

of peaceable times and doings. We are grateful for it. We
are thankful otu- task involves nothing more—that with the

end of the year, while we have grateful recollections of past

pleasures and associations, we can hardly recollect a differ-

ence—certainly we have had none that will live in our re-

membrance. We tender our best thanks to many valuable

and able contributors, especially for the kindly spirit in which

their instructions are given. We admit our obligations to

an increasing list of subscribers. We are thankful for the

satisfaction which these things bring, grateful for the pros-

perity which results from them, and hopefiJ for the future.

It is always a happiness to us that to the best of our abOity

we seek to give pleasure to all, and that it is our_ good

fortune to be the means of diffusing knowledge that is not

only useful but perfectly innocent.

Most heartily do we wish to aU with whom we have in

any way to do
A Happy New Year.

BEAHMA POOTEAS.
I MUST leave all impartial readers of " our Journal " to

decide, whether in my late defence of the purity of the

Brahma I used the word "hybrid" erroneously. The
course was forced upon me. All who possess a copy of the

beautiful " Poultry Book," I refer to the few words devoted
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to Brahmas. They will there see that the word " hybrid " is

used by " our Editor " in reference to the Brahma, closely

following suggestions as to the probable crosses of Malay,
Dorking, and Cochin which might make a Brahma. In these

remarks the word "hybrid" has no reference to the Brahma
being derived from a cross between a Pigeon and a Pheasant,

or a Galena and a common hen, or any such cross of different

genera, but to its production from various known breeds of

fowls. I cannot see then, as I was quoting from the " Poultry

Book," and arguing from its words that I was in error thus far.

I would bow to any ornithologist who had Brahmas and
Cochins to decide upon, only I would place this before him

—

given a Buff, Partridge, Cinnamon, Black and White Cochin
cock, and a Brahma cock—if they are the same breed, why
is it that the Brahma cock differs from all the other varie-

ties of Cochin in the form of the back, brows, and tail ? I

have read again all that the "Poultry Book," says about
Brahmas, and I cannot find there any admission on the part
of Dr. Bennett, as to the cross in the origin, and our ex-

perience of Tankeedom is not in favour of their truth,

especially where money is to be made.
I may add further, that I hatched two chickens last year,

the produce of a Brahma cock and Black Cochin hen, that
one ofthese was a correctly marked Brahma cockerel with a
single comb, the other a black hen with silvery hackle and
pea-comb ; that, I should say, these birds partook more of

the Brahma than Cochin, and that if the Brahma is ah-eady
partly Cochin, this result ought not to have been arrived at.

Another question ai-ises out of this discussion. Are not
all our known breeds of poultry more or less manufactured ?

If I am forced to say the Brahma is, my judgment would be
that all are, and if so, "Why this raid against the Brahma
only ? Why, if it is conceded to other breeds, that by their

breeding true to feather, &o., they have established them-
selves, is it not also allowed to Brahmas ? It savours some-
what of jealousy. The progress of the Brahma in public

favour' the last two or three years has been so rapidly up-
wards that we can read, that at Brighton the "great feature"

of the Show was—Cochins ? No ! tliey only mustered for all

varieties of colour eight pens ! Dorkings ? no, again ! but
Brahmas, which mustered twenty-eight pens against the
small entry of Cochins !—T. B. A. Z.

[There is no "jealousy" actuating us, we merely wish to

arrive at the truth on all subjects within our province. Dr.
Bennett's statement that the parents of the Brahma Pootra
were a Cochin-Chiua and a Chitagong is in a work published
by himself. There is no force in the residt of the cross be-
tween a Brahma Pootra and Cochin-China, for the same
would happen and does happen often when other related
varieties are crossed. It is quite probable that many of our
breeds of poultry are mere varieties, the results of crossing,

but the difficulty is to discover which ai-e the original species.

If the Brahma Pootra is a bird of superior merits, it will

matter nothing that it is a variety of the Coohin-China.]

POULTEY-KEEPmG FEOM A COMMEECIAL
POINT OF VIEW.

(fiontirmedfrom page 520, Vol. VII.)

GENERAL KTJLES TO BE OBSERVED IN POULTRY BSEEDING.
THE BREEDING-STOCK.

1st. The hens selected to breed from should be kept apart
from the cock until they aie at least twelve months old, and
the cock should not be less than eighteen months old before

he is put with hens, as a too early caU on nature degene-
rates the breed.

2nd. Whatever races are selected they should be the most
perfect specimens that can be obtained, as the first outlay
wUl well repay itself.

3rd. That the distinct races be kept strictly separate,

except where it is intended to obtain a cross breed, and for

this the finest specimens of both races and sexes must be
selected.

4th. Not more than six hens should be allotted to a cook.

5th. After the third breeding year it is advisable either to

aell the stock or to fatten them for the market, as they be-

come less pi'olific, and their progeny are apt to degenerate.
6th. The eggs should be collected at least three times

Fig. 12.—Section ot
roo8ting-place for

young chickens.

a-day, as when a fecundated egg has been sat upon for a few
hours the germ very soon becomes developed, and the egg
is afterwards unfit for hatching.

7th. The stock must be fed regularly at sunrise, and in
the afternoon an hour before going to roost.

THE LATING-STOCK.
1st. When it is intended to seU the eggs for consumption,

it is advisable to pen hens up without a cock, to prevent
the eggs being fecundated, as they will then keep fresh
much longer. This system of keeping hens by themselves
has another great advantage, as they will lay a great many
more eggs during the year.

2nd. Prom twelve to eighteen hens can be kept together
in a home as shown in figs. 7 and 8.

3rd. The eggs should be collected twice a-day.
4th. For feeding the same rule applies as above ; and the

reason for selecting sunrise and afternoon for feeding is, that
it is before and after the laying time, during which the hens
on their nest would receive no food.

THE CHICKENS.
1st. From the day they are hatched to the time when

they begin to roost, not more than twelve
chickens ought to bekept in one compart-
ment, as they will huddle together, and
the weak ones either be crushed or suffo-

cated.

2nd. The place to which the young
chickens retire ought to have a dry floor,

and be kept scrupulously clean; and as

the floor is the coldest part of a room,
their roosting-box ought not to be more
than 12 inches high, and the top to be
slanting, which will keep the warm air in the roost. Seefig. 12.

3rd. As soon as they begin to roost on perches they should
be removed to the poultry-home—say about thirty to each
home.

4th. When the cockerels can be distinguished from the
pullets, they should be penned separately. Prom this stock

the breeding and laying stock will be selected to replace old

ones.

5th. The feeding of chickens ought to take place not less

than three times a-day, and be of a liberal kind, with plenty

of finely-chopped green vegetables, and an occasional supply
from the vermin nursery, but no meat should be given.

Gth. Occasionally a little flowers of sulphur and oxide of

iron mixed with their food will keep them in good health.

Sulphate of iron and lime water are likewise given with
great advantage in their drink ; this applies also to aU kind
of poultry.

THE LAYING OF EGGS
Takes place in the morning during the summer months,

and gradually later in the day as winter approaches, until

moulting time arrives, when the hens cease laying till they
have their new feathers, or for about two months. Although
a hen can only lay a certain number of eggs during her life,

yet her laying may be stimulated by an appropriate diet (see

"Pood for Laying-fowls"), as also by a genial temperature

kept up in the poultry-home. It has been satisfactorily

proved, that under such circumstances a hen will lay at least

thirty eggs more during the winter months, a time when
they are most valuable, both for artificial hatching and con-

sumption ; and taking an establishment with two thousand
laying, and one thousand breeding-hens, the extra profit will

be as follows :

—

EXTRA REVENUE.
3O0O Hens at 30 extra egBs= 90,000 ; at lis. per 100 £G75

EXTRA EXPENSES.
Fuel, wear and tear, during four months 50

Or a net', extra profit of 625 0*

to be ascribed solely to a warm temperature and appropriate

diet. But this is not the only advantage derived from a
genial temperature during the winter months—it may save,

perhaps, hundreds of pounds in the loss of poultry, from
diseases caused by exposure to damp and cold.

Just as the laying can be forced by artificial means, so
can it also be retarded. When it is intended to keep some

• Wc must warn our readers against our con-espontient's profit and losB

calculations. He malieB no allowance for deaths, and other large deductioas.

Gus.
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hens for laying diiring the time that others are moulting,

which generally begins in September, it is only necessary to

pull out the feathers of such hens, and thus produce an arti-

ficial moulting about two months sooner—say early in July,

when they will cease laying untU. their feathers have grown
again.

THE OVARIUM.
It has been ascertained that the ovarivim of a fowl is com-

posed of six hundred ovules or eggs ; therefore, a hen during
the whole of her life cannot possibly lay more eggs than six

hundred, and which in a natural course axe distributed over

nine years in the following proportions :

—

First year after hatching 15 to 20

Second ditto 100 to 120

Third ditto 120 to 135
Fourth ditto 100 to 115

Fifth ditto CO to 80

Eggs.
Sixth year after hatching 50 to 60
Seventh ditto 35 to 40
Eighth ditto 15 to 20

Ninth ditto 1 to 10

It follows that it would not be profitable to keep hens
after their fourth year, as their produce would not pay for

their keep except when they are of a valuable and scarce

breed.
PRESERVATION OP EGGS.

Much has been written about the preservation of eggs,
and many are the suggestions that have been made, but
none have as yet given satisfaction, and for the sole reason
that the structure of the egg is not considered in relation to

the physical and chemical laws which govern evaporation,
permeation, and putrefaction. The shell of the egg being
porous to admit air to the chicken daring the process of in-

cubation, allows also part of the liquid to evaporate, and the
air to penetrate, when the eggs are not used soon after being
laid; and the air acting on the animal matter produces early
decomposition and putrefaction, particularly in fecundated
eggs, in which the germ is first decomposed, clear eggs,
the produce of hens wnich have not been with a cock, keep-
ing fresh much longer. This can be easily exemplified by
putting an old fecundated egg, and an old clear egg under a
hen when sitting, and it will be found that after the twenty-
first day the fecundated egg is putrid, and the clear still fit

for use.

To exclude the air from the egg, and to prevent the eva-
poration of its liquid, it has been proposed by some writers
to pack the eggs in salt, Ume, bran, sawdust, &c., by others
to keep them immersed in lime water, in salt water, or both
combined. Others, again, suggest to varnish or oil the eggs,
and some even to parboil them.
There can be no doubt that were the object in view solely

to preserve the eggs from becoming putrid, some of these
suggestions might be employed with advantage ; but there
is more required than simply to preserve the eggs from pu-
trefaction ; for instance, for kitchen use, and the breakfast-
table, eggs ought not only to be preserved fresh, but also
free from any foreign flavour, such as lime, salt, bran, saw-
dust, varnish, and oil, must unavoidably impart to the egg-
through its porous shell; and as for breeding from such
preserved eggs it is out of the question. Whoever has seen
any chickens hatched from salted or mouldy eggs, or from
auch as have been varnished or oiled ? which latter process
stops up the pores through which the air so indispensable to
the formation and development of the chicken must be ad-
mitted.
Now, the most eifective, simple, and economical plan for

truly preserving eggs, and without imparting to them any
foreign flavour, or rendering them unfit for hatching pur-
poses, is to use the patent stoppered glass jars with vul

^<^ -̂)

canised india-rubber joints (see fig. 13), and
proceed thus—Immediately after coUeoting the
eggs put the jar in hot water, and when
thoroughly warm so as to rarify the air, place
the eggs in the jar, the pointed end upper-
most, and pack and line with jjaper shavings,
or cocoa-nut fibre, to prevent them from break-
ing, then close the jar before taking it out of
the water, and it wiU be found that eggs pre-
served by this method will be fit for hatching
twelve months after, and that those intended
for the breakfast-table will be as fresh as on the

day they were laid.—G. K. Getelin, Civil Engineer, London.
(To be continued.)
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Fig. 13.

HECEMONDWIKE POULTEY SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

The annual meeting of the above Society was held on the
26th ult., at the Wool Pack Inn, in a large room recently bmlt
for public use. The day being frosty and clear, and a
holiday, the number of visitors was larger than at any pre-

vious exhibition. This being a kind of mutual help society,

the object of exhibitors is not so much to obtain large money
prizes, as to ascertain the comparative merits of the fowls
exhibited, the best of which often change owners, and again
appear in different hands the next time they are exhibited.
This yeai- several pens were sold, and at the close of the
Show were forwarded to then- new owners in distant parts

of the kingdom. The prices obtained were in most cases
good, a Cochin Bantam fetched £7 10s. The number of

pens was larger than last yeai', and with the exception of

Class 17, Game hen of any colour, each pen contained a
single cock bird.

The Game classes were well filled, fully one-half of the
pens were occupied by them. In the Black-breasted and
Brown Eed classes, the Judges found it no easy matter to

decide which should take the prizes. The highly commended
birds were truly excellent. The Duckwings were a superior

class, and in excellent feather. In the Game Bantam classes

the birds were first-class, and at the close of the day we
found that several pens had changed owners. The Blacks
were fine specimens, such as it is no easy matter to beat.

Some good Whites were shown, but this district is too
smoky for them to look clean. The Spanish class contained
some excellent birds, but the entries were few. We were
disappointed in the Hamburgh classes ; as these have here
always been called " the cottager's fowl," we expected to

find the entries in greater numbers. Cochin and Brahma
Pootra entries were few, but the bu'ds were good. The class

for Game Hens of any colour was a most interesting one, the
prize-takers nobly won their honours.

Game Cocks (Black-breasted Ked).—Fu-st, R. Hemingway. Shelf. Second,
J. Firth, Halifax. Highly Commended, G. Helliwell. Sheffield ; A. Hodgson,
lUingworth. Comaended, B. Naylor, Heckmondwike ; J. Joy, Liversedge
Hall.

Game Cocks (Brown Eed).—First. H. C. Mason, Drigblington. Second,
J. Fell, Adwalton. Highly Commended, G. Helliwell, Shetiield ; J. Riley,
Chickenley. Commended, G. Noble, Staincliffe ; J. Brook, Gomersal.
Cocks (Duckwings and other Grey and Blue).— First, W. Whiteley,

Liversedge. Second, J. Fell, .Adwalton. Highly Commended, G. Hartley,

Gomersal ; J. Riley, Chickenley. Commended, J. Alderson, Halifax ; W,
Bentley, Scholes.

Cocks (White and Pile;.—First, T. J. Sunderland, Coley Hall. Second,

H. C. Mason, Drighlington.
Cocks (Black and Brassy-winged).— First. J. Vickerman, Chickenley,

.Second, J. Brook, Gomersal. Highly Commended, G. Helliwell, ShefBeld.

Commended, G. Noble, Staincliffe.

Bantam Cockh (Red Game).— First. G. Noble, Staincliffe. Second, J. Fell,

\dwaltoG. Highly Commended, J. Khim, Heckmondwike. Commended,
J. Firth, Halifax; G. Helliwell. ShefBeld.

Bantam Cocks (Duckwing Gitme).—First, H. Oldroyd, Heckmondwike,
Second, E. Wright, Staincliffe. Highly Commended, C. Smithson, Heck-
mondwike. Commended, G. Helliwell, Sheffield.

Bantams (Black).—First, T. P. Preston, Heckmondwike. Second, H,
Oldroyd, Heckmondwike. Highly Commended, J. Brooke, Heckmondwike.
Bantams (White). -First, G. Helliwell, Sheffield Second, H. Oldroyd,

HeckmondniUe. Highly Commended. G, Preston, Heckmondwike.
Spanish (Black).— First, J. Beaumont, Dewsbury. Second, J. Vicker-

man, Chickenley Highly Commended, J. Oldroyd, Dewsbury Moor.
Hameuegh (Spangled).—Prize, G. Helliwell, Shefiaeld.

Hamburgh ( Pencilled),—First and Secoud, S. Smith, Northowram.
CocHiN-^'HisA (Any colourl.— First, G. Helliwell, Sheffield. Second,

C. Lister, Mirfleld.

Brahma Pootsa Cocks.—First, C. Lister, Mirfleld. Second, A. Tatters-

field, Heckmondwike.
,\NT other Distinct Bbeed.—First, C. Lister, Mirfleld (Sultans). Second,

G. Noble, Staincliffe (Cochin Bantams). Highly Commended, 8. Halliday,

Heckmondwike. Commended. W. Leadbetter, Mirfleld.

Game Hen (.^uy colour).—First, H. C. Mason, Drighlington. Second,

G. Noble, Staincliffe. Highly Commended, G. Helliwell. Sheffield; T.

Atkuii^on, Heckmondwike. Commended, A. Tattersfield, Heckmondwike

;

T. J. Sunderland, Coley Hall ; J. Harrison, Holbeck.

The Judges were Mr. J. W. Thompson, Southowram; and

Mr. Enoch Hutton, Pudsey.

BEAHMAS.
Although we have heard lately of the funereal rites, &c.,

as connected with this " mongrel lot," although the attorney-

general, and we presume his client, are both gone to the

tomb of all the Capulets Uke weeds, I suppose these " mon-
grels " are very difficult to eradicate. I refer my reverse

"Z. A. B. T." to the Brighton Show. There Dorkings

—
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Dorkings do I write ? aye Dorkings in a southern county,
the fowl, jiar excellence, for the south, &c.—had two classes,
and iE12 offered. They mustered 35 pens.
The " cross-breds " had ^63 10s. offered, and they mus-

tered only 28 pens ! Do we need any farther facts, that in
a "southern" county these "mongrels" ought to remain
unnoticed ? Why do persons keep such wretched birds ?

Strange, no other breed came near this impopular fowl as a
payer to the show, and in the prize list eleven pens were
mentioned in one class, and six ia two classes of Dorkings !

The coffin does not appear to have been strong enough !

—

The Brighton Poultry Show has afforded another, and, I
trust, a conclusive proof of the growing popularity of the
Brahmas, and of the especial esteem in which they are held
in the_ south of England. It also proves conclusively the
necessity for dividing the Brahma class at any first-rate
show, as has been ah'eady done at Islington and Man-
chester. The following are the numbers in each class :

—

Erahmaa 28
Coloured Dorking Chickens ... 22
Bantams 17
Coloured Dorkings 13
Any varieiy 13
Game 13
Game Chickens ..".. 11
Gold Hamburghs 11

Silver Hamhurghs 11
Cochins 8
Spanish Chickens 8
Dorking CockereU 7

Spanish 6
Polish 6
Game Cocks 3

It wiU be seen that the Brahma class was the largest in
the Show, beating the Dorking chickens by six, the Ban-
tams by eleven pens, and more than doubling any other
class. As to quality, it is sufficient to say, that eleven pens
of Brahmas were noticed by the Judge, being treble the
average number noticed in the other classes.

—

Brahma
POOTEA.

A NEW CHAPTEE, IN THE NATUEAL HISTOEY
OF THE BEE.

BEE COMMOTIONS AND QUEEN ENCASEMENTS.
This is a new chapter in apiarian science, and future his-

torians who would take up the pen to write a systematic
and comprehensive treatise on the honey bee must, if then-
knowledge is not behind the age in which they Hve, devote
a whole chapter to the consideration of the vei-y interesting
and novel subject—bee commotions and queen encasements.
The manuscript which lorms the substance of a portion of

the following article has lain aside in my repositories for
several years, and was not, therefore, originally intended for
The Journal of Hoeticultuee. The peculiar and hitherto
mysterious facts to which it makes reference are of such a
character that I confess I felt somewhat unwilling publicly
to hazard a theory regarding phenomena which further in-
vestigation and a more enlarged erperience might possibly
cause me to alter or abandon. Moreover, at the period
referred to, the subject itself had apparently escaped the
attention of both the naturalist and practical bee-keeper—no
British author, to my knowledge, having taken any notice
of it, and no apiarian I ever met having made it a matter of
study or investigation. I believed I had made a discovery
of a very peculiar character—a discovery of certain strange
phenomena occasionally occumng in the apiary in regard
to which the queen occupied a prominent part, and which
were evidently caused by something affecting her circum-
stances or condition. In this Journal I have more than
once hinted at the subject, and in the concluding paragraph
of an article written by me in No. 95 (20th of January, 1863),
I stated that in investigating the curious phenomena in
question I had bestowed considerable attention and thought,
and though I could not say that I had been able to unravei
entirely the true solution, yet if ever induced to take up
pen to endeavour to cut this Gordian knot, to unravel this
physical mystery, I should describe the subject of my essay
to be '_' A New Chapter in the Natural History of the Bee."
While now, therefore, taking up my pen in fulfilment of

this promise to narrate the results of my experience on this
interesting subject, I have thought it better to preserve, as
I have already said, a portion of the original manuscript
referred to, if for no other purpose than to show the changes

which my own views have undergone in the course of my
investigations : these extend over a period of some eight or
ten years. It is with diffidence I confess that, even now,
I attempt a solution ; for I know* that the subject in some
of its aspects has not only been brought before the readers
of this Journal in 1862 by that indefatigable and minute
apiarian observer Mr. Woodbury, but has also I notice
been a theme of controversy among the leading apiarians
in Germany.
Few naturalists or bee historians seem to take any notice

at all of what I choose to designate " bee commotions and
queen encasements," or if they do, it is only in an incidental

manner, and in reference exclusively to such commotions as

follow the loss of a queen. There are other commotions,
however, which take place in the apiary, and which the ob-
servant cultivator will not fail to notice, although he may
not consider them of sufficient importance thoroughly to

investigate and explore. My attention was early directed

to the consideration of these, but for a long time I was at a
loss to account for them ; they appeared to me a perfect

enigma, and wrapped up in profound mystery.
To such as are not well versed in the habits of the bee I

may explain that there are three kinds of commotion which
may occur in a hive, and which differ from each other in

some essential particulars. It is only the intelligent ob-

server, however, that can discriminate between them. The
one which is most palpable is that which takes place under
the following circumstances. Suppose the queen to be re-

moved from a swarm newly hived, what takes place ? The
bees very soon thereafter on becoming aware of the loss

get agitated, run about in all directions throughout the

hive, explore every corner in quest of her. The agitation

increases as the knowledge of the loss extends itself among
the masses. The bees rush furiously out and in at the

entrance, flying about in all directions, until, despairing of

finding out their lost sovereign, they desert the hive in a
body, and after filling the air in wild confusion return to the

parent hive from which they had primarily issued. The
origin of this commotion is quite manifest to the merest
tyro in bee-knowledge.
Another kind of commotion occurs from a like cause, the

loss of the queen, but under different circumstances and
conditions, and the commotion among the bees will conse-

quently manifest itself in another form. Suppose you re-

move the queen in the summer months from a healthy stock

hive containing eggs and brood in all stages, what follows ?

In a short time—in less than half an hour, perhaps—mani-
festations of the loss will be observable. The bees wUl
become agitated ; the younger bees, especially, wUl be seen

running out and in at the entrance, restless, and searching

all over the hive in quest of their missing sovereign. The
commotion in this case, however, is partial only and slight

when compared with the former case, and its character will

be more or less influenced by the condition and circumstances

of the hive for the time being. In such a case as the one
now supposed the commotion generally subsides in a short

time, indeed, it is sometimes so slight as often to attract

little notice, even by the more observant ; for, with the ex-

ception of the younger bees occasionally afterwards display-

ing signs of agitation and restlessness, the industry and
work of the hive are otherwise unimpeded, and all will

apparently go on as before. The difference in the character

of the commotions in these two cases lies in this—that in

the latter there are in the hive materials out of which the

bees can repair the loss they have sustained, and rear for

themselves a new and youthful successor, which in due time

will exercise all the functions, and discharge all the require-

ments of queen and mother. If such materials, however, be
not present in the hive in the case supposed ; if, for instance,

the queen die during winter or early spring, or late in

autumn when no such eggs or brood exist, then so soon as

tho bees become cognisant of the loss the commotion will

assume a more aggravated form, and be more tumultuous
in its character. Great excitement will prevail through-
out the entire hive, which extends sometimes over several

days, during which period I have often witnessed partial

• In May, 1863, Mr. Woodbury wrote me " I wish you would take np
your pen and endeavour to unravel this mystery, %vhich ia a complete puzzle
to me." The Numbers containing notices botli fjom his pen and "Investi-
gator's" were kindly sent me by the Editors for perusal.
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and almost entire desertions take place. Moreover I have

noticed when the loss of a queen occurred during winter or

cold spring that the commotion indicating the loss did not

occur immediately after the event, but often weeks after it.

The first fine mild day afterwards will generally be that on
which the commotion will show itself. Of course, when the

loss of a queen takes place in such circumstances, desertion

or a dwindling away necessarily follows, and the hive perishes.

But there remains to be considered another class of com-
motions differing essentially from either of those described,

and to the consideration of which this article has chief

reference.

From a very early period in my study of the history and
habits of the bee my attention was drawn, as I have before
stated, to the theory of commotions. I had frequently ob-

served their occurrence in my apiary at certain seasons of

the year, in spring and autumn particularly, and no season
passed over without revealing to me some form or aspect of

these curious phenomena.
The general characteristics of these commotions are some-

what identical to the second modified class already described

;

but, as in these, the agitation is not so widespread, but is

confined, frequently at least, to a comparatively small num-
ber, and among these the younger bees always appear the
most conspicuous. But what distinguishes this class of

commotions from all others is the peculiarly strange and
fluttering noise which may be distinctly heard in the inte-

rior—a noise so peculiar as unmistakeably to point out and
indicate to me the true nature of the case, and prove with-
ont any further evidence the real state of matters within.
On such occasions I have noticed the bees fiy about as if

examining, or wishing to gain access to, other hives, and so
very agitated and excited do some of them become that I

have observed them recklessly dash out of the hive, even after
twilight, and lose themselves in the darkness of the night.
In such cases I have had to close the entrance to prevent
loss of bees till morning, when quiet was generally restored.

The fii'st opinion I entertained in my early experience
regarding these strange commotions was that they always
indicated the loss of the queen ; but this view I was obliged
to abandon, from the simple fact that the hives in which
they occurred did not often perish, as they would probably
do at certain seasons of the year in such an event, but
generally quieted down and recovered, though sometimes
slowly, strength and activity.

In 1856 I began to investigate these commotions minutely,
and took notes in my journal accordingly of all cases occur-
ring in my apiary with a view to a solution.
The first recorded by me, therefore, is under the date of

the 7th of March, 1856. On this date I observed No. 5,

straw hive, one of the sti'ongest in my apiary, in a state of
commotion. The bees, especially the younger ones, were
running about in a confused manner, taking wing, and ap-
parently deserting into other hives. I turned up the hives,
and found the bees in a turmoil searching all over the in-
terior. I could see, however, no trace of a dead queen. In
the evening, on listening at the entrance, a doleful fluttering
noise was heard within, and the bees, though quieting down
at intervals, yet again and again renewed the excitement
till late, when several rushed out, and lost themselves^in
the dark. I accordingly shut the hive \\p till morning, when
I intended to give it the queen of a hive whose numbers
were now so reduced as to render its recovery very doubtful.
This I did on the supposition that the queen had been lost.
I introduced the queen first at the entrance for ten minutes

;

I turned up the hive to see how things were doing, when I
found the queen surrounded by two or three dozen bees,
which had hedged her in so closely that I feared she might
be suffocated. In endeavouring to disperse the cluster I
found the queen was held a complete prisoner. The bees
stuck to her like leeches all round, holding her by the Ics,
wings, &c., and attempting apparently to sting her. I suc-
ceeded in extricating her, and shortly afterwards introduced
her at the opening at the top of the Mve. Here her presence
acted like magic, the bees became perfectly furious, attack-
ing her with the greatest ferocity, while others pursued her
as she descended among the combs, apparently with the
most hostile intentions. Next day the hive quieted down,
and some days after I found a dead queen extruded. Al-
though I could not determine whether this queen was the

one I had introduced to the hive or not, this is of little

moment as the future histoiy of the hive demonstrated that
a queen was retained, proving that the commotion arose not
from the want of a queen, as I at first supposed, but from
some other cause not yet determined. The age of this queen
was unknown,but she had beenin my possessionfor two years.
The next case I noticed occurred on the 8th of December,

1856. I observed hive No. 3 in great commotion, the bees
running to and fro in great excitement, and several flying

off even after dark, and losing themselves. I shut the hive
up to prevent loss of bees, and quiet was restored by the
following morning. On the 29th of April, 1857, I flnd the
following remarks in my journal in reference to this hive :^
"Notwithstanding the commotion in No. 3 on the 8th of
December last, and my fears as to the loss of its queen, this

hive shows numbers of young bees, and works as actively .as

any in my apiary." This queen was reared in 1854, and,
consequently, was between two and three years old.

Cases of a similar character occurred in my apiary on the
7th of April and 8th of December, 1857. The commotions
exhibited were of the same character, and though no bad
results immediately followed these, yet the after-history of

both the hives in which they oocui'red was far from being
satisfactoiy. Neither became populous in season, and I

now began to view commotions in general as omens of pre-

sent or impending evil, and, consequently, as unwelcome
phenomena in the apiary.

On a commotion occurring in a hive on the 13th of Octo-
ber, 1858, I took a queen out of a unicomb hive, and intro-

duced her to the bees to see how they would receive her.

They immediately attacked and encased her. On my releas-

ing the queen I think a bee had stung her. I then restored

the hapless queen to her own hive again ; but now her own
subjects became excited, and surrounded her, from what
motives it were difficult to say, whether on account of her
having undergone some apparent change by virtue of the
encasement itself, or, more probably, from the fact of her
being wounded. Certainly I have noticed on several occa-

sions injured bees—such, for instance, as had their wings
singed off by a lighted candle—become the objects of a
reckless attack by their comrades, and fall victims to their

fury. I ascribed this, however, to what I would call an
irritable inadvertence. Mr. Woodbury, I think, narrated a
similar instance to the above in his experience, where a
queen, after having been encased in a strange hive, and
evidently, I think, wounded, was, on again being restored to

her own bees, surrounded, and next morning extruded dead.

Having satisfled myself, therefore, that these strange
phenomena which marufested themselves from time to time
in the apiary had generally nothing to do with the queen,

another view of the matter presented itself to my mind,
and which might, I thought, lead to a solution of this curious

problem, I had observed that in the course of some opera-

tions which I was in the habit sometimes of performing in

my apiary—such as driving the bees for experimental pur-

poses, changing the site of a hive, or such like^a number of

the bees in such circumstances generally found their way
into neighbouring or contiguous hives, and created by their

entry some confusion and disorder ; and it may be remarked
that in cases of this kind the bees so entering are not always

treatedwithhostflity as are robber bees or entrantsunder other

circumstances, but, on the contrary, theu- accession is often

received joyfully, and a complete ii-aternisation takes place.

StiU the bees so entering naturally find themselves, to use

a common but applicable phrase, " in the wrong box," and
before they are reconciled to the change they will exhibit a
restless and agitated appearance, which, however, disappears

on the bees failing to discover the whereabouts of their former

comrades. This view seemed at first sight plausible enough,

and the following incident which occurred in my apiary

seemed rather to strengthen it.

It so happened that after performing an operation on one

of my hives a commotion on a small scale took place in a
Huber-hive adjacent. The circumstance of the commotion
occurring in such a hive was fortunate. A favourable oppor-

tunity was here presented to me of ascertaining how matters

really stood in the interior. I immediately opened up every

leaf or division of the hive, and examined each seriatim. I

found the bees running over the combs in an agitated state,

but could see no queen. My first impression was that the
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queen was really amissing, but on searching more minutely
I discovered a small knot of bees densely crowded together.

In the centre of this cluster I found the queen, apparently
held a fast prisoner ; so closely packed were the bees around
her that it was with the greatest difficulty I could get them
disentangled from each other and from the queen, which
they adhered to most tenaciously. With a small twig I

forced the reluctant bees to quit their hold, and set the

queen at liberty. She moved off among the combs, and the

hive immediately afterwards assumed its usual quiescent

state. I greatly rejoiced at this discovery, and I imagined
that the mystery of commotions was now solved. I thought
that if the queen was thus surrounded and held a captive

by foreign or stranger bees, the agitation got up in the hive
was very natural, and what might in the circumstances be
expected. But the question arose, "Were the bees clustering

around the queen really her foes ? Might they not be her
friends ? What object had the bees in so surrounding her ?

Were they hostile to her, or otherwise ? Is she really seized

and held captive by a few stranger bees which may have
accidentally found their way into the hive, and caused all

this disturbance ? or is the cluster composed of her own sub-

jects gathered around her on some other grounds, and from
other motives than hostUity ? On reconsidering this case,

and comparing it with other instances of commotion, I was
far from being convinced that the entrance of strange bees
produced on all occasions the phenomena witnessed. More-
over, there was something in the ch'Cumstanoes of this hive,

and the liistory of its queen which made me pause before
coming to a hasty conclusion on the matter, and though I

left it over at that time for further consideration and re-

flection, I could not help entertaining the notion that the
age of that queen might have had something to do with
the curious phenomena exhibited, and might afford after

all a truer solution of the theory of commotions than the
entrance of foreign bees.

On a consideration, therefore, of the whole facts and cir-

cumstances connected with the history of commotions, so

far as my knowledge then went, I came to the conclusion

they were in most part based on the superannuation, de-

bility, and incapacity of the queen. When the functions of

mother begin to be impaired through increasing age and
infirmity, when she ceases to be productive or prolific, it is

then, I thought, that the bees instinctively get alarmed for

the safety of the hive. The queen moves languidly over the
combs; few eggs are deposited. She is attended stUl by a
few bees that seem anxious to prompt her to the office of

mother ; but as the brood becomes scanty, and the popula-

tion goes down, as the queen becomes weaker and weaker,
nntU ultimately she can with difiiculty hold by the combs,
the bees begin to gather around her with anxiety—perhaps
to vivify, if possible, her sinking frame ; but nothing can im-
part vigour to the feebleness of age ! She remains inert

and languid, the bees gradually cluster around her, and with
that loyalty and affection so peculiar to them. The queen
being thus encased in a knot of her interested and devoted
subjects, and isolated from the presence of the general mass,
these get alarmed for her safety, and thus the theory of
commotions might, I thought, be satisfactorily explained.

The question arises in such a case. Why do the bees not
avail themselves of the power bestowed upon them by
Nature, and provide themselves timeously with a successor ?

This is often done, as already illustrated by me in this Jom'-
nal (September 16th, 1S62, No. 77), where I have recorded
a beautiful instance of the instinctive foresight in the bee
in thus timeously pro%iding against such an impending loss.

But though in summer or in suitable seasons this may often
occur, yet when the queen gives way, as is often the case in
early spring or in autumn, the risk is great of the hive
Ijerishing, as the circumstances and conditions of the colony
are not then favour-able to queen-rearing, and hence a great
number of hives perish at these seasons of the year.

—

J. Lowe.
(To be continued.)

formerly in much more general use than at present. Bees
then seemed to prosper with little or no care on the part
of the owner ; indeed, many, deterred by superstitious no-
tions, never presumed to invert a stock even for examina-
tion, but allowed it to take its chance nearly or quite as

undisturbed as if buried in the depths of the forest. How
bees could thus subsist, swarming and multiplying their

numbers in defiance of the external foes and internal ten-

dencies to disease with which they have ever to contend, I

presume may be explained in part, at least, by attributing

their prosperity to the straw hive thus employed.
Waiving this question, however, for the present, it is ac-

knowledged, I believe, by the leading apiarians of the

country, that if straw could be advantageously applied, no
other available material would surpass it. Says the Rev.
L. L. Langstroth, on page 331 of his "Hive and Honey
Bee :

" " Straw hives have been used for ages, and are warm
in winter and cool in summer. The difficulty in making
them take and retain the proper shape for improved bee-

keeping is an insupportable objection to their use." Mr. M.
Quinby gives his experience as follows :

—" A few years since,

in connection with a partner, I purchased twenty-two straw

hives. These, with forty made of wood, equally .as good in

respect to the number of bees and stores, were placed in one
yard. As the swarming season approached, the straw hives

indicated the strongest colonies. The first five swarms were
from these hives ; and when seventeen had issued, thirteen

had come fi-om them. All sent out swai-ms but two or three,

while fully one-third of the wood hives failed to swarm at

all through the season. Here was an advantage in swarm-
ing, greatly in favour of straw hives. We kept some of these

hives several years, which continued to maintain, in this

respect, their superiority. Since our trial of them I have
inquired of many who have had them in use, and all testify

to their early swarming. I think it would be safe to give

eight or ten days at least as the average time that these
will swarm before others."

The superior value of early swarms will not be questioned.

As swarming generally takes place in the height of the
honey harvest, when a strong colony will often coUect 3 lbs.

per day, it follows that a gain of ten days in time is equiva-

lent to 25 lbs. or 30 lbs. of honey, which is again virtually

equivalent to nearly as much in the surplus-boxes to be put
on after the hive is filled.

STEAW BEE-HIVES.
A COREESPONDENT of the Dollar Newspaper (American),

tJina seta forth the advantages of straw bee-hives :

—

Straw as a material for bee-hives seems to have been

OUE LETTER BOX.
Estimate of Poultry-House (Inquirer).—The best mode for you to

proceed will be to ask of one or two builders what they would build such, a
structure for. No professional architect would give an estimate without
examining' the locality.

Spanish Fowls (Black Spanish).—they require little run, and do well
in confinement, laying freely. No fowls will, however, do well on a brick

floor. You must remove it, and substitute good hard beaten earth. The
run in front must be provided with bricklayers' rubbish, gravel, grass, and
earth, the lighter the better. Spanish do not sit. If they did, the space

yon name is not large enough to rear chickens. Uuat and any kind of light

dry earth would be far better than hay. They require a dust bath daily.

Fattening Dorkings (T. Cattlin).—Vfe advise you to buy Mr. Daily's

book on fowls. It can be had at oar ofl5ce price, including postage, 2j. 2d.

Fowls whilst fattening should have little or no room, and not much light.

They should be kept quite clean and fed three times per day. Only as

much at each meal as they will eat up clean. Ground oats mixed with
new milk is the best food. They should fatten in a fortnight or, at most,

three weeks.

Satinette Pigeons (/. Devonshire).—We believe Mr. H. Noye is the

same as the Mr. Noye who has adrortised in this Journsl-

Aetificial Swaems—Straw Hives—Feeding (A Novice).—All the in-*

atructious you require for making artificial swarms were given by Mr,
Woodbury in No. 161. We do not think it advis.ible to paint straw hives,

which should be carefully protected from the weather by sufl&cient external

coverings. A clamped platform of any convenient size may be readily fixed

on the top of a bell-shaped straw-hive by means of common mortar tough-

ened by the addition of a little cowdung. If three or four wood screws are

inserted on the underneath side of the platform, and left witb their heads
projectiug about half an inch, thny will become imbedded in the mortar,

and, in conjunction with the uneven surface of the hive itself, will keep all

firm. The hole in the centre of the platform should be 3 or 4 inches in

diameter, and a correnponding hole may be readily cut in the hive itself, by
means of a sharp pen-knife, as soon as the mortar is set. Feeding bees

always excites their appetite for more; but we never noticed that the

admiration of barley-sugar caused them to seek water with especial avidity.

The barley-sugar barricade was suggested by Mr. Taylor many years before
" The rimes' Bee-master "was heard of, but we have never tried it ourselves

We should deem the weight of your stocks perfectly satisfactory. Aspect

is certainly not of primary importance. Condensed moisture at the hive's

mouth is the usual indication of a thriving and populous colony. There is

no doubt as to the preference manifested by bees for simple syrup over the

bacchanaliau abominations advocated by most of the writers of bee-books.
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I have heard L. reourva, or Fcenisecii, or Bree's Fern,
described as very refractory in cultivation, but I have never
found it so. It will adapt itself to any situation where
there is good drainage ; stagnant soU is its death. In dry
sunny aspects the fronds of Fcenisecii will almost creep
along the ground., as if to make a shade for each other. In
an open space, where there is shade from a hedge, it will

shoot up its feathery sprays of tender green tall and strong,

making a very handsome plant. It is always interesting in

its growth and habits, and the young fronds are often green
in midwinter, and make lovely foliage for the vase. I have
never found it on rocks, or in any county but Cornwall,

save in the instance I have named, in Devonshu'e. In cul-

tivating it in Warwickshire, I used a little rich earth mixed
with leaf mould.
In Scotland I found a variety of L. dOatata with its pin-

nules curved in a convex manner. I showed the specimen
to Mr. Bree, and he thought the curved look would vanish
with time. This has not proved to be the case, though I

have had the Fern for some years. Lastrea cristata I have
never found, but I have some good plants of it; it increases

quickly in cultivation. L. cristata has one peculiarity which
1 have noticed in no o'.her Fern—the venation is clearly de-

fined on the outer side, making a regular pattern on the
pinnule. This has been the simple mark which has always,

and at once, made L. cristata known to me. The fronds of

cristata are slender and jjretty, but they are of so fragile a
nature that they bow, bruised and broken, before a high
wind, so that the plant has usually an untidy appearance in

the fernery.

Asplenium marinum I found at Exmouth growing on a
rock far removed from the sea. It also grows on the coast
about Teignmouth, and more plentifully near Dartmouth,
that strange old western town, with its ill-conditioned streets,

leading nowhere, huddled like waifs by the river side. The
best thing to be done when you get into Dartmoiith, whether
by the pretty river route or by the railway, is to get out of

it again by liiiSng a boat, and rowing to the mouth of the
river, where you may pry after Marinum in caves hollowed
out of the rugged rocks, where tired waves break and die,

and sea birds wail their melancholy cry. The coast on the
right of Dartmouth begins to assume the characteristics of
Cornwall ; the red sandstone gives place to gi'anite, and the
softer features, that make the charm of Devonshire scenei-y,

disappear altogether. The Devousliire dialect, so soft and
courteously misleading, is soon lost in the rougher tongue
of the " Tre," " Poll," and " Pens " of the dear Cornish
land^a land so separated in the character of its people and
natural scenery from the rest of England, that during my
iii'st visit to Penzance, I found myself continvially saying,
" When I get back to England." It is a land of Ferns and
wild flowers—a land of old ecclesiastical monuments and
wayside orosse.?. Each vUlage has its history and its records
of interest; its church—a landmark to sailors at sea, and to
travellers across the waste; its baptistry— the bubbling
waters of the clear spring, rising on some dreary moor,
guarded by a few rough slabs of stone covered with Ivy and
decorated with Fern. The ti-ue Cornish man has a rough
nteUigence that beams on his face, and takes expression
in words of singular fitness to the subject which engages
him. He ha,s a self-i-espect that gives to his conversation a
freedom unaccompanied by any mixture of vulgar familiarity.

Most of the Ciornish mmers have their bookshelves contain-
ing volumes so successfully read that humility keeps pace
with the knowledge acquired. This intelligence, with the
apt way of expressing it, gives a stamp of originality to the
people that you can hardly fail to recognise.

After a visit of some months to Penzance, I went a tour
in the north of England, and in going over a silver mine I

was accompanied by one of the miners, who explained the
dilicrent details of the mine, and the processes of refining
the silver. At last we an-ived at the final process, and saw
the silver purified of all its dross. I made some sliglit re-

mark to the man on the exceeding beauty of the ore, which
he instantly answered by saying, "Yes, madam, I trust we
shall be found as bright as that when the trials of earth
have done their work, and purified all sin from oiu- hearts:
we sha'n't thinlc much of the fire we have gone through then."
1 looked up at the intelligent face, and said, " You are from
Cornwall ?" He asked me )iow I knew, for indeed it was so ;

and then he went on to tell me of his home and prospects in

the country he loved so much better than the north.
" One and All " is the motto of Cornwall, and it expresses

much that is pleasing in the character of the people.
The gardens I saw in Cornwall (they were not many), had

a look of southern untidiness. Nature being left much more
to hei'self than in the north. Large Camellia trees were in

the borders, and on Christmas-day I gathered a nosegay
that would not have disgraced midsummer. The house I

inhabited had a terrace in front, with a lawn sloping down.
to an orchard, over the bloom of which you looked on the
sparkling sea. To the left was St. Michael's Mount and
Marazion, to the right the fishing village ol Newlyn and
the sweep of rocks by Mousehole.
But I am leaving the Ferns unnoticed too long, and they

will lead me into many a well-remembered spot, and take
me amongst fishers and miners, who had always a kindly
word for the stranger, that often and often left her the wiser
for its speaking ; and we cannot say as much for aU the con-
versation we hear in di-awing-rooms.

—

Filix-pcemina.

POTATO CTTLTUEE.
I HAVE been much interested, amused, and, I must add,

a little confounded, in reading the article in No. 194, the
latter feeling brought on by the numerous sorts of Potatoes
in esse and posse. Are we to have as many sorts of Potatoes
as of Koses ? If so, I, a simple cultivator of a few kinds for

the wants of my family, feai- a sort of supervening delirium
—a Potato distraction—inclining one to leave old favourites

and try new kinds. "Will you, therefore, Messrs. Editors,

allow me to give my forty years' experience, not in a scien-

tific article Hke that of your correspondent " XJpwakds and
Onwakds," but merely as the simple annals of a very simple
culturist ? I may give a few useful hints to those who wish
to have a good Potato on theu- table every week thoughout
the year ; and so I beg of you to pardon my odd ways of

cultivation.

About the middle of February I have all the refuse litter

and leaves gathered, and mixed with an equal quantity of

stable dung. This mixture is then thrown together in a
large heap, and as soon as it commences to ferment it is

made into a bed 6 feet wide, and 30, 40, or 50 feet long,

according as my mixture holds out. After allowing it to
heat and settle for about a week some stakes are driven in

along each side and the ends, and a three-quarter-inch board
a foot wide is placed inside the stakes to support the mould,
1 foot in depth, which is then placed on the bed and levelled.

The Potato sets, all greened and with their eyes ready to

start, are then planted about 8 inches deep, 1 foot row from
row, and 9 inches apart in the rows. I plant them thus
thickly because I am rather extravagant, and take some up
when very j'oung; but by taking up every alternate row
and leaving the others to make a more mature growth, I

appease my conscience, which is always at war with extra-

vagance. By the end of February my bed is planted. Its

slow fermentation helps on the roots ; but it is not powertul

enough to resist March frosts, so I cover it with boughs of

ti'ees, the " loppings " of the winter, and on them place a
covering of litter. This is taken off in April, and light and
air admitted to the young shoots, then weU above ground.

In frosty nights some old mats are thrown over the boughs,
or, if the season is mDd and early, the boughs are removed,
the bed arched over with rods, and mats thrown over them.
My situation, or at least my Potato-bed situation, is cold and
bleak, yet just as I am getting tired of those flat-flavoured

Flukes, in the middle or end of May, ray mildly-forced new
Potatoes are ready. They soon become ripe, and last well

on till the early sorts planted in the open borders are ready.

Formerly— some twenty years since-—I used to plant in

my hotbed an early sort of round Potato called Early Ten-
week. This sort I see was exhibited at the last show by
Mr. Mofl'at in his prize collection of round Potatoes. This,

for a round Potato, is very good. I then soon after it was
introduced, planted in the same bed the Early Handsworth

;

but I soon found that this kind, although quite as early as

the Ten-week, was hard and indigestible, and I therefore

gave up its culture. Of late years, my taste having become
more refined, I have planted the Ashleafs (the old sort).
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Hyatt's Prolific, and the Royal, aU of them having the ex-

cellent and unique flavour of the type. Last spring I con-

fined myself to the old Ashleaf and the RoyaJ, thp latter

being quite as early and producing about three times the

quantity of the former ; and as far as I can judge I shall

never again plant round Potatoes, their flavour is so infi-

nitely below that of the finer kinds of Kidney Potatoes.

Is it worth while to teU you how I cultivate my open

ground Potatoes ? Well, perhaps it is. In the first place,

I always plant in ground trenched or stirred with Parkes's

fork to 23 inches in depth : if thought to be exhausted a

good dressing of thoroughly rotten manure is well mixed
with the soU to that depth.

Secondly. I never plant Potatoes in the same ground for

two consecutive seasons, but always alternate my crops.

Thirdly. I plant for the most part whole sets of the second

or even third size, if the tubers are large, greened by expo-

sure, and their eyes well developed.

Fourthly. Having plenty of space, I afford them much more
room than is commonly given, so th.at each plant is well

exposed to the sun and air. My distances ai-e therefore

3 feet apart row from row, and 2 feet apart in the rows.

In digging-time it is a positive pleasiu-e to see the beautiful

tubers tumbling up twenty-five, thirty, thirty-five, and up-
wards to each root of such sorts as Royal Ashleaf, and Early
Racehorse Kidneys. I ought, however, to add that my soil

is very favourable, a deep sandy loam on a dry subsoil ; and
my climate, within thirty miles of London, also favourable.

Fifthly and lastly (" whUk word I am vara glad to hear,"

a3 the young Caledodian said to his mother one day at kirk

during the sermon), I never mould up my Potatoes, feeling

that to cover the young roots with earth so as to keep out

the influences of sun and air can do no good. I hoe between
the rows frequently ; and if in August any tubers are peep-
ing out owing to the abundant produce some earth is drawn
over them with the hoe. and that is aU the moulding-iap
I do.

And now a few words about new sorts of Potatoes, which,
like new sorts of Peas, Cabbages, and Broccolis, are by far

too numerous. As to Potato-showing, or judging of their

qualities by theu- appearance, it is fudge. If a jury of

Potato-lovers could be convened, and have a few specimens
of each of the sorts shown for prizes well cooked and then
tasted on the spot, some good would probably accrue ; but,

as I know fi-om experience, the most fair-looking are often

the most deficient in flavour—witness those fine-looking

Fluke Potatoes now so common in the Loudon eating-houses,

very tempting in appearance but flavourless. I may be
peculiar in my ideas, but as far as my experience has gone
no round Potato should find a place on the table of a gentle-

man, if the soU and climate wiU aUow of the culture of the
fine sorts of Kidney Potatoes. I used to think a few years
ago, when Regents and Dalmahoys were the only sorts that
escaped the disease, that no better kinds need be wished
for ; but now that the disease seems to have left us, and
the flue kinds of Kidney Potatoes can be had in perfection,

I do not suffer a round one to appear on my table. It may,
perhaps, assist some of your readers—confounded as they
must be by the long array of names—if I say what I have
deliberately settled down to.

During the months of June, July, August, September,
and October I confine myself to the Ashleafs ; and as the
Royal and Myatt's Prolific are great bearers and have the
true flavour- of the old sort, which is a delicate grower and
unproductive, I confine myself more especially to the former,
which I think will in time be the only sort I shall cultivate
for the first crop. Its fault is being too robust ; in rich

soils its tubers are so large as to put forth protuberances.
In November I take to the Lapstone (its other name,
" Haigh's Kidney," should be given up), which here is

always most delicious. This keeps its flavour, and fine,

firm, dry consistence tUl the middle of March ; and then I

think a sort called Hudson's King will not disappoint the
lover of a good Potato, for, like the Lapstone, it is firm,

dry, and excellent. A friend has sent me a seedling Lap-
stone exactly like its parent, but larger and more productive.

It will be seen from what I have said that three fine kinds
of Potatoes carry me through the year, and it is really quite
a relief to think that it can be done. It is quite possible
that soilie soils and climates wiU not allow of these fine

kinds of Kidney Potatoes being grown in quantitj" ; if so,

other kinds should be sought for, so as to make the supply
as perfect as possible, with as few sorts as possible.

Before I mention other kinds of Kidney Potatoes which
have come under my notice, I feel that I ought to say how
Potatoes are cooked here. As soon as their skins become
set in early autumn, so as to lose the delicacy of " new
Potatoes," they are cooked in one of Barlow's steamers, and
brought to table "in their jackets." How delicious the
Lapstones cooked to-day, flanking the Christmas beef! every
one with its jacket unbuttoned showing the yellowish white,

fu-m, yet floury tuber, seeming to say " Eat me," which
request was promptly complied with.

There are several really good kinds of early Kidney Po-
tatoes besides the varieties I have noticed. The Early Race-
horse is early and a good bearer, but its foliage is crumpled,
its bines straggUng-. It blossoms abundantly, and its flavour

is not equal to the Ashleafs. Early Nonsuch and Early
May are both early, but not productive. Mona's Pride is a
very handsome early Kidney, flt to show for a prize, but
in my soil it is deficient in flavour. The Gloucestershire
Kidney is early and of good flavour during the summer
months. Dawes' or Webb's Nonpareil is a fine prolific late

Kidney, but it lacks the firmness and fine flavour of the Lap-
stone. And then we have the Lemon, the Silver-skinned, and
the Prizetaker Kidney Potatoes, about which the less that
is said the better. There is no doubt but that in some soils

and climates some one or two of these varieties may succeed
better than they do with me, but I have come to the con-
clusion that in a good dry soil like mine three varieties are

enough to carry one through the whole year—1st, the Royal
Ashleaf, as being as early or earlier than most of them, and
of extraordinary productiveness from May tiU November,
and, if not too ripe, even all through the month ; 2nd, the
Lapstone, from November till March; 3rd, Hudson's King,
from March till the end of May. I am not yet quite certain

that the Pink Fluke may not come in at the extreme end of

the winter Potato season, but I almost fear that its flavour

is too much like that of its parent ; at any rate there is not
the least doubt about the three sorts I have named. They
are all productive and of the best possible flavour—what
more can be wished for ?

I dare not employ a signature so high and signiflcant as

your correspondent in No. 194, and so allow me to sign.

myself

—

Forwards.

THE AEBOEETUM tebsus THE PIXETUM.
There are many indications of the boasted progress of the

present age being more in particular directions than par-
taking of a general character, and, perhaps, it is better that
it should be so, for to grasp at too many things at once often
ends in failure with all, and when a certain branch of a
pursuit has enjoyed its full share of favour, and further
advance with it becomes difBcult, the public are then readOy
brought back to the starting point. Thus it often happens
that a subject is at first thought too comprehensive, and
one of its branches only is pursued, but afterwards the
whole is grasped.
Now, gardening is no more exempt from caprice than other

pursuits, but rather the contrary, otherwise the present
popularity of a few varieties of plants used in the parterre,

would not have driven the former occupants almost out of

cultivation. My purpose, however, is not now to attack the
modern bedding system, and I may remark in passing, that
I have some doubts whether those who do abuse it are
really in earnest ; but there is another and much more im-
portant featiu-e in gardening that promised forty years ago,

or more, to materially alter the then-existing aspect of

affairs, but which very soon afterwards narrowed itself into

one of the subsidiary channels, and has continued to run in

that with but very little intermission ever since. Certainly

it has not done so without good results, as many widely-

scattered examples testify, still the original coifteptioii has
been only followed out in one of its branches.

Before gardening periodicals came into existence, whatever
advances were effected by public or private enterprise, were
made under gi-eat disadvantages, and at great cost as com-
pared with the present day. New plants were less sought
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after, not that they were not thought worthy of notice, but
simply because they were not known, or if so by name, that
was all the information given of them, consequently biiyers

were unwilling to give the high price demanded whilst such
uncertainty existed respecting tlieir merits ; and in Loudon's
" Gardener's Magazine," supplying knowledge of this kind
was one of the points aimed at by the talented conductor,
and speedily his enlightened and comprehensive views on
the many departments of horticulture, as well as all the
sister arts, gave a stimulus to the cause. He being ably
seconded by others similarly liberal in disseminating their
knowledge, a new era might be said to have dawned on our
ancient art, and no doubt if the worthy compiler of the
many encyclopaedias bearing on rural affairs had lived till

the present day, due honours would have been paid to the
exertions he had made in the cause. As it is, we can only
now do honour to his memory, and calling to mind some of
the duties he left us as a legacy, let us see how far we have
made progress in executing them.

It must be acknowledged that the writings of the master
spirit of his day often gave tokens of his love of the highest
and most noble of all cultural pursuits, the planting and
management of trees. Alas, that suc'n an exalted pur-
suit should have resulted in the pecuniary ruin of one so
devotedly attached to it ; but such is human nature, indi-

vidual hobbies may be ridden too hard, and no one derive
any benefit from them ; but in the above case the advan-
tages were given to the public in the costly " Arboretum
Britannicum," which is yet a standard work on the subject.

But let us see if we have done our part in carrying out what
the author suggested elsewhere in this particular depart-
ment, and it must be confessed that we have fallen short of
carrying ovit what the distinguished author urged about the
time of the passing of the Reform Bill, with regard to reno-

vating oar woodland scenery by means of fresh introduc-
tions. The importance of these he strongly urged on planters
for landscape effect, as well as for profitable investment.
The word arboretum was then a popular term to designate a
mixed plantation, with a fair promise of growing into a vast
and magnificent assemblage of objects ; but alas for the
failure of hiaman enterprises, the comprehensive "arbo-
retum" which promised to bring amongst us families

hitherto unknown in cultivation, dwindled down into one of
its branches, the pinetum, and the latter has with very little

exception usurped the whole of the jjatronage bestowed on
out-door trees. Now, it is far from my purpose to disparage
the many noble species of trees belonging to this family
that have from time to time been added to our collections

during the last forty years, and which yet continue to reach
us ; but assuredly we may find room for other trees besides
Piceas, Pinuses, Thujas, Wellingtonias, Ct'dars, &c. Assu-
redly some of the countries whence the many importations
received of late have been made, also furnish deciduous trees
of more or less value or beauty, and equally entitled to our
notice. To limit om- whole attention to one particular class

is no compliment to our discernment, for when we look at

the great beauty of many of our indigenous deciduous trees,

we are led to expect that those from other countries also

possess merits which only requii-e to be known to be appre-
ciated, and 1 hope yet to see the time when the rage for

Pinuses from all quarters of the globe having exhausted itself,

deciduous and other trees and shrubs will be sought after

with equal zeal, and people will then wonder how so much
worth and beauty could have escaped the notice of the first

explorers.

Whilst thus calling attention to the neglect which has of

late been the lot of deciduous trees, and unconcern with
which new ones are received, I do so in the hope that they
will become more fashionable in time. We have seen Tulips,
large Gooseberries, the Dahlia, Orchids, Peru.s, and Roses
have their day, and some of them still retain their popula-
rity, yet there is ample room ibr many specimens of the
most aspu'ing of all the members of the vegetable world.
They attain a larger size, and present forms and outlines
more nobi* than anything else can lay claim to. In our
own country no evergreen attains the proportions of the
deciduous trees, and these more particularly associate them-
selves with our everyday notions of beauty, and our daily
requirements (and foreign countries enjoying a similar

flimate must also possess like ornaments)— look at tho

Oak, its beauty and utility, and there are more species of
this than most people are aware of, and, doubtless, many of
them suitable to our climate. Other native trees have
kindred species in distant lands only wanting to be intro-

duced to thrive under our comparatively mild winters,
while many species, doubtless, exist in the vast extent of
mountainous country that fringes the western coasts of
both the northern and southern continents of America, as
well as many other districts of similar temperature. De-
ciduous trees existing more numerously in countries where
the winters are severe, they will generally be found hardy.
Many of these, too, furnish the most lovely flowers; for in-

stance, where is there an exotic plant that excels the Horse
Chestnut? while the Apple, Cherry, Hawthorn, and a host of

others, have few equals in any class of plants. On the other
hand, some present us with a foliage extremely varied, both
in form and hue, and some again reserve their beauties until

the autumn, when peculiarities in colour are much wanted.
Of the latter class the wild Cherry often fades into the most
brilliant vermilion.

My purpose, however, just now is not to descant on this

subject, but to endeavour to revive that love of Arboricul-
ture which of late has been confined to a single branch,
and though I by no means seek to disparage the pinetum,
which presents us with so many objects of beauty and
interest, it ought not wholly to usurp public patronage.
Ornamental as Conifers are, I would simply ask their most
enthusiastic admirer what would our English landscape be
without deciduous trees ? and the accessions to their ranks in

the last forty years have been few indeed compared with
what has been done in multiplying the evergreen class.

I trust, therefore, to hear of new introductions of deciduous
trees, and of greater prominence being given to those we
already possess ; for if fashion can only once be directed in

this channel, it wUl be found that objects of beauty and,
interest will meet its progress at every step, while the
many lovely flowering shrubs we possess of this class will

receive accessions to their ranks from other quarters, and
deciduous trees and shrubs once more take that place in

the vegetable kingdom to which tlieir numbers, magnitude,
and general importance fairly entitle them.—J. Eobson.

STEAWBEEEIES.
I KECEIVED the following from H. Taylor, Esq., of Fencote,

Bedale, Yorkshire, an amateur who takes delight in, and
much pains with Roses and Strawberries. It may interest

the reader, and certainly it bears out what I have said.

He says, " La Constante did not do well here last summer.
It was the first that failed for want of water. The fi-uit was
coddled before it was full grown, and it never came to per-

fection. I have this day dug up a plant, having a suspicion

that it did not root freely. My suspicion was verified. The
roots do not go down so deep as Strawberry plants usually

do, but spread about the plants. This may in some measure

account for its being the first to succumb under the heat of

a tropical sun. It is handsome and good in colour. I shall

give it another year's trial. It stood the winter pretty well.

La Constante appears to me delicate in habit, and is very

slow to establish itself. My plants look very sickly, and the

leaves are a bad colour, what runners were made were very

small. I have potted them, and put them into a cold fi'ame

for spring planting. None others have required to be so de-

licately brought up. I fear it will not suit the climate of

England."
He then speaks of three other Strawberries, which the

reader will remember I have specially recommended.
He says, "Rivers's Eliza withstood the excessive heat of

last summer bettor than any other Strawberry. It yielded

abundance of fruit, which was laa-ge and good. Empress
Eugenie was the next best, and excellent. Eliza and Empress
Eugenie run freely, and soon make abundance of roots.

The same may be said of Wonderful, which yielded abun-

dance of fruit of good quality, and withstood the excessive

drought of last summer in a wonderful manner. These

three are remarka'oly healthy and hardy, are covered with

rich dark green foliage, and have not been affected in the

slightest degree by tho late frosts. The Frogmore Pine

held out wonderfully, and yielded large and good fruit. This
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variety in my soil does not make many runners. It does

not run freely at any time. In my rich, loamy soil it strikes

deep at once, and does not make many claws, but what are

made go very deep, and are thick in substance."
With the exception of the shy-running of the Progmore

Pines, which ran freely enough here to enable me to make
three new plantations tolerably early, the above remarks
of Mr. Taylor's coincide with my experience, confirm my
statements, and justify my recommendations. They are the

best four Strawberries here, and have never failed to gratify

me and my visitors. Add to these the Eoyal Hautbois,
Bicton White Pine, and the old Eed and White Alpines, and
you have a good lot, sufficient for all practical purposes out
of doors.—W. F. EADCLTFrE, Eushton.

HEATmG A SMALL GEEENHOUSE BY FLUES
UJ^TDER THE FLOOR.

I HAVE several times alluded to this plan, as one of the
simplest and most economical where the trouble of a brick

Arnott's stove inside was too much. A lean-to house ad-

joining a dwelling-house was thus heated, because every
other proposed means was too expensive. The house is

17 feet long, 10 feet in width, 12 feet in height at back, and
7 feet in height at front, 41 feet of which is glass. One end
next the small furnace is solid wall, of the other end more
than 2j feet is glass. Next the glass end is a flagstone
pavement 5 feet in width. The rest of the floor is paved
with nine-inch tiles. A small ftirnace was placed outside
the wall low enough tor the fire-bars to be from 15 to
18 inches below the bottom of the flue, and as it was not
desirable to interfere with the above flagstone, a flow flue

from the furnace to the flagstone, and a return fi'om it to

the smaD chimney, ia all about 24 feet of flue, were formed.
The flues were made uear the front, where the walking would
be, were from 4.V to 5 inches wide, and, built of three bricks
on bed, were aloout 81 inches deep, both inside measure.
Pieces of slate formed the bottom, a thin house-roofing tile

was laid over the top, and over that the paving-tiles were
bedded in a little mortar, on exactly the same level as the
rest of the floor, so that all means of heating are thoroughly
concealed, whilst there is the advantage of having in winter
a comfortable, dry, warm medium to walk on. No plaster
of any kind was used for the flues, except in laying them.
This plan answered extremely well, but severe frosts, as

in 1860 and ISGl, were just kept out, owing to the glass
end, and the distance of the flues from it, in consequence of
the flagstone. This season, from altering and enlarging the
dwelling-house, the tUe floor of this little greenhouse was
so much disturbed by scaffold poles, &c., that it became
necessary to take up the tiles and lay them afresh. In
doing so, as there was still the same objection to meddle
with the fine polished flagstones, and as I thought it de-
sirable to have more heat in the house, without rendering
any row of tiles very warm, I had another return-flue made
of the same size as the others, four walls of 81 inches
thus forming the three flues, covered as well as the whole of
the brickwork by the three nine-inch tiles close to each
other. Two bricks on edge would have done for the sides of
the flue as well as three on bed, but plenty of bricks were at
command, and it was desired to have all firm beneath the
feet. Nothing can promise better than this plan.
In making the furnace, I had the whole of it put inside

the_ house, the top fu-e-brick of the furnace being some
16 inches below the level of the tile-floor. My object was to
secure all the heat I possibly could from the small quantity
of fuel used. I was disappointed, because the floor imme-
diately above the furnace never became heated. AVhere the
heat rose by an inclined plane to the level of the bottom of
the flue, the tiles there became nice and warm, but behind
that over the furnace you could feel no heat. I thought
this was owing to the draught taking the heat forward, and
I recollect stating I would have been nearer my purpose if
I had had the legs of the furnace immediately below the
floor. I think now I was wrong in such a surmise ; on ex-
amining this part like the rest, I found the space between
the furna<!e and floor filled chiefly by old bricks placed as
open as possible in pigeon-hole fashion. It struck me that
this confined air was the cause that kept the heat from the

tiles. I had bricks, &c., laid solid up to the flooring-tiles,

and now though this space directly over the furnace does
not heat so fast as the flow-flue, it becomes nice and warm,
and retains the heat longer than the flue. The furnace and
all else is the same, aud want of heat in one case, and plenty
of heat in another, I attribute to openings and solidity re-

spectively. Thoroughly confined dry air becomes one of the
best of non-conductors.—E. Fish.

TINES A^^D YIXE GROWERS.
That there is ample room for more Vines in England I

think no one will deny, and I consider that we might every
year gain a large amount of money if the resources avail-

able for their cultivation were made use of. In a manu-
facturing country like this there are thousands of steam-
engines connected with different kinds of works which are
sufficiently far from large towns, and if the waste steam
were conveyed into a house in which Vines were planted it

wouldafford sufficient heat to growthera, and well too. For
a number of years I had charge of a vinery which was heated
by steam from a cotton mill, and I never had butter Grapes,
and less trouble in looldng after insects. There were two
double rows of pipes, and at the end of the last return I

had a small brass tap, something like those which are put on
ordinary half-inch gas-piping. Every spring when the Vines
were started I turned the tap partially, and it being an open
one allowed the steam to gently come out into the hoase,

and if more vapour was required the tap was fully opened.
This saved a deal of syringing and " damping down," in

fact the Vines rarely required it. I grew Black Ham-
burghs at one end of the house, and Yv'hite Tokays at the
other, and had good crops yearly. There is generally plenty
of old steam piping laying about works, and if it were put
together, and some of our modern cheap nouses erected,

hundreds might have Grapes without the cost of fire. In
houses erected on the principle I have named such pests as

red spider are never found if the tap is only turned in the
manner I have named.

I made a tour in September principally to see Grapes, and
amongst other places I went to Mr. Meredith's Vineyard at

Garston, near Liverpool, which, I think, all young gardeners
might visit with profit, and many old ones might be dis-

abused of some of their antique notions. Yet the principle

on which Mr. Meredith grows his fine bunches and berries

is old enough. His system is to some extent like that of

growing Gooseberries for shows—namely, few on a plant. I
have had quite as fine berries as Mr. Meredith, but nothing
like his bunches. Where he had about six bunches on a
Vine I had from twenty to twenty-five ; both his Vines and
mine are about the same age. His fine dry borders this

year and good new soil might be imitated with advantage
in many places.

The \feek after visiting Garston I went to see a man who
lias an old Vine which he allows to bear nearly all the fruit it

sets, merely thinning out the berries a little. I had met
him several times during the summer, and he invited me to

come and see his Vine ;
" for," he said, " you never saw such

a sight in your life" (and I hope I may never see such an
one again). He advertised in our local pajiers, "Such a
sight as could not be surpassed ! Admi;;sion one penny."
Vi'tiU, I went to see his A^ine, and the reader may guess my
horror, or rather disgust, when I found about 1.50 bunches
of Grapes mostly as green as they were the first day they
set, and not a green leaf on the Vine. " I wish I had taken
about another .hundred bunches otf," said the old man.
" Taken," I said as soon as I saw them, " I would have taken
the dubbing-shears to them if they had been mine." I was
partly pleased, and I also pitied him ; for he had bragged
so hard, and told it up and down this part of the country
that he would have to teach us gentlemen's gardeners how
to grow Grapes. How his Vine will fare next year I cannot
say, for the wood was anything but ripe, and there were no
leaves. I got him out of a dittieulty some years since when
he had overloaded his Vine, but it had plenty of good leaves

on then; but next year I fancy he will not advertise.

We have a goodly ni\mber of cottage gardeners here who
have each a Vine, but they all make the mistake of leaving

too many bunches. I have seen lots of berries no larger
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than Black Currants when they were ripe. I have done
what I could to induce them to abandon this practice ; but
they see a large quantity set, and they have not the heart
to cut them off, so all are allowed to ripen together.

—

John
Hague, 36, Mount Street, AsMon-under-Lyne.

SWISS GAEDEINING.
I HAVE been so much occupied of late that I have not

been able to keep my promise, which was to give some
sketch of continental gardening as compared with our own.
We very often say we are the greatest gardeners of the

day, and it is a fact that cannot be denied. I am unable to

say much of French gardening, never having resided for any
length of time in Prance ; but I affirm that Swiss gardening
is far below that of England. This is an opinion founded
on personal observation of some years. To begin with,
their garden implements are very primitive ; their spades
are generally a foot longer than ours, though, to be sure,

they import largely from England; in every ironmonger's
shop one sees " Sheffield wares." But many of the gar-
deners there, like those here, have a prejudice against any-
thing new, and so the long unwieldly beche remains in favour.
Many other tools are, in a like manner, heavy, and it re-

quires no small amount of strength to use them, as I can
testify. It would occupy too much time to give a descrip-
tion of all their- tools, which, however, are not numerous.

Before drawing comparisons between Swiss and English
gardens I ought to remind your readers that the climates
are very different, and that this, perhaps, more than any-
thing else influences the style of gardening. It is evident
to every one who has spoKen with the Swiss country gentle-
men that the English style is liked, only the great summer
heats prevent its being carried out. The Genevese, how-
ever, have an opportunity of seeing a garden laid out as far

as possible in our style—that of Sir Robert Peel on the
north bank of the lake; but here, as elsewhere, during the
summer the lawn is parched and brown, and this distinctive
feature in all English gardens is thus lost. Again, the
massing and ribbon-border systems, so much iu vogue here,
cannot be can-ied out to such perfection there ; during the
summer heats the flowers droop and die.

As yet I have said nothing about the capital or the
energy of the proprietors. As a matter of course, the
wealth of the owner of the garden makes some difference

in the style in which it is kept ; but there are many opvT-

lent families iu the Canton de Geneve and Canton de Vaud
whose gardens are shamefully neglected—the few glass
houses falling to pieces for want of putty and paint, and
the trees and shrubs growing in unheeded confusion, the
borders not raked, the weeds undisturbed.

It is much to be regretted that there is no substitute for
Dartford gravel to be found in Switzerland. In all the
gardens in which I have ever walked, the same grit or small
pebbles were the covering for the paths, and they form a
disagreeable foothold. When raked over regularly, they
look neat, and that is all the praise they merit.

The noble trees. Oaks, Elms, and Thorns, are rare, I might
almost say unseen in the gardens, though one frequently
sees Chestnut and Mountain Ash trees of fair size. The
Spruces, Larches, and some other Conifers are to be met
with large and well grown, and were they but properly
thinned would be vei-y beautiful.

All this would seem to be saying very little for Swiss
gardening, and were it not that I have been able to judge
myself, I should be sorry to write so strongly on the subject.

But a word on the other side. They grow good fruit. Any
one walking along the market-place in the suinmer months
will be astonished both at the quantity and quality of tlie

fruit exhibited for sale. Raspberries, Strawberries, Cherries,

&c., are to be bought at a very low figure, as are also Apjiles,

Peaches, Plums, and the like. Melons and Gourds of all

sorts are also to be found iu abundance, and in the autumn
small but sweet little Grapes ccme in cartloads to the fruit

market. Now all these fruits are brought to market by the
growers. Very early on the market-day troops of women
gaily attired, with the gaudy but picturesque handkerchief
tied over the head, come and take their places ou the kerb
with their one or more baskets ranged in front of them full

of fruit of one kind or another, ilany get their husbands

to bring them in the common charrette, which stands by tiU
the evening, when they all ride home, and give some less

fortunate comrade a lift. Some bring flowers—Pelargo-
niums, Fuchsias, and the like—to be sold each at prices
varying from 20 to 30 sous, which shows them to be common
plants of no shape or cultivation.

But this letter is getting to be longer than it has any
right to be, and so I wiU finish, hoping at some future period
to be allowed to go more into detail as to cultivation, &o.—
Patelin.

HOETICULTUEE A SCHOOL.
The Rev. Dr. Osgood addressing a public meeting re-

marked that horticulture is one of the best pursuits to foUow
for mental culture—that gardening is a school, a workshop
and a parlour. As a school it begins with the earth or
mineral kingdom, and rises through the vegetable and animal
world.
Wliat a school for study is afforded by botanic gardens

with their vast collections of trees and plants ; but even a
small clod of earth is a fit subject for study, exemplifying
the truth that " wisdom is oftentimes nearer when we stoop
than when we soar." Through all the grades of vegetable
life, from the minute microscopic plants to the tall Oaks,
there is a world of study and of wisdom. Botany is an in-

teresting study, pursued through the laws of vegetable
growth, particularly when illustrated by the familiar plants

around us. The gardener studies to get the greatest yield,

and he should combine the beautiful with the useful instead

of striving to separate them. We may hold up an Apple as

a thing of use, and point to a flower as a beautiful object,

and these, if not brother and sister, are at least first cousins.

Besides a school of learning, the garden should be a school-

house of Divine faith.

As a workshop, the garden is one of the very best places

to develope bone and muscle. Let a lady take a hoe or rake,

and in a few hours every muscle will find its exercise ; and
the garden is a pleasant place in which to see our wives, our

sisters and daughters engaged—the best of all gymnasiums.
Flora and Pomona were called by the ancients feminine

divinities. AVhy may we not class gardening among the

fine arts ? If the cities were left to their own influences,

with no migration to or recruits from the country, the race

of citizeiis would become extinct ; hence the attempt to

bring a portion of the country and locate it in the city.

Here, too, we see the relation of landscape gardening to the

beautiful arts : for, besides some idea of architecture, the

gardener must have an eye for sculpture, and select and
plant his trees with reference to their sculptural effect.

What fine sky-lines are often produced by a group of trees

as seen in the evening. Besides, the gardener is a painter of

no mean order, using the colours which nature furnishes and
it is for him to apply them with fitness. How very little,

too, it takes to surround one's place with flowers, compared

to the sums paid for needless luxuries. Take 300 dols., for

instance, which a person can easily eat up at a fashionable

restaurant with a few friends, and spend it for Phloxes. For
full two months one can enjoy their rich bloom, and they

remain for many years. There is poetry, too, in the garden,

which none better know than that father of American poetry,

AVilliam Cullen Bryant, who is both eloquent and poetic over

his flowers. Our education would be much more perfect were

we to unite the study of gardening with that of books.

The garden is a parlour with pleasing associations. We
want something when we come together to unite us socially

and bring us into affinity, which the garden is eminently

calculated to do. Are not the Strawberry and Grape minis-

ters of civilisation, if not of evangelisation? In enjoying

the lovely tints of a flower we exhaust nothing, and rob

no one, while at the same time we are brought out of our

own selfishness.

—

(New York T-rilune.)

RovAL HoKTicuLTTJEAL SOCIETY.—The first of the weekly
Saturday Shows was held at Soutli Kensington on the 7tii

inst., the subject invited being Chinese Primulas. Messrs.

E. G. Henderson and Mr. Coysh, gardener to Mi-s. Wood,
Rugby, had first-class certificates for their collections, the

former having their new Fern-le.aved kinds, also a handsome
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variety of these which was shown separately and received a

fii'st-class certificate. An excellent collection came from the

Society's Garden at Chiswiok. Messrs. A. Henderson sent

a collection of flowering and ornamental-foliage plants ; Mr.
Short, Clewer Park, Libonia floribunda, a very ornamental
Corraja-like plant ; Mr. Hedges, Wallingford, Bougainvillcea

speciosa in excellent condition ; Mr. Coysh, Serioographis

Ghiesbreghtiana, Oncidium divaricatum, and other flowering

plants, also cut blooms of Camellias and Lapageria ; and Blr.

Smythe, gardener to Lord Sondes, a good specimen pl.ant of

Corrffia maguifica. Mr. Ingram, gardener to Her Majesty,

had a fine Cayenne Pine and Mushrooms; and Su- Joseph
Paxton, M.P., some very good Black Hamburgh Grapes,
ripened without artificial heat in one of his patent houses.

Heat had only been occasionally applied after October to keep
out frost and dispel damp. The centre of the table on which
this little sho iv was set out was occupied with a fine En-
cephalartos Altensteinii, which is Just throwing up three

heads for flowering.

EIPENING OF LATE PEAES.
Septembek 16th, 1864.—Gathered Marie Louise (a) from

a standard in a sheltered corner, the largest on the tree

being selected, and stored in a dark, vaulted cellar of a
nearly uniform temperature of 52'.

October Sth.—Gathered Marie Louise (b) from same tree,

and stored them similarly. Fruit still hard and unripe, Ijut

nearly one-half larger than A, which are to-day quite ripe

and melting.

October 24th.—A over-ripe and decaying ; B still hard
and not at all melting.
November 9th.

—

b slightly over-ripie.

November 29th.—Gathered Marie Louise from same tree

hard and unripe. Stored a portion (c) in a dark cellar as

before, another portion (n) in the open air, protected over-

head from rain by a glass covering, but freely open to ven-

tilation laterally, and fully exposed to sunshine.

December 15th.—o over-ripe and decaying.

December 25th.

—

d part over-ripe and decaying, part ripe

and melting.
The above noted in my pomological diary, may contain a

fact or two in furtherance of the inquu-y started by " T. G."
(page 512). Early Pears, if I mistake not, are retarded in

theu- ripening by premature gathering, but the rule would
seem to be otherwise with later sorts, for by successive

gatherings it would appear that Marie Louise from the same
tree may be had fit for table use for a period of upwards of

eight weeks. At all the dates given the fruit was fully

entitled to be called delicious, that which was ripened slowly

under glass being quite equal to the other lots forwarded
more rapidly in the higher temperature of the cellar.

It would be an interesting subject of inquiry whether we
•are not altogether wrong in excluding the light from late-

ripening fruit. Light is, indeed, pre-eminently the great
ripening agent in nature, and though unquestionably a low
temperature and darkness will retai-d the process, still when
the desired period of perfection approaches we are wrong, I

think, in not employing light as well as heat to further our
object. The fruit d rested on a plate of glass elevated about
2 inches above the surface of t!ie ground, the protecting
glass overhead being some 6 or 8 inches higher. The wind
played freely over the fruit, which was, notwithstanding,
plump and free from shrivelling like that from the cellar. For
very late Pears I would suggest the Waltonian case as the
best of all means that could be employed for ripening them.
WiU " T. G." and a few others join with me in experi-

ments in this direction? Light in its relations to vegetation
has not received its due share of attention from horticul-
turists, who seem to overlook the fact that Nature always
increases heat and light simultaneously. On another point
also there is wanted a collection of facts to base sound
practice upon, I mean the periods of inei-ease in size of some
of the commoner varieties of fruit. WiU some of the many
interested in pomology devote a few minutes once a-week to
registering in the coming season the length from the junction
of the stalk to the eye, and the greatest diameter perpen-
dicular to the axis of growth, ofthe Jargonelle, Marie Louise,
Louise Bonne, and a few others ? The immense increase in
size of the Marie Louise (b) in the short interval of twenty-

one days, and after a period when I had supposed the fruit

had reached its fuU size, suggests the means of ascertaining
the period, differing in dilferent fruits, when moisture should
cease to be applied to the soil, and the roots be to some
extent carefully protected from rain. And this is only one
of many points in the same connection worth thinkiug about.—Fkuit Eat'ek.

SKELETONISING LEAVES.
"What are you doing so mysteriously, Mary," asked

Marion, " with that pan of very dirty-looking water ?"

" I am trying to make skeleton leaves," she replied.
" Oh, I remember, Mr. Hope said something about our

trying that ; but it has been forgotten, for we have found so
very much to do this summer. I never felt so busy in my
life."

" It is too late iu the year, now," said Mary.
" Then why are you trying, if it is too late ?"

" Oh I began more than six weeks ago, and this is only
part of the method."

" Do tell us all about it," asked Margaret, " and then we
can try next year."

" I shall be very glad to tell you, and show you all I can.
I prosured this large earthen pan and put into it a quantity
of leaves. At first X thought any kind of leaves would do,

but Mr. Sinclair told nie that those of the Oak, Chestnut,
Elm, Sycamore, and Walnut, which I thought would all make
pretty skeletons, had so much resin in them that they would
not decay themselves, and they would also prevent other
leaves that were mixed with them decaying, because the
resinous quality in them would affect the water ; so I had to
throw all those away, and lost some time. He then advised
me as to the choice of leaves, and seed-vessels also, which
must be gathered just before the seed is ripe. He wrote me
out a list of leaves, and Harry and I gathered a quantity of
those we could procure."

" Do tell us what they were."
" The leaves we gathered were those of the Poplar, Lime,

Tulip Tree, the Apple, Pear, Apricot, Orange, Lemon, Box,
Ivy, Holly, Magnolia, and Passion Flower. Then we added
the calyxes of several plants, as the Nicandra, Campanula,
Dictaranus, Mallow, Poppy, and several more ; and also a
few stalks of Cabbage, Flax, Hemp, and Stinging-nettle
We procured a good quantity of each, as that helps the
decay."
"What did you do then?"
"We put them all into the pan, and poured a quantity of

boiling soft water over them."
" Why boiling water ?"

" Mr. Sinclair told us it would destroy the vitality, as he
called it, and hasten the process. Then gardener put the
pan on the top of this low out-house to be out of the way of
the fowls, and that it might be exposed to the sun and rain."

" But did not the water dry up soon?"
" No, the rain filled the pan again several times ; and

Harry used to get up once a-week and stir it. Now gardener
has taken it down for me, as I believe in six weeks some of
the leaves are ready."
"And what are you going to do now? They look so

messy and discoloured that I cannot imagine anything pretty
being made of them.

" I will try one," and Mary put her hand into the dis-

coloured water and drew out a Tulip-Tree leaf, which was
already showing some of its fibrous formation, the green
part having decayed and partly fallen away into the water

;

this leaf she held carefully by the stalk under the tap of the
butt. The stream of water quickly washed away all the re-
maining fleshy decayed green part, and left the leaf a
skeleton, to the great delight of the girls ; then placing it

carefully in some clean water, Mary tried another leaf with
the same result. Now and then one gave them more trouble,

being so tender that the force of the water broke it all to
pieces ; then Mary remembered Mr. Sinclau' had told her
that in this case she should lay the leaf on a little piece of
board, and holding the two together between her finger and
thumb, the stream of water would run over and through the
leaf without breaking it. Some they found, even after this

process, had little bits of green substance which would not
come away ; when it would not yield at all, even after being
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carefiilly rubbed with the finger, they returned that leaf to
the pan to be soaked some days, or a week longer. The
process interested and amused them very much, and they
had a good quantity of tolerable specimens thoroughly
cleared of all the fleshy part, and were beginning to think
of leaving off, when Herbert and HaiTy returned from their
morning studies and joined them. Herbert, who knew what
Mary was going to do that morning, had asked Mr. Sinclair
what was to be done to bleach the leaves, and had been told
what to procure at the chemist's in the vOlage on his way
home, and how he was to manage the process. -

They now returned to the house, and went to the boys'
play-room, anxious to see the whole. Herbert procured a
hat-box, and tying some of the skeleton leaves to strings
across the top, and placing some sulphur, which he set on
fire, in a cup at the bottom, he shut down the lid and left it

closed for the sulphur to bleach the leaves, which it would
do gradually. On some of them he tried another experi-
ment ; he had procured a little diluted chloride of lime, and
also chloride of soda; these he poured into separate shallow
vessels, and immersed some of the leaves in each for a few
minutes, and the party had the great pleasure of seeing the
skeletons gradually lose their dii-ty appearance and become
very white.

—

(Churchman's Family Magazine.)

Fig. 21.

CULTIVATION OP THE MELON.
(Continued from page 495.)

It sometimes happens that Melon plants are required
with a stem a foot or more high, in order to bring their
bearing shoots to the light. In this case the plants are
prepai-ed by pinching out the leader at the second leaf, as
in fig. 17, by which a shoot is obtained that is better cal-

culated to afford fruit from the side-shoots than were the
plant allowed to grow up without
stopping, as shown in.//g. 21, for judi- <M
cious stopping promotes fertility by 'Sr^^

rendering parts active which would ^^cn
otherwise remain dormant.

'''^'h^
The plant having been stopped, two '"^|

shoots will arise from the axils of the ,1

leaves; the stronger should be retained >>'

and ti-ained to a small stick, the other ii|

being cut clean out, and, as the shoot i^

grows, at every leaf a tiny knob will f
show itself, which if left will elongate *
into a shoot. When of sufficient size, f.

and that is when first seen, the knobs ^^
or shoots should be taken out with a __Jj^i^^..-.

pin or the point of a small knife, letting j.^
.,>"

the leaf remain, for if removed, as in

Jig. 22, the sap will exude from the cut footstalk and several
ulcers may consequently be formed at the stem. The leaves
which have been left, having no shoots springing from their
axUs, will die off gradually, and the sap they elaborate before

they do so will strengthen the stem of the
plant, and so much the more vigour will

be thrown into the leading shoot. This
will bo apparent in fig. 23, in which all

the side shoots are taken out of the axOs
of the leaves, but the leaves retained up
to 0.

If no more than one shoot is requii-ed,

the leading shoot should not bo stopped,

nor the embryo laterals taken from the
axils of the leaves any further up the prin-

cipal shoot than to the height of stem
required; but if more than one shoot is

needed to cover the trellis after that

height of stem has been attained, the

principal shoot should be stopped to the

requisite number of leaves, from which
the same number of shoots will spring,

and these are to be trained up the trellis

at a foot apart, and not stopped until

within inches of the top of the trellis,

when the shoot should have its point

This will cause laterals to be emitted, there

Fig. 23.

pinched out.

being some already at the base of the principal shoots which

must not be stopped but trained-in at their full length.
These laterals will show fruit at the fii'st, second, or thii-d

leaf, and after the flowers have been duly impregnated the
laterals are stopped to three joints if there is no fruit on
them, and if there is, to the joint above the fruit, let it be
where it may ; but the plant should not be stopped until

after fertilisation has taken place.

Prior to stopping, if the plant have one jirincipal shoot,
it will appeal- as shown in fig. 24, and when stopped the
laterals will appear, as shown in fig. 25, p ]p p. After setting
or stopping, sub-laterals will appear from the bases of the

KiR 25.

leaves retained, some with fruit at their base, fig. 25, </ ijy

and others witliout, r r r. From a week to ten days alter

the fruit has set and is swelling freely, the sub-laterals will

be of suifioient size to be stopped, or, if not, the right time
to stop them is when they have grown to the extent of three
leaves. Laterals not producing fruit may have the two
upper sub-laterals removed, they will then appear as shown
in s, and the one left be stopped a week afterwards to two
or three joints, t. Those laterals producing fruit should
have the sub-laterals below the fruit stopjjed to one joint,

that by the fruit to three, and that above the fruit to three
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or four, presuming the fruit to be at the second joint; but if

it is at the third joint, the first and second sub-laterals

should be shortened to one eye each, and that above the

fruit to three joints. After this all the shoots from what-

ever part they ai-ise should be cut out if they crowd the

principal leaves, cr be stopped to one leaf as fast as they

present themselves, untE the fruit is ripe. If the fruit does

not set on the laterals, the plant is to be treated in the

same manner as described in fig. 20, and fi'uit obtained, on
the sub-laterals as therein shown.

I have now gone through tke training of Melons with a

minuteness which I hope will make the subject plain even
to the uninitiated, and I believe I am the first who has
offered illustrations of Melon training, and am the second to

give the training of the Melon reduced to a system. Our
able and worthy coadjutor, Mr. Fish, was the first to treat

of the training of Melons on a system, all others merely
offering vague recommendations to thiu here, stop there,

and hence the Melon in the hands of most is liable to

failure, either from the plants not setting their fruit, and its

cracking before rijie, and not uncommonly the plants will

die from disease or other cause before a crop lipens.

Ml'. Fish's mode of training is so simple and yet so satis-

factory in its results, that I do not hesitate to repeat it

here, though it has appeared from time to time in this

Journal. Mr. Fish thus describes his practice:—"As soon
as the Melon plant has made three or four leaves or so, you
nip out its point. This in a short time will cause a shoot to

come from the axil of each leaf. These will be the secondary
shoots. As soon as we can see them we pick out all the in-

cipient shoots except t\7o (when two shoots are reqviired),

using the point of a budding-knife or penknife for the pur-
pose. One of the secondary shoots as it grows is trained to

the back and the other to the front, or, if it please the prac-
titioner better, a little advantage is gained by training both
shoots of that plant to the back, and both shoots of the
next plant to the front. As the shoot grows, every large
leaf formed at every joint is carefully kept, but every young
shoot forming at its axil is nipped out with the penknife
again, so that these secondary shoots shall be clear of side

or tertiary shoots for from 13 to 18 inches from the main
primary stem of the plant. After that the secondai-y shoot
is allowed to grow without any side pinching ; and when it

reaches within 6 inches or so of the sides of the frame, back
and fi-ont, an inch or so is nipped off its point, at any rate
manage it so that when stopped there will be six or seven
joints at the ends of the secondary shoots, from which the
young tertiary shoots in the axUs of the leaves have not
been extracted. After the points of the secondary shoots
are stopped, these tertiary shoots will grow with great
rapidity, and most of them will show fruit at the first joint,

and then being nipped at the joint above the fruit there will

generally be strength enough in the plant to set them swell-
ing kindly at once." If the secondary shoots do not show
fr'uit at thefr first or second joint stop, that they may throw
out fresh shoots, which is necessary with some shy kinds in
order to get them to show and set their fruit; "but in
general better crops and more regular ones are secured,
than by the plan of early stopping and getting the space
filled with shoots and twigs before a fruit can be induced
to set."

" In pits when grown on trellises, or when so grown from
pots, we prefer taking the first primary shoot to the height
of the trellis, stopping there ; selecting the secondary shoots
and treating the same as above."

Mr. Fish thus points out the merits of the system—" It is

of importance to get as many blossoms to open about the
same time as is desirable, so as to insure their simultaneous
setting." G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

lONOPSIS PAJ^flCULATA CULTUIiE.
loNOPSis paniculata degenerates with me. I bought a

specimen two years ago with two spikes of lovely bloom on
it. The next season two spikes were produced, but the
buds never properly opened. Last season one spike only
appeared, which refused to expand in like manner. The
flowers come to the very verge of opening, and then they

wither. Does the plant require any peculiar conditionsjof

heat, moisture, shade ? Is it considered difficult to grow ?

I have Gloriosa Plantii, Is Gloriosa superba so much
superior to it as to make it worth while to get this in ad-

dition to the former ?

—

Orchidophilus.

[We have made the inquiries needed of Mr. Williams, of

the Holloway Nxu-series, and this is his reply :
—" The reason

of lonopsis degenerating, I should say, is through flowering

this plant too freely before it was well established. The
plant, I suspect, shrivelled at the time of showing flower, which
is often the case with these small Orchids. The best remedy
is, not to let them flower until the plant is well established

upon the block by emitting plenty of good roots. This will

insure good bloom. lonopsis paniculata is a difficult plant

to establish. There are a few plants that have succeeded
well in this country, but not many. It being such a free-

flowering plant causes it to shrivel, and when that happens
it will most likely die.

The treatment we have found best is to place it on a block

of wood with a little live sphagnum moss, and a good supply

of moisture. In fact, when growing always keei^ it moist at

the roots, and not in too much heat at any time—55" to 60"

in the winter, and 70° to SO" during summer. Keep it

shaded for it does not like the sun.

Gloriosa superba is superior to G. Plantii.]

WOEK FOE. THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Proceed with the routine of trenching, draining, and all

ground alterations suggested in previous calendars. Old
gardens are often crowded with fruit trees. As light and
air are more required for the important products of the gar-

den than shade, take measures for removing all trees ob-

jectionable in this respect. Beans, if former directions have
been carried out in making sowings of Peas and Mazagan
Beans, a sowing of the Longpod Beans wiU be found to

produce an excellent succession. They should be sown
i feet apart. A second sowing may also be made of the

double-blossomed Early Frame Peas. This variety of Pea
is of greater service and better in quality than many of the

newer kinds, it deserves a place in all gardens where choice

vegetables are esteemed, and to grow them to perfection

they should be allowed 5 feet between the rows. As severe

weather, though long delayed, may yet be near, a few hints

on the best means of preserving ice wiU be opportune.

When filling the ice-house, it is not requisite that the ice be
very thick, on the eontrai-y, it is much better thin, if a suffi-

cient quantity can be obtained. Before commencing to fill

the old straw should be taken out, and fresh substituted for

it ; as the house is filled it should be placed round the walls

a foot thick ; as the ice is brought to the door it should be
well broken, and then thrown into the house, when it should

be beaten to powder, as on this depends its keeping well.

On every layer of about a foot thick pour some boiling water

which will cause the ice to congeal into one solid mass. It

is by inattention to this particular, that there are so many
complaints of houses not keeping ice well. After the house
is completely filled, close the passage with straw ; of course

there will be a vaciiity between the ice and the roof of the

house, this must also be filled with straw.

FRUIT GARDEN.
If any transplanting of fruit trees has yet to be done, it

should be seen to as soon as possible, as the weather is still

favourable for such work, also see to getting ground intended

to be planted with young trees prepared, and spare no pains

or expense to have this properly done. Make sure ofthorough

drainage, and where all the subsoil is of one kind, this

should be removed, replacing it with some good fr-esh loam.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Alterations should be proceeded with vigorously if they

are in hand, if they include the removal of trees especially.

Attend to the edgings of walks and beds, reset flints, and
repair Box-edgings, rake worm casts from your lawns with

a daisy-rake; where the grass is killed under trees in the

pleasure ground, rake in strong manure, or apply manure
water, to prepare the soil for grass seeds to be sown late in

the season. Where any of the beds or borders require a
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dressing of &esli soil, this sliould be provided. Frest soil

is, in most cases, preferable as a di-essing for flower-beds to

manxire, which is apt to cause too luxuriant a growth for a
first-rate display of flowers. On soils that are naturally poor,

however, and where neither fresh mould nor decayed leaves

can be had, a moderate dressing of well-rotted farmyard
manure will be useful : but this should be well mixed with
the mould to the full depth of the bed, and not carelessly

turned in, and left in lumps near the surface, for in this

case a gross habit of growth would be promoted early in the
season, and as the principal part of the roots woidd be near
the surface in the summer, the plants would soon feel the
effects of dry weather, whereas if the manure is weU in-

corporated with the soU to the depth of about IS inches, no
ordinary amount of dry weather will injure the plants after

they are once fairly established. Pink and Pansy-beds
should be examined, and all plants that are loose carefully
fastened. The same remark applies to seedling Auriculas
and Polyanthuses. AVith respect to Ranunculuses lose no
time in making what purchases may be necessary. Antici-
pating the approach of winter, with its usual inclement at-

tributes, cautions have been given and directions repeated,
for the protection of plants liable to be affected by frost.

The exercise of forethought is demanded of a gardener in
every operation he undertakes. To avert by precautionary
measures the evil consequences that result from unfavour-
able circumstances of cUmate, is a duty that our climate
renders imperative.

GREENHOaSE AND CONSEKVATORT.
While the weather continues fine and mild allow the

plants in these structures the full benefit of it, by the ad-
mission of abundance of air during the day. Fumigate on
the first appearance of green fly. See that the worms do
not remain in quiet possession of their pot lodgings, and
remedy any defects that exist in the drainage of plants in
pots. The principal object should be to guard against plants
commencing growth at this vinfavourable time of the year,
and to keep in cheek damp and mildew, which the weather
we are now experiencing is likely to induce, more especially
in the case of plants that are at all delicate, and such as
have imperfectly ripened theii- wood. To assist in promoting
a free ch-culation of ah- through plant-houses, some of the
inferior duplicates might now be removed to spare vineries
or other quarters, for anything approaching a crowded state
among plants wUl be sure to cause at least a partial loss of
foliage.

STOVE.
A little advance in temperature may be permitted here at

present. Wait for an increase of Ught, without which all

applications of heat and moisture wOl be vain. Let 60° with-
out sun be the maximum. Some of the Orchids—such as
the Lfelias and Cattleyas will commence rooting, let them
have attention and encouragement. The Cymbidium sinense
is a most usefid plant for the drawing-room, the scent is

most delicious. A thorough baiting for snails and vermin
should take place previous to potting.

FORCING-PIT.
Keep up a regular succession througliout the season by

bringing forward stock as wanted. Eoses, both dwai-f and
standai-d, Honeysuckles, hybrid Ehododendrons, and Aza-
leas, with a host of other things, in addition to the usual
occupants of the houses, will enable cultivators to make a
brilliant show. Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Lily of the
Valley, and other plants of the above class must be duly
forwarded as wanted. A day heat of 60° or 63° will suffice

at present, sinking at night to 50° or 55'. Fumigate oc-
casionally to keep down green fly.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The weather has been verj' variable. Within a few hours
we have had frost, thaw, snow, and mild weather following
each other, and now, on Thursday evening as we write, with
a rising barometer, we have one of the most telling rains of
the season, which will rejoice many in this neighbourhood.
Work was regiUated very much accordingly. Dung and
decomposed material from the rubbish-heap, which we are

forced by necessity to make the most of, were wheeled on
frosty mornings and one frosty day on quarters of the kitchen
garden and on to flower-beds, previously ridged up. Ground
was also tvu'ned up and ridged, which we consider to be a
good plan with all ground that is at all stiff with a clay
bottom. This turning and loosening the subsoil, and just
getting up a little of it to mix with the surface soil, we con-
sider to be a flne thing for the generality of culinary and
flower-garden plants. By such means there is little chance
of exhausting the ground, or making it sick of cropping, if

rotation of crops is duly attuned to.

In trenching or ridginc/ care Should be taken to move and
break all the soU, except that which forms the ridge, as the
frost and the influence of the atmosphere will generally do
that well enough. We have known large lumps and widths
of sod tumbled into the bottom of a trench, and also good
spaces left in the middle untouched, just as if the object had
been to follow the lazy-bed system represented at page 6.

If the ground is turned up when dry, and also levelled down
again when dry, there will be no trouble from excess of

moistm-e in deep regularly-stirred land, whilst the very
depth will also secure from overdryness in drought. When
men dig, or trench, or ridge in slushy soil, or turn into a
trench with mattocks and levers great lumps and breadths
of frozen earth, it would be more economical policy to pay
them to let the work alone, if there were nothing else to do.

Just let any one turn down such frosted earth, and note
how long it is before the heat of spring brings it to the
general temperature. If people will pick up such frosted

ground we would advise leaving the huge blocks on the

surface piled as openly as possible ; then the toughest soil

would be pulverised. The pidverising of such blocks, when
no better job can be obtained, is a very different thing from
turning frozen lumps into a trench, and placing unfrozen
soil over them.

Chalh obtained from sinking a well we had spread out, so

that the lumps might be well cracked by the frost, and then
threw it along the ground, ridged up, intended for Carrots
next season ; and if there is much more frost the lumps of

chalk will be well powdered before sowing-time. For all

stiff land chalk or other calcareous material operates very
beneficially, and is especially valuable in old gardens for

Carrots and plants with similar roots. It makes such land

opener and drier. In the case of light sandy soil the chalk
renders the land more retentive of moisture. Even in heavy
land it is amazing how soon chalk goes to the bottom of the

stirred soil. Many years ago we dressed part of the garden
with chalk, but we lost all traces of it for a number of years,

until we trenched it up deejily, raising even a little of the
subsoil last year for Carrots, and from the bottom we re-

turned to the top some of the chalk applied long ago. It

is a great advantage when from sinking a pit or well the sub-

soil can be used to ameliorate the texture of the surface sod.

Eoutine work has chiefly been confined to protecting and
uncovering Asparagus, Eadishes, and Cauliflower, the heads

of the latter coming in for use being much attacked by mice ;

sowing Peas in pots; planting Potatoes in pots ; putting up
a dung-bed, but chiefly tree leaves, for raising young Cu-
cumbers, &c., to succeed those now in the pit ; planting

Kidney Beans, and soiling another piece of a Mushroom-
bed. Celery has had the heads uncovered in fine days. Took
up also a little more Sea-kale and Ehubai-b for the Mush-
room-house. In wet weather cleaned pots, made and re-

paired straw covers, and cut up wood under cover for fur-

naces.
FRUIT GARDEN.

Pruned and nailed in suitable weather. Protected tlie

roots of trees in pots from the ii-ost, placing them close

together on purpose. Looked over Grapes, some of which
are now getting the worse for wear. Watered Strawberry-

pots in orchard-house, as, if the roots become too diy, the

bud is apt to suffer. Gave also a little water to pots in

small Vine-pit. Put some hot leaves on a part of a Vine-

border. Prepared lor washing trees in orchai'd-house, and
as soon as practicable will tliin and prune trees in small

orchard. As soon as possible wOl wash low standards with

soot, lime, sulphur, and clay, to keep tlie birds from the

buds, and to smother all insects' eggs.

The ground is now in capital order for planting. The
rains we have had will make it just moist enough ; before it
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came it was still over-dry. In forcing, no time should be

lost in starting Vine-buds that are intended to frnit next

season. A hotbed is the best place for them. An outline

of treatment was given the other week. To have Melons
in the end of April and beginning of May, a few seeds should

be sown in a sweet hotbed. The seeds should be sown
thinly, and protected from mice. When this protection can

be given we prefer sowing two or three seeds in a small pot,

the smallest above a thumb size, and then leave the best

one to grow, allowing only one plant to a pot, and giving it

a larger pot as it needs it, until planting-out time. In svich

a hotbed Melons when young generally do better than when
grown in houses or pits heated by hot water. Cucumbers
may be raised anywhere, but young Melon plants dearly lili;e

the smell of the hotbed. When we had plenty of manure
we have gathered as fine Melons in the iirst week in May
from wooden frames, as we have ever done with the assist-

ance of hot water. Of course, there was a considerable

amount of labour in banking up fresh material round the

boxes, and we would rather say nothing of the quantity of

material we used, which all came in useful in the spring

and winter months.
We have no objection, quite the reverse, to hot-water

pipes, even a flue, or a brick or iron stove, but we do like to

see a range of old-fashioned dung-beds, as it tells us that

the means will be at hand for securing succulent Cabbages
and Cauliflowers, and sweet, crisp Celery. Some of us were
so enraptured with hot water, as to despise the old useful

hotbeds, and we may wish and wish again, and wish in vain,

for a good dressing for a Cauliflower quarter. The young
gardener will act wisely in securing the means for these

hotbeds, never forgetting that a part of their usefulness is

only beginning when they have served the purpose for

which they were iirst made.
Eigs to be ripe in May shoulcL now be started with a tem-

perature of 45°, increasing grJrduaUy in a month to 55°,

sprinkling the slioots gently in sunny days. Peaches may
also be started at the same temperature, keeping the house
rather moist until the flowers begin to open, raising the

temperature gradually from 45° to 55°, and not allowing it

to rise above that limit at night by artificial heat, until the

fruit is set. Vines, start in a similar temperature, increas-

ing in three weeks to 60°, and not going above that with

artificial heat until all the buds are showing nicely. In all

these eases, provided air is given early, there may be a rise

of from 10° to 15° or 20° by sun heat, and the shiitting up
of the houses early so as to enclose a good amount of sun
heat, will be better for the plants, than more fire heat, or

more air. Vines in pots will do best when started in a mild
bottom heat. If pixt into a bed at first with fresh ferment-
ing horsedung, and care taken that the roots are not too

much excited, the fumes from the dung will render all

washing and painting of the plants unnecessary ; but these
fumes must be as sweet as to suit a young Cucumber plant
before the buds break, or they will be injured to a certainty.

We have had dormant Vines for three weeks in such a
steaming atmosphere from horsedung, that you could not see

your finger before you at an arm' s length fi-om the eye, but the
steam and vapours were quite sweet before the buds broke,

and they broke all the stronger in consequence. Than such
a steaming, not in winter, bvat in spring and autumn, we
have found nothing better for eradicating scale from Pine
plants ; but if bug make its appearance, washing must be
resorted to in addition, as the woolly covering protects

them, and if at all disti-essed, they would find their way to

the roots, where nothing could be done with them except
shaking away all the earth, and carefully washing the roots.

OKNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Malmnia aquifolia.—Prepared for planting for cover and
timber, as it is quite possible to secure both objects. Our
chief object, however, for mentioning this is for ascertaining
from the experience of cm: coadjutors and readers how the
Mahonia or Evergreen Berben-y withstands the attacks of

hares and rabbits. We have ourselves seen great lots of

this plant quite untouched, when other trees and shrubs,

except Ebododendrons, were much nibbled andbai'ked. We
have, therefore, recommended it largely to gentlemen for

undergrowth ; but two years ago we planted a little piece

for undercover, the plants being if anything rather small.

and that may have been the cause of the disaster, but not
a single plant was allowed to grow. After being i-epeatedly

nipped over, and pushing out again from the bottom, the
young shoots were served in the same way. We dressed them
with material not very pleasant, we thought, to any eating
thing; but notwithstanding bad taste and bad smell, away the
shoots went as soon as they were formed. It might have been
all in sport; for though cut over to the ground we do not think
that much of the plant was eaten. At any rate, every plant
was cleared, and we do not suppose that it would have
been possible to have kept them, unless we had presented
something to the destroyers more gratifying to their pa-
lates or more tickling to their propensities for fun. Think-
ing of planting on a larger scale, we would be glad to know
the experience of others in this matter, as the above is

almost the only unfortunate result that has come under
our observation.

Plaidlng aiul Transplanting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.—
These may now be planted and transplanted with better
chances of succeeding in many places than if the work had
been done earlier in the winter where there was a scarcity of

water, and where the ground was too dry to permit of plant-
ing being done to any great extent without watering. Now
the ground is just moist enough fi-om showers to render
much watering unnecessai-y. In transplanting large trees

and shrubs two plans may be followed. By the first, the
plant is cut round, say 3 feet from the bole, a year or two
years before removal, and the tap-root also cut. This causes
a mat of fi-esh roots to be made all round the ball, and if the
ball is moved carefully the transplanted tree can scarcely
fail to grow well. By the other plan, a ball, though useful, is

of less consequence, but it is of consequence to trace out and
secure as many of the roots as possible, and as long as pos-
sible, and then these are to be spread out nicely, and secured
in the fresh soil. In either case the too general custom of
inundating such roots with great quantities of water is an in-

judicious one, as, instead of assisting the main roots to make
fresh rootlets, the cold produced by continuous evaporation
from the soil prevents fresh rootlets being formed, even
when the sun, striking upon the swelling buds, makes a de-
mand on root-action which from cold they are unable to
supply. If in planting such roots are merely damped, or

are dipped a few minutes in water, and then the naturally
dampish earth firmed well about them, the roots as well as
the top of the tree will partake of the stimulus of increas-

ing heat, and fresh rootlets will be freely formed. Whilst
they are merely forming, instead of deluging the soil with
cold water, if the favourite tree or shrub shows any sign
of distress, it would be better to sprinkle the top with
water, or even give a little shade. In particular cases the
ground might be mulched in cold weather, and at night,

and uncovered in sunny days to let the gi-ound become
warm. In planting out favourite trees and shrubs from pots,

the earth should be mostly shaken away, and the roots

nicely spread oxxt, and packed, and very moderately watered,
keeping dry earth on the surface to prevent rapid evapo-
ration. Such plants should also be securely staked, placing
the bottom of the stake some inches from the bole of the
plant. If the plant is at all tender, or the place exposed,
a few evergreen branches fixed securely round it, but at a
safe distance for the fii-st winter at least, will be a great ad-
vantage. In poor, thin soUs, such trees should be placed

on hillocks, and the diameter of these may be increased as

the roots extend.
As to houses, pits, aii' giving, &c., see previous weeks.—

E. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
S. Ponsford & Son, Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton,

Surrey.

—

Select Retail Catalogne of Kitchen Garden and Fbrwer

Seeds.

P. Eobertson & Co., 33, St. Andrew Square, and Trinity

Nursery, Edinburgh.

—

Sower's Guide, a DescHpiive Catalogue

of Kitchen Garden, llovier, cmd Agricultv/ral Seeds ; Selection

of Gladioli one! other Bulbs.

Carter & Co., 237, 23S, & 261, High Holborn.—Gardenei-'s
and Farmer's Vade Mecum. Part I., Flower S'eeds and Plants.

Part II., Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds.
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COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—Januabt 7.

The supply, both of fruit and vegetables, continues good, and that of the
rougher kinds of both is still heavy. Apples and Pears consist of the sinie

varieties as mentinned in previous reports, and Grapes and Pine* are suffi-

cient for the demand. Importations of salads from abroad are now frequent,
and comprise Cabbage Lettuce, Endive, and Barbe de Capucin. Other
forced vegetables consist of Kidney Beans. Sea-kale, Asparagus, and Pota-
toes, the last of which mav be bad lor 2s. Gd. per pound. The Potato trade
is still heavy and supplies lar^e.

FRUIT,
6. d. s. d

Al)ples ^ sieve 1 to 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14 20
Currants, Red...^ sieve

Black do.
Fies d03.
Filberts 11)0 lbs. 40 60

Cobs do. 70 80
Gooseberries .. ^ sieve
Grapes, Hamburghs lb 3 (i 8

Muscats 6 10
Lemons lOO 5 10

iMelons each 6 to 4

Nectarines doz.

Oranges , 100

. punnet

10

Peache"* , doz. n

Pears (kitchen). ..bu«h. fi

dessert doz. 1 6
Pine Apples lb. 6
Plums ^ sieve
Pomegrauai-es each 6
Quinces i sieve
P».iispherries lb.

Waluut-?... ..bnsb. 14 2 >

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle 10
Beans Bro;id i sieve

Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSprouts ^ sieve
Cabbag'e 7. doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflowtr doz. 2
Celery bundle 1

Cucumbers each 1

Endive score 2
Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Borseradish ... bundle 2

a.
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Concrete "Walks {Neio ForeiD.— V^e believe Mr. Beaton raised the

chalk or lime with the etones. &c. This foundation mixture was put

6 inches deep, and then consolidaled by -watering and rolling until only

3 inches deep.

Chrtsanthemums done Blooming (iV\ C, NennQh).~K cold frame, pro-

tected from severe frost, is the best place for them. Divide the roota in

March, continuing: them in the cold frame until the youns suckers become

estabUehed. For flowering in October they should not be stopped after the

middle of June.

Curate's Vinery {Tyro).— Or\& Tine will be enough, especially if you do

not intend to increase the length, which we should recommend you to

double. Choose the Black Hamburgh, procure your plant at once, plun£;e

it in leaves or ashes in front of a south wall, and plant in the first fortnight

in March. The "Vine Manual" will tell you how. We should prefer

twenty-one-Qunce sheet glass to that which you name.

Flower-gabdf.n Plan {M.P.).—\f you made a geometric garden In the

two square pieces in front of the houses, we think the present flower-border

should be dispensed with, unless a similar border is miide on the opposite

side, and even next the kitchen garden, so as to conce;il it, which would be

still better helped bv an evergreen hedgre there, or wall, or other boundary.

This would leave the sides open next the gravel walk in front of the houses.

We cannot undertake to give plans fur flower gardens, but merely to

criticise those sent, which we v/ill be glad to do in your case. You will find

very good hints as to the mode of filling such squares in our engravings of

Putteridge Bury and Tienlham ; and in our little manual ot " Flower Gar-
cEening " (which you can have free by post for five stamps), such as half of

the plan marked in the manual No. 3, the central part of No. 5, or, for

simplicity, the end part of No. 6.

Warehouse Converted to a Greenhouse {E. H.).—\. Having a lofty

wall of a warehouse, we do not see the necessity for cutting down that wall
toll feet in height at back. Why not have had it 16, or IS, or more feet,

as the wall was there, and lefc the wail in front a foot or two higher? Then
the roof would have been longer and steeper, the latter being good
either for late or early Grapes. 2. The sunk path in front will now be
chiefly useful in getting at the Vines over the pathway. If the front wall
had been higher that sunk p:ithway might have been dispensed with, and
the border been made ri^ht across the lionse. 3. In that case you might
have planted near the front of the house, and also at the back of the house;
but if so clos'; as 2 feet apart, you would obtain no fruit against the wall,

nor on the upright part of the Vines in front, after the roof was covered.
You may also plant only one set of Vines near the middle of the bouse,
train a single stem up to the trellis and then divide it taking one stem to

the front and one to the back, and these respectively may be spurred with
safety. 4. You seem to plant two sets of Vme:^ behind and near the path-
way. We see no difficulty in spurring them from the ground to the trellis,

as well as along the roof ; but the spurs on the lower part of the stem will

only succeed so long aa the roof from that part to the front of the house is

free of foliage. 5. The whole mode of fixing and strengthening the roof is

good. Take cire some patentee do not come across you. G. The mode of
ventilation is aho good and simple. 7. We are glad your improved Kiddean-
system of heating answers so well, but were not quite prepared to learn
that the opening of a sluice in the sunk path would so effectually heat the
shut-off cold part of your house. We think that would be still more
effectually done were you to open a similar sluice or ventilator at the highest
comer in the division between the two houses. This system is nicely
workea in similar heated and cold houses, by Messrs. Lane, of Berkhamp-
stead.

Peach Tree Forcing [H. i^ns^}.—First-rate Peaches have been grown by
the help of the common brick flue. T!ie soil of many gardens will grow
Peaches well. Iti planting such nice new houses it would have been advisable
to concrete the clay subsoil, and place 20 inches of fresh soil above it, such
as you describe you have collected, bnt with very little of the manure you
speak of in it. It is better to give that when needed by top dressings.
Tour operations outside are all right, with, perhaps, the exception of having
enough of dung; but your employer should have allowed you to take up
in 1861 the trees that were planted in 1860, and replant them properly in
Iresh soil ; and a smaller border, or none for the first year, would have done
outside. The heiit you have by hot water ought to be ample, and you seem
to have plenty of means of ventilation. To prevent mildew we can only
recommend air-giving early, plenty of it, and heat given in proportion, and
cooling your hot-water pipes with sulphur and lime. We fear you have
used your black sulphur and softsoap too strong and too early, and, perhap-^,
too hot. Why use black sulphur, or what is called so, when true yellow
flowers of sulphur are si eat-ily obtained? You had better syrmge vour
trees a little, and that will ease the buds. We knew an instance of Vines
and Peaches being killed by an application of sulphur vivura, softsoap, and
tobacco in too warm a stale. We have little doubt as to the Vines doing
well but in your climate do not mix much dung with the soil.

Names of Fruits [Bolfoji).—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, Christie's Pippin ; 5, London
Pippin ; 11, 19, 20. 21, and 22, all the same, but not recognised ; 12, and 13,

Nelson Cidiin ; 24, Royal Kusset ; 2S, Hunthouse ; SI, Cockle Pippin.
Others not recognised.

poultry, bee, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

BEAHMA POOTEAS.
I AM sorry to see so many disputes as to wliether those

fowls are a pure breed or cross-bred with the Cochin, &c.

"Facts are stubborn things." There are two gentlemen
residing in the borough of Barnstaple, who have resided at

Brahma, and one of them, Mr. Tanner, kept them there

twenty-seven years since. Many years ago I saw him look-

ing at my Brahma, of Miss TVatts's breed, he remarked,
" You have Brahmas here. I kept them for years in Brahma.
In that country there are some gi-ey, others nearly white,

and a few buff and white."

The other gentleman, Mr. Falconer, tells me that they

are in Brahma as common as the barn-door fowl in England.

If any one would call on me, I would with pleasure intro-

duce him to those gentlemen, who are prepared to prove

those birds derive their name from their native place, how-
ever they may be imported into England.—H. Lewoetht,
Newport, Barnstaple.

[We are exceedingly obliged by this communication,

which fully sustains our opinion that the Brahma Pootra is

a variety of the Cochin-China. Mr. Tanner says that in

Brahma, usually known as Birmah, or the kingdom of Ava,

there are Buff Brahma Pootras, and White Brahma Pootras,

and no ornithologist could point out a specific difference

between them and Cochin-China fowls. These are known
to be natives of China, and the products of China find a

large market in Burmah, which is its near neighbour. Chit-

tao-ong, we may observe, is one of the boundaries of Burmah.]

WEST CUMBEELAND POULTRY SHOW.
The seventh annual Show of Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits,

and Canaries was held on Wednesday and Thursday the

2Sth, and 29th, of December, in the Oddfellows' Hall, White-

haven, and a more successful Exhibition was certainly never

held uider the auspices of the Society. The liberality with

which the Committee's appeals for subscriptions was re-

sponded to by the public made it practicable to offer ^640

more in cups and money than last year, the effect of this

beino- an increase of entries to 491, or 141 more than last

yeai° Both as regards number and quality the Show was a

decided improvement on any previous year, the liberality of

the prizes having drawn exhibitors from many distant parts

of the kingdom, our local fanciers having thus opportunities

of comparing the merits of their stock with the best models.

The labours of the Committee and Secretaries must have

been very great, and too high commendation could not be

given to the two latter (Mr. E. Pearon and Mr. Lyon) for

their indefatigable exertions in reducing the classes to order.

For the silver cup given to the best Game cock (confined

to West Cumberland) there were eighteen entries, the first

prize being won by Mr. John Mitchell, Egremont, Mr. Gun-

son, of Sandwith, however, running him very close. For

the silver cup offered for the best Game cock (open to all

Eno-land) there were sixteen pens of birds shown by some of

the°most famed breeders in the kingdom. There was also a

very fair show of Game cockerels. There were not many
Game Bantams, but the specimens shown were excellent.

The Gold and Silver-laced Bantams were also comparatively

few in number, but it would be difficult to conceive any-

thing more perfect than were some of the birds shown. The
prize'pen, shown by Mr. Koy, of Kelso, were priced at ^500,

and though this of course was a " fancy " value, there is no

doubt they would fetch a very high sum. There were six-

teen entries of CocMn-Chinas, and a better lot could scarcely

be got together. The Golden and Silver-spangled Hamhurghs

were a very numerous class, almost every bird being a

model of this useful and ornamental class. The odd-looking

Black Spanish were also represented well both as to quality

and quantity. In Dv.clcs there were some perfect marvels, a

White Muscovy, shown by Mr. Sisson, weighing 13 lbs.

There was also a pen of Harlequin Ducks, which surprised

every one by the beauty of their plumage.

Perhaps the greatest advance upon last year was observ-

able in the Kabbit class, some of those shown being perfect

monstrosities in those particular points which delight

fanciers' eyes. Pigeons were well represented, some of the

paii-s being of great value. The pair of TurUis which won

the first prize in this class were pronounced by the Judge as

fit to go anywhere for competition. One pair of Nuns were

remarkably perfect, but the quick eye of the Judge detected

that they had been cKpped, and they were consequently dis-

qualified. There was reaUy a large number of Fantails and

Almond Tumblers, perfection being very nearly reached in

these classes. There were also several exceUent paii'S of

(hols and Mammoth Bunts.

Canaries were considered rather short in number ; there

were some very perfect specimens shown, however, the bulk

of this class having been bred by local fanciers. The cyno-

sure of the ladies' eyes, however, was undoubtedly the stand
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of eggs, and the array of silver prizes wHcli surmounted it,

Mrs. Wood, of Sandwith was the successful competitor for

the handsome egg-stand offered for the best dozen eggs, this

being her second victory in this line, on both occasions with

eggs laid by the same hen—a cross between Game and

Black Spanish.

It is almost impossible that every one can be satisfied with

the award of prizes in every class ; and it is therefore very

seldom that complaints are publicly noticed. In connection

with the present show, however, there is one matter which

seems to be worthy of the consideration of the Committee.

It is assumed that the object of confining some of the prize

cups to West Cumberland is that of encouraging local

breeders, and a complaint urged during the show was, that

some of these prizes had been awarded to birds obtained from

breeders at a distance. The reply is that West Cumberland

ultimately gets the advantage ; but the parties aggrieved

are not satisfied with this answer, and contend that if the

object of the prizes be as above stated, such prizes should be

given only to bii'ds not merely the property of but bred by

breeders resident in the district.

It was a pretty general remark that if the society's

success should continue in the same ratio, there will not

next year be any room in the town sufEciently large for the

show. This, however, is a matter which may safely be left

in the hands of so able a Committee, and we trust that they

will not relax in their efforts to provide an Exhibition which,

though to some merely an amusement, is to others a means
of instruction, and to the community at large an undoubted
benefit.

—

[Cumierland Pacquet.)

The following are the awards :

—

SINGLE COCKS.
Game (Confined to West Cumberland).— First and Cup, J. Mitchell, Egre-

mont. Second, J. Gunson, Sandwith, near Whitehaven. Third, J. Wilson,

St. Bees. Highly Commended, J. Broagh, Carlisle. Commended, S.

Sherwen, Whitehaven.
Game.—First and Cop, A. Ashbumer. XJlverston. Second and Third,

J. Fletcher, Sioneclough, Manchester. Fourth, A. B. Dyaa, Madeley, Salop.

Highly Commended, Miss K. Charlton, Manningham, Bradford. Com-
mended, J. Geldert, CoUincroft, Kendal ; J. Hodgson, Bradford. Cockerel.

—First and Cup, R. Pickering, Carlisle. Second, M. Billing, jun., Erdlngton,

Birmingham. Third, A. B. Dyas. Highly Commended, T. Dyson, Halifax
;

J. Wallas, Wigton ; T. Robinson, Wigton.
Game Bantam (Confined to West Cumberland).- First and Cup, J. Naile,

Frizington, near Whitehaven. Second, H. J. Nicholson, Whitehaven.

TMrd, W. Cooper, Hensingham.
Black Spanish (ConDned to West Cumberland). — First and Cup, J.

Gunson, Sandwith. Second, W. Cooper, Hensingham. Third, J. Bowman,
Workington.

Silver Gret Dorking (Confined to West Cumberland).—First and Cup,

E. Fearon, Hensingham. Second, W. Cooper, Hensingham. Third, J.

Towerson, Whitehaven.
Golden- SPANGLED Hamburgh (Confined to West Cumberland).— First and

Cup, E. Fearon, Hensingham. Second, J. Wilson, St. Bees. Third, S.

Jefferson, Whitehaven. Highly Commended, S. Jefferson ; J. Wilson,

Commended, W. G. B. Jones, Whitehaven.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds). — First, J. Gelderd, Kendal.

Second, M. Billing, jun., Erdington, Birmingham. Third, H. Thompson,
Milnethorpe, Westmoreland. Commended, J. Brough, Carlisle.

Game (Duckwing and other Greys and Blues).— First, L. Casson, Ulverston.

Second, M. Billing, jun., Erdington, Birmingham. Ttird, J. Hodgson,
Bradford.
Game (Any other variety).—First, H. Thompson, Milnthotpe (Piles).

Second, J. Brough, Carlisle. Third, E. Fearon, Hensingham (Black).

Commended, J. Brough (Block), PiW/efs.— First, W. Cooper, Hensingham
(Black Red). Second, J. Perry, Netherby, Carlisle (Brown Reds). Third,

Capt. C. Fisher. Highly Commended, D. Tait, Grosmere (Black Red).

Commended, J. Mitchfll, Egremont ; F. L. Roy, jun., Kelso.

Spanish (Black). -Fir.-^t, W. Bayliss, Walsall. Second, J. Biggar, Eccle-

fcchan. Third, R. J. Wood, Manchester. Highly Commended, H. Beldon,

Gilstead. Commended, E. Brown, Sheffield. Chickens.— Vwst, W. Newsnme,
BiDgley. Second, E. Brown. Third, J. Biggar. Highly Commended, M^^.

W. C. Biggar, Maidstone; J. Wilson, St. Bees. Commended, H. Beldon;

J. Wilson.
DoBKisos (Silver Grey).—First, E. Cousins, Whitehaven. Second and

Third, R. D. Holt, Windermere. CTiu7ic«s.— First, D. Steele, Windermere.
Second, R. D. Holt. Third, T. Atkinson, Coniston. Highly Commended,
F. R. Pease, Southend, Darlington.

Dorkings (Any other variety).—First, H. Beldon, Gilstead (Dark Grey).

Second, T. Rogers, St. Helens (Dark Grey). Third, C. W. Brierley, Mid-
dleton, Manchester (White). Highly Cummended, J. Robinson, Gurstang

(Coloured) ; W. Cooper, Hensingham (White).

Cocbik-Cbina (Any variety).— First, J. Nood, Chorley, near Preston

(Buff). Second, Miss E. A. Aglionby, Grasmeie (Partridge). Third, J.

Biggar, Ecclefcchan (White). Highly Commended, J. Biggar (White);

T. Stretch, Ormskirk (White); R.J. Wood, Lower Cumpsall (White); K.

Smith, Midolcton, Manchester ( Buff ). Commended, J. Cattell, Birmingham
(Buff) ; F. M. Hindlc, Haslingden (Buff).

BrabmaPootra (Any variety).—First, H. Lacy. Hebden Bridge. Second,

F. R. Pease, Southend, Darlington. Third, J. Poole, Ulverston. Highly

Commended, H. Beldon, Gilstead.

HAMBCROns (Golden-spangled).- First, H. Beldon, Gilstead, Second, D.

Tait, Graemere. Third, J. Robinson, Garstang. CTictviis.—First, B. Tate,

Leeds. Second, J. Preston, Bradford. Third, W.G. B. Jones, Whitehaven.

w

Highly Commended, J. RoVmson; H. Beldon. Commended, W. Emerson,

Whitehaven. „ .

Hahburghs (Silver-spangled),—First, J. Robinson, Garstang. Second,

H. Beldon, Gilstead. Third, J. Stnalley, Blackburn. CTiicteres.-First,

J. Robinson. Second, H. Beldon. Third, J. Smalley. Highly Commended,

E. CoUinge, Middleton, Manchester- .

Hambbrghs (Any other variety).— First, J. Robinson. Second, W. Smith,

Halifax. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, C. Moore, Preston.

CAiVitems.— First, H. Beldon (Pencilled). Second, J. Robinson, Garstang

( Pencilled). Third, R. Tate, Leeds (Black-pencilled). Highly Commended,

C. Moore (Silver-pencilled). „., ^ , _. . .

Poland (Any variety).—First and Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead. Ihird,

C. W. Brierley, Mtddleton, Manchester.
, . o i

Bantams (Game).-First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton, Manchester. Secona,

J. Munn, Newchurch, Manchester. Third, Miss Aglionby. Highly Com-

mended, R. Pickering, Cailisle; T. Robinson, Ulverston; F. K. FeaSE,

Southend, Darlington ; J. Crossland, jun., Wakefield.

Bantams (Gold and Silver-laced).-First, F. L. Roy, jun., Kelso. Second,

F. R. Pease, Sou'hend, Darlington. Highly Commended, C. W. Bneriey,

Middleton, Manchester. , . «r , a n
Bantams (Any other variety). — First, J. Crossland, jun^ Wakefield

(White). Second, F. R. Pease, Southend, Darlington. Highly Commenoea,

H. Beldon, Gilstead (Black). „._ . „
Any >'ew or Distinct Variety not previously mentioned.-

J
irst, a.

Smith. Middleton, Manchester (Sultans). Second, W. F. Dixon, Moresby

(Russian). Third, R. Loft, Woodmansey, Beverley (Sultans).
,„„„,,;„

Any Distinct CROSS.-First and Second, S. Jefferson, Whitehaven (Cochin

and Dorking). Third, J. H. Wi.son, St. Bees (Black Spanish and Golden-

spangled Hamburgh). Highly Commended, E. Fearon Hensingham

(Brahma Pootra and IJorkiDg). Commended, S. Jefferson (Brahma Pootra

and Cochin-China).
, „ , ,mi,-..>i ir -u

Ducks (Avle6bury).-First, J. Smith, Grantham. Second and Third, t
.
M^

Hiiidle, Ha'slingden. Highly Commended, J. Robmson, Garstang. l-oni--

mended, H. Beldon, Gilstead. ^ „ r „„,i,n,.
Docks (Roueni.-First, T. Robinson, Ulverston. Second, Miss Lowther,

Distington. Third, W. G. B. Jones, Whitehaven. Highly Commended,

A. Dickinson, West Croft; S. Sherwen, Whitehaven Commended, W.

Stamper, Brigham, Carlisle ; M. Mawson, Frizington ; J. Ross, Carlisle.

Docks (.iny other variety).-First, H. Beldon, Gilstead Second, J. B.

Jessop, Hull (East Indian). Third, J. Gunson, Sandwith (Muacovies).

Highly Commended, R. Pickering, Carlisle ; W. Sisson, Whitehaven (\\ hite

Muscovies); J. R. Jessop (Wild Ducks).

PIGEONS.
, „ . ,

CARRiEE.-First and Cap, W. Stalker, Li^^P"?!- highly Commeiided.

W B Van Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; H. Beldon, Gilstead, a.

Brown, Sheffield. Commended, M. Irwin, Whitehaven. ou^m.^
CAREIERS.-First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, b. Brown, Sbeffleld.

Highly Commended, W. Stalker, Liverpool. Commeaded, J. R. Robmson,

''"tlmbIers (Almond).-First, W. Stalker, Liverpool. Second, E.Brown,

Sheffield. Highly Commended, W. Stalker ; F. Key, Beverley.

Tumblers (Balrt-headed'.-First, J. W. Edge, Birmmgham. Second W.

Stalker, Liverpool. Commended, G. Birkett, Whitehaven; S. Sherwen,

™MBl,rs (Any other variety).-First, E. Pifering.
^^^1'' rfutead'

J. & W. Towerson, Egremont. Highly Commended, H. Beldon, Gilstead.

Commended, R. Thompson, Kendal.

Powters —Prizf. J. & W. Towerson, Egremont. „ j
FANTAiLs.-First W. B. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-Tyne. SMond,

H, Beldon, Gilstead. Highly Commended, F. Key, Beverley ;
H. Yardley,

Birmingham. Commended, J. W. Edge, Birmmgham.
pi-;,„:na.

JACOBINS.-First, E. E. M. Royds, ""^^Male. Second, R. Pickermft

Carlisle. Highly Commended, J. B. Robinson, Sunderland ,
H. Beldon,

Gilstead ; J. Thompson, Bingley.
„ j , , o.„„„.i \v R Van

TRuMPETiiEs.-First, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland. Second, W. B. Van

Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Highly Commended, J. R. Robinaon

,

^BAR'BS^-Fk's'rw. B. Van Haansbergen. Second, H. Tardlsy. Highly

Commendfd, H. Beldon. Commended, R. Thompson, Kendal.

TuEEiTS-First, R. Thompson. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, J. W. Edge, Birmingham.
T w Ti„., THohlvCom.

Owls -First, R. Pickering, Carlisle. Second, J. W. Edge. Highly Com-

mended, J. R. Robin.on, Sunderland; E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale; H.

Yardley ; J. &. W. Towerson, Egremont.
j „ t •„ wbitBlmven

RrNTs.-First, S. Sherwln, Whitehaven. Second, M. Irwin, Whitehaven.

Highly Commended, E, Fearon, Hensingham. „. . • > c„„„„j
Any OTHER VARiETT.-First. W. B. Van Haansbergen (Victorias). Second,

J. W. Edge, Birmingham. Highly Commended, W. B Van Haansbergen

(Isabels); J. & W. Towerson (Magpies) ; Commended, H. lardiey.

CANARIES. „ , „, r

Belgian (Yellow).-First, H. Thompson, Maryport. Second, W. Lyon,

Whitehaven. Highly Commended, J. Walker. Commended, S. Todd

Belgian (Buff ).- First, H. Stephenson, Whitehaven. Second, T.

Doughall, Carlisle. Highly Commended, H. Stephenson. Commended,

S. Todd, Whitehaven ; G. Brvden, Whitehaven.

Mdle (Yellow).—Prize, T. Doughall, Carlisle. „r.,k„.
Mole (Buff ). -First, W. Swinbum, Whitehaven. Second, J. Wa ker,

Whitehaven. Highly Commended, J. W. Colville, Egremont; J \Valker.

Piebald (Yellow or Baff ).-rir3t. R. Bowness, Frizington. Second J.

Walker, Whitehaven. Highly Commended, J. Willens, Whitehayen, J.

Rigg, Arlecdon; D. Brvan, Whitehaven. Commended, J. WiUens; iu.

Middleton, Arlecdon ; A." Biruie, Whitehaven. «r„,v„
Lizard (Gold and Silver-spangled). — First and Second, J. walker,

Whitehaven. •

RABBITS.
Lop-KAEED.—Prize, W. H. G. Fearon, Hensingham.

, „ , _.,
Lop-eared.—First, J. W. Colville, Egremont. Second, G. Jones, Bir-

mingham. Third, E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale.

ANY OTUEE Variety.-First, J. P. Iledlcy, Whitehayen (Angola). Second,

W. Taylor. Third, T. Weeks, Cumberland (Angola).

Judges.—PowJtry : Kiohard Teebay, Esq., PuUwood, near

Preston. Caiiai-ies : Anthony Benson, Egct-, Whitehaven.
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ABEEDEENSHIEE POFLTEY SHOW.
This Exhibition was held at the Ai-tillei-j- Gymnasium,

Queen Street, Aberdeen, on Wednesday, Thursday, and

Friday, the 4th, 5th, and Gth inst.

Si-AHisH.—First and Cup, P.t. Hon. Viscountess Holmesdale, Lintoh Park,

Kent. Second, Messrs. Brown & Coclirane, Perth. Third, Mr<. M. U. B.

Croes, Monifleth, near Dundee, CInckeyis.— First, Visconntess Holmesdale

Second, W. Meff, Aberdeen. Third, G. Wallace, Aberdeen. Very Highly

Gommended, W. Hay, Aberdeen.
DoKKl.NGS.— First and Cup, Kt. Hon. Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, E.

Tndinan, Whitchurch, Salop. Third, Lord Kinruird, Inchture. Very

Highly Commended, Mrs. M. U. B. Cross, Monifielh, near Dundee ;
Messrs.

Brown * Cochrane, Perth; J. Elsworth, Glasgow. Highly Commended,
Kev. J. F. Newton, Kii by-in-Cleveland ; F. R. Pease, Southend, D.a-lington.

CAicilens.— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, W. Meff. Aberdeen.

Third and Very Highly Commended, J. Anderson, Mcigle. Highly Com-
mcaded, J. Gordon ; W. Meff. Commended, Mrs. Black, Banchory.

CocHiN-CiuNAS.— First and Cup. Messrs. Brown & Cochrane, Perth.

Second, E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop. Third, C. T. Bishop, Lenton,

Nottingham. Very Highly Commended, C.T. Bishop ; Viscountess Holmes-

dale. Highly Commended, G. Muiniy, Aberdeen. Commended, G. Fell,

Warrington; Mrs. A. Guy, Grantham. Chickens. —Sint, Viscountess

Holmesdale. Second, G. Fell. Third, C. T. Bishop.

Game.—First, J. Anderson, Meigle. Second, J. M'Nab, Barrhead, near

Glasgow. Third, J. Wood, Wigan. Highly Commended, J. Mollison,

Meigle; Mrs. M. V. B. Cross. Chickens.—first and Second, J. Anderson.

Third, J.Wood. Highly Commended, Mrs. Rennet, Aberdeen ; W. Robertson,

Glasgow.
Haubueghs (Golden or Silver-pencilled) —First, Viscountess Holmes-

dale. Second and Cup, G. Wallace, Aberdeen. Third, J. M'lnnes, Paisley.

Very Highly Commended, K. Hemingnay, Shelf, near HalifaK.

Eambdrghs (Golden-spangled).— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second,

H. Beldon, Bradford. Third, Mrs. Stronach, Aberdeen.
Hameueohs (Silver-spangled).— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second,

H. Beldon. Third, J. M'Nab, Barrhead, near Glasgow. Highly Commended,
J. Milne, Port-Elphinstone ; Mrs. M. U. B. Cross, Monifieth. Commended,
Capt. C. L. Hay, Kinnethmont.
PoLANDS.-FirstandSecond, H. Beldon. Third, F. R. Pease, Southend,

Darlington.
Bantams.—First, J. Anderson, Meigle. Second, Mrs. 31. U. B. Cross.

Third, F. R. Pease. Highlv Commended, J. Anderson ; F. P.. Pease ; Mrs.
M. U. B. Cross ; W. Hodgson, Darlington ; H. Beldon.

Bkahma Pootras.— First and Cup, B. W. Boyle, Dundrum, Dublin.

Second, Mrs. M. U. B. Cioss. Third, Mrs. H. Barclay, Kinross. Very Highly

Commended, Mrs. Carnegie, Fordoun. Highly Commended, Lord Kinnaird ;

Mrs. F. Leith, Alford ; R. W. Boyle. Commended, F. R. Pease.

Ant other Pure Breed.—Very Highly Commended, H. Beldon (Black

Hamburghs.).
Geese.—First, F. R. Pe:ise. Second and Third, Lord Kinnaird.

Ducks (Aylesbury).— First, Mrs. Carnegie, Fordoun. Second, Lord Kin-
naird. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, W. Forbes, Pitcaple, Aber-
deenshire.
Docks (.4ny other variety).—First and Third, J. Anderson, Meigle (Rouen

and Black East Indian). Second, Mrs. Cochrane, Perth (Rouen). Highly
Commended, Lord Kinnaird (Rouen) ; Mrs. F. Leith, Alford (Kouen) ; Jlrs.

Carnegie, Fordoun (Rouen). Commended, Lady Gladstone, Fasque, Kin-

cardineshire (Rouen) ; A. Farquhar, Elsick, near Stonehaven (Eouen).

Turkeys.— First, F. R. Pease. Second, Lady Gladstone. Third and
Highly Commended, Lord Kinnaird.
Selling Class.—First, W. Meff, Aberdeen (Spanish). Second. J. P..

Robinson (Duckwing Game). Third, Mrs. Rennet, Aberdeen (Game).
Highly Commended, A. F. Williamson, Caskieben (Dorkings).

Single Cockx.—Spanish.—liist and Second, W, Meff, Aberdeen. Third,

W. Hay, Aberdeen. jDoriin^.- First, G. Campbell, New Pitsligo. Second,

Mrs. Black, Banchory. Third, G. Wallace, Aberdeen. Cochin-Cliinn.—
First, Mrs. Tocher, Aberdeen. Second and Third, W. Hendry, Aberdeen.
^rt»ie.— First and Cup, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, Manchester, Second, R.
Swift, Nottingham. Third, M. Billing, jun., Flrdington, Birmingham.
Very Highly Commended, Miss J. A. Aykroyd, Bradford ; J. Anderson,
Meigle; Mrs. M. U, B, Cross Highly Commended, J. M'Nab, Barrhead,
Glasgow. Commended, Mrs. M. U. B. Cross. Hamburgh.— Vir&t, T.
Knowles,jun., Aberdeen. Second, J. Ness, Kirkcaldy. Third, Mrs. Stronach,
Aberdeen. Brahma Poo^ra.— First, A. B. Miine, Auchindachy. Second,
Mrs. H. Barclay, Kinross. Third, J. Masson, Keith.

PIGEONS.
PowTEES,—First and Medal, M. Sanderson, Edinburgh. Second and

Third, J. Hay, Aberdeen. Highly Commeaded, F. Macrae, Abeideen. Com-
mended, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland.

Fantails.—First and iMedal, W. J. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. Second, J. Rae, Gueslrow. Third, J. Hay, Aberdeen. Highly Com-
mended, J. Baillie, Aberdeen, Commended, H. Beldon, Bradford.
Carriers.—First and Medal, T, CoUey, Sheffield. Second, F. Macrae,

Aberdeen. Third, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland. Highly Commended, T.

Knowles, jun., Aberdeen. Commended, J. R, Michie, Stoneywood, near
Aberdeen.
Tumblers.—First and Medal, J. R. Robinson. Second, J. Bell, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne. Third, M. Sanderson, Edinburgh. Highly Commended, H.
Beldon. Commended, J . Hay.
Jacobins.— First, J. R. Robinson. Second, H. Beldon. Third and Highly

Commended, J. Baillie, Aberdeen, Commended, T. Knowles, jun.
Any other Variety.— First, J. R. Robinson (Trumpeters). Second, A.

Murray, Aberdeen(BlueTurbit3). Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended,
A. Murray (White Trumpeters). Commended, J. R. Robinson (Tutbits).

CANARIES.
Belgian (Yellow).— CocA-.- First, J. Mitchell, Aberdeen. Second, J.

Milne, Aberdeen. Third. W. Wilson. Aberdeen. Hen.—First and Second,
W. Donald, Aberdeen. Third, J. Leeds, Aberdeen. Cock of 1864.—First,

A. Barnett, Aberdeen. Second, W. Donald. Third, J. T. Garden, Aberdeen.
Highly Commended, Mrs. A. Smith, Aberdeen. Hen of 1364 —First, W.
Donald. Second, J. Mitchell. Third, A. Donald, Aberdeen.

BELOlAN(Enff).— Coc«:.—First, W.Donald. Second, J. T. Garden. Third,

J.Mitchell. Highly Commended and Commended, J. T. Garden. Hen.—
First, R. Smith, Inverury. Second, W. Wilson. Third, A. Middleton.

Highly Commended, R. Smith. Cock of 18G4.—First. J. Hunter, Aberdeen.
Second, J. Garden. Third, A. Catto, Woodside. Highly Commended, A.

Donald. Hen of 18S4 —First ;.nd Third, J. Hunter. Second, J. Fraser,

Woodside. Highly Commended, J. Mitchell.

Belgian (Flecked). — Corf,—First, A. Barnett. Second, D. M'Kay,
Aberdeen. Third, W. Anderson, Aberdeen, Highly Commended, J. Falconer,

Aberdeen. Hon.—Vint, 3. Falconer. Second and Third, A. Middleton.

Cock of 1864.—First, W. Anderson Second, J. Falconer. Third, J. T.
Garden. Highly Commended, W. Anderson. Commended, G. Gill, Ban-
chory. He^i of 1864.-First and Second, A. Middleton. Tliird, J. Milne.

Scotch Fancy.— First and Second, K. Ross, Aberdeen. Third, J. Nicol,

Aberdeen. Highly Commended, R Ross. Commended, A. Middleton.

Goldfinch Mdlk.—First, D. Wright, Aberdeen. Second and Third, J.

Hunter.

Judges.—Foultry : Mr. J. Douglas. Pigeons : JSIr. Frame,

Overton, Carluke.

PAISLEY OEKITHOLOGICAL EXHIBITION.
The eleventh annual Exhibition of Poultry, Pigeons,

Canaries, and other small birds, held under the auspices of

the Paisley Ornithological Association, took place January

2nd, in the large building in William Street, belonging to

P. Coats, Esq., of Woodside and which, as for several yeai-s

past, was kindly granted to the Association by that gentle-

man for the purpose. The entries were more numer(3us, it

is believed, than has ever been the case before at any similar

Exhibition in Scotland; and a better collection could not

have been brought together, as it included the choicest prize

fowls and birds from all parts of the country. Owing to the

disagreeable condition of the weather, the turn out of ladies

was not so great as we have seen on previous occasions, but

otherwise the attendance was excellent, as all the depart-

ments were crowded from the opening to the close.

The following is a list of the awards :

—

Spanish.-First and Medal, J. Crawford, Belth. Second, J. Hutchieaon,

Paisley, Third, .1. Urquharf, Ballat. CT(ici;fns.—First and Medal, A. Mit-

chell, Paisley. Seconu, J. Urquh.rrt. Third, J. Shearer, Paisley.

Dorkings (Coloured).-First, Medal, and Cup, J. Elsworth, Campsie

Junction. Second, J. Burns, Craigends. Third, T. Barrowman, Cummook.
Chickens.— Vint, U. Heys, Springfield House. Second, J. Elsworth. Third,

J. Linning, Glasgow.
Dorkings (White). — First, A. Eusscll, Paisley. Second, J. Aitken,

Paisley. Third, A. Jardine, Cardonald.

Chinese.—First, G. Aitken, Kirkintilloch. Second, A. CampbeU, Blyths-

wood. Third, G. Tawse, Helensburgh,
Brahma Pootea.—First, J. Paton, Rigg, Stewarton. Second, A. Lamp-

bell, BIythswood. Third, R. Abcrcrombie, Paisley.

Old Scotch BREED.-First, Second, and Medal, W. Thomson, Glasgow.

Third, J. Allison, Butherglen.
, ^ „ j , n

Hamburgh (Golden-spangled). — First, Second, Third, and Medal, K.

Cunningham, Stewarton.
, ,, j , t h.it

Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled),—First, Second, and Medal, J. M'lnnes,

Paisley. Third, J. P.iton, Rige, Stewarton.

Hamburgh (bilvcr-spangled). -First, J. Watson, Lanark. Second, J.

Stewart, North Arthurlie. Third. J. M'lnnes, Paisley.

Hambukgh (Silver-pencilled). — First, D. Illingworth, Burley, Otley,

Yorkshire. Second, R, Cunningham. Third, J. M'lnnes.

Polands 'Black and White Crested).—First and Second, G. Paul, Glasgow.

Third, J. M'lnnes. „ ,, ^ ,

Toi'PED Polands (Any colour).—Fiist and Second, W. Ramsay, John-

Game (Black-breasted and others).—First and Medal, J, H, M'Nab, South

Arthurlie. Second, J. M'Dowall, Johnstone. Third, W. Robertson.

Gamf (Any other colour).— First, Second, and Third, A. M'Culloch, Trees.

Bantams (Game, any colour).—First, J. Taylor, jun. Second, P. Catter-

son, Grahamstone, Barrhead. Medal, J. Turner, Barrhead. Commended,

A. Campbell, BIythswood. o«»™j r
Bantams (Golden or Silver).—First, J. Linning, Glasgow. Second, J.

Reid, Paisley. ^ ,. ^ r, l, a .,„«.»

Bantams (Any other kind).—First, D. Murray, Eglmton Castle. Second,

J. C. Nelson, Airdrie. Third, W. Morris, Paisley. Highly Commended,

.Any other Vaeiett.—First, J. C. Nelson, Airdrie. Second, A. CampbeU.

Third, R. Loft, Beverley, Yorkshire.
, . „ ,, .

Ducks (Aylesbury),-First and Third, H. Hey,, Barrhead. Second, A.

Sym, Townholm, Kilmarnock.
Ducks (Any other kind).—First, A. Campbell, BIythswood. Second, ti.

Aitken, Kirkintilloch. Third, A. M'Culloch, Trees.

PIGEONS.
PowTERS.—First, W. Lightbody, Glasgow. Second, W. Neilson, John-

stone. Third, J. Mitchell, Glasgow. c ,u„„
CAREiEES.-First, G. Wallace, Burnbank, Glasgow. Second, R. lulton,

Shanden Cottage, London. Third, J. Muir, Glasgow.
,, j

Fantails —First, W. B. van Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second,

J. Muir, Glasgow. Third, G. Wallace, Burnbank, Glasgow.

RuFPS.—First, R. LoJt, Beverley, Yorkshire. Second and Third, K.

TuKELEss (Short-faced).—First andSecond, M.Stewart, Glasgow. Third,

G. Wallace, Burnbank, Glasgow.
Tumblers (Any other kindi.—First. T. Short, Glasgow. Second, J. Sharp,

Johnstone. Third, R. Blair, Johnstone.
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Any other Distinct Bkekd.— First, J. Cook, Williamsbargh. Second,
J. Sharp, Johnstone. Third, \V. Neilson.
Common IPiBEONs.-First, J. Sharp, Johnstone. Second, W. Neiloon,

Johnstone. Third, J. Scoalar, Kilmarnock,

SMALL BIRDS.
Pairs foe Silver Medal.—First (Silver Medal), J. 3I-Lauchlan, Paisley.

Second, T. Allison, Paifley. Third, J. Crawford.
Yellow.—Coci.—First, T. Buchanan, Glasgow. Second, W. M'Kechnie,

Paisley. Third, A. Mitchell, Paisley. Fourth, J. M'Catter, Glasgow.
.HcH. -First, G. Masterton, GlaSRow. Second, J. Muir, Kilmarnock. Third,
K. S. Wjlie, Paisley. Fourth, J. Wilson, Galston.
Buff.— Coc*.—FiJst, R. Fleminfr, Paisley. Second, W. Weir, Paisley.

Third, K. Hill, Hamilton. Fourth, J. Glen, Paislev. Sen.—Fiist, W.
Houston, Paisley. Second, 6. Masterton, Glasgow. Tliird, J. Tcmpleman,
Glasgow. Fourth, U. Bell Glnsgow.
Piebalds for Cage.—Prize, J. Hamilton.
Piebald (Yellow).—Coci.— First, H, Fisher, Glasgow. Second, J. Y'oung,

Dairy. Third, J. M'Vey, Paisley. Fourth, G. Masterton. Glasgow. Sen.—
First, J. Wilson, Galston. Second, E. White, Paisley. Third, W. Robert-
son, Paisley. Fourth, J. O'Brien, Greenock.
Piebald (Buff!— Cort-First, H. Fisner. Glaanow. Second. J. Laug-

land, Kilmarnock. .Third, A. Kobertson, Glasgow. Fourth, J. Kirkland,
Beith. Sen.- First, R, Wood, Paisley. Second. J. Fultou, Beith. Third,
K. S. Wylie, Paisley. Fourth, G. Hamilton, Beith.
Goldfinch Mole Cock (Yellow).—First, J. Shearer, Paisley. Second,

A. Glen, Erskine.
Goldfinch Mdle Cock (Buff).—First, A. Hogg, Oakley. Second, J.

Muir, Kilmarnock.
/ . uo. .j >

Goldfinch.— First, J. Haddow, KUwinning. Second, H. Hill, Hamilton.
Bullfinch.—First, J. Burns, Craigends. Second, J. Johnstone, Glasgow.—(Glasgow Daily Herald).

FIFE AM) EINEOSS OENITHOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

The annual Show of this Society was held in the Corn
Exchange, Kirkcaldy, on the 2nd and 3rd inst., when the
following prizes were awarded :

—

DoEKiNGs.— First, J. Taylor, Deven Vale House. Second, Countess de
Flahault, Tullyallan. Third, J. Stocks. West Bridge. Cliickens.-iin-t
J. Spalding, East Fail. Second and Ihiid, J. Stocks. Highly Commended
Countess de Flahault.
Cochin-China.— First, T. Y. Craig. Second, C. A. Lockbart. Kiikcaldv.

Third, Lord Loughborough, Dysart. C'AitlMS.— First. T. Y. Craig. Second
Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikier. Third, C. A. Lockhart. Highly Commended!
Mrs. Oswald.
Spanish.—First. E. Somerville, Edinburgh. Second and Third, E. Dixon,

Kirkcaldy. CliUkeiis.— Vivst, E. Somerville. Second, W. Hay, Aberdeen.
Third, J. Hunter, Kirkcaldy.
Hambuhghs (Spangled).-First, J. Ness, Pathhead. Second and Third,

W. Keddlc, Cowdenbeath.
Hamburghs (Pencilled). — First, D. Penman, Boreland. Second and

Third, J. Ness, Pathhead. Highly Commended, J. Ballinga'l. Commended,
H. Brown. Coaltown of Balgonie.
Game (Black and Brown Kedsj.— First, A. Spalding, Kirkcaldy. Second,

E. Stark, Kirkcaldy. Third, A. Moyes, Kinghorn. Chickens.—First and
Third, J. L. Anderson. Second, T. Anderson, Kirkcaldy.
Game (Grey and others).- First, J. Gilmour, Milton, Balgonie. Second

and Third, J. C. Aitken, Leslie.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, E. Spalding (Game). Second, Countes.s

de I lahault (Japanese). Third, W. Hay, Aberdeen. Commended, A. Hutton
(Gold-laced).
Any other Breed.—First. Second, and Third, Countess de Flahault

(Polands, Buff Polands, and Poulda la Fleche).
Ducks (Aylesbury). — First, Mrs. Anderson, Chapel House. Second,

J. Mungall.
Ducks (Any other breed).-First, Countess de Flahault (East Indian).

Second, J. Kidd (Blue).
Game Cock (Any variety).— First, D. Penman, Boreland. Second, A.

Spalding. Third, J. Anderson, Kitkraldy.
DOEKiNG Cocks.— First, J. Spalding, East Fail. Second, J. Menzies.

Third, J. Stocks. Highly Commended, D. Notmand, Kennoway. Com-
mended, Countess de Flahauit.
Spanish Cocks.— First, K. Somerville, Edinburgh. Second, W. Hav,

Aberdeen. Third, R. Aitken, Edinburgh.
Cochin Cocks (Any variety). -First, Mrs. Oswald. Second, Lord Lough-

borough. Third, J. T. Craig.
PlGEOns.—Tumblers.— Hr^t and Second, E. Spence, Musselburgh. Fmi.

tath.-Tiral, — Soutar, Carstaiis. .«econd. Miss Purvis, Jedburgh. Pouters.
—First, J. Giant, Edinburgh (White). Second, J. S. Christie, Kirkcaldy
Anij other variety.— VneX, W. Veitch, jun., Jedburgh (Trumpeters). Second,
Miss Purvis (Red Jacobins). Commended, — Soutair (Nuns).

CANAEIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow Cocl>8>.— First, W. Eonlhron, jun., Kircaldy.

Second, A. Welsh, Edinburgh. Third, J.Twcedie. Kelly.
Scotch Fancy (Buff Cocks).- First, J. Smith, Dundee. Second, J.

Mitchell, Perth. Third, W. I'oyct, Edinburgh.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow Hens).— First, R. Veitch, Leith. Second, J.

Edwards, Dundee. Third, G. Greig, Edinburgh.
Scotch Fancy (liuff Hens).-First, E. Hunter, Oakley. Second, E. Smith,

Dundee. Third, J. Stephenson, Dundee.
Belgian (Ytdlow Cocks).— First, J. Hay, Dundee. Second, R. Forsyth,

Edinburgh. Third, W. Pitcaithly, Dunfermline. SenH.— Vh&l, E. Forsyth.
Second, W. Bonlhron, jun., Kirkcaldy. Third, .1. Hay, Dundee.
Belgian (Buff Cocks).—Fust, S. Crawshaw. Dundee. Second, J. Clark,

Kirkcaldy. Third, J. Hay, Dundee, //ens.- First, R. Forsyth, Edinburgh.
Second, J. Htiy, Dundee. Third, A. Hope.
Pubald (Yellow Cocks).—First, J. Smith, Dundee. Second, A. Chalmers

Woodside. Third, W. Kidd, Edinburgh. Sens.—Vaul, J. Stephenson,
Dundee. Second, J. Ford, Freuchie. Third, J. Kerr, Perth.
Piebald (Buff CocKs).-First and Third, J. Smith, Dundee. Second,

W. Broadfoo;, Portobello. Jciis.— First. D. Allen, Leith. Second, G.
Greig. Edinburgh. Third, W. Bonthron, jun.
Piebald Goldfinch Mdles (Yellow) .— First and Second, D. Laing,

Kirkcaldy. Tnird. W. Kirk.
PiEBilLD Goldfinch Moles (Buff). — First, W. Kirk. Dunfermline.

Second, Sergeant Swanston, Wemyss. Third, J. Wishart, Kirkcaldy.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. W. C. Hardie, Carron. Pigeons : Mr.
D.Stewart, Perth. Cananes : Mr. M. Bell, Glasgow; Mr.
G. Binnie, Perth.

DUMFRIES AND MAXWELLTOWN
ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

This Society held its sixth Exhibition and competition of
Canaries, Poultry, Pigeons, and Parrots in the Mechanics'

Hall, Dmniries, on Monday and Tuesday. The Exhibition

was a very attractive one, the best, we believe, that has yet
been held in connection with the Society or in the district.

The Canary department showed careful and successful breed-

ing. On former occasions there have been larger entries,

but' never so many fine birds. The prize Canaries in aU the

departments were beautiful creatures, but even the eye of a

connoisseur must have had great difficulty in determining

the awards. The Goldfinches and Mules exhibited were also

particularly fine.

The poiiltry was a very large and fine show—especially in

the Game fowls andDorkmgs—and the Hamburghs, Cochin-

Chinas, and Brahma Pootras exhibited, although not so

many, were very beautiful specimens. The Bantams were

well contested, and many fine birds brought forward. The
Pigeon department was one of the most attractive of the

Exhibition^ the show being very large and excellent.

The following is the prize list :

—

CAN.ARIES,
Scotch F.^scv (Yellow).— CV)t7,s.—First, Second, Third, and Medal, J.

Thorpe, Dumfries. Sens— Virst, J. Graham, Kilmarnock. Second and
Third. J. Harding, Maxwelltown.

ScoTC>t Fancy' (Buff !.— Ci)c/(s.—First, J. Graham. Second, J. Thorpe.

Third, J. M'Allister. Dumfries. i?tiis.—First, J. Harding. Second, J.

Graham. Third, T. Conohie, Drumpark.
Piebald i Yellow).—Cuc/.s.— First and Medal, J. Thorpe. Second, J.

Harding. Third, E. .M'Cubbin, Annan. .Fens.—First, J. Thorpe. Second,

J. Graham. Third, K. Edgar, Maxwelltown.
Piebald fButf).—rocis.— First, J. Thorpe. Secnud, R. Edgar. Third,

J. M'Allister. Sens.— First, J. Harding. Second. !. Scott, Dumfries.

Belgian (Buff ). — Coc/is.-Prize, J. Beeby, Carlisle. iTcns.—Prize,
J. Harding.
Belgian 'Yellow).— ffois.—Prize, J. Beeby.
Goldfinch Mules i Yellow).— First, R. Davidson, Carlisle. Third, T.

Doughal, CiiUsle. Prize Card, J. Thorpe.
Goldfinch Mules (Buff ).— First, R. Davidson. Second, T. Fergusson,

Maxwelltown. Third, T. Doughal.
Goldfinches.-First, R. Davidson. Second, G.Brown, Dunscore Village

Third, R. Kerr, Barjarg.

POULTRY.
Game 'Bbck Reds .and other Reds and Blues).— First. W. D. Dickson,

Thornhill. Second. ,T. Henderson, Dumfries. Commended, J. Fergusson,

Wallacetown. CniVifHS.—Medal, J. Proudfoot. Lochthorn. Second, K.
Kerr, Bari-irg. Commended, R. Coltart, Dumfries.

Game (Duckwing and other Greys).— First, M. Wells, Collin. Second,

T. Wright. Lockerbie. Chickens.— First, M. Wells. Second and Com-
mended, W. Henderson, Dumfries.
Dorkings.—Medal. G. M'Holm, Hillhead. Second, W. Maxwell. Com-

mended, W. F. H. .'Vrundel, Barjarg. Chiclceiis.— First, J. Maxwell, Dal-

swinton. Second, E. Jardine, Moffat. Commended, T. W. Campbell.

Hambcsgh (Golden-spangled).—First, Mrs. Blacklock, Lockerbie. Se-

cond, W. Currie, Maxwelltown. Commended, J. Glover, Dumfries.

CTiicAc/is.—Medal, J. Lit-le, MofTat. Second, D. Hill, Ruthwell. Com-
mended, D. Dickson, .Moffdt.

Hamburgh (Goldeu-pencilled).— First, T. W. Campbell. Second, Mrs.
Blacklock. Chickens.—First and Second, M. M'Mahon, Lochanhead. Com-
mended, R. Brownrigg, Keir,
Hamburgh (Silvev-spangled). — First, W. Johnstone, Speddoch Mill.

Second, J. M'Courtv. Dumfries. Commended, M. Dewar, Maxwelltown.
CTiJcAe/is.-First, S." Eoye.s, Elairsuinnock. Second, P.. M'Gregor, Belrid-

ding. Commended, ^Irs. Wdugh, Lochmaben.
Hambcroh (Silver-pencilled).- First, D. M'Knight, Brownhill. Second,

W. Currie. Commended, E.Young, Lochiirbriggs. Chickens.—lieda.lartd
Second, E. Young. Commended, T. Wright.
BUAH.MA P00TF.AS.—Prize Card, Mrs. Gordon. Chickens.—First and

Second, Mrs. Gordon. Commended, .Mrs. Waugh.
Scotch Greys.— Prize Card, D. Dickson. Chickens.— Prize Card, T.

Maxwell, Dumfries.
Spanish (Black).— (7Ati;7i;(;ns.—Medal, Mrs. Smith, Broomhills. Second,

T. Maxwell. Commended. — Little, Lockerbie.

Any other Distinct Breed. — CVtttAens. — Prize, T. Tait, Mossbead
(White Created).

CocHiN-CHiNA.— (?/;fcic7i5.—First aud Second, Mrs. Williamson, Cample
Bridge. Commended, J. R. Martin, Durrisdecr. J 'T'^ltt-- '^ ^^tts^

Bantams (Gold and Silver-l.iced).—First, J. Anderson, Moffat. Second,

W. M. Anderson, Moffat. Commended, T. Wright.
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]'.\N'TAMS (Black).—First, Mrs. Coupland, Dumfries. Second, J. M'AlUster.

Bant\ms (White).— Prize Card, J. Maxwell.

Game Bantams (Black Reds and other Reds).—Medal. R.Colfeart. Second,

D Irving, Dunifries. Comroended, T. Davidj-on, Lonetown.

Game.—Duckwintr and other Greys).—First, T. Fergusaon. Second, T.

Wright. Commended, T. Fergusson.

Any other Variety.— Prize, Miss Bell, Dumfries (Common).

PiGEOxs.— Jiim&^crs.—First. J. Thorpe, Dumfries. Second. J. Thomson.

Maxwelltown, Commended, R. Limb, Dnrafries. Cflrr(V/-5.— First and

S'cond, J. Thorpe. Powters.—Prize, J. Russell, Careen. Jacobins.—

First, W. Grierson, IVItiswelltown. Second, S. Carswell, Dalbeattie, Com-
mended, R. Kerr, Barjarg. Faniails,—^ii^t, Miss E. Simpson, Duoifrie.s.

Second, Miss M. Simpson, Dumfries. Commended, W. Carrie, Slaxwell-

town.
Parrots.—Prize, A. Brown, Dumfries.
Finest Foreign Bird (Any variety).—Prize Card, Miss Wright, Irongray

(Guinea Fowls).
Rarest British Bird (Any variety).—Piize, \V. Cowan, Clarencefield

(Large Blue Titmouse).

Judges.— Canaries: Mr. T. Haddow, Grlasgow; Mr. G.

Crawford, Beith. Foultry : Mr. Ritchie, Glasgow ; Mr.

Robinson, Carlisle.

—

{Dumfries andi Gl^sgov.) Herald.)

COEX AjNTD south OF lEELAND POULTEY
SHOW.

This was held in the Athenteum, Cork, on the 4th and
5th inst. The following were the awards :

—

Spanish.—First, R. P. Williams, Dublin. Second. R. \V. Bovie, Dublin.

Highly Commended, J. W. Dyas, Blackrock. Commended, Hon. Mr.s. C. M.
Smyth, BalUnatrav, Yonehal ; Mrs. Driiig, Rockgrove ; J. C. Perry. Brown-
ingstown, Cork; F. Hodder, Templelawn, Cork. Chickens.—First, R. W.
Boyle. Second, F. Hodder. Highlv Commended, R. W. Boyle. Commended,
R. P. Williams, Dublin; Mrs. T. DUv, Cork; Mrs. Dring ; J. C. Perry;
J. W. Dyas.
DoRKiNos (Coloured). — First, F. Hodder. Teraplelawn. Second, T.

iJ'Grady. Roughgrove, Bandoo. Highly Commended. Mrs. Webb. Knock-
roran ; R. W. Boyle, Dublin. Commended, J, C. Perry, Browningstown,
Cork.
Dorkings (Silver-grey).—First. F. Hodder, Teraplelawn. Cork. Second,

A. E. Ussher. Camphire, Cappoquin. Commended, R. P. Williams, Dublin.
Chickens.— First, T. O'Grady, Roughgrove. Second. J. W. Dyas. Blackrock.

Highly Commended, T. O'Grady. Commended, R. P. Wiliiams; T O'Grady.

DoRKTNos (White).—First, F. R. Pease, Darlington. Second, J. C. Perry,

Browningstown. Cork.
DoRKi.sGS (Coloured or Whitel. — Chicken'^.—T-ss':., R. P. Williams,

Dublin (Coloured). Second, Mrs. Dring, Rockgrove. Highly Commended,
T. O'Grady, Koughgrovc, Bandon (Coloured). Commended, Mrs. Webb,
Knocktoran (Coloured); J. C. Perry (White); T. O'Grady (Coloured);

R. Briscoe, Ferraoy.
Cochins (Buff).—First and Second, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybronk. Highly

Commended, F. W. Zurhorst. Commended, F. Hodder, Cork ; J. C. Perry;
F. W. Zurhorst.
CocBiNs (Partridge and Grouse).—First, J, C. Perry, Browningstown.

Second, Mrs. Dring, Rockgrove.
Cochins (White).— First. F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook. Dublin. Second.

N. D. Parker, M.D., Cork. Highly Commended, F. W. Zurhorst. Com-
mended, Miss Pike, Besborough, Cork; F. W. Zurhorst.
Er.\hma Pootras.—First, R. W. Boyle, Dundrum, Dublin. Second,

.7. C. Perry. Hi2;hly Commended, R. W. Boyle. Commended, J. C. Perry

;

R. W. Boyle.
Cr£ve CffiURs.— First, J. C. Perry, Browningstown, Cork. Second,

Counteso of Biindon. Casile Bernard.
Game (Black or Brown Reds).—First, A. E. Us.gher, Camphire, Cappo-

qnin. Second, J. C. Perry. Highly Commended, Rev. J. Stopford, Black-
rock. Commended, G. Lantry, Malahide.
Dl-ckwings, Piles, &c.—First, E. Murphy, Cork. Second, J. C. Perry,

Browningstown.
Red?.— C/ti>A;e?^s.—First, G. Lantry, Malahide, Dublin. Second, C. H,

Peacocke, Dublin. Commended, G. J. Wycherley, Cork; C. H. Peacocke.
DvcKWiNGs, &c.— Chickens.-~Fiist, J. C. Perry. Second, Rev. J. Stop-

ford, Blackrock.
Polish (White-cvested).—Prize, J. C. Perry, Browningstown, Cork.
Polish (Silver).—First, R. P. Williams, Dublin. Second, Miss Pike, Bes-

borough. Higbly Commended, R. P. Williams, Dublin.
Hambvrqhs (Golden). —First, J. C. Perry (Pencilled;. Second, Mrs.

Dring, Rockgrove.
Hamburohs (Silver).-^First, R. P. Williams, Dublin (Spangled). Second,

T. O'Grady, Raugbgrove, Bandon. Highly Commended, J. A. Fitzpatrick,
Cork (Spangled).
Bantams (Sebright).—First, J. A. Fitzpatrick. Second, F. R. Pease,

Darlington. Highly Commended, J. A. Fiizpatrick.
BiNTAMs (Game).—First, J. A. Fitzpatrick, Cork (Duckwingsl, Second,

V. Hodder, Teraplelawn. HighlyCommended,F.W.Zurhor6t, Donnybrook;
Dublin ; R. J. Harvey, Cork (Brown Reds); A. £. Ussher, Camphire,
Cappoquin.
Japanese Silkies.-First and Second, F. Hodder, TemplelawG.
AST VARIETY.— First, Hon. Mrs. C- M. Smyth, Ballinatray (Rumpeys).

Second, F. R. Pease (Black Hamburghs). Highly Commended, J. C. Perry
(Cornish and Guinea Fowl).
ToRKETs.— First, R. W. Boyle. Second, A. C. Sayers, Cork (Cambridge).

Highly Commended, A. E. Ussher (Cambridge), Commended, R. Briecoe,
Fermoy (Cambridge and American). Poults.—First, R. \V. Boyle, Dnn-
dnim (Cambridge) Second, R. Briscoe (Cambridge). Highly Commended,
Hon. Mrs. C. M. Smyth (Paragua).
Gefse.—First and Second. R W. Boyle, Dundi-um fVariovs). Highly

Commended, P Ducrow, Windsor, Douglas (Chinese) ; Countess of Bandon,
Castle Bernard (Chinese). Commended, Mias A. Deeble. Strandville, Roches-
town. <?os?dJi<;'.— First, R. W. Boyle. Second, G. Langtry, Malahide,
Dublin (Toulouse). Higbly Commended, Miss A. E. Pike, Cork \.DannMan).
Commended, Mrs. T. Daly, Cork (Toulouse).

Ducks (Aylesbury).— First, R. P. Williams, Dublin. Second, J. C. Perry,
Browningatown, Cork. Highly Commended, Countess of Bandon, Castle
Bernard. Commended, J. W. Dyas, Blackrock. Ducklings.—Virstt R. P.
Williams, Dublin. Second, Hon. Mrs. H. B. Bernard, Bandon.
Ducks (Kouen).—First, R. P. Williams, Dublin. Second, N. D. Parker,

M.D.. Carrigrohan, Cork. Ducklings.— Pirsl and Second, R. W. Boyle.
Dundrnm, Dublin.
Any Variety.— First, Miss A. E. Pike, Besborough. Cork (Muscovy).

Second, R, P. Williams (Call Ducks). Highly Commended and Commended,
P. Ducrow, Windsor (Muscovy).
Mrs. Lyoks'.^ Medal.—Medal, T. O'Grady. Very Highly Commended,

F. Hodder, Templelawn. Highly Commended, W. Joyce, Waterford,

PIGEONS.
PowTEns (Yellow-pied).—First, Dr. Harvey, Cork. Second, A. E. Ussher,

Camphire.
PowTERs (Black.pied).—First, J. H. Perrott, Hayfield, Cork, Second,

Dr. Harvey, Cork.
P0T\-TER3 (Blue or Rilver-pied).— First, J. H. Perrott, Hayfield, Cork.

Second, Dr. Harvey. Commended, Dr. Harvey.
P0WTER3 (Red-pied, Mealy, or other Colour).—First, Dr. Harvey, Cork

(Red). Second, J. H. Perrott (Mealy). Commended, Dr. Harvey ((drizzled

and White) ; J. H. Perrott, Hayfield, Cork (Red and Checker) j R. Fulton,
Deptford, London.
PowTERS (White).-First, Dr. Harvey, Cork. Second, R. Fulton, Dept-

ford. Commended, J. H. Perrott, Hayfield.

Carriers (Black).—First and Secimd, G. A. Wherland, Cork. Highly
Commended, P. Goulding, Cork; G. A. Wherland. Commended, J. H.
Perrott; C. A. Wherland.
Carriers (Dun).—First, R. Lane, Blackrock Road. Second, G. A. Wher-

land, Cork. Highlv Commended, P. Goulding, Cork ; R.Lane. Commended,
G. A. Wherland.
Carriers (Blue or oihers).— First and Second, G. A. Wherland, Cork.
Tumblers {Short-faced, Almonds).— First, R. Fulton, Deptford. Second,

Dr. Harvey.
TnMULERs (Short-faced, Kites).— First, Dr. Harvey, Cork. Second, G. A.

Wherland, Cork.
Tumblers (Short-faced, Mottles, or others).—First and Second, T. Eare.
Tdmblers (Short-faceti, Balds or Beards).- First, Dr. Harvey (Blue and

Balds). Second, J. W. Edge, Birmingham (Balds).

Tdmblers (Common, Balds or Beards).— First, J, Pike, Besborough
(Balds). Second, R. Russell (Red).
Tumblers (Common, Any other colour).— Firat, J. O'Leary. Second,

J. Pike, Cork.
Barbs (Black or Dunl. — First and Second, G. A. Wherland (Black).

Highly Commended, J. H. Perrott.
Barbs (Any other colour).—First and Commended, G. A, Wherland (Red).

Second, J. H. Ferrot (Red;.
Jacobins (Red or Yellow).—First, J. W. Edge, Birmingham. Second,

Miss A. E. Pike, Besborough (Yellow).
Jacobins (Any other colour).—Fiiot, R. Russell, Cork (White). Second,

J. Perry.
Fantails (White).—First, J. Pike, Besborough. Second, A. E. Usaher,

Camphire, Cappoquin.
Fantails (Any otber colour).— First, J. Pike, Cork (Blue). Second,

J. W. Edge, Birmingham.
Owls (Blue or Silver).—First and Commended, A. E. Ussher (Silver).

Second, J. H. Perroit.
Owls (Any other colour).—Prize, J. W. Edge, Birmingham.
Trumpeters (Mottles).— First, J. H. Perrott. Second, A. E. Ussher.

Trumpeters (.\ny other colour).—First and Commended, J. H. Hutchin-
son, Dublin (Yellow). Second J. Dowling, Blackrock (White).

TuRBiTS.— First, J. W. Edge. Second, T. O'Grady, Bandon.
Nuns.—First, T. O'Grady. Second, J. W. Edge,
Magpies.—Prize, P. Goulding, Cork.
Any other variety.—First, J. W. Edge. Second, Dr. Harvey (Pigmy

Powters and Isabels).

Sweepstakes. — PowCfr (Any colour). — Prize, E. Fulton, Deptford.
Carrier (Black).— Prize, "P. Goulding. Tumbler (Short-faced).- Prize,

T. Wilde, Drogheda (Almond).
Silver Medal (Best pair ot Irish-bred Carriers).—Medal, P. Goulding.
Silver Medal (Best Powter cock).—Medal, Dr. Harvey (Red).

SONG BIRDS.
Canaries (Yellow).—First, Mrs. Hodder, Templelawn. Second, J. Kilden,

Cork. Commended, M. J. Collins, Cork.
Canaries (Green).— First, E. Keating (Belgian). Second, J. Looney.

Canaries (Mealy or Pied).—Firet, A. Veitch, Cork (Yellow-pied). Second ,

Mrs. Hodder (Pied). Commended, W. P. Harris, Blackrock.

Goldfinch Mules.— Prize, J. Corcoran.
Linnet Mules.—First, E. Keating, Cork. Second, W. A. Hill.

Blackbirds.—First, W. A. Hi'.l, Cork. Commended, J. Lloyd, Cork.

Thrushes. — First, W. P. Harris. Second, T. M'Swiney (Speaking)

Extra Prize, J. B. Birchley (White).

Woodlarks.— Prize, R. Lane.
Skylarks.—Firat, R. J. Perry. Second, J, Lennie, Cork. Commended,

R. Daly.
Goldfinches.—First. J. Corcoran. Second, Mrs. Hodder, Templelawn.

Linnets.— Prize, J. Desmond, Cork.
Not Classed.—Very Highly Commended, W. E. Hill, Cork (Foreign

Birds. Highly Commended. E. Keating (Cage of Birds) ;
W. E. Hill

(Kosellas and Cockateals). Commended, W. E. Hill (Indian Cockatoo).

The Judges were Mr. Tegetmeier for Poultry, Mr. "Wolsten-

holm for Pigeons.

ISOETH BEITISH COLUMBARIAJS- SOCIETY.

The awards made at this Show, held at Glasgow on the

23rd and 24th ult., appeared in our Number of the 27th, and

we now supply a few remarks.

I The ffi-eat feature wag the collection of Powters, no less
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than 189 tirds of this variety competing in the various

classes, and they were considered, in point of excellence, to

be greatly in advance of any previous Meeting, scarcely an

inferior bird appearing. With the exception of three classes

for birds bred in 1864, which were shown in pairs, the

Powters were shown singly.

In the fii'st class for the best pair of Pied Powters,

YeUows excepted, bred in 1864, a silver medal was pre-

sented by Mr. John Geddes, jun. The medal was awarded
to Mr. Stuai-t for a very fine pair of Blues, the cock being
especially good, though rather too heavily-feathered in limb

;

the second and third prizes both going to capital Blacks.

The class contained many good birds, but most of the pau-s

were unevenly-matched in some respect. For Tellow-pied

Powters, bred in 1864, Mr. Montgomery of Belfast offered a

medal, which Mr. George Ure won very easily with a fine

pair ; one of the pens noticed receiving commendation more
from a desire to encourage an increase in bii'ds of this colour

than for their own merits. Mr. Miller's medal for the best

pair of Whites, bred in 1864, only brought half a dozen
pens, but some very promising bu-ds competed, the three

pens noticed being particularly good, and shown in fine

condition. In the class for Black Powter cocks Mr. Ure
had first with a remarkably lengthy, well-shaped, well-

toloured bird. Mr. Montgomery's highly commended young
cock wUl, we fancy, be heard of again to his owner's credit.

White Powter cocks formed one of the finest classes in the

Show, Mr. Maclean being fii-st with a very graceful well-

proportioned bu-d shown in fine condition, just over 19 inches

in feather, and very nearly 7 inches in Hmb, to which was
also awarded the special prize of a portrait in oil of the best

Powter in the exhibition. Adjoining were three brothers of

the above, one taking second, and the others each receiving

high commendations. The class also contained other good
representatives. Blue Powter cocks numbered 23, and were
an unusually good class. The first-prize bird was particu-

larly finely-shaped, but rather out of condition, measuring

19J inches in feather, with a capital limb over 7 inches in

length, the pecviUarity of the wing-bar—a sort of mixture of

Kite and Black—being objectionable. The second special

prize for the best Powterm the Show was also awarded to this

bird. Several very fine Blue cooks received notice. In Eed
Powter cocks Mr. WaUaoe had first with a fine lengthy bird

rather faulty in colour, the second being a better Red, but
shorter and rather gay. For the best Yellow Powter cock

the entry was only small; the prize birds were, however,
very fine. In Powter cocks. Any other colour, a good-
shaped Mealy was first, and a Checker second, several pens
receiving high commendation. A particularly good cock was
shown in this class ; the bird was a bad coloured Ked, capital

in points, and should have been in the class for Reds. An
extraordinarily fine splashed cock, said to be 20 inches in

length, with proportionate limb, had also to be passed over,

having become crop-gorged, and it was suspended in a stock-

ing in an adjacent room during the first day. In the class

for Black Powter hens the fii-st and second-prize birds were
very even, both being excellent, the difference of a quarter
of an inch in feather at length deciding the first position
in favour of Mr. Stuart. White Powter hens only nxunbered
seven, but were exceedingly fine, almost every bird being
worthy of a first prize. Blue Powter hens were more
numerous, but were not of equal merit; the prize birds,

however, were good, and well worthy of their honours. In
Red Powter hens Mr. Ure had both prizes with particulai'ly

good representatives. For Yellow Powter hens Mr. Ure
completely outdistanced competition, the first-prize bird
being one of the very best in the Show, and quite un-
approachable in the coloiir. In the class for Powter hens.
Any other colour, a good Mealy had first, and a Checker
second.

It is not perhaps out of place to mention that the Sunder-
land birds arrived a day too late, and there is no doubt the
prize-list would have been considerably altered had Mr.
Potts's birds competed, the most noticeable being his extra-
ordinary Eed cock and hen, and a remarkably good Blue hen.
The silver medal for the best pair of young Carriers, pre-

sented by Mr. James Wallace, was awarded to first-class

Duns belonging to Mr. Else. The Carrier classes were weU
filled. Mr. Colley took the special prize for the best Carrier
in the Show with a capital Dun hen.

Almond and Short-faced Tumblers were fail- classes.

The silver medal for the best pair of young Barbs only
brought four pens, Mr. Frame being successful with Blacks,
both being promising birds, but difficult to distinguish as to
sex, and the colour an unusual Black. In the class for
Barbs the fii-st-prize Yellows were good, but not looking in
such condition as on the last occasion in which they came
under our notice. The second-prize Black cock was very
good, but orange-eyed, and only indifferently accompanied.

In the class for FantaOs a silver medal, presented by Mr.
Stuart, brought a large entry. Mr. Else took the medal
with a plain-headed pair, and, although slightly sullied in
feather, they were small, short-backed, fine, and with capital
tails. The second prize went to a very small pair, good in

caiTiage, but narrow and contracted in tail,

Jacobins and Turbits were average classes.

In Trumpeters Mottles were first, and Whites second. A
first-class pair (Mottles) belonging to Mr. Robinson arrived
too late for competition.

Good White Owls were fu-st, and Blues (Foreign) second,
in the class for the variety, the competition being very poor.

Any other breed did not contain anything requiring par-

ticular notice.

The Powters occupied nearly the whole of the large room
of the hall, all being shown in large circular pens. The
other birds were placed in an adjacent room badly lighted.

The Judges were not permitted to commence their arduous
duties until 1 o'clock, owing to the non-ai-rival of several of

the birds, this delay being the only drawback on the whole
management of the Show, which was otherwise most ably

carried out by the Committee, and more particularly by Mr.
Ruthven, the indefatigable, genial, and courteous Hon. Secre-

tary of the Society. Many birds were sold at large prices.

The awards gave general satisfaction, and we believe we
are justified in stating that at no previovis exhibition of the
Society have the decisions met with such universal approba-
tion.

POULTEY-KEEPING FEOM A COMMEECIAL
POINT OF VIEW.
(^Continuedfrom page 17.)

NATURAL HATCHING.
The hens of aU kind of gallinaceous fowls sit for twenty-

one days; Ducks of the usual kind—such as Aylesbury,

Rouen, and others, twenty-eight days ; Muscovy Ducks, from

thirty to thirty-five days ; Geese, thirty to thirty-five days

;

Guinea fowls, from twenty-eight to thirty days ; Turkeys,

twenty-eight days; Pea hens, from twenty-eight to thirty

days.

With the view of obtaining more eggs in a given time

from a fowl, many writers suggest preventing a hen ft-_om

sitting by cooping her up in a dark place on a low diet.

Nothing can be more cruel than to force Nature without

giving that necessary rest which overwork requires. Already

domesticated fowls lay many more eggs than wild ones be-

tween their hatchings, and by a judicious houseing and
feeding they can be made to lay still more, but then it is abso-

lutely necessary to allow the hen to recruit her strength by

a rest of twenty-one days on her nest and a liberal and suit-

able diet, as laying, and more particularly that of large eggs,

is attended with considerable pain, as • evidenced by the

difference in the sound hens make before and after laying,

and also by their uneasiness whilst on the nest. Besides, do-

mesticated fowls are naturally of a sociable disposition, and

to separate a hen from her companions and to keep her on

a low diet when she requii-es rest and nourishing food to

recruit her strength, after she has become exhausted from

the pain of laying and the drain on her constitution by the

rapid formation of her eggs, is the height of cruelty, and
would surely not be practised were breeders aware of the

injury they do to the health of their hens.

I do not say that hens shoiild be permitted to rear their

brood, as that would be waste of time and very hard work

to a kind mother who will but ill-feed herself to provide as

much as possible for her young (she has rest neither day nor

night, as she is compelled to remain in anunnatural positionto

ocver her young ones, and this can be performed with greater

success by artificial mothers, as will be explained hereafter)

;
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but what I do advise those persons who have a regard for

the health of their fowls and theii- own interest, is to allow

Nature her own way by giving a hen her twenty-one days'

rest, and during that period a quiet place and nourishing
poultaoous food, after which time she can be returned to

her own home when, in a few days, she will recommence
laying.

When a hen wants to sit she utters a peculiar cluck, ruffles

her feathers, wanders about, searches for dark corners and
recesses, and is evidently ill at ease. She is feverishly hot
and resolutely takes to a nest in which there are eggs,
whether of her own production or not matters little to her.

At this time a hen will allow herself to be separated from her
companions and placed in solitarj- confinement without
fretting, provided she has a nest and eggs to sit upon. It is

not advisable to allow a hen to hatch in her ordiaary home
and amidst her companions, who are fond of usurping her
nest and laying fresh eggs in it.

The incubating compartment should be composed of two
chambers. See fig. 14.

A Is the hatching room or nest, near
which food and water are suspended to

enable the hen to refresh herself without
having to leave the nest, which she does
reluctantly.

B Is the dressing-room in which she
performs her ablutions in gritty dust.

c Is a glazed door over which a per-
forated zinc plate is fixed for the ventila-
tion of the pen. Warm moisture being
necessary to the hatching of strong and
healthy chickens, as evidenced by wild birds
and hens that sometimes unobserved will
hatch a brood under a hedge in the fields,

I recommend the sitting-nest to be made of earthenware,
as in fig. 5, the same as for laying, with this difference,
that a fresh-cut piece of turf should be placed on the sand
and on it the eggs should be put. The heat of the hen will

Fig. 14.—Plan of
Hatching-room.

soon generate steam, but whenever the turf becomes too dry
some water may be poured on the sand underneath.

The number of eggs to be placed under a hen must neces-

sarily depend on her size. A Dorking, Cochin-China, Brahma
Pootra, or other large breed, can with every certainty hatch

at least fifteen eggs ; and as regards the selection of the

eggs all I can advise is to choose fi-esh and good-sized ones.

Some persons pretend to be able to teU whether an egg is

fecundated, and whether it will produce a male or female

bird, but tiiese assertions have not as yet been satisfactorily

proved.
ARTIFICIAL HENS FOE KEAKING CHICKENS.

Where poultry breeding is carried on as a commercial un-
dertaking, and where it is intended to rear the greatest

number of chickens with the least number of hens, and this

without interfering with theu- laying, artificial mothers are

of the utmost importance.

The functions of a hen towards her chickens consist of

forming a covering to prevent the natural heat of their un-

fledged bodies fr-om cooling ; also, to break into small pieces

any food that is too large for them ; and lastly, to protect

them against danger. Now, my artificial mothers not only

do all this, but they perform these duties a great deal better

and with less casualties to the chickens.

Most writers on poultry do not believe in artificial hatch-

ing or rearing, yet they might as well doubt growing tropical

fruits and plants in England. Chickens neither require

artificial heat nor that of thefr mother ; all that is necessary

is to provide them with a suitable covering to their bodies

until they are fully fledged to preserve the natural heat of

their bodies, the same as with infants. During cold weather,

however, their home must be warmed the same as for fuU-

o-rown poultry ; then a good ventOatiou without draught, a

dry floor, sun, light, and a small run are likewise needed.

The portable artificial hen particularly recommended to

breeders and amateurs, is shown hy fig. 15, she performs her

duties as a mother towards the chickens entrusted to her

care with far greater success then a hen could possibly do.

tf fX » ^..

Fig. 15.—Portable Artificial Hen.

A Is a glass-covered frame 3 feet long, 15 inches wide, and
2 feet high at the apex, and 12 inches at the rise of the glass

frame. This forms a dry run in wet and cold weather ; c, is

an air-flue across the frame for the necessary ventilation,

and formed of perforated zinc. At each end of this flue a
ventilator is fixed \s which the admission of air can be
regulated according to the temperature of the atmosphere.
It wiU be seen that chickens are not exposed to draught by
this arrangement of ventilation ; c!, is a frame lined with
long fleece, under which the chickens will roost the same as

under the wings of a hen, and wUl even prefer the artificial

mother, as I have ascertained by experience ; c, is about
1 inch deep of ashes which may be sprinkled with flowers of
sulphur. This makes a dry and warm footing and retains
the heat but the ashes should be renewed or sifted once
a-week ; /, the floor, should be slightly covered with sand,
to be renewed every other day ; <;, is a small door communi-
cating with the open run ; ft, is a glass fi'ame made to open
by means of a slide or by hinges.
B Is the moveable open run 6 feet long, 15 inches wide,

and 12 inches high. It is made of galvanised wire which
not only keeps the chickens from danger, but also prevents
them fr-om roaming.

The artificial mother being portable should be taken in-

doors every afternoon during the winter months, and in the
daytime be placed on grass or dry laud. However, for large

breeding establishments the arrangements would be dif-

ferent, and be explained in the artificial rearing home.

THE AETiriOIAL REARING HOME.

In poultry-breeding establishments of any magnitude the
portable artificial mother could not well be used with ad-

vantage, its cost and the labour that would be required for

a proper attendance on the chickens, are obstacles which
cannot be overlooked without loss to the breeder. In fact,

as I have stated before, in any large establishment a judi-

cious arrangement for saving labour and for performing the
work systematically by subdivision of labour, becomes of

the utmost importance in a commercial point of view. Al-

though the principles of the portable mother are strictly

retained in the arrangement of the rearing home, yet it wiU
be seen that where many thousand chickens have to be
attended to in separate compartments containing not more
than twelve each, the building, as shown in fig. 16, must
necessarily facilitate the work of cleaning, feeding, warming,
and general supervision.
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A Is a sunk passage
formed of concrete with
whole length of

the passage hot-

waterpipesshould
he fixed immedi-
ately under the
roosting place. A
door communi-
cates with the co-

vered run h, and
wire-netting c, is

fixed over the door
for ventilation.

The roof of this

passage can either

be glazed or form-
ed of boards co-

vered with asphalt
or felt, but, if

glazed, it can be
used as a forcing-

house. However,
provision must be
made for efficient

ventUation. This
passage should be about
6 feet 6 inches high.

lined by brick walls, the floor is I b Is the glass-covered run. It differs from the portable
a provision for drainage. Along the I hen only in this, that here the sides are formed of galvanised-

iron wire-netting,

and only the front
is made of boards.
The floor is made
of concrete co-

vered with gritty
dust. This run
can also with ad-
vantage be made
a little larger

—

say, 4 feet long,
13 inches wide,
and 2 feet 6 inches
high.

c Is the open
run. The floor can
be made of con-
crete or gravel,

with an incline to-

wards a gutter for

quick drainage.

The sides and top
can be made of

gaivanised-iron
5 feet wide between the walls, and I wire-netting, on the same plan as shown in fgs. 9, 10, 11.

—

I
G. K. Getelin, Civil Engineer, London.

(To be continued.)

Fig. 16 - Artificial Kearing-home

AN ACCIDENT CLEVERLY AND COMPLETELY HEPAIRED.
Early on the morning of Nov. 30th the central portion

of the county of Dumfries was visited by a severe gale,

which blew in gusts and whirlblasts, doing considerable
damage in places naturally sheltered and little if at all ex-

posed to the direct action of the current. Knowing that
my bee-houses were protected from the storm by the inter-

vention of elevated buildings, I felt quite comfortable as to

their safety, and slept tranquilly tUl daybreak, paying little

attention to the wind, which one moment would, somewhat
lulled, be wUdly wailing tlirough the trees, and the next
expending itself in a roar, which threatened to sweep every-
thing before it. So little anxiety did I feel about the welfare
ofmy bees, that it was not tiU about ten or eleven o'clock,

when the wind had fallen and the rain ceased, that the
thought came into my head to go into the garden and see
how they fared. Imagine, then, my mortification when, on
nearing the apiary, I found that a shed containing a fa-

vourite Ligui'ian hive had been overturned by the wind, and,
as I imagined, rocked to perdition, seeing its upper end had
caught and rested in its fall on the stem of a Gooseberry
bush.
What was to be done to remedy the evU ? The thermo-

meter did not reach 40°, and I knew that if I caused any
bees to go abroad they would immediately be thrown into a
state of asphyxia and perish ; besides, the weather was by
no means favourable to any out-door operations, for though
the wind had fallen the skies were stiU lowering. By
merely looking at the outside of the hive, which was a
Woodbury frame box of the usual dimensions, I could not
tell what internal damage had been sustained ; and I was
afraid to elevate it from the floor-board for the purpose of
inspection, lest the combs, being detached, should fall down
through the disan-anged fi-ames and thus occasion more
death and destruction.

It was necessary, however, to do something, and accord-
ingly I began by inverting and replacing gently and gradu-
ally, and with the least disturbance possible, the overturned
box in its former horizontal position. I then carried it to a
room raised by a small fire to a temperature of about 50°,

and placed it on a chair close to the window, allowing any
bees that chose to come out and fly against it.

My next act was to unscrew the crown-board, slightly
raise it, and with a puff from my cigar send the bees helter-
skelter down amongst the frames. But what a sight for a
compassionate bee-master presented itself when the crown-

'

board was removed and the interior of the hive exposed to
view ! The floor-board was swimming with honey—hundreds

of the poor bees were drowned in it, and many of them also

were crushed between the combs, which lay broken and
piled against each other like the tHted strata of geologists.
Every comb had parted from its frame, and altogether the
pounded-looking mass was a piteoiis spectacle.

Furnishing myself with a goose feather and a spare Wood-
bury hive containing only one frame and comb, I commenced
operations by putting into it a small piece of comb covered
with bees, gently lifted from the ruins. I then removed
the frames and pieces of comb in succession, brushing off

the bees with a feather into the spare Woodbury-box. The
combs and frames, when cleared of the adhering bees, were
set aside, and in a short time the operation of transferring

all the bees from their original domicile to the spare box
was completed. The emptied stock-box with its floor-board

was then washed and dried. IVIy next step was to nail slips

of wood one-eighth of an inch in thickness by half an inch
in breadth along one side of each frame from top to bottom,
placing the slips about 2 inches apart. I then laid the
frames on a newspaper, the slips being under, and placed
the broken combs upon the slips, making the junctions as
neat as possible, and keeping the comb close to the top bar.

These broken combs I secured by sUps laid over them and
nailed to the top and bottom bai's nearly opposite the other
slips. The combs thus encased, though broken into many
pieces, could not get out of position, and might readily be
handled by the frame. As soon as I managed to get the
frames refitted with comb in this manner I returned them
to the original box ; then, taking the spare box containing

the bees, I placed it over the frames, and swept the bees
down between them, and afterwai-ds replaced the crown-
board.
During the operations many bees flew against the window

and fell down benumbed; these I now carefully gathered
into a wide-mouthed bottle, and revived by the application

of gentle heat, pouring them, as soon as animation re-

turned, amongst their fellows through the central hole in

the crown-board. I did the same with those which had
been bedaubed or drowned in the escaped honey; and I

believe I do not go beyond the truth when I say that the

whole remedial process did not entail tlie loss of a dozen
lives, and it was accomulished without either hands or face

being in any way protected. An occasional whiff from a

pipe or cigar was all that was needed to subdue theu- resent-

ment whenever any bees showed a disposition to revenge

what they could not but regard as insulting.

The reason why the combs were so much broken in this
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ill-fated bive can he explained by their newness and the

weight of honey which they contained; besides, they only

approached the verge of the bottom bars, and consequently

were not fastened to them throughout. Had the combs

been light and aged the breakage might have been trifling.

Now, Dr. Gumming, in one of his letters to the Times, said,

" The Woodbury hive is no improvement." Had he wit-

nessed the mischief I have described and the complete
' restoration which followed, I feel confident he would have

retracted his words, and admitted, however unwillingly,

tJiat in the Woodbury hive only, at so inclement a season,

could the damage done have been repaired and the lives of

the bees saved.

In less than a fortnight I had the satisfaction of seeing

tiie whole of the broken combs mended and firmly fastened

;o their respective frames, and the hive again in almost as

floiu'ishing a condition as it was before it met with the

accident. As the slips of wood were no longer necessary

either to support or keep the combs in position, I brought
r:y hive once more into the house, took out the frames, and
removed the slips.

A hive which permits such operations possesses advan-
tages of no common order, and for experimental purposes
the Woodbury frame stands pre-eminent in the estimation
ji very competent judges. Accidents to hives in winter are

;nuch to be regretted, but they are sometimes unavoidable.

At that season of the year they ought, if possible, never to

je disturbed. When hybernating bees will remain quiescent
iinJ almost motionless for several months ; but if put into

an active state they are obliged, whether the weather wUl
permit or not, to leave the hive and relieve theu- distended
abdomens. When this is the case in a temperature of 40°

or less, and there is a breeze at all, mja-iads depart never to

-etiu-n. I have a great objection to feeding or disturbing
.lives in any manner from the beginning or middle of Oc-
tober till the beginning or middle of March. This remark,
i;ov,'ever, only applies to the south of Scotland. In Devon-
shire, I fancy, the winter is comparatively short, and the
cold of North Britain almost unknown.—K. S.

A. NEW CHAPTEE IN THE NATUEAL HISTOEY
OF THE BEE.

BEE COMMOTIONS AND QtTEEN ENCASEMENTS.
(Continued from parje 20.)

Such were my opinions in 1859. I thought that super-
mnuation, debility, and incapacity of the queen had much
;o do with the phenomena of commotions. Several cases
>ocurring in my apiary shortly after, seemed to justify the
impressions then entertained. In these the circumstances
md condition of the hives were somewhat identical, and the
jueens were all aged and declining in strength. In all this
[ thought I could recognise a uniform principle at work,
sxhausted fertility and weakness in the queen. Moreover, it

ivas my practice in general, on any commotion being ex-
libited in a hive, to examine it carefully, and in most in-
itances I found that the queen's encasement was the origin
)f all the turmoil and excitement among the bees.
Such were my opinions as I have said in 1859. Further

ixperience, however, and increased facilities of observation
i-om the possession of all sorts of hives—observatory, Huber,
micomb, and frame-hives—opened up to me new aspects of
his interesting subject. I found that old queens were not
done subjected to these strange encasements. Hives possess-
ng queens two years, and one year old, were not exempted
i-om being thrown into a state of confusion by their cmeens
jeing encased. Nay, I found that queens only a few weeks
)ld were sometimes the objects of similar treatment, and
lad to pass through the same ordeal of a rigorous captivity.
Che whole question now appeared to me more mysterious and
tuaocountable than ever. Failing to construct any feasible or
lonsisteut theory on this qucesiio vexata, unable to reconcile
;onflictiug difficulties and explain facts as they presented
hemselyes, I now felt half inclined, I confess, to abandon the
ubject in despair as inexplicable. Nevertheless, I continued

note down and comment on all the subsequent cases
rhich occurred in my apiary up to the present time. Tney
rere more than usually numerous in 1801, 18G2, and 1863.

I reared a great number of artificial queens during these
years, and hence, especially during the inauspicious season
of 1862, several cui-ious cases of youthful princesses being
encased presented themselves. At the risk of trespassing,
both upon the Editors' space and the reader's patience, it
may be, I must be permitted to record two or three of them.
They are exceedingly interesting to the naturalist, andS I
hope, also, to the practical apiarian. In ' connection with
this subject I may mention, that during these seasons I had
some very interesting cases of drone-breeding queens, both
among the old as well as the young; and it was in the
autumn of 1862 that I sent a couple of queens in an abnor-
mal condition to Mr. Woodbury for microscopic examination
of their reproductive organs. The result was communicated
in No. 80, of this Journal, 7th October, 1862. X shall con-
fine myself here, however, strictly to the subject on hand.
I shall select, therefore, two of the most recent cases which
occurred in 1863, inasmuch as other curious facts connected
with impregnation of the queen are ehoited, independently
of the question before us.

Case 1.—On the 18th July, 1863, I dislodged the Ligurian
bees and queen from an octagon frame observatory, and in-
troduced in their room a swarm of black bees, minus the
queen, in order that they might i-ear for me some Ligurian
princesses. On the 3 1st, I proceeded to the apiary at 6 a.m.,
but found that even then I was not too early for my purpose.
External evidence was not wanting in discovering to me that
the young queen was at large, and had already commenced
the work of destruction among her younger rivals. I lost no
time in proceeding to work. I drew up the frames one by
one until I found her royal highness busUy engaged in the
very act of demolishing a rival cell, being "half imbedded in
a cavity near its base nibbling away at it. The young pupa
was still alive. I cut out two other royal cells which were
untouched, and gave them to hive No. 6, first taking away
its own black queen. On the 1st of August (that is the
following morning), a young princess emerged from one of
these, and the other was broken up and destroyed. On the
15th, I examined the combs but found no eggs had yet been
laid. The di-oues in my apiary had now become very few,
and as I had seen the queen repeatedly out afterwards, I
knew she had not yet been impregnated. On the 28th, the
usual external evidences of the queen's encasement mani-
fested themselves. I immediately opened-up the frames
and found it even so. I released her from " durance vile

"

in a state pitiful to behold. She was, however, again
encased and kept prisoner for thirty-six hoiu-s. I again
released her, and I now found that her wings were much
torn and tattered, one was broken, and a leg was ofi'. On
examining the hive a few days afterwards, I was rejoiced to
find her again at liberty and receiving some attention from
the bees, but no eggs were yet laid. I examined the hive
again on the 12th of September, but the queen had not yet
deposited a single^ egg. I now half despaired of her ever
doing so. On the 25th of September, I examined the hive
once more and discovered the queen had at last become
fertUe. I found a small patch of comb containing eggs
and grubs, and three or four cells sealed over ; but as these
were somewhat elongated, and their coverings more than
ordinarily convex, I at once concluded that the' queen had
become a drone-breeder only. Eeckoning the age of the
sealed larva; to be eight days, I found that the qu'een must
have begun to deposit eggs on the 17th of September, when
she would be exactly six weeks and five days old. On ex-
amining this hive shortly afterwards, I was agreeably dis-
appointed to find, that with the exception of a dozen or so of
drone brood, all the rest was that of workers. The popu-
lation of this hive having now become thin, and the majority
of the bees rather old for a good-keeping stock-hive, I joined
a whole swarm of black ;bees to it on the 11th of October,
and in the spring the queen became one of the most fertile
in my apiary.

I have thus been tempted to digress a little from my
subject in order to show (and it is not a solitary instance in
my experience), that Huber's doctrine on this point—that a
queen whose impregnation is delayed beyond the twenty-
first day only lays drone eggs, is here thrown to the winds.
True, it might be argued that there is here no real evidence
that impregnation was delayed beyond the twenty-first day
of her life, though she had postponed ovipositing tUl the
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forty-seventh. Yet, reasoning analogically, tliat as a general

rule the queen does lay withii a few days after impregnation,

we are -warranted, I think, in applying the same rule to her

conduct in this case, and concluding that impregnation had
been so delayed.

Case 2.—On the 11th of August I removed the reigning

queen from a unicomb-hive, and inserted therein a royal

cell in coui'se of being sealed. The young queen emerged

in due time. There were, as I said in treating of the former

case, few drones in my apiary at this time (the greater

number of my hives having been sent to the heath). Five

weeks elapsed, and no appearance of the queen having been

fertilised. On the 25th of September I discovered the queen

was encased, and in this state she was retained prisoner for

two nights. I released her and put her in again at the top

of the hive, but she was again surrounded, and I afterwards

found her on the board in the midst of a dense cluster of

bees apparently maltreating her. Not being desu'ous to

experiment further with this queen, and she being a black

one, I permanently removed her.

In addition to these cases I might also advert to one other.

In the same summer I was in possession of a young queen

also reared artificially—a most insignificant little creature

she was, and she continued so long and so frequently to in-

dulge in out-door excursions, that I formed a very bad
opinion of her indeed, and so apparently did her own sisters,

for they partially encased her at the very entrance of the

hive on one occasion, as if determined to put a stop to her

profitless wanderings. This queen remained long unfertile,

though she ultimately became so ; but the colony over which

she reigned never prospered. At the close of the autumn I

joined a whole swarm to this hive but all in vain. The
proMc powers of the queen were evidently at fault, and the

following spring she again manifested the same inactivity.

Little progress was made in spring and summer. I then

removed her and presented her to a queenless hive, but here

she was maltreated and rejected. The bees would not have

her to reign over them, and I found her the next morning
extruded from the hive dead.

These queens, it will be observed, were all reared artifi-

cially ; and I think it proper here to record an opinion long

entertained by me, and borne out, I think, by ample proof

in my experience, that such artificially-reared queens are

generally less to be depended upon by the apiarian, and are,

therefore, more hazardous to the hive than queens reared

in the ordinary way. They ai-e usually longer in getting

fecundateil, and more apt, accordingly, to go astray and be

lost. They are also liable to encasement by the bees, and
to become defective and abnormal in their character.

I am quite aware that these views do not find a place in

the works of our most eminent apiarian authorities ; but

it is, I am inclined to believe, because their attention has

not been experimentally drawn to the subject in all its

details—indeed I am not very sanguine even that they wUl
be indorsed by the more esteemed writers in this Journal

;

but, be this as it may, we must always yield up our opinions

to the lessons of experience, and cannot run counter to the
" irrefragable testimony of facts."

At page 19, second column, beginning of fourth para-

graph, for '• had generally nothing to do with the queen,"

read " had generally nothing to do with the Joss of the

queen."—J. Lowe.
(To be contiuued.)

hives are damp, or that the floor-boards contain some de-

composing matter, such as broken combs and excrementitious

matter. I am not aware that this section of the genus
Acarus feeds upon any living animal, but so far as is known
confines itself to decaying substances. If your correspon-

dent would favour you with a few specimens in a quUl they
would probably reach you alive. We might then be more
certain as to the species, as the glass between which the
specimen is mounted is so that thick only a very low power
of the microscope wiU touch it—not sufficient for its proper
elucidation."!

Bees not Swaeming.—This season has been a remark-
able one in regard to bees swarming in Central New York.
In some oases not a swarm has issued. "We have about forty

hives of bees, and have not had a single swarm, such a ck-
cumstance never before occurring in our own apiary. The
reason why the bees have not swarmed in owt apiary is the

fact that no drones have been reared in it this season. We
never before, in twenty-five years' experience, knew of such

a circumstance with our bees. Why no drones were reared

we cannot tell ; but without drones swarms are useless, as

the young queens cannot be impregnated; as the bees,

knowing this fact, destroy all the young queens, if any are

produced, and in the absence of queens no swarms issue.

— {Rural Ainerican.)

OUE LETTEE BOX. II

SUPPOSED BEE PAEASITE.
Yon will find on the bees enclosed one of the Acari. I

think they are common on bees after death. They are easily

found on any parts of bees when the temperature of the air

is not too low. I found many on parts of a few bees' stings

after a few days, when I had been examining and compai-ing

the Ligurian bees' sting with the sting of the black bees

;

but I have also found these Acari on living bees.—A Lan-
arkshire Bee-keepek.

[The mites had vanished fi-om the dead bees enclosed,

but we have submitted the mounted specimen to Mr. Parfitt,

the naturalist, who says :
—" The little animal submitted to

me for examination I believe",to be Acarus domesticus (De
Geer). From its being found in bee-hives I presume the

Poultry Show Announci;ments {Chateau ra//o7i).—You are only one of

many who similarly complain that exhibitions of poultry occur to whicll

they would have sent birds had they known that such exhibitions were to

take place. We insert in our list all that we are informed of, and if secre-

taries do not send to us, and if the committees will not advertise, we are

not blameworthy. Three shillings and sixpence is the lowest charge,

whether the advertisement consists of five lines, or only one, two, or three.

T. Andrews, Dale Street, Liverpool wroce some weeks since for some
chickens, but prepayment being required, nothing further has been heard

from him by A. C P. Gurney.

Diseased Pigeons (Ati Old Subscriber, Paisley) .—Yotit Pigeons seem to

be suffering from a sort of influenza, and I fear the medicine (aloes and

pepper) you have been giving will not do much to relieve your patient. I

cured one of mine this spring by the following means, and if you like to

try it I should be glad to bear the result :—T.ike one grain of tartar emetic

and mix it thoroughly with twelve grains of calomel, divide this into twelve

equal parts, and give one in a bread pill each day until the bird improve,

after which give a bolus of cod-liver oil and flour every twelve hours for a

few days.—B. P. Bee.nt.

CovESTRY Show {FigeoTi).—Vi'e never heard of it If secretaries will

not inform us, and if committees will not advertise, we have not the giftol

clairvoyance. We cannot insert anonymous criticisms.

Water for Fowls—Promoting Laving {.Hamhurgh . — The best thing

to put in fowl's drink, in order to prevent contagion, or infection, i)

camphor. It is also a perfect cure for gapes. Sulphate of iron, and a few

drops of sulphuric acid, are both good things to put in water. All forcing to

lay is bad, and buying eggs at a large price. Meat, hempseed, and tallow,

chandler's greaves, are the things most commonly given to induce laying.

Earm for Pooltrv {E. G. H.).—We know what barm is, and can easil;

believe it has valuable properties for poultry. We should, however, rathei

class it among remedies than foods. After trying everything, we can finil

nothing so valuable as ground oats mixed with new milk for fattening everj

kind of poultry save Ducks and Geese.

Confined Space for Pocltrv {Subscriber).—Tat a. heap of bricklayen

rubbish in one corner of the space (.50 by 44 feet), throw as much road sane

over the place and under the trees as jou can. Let the floor of your poultlj'

house be 4 or 6 inches above the level of the pen, and it should be gravel oi

dry earth. Ton will have no difficulty in keeping Cochins, or Brahnu

Pootras, or Spanish, and they (six hens and a cock) will do well.

Gold Fish ( W. A. 0.).—The whits parasitical fungus and blindness, oni

of its effects, are the banes of Gold Fish. The best preventive we know i

having the bottom of the tank covered with clean drift sand, which i

sharper than pit sand. A cure, when the parasite appears, is said to V

effected by placing the fish for a few minutes in water having common sal

dissolved in it at the rate of 4 ozs. to the gallon. We occasionally alloi

pieces of meat floated by being attached to small blocks of wood to IH

placed in the tank. The fish come and nibble the meat, and this is mudl

better than allowing them to gorge finely shiedded pieces.

LONDON MAEKETS.—Janfaet 9.

POULTKY.
Among the enormous masses of poultry that arrived in London betwM

the lilh and 25th December a proper selection is necessary at market, tU

the different qualities may be produced when most wanted. It rarjj

happens that the market is so fully supplied that a demand is found for O
lower classes of goods at full price, and that a salesman can accomplish tB

rare luxury of " a clear shop." Failing this, a certain quantity must alwaj

remain for sale after Christmas-day has passed, and this year has been t

exception. This renders it almost impossible to make any quotation t)

the week following Christmas. A few fresh and good things make lUI

prices, but they are no guide for general sales.
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exercise on the training of a young filly), had managed
everything so that they should make their appearance

under the most favourable circumstances, with all the

freshness and hopefulness that a hitherto untried but

tempting field encourages, I should probably pass a very

different estimate of them to that which I should do when,

after the fatigues, excitements, and follies of a London
season, they were trotted out for inspection. With the

bloom all off, the used-upedness most manifest, they would

seem very different creatures to those who sparkled and
shone with such brilliancy at their coming out. None the

less different are those charming debutantes with such liigh-

sounding names who cluster round the queen of flowers,

and every year, we are told, are more beautiful, finer,

and more superb than any of their predecessors. I have

seen them in their native freshness, seen them as they grew
in the rai.°.ers' ground around the fair city of Paris ; and I

have seen them afterwards when, forced in unnatural atmo-

spheres, cut, hacked and hewn, budded, grafted, and what
not, they have thrown out a bloom or two as indications of

their beauty ; and I have involuntarily exclaimed, " What

!

That used-up, pale-coloured, flimsy-petalled flower, the same
ravishing beauty I saw before it came out ! Why ! there

was that Bourbon Eose named after myself. I saw it at

Margottin's—a fine, weU-coloiu-ed, good-looking flower. I

saw it several times this season, and I declare I felt like the

little old woman in the nui-sery song whose petticoats had

been cut short by some malicious wag, " It surely can't

be I." I unhappily keep no dog, or I might have applied

the same comical test she did. And hence one has to speak

very doubtfully of the new Eoses. Even after one season

of trial we see but few of them in their normal condition,

and very few of our finest Eoses have won a name for them-

selves the first season. Hence in the remarks I make on

those I have seen this past year I may, for aU I know, be

very far out, but at the same time it is the only chance one

has of seeing them. I have already in a general way ox-

pressed my opinion upon them, and shall now go a little

more into detail. Many I have not seen—indeed, there are

many which I very much question whether they ever find

their way over here in any shape ; while we know of many
that do that their owners would heartily wish back again

in " their ain land."

Alpa'ide de Rotalier.—I have seen this but once, and then

I thought it would be a useful flower. The colour is a clear

rose with a satin-like gloss ; the shape excellent.

Andr£ Leroy d'Angers.—A seedling of Trouillard's, Leroy's

foreman, and in the possession of Mr. Standish. It is a

very rich dark velvety purple. I may be too fastidious, but

I should say another row of petals would be a great improve-

ment. It will, I am sure, be a useful Ko^p.

Bernard Palissy.—A very fine Eose, and, I am sure, likely

to prove a favourite with exhibitors. It is a seedling from

Jules Margottin, but not of the same shape as that flower,

being flatter or expanded. The colour is a bright reddish

carmine, and the growth all that can be desired.

Duchesse de Morny.—Undoubtedly one of the best Eoses

of the year ; the colour a fresh pale rose, reverse of petals

silvery. The shape is excellent, well cupped; the flowers

large and double, but not too much so for our climate.

Claude Million.—I saw some good blooms of this at M. Eu-
gene Verdier's in June last. It was there a well-cupped,

imbricated, scarlet-crimson flower, and I have heard a good
report of it from one or two growers here.

Kate Hausburg.—I saw a very nice bloom of this at Messrs.

Paul & Son's at Cheshunt in the autumn. The flower pro-

mised to be large, colour clear rose. The plant appeared to

be very vigorous.

Eugene Verdier.—A deep violet-purple rose, of excellent

form, and likely to be an acquisition. This I also saw in

bloom in Paris, but it is a Lyons flower.

3Iadame Derreulx Douville.—I see that this has not found
its way into some catalogues, and yet I am convinced that

it will be one of tlie best Eoses of the year. I saw a bunch
of its blooms at Levoque's (who let it out), and it was then
very beautiful ; the colour a bright pink or tender rose.

Madame Victor Verdier.—Undoubtedly one of the best of

the year. I have seen some truly grand blooms of it. It is

o»e of the very deepest Eoses in build, not colour, that we
Imvej and although the colour is of that bright cherry red

of which we have so many, yet I believe it will be a general
favourite.

Marichal Forey.—One of the few indifferent Roses that
Margottin has sent out, and so I told him when I saw it in
bloom in his garden. He was constrained to acknowledge
that it was good for effect. Alas ! effect is nothing to ua
over here unless there be shape, or colour, or both.

Pierre Notting.—Another Eose that will stand, I believe,

Al with exhibitors and growers generally. I saw it at Ches-
hunt and at Mr. Hedge's ; it was a fine, a very fine Eose,
blackish red, full, deep in build, with large petals, well

imbricated.
These are all that I have seen, and, therefore, all that I

can speak about. I have heard others praised much, such
as Amii-al La Peyrouse, Marechal Souchet, Souvenir deMare-
chal Serrurier, Paul de la MeUleray, La Eeine de la Pape,
and Baron Pelletan de Kinkelin, but it is all hearsay ; and
I know how much individual tastes have to do with judg-
ments in flowers, and therefore decline to " follow my
leader" in this matter. AU the Eoses I have described

have one quality without which I do not think any Eose
ought now to stand a chance of being recognised as a desir-

able novelty—I mean vigour of growth. I am also molined
to agree with Mr. Perry that they are more deserving the
name of Perpetuals than many of their predecessors ; and
what a pleasiu-e it is to find, as I did to-day (January 11),

on looking round my little plot, a really good Eose to be
gathered and fit to place in a vase in the drawing-room.
The last Eose of summer is a myth now, thanks to the

Hybrid Perpetuals.
Before leaving this chat about new Eoses, I may mention

that I received the other day two plants of a Eose which
will be I am sure, if true to its character elsewhere as it is

in Devon, a great acquisition—I mean a climbing Devoniensis.

It is a sport which has been fixed by Mr. H. Curtis, of the

Devon Eosery, Torquay, a name dear to every lover of the

queen of flowers. The shoots on these plants were long
and vigorous ; and Mr. Curtis says it is equal in vigour to

Gloire de Dijon. Should it be so generally, it will doubtless

prove to be the best white climbing Eose we have.—D., Deal.

EFFECTS OF HOETICULTUE.AL EXHIBITIONS.
Now that horticultural exhibitions are over for the season

of 1864, it may be considered neither edifying nor interesting

to refer to the matter in a spirit of inquu-y or discussion.

This may be true as regards the season that is passed, but

not so as respects that which is to come. The majority of

plants, indeed, are at rest, and the stoves and greenhouses

of exhibitors present an appearance that would, to the un-

initiated, afford no indication of the splendid productions

that grace the summer shows. Many people who admire

the products of the greenhouse, the vinery, and the stove,

but have no definite idea of the manner in which they are

brought to perfection, would, probably, be much surprised

could they see many of the places in which they are grown.

'I'he first impression would doubtless be that their care had

been abandoned, or, at least, that no great efforts were being

made for the following season. The majority of plants, I

have said, are at rest, but the plantsman must know no rest

beyond what is absolutely necessary at this or, indeed, any

other period of the year. There must be careful and con-

tinued watchfulness. Silently and surely the work is pro-

gressing, and by-and-by the result will be seen. It is during

the months of the winter and the opening days of spring

that the exhibitor is earning the credit and applause which

in the summer, if successful, he receives.

Now the reason many gentlemen object to their gardeners

exhibiting is that all the energies of the latter are directed to

the production of subjects for exhibition, and that at other

periods of the year there are no flowers worth looking at, or

fruit fit for the table. In a great many cases this I know

to be true ; but then there are some in which it is otherwise,

and the above objection does not hold good. In such cases

the energies andperseverauceof the gardener are creditable,

the more so, as they prove the fact that a man may be

allowed to exhibit as an advantage to himself, and still keep

in view the wishes and interests of his employer. On the

other hand, I have known gardeners who appear to have no
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desire to exhibit, simply because there is then nothing to take

their attention off the place under their charge, and they

are, consequently, able to keep everything in perfect order

and neatness. I have lately seen a place where the gardener

appears to entertain this view, and nothing could be prettier

than the conservatory, nothing in more perfect order than

the vinery, and, indeed, the whole garden generally, show-

ing that the gardener possesses those qualities which are

calculated to give satisfaction to his employer. There were
no grand specimen plants in the conservatory, such as go
towards making up an exhibition ; the plants were mostly
small, but clean and healthy, and tastefully arranged, show-
ing they were in the hands of a clever plantsman, one who
evidently could if he wished grow good specimens.
Now the question I would ask is. Were such men as he

to exhibit would theu; employers be subject to any loss in

consequence of the gardener's attention being too much
directed to that particular object ? There can be no doubt
where a man shows superior taste and cleverness in growing
plants to gratify his employer, that the same man would
exercise the same qualities in growing them for public ex-

hibition. In the case of the gardener his merit would be-

come known and appreciated by a much wider circle, while

his employer would probably be highly gratified. Nor do I

believe that the interests of the latter would suffer in the
least ; for a gardener who is desirous of doing himself credit

in a small way, where only his employer and friends can
appreciate his endeavours, is not the one to slacken his

exertions when he becomes better known. I have no hesi-

tation in asserting that far from any loss resulting to the
employer, the gain would be mutual. For the sake of illus-

tration I will suppose that a gentleman, interested in gar-

dening and plant-growing, engages the services of a man
who is represented as being well acquainted with his busi-

ness. This man shows a peculiar aptness for growing good
specimen plants or fruits, and is desirous that the public

should see and appreciate them. There may be some demur
on the score of injury to the plants or fruit exhibited, but if

carefully managed this need not be an obstacle, and the
advantages outweigh all that can be said in opposition.

The gardener obtains much credit, and derives some pecu-
niary benefit, while the master gains the reputation of

being a patron of horticulture, and of encouraging a useful

and scientific pursuit. There are, it is true, some men who
are so careless as to bring home their plants in a woeful
condition, and some, too, who regard a show-day as one on
which they are bound to enjoy themselves to the utmost,
and forthwith imbibe stimulants more freely than is neces-

sary or advisable. Their plants, consequently, suffer injury

to an extent that would justify gentlemen in refusing to

allow their gardeners to exhibit; but such, I trust and
believe, are exceptions ; for men who can and do persevere
in a business requiring such careful watching as plant-
growing, are not and cannot be habitually given to stimu-
lants. The mere fact of their success will generally be a
sufficient guarantee for their sobriety.

Presuming that the question of allowing gardeners to
exhibit is one of interest among employers, and knowing
that The Journal of Horticulture has been a medium
through which the subject has been agitated, I do not con-
sider it out of place to renew the discussion. My own
opinion is, that where employers are liberal, gardeners
careful, and exhibitions managed on correct principles, they
are beneficial to employers, to gardeners, to the public
generally, and to the interests of horticulture in particular.

In speaking of the liberality of employers I do not mean
to imply that they should be always buying plants and
spending large sums of money. It is a mistake to suppose
that anything of the kind is necessary to exhibiting ; for it

often happens that one gardener, though ransacking every
nursery in search of good things, as gardeners say, yet pro-
duces no good specimens, while another, who is content
to do the best with what he has, does himself infinitely more
credit by doing what he does well. What I would imply is

that liberality of spirit which, allowing a man to understand
his business fully, leaves him to manage it in his own way,
untrammelled by doubts and fears, or requirements that
operate as a clog, and make his situation one of extreme
difficulty. That such is often the case I could call nume-
rous witnesses ; and although it may arise simply from want

of thought, still where a gardener is left entirely free, an
otherwise difficult situation becomes comparatively easy.

—

F. Chittt.

HAEDINESS OP JAPANESE CONIFERS.
With reference to Mr. Eobson's article respecting Eetino-

spora obtusa turning yellow, I have to state that in the
spring of 1863 my employer purchased a plant of each of

the Retinosporas, also a plant of Sciadopytis verticillata, not
knowing at that time if they were perfectly hardy. The
following winter I placed them in a cold frame, where they
could be protected from severe frost. Last autumn I planted

them out in a bed composed of peat, sand, and loam. The
Scyadopytis commenced turning yellow after the first frost,

and had to be taken up again; but the Retinosporas are

quite green, especially obtusa, although they have been
exposed for several nights past to 12° and 14° of frost, which
speaks well as to their hardiness.—E. Welch, Falace Ga/r-

dens, Armagh, Ireland.

CULTIVATION OF THE MELON.
(Continued from page 29.)

^

Temperature.—The next point of Melon culture relates

to temperature, both top and bottom. The former should

be equally maintained at one point day and night ; the

latter should be hotter by day than by night, so as to imi-

tate as much as possible a natural atmosphere, subject to

conditions essential to the cultivation of the plant in an
artificial climate. The cultivator should bear in mind, that

though a certain temperature is requu'ed to grow any fruit

successfully, forcing should be influenced or governed by
the external climate in which the artificial one is maintained.

I allude to early forcing, when dull cloudy weather chiefly

prevails, and when to maintain a high day temperature equal

to that on bright days would be absurd, because it would

be wasting the energies of the plant and causing slender

imperfect growths. During severe weather it is equally

wrong to act independently of external influences ; for though
Melons are natives of hot countries, yet in such extremely

high and extremely low temperatures occur, the hottest

days being followed by the coldest nights—that is, the most
sunny days are the hottest, and the nights colder in pro-

portion than when the days are cloudy. Small as these

matters appear, they exert a great influence on vegetation,

and no one can cultivate plants successfully without a know-

ledge of the laws that regulate the growth of vegetables.

These are so clearly explained in the " Science and Practice

of Gardening," that there can be no excuse for those who do

not know why certain operations in the art of horticulture

are needful.

At planting, and for a short time afterwards, it is desir-

able to maintain a rather high temperature both top and

bottom, in order that the plants may be quickly established.

To determine the degree of bottom heat a ground thermo-

meter is a more certain and accurate means than feeling a

trial stick. Such thermometers can now be had cheaply,

and should be thrust in so that the bulb may be fully 6 inches

below the surface. The readings should be from 80° to 85°

for the first fortnight, afterwards they should be as nearly 80°

as possible ; and if the temperature be kept steady at that,

and not lower nor higher than 85°, it could not be better suited

for the Melon in any after-stage. The top heat for the first

fortnight should range between 70° and 75° by night, with a

rise of 5° on sunless days, 10° on those which are alternately

cloudy and clear, and of 15° on clear days. After the plants

have become well established the night temperature may
sink to eb°, which should be the minimum; for though a

night temperature of 60° will not have any evil effect on

the well-being of the plant, yet that point should be at-

tained but seldom, and then only when the house is first

entered in the morning, which will be at 6 a.m., or soon

afterwards. The fire should then be set going gently, so

that by eight or half-past eight o'clock the thermometer

may indicate 70° in a dull morning, 75° on a bright morning,

or even 80° if the morning be mild and sunny. The fire

may then be kept gently burning, so as not to allow the

temperature, whatever it be, to sink, but, on the contrary,
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to keep up that attained, and afford another rise of 5° by
1 P.M. The fire may then he made up, so that it will not

increase the temperature, but allow of its sinking, which

it wOl not do for some hours, in consequence of the heat

radiated from the medium furnishing it ; but towards night

the temperature will begin to fall, as it ought, the fire only

being used to prevent its sinking too low during the night.

A little practice will soon enable any one to understand and
manage this. These conditions of temperature are to be

maintained at all stages of the growth of the plants, except

when the fruit is ripening, when a higher temperature may
be given with more air, as heat with light and air hastens

ripening and heightens the flavour.

It sometimes becomes necessary to give more heat than

above recommended in order to obtain fruit earlier, or by a

fixed time. In this case the temperatures named may be

increased 5° throughout ; but this should not take place until

the fruit is set and swelling, for to force earlier will result in

weak growths, indifferent setting, and, of course, inferior

fruit. If a plant is forced into an early maturity it cannot

produce fruit equal to that obtained by a more natural

system.
AiK.—I need scarcely say that air should be given on all

favourable occasions, and a little will always be beneficial,

even if a, rather stronger fire be kept up to jjermit of its

being given. There is no better rule than to admit air as

soon as the thermometer indicates 80°—not too much aU at

once, for that may cause a reduction in the temperature,

which never ought to take place—increasing it proportion-

ately with the increase of temperature, or reducing it as the

temperature declines. It should be given so that the tem-
perature may increase, at all events be maintained, and not

reduced by it, for that would be stimulating the plants one

hour and causing a stagnation the next. Whatever amount
of air is given, it should be reduced before the temperature

is much decreased, it being advisable to shut up with a

temperature at least 5° higher than when the lights were
opened, or at 85°. This is trapping the sunbeams, or ad-

mitting them by opening early, and closing early in the

afternoon in order to shut in as much of the sun heat as

practicable. So long as the proper degree of heat is main-

tained it is impossible to give Melons too much fresh air

;

-but in admitting it care should be taken to avoid cold

draughts.
liIoisTUBE is most important in Melon culture. If the

plants have too much they become gross, the fruit is watery
and insipid, and, if the atmosphere be surcharged with it

when the fruit is ripening, the latter is not only poor-fla-

voured but frequently cracks; if, on the other hand, there

is a deficiency of moisture, the foliage is soon rendered a

suitable prey for thrips and red spider, the fruit is small,

and the duration of the plant short. Either extreme should

therefore be guarded against. From the time of planting

to that of the flowers opening the soil should be kept moist

;

it should not be sodden with water nor the plants allowed to

flag for want of it. It should therefore be kept moist, or

neither wet nor dry, yet it should not be kept so by drib-

lets, but by copious waterings at intervals of once or twice

a--week, as the aspect of the soil itself indicates. The soil

should likewise be moist when the fru t is setting, only water
must then be given so as not to wet the surface until the

fruit is set. After this the soil should be kept moist, quite

as much so as for Cucumbers, in order that the fruit may
swell freely. This watering will usually be required about
twice a-week—from the t'uie when the fruit first fairly com-
mences swelling to that of its netting, though the frequency
of watering depends on the growth of the plants and the

quantity of soil they grow in. When the borders are but
narrow and shallow it may bo necessary to water more
frequently, and. instead of using clear water, weak liquid

manure may be applied ; but unless given by a practised

hand it is best let alone, otherwise too strong a dose may
cause irretrievable loss. Those not experienced in such
matters would do well to make their liquid manvire by dis-

solving one ounce of Peruvian guano in a gallon of soft

water, and apply it at every alternate watering. A much
better plan than employing any liquid manvire is to mulch
the surface of the borders, after the fruit is fairly set and
swelling, with an inch or so of cowdung six months old,

with the short manure coming from an old Mushroom-bed,

or in the absence of either of these with stable-manure.

With this on the borders, whenever water is given enough
of the nutritive constituents are washed down to the roots,

and the supply is not excessive because only a small portion

of the fertilising agents is washed into the soil at each
watering. When the fruit begins to net the watering should

be gradually reduced in about ten days to one half, after

which it will suffice if the soil be kept only just moist until

the fruit is ripe. All waterings, whether with water or liquid

manure, should be of the same temperature as that in which
the roots are situated.

Atmospheric moisture is another important agent in

Melon culture. It is maintained by sprinkling the walls,

paths, lie, and by having receptacles for water or gutters

on the heating surface. When there is a tank, some part

of which is open or communicating with the atmosphere
through openings that can be regulated at will, the guttered

pipes aie not required; but when these conveniences do not

exist, a row of guttered pipes along the front of Melon-

houses, or, in fact, all houses that are required to be kept

at a high temperature is beneficial, by maintaining a uni-

form degree of moisture. When there are such contrivances

the necessity of frequent syringing is to a great extent

obviated, and on dull days the moisture evaporated from

them is quite sufficient without syringing ; also, when the

fr'uit is setting, during the early and late periods of the year,

and when the ft-uit has advanced towards ripening. The
evaporating-pans or gutters may be allowed to become empty
when the fruit is ripening. In addition to the moisture

obtained by evaporation from the troughs, gutters, or

tanks, a gentle syringing of the plants, especially on the

under side of the leaves at the time of shutting up the house

or a short time afterwards, will do much towards checking

the attacks of red spider and thrips, and is necessary to

keep the plants healthy. On fine mornings every available

surface may be sprinkled with water, and thus with the aid

of the other evaporating surfaces sufficient moisture wiU

be afforded the Melon in all its stages. No syringing over-

head takes place at the time of setting, nor when the fruit

is far advanced towards ripening.

When there are no evaporating-gutters or troughs, the

syringe plays an important part in Melon culture in houses.

During bright weather the plants should be syringed at

shuttino- up, or not later than an hour afterwards, directing

the force of water as much against the under side of the

leaves as possible, and taking care to wet the stem for about

a foot from the soil as little as possible. On bright morn-

ings syringing should be repeated in the same way before

9 A.M. ; but on dull days sprinkling the paths, walls, &c.,

will be sufficient, and in the afternoons of dull days when no

au- or but little is given, a sprinkling of the paths and walls

will raise sufficient moisture without syringing the foliage.

This syringing must be kept up at aU times, subject to the

conditions already mentioned, except when the blossoms are

setting, at which period sprinkling twice a-day without

syringing the foliage is desirable, and when the h-nit begins

to rip'en, or after it becomes fuUy netted over, syringing

must be discontinued, and sprinkling also when the fruit

commences ripening.—G. Abbey.
(To be continued.)

NEW FEUITS OF AMEEICAN OEIGIN.

The foUowing extract from the proceedings of the American

Institute Farmers' Club of December 6th last is of interest,

as relating to a variety of Pear which has already received

the stamp of approval from nm-serymen in this countryas

quite worthy of a place in a select catalogue of English

fruits :

—

" A New Winter Pear.—Wm. S. Carpenter placed upon the

table specimens of a new winter Pear, sufficient to give

every one present a practical test of its quality. It is in

colour yellow russet, in size and shape not unlike the Seckle.

It is in good eating condition from this time untU February,

according to the method that it is preserved. It is deli-

ciously sweet and melting to the taste, and it was pro-

nounced by a unanimous vote of the Club the best winter

Pear known. A bushel of this variety is now on exhibition

at the rooms of the Institute for the Greeley Prize of
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100 dols., and we shall be surprised if it does not gain the

award of the committee. Mr. Carpenter stated that the

Pear was known as Dana's Hovey, and called upon Mr.

C. M. Hovey, who was present, to state how it originated.
" Mr. Hovey stated that the opinion had prevailed for

a very long period that seedlings produced by planting the

test known varieties of Pears always tended back towards

the wild stock : hence the neglect of nurserymen to plant

seeds, and the efforts made by Tan Mons aud Knight to

obtain new varieties by hybridising and impregnation. Of
the ten new sorts produced by Knight, which are considered

^ood in England, only one, the Dunmore, is ercellent here.

Nature and accident have given tis better sorts—witness,

the "Washington, Sheldon, Seckle, &c. These accidental

seedlings certainly did not go back. Mr. Dana, of Eoxbury,

having determined to attempt to prodace new seedlings,

planted seeds of the Seckle, Beun-e Diel, the Bartlett,

and others of the best varieties he could obtain, and the

result was that he got sis excellent new Pears. This on
exhibition is one of the number. It was first brought into

notice in 1854, and known as No. 16. It was pronounced so

remarkably excellent by the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society that Mr. Hovey purchased the original tree for the

purpose of propagating irom it. This is the first year in

which he has obtained fruit to any considerable amount.
One of the peculiarities of this Pear is that it never rots

ftom the core, but, like the Apple, decays first upon the

surface. The bearing quality of the tree is as good as the

Buffum. It has somewhat the habit of the Seckle, but this

tree is more vigorous. It has thick, heavy foliage, and no
disease. The fruit is about the average size of the Winter
Nelis. The tree grows well both as a standard and dwarf.

Mr. Hovey exhibited another Pear called the Caen de
France, which was introduced to this country from Van
Mons in 1835, and is still very little known. It is much
better than the Winter Nelis, and twice as large. It has
one fault—it is slow to come into bearing."

To the reader of gardening periodicals published in the
•United States, or even of the newspaper press of that

country, it must have often occurred how very far in advance
of us our transatlantic brethren are in the pursuit of pomo-
logy as an art. We may, or may not, excel them in the
scientific accuracy of our experiments ; but the intense

interest manifested in the production of new varieties, and
the accurate mapping out of the districts where such and
such first-class sorts may be grown in perfection, accom-
plished through the medmm of their numerous pomological

societies, betoken a more widefelt sympathy with fruit and
fruit-growing than we find amongst ourselves. Much of

this is attributable, no doubt, to the fact that in even the

Northern States the average maximum temperature of the

summer is never so low as to endanger the quality, and in

particular the flavour, of our commoner fruits. Americans,
at least in the cities and their neighbourhood, are large con-

sumers, and, therefore, large producers of fruit. In the
hot days of their hot summers the Strawberry, Blackberry,

Easpberry, and Peach are welcomed by thousands in a way
that we, in a milder climate, cau form little conception of;

but even in the depth of winter, when the thermometer
sinks again and again to zero or under, the Apple is a
household fruit long after it has disappeared from most
Englisli desserts. Had we the comparatively cloudless sky
of the States, and the consequent improvement in the
flavour of our fruits, the Apple and Pear would more fre-

quently than at present form a reality on our tables at

every meal, to the manifest improvement of our health,

instead of being only produced at dessert as a provocative

to appetite at a time when aU the digestive powers have
already exclaimed, "Enough!"
One advantage America possesses is the evident facility

with which good new varieties are produced compared with
the reported paucity of their production among thousands
of seedlings here and on the continent. Somehow, it would
seem the sporting of the Apple in the United States, after

its introduction from Europe, took entirely new and very
favourable directions, resulting in at least one quite novel
strain, to which we have nothing approaching among the
Apples of Europe. It is worth the attention of pomologists
to ascertain whether, by subjecting fruits in their growth
to occasional outrageously artificial conditions, some out-of-

the-way sport might be induced in the seedlings produced
from them. May not orchard-house fruits work wonders in
this way ?

From Australia, I have no doubt, we shall ere long have
some splendid acquisitions in new seedlings, the result of

the cUmate our English fruits experience there ; but there
is a melancholy certainty that not a tithe of them will reach
perfection in the average of our summers. After all, it is

on ourselves we must rely.

A seedling fruit society seems, to me, to have a very dear
and important mission marked out for it, and only requires

six hearty lovers of good fruit, who are wUling to spare a
little trouble, to set it a-going. I feel sure the results of a
very few years would abundantly reward all who helped the

good work forward. A Eibston Pippin in May, a Marie
Louise for the warm days, that will at times make us long
for early Strawberries a fuU fortnight before they are come-
atable at even 2s. a-quart!—these, or something quite as

good, are perfectly within the reach of careful seed-sowing,

and patient waiting for results. This work must be gone
into some day, and why not in this good new year as well as

any other ?

A very interesting paper might be written on the contents

of an American fruit-nurserymaa's catalogue. There is

some weU-defined law regulating the changes whi(^ varieties

undergo when transplanted to new climates; but there is,

at first sight, such an admirable confusion in the tricks they

play, that it will be long ere anything to be depended upon
in the way of explanatory theory will be evolved. Indeed,

1 question much if it would not be profitable for each
country to exchange with the other all the seedling fruit

trees which had, in the respective countries, been proved to

be thoroughly useless. I am confident that each would find

some first-rate prizes among the other's rejections. Why
should Sturmer Pippin and Herefordshire Pearmain be-

welcomed in the United States as first-class for the dessert,,

whilst Kerry Pippin and Golden Eeinette are rejected as

almost worthless ? Even the Eibston and Golden Pippins,

are only very inferior in New York or Ohio, and Marie
Louise scarcely worth growing.
To a lover of good fruit it is pleasing to trace the origin

of valued varieties to their source, and year by year we are

adding a few to those we may thank om- American cousins

for. Our own Peaches and Cherries bid fair to be half

supplanted by the new importations, but to our lists of other

fruits the additions from that quarter ai'e only few._ In
Pears the Seckle is the only one that has as yet received a
fii'st-class certificate from the English fruit-grower. In
Apples we have Early Harvest, Mother Apple, Franklin's

Golden Pippin, Northern Spy, Melon Apple, and perhaps a
few others. In Plums we have Jefferson and several other

first-rate sorts. In Gooseberries we are unrivalled by the

produce of either the continent or the Western hemisphere;
and, therefore, by a strange confusion of thought, similarly

exercised in relation to other things than fruit, pass scorn-

fully by what we should rear very delicately were they not

so thoroughly un-aristocratic as to grow quite delicious

without other help than the summer sunshine, strained to

dilution througli our own dull atmosphere. I have seen

and heard a good deal of Black Hambui-gh Grapes, but
have yet to feast my eyes and taste upon any that shall

half reacii the excellence of the produce of some very ple-

beian Gooseberry bushes within view from my window.

—

Fktjit-eatee.

LILIUMS AND GLADIOLUSES.
A COMMON mistake in the culture of LOiums is putting

too many in one pot. I was struck with an article by one
of your contributors, in which he recommends about half a
dozen to be put in one pot. I smiled when reading it, for I

gave up this practice some years ago. In a 10-inch pot I

rarely put more than one bulb, and in a No. 4 pot two, and
tliese I plant in a compost of one-third good sweet dung
(if a few old dry " cow patches " are to be had all the

better); and two-thirds new soil, with a sprinkling of sand.

I plant at different times, as recommended by another cor-

respondent, to insure continuous bloom, and water with
liquid manure weekly after the leaves show above the

soil. I think the bulbs should be planted at least 2 inches.
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below the surface. Any spare bulbs I plant in good ground
in the open air, and by putting 5 or 6 inches of soil over
them I do not find the frost injure them.
At Ashton-under-Lyne, where we certainly can grow

LUiums and Gladiolus well, I have seen scores of Liliums
with from ten to eighteen flowers on a spike. I had last
Bummer, in the conservatory, spikes thicker than my thumb,
with from twelve to sixteen flowers on each ; but almost
everybody here believes in treating these bulbs the same as
if they were growing a large Cabbage—viz., plenty of room
and good stuff for them to feed on. My stock of Gladiolus
consists of about fifty-eight sorts, but Mr. Tipping, an old
amateur florist, has upwards of one hundred, and well
indeed he grows them. As to his pr^btice, I cannot speak
further than that he feeds them well. My own practice is

to give them plenty of good maniu'e. To two beds 7 yards
long by 2; broad, I this year added to each two goodbaiTow-
loads of old Mushroom-bed mould and one bag of cocoa-nut
fibre, and worked the whole well with a four-tined fork.
The dung fi-om the Mushroom-bed I allowed to Ue on the
bed to sweeten for some weeks before it was worked in. I
invariably plant my bulbs in pots about the middle of
March, and use 24's or 32's. This year I made a compost of
cocoa-nut fibre, new soil, and weU-sweetened dung, in equal
quantities for planting them in. This way of growing the
Gladiolus of course finds me plenty of work, and in the
present year I intend to plant as soon as possible in the
open ground some of every sort that I have plenty of. I
transfer the potted bulbs to the open ground in May. By
the above mode of starting them they flower sooner, for
many of the sorts would scarcely throw up their bloom-
spikes before the season was too far gone. I wish our cross-
breeders could obtain a race possessing the hardiness of
Gladiolus communis. I have probably upwards of a thou-
sand bulbs of that sort.

—

John Hague, Ashtmi-under-lA/ne.

PEODUCT OP POTATOES.
I THINK Mr. Abbey could hardly have read my former

communication with sufficient attention before commenting
upon it, or he would not have so much misunderstood its

purport. In these days of rapping, table-turning, the Daven-
port Brothers, Professor Pepper's ghost, and divers spiritual

and other manifestations and delusions, I do not know that
I am not to assume it as a compliment when he seems
to suspect me of being of a somewhat incredulous turn of
mind. I beg him, notwithstanding, to believe that I am
not incapable of accepting facts on trustworthy evidence.
I freely accept the forty-fourfold return of " W. W. H.'s

"

blue Potato, not exactly by reason of Mr. Abbey's argument,
but because "W. W. H." assures us there was no error, and
you. Sir, vouch for his responsibility. I accept also as fact
Mr. Abbey's correspondent Mr. Lupton's two wonderful
roots of 43 lbs. and 41 lbs. respectively, simply because I
have had credible information of a stiU higher result than
either.

But all this has not the slightest bearing on the drift of
my observations. Certain experiments were published in
your Journal by "W. "W. H." which gave an enormous
superiority of productiveness to a certain seedling Potato.
I forwarded to you another set of experiments made with
great care and accuracy on a larger and, as I thought, there-
fore a more reliable scale, wherein the same seedling stood
much below some older sorts, and below other seedlings of the
same growers, in which respect they coincided with some
experiments published by those growers themselves. My
sole object was to show that Paterson's Irish Blue was far
from always maintaining the superiority attributed to it.

I ventured also to express my opinion that some error might
have arisen from this circumstance, that on the data before
us the produce ascribed to these Irish Blues was at the rate
of more than 50 tons jjcr acre.

Now Mr. Abbey seems to impugn, I will not say the fair-
ness, but the propriety of my adopting this assumption on
two grounds—because I do not say what jjrecise distance
is meant by the words " ordinary distance of sets," and
because I do not, any more than "W. W. H." or " Upwaeds
AND ONVifARDS," give the weight of the sets. If Mr. Abbey
had given my observations more than a cursory glance he

would not, I feel sure, have said this. I did give the weight
of the sets, and if he had continued his own quotation from
my letter, " The quantity of seed for an acre at the ordinary
distance with rows 3 feet apart, &c," only three words
farther; if the " &c." had been made to follow instead of go
before the next three words *' is, we see," he would not have
failed to observe that I had precisely stated in the table

above the weight of the sets used, to which the words " we
see" (the quantity being then repeated) were an unmistake-
able reference.

I omitted to specify what I considered the " ordinary
distance in the rows " to be, because it was not necessary to

my argument to specify it. The quantity of the ground and
the weight of the sets being given, nothing more was
required to show that a forty-fourfold return would give
upwards of 50 tons. I am not aware that it ever for a
moment entered into the head of any one of us to inquire,

as Mr. Abbey imputes to us, " what kind of Potato gives the
greatest yield from the least seed," instead of the greatest

yield from the same ground. Neither can I see anything in

"W. W. H.'s" letter or my own which should lay us open
to such imputation.
As to the suggested possibility that one quantity of these

sets might all weigh 4 ozs. each, and the other all 2 ozs.

each, I am sure Mr. Abbey will excuse my entertaining the

question. The sets in both instances were had from Messrs.

Paterson themselves, and there is not the slightest ground
for believing they differed on the average. If " W. W. H.'s"
14 lbs. of these sets had occupied a much larger space of

ground than the rest there cannot be a doubt he would have
said so. In the absence of anything exceptional being

stated we can reckon only by the conditions before us. We
may abandon forming conclusions altogether if we must
first admit into our premises every possible vaiiation the
imagination can suggest.
When Mr. Abbey says " Experiments of this kind are apt

to lead to an incorrect conclusion when the produce per acre

is calculated by the produce of a certain weight of sets

without stating the extent of ground occupied by them,"
he states the exact contrary of my statement, but he takes

up precisely my position. I hope he wUl allow me to point

out to him that this is but a repetition of my own observa-

tion when I said "The only reliable comparative results

from experiments of this kind would require not only equal

weight but equal size or number of sets," the number of the

sets of course determining the quantity of the ground. I

would beg leave again to add " The larger the area the

nearer the approximation to truth." In fact I think so

little can experiments on a small scale and under excep-

tional cu-cumstances be relied upon, that even the two
monster roots grown by Mr. Lupton do not fiatter me with

hopes of 50 tons per acre. Certainly Mr. Abbey's other

averages do not encourage the expectation. Still experi-

ments of this kind are very valuable if they are conducted

with accuracy, several times repeated, and conclusions from

them not pushed too far. They may then often lead to

useful results. They might, for instance, unravel one im-

portant point to which Mr. Abbey adverts—the distance at

which Potatoes may most productively be set. For myself,

1 have been for some time of opinion that if we are to make
any nearer approach to the 50 tons per acre it must be in

the direction of Mr. Lupton's experiments detailed by Mr.

Abbey. For several years I have grown my garden Pota-

toes in something approaching that style of cultivation. I

borrowed the idea from a practice I observed in parts of

Cheshii-e and Shropshire, where it is called clumping. Each
clump occupies a square yard of ground. The set is placed

2 or 3 inches above the level of the soil, and on whatever

manure is used. A mound of earth is raised over it. When
the stems are about 8 inches high they are bent down
gently, and retained in that position by a covering of soU.

As the growth proceeds more earth is added, and the clump
enlarged. On this plan I have invariably had larger Pota-

toes and a better crop fi-om the same seed than from rows
at any distance, and I have always found them prove free

from disease. The tops of the mounds are never over-

shadowed by the foliage, but are freely exposed to the action

of sun and air, from which I assume the chief benefit arises.

As yet I have myself tried the system only in my garden, but

they grow Potatoes thus in the field in the counties I have
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named, and, I have been assured, with advantage. In the

next season I intend to test the plan in field culture against

the ordinary rows. The calculation, of course, is whether

the diminished number of roots and some increase of labour

will not be more than compensated by the more abundant

crop. The quantity of seed saved would go far I apprehend

to pay the extra labour.

In one respect Mr. Abbey will, I am sure, agree with me
—viz., that the free discussion of this and similar topics is

not an unimportant step towards further progress.

—

Agbicola.

MOEE ABOUT POTATOES.
I HAVE been asked whether I consider Mr. Hogg's Cold-

stream Potato suitable as an open air variety for garden

culture, as well as for an orchard-house ? I reply, that if I

consider it eminently suitable for orchard-house culture, I

consider it pre-eminently so as an early garden variety. In

fact, my chief trial with it was in that way, for it would

never do to keep it growing in an orchard-house so late as

the 19th of July, the period I stated I had taken it up.

When I mentioned that date I concluded that it would be

understood to refer to the open ground. I intend for the

future to confine my first earlies to the orchard-house, as

being a more convenient and interesting mode of culture

than growing them in a frame; but there is no royal rule

for planting Potatoes. I daresay there never will be.

As regards the omissions complained of at page 10, I

eannot suppose that Mr. Abbey would care to bear in memory
what I write, so I must beg to state, that I have met his

views several times over in my papers on the cultivation of

the Potato, and to repeat, that for the open ground, I give

36 inches between the rows of early Potatoes, and 42 inches

for the late sorts. The sets of the former I prefer to weigh

from 2 to 3 ounces each, and those of the latter fi-om 3 to

4 ounces—viz., medium-sized old Potatoes. The distance I

aUow between each set, judging as I plant them, according

to their size, is for the early varieties from 12 to 16 inches,

and for the later sorts from 15 to 20 inches. Eesults by
weight, measurements, &c., for the system in which I grow

Potatoes, sufficient to suit the customs of most localities, can

be found on referring to Nos. 48, 90, 100, 140, 141, 163, and
164. Of late years, in order to arrive at just conclusions,

I have not deviated from my method of planting, and also

for the very satisfactory reason that the plan suits me
well.

The mere coddling of a few sets in very rich soil to produce

a large quantity of, possibly, uneatable tubers, merely " to

astonish the natives," or for exhibiting purposes—albeit,

praiseworthy, is no example to be followed in general cul-

tivation. My advice is given to work for a crop, to grow as

tnany Potatoes as possible upon the ground for years in suc-

cession, and for the tubers to be good flavoured and good
favoured.

The result of Mr. Francis Lupton's experiment is very in-

teresting, and I am glad Mr. Abbey has put it on record.

Amongst some notes 1 took at the Eoyal Horticultural

Society's Show on the 7th of last mouth, which I now take
the opportunity to send you, is an account of another ex-

traordinarily productive root, of what I will call a Brighton
Eegent, as it is in form exactly like some Potatoes I brought
from thence into this county nine years ago, where it has
held its ground amongst the cottagers ever since.

"Eeport on the growth and produce of a single Potato
grown at the establishment of Messrs. Spary & Campbell,
Queen's Graperies, Brighton. The tuber from which the

plant was produced weighed 2 ounces in December, 1863, was
planted to the depth of 10 inches at the time the border was
manured in the latter end of April, 1864. It presented two
shoots above the surface which grew very strong and vigorous
through the spring and summer. By October the haulm ex-

tended 12 feet in diameter, being rather more than 36 feet

in circumference. On the 3rd of December the crop was
dng np and produced 268 Potatoes, weight 39 lbs. 3 ozs., or

six gallons.

—

Edwd. Spaet, F.E.H.S."

I take the number of tubers produced by that single root
to be the largest on record. The haulm, however, extending
over BO large a svirfaoe is fatal to the largest acreage pro-

duce. Now, Mr. Lupton does not give us the weight of his

sets, nor the extent of surface his Potato-haulm occupied,

which would certainly be much more than "4 feet distant

each way," as he states the stems were brought down and

spread out. My Negro root which produced me 16 lbs. of

Potatoes, was situated at the end of a row or ridge (a good

representation of which is given by " A Constant Eeadee,"

at page 6. excepting that I finish-off my ridges at planting-

time flatter at the apex), and it occupied a square yard of

ground, being at the rate of 34^ tons per acre. For the

large-topping sorts I drive down some stakes and strain a

line or two of tarcord attached to them on each side of the

ridges ; this keeps the haulm up in the an- instead of sprawl-

ing upon the ground. So, unless I can learn how many
square feet of soil the haulm of the best root of Mr. Lup-

ton's Potatoes spread over, I do not feel inclined to consider

the produce of my root of Negro to be beaten per acre. I sent

you some tubers of the root, as also some of the Freebearers,

Prolifics.Gryffe Castle Seedling, Walker's Eegent, and Scotch

Eough White, which grew in the same ridge. Their sets

woufd weigh between 4 and 5 ozs. each. I did not weigh

them, and they were planted 20 inches apart. A ridge of

Forty folds came next to them, the haulm of which is moderate

and does not require stakes and cord, and then came a row

of Sutton's Finest Eegent, which did require cords and

stakes. I always take care to plant a second eaa-ly medium-

foliaged kind between gross toppers— viz., in alternate

ridges, which allows the sun and air to play between the

foliage more freely, and as the former are off the ground

some weeks before the latter, light is still more freely ad-

mitted to the Cabbage tribe in the trenches. On the other

side of the Negro ridge, an Asparagus-bed ran its entire

length. We are now, and have been for some time using

Brussels Sprouts from the trenches, and Broccoli and Scotch

Kale are to follow. Turnips are growing on the tops
_
of

the ridges where the Potatoes grew, and I anticipate nice

boilings of gi-eens from them before long.

Eespecting some other noteworthy varieties which I saw

at the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Show, December 7th,

perhaps it may prove useful to some of your readers if I say

something as" to their appearance and desirability, at the

same time I leave a large margin for others to differ from

me in opinion.

On Mr. James Veitch's stand there was a good collection.

The samples were fine, and had apparently been grown in

rich dark soil, which tended to add nothing to their appear-

ance. The Prince of Wales, a rather flat pear-shaped Kidney,

was a very promising-looking Potato. (In another part of

the Show, Mr. Veitoh was awarded a first-class certificate

for a fine plate of this.) A Dutch Prolific, in form much

like the Bed Eegent, but blotched slightly with white, I

should consider an improvement on the latter much-grown

variety. The Lapstone Kidney was here very fine.

In Class 4, a Potato gaining a second-class certificate,

which deserved a first-class, was named Huntingdonshire

Kidney. I proposed to Mr. Daintree two years ago to call

his newest seedling by that name, and at a first glance I

thought he had done so and sent a sample to the Show ; but

no, the exhibitor was J. Taylor, cottager, Hunton Bridge,

Watford, Herts, and curiously enough t was afterwards in-

formed by a gentleman's gardener who got them entered,

that Mr. J. Taylor has a brother living near St. Ives, in Mr.

Daintree's neighbourhood, from whom he received the sort.

They were in form like a medium-sized, perfect-shaped Lap-

stone, and on splitting one with a knife every feature of the

new seedling presented itself, though since I have becon^e a

grower ot Potatoes from seed, I am cautious how I conclude

that one variety is the same as another from a similarity of

tubers. A year's growth side by side might prove them to

be different. I thought them the handsomest sample m the

whole exhibition.

Mona's Pride, also a Lapstone-looking Kidney, took my
attention. It gained a second-class certificate, and was

shown by Mr. E. Budd, gardener to the Earl of Darnley,

Cobham Hall. n. 3
Burghfield, a pear-shaped Kidney, was very fine. It gained

a third-class certificate, and was shown by Mr. Lord, gardener

to M. G. Thoyts, Esq., Beading.

Lapstone Kidney I mention as being the fairest if not

the finest sample I ever saw. For form they ran slightly
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out, tut they gained deservedly a first-class certificate for

Mr. Frisby, gardener to H. Chapman, Esq., Sleaford. If Mr.
Prisby should see this, might I request him to let us know
the description of soil that he grew them in ?

Transell's Seedling, which received a first-class certificate,

was a handsome, white, round Potato, which I have down in
my note-book as a desirable variety ; as well as Early Ten-
week, a medium-sized round, with a pretty pink eye—one of
those firmly,mealy class of tubers, I suspect, so much ap-
proved of now-a-days. Both the above sorts were shown in
the collection of Mr. Moffat, gardener to Viscount Maynard,
Easton Lodge, Dunmow, Essex.
A good stamp of Potato, I should say either for table or

cattle, and gaining a third-class certificate, was shown by
Mr. J. Masters, West Hill, Highgate. It was unnamed, and
in form like Sutton's Finest Regent. I took it for that
desirable variety.

Early Frame, not the small Early Frame I remember from
boyhood, but a large, rough-jacketed, Kegent-looking Potato,
was doubtless good either for table or cattle. Although I

have partly vowed not to grow this class of tuber any more
in this garden, I feel almoat inclined in regard to the above,
to break my vow. It was exhibited by Mr. J. Veitch, Royal
Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, and received a fii-st-

class certificate.

Morning Star, worthy its poetical name, and quite deserv-
ing a certificate. A handsome, medium-sized, round Potato,
shown by Mr. S. Westbrook, Abingdon.
Courtenhall Seedling, a flattish-round, medium-sized

Potato, and the finest sample I ever saw of Sutton's Early
Racehorse, were to be seen at the foot of Messrs. Sutton and
Sons' glass case containing seeds, which was a show of itself.

Of the coloured class of Potatoes I at sight singled out as
kinds I should desire :—London Red, a self-colour of that
hue, round, and medium-sized, shown by Mr. Frisby, gar-

dener to H. Chapman, Esq. ; a Bluish-self, exhibited by Mr.
E. Heather, gardener to R. Pulford, Esq. ; and a new Potato,

running out in form from pear-shaped to oblong, and stated
to have been brought from Australia, by Captain Walter,
ajid as being a " very prolific, excellent Potato."
The above are what I considered the pick of a very

good show—that is, in the way of what to me were novelties ;

but I shall always consider a show of Potatoes incomplete
tni we can arrive at some palatable testing process, and I

for one do not care ever to exhibit the tuber again unless a
cooking process, for new table sorts at least, can be added,
and which I hope will eventually be the case, and why not ?

Fruit is very properly tested for flavour, and of quite as

much consequence is it that the Potato should be so also.

I know if this could have been done at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Show, I should have been there as an exhibi-

tor, and I would have paid our housekeeper's expenses to

London in order that she might have been on the spot to

have cooked the Potatoes. A leading Society ought to feel

sufficiently interested to provide a room, fires, and sauce-

pans, and then the judges would be able to inform the
public which sorts were best cultivated for flavour, and
most worthy to be grown. The only thing to fear would be,

that the judges of the fruit would want the cooking test to

be applied in their department also. But be that as it may, it

would create in the women an interest to cook our Potatoes
well all the year round, when they knew that their science

was likely to result in a trip to London. I am certain that
no one would be the loser, only, unfortunately, the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society as at present constituted

would not feel sufficiently interested, I fear, to entertain the

idea.

There were some very fine examples of cattle Potatoes
exhibited at the Smithfield Cattle Show, which was a very
good one, and one may say of it, that it has safely esta-

blished itself at Islington for the future. I noted monster
Walker's and Dunl ai- Regents, on Messrs. Gibbs' magnificent
stand of roots, and a seedling from the Fluke, having the
shape of its parent with a yellow cast of countenance, pur-
ported to be grown by F. Murton, Esq., Ashford. There
were also two other Fluke seedlings suitable for the table

called, the one " Fluke Seedling, late," and the other " Milky
White, earliest." Daw's Matchless, a large Fluke-shaped
Potato; and Dundee Kidney, a red, many-eyed, oblong
variety, were shown on Messrs. Carter's stand. Sutton's

\

Finest Regent told well for itself amongst many other well-

known varieties, on Messrs. Sutton & Sons' fine stand of

roots.

—

Upwards and Oktvabds.

THE WEATHEE OF 1864 IN LANCASHIRE.
Janwari/.—This was a cold dry month. The mean tem-

perature was 35°.03, or 2".098 below the average of the last

ten years, and 5°.62 below January 1863. The 7th was a
remarkably cold day, the maximum temperature being only
19", and the minimum 16°; excepting the 24th and 25th
December, 1860, it is many years since we had so cold a day.

The amount of rain was 1.21 inches, being 0.91 inches less

than the average of the last ten years. It fell on seven
days, which is 6.8 days less than the average. The baro-

meter on the 4th at 10 a.m. stood at 30.55 inches, which was
the highest point it reached on any day during the year.

The prevailing winds were from the S.W.
February was also very cold. The mean temperature was

only 34''.74, being 2°.478 below the average, and 6°.4 below
February of last year. It was the coldest February we have
had since 1860, on seventeen days it was below freezing-point.

The amount of rain was 3.45 inches, or 1.639 inches more
than the average of the last ten years ; it fell on thirteen

days. The prevailing winds were fi-om the east.

March.—The temperature was still below the average of

the last ten years 1°.449, the mean temperatiire being
39 '.48. Rain fell every day from the 4th to the 14th, when
the weather became fail-, and we had some beautiful weather,

with fi'ost at night, so that by the end of the month garden-
ing and farming operations were in a forward state. The
amount of rain was 2.80 inches, being 0.065 inches below
the average. The prevailing winds were from the east.

April was very dry and warm, the mean temperature
being 47°.68, or 1°.536 above the average of the last ten
years. The thermometer only once indicated as low a tem-
peratm-e as 32° on the night of the 13th. Rain fell on only
eight days, the amount being 1.26 inches, and 0.815 inches

less than the average. The prevailing winds were from the
west.

May.—This was the most remai-kable month on record for

its extreme heat and cold. On some of the days from the

15th to the 21st the thermometer indicated 84° in the shade,

and 127° in the sun, which was the greatest heat ever known
here in May. The nearest approach to it was in 1858, when
the thermometer indicated 82° in the shade, and 116° in the

sun. This heat brought vegetation very rapidly forward,

but the frosts at the end of the mouth disappointed all cal-

culations of an early harvest, and did very serious damage
to the Potatoes, Kidney Beans, &c. The mean temperature

was 55°.87, being 2°.241 above the average. The amount of

rain was 3.66 inches, or 1.456 inches above the average. It

fell on twelve days, but only on one day fr-om the 7th to tlie

27th. The prevailing winds were from the east.

Jitne was wet and cold, and the frost on the 1st cut down
the Potatoes, and even the young shoots of the Ash. Pota-

toes advanced in value fifty per cent. The greatest cold

registered before in June since 1794 (taken at the Royal

Society and Royal Observatory) occurred in 1797, 40°;

1802, 40°; 1841, 40°.3; 1848, 38.''7; and 1849, 38°.6. The
mean temperature of the mouth was 58°.32, being 0«.302

above the average ; the day temperature being 10''.37 higher

than June 1863. It rained on twenty days, the amount
being 3.98 inches, or 0.495 inches more than the average.

The prevailing winds were from the west and south-west.

July.—This was a dry warm month. The mean temper-

ature was 61°.95, being 1''.555 above the average. Rain

fell on six days only, which was the least number of days in

any month during the year. The amount was 1.59 inches,

or 1.278 inches less than the average. The hay harvest was

secured in prime condition, but very light on some grounds.

The prevailing winds were fr'om the south-west.

August.—This was again a very dry month, but the tem-

perature was 1^.584 below the average of the last ten years,

the mean temperature being 58«.47. Rain fell on twelve

days, the amount being only 2.20 inches, or 1.98 inches

below the average. The drought was very severely felt in

some parts of England, many brooks and springs being

quite dry, that had never been known to be dry before in
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the memory of man. Water was sold for a penny a-gallon,

and cattle driven some miles to water ; mining and other

operations were almost at a stand for the want of water

;

and in some parts of Lincolnshire the grass was almost

burnt up, and they had to feed the cattle with the crops

that.were growing for their winter supply. The corn harvest

was secured in fine condition, but Turnips were quite a

failure in some parts. The prevailing winds were from the

north-west.

September.—We had in Lancashire a copious supply of

rain, which fell on twenty-two days, the amount being

3.39 inches, or 0.043 inches less than the average. The
mean temperature was 55". 12, or 0°.484 above the average.

The prevaUing winds were from the south-west.

October was very dry. Eaiu fell on only nine days, the

amount being 1.88 inches, or 1.429 inches less than the

average of the last ten years. The mean temperature was
50°32, or 0°.C48 above the average. The prevailing winds

were from the east.

Novenibat:—This was a very mUd wet month. The Dahlias

and other plants had received no check until the night of

the 2nd, when they were all cut down by the frost. The
temperature on three nights only was down to fi'eeziiig-

point. The mean temperature of the month was 41*'.92, or

1".86 above the average of the last ten years. Eain fell on
fifteen days, the amount being 2.97 inches, or 0.639 inches

above the average, it being the first month above the

average since June. The barometer fell to 28.48 inches at

4 P.M. on the 14th, which was the lowest point it reached on
any day in the year. The prevaUing winds were from the

east.

December was very dry. Eain fell on ten days, the amount
being only 1.89 inches, or 0.603 inches below the average of

the last ten years. The mean temperature was 38°.60, or

0°.275 below the average. The prevailing winds were from
the S.E. and S.W.
The meaai temperature of the year was 48".125, or 0".108

above the average of the last ten years. The total amount
of rain was only 30.28 inches, or 2.894 inches below the

average. It fell on a hundred and forty-eight days, or

32.3 days less than the average of the last ten years. The
prevailing winds were from the east on seventy-seven days,

and from the south-west on seventy-three days.

—

William
Cabb,. Cla/yion Bridge, tiear Manchester.

POETEAITS OF PL.USTTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

LissocHiLus HoRSFALLii (Mr. Horsfall's Lissoehilus).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaceae. Linn., Gyuandria Monandria. Na-
tive of Old Calabar, Western Africa. Flowers purple and
pinkish white.

—

{Bot. Mag., t. 5486.)

DoMBETA BuEOESsi^ (Miss Burgcss's Dombeya).

—

Nat.

ord., Byttneriacese. Linn., Monadelphia Polyandria. Native
of Natal, &c., in South Africa. A charming conservatory
dwarf tree 8 to 10 feet high. Flowers in corymbs, white
with crimson rays.

—

{Ibid., t. 5487.)
Dendeobium Pakishii (Mr. Parish's Dendrobium).

—

Nat.

ord., Orchidaceae. Linn., Gynandria Diandria. Native of
Moulmein. Flowers rose colour-.

—

(Ibid., t. 5488.)
Proustia pyeifolia (Pear-leaved Proustia).

—

Nat. ord,.

Compositse (Mutisiaceae). Linn., Syngenesia labiatiflorse.

Introduced from Chili by Messrs. Veitch & Son. A green-
house climber rendered beautiful by the rosy-eoloui'ed fea-

thered pappus on the fruit. Flowers in July.

—

(lUd., t. 5489.)
SwAiNsoNiA occiDENTALis (Western Swainsonia).

—

Nat.
ord., Leguminiferas. Linn., Diadelphia Decandria. Intro-
duced by Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich, from Western Aus-
tralia. Flowers purple; "cannot fail to prove a great or-

nament to our greenhouses."

—

{Ibid., t. 5490.)
Vallota eximia.—Scarlet, with whitish throat. Mr. W.

Bull, King's Eoad, Chelsea, had awarded for it a first-class

certificate by the Floral Committee of the Eoyal Horticul-
tural Society.—(Flora! Mag. pi. 225.)
Clematis Jackmannh.—^We noticed this last month.

—

{Ibid., pi. 226.)

Calceolaria.—Bird of Paradise. Flowers crimson edged
with orange. Will be sent out next spring by Mr. Wil-
liams, Paradise Nursery, HoUoway.—(IMd., pi. 227.) ,

Tree Carnations.—Delicatissima, pink, barred with crim-
son. Victoria, light crimson, flaked with dark crimson.
Princess Alice, bright yellow, flaked and bari'ed with crim-
son. In the possession of Messrs. E. Henderson & Son,
Wellington Eoad Nursery.— (IfticJ., pi. 228.)
Pelargonium.—Indian Tellow. " The acquisition of new

colours amongst the varieties of so popular and useful a
flower, cannot be otherwise than agreeable to those who
follow up the parterre system of flower gardening. So
much progress, indeed, has been made in this direction, that
the term "Scarlet Pelargonium" is now made to stand
sponsor for varieties furnishing a long catalogue of colours,
running through the various shades of scarlet, crimson, rose,

pink, salmon, and white. With this progress the name of

Donald Beaton will ever be associated in the annals of floweo

gardening. For many of the later years of his life he de-
voted himself with much zeal to the cross-breeding of the
Pelargonium, mainly with the view of raising new varieties

adapted to supply the wants of the flower gardener ; and
we need do no more than refer to Stella, Cybister, and Lord
Palmerston, to show that his labours were rewarded by Sk

fair share of success. Up to the close of his life Mr. Beaton
continued these cross-breeding experiments, and a large

number of seedlings, bloomed and unbloomed, were left at

the time of his death. From these, starting from the vantage
ground already gained, a great further advance was ex-

pected, and has since been realised. Some few choice sorts

had been selected by him for distribution shortly before he
was taken from amongst us, and among them was the variety

called Indian Yellow, of which we now give an illustration.

The whole of the seedUngs just refeiTed to, bloomed and
unbloomed, have passed into the hands of Mr. W. Paul, of

Waltham Cross, and it is from the plant as bloomed by him
during the past summer that our drawing has been made

;

while among the more juvenile batch of seedUngs many
choice novelties have appeared, of which the public wiu
hear more in due time. Thus, from the ordinary race of

scarlets, the bedder-out will have acquired amongst Pelar-

goniums, besides the pinks, roses, salmons, and whites he
already possessed, a variety of tints which will be invaluable

to him—passing off in one direction towards orange and
yellow, and in the other towai'ds purple-rose or magenta.
These novelties, many of them, combine the prolific bloom
of the Nosegay race with the better-shaped blossoms of the
more ordinary kinds ; and it is to this race of what may be
called semi-Nosegays that our present subject belongs.

" Beaton's Indian Yellow Pelargonium is a variety of free

growth and of dwarfish habit. It has, as will be seen, zonate

leaves, and its flower-trusses are well furnished ; the latter

were, indeed, rather thin at the time of its fli-st appearance
in public, but, as the more natural season of bloom came
round, this meagreness was altogether lost, and the plants

bore well-furnished trusses as much as 4 inches across, and
containing flfty or more of the large well-formed blossoms.

The colour has a strongly marked shade of Indian yeUow,
which is at once apparent when the plant is brought into

contiguity with either a pui-e scarlet or one of the magenta-
tinted race. The colour may be described as an orange
scarlet, with a suffusion of golden yeUow, or a wash of the

same colour overlaid. The variety, indeed, is a most unex-

pected and valuable addition to the materials for the parterre,

aU the more welcome as being the fli-st of this colour which
will be placed within reach of the flower gardener."

—

[Florist

and Pomologist, iv. 1.)

TASMAJSriAN GARDENERS' AND AMATEURS'
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

Tee spring show of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, under
the auspices of the Gardeners' and Amateurs' Horticultural

Society, took place in the Alliance Eooms, Hobart Town,
on the 26th of October, 1864, and was in all respects suc-

cessful above the average of these periodical displays. The
collection of flowers was excellent both as regards the

number, quality, and variety of the exhibitions, and the

same remark may, with almost equal truthfulness, be applied

to the other divisions of the Show. The fact that the

season is what is generally described as a late one, rendered

the floral collection and, in a minor degree, the vegetables,
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less attractive than under more favourable atmoBphenc

conditions precedent they would have been. In the floral

department one of the first objects to attract the notice of

a visitor, was a very beautiful Torenia puloherrima, a new
varietj of stove plant, contributed by Messrs. Osborne and

Sons. On the same table, and on either side of the hand-

some plant just named, were two large eases of cut flowers

very artistically grouped, and the property of Messrs. Osborne

and T. .Johnson respectively. Both collections were very

pleasing and of such nearly equal merit as to occasion some
trouble to the Judges in arriving at a decision upon their

merits, but the palm of victory was finally awarded to the

Messrs. Osborne. On the first stand facing the doors stood

a beautiful and valuable collection of twelve greenhouse

plants, for which the Society's silver medal was most worthily

bestowed. The next object to catch the eye was a magnifi-

cent Strelitzia reginae exhibited by the Messrs. Osborne, and

which constituted one of the leading featm-es of the Show.

In the Amateur class, Mr. Johnson deservedly obtained a

first prize for a handsome collection of six greenhouse

plants, amongst which an Azalea was conspicuously charm-

ing. Amongst the cut flowers, all the collections of Roses,

Anemones, and Tulips were disqualified from receiving prizes

on the ground that they were not in accordance (as regards

number of blooms exhibited) with the Society's schedules.

Of the first-named class Mr. Johnson's were decidedly the

best in the room, whilst another collection (for exhibition

only) by Mr. Luckman, of Sandy Bay, possessed considerable

merit. A box of Anemones, also transmitted for exhibition

only, by Mr. Thos. Bentley, deserved commendatory mention.

The Tulips of Mr. Johnson and of Mr. Smith (nurseryman)

also merited favourable notice.

In the class for fruits a couple of very fine Pine Apples were

shown by the Messrs. Osborne, some excellent Pears by Mr.

Thomas, and some Black Achan Pears by Mrs. W. Lindsay.

Amongst the Apples, the Sturmer Pippins of Mr. Smith, and

the Newtown Pippins of Mr. J. Dickenson, were the most

•worthy of praise.

In the vegetable division, the Society's silver medal, for the

best collection, was given to Mr. Chandler, gardener to His

Excellency, and some remarkably fine Cauliflowers were

sent in (for exhibition only) by Mr. Waterhouse, of Sandy

Bay, and others by Mr. J. WUson, of nearly equal merit.

Some Cabbages exhibited by Mr. Culf, the Hon. Secretary,

and one of which weighed no less than 14 lbs., were said to

be the finest ever shown at an exhibition of the Society. A
collection of Onions, contributed by Mr. J. Dickenson, and

one of Asparagus by the Messrs. Osborne, were also of strik-

ing excellence.

We had nearly omitted to state that Mr. Abbott, as usual,

contributed from the Royal Society's Gardens, an extensive

and handsome assortment of growing flowers, which largely

contributed to the pictorial effect, if we may so term it, of

the entire display.

[The correspondent who sent us the above report, adds

that there is no other colony of the Australian group so well

adapted to the pursuit of horticulture as Tasmania. In fact

it bears the enviable reputation of being "the Gai-den of

Australia ;" and no one after reading the report and the

list we have of prizes awarded to Pelargoniums, Calceolarias,

Petunias, Cinerarias, Azaleas, and numerous single speci-

mens of other plants, fruits, and vegetables would be in-

clined to doubt its title to that reputation.]

thing else, relying upon the rather unfavourable character

given by Dr. Hogg ; but as a December Pear I think it

quite worth saving, and equal to most.

I do not think, too, that enough justice is done to tha
Muscat de Sarbelle Grape by Dr. Hogg. It does not cer-

tainly hang or set well, but the flavour is rich and sweet,

and it is hardy and prolific. I am very sorry to differ from
such a judge as Dr. Hogg, but I speak of fruit as of men

—

as I find them.

—

Jas. C. Baenham, Norwich.

[We are glad to find that Bem-ro Clairgeau succeeds so

well at Norwich, and is not coarse-grained. It is doubtless a
very handsome Pear, though, as our correspondent remarks,

it is melting and musky, but very agreeable ; still it will not
compare in flavour with Glou Morceau, Knight's Monarch,
Moccas, Winter Nelis, Henriette Bouvier, Thompson's, and
many others that are in season at the same time].

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAl SOCIETY.
The second of the Saturday Shows was held at South

Kensington on the 14th inst., in the same place as its prede-

cessor—a heated room adjoining the eastern entrance and
conservatory. The last Show, though small, was varied,

and had a respectable appearance, but on this occasion

there was vei-y Uttle to be seen, and hardly any one to see

it. Between 3 and 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when we
visited it, there were not half a dozen people in the room,
and not more than a score or two in the conservatory listen-

ing to the band, which was indeed the only attraction. The
objects invited were Cyclamens, and of these two small lots

were shown. That from Messrs. E. G. Henderson, which
received a first-class certificate, contained several pretty

varieties, and well grown ; the other, which was second,

came from Mr. Aldred, KQburn, and consisted of seedlings. •

Messrs. E. G. Henderson also received second-class cer-

tificates for Sonchus laciniatus, with ornamental deeply cut

bright green leaves ; and Senecio Ghiesbreghti, with large

heads of yellow flowers, but rather coarse-looking.

From the Rev. George Cheere, Papworth Hall, Caxton,

came a nice plant of Mignonette, and Mrs. PoUock Geranium,

fr-om a cutting put in in August, and kept in a cool green-

house, the plant having its beautiful zonate markings very

well developed. For both of these objects first-class certi-

ficates were awarded to Mr. Cheere.

Lastly, Mr. Meredith, Garston, exhibited splendid bunches
of Black Alicante Grape, the large oval berries of which
were covered with a dense bluish-black bloom. For this a

first-class certificate was awarded. Child of Hale, a seedling

between the Muscat of Alexandi-ia and Syrian, and which

has been already several times noticed in these columns,

was also shown by the same exhibitor. The bunch was
about 11 inches long, and Si across the shoulders.

BEUERl': CLAIEGEAU PEAE—MUSCAT DE
SARBELLE GEAPE.

In Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual," first edition, he speaks

thus of the Beurrc Clairgeau Pear:—"A handsome and

showy Pear, ripe in November. Its appearance is its

greatest recommendation."
Two years ago I planted a bush of this sort, and I

gathered from it in October this year half a dozen Pears,

which I laid upon a shelf in my sitting-room, where a fire

is kept up, and a few days ago I felt the Pears, and they

showed no sign of ripening ; but this day I tried them again,

they had turned to an orange red colour, and are melting

and musky, not coarse-grained, but very agreeable. I had

thought of destroying the bush, or grafting it with some-

WOEE FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Mantjbing and trenching vacant ground should be pro-

ceeded with in favourable weather. The formation of new
\

borders, and aU descriptions of work requiring the removal

of earth, should also be attended to. Clean plots of ground

immediately the crops are off, as, if refuse is left, it only

affords shelter to vermin. lu mild weather the vegetable

quarters would be much benefited by a dressing of salt and

hot lime, repeated two or three times. This, by killing the

present stock of slugs, will save much after-trouble. In

dry weather stir between such crops as Cabbage, Lettuce,

Peas, &c. Artichokes (Jerusalem), trench them out and store

the best in sand for use, and replant the remainder. Onions,

sow in a warm corner for spring use, and plant out small

ones of last year's growth for the same purpose, and to bulb

for kitchen use; the soil should be light and rich. Shallots,

a healthy well-prepared situation should be chosen for them,

some charred refuse applied, and the roots placed on the

surface of the soO. By this treatment this useful bulb will

increase most abundantly; no frost will injure it; and if

worms are found troublesome at first, in displacing them,

nothing more is required but a slight sprinkling of slaked

lime ; the roots soon push into the soil, and become firmlj
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fixed. Horseradish, this should be trenched out, the best

roots stored in sand, the soil well manured, and the small
replanted. In this depai-tment, as in others, alterations

will occasionally be required, such as taking up and relaying
Box-edgings that have become imperfect, or grown too

strong and bulky, turning or surfacing walks with fresh

gravel ; and such jobs should be done, if possible, before
the busy season.

PEUIT GAEDEN.
If any planting of fruit trees remains to be done, this

should be seen to very soon, and every available dispatch
used to complete it. If it is worth while to occupy ground
with fruit trees, and incur the expense, &c., of planting
them, it is certainly worth consideration whether the ground
is in the best possible state of preparation for beinc^ planted
with fruit trees, and to incur any expense and trouble which
may be necessary to render the soil as suitable as it can be
made for the kind of. trees with which it is to be planted.
To do this is seldom a work involving much direct outlay

;

for, if the ground is well drained, little else is required
except labour, as a supply of good loamy soil can geuei-ally

be obtained about most places in the country. It is useless
to plant trees except there is a fair prospect of their doing
well; and the necessary preparations for securing this can
be more conveniently, cheaply, and effectually made before
planting than afterwards.

FLOWEK GARDEN.
Let the most be made of favourable weather in the way of

pushing forward new work, and ail out-door operations. Turf,
not level, is an eyesore all the season through, and it makes
the mowing more tedious and difficult : hence it is worth an
effort to spare time to make it level and smooth. Sweep
lawns occasionally, to clear them of fallen bits of sticks, &c.

;

and use the roller here and on gravel frequently, to secure
a firm smooth surface. If bulbs, &c., were planted, as
advised, in the beds which are afterwards devoted to the
usual bedding-out plants, they will now be pushing above
ground, and will require a slight protection. Sawdust, leaf
mould, or old tan may be put over such as the best sorts of
Anemones, Scillas, Hyacinths, and Tulips, covering the sur-
face afterwards, to resemble that of the other beds. Deci-
duous trees and shrubs for ornamental purposes, may be
moved with safety while the mild weather lasts, aiid the
roots protected by a mulching or covering of rotten dung

;

any in danger of being blown about by high winds, and
their roots injured, to be supported by stout stakes. Where
any shrubs, particularly choice sorts, are not growing
vigorously, the extremities of the roots should be searched
for carefully with a fork, and a trench, 18 inches or 2 feet
wide, made around them on the outside, and fresh and en-
riched soil iilled into the trench, in which the roots will ex-
tend and luxuriate during the summer. Although evergreens,
for the most part, thrive well in loam of a middling textm-e,
some, such as Kalmias, Rhododendrons, and other American
shrubs, do best in a mossy humid soil, or peat earth; and,
although deciduous shrubs in general thrive well in light

|

loamy or sandy soils, some kinds, such as Roses and Acacias,
flower better in a rich mellow loam ; but whoever is curious
in collections of shrubs is generally acquainted with the
soils most suitable for their healthy growth.

GREENHOUSE AKD CONSERVATOET.
Stagnant air wUl prove unfavourable to the plants bloom-

ing in the conservatory, and water settling on the flowers
will soon destroy them ; moderate fires,with ventilation when
the weather will permit, v/ill be necessary. Water sparingly,
and damp the house as moderately as possible. Do not
allow bulbs to remain in the forcing-pit after they have
developed their blossom, they may be preserved much longer
in the conservatory. Luculia gratissima should have the
favoured place. Cinerarias will now for some time add to
the gaiety. In the greenhouse. Pelargoniums will soon
require additional pot-room. See that your specimen plants
are not too closely placed. It is extremely difficult to keep
plants of this sort inactive, repress very active growth by
keeping them cool and airy. Calceolarias may be slightly
encouraged to grow. Where the twiners for covering the
roof are grown in boxes, or have but limited root-room, as
much of the surface soil should be removed annually as can
be done without seriously injuring the roots, replacing it

with some good, rich, fresh soil, and this cannot be done at
a better season than the present. Attend to the training
of plants on wires and trellises. Fast-growing plants, such
as Tropoeolums, will require looking to frequently. The
various composts that wUI soon be required for potting
plants will be benefited by being frequently turned over
during dry frosty weather. Such composts should not be
allowed to become wet either from exposure to rain or snow.

PITS AND FEAMES.
The stock of bedding-out plants should now be looked

over ; where anything is short remove a portion of the stock
into a warm house to produce cuttings for propagation. It
is often difficult to procure sufficient plants of some kinds in
the autumn ; and cuttings of all the more softwooded plants
struck in this and the next month, and properly hardened
off, will bloom equally well, if not better, than those struck
in the previous autumn. It is, however, advisable to have
bedding-out Geraniums and other woody plants struck and
well established before winter.—W. Kbane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Turf-pits, Earth-pits, i^c.—One of the greatest drawbacks
attending turf-pits, in winter, is the harbour that the dry
turf walls afford to mice and rats, especially the former.
The evil is increased if any old stakes or boards have been
used to help to keep up the back wall : hence it is often
better to dispense with the boards, so as to afford no lodging-
place behind them. Even with them all wiU go on well
enough until a sharp frost come; but then, if you are
forced to have the whole covered up for a week or so, the
mice wiU be apt to poach on your preserves, nibbling out
the centres of Cauliflowers, and even pretty well taking
away all but the outside leaves of blanched Endive and
Lettuce ; the more blanched the more will they like it.

During the last frost we thus lost a lot of nice Cauliflower.
Cats are a good remedy at times, but they do little good
when shut up in total darkness. The old tales of cats
seeing best in the dark must be taken with a certain allow-
ance ; for, though they do see well in twilight and compara-
tive darkness, when shut up without any light they will

have little but their scent and then- whiskers to guide them.
Traps, and phosphoric paste spread on bread and butter,
are best for the common mice ; but large grass mice are
difficult to catch, and are generally most readily captured
by fine wire snares in their runs.

Peas and Beans.—Protected those sown under protection.
Will make the first sowing out of doors as soon as the
ground is suitable. We think that by transplanting the
first crop we gain a little in time, and we save hunting
after slugs and mice in winter.

Celery.—Removed the stubble, so as to expose the heads
of the Celery. We have not yet had frost severe enough
to necessitate a covering of branches, and then some litter

above it. In very severe weather, when much protection is

necessary, the branches, roughly hooped, keep the weight
of the litter from pressing on the foliage of the Celery,

especially when a sudden thaw comes. When the leaves
are much injured, and the leaf-stalks broken, the Celery is

apt to decay in the bed, and in that case it will keep better
if taken up rather dry, and packed closely together in a
dark place. The snow falling heavily will be a good pro-
tection if frost come. We can prognosticate little at present
in these sudden changes.

Potatoes.—Looked over those intended for seed, laying them
open that they might not sprout too much. A nice lot in small
pots, the latter filled with roots, in the Mushroom-house,
are waiting for a chance to be transferred to beds, with just
a little heat from leaves below them. These generally crop
all the sooner from the roots being confined. At first much
heat is disliked by the Potato, and early ones rarely crop
well when it is given. Slow and sure is a better motto. To
have nice young ones now, they should have been started in

October. Winter-grown ones, however, are seldom nice and
mealy unless they get sun ; and young waxy ones, or what
seem so, may be had with less trouble by planting about the
middle and end of July, and keeping the produce in dryish
earth.
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" Dwarf Kidney Beans.—Sowed in boxes in front of Guoum-
ber-bed, to be afterwards transplanted into beds or pots. At
this season we prefer pots, as they are easier managed and
can be moved, where room is limited, to suit any fresh
arrangement. How few can complain of an inability to fill

all their glass space, the cry is all in an opposite direction.

How shall we give anything like justice to the myriads of
things requiring our attention, and aU demanding the best
positions ?

Cabbages.—Stirred the surface of the soil and put some
charred rubbish round the plants, which will keep some
enemies from them and Lettuces ; but we have also been
obliged to place a net all round the quarter to save the nice
young plants from rabbits and hares. This garden is sur-
rounded by an Ivy fence which looks nice in the place, but
it is a fine harbour for these marauders, and they lie so
close in it that there is great difficulty in dislodging them.
These thieves do eat the Cabbages, and, therefore, do a little

good for themselves ; but when they nip out the points of
young trees, and top the shoots and leave them, they do so
much mischief that no quarter should be given them. For
want of netting-in a young plantation of trees, etc., we
used to find a stout softish string well dipped in oil and tar,

and stretched all round some 6 inches from the ground, a
good preservative, taking care to run a brush with the moist
material along the string when it became dry. We shall be
obliged to try this and other plans again. Will any corre-

spondent say what is the best and simplest protection from
these marauders in the case of young plantations? Our ex-

perience leads us to the conclusion, that what will deter at
one time ceases eventually to be any bugbear, animals in
this respect becoming too much like men, who are apt to
form ideas of what is vicious and wrong, in proportion as
they refrain or indulge.
Cucumbers and other matters much the same as previous

weeks.
PEUIT GARDEN.

Pruned, &c., in favourable weather. Watered Strawberries
under cover and coming into bloom. Looked over Grapes,
and examined the fruit-room. Apples are in general keep-
ing well, as they ought to do after such a dry summer.
Continued most of the operations alluded to last week.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The snow will temporarily stop our work of grubbing up

old stumps and roots from a part where trees have been
felled, and where some more ornamental objects will be sub-
stituted. The best way to do such work, when the ground
is fuU of roots, is not only to take up all the stamps, but to
trench the ground and clear it of roots. Where the ground
had previously been thickly planted, this is a very laborious
operation, and takes up much time ; but it is by far the
best, as the decaying roots of the removed trees are apt to
become harbours for various sorts of fungi, &c., that wUl be
apt to hurt the roots of the fresh trees. The next best,

perhaps, and which we will adopt to save time, is to take
out the stumps that are most in our way, to chip the out-
sides of hardwooded trees of the bark and a portion of the
alburnum, coat these parts with tar, and then bore two or
three holes about the centre of the stump. The tar will

prevent the dock stooling at the sides, and the holes,

becoming receptacles for moisture, wiU cause the dock
gradually to rot away. Then take out holes from 5 to
10 feet in diameter, and fill up with good fresh sod, and
plant on knolls if deemed advisable, which is suitable for

most of the Pine tribe. Such fresh soil would be a necessary
addition to the exhausted earth at any rate. The old soil,

outside of the mounds, %vill derive fertility from the want of

cropping ; but when the roots of the young trees penetrate
into the old soil, and if it be deemed necessary, more fresh
soil may then be added. This hole, mound, and platform
planting enables a person to do the work sooner at first,

and yet gives the fresh trees a good chance, and then more
help can be given at a convenient opportunity, when time
can be better spared. In most gardens large jobs can
hardly be carried out and thoroughly finished at once, with
the usual complement of labour, when it could be comfort-
ably managed when done at different and suitable times.
The plants also get the fresh food just as they are prepared
to enjoy it. Nevertheless, we would prefer thorough trenching

at first, as then the trees might be helped continuously all

the same, whether planted on the level or elevated on
moixnds. In the latter case, if the turf is removed, the
mound can be easily widened. Would Mr. Barnes kindly
tell our readers if he has yet added to the mounds of the
Wellingtonia group at Bicton, the size of these mounds,
and the size of the plants now ? It would be interesting to
many to know.

Tiiridng-up Flower-heds and Borders.—Where these are not
planted this work has been proceeded with in suitable
weather. One of our points is deep stirring, and generally
mixing just a little of the subsoil, stirring that, however,
and leaving it mostly where it is. Last season, though so

dry, Scarlet Gernaniums did splendidly, never better ; but
in taking some up we traced the roots fully 4 feet down.
All their roots were much deeper than usual. Surface-

rooting plants, as Calceolarias, suffered most. Never did
there seem such rooting work before. The ground turned
up now seems in many cases as fall of roots, as an old wig is

full of hail'. The turning-up of these, and the frost and the
atmosphere together, will reduce these decomposing roots

into manure for the future crop. We prefer ridging-up all such
soil, and mixing considerably as we go along, and keeping
a good portion of the surface soil at the surface, instead of

turning it down to the bottom of the trench. The surface

soil is the richest, and we wish the richest to be at the sur-

face to encourage quick growth when the plants are turned
out. The comparatively poorer soil at a greater depth gives

just enough of a check to promote free blooming. Were
the richest soil turned to the bottom, we would have more
foliage than we wanted, and would be obliged to plant
thinner and to disleaf considerably besides. To insure rich-

ness at the surface, what little we can give in the shape of

leaf mould or well-rotted hotbed manure (mostly leaves
with a little dung), we place on the sui-face. This, though
no doubt the practice would be condemned by good agri-

culturists, we generally throw over the ridges and leave it

there for a considerable time exposed. We no doubt lose

manurial properties by the exposure, but we gain in sweet-
ness and the killing of worms, &o., by the frost. We gene-
rally turn it in a few inches without levelling the ridges

before it would be too much dried by spring winds. In such
meUow surfaces most things succeed well when they are

turned out, and one secret of a rich flower garden in sum-
mer, we believe to be free growth at first and more stunted

growth afterwards. The deep stirring prevents much of a
check, secures so far against dryness, whilst the compara-
tive poverty of the deeper soil prevents over-luxuriance. Of
course when great luxuriance, as in the case of fine-foUaged

plants, is the object, the opposite course should be followed,

as with Eicinus, Canna, &c.

Went on as occasion permitted in looking after young
plants, damping, giving air, putting a little fire on, especi-

ally during the day, and potting greenhouse and stove plants

as detailed in previous weeks.

Ice and Snow.—Had we not some ice we would have been
snow-rolling. It is just rather thin for that purpose, but
still a good deal could have been obtained ; and if a little

more fall we wUl most likely take advantage of it. We
presumed almost everybody knew how to do the work, but
everybody does not ; as not so long ago we saw some big

men lifting the snow gingerly on shovels, after scraping it

and throwing it into a cart—a very roundabout mode of

proceeding. The snow will roll only when it is sofb or fresh-

fallen. Just stoop down, and make a good-sized ball as if

you were to go snowballing on a large scale. Turn the ball

over and over in the snow, and as it collects and gets large

you may want a man or two to help you with the huge
mound that adds to itself in bulk and solidity as it is rolled

along. The size of the huge ball may be in proportion as

to how you are to get it into the ico-house or ice-stack. In
the former case it may be as large as may be turned on to

a barrow, the barrow being laid down on one side. If to be

taken by a cart, the larger the mound is the better, as then

it can be cut into great lumps with a shovel. A heap ia

easiest made for a stack when you can roll the snow from

all the surrounding ground. If to be carted it is of less

moment where you bring it from. If the snow is fresh and
soft a little water will help to solidify it when knocked firmly

together. In the case of a stack out of doors, watering the
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outside before a frosty night will be a good preservative

before covering.
, ,• , i j

It ia now very many years since we listened, delighted

and instructed, to some of Mr. Keane's literary and scientific

essays at the West London Gardeners' Association for

Mutual Improvement. We wish he would write just such

an essay on the principles of ice-preserving as he would

have done then, with just the view before him of such a

number of upturned faces, with ears taking in every word,

and reasoning and criticising going on quietly until he had

uttered the last word. The iemperatm-e of the ice is to us

far from a settled question. The boiling water used for

each foot of ice, see page 29, must raise its temperature.

Suppose that ice must absorb some 140° to become fluid, is

it not feasible to suppose that the boiling water would help

to promote that fluidity ? There is a little doubt about the

whole question, so much so that we have for years done

little or nothing in an artificial way to the ice. There might

be a difficulty, too, in getting the boiling water, and it would

be easy to err as to the proper quantity. Would our friend

give us more insight into this matter ?—E. F.

Cotton.—In these days of cotton famine, as there are

many persons who have hothouses who would like to rear

plants for the sake of curiosity, I may state that I have

some samples of Sea Island and New Orleans Cotton seed

by me, and sometimes I have quite a number of sorts, which

I'test for the Cotton Supply Association of Manchester. I

shall be happy to send a few to any one on receipt of a

stamped and directed envelope.

—

John Hagtje, 36, Mount
Street, Ashtcn-under-Lyne.

TEADE CATALOGUE EECEIVED.
W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, London.

—

Catalogue of Select

Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds.

C. E. Brydges, St. James's Square, Cheltenham.

—

Spring

Catalogue of Kitchen Garden, Farm, and Flower Seeds.

E. H. Poynter, County Seed Establishment, Taunton.

—

Retail List of English and Foreign Seeds.

COVENT GAUDEN MARKET.—Janpabt 14.

The supply, both of out and in-door produce, is. for the season, well kept
up. Grapes are unusually plentiful; Pines just, sufficient to meet the

demand; good dessert Pears very scarce ; Oranses and Lemons good and
abundant Forced vegetables consist of the ?ame article^ as last week, and
the Lettuce from the continent is tender and good. Unless very severe

weather occur, there seems little liltelihood of there being much chauge
in quotations for some weeks.

FRUIT.

Apples ^ sieve 1

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14
Currants, Red.„i sieve

Black do.

Fies doz.

FUberts lOOlba. 40
Cobs do. 70

Gooseberries .. ^ sieve

Grapes, Hamburgha lb 3

Muscats fl

Lemons 100 5

a.
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BouincAL Clabsification (a. £roi(H).—We do not remember your
qnery.

Leap Mould, &c. {A Subscriber).—You may keep your leaf mould and
loam in bags in your cellar without injury to anything but ti.e bags. Tar-
paulin is better tlian mats for covering pits, us it excludes wet, especially if

you put a little hay or straw between the glass and tarpaulin.

DlRicilo.-i (if. A.)—Mr. Thomson, Archertield, Drem. N.B. We are
not aware that the Vine you mention has been supplied to the trade.

Fbchsia Seedling (Saniiana).—It is impossible to give an opinion of
the merits of a seedling from a sinple flower and leaf. It seems a cro.'s
with coryrabiflora. The other little scrap seems to be a CrucianelU, but no
judgment can be formed on such fragments.

SODTB AusTKAi.iAN Plant (Countrij Curntf).—We do not know it by the
colonial name " Shirt's Desert Pea," but as its " flowers arc scarlet, with a
large black eye," we think it is, probably, Clianthus puniceii.t. Portraits
ot this are in the " Botanical Register." " Horticultural Society's Transac-
tions," and Paxton's "Magazine of Botany."

Crickets in Cucumber-hoi SE—PoriAR Cuttings (A Weekly Header).—
The most efTeclual remedy is to poison them by spreading phosph irus
paste ou thin slices of bread, the same as if buttering these thickly. This
preparation placed in their haunts will kill many—certainly all that partake
of it. It thould be laid at night, as the directions en the cover will inform
you. Now is a good time to insert Poplar outlines, but the sooner it is
done after the leaves tall the better. They should be taken from the strooE
growths of last year and be cut into lengths of from 8 to 12 inches two-
thirds of their length being inserted in the soil. The distance should be
about 6 inches apart, and 12 or 15 in the rows. The moderately s'rong
wood ia the best.

iNillAKUBEER PlANT SHEDDING ITS LEAVES — PlaKIS FOE HAVGIKO
Baskets-Thrips on Febns {A Constant Sender).—the leaves fall we
should think, through want of light, and the extreme dryness of the atmo-
sphere in the rirawing-room ; for though this plant will endure almoft any
treatmenl, it cannot thrive in a dark and extremely dry atmosphere for a
lengthened period. The plants for baskets outside a west window are few.
and, though we name some, we do not vouch for their doing either well or
flowering at the time named—Vlncas, six sorts ; Lysimachia nummularia

;

Antirrhinum linarifefoliura; Campanula garganica, C Barrelieri, Convol-
vulus mauntanicus, Linaiia cymbalaria, and its variety alba; Saxifraga
japonica, and S. s.irmento^a. Sedum Sieboldi ; and the vaiiegated-leaved
Strawberry is very pretty

; but nothing is handsomer thm the variegated
gold and silver, and the small green leaved Ivies. If the Ferns in the fern-
case are not much infested with ihrips the latter may be rem >ved with a damp
sponge, to which they will adhere on its being drawn over them, care being
taken not to injure the fronds. If very much infested the best plan would
be to fill the case quite full of tobacco smoke, removing the case to an out-
house for the operation. If fumigated the fronds of the Ferns should be
dry. By removing the thrips with a damp sponge you may soon clear the
case, but to prevent their attacks m future the atmosphere should be kept
more moist

?°.°?.l'^''''°'"'-~"'''''^
Garden Manual" for twenty postage stamps

jnd' The Poultry.Book for the Manv" for seven postage stamps, can he
bad free by post Irom our office, and will suit you.

-1, Hcnriette; 2, Glou Morceau : 4 and 6,

It 13 an acknowledged fact, that the artificial hatching of
eggs in England although carried out on principles not in
strict harmony with the natural incubation of a hen, has yet
proved far more successful than the artificial rearing of
chickens. This, of course, is solely to be ascribed to the
improvident way in which chickens are treated before they
have their natural protection, their feathers, in a climate
where the sudden changes in the temperature of the atmo-
sphere, and the almost continual hitmidity of the soil, act
prejudicially on young animal life ; but surely these are diffi-

culties which can easily be overcome? Do we not obtain
in England by artificial means such splendid tropical fruits
as no tropical climate can produce ? And why not surpass
Egypt in rearing poultry, if not in cost at least in quality
and scientific feeding and fattening, for which far more
remunerative prices are obtained ? Well, all this can now
be accomplished in England by any person who wOl follow
my plan of hatching, rearing, and firttening poultry by
artificial means. This plan must necessarily be modified
according to the importance of the breeding establisliment
and the number of eggs to be hatched daily—from one to a
thousand—but the main principles essential to the successful
artificial breeding of poultry will, under any circumstances,
remain the same.

THE AETIFICIAL HATCHING EOOM.

Names of Fruit iF. H.
Napoleon; 5, Easter Beurr6.

Names OF Plants (E. B. i\'.).-l and 5, Athyriura Filix-fiEmina
2 Aspleniuro microdon.-A rare British variety of either A. lanceolatum or

ithe Adiantum nigrum
; yours is not odvanred enough to say to which it

belongs 3 and 7, Lastrea dilatat.i ; 4 may be Asplenium lanceolatum ina wretchedly sl.rved state, but is more like a bad frond of A. fontanum 1

6,_rolystichum aculcatum lobatu.n. young; 8, Lastrea semula ; 9, Asplenium
(J/toj 2l/a;/fO-— Pferis aquiliDa.Adiantum nigrum.

POULTRY. BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE,

POULTRY-KEEPING FROM A COMMERCIAL
POINT OF VIEW.
(Continued from page 40.)

ARTIFICIAL HATCHING.
There is nothing absolutely new under the sun! Even

hatching chickens by artificial means has been carried on
in Egypt, China, and other eastern countries, from the re-
motest ages to the present day ; and yet in England it has
hitherto proved a failure in a commercial point of view. It
IS true that in Egypt, where they hatch many millions of
poultry annually, artificial hatching is a trade of itself
carried on by hundreds of proprietors of ovens, and their-
anccess in hatching will be apparent when it is stated that
they Bell one hundred newly-hatched chickens for about 3s.,
or that they will return, free of charge, sixty chickens for
every hundred eggs entrusted to them for hatching. It is
also true, that the climate and soil of Egypt are more favour-
able than those of England to the rearing of poultry ; but
then, why should we not appeal to science to assist us in
overcoming the drawbacks of our soil and climate? No doubt
we shall never be able to produce poultry so cheap as in
Egypt, where soil, climate, labour, and cost of land are
eminently favourable to a cheap production ; but in com-
pensation we can obtain far higher and in proportion more
remunerative prices for our poultry, their feathers, and
manure.

Fig. 17.— Artificial Hatching Eoom.

The floor of this room should be formed of concrete, the
sides of moveable glazed frames, and the roof of boards
covered with asphalted felt, slates, or zinc. The interior

ought to be fitted along the sides with moveable shelves,

which can be drawn out tor cleaning. These shelves will be
divided into separate compartments, 3 feet long, 2 feet wide,

and 1 foot high, the sides and the front, which forms a door,

should be made of galvanised iron wire. In each compart-
ment ought to be a frame lined underneath with long fleece

the same as in the portable artificial mother's. In these

compartments the chickens are placed from their birth up
to a week or ten days old, when they are put under the care

of an artificial moveable mother (see fig. 15), in small esta-

blishments, or in the artificial rearing home in large esta-

blishments. These compartments ought to be covered with
a telt carpet, which must, however, be kept well cleaned and
occasionally dipped in boiling water. The best way to supply

food and water to such young chickens is by means of two

Fig. 18.— Keerliiig .ml Drinking Saucers I Fig. 19.—Feeding and Diinking
for Young Chi.kens. ] Vessel for Young Chickens.

saucers (see fig. 18), one within the other, and between
which the fooil or water is put. This will prevent them
wetting themselves or scratching the food about. The
hatching room wUl require no heating apparatus, aa the
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heat from the hatching apparatus, which is Icept in the

middle of this room, will keep the temperature sufficiently

high dui-ing winter. Near the ridge of the roof rentilating-

frames should be fixed, and near the floor one or two sliding

doors should be provided to allow of the admission of cold air.

Chickens hatched in a dry atmosphere will never be so

strong and healthy as those hatched in a raoist heat, as is

evident from the difference in the appearance of a brood

hatched in a loft, and one hatched in the field ; and as a raoist

temperature is highly desirable, it should be provided for in

artificial hatching. The apparatus described below, although

only calculated to hatch one egg per day, combines the same
advantages as one capable of hatching one thousand eggs

per day, and will answer for all the requirements of an

amateur breeder. Besides it is so portable and convenient

in its construction that it can be placed in a bed-room, and

while hatching it will keep the room warm day and night,

aad the light from the gas or lamp will serve as a night light.

PORTABLE ARTIFICIAL HEM FOE HATCHING.

^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

iiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii

e\oo

Fi^. 20.- Port iblc Artificial Hen for Hatching. Perspective elevalion.

From the above perspective elevation and section it will

be seen that the hatching apparatus consists of separate

parts. 1. A glass-covered box. 2. A water tank. 3. A floating

vessel. 4. A gas or oil lamp.
The glass-covered box is made of japanned tin, it has a

glass door through which
the light can be seen.

The bottom of this box is

perforated in the centre

for the admission of air

to the lamp, and the other
partis carpeted to receive

the chickens as they leave

their shells. About 12

inches from the bottom
are lour brackets to re-

ceive the water tank. The
lid has a perforated bor-

der for the escape of the
vitiated air and the steam
from the water. The sides

are provided with handles

n iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

%o
Fig. 21.—Transverse Section.

for carrying the box from one place to another, and it stands
on four knobs to allow of a free passage of air underneath.
The water tank is made of tin, and a little smaller than

the box so as to allow about half an inch for the free passage
of air all round.
The floating vessel is also made of tin, and is a trifle

smaller than the water tank, so as to allow of its floating in

it. The centre of this vessel has an oval opening in which
a registering thermometer is kept to show at all times the
temperature of the water. The bottom of this vessel is

covered with about an inch deep of silver sand on which the
eggs are placed. By means of the central opening and that

between the vessel and the tank, the air is kept in a con-

stantly moist condition. The lamp may burn either gas or

oil, but gas is certainly preferable.

MANAGEMENT OF THE APPAEATUS.

This is so simple that it can be entrusted to a child, and

only a very few directions will be necessary.

1st. Fill the tank with hot water till the floating vessel

reaches the top level, then see that the water has a tem-

perature of nearly 112". Then light the lamp. Should the

heat increase reduce the flame, but if the temperature rises

or decreases but slowly it can be regulated by admitting

more or less air through the door of the box.

2nd. The principal point, however, is, that the tempera-

ture on the sand should not vary much from 105'^, and it

will be found that with a water-heat of 112°, the sand will

be at 105°, and the eggs at 98''. For beginners it is always

best to put the apparatus in action for a day or two before

putting eggs in it.

3rd. Turn the eggs once or twice a-day, and keep the

water replenished as it evaporates.—G. K. Getelin, Civil

Engineer, London.
(To be continued.)

PROFITS OF POULTEY-KEEPING.
In the article " Poultry-keeping from a Commercial Point

of View," your correspondent, Mr. G. K. Geyelin, makes a

calculation of the extra revenue to be derived from 3000

hens, and arrives at a result of rather a startling nature.

It is true, Mr. GeyeUn allows nothing for deaths, &o. ; but

does he not make a serious mistake in calculating the value

of the eggs at 15s. per 100 ? I am buying good fresh-laid

eggs now at Is. per dozen, or 8s. id. per 100, and, of course,

the man from whom I buy them gets a good profit, as he has

to buy them from the farmers' wives.

I fear that 5s. per 100 would be nearer the mark than 15s.

and if so, that would reduce the revenue from ^£675 to iS225.

Still, even then there would be a good profit left, and it is

astonishing that the cottagers of England do not attend

more to egg-producing than they have done.—C. S. J.

[We consider you are quite right, and we have warned

our readers against accepting Mr. Geyelin's profit and loss

statements. Those published and others which we have

from him for publication, are all far too much in favour of

the poultry-keeper.

—

Eds.]

KENDAL AND NOETH-WESTERN COUNTIES
POULTEY SHOW.

The tenth annual Show was held on Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday last, in the Commercial Assembly Eoom,

Highgate, Kendal.
On account of the Committee not being able to secure the

commodious room that has been at their disposal for the

past two years, and there not being another room sufficiently

large in the town, they were obliged to strike out a number

of classes which otherwise would have appeared on their

Hst.
, ,

The chief feature in the Show was the Game classes, and

the principal attraction amongst the Game was the class for

local exhibitors, thirty-three pens competing for the honour of

being the best pen m the county. The silver cup and second

prize were won by Mr. Thos. Eobinson, of Ulverston, and

the third and extra first prizes by Mr. Woof, of Old Hutton;

an extra prize, in the same class, was taken by Mr. Thompson,

of Old Hutton. As a class, this was, perhaps, the best in

the Show, not a single bad bird of any sort being seen in

any pen. In the Single Game cook and cockerel class the

competition was very close. For the cup it was a severe

struggle between the best two pens, and it was only after a

long comparison that the Judge decided in favour of Mr.

Fletcher's splendid bird, though, in our opmion, the cock

shown by Mi-. M. Graham, of Kendal, was equally deserving.

There was a capital show of Bantams, and in the class for

Game cock and two hens, no less than thirty-nine pens

competed. . . ,,

In the Eamhurgli classes the different varieties were well

represented; the magnificent birds of Sir St. George Gore

being conspicuous in each class, though the head prize, a
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silver cup, the gift of the Member for Kendal, was carried

off by Miss Emily Beldon with a pen of Silver-spangled,

the only pen she had in the Show.
In the DorHng class the Hopton Hall birds were more

fortunate, the silver cup being awarded to them ; though
there was very little between them and the second prize

birds shown by Mr. Knowles.
The Cochin-China classes were well represented, consider-

ing there was not much inducement, there being no cup
given in this class. In the coloured birds Mr. Zurhorst took
first in adults, and Mr. Stretch in chickens. In Whites,
the Rev. Frank Taylor took first in adults, and second in

chickens ; and the Rev. E. Lucas was the winner of the first

prize in chickens. The whole of this class were exceedingly
good J the "White Cochins especially, being far above the
average. The Black Spanish mustered very badly, and
those that were shown deserve no special remark.
Amongst the Duchs there were some excellent pens, some

of the north-country birds treading close upon the prize pens
of our most celebrated breeders. In the "Any Variety
Class," were some remarkable birds, one pen disqualified for

only ha\ing one Duck instead of two, contained the largest
drake we ever remember seeing. The prizes, however, were
given to the small fancy sorts.

On the whole the Show was a very successful one, it was
exceedingly well managed, and was most respectably at-

tended, the principal families in the neighbourhood taking
great interest and bestowing their patronage in a very
liberal way. On the last day the room was thronged the
whole time, and in the evening was crowded to excess. All

the Committee want to make this Show the first in the
north is a suitable room, and we hope that next year they
will be successful in securing the room that has in previous
years been at their disposal.

The following is the list of awards :

—

Game (Whites and Piles).—First, T. West, St. Helens. Second. F. C.
ElliPOD, Kendal. Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart., Hopton Hall, Derbyshire.
Higbly Commended, H. Thompson, Milntiiorpe.

GAME(Black-breas eu and other Reds).— First and Cup, T. Statter, Bury,
Lancashire. Secom.', J. Fletcher, Stoneolouah, near Manchester. Third,
"W. Boyes, Beverley. Hiehly Commended. T. West, St. Helens* ; J, Fletcher,
Stoneciongh. Commended, J. Geldeid, Kendal; Jl. Billing, jun., Birming-
ham.
Gawk (Any other Tariety).— First. T. West. St. Helens. Second, H.

Worrall, West Derby, Liverpool. Third, M. Billing, jun.. Birminphaui.
Highly Commended, L. Casson, Ulvereton. Commended, W. J. Cope,
Bornsley.
Game Hens (Any ace or variety).—First, T. Robinson, Kendal. Second,

J. S. Butler, Poulton-le-Fylde. Third, W. Boyes, Beverley. Highly Com-
mended, T. West, St. Helens, Lancashire.
Hambl'bghs (Guliieu-pencillcd).— First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart., Hopton

Hall, Derby?hiie. Second, F. Pitiis, jun., Newport, Isle of WiRht. Third,
A. Nuttall, Manchester. Highly Commended, J. Pearson, Wibsev, near
Bradford; T. Wrigiey, jun., Middlcton; VV. H. Dyon, Bradlord; S.' Smith,
Halifax ; R. Roy, Worcester.
Hambi'iighs "(Golden-spanglcfl).— First, N. Marlor, Denton, near Man-

chester. Second, Sir St. G. Gore. Third, C. Broadbent, Saddleworth. Highly
Commended, D. Tait, Grasraere; Miss Irving. Penrith; J. Robinson, Gar-
stang

;
W. Cooper, Eelmeley, Yorkshire; M. Billing, jun,, Erdingtou,

Birmingham. Commended, T. Brooks, Keighley.
Hawuirges (.Silver-pencilled).- First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, J.

Robinson, Vale House, Garstang. Third, D. EUeray, Boveness.
Hauburgbs (Si!ver-8pangled).— First and Cup, Miss E. Beldon, GiUtead,

Bingley. Second, J. Robinson. Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Com-
mended, J. Altham, Accrington, Commended, G. E. Hardman, Rawten-
fitall (chicken^) ; J. Fielding, Newchurch, near Manchester.
Dorkings (Any variety).— First and Cup, Sir St. G. Gore. Second, H.

Knowirp, Livrrpool. Third, D. Parsons, Cuerden, near Preston. Hiifhly
Commended, J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury; J. Robinson, Vale
House. Garstang; J. Gunsoii, Whitehaven, Commended, \V. W. Ruttlidge,
Kendal; T. Roger, Lant-aahire. Chickcris. — First, J. K. Fowler. Second,
A.Woods, Sefion, near Livrrpool. Third, J. Robinpon. Highly rommentled,
R. D. Holt, Windermere ; W. W. Ruttlidge, Kendal. Commended, F. R.
Pease, Southend, Darlington.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Boff, or Brown and Partridge-feathered).
—Firwt, F. W. Ziiihorst, D'timybror-k, Dublin. Second and Third, Miss E. A,
Aglionby, Grnsmere (Buff). Chickens.— First, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. Second,
W. Ne\\some, Bingley. Third, Miss E. A. Aglionby. Commended, J.
Withinshaw. jun., Nantwich.
CocHiN-CHiNA(White).— FirPt, Rev. F. Taylor, Kirkby, Lonsdale. Second,

F. W. Zurluist, Dunnybrook, Dublin. Highly Commended, W. Dawson,
Hopton. Mil field. Yorlushire. Chickens.— yirst, Rev. E. H. Lucas, the
Rectory. Edith Weston, Stamford. Second, Rev. F. Tavlor, Kirkby, Lone-
dale. Third, J. IIodgHon, Whittington, Burton. Highly Commended, G.
Lamb; J. Hodgson ; Rev. F.Taylor. Commended, Rev. F. Taylor.

Si'ANisii (iJladO.— Fi'ize, ^'- HaiTey, Sheffield. Chicketia.— FirFt, W.
Newpon e, Bingle\. Second, S. Robson. Third, A. Heath, Calne, Wiltshire.
Highly Cimimended, A. Heath.
Any New or Distinct Vabiett not PnEvioosLT Mkntionkd.— First,

C. W. Brierley, Middleton, Manchester (Poland^). Second, T. Brooks,
Keighley (White-crested Black Polands). Third, R. W. Boyle, Rosemonnt,
DuDflrnm, Co. Dublin (Brahma). Highly Commended. H. Lacy, Hebden
Bridge (Dark-penctlled Brahma Poolias); J. Bramwell, Moorhead, Accnng-
ton (Brahma Poolraj; S. BulLerfleld, Keighley (Black Hamburghs).

SINGLE COCKS.
Game. — First and Cup, J. Fletcher, Stoneciongh, near Manchester.

Second, M. Graham. Kendal. Third, C. W. Brierley, Middleton, Man-
chester. Fourth, W. J. Cope, Barnslev. Highly Commended, J. Hodgson,
Whittington, Burton; T. WeBt, St. Helens; M. Billing, jun., Erdington,
near Birmingham, Cockerels.—First, M. Billing, jun. Second, T. Statter,

Bury, Lancashire. Third. T. West. Fourth, G. Robinson, Kendal. Highly
Commended, I'. King, Wellington, Salop. Commended, H. Thompson, Miln-
thorpe.
Dorking.—First, W. W. Ruttlidge, Kendal. Second, R. D. Holt. Win-

dermere, nighly Commended, F. K. Pease, Southend, Darlington; J.

Robinson, Vale House, Garst:ing.
Spanish.— First, F. Crook, Forest Hill (Chicken). Second, J. Cragg,

Kendal.
Bantam (Game).— First, J. Munn, Newchurch, Manchester. Second, R.

Dodge, Shfffield. Third, G. Smith, Staveley. Highly Commended, J.

Munn; R. Dodge; J. Crosbland, jun., Wakefield.

Bantams (Game).— Cup, First, and Fourth, J. Munn, Newchurch, Man-
chester. Second, G. Smiih, Staveley. Third, G. Maples, jun., Wavertree,
n^ar Liverpool. Hitrhly Commended. Miss E. A. Aglionby, the Hollins,

Grasmere (Piles) ; W. B. Mapplebeck. jun., Woodfleld. Mosely. Birming-
ham ; J. W. Morris Rochdale : Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. ; Hon. T. Fitzwilliam,
Rotherhara, Commended, M. Leno, jun., Birmingham; E. G. Hornby,
Westmorhmd ; D. Paruons, Preston.
Eantams (Any other variety).— First, W. B Mapplebeck, jun., Birming-

ham. Second, M, Leno, jun.,' Bedfordshire. Third, W. Harvey, Sheffield

(Booted Whits Bantams). Highly Commended, M. Lene, jun. ; F. R. Pease,
Southend. Darlington; W. J. Cope, Bamsley.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).— First and Third, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury,

Second, Mrs. M. Atkinson. Kendal. Highly Commended, F. M. Hindle,
Haslingden ; J. Robinson, Garstang.
DfCKS (li'uen).—First and Cup, A. Woods, Sefton, Liverpool. Second,

T. Nelson, iMilntliorpe. Third. R. W. Boyle. Rosemount, Dundrom. Highly
Commended, T. Hall. Haslingden ; T. Robinson, Ulvereton ; Sir St. G. Gore,
Bart. Hoptnn Hall, Derbyshire. Commended, T. Statter, Bury, Lancashire;
J. Redhead, Kendal.
Ducks (Any other variety}.—First. C. W. Brierley, Middleton, Manchester-

Second. D. Parsons, Cuerion, Preston. Third. J. F. Fowler, Aylesbury
(East Indiai. Highly Commended. T. Hall, Haslingden (Wild) ; R.'Dicken-
son, Bowness; F. W. Earle (Black East Indian); C. W. Wilson, Kendal
(iluscovy) ; I. Atkinson, Burton.

Special Class.— Extra First and Third. R. Woof, Old Hutton, Milnlhorpe.
Cup and Second, T. Robinson, Ulverston. Extra Second, H. Thompson,
Milnthorpe. Highly Commenned, M. Graham, Kendal; J. Gelderd, Colin
Croft, Kendal; J. Hodgson, Whittington, Bwrton. Commended, J. Hodg-
son ; E. G. Hornby, Westmorland; H. Thompson.

PIGEOXS.
Caerikhs.—First and Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Commended,

J. R. Robinson, Sunderland; J. W. Wooler, Darlington.
ToMBLEKS (Almond). -Fir.st, F. Key, Beverley. Second, T. Kew, Burton,
Tumblers. — First, W. Towerson, Egremont, Cumberland. Second,

T. Kew. Burton, Westmorland. Highly Commended, H. Yardley, Market
Hall, Birmingham.
Owls.— First and Commended, W. Towerson, Egremont. Second, H.

Yardley.
PowTERS AND Ckoppers.—Prizc, T. Kew, Westmorland:
Bares.— First, W. B. Van Haansbevgpu, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second,

R. Thomp>-on, Kendal. Commended. H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Faxtails.— First, W. B. Van Haansbergen, >'ewcastle-ou-Tyne. Second,

H. Yardley, Birmingham.
TuREiTS — First, U. Thompson. Second, H. Yardley. Commended,.

J. R. Robinson, Sunderland.
Tai'MPETRKs.— First, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland. Second, W. B. Van

Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Commended, F. Key, Beverley, York-
shire.

Jacobins.-First, E. E. M. R.oyas, GreenhiU, Rochdale. Second, J.

Thompson, Bingley.
Any other variety.— Fir.'^t, W. B. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-

Tync. Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Commended, E. E. Royas

;

F. Key (Nuns).

JurGES.— Poxiltry : Mr. E. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.
Pigeons: Mr. Sergencson, Liverpool.

PERTH POTJLTEY SHOW.
This was held in the City Hall, Perth, on the 12th and

13th inat.

Spanish. —First, Viscountess Holme«dale, Linton Park. Second, P.
Bruce, Perth. Third, Brown & Cochr.me, Perth. Highly Commended,
Cochrane & Roes, Perth ; Mr.s. M. U. B. Cross, Monitieth ; D. Stewart,
Perth ; J. Monson, jun., Perth.
Dorking {Any colour).— Fir.«t, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, W.

Cooper, Inchture. Third, J. Elsworth, Campsie Junction. Highly Com-
mended, W. Cooper; J. Elsworth ; J. Spalding, Leslie; Viscountess-

Holmesdale; Brown & Cochrane.
CocBiKB (Any colour),— First, Brown & Cochrane. Second and Third,

Vii-countt'ss Holmesdale. Highly Commended, Brown &, Cochrane. Com-
mended, W. Cooper ; T. Y. Craig, Gallatnwn.
Brahmas (Any Colour .—First, Lord Kinnaird, Second, Mrs. H.Barclay.

Thiid, W. Cooper. Hifihly Commended, Mrs. CroiS. Commended, W..
Cooper ; Mrs. li. Barclay.
Game (Any colour).— First, Mrs. Cross. Second, J. .Anderson, Meigle.

Third, J. Morison, jun. Highly Commended, Mrs. Cross, Commended^
W. Bonthron, jun,, Kirkcaldy ; R. Carmichael.

Hamuukgh (Pencilltd).— first, Mrs. Cross. Second, Mrs. Brown, Aber-
cairnv. Third, Mrs. White, Perth. Highly Commended, C. Lookhart^
Kirkcaldy; D. Penmanj R, Coupar, Pathhead.
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Hamburgh (Spaneled) .— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, A.

Copland Kintore. Third, Mrs. Cross. Highly Commmdod, Mrs. Brown.

Commended, W. Kiddie, Covvde..beath; W. France.

BiNTAMS (Any colonr), -First, G. Spalding, Drnmsturd-.e. Second, Mrs.

Gross. Third and Highly Commended, J. Andereon. Commended, t.L.

"In othbe'''beked.—First. Countess fle Flahault (LaFleche). Second

and Third, W. Cooper (La Floche and Creve Cojur). Highly Commended,

Countess de Flahault (Buff Poland) ; T. Ross (Scotch Grey).

Geesk (Any colour).- First and Second, W. Cooper. Third, J. Lamg.

Docks (Ajlesbury).—First. J. Anderson. Second, Lord Kinnnird.

Ducks (Rouen).— First, Second, and Commended, Mrs. Cochrane, Lundie

SiriiEPSTAKES.—5pnnJs/i Coc/is.—First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second,

Brown & Cochrane. Dorkinq Cocks —First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Se-

cond, J. Elsworth. Game Cocks.—Van, Mrs. Cross. Second, J. Anderson.

BEAHMA POOTEAS.
Thinking that Burmali might not be the country in-

tended by Mr. Tanner, as mentioned in our last Journal, we

Vfrote for information, and this is Mr. Leworthy's reply :

—

" Last night I went the distance of two miles to have an

interview with Mr. Tanner, whose family are residing in

India nosv, with the exception of himself and youngest

daughter, who left when she was four years of age.

" Mr. Tanner resides at Pilton, near Barnstaple, and he

said—'I have been a resident for twenty-one years at

Chumar, situated near the Eiver Ganges, about three

hundred miles from Calcutta, in India. I left there fifteen

years since. Two years before I left I purchased at a bazaar

at Chumar, some Brahmin Murge (fowls) at 2s. each, a

very high price, but they were large fowls. At the same

time common fowls in the market were worth 6cl. each.' He
said, also, that they did not derive their name from the

river Brahma Pootra, but ' Brahmin,' means in India the

highest caste of the people, and those birds being beyond

the common order of fowls, the Indians called them Brahmin
Murges. (In English, High Caste fowls.)

" Mr. Tanner was of a decided opinion that the Brahma
fowls that I had, and which attracted his attention in my
poultry-yard, were a pure breed of Brahmin fowls, and of

precisely the same breed as those he kept in India.
" Mr. Falconer, resident at Newport, Barnstaple, told me

about one year since, that about thirty miles below Chitta-

gong, by the river Brahma Pootra, there is a very high bank
adjoining the river. On this bank are numerous cottages

btult, the women residing in which employ themselves by
taking clothes for washing for the gentry in that neigh-

bourhood, and those cottagers keep only this kind of fowls

;

and at Chittagong he could not get any refreshment except

fowls or eggs. He compared eggs to the stones of a pave-

ment, being so plentiful. He had read a description of the

Brahma Pootra fowls, and it agreed with those which he
had seen in the Brahma village.—H. Lbwortht, Newport,

Barnstaple."

POULTEY SHOW IN PAEIS.
I'lVB of the salons in the Palais de V Industrie, the sides of

which were covered a few months since with the productions
of the artists of all nations, presented an extraordinary
appearance on the 19th, 20th, and 31st inst. In place of

history, battles, landscapes, and portraits were collected the
inanimate bodies of fowls. Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks. The
Exhibition was a great success : there were more than five

hundred contributors, and between two and three hundred
specimens of poultry of one kind and another. Nineteen
departments were represented.

The arrangements were admirable ; sloping tables were
placed around, and double stands of the same kind in the
centre of each room. These were covered with blue paper,
upon which the poultry was laid out with ample space on all

sides, the various lots each consisting of four specimens,
being separated by fillets of wood painted red, so that
every article exhibited could be seen perfectly. On the
walls were neatly-painted devices, containing the names of
the classes and localities of production, and hung about with
laurel intermingled and enlivened by a few coloured ribbons.

The first day was devoted to arrangement ; the second, till

one o'clock, to the decisions of the jury, after which the
public was admitted at a charge of half a franc ; and the
third to exhibition and sale of the articles.

Thejury was composed ofCount Leopold le Hon, President,

representative in the Corps Legislatif of the department of

Ain, famous for its poultry ; two inspectors-general of agri-

culture, four farmers, and four dealers in poultry. The
sum of four thousand francs was devoted to prizes, besides

medals in gold, silver, and bronze. The grand prize consisted

of a large gold medal and a thousand francs. The awards

were marked by means of oval cast iron tablets, painted blue,

with the raised letters picked out in gold colour. The fowls

were divided into five categories—birds of the races of La
Bresse, of La Fleche, of Houdan, of Normanby, and miscel-

laneous. The first of these was by far the most numerous,

as the poulti'y is the most esteemed. One gold, one silver,

and a number of bronze medals and honourable mentions

were awarded in each class, and the grand prix d'honneur

was awarded to M. Gorgondet, of Treffort, in the department

of the Aix, for four pullets of the race of La Bresse. The
other five classes consisted ofTurkeys, Ducks, Geese, Pigeons,

Guinea fowls, and other poultry. The department of Seine-

et-Oise carried oif thft first and second prizes for Turkeys,

that of Orne the gold medal for Geese, and Rouen the same

for Ducks. The fowls of La Bresse were not so remarkable

for size as for smaUness of bone and plumpness ; and the

manner in which they are prepared for market is quite

artistic. Some of the Geese were truly gigantic ; but the

TurkL-yd would not have borne comparison, perhaps, with

those of Leadenhall Market. The sale was vei-y brisk, and

the names of almost every celebrated gastronomic establish-

ment in Paris were to be seen on tickets in all directions.

Fo*ty and fifty francs were asked and easily obtained for

prize Geese and Turkeys; and fowls that had obtained

medals were marked in the morning after the Exhibition as

hio-h, if not higher, than thirty-six francs each. Poultry is

an° article of great importance in France, and the rearing of

fowls in La Bresse, Burgundy, is one of the staple occupa-

tions of the locality ; but it is not carried on in large esta-

blishments, experience proving that the collection of large

numbers of poultry in one place invariably gives rise to

epidemics amongst them. The Bresse raca is not, however,

so pure as some others, the delicacy of the meat and

rapidity of the fattening being supposed to depend princi-

pally on soil and the mode of feeding. The Bresse pullets

can be fattened at the age of three months, while those of

other localities cannot be got ready for market till afterthe

fifth or sixth month. The modes of rearing poultry differ

in different localities. At La Bresse a pullet of three

months is worth about two francs, and the fattening occupies

them from fifteen to thirty days. To produce what is called

a fat pullet takes about five gallons of meal, made from

maize and black wheat. This is mixed with curdled milk,

and given to the poultry in balls ; the greater part are, how-

ever, only half fattened. A fine fat pullet sells for six to

ten francs ; an ordinary one for three to five francs, at the

local market of Bourg. The poultry of the Pleohe race is

fed in the department of the Sarthe, on barley and black

wheat meal mixed in the same way with milk. Four young

cocks, for which a prize was given, averaged 11 lbs., (English)

each, and were valued at 20s. to 24s. each.—(Jbttmal of

Society of Arts.)

SEX OF EGGS.
As the sitting season has again arrived, one becomes

reminded how desirable it would be to be able to have

cockerels or pullets ft-om this or that hen, and also of the

utter uncertainty which seems to hide the future sex of the

eg"*.

The idea has been mentioned that the position of the air-

vessel affords an indication ; and also that the shape of the

egg, whether round or oblong, is an indication, but these

notions have been proved deceptive. I heard that eggs that

were wrinkled at the small end would produce cockerels,

and eggs that were smooth would produce pullets. Wanting

some pullets two years ago, I set the smoothest-ended eggs

I could get, reared ten chickens from the brood, and they

turned out to be nine cockerels and a pullet, or just the

reverse of what I had been led to expect.

Recently, light from another quarter has been thrown on

this subject ; and it is now stated that, of a batch of eggs of
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one laying, those first laid will produce a majority of pullets,

and those last laid a majority of cockerels. It would cer-

tainly be very desirable to be able to regulate this matter

to some extent, and I hope this new idea will be carefully

tried by enough of your readers to ascertain if there is any
truth in it.—F. H.

THE COLOUR OF THE BILL OF THE
AYLESBURY DUCK.

Peemit me to ask. Why is it that the cream-coloured bill

of the Aylesbury Duck is held to be an indispensable quali-

fication at all our poultry shows ? Judging by my own ex-

perience, I must confess my entire disbelief in that being
the natural coloui-, because, if natural, the mere change of

locality could not affect it. Now, it so happens, I have re-

peatedly claimed at various shows a prize pen of Mrs.
Seamons, containing Ducks with bills of the orthodox colour,

of course, and although I have tried all manner of means to

preserve their delicate pristine shade, yet with all my care

I have invariably failed. Two or three months sufficed to

change the former sickly paleness into the healthy orange
bloom to such an extent, as totally to unfit them for com-
peting against Mrs. Seamons or Mr. Fowler. I have not the

least doubt if my birds had been returned to Aylesbury, a
brief sojourn there would have effectually blanched the bOl to

its prize-taking shade. This being not only my experience,

but that of a great many other lovers of these beautiful

birds, is it not natural for us to suppose that there is some-
thing in the character of the soil in which Ducks are con-

stantly boring for food, to account for this ? The soil of the
Aylesbury vale, I understand, is a compound of clay, sand,

and chalk—a mixture quite sufficient in my opinion, to pro-

duce by constant working in it, as Ducks do, the peculiar

colour of the Aylesbury's bill. If in this respect my supposi-

tion is correct, it must be pronounced an injustice to exhi-

bitors living in less favoured localities, for poultry commit-
tees, more especially the Birmingham Committee, to persist

in maintaining the cream-coloured bill as a "sine qua non."

There is another consideration in connection with this

question to which as food-producers and food-consumers it

behoves us all to give our serious attention. I allude to
that of weight. AVhile the Eouens, with their unfettered
and world-wide competition, are gradually but surely making
their way upwards—bidding fair ere long to outstrip the
celebrated exploit of Mrs. Seamons' 27 lbs. pair of Aylesburys
at Birmingham, the Aylesburys appear to have reached the
goal of theii' ambition, and are resting complacently on the
laurels they have won, contented if only one pen should save
the honour of the class at Birmingham, while all the rest,

from the second-prize downwards, were left in the unenviable
position of vanquished rivals. Now, by renouncing the cream-
coloured bill as the only standard, the consequence would be
to bring into action an amount of feeding-experience un-
known before, and instead of 27 lbs. being the isolated

maximum weight at Bunningham, it would be the minimum.
The fine large irame of this species warrants me in making
such an assertion, now that we see what has been accom-
plished in the Rouens. We cannot therefore but deprecate
a rule which, instead of stimulating the competition of the
community at large, unwittingly serves to confine that com-
petition to a small section of it.

It also will not be out of place here to draw the attention
of the Birmingham Committee as well as exhibitors to the
following significant facts, which will show to the former
that the proposed alteration will tend somewhat to the in-

crease of their funds, and to the latter what they have to

expect under a continuance of the present system.
Referring to the catalogues, I find the entries for Ayles-

burys avei'age about nineteen only per year during the last

four years, whereas the Rouens nearly treble them—the last

year giving fifty-one entries, making a difference of nearly
£12 in entry fees in favour of the latter, and why this sur-

prising difference? Simply because the Rouens have no
stringent, unattainable, stipulation attached, while the
Aylesburys have, and as a consequence the latter class

ceases to attract any entries, but from those interested, and
those uninitiated in the mystery. And when exhibitors are
informed that, with two exceptions, all the prizes awarded

in this class at Birmingham for the last four years have
gone to Aylesbury, and learn also the reason, and that it is

utterly useless attempting to compete with Aylesbury under
existing conditions, I shall not be surprised to see this class

gradually dwindle into insignificance.

Let me, therefore, in conclusion, suggest that as the
colour of the Mallard's and Grey Call's bill has been adopted
for imitation in the Rouens, the colour of the White Call's

bill should not be entirely ignored in the Aylesbury, the
orange being indisputably the natural colour. Not that I

would wish to make even this an arbitrary standard ; but to

make it " a fair field and no favour," I would propose that
the prizes should be awarded to the heaviest pen of birds,

"with bills of any shade" between orange and cream colour,

provided the colour of the bills of each bird in the pen
uniformly matched, and were besides in every other point
the nearest to faultless.

These few observations are dictated by no unkindly feel-

ing, but purely from an honest desire to advance the com-
mon weal.—G. B. H.

KABBITS.
I HAVE tried several kinds—viz., Himalayas, Silver GreyS'

Lop-ears, and lastly a beautiful pair of Patagonians, which
have just arrived from France—and out of the whole of this

stock not one has died from the time they have been sepa-

rated from the doe ; but of course I have illness amongst
my stock occasionally, but with a change of food they always
recover.

Can any of your readers inform me the cause of a Hima-
layan doe sometimes having amongst the litter one young
one which is born perfectly black, but at the age of about
two months changes to the colour of a perfect Rabbit of its

kind? I have one now which is just changing, and I see

that all about the head turns white first. Both the does
and young ones are fed on cabbage leaves, carrots, celery,

&c., twice a-day, besides as much oats and bran as they
wish, and whenever a doe appears thirsty she is allowed as

much water as she will drink while it is held to her; and
they are kept in very dry and warm hutches.—J. S. W.
Blacki;tt.

LIGURIANISING AN APIARY.
Will Mr. Woodbury have the kindness to give me his

opinion of the following project for multiplying my Ligurians

in the most rapid manner possible ? I want to combine two
objects. First, to insure as far as I can the continued
purity of the stock which I received last autumn from his

apiary ; and secondly, to displace as expeditiously as may
be my old black bees by tne new comers. I propose to

obtain, next season, as many new stocks of Ligurians as

there are bars furnished with brood-comb in the Italian

hive. At the proper period

—

i. e., as soon as I perceive drones

issuing from the hive—I purpose to furnish as many empty
hives as I wish to have artificial swarms, each with its bar
and appendage. The hives are then to be immediately placed

on the site of the hives of black bees, just previously removed,
choosing a fine warm day in mid-May for the purpose, and
shifting the hives at an hour when the greater number ot

bees are engaged in foraging—say from eleven to twelve in

the forenoon. I assume that drones will make their appear-

ance in the Ligurian stock several days before they are seen

in the common ones. By this means all the black bees

then out of the hives will return to their former domiciles,

but without drones. But I imagine that if I leave matters

here, there will scarcely be a sufficient number of black bees

in the all-but-empty hive to meet the emergencies of their

new and altered condition. I want the hive to be forthwith

replenished with comb, &c., that the new Ligurian queen
may at once proceed to the business of her vocation. My
next step will be to take a few moi'e black bees from the

removed hive. This I shall essay to accomplish thus :—

I

shall take each hive of black bees into a dark room, or rather

a room lighted by only a pane of glass ; by gently moving
the hive, not I'apping it as in driving, I shall, no doubt'

get a considerable number of the workers, then in the

interior, to fly to the light, where I can examine them, and
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in case the queen should not have joined them, liberate

them, when they will unquestionably wend their way to the

hive prepared for their reception. Having done this I shall

remove each hive of black bees, subjected to this rough and

depopulating process, a mile or a mile and a half from my
apiary. This wiU, I hope, if thoroughly carried out in ray

apiary, according to my present intentions, remove, or at

all events very much diminish, the probability of the young

Ligm-ian queens becoming impregnated with any but Ligu-

rian drones. I am fully aware that in this way I shall

increase the chance of having, in some few instances, per-

haps, only drone eggs laid in some of the hives ; but even

taking this into account, are there any other means so

simple and at the same time so efficacious for accomplishing

my pui'pose of getting immediately an apiary replenished

with the pure Ligurian stock ? I once tried an analogous

experiment in a partially-lighted room, although not for the

purpose of raising artificial swarms, and it answered admir-

.ably. It will, of course, be understood that my project em-
braces the entire removal, to as great a distance as possible

of all my stocks of black bees.—W. L.

[It requires, in my opinion, two seasons to ligurianise an
apiary. The first should be devoted to fui-nishing all your

stock with Italian queens, paying but little heed to their

impregnation, since no matter how that takes place, aU will

breed pure Ligurian drones next year,* when all that do not

breed true Italian workers should be weeded out and re-

placed by young queens, which, amid the multitude of

Ligurian drones which will then exist, will have every chance
of true impregnation. Thus much by way of preface. I will

now consider the details of the plan submitted to me.
When you take out a brood-comb to make an artificial

swarm in the way you propose, you should select one
which contains brood in every stage from the egg to the

sealed nymph, and shovild also take all the bees that are

on it at the time, otherwise the attempt may fail from the

lack of young bees which constitute the class of nurse-bees

described by Huber. If the vacancy in the Italian stock

can be at once supplied by a comb of black worker brood,

the abstraction of bees will scarcely be missed, and may be
repeated almost ad infinitum about every other day ; but
every comb of black brood should be marked with the day
of the month on which it is inserted, and not employed for

breeding Ligurian queens untO. say twelve days afterwards.

If combs of black worker brood are unattainable, the place

of those extracted should be occupied by empty worker-
comb, which will be rapidly fUled with eggs ; but if no
worker-comb be attainable, the remaining combs must be
brought together, and the vacancy left on one side. In
order to avoid the possibility of risk to the Italian queen,
do not be content with not being able to find her on the
comb about to be removed, but make sure of her not being
there by ascertaining her presence on another comb at the
time.

Putting the new artificial swarm in the place of a strong
stock in the way you describe will, together with the ad-
hering bees, generally insure a sufficient population without
the aid of after-manipulation, but it should be furnished
with enough combs to obviate the necessity of comb-building
for the first fortnight, since all combs built before a queen
is hatched are pretty sure to be drone-combs.

Artificial swarms will frequently raise a great many royal
cells. On the ninth or tenth day, all but two of these may
be extracted and employed in the formation of other swarms,
which will thereby gain a considerable advantage in point
of time. They should be cut out with a triangular bit of
comb attached (aper. downwards) and inserted in a similarly-
shaped hole cut in a brood-comb taken from either a com-
mon or a Ligurian colony ; the latter of course being prefer-
able as a dernier resort in the event of the failure of the
inserted royal cells. In all these operations the greatest
care is necessary to avoid bruising or chilling the royal
embryos and for this reason they should be conducted as
rapidly as possible in the middle of a warm day.

If in the spring you can manage to transfer two or three
of your stocks of common bees into frame hives, it will be a
great assistance, and will, I think, go far to render the task
of Ugurianising your apiary as easy as it is interesting.

• Vide my papirs on parthemgenes's in Nop. 25 and 30 of Thb Joikmal
OF HoBTicuLTUHF, for the explanation of tliis lUiious f»ct.

Instructions for performing this operation were given in
No. 75 of " our Journal."
Any further information will be most readily afforded by

—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.]

A NEW CHAPTEE IN THE NATURAL HISTOET
OF THE BEE.

bee commotions and queen encasements.
(Continued from page 42.)

Langstkoth has admitted that during one season he
lost a great many young queens artificially reared ; though
he attributed the circumstance to his having sited his hives

so closely together that the queens, on returning from their

aerial excursions, unable to discriminate their own domiciles,

went astray and perished. I quite admit that it is a matter
of some importance to have hives sited a little apart from
each other, and to have those which are uniform in shape
somewhat distinguishable in colour or appearance ; but
the proximity and similarity of hives are not, as Laug-
stroth states, the entire cause of such losses. An experi-

mental apiary must always be conducted upon the principle

of a full knowledge of circumstances and probable results.

I never think of calculating upon invariable success in all

cases of artificially-reared princesses, and certainly never
feel much disappointed when some of them fail by reason of

any of the contingencies to which I have hinted they are

liable. In cases where queens are reared naturally, not from
compulsion but from choice, I very seldom indeed find them
go wrong.
Now, it may be asked. How is this ? The answer is easy.

When a queen is reared with the view of swarming, it is a
crowning point in a long series of preparatory doings all

tending to such a climax. Drones are reared just to suit

the necessities of the case, and when the swarm leaves all

the elements and conditions of success are left behind which
Nature requires. Seldom indeed in such circumstances have
I found a faOure. Not so, however, in cases of an artificial

character. Here the rearing of a queen is a new idea, so to

speak, towards which the bees are not, it may be, entirely

prepared. Some elements or conditions of success may be
wEcnting. Even though a queen is reared, there may be
such a scarcity of drones not only in the apiary, but more
especiaDy in the hive, which by necessitating the queen to

continued flights for weeks, as I have seen her, may in

the end lead to accident and death. Nay, my experience

would lead me to go a step further on this subject when I

say, and it is not a haphazard statement, that a want of

drones in the young queen's own hive, though abundant else-

where, is a condition too often detrimental in its results.

This, in my opinion, renders impregnation sometimes tardy,

if not uncertain, and is the cause of her frequently going
astray altogether.

Just look through the glass of the unicomb on such occa-

sions, and see the preparations for the youthful queen's

departure. See her led, if I may so express myself, by an
escort of her subjects to the very entrance of the hive, where
she is literally beckoned away by the clearest signs. See,

too, the drones, fully aUve to the exigencies of the moment,
precede and follow her. Ah ! it is not in such circumstances

as these that I fear a successful result; it is only when
thesj natural elements are absent in the hive that I often

dread the consequences. What will be thought of the fact

that this very season out of fifteen young princesses I reared

from the eggs of one queen, and placed at the head of so

many hives, six disappeared in consequence of being ex-

posed, as I believe, to the unfavourable conditions to which

I have here referred ?

But to return. After such experiences as above detailed,

I set myself anew to the task of reconsidering the whole

question in all its varied characteristics and aspects. I

found that no uniform principle could be applied so as to

account for all the commotions and encasements occurring

in the apiary, originating as they evidently did from a dis-

similarity of causes. The foreign element of stranger bees

could not account for all of them, neither could it be said that

age and debility as affecting the queen applied to many of

them. The question then occurred to me. Is it necessary to
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assume A priori that these curious phenomena do ongiMte

&om one and the same cause? I could not from coUating

the mass of materials regarding these in my possession

come to such a conclusion, and therefore I have attempted to

evolve such a theory upon the subject that while it "i some

measure satisfies my own mind, I yet submit with the

greatest diffidence in the pages of this Journal, inasmuch as

I find from extracts from the writings of Herr Kothe, Herr

Wallbreeht, the celebrated Dzierzon, and other German

authorities, that the subject is not unknown in that land ot

philosophical research of myths, mysteries, and metaphysics,

but is viewed as one of the greatest enigmas m apiarian

science. This I must reserve, however, for a subsequent

communication.—J. Lowe.
(To be continued..)

EEGICIDE AMONG BEES.

1 HAVE just read with pleasure the contributions of our

two scientific friends, the Devonshire and the Benfrewshtte

Bee-keepers. I can indeed indorse the statement of the

former in reference to the regicide he refers to. I had one

good stock which swarmed on the 7th of May, and on

the 24th sent forth a large second swarm, just seventeen

days after the fii-st. After tHs last was hived and settled

I observed the old stock, and on the ground, near it, 1 tound

a cluster of bees shamefully ti-eating a beautiful large_ queen.

I -was surprised with what tameness she took then: msults.

I liberated her, and fearing it might be the queen of the

stock which had just issued, I put her on the alightmg-

board, and she walked in. Next morning I found her dead

on the ground.
, , t

Some time after liberating the queen refeiTcd to, I again

noticed the old stock, and was exceedingly annoyed at

finding another queen barbarously treated by the bees. X

had hardly patience with them; but, thinking she was a

supernumerary, I released her also, and put her on the

aU<^hting-board of another stock which I knew to be queen-

less. She was so weak and feeble, and lame m the hmd

legs, from the bad treatment she had met with, that she

could hardly walk in, and never did any good. I carefully

observed the stock from which these queens had been so

shamefully expelled. The bees never seemed contented—

never worked—would run up and down the hive m a stream,

apparently in agitation, as if searching for something. Some

time afterwards I examined this stock, and was annoyed at

finding neither eggs, larvffi, nor queen in it. I then cut a

nice piece of comb, fuU of brood in all stages, from another

hive, and inserted it in this. In two days I observed a

marked difference in the conduct of the bees, and found

four or five royal cells in progress, three of which were

ultimately sealed and opened in the usual way ;
brnc weeks

afterwards, on again examining the hive, I found it queen-

less. I beUeved these rebels had destroyed these princesses,

as they had attempted to do the former ones. I tried them

with another bit of comb, but they refused to raise any

more queens. In the autumn they fraternised with another

stock, and began removing their stores, and continued to

do so until the cold weather put an end to their mischief.

Will our kind friend, the " Benfkewshiee Bee-keepek,"

tell us the best way of securing the object mentioned in

his addendum ? It is, in my opinion, the great desideratum

of bee-keeping. A full account from his pen would oblige

us all.

—

Edwaed Fairbbotheb.

or gi-ass; but there is so little pasture now, and the cows so

nearly dependant on artificial food (hay and bruised oats)

that I cannot attribute it to the grass.—Cochin.

rWe never tasted butter more rancid than the specimen

sent by our correspondent. We cam only suggest that *^e

cream is kept too long before it is churned. We shaU be

obliged by any information on the subject.]

OUE LETTEE BOX.
rnvENTKT Show iJ. W. T.).-As this Show was in no way made public,

andiTnowlolS^Ta^t, it is needless to criticise what the committee consi-

dered not of sufficient impoitance to be made known.

Bath and West or England Society's PoDtTOT SH0W.--Thi3 will be

at Hereford in the June of this year. The pnzes are very I'b^^. ^"d ™P»

are giren as additional rewards, as well as sweepstakes. Prize lists, so.,

may be had of Mr. Pitman.

Hatching Tkhperatuei U. W. M.).-Wb° of Fahrenheit's thermometer

is Fhe heat for hatching hens' eggs. How is « P°»'Wb
Jl^ ^«

'» =1?
''''^J^fj

eggs from a farm-yard will hatch, when we know nothing whatever aoout

the yard or its management?

WBirEHAVEN AND West CoMBEEUND Show.— "Jaa. Wood, not Jae.

Nood," won the first prize for Cochin-Chinas.

Spanish Hen Kose-combed (Tj/roj.-There can be "".P"'/'' '^„^PXt
where a rose- comb appears. If the peccant hird is aUin to those that

appear pare, we should be nervous about the produce.

Peoducing Bantams !C. S. /.), -Having made up your "'';«
J^^» ^«^*

you wish to introduce into the Bantam classes, choose <''«
™,^''f,^

"/'^y""

?an find having the attributes of the breed most >^'r<'\B}y
,l<^™'Xself^ n

him to a large Bmtam hen approaching as nearly as possible to himselt n

Xe and colour, and gniltless'of points that would ^qualify the progeny

it. the father's class. If your space permit, and you are willing to take the

roubl rreverse the above, take'the smallest hen of '»» ^reed you wish to

make and the largest Bantam cock of proper colour, &c. The next year

?ou will have to choose your smallest birds, but those inost P'O" sing m
IZZmd character, and^ou must put them together Jouj^l also put

the original father with his daughters, aod mother with her '"i'/- TI'S will

give you such birds that by judicious selection for breeding you will have a

breed. All such require re-pairing and strenjtbenmgnow and then. There

were threepens ot beautiful Cochin Bantams at Birminghim.

COCK'S Come Turned Beack (E. F. ^O-Cocks' ""Pf^smrn black from

being chilled, from sickness, and from poison. There !>%» *<^™
°°/J»'?f^

severe enough to cause the first. The second may arise from ?'er-feedmg

or improper food. In the first case, the food often remams in the crop.

Warm water should be poured down the throat frequently and no more

food given till the crop is empty. This should be ""!'"'<=i,^y
^^f"^?.,"?

castor oil ; then soft food should he frequently given m small quant ties

till the comb is red and the bird cheerful. In case of sickness, castor oil is

sSl the best remedy, a tablespoonful is a dose. When the comb becomes

quite black, it is sometimes necessary to ."?»''«> t-'f^^^^-.tA,/"^
incision should be made, or the tip of one point cut off, but in either case

care mnst be taken not to disfigure the bird.

Dorking Hen with Cheeks Swoixe-. iK. J!.).-roment with warm

water
^

Give a table-spoonful of castor oil, follow by trwo pills of camphor,

Md feed on bread and ale. Seven or eight Dorking hens and one or two

cocks. As many Cochins and Brahmas as you like.

"F. C."— Next week.

KoBP (K ) -Sixty hens are a great number for two acres, more than the

land wil profitably carry if they ars Dorkings. especiaUy if the chickens have

<o be reared on the same ground. It is quite true that it becomes tanted, but

we think not to the extent people fancy. There can be no doubt tha fresh

ground is very beneficial to chickens as regards growth >,nd constitution.

It is often the case that a piece of grass handy in sanation can be l^^^red for

a small sum after the hay has been carried. This is good for chickens.

They shouW not Lave thJ hens till they are six weeks old in s"?'"'" a„a

it elrher the hen may be kept under the rip till she lay again, bcatter the

chickens over the ground as much as possible. Kill any very bad cases of

roup. Feed well on bread and ale. Put lumps of camphor m all the dr^k-

Ing.vesselB that are in use, and see that the houses are clean. Leave doors

and wmdows open all day.

Jars foe Peeservino Eggs (Jn Amateur, Old Sutscriber, and Others).

-Mr Gevelin's agent, Mr. J. Melville, 20, Glaskm Road, South Hockney,

London, wtlundlnake to supply the patent air-tight jars for Preservmg

eggs as the manufacturers will only sell to the trade. Prices "nftdepend

™ the size of the jars. The carriage to Lancashire per rail is about 2s. per

cwt The artificial vermin nurseiT will be fuUy described hereafter.

Covering for Bee-hives.-A gentleman from Wandsworth writing m
these pages a few weeks since gave a description of a covering for bee-

hives My employer would esteem it a favour if I could be permitted to

6er?hese coverings, so that I may get some manufactured on the same

principle.—The Gardener, Sidney Lodge, Jftmbledon.

HANCIDITY IN BUTTER.
I SENB a pound of butter, in the hope of receiving some

information as to the cause, or a remedy for, the acrid, pun-

gent taste which you will find to exist in it.

The butter is fresh, the dairy and utensils scrnpulonsly

clean and well-cared for ; the cows are out during the day,

and fed at night with bruised oats and hay.

We have observed this peculiar taste at different times

during the last five years—generally strongest in autumn ;

but last spring it was peculiarly strong. After two or three

days the butter is unfit for any purpose, and salting only

mafces it worse.

I liave hitherto believed that it was caused by some herb

LONDON MARKETS.—Jakuaet 16.

POTTLTKT.
Christmas and New Tear's days are passed, our country senders have

doneho.X-.keeprnraId''a modeUe but »/»'f,-PP'J ^^^fCe ne^r
in nnnltrv Pheasants are still far in excess of the demand, we nave never

nCr e'xperfciice seen so many in one season. The mild winter should

make early poultry plentiful, and we hope we may look forward to a pros-

perons year for buyers and sellers.

9. d.

Large Fowls 3 6

Smaller do 2 6

Chickens 1 "

Geeje 6
Pheasants 1 "

Partridges 1

Hares 2

Rabbits 1

wild do "

Pigeons /... 1

d. e. d

" " ^ ";
„ 2 6

4 „ 1 5
9 „ 10

„ 1 1
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therefore, admirable and deserving every praise. Nor is

this all that is done. Professors, of well-known names, give

courses of sound instruction on the theory and practice of

pruning. These invaluable schools are attended even by
ladies. The writer has derived much benefit from them

;

when shall we see similar courses open in England ? We
have learned men, second to none, deserving, too, of more
honours than the country has as yet given them. When
shall we see dii^lomas of various degrees given only to such
gardeners and amateurs as pass theii- examinations satis-

factoi'ily ? We live in an age of progress, and of rapid tran-

sition. Time is very precious. Horticulture has made im-
mense advances in every way but recently.

The aim, then, of these papers is to give assistance to the
amateur, and present to the mind, at one glance, the various

modes of Peach culture.

The latest system differs much from that first used, and
the cause of this is, no doubt, owing to the introduction of

orchard-houses. In these one system alone obtains—the
close pruning of shoots. While, therefore, it is necessary to

make great allowance for the exigencies of open-air culture,

there is really no necessity for following, in the latter case,

any other way. To adapt close summer stopping, joined to

close winter prnmntf, to the open wall, would be to simplify

the whole system of Peach culture. Could this be well

shown to be practicable, it would save much valuable time

;

and as the effect of close pruning is to increase the number,
both of leading branches and of bearing shoots, it is evident
that by that pruning space is saved and produce increased.

The ancient plan was essentially based on " long pruning,"
and experience shows that this has serious defects. In
avoiding this error, others have fallen into the unnecessary
and unnatural plan of summer shortening and disbudding.

It is the conviction of the writer, based on long practice,

that the system of long pruning is unsuited to the present
day. It will be shown, in the proper place, where alone it

should be applied. The other methods, which are derived
from it, are made, by the additions necessary, tedious and
complicated. On the other hand the new method is simple,
natural, and highly successful. The reader will, however',

at least have this advantage, that he will be able to judge
for himself, and select that which he prefers.—T. Collings
Beehaut, Pach'Mond House, Guernsey.

DEAYTON MANOE,
The Seat of Sie Eobeet Peel, Baet., M.P.

Having arrived by rail at Tamwortb, the first object that
attracted attention was Tamwortb old castle, seated on the
declivity of a hill, with the river Tame at the foot wind-
ing along through the valley. Drayton Manor is two miles
from Tamwortb. There are two entrances, the first is the
more private, with a lodge on the right, then through a
grove and over a bridge, with the water musically chafSng
its course over boulders and rocky ground. The other
entrance, about a quarter of a mile on the Coleshill road, is

the principal one, and has a neat stone-built lodge and iron
gates.

The drive leads some distance through an avenue of Limes
backed by large Holly trees and plantations, and through
the open park, with the surrounding scenery well varied by
clumps and belts of mixed forest trees, with distant views,
three of them over the lakes, and of the mansion conspicu-
ously seated on rising ground. Passing by the pleasure
grounds and entering by the kitchen-garden gate, I directed
my steps to a neat Gothic cottage, the residence of Mr.
Ballingall, the head gardener.

I am happy to observe that where recent improvements
have been made at various residences, the first object has
been to erect a suitable dwelling for the head gardener.
At Lady Holland's and at Oak Lodge, Kensington, at Coombo
Abbey near Coventry, at Hanbury Ilall near Droitwich, and
at Arle Court, Cheltenham, very good garden houses have
been erected. They arc of the Elizabethan or old English
style. The leading feature of this style applied to cottages
is the dispensing with broken lines. The house is composed
of different parts, projecting at right angles irom each other,
with also a projecting porch, and the outshot octagonal win-
dows command views in three different direction?. The gables

are eniiched with pendants, and the doorways with orna-
mental dressings, and there are handsome octagonal chimney-
stacks. All the forms which particularly mark the Eliza-
bethan style may be wrought in the cheapest materials with
comparatively little labour, a small portion of ornamental
work tastefully disposed is capable of producing very con-
siderable effect. The size of the cottages would lead one to
suppose that there was no objection to the anti-Malthus
principle, and that gardeners (I mean those that deserve
the name), will not advertise " no incumbrance." I recol-

lect dining one day with a gardener and his wife, who were
blessed with a fine rosy-faced chubby boy, and the conver-
sation turned on the impropriety of some gardeners' adver-
tisements. I shall never forget the offended dignity of the
mother as she said, "Good heavens! to say that that child
is ' an incumbrance ' is an offence against God, and a dis-

grace to gardeners." After a little reflection she concluded,
" I suppose the men who advertise thus are only hewers of
wood and drawers of water?"
The kitchen gai-den at Drayton M.anor is divided into

three compartments, in which are a range of vineries 180 feet

long, in three divisions, the borders provided with bottom
heat, troughs on the pipes, and oast-iron tables in front; a
fruiting Pine-stove 60 feet long, the sorts are Queens, Smooth.
Cayenne, Enville, Prickly Cayenne, and Providence, and the
compost sandy loam and charcoal ; a Fig-pit 60 feet long,
with Fig trees in pots, which had ripened the second crop
in the season ; a Peach-case 270 feet long, in three di\dsions,

each division can be heated separately, and the trees looked
in excellent health, with plenty of fi-uit-buds ; also a Peach-
house; a Cucumber-pit 43 feet long, the plants bearing in
pots and in the beds—the large leaves denoted health and
luxiu-iance, and the fruit was splendid. The principal sorts

were Perfection, Telegraph, and Conqueror of the West.
A plant-house was filled with specimens worthy of exhibition
at the metropolitan shows. Tbe following are the names of
a few :— Chinese Azaleas, Acacia grandis and A. Drummondi,
Phosnocomaprolifera, Eutaxia myrtifolia, Eriostemon buxifo-
lium, Khyncospermum jasminoides, Lapageria rosea, Lonicera
aureo-reticulata, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea and A. ma-
crantha rosea, Pleroma elegans, Euonymus japonicus varie-

gatus, E. radicans variegatus, Elfeagnus japonica variegata,

and Oxylobium arborescens. Besides the above there were
an Orange-house, and houses for stove plants. Orchids, and
Ferns. In these were fine specimens of Cyanophyllum mag-
nificum, Alocasia metallica, Maranta vittata and regalis,

Croton picta, C. angustifolia, and C. discolor, Dracaena
terminalis picta, Allamanda Schotti, Stephanotis floribunda.

Begonias of fine foliaged and flowering varieties. In the
frame ground were Pine-pits, fruit-room. Mushroom-house,
&c. Upwards of 3000 Strawberry plants in pots were in

the best condition for forcing, the sorts were Black Prince,

Keens' Seedling, British Queen, Oscar, and Sir Charles

Napier. All the houses and pits in this extensive and well-

kept establishment are heated by hot water.

Drayton Manor house is built in the Elizabethan style,

having the usual appendages of turrets, towers, and terraces.

The building is of smooth ashlar freestone, and was built

about twenty-six years ago from designs furnished by the

late Sir K. Smirke. The east front consists of a central

hall ; a turretted corridor tastefully covered with Ivy con-

nects the building with the offices on the right; and the

left wing consists of the picture gallery and conservatory,

the latter a costly and beautiful octagon building, and cer-

tainly one of the most complete structures of its kind I have
ever seen. It forms a Mud of nave and transept, in the

centre of which stands a beautiful marble fountain and basin

14 feet wide. Its curvilinear roofs and dome are supported
by handsome iron columns, fluted, and painted green and
white, and the capitals and bands are g:old and green;

festoons of the rich green drapery of the foliage, wreathed
with flowers, entwined the pillars and hung gracefully from
the roof. Among them I observed Cobcea scandens, mag-
nificent Acacias, and Passion-Flowers of various sorts. The
ends of the transepts .are occupied by groups of plants, and
aviaries containing rare and beaixtiful-pluuiaged birds. From
the centre and other parts of the roof are suspended ex-

tremely ornamental and massive h.anging baskets well filled

with drooping and other flowering plants, and four beautiful

coloured chandeliei's are hung round the fountain. At each
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end of the naves are two richly inlaid stone tables and four

large mirrors that give variety and magnitude to these

lovely scenes. It is also adorned with rockwork, the crevices

of which are planted with Ferns, the water trickling down
from the top to the marble aquarium, with silver and gold

fish sporting in their element. At each side of the con-

servatory and near to the picture gallery are grouped some
healthy Date and Fan Palms, a beautiful Aralia Sieboldi,

and some Caryotas. On ball nights, when it is open from

the picture galler'y and Dluminated with its seventy-two

gas-burners, the effect can be better imagined than de-

scribed.

The genial warmth, the delicious fragrance, the fine forms

and varied colours of the noble plants, the voluptuous still-

ness that prevails in this enchanted spot, only interrupted

by the soothing sound of the gently falling water or an
occasional chirp from the feathered inmates, lull the fancy

into pleasing day-dreams. We imagine ourselves in the

blooming groves of Italy, while Nature, sunk in a death-like

torpor, announces the severity of the winter through the

windows of this magnificent conservatory.

The next scene is the flower garden. It is formed in a

sunken panel, and is surrounded on the east, south, and
west by a broad terrace promenade in grass. The north
side is bounded by a handsome Gothic terrace wall, fiu'nished

with con'espondiugly massive vases. The terrace promenade
just mentioned leads from the conservatory to the end of

the western boundary of the flower garden, and has in the

centre, along the whole distance, a handsomely-wrought
arcade of iron and wire trellis-work. This arcade is 12 feet

wide and 14 feet high, having at the east and west corners

circular pavUion-like domes, 27 feet in height by 30 in dia-

meter, of the same material as the arcade. The whole is

covered with climbing lioses. Honeysuckles, Clematises,
Ivies, Aristolochias, and Virginian Creepers. The above
terrace promenade is about 30 feet broad, having- on the
outer boundary a low iron palisading masked by a closely-

clipt Tew hedge, with a space of about 5 feet between the

hedge and the arcade. Prom the grass promenade descends
a gentle slope about 9 feet wide, a walk 12 feet wide is

continued round the flower garden at the foot of this slope,

and is bordered by parallel beds of various sizes. Similar
beds run parallel with the centre walk which leads from
the terrace. The interior part of the garden is divided
into eight grass j^anels by a transverse walk, and again by
minor paths, wliich abut on two circidar bays in the trans-

verse path, whicli are equidistant from the central walk.
There are circular beds in the bays, and the eight panels
contain geometrical beds. A beautiful spherical sun-dial
stands in the centre of the flower garden, a pair of marble
figures at the top of the central walk, and vases near the
angles of the grass panels. Under the ten-ace wall, whicli

forms the north boundary of the flower garden, is a noble
border 140 yards long by 16 feet wide, which was planted
in summer with a ribbon of gay colours, which very effectively

relieved the massive masonry of the terrace wall. Looking
from the stone terrace steps when the beds and borders are
covered \nth. the various sorts of Geraniums, Verbenas, and
other choice plants, judiciously arranged as regards colours
under the discriminating eye of Blr. Ballingall, I can well
imagine the gorgeous effect produced. A broad walk winds
from the south-west corner of the flower garden through
shrubberies and borders of American plants, standard Eoses,
&c., to a mound, the slopes of which are covered with hardy
Heaths, then to a flight of massive steps leading into the
arboretum or pleasure grounds.
On the west front of the mansion is a ten-ace 100 yards

long and 16 yards wide, and on the north side is the Adelaide
terrace 120 yards long by 50 wide. Along the inside of tnis
terrace wall ai-e planted Junipers and round-headed Por-
tugal Lam-els, and three massive clumps of Ehododendrons
occupy the centre of the grass lawn on this ten-ace. A broad
terrace walk 164 yards long leads from the door in the
picture gaUery westward to a kind of terrace court, with a
circular stone basin 60 feet wide, having a massive stone
edging or cornice ; a fountain 20 feet high plays from the
centre of the basin, and on a distant mound is placed a
finely-sculptured Venus. Prom the centre of the court de-
scends a noble flight of steps having square stone kerbs,
pedestals of the same material, and marble vases ; another

flight of steps ascends to the mound. Prom the west front

you see a weU-kept lawn, on which stands a beautiful marble
basin and fountain, backed by Portugal Laurels, Cedars, &e.

All the walks on the terraces are decorated with beautiful

white marble vases.

Drayton Manor is profusely enriched with the most charm-
ing of all garden ornaments—the terraces with their statues,

and vases, and fountains, and balustrades, and steps, all of

which rich accompaniments, by carrying the eye from the

interior ornaments of the chambers to the garden, so con-

nect the whole as to make them a pleasureable part of it.

The want of colour, so necessary to the cheerfulness of some,

is, at those seasons v/hen flowers cease to bloom, compen-
sated for by the courting of sunshine and by the lights

which are constantly falling and playing about these archi-

tectural ornaments.
Prom the north terrace are extensive views through the

park, with dappled deer in the distance, and a fine sheet of

water enlivened with swans, foreign geese, and ducks; alto-

gether it reminded me of the following lines in Thomson's
" Seasons :"

—

" Hetd^ and flocks

Drop the dry sprig, and, inute imploring, eye ^
The talline sliower. Hushed in shore siispens'j

Ttie pl-jiiiy people Btreak their wings with oil

To throw the lucid moisture tricbUn? off,

And wait the approaching sign, to strilte at once
Into the general choir."

The park, -with its lakes and the groups of trees, and
the woods, with fine open glades winding out of sight,

extends about a mile in that; direction to the Great North
Eoad.
The pleasure grounds and garden consist of about 50 acres,

and are divided from the park by an iron palisading, inside
'

of which is planted a Yew-hedge, which completely shuts

out any view of the palisading from tlie pleasure ground.

The entrance from the park is ennobled by beautiful iron

gates fixed on embossed stone pillars supporting handsome
marble vases. The drive now sweeps through the pinetum,

and thence into a circular opening near the front-hall en-

trance, gravelled and bordered by a round-stone kerb, from
which rise several stone pedestals, bearing also handsome
marble vases. On one side of this entrance on the close-

shaven lawn stands a trophy of war—a Russian anchor and
cable, brought from Sebastopol in 1855.

In the pinetum are many noble specimens of Picea nobUis,

grandis, Nordmanniana, and pinsapo, also of Pinus excelsa,

cembra, and several others, some beautiful Cryptomerias,

and Golden Yews, the foliage of the last beautifully con-

trasting with the dark green of the Pines. Masses of shrubs,

and various other trees, formed an undulating boundary to

the north side of this portion of the grounds. What is

called the American garden was planted in avenues some
years ago by Mr. Barron with Araucaria imbricata, and
Pinus nobilis, P. exeelsa, Irish Yews, Wellingtonias, (one of

them was 16 feet high, and well feathered to the ground,)

and an undergrowth of Rhododendrons and other American
trees and slirubs, with grass rides between.

A branch of the river Tame runs through the park and
close to the pleasure grounds, and has been expanded into

several large lake-like sheets of water, with cascades. The
trees are not sparingly or indiscriminately scattered around

the margin, but Uberally in some places, for the sake of a

contrasted mass of colour, or shade to relieve the bril-

liancy of the water, and with discrimination everywhere

to mark the beauties and heighten the variety of the out-

line without destroying breadth of effect. It gives me much
pleasure to bear testimony to the superior management and
high keeping displayed by Mr. Ballingall in all, and even

the most minute, parts of this fu-st-rate and extensive esta-

blishment.
Lord Brougham's schoolmaster is abroad in every city

and hamlet patronised by the noble of the land, and led on
by the lights of the age. At the village of Pazeley I saw a

placard announcing that the first lecture of the season was
to be given at the new school-room, Pazeley, by George
Skey, Esq., subject—" Things worth Knowing." N.B.—As
all the expenses of the library and reading-room, over and
above the subscriptions, are kindly defrayed by the Eight

Hon. Sir Robert Peel, the receipts for admission will be

applied to the purchase of books.—W. Keane.
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HAEDY FEENS:
now I COLLECTED AND CULTIVATED THEM.—No. 8.

It was in Cornwall that I first became acquainted with
the Asplenivim lanceolatum growing in its wild state. I

had had plants sent to me from the Channel Islands, but I

had not succeeded in making them grow out of doors ; and
even in a gi-eenhonse they could not be said to be happy in

cultivation. No one who had seen lanceolatum only in cul-

tivation would know it for the beautiful Fern, so graceful
in proportion and healthy in colouring, when growing in
soil and under conditions suitable to it. In its wild state
lanceolatum is very variable. In the old stone walls round
Penzance it may be found in quantities, stunted in size, and
with au ill-natured look, as if it had come into existence
upon the barren wall contrary to its own inclination, and
being compelled to submit, it would at least do it with as
bad a grace as possible. Here and there, growing in peaty
well-drained soil, I have found it with its fronds measuring
more than a foot in length, ]ierfect in form, and in colour a
bright dark green. Prom the vast quantities of plants in

the wall, and the less number away fi'om it, it would seem
that some quality in the lime of the masonry was necessary
to its iuci'ease.

Growing side by side with Asplenium marinum on the
rocks of St. Michael's Mount, I found a very interesting
variety of lanceolatum. At first sight I took it to be a
variety ofAdiantum nigrum; but its form was lance-like,

its stalk much greener, and its habit of growth crisper and
stiffer. I have shown the specimen to a good authority on
Ferns, and it was declared to be Asplenium lanceolatum,
partaking largely of the nature of marinuai. It has retained
its peculiar character for three years, and flourishes in cul-

tivation as I cannot make either lanceolatum or marinum
do. It grew on a cliiT intufted with marinum. I could not
reach it myself, but I got one of the sailors who rowed us to
the Mount to gather it for me, and he called it marinum;
but this it could not be. In growth it presents ,a compact
tuft of shining dark green fronds.

The walk from Penzance to St. Michael's Mount is chiefly

interesting from the quantity of rare and curious plants
that are to be found on the low sandy marsh, .along the
upper part of which the high road runs. But t)ie way to
approach St. Michael's Mount is by water when the tide is

full. The old dwelling-place of the St. Aubyns, placed on
the pinnacle of a bold rugged rock, stands out from the blue
waters beneath, showing itself clear and distinct against
the blue of the heavens above, like the fortress of some
enchanted princess accessible to fairies alone. As you near
the miniature island a few cottages are seen ou its tiny
shore, and you are landed on a flight of steps that leads to
the Mount.
Penzance abounds in beautiful country walks. It has,

too, its Hyde Park or Cascine, where the fishermen, miners.
and citizens, with their wives and children, assemble every
Sunday afternoon in holiday attire, pacing up and down on
a raised walk by t'uo seashore, exchanging kindly greetings
with each other. I have never seen this custom in r„ny

other place in England : it gives to Penzance the api)ear-

ance of a foreign town on a fete day.
In the country v/alks you will find every field, and thicket,

and hedge abounding in strange and curious varieties of

Scolopendrium. I found some with the ends tufted and
fringed—some with the margins crimped, and the spore-
cases diverging from a line running all round the outer edge
of the frond. In cultivation this latter Fern has progressed
into stiff narrow fronds most curiously crimped, and the
upper end divided into several forked tongues. I found
several Scolopeudriums approaching to undulatuui, but they
have not altered as much as the more monstrous forms.
I have a little theory about Scolopendriums, the truth of
which I have tested till it might almost be called a fact.

When I have found a Fern slightly fringed at the sides, and
have jihmted it by the side of a true marginatum, the in-

ferior J''orn shortly acquires the habit of its neighbour, and
gradually becomes transformed into the likeness of its pecu-
liar growth.
The transformation of Fevna is exceedingly curious. I

have for some time been watching a fine plant of Asplenium
viride, which is slowly becoming divided into two or three

forks at the end of the frond. The pinnae also are acquiring
a toothed appearance, in some cases being cut almost up to

the rachis, till it approaches very near to A. fontanum,
although the difference is still too marked for any one to

mistake the one for the other. This plant of viride is a near
neighbour of a fringed and forked Scolopendrium, and not
far from A. Filix-mas cristata. I believe all Scolopendriums
are improved by cultivation and by good society ; but this

acquired beauty has never for me the same charm as natural
grace. It is like the difference between a learned and a
clever man—between water pumped up from a cistern, the
length and breadth of which yon can measure, and the never-

ceasing flow of a rivulet on which the sunbeams sparkle and
die. Still we do not grumble at a cistern when we do not

possess a spring, and there is much pleasure in watching all

the changes of the Scolopendrium. They have one other

great point of recommendation—you may find something
new in them, some strange deformity which no one else has
noticed before ; so that each hunt after Hart's-tongue has a
sort of arctic-exploring character about it.

Asplenium marinum grows in large quantities round the

shores of the " Lyonesse." At the Logan Eock, which
must be "done" with the rest of Cornish sights, marinum
is to be found in fine large clumps ; but the many visitors

who make pilgrimages to the huge plaything do not leave

much available for ladies' reach. The Logan Eock is said

to be between GO and 70 tons in weight, and so finely poised

that even a woman's strength can set it in motion. I saw
it rocking to and fro as I was scrambling for Ferns in view
of a fine expanse of ocean, breaking into gentle ripples on
the white beach of the bay beneath.
A most interesting walk takes you from the Logan Eock

to the ancient church of St. Buryan, where the eye can take
in at a glance all the peculiar characteristics of Cornish
scenery, and many of the antiquities which abound in the

neighbourhood. In the churchyard of St. Buryan there are

two well-preserved and very ancient crosses, on one of which
is a rude representation of Christ on the cross. Within the

church is a curious cofSn-shaped monument, round the edge
of which is au inscription in Norman French to "Clarice

the wife of Geoffrey de Bolleit," ending with the promise of

ten days' pardon for all who pray for the lady's soul. This

monument is the more remarkable, as all vestiges of gentle

residences havd long since passed away, and only a few poor

cottages remain to mark the site of what once was a place

of note.

The view from the church is wild in the- extreme. Stand-

ing on the summit of the old tower, the eye roams over

tracts of barren land golden with Furze ; huge upright stone

pillars lie scattered here and there in the fields around

—

wondrous monuments of the past, when the dark belief of

the Druids held sway in the land. Beneath is the emblem of

the crucified Saviour, at whose coming the mists of unbelief

faded away; in the distance, shining far round, is the wide

expanse of the Atlantic Ocean, with the islands of Scilly

made visible by the gleam of a setting sun.

On this one excursion youiuay find Osmundas at Lamorna
Cove, Lastrea recurva by the hedge side, Asplenium lanceo-

latum in the walls, marinum on the rocks, and all the com-

mon Ferns everywhere. Besides the Ferns, the district

abounds in rare wild flowers, such as are not often found in

Entlmd.
One of the most pleasant excursions from Penzance is to

Cape Cornwall. The carriage must be put up at the small

mining town of St. Just, which is situated about a mUe and

a half from the Cape. The rock juts out from the sea, bold,

erect, and defiant, able to cope with, and to hurl back again,

the angry waves as they rave at its base.

I have never seen such glorious waves as at the Land's

End and Cape Cornwall. They seem imbued with some
living power of evil, urging them on in mad fury to destruc-

tion. To the west 9f Cape Cornwall there .are two dangerous

rocks, called The 'Brisons, rising abruptly from the sea

upwards of GO feet at high water. I have seen these neaily

hidden by the foam and spray of the waves as they break

roaring against them.
But Cape Cornwall is the best in a calm. Descending by

a steep path cut in the rook you enter upon a bay, into

which the waters come lazily with a lapping lulling sound,

gurgling round the boulders of rock, and swelling out the
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beds of the streams which trickle from the heights. Gulls,

with theii- soft white plumage, wheel in gentle flights above

your head. The air is soft and balmy as in Italy; and if

you will you may pass hour after hour in the delioiovis calm
of perfect repose—repose unbroken even by a dream. But
if you will, as I did, you may leave your companions and
stroll on and on, peering into sea caves and old shafts of

mines, till you light upon—not a gull cr bia'd of any sort

—

but a lad, whose bright eyes shine with keen intelligence

out of a copper-coloured face, and whose hands, face, and
clothes are all of the same copper hue. A quick glance and
a nod, and we are swoi'n friends. By-and-by we find a cave
literally covered with A. marinum, hanging in rich clusters

from the roof and sides, wherever the waves do not reach

—

not common marinum, but the true Cornish variety, with
fronds measuring three-quarters of a yard in length, and
the pinnffi very narrow and very far apart. My young fi-jend

and I soon secured a basketful of beautiful specimens, con-

versing all the while on the people and things in the mining
district. Wages were pretty good ; but there was the old

^evanee of "tommy" shops and delayed payment, neces-

sitating the running up of scores at the small shops, and
the payment of large prices for inferior goods. In i-eligiou

the miners were for the greater part Methodists, Bible
Christians, etc., with a slight reaction in favour of instan-

taneous conversion, as produced by Mr. Aitken and his fol-

lowers. I asked, " Was Mr. Aitken loved r" "Yes, indeed
he was. There was no hour by day or night he was not
ready to be at the service of the poor. He was good, and
the Methodist parsons were good." And so my friend pa-
tronised first one and then the other, and doubtless thought
himself very good too. Thus conversing we came back to

my companions, whom I left looking too sentimental for

aught but lotus-eating, but whom I found devouring cake
and sandwiches with the rapidity and destructiveness of

locusts. The copper boy sat down on a rock and devoured
too, giving to the picture a. richer tone of colouring than
even blue sky or wliite gulls could produce.

I never found the true Cornish variety of marinum except-
ing at Cape Cornwall. In cultivation it losss much of it*

individual character. It diminishes in length and in the
narrowness of the piun^, but it still preserves a certain
peculiarity of outline sufficient to separate it from the com-
mon marinum.

—

Filix-fcemina.

CULTIVATION^ OF THE MELON.
(Continued from page 46.)

IN POTS.

This mode of culture is chiefly applicable where there are
no frames, pits, or houses, for growing Melons, though these
are produced with much greater certainty in such structures
than in those which I am about to treat of. A person
having a greenhouse may attempt growing a few Melons in
addition to flowers. After greenhouses or pits are cleared
of theii' occupants for the summer, there is often room which
the owner does not know how to employ usefully ; it may be
that there is a fancy for fruit ; there may be no Vines, or, if

any exist, they are perhaps planted fai' apart, so that any-
thing placed between them would obtain plenty of light.
This is the house for Melons. It would not suit Figs ; they
would require to be in the house much earlier, and Peaches
axethe same: besides, such fruits take up room in winter,
the Melons none, and they can be raised in the same bed as
the Cucumbers. Directions for raising plants will be found
in previous articles. Select a plant that has been pobted
singly into a 4S-sized pot, stopped at the second rough leaf,

and transferr.id as it grew into a 24-pot. Two shoots appear-
ing from it the strongest is selected, cutting the other out,
and training that left ti a small stick, rubbing out the side
shoots as they show. Having plants of this description by
the fii-st week in June, the first step is to prepare the house
for theu' reception by removing such plants as Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias, &c., that will shed tiieii' leaves if they have not a
cool airy situation, only retaining plants that will bear a
warm moist heat, as Cockscombs, and not a single climber
likely to shade the Melons. This done, shut up the house,
sprinkle the floors and walls, and shut the door.

When the plants are ready to be shifted, which is when
they have filled the 24-sized pots with roots, drain a 13 or
lo-incli pot well, not putting in too many crocks, but a few,
and some of the roughest compost over them. Strong loam
is best, though light soil, also that so strong as to be clayey,
will do, only it must be rised diil'erently. If strong and
clayey piot the plant lightly, covering the stem no deeper
than the seed leaves, and press the soil lightly round the
ball ; if strong, but not clayey, squeeze the soil firmly round
the ball; but if light, in addition to pressing the soil firmly,

beat it firm with a pestle round the baU and sides of the pot,
using the soil rather wetter than when it is strong. When
potted it must be decided whether the shoots are to be
trained to a trellis about 9 inches from the glass or upright
to a stake. If the plant is to be trained in the former
manner it may be placed in the house at once, a stake of
sufficient length to reach the trellis being put to it, but if

not intended for a trellis, stake at the time of potting, using
a stick 4 or 5 feet long, according to the height which the
plant is intended to attain. Take tlie plants into the house
as each is potted, and every time the house is entered it

should feel warm and close. Give a gentle watering, and do
not water too freely at first, reserving copious waterings
until the pots are filled with roots ; and to guard against

the soil cracking or leaving the sides of the pot, a little

moss placed on the surface will answer perfectly. Keep the
soU just mo'st by gentle waterings until the roots fill the
pots, after which water copiously, yet not oftener than the
state of the soil shows moisture to be necessary.

Syringe every available surface morning and evening with
water of the temperature of the house, and on hot days
sprinkle the plants overhead, and especially on the under
sides of the leaves. This syringing should be diminished
when the fruit or blossoms are setting, and also when the
fruit is ripening. When the fruit is set and swelling every
alternate watering may be of liquid manure, consisting of
1 oz. of guano dissolved in a gallon of water, or manujte-
water slightly discoloured, but be careful in using the latter."

When the fruit begins to ripen give loss moisture, both at
the root and in the atmosphere.
Very little air need be given Melons in such houses, for

the heat being that of the sun is better for plants than arti-

ficial heat, yet a little should be given early in the morning,
letting the thermometer determine the time ; wlien it reads
at 80° admit a little, and if the mercury rises to 90° all the
better, only shut up early in the afternoon, or before the
temperature falls below 85".

Train the shoot up to the trellis, removing all buds until'

it reach it, and then stop at the eighth joint after it has
attained that length, none of the eyes between these two
points having been removed. So with the shoots trained
upright to stakes, remove all the buds at the axils until the
required height is attained, and then stop the shoot, leaving
six joints. These throw out fruit at the first or second
joint, and the process of stopping described elsewhere being
attended to, the blooms will set, and two fruits will be as
many as the plant can swell well and bring to maturity.
Owing to the frequent watering the plants are rather

liable to go off at the collar. To prevent this the soil should
be raised in the centre of the pot in order to throw the
water towards the sides ; but as in that case only the soil

at the outside will be properly raoisteneii, it is advisable to
raise the soil at the rim also, and thus form a trench be-
tween the sides of the pot and the neck of the plant. It
will be advantageous to plunge the pots when the air of the
house is kept drier during the ripening process ; for dry air

deprives the soil too rapidly of moisture, and much v/atering

deteriorates the flavour. It is, therefore, advisable to pre-
vent evaporation by plunging the pot, or covering it with a
mat, rather than water freely.

Fruit from plants grown in pots is certainly smaller ; but
what is lost in size is made up in quality, small or medium-
sized Melons being the best flavoured, as the sap is more
concentrated on the fruit througli the check on luxuriance,
which pot culture always exerts on the' plants subjected
to it.

PROPAGATIO>T BT CUTTINGS.

Though Melons are usually raised from seed, it is possible
to fruit them in about half the time if propagated by cut-
tings. This mode is the most rapid and certain way of
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obtaining Melons. The cuttings to be selected are the
moderately strong shoots ; those having the joints the
closest together are the most desirable, and they should be
the growing points. Such taken off with from four to six

joints, the lowest two leaves removed, and the base of the
shoot cut transversely below the lowest joint, will root in a
few days if put in a compost of sandy loam. Insert them
down to half way between the second and third joint, plunge
the pot in a hotbed of 85°, with a moist, close atmosphere,
and shade from strong light and sun.
When rooted they may be gradually inured to light, and

the shoot must be stopped when it has made eight joints,
the two buds or shoots fi-om the two lowest joints being
rubbed off. Prior to stopping the plants should be potted
in 12-ineh pots in rough, strong loam, as described for pot
Melons, and the shoots trained upright to stout stakes, if it

is intended to grow the plants in pots ; otherwise when well
rooted they should be planted out of the pots in which they
were raised, or Si's, into beds prepared for them. These are
not diiferent from those in which Melons raised from seed
are planted, only they are made all at once, and there is no
after-earthing. The soil should be raised a little in the
centre of the bed, forming a ridge its entire length, so that
in wateiing the water may drain from the necks of the
plants, or from the centre to the sides of the bed. The
Melons are then planted along the centre of the bed at
1 foot apart, every other plant being taken to the front,
whilst the others are trained towards the back. If the bed
is not in proper order, it is useless to plant Melons from
cuttings in it, for they are not, like those raised from seed, to
be burned or roasted the first fortnight with a strong bottom
heat, and afterwards starved for weeks into fruiting. Plants
from cuttings m\ist be planted in a bed in every way suit-
able for their growth—that is, alfording a steady bottom
heat of from 80° to 85°, and a sweet top heat of 65° or 70°
by night. Slight shade should be given for a few days after
planting.

The shoot from each cutting should be taken to the front
or back of the frame without stopping, but if it lose the
leading point all the shoots except that coming from the
third joint should be removed, the part above cut down to
it, and this shoot trained to the back or fi-ont. When the
shoots have gi-own to within 6 inches of the sides of the
frames, or have made six to eight joints, the point of each
should be pinched out. This will encourage side shoots or
laterals, which will to a certainty show fruit at the first or
second joint, and they being stopped at the joint above the
fruit this will set freely, and swell rapidly. The plants if

watered occasionally with weak liquid manure, will produce
from two to four Melons, each of about a pound weight, and
of the most delicious flavour, by the time that those raised
from seed will be about setting their fruit, presuming them
to have been sown at the time the cuttings were inserted.
I have known plants from cuttings transferred with the
flowers sot from six-inch or eight-inch pots, into beds such
as are usually prepared for planting Melons, .and in ten
days they had fruit on them the size of a goose egg, which
fully swelled in thirty days after planting, and in twenty
more they have furnished ripe fruit.

An important point in this mode of growing Melons, is to
plant out the cuttings immediately they are well rooted,
which they will be in about a week, for if they receive a
check, or are allowed to remain in the pots until the roots
mat round the sides they will do no good. Whether grown
in pots or planted out they should not receive any check,
but be kept growing, potted immediately when rooted into
theii- blooming-pots, or planted out in the fruiting-bed, and
kept in a growing state until the fruit is ripe. The cuttings
are best planted or potted when five days or a week old, and
if they have female blossoms on the point of expanding,
these are the plants to produce ripe fruit in seven or eight
weeks.
There is no difBculty in getting the flowers of plants from

cuttings to set, for they do so most freely, and though the
plants may be but a few weeks old even from the seed, they
seem to have arrived at that stage when their whole vital
forces are concentrated on the production and perfection of
the fruit, or, in other words, the propagation of the kind.
Experience has taught us that the fruitful laterals are sent

the effects are most marked and striking in Melons. The
shoots are less gross, the joints closer and more compact,
the leaves are smaller, the flowers much more profuse and
free-setting, the fruit is earlier and smaller, and the flavour
higher though less juicy. The duration of such plants is

short, for the principle of growth is paralysed by the sever-
ance of the plant from its original root, new parts are called
into action, resulting in precocious maturity, closely followed
by early debOity and death.—G. Abbey.

(To be ccntinued.)

THE ASSISTANT SECEETAEY OP THE ROYAL
HORTICULTTJEAL SOCIETY.

I THINK there is great cause for complaint against the As-
sistant Secretary of the Horticultural Society, in not sending
out the Numbers of its " Proceedings " earlier. I received
mine on Monday last, and in them it was announced that a
ballot for Orchids would take place on Friday next, but that
it was necessary to apply for a written form on Tuesday the
17th. Now, to any governor living at a distance, this was
impossible, as it was in my own case.—K. H., Poles, Ware.

[This is only one of many complaints, showing gross
neglect on the part of the Assistant Secretary.]

POTATO CULTUEE.
Last year I had the pleasm-e of taking several prizes

for Potatoes. The way I grew them is simply this :

—

My first lot I plant (weather permitting) as early in
February as I can make it convenient, doing so on a south
border richly manured. I cut all the eyes out of each set,

with the exception of one or two, and bury the sets about
3 inches. I plant them 3 feet between each row, and
18 inches between the sets ; and to protect them from the
fi-ost I shake a little offal hay over them.
That is how I grow my exhibition Potatoes ; but in setting

an ordinary crop the distance between each row is not more
than 2 feet, and 1 foot between the sets. This is for grow-
ing what we call the " Farmer's Glory," or any other
common variety of Potatoes. I water them now and then
with a little salt and manure wa,ter. I should be very much
obliged to any of your readers if they could give me any
information as to the sort called the " Early King." It is a
round Potato.—E. W.

LIFTING THE EOOTS OF VINES.
In TheJournal of Hoetictotuee of November 29th, page

430, I read an account of very successful Vine-improving.
I mean that of the friend of " W. C," who lifted the roots

in September, and only lost one Vine, a Muscat. He has
had better success than myself; but before I proceed further

let me begin at the beginning of my story. I came here
rather more than two years ago. There is a good extent of

glass under my charge—viz., two vineries, a greenhouse, a
plant stove, and a range of Melon and Cucumber-pits. When
I first came, I was told that in one of the houses there was
no fruit that year, in the other there was a sprinkling, but
the bunches were very much shanked. I meant to lift the

roots at once, but having some improvements on hand, and
my time being fully occupied, I saw plainly I could not do
them justice. My employer was very anxious to have them
improved ; but seeing I could not manage everything, we
agreed to let them remain for another year, and I would see

what they did; the result was the same as in the former year,

only still less fruit, and every bunch shanking. I knew well

enough that the roots were at fault.

In September, 1863, I lifted the roots, and renewed the
border, proceeding as follows :—I had two assistants, appren-
tices ; we took off nearly two spits of soil before we came to

a root. I had previously examined the border, and found no
roots within 2 feet of the surface ; we then took out a trench
in front, and began in the usual way to work back with a

-
5, steel fork, and as each Vine was taken up, the roots were

forth after the main shoots have been cut back. In a cutting | wrapped up in mats wet enough, as it rained more or less
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nearly all the time they were up. I never saw such miserable

roots; not a fibre was to be seen, and they were in a rotten

state, and down amongst the gravel, I do not tnow how far.

The border was taken out to the depth of 2 feet 10 inches,

and the bottom being gravel, there was little necessity for

draining, but I did so in order to make assurance doubly

sure ; for the garden slopes towards the front of the border,

a waik going along the front, in which I noticed water stand-

ing after heavy rains. The roots of the Vines, I ought to

state, are all outside; the border is 12 feet wide, and as long

as the two houses, which are each 30 feet in length.

After the bottom of the border was regularly drained, six

drains across, and one along the front as a main drain, it

was sloped to the front, and then we put in a foot or

nearly so of rubble stones, and above that a layer of turves,

grass side downwards. Now for the mixture of which the

new border was composed. I was not allowed any more
turves than would cover the stones, but there were a few

over. I jirocured ten or twelve cartloads of half-decayed

couch grass, fine open stuff, and a similar quantity of turfy

road-scrapings, and a load or two of lime rubbish. The old

soil was very good stuff, it had been all put in when the

houses were built, about forty years ago. I had to use a

good deal of it, as I could not obtain enough of fresh soil.

I put it in in layers—first a layer of the old soil, then

one of the other stuffs, time about, tiU I came to lay the

roots out. They were all carefully pruned, and nicely laid

out, putting some fine rich soil over them. After we had
put on another layer we gave a nice shower of water to

settle the earth about the roots, and then finished off.

The houses were shaded and syringed for some time. The
foliage flagged and faded notwithstanding, and the wood
was very imperfectly i-ipened. I pruned the Vines about

the end of December, and cut out more than half the rods,

leaving only two to each sash, and aU the young ones coming
from the bottom. I cannot tell what system was aimed at

by my predecessors, it was neither the spur, the long, nor
the short-rod system.
Now for the result. All the Vines broke but three, which

are quite dead. Some of them made pretty good shoots,

others indifferent, and others only burst their buds, and
made a leaf or two. I gave no fire except in the months of

October and November, 1864, to help to ripen the wood. I

watered the border frequently during the dry summer we
had, with pure water only. The wood is not very well

ripened, and I have pruned them nearly close in again. I

examined the roots when I was taking out the dead ones,

and find some have made nice healthy fibres. I have given
them no protection as yet, as I thought I would have to

take them all out. May T loolc for any fruit this year ? and
will you advise me to assist them with a little fire, be-

ginning about the end of next month ?

I have a fine lot of young Vines of last year from eyes;
they are in 10-inch pots, and most of them grew to the

length of 13 feet, biit were long in ripening, as it was well

on in February before I had the eyes. I intend to plant

them among the old Vines, and have pruned them to the
length of 4 feet, as they will require to be that to reach the
first wire. I have a few for fruiting in pots, but wUl not
start them for a month yet, as they were so long in ripening;

they are in 12-inch pots.—J. H., Nairnshire, N.B.

[So far as we can see you have done the general work
well. When the roots of Vines are so rotten and decayed
as you describe yours to have been, it would have been
better to have made a suitable border and planted young
Vines at once. The fact that the Viaes that did pretty

well made nice fresh fibres, showed that the moving and
lifting in favourable circumstances is a very good plan for

renewing the health and fertility of Vines. You would no
doubt have succeeded better if you liad forwarded the ripen-

ing of the old Vines before taking up the roots. There
would then have been less chance of flagging. That flagging

should be prevented by shading, a moist atmosphere, and
syringing. By such means some of our great gardeners

have raised and replanted Vines in May and onwards. It

is just possible that you would have succeeded as well by
" W. C.'s " plan, and after removing the two spits of soil with-

out roots have placed a little fine turfy soil and lime rubbish

on the top to encourage the roots upwards. You say nothing

of protecting your border in the winter of 1SG3 and 1864,

though that would have formed an item of success if the

soil had been warm enough to encourage a slow rooting all

the winter. Unless the old soil was very good indeed it would
have been better to have used only a little of it, even if you
had only made a third or a half of your border at once. The
old soil placed loosely in a heap would have been all the

better of the exposure, and might when well aired have been
afterwards used as part of the compost. You did right in

allowing the Vines to break n;iturally without any fire heat;

but we should have advised giving a little fire heat in May
and June, with a corresponding moist atmosphere to en-

courage growth, and then again in dull days in August and
September to hasten maturity, as for that purpose one fire

then would be worth half a dozen in October and November.
The fire heat in spring with a moist atmosphere and a little

heat in the border might have made vigorous out of indif-

ferent growth. The summer with us has been sunny and
hot, and your crop next season will depend on the ripening

of the wood where it is pretty good. We cannot say more
of success in that direction. We would, however, advise

planting fresh Vines where the old ones have done badly.

You cannot err in making sure by planting plenty, as you
can easily cut out when too thick. The system of pruning

is of little consequence. Let the Vines be healthy and the

wood well matured, and cut how you may you will be sure

to get fruit if you leave buds. We would advise covering

tlie border to keep out wet and cold at least, and let the

Vines break naturally again.]
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EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
The prominent feature on this occasion was the magnifi-

cent bunches of Grapes from Mi'. Miller, gardener to the
Eai'l of Craven, Coombe Abbey. The six bunches of Bar-
barossa which he sent weighed collectively 36 lbs ; the largest
•was 7 lbs. weight, and about 16 inches long, from the
shoulders to the tip, and all the bunches were handsome,
compact, and even in the size of the berries. The six
bunches of Lady Downes' from the same exhibitor were
also very fine, with large regular berries. Mr. Miller also
exhibited a skilfully drawn plan of a portion of the gardens
at Coombe Abbey which he has laid out, representing the
fruit and kitchen garden, a long parallelogram with the
forcing-houses on the north and east sides, the whole sur-
rounded by pleasure-grounds. The extent is from 16 to
20 acres, but when finished these grounds will occupy about
40 acres. As a specimen of garden design this plan was
highly creditable to Mr. Miller.

Mr. Bull of Chelsea exhibited a coUeotion of Auoubag com-
prising a variety with leaves longer and more lanceolate
than the common kind, a variety called elegantissima, with
large leaves, of which the central portion was yellow, broadly
margined with green, and the male and temale plants of the
species, the latter in berry. For the last-named, also for
the collection, first-class certificates were awarded. From
Mr. Bull came also an Eteagnus, brought by Mr. Fortune
from Japan, and having handsome white-variegated foliage,
and another called aureo-marginata, in which the leaves
were dark green with a yellow margin. For the former a
first-class certificate was awarded.

F. J. Graham, Esq., of Cranford, sent a seedling Russian
Violet called the Czar, with dark blue fiowers double the
ordinary size. This variety, it is stated, has been in bloom
for two months out of doors, and flowers most abundantly
in spring. It promises to be an acquisition.

Of other objects, Mr. Aldred, Kilburn, sent LUium auratum,
seedling Cinerarias, one with variegated leaves, and Double
White Primulas, for which he had a second-class certificate.
X similar award was made to Mr. Ingram, gardener to Her
Majesty, for six Chinese Primulas. Mr. Stedman, Thornton
Heath, contributed Violets ; Miss N. Ffarington, Wooden
Hall, Lancashh-e, a dish of home-grown Almonds ; and Mr.
BuUen, gardener to E. Eudd, Esq., Leatherhead, three good
Queen Pines, for which ho had a first-class certificate.

favourably of it ? Some time ago I heard of it exceeding
A. excelsa in beauty and symmetry. Is this really so ? and,
as new Pinuses are so eagerly sought after, it would be well
to let the merits or failings of each be made known by those
who have had experience with them.

I am sorry I can neither confirm nor differ from Mr. Pish
in his report of rabbits eating off the young shoots of
Mahonias, but I will take more notice of them when the
growing season comes round again.—J. Eobson.

PLANT .JUDGES.

EETIKOSFOEA OBTUSA AND OTHEE
CONIFEES.

I AM miieh obliged to Mr. Welsh for his statement con-
firmatory of the hardiness of Japanese Conifers in the north
of Ireland, but I am still at a loss to understand the cause
of Eetinospora obtusa being here yellow at the tips—in
fact, in the case of small plants, the greater portion of them
are of a bright golden colour, not the sickly hue arising from
the shoots being unripened, as we see in so many things,
but they appear as if it were the character of the plant°to
be yellow, instead of green, like the Golden Holly and
some other trees. I have no doulit that this Eetinospora,
as well as its fellow, E. pisifera, will be found quite hardy:
but so far as I can judge from what I have seen and what
is known of Sciadopitys verticillata, it will never become a
useful tree ia this country. One that I have had for three
years makes no progress whatever, or next to none, and
some other growers report on it in a similar way. I am
afraid that Torreya grandis will not prove hardy, which is

much to bo regretted, as it promises to be of better habit
and quicker grower than most new things in its way.

I have not yet seen a good specimen of Thujopsis dola-
brata, and would like to know if it is likely to assume the
character of a tree. Most of the plants that have come
under my notice, including one or two wo have here, seem
to require a stick .and close-tying to make them anything
like upricrht, while the stem does not seem to increase in
thickness like Cnprcssus Lawsoniana and others, which, when
in a young state, have a .semi-pendulons character. I expect
it will have to bo coaxed into sliapo if it ever assumes tree-
like proportions. When speaking of these matters might I
ask if any one has grown ."Vraucavia Eulei, and can report

The remarks made by your correspondent respecting the
management of fiower shows, appcai-s to me to deserve the
attention of all interested in floral exhibitions, and lest it

should be thought an officious obtrusion in me saying any-
thing upon the subject, I will state my reasons for so
doing.
Last summer I was appointed one of the plant judges at

a large exhibition in the north. I soon found that my
colleague was intimate with some of the exhibitors and
knew their plants, and the same remark applies to my-
self. On two or three occasions we differed as to which
collection should have the first award; on each occasion
an umpire was called into the tent, whose decision, of
course, was final, and in each case he decided against me,
the umpire, of course, having the same leanings as my
fellow judge.
Now, I do not mean to impute unworthy motives, because

that would cut both ways, although I may state that in one
glaring instance the collection that was put second was
about 50 iser cent, superior to the first. What I denounce
is the principle of having judges acquainted with the col-

lections they are judging. They ought to be, as far as
possible, strangers to the exhibitors .and their products. I
know in some cases this is almost impossible, more parti-

cularly at small shows ; but in the case of large exhibitions,

such as the one to which I have alluded, it would be much
more satisfactory to secure men from a distance and unac-
quainted with the collections they adjudicate upon, and I

have an impression that this course would give satisfaction

to exhibitors.

—

Bruce Findlat, Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

OBITUAEY.
The late Me. William Cole.—We much regret to an-

nounce the death of Mr. William Cole, of Fog Lane Nursery,
Manchester, who has occupied a high position as a plant

grower during a period of twenty-three years. Those who
had watched him for the last three or four years, saw that

hard work and mental anxieties were telling upon him.

The up-hill -wrork of establishing a large nursery business,

and maintaining a world-wide reputation as a most success-

ful plant grower and exhibitor, was no ordinary task, and,

as with thousands of others. Nature gave way, but the name
will long remain in the memory of plant growers. Erysipelas

and fever laid hold of him, and after a brief illness a peaceful

death awaited him. He died December 28, aged fifty-two.

Originally following another pursuit, circumstances led him
to adopt that of gardening, and he at once placed himself

under Mr. Eobinson, gardener to — Delafield, Esq., Tun-
bridge Wells, with whom he remained three years. He
then went into Messrs. Cormack's Nursery at New Cross,

and we believe Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough, was in the
establishment at the same time. Both have become emi-
nent, each taking a lead in the two sections of plant-grow-

ing, and continuing fast friends. In 1S41 he went as gar-

dener to — Lewis, Esq., of Blackheath, and here began his

career as an exhibitor. Commencing with Fuchsias, and
being encouraged by Mr. Lewis, he follov.-ed with Heaths,
&c. In 1845 he became gardener to H. CoUyer, Esq., of

Dartford, and remained with him until Christmas, 1853.

During that period he fought many a liard battle at Chis-

wielc and the Regent's Park with the late Mrs. Lawrence,
and being well matched, Mrs. Lawrence, who at that time
stood high for plant culture, found in Mr. Colo sometimes a

defeating opponent. As a sound, practical ^dant grower.
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William Cole stood in the foi-emost rank. He was the friend

of such men as Barnes, Stanley, Green, Fraser, May, Dodds,

and others, whose names are well tnown. Pew men have
brought into the exhibition tent more specimen new plants

than he did. He sought eagerly for new things when at

Dartford, and then did his best to bring thorn out as

exhibition plants. We believe we are correct in saying

that he was the first to bring out in this way Eollisson's

variety of Ixora javanica, G-enetyllis tulipifera, Franciscea

eximia and confertiflora, Ixora alba and salicifolia, Rogiera
amcena and two other kinds, AUamanda neriifolia, Hebe-
clinium ianthinum and other plants. We well recollect how
he experimented with Stifftia ehrysantha, a promising-look-

ing subject as it appeared in the illustrations of a Belgian
periodical, but which fah-ly baffled him. In 1853 he was
strongly recommended by Mr. Turner as the manager of

the Fog Lane STursery, Manchester, then just started; soon
after he became the proprietor, and year after year he ibught

his way as the most successful exhibitor at the Floral Ex-
hibitions in the Midland and Sorthern Counties of England.
Manchester, York, Bishop Auckland, Eipon, Leeds, Brad-
ford, and many other towns owe much to him ; for Cole's

plants not only helped their shows, but spurred gardeners
on to similar successes. He was occasionally blunt in his

manner, but we are certain that regret for his death will be
universally felt. The expression used in a letter to the
writer of these remarks by a well-known exhibitor in Soot-

land, who defeated Mr. Cole at Glasgow last August, will be
shared by many, especially by those who knew him best,
" We have lost a truly clever man." He has left sons, three
of whom will carry on the business as usual, for the benefit

of the widow and family.

ento:mological society's meeting.
The January meeting of the Entomological Society was

held on the 2nd inst., and, as may ue surmised, was but
thinly attended in consecpience of the festivities of the
season preventing many of the members from joining the
meeting. The chair was occupied by the President, F.

Pascoe, Esq., F.L.S. The Secretary gave notice of the pro-

posed alterations in the list of the Council and officers to be
made at the ensuing anniversary.

Mr. F. Bond exhibited some minute Moths, Epliestia

ficella, which he had succeeded in rearing' from cork, the
species having been previously bred from diied Figs, whence
the specific name. He also exhibited specimens of Depres-
saria olerella of Zeller, and a strange series of specimens of

the common Ghost Moth, Hepialus Humvili, captured at

Lerwick in Shetland. Out of twenty male specimens re-

ceived from this locality, only two exhibited the ordinary
pure white spotless appearance of that sex ; the whole of

the remainder were more or less, strongly marked with the
peculiar streaks and marks of the wings of the common
females.

Mr. A. K. Wallace exhibited an extensive collection of
Beetles which he had recently received from Penang, in-

cluding two hundred species of Longicorn Beetles, of which
not fewer than seventy were new to science and distinct

from any which he had himself collected whilst at Singapore.
The Kev. Hamlet Clark, on behalf of the Kev. P. Cam-

bridge, exhibited an interesting series of insects of dift'erent

orders, collected in Egypt by the latter gentleman, who had
remarked that insects as a general rule were rare on the
banks of the Nile, but that he had succeeded in obtaining a
considerable number of minute species of Moths. He had
also reared a species of Butterfly belonging to the genus
Thecla from the large pod of the Gum Cassia, and had ob-
served that a considerable space of the front of the temple
of Denderah was coated to the depth of several inches with
the nests of a species of Mason Bee belonging to the genus
Ch.alicodoma, which, together with its parasitic bee attendant
of the genus Cslioxys, were flying in vast numbers about
the temple.

Mr. Rowland Trimen communicated a noto from the Cape
of Good Hope on the synonomy of Nymphalis .Tahlusa, Bois-
duval, described in his work on the Butterflies of South
Africa, and which he considered as identical with Charaxes
Argynnides, Westwood.

A note was also read from the Rev. J. Collins, recording
the capture of a considerable number of specimens of the
rare Moth Dasypolia Templi in stone-quarries and among
loose stones near Huddersfield.
A memoir by Mr. S. Stone was also read, containing an

account of his observations during the past year in the
natural history of different British species of Wasps. The
most remarkable fact mentioned by the writer was the great

prevalence of an infectious disease in many nests, whereby
the larva; were destroyed, their bodies becoming putrid in

the cells as early as the month of August, so that many
nests thus came to an untimely end. Other nests also were
attacked by large numbers of Mites. Mr. Stone also de-
scribed the manufacture of the remarkable nest exhibited
by him at a previous meeting, in which two distinct species

of Wasps jointly assisted in building the nest, which was
consequently parti-ooloured, each species employing a dif-

ferent kind of wood in constructing the envelope.

Mr. Stevens announced that M. Bouchard, who had
started to South America on an entomological excursion,

had arrived safely at San Tomaso, Venezuela.

"WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

CoNTiNTTE to prepare ground as directed last week. If

any part of the garden is wet drain it eftectually. Make
drains 3 feet deep and 20 feet apart. Use tiles and soles,

and place 6 inches of brickbats, stones, or clinkers over the
tiles; and before filling in the soil shake a small quantity of
litter over the stones or other material, which will render
the drainage more perfect. Cabbage, try a small cowing of
Early Dwarf York on a warm border, and fill up all vacancies
in Cabbage and Colewort plantations, which should have
the surface constantly stirred to prevent the frost from dis-

placing them. Onions, the ground intended for them would
be benefited by a top-dressing of well-decomposed manure,
which should be forked in and well knocked about in frosty
dry mornings. Peas, sow a succession, and also of Broad
Beans ; and between the rows of Peas try a row of Round
Spinach. Potatoes, where the ground is light and dry a few
Ashleaf or some other early sort may be planted. Radishes,

sow a succession on a sloping bank or border, and attend to

the protection of those coming on. Follow up with energy
and system the hoeing, surface-stirring, and dusting among
advancing croj)s. Destroy mice.

FEUIT OAKDEN.
Prosecute vigorously the pruning and nailing of wall fruit

trees in favourable weather. Pruning Vines out of doors
should have been finished before now ; if not, let no time be
lost. Cut out old wood from Raspberries, and cut back
canes not wanted for fruiting. Replace decayed stakes, and
tie the fruiting-canes neatly thereto, for which purpose smaU.
twigs of any tough willow are very applicable. Dress with
light manure, and dig the ground between the rows. Prune
and remove the suckers from Filberts, which are rarely

managed properly except in Kent. Young-plauted orchard
trees should be securely staked, using a little hay or moss
at the tie to preserve the bark. Dust over on damp morn-
ings with soot and lime Gooseberries, &c., which are attacked
by birds. Let the fruit-room be looked over, and everything
showing decay removed. Slight fires must occasionally be
used.

FLOWER GABDEN.
Wherever there is a large extent of mixed shrubbery some

care is necessary to prevent the stronger-growing bushes
from overgrov.'ing the weaker ones, and it will be found
better every few years to lift and replant the former than
to prune them severely, v/hich by inducing the growth of
luxuriant wood prevents profuse blooming. Never allow the
margin of b.aro earth to intervene betwixt the grass and the
plants. Such should be covered with low-growing plants,

as Periwinkles and things of a similar habit ; and the plants
over the remaining space should be made to cover as miich
of the border as jjossible. Prepare ground for Roses either

in groups or single rows. If the soil is poor remove as
much as possible, and replace it with equal quantities of

rotten dung and loam. I'o have Roses in perfection they
must hare a rich soil. The pruning of the more common
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iinds may now be done. Should, however, some Provence,
Moss, and other summer-flowering sorts be requked to
bloom late, reserve a portion tOl April for that purpose.
Should heavy snow or severe weather set in. Pinks and
Carnations planted in the open borders will run some danger
of destruction in those localities where hares and rabbits
abound. Protection can be given by laying small pieces of

Larch spray or branches between the rows of plants, and
then placing other branches on the top of these. Air and
light have free access to the plants, and as spring advances
the coverings are removed ; for, as vegetation commences,
more palatable food in the shape of young clover, &o., will
entice the rabbits and hares to feed at a distance.

GKEENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOKT.
The unsettled state of the weather lately, has called, and

will probably continue to do so, for much judicious manage-
ment in regulating the temperature. While cold, biting
winds prevail much caution must be used in admitting air.

It will be necessary to support a temperature varying from
45? to 50° by moderate fires. Naturally plants make little

progress at this season, but they may be stimulated to un-
healthy activity if attention be not directed to the regu-
lation of the temperature; a forced and premature growth
will for ever injure plants both in health and appearance.
Repressing undue activity at this time will in no wise en-
feeble plants, or prevent their perfect development at a
later and more favourable season. Care must be taken that
Camellias receive no check, or their buds wiU be endangered.
Brugmansia sanguinea, a noble conservatory plant, demands
similar attention.

STOVE.
StiU be cautious in the application of more heat. For

the Orchids it is far better, the year having only begun, that
they start somewhat later, with a free growth than to make
a premature and stunted one. Take every care that a, due
proportion of moisture is maintained in the atmosphere.
Although the majority of this tribe require to be very dry at

the root during the rest season, yet they enjoy and require

a somewhat moist atmosphere, more especially if in a state

of constant and lively motion.

FOKCING-PIT.

Bring in asuccessional lot of bulbs, (tc, and if not already

done take all the hardy forcing plants under the protection

of a greenhouse stage, or even a warm shed, or the frost

may have them in its cold embrace at a time when you
would -n'ish to introduce them to warmer quarters. Apart
from this, it is advisable to excite them gradually before

they are introduced to the forcing-pit. Let the temperature
be from G0° to 75", -with sunshine. Shut up early with a
moist atmosphere, but give a little air, if possible, before

leaving the fire for the night.

PITS AND FRAMES.
SoTV on a gentle hotbed for pricking-out Cauliflo'wers,

Lardy Lettuces, Ecd Cabbage, and a few Horn Carrots. See
that Cauliflowers in frames and hand-glasses have proper
attention in giving air, removing decayed leaves, stirring

the surface and placing dry earth or dry charred refuse

among the plants.—W. Keane.

EOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
LABOUE POWER.

General work very much the same as last week, with the

addition to attending to many little matters too numerous
to mention. Sometimes people -n'rite to us inquiring what
labour power they ought to have for such a sized garden,

telling us the old story about the man to the acre. We
are always forced to give a very qualified reply to all such

questions. We have seen an acre of gai'den-ground so

managed, that a single man all the year through must have
had a comfortable time of it, so comfortable that like many
of our forefathers when John Frost asserted his supremacy,
he might go and enjoy himself with any sport that was then
in progress. We have seen other gardens of less than an
acre, so laid out, supplied with glass, &c., and so much
wanted from the small space, that three or four times the

labour power would leave enough for every one to be kept
actively at work. A garden, too, not only cropped, but

kept so as to be passable, is a very different affair from
keeping everything in first-rate order. We recollect very
well of two gardens very much alike, except in the matter
of keeping. In the one two men were kept, in the other
four. In the first the walks were rolled once or twice a-year,
and a little roughness was no objection, nor yet a few weeds,
if they did not assume giantlike proportions. In the second
case the lawn was rolled every morning in summer with a
light roller to scatter the dew, when there was any, that the
ladies might walk earlier upon it without -n'etting their thin-
soled slippers ; and the walks were generally rolled at least
three times a-week, and so free of a leaf or a weed were
they kept, that the proprietor if he noticed a weed anywhere
above 1 inch in height, was almost sure to give himself the
trouble of going after it, pulling it up, and laying it down
very carefully in the centre of the principal walk, just to acfe

as a quiet hint to the gardener. That employer was a noble-
hearted man, and though as great an enemy to idleness as
ever lived, n'ould at the same time have been horrified at any
in his employment being overworked, or even working as hard
as he did himself in his commercial undertakings ; and yet
though the men were chaffed by their neighbours for having
so little to do, it was well understood on the whole that the
four men -norked sharper than the two in the neighbouring
garden.
A number of little matters also, especially if attended

with various things foreign to the garden, make all the
difierence in the labour power requii-ed. A gentleman not
so long ago, after telling us all about his garden, though
perfectly satisfied, thought he might manage with much less

labour power; but whatever we thought then, we formed a
very different opinion when we learned that men and boys
were taken from the garden to beat for the young gentlemen
whenever they went shooting—that they had to prepare wood,
carry coals to the different places in the mansion, pump
water, attend laundry, run all sorts of messages, &c., attend
and do all sorts of little jobs at all times and all seasons.
No plan can be more wasteful of labour power. It is not
only the time thus lost to the garden, but the men get
unsettled and unfitted for garden work just in proportion
as they are so employed, and to the number called upon to
engage in such employment. If there is not enough work
for an odd man to attend to all such matters, it would still

be advisable to have one man in general for such n'ork, and
place him at the garden or farm to fill up the time he was
not wanted at the house, &c. It will only be safe, however,
to count very little on such extra services out of doors.

Many gardens that would be in first-rate order, and a source
of happiness and comfort to all concerned, are turned into

scenes of endless worry and annoyance merely because the
gardener can never dejiend on his labour. Whatever the
amount of that labour, it ought to be kept to the garden
as a general rule. Of course there are exceptions and emer-
gencies when everybody would only be too glad to give a
helping hand; but^ne knov.' full well that no garden can be
conducted satisfactorily and economically when everybody
about an establishment can take and get what help they
may think they need from the garden-men.

gardeners' d^wellings and health.

We class these together, because the dwelling more than
the nature of the employment, exerts a great influence on
sanitary matters. Sudden changes from a. hothouse to a
frosty temperature may be guarded against by clothing and
muffling up. Damp at the feet in dull, muggy weather,

may be neutralised by wooden sabots, or india-rubber go-
loshes, not worn longer than necessary, otherwise they will

heat and draw the feet, and by the confined perspiration do
more harm than good. But no care can ward off' the effects

of low, damp, shaded, small, unventilated houses. Few
can give ventilation in winter, and at the same time avoid

cold, cutting draughts. Small rooms are, therefore, apt
to be very unhealthy in winter, as the more the heat, the

more will the atmosphere be rendered impure by the pro-

cesses of combustion and breathing, more especially if

the walls or floor be damp. In a large room, the fire will

form a good ventilator, with the help occasionally of opening
the door for a few minutes. And the same n'ith bedrooms.
Instead of having in winter to oiJen door or window at nig^t
in a small bedroom, it is every way much preferable to have
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a good-sized room, not crammed with furniture, and a good-

sized open fireplace to the chimney. It is hardly possible

to breathe an impure atmosphere in the latter circumstances,

it is scarcely possible to breathe a healthy one under the

first conditions. The non-YentDatiou and the free venti-

lation of such small places, we believe from experience to be

alike dangerous, and if any openings besides the chimney
are made or given for au', these openings, in winter at least,

should be covered with thickish gauze, that the fresh air

may be warmed before it reach the respiratory organs. We
should here take a lesson from the old gardeners with

their early Cucumbei'-beds in winter. They would never
have slid down their sashes, and let the air enter all at

once. They tilted up the sash very carefully, and hung a

piece of matting or fjauze over the opening. No keen north-

easter was allowed to touch the leaves of their plants until

mollified by passing through the hot, moist air seeking an
outlet.

There is hardly a possibility of convincing young people

of the importance of such little matters. Young men with

perspiration freely flowing from every pore, stripped of their

upper clothing, will come out of a hothouse without waist-

coat and coat, and stop out for half an hour, and will tell

you when remonstrated with, that it never hurts them a bit.

That may be quite true. Neither did we feel it at the time,

but many an aching rheumatism we have had since, as the

direct consequence and punishment for such imprudence,
and we would like to warn our young friends that law-

breaking and law-vindicating generally follow each other.

Just let them try and find out how many thus reckless of

heats and colds, have lived over forty and fifty years, and of

these again how few are there who from rheumatism and
other ills have not had reason to regret their youthful
carelessness. The punishment for such carelessness may
not come for years, but it will be none the less certain and
severe at the last.

We have also met with brethren, ripe in years and wis-

dom, who lived in small lean-to rooms behind the range of

hothouses, and though not liking the place made the most
of it, and were thankful that they themselves escaped with
so few illnesses, and that though obliged to crowd, they
were doubly grateful that their children as a whole were
so healthy. The heads of the house from their hardy
bringing-up had been constitutionally seasoned, and the
young members of the famUy had all the strength and
buoyancy of youthful vitality, and we might be thought to

lift a warning voice in vain, but for the striking fact, that
of the seemingly healthy children thus reared, that we can
bring back to our recollection few, few indeed of them, saw
their twenty-fifth birthday. The seeds of consumption and
other diseases were too surely sown in their young frames
in these dark, damp, shaded rooms.
Though little from home for two years at least, it is gra-

tifying to find great changes for the better in this respect.

Of course few gardeners could expect such au elegant house
as that inhabited by our friend Mr. Eobson, built for his

comfort by his kind employers, or such a house a? at Tren-
tham, and numbers of other places j but there is a vast de-
scent from such little palaces to such wretched lean-to's as

are sometimes yet to be met with, though often ejdsting
without the knowledge of the proprietor that things are at

all so bad. Between these two extremes there are many
mediums of comfort, and to the credit of the gentry and
aristocracy of England the time will soon come when the
last of these unhealthy places shall be used for something
else than human habitations. Let it be laid down as a rule

that every living-room to be healthy should have the chance
of the sun sending its rays through the windows at some
time of the day.

PREPAEING FOK POTTING.
In dull wet days had all the garden pots thoroughly

scrubbed with warm water. In general we like pure water
best. In the spring when filling the same pot over and
over again, we are not particular with the outside ; but we
never like to see a pot used twice without washing the
inside. Of course, when the plant is likely to remain some
time in the pot, the outside should also be thoroughly
cleaned, as nothing looks more woe-begone than a pot
covered with greasy slime outside, even if the plant in it

should be pretty fair as to its appearance. All pots, too, at

this time are best under cover, as the alternations of frost

and thaw, and rain and snow, are apt to crack them when
exposed. When properly washed we never make any dif-

ference between old and new pots, only when new ones are

used for the first time for a particular purpose, it is a good
plan to soak them for ten minutes and then dry them again

before using. If this is not done, the pot for some time is

apt to rob the ball inside of its moisture. This moistiu-e-

stealing is moderated by first soaking the pots. No pots

should be used until they are dry, as if filled when wet, the

ball will not come out so clean afterwards. Using wet pots

is as bad a practice as digging stiff soil in a wet day.

GETTING SOILS UNDEB COVER.

This should be neglected by none of our young gardening

friends who aim at success. The soil should be \Tell aired

and dried, for the potting-time fast coming on us. The fine,

crisp, au-ed soil often makes all the difference between

success and failure. It will be a great advantage, too, if

soil is so far warmed as to be rather warmer than the soil

in the pot, the plant in which is to have more room. We
have known window gardeners whose great success was
partly owing to shifting their plants in February and_March
in soil that had previously been nicely warmed and aired in

a box placed on the hearthstone of the kitchen. We have

seen their neighbours fail of success because they used cold

claggy soil in March, even though they watered immediately

afterwards with water at SC. This was freezing and next

to parboiling by tui-ns, and then giving a plant that required

a nice open soil the surroundings of a marsh plant. Hardly

any treatment afterwards wiU make that soil kind and com-

fortable to young plants.

Having skipped particulars this week, we will conclude

with two words of advice to our good friends the window
gardeners. Avoid all checks and sudden extremes. The above
cold, claggy soil would be a sudden check to the young
rootlets of the plant you shifted. If the jjlant was taken
from the window of a sitting-room, and thus shifted, and
then left with others to stand in some cold shed or outhouse

until you have a few more done that you might take them
all in at once, ten to one the whole of the points of the

roots are killed, and the plant must begin and make a fresh

effort, and most likely the first teaching in the way of ex-

perience will be shoals of insects attacking the crippled

plant. If you must take a plant or two from the room to

give them more pot room, keep them out as short a time as

possible. They want a greater stimiilus to growth imme-
diately after potting than before ; therefore, every minute
they remain in a colder place is just so far injurious to them.

I

Hence the importance of thekindly aired, warmedsoil. Hence,

I
too, the importance of watering the plant with water about
70'=' some time—say an hour or two at least before shifting

it into a larger pot. If the fresh soil is neither wet nor

dry, and placed pretty firmly round the ball, it will want
little water except just at the side of the ball, before the

fresh roots are running freely into it. Flooding with water

at this season is attended with two disadvantages. First,

It saturates and makes a marsh of the fresh soil unoccupied

by roots, and then the rapid evaporation in a warm living-

room cools the soil round the roots. For one plant that is

lost fi-om dryness in winter, dozens are ruined from over-

watering. Secondly, Keep leaves, stems, as well as pots

and saucers clean. A dry, soft brush to remove dust, and
then a soft sponge to use with soft water about 65" or 70°,

are the simplest and best modes for cleaning both upper

and under sides of the leaves, and the stems. If plants are

not inconveniently lai-ge, place a cloth over the top of the

pot, place your hand firmly on it. and then turn the top of

the plant, and swinge it well in a tub of clean water. Where
the plants are large and the leaves small, it is often better

to syringe the plant well, run the fingers through the upper

and lower sides of the leaves, and then syringe well again

with clean water. Such extra care on your part wiU be re-

warded by healthy foliage, and freedom from insects.—E. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
E. Pai-ker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Sniiey.—Catalogue of

Agnculturai, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, New
Plants, <^c.
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B. S. Waiiams, Paradise and Victoria Nurseries, Holloway,

London.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Flower aucJ Vegetable Seeds.

Cliarles Turner, Eoyal Nurseries, Slough.

—

Catalogue of

Seeds for tlie Kitchen Garden, the Flower Garden, and the Farm.

Smith & Simons, Argyle Arcade, Glasgow.—Cwlhiral Guide

and Descnptive Seed Catalogue.

COVENT GAEDEN MARKET.—Janttaet 21.

' Supplies good, and quotations nearly the same as last -week. Apples are

still very abundant: good dessert Pears scarce. These consist almost exclu-

sively of Gloa Morceau, Beuriu de Ranee, and Ne Plus Meuris. Forced

Asparagus can hardly be had ; but of Sea-kale and Salads there is a good

supply.

Apples J sieve 1

Apncots doz.

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14

Currants, Red. ..J sieve

Black do.

FlBS doz.

Filberts 100 Ihs. 40 Gi

Cobs do. 70 n 81
Gooseberries ,. ^ si'.'ve

Grapes, Haraburghs lb 3

Muscats 6

Lemons 100 5

FBTJIT

d. B. d

to 2

10

«. rt. B. d

Melons each to

Mulberries .... punnet
Nectarines doz.

Oranees 100 .I o 10

Peaches doz.

Pears (kitchen). ..bush. 5

dessert doz. .3 u

Pine Apples lb. G "

Plums i sieve

Pomegranates each G

_ - Quinces i sieve

10 RHspberries lb.

10 I
Walnuts bush. 14 21

8

n 1(1

6
(1 9

1

VSaETABLES.

s. d

Arlichokes each to

Asparagus bundle 10

BeansBroad ^ sieve

Kidney 100 i!

Beet, Red doz,

Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSprouts ^^ sievo

Cabbaire doz.

Capsicums 100

Carrots bunch 5

Cauliflower doz. 2

Celery bundle 1

Cucumbers each 1

Endive score 2

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle 2

1

1

G

6

15

5

3

2
S G

3

a

e

3

3

3

(I

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score

Mushrooms pottle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions bushel

pickling quart

Parsley ...doz. hunches
Parsnips doz.

Peas quart

Potatoes bushel

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhuh.arb bundle
Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket

Spinach .sieve

Tomatoes i sieve

Turnips hunch
VegetableMarrows doz.

3.
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Worms ih HyACrNTe Pots (Ryacijithus).—Lime water -will expel them

and -wiU not injure the Hyacinths.

Vises foh Cold Vinery (T, W. U. R.).-Six Vines for a vinery where

little artificial heut is given may be two Black Hamburghs, two Bl.ick Prince,

and two Lady Downes'. Tacsoaia moUissima will do as a cliaiber for your

greenhouse.

Peas—Beans {young Amateur).—TaW Mammolh is the largest Pea.

Dwarf Mammoth (Hair's), is also larRe. 'I he two best early dwarfs are Tom
Thumb and Bishop's Dwarf. The best eailv Peas to succeed each other, are

San^ster's No. 1 nnd Dickson's Favomitc. For second crop, Harrison's Per-

fection and Ringwood Marrow are very Rood. After these follow with

Veitch's Perfection, Ne Plus Ultra, Knight's Marrows, Woodford's Green
Marrow, Champion of England; and for late sowin;? in July and August,

use the early kinds. Of Beans, Mazagan and Johnson's Wonderful. For

the best Cinerarias yon had better be Kuided by some of the celebrated

growers. Berkelej 's " Handbook of British Mosses " will suit you.

Succession of Fruits (.4 Constant Reader].—Apples.— Ds^sert: Devon-
shire Quarrenden, Joanneling:, Kerry Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, Cox's

Orange Pippin, Marpil, Ribston Pippin, Ashmead's Kernel, Braddick's

Nonpareil, Cockle Pippin. Cornish Gilliflower. Nonpareil. Sturmer Pippin,

Wyken Pippbi. Kitchen: Keswick Codlin, Cellini, Golden Noble, Haw-
Ihornden, Alfriston, Dumelow'e Seedling, Northern Greenine, Koval Russet,

"WiDter Pearmuiii. Pe^/'s.—Autumn Beriraniot, Bishop's T; umb, Hessle,

Jargonelle, Louise Bonue nf Jersey, Swan's Esq, Williams's Bon Chietien,

Winter Neiis. Stewing: CatiUac. Phniis.—Jn\y Green Gate. Perdrigon
Violet Hatif, Green Gape, Purple Gape, Jefferson, Coe's Golden Drop.
Preserving: Whito Magnum Bonum, Washington, Damson.

Cdrrants (G. D., o/^.)-— Any respectable nurseryman can supply the
Red Cherry and Red Giape varieties'.

Melons Failing (A Codarjer in fhc Country) .—'Vh& probable cause of

failure was not watn-ing the plants sufficiently, they only being watered
four times, which would have been only a proper allowance for a fortnight
of fine weather. Tbe soil should havt been kept mni-t, and. unless destroyed
by disease, tbpy would have survived the ripenintc of the fruit. The
indifferent setting was probably due to an insufficiericy of heat and air, and
the not properly thinning the shoots, so as to admit light and air, and thus
secure the maturation of the parts destined for bearing.

Heatbs not Flowfeixg {J. U., nn Amateur).— V^^e do not know any
difference in the mode of culture that can possibly affect the flowering, if

proper treatment is pursued. We have seen as fine Heaths grown at Edin-
burgh, and as well bloomed, as in England. To grow Htaths well they
require a houae to themstlves, and ihen, unfler ordinary treatment, they
are the freest-blooming of plants. T^ey require abundance of light, and
air blov\ing on them almost cMistautly, and we think the indiffertnt blooming
of your plants is caused by the wnnt of ihcbe. Keep them cool, well aired,

and in a light structure near ibe pl<iS3, and your plants cannot (ail to bloom
well. If you put them out at all in summer ihey i-bould have the protection

of a cold frame, so thit the roots may not be dried up in consequence of the

eun heating the pot.^, and also to protect ihem from heavy rains, admitting

air all the .-anie cimttanMy. Charcoal, in small pieces about the size of a

hazel nut, may be mixed with the soil, and it is desir.ible in soils that are

at all close ; turfy peat, well sprinkled or intermixed naturally with fine

siliceous sand, is the most suitable compost.

Calceolarias DsnER a NoitrH Wall (./Mre/j/s).— Allow the cuttings lo

remain where they are until the lasr. week in March, or beginning of

April, by which lime they will be wpU rooted, and may more Siifcly be
transplanted ,to a sunnier hituation. We have about two thousand in two
small frames, only occupying an area of 25 (square feet each, and they are

in a situation where they do not receive any sun whatever. We shall take

out the points of the shoots early in March, and put them out in Celery
trenches or turf-pits in a sunny situaiion in April, and then lift them with

balls lo their blooming quarters in May. Whilst in the trenches or pits we
merely cover with any spare oid lights, with further proteclion in case of

frost; and by this simple process wo turn nut thousands of fine bushy
plants instead of dozens of th se pampered in pots. We do not care how
small we can keep them over the winter. You may, however, remove
them now, but it is only giving yourself needless trouble.

Names of Ferns [A Young Qardentr .— 1, Ptcrisaquilina; 2. Aspleninm
Fabianum ; 3, Cheilanthes hirta ; 4, Lasirea Siebuldii; 5, Pilea serpyllifolia

;

6, Pteris ha tata ; 7, LiLobrochia palinaui.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEKOLD CHRONICLE.

PEICE OF NEW-LAID EGGS—PEOFITS OF
POULTRY-KEEPING.

I KNOW not whether your correspondent " C. S. J." resides
in London or the coiantiy; but judging from the price he
quotes for new-laid eggs at this time of the year—viz., Is. 44.

per dozen, I presume the latter. The price of new-laid eggs,
like everything else, is necessarily regulated by the demand,
and I doirbt not that what he states is quite correct as to
some localities. In London, and particularly at ttie West
End, genuine new-laid eggs arc sold retail at 4s. and even
6s. per doaen from November to February. It is true that
most diirymen and cheesemongers profess to sell new-laid
eggs at as low a price as Is. lid. per dozen ; but put it to
their conscience about being really new-laid, and they v.'iU

tell you that they are country eggs, and that they purchase
them from the dealer as new-laid. Now, I have bought
many such new-laid eggs, and found them without exception
many weets old, unfit for hatching and the breakfast-table

—in fact, they are eggs- picked for their size and appearance.

and probably imported from the continent. Were the public
able to depend on getting really new-laid eggs during the
winter months in London, 2s. 6c!. per dozen would never be
grudged, particularly for invalids and ship-passengers.

The preservation of eggs according to my system, pub-
lished in your valuable Journal, is about to be can-ied out
by an eminent firm ; and I doubt not that in a few years we
shall be able to purchase by those means well-authenticated

fresh eggs at comparatively low prices at all times of the
year.

In conclusion, I agree with you that your readers should
form their own opinion on my balance-sheet of profit and
loss in poultry-keeping, and not accept the figures as im-
plicit facts under all circumstances.

—

Geo. K. Getelin, C.E.

BEAHMA POOTEAS.
We—that is, the Brahma lovers, are gradually building

our pedestal ; and when we have done, we will put our best

specimen on the top, and he shall crow, " Victory."

I can corroborate Mr. Leworthy's statement of an old

Indian recognising the Brahma as an Indian bird. I was
recently showing my fowls to a gentleman of the civil

service, home on sick leave. He is an ai-dent lover of natural

history in all its branches, and was making inquh-ies as to

the habits and merits of the different breeds, when he came
to the Brahma. " I need ask nothing about them," he said,

"I kept them in India for years."—F. F.

[Very likely, but that does not prove that they are not a
variety of the Cochin-China. Let the pedestal be large

enough for a specimen of each.]

Having said my say, I had intended to be silent, and cer-

tainly on reading Mr. Leworthy's few lines, I thought I, in

common with other Brahma upholders, had got all that we
could desu'e—viz., that at Burmah there was a breed of fowl

that tallied with our Brahma. I crowed with delight; for I
know Mr. Leworthy to be no mean judge hi Brahmas, and
he has very good ones ; and I thought his few lines conclu-

sive. I saw " Our Editors' " note at the end, and in antici-

pation read their delight that the question was so satisfac-

torily settled, and that henceforth they intended to consider

Brahmas as pure a breed as anj' other sort of fowl. What
was my surprise to find they considered Mr. L.'s note con-

clusive that they were only a " variety of Cochin!" This,

I am quite certain, was not the intention that prompted
Mr. L. to write, and with the most humble deference to

"Our Editors," I submit the reasoning is most false.

Shanghae and Ava ai-e upwards of 1000 miles apart, and if

this reasoning is correct, any person writing in Shanghae of

our island breeds—Game and Dorking, might with far more
justice consider them only varieties of the same breed; for

the distance between the extreme limits bears but a small

proportion to the distance between Ava and Shanghae.
If there can be two distinct breeds of English origin,

surely there may be two distinct breeds between Ava and
Shanghae.—Y. B. A. Z.

[With due submission, the above is all special pleading.

Burmah and China join ; but it now appears that Mr. Tanner
saw the birds about 300 miles from Calcutta—but all this is

of little import. Bull' and White "Brahmin Fowls" were
there ; and no one could detect a specific difi'erence between
a Buft" Brahma Pootra and a Buff Cochin China. We now-

must take our leave of the subject, rejoicing that it matters
little that Brahmas are a variety of Cochin Chinas, since

they are found to be worthy of patronage.]

SEX OF EGGS.
Any light that can be thrown on this subjfct is very

desirable. " F. H." is told that eggs first laid will produce

a majority of pullets, and those last laid a majority of

cockerels. My experience teaches me exactly the contrary.

Last spring I paid much attention to this point. I found that

eggs laid in January and February produced three cockerels

to one pullet ; March and April three to two ; May about
equal numbers; June and July the eggs produced a large
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maiority of pullets. I think that the above figures will not

differ materially from those of others who have kept a care-

ful account of the sex of their chickens.—C. S. J.

GLASS IN A FOWL'S GIZZASD.

I ENCLOSE a piece of glass neai-ly 2 inches long and a

quarter of an inch square, which I extracted from the gizzard

of a Spanish hen sixteen months old, killed this week for

the table. The glass must have been swallowed many
months ago, as it is regularly ground, and at formed in the

gizzard an excrescence in the shape of the annexed sketch.

The hen appeared in good health, was in good condition,

and a good layer. In my experience I never saw such a

malformation of the gizzard, as the whole length of the

glass which was projecting beyond the gizzard was covered

with flesh 2} inches in length and one-eighth of an inch in

thickness. Perhaps some of your readers may have observed

similar cases without prejudicial effects on the health or

functions of the hen.—G. K. Getelin.

for the reasons he gives, and partly on account of the beauti-
ful contrast it makes with the white plumage of the Ayles-
bury Duck.—C. H. L., Rectory, Edith Westmi.

PAEIS POTJLTEY SHOW.
EvEKT one will thank you for your notice of the Paris

Show. It is calculated to do much good, and to stir up our
supine English pxiblic as to the merits ofthe poultry question.

We hope there will be an alteration in the competition next
year, and that it will be thrown entirely open. Application
was made by one of our principal poulterers to the Minister
of Agriculture, but he was told the entries were confined to

France. We believe the good respectable old Dorkings
would have held their own. They will again next year offer

to tilt with blunted weapons against all comers.—B.

SEX OF EGGS—COLOUE OP AYLESBUEY
DUCKS' BILLS.

I BELiEVE^ it is well known to ornithologists, that of the
Pinches, which have two nests in one season, the first' con-
tains aU cocks, and the second all hens. This would lead us
to expect a contrary result to that which your correspon-
dent "F. H." speaks of. However, I for one will take notice
of the sex of chickens from eggs laid at various times by the
same hen, and let him know the result at the end of the
season.

For the comfort of your coiTcspondent, "G. B. H." allow
me to say that the light-coloured biU of the Aylesbury Duck
is not confined to the neighbourhood of Aylesbury. I, too,
have bought Ducks of Mrs. Seamons, and also of a well-
known breeder near Grantham, which have not changed the
colour of their bills, although I have taken no pains to keep
them out of the sun, or to let them out only on frosty morn-
ings, a common recipe for preserving the delicate colour.
I have also bred bii-ds from this stock, with light bills.

Now on the land where my Ducks are bred, I can answer for
neither chalk nor saud being found, nor indeed clay, except
at a depth ten times the length of a Duck's bill. I also
know of a farmyard in Norfolk, where for several years past
some Ducks have been bred with bills the colour of an
orange, and others nearly, if not quite, as pale as those of
the prize Ducks at Birmingham. Chalk and sand are very
abundant there, but that only serves to increase the diffi-

cult v. However, I quite agree with "G. B. H." in wishing
for the orange bill to be admitted into our prize pens, partly

POULTEY-KEEPESTG FEOM A COMMEECIAL
POINT OF VIEW.
(^Continuedfrom page 57.)

FOOD FOB POULTBT.
When poultry is kept confined its food must be appro-

priate. A fowl kept in a free state on a farm, can with ad-
vantage be fed all the year round with barley or oats only,

as she will supplement her meals with animal and vegetable
matters of her own finding ; therefore, an equivalent should
be given to penned-up poultry ; but, again, as they have not
so much bodily exercise as when in a free state, their diges-

tive powers are weakened, consequently they are subject to

inflammation of the bowels when fed on whole grain only.

After this explanation my readers will understand the reason
why I advocate all grain to be ground, and the meat and
green vegetables to be minced ; but, apart from the sanitary
consideration, it becomes an important economical fact in a
large breeding establishment, as it is well Known that food
made of grain and which requires little exertion of the
digestive organs, has far greater feeding and fattening
qualities than whole grain.

There is another point connected with feeding to which I
wish to allude. The diet should be varied almost daily ; but
green vegetables finely minced ought to form part of every
meal, and occasionally some oxide of iron, and at other times
flowers of sulphur, mixed with the food will greatly tend to

keep poultry in good health.

FOOD FOB TOtnSTG CHICKENS.
Indian corn and barleymeal, boiled rice, mashed potatoes,

bread crumbs, &e., steeped in milk and water—any of the
above separately or mixed together will do well. Finely-
chopped green vegetables should be given daily, and oc-

casionally hard-boiled eggs chopped fine, and a supply from
the vermin nursery. Fine gravel should be put in the inner
saucer shown in fig. 18.

Water should be supplied between the two saucers to

prevent the chickens wetting themselves, and it should
be renewed daily. Clean water and a plentiful supply of

food given about four times a-day, combined with the com-
fort of the artificial mother, will keep the chickens in better

condition than when left to roam in search of food.

FOOD FOE THE EEEEDING AND LAYING STOCK
May consist of a mixture of the various cereals coarsely

ground and made into a stiff paste. This food should be
put in the feeding-fountains. Jigs. 3 and 4, where it cannot
be wasted or dirtied. Occasionally in fine weather whole
grain can be thrown broadcast in the open run. The other

food should be finely-chopped vegetables, such as the waste
of the kitchen garden, mangold wurtzel, swedes, &c., in a

green state, mashed boiled potatoes and rice, minced boiled

meat mixed into a paste with the liquor from the meat, and
seasoned with salt and pepper. Finely-powdered oyster

shells or a little chalk forms a genial condiment. Powdered
charcoal, oxide of ii-on, and flowers of sulphur alternately,

and at given intervals mixed with their food will keep them
in perfect health. The best feeding-time is at sunrise, and
about two hours before roosting-time.

FOOD FOR THE FATTENING STOCK.

As they are still more closely confined they require a diet

of a highly fattening nature and of easy digestion. When
oace poultry is penned up for fattening, the diet ought not

to be varied. There are three different ways adopted in

i'attening poultry.

1st. Free feeding, consisting in supplying a fowl with food

and water ad libitum. This takes a much longer time, is

more expensive, and less satisfactory as regards the flesh.

In this mode four or six fowls are best penned up together,

as they will feed more freely than in solitary confinement.

2nd. Forced dry feeding, consisting in cramming the fowl

with pills made of suitable food twice or thrice a-day, and
giving water ad libitum.

3rd. Forced liquid feeding comsiata in reducing the food
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to a liquid state with milk and water, and then pouring it

down the gullet by means of a funnel three times a-day,

and not supplying the fowl with any water.

PBBPABATION OF THE FATTENING FOOD.

Barleymeal, or mixed in equal quantity with Indian corn-

meal, should be made into a thick paste with mUk and water

and seasoned with bay salt. This paste is then either made
liquid for liquid feeding, or into pUls, which should be dipped

in milt and water before they ai-e given to facilitate their

being swallowed.
Experiments have proved that seasoning poultry food with

bay salt has the following advantages :—

•

1. To render the fattening of shorter duration.

2. To produce with the same quantity of food more flesh

and fat.

3. To give the flesh greater firmness and flavour, and to

render the fat more compact and of a finer grain.

Molasses or sugar mixed with the meal has also good
fattening properties.

IMPKOVBD FATTENING PENS.

good birds have died in consequence. The birds at first

mope about, eat little, and in a day or two begin shaking

their heads and twisting them about, sometimes falling for-

wards. They continue so for a day or two and then die,

neither eating nor drinking all the time.

I keep the bu-ds in a good warm cote facing the south.

Some have their liberty and others have a covered pen

7 yards by 3, shielded by a house on the north, and latticed

in front. I feed them on grey peas, Indian corn, lentels, or

wheat, or sometimes old beans, generally three kinds at

once. The birds flying as well as those kept in, both young

and old, have had it.

—

Airedale.

[I am unable to inform " Airedale " of a cure for his

Pigeons, but it seems to be apoplexy. If any of mine were

so affected, I should try piUs containing one grain of calomel

and puU out their tails.—B. P. B.]

': .if" J <: oJ"
Fig. 22.—Improved Fattening^Pens.

These fattening pens are sol constructed that they can be
placed in the open air, forming a building of themselves.
Each fowl has her own compartment, and is thus in solitary

confinement, and being unable to see other fowls, fattening
is considerably hastened. The floors of the cells should be
drawn out daily and cleaned and whitewashed, then returned
with the dry underside uppermost and sprinkled with some
sand. The cells should also be whitewashed for every fresh
occupier. The doors are solid boards with a piece of per-
forated zinc for ventilation at the top, and a drinking-cup at

the bottom. These pens combine all the sanitary advan-
tages for the speedy fattening of fowls.—G. K. Getelin,
Qi^ybl Engineei', London.

{To be continued.)

MEGRIMS IN PIGEONS.
I should] be greatly obliged by being informed of any

«ure for what is called here the megrims in Pigeons, as

mine have been much troubled with it lately, and some very

HAWKS AND PIGEONS.
I HAVE Studied your poultry department very closely for

the last year to see if there was anything mentioned about

what, at least in this country, is considered the worst of the

inconveniences to which Pigeon fanciers are subjected—i. e..

Hawks. I am led to believe, therefore, either that those

bu-ds are not very numerous in England, or that

English Pigeon fanciers know some effectual

remedy against the scourge, allowing them at

the same time to give the Pigeons their liberty

all the year round. I am compelled to have my
Pigeons locked up from September to May, and

during this long arrest they afford me very little

amusement indeed, although my loft is roomy

enough; and generally some good birds die-off

durin°g the captivity, and others are lost during

the first days of liberty in spring.—B., Gothen-

burg, Sweden.

[I am sorry to say we know of no means of

preventing the Falcons from taking oui- Pigeons

;

but fortunately for English Pigeon fanciers these

rapacious bu-ds are not very numerous in Eng-

land, as gamekeepers have almost exterminated

the race,"and the smaller Hawks rarely attempt

to catch Pigeons. Many years back when resid-

ing at Dover, the Peregrines that lived about the

chalk cliffs used to make sad havoc among my
high-flying Tumblers, but they did not descend

into the town to take those that did not fly high.

Some quick-flying Pigeons are not easily caught

by these birds, and if they hove the shelter of a

town to drop into generally escape, as the Falcon

is shy of following among the houses. Mr. Acker-

mann, the Pigeou dealer in Coblentz, on the

Rhine, who kept a large flight of the Feather-

footed Tumblers, told me he used to keep a few-

pairs of active little Hollanders, which he turned

out when he saw the bird of prey approach, and

as these would soar up and attract the Hawk, he

could o-et his heavier birds down and out of harm's way.

The little Dutch Tumblers generally saved themselves by

their activity, and if hard pressed would drop among the

houses where the enemy did not like to follow, unless very

hard pressed by hunger.—B. P. Beent.]

JEDBUEGH POULTRY SHOW.
It o-ives us great pleasure to announce that the entries

for the above Exhibition (held on the 18th and 19th inst.),

have this year increased in number, and that the quality

of the poultry shown has evinced a remarkable improvement

also. A reference to the appended prize list will at once

convince our readers that the Jedburgh Show this year was

well supported by most of the princip-al breeders in the

kin<»dom. It is certain that no committee of a poultry show

can° strive more heartily than do the governing body of the

Jedburgh meeting to secure public interest and support,

each member being as indefatigable as though the_ whole

chance of success depended exclusively on his own individual

exertions. Every member of the Committee is constantly
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at his post, and all things are carried out with perfect fair-

ness, courtesy, and liberality. As in most public matters,
however, there is a weak point where improved arrange-
ments would greatly tend to enhance success, and give
increased satisfaction in the sequel to all parties concerned.
It is simply this. Independent altogether of the vastly im-
proved quality of the poultry, as compared with former
years, now consigned for exhibition to the Jedburgh Com-
mittee, the number of pens (491), is considerably too
lai'ge for the time under the present n\le allotted to the
purposes of arbitration. It was not untU after two o'clock
in the afternoon that the birds were all penned and ready
for the arbitrations, and at this season of the year night-
fall closes within but very little more than a couple of hours
of that time ; after which dim twilight or lighted candles
form but an uncertain substitute at best for the purpose
of judging correctly, particularly as all bii-ds themselves are
timid and distrustful on the application of artificial light.

However practically experienced the parties ofaoiating as
arbitrators may be, we are fuUy assured that their onerous
duties would be far more speedily completed by daylight,
and with less difficulty to all concerned. It is, we are told,

to wait the arrival of the midday train this delay arises, and
fears ai-e expressed that the number of entries would be
materially lessened were a different plan adopted. Our own
experience, however, proves that, however great the latitude
allowed for the arrival of the birds, there wiU always he
some laggard dilatory individuals trespassing beyond tlie

regulations. In proof, even in the present case, we find in
the Jedburgh printed catalogue, at page IG, the following-

verbatim announcement:—"Pens 55, 231, 243, 296, and
303 arrived too late for competition, at 6.30, p.m." We can
quite understand the really earnest desire of the Committee,
as displayed, to give the greatest possible amount of accom-
modation to all parties concerned, even at the expense of
personal trouble to themselves ; but we are, nevertheless,
assured that the great majority of exhibitors would hail with
unfeigned delight a re-arrangement of rules by which all

awards should be completed by daylight; and the impo-
sition of a rule, strictly adhered to, enforcing the arrival of
the specimens the previous evening would obviate all ob-
jections, without materially lessening the competition.
We now proceed to a few brief remarks on the Show itself, i

It is but rarely wo meet with so good a display of Spanish
fowls as were exhibited at Jedburgh, the veteran exhibitor
Mr. Teebay, of Preston, taking the silver cup in a comjje-
titiou that would have enhanced the credit of our largest
public meetings. In Grey Dorkings the classes were very
good; but we were sonry to see so many excellent birds of

otherwise remarkably fine development suffering from that
bane of Dorking fowls, deformed feet. It is well to remind
oui" readers, this disease is almost universally first produced
from placing the perches too high from the ground, and
it should be always remembered that toes so injured are
afterwards rarely curable. There was a grand display of

both Buff and Partridge- coloured Cochins, and some un-
usually good White ones. The Game fowls were really good,
but the classes were less numerously filled than we antici-

pated, so much so that in one class, the Extra variety of

Game, there were but two comiietitors, and no prizes were
awarded, as, by rule of the prize schedule, a competition of

three pens was necessary. A pen of Black Game exhibited
in this class were most praiseworthj'. The Hamiurghs were,
as expected, first-rate, and the Polands were equally good.
A sweepstakes for Bantams brought a capital competition
of forty-two pens, with scarcely a second-rate lot among
them ; and the Selling Class for both poultry and Pigeons
was a thoroughly successful one, and produced many
claimants.
As regards the Pigeons, Jedburgh has reason to boast of

as good a collection as wo could ever wish to meet with at

any show, each class being numerously and well filled with
specimens which the closest scrvitiny only tended to improve.
The pens for these public favourites were, however, placed
too high trom the ground for ladies and " little folks " to

reap much pleasure from inspection, which we regard as

rather a drawback to this most interesting portion of the
meeting, though the elevation at which they were placed
we believe to loe quite unavoidable.
A show of Canaries and other Song Birds concluded the

routine of this excellent mr-ting, and proved a very eniov-
able portion of the Exhibiti.- ..

The most anxious care ^\.lS given by the Committee to
eyexy specimen entrusted to them, and,' consequently, every
bu-d seemed unusually quiet and comfortable. It is this
line of management that invariably insures success. The
Jedburgh Show increases annually, and will rank among the
prmcipal poultry exhibitions of North Britain.

PPANISH.-Cup, 11. Teebay, Fulwood, near Preston. Second, F. E. Pease,
Darlington. TMnl, J. Sliorthose, Newcastle. CommendiTl, J. Biggar,
Kcclefecliai. Ckickens.-Fivst, W. MefF, Aberdeen. Second, R. Teebay.
Third J. Shorthose. Coramcndod, J. Biggar ; G. Taylor, Inverury: H.
Crawford, Beith. ' '

Dorking (Coloured).—Cup, F. R. Pease. Darlington. Second, \V. Bon-
thron,.iun Kirkcaldy. Tuinl, W. Amos I'ife. Hiijhlv Commended, Lord
binnipp:, Kelso. Commended, Countess de Flahauh, Kincardine-on-Forth;
Mrs. Dickens. Coldstream; John Currnr, EdinbnrRh. Chickens.— First,
J. Aodersor,, Meigle. Second, J. Jardine, Ewes. Third, Mis* iMilne. Kelso.
Highly Commended, i. Curror. Commended, Mrs. Dickens ; Lord Binning ;
J. Stocks, Kirkcaldy; Key. M. H. Graham. Kelso. Piillets.— Firsl, W.
Cheyne, Selkirk. Second, J. Anderson. Third, F. U. Pease, Darlington.
Higlily Commenderl. Mrs. Klliot, Jcdliurgh ; Miss Milne; R. Kerss, Jed-
burgh. Commended, T. L. Jackson, Damlries; Lord Binning.
CoCHIN-CillNA (Any variety'.—First, .1. Shorthose. .Newci-stle. Second,

J. Poole, Ulverstone (BuDF). Third, J. Biggar, Ecclefechan (White). Com-
mended. W, Arras. Ormiston Mains, Roxburghshire. CAfc/«ns.—First and
Third, J. Poole (Buff and Dark). .Second, Miss Milne, Kelso.
Bhahma Pootr.. —First, Miss H. Scott, Jedburgh. Second, R. Keras,

Mounteviot. Third, Miss Roy, Kelso. Highly Commended, Mrs. H.
Barclay. Perth. Commended, F. R. Pease, Darlington; J. Shorthose,
Newcastle.
Game (Black or Brown Reds).— Cup, H. M, Julian, Hull. Second, Lord

Bmning. Third. H. Beldon, Gilstead. Highly Commended, J. Smith,
Grantham

;
W. Boyes, Beverley. Disqualified {hen short), J. Fletcher,

Stoneclough, Maneiiester.
Gamk (Duckwing). —First, J. Patter.=on, Kelso. Second, H. Beldon,

Gilstead. Third, J. Gibson, Dalkeitb. Highly Commended, J. Anderson,
Meigle. Commended, A. M Macculloch, BarrlieaiJ.
Game (Any varittv).— C/iirieiw. -First. J. Smith. Grantham (Duckwing).

Second, J. M. Grainger, Whitwell, Yorkshire (Brown Red). Third, R.
Pickering, Carli-Ie (Black Red). Commended, H. M. Julian, Hull; J.
.Anderson, Meigle; H. Beldon, Gilstead.
Hamburoh (Siaer-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead.

Third, Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh. Commended, J. U. Somner, Jedburgh.
Hambuegh (Silyer-pencilled).— First and Second, H. Beldon. Third, J.

Piatt, Dean, near Bolton.
Hamburgh (Go'den-spangledi. — First, H. Beldon, Gilstead. Second,

W. K. Duxbuvy, Leeds. Third, A. Hatley, Selkirk. Highly Commended,
J. Muirhead, Haddington ; A. Copland, Aberdeen. Commendeti, C. .\nderson,
Kenthoni; R. Dickson, Selkirk.
Hambit.gh (Golden-pencilled).— First, Vf. Cheyne, Selkirk. Second,

H. Beldon. Third, J. M'lnnc", Paisley. Commended, H. Beldon.
Bantams (Game).— First, D. Broomfield, Kelso. Second and Third,

Miss E. A. Aulionby, Grasraere. Highly Commended. W. Mabon, jun.,
Jedburgh. Commended, Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh ; F. li. Pease, Darlington ;

W. J. Routledge, Aberdeen.
Bantams (Any other variety}.— First, F. R. Pease. Dfirlington. Second,

Countess de Flahault (Japanese). Third, H. Beldon (Black). Highly Com-
mended, J. Anderson, Meigle; F. R. Pease, Darlington; F, L Roy, Nen-
thorn (Silver-laeed Sebright).
Gekse (Grey and Mottled or White).- First, S. Swan, Bush. Second*

F. E. Pease, Darlington. Third, Mrs. Elliot, Hyndhope. Highly CooQ'
mended, T. E. Boog, Tythehouse. Commended. Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh.
Docks (White Aylesbury*.—First and Second, J. Smith, Grantham,

Third, J. A. S. E. Fair, Gillicstongues, Highly Commended, S. Swan;
H. Beldon. Commended, Lord Binning; W. Hood, Jedburgh; J. A. S. E.
Fair.

Docks (P.ouen).— First, W. Hood. Second, Mrs. Elliot, Hyndhope.
Third. J. Menzies, Kincariiine-on-Forth. Commended, J. Paterson, Eels©.
Ducks (Any other Distinct Breed).— First, J. Jennison, Jlanchester

(Carolina). Second, T, Elliot, Hyndhope (Wild). Third, J. K. Jessop,
Hull (East Indian). Highly Commended, H. B>-ldon, Gilstead ; J. Jennison
(Widgeons). Commended, Countess de Flahault (Black East Indian.)

Tl-kkeys (Any variety).— First, J. Smith, Granlham (Cambridge). Se-

cond and Thiid, F- R. Pease, Darlington. J"oi(«s.—First and Third,

J. Smith (Cambridge). Second. F. R. Pease. Highly Commended, T. C,

Harrison, Hull (Cambridge) ; F. R. Pease.

Any OTHF.i: Variety.— First and Second, H. Beldon (Polands). Third,

J. A. S. E. Fair, Gillicstongues (White Dorkings). Highly Commended,
J. R. Jessop, Hull (Black Polish); F. R. Pease (Polish); J. A. S. E. Fair
(White Dorkings) ; Countess de Flahault (Black Polands) ; W. K. Dox-
bury, Leeds (Black Hamburghs).

Single Cock —Spanish.— First, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second,
E. Brown, Sheffield. Third, H. Beldon. Higlily Commended. J. Biggar,
Ecclefechan. Commenderl, J. Lunn, Jedburgh. Z>o77rt))(7,— First, Countess
rie Flahault. Second. Mrs. Elliot, Hyndhope. Third, J. Menzies, Kincar-
dine-on-Forth. Highly Commended. G. Douglas, Hyndhope. Commended,
J. A. S E. Fair; T. Y. Craig, GalUitown. Cochm-Chhia.— Fiyat, B. J.

Charters, Kelso. Second, T. Y'. Craig. Third, J. Shorthose. Highly Com-
mended. Mrs. Dickens, Ciddstream. (yamc (Any variety) —First, J. Smith,
Grantham. Second, W. Easton, Jedburgh. Third, J. BI. Grainger. Whit-
well, Yorkshire. Commended, Miss Milne, Kelso; J. Annerson, Meigle.
Ilamhuryh (Any variety).— First, H. Beldon. Second, C. A. Lockhart,

Kirkcaldy (Goldcn-pencillcd). Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended,
Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh; F. L. Roy, Nenthorn (Silver-spangien) ; C. M.
Koyd.Oreenhill. Commended, Mrs. Craw ; Miss H. Scott (Golden-spangled);

F. L. Roy iSilver-spangled) ; Mrs. Blackie, Jedburgh (Silver-spangled),

The Silver Cup.'given to the most succssful Exhibitor in the preceding
Classes, was gained by H. Beldon, Gilstead.

SwEEi-sTAKFS FOR Bantams.— Fitst, (i. J. Harvcy, Jedburgh (Duckwing).
Second, F. R. Pease, Darlington (Cochin Bantams). Third, Miss Huggan,
Jedburgh (Black Red Game). Highly Commended, W. Mabon, jun., Jed-
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burgh; W. Dixon, Sunderland; D. Robertson, Beverley (Game); F. L-
Roy, Nenthorn (Black Game) ; E. Brown, Sheftield ; A. Hunter. Jedbureh ;

T, Short, GlaSKOw. Commended, W. J. Roulledee, Aberdeen (Game) ;

F. L. Roy (Silver-laced) ; J. TurnbuU, Jedburgh ; R. Tete, Lee.ls.

Selling Cufs.—First, G. MacmiUan, Jedburgh (Manorkies). Second,

T. L. Jackson. Dumfries (Silver-grey Dorkings). Third. \V. K. Duxbury.
Leeds (FJamburphs). Highly Commended, J. Poole, Ulverston (Cocbin-

Chiua); G. Arbutbnot, jun., ilavisbank (Brahma Pootra) ; J. Barton, jun.,

Jedburgh (Black Red Game) ; J. Craw. Jedburgh (Ilamburghs) ; J. R.

Jessop, Hull (Eiist Indian Ducksl. Commended. C. A. Lockhart, Kirk-
caldy (Cochin-china) ; Mias Roy, Nenthorn (Brahma Pootra) ; L. Malone,
Northumberland (Game); W. Cheyne, Selkirk (Haniburghs) ; J. Craw
(Haroburghs and Ronen Ducks) ; S, Swan, Bush (Aylesbury Ducks);
J. A. S. E. Fair (Aylesbury Ducks) ; J. Anderson, Jleig'e.
Cottagers' Prizes.— First. A. Henderson, Jedburgh (Dorkings). Second,

W. Cooper, Helm^lev, Yorkshire (Golden-spangled Hamburghs). Thiid,
Mies M. TurnbuU, Northumberland (Gnroe). Commended, W. E. Millar,

Selkirk (Silver Dorkings).
^

PIGF.ONS.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland. Second, M.

Sanderson, Edinburgh. Third, J. Bell. Newcastle-on-Tyno. Highly Com-
mend d J. R. Robinson : E. Brown, SheBBeld.
Tumblers (Any other variety).— First. R. Pickering, Carlisle. S°coid,

J. Bell, Newcastle-on-Tyne (Kites). Third, J. R. Jessop, Hull. Highly
Commended, H. T.wdlev, Birmingham. Commended, R. Thomson, Kendal.
Fantails.— First, J. R. Jessop. Hull. Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham.

Third. W. Veitch, JLin., Jedburgh.
PowTERs.- First anil Second, 51. Sanderson. Edinburgh. Third, E. Brown,

Sheffield. Highly Commended, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Commended,
R. Cle iver. Melrose ; T. Little, Selkirk ; J. R. Robinson, Sunderland.
Nuns.— First. R. Cleaver, .Melrose. Second, H Yardlcv. Third, A. Good-

fellow, jun., Jedburgh. Highlv Commended, vv. Veitch, jun., Jedburgh.
Owls.—First and Second, H. Yardlev. Third, W. Johnston, Carlisle.

Highly Commended, J. Bell, Newcastle"-on-Tvne. Commended, G. Byres,
Korthumberlnnd; W. Veitch, jun., Jedburgh; T. Short, Glasgow. Dis-
qualified, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland.
TuREiTs.- First, Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh. Second, J. W. A. Collier, Jed-

burgh. Third, H. Yardley. Highly Commended. G. Byres, Northumher-
and

; T. Short, Glasgow.
Jacobins —First and Second, W. Veitch. jun., Jedburgh. Third, Mrs.

''E'^' Jedburgh. Highly Commended, R. Pickering, Carlisle.
The Silver Cup, given to the most successful Exhibitor in the preceding

Pigeon Classes, was gained bv H. Yardlev, Birminghau.
Akt other Variety. — First and Third, H. Yardley (Salinettes and

Carriers). Second, II. Sanderson, Edinburgh (Barbs). Highly Commended,
B. Cleaver, Melrose (Blue Dragons); J. Muirhead. Haddington (Priestsl ;

J. R. Jessop, Hull (Barbs) ; Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh (White B.irbs) ; Countess
de Flahault (Roman); H. Y'ardley iRunts); T. Short, Short. Glasgow
(Miigpies) Commended, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland (Trumpeters) ;

J.

Sharp. Johnstone, Renfrewshire (Blue Brunswicks); Mrs. Craw (Yellow
Barbs'.
Selling Class (Any Variety).-Fir.st and Third, J. R. Jessop, Hull (Owls

-and Fantails) ; Second, R. Thomson, Kendal (Nuns). Highly Commended,
T. Short, Glasgow (Fimlails) ; R. Thomson (Spangled Swabians).

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).— Coc7,-.—Fir,st, R. Ballantvne. Hawick. Second,

K.Swanston, Jedburgh.' Very Highly Commended, T. Stoddart, Selkirk.
Highly Commended, G, J. Harvey, Jedburgh. Commended, J. Hall, Jed-
burgh. 2(eii.— First, J. Kemp. Galashiels. .Second. J. Grierson.Jedhurgh.
Scotch Fanoy (BufTl.-Coci.— First, a. Swanston, Jedburgh. Second.

J. Bannister, Gal.ishiels. Highly Commended. J. R. Thomson, HawicK.
"Commended, A. Ferguson, Kelso; J. Hull, Jedburgh; J. Hardie. Galashiels.
Ben.— First, J. R. Thomson. Sectmd, \V. Finlay, Jedburgh. Very Highly
Commended and Highly Commended, R. Ballantyne, Hawick. Commended,
G.J. Harvey, Jedburgh.

Belgian ."ancy (Yellow).— Cor/;.— First, J. Barton, jun., Jedburgh.
Second, W. Tinllne, Galai-hiels. Very Highly Commended, W. Cheyne,
Selkirk; J. Banon, jun. Hen.— Fust. \V. '1 inline. Second, J. Cleghorn.
Very Highly Commended, J. Kemp, Galashiels.
Belgian Fancy (Bufl ).— Ccoi.-Fiist. G. Laidlaw, GaLishiels. Second,

J. Barton, jun,, Jedburgh. Very Highlv Commended, T. Hope, Jedburgh.
Commended, \V. Chevne, Selkirk- J. Barton, jun. i/en.-First, J. Kemp,
Galashiels. Second, J. Marshall, Galashiels. Very Highly Commended,
U.Iinliue, Galashiels. Highly Commemied, J. Barton, jun. Commended,
J. Hariiie, Galashiels.

*'Vf™''0 (Yellow).— Coffc— First, A. Ferguson, Kelso. Second, G.
Laidlaw, Gal.ishiels. Vei-y Highly Commended, W. Finlav, Jedburgh;

V,"'"'",''• J""-. Jedburgh. Highly Commended, W. Finlav ; Mrs, Craw,
Jedburgh

; J. Smart, Galashiels. Beti.-Firai, W. Finluy. Second, G.
Laidlaw, Highly Comnendcd, T. Stoddart, Selkirk : Miss Oollier, Jedburgh.
Commended, G. Laidlaw.
Flecked (BuiT).- fooA;.— First, W. SMnston. Kelso. Second, Miss

Louier, Jedburgh. Very Highly Commended. T. Sloddart, Selkirk. Highly
Loramended, \\. Trotter. Hawick. Commended, J. Marshall, Galashiels;
1. Hope, Jedburgh, .ffeji.- First. J. Kemp. Second, \V. Swanston. Very
Highly Commended, G. J. Harvey, Jedbury. Highly Commended, T.
Stoddart.

Mule Cock.—Second Prize, W. Johnstone, Carlisle.

The oiBciating Jixdges were—for Poultry and Pigeons,
Edward Hewitt, Esq., Sparkbrook, Birmingham ; and for

Canaries and Song Birds, J. Broomfield, Esq., Edinburgh.

BUENOS AYEES DUCKS AND VITALITY OF
EGGS.

Having observed last j'ear in your Journal an inquiry
respecting the vitality of eggs when sat upon, I noted with
greater interest the points stated beneath, the truth of

which I can vouch for, though the statements may appear

almost fabulous.

I had three Buenos Ayres Ducks and a drake. They
began laving about the second week in J,inuary, and though

they made nests in the hedge, I kept them in a large pen

at night with a nest in it. The first three or four eggs these

birds lay are quite black, they then become slate coloured,

and afterwards a sort of grey. Two of the Ducks began

sitting in the first week in April : the fii-st Duck sat closely

and well; the second sat well till about four o'clock each

day, when she came oft" and seldom returned for hours.

About the fifth day she left her eggs entirely and they were

several times quite cold, but as I had three or four hens

sitting at the time, I gave them to a Dorking pullet, not in

the least expecting any good results, but chiefly as an ex-

periment.
The Duck No. 2, then made a nest under a rick where she

and No. 3 laid every day, till No. 2 again took to sitting,

and the other Duck was removed that she might not lay m
the nest. It is of this Duck I have the most extraordinaiy

things to relate. She always came oft' her nest about five

o'clock, would fly over the hedge or any distance to join the

others, and remain o^ two or three hours at a time, once

for four hours. I thought her sitting so useless, that at

the end of three weeks I determined to destroy her nest

and break all the eggs, which I commenced doing, when in

the first I broke appeared a very iine healthy Duck ;
there-

fore, I desisted, thinking, perhaps, she might have one or

two. Two days before the time of hatching I was passing

by the rick, and to my surprise saw several little heads

from under her, and on removing her to a safer spot we

found, strange as it may .appear, that she had hatched every

egg and had a brood of twelve ducklings. The egg I had

broken would have made thirteen. They were all strong

healthy Ducks, and she reared them all and another brood

during the year.

But to return to the first Duck, which sat splendidly. She

hatched only seven, and the Dorking pullet ten. The third

Duck sat in the hedge, coming off every evening about

five o'clock, and remaining off one or two hours each time.

She sat three times in the course of the summer, and had

broods of ten and eleven each time. From all this it would

appear, that the Duck being accustomed to seek its own

food and to remain off for hours, the eggs are not in.iured

like those of other fowls. I must say that my Eouen Ducks

which sit well and seldom remain long off their nests, never

had such large broods or did so well. It is still quite an

enigma to me, as the Buenos Ayres is not nearly so careful

in making or covering her nest with feathers when sha

leaves it as the Eouen Duck.—Shap.pspuk.

ME. LANGSTEOTH, THE AMEEICAN
APIAEIAN.

Eesiding some six hundred miles inland, I saw for the

first time, during a recent visit to Philadelphia, a set of,

your Journal. In its apiarian department, to me, of course

its first attraction, I was gratified to find that my labours

in this field were known and appreciated, and for this my
acknowledgments are especially due to Mr. Bevan Fox.

One of your ablest contributors, " The Devonshire Bee-

KEEPEK," has, howevei-, done me iniustiee, inadvertently,

doubtless, in representing me as introducing the Gerinan

frame-hive, with their mode of managing bees, into America.

Had I stood in the relation of a mere borrower from the

German apiarians, I should have unhesitatingly said so, for

nothing is more foreign to my nature than a wish to appro-

priate the labours of others, or to ignore their merits. Prom
Aristotle and Columella, to Bevan and Dzierzon, I have

taken nothing, knowingly, without proper acknowledgment.

Unacquainted with the German language, and having

access to no foreign works on bee culture, Huber and Bevan

excepted, I knew nothing even of the existence of Dzierzon

and Berlepsch until after my hive was invented, and my
apiarian practice adopted. As to the hive invented by the

Baron Von Berlepsch, from which Mr. Woodbury supposes

me to have copied mine, I would simply state that it was

not given to the public until after mine had been largely

and publicly used.
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While claiming to have devised a system of bee culture
substantially the same with that of Dzierzon, before I had
any knowledge of his valuable labours, I have in all the
editions of my woi-k on " The Hive and Honey Bee," cheer-
fully acknowledged my obligations to him for much valuable
information, more especially for the flood of light which by
his discovery of parthenogenesis, he has thrown upon the
whole physiology and management of the honey bee.

My appreciation of the merits of your Journal, and its ex-
tensive circulation among bee-keepers, must be my apology
for requesting you to occupy so much of your space with
matters personal to myself. It would afford me great
pleasure to be numbered hereafter among the contributors
to your apiarian department.—L. L. Langsteoth, Oxford,
Ohio.

[We can at once answer for " ADevonshieeBee-keepee,"
that he will most readily correct any error he may have
fallen into, and still more readily in the case of a brother
apiarian so tavoui-ably known. We are more than pleased
to include Mr. Langstroth among our list of contributors.

—

Eds.]

A NEW CHAPTEE IN THE NATUEAL HISTOEY
OF THE BEE.

BEE COMMOTIONS AND QUEEN ENCASEMENTS.
(Continued frovi page 02.)

In accordance with the concluding paragraph in my last

article, I shall now proceed to lay before the apiarian readers
of this Journal my present views, as evolved fi'om much ex-

perience of the carious phenomena, which I have designated
Bee Commotions and Queen Encasements. It will be seen
that during my investigations, my views varied with the
varying character of the cases coming under my notice, and
that I was compelled to abandon the adoption of any uni-

form i-ule or principle as applicable to a solution of all of
them. I shall, perhaps, partly be anticipated, therefore,

when I now state what these views are, and the conclusions
at which I have ultimately arrived. I am of opinion

—

1st. That queens may be encased or imprisoned by reason
of the entrance of stranger bees into a hive.

2nd. That queens may be encased or imprisoned when
superannuated and infii-m through age, or from any natural
defect in then- procreative powers—such as exhausted fer-

tility; and
3rd. That young queens may be encased or imprisoned

when unfecundated beyond a certain age, and when in an
abnormal condition.

I shall illustrate the proofs of each of these headings by
one or two experiments selected out of many.

Eu'st, then, queens may be encased or imprisoned by
reason of the entrance of stranger bees into a hive.

In my article entitled " Experimental Apiary" (peace to

its memory !), it was not without reason, that among other
things therein referred to, I emphatically condemned the
shifting or transposition of hives. Many years ago, as an
experiment, I transposed several hives all at one time in the
spring, in order that weaker ones might be strengthened at
the expense of the stronger. The result was queen encase-
ments and massacres. If any one has never seen a queen
encasement, he has nothing to do but to transpose a couple
of hives, and in all likelihood he will witness this curious
phenomenon in one of its simpler phases at least, and,
perhaps, the death of a queen to boot.

But I had frequently suspected, as before hinted, that
the entrance of slranger bees into a hive through whatever
cause, often led to the encasement of the queen, and con-
sequent commotion. Indeed, I could not account on any
other principle for the phenomena exhibited in some of my
hives. I sha 1 narrate a case or two in point, which took
place in my apiary no farther back than the month ofAugust
last.

It will be remembered that in the middle of that month
the weather became intensely hot and oppressive. The ther-

mometer marked more than an ordinary temperature and
the consequence was, that the bees of most hives lay out in

masses. On returning after a short absence from home, I

regretted to find that the massive combs of a unicomb-hivo
sited in my bee-house, had collapsed and fallen down from

the heat, killing and crushing one-half of the entire popu-
lation. I removed the unicomb, shut up the entrance, and
allowed the surviving bees to find access into whichever hive
they choose. They entered an adjacent young Liguriau.

In half an hour afterwards commotion commenced in this

hive, and on listening at the entrance I heard the invariable

fluttering sounds so long familiar to me, as the sure indication

of the queen being encased. The queen of this hive I greatly

valued in consequence of the brilliance of her colour, and I

immediately took steps to rescue her from her very equivocal

position. Unfortunately the hive was a straw one, but in

ten minutes or so I had all the bees driven out into an empty
skep and removed a dozen yards off. I released the queen,
but so terribly affrighted was she of her adversaries, that
heavily fertile though she was, she took flight and returned

to the old stance in the bee-house where I secured her. I

returned her to the driven bees, but she was again seized

by some of them, and in my endeavouring lo rescue her from
her i^ersecutors, she for the second time took flight and re-

turned to her old locality. I then seized and kept her in

custody for a little time until I considered what best to do
in the circumstances. I now thought of separating the
unicomb's bees from the Ligurian hive's bees before proceed-

ing further. For this purpose I replaced the Ligurian hive

in its old site, and also opened-up the entry to the unicomb-
stance, putting an empty hive there. I then allowed the

conjoined driven bees to quit the skep into which they had
been put at a little distance, and thus each hive's bees
gradually betook themselves to their own stances, and I got

quit of the unicomb's bees. The captive queen I now in-

troduced to her disconsolate subjects, by which she was
received with a perfect hurricane of rejoicing. She was none
the worse of all this rough usage. Here, then, there could

be no mistake in this case as to the true cause and origin of

the encasement of the queen and consequent commotion

—

namely, the entry of stranger bees, which though admitted
themselves without demur, had, nevertheless, surrounded
and imprisoned the queen. One other instance on this head
will suffice.

On the 30th of October, 1863, 1 dislodged a young Ligurian

queen, artificially reared from a thinly populated hive, with

the view of putting her at the head of a hive of black bees.

This I successfully accomplished, having first taken away
the black queen and about two thousand of her bees. The
Ligurian queen was, as usual in such cases, surrounded and
imprisoned by the black bees, and she did not regain her

liberty till the evening of the 31st, or thii-ty-six hours after

the experiment. With the two thousand black bees and
queen I joined a number of the Ligurian bees, and here

again the black queen was surrounded and imprisoned for a

period of nearly equal duration, though in neither case any
fatality occurred.

Second. Queens may be encased or imprisoned when super-

annuated and infirm from age, or from a natural defect io

their procreating powers—such as exhausted fertility.

In 1861, I happened to have in my apiary four hives,

Nos. 1, 5, 9, and 13, having very aged queens. No. 1 queen
was reared in 1857, No. 5 in 1858, No. 9 in 1857, and No. 13

in 1856. This latter queen was the oldest I ever had in my
possession. A few words regai'ding each.

On the 21st of May, 1861, 1 removed the queen of No. 1 hive,

a Huber, as she was becoming very unprolific and languid in

her movements. The brood was scanty and no di-one eggs
had yet been laid. The withdrawal of the queen produced
almost no perceptible change in the hive. There was no
commotion of any kind. This induced me to examine the

hive minutely, which I did next day, and I found that the

decaying energy of the queen had not been unobserved by
the bees, but was anticipated as well by them as myself, as

two royal cells containing larva; were well advanced. These
were sealed on the morning of the 25th, and a young
princess emerged during the night of the 31st. This is

another beautiful instance of the wonderful instinct and
foresight in the bee in providing against an impending
calamity, the probable speedy decease of their decaying

queen. So much for No. 1. Now for No. 9, straw hive.

On the 11th of March, 1861, 1 noticed symptoms of No. 9
hive having its queen encased. On turning it up I found

' between two of the centre combs near the bottom, a cluster

of bees which were densely wedded together. Conjecturing
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that the queen was in the midst, I took a small twig and

disentangled the bees and found the queen—a very large and

swollen one. On liberating her she ascended the combs

siirrounded by bees, and commotion continued all the after-

noon. This queen was nearly four years old. On March 23rd,

I again found the hive in great commotion. On turning it

up the bees were all scattered throughout the hive searching

in all du-ections, but no clustering was observed. I drove

the hive to ascertain its true condition, but found, as ap-

pearances indicated, that there was now no queen. She had
disappeared since the first commotion on the 11th. I then

joined the bees to another hive.

I would now particularly draw the attention of the scien-

tific apiarian to the cases of Nos. 5 and 13, inasmuch as in

addition to the phenomena now under consideration being

manifested, other and not less mysterious and wonderful

phenomena presented themselves—viz., those of aged but

hitherto fertile queens becoming drone-breeding queens only.

The very interesting nature of these revelations wiD, I hope,

excuse my giving some additional details, not otherwise

necessary, under my present subject ; but the two pheno-
mena in question are so intimately allied, nevertheless, that

I can scarcely avoid alluding to them. I shall endeavour to

condense details as much as possible.

On the 2nd of November, 1860, I noticed the first commo-
tion in box-hive. No. 13. On March 23rd, 1861, 1 again noticed
similar symptoms occurring in this hive, which, moreover,
showed great dullness and inactivity. Appearances were
suspicious. On listening I heard the usual fluttering noise

indicative of the qvieen being surrounded. I immediately
examined the hive (it was a bar-hive with glass sides), and
found a cluster of bees the size of an apple, near the foot of

the combs. I endeavoured by a twig to disentangle the bees
which were tenaciously clinging together. I might have
rolled the cluster along the board like a ball, as I once did,

without separating the bees. Great numbers collected

around during my manipulations, and the queen escaped
me. The cluster dispersed and all moved upwards among
the combs, and quiet was restored. I examined this hive
again on the 26th, and found the bees still very numerous
and all quiet, but no appearance of young bees. There was
little farina carried, and the bees were indisposed to work.
Its queen (1836), was now nearly five years old.

"Wishing to see how such a hive would receive another
jueen, I accordingly presented a fertile one to it; but
though the bees caressed and fed her at first, she was after-

wards cast out during the evening dead. On the 24th of
April I observed two or three small drones showing them-
selves, which I may here say I always look upon with
no favourable eye. On the 9th of May, seeing that no
young bees were produced, and that the whole appearance
'if the hive indicated that the queen must be in an ab-
normal condition, I drove the bees to ascertain the cause
of its inactivity and declension. I failed, however, to secure
the queen. Severing the side connections, I drew up every
comb, but could not find her. I then removed all the combs
into a fi-ame hive. On examining these, not a single worker
egg or young bee could be seen; all was drone brood. I
counted seven hundred in all stages, all in common worker
cells, and in several of the cells two or three eggs were
found deposited. The operation having been performed in
the evening, I left the hive in a very unsettled state. Next
morning they still remained so. I now examined the spot
where I had extracted the combs, and found the queen ap-
parently quite dead; she had fallen accidentally and un-
observed, and had lain exposed on the cold ground during
a somewhat frosty night. I succeeded in partially restoring
her to animation, but this was all. I then gave her to the
bees, the best resuscitators. They gathered around her and
flapped their wings with joy. They tried to feed her, but
she was all but motionless. I left her to their care, and in
the afternoon, on examining the interior, I found the queen
completely revived and traversing the combs as before.
This is a notable example, among others which might be
given, of the tenacity of life in the queen bee, and her capa-
bility of enduring such a degree of cold so long without
destroying the vital energy or impairing, indeed, any of her
functions. The day following she began again to lay, and
on the 15 th of May upwards 6t three hundred eggs were
laid. She was evidently a very aged queen, had tattered

wings, with an abdomen exceedingly thin. I again examined
the combs on the 21st, and found the queen stiU laying
apparently drone eggs all in worker cells. As the bees
were now reduced to about seven hundred in all, and no new
feature manifesting itself, I took the queen away, and having
drawn up a frame, I introduced a new fertile queen to a
portion of the bees to see if they would accept her. In ordi-

nary circumstances I knew what the consequences were
likely to be, but I wished to ascertain if the bees in their pe-
culiar circumstances might not receive her. I was glad to

find the bees made no attack upon her, but appeared rather
to treat her kindly. Noticing this I lowered the frame for

half an hour, and then examined it, and found the queen
imprisoned in the midst of a cluster of bees. On extricating

her I found she was much injured, and sinking already under
the effects of ill-treatment and stings. I distinctly saw a
bee sting her underneath the body; she died soon after-

wards, and was extruded. I then tried them with a piece
of brood-comb containing eggs and young larv», but they
failed to rear a queen, and I ultimately joined the residuary

bees to a neighbouring hive.—J. Lowe.
(To be continued.)

SWAEMING- TEESTjs STORIFYING.
TouK Kenfrewshire correspondent seems to think that

my storified hives must have been improperly treated, or
they would not have contrasted so unfavourably with the
stocks devoted to swarming. I will briefly state the course
pursued, and shall feel obliged for any information which
will enable me to obtain a better result for the future.

In 1864, out of six stocks thi'ee were storified ; call them
A, B, c. A Was an artificial SAvarm of May 19th, 1862, and
is located in a 14J-inch Woodbury frame-hive. In 1863 it

was storified, and yielded 25 lbs. of very pure honey in a
super, and on the 23rd of June, when I was from home, sent
out a very large swarm, which would have been returned
but for my absence ; however it made a very heavy hive
before the end of July.

Early in May, 1864, this hive (a) was supered with a box
(furnished with bars and guide comb) 13 inches square in-

side, by 7 inches deep, and the bees at once entered, and
commenced operations. When the super was two-thirds

filled, a square frame without either top or bottom was
slipped in between the stock hive and super, and when the
hive became crowded, a second frame exactly like the first—i e., 3 inches deep by 13 inches square inside, was intro-

duced as before, between the first frame and the stock.

In spite of the ample accommodation thus afforded,

assisted by ventilation, the hive threw out a swarm on the
18th of June ; but after capturing the queen, I returned the
bees to the parent hive, and when piping commenced excised
all the royal cells, leaving the senior princess at the head
of the colony. The bees ultimately nearly filled the top
box with fine honey, and carri ed then* combs down into the

inserted frames, but the total yield of honey did not exceed
32 lbs.

B Was a fourth swarm hived May 26th, 1863, in a Bevan
bar-hive, 11 1 inches square, by 9 inches deep, containing

eight bars. This swarm was in the first place hived merely
for the sake of testing the quality of the queen, but it did

so wonderfully well, though only a very small swarm (not

only filling the box with comb, and working in a bell-glass,

but also reojuiring a nadir towards the end of July), that I

kept it on as a stock hive.

This was supered with a box of the same size as the stock

hive, but the bees were very slow in availing themselves of

the room afforded to them, and shortly after taking possession

of the super, sent out a swarm. In this case the.queen was
a valuable one, so having excised the royal cells, I returned

the swarm with the old queen; two shallow boxes were
successively introduced between the stock and super, and
towards the middle of July the hive was also nadired, as

the bees were getting short of room, though they had not

quite filled the super. This hive yielded about 40 lbs. of

pure honey.
c Was a second swarm of 1862, June 4th, and is located

in a ten-fi-ame Woodbury hive. In 1863, I obtained four

swarms from this hive. The third swarm was sent to "A
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Devonshire Bee-keepbe," who can attest its strength. It

was hived on the 23rd of May, and had given me 9 lbs. of

honey before it left my apiary. The fourth swarm has been

already alluded to. The queen at the head of this hive (c)

in 1864, did not prove very prolific. The hive was supored,

and afforded 30 lbs. of very pure honey.

In conclusion, I may observe that Dzierzon afiu-ms that

the produce of a divided hive will greatly exceed that of one
which is not permitted to swarm, and my own experience

induces me to concur in this opinion, especially if the

swarms are early, so that the progeny of the young queens
are able to assist in collecting the honey harvest in the latter

Bart of June, and beginning of July. If a stock is late in

swarming, the young bees would for the most part be too

late for the harvest, and such a stock might give a better

result if storified. I never permit any of my hives to hang
out at the entrance for more than one day, as I can always

find a more profitable occupation for them.—J. E. B., Wol-

oerlio/mpton.

EEMOVING- BEES TO A DISTANCE.
If you will kindly advise me how to transport one of Gale's

(of Alton) box-hives, with the bees and honey to a distant

county, I shall be much obliged.—C. R.

[Stop all apertures in the top or sides of the box by means
of perforated zinc, then raise it from its floor-board, invert

it, and confine the bees by tacking a piece of perforated zinc

over the bottom of the hive. Pass a cord round it, and send
it, still in an inverted position, in charge of a careful mes-
senger, who will not commit it to the tender mercies of

railway porters.]

complaint in either of the animals, for a cow suffering from
such a complaint would cause the butter to be rancid. Dry
salt instead of brine will cause rancidity sometimes. A hot
hand making up the butter will also cause it. Skimming
too often, and mixing the cream altogether, is a cause.
Meat hung up in a dauy, whether fresh or salt, would also

cause it ; and lastly, if the dau-y is near a stable in which
horses are kept, the smeU from the ammonia will invariably
cause rancidity.

I hope " Cochin" will succeed in finding a remedy, and
make it known in your Joui-nal for the benefit of your readers
generally.—J as. Noon.

DIMINUTION OF WEIGHT IN BEE-HIVES
DUEING OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER.

The following is the loss in twenty stocks that were

weighed on the last day in each month :

—
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stance whicli is formed of cellular tissue, and of the seeds.

The seed contains the rudiment of a similar plant.

The embryo comprehends the radicle or rudiment of the

root, the plumule or rudiment of the stem, and cotyledons,

whose oifice it is to sui:)ply nourishment to the young plant

before the appearance of the leaves.—T. Collings Brehaut,
Richmond House, Guernsey.

HAEDY FEEKS:
HOW I COLLECTED AND COLTIVATED THEM.-No. 9.

In writing my experiences of Fern hunting in Cornwall,

my pen has a lingering habit, and my thoughts wander away
from the Ferns to the people with whom I was thrown into

pleasant association during my Cornish visit, and upon
whose characters and habits of life, Mr. Aitken's influence

was telling perceptibly, telling upon rich and poor in a

manner that made itself felt by every visitor to Penzance.
The man who drove the donkey-oliair, the miner who

showed us short cuts over terrible precijjices, each had some
tale to tell of wonderful conversions made with noise and
clamour, in which it seemed to me, that the worse the
"ground," the better the "seed sown" was supposed to

thrive. What I heard did not seem to fit in with my know-
ledge of the usual workings of the "Good Power" in the
natural world around me. I remembered the Lanceolatum
dwindling away on the barren wall, and I asked what sort of

lives followed upon these noisy conversions ? The answer
was as I expected—a dwindling away afterwards. Tet not
in all characters was tlds reaction to be observed. Upon
some Mr. Aitken's strange power for influence fell with the
highest results for good—stirring up the slothful, deepening
the seriousness of the already serious, and giving to the na-
turally timid a moral courage, unlike the coiirage of this

world—it was the influence that a mind really in earnest

(whether for good or evil), must ever have upon the minds
of those around him.
As the memory of these days comes back to me, a bright

light seems to fall on the fragile Maiden-hair Fern, so

graceful in form, so tender and delicate in growth. Hiding
itself away from the glare of the sun, and the haunts of

men, in its own home—the home of Heaven's choice—how
green and lovely it is ! adorning the rough crevices of the
time-worn rock, and in its sheltered nook, even in the depth
of winter, linging out to Nature's God its little pseau of praise,

as a stray wind blows on the tiny pinnules. Transplanted,
the delicate fronds shiver in every breeze, and perish when
the cold wind of heaven touches them.
Adiantum capillus-Veneris, is another of my representa-

tive Ferns.
Fragile and delicate as the Pern was the young friend

who first introduced me to its haunts on the rocky banks
between Lelant and St. Ives, in a wondrous walk, where
every beauty of earth and sea and sky seem blended
together in harmony. As we walked and talked, rabbits
came out of their burrows, peered at us, and then scudded
away amidst the Gorse. I had never seen A. capiUus-Veneris
in perfect growth in England, and none but one to \vhom
its fastnesses were well known would have fouml it on this
day. I was cautiously descending a very slippery bank on
the verge of a sharp descent to the sea, whose waters were
murmuring below, when I heard a joyous cry—" Look up!"
and there I saw the Maiden-hair, not one plant but many,
peeping out of moss dripping with trickling water, and
nestling into the crevices of the rook. Some of the plants
were tender wee things ; but I think these answered best
in cultivation, for out of this morning's raid I have had
about twenty beautiful Ferns, besides those that my friend
took away. I can recall the very scene, the dark eyes of
my friend, out of which the pure light of a chastened soul
gleamed, brightening with delight at the discovered treasure,
the eager stop, the radiant, and then the paling cheek. I

see it all as 1 look at my Ferns, and remember that that
ardent .spirit is nt rest for evermore; safe in that blessed
home towards which he had from his earliest years been
walkinr', side by side, as it seemed to those who knew his
quiet, holy life, with Jlim whose love constrained him to a
life of self-denial and self-devotedness, to the spiritual
welfare of all around him. His highest ambition was, when

old enough, to be a missionary priest, to spend all bis
talents and his life in his Saviour's service. Ere that longed-
for day of toil dawned, rest wag given, and the earnest
choice of the heart, and the fixed will of the mind, was, we
may humbly trust, taken for the working of a body too frail

to fulfil its longings, by that " Only Master, who in service
takes the will for the deed."

In our uphill scramble to regain the path to St. Ives, we
met a man who looked at us with very displeased eyes.

"Where had we found the Fern?" Then he invited us to
his cottage, and showed us, oh ! so very many imprisoned
Maiden-hairs, languishing in captivity, which he had sought
for and planted to sell to stray tourists ; so that shortly
every plant must be gone.

St. Ives is one of the most picturesque towns in England.
The grey houses jut out on a tongue of land into the sea,

which chafes around and upon them, quite ready, in ap-

pearance at least, to swallow them up, as it swallowed the
land of Lyonesse long ago. I found no other rare Fern at

Lelant or St. Ives, but there are many curious wild plants,
and the churches are well worth a visit, particularly that of

Lelant.

I planted the specimens of A. capillus-Veneris in pots half

full of drainage, with peat earth, and a little silver sand.
They thrive well in cultivation, but they must bo housed
during winter in the north of England. In Devonshire I

have succeeded in making them live in the rockery all the
year. A short distance from Nice, in France, there is a
grotto, called the grotto of St. Andre, the whole roof of

which is a mass of capillus-Veneris. I drove there one
Christmas Eve. The portals of the cave were bright with
flowei's and Myrtles, and the inside was like fairyland, from
the waving of the beautiful tresses, as they hung from the
dripping roof high above our heads. I took a hint from the

cave, and keep my Maiden-hair thoroughly drained, and
constantly watered over the fronds, and I have seldom seen
finer plants than the Warwickshii-e ones.

I have not mentioned any particular haunts of Lastrea
recurva, for it grows plentifully everywhere ; the well-

drained banks of old ditches seem to suit it best. One of

the very prettiest Adiantums, a foreign one, for a rookery,

is the Pedatum. It is exceedingly hardy, increasing rapidly,

and the tuft of bright pinnae attached to the shining black

stalk spreads out in shape like an inverted umbrella, making
the entire mass like a diminutive Palm grove.

Another good hardy Fern is the Cyrtomium falcatum.

This Fern has the dark shining look of the Holly, and jire-

serves its brightness when the other inhabitants of the

fernery are lying dead around. It is a native of South
America. In a small hamper of Ferns lately sent to me
from Otago, in New Zealand, I discern the early promise of

C. falcatum, but as I have not had the opportunity of study-

ing the native Ferns of Otago, I cannot be very positive

about it, and I shall not venture it out of doors till I learn

its inclination more fully. The fructification of the Cyrto-

mium is exceedingly curious. The shape of the frond re-

sembles a leaf of the Berberis aquifolium, and the back of

each pinnule is dotted over with round spore-cases in the

neatest manner imaginable.

There is a great deal of pleasure in tending the foreigners

of a fernery, particularly when they benignly adapt them-
selves to our miserable climate. Torn from the glories of a

tropical forest, where their kindred tower their giant forms

towards Heaven, do they never pine for home ? Dues the

Cyrtomium never long to change the twittering spniTotv

and sober robin, for the gay chatter of the parrot, or the

wisdom of the statesman-like macaw? Does it miss the

light spring of the agoute, the merry race of the raccoon ?

Does it hold out its arms in vain for the embrace of the

trailing parasite, decked in a thousand gorgeous hues ?

Does it sigh for the glow of the noontide sun, as its rays

penetrate here and there the thick shade of the forest,

lighting up the bright insect world that lies in drowsy ease

around ? For my pleasure it is content to forego all its

grand, happy past, and live in the quiet fernery, alone and
forgotten by all but the grateful hand that supplies its

wants, remembering it is a stranger in a strange, uncon-

genial land.

Another foreigner that is very easily cultivated, and very

lovely, is the Polystiehum proliferum, the fronds are so
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finely cut that it has the appearance of lacework. It in-

creases rapidly, a number of small plants collecting round

the old root, which when planted out soon grow.

There are many other foreign Ferns that look exceedingly

handsome in a fernery, but I have only cultivated those I

have named. I am hoping to find several of the Otago
Ferns hardy enough to brave a Devonshire winter ; but I

shall not venture them out till I have proved them more
surely.

I have never in my wanderings found either the Woodsia
ilvensis or hyperborea. I have heard of them in Scotland,

and again at the Lakes, but I am obliged to confess that I

have mot with neither of the plants either in its wild or

cultivated state, so that I have been unable to buy one from
any collection I have been over. I believe they are too rare

and uncertain in growth to be trusted out of doors, even
during the summer.
Another Fern I have never found is the Asplenitim fon-

tanum. I have had several plants of this which I have tried

to harden sufficiently to trust in the fernery, but they are,

at best, unhappy-looking, and the slugs devour the little

juicy fronds, which are about 2 inches long, and in appear-

ance like the young fronds of Asplenium lanceolatum. In
a cool greenhouse fontanum grows well, throwing up a
compact cluster of rather pale green fronds. I plant it in a

pot half full of drainage, and leave a few bits of broken
flower-pot amongst the soil in which I plant it. I venture
one plant out in the summer, as I like to see at a glance all

my specimens gathered together. A well-stocked fernery,

and "Moore's Handbook," will teach a beginner in a couple

of lessons more thanamonth's study of all the learned books
on Ferns published. The biography of a good man is a
pleasant thing to read, but to see that man face to face, and
to know him personally is far better. After this acquaint-

ance by sight, the study of little peculiarities, aided by
magnifying glasses, and by the experience of others, is made
doubly interesting.

—

-Filix-fcemina.

IVY.
Few creeping, trailing, or climbing plants merit so much

at onr hands as the Ivy (Hedera helix). It is most accom-
modating as to soil and situation, as it will grow almost
anywhere, in sunshine or in gloom, and it ever gives a
pleasing and lively appearance. It flowers at a time, when

"The rain and wind beat dark Docember,"

at a lime, too, when its leaves of vivid green are so much
sought after for the decoration of the " wide hall and cottage
small," in celebration of the Christmas festival. It blooms
at a season when all the rest of nature is dead alike to the
botanist and lover of flowers. Newly-introduced plants we
praise and pet; but this rare old plant that clings so tena-
ciously to the old castle and tower, we do not fully appre-
ciate. From the days of the Druids down to the present
time this plant has been held in high repute for covering
old buildings, and giving them a more ancient appearance.

Ivies like a dry, well-drained soil, but wiU grow in almost
all soils and situations, and where scarcely anything else
•will succeed. That is one of their greatest recommendations.
For covering unsightly buildings or palings, and in soil
unfavourable to the growth of any other plant, the Ivy has
no rival ; if planted at the foot of a tree all but dead, it

quickly converts it into a lovely object; if trained on arbours
it adds much to their coolness in summer, to their warmth
in winter, and to their beauty at all seasons ; and for train-
ing on wire or wickerwork round beds it is especially suited.
For forming belts in borders the Ivies are well adapted ; for
blending with other plants in suspended baskets in cool
conservatories they are effective; and for ornamenting rock-
work, the entrances of caves or caverns, and for rambUno-
over ruins they have no equal.

Ivy is propagated naturally by seeds (the berries are
eaten greedily by wood pigeons, blackbirds, and other birds,
the blackbirds occasionally feeding their young with them),
but under cultivation it is best increased by layers. The
most suitable time to do this is in spring, a little before
growth commences in March. Having drained a 24!-sized

pot well, half fiU it with rather light soil, and plunge it to

the rim, where a moderately strong shoot can be placed
across it with a foot of growth beyond. Bending the shoot
into the pot, fasten it down in the centre with a peg, then
twist the growing end round the inside of the pot, covering
with earth, and finally bring the growing point to the
centre of the pot, tying it there upright to a small stick.

By coiling the stem round the inside of the pot more roots
will be emitted than if the stem were simply placed across

it, and it will better endure separation from the parent.
The shoots may be layered in the soil around the plant, and
though they root with equal certainty the plants cannot be
so conveniently moved from place to place, nor can they be so
safely transplanted. In either case they will bo well rooted
by autumn, when they may be detached from the parent,

and if in pots removed, plunging the pot in coal ashes in a
sheltered situation. The rooting of the layers will be more
rapid if they are watered occasionally during dry weathei',

especially if in pots.

In spring they may be potted in nine-inch pots if large
plants are wanted for planting out, and a stake about 3 feet

high placed in the centre, in order that the shoots may be
fastened loosely to it as they advance. Though Ivy usually

grows amongst old rubbish, a little well-rotted manure
mixed with the soil will assist the growth of the plants.

Shoots layered in the soil around the plants may be sepa-

rated from the parent in the autumn, and potted in six-inch

pots, plunging them in coal ashes in a sheltered situation,

and tying the shoots to a neat stake. In this position they
may remain another year, watering them in dry weather,

and by the autumn of the second year they will be strong
plants 3 feet or more in height, having a profusion of lateral

or side-shoots, and fit for planting in any position, and to

give an appearance at once.

Ivy may also be increased by cuttings. Select young
shoots in summer about 1 foot in length, and with a few
inches of the old wood, and insert them 6 inches deep and the
same distance apart in a shady border of light sandy soil,

trimming the leaves off the part inserted. They will root

much more certainly and quickly if covered with a frame
and lights, shaded from bright sun, and kejit in a moist soil

and atmosphere, and for the better or more tender va-

riegated kinds a frame is desirable, as they root rather
slowly in the open air. The most suitable time for insert-

ing the cuttings I find to be June and July ; but they will

strike at almost all seasons, if care be taken to select the
young healthy growths with a portion of the old wood,
especially those having rooting formations, as when running
along a wall or over the soil. The cuttings will be well

rooted and established by autumn— that is, presuming them
to have been put in by July ; they may then bo potted in

six-inch pots if of the strong-growing kinds, or into a less

size if of smaller growth, and plunged in coal ashes in a
sheltered situation under a fence or wall. If such a position

cannot be afforded they should be protected in a frame, and
for some kinds a slight protection in winter is necessary,

especially in exposed situations.

The plants should remain in pots until they become
strong, when they may be planted out, it being desirable to
employ strong plants only, for the positions they have to

occupy are frequently not conducive to free growth : besides,

when strong, they take more readily to any place, and give

an appearance at once. In planting the soil should be taken
out for a space of about a yard, and about a barrowful of

sandy loam (that from turves is to be preferred), well rotted

manure, and leaf mould in equal parts, to each plant, i\ill

give them a start. This addition of fresh soil is particularly

desirable when the plants are against walls, the soil near
which is for the most part formed of old rubbish, and when
planted around old stumps of trees, where the soil is gene-
rally exhausted.
For planting against walls that are a considerable height

the common Ivy (Hedera helix) has no rival, and it grows
equally well on all aspects, but is best suited for a northern

one. It is also the best of all for climbing up the boles and
along the branches of trees, and may frequently be seen
covering many trees to a height of 40 or 50 feet from the

ground. The finest sight I have seen of this kind was the

trunk and majestic arms of an Oak covered to a height of

45 feet. It had six arms at 12 feet from the ground, and
these were covered fbr 10 feet from the trunk, and 12 feet
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above them there were three other arms, each 6 feet long,

and then the Ivy rose on the trunk in one unbroken column
for 21 feet. The effect was most beautiful. Another fine

example of Ivy-covered trees existed at Harden Grange,
Bingley, Yorkshire, where two large trees, one on each side

of the cai'riage-drive to the house, were so covered, re-

sembling a gorgeous triumphal arch of massive proportions.

This fine ornament was seriovisly injured by the severe frost

of December 25th, 1860.

When planted against a building Ivy should be nailed to

the wall, and trained up trellises, or fastened to those objects

It may be desirable to hide, and the shoots as they grow
regulated, so as to cover the surface as quickly as possible.

I do not know whether it is generally known or not, that if

trained over wii'ework it forms one of the coolest and most
beautiful of arbours.

The common Ivy is considered to be distinct from the tree

Ivy (Hedera helix arborescens), but it is my impression
they only differ in the treatment to which they are sub-
jected. All the forms of H. helix are tree Ivies if allowed
to grow to a flowering state without the usual clipping ; but
the most desirable for theii- tree-like appearance are H. helix

arboa-escens, and the yellow-berried sub-variety (H. helix

baccifera lutea, which is synonymous with chrysocarpa, there

being a H. helix chrysocarpa from Northern India with
narrow-lobed leaves, having silvery veins), but it, like ail

the others, is no tree unless it has something to climb up, and
then it is a tree 10 or 20 feet high, just as the object is high
or low, and whether it is cut or not. Cut all the tree Ivies

every other year, and they are everyone climbers or trailers,

but leave off cutting them and they all form bushes or trees

from 4 to 40 feet in height, just as the object to which they
cling is high or low. For planting against railings, trunks of

trees in arboretums, and in shrubberies, the three forms men-
tioned are unequalled, and to them may be added H. helix

aurea, with yellow leaves when appearing, but in other
respects not differing from the species ; alba lutescens, with
white-belted leaves, and the golden clouded-leaved form
(aurea maculata), are eligible for such purposes ; also the
small yellow (minor lutea). The silvei'-margined form (mar-
ginata argentea) may also be added, but it must be borne
in mind that variegated Ivies are not so hardy as the green-
leaved sorts, and neither they, nor, in fact, any of them, are

suitable for planting in bleak situations. In the majority
of gardens, sheltered as they mostly are by trees, most Ivies

wUl be sufficiently hardy to bear exposure in most situations.

For covering a tree stump quickly, Eoegner's Ivy (Hedera
Kcegneriana), and the Irish, especially the arborescent form
(H. canariensis arborescens), are very suitable, and, having
large green leaves, they are most esteemed for covering
buildings on the east and west aspects, H. canariensis being
the best of all. The tree form, though eligible, is not so

good for surface-covering. The Algerian Ivy (H. alge-

riensis), is also fine for a wall, but it requires a south or

south-west aspect in cold localities.

These when established should be clipped close every other
year with shears, and accumulated dirt brushed from between
the stem a. The most eligible time to clip Ivy is the fii-st

week in April. Where an even sui'face is desired the loose
shoots may be removed in September, cutting to within
three or four leaves of the stem from which the shoot takes
its rise.

Varieties of climbing habit, and of free but less growth
than the preceding, and like them having green foliage, are
very suitable for covering low walls. Such are Hedera
taurica, v/ith small, much-divided, and neat leaves, and its

variety Leeana, H. poetica, pennsylvanica, H. helix digitata
(palmata), H. helix crenata (notclied-lobed), H. helix gra-
cilis (slender-branched) ; and for forming a close covering
to the wall, H. taurica, before named, the yellow-fruited

(H. helix baccifera lutea, or chrysocarpa), lobata, digitata,

already mentioned, and II. pennsylvanica, and these ai-e

equally eligible for planting by rails, rustic fences, &c.

Of the vai'iegated kinds the most beautiful are the white-
belted (alba lutescens, identical with the old H. helix foliis

variegatis), than which no plant gives buddings such an
antique appearance, and the silver-margined (marginata
argentea). A pair of gold-blotched kinds to match are
aurea maculata and the smaller gold-mav^dned (minor
lutea). The neatest silvery variety is H. helix minor aurea.

with beautiful silvery-marbled leaves, and which is especially

suitable for hanging-baskets ; and for this purpose the forms
of H. helix marginata are also well adapted—viz., Cullisi,

marginata argentea, elegans, robusta, pulchella, and major,
elegantissima being the best of all. There is a variety of the
old variegated Ivy, with sUver-striped leaves, which in winter
has the leaves margined and veined with red. It is an
exquisite variety, but I am not able to speak positively as

to its hardiness, not having gi-own it.

Perhaps the most beautiful Ivy is the new Japanese
H. japonica argentea, recently introduced by Mr. Fortune.
It has beautiful silver-margined leaves, very distinct, and
there is every reason to hope that it will prove hardy on
walls with south or south-west aspects, and in sheltered

places.

Besides being indispensable for covering walls and rustic

buildings generally, or any unsightly object, Ivy answers
admirably for planting on rockwork, the small-leaved kinds
being very suitable on account of their clinging closely to

the stones, and their small foliage having a fine effect. The
smaller kinds are, in addition, especially adapted for training

on the wirework of beds, they being equally handsome at
all seasons, heightening the effect of the summer occupants,

and doing away with much of the dreariness of the flower

garden at that season. For this purpose the plants should
be planted at about 2 feet apart, and the shoots as they
grow trained over the basketwork so as to cover it com-
pletely in time, training them regularly and evenly in the
first instance, and the afterwork merely consists in trim-

ming the young shoots away to two or three leaves in

August, and when the growths become very strong the Ivy
should be cut quite close with a pair of shears once in every
two or three years, care being taken not to cut the strong

shoots or stems, or the part above will perish, or make an
indifferent appearance. When the shoots are regulated

with a knife or nipper twice annually, in April and August,
cutting away the strong and ill-placed shoots, stopping the
long, and thinning out where too thick, so as to give an
even sm-face, no further pruning is necessary. The small-

growing green kinds are best for this purpose, the varie-

gated kinds being unsurpassed as edging plants, but only

eligible for sheltered situations.

Then, for forming very ornamental borders the different

varieties of Ivies are admirably suited. In most gardens
there are many borders that are so shaded with trees that

few if any plants wUl grow in them. I should be very sorry

to lead any one to conclude, that no place can be too much
shaded for the growth of the Ivy ; but it is never seen in

perfection except in a north or north-east aspect, or in

places partially shaded from the sun's rays. In the shade

it grows more freely, and the foliage is of a finer hue, whilst

in the sun it soon becomes stunted in growth, partaking

of the chai-acter of a bush, aU its vital forces being di-

rected to the production of seeds, as if nature foresaw that

its fate was sealed : hence the provision made for the con-

tinuation of the plant. Though adapted for growing in

shady places it will not do well in intense gloom ; but for

surfacing under the shade of large trees where no other or

but few plants will grow, quite as much on account of the

dryness of the soil in summer as the darkness of the situa-

tion. Ivies will be found very useful. In fact, the purposes

for which Ivy may be used are so various, that I cannot do
more than give one or two more examples. Presuming there

is a border 12 feet wide overshadowed with trees, with a

fence at the back from 3 to 6 feet high, scarcely anything

wiU grow there in consequence ofthe ground being rendered

BO dry by the roots of the trees. It is, however, what may
be termed a light yet shady border, and this border is

bounded by a walk parallel with, but on the opposite side to

the fence, the trees being planted in a line with the last, or

a little in front of it. To make an ornament of such a

border, strong plants of H. helix should be put in along the

foot of the fence at 2 feet apart, and the shoots trained to

it. Alternately with these in the border, at the same dis-

tance every way, another row should be planted, and this

is to cover the ground, which ought to incline to the walk

for a distance of a yard or 4 feet from the fence ; or the

fence may jjlanted with the large-leaved Irish Ivy (H. cana-

riensis) if variety is desirable. Two feet from the second
row a thii-d row of Kcegner's heart-shaped leaved may be
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planted at a like distance, and a fourth in like maimer, then

a double row of the old variegated Ivy, the first 2 feet from

the front row of Koegner's Ivy, and the other 18 inches

nearer the front. An edging may be formed of the Penn-

sylvanian Ivy, or the finely-divided Taiu'ian. This edging

may be a toot wide. It would be more effective if it were
raised by training the Ivy on wiekerwork about 6 inches

high. All this border would require would be to train each

shoot over the vacant ground, keeping each variety separate ;

and when the surface was covered the only care would be
to go over the border in July, and cut oft' the shoots that

encroached on their neighbours, and those rendering the

surface uneven. The shoots ought also to be regulated in

the same manner in April. Once in three years the whole
should be cut quite close with the shears in April, and all

accumulated dirt cleared away.
To form a border of Ivy in the bedding style, plant the

first two rows with the common Ivy, which would give a four-

feet surface all along the back of the border in addition to

covering the fence, then stretch a garden line along the
centre of the space left, and at 4 feet from the end, with
a radius of 2 feet, describe a circle, which will, of course,

be 4 feet in diameter; go 8 feet from this centre, and
describe another circle, and so on to the other end. Eaise
these circles a foot high in the centre with any kind of rich,

light, rubbishy soil or compost, and plant the first with
H. helix minor marmorata as a band round a centre of

pennsylvanica. The second circle should be planted with
the golden clouded palmate form of H. helix marginata
(palmata aurea). The third circle should have marginata
Cullisi in the centre surrounded with H. helix major ; the
fourth a centre of H. poetica, strung round with H. helix

aurea minor, or small-clouded gold-leaved; the fifth may be
the white marbled-leaved Irish (latifolia maculata) ; the
sixth, the golden-clouded form of H. helix (aurea maculata)

;

the seventh, the silver-tree Ivy (alba lutescens); the eighth,

the large-leaved Irish (H. canariensis) ; the ninth, the richly

golden-blotched (H. helix arborescens minor lutea) ; the
tenth, the fine silver-margined form of tree Ivy (H. helix

marginata argentea) ; the eleventh, th e golden-blotched
Irish (H. canariensis aurea maculata) ; and the twelth, a fuU
bed of H. helix. If these are not sufficient to reach to
the centre of the border, then instead of planting every
alternate bed with the silver or gold-leaved, it may bo
formed of a green-leaved kind, and this will extend the
length. The other half of the border should be planted in
the same manner, either reckoning from the ends, or better
from the centre, which should always be of green Ivy, the
old sort. The ground between all the beds should be planted
with the heart-leaved Ecegneriana, and completed by an
edging in front, next the walk, of the very elegant H. helix

minor marmorata. The beds in which the smaller kinds
are planted should be covered witn small stones for the
branches to cling to and run over, and use low wiekerwork
for the edging. In a few years this border v/ould be quite a
garden in the depth ot winter. Presuming further that
there were another border like the last on the opposite side
of the walk, and a row of trees behind it exactly correspond-
ing with the other, the arms of the trees all but meeting,
could anything be finer than to form a dome of wirework
at each end, string the space between the trees with strong
wire, in the form of arches and festoons, and cover them
with Ivy ? This might be trained so as to cover the trunks
of the trees, if these are at all old ; but if they are young
and wanted to grow larger, it must be kept away from them,
otherwise they will be strangled.—G. Abbey.

THE LATE ASSISTANT-SECEETAEY OF THE
EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

Althouqh Mr. Mun-ay has retired from the office he has
filled so incompetently, yet, as a warning to his successor, I

will note some other irregularities perpetrated by him, such
as the members of no society would tolerate.

Fellows of the Society wishing to ballot for Cattleyas and
Epidendrums on the 20th instant are requu-ed by a para-

graph in the " Proceedings " to " fill up a special form, which
may be had on application to the Assistant-Secretary. The
form must be returned before the 17th." Now those forms

were not ready on the 17th. I believe they were never
printed or written at all. But the neglect and irregularity

did not end there. The balloting was announced to take
place on the 20th at three o'clock, and I know those who
attended before that hour, when they were informed that
they were too late, for the balloting had taken place at two

!

But the irregularity did not conclude even there, for the
explanation was that a meeting had been held for the elec-

tion of Fellows, and they had bp.lloted for the Cattleyas and
Epidendrums first. Now it is true, yet scarcely credible,

that that day there was no power to elect Fellows, for in

the " Proceedings " the day announced for such election is

the 24th. and not the 20th i

I need mate no comment, but after recent changes of
names, and recent elevations to the rank of baronetcy, I

should not be sui'prised to see our ex-Assistant-Seeretaiy
step forth in an early Gazette as Sir Andrew Muddle.

—

An Old F.E.H.S.

LILIUM LAJv^CIFOLIUM AND LILKTM
ATTEATUM.

Is it true in horticulture that in the " multitude of coun-
sellors there is wisdom ?"' for if so, how is one to act ? Some
little time ago some correspondents gave the result of their

culture of Lilium lancifolium, and told us that success re-

warded their efibrts. Their plans differed slightly from one
another, yet it was possible to see that a very similar treat-

ment was adopted by both, although perhaps the objects in

view were different ; while Mr. Hague, in a late Number,
smiles at the treatment they adopted, tells us of his own,
which differs very miich from the others, and assures us that
he, too, is successfal in his treatment. " How happy could
I be with either," one may indeed say ; but as to agreeing
with both, that is clearly impossible ; and I am driven to
this conclusion, that L. lancifolium is a much-enduring and
cosmopolitan bulb, which wdl thrive under very opposite
treatment. I have observed the same thing with regard to
Vallota purpurea. One tells you to keep it quite dry during
the winter months, another to keep it constantly growing
and well watered ; and the advocates of both systems assure
you that they have succeeded admirably—indeed, I have
seen the bulbs thus treated, and am bound to say that they
did not seem much to miud which way it was. And so,

perhaps, with the Lilies. As to planting one or more bulbs
in a pot, that must depend on the taste and requirements
of the growers. If, as I suspect in some cases, they are cul-

tivated for exhibition, then five or six bulbs must be put
into a pot, but if merely to obtain a good plant with large

blooms they must be grown singly. IVhile on this, I should
like to know whether your correspondents have found that
their bulbs degenerate after they have reached a certain

size. I am not the only one who has experienced this, for

a very large grower told me a year or two ago that he was
obliged to renew his stock from abroad, owing to this

cause.

It is sometimes complained of by those who have grown
this bulb that they cannot get so many blooms on a bulb
as Mr. Hague, for instance, mentions—16 or 18. I am
quite sure that this is in some cases impossible. A large

proportion of the roots now sold have been raised from seed,

and every raiser of seedlings knows how his productions

vary in this as well as in other respects, and hence disap-

pointment is often occasioned. Beautiful as this Lily is, it

does not make so effective an exhibition plaut as one might
imagine; the delicacy of the marking, so charming in itself,,

not giving effect to the plant as a whole.
No more striking instance of the effects of entei'prise can

be adduced than the present price of tliat queen of Lilies,

Lilium auratum. I was with Mr. Standish when his first

plants oame into flower, and then fifteen guineas was the
price. Little more than two yeai's have passed, and now
the same sized bulb can be had for half a guinea, owing to

the large importations which have been made from time to
time. What this bulb is yet to do we know not. When Sir

William Hooker described it in the " Botanical Magazine "

he called it " probably one-flowered ;" but already it has
been shown with nine blooms, while Mr. Barron has flowered
it with fifteen, and we may expect some gorgeous sights
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connected with it yet. Imagine four or five bulbs in a pot,

with fifteen blooms on each.

I should like very much to know if there was anything
very remarkable in the plant of Mrs. Pollock for which a

first-class certificate was awarded the other day at the Eoyal
Horticultural Society's meeting. A cutting struck in August
and kept in a cool greenhouse is no great wonder. Was it

as large as a Currant bush ? or wherein did the great merit
consist ? It does strike me that first-class certificates ought
to be very carefully awarded, and the reading of the notice

does not give one the idea of anything superexcellent ; but
in this I may be wrong.

—

D., Deal.

FRUIT AFFECTED BY SOIL AND CLIMATE-
POTATOES.

A WRITER in your Kumber of January 17th, (page 47),

who signs himself " Fkuit-eatee," in speaking of the fruits

of America, says that country and this would probably find

first-rate prizes in the other's rejections, and he instances

some Apples and Pears which are here considered of the fii-st

quality as being worthless there. I am not aware that he
brings forward any that are considered worthless here as

being found first-rate in the States. Nevertheless, without

going so far as the United States for proofs of the character

of fruits being changed, t'uere is great truth in what he
says. Take the Beurrc de Eance Pear as an example. Here
in our wet climate and heavy clay soil it is in average seasons

of first-rate quality when properly matured ; whilst in the

rich alluvial soil of Wliarfedale, five and thirty miles off, it

is utterly worthless however treated. It is even different

in the vicarage garden at Whaley, only four miles hence,

having there more astringency than those grown hei'e,

but still very good. Williams's Bon Chretien, which Dr.

Hogg in his " Fruit Manual " says is one of the finest of

Pears, is here utterly worthless ; and the Glou Morceau, of

which he says "A first-rate Pear," although it becomes
melting, is always flat and turnipy in its flavour here. It

is, however, hardy and bears well.

We have a great deal to learn about the effects of soil and
climate on fruits. I quite agree with Mr. Eivers when he
says every fruit has its peculiar season, when its true flavour

is more fully developed than in ordinary seasons ; and that
this is not always in the finest years was proved to me in

the wet and cold year of 1860. The Louise Bonne and
Seckle Pears were finer in flavour from my trees than they
have been either before or since.

" Feuit-eatek " goes on to say, " In Gooseberries we are
unrivalled by the produce either of the continent or western
hemisphere, and therefore by a strange confusion of thought,
similarly exercised in relation to other things than fruit,

pass scornfully by what we should rear very delicately were
they not so thoi'oughly un-aristocratic as to grow quite deli-

cious without other help than our own dull atmo-
sphere. I have seen and heard a good deal of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, but have yet to foast my eyes and taste upon
any that shall half reach the excelleno* of the produce of
some very plebeian Gooseberry bushes within view from my
window."

I concur in every word of this opinion, and think a finely

ripened Gooseberry from the old upright-growing Ked Cham-
pagne, which I remember grew in my father's garden sixty
years ago, is superior to any Black Hamburgh Grape I ever
tasted ; and I also think that it the time and money which
have been spent in raising large Gooseberries had been
devoted to raising good ones, we should by this time have had
Gooseberries equal to any Grapes that ever were grown, for

I think that fitly years as sedulously devoted to flavour as
they have been to size would have produced something good
before now. If "Feuit-eatek" has any other sort which
is equal in (juality to the Champagne I should be glad to
receive cuttiugs from him. For many years I attempted to
raise Gooseberries from seed, using the berries of the Cham-
pagne, but I never raised one equal to tlie original stock.
My great difficulty arose from cross-fertilisation. 1 had
among my seedlings white, green, red, hairy and smooth,
all from one variety. This I attributed to the bees, and
therot'oru tliink, if attempts are again made, the parent tree
should be far apart from all others.

Many ofyour correspondents speak of the Lapstone Kidney
as very good ; but in describing the quality, the sort of soU
in which it is grown should also be stated, or it will mis-
lead. Notwithstanding its excellence I have ceased to grow
it, for it is so liable to disease in ])eavy clays that I never
dug as many as I planted. On the other hand the Fluke,
which in the light, ricb, alluvial soil of Wharfedale is a
heavy, waxy, worthless Potato, is in the wet clays of this

district of great excellence ; and as a proof that it is so, it

commands the highest price of any store Potato in our
markets.
The growers of first early kinds should keep their eyes

open ifthey wish to raise new kinds, as occasionally, although
very rarely, a first early Potato will have a bunch of apples

growing and ripening on the stem. If these be carefully

preserved, and the seeds carefully washed out and sown in

the spring, many early varieties may be raised, some of

which may be of great excellence.

I concur with Mr. Barnham in thinking the Beurre Clair-

geau a good Pear. Here it is very superior to the Glou
Morceau—another instance of what I have elsewhere re-

marked, that soil and climate make very great difference in

quality.—T. G., Clitheroe.

PEOTECTING TEEES FEOM HAEES AND
EABBITS.

In reply to " E. F.," in No. 198, 1 beg to state, that during
the progress of alterations at this place last spring, a great
number of rabbits and a few hares found their way into these
grounds, and notwithstanding trapping and other means
being resorted to to destroy them, they have remained in

possession (more or less), up to the present time. In the
meanwhile they have destroyed a quantity of Berberis Wal-
lichiana, variegated Hollies, variegated Savin, &c., as well as

commenced to gnaw the bark of some Conifers until we
dressed the stems with a mixture of night soil and soot,

which has proved so far not to their palate. Mahonia (Ber-

beris) aquifolium and fascicularis, and Berberis Darwinii
have not been touched, whilst the others in close proximity

have been eaten to the ground.—J. Pkodger, Gardener to

E. E. Peel, Esq,, Brynypys, Buabon, North Wales.

COTTON SEEDS SOWING.
In answer to my notice stating I had some Cotton seed

to give away, I have received more applications than I can
comply with for a few days, but after that time I shall be
able to supply each of the applicants in ample time.

Several correspondents have requested me to write to

them, but I cannot do so, as it would entail more labour

upon me than my engagements will permit. For the benefit

of all wishing to raise and cultivate Cotton-plants, I will

now state the little information I possess.

The seed should be sown in good new soil, covering the

seed with it about half an inch. I cover mine with Sphagnum
palustre, or grey Bog Moss, but mine are only sown for the

purpose of testing the quality. I sow fifty from each packet

sent to me, taking them without sorting, and then report

how many germinate from the seventh to the twelfth day
after they are sown. This enables the Cotton Supply Asso-

ciation to tell which seed offered to them is really worth
buying. I then throw the plants away.
The seed readily germinates in a temperature of about 70°,

and if intended for growing up to blooming, the plants

should be kept pretty close to the glass, and have plenty

of air without being subjected to cold draughts, and if they

are kept steadily gi-owing with nothing to overshadow them
they will bloom at the back of the house.

I have fiowered them, but never induced them to produce
their cotton. I believe those who have plenty of room and
time can ripen their seed, and, of course, have then- pods of

cotton.

—

John Hague, 36, Mount Street, Ashton-imder-Lyne.

EoTAL Horticultural SociETY.^Saturday last being the
day appointed for the Early Tulip Show, we went to South
Kensington, but found none but a few from the Society's

I
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own garden. Major Trevor Clarke sent a small plant of

Chrysanthemum Prince Albert in good bloom for this late

period of the season. Except the remains of the previous

weeks' shows this was the only plant of any kind exhibited.

A NO^'EL FEAT IN GEAPE-GEOWING.
Peoposition.—Given in January an eye of a Grape Vine

;

to propagate from it, and cultivate a plant capable of bear-

ing three or four well-shaped bunches of Grapes averaging

three-quarters of a pound, bei-ries well swelled, nicely

coloured, and richly flavoured, for the decoration of the

Christmas dinner-table the same year.

I saw this beautifully accomplished at Coombe Abbey in

1863. Perhaps Mr. Miller will kindly enlighten us by stating

his mode of operation.—P. M.

THE AEBORETUM—DECIDUOUS TEEES.
In a recent Number, at page 23, Mr. Eobson has touched

upon a subject which must yield to none in importance in

whatever point of view we regard it. In the article, ' Arbo-
retum tiei'siis Pinetura," tlie fact that arboriculture either has

been and is neglected, or is at the present time confined to

only a branch of it is fully brought out, and in calling public

attention to it, Mr. Eobson has rendered another service to

the cause of horticulture.

Not presuming to sufficient knowledge and experience to

act as " counsel for plaintiff," I am content, if it is per-

mitted to me, to appear as a witness in the plaintiff's in-

terest.

It is long since I had in mind to direct attention to the

circumstance, that while Calitbrnia, British Columbia, Japan,

and other distant regions were found to be rich in the most
beautiful and attractive, and probablj" many of the most
useful of the Coniferous tribe, not a single addition worth
mentioning had been brought tbence to our deciduous trees

;

not that those countries produced none, for there appears
no evidence to that effect, or those countries would be excep-

tions to the general rule, that the finest and most valuable

deciduous trees which are found in the north temperate zone
of both hemispheres. But it is far more probable that the

collectors whose labours have extended to these distant

parts have altogether neglected the deciduous trees, and
that, too, under the influence of causes which have long
existed—viz., the planting and formation of arboretums in

which indigenous and exotic deciduous trees have the pro-

minence due to their value, beauty, and numerical propor-

tion has been for many years in abeyance or out of public

favour. Thus many specimens of exotic species already in-

troduced and existing in England are so seldom seen, or are

so few in number, that their beauty and utility are not ap-

preciated ; and, therefore, not being sought after, no thought
is taken of them, or to add to their number by propagation
or further introductions. It is time that such a state of

things should cease, for it does, as Mr. Uobson says, little

honour to our discernment ; and now that the subject has
been fairly broached, a discussion of it may not be without-

good results.

What ordinary pen can adequately express the glory of

the forest trees, or describe their beauty, their majesty, nay,

their grandeur ? They are the men of the vegetable creation,

and as such claim all the honour due to majesty and strength.

Nor is it altogether necessary to descant too much in praise

of things simply as they seem in the columns of a Journal,

where the main object is rather a sober discussion of useful

truths, and to elicit facts of utility whether they be to affoi-d

innocent pleasiu'e or to contribute to an economic pvirpose.

In either case trees stand out prominently for notice. Their
size, form, diversity of foliage, and in many cases the beauti-

ful flowers with which they are in one or other season of the
year adorned, ai-e all points alfording the highest gratifi-

cation, and must strike the most careless observer even

;

while the solid comforts we derive from their fruit, timber,

bark, gum, resin, and otlier products are too obvious to

require enumeration. Such being among the conspicuous
ohaiacteristics of trees, ought we to rest satisfied with what
we possess '^ And while the remotest regions of the earth

are searched to add new charms to our greenhouses, con-

servatories, and flower gardens, can no addition be made to

our parks and woodlands ?

These inquiries have been only partially responded to

—

that, is, we have received numerous additions to our hardy

trees, but all of similar character. At the same time these

additions bear striking evidence of the enterprise and courage

that has been the means of enriching our land with them,

for there is no region in the north or south temperate zones,

or mountain district in Europe, Asia, Africa, or America,

that has not supplied fresh varieties of the Coniferse, as the

numerous Pinetums amply testify.

Though striving to awaken interest and immediate action

in the work we have before us—and in this we I solicit per-

mission to include all true, zealous, and enlightened friends

of horticulture—let us not depreciate the stately symmetrical

Conifer; let us give it all the consideration it deserves; let

us fully aeknov/ledge its ornamental qualities, and avail our-

selves of its utility; but let it not monopolise our whole

thought in its relation to arboriculture ; let it have its share,

and full share ; for how could we dispense with the least jot of

marvellous beauty that is brought to our view in the lovely

forms we now possess, reminding us of distant scenery (but

faintly, perhaps), which few, very few of us can ever hope to

see, andstill more of the wondrous works of Him who made
all things ? But for the argument, or rather hypothesis in-

duced in the article above referred to. If the most distant

countries of the world can furnish so many additions to the

pinetum, are there not deciduous trees there in a similar

proportion as in other countries, and equally varied in

character, and which can give increased variety to our

own species, and add new charms to our woodland scenery?

Let us hope that the noble enterprise that has accomplished

the one may achieve the other, and that speedily.

It is but too true that the introduction of fresh kinds of

deciduous trees has been grievously overlooked. It is rather

commonplace to ask how a park would look with all Conifers,

or even with a majority of them. It is too well known how
monotonous is the sight of a Fir or Pine plantation, and that

no comparison can be made between such and a natural

wood. Nor is it difficult to find a reason why exotic deci-

duous trees have not been more extensively planted of late

years. Nurserymen will not be at the pains to propagate

what they cannot sell ;
proprietors cannot plant

'
what

cannot be obtained ; but we are taught by one of the

simjilest rules of political economy that if the demand is

increased the supply will follow. A knowledge of the exist-

ence of useful and ornamental deciduous trees must be

made known, and a sense of their value entertained, then

we may hope to see the desired object attained. The great

work of Loudon remains upon the shelves year after year,

unconsulted and unthought of, and it must therefore become

one of the duties of gardening periodicals to spread abroad

this knowledge.
It is not my purpose to investigate minutely the causes

that have led to the neglect of the more extensive planting

of deciduous trees. Ignorance on the part of botanists and

those who pursue botany as an intellectual amusement is

certainly not one of them. Before briefly stating the

arrangement of detail with which I propose to follow up

this article, I cannot forbear quoting the beautiful Imes of

the poet.
'• No tree in .ill the grove but has Its chavms,

Tnoueh each its hue peculiar
;
paler some,

And of a wannish grey ; the Willow such,

.And Poplar, th it with silver linos his leaf;

And Asli, fill- Btietching his m inbrafeous arm.

Ot deeper green the Eiin, and deeper fetill.

Lord 01 the wo jd«, the I'lni; sirvivins Oali.

Some glossy leav'd, and shining: in the sun

The Maple, and the Beech of oily nuis

Prolific, and the Lime at dewy eve.

Diffusing odours; nor unnotic'd pass

The Sycajiore, capricious in attire.

Now green, now tawny, ami, eri autumn yet

Hath chans'd the wojds, in scarlet ho^wurs bright.

No further argument need be adduced in favour of the

restoration of aboricultura to its legitimate rank, and a

healthy and vigorous existence. There is, or was, an arbori-

cultural committee of the Eoyal Horticultui-al bociety.

What are they doing ? What have they done ?

The particulars with which it is proposed to follow this

article will comprise an account of many of the exotic deci-
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dnous trees that have already heen introduced into Britain,
and of others known to exist in their native woods. This
account must necessarily be concise, but it is intended to
point out the most conspicuous features of each species, and
to mention its utility as far as known. The list will doubt-
less not be without omissions, and may contain inaccuracies,
which shall be open to correspondents to supply and correct,
it being understood that such wiU be thankfully accepted.
The information has been compiled from trustworthy sources,
and having in past years made a collection of leaves of all

the exotic deciduous trees that I have met with, these will
in every instance be examined when penning the notes.
Indigenous kinds, grand and equalling, as they do, all foreign
species, will therefore be omitted, or if named, only pass-
ingly alluded to.

—

Adolpbojs H. Kent, Bleckingley.
(To be continued.)

moretojN" hall,
The Eesidence of George Holland Ackers, Esq.
MoEETON Hall, situate at a distance of about three miles

from the town of Congleton to the south-west, the princely
residence of George Holland Ackers, Esq., E.N., is a mansion
of some pretensions, built in the castellated style, present-
ing a noble exterior, and its interior accommodation is most
ample. There is a banqueting-room 36 feet wide, 70 feet
long, and proportionably lofty; adjoining this is the dining-
room, 54 feet long, entered by folding-doors of large dimen-
sions; and ranging with these is the saloon about the same
size, likewise having folding-doors. The three when thrown
open form one immense room, producing a magnificent
effect. This mansion was buUt to supersede a fine baronial
hall, such as there are but some solitary instances remain-
ing

;_
its external is composed of timber painted black, and

the mtermediate portions whitewashed, the novelty of the
sight and cleanly aspect attracting the notice and admiration
of travellers

; the only drawback is its being near the main
road and in a low situation. The residence stands about a
mde and a half from the Mow Cop station on the North
Stafford Railway, and about three miles from the summit ofMow Cop—a place famous for pic-nic parties during the
summer season—the altitude of which is 10;il feet above the
sea level

;
it is surmounted byits old tower, and an isolated

lock called " The Old Man of Mow." The mansion and
gardens are situated in a beautiful park, the principal en-
trance being on the north side leading from the road from
Congleton to Newcastle, the other commencing at the eastern
extremity of the park nearer the gardens. The latter beino-
the way by which I entered, I passed by a handsome Gothic
lodge through two large iron gates, opened by machineiT
from the interior of the lodge: these g.ites were -supported
by two massive stone piers. The gardens may be about a
quarter of a mile from the east lodge, and, perhaps a little
more than a mile from the north entrance, and afte'r passino-
through a shrubbery, which obscured the garden walls from
view, we came to the back part of the gardens, where there
IS that indispensable part of a large establishment, caUed
the irame-ground.

In the frames there were large quantities of fine healthv
Cinerarias, m almost endless varieties, for greenliouse decora-
tion, btrawberries m pots were placed under spare lights
tor early forcing to protect them from heavy rains, which
are very frequent in this climate in the autumn, and also to
assist in ripening the crowns and perfecting the embryo
truit. On a bed of coal ashes was a fine collection of Chry-
santhemums, with dark green leaves hanging over the sides
ot the pots. Close at hand was a large quiintity of cuttin<Ts
ot various sorts of bedding Geraniums being struck in the
open air, without any covering of glass, just in the same way
as I have seen the bulk of the bedding Geraniums propa-
gated at the Crystal Palace, and the same as the late Mr
iieaton used to advocate in the pages of this Journal. Pro-
pagated thus there is less trouble keeping t)iem throuc'h the
winter than when codtUed in heat, and they turn out" more
robust and vigorous in the spring. Along the back wall of
the kitchen garden was a Mushroom-house, from which a
succession of Mushrooms is obtained all the year round.

V, e now pass through a door into the kitchen garden,
Burroundcd by high walls. It covers about two acres, and 1

there would be about another acre of kitchen-garden ground
outside the walls. Near the entrance was a range of span-
roofed houses running east and west, and divided into
four compartments. The fii-st was devoted to such plants
as Azaleas, the retarding of Achimenes, &c. ; the second
contained fine specimens of LOium. lancifolium. Fuchsias,
&c. ; and the third was a cool fernery ; but to enumerate all

the beautiful plants it contained would simply be to reca-
pitulate the lists published in a respectable nurseryman's
catalogue ; suffice it to say that all the plants were in per-
fect health. The fourth compartment was a useful propa-
gating-house.
In close proximity to these houses was another range in

two compartments, which were north and south. The east
side of the fii-st house was devoted to winter Cucumbers and
very late Melons. The Melons are planted at each end, and
the Cucumbers in the centre, both are trained to the trellis

near the glass. When the Melons were cut the plants would
be removed for the elongation of the Cucumbers. The varie-

ties ofMelons grown were Trentham Hybrid and Mounsden's
Moreton "Hall, the latter a variety raised by Mr. Mounsden,
the intelligent head gardener. On the opposite side of the
house was a good selection of stove and greenhouse Ferns
and Lycopodiums. On the roof was a large plant of Alla-

manda Schotti, but it had not cheered its admu-ers this

season with its golden flowers, probably owing to its being
turned out of a pot into the open bed in the early spring,

which caused it to run too much to foliage instead of bloom.
In the next house was a collection of stove plants. There
were good specimens of Gloxinias both of the erect and
drooping varieties, Begonias, fine Cockscombs 2 feet across,

fine-foliaged Caladiums, a very good plant trained balloon-

shape of Hoya bella, and Cyrtoceras reflexum covered with its

beautiful racemes of white flowers. Under bell-glasses were
Cephalotus follicularis, the pretty little Pitcher-plant, and
from the roof was gracefuDy suspended the fragrant Stepha-
notis fioribunda.

Passing out of these houses we entered two Peach-houses,
each 60 feet long ; they are furnished with neat narrow paths
in the centre, and are 7 feet wide ; the back wall and front

glass is 13 feet high, the apex may be 12 or 15 inches
higher, and air is given by means of machinery. The front

sashes open behind each other, running on wheels in a
groove. The front of the houses and back wall are planted
with Peach and Nectarine trees; the trees at back are

trained to the wall, and those in front to a trellis about
15 inches fi-om the glass. The front trees are allowed to-

grow about 5 feet high. At intervals of about 15 feet or

between each tree are Vines planted at back and front, and
trained to an arch underneath the roof, from which were
suspended some splendid bunches of Grapes. What with
the luxuriant Vines that shaded the pathway, the fruit sus-

pended from the roof and hanging on either side in such
beautiful clusters, and the delightful odour exhaled by the
ripe Peaches on the wall, these houses were at the time of

my visit (September), a delightful promenade. Next in

order was an early vinery, in which fruit was stiU hanging.
The Vines are planted in front of tlie house about 2 feet

apart. This plan is an advance on planting one Vine under
each rafter at about the distance of 4 feet ; for the same
number of bunches can be taken from the roof of a house,,

and only half the number from each Vine, and, as a conse-

quence, the individual bunches must be much finer.

Stepping out of this house I rambled round the kitchen

garden. My attention was arrested by the fruitful con-

dition and peculiar mode of training of many of the

goblet-shaped Apple and Pear trees. This style of training

seems a prominent feature at this place, and the quantities-

of fruit would be great and fine in quality. On the west
wall were some very fine Plnms, and the wall with a north.

aspect was covered with Morello Cherries extremely fine,

and covered with two thicknesses of netting to protect them
from the depredations of the feathered tribe. Glancing on
to the different quarters I observed large beds of winter

vegetables, such as Borecole, Brussels Sprouts, &c., and
from then- vigorous growth and the dark green hue of

their foliage they exhibited little evidence of the previous

drought.
We now pass through a door at the west end of the kitchen

garden, which brings us in the direction of the mansion. A
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large mound of Bartt thrown up a considerable height and
covered with Ehododendrons, eutii-ely hides the kitchen

garden from the mansion and the principal parts of the

pleasure grounds. The waU is flanked with a broad ribbon-

border, and beginning at the back there were four or five

rows of Eed Beet, next yellow Calceolaria, then Geranium
Tom Thumb, the next row Lobelia speciosa, finishing in

front with a broad band of Cerastium tomentosum. We
now pass through a short tunnel underneath the above-
mentioned mound. To the right, at the east end of the
mansion, are the stables, carriage-houses, yard, ic, but all

judiciously screened from the view of the visitor. To the left

was the ice-tower. Passing through a door we come to a
broad terrace-walk on the south side of the mansion. This
walk was about 540 feet long, and 60 feet wide. The carriage
entrance is on the north side through a lofty portico, beneath
which there is ample space for a carriage and four horses to

pass. The mansion, I should have before stated, is nearly
300 feet wide, and I very much regret the inability of my
humble pen to do justice to its ample proportions. From the
centre of the terrace-walk on the south side of the mansion,
a gravel walk 12 feet wide runs down the pleasure ground.
At each angle stand fine specimens of Araucaria imbricata.
As I passed down the walk I noticed to the left the geo-
metric flower garden, but when I took into consideration the
extent of the pleasure grounds, the beauty of the terrace
and other walks, and the princely grandeur of the mansion,
I thought the flower garden far too small. The beds were
nicely planted, and the flowers were extremely gay. The
centre and four corner beds were planted chiefly with Asters,
and although I never saw such a grand collection of that
beautiful flower, nor so well grown, I thought them out of

place in the flower garden in such large masses. Proceeding
down the centre walk I came to a wooden bridge which
spans the lake, a fine sheet of water, though rather narrow
where the bridge is fixed. Near this place were some fine

deciduous trees which must make this a charming retreat
diu'ing the hot days of summer.
Bending our seeps onwards through an interesting shrub-

bery, we bear to the right on a path which brings us to the
western boundary of the pleasure grounds ; a broad terrace
walk forms the southern extremity. On the lower side of
the walk is a low wall covered with Ivy, on the upper side
a bank of earth extending the whole length and entirely
concealing the walk and wall from the mansion and the
upper part of the ground. At each end of this terrace walk,
upwards of 600 feet in length, is a bastion that gives a kind
of finish to the walk.

I must now take my leave of Moreton. Before we had got
all over the pleasure ground the shades of evening set in, I
felt satisfied with what I had seen, and derived from it much
information and profit ; indeed, any gardener may be bene-
fited by visiting the neighbouring gardens and noticing the
«rrors or progress in the labours of others. I thought we
might go long expensive journeys from home expecting to
see variety and novelty, while everything we wish for may
foe found in our own immediate neighbourhood. I may say
in conclusion that every part of this extensive demesne was
in first-class keeping, and refiected great credit on the ability
of Mr. Mounsden, the respected gardener, who with the ut-
most courtesy was anxious to point out every part of the
gardening establishment worthy of notice.

—

Quintin Eead,
iiddulph.

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
In compliance with your request for information respect-

ing the above mode of glazing, I have to state that I saw
one greenhouse so glazed in the neighbourhood of Boston,
U.S. It had a neat clean appearance, and was most favour-
ably reported of as a secure house. My informant stated that
the glazing was not so liable to be injuriously influenced by
the weather as when done with putty, which one can readily
believe, as most of the leaks in our houses are caused by
defects in the putty or puttying.
The way in which the house alluded to was glazed was

this—after the priming coat the glass was laid on in the
usual way, but without bedding ; the panes were securely
pegged in, and then three or four coats of white lead given,
which proved quite capable of resisting the great extremes

of heat and cold in that country, and I should imagine
would prove fully as eflScient in this. At all events it would
be worth trying whether putty cannot be dispensed with,
for it is a source of annoyance in more ways than one. I
should think that if the glass were laid in a fresh coat of
white lead, and three coats over it, it would be still more
secure than the above mode.

I have heard that white zinc is a better paint for out-door
work than white lead. Can you, or any of your readers,
confii'm the report ?—J. K., Arch Hall Gardens.

POTATO PEODUCE.
I NEVER for a moment thought of imputing anything to

" Agkioola," " W. W. H.," and " Upwards and Onwards,"
nor did I desire to lessen the value of their experiments.
On the contrary, I read them with great interest and profit,
as many of your readers have, no doubt, likewise done ; but
I objected (and I see no reason to vary in that respect, even
after the temperate reply of " Agbicola"), to the produce
per acre being calculated by the quantity of seed set. I do
not think that seed Potatoes are of a uniform size, nor that
14 lbs. of sets of a Eound Potato wotdd plant the same
ground as 14 lbs. of Kidneys, or another kind. From expe-
rience I have found sets vary much ; there being no more
than sixty in some cases in 14 lbs. of sets, whilst in others
there may be as many as eighty-seven, and in one case
ninety-seven, and these selected sets.

I think, therefore, that to calculate the produce by a given
quantity of sets, varying in number so much as they do in
different varieties, is apt to lead to an incorrect conclusion,
for it foUowo that 14 lbs. of sets of a smaU sample will plant
half as much more ground as those of a larger size of a finer
sample—that is, presuming them to be planted at equal
distances.

It is, I think, well known that one kind of Potato will
plant half as much more ground than some other varieties,
simply because the Potatoes themselves vary in size, the
sets being large or small in proportion to the sort. How,
then, can the produce per acre be calculated when it is not
known what ground they occupy ? They might all occupy
an equal amount of ground, but of that we have no proof,
and if one occupies more ground than another, that one has
an undue advantage over the other.

Irrespective of the unequal number of sets in a given
quantity by weight, the distance they are planted apart
also makes a wide difTerence in the calculation. " Ordinary
distance," writes " Agricola," "with the rows 3 feet apart."
We are left to guess what ordinary distance signifies. In
some localities Potatoes are planted in rows 2 feet 3 inches
apart, 2 feet 6 inches, a very common distance, 3 feet in
some cases, but this is rare amongst Potato-growers, and
occasionally 3 feet 6 inches; as for distance in the rows,
some plant at 1 foot, others at 15 inches, some at 18 inches,
others at 20 inches.

" Upwards and Onwards " does not relieve my doubts
on this head. He plants in rows 42 inches apart, and from
15 to 20 inches apart in the rows. Here again a differ-

ence of 5 inches wUl tell immensely in calculating the pro-
duce per acre from a small quantity planted. I can assure
the last-named correspondent that I do care to bear in me-
mory what he writes, and am much interested and benefited
by perusing his occasional papers in this Jom-nal. His
notices of distance and of ground occupied are certainly given
in some of his articles, " suflicient to suit the customs of
most localities," by which I presume sufficient is written for

practical purposes. That I readily admit; but viewing
them as experiments I think they lose much of their
value through the omission of important particulars which
he is so particular in recording with reference to some
varieties—^viz., the ground occupied, the size of the sets,

and their distance apart. "Agricola" writes, he "had
credible information of a still higher result than that ob-
tained by ' W. W. H.' and Mr. Lupton." Perhaps he will

state when, whei-e, and by whom.
" Upwards and Onwards " claims a greater yield per

acre for his root of Negro tlian that of Mr. Lupton's two
roots. His occupied a square yard, those of Mr. Lupton
4 feet on the side, or 16 square feet, and yet his is the
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heaviest (or equal) produce per acre. Mr. Lupton's sets

were of average size. Tliey did not spread so muoli, as they

were strong.

I most cordially agree with the concluding sentence of
" AoRicoLA "— viz., " that the free discussion of this and
similar topics is not an unimportant step towards further

progress," and I can assure him that I had no other object

in view than to further that result as much as possible.

We have yet to learn many things in Potato culture—viz.,

the distance at which they can be most profitably planted,

the kinds most suitable for different soils, the most desirable

kinds for eating and also for productiveness, the most bene-

ficial manui-es, and the most approved method of growing this

crop. AU this can only be secured by instituting a set oi'

experiments in different localities, each person planting an
equal number, an equal weight, and an equal quantity of

ground. "We have clubs of all sorts, and I think none would
be more useful than a " Potato Club," such as was proposed
some time ago by Colonel Newman, Hillside, Cheltenham.
Their experiments and experience would form a very interest-

ing and valuable, because reliable, report, and the annual
dinner would be all that could be desired, each exhibitor

being obliged to exhibit his dish not only fit for table but
fit to eat. All the members present would be judges, the
winner obtaining his laurels by the votes of the majority.

—G. Abbey.

AUEICULA CULTFEE.
A ONCE very popular plant, though it has lost veiy many

of its old supporters, is, I am pleased to see, likely to again
become a more general favourite, though I regret to say
that it is very questionable whether many of the best old

sorts are not entirely lost. Though I cannot assist in ob-

taining those old favourites I will give a few short notes

upon their culture generally, as they may be of use to ama-
teurs and others not well informed upon the subject.

The plants having done flowering, about the beginning of

May place them on slates in the open air, or, what is better,

in an Auricula-frame, to which I intend referring before

concluding. They
should be placed
in such a position

as will admit of the

morning sun shin-

ing fuU upon them
until about nine

o'clock, but the
situation to be a
shady one during
the remainder of

the day. Carefully

keep them clear

of all dead leaves.

These when they
decay should be
removed, taking
every precaution,

by the use of both
hands, not to tear

or otherwise iniure the plant in taking away any leaf which
may not be ripened at the base. Such seeming trifles can
not be too strictly enforced in the culture of good varieties

of this plant. In dry weather water with moderate free-

dom, being careful that each plant has its drainage perfect.

About the first week in June remove them into their summer
quarters, which should be a shady situation in a cool place,

where the air can have tolerably free access to them, still

continuing to give them waterings when requu'ed.
About the second week in August prepare to pot them.

Stimulating composts, though successful for a season, are
very detrimental to lasting vigour in plants of this tribe,

and are indeed the primary cause of early decay. The com-
post I advise is one part of good loam (yellow) obtained
from thoroughly decayed turf, one part of thoroughly de-
composed leaf mould (unless the turves from which the loam
had been obtained were very thin, for if so the decayed
herbage will be sufficient, and leaf mould may be dispensed
with), one part decayed frame-dung, or one part cowdnng
which has been laid by and kept moist for a lengthened
time, the latter is preferable. Add to these a fourth part
of silver sand, and, where obtainable, a liberal dash of river

sand^siftings of small grain well washed. Where this

latter is not to be had a few potsherds broken small will

answer instead. Previous to mixing these ingredients toge-
ther let them dry if necessary, for unless they ai'e all mode-
rately so it will be exceedingly difficult to thoroughly in-

corporate them. The compost prepar-ed, well cleaned and
effectively crocked pots will be necessary. The crocks should
take up as little room at the bottom of the pots as possible
consistent with an efficient drainage.

If the plants are yotmg, or offsets, turn them out of tlie

pots, and carefully pick out from amongst the roots some of
the older soil. Give them a moderate shift, and press the
soil firmly around the old ball. Should the plants be old
shake away most of the old soil, and having carefully pruned
and cut away all dead roots, &o., repot thera in moderate-
sized pots. In doing so care should be taken to properly
divide the roots from each other, shaking the soil nicely
between and around them, and keeping the crown well up.
Having given them a good watering, they should be again
placed in a shady sheltered situation, until, having made

fresh roots, they
are re-established

in their pots.

I give a sketch,

of an Auricula-

frame whichlhave
found very service-

able in the culture

of these plants,

and into which I

would place them
when potted, and
indeed this should

be their general

abode, asthis mode
of protection and
shelter is prefer-

able toframeshav-
ing air-bricks back
and front, sashes,

I

&.C. The Auricula-frame, as will be seen, is very simple

in its construction, four main posts as legs upon which
to support the whole being the first requisites. A divi-

sion runs through the whole length, thus forming a north

and south aspect for the plants when properly placed:

On either of those sides shelves are jilaced, on which are

put the plants in pots. The north side v.'ill be found a
nice cool place for them in summer, and they will be pro-

tected alike fi-om very severe storms, insects, &c. ; whilst

the south is admirably adapted for them in winter, giving

them what is so essential—an atmosphere entirely devoid

of the damp at all times contained in glass jDits, &c., in

winter : besides, every opportunity can be taken of admit-

ting the sun's rays when wanted the most. In this position,

too, the stock can be flowered and tended in comfort. It

will be readily perceived that the middle partition wUl be
a groat assistance to either of the ends we have in view,

as the empty space on the north side when the plants

are on the opposite shelves in winter, will assist materially,

the shutters are being closed, in keeping out the frost;

whilst the empty space on the southern side wiU, in summer,
aid materially in keeping the other cool. By simply con-

structed hinges the roof of either side may be turned over

upon the other, thus giving the plants the benefit of a fi-ee

admission of air when needed, though I would, if construct--

ing another frame, have the roof of glass. The shutters,
made to take off and on, may also by a little contrivance,,
be made the means of breaking too strong a wind, as may
be needed.
The propagation of these plants is effected by taking from

the old plants offset? sufficieatlj' large to form a' cutting.
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These should be taken off the plants in May, or as soon as

the plants have done flowering, jilacing them under a hand-
glass in a compost similar to that recommended for potting,

with, however, in addition, a double quantity of loam. When
rooted they are to be potted and treated as advised above.

When oifsets of any particular variety desired to be pro-

pagated cannot be obtained in May, a few may be taken off

and struck in August, when the old plants are potted. Great
cai-e should, however, be taken that the plants be not too
much injured, as wounds upon them at this season are very
susceptible of damp, and are, consequently, apt to end in the
rot, so much so, indeed, that I would not advise any to

attempt the operation who can put it off for a season.

In saving seeds great attention should bo paid to selecting

good sorts only; by a judicious use of the alpine varieties

impregnated with some of our best old sorts, much may yet
be done with these quaint plants. No variation in the treat-

ment of the plants is necessary for saving seed. The latter

must be watched that it may be secured when ripe.

There are two ways of sowing. The seeds sown about the
middle of August in boxes or pans of light earth, generally
remain till the spring before germinating, and then come up
much earlier than those sown in the spring, and are much
stronger aud sooner ready for potting. Seedlings are, how-
ever, readily raised by keeping the seeds in the pod until
February, when they may be sown as above, and placed in a
moderately-heated frame, to be potted off when sufficiently

large to handle.
In conclusion, taking into consideration the position in

which the Auricula grows naturally, the hill sides and moun-
tains of southern Europe, and Switzerland especially, where
during the whole of the colder winter months it is covered
with a thick coat of snow, we are in possession of the facts

that it likes a cool, moist, even temperature, with but
moderate light in winter, a perfect drainage—as the hillside

position shows—with a free supply of light and moisture,
when the return of spring reinvigorates them.
When the plants are perfecting their blooms, care should

be taken that wet or damp of any kind does not frequently
rest upon them in dull weather.—W. Eakley, Li'jsivdl.

THE CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS EOSE.
I HAVE to thank " D., Deal," in his valuable and interest-

ing article on new Roses, for so kindly mentioning my name
in connection with the climbing Devouieusis. Though I
have had the pleasm-e of introducing to the public this truly
noble climber, I must disclaim the credit of having fixed the
sport. I met with it in the west of England, and imagine
its origin to be accidental. Apprehending its probable
merits as a climbing Rose I bought what I could of it, and
have been proving and, I trust, improving it for the last two
years in the rosery here, so that I can now with confidence
recommend it as the finest light climbing Rose in cultiva-
tion.

From its strong growth of one-year-old wood it will be
found a most abundant and early bloomer. My pillar speci-
mens in the open air were so beautiful in the spring that
they half-verified dear old Dr. Watts

—

'i Uoiv fair is the lloie, what a beautiful flower !

The glory ot April and May !"

for towards the end of May the pillars were clothed with
large flowers from top to bottom. Owing to this same
vigorous growth its flowers in the autumn are not so
numerous, though in this respect I am improving it, and
have had many hundreds of fine blooms this'year as late as
November. When more known and more grown it will, I
believe, take precedence of all its fan- rivals in the ranks of
climbing Roses.

—

Heney Curtis, Torquay.

Eaelt King Potato.—I cannot answer your correspon-
dent of last week, about the Early King. I never grew it,

but it is a seedhng from the Fluke, and I know it well by
sight. " R. H." calls it "around Potato," but in respect
to form, when taken from the soil, it must be judged of as
the chamelion is for colour.

—

Upwaeds and Onwards.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

The state of the weather prevents much being done in
the open garden. Asparagus, if a constant succession is

required, a bed should be made every fortnight till the end
of March, a slight heat only is necessary. Keep the frames
close and cover up well tiU the shoots make their appear-
ance, when they should have light and air. Capsicum, seeds
of the various sorts should now be sown in pots, which
should be placed in a hotbed. Cucumbers, if a seed-bed is

made and the dung was previously well prepared, it will be
ready to receive the seeds after having stood a few days to
let the rank steam pass off; a layer of light sifted soil may
then be placed on the surface to the depth of 3 or 4 inches,

sow the seed in shallow pans or in pots half filled with leaf

mould. After sowing lay a piece of glass on the top of the
pan or pot to prevent mice getting at them. Kidney Beans,

a crop now sown in small pots, and when of a sufficient size

planted in a large pit where there is a command of heat,
wiU produce more abundantly than those in pots. The in-

troduction of the red spider into the forcing-house will also

be avoided by adopting this plan. Mushrooms, beds for early

crops should now be made. The horse-droppings must be
previously well worked to prevent them from attaining a
burning heat. Keep the dung well beaten down at the time
of making. Potatoes, if it is not convenient to prepare beds
for them immediately, plant some in small pots and place
them in any corner of the forcing-house, where they can
remain until they have made their appearance above ground.
They should then be planted out or be placed in a situation

where they can receive a sufficiency of light.

FKUIT GAEDEN.
Where the means are at command, we would recommend

Peach and Nectarine trees to be dressed with the following
composition, as well as washing the walls against which they
are growing. Scotch snuff, fresh slaked lime, and sulphur
vivum, of each 1 lb., mix with soapsuds to the consistence

of paint, add sufficient soot to make it of a grey colour, and
lay on with small paint-brushes.

FLOWEE GAEDEN.
The planting of large shrubberies on lawns is one of the

principal obstacles in the way of beautiful specimens of

shrubs, as many choice specimens are planted in them, which
in a short time are hidden or killed by the luxuriant-grow-

ing sorts. If they are not completely killed they are but
skeletons of what they ought to be. To obviate this and
still i-etain the feature of a shrubbery, we would recommend
them to be planted singly on the grass at such a distance

from each other as to allow of their showing their proper
character. A hole may be dug and suitable soil put in for

each plant if necessary. The turf should then be laid do^wn
nearly close to them, leaving only a small circle round each.

Thus effect may be given without disturbing the roots by
digging or crowding the shrubs so much as to mar the
beauty of each individual species.

GBEENHOTJSE AND CONSEKVATOEY.
The continuance of wintry weather will nut allow of any

essential variation of treatment here. The precautions

previously recommended in regard to the necessity of allow-

ing exterior influences to govern, in a measure, the tempera-
ture within the houses must be insisted on. Should high
winds prevail, little air need be admitted. Few of our glass

houses are so constructed as totally to exclude air ; aided by
the pressure of strong currents it will be insinuated through
every crack and crevice, and the necessity of admitting it

by other means obviated, at the same time more fire heat is

requu-ed to preserve the requisite temperature of 50", which
is ample, whUe the thermometer indicates so low a degree of

cold outside. Cinerarias and Calceolarias will require a liberal

supply of water, and, possibly, increased pot room. Pelar-

goniums to be cautiously encouraged to activity. The mould
intended for greenhouse plants should be prepared and
sweetened by several turnings, and a sufficient supply for im-
mediate use should be stored in an open shed. In the con-

servatory, Kennedyas, &c., will be showing bloom, and what
training they require should be done at once, but the priming
of these should not take place until after blooming. When-
Orange treea are grown to decorate the flower garden in
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summer, care should be taken to prevent their beginning to

grow previous to their removal to the open air, and more
especially if the trees are wintered in a dark-roofed house.
Turn all greenhouse plants frequently to prevent them
gi'owing one-sided, and see that no decayed leaves are allowed
to remain on them.

STOVE.
Give as little moisture here as possible, and do not aim

at high temperature, the colour and durability of flowers
will show how injurious both are in excess at this period.
Wlien such plants as Aphelandi-as, Justicias, Poinsettias,
and other winter-flowering sorts have done blooming they
should be removed to a drier atmosphere, and water gra-
dually withhold to effect the proper ripening of their wood.
With stove cUmbers not required to bloom before the
autumn, pruning may be deferred for some time yet, which
for an earlier show should be done at once. Passion-Flowers,
Bignonias, and similar plants, which make long annual
shoots, should only have the wood thinned, and slightly
shortened, while some others, as Combretum, Beaumontia,
&c., may be spurred-in. Much depends on the space allowed
for theii- growth. A portion of the stock of Achimenes,
Gesneras, and Gloxinias, may now be potted in light mould,
and placed in gentle warmth. Some of the Gesnera zebrina
which were first in flower, should soon be induced to rest
for early work next autumn. This is easily done by with-
holding water, and keeping their foliage still exposed to the
light. Such of the Orchids as are commencing growth, if

very dry, may have a little water applied to the roots, this
must be done cautiously. The best way is to apply it

round the sides of the pot, and by no means to saturate the
soil around the collar. Lose not a moment in extermi-
nating insects.— W. Keanb.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

OuT-op-DOOB work very much depended on the weather.
Wheeled chiefly from rubbish-heap in frosty days and morn-
ings. Collected a little more ice to make more sure. Trenched
and tui-ned over previously ridged ground, to give it the
benefit of the pulverising effect of a good frost, and protected
what needed protection ; but Nature has given us the best
of all protection in the shape of a good fall of snow, which,
besides keeping things safe in the meantime, will help greatly
when it melts to fill our pools and tanks for next season.
For the mode of coUeoting snow instead of ice see a previous
Number. In the Mushroom-houso introduced more Rhubarb
and Sea-kale, and a number of Potatoes in small pots, to fill

the pots with roots before transplanting. Cleaned and ex-
amined Mushroom-beds, keeping the house cool, as we do
not wish for a great supply just now. To make the most of
a garden, and to allow the gardener to do the best with his
productions, ho ought to know of all changes as to company
as soon or even sooner than the cook and the housekeeper.
When gardeners are kept in the dark as to these matters, the
possessors of gardens must expect a glut of rarities when
they value them least, and a deficiency of them just when
they would value them most.
Put up some beds for Potatoes, but the weather has pre-

vented us planting them. Gave light and air, except on
snowy days, to Radishes, Lettuces, and Cauliflowers. When
cold and dull, and especially when snowing, the plants will
sustain no injury if in dai-kness for several days and nights,
instead of one night only. The great rule of safety in such
cases is simply to make sure that the plants shut up are too
cold to grow, for growing even by extension in such con-
tinued darkness would be ruinous.
We recollect being told of a case in point by the late Mr.

Weeks, sen., the great mechanist, to whom we are chiefly
indebted for most of the improvements in heating by hot
water. In his younger days he had been a practical gar-
dener, and about New-year's time ho had a pit or frame of
fine Cucumbers, we forget which now, but heated and banked
up with fermenting material. Some neighbouring gardeners
called on him on New-year's day, ostensibly to see him, but
in reality to get " a wrinkle " about these Cucumbers. It
was a very cold, frosty, snowy day, and the covering had
been merely rolled down a little to let the visitors see the

inside. Some of them stared, and better stared, and winked
at each other as they pointed to the covering, thinking that
in this they had discovered the seei-et ; and without asking
a single question as to the covering, went home to cover
their Cucumber plants into disease, insect harbours, and
ultimate death. We think we can see the old worthy before
us now as he chuckled and told the tale, always concluding
with the observation, " Yon know I would have been too
glad to tell them that such darkness in any amount of light
was an exceptional case, only warranted by the peculiar
circumstances ; but as they were too proud to do anything
but look, I also was proud enough to withhold any explan-
ation, merely because it was not asked for." Amid the
excitement of the present we are apt to forget the worthies
and the original geniuses to whom we owe much. We thence
learned the lesson never to refrain from politely making
inquiry on all suitable occasions ; and that, therefore, to
walk round a garden and do nothing more than look, and
thus find nothing on which to ground an inquiry or express
admiration, is not the plan to give pleasure to the gardener,
visited, nor yet the means for g.aining a personal advantage
ft'om the visit. As the result of some experience we confi-

dently state that the smallest garden visited may well
afford instruction, and in some cases even more than some
palatial residences, where we are apt to be overwhelmed
with the gorgeous and the brilliant. In no case will we be
likely to gain much if we are too stolid to observe, or, like

Mr. Weeks's visitors, merely look, and wink, and say nothing.
FEUIT GARDEN.

Looked over fruit-room. Moved Strawberry plants in
bloom in the pit to the best part for light and air. Damped
Vines in early house in sunny days ; also gave a sprinkling

in snch days to the early Peaches to soften the paint of clay

and sulphur in which the buds are encased. Those who
have Peaches in bloom just now in this dull weather must
use every means of getting the fruit set, such as giving
them the advantage of every i-ay of light, and either dust-

ing the pollen on the stigma by means of a camel-hair
brush, or by using a flat thin board for quickly moving
backwards and forwards near the trees in the way of a fan.

This we consider far preferable in such dull shifty weather
to making large fii-es so as to heat the house sufficiently to

admit of great quantities of air.

Air-giving is a matter of much moment in all cases of early

forcing, both as respects success and economy. There is

not only the exjDense of firing during the day; to permit of

free air-giving in severe cold weather, but there is the
danger of having an extra heat in the heating medium
increased by a sudden outburst of sun, and the two heats
combining with a dry, cold, parching air rob the young
growth of its moisture, and the evaporation is apt to become
so great and rapid that the action of the roots is unable to

supply it. In such changeable weather it is better to give

only a little air at the top of the house early, and then to keep
up no more artificial heat than will just keep all going on
quietly, and then if the sun do come out a considerable rise

from sun heat will have none of the bad effects which heat

from artificial sources would entail, unless counterbalanced

by this wasteful and dangerous free air-g.viug. Thus sup-

pose in such weather as this, stormy and frosty, a house of

Peaches setting and in bloom, wq would be satisfied with

from 50° to 55° at night. If the morning augured a dull

cold day, we would put on a small fire, so as to raise the

temperature to about G0°, with a very little air at the

highest point of the roof, just to prevent stagnation in the

atmosphere. If the morning promised a sunny day, then

we would put on no fire, wait until the sun raised the heat

to from 60° to G5°, then give a little air at the top, and only

increase it when the heat from the sun rose above 75°. A
close heat at that degree and upwards would be dangerous,

but it would be relished from sun heat, and especially when
a little air was previously given to prevent all danger of

scorching or scalding, and thus the danger on cold days

would be very much less than by admitting a great amount
of cold frosty air. Of course when the temperature outside

approaches what the inside temperature ought to be air

may be given very freely. We only wish it to be clearly

understood that for tender things, and in such changeable

weather, it will be best every way only to give a little air at

the right time—that is, early, and then to regulate the
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temperature considerably by the heating medium, bearing

in mind that the higher forms of vegetable life cannot

healthily conduct their sucoesive developments unless the

heat they receive is proportioned to the light they enjoy.

In sunny days it is also important to shut up early in the

afternoon, .is the heat from the sun with its electrical

action will be more valuable than a later iree circulation of

air, which from its very coldness woirld pre\ ent the sun from

exerting its salutary power. In thus shutting up early, say

from two to three o'clock, two things must be guarded
against—first, the not mating the house too hot, even with

sun heat enclosed, which is all the more particularly to be
guarded against if the root is close-glazed; and secondly, so

to proportion the action of the fire heat that it would just

begin to act as the heat from natural causes had descended
to the point of safety. As to shutting up close at all, we
merely allude to it as a matter of economy in fuel, which
many of us must make a first consideration even now, after

all the advantages from railways. But for that, in all close-

glazed roofs we would rather have little openings at the
ridge of the house continuously night and day. It is amaz-
ing how eifective even half-inch openings in width are in

preventing stagnation of air, or scalding or scorching, when
it gets hot.

We recollect some years ago seeing a fine example of

prudent forethought in a friend whose garden we visited in

early spring. It had been a fine sunny day, though the
air was cold behind the sun, and the houses where a high
temperature had to be maintained, were shut up early. We
entered a Cucumber-house early in the aftei-noon, and were
forced at first to run out again, the heat was so exces-

sive. By a mistake the valve connecting the Cucumber-house
with a powerful boiler had been opened, and the pipes were
near enough the boiling-point to prevent the hand touch-
ing them. At once the valve was reversed, the paths slushed
with water, the beds and the leaves of the plants syringed,
the latter on their under side, and small openings made for the
escape of the heated air at the ridge. The man in charge,
finding the mistake, was throwing open bottom and top
ventilators with the greatest freedom ; and we have no
doubt if that course had been followed even for a short time,
the sides of the best leaves would have been found scorched
next day, while from the treatment adopted there was little

or no damage done. In such a case it would have been
'iUite time enough to have let the pipes get sensibly warm by
tour o'clock, ami then increased the heat gradually as the
sun heat lost its power.
What has been said above as to Peaches will also refer to

Vines and other fruit trees. Early Vines with the bunches
in bloom might as well be brushed over in a sunny hour,
though for setting purposes nothing is better than drawing
a dry hand gently along the bunch, so as to scatter the
pollen, and relieve the top of the pistil of its cap-like hood
in the shape of the calyx of the flower.

ORNAMENTAL GARDEN.

We have been considerably hindered with some orna-
mental planting, &c., owing to the frost and snow. That is
-:if little consequence in a garden where the men can be
easily changed, but it is often a very serious thing with those
who contract for planting. Those engaged in planting for
timber and cover got on pretty well except when the snow
was in the way, as the holes could be made in frosty morn-
ings and^days, and the planting proceeded with when it was
dry and fine ; and the ground being just moist and not wet,
the trees or plants were planted in first-rate condition. After
very heavy snows or rains it would often be economy to
wait a day or two until the ground had become more kindly,
as neither a tree nor a Cabbage plant is likely to succeed
any better when the mud and water keep spurting about
the workman's shoes.

Mahonia {Berberis) aquifolium.—Allow us here to express
our best thanks to those friends, and especially those per-
sonally unknown to us, who have given us their experience
with this useful sub-evergreen. Most of these friends, how-
ever, leave the matter as to the plant being untouched with
hai'CB and rabbits somewhat in doubt. Perhaps the most
important communication received is from a well-known
gardener of great experience ; but as we have not had time
to consult him as to our using his name publicly, we will

here give part of his communication under the initials of

"J. M." Oui- ti-iend says :

—

" About six years ago we commenced planting rather ex-

tensively for under-cover, and amongst other things used
was a quantity of Mahonia aquifolium, chiefly planted at

short intervals by the sides of the rides, the intention being
to secure both utility and ornament. Contrary, however,
to my expectation, they have been almost totally destroyed,
and I noticed to-day, that where a single plant was to be
found, the leaves were much nibbled, and lett on the ground;
but, as in your case, I consider the plants were rather small
for thus planting in woods where rabbits abound. In
another part of this estate, wo planted three years ago a
few large plants, all of which have done well, although there
are plenty of rabbits to be found near them. My opinion is,

that when Mahonias are to be planted for cover, plants of

considerable size and strength should be used ; for then
although rabbits, &G., might nibble the outside leaves, they
would not be so likely to cut the plants totally down. Of
course, such larger plants would be higher in price, but then
a less number would be required, and I believe the ultimate
result would be more s.itisfaotory. If this plan of larger

plants is not adopted the rabbits, &c., should be kept down
on the fresh-planted jjiece until the plants are established.

After that the rabbits will soon become numerous enough,
as soon as the plants are established. At any rate here,

where rabbits, ic, are so numerous, I find it almost useless

to plant any underwood when the plants are small and
young. Dressing large quantities of such plants with any
sort of mixture, is not only a very tedious work, but one
which is seldom followed with sufficiently satisfactory

results."

We have no doubt there is much in what our friend says,

as to the size and strength of the plants ; but then, on the
other hand, young, stubby plants, if left alone, are apt to
make fresh growth better than older stunted plants.

• Flower Seeds, Vegetalle Seeds, S^e.—Took the opportunity
of a snowy day, to get a few of these properly cleaned and
put away ready for use. Unless labour is very abundant,
or where there is a particular pleasure in attending to all

these minvrtiEe, as in the case of amateurs, there is little or
no advantage in doing much of this sort of work in private
gardens, as by the division of labour the regular seed growers
and merchants can do it more economically and satisfa^c-

torily. Amongst the wonders of the age, is the price at

which our leading seedsmen send out their seeds, so nicely

done up, and the specific practical dh-ections accompanying
each packet, or in the catalogue which will generally accom-
pany the order. " Live and let live," is not only philan-

thropic and benevolent, but it insures true thorough-paced
economy. The saving of seeds should in general be chiefly

confmed to scarce and rare articles, or to superior varie-

ties of some common plants, and for the pleasure of dis-

tributing them to those whose circumstances will not enable
them to purchase, even at the cheapest rates. The saving
of such seeds amongst cottagers too, leads to habits of care-

fulness and industry—great desu-ables among the children,

altogether independent of the money-value of the seeds.
" Can do is easily carried about." So it is, and a " Jack of all

trades" is no doubt often a very clever fellow, a man who
would take a first place as an emigrant in the back woods,

and yet who may find it difficult to earn his bread in this

land of competition and division of labour. Even the most
pleasant and agreeable hobby and pursuit may be ridden

too hard to be judged by the stern maxims of economy. We
have frequently known first-rate mechanics, we might almost
say artists, so fine and cunning was their workmanship, and
so handsomely paid were they for their labour, who were so

fond of their large gardens, that they would be doing some-
thing in them in the early morn and in the dewy eve, and
thus securing the means for personal health and the gra-

tification of their tastes, as well as imparting advantage
every way to their famDy. AU right and proper, but was it

equally right and proper for such men, often at much loss to

their employers, to take several clays in the busy season to

do the rough of the gardening work themselves, when even
with all their energy they could not manage to do quite as
much as the jobbing gardener, who would have been well

pleased with half of the money which the mechanic would
have earned at his usual avocation ? In such cases it is not
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all gold that glitters, and " a penny saved is not a penny
gained," when the saving involves the loss of gaining two
or three pence.
iiil'otting.—Proceeded with shifting bedding plants, green-

house plants, and stove plants as opportunities offered, and
amongst the stove plants set some Caladiums, that had
stood in a dryish warm corner with some damp moss over

them, into a bed with some bottom heat just to start them
into growth, when fresh potting can be given them. We
have also potted a quantity of last year's Fuchsias, and in a

different way from what we generally do, because it suited

our circumstances as to room better. Generally we prune
the plants, and let them break in the old pots before we
remove part, at least, of the old soil, and put into fresh.

In the present case it was an object that the pots should

occupy as little room as possible, and therefore the plants

were roughly pruned, turned out of the pots, and the

old soil shaken from the roots ; the soil being rather dry,

the roots were then set for ten minutes or so in shallow

warm water, about 70', just to moisten them, and then
allowed to drip before they were placed in light fresh soil

and into much smaller pots, which were placed in a tempe-
rature not below 45°. When the pots are filled with roots

the plants will get more pot-room. The heads will be
damped from a syringe, especially in sunny days, but the

soil will receive little water until the fresh young roots are

working freely in it. Where very fine plants are wanted in

bloom early, a little bottom heat will be a great advantage
at first, and manure waterings as soon as the flowering pots

are filled with roots.

In this dull weather a coolish temperature is the best

security against weak growths and insects. Spare the coal

heap, and you wUl be able to spare the tobacco smoke.
—E. P.

Butler & McCulloch, Covent Garden, London.

—

Spring

Catalogve of Seeds for the Kitchen Gojrden and Flower Garden.

Austin & McAslan, 16, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

—

Cata-

logue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

E. Smith, Worcester.—Seec! List ; List of Plants of the Fir

Tribe Suitable for the Climate of Great Britain.

COYENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—January 28.

In consequence of the severity of the weather supplies are short, but
the demand at this season being- far from brisk, quotations nrc nearly the
same as last week. Forced Asparagus is hardly to be had ; Api>le3 are still

plentiful ; and dessert Fears consist of the same varietied as enumerated
last week.

FRTJIT.

Apples ^ sieve 1

Apncobs doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 1-4

Cun-ants, Red..,^ sieve
Black do. fl

Figs doz.
Filberts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 70
Gooseberries ...^ si«ve
Grapes, Hamburghs lb 3 n

Muscats fi

Lemons lOQ 5

d. s.

0to2
<». d. R. d

Melons ...pach toO
Mulberries .... punnet
Nectarines do:!.

Oranges 100 5
Peaches doz.
Pears (kitchen). ..bnch. T)

des^iert doz. 3
Pine Apples lb. (J

Plums h sieve

10

10

6

Pomesffauates each
Quinces i sieve

Raspberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 14 2)

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each to
Asparagus bundle 10 15
Beans Broad....
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DRACiENA CooPERi LEAVES Bro^vned (T. T.)-—TliB piobablfi cause la a

deficiency of roots or a sour state of the soil. The plant is unhealthy, and

that we have no doubt is occasion(;d by an inactive state of the roots Repot,

draining well, and plunge in a hotbed, and it will form leaves all riRfit

after a healthy roGt-action has commenced. Dryness is not a likely cause,

but constantly Rvringing the leaves ofttn causes these to Oie off at their

extremities. Undue exciiement also, or tteeDingr the plant conatamly

growing, is a common cnuse of defeotive leaf-foruialion. but it is uiostly

for want of roots that the leaves gootf in the manner yours are doine. The

article on hybridising relates to any plant, and that on Disa grand iflora we

think gives its culture, or relates to it. but we do not undertake to furnish

that which can be readily obtained by a reference to oar pages.

Geranium Seed Sowing—Cinerarias to Bloom at Michaelmas [Oera-

«itim).—The seed of the first sown early will not bloom, or but iinpprlectly,

the same season. Cineraria seed to furuish, plants for blooming at Michael-

mas should be sown early in March.

Removed Arbor-Vitjes (5. M. i.)-—They will require no stimulants.

Mulch the surface of the soil over the roots to keep out frost now and

draught in summer.

Training for a Gardener (77m«A/«0.—Havin? made 80 much progress,

and yon being able to manage a garrlen so successfully, why not e I'ploy

the lad under your own direction ? After a year or two of such instruction

place him under the head gardener of some gentleman's garden for a

similar period, by which time he would be qualified for an under-gavdener's

situation, or even ilie management of a small garden.

Book (J. (?.)-—The best edition of '•^YilheriEg's British Flora" was
published in four vo'umps by his son in 1830. Mr. Macgillivray eriited au

edition in one volume; also one of Smith's "Introduction to Botany."

Another Wiltshire Rector.— If you will send us a sealed stamped

letter, undirected, we shall very willingly forward it to the genilemau you
mention.

BOUGAINVILL^A SPECIOSA ANB LAPAGEKIA ROSEA CDLTI'RE (C M. Mnjov)
Pot the Bougainvillrea in March, in a nine-inch pot, in a compost of tur ly loam

two-thirds, and leaf mould onp-third, with a free admixture of sand, and
grow on in a warm greenhouse, watering copiously up to the middle of

August, then gradually witiihold tte supply, and expos.; the shoots to the

full sun, and admit abundance of air. It should not be crowded by other

plants at any stage, but have I'ght on all sides. Keep the soil dry during

the winter, but not so as to kill it. Its flowering depends on the well ripen-

ing of the wood. Another season employ a 12-inch pot. Pot the Lapageria

in, a 12-inch pot in a compost of turfy pe3,t two-thirds, and one-third tuify

loam, using both rough, yet in a broken stiite. Drain the pot to one-third

its depth, and the drainage must be perfect. Train on a trellis, and if it have
the northern side of a span-roof, such is to be preferred ; but a bitualion

where it receives a full licht, yet not the direct rays of the sun, will do.

A cool airy structure is tcf be preferred, and one kept at 40° or 45" in winter.

Give water every day, so as to make it t-how itself at the drdinagp, whilst

the plant is in flower and growing, and syrinRe occasionally, keeping a moiot

but well ventilated atmosphere. At all times the soil should be kept wet,

but doub'e the quantity ot water should be given when the plant is grow-

ing and flowering. Take care of the long and strong shoots, as from these

the flowers are usually produced,

Trop^oldm tricolor and Vallota pdrpurea Gultuhe {Torhshire^.—
Pot the tuberi! in 6 or 9-inch pots according to their size. If very small

4j-inch pots will do. Drain the pots well, and £11 to half their depth with
turfy loam half, and leaf mould or peat the other haU. On this plnce the
tuber, and when it pushes earth the slioot up as it grows, twisting it about
in the pot taking care not to break it. In this way bring the soil to within
half an inch of the pot rim. Water sparingly and only when necessary, at

the same time beeping the soil healthfully moist. It will do well in a green-
house in a light airy situation, if only frost bi' excluded. Pat theScurborough
Lily (Vallotu purpurea) in a pot double the diameter of the bulb, in a com-
post of turfy loam wit*i a little leaf mould added. Grow in a light airy

situation in tlie greenhouse, watering sparingly at first, but copiously after

growth commences. In winter water less, and give all the light possible.

Climbers for House-front — Bays and Laurustinus {A Young Qar-
rfencr).—"Wistaria sinensis, Ari&tolochift sipho, Bignonia radicms, Pa&siflora

ccerulea, Pyracantha, Magnolia grandiflora, also the Exmouth variety, Loni-
cera brachypoda aureo-reiicnlata. Clematis lanuginosa, C. azurea, Jasminum
nudiflorum, and J. officinale. The Bays and Laurustinus should be fresh

top-dressed in spring by removing a qtiantity of the old foil, as much as
possible, and replacing it with fres-h. It will not be necessary to put them
in fresh tuba until the tub*; are worn out, only they must be top-drtssed and
kept well watered. Both being rather tender, they should have a sheltered
situation in winter. A good Kose for a wire is Blaiiii No. 2, Hybrid China.
Gloire de Dijon is excellent.

Camptlobotrvs regalis and refl'Lgens Ccltuee (3/". 7?.).—Theyreqnire
the temperature of a warm stove more close than for the majority of stove
plants. The tpnnperature should not be less than 60° by night at this season,
one of 70° or /S'^at night in summer being necessary to secure a free erawth.
Pot them in turfy sandy peat two-thirds, turfy loam one-third, adding a free

admixture of silver sand. Drain the pnts etfLCtually. using a moderjite-

sieed pot at first, shifting into a larger a'l the small one is well filled ^uth
roots. Water sparingly, only keeping the soil just moist until crowth fairly

commences, then water more fieely, but only when necessary. Place in a
constantly m 'itt atmosphere, and about 5° warmer than that of the stove

generally. The secret of success rests in keeping up a close regularly humid
atmosphere, but, at the saui« time, a sweet one. They are very impatient
of water on the leaves, and should not therefore be syringed overhead. If

you have no convenience beyond a regular stove, you will grow these

plants best by having a frame made sufficiently large and deep to hold the
plants, standing the pots on sand or gravel—better still, plunging them to

the rim in sawdust or some such material. In this position a regular moist

I
atmosphere will be secuied, and they can have air by tilting the light, and

I this without any fear of sudden changes, which are the bane of the plants

\ Success in the cultivation of these plants lies in maintaining a healthy
' root-action, and in keeping all about them sweet and clean, being careful to

avoid sudden changes of temperature— an atmosphere at one time humid,
at another dry, at one time close and stagnant, whilst at another it is airy,

and the atmosphere made cold or dry by admittance of air. A rather close,

and rather warmer atmosphere than that accorded to stove planls generally,

is jaet what suite these, and almost all the tine-foliaged plants.

Flower-garden Plan (S. TT,).—We never undertake planting. AU
that we can do is to criticise planting submitted to our judgment.

Fern Manual (C G'.).-It contains what you mention. The drawings

were copied from live specimens.

Destroying Woodlice (C. /., Oj-on1.—When these pests are allowed to

increase extensively they are very difficult to oubdue. If it is not possible

to introduce boiling water into the haunts of the woodlice, the moat efi'ec-

tual way will be to raise the framework and destroy all of them that you
possibly can ; and then scrape away all the loose mortar, and bed the wood-

work firmly down on to a layer of Portland or Roman cement, so that every

crevice may be filled up and defy their making use of such a retreat To
destroy the stragglers that may have taken up their quarters inside the

frame, boiling water mav be applied to the inside of the walls, on which

thpy are generallv found creeping after dark. Poisoned fruits, such as

Pears or Peaches laid in the frame at night will also destroy them, as they

are fond of feasting on fruit. Toacs are great enemies to them, and one or

two such lodgers will make short work of great numbers of them. Any or

all of ihes-? remedies will enable yon to overcome your marauders.

Names of Fruit {J. Rust).—Your Pear is La Juive.

Names op Plants (S". Edivards).—^, Blechnum spicant ; 2, Ceterach

offlcinarum: 3. Asplenium Kuta-muraria ; 4, Specimen too imperfect. Any
bookseller can inform you about the monthly magazines yoa, name. (B.M.).

— 1, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 2, Asplenium lucidum ; 3, Phlebodium areo-

latum ; 4, Doodia, or Woodwardia caudata ; 5. Platyloma falcatum ; 6, Poly-

stichum vestitum ; 7, Adiantum formosum ; 8. Selaginella Galcottii j

9 Adiantum reniformp. {J. B. II.).—U is Poinsettia pulcherrima, a native

of Mexico. {J. C. MundeU).^!, Gesnera zebrina ; 2, Begonia argyro-

stigma; 3, A Begonia which we cannot name from the specimen sent;

4, riericogiaphis polita ; 5, Calanthe vestita.

PGULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

JOINT-STOCK POULTEY COMPANY.
There is generally at this time of year a desire among

those who tliink of the question to undertake matters on a

larg'e scale. So many schemes are afoot—some, we believe,

o-oing so far as to talk of a " Poultry Company, Limited,"

that°we think we shall he doing well by touching on the

subject. We have heard of one association or company

i

seeking a hundred acres of light land in order to begin ope-

rations" directly. We wish them every success, but we do

not think it possible. The expenses would eat up all the

produce. There is no doubt that a large supply of good

poultry in the spring of the year would realise a great sum
of money. It is no uncommon thing for young fowls pro-

perly fattened and killed to average £3 per dozen for

weeks between the middle of April and beginning of July.

It is a tempting sura, and soon runs into large figures ; but

' it is also the most difficult season at which to produce them,

i and hence the price. Birds of equal or greater merit in

' the autumn and winter will make only half the sum.
_
We

i believe in profitable poultry-keeping on a comparatively

! small scale, with new-laid eggs for sale at id. each during

the winter, and a dozen fattened chickens per week during

the spring. These in most localities and at aU farms may
be kept without involving any real extra expense. The

return is for the small outlay of food, and a larger item of

trouble and painstaking. We have been advocates for years

for everything that would increase our spring supply of

(rood poultry." It is needed ; but the trouble and difficulty

are so great, we believe we have made few converts among

those who have the time and opportunity to follow our sug-

gestions. ,,.,., • VJ.

We believe the poultry raised in our rural districts mignt

be easily and profitablv doubled. It admits of easy explan-

ation. Small land-holders who now fatten six dozen might

as easily fatten eighteen. They have the conveniences at

their homesteads of roosting-plaoes, they grow the food,

and they understand the «iuestion ; yet even to these the

remuneration does not appear sufficient to tempt them to

enlarge their dealings. Profitable poultry must bo produced

in the scarce season. Chickens to be ready for the m^ket
in May must be hatched in December or January. It is

difficult to get eggs then, still more so to find sitting hens.

We know persons who have hundreds of fowls, and who have

not yet had a broody hen this year. To breed profitably

there must be a succession of fattened poultry to come day

by day to the market. The process, then, of hatching, should

beo'in in November and continue uninterruptedly. To lose

a week would be to lose an advantage that could not be

regained till the next year. The supply of poultry is like

that of peas, fruit, &c., in the early spring. It is forced,

and one is as artificial as the other. The outlay would be

too great. Land to rent, houses to build, food to buy, men
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to pay, carriage to London, commission on sales—these

wovUd all be heavy items, many of which are possessed

without outlay by those who still decline to undertake

poultry on a large scale. The truth is it is almost impos-

sible, and hence the fact that there is in England hardly a

person who lives exclusively by breeding it. Where fowls

are kept in very large numbers they are very subject to

disease. This disease spreads, and profit disappears.

Egg-selling in winter pays if you can insure a ready sale

for new ones at a good price ; and those that are laid in

summer compensate in numbers for the diminution in price.

In both respects we consider poultry as a valuable auxiliary

to any one, and quite capable of considerably increasing a

small income. We do not consider it a pursuit by which a

living may be gained.

Many, some of them most valuable correspondents, have
asked our opinion on the above questions. We have known
no better mode of answering than by putting our practical

opinions in the above shape.

VISIT TO "Y. B. A. Z."

Having received, through the pages of this Journal, a

courteous invitation from this now well-known writer upon
!

poultry, to pay him a visit, I willingly accepted the kindness

offered. I the more readily accepted the invitation because

"Y. B. A. Z." iiromiscd to show me some Malays of such

breed and beauty, as would either change, or greatly modify

my opinion concerning this kind of fowl. I had written i

somewhat severely concerning the Malays exhibited at the I

Bath and West of England Show, and I was quite anxious

to see some which I might like, for I am too fond of all

kinds of fowls to have a prejudice against any one breed.
]

This feeling adds greatly to one's enioyment of a poultry

show. I sometimes notice people anxiously pressing onward
|

to see this or that sort of fowl, but jjassing by and not

caring for any others. For my part I see so many and such

varied beauties in the different kinds both of fowls and
1

Pigeons, that I 'can pause at every pen. Local prejudices,
j

or class prejudices, narrow the mind, and not only so but
j

prevent much enjoyment.
A visit to " Y. B. A. Z.," the gallant defeader of Brahmas,

the criticiser of schedules. "But now tell me," whispers

an inquisitive one, "Who is 'Y. B. A. Z." ? " "Do the

four letters stand for a lady ? if so, is she married or single,

short or tall, dark or fair ? " " Or do they stand for a gen-

tleman?" Well, I may say this much, that the said four

letters have in print owned themselves to be of the mas-
culine gender, when not long ago they talked of doing battle

with pistols. "Oh! but do tell me more?" "Alas! Miss

Curiosity, certainly not."

" You have a vision of ypur own ;

Ah ! why should I undo it?"

I had my vision, my dream, my imagination. I looked at

the letters, looked again, then broke out triumphantly, " I

have it, he is a Persian gentleman, remove the periods

between the letters, and have but one capital, and the

oriental name comes out plainly enough. "Ybaz," perhaps

a merchant from Shiraz, or fi-om the vale of Cashmere, he

wiU quote the poems of Hafiz, not of Hood. Then is there

not further evidence he is devoted to Brahmas, they are

Eastern fowls at any rate, whether from Birmah or China,

upon this point I give no opinion, valuing a skin unriddled

by pistol bullets. Doubtless, I shall find " Ybaz " wearing

a high sugarloaf hat, possibly the whole Persian costume.

I hope at any rate, he will not insist upon my worshipping

the Bun, as that would be awkward if it came to the ear of

my Bishop. Well

—

" I had a vision of mv own.
But, oh 1 time it did undo it."

Luckily Ybaz resides in England, I am to meet him at a

certain railway station, and hold up a copy of " our Journal

"

in my band as a flag of recognition. The ticket is taken,

the journey is over, the said (or rather unsaid) station is

reached, the flag exhibited and recognised. Ybaz does

not wear a high hat ; in short my hand in a moment is in

the warm grasp of a thorough Englishman. We are fi-iends

at once. " There is the bond," exclaimed Tbaz, pointing

to " our Journal."

I am not permitted to see the Malays until I am lunched.
Hospitable and wise Ybaz, "a hungi-y man is an angry
man," I shall look more kindly at your Malays, because the
gnawing pains of hunger are appeased.
Now, be it known, that the Malays kept by Ybaz, are

not Pheasant Malays, as were those shown at Clifton,

which I am inclined to think are an inferior variety, but
his are the older kind. Says "The Poultry-Book for the
Many," "there is more difference in the appearance of the
various specimens of this breed, than in those of any other
breed." Among the best-looking are Ybaz's. They are
of Mr. BaUance's strain, so naturally the balance is in their
favour.

I would sum up in regard to Malays thus. They are an
old and very distinct breed ; much loved by our ancestors

;

kept years ago by that vetei-an in natirral history, Mr.
Waterton, and although as Mr. Baily puts it, " they have
fallen before the spirit of utility," yet it is well that the
best of this breed should be kept, and that there is a
certain beauty iu such as those possessed by Ybaz no candid
person can deny. I hope amateurs who have means will

keep up the breed.

I pass on from Ybaz's Malays to his Polish. These were
Silver-spangled, and there was a trimness and beavity in
these birds, especially in the cock, which I have seldom
seen equalled, and I do not wonder at the unvaried success

which has attended their exhibition.

Next, and most noticeable of all the stock belonging to
Ybaz, came his Brahmas. These were the dark kind. I

was introduced to some thirty cocks and cockerels living by
themselves, and so easier to compare with each other than
if mixed with hens. Certainly they were fine fellows ; a
sort of handsome heavy dragoons, and then- colours well

contrasting, they have not the mealy look of the light

Brahmas. Their whole appearance, size, and distinct

colouring mark them out to the eye, amid any number of

other fowls. But if the cocks so seen in a flock, were strik-

ing, much more so were the hens. At the time I saw them
they were kept aj^art in another yard, and certainly their

most exact pencilling and gallina-like colour render them
very pleasing to the eye.

I care not a rush from whence Brahmas came, what their

origin ; they have great merits, hence they are making their

way, their one disadvantage as compared with Cochins

is, that they must have a good run, but as to beauty, I

place them, before Cochins, followed closely, indeed, by the

Partridge and Grouse. Talking of Cochins, Ybaz remarked
that a hen of that breed is never seen to such advantage

as when on the nest. He is right, then it is that you espe-

cially see the motherly, and sensible, and half-human ex-

pression of the face of the Cochin hen.

Well, I thought I had seen all ; but, no, Ybaz was a good
showman, he kept the best for the last, he opened a door,

and out walked in solitary dignity his grand old Brahma
cook, to which his others looked almost slim.

Having now seen all the fowln, we talked of gardens and
roses. One hint I got, a valuable one to those who keep

poultry, and yet love their gardens. Ybaz rears his spring

chickens on a sunny border partly xander glass (Cucumber-

frames, I think), then when the chickens become bigger he

moves all away, and plants the said border with Asters, and

gets a late summer garden.

Time passed pleasantly away, when dinner came, and,

oh ! Ybaz—cunning man again—knowing I was an English-

man, you were bent upon converting me through my stomach,

for lo ! a cover is raised, and there lies revealed a roasted

Malay. AVell, what there was of it was most excellent

;

but, Mr. Brent, the breast was sharp and thin compared to

your Dorkings. Pleasant chat followed a pleasant dinner,

and home again. The sun had shone on me all day, and

I had not been obliged to worship that luminary, so I

dared to look the Bishop full in the face at the Visitation a,

week afterwards. Onwards towards home, the back journey,

the short walk, and I again neared my rectory, where I

found as usual

—

" There was a comforlinir Are,

There was a welcome lor somebody.
There was a coat o'er the chair,

There were alippers for somebody.'*

I
—Wiltshire Rhctob.
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POULTEY-EEEPING FKOM A COMMEECIAL
POINT OF VIEW.
{Contimied from page 77.)

ARTIFICIAL VERMIN NURREKT.

This is a very useful department in a poultry-breeding

establishment ; it wiU supply the poor prisoners with those

dainty little morsels for which in their free state they never

tire of looking after. It is well known, that from the chicken

to the old hen fowls prefer insects and worms to any grain.

In fact, fowls are omnivorous, but their carnivorous appetite

predominates, and they would very soon become unfit for

human food were they indulged in their predilection ; but in

a free state they have to perform hard work in their search

for insects and worms, of which, after all, they find but a

scanty supply. It will not, therefore, be advisable to give

fowls in a confined state too much animal food, but only in

such quantities as will be a stimulant and not injure their

health. The effect on a hen fed too freely on animal food

becomes soon perceptible ; she wUl pull out her feathers and

even peck her flesh unta the whole of the upper part of her

body is one mass of raw flesh.

It is not intended that the vermin should replace the

minced meat in the food of poultry, but should occasionally

be given in addition, as dainty morsels in wet or cold

weather.
The vermin nursery is formed of a succession of pits with

concrete bottoms, and tlie

sides lined with brick ; the

top is covered with a trap

to prevent the rain enter-

ing, as this might kill the

vermin.
To propagate vermin,

put in alternate layers of

mould and vegetable and
animal matter, such as

horsedung, garden refuse,

entrails of animals, dead
animals, blood, &c., until

the pit is filled. In a short

time fermentation will

commence, and the mix-

ture will soon be converted

If the fermentation take too

In winter it is well

which will keep

r>

Fig. 23.-Seotion of Vermin Pit.

into a living mass of vermin.
long it may be hastened by watering.
to cover the mixture with horse manure,
the vermin warm and alive.

This process of obtaining vermin is inexpensive, and it

will be found very serviceable in winter for young chickens,

and for stimulating the fowls to lay.

POULTRY MANURE OR GUANO.
In the ordinary way of breeding poultry theii' valuable

manure is lost, and we actually send ships to the Pacific

and all over the world to fetch those very droppings of fowls
which we despise to collect at home ; yet in a large breeding
establishment the collection of this manure, so much sought
after by florists, will yield a considerable extra profit, which
can safely be calculated at the rate of .£50 per annum for

every thousand fowls ; but as vegetable growing, the refuse of
which is good food for poultry, is almost a necessary adjunct
to a large breeding establishment, the manure would be still

more valuable to the proprietor.

THE FEATHERS OF FOWLS
Are another extra som-ce of profit in large establishments
where they can be sorted and dried, as they will then com-
mand a much higher price, and this item may be computed
at £X0 per thousand head.

THE MOULTING OF FOWLS
Is classed by many writers on poultry under the head of
diseases, which it is not, but only a natural process with
most animals in changing their summer coat for a winter
one. Nevertheless, it is a great di'ain on their resources,
and fowls during moulting ought to be kept warm and
liberally dieted with warm and stimulating food—such as
boiled oatmeal seasoned with salt and pepper, chopped

.
onions, mashed potatoes, and occasionally bread crumbs
soaked in strong ale or weak gin. Oxide of iron can also be

given at this time with great advantage. This diet will

accelerate moulting and cause the fowls to resume laying at

an earlier period than would otherwise be the case.

DISEASES IN POULTRY.
Most books on poultry contain a more or less lengthy

description of the various diseases fowls are subject to, and
prescribe certain remedies, all of which help, no doubt, to

swell the book, but are perfectly useless for all practical

purposes. We might as well try to doctor ourselves for

diseases of which we know nothing. The diseases in fowls

may chiefly be ascribed to our variable climate, to dampness
and cold, to injudicious feeding, and to Hi-ventilated roost-

ing places.

A diseased fowl, as will have been observed by many, is

never kindly treated by its healthy companions, and in my
opinion the best and most economical cure for a diseased

fowl is to kUl her before she is too far gone, and whilst yet

fit for the market, and if not fit for the market, she wiU,

when hashed up, make good food for the pigs. I acknow-

ledge myself ignorant of the diseases of fowls, consequently

of their proper treatment, and as I have no desire to teach

the public that which I do not understand myself by simply

copying from other books, I shall only state, that with

judicious feeding and housing according to my plan there

ought not to be one diseased fowl in a thousand.

VARIOUS RACES OF POULTRY.

On this subject I would refer the reader for information to

some special publication, as it does not exactly enter into

the consideration of poultry-breeding in a commercial point

of view. All that is necessary to knov.' of the different races

is to be able to distinguish those that are the best layers,

the best sitters, and the best table fowls, and never mind
about the particular points or feathers, the distinguishing

characteristics of a pure breed. Now, where eggs are the

sole object, some small breeds lay larger and more eggs

than larger fowls. For this, Hamburghs, Spanish, and some

cross-bred hens may be kept with advantage ; and as for

fowls that will do credit to the breeder for their weight after

being fattened—Dorkings, Brahmas, and Cochins, and their

crosses should be selected.

KILLING ANEi DRESSING POULTRY FOE THE MARKET.

Almost eveiy locality has its own system, but 1 may advert

to a few facts on this subject. Poultry when bled to death

is much whiter in the flesh ; they will also keep much
longer fi-esh when the entrails are drawn immediately after

death, and the fowl stuffed as they do in France with paper

shavings or short cocoa-nut fibre to preserve the shape.

Some breeders cram their poultry before killing to make
them appear heavy. This is most injudicious, as undigested

food soon enters into fermentation, and putrefaction takes

place, as is evidenced by the quantity of greenish putrid-

looking fowls that are seen in the markets.

MACHINERY, IMPLEMENTS, AND UTENSILS.

Without desiring to recommend any particular plan for

saving labour, it is, nevertheless, desirable to state, that in

any establishment of magnitude the expense for labour

forms a prominent item, and it will, therefore, be to the

interest of the proprietor to invest a certain capital in the

purchase of such machines and utensils as wUl not only

economise labour, but also perform the work much better

than it could be done by manual labour.

The principal machines required are—a grinding mill for

the grain; a pug mill for mixing the poultaceous food; a

mincing machine for the meat and vegetables ; a potato-

mashing machine with wooden rollers ; a sifting machine; a

weighing machine, scales, and sundry smaller machines;

also, a steam-boiling appai-atus, a heating apparatus, and, in

fact, such appliances as will not only economise labour, but

also materials, and particularly fuel.

The manual labour itself ought to be sub-divided in such

a manner that each person has his or her particular branch

to attend to, in which each person will very soon become so

expert that the work will be performed much better and in

less than half the time.

WHITEWASH.
A large quantity of whitewash will necessarily be required

for sanitary purposes, but if prepared as follows, it wUl

possess the advantage of preventing the wood from taking
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fire, or from decaying. Dissolve in warm water sulphate of

aluminum (alum), and sulphate of copper (blue vitriol), and
mix with the whitewash.

LIME WATER
Is most beneficial for an occasional drink to fowls, it is a
preventive of many diseases, and assists the formation of

bone and eggs. Prepare as follows :—Pour over quicklime
some warm water, and when the lime is slaked and settled

draw ofl' the clear liquid which can be kept for a consider-

able time. The lime will be useful for whitewash.

OXIDE OF IRON AND SULPHATE OF IKON.
Both can be purchased at a cheap rate from any drysalter,

but they are so easily prepared that they may as well be
manufactured on the establishment.

Oxide of iron (rust), is most useful for making and im-
proving the blood, and a weak solution of sulphate of iron,

which contains a large quantity of oxygen, will keep fowls in

fine condition and assist digestion. Prepare this as follows :

Take a quantity of old nails or small pieces of iron, put
them in an earthenware vessel, then pour over them sul-

phuric acid diluted with water, the liquid will take up a
certain quantity of iron and form sulphate of iron or green
vitriol.

The rust or oxide of iron is obtained by mixing some
diluted soda (the carbonate of commerce), with the sulphate
of iron. The oxide will then be precipitated and the liquid

forms sulphate of soda, which is a good liquid manure. The
oxide of iron is mixed with the food of poultry, as given
tinder the article of " Food."—G. K. Getelin, Civil Engineer
London.

(To be continued.)

PIGEONS VAEYESTG in COLOUE,—ICELANDERS.
I HAVE a pair of Black and a pair of White Fantails, and

each of them reai'ed last breeding season one chick, black

and white (there being, however, very little white on the

Black bird's offspring), and the feet of both are partly dark.

Tou will suggest that there must have been infidelity on
the part of both husbands, but I never observed it, and the

Whites are a very quiet weU-conducted pair. What I want
to know is. Whether either of the above might have been
cases of sporting ?

What is an Iceland Pigeon or Icelander ?—T. T.

[Black Fantails were undoubtedly produced from the

White birds by crossing, and the instance you mention is

nothing more than a sport or going back to some former

cross, and is no proof of inconstancy in the pairs.

I do not know what kind of Pigeons are meant by Ice-

landers or Iceland Pigeons. Perhaps some fancier will de-

scribe them. Are they the German lee Pigeon ?—B. P. B.]

BEADEORD POULTRY SHOW.
The Poultry, Pigeon, and Dog Show was held on Friday

and Saturday, January 27th and 28th, 1865, in the Eifle Bar-

racks, Manningham Lane. A detailed report wOl appear

next week.

Spanish.— First, W. Newsome, Binglev. Second, R. J. Wood, Lower
Crumpsall, near Miiuchestcr. TUrd, J. Stephens, Wilsall. Highly Com-
mended, Viscountess Holmtsdale, Staolehurst, Kent ; F. R. Pease, Southend,

DarlinRton; E. Brown, Shelfleld. Commended, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury
;

W. J. Crpe, BamBley.
DoRKiNos.— First Cup, and Third, Vlsconntess Holmesdale, Staplehiirst.

Second, E. Copple, Eccleston, Prescot. Highly Commended, T. T. C. Lister,

gkipton: E. Ccipple ; liev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland ; .T. While,

North AUerton. Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart., wirksworlh; T.

Statter, Whitefleld, Manchester; J. K. Fowier, Aylesbury.

Game (Black-hreasled Ued).— First, J. Fletcher, Stoneolouf-h, Manchester.

Second, Miss K. Charlton, Manninpham. Third, H. Smiwden, Great

Hotton. Highly Commended, Capt. Wetherall, Hethering, Northampton-
shire ; H. Snowden ; H. ThompHon, Miluthurpe, Kendal; Sir St. G. Gore,

Bart. Commended, H. Thompson.
Game (Brown-breasted).— First and Cnp.E. Aykroyd. Second, J. Fletcher,

Stoneclough. Third, S. Matthews, Stowmarket, Highly Commended, 11.

Snowden, Great Horton. Commended, J. Fletcher ; 11. Snowden.

Gams (Any olher variety).- Firtt, Sir .St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, H. Snow-
den, Great Horton (Duckwlnu). Third, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough. Highly

Commended, J. Anderson, Meigle, Forfarshire (Duckwing) ; S. Matthew
(Duckwing) ; J. Ineson, Stainchffe. Commended, A. B. Dyas, Madely;
W. J. Cope, Barnsley (Duckwing) ; G. Wostenholin, Sbeftield.

Brahma Pootri.—First, K. W. Boyle, Dundrum, Dublin, eecond, H.
Lacy, Hobden Bridge. Third, J. Uinton, Hinton, near Bath. Highly
Commended, T. Pomfr*t, Preston; J. Pares, Chertaey; B.W.Boyle. Com.
mended, J. Stevena, Macclesdeld,

CocHTNs (Cincamon and Buff).—First and Cup. Capt. Heaton, Lower
Brtughton, Manchester. Second, Miss S. Haylock, Cambridge. Third,
R. White, ;Sheffleld. Highly Commended, T. Stretch, Or.nskirk; C. T.
Bishop, Lenton, near Nottingham j Capt. Heaton ; H. Bates, Yardley, Bir-
mingham. Commended. J. Wood, Chorley, Lencashire ; Rev. C. Spencer,
Altleborongh; C. T. Bishop; W. Newsome, Bingley; J. Shorthose, New-
castle-on-Tyne.
Cochins (Any olher variety).—First, J. Shorthose, Nowcaftlo-on-Tyne.

Seconi, K. Chase, Balsall He.ith, Birmingham (White). Third, J. Stephens,
Walsall .Partridge). Highly Commended. E. Tudman Whitechnrch, Salop.
Cooimended, R. J. Wood, Lower Crumpsall; W. Bowly, Cirencester
(Partridgel; liev. F. Taylor, Kirlcby Lonsdale; E. White, Sheffield
(r.irtridgel; C. W. Brierlev, Middleton.
Hamburgh (Golden-penc lied).— First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second. S.

S;nith. Halifax. Third, F. Pittis, jnn., Isle of Wight. Highly Com-
mended, F. Pittis ; A. Nuttall, Newchurch, Manchester ; T. Hemingway,
Shelf, Halifax; S. Smith. Commended, J. Preston, Allerton.
HAMcaRGH (Silver-pencilled). —First, Sir St. G. Gore. Second, W.

Lawren^uo, Eaglescliife Farm, Yorkshire. Third, W. Maude, Bingley.
Hamhueqh (GoIden-spangled).— First and Timepiece, Sir St. G. Gore,

Bart. Second, W. Driver, Keichley. Third, J. Smith, Keighlcy. Highly
Corrimended, J. Roe, Hadfield, .Alanchester ; W, Bayliss, Walsall; A.
Milligan, Rutherglen. Commended, J. Mellor, Slaithwaite, near Hudders-
fleld ; T. Burch.
Hajibdrgh (Silver-spangled). -First and Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead.

Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Commended, W. McMellon, Glossop ;

Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. ; J. Fielding, Newchurch. Commended, J. Preston,
AlUrlon ; H. Beldon.
PoLANDs.—First and Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead. Third, J. Smith,

Keieliiey. Highly Commended, W. Newsome, B;ngley; J. Hinton, Hinton;
H. Beldon.
Anv other Distinct Breed.—First. H. Beldon (Black Hamburghs).

Second, J. Hinton, Hinton (Malays). Tliird, E- Pigcm, Lympstone (La
Fleche). Highly Commended, S. Butterfly, Keighley (Clack Ham'jurghs)

;

H. & G. Newton, Leed^ ( Blacic Hamburgh^); Commended, J. K. Fowler,
Aylesbury; J. Harrison, Blackpool (Cri-ve Coeur).

"Bantams ( Game).— First and Cup, J. Munn, Newchurch. Second, G. ^mith,
Stdveley. Third, W. Bentley, Bradford. Highly Commended, J. Munn

;

w. B. Mapplebeck, jnn., Moseley; C. W. Brierley, Middleton; J. W.
Morris, Rochdale ; Miss E. Crawford, Southwell, Notts; J. D. Newsome,
Batley. Commended, H. C. Woodcock, Lcice.-^ter; J.Todd, Clillon, near
Otiey; C. Sutclilfe, Todmorden ; R Moon, Anfleld ; M. Redhead, Kendal.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. A. & W. H. Briggs, Manningham

(While). Second, F. L. Roy, Jan., Nenthorn, near Kelso, N B. (Silver-

iaeed). Third. J. D. Newsome, Batley (Cochin Bantams). Highly Com-
mended. A. G. Cane, Southwell (Booted Bantams); H. C. Woodcock,
Leicester (Japanese); T. Davies, Newport Moor (Ulack); T. Boucher,
Birmingham (Cochin Bantams) ; M. Leno, jun , Dunstable {Gold-laced

and Silver-laced) ; E. Hutton, Pudsey (Silver-laced). Commended, Rev. F.
Tearle, Leicester (White) ; T. C. Harrison, Hull (Sebright) ; H. ]S. Em-
berlin, Humberstone (White); W. B. Mapplebeck, Moseley; R.Adams,
llandsworlh, Birmingham (Silver-laced) ; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.

Selling Class.— First, T. Wrigley, jun.. Middleton (Golden-pencilled
Hamburghs). Second, J. Poole, Ulverston (Cochin-). Third, H. Snowden,
Great Horton (Game). Highly Commended, W. Whitelev, Liversedge
(Spanish) ; T. Wrigley, jun. (Buff Cochins) ; T. Burch, Shelheld (Golden-
spangled Hamburghs): F. Hardy, Quarry Gap (Polandsj; H. Snowden
(Game); R. J. Bell, Hull (Game). Commended, J. Preston, AUerton;
W. Bentley, Bradford (Game Bantams) ; E. Shaw, Oswestry (Spanish).

Single Cocks (Any colour).—Fir.-t and Cup, T. Statter, Whitefleld,

Manchester. Second, 'j. Flctciier, Stoneclough. Thiril, Hon. H. W. Fitz-

williain, Rotherham. Highly Commended, J. B. Chuue, Coa brookdale

;

H. Snowden, Great Horton ; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Commended, T. Bot-
t-.mlcy. Shelf, near Halifax ; C. W. Robinson, Sanlield Park ; T. West, St.

Helens.
Bantam Cocks (Any breed or colour).-First, Cup, and Third, J. MunB,

Newchurch. Second,".!. D. Newsome, Batley- Highly Commended, Sir St.

G. Gore, Bart, ; R. \V. Postans, Brentwood. Commended, C. Walker,
Halilax ; M. Leno, jun.. Dunstable ; W. J. Cope, Barnsley.

DoiiKiNG Cock.— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, E. Sbaw,
Osweslry. Third, T. Statter.

CocniN Cock.— First. E. Tudman, Whitechurch, Salop. Second, Capt.

Heaton, Manchester. Third, E. Smith. Middleton. Commended, H. A.
Hudson ; K. White ; W. Dawson ; Capt. Heaton.

Game Hen (Any colour).— First, and Timepiece, J. H. Cock, Worcester.

Second, T. Burgess, Whitechmxh, Salop. Extra Second and Third. H.
Snowden, Great Horton. Third, T. Robinson, Ulverston. Highly Com-
mended, T. West; E. Aykroyd. Commended, J. Anderson; J. H. Cock;
J. Hodgson ; J. Fletcher.

Ducks i Rouen). —First, J. D. Newsome, Batley. Second, T. Wareing,

Preston. Third, J. Nelson, Heaton .Mersey. Highly Commended, A. Woods;
H. Worrall; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. ; J.K Fowltr. Commended, T. Statter ;

J. D. Newsome; H. Worrall; W. K. Duxbury.
DriiKB (Any other variety).- First and Extra Third, J. Jennison, Man-

chester (Carolina and Teal). Second, Mrs. Searaons (Aylesbury). Third,

T. Statter (East Indian. Highly Commended, T. Wotton (East Indian);

Sir R. J. Clilton, Bart. (Aylesburvj ; H. E. Emberlin ; J. Smith, Grantham
(A>lesbury). Commended, Mr.'. T. T. C. Lister lEast Indian) ; J. K. Fowler
(East Indian); Mrs. P. Wolferstan (East Indian); F. M. Hiudle (Ayles-

bury).
PIGEONS.

Caiuuers.—Cup, F. Else, Bayswater. Second, -T. Colley, Sheffield.

Highly Commended, P. Eden, Salford ; A. P. Leite ; T. Colley.

Powters.— First, P. Eden. Second, J. Scott. Wreckington. Highly
Commended, C. J. Samuels, Longsight, near Manchester; E. Brown,
Sheffield. Commended, G. H. Ellis ; J. Scott ; Mi.sa L. A.hforth.

TcMBLEES (Almond).—First, F. Else. Second, J. Ford, London. Highly
Commended, P. Eden ; J. Fielding, jun. ; R. Fulton.

TuMBLi-iEs (Any other variety).— First, P. Eden. Second, J. Ford.

Highly Commended, P. Eden ; J. Fielding, jun. (Kites) ; W. H. C. Gates,

Newark (Beards); F. Else (Mottles).

B.vrbs.—First. W. B. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle. Second, W. H. C.

Cites. Highly Commended, P. Eden.
Owls.—First, P. Eden. Second, S. Sanday, Nottingham. Highly Com-

mended, S. Sanday; J. Fielding, jun.
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Tdrbits.—First, J. Percivall. Second, F. Else. Highly Commended,
W. B. Mapplebeck, jun.; H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Fantails-— First, \V. B. Van Haansbergen. Second, J. Baily, Jan.,

London. Highly Commended, G. W, Brown ; C. F. Allison ; F. Else.

Jacobins.— Cup and Second, J. T. Lawrence, Everton. Highly Com.
mended. .1. T. Lawrence ; J. Thompson ; F. G. Stevens.
Ttcmpetebs.—First, J. R. Uobinson- Second, W. H. C. Gates. Highly

Commended, F. Else.

Ant oiiier VAiiiETY.—First. Rev. C. Spencer (Swis.<!l Second, H.
Yardley. Highly Commended. E. Pigeon (Uunts); J. R. Trenam (Spots)

;

B. Leaeon (Nuns) ; H. Snushall (White Dragons} ; W. B. Van Ha;insbei'geu
(Victorias) ; .1. Harrison (Jl-igpies). Commended, W. Ridge (Dragons).
Selling Cl^ss. — First. H. Yardley. Second, J. Thompson. Highly

Commended, W. Massey (Carriers); B. Leaeon (Kites) ; S. A. Taylor (Owls)

;

H. Yardley; H. Snowden.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. E. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston;
Mr. E. Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham ; and Mr. John
Douglas, London. Pigeons : Mr. Wm. Smith, Halifax.

]N'ATIO:S'AL COLUMBAEIAN SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The annual Show of this Society, which now forms a great

feature among the exhibitions of Fancy Pigeons, took place

on Tuesday, the 24th inst., at the Freemason's Tavern.
When we state that the Grand Masonic Hall was filled, as

far as the circulation of visitors would permit, with pens,

each weU-stocked with choice birds, our readers may forui

some opinion of the strength and earnestness of this new
Society. To give a description of each pen of birds deserv-

ing mention would occupy a large space in our columns.
We are, therefore, compelled to speak of some that most
particularly arrested attention.
Mr. Bacchus's stud of Carriers filling one end of the Hall,

were conspicuous, but not more so than they deserved. We
observed amongst them birds 7i inches in limb, and 19} in
feather, very narrow in the girth.

Of Carriers, there were several pens of what may be
termed the rising generation—slim, snake-headed bu-ds show-
ing that smartness of carriage, and that elegance of form
which so strongly characterise this bird. The exhibitors were
Messrs. Potter, Betty, Ord, and Feltham. Of the older

or show birds there was the extraordinary collection of Mr.
Else, a gentleman who is now considered the leader of the
Carrier fancy. His row of beautiful birds was shown to great
advantage in separate compartments of pens extending the
length of the Hall. Blue Carriers also were numerous, and
we wex"e pleased to observe, that our breeders are now
aiming to give to this colour what in so great a degree con-
stitutes the Carrier—shape and can-iage. Messrs. Ord,
Feltham, Edwards, and Yates, showed good birds.

The bird replacing Carriers for flying long distances was
exhibited by Mr. Hudson, whose birds were marked to have
flown from 200 to 700 miles. We were struck on entering
by the beautiful and rare pen of Black Mottles, the property
of Mr. Smith. To see twenty-four Black Mottles and good
birds in one pen is rare.
The Tumblers were represented by the Chairman, Mr.

Jayne, by a pen, and ten pairs of Almonds and Kites ; by
the Almonds of Messrs. Merck, Park, and Walker ; and the
Baldheads of Mr. Morris.
The Show must have been a great treat to that largely in-

creasing fancy, the Barbs, for of these birds there was a pro-
fusion. Mr. Jones came out in his usual force with Blacks,
Duns, Yellows, Whites and Reds. Mottles, &c. Messrs.
Walker, Dart, and Yates, also exhibited in this class good
birds.

Of Toys the show was good and varied. The Jacobins of
Mr. Morris showed those points the most difficult to produce,
the clean thigh, the round head, the brilliant prestige. His
collection of six pens was fine. Mr. Charles Allison, a Toy
'ancier, has risen almost to perfection in the fine show
)f White Fantails and Owls. Mr. J. Percival's pair of Blue
dragoons fully maintained their prestige as a prize-getting
stud at so many shows ; nor must we omit that gentleman's
show of Magpies, Jacobins, and Turbits. Trumpeters were
'•xhibited by Messrs. Else and Dart.
Our readers on perusing this list will endorse our state-

ment of the completeness of this Exhibition, of which we
are happy to say the public availed themselves, a suc-
'ession of visitors filling the Hall during the hours the Show
lasted, and who seemed loth to depart, and lingered till

packing the birds had been half completed.

EXHIBITION OP BIEDS AT DEEBY.
An exhibition of birds is no strange affair in connection

with Derby, for it is nearly eight years since the breeders of
this town held their first public show—a local show—and
which has continued to increase annually since that period.
The breeders having multiplied and the interest having ex-
tended, coupled with the town being so centrally situated in
England, induced a few of the most enthusiastic in the cause
to extend their operations by opening (somewhat more than
twelve months past) an exhibition, and offering liberal prizes
for breeders to compete from any district in England. The
result of that show was most successful, and stimulated the
managing committee in their efforts to make the Derby ex-

hibition equal to any. The local breeders hold their annual
show in November, of no mean order either, and while kept
at so respectful a distance (about two months apart) from
the All England one in January, it acts somewhat as a feeder
to this, and affords the breeders who may be fortunate enough
to breed bu'ds of a fu'st-class description an opportunity of
entering against any competitor, with all honour and credit

due to them if successful. Such has been the case we know,
for at the last grand annual All England show of Canaries,

British and Foreign birds, and stuifed birds and animals,
several of the Derby bii-ds occupied prominent positions.

The exhibition was on the 13th, 14th, and 16th inst., in the
hall of the Mechanics' Institute.

The Canary department afforded a rich treat. The Norwich
birds were pretty well represented, the first prize being given
to Mr. Walter in class 1, for a bird well up in colour and
size. The same exhibitor also won the second prize, and the
competition ran somewhat close between it and the third
prize and one belonging to Mr. G. H. Goodwin and another
to Mr. Hewitt. The commended bu-d in the same class was
good in form and feather but lacked somewhat in colour.

The first-prize Buff bird was rightly calculated, and belonged
to Mr. Mackley, who has shown some capital Buff birds in
his time. With the other winners no fault could be found,
the losing birds, especially Nos. 14 and 15, appearing very
coarse and rough in feather, and No. 22 with the buff
tinge not so good as many hen birds. Some excellent high-
coloured and well-proportioned birds were shown in Class 3,

but the bird that took first prize must have been judged
more for colour than form, having a head and neck too
raking, with variegation woefully deficient. In a mixed
class as this was we do not agree with the prizes being all

given to the yellow bu-ds. There is no doubt that had the
birds shown by Master W. W. Oliver been in a class set

apart for Buff Variegated Norwich, as at the Crystal Palace
Show, it must have stood very forward, for it is not only per-
fect in markings but good in shape and Buff colour, its only
fault being the very slight crossing of the tips of the wings.
The clear Belgian buds were fine in some points, although,
as is generally to be found in an assemblage of "Y'eUows,"
the balancing game was going on with many. But it is more
difficult to get them to appear (as a true fancier would wish)
as the Buff birds do—namely, with heads and tails down and
shoulders up. However, the best bird in the class deservedly
took first honours and belonged to Mr. Corbett, of Bu-ming-
ham, the second prize being awarded to a well-formed bird

exhibited by Blr. G. H. Goodwin, of Derby, Mr. Eose, of

Birmingham, carrying off third prize. The Clear Buff class,

which was the largest, contained also the best bird^ in

fact the very best Belgian representative present. It was
numbered in the catalogue 57, was exhibited by Mr. Eose,

and awarded the first prize. We could not help admiring
the bird as it appeared in the show-room, with its finely

formed head; containing a pair of full and piercing eyes, which
with its sweeping, snake-like neck on well-made shoulders

and back, over which were evenly laid faultless wings, ter-

minating with a tail long and fine, made it a gem of a
bu'd. The underneath parts of the bird were also excellent,

being favoured with a good chest and well cut oft' downwards.
Although possessing as good a general form, colour, and
feather as the most ardent admirer of this peculiar breed of

bird could wish, still we must find a fault, but only a slight

fault, with the stand of the biid, which was not quite equal
to the second-prize bird shown by Mr. John Brown, oi

Birmingham which also was nearly as good a specimen, but
failing in formation of head and quality of feather. The
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third prize was won by Mr. Williams, of Nottingham, with

a good specimen. There were several other good birds in

the same class, mixed up with two or three sadly out of

condition, especially one in a cage with No. 55 label upon
it, and another with roughish feather marked 64. The
Variegated Belgian classes were but middling, the first and
third prizes in Class 6 being given to Mr. Corbett, and the
second prize to Mr. Martin, Belper. One bird shown by
Mr. Nicholson would have taken our fancy more had it been
marked about the head to match with the wings. In Class 7
Mr. Phillips, of Basford, showed two good birds, with which
he won first and third prizes, and one in particular was
possessed of kind feathering but was somewhat small.

Mr. Corbett's second-prize bird, and Mr. Goodwin's highly

commended bu-d were fair specimens, but we cannot speak
of the variegated classes as being so good as we have before

witnessed. The Crested Belgians as they were styled, or

the Manchester copy as we will call them, had five entries,

and only a second prize was given. The Marked Belgian

class contained several first-class birds, but we preferred the

one which was awarded the second prize. The gold and
silver spangled Lizards were very superior, the first prize in

each class being won by Mr. PhOlips. Mr. Chapman, North-
ampton, was awarded second prize for a Jonque Lizard;

Ml'. WUliams second-prize ior a mealy Lizard, and H.
Ashton, Esq., won the tliird prizes in each class. The
Goldfinch mules were exceedingly good, the first prize in

Jonques being given to a choice specimen shown by Mrs. G.
Barneeby, and which has won at various exhibitions eight

first and three second class prizes in England and Scotland.

H. Ashton, Esq., won the second prize in each class, and
the third prize in Jonques was given to a famous bird belong-
ing to Mr. Crocker, Plymouth, who also entered in the same
class a curious-looking black mule. Mr. Edward Bemrose
exhibited a rare mealy mule, with which he easily gained first

honours, adding another laui-el to three other first prizes at

other exhibitions. In Class 14 a first prize was deservedly
awarded to a rare mule, bred between the Goldfinch hen and
Cinnamon Canary, belonging to Mr. Pointon, Basford, al-

though we should have liked to have seen Mr. Lingard's
Linnet mule with a prize also, but the class was not well filled.

"We never saw a bird more out of its place than Mr. "Williams's

Green Belgian, for the class was set apart entirely for

mules or hybrids, and why should Judges have to contend
with such a mixture ? The cages containing collections of

six birds each were most excellent, and numbered seven in

the whole, six ofthem receiving high commendations. Three
of the seven aviaries contained Goldfinch mules, and were
exhibited by H. Vauncey Crewe, Esq., of Calke Abbey, Mr.
"Walter, of "Winchester, and Mr. G. J. Barnesby, of Derby,
the latter exhibitor winning the first prize with a superb
and even collection. The mules shown from Calke Abbey
were the next best. The half-dozen yellow Norwich Cocks
belonging to Mi-. "Walter were very showy birds.

The British birds generally were very fine in plumage,
but we did not think the Bullfinches so good as previously,

and the first-prize bird must have been judged more for its

size than plumage. As to the Goldfinch class, which num-
bered 17, all good bu'ds, we must admit never having seen
such an assemblage of these gay-looking little fellows. The
Judges were quite right in giving an extra prize in this class,

and we may remark that so good were many others that
they were fully deserving of prizes. The Brown Linnets
were fair samples, and the winner was correctly placed, al-

though had Mr. Key's bii-ds been in smarter attire it would
have run the winner close. The Skylarks and Blackbu-ds
were rightly judged, although in tho latter class the losing

birds were fine, one of them belonging to Mr. John Litton,
Derby, was worth seeing only for the curious formation of
its mandible. The first-prize Thrush was especially good,
and the company it was keeping added no disgrace, the class

being noted as very beautiful. There was one solitary Star-

ling, and with no competition no prize was given.
The classes for foreign birds were made up as follows :

—

One rose-breasted Cockatoo, but no award made. Seven
Grey Parrots were present for competition, and formed a
conspicuous and interesting feature, some being rather talka-
tive. The first prize was given to Mr. T. Biddulph's bird,

and the second to Mr. Corbett's, the bird which gained first

prize last year being commended. There was no entry

for Green Parrots, and a second prize was given to Mr. T.
Harper, for a pair of Australian Grass Parrakeets, although
we believe the awards would have been otherwise, had not
one bird escaped from cage 201, and could not be caught
until hunger induced a discontinuance of its flightydiversions

some time after the awards had been made. In the extra
Foreign class, Mr. Bookei% Liverpool, took a first prize with
a "West Australian King Lory. In the same class, Mr. T.
Harper, Derby exhibited a fine Lory Parrakeet, and Mr.
Scrimshaw, of Nottingham, a pan- of Cockateals, pau-s of
Diamond Sparrows, Java Sparrows, Indigo blue birds, and
Afi'ican Waxbills. There were three entries for collections

of Foreign bhds, two of which put in an appearance, and
the fii-st prize was very justly given to that belonging.to
Howarth Ashton, Esq., whilst a commendatory card was
attached to Mr. "Walter's cage.

Many fine bhds, and several pens of j^oultry, were sent
for exhibition and sale, including a Goldfinch and Canary
mule braced and fastened to a frame of very tasty design,
with a small box which the bird lifts the lid of to feed firom,

and also affixed to the frame is a Uttle vessel from which the
bird draws up water. It belongs to Mr. Bembridge, Not-
tingham, and was much admired. Mr. J. "W. Price showed
a large pen containing several fine golden Pheasants. Mr.
"Walter exhibited half a dozen drawcages with Goldfinches
and Eedpoles as occupants, which when hungry were obliged
to draw up an inclined board a small waggon, descending
each time the bii'd fed. Mr. Edwd. Bemrose's very rare
specimen of a Linnet, a pure white one, commanded much
attention, as well it might. Mr. Scrimshaw, also sent three
Grey Parrots, a Macaw, several Indigo blue birds. Siskins,

and Bramblefinches. Mr. J. Price sent a Brown Owl and a
Hawk, and some well bred fowls were shown by Mr. G.
Crewe, Mr. Fountain, Mr. E. Bemrose, and others. Several
choice dogs were also exhibited by Mr. Bunting (one a
winner of three or four prizes), Mr. Eickard, Mr. Chapman,
and Mr. Martin. Great praise is due to the Secretary, Mr.
J. "W. Price, and others of the Committee for so conducting
the Show, and who wish to express their thanks to the
Ubrarian of the institution and also his wife (Mr. and Mrs.
Davison), for their courtesy and assistance rendered.

—

Geo.
J. Barnesbt, Derby.

PHE]N"OME]SrON IN HIMALAYAN EABBITS.
I HAVE kept Himalayan Eabbits for the last twelve years,

and it is quite a common occurrence for one out of a Utter
to be black, and before two months old it turns perfectly

white. I give mine no water, and very little green meat,
principally feeding them on oats and bran.

I observe an advertisement in your paper, ofi'ering Hima-
layan Eabbits for sale at 12s. a-pair ; allow me to observe
that 6s. a-pair will buy mine, perfectly thoroughbred.

—

Himalayas.

ME. LANGSTROTH, THE AMEEICAN
APIAEIAN.

" OuE Editors " have done me no more than justice in

believing that I should hasten to correct any error that I

might have fallen into with regard to the above-named dis-

tinguished gentleman.
The apiarian readers of The Journal of HoKTiciTLTtTBE

can bear witness, that I was the first to introduce Mr.
Langstroth's valuable book to their notice, and that I have
always spoken most highly of it. By me also was it first

brought to the knowledge of my fi-iend, Mr. S. Bevan Fox,
who has only echoed my own sentiments in fully appreciat-

ing its merits.

In according to Mr. Langstroth the credit of introducing

the frame-hive and German method of managing bees into

America, I had not the sUghtest intention of representing

him as either borrowing or copying from our Teutonic
brethren without the most ample acknowledgement. The
facts of the case, which are no doubt correctly stated by
him, both in his letter to " our Journal," and in his ex-

cellent work on " The Hive and Honey Bee," seem to amount
to this, that substantially the same results were worked out
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by careful observation and laborious experiment on both

sides of the Atlantic pretty nearly at the same time without

concert or copying one from another. It matters little,

however, to English apiarians whether the American or the

Teuton were actually first in the race, which so far as we
can judge from Mr. Langstroth's statement appears to have
been neai-ly " a dead heat;" all we should do, and all I am
desirous of doing, is to accord the full mead of praise to

each, and to thank both most heartily for the good service

they have rendered to the cause of scientific bee-keeping.

Most sincerely do I congratulate the conductors of " our
Journal," on the prospect of so valuable an addition to their

staff of apiarian contributors as the Eev. L. L. Langstroth,
and I can assure him, that by none will his contributions be
more eagerly watched for, or more warmly welcomed, than
by—A Devonshire Beb-keepek.

A NEW CHAPTEE IN THE NATUEAL HISTOEY
OF THE BEE.

BEE COMMOTIONS AND QUEEN ENCASEMENTS.

(Continued from page 81.)

The last case I mention is that of No. 5, a frame-hive.

On the 12th of April, 1861, I examined this hive as no
young bees had yet shown themselves, and as I had ob-
served several small drones, imperfectly formed, extruded.
My suspicions were aroused in consequence. I detest those
little malformed drones. Their appeai'ance always denotes
something abnormal, and is suggestive of impending ruin.

I drew up the frames and found in two worker-combs drone
brood sealed, and several small drones with imperfect wings
at large, but no worker brood sealed or hatched. A con-
siderable number of eggs and larvas were noticed in con-
tiguity to the sealed drone brood. The cells sealed were all

elongated, and as in ordinary drone cells they had the same
convex coverings. The queen was not so feeble-looking as

that of No. 13 above alluded to, whose queen was also a
drone-breeder. On the 24th and 30th of April renewed agi-

tations manifested themselves in this hive, and on examining
it on this latter date, I found the queen had disappeared. I

gave this hive a piece of brood-comb, but, as in the case of

No. 13, it failed to rear a queen.
From these and other cases of a kindred character, I

concluded that the encasement of these queens and con-
sequent commotions were entirely caused by thefr extreme
age and their abnormal condition as drone-breeding queens.
The only queen I ever had which ceased to lay altogether,

either drone or worker eggs, was in 1862, and this was one
of the two sent to Mr. Woodbury for microscopic exami-
nation in the autumn of that year, as already stated.

I have already given Olustratious of the third class of
queens being subject to imprisonment—namely, such young
princesses as are not timeously fecundated. I have had
instances of young queens, however, which remained per-
fectly sterUe throughout the entire season so far as I could
discover, and which I consequently presumed had failed to
get fecundated at all.

In 1861, in consequence of the extraordinarily unfavour-
able character of the weather, a great number of the queens
I artificially reared during that season failed apparently to
get fecundated at all. Two became drone-breeders, and one
queen reared in July after having been seen taking her
usual aerial excursions, appeared again in August after the
hive had been sent to the heath, and again during a very
mUd day after the hive was brought back, about the end of
September. On the latter date she repeatedly came out,
took a short circuit, and retxu-ned. When returning a num-
ber of bees on the board watched her proceedings, and on
her attempting to alight repeatedly darted at her in the air,

and struck her down to the ground. This, however, I have
fr'equently noticed before in similar circumstances, and the
only object the bees have in such freaks appears to be, to in-
duce her to extend her flight for certain obvious reasons.
In consequence of the repeated assaults on this occasion,
the queen appeared really unwilling or afraid to enter. She
flew about the whole apiary curiously examining other hives
as if wishing to enter them. Having rested on a low hedge
I caught her, and as I had other queens in my apiary at the

close of that inauspicious year in the same unsatisfactory

condition, I resolved to retain hei% and in this way I was
enabled at little trouble to present a reserve queen to this

hive which was adopted.
I may also state that I once reared in a unicomb hive, in

July, 1860, a queen which was somewhat malformed—

a

marked and considerable indentation being conspicuous on
one side of the abdomen. She in due time, however, became
fertile, although never very prolific. In the autumn of the
following year, 1861, one of my hives at the heath, some
twelve miles distant, lost its queen, and I despatched a
messenger with instructions to present this queen to it to

keep it fe'om giving way. My friend performed the message
successfully, as I afterwards found in the following spring,

when, on the 15th of February, I introduced the same mal-
formed queen and her subjects into .m- old unicomb domi-
cile, in which she had been reared. - 'a the 8th of March,
on looking into this hive, I noticed the queen was encased
in a cluster of bees. I beat the hive, but though all the
rest of the bees went into intense commotion, the bees in

the cluster never let the queen out of their hold. I opened
the glass, took a twig, and separated her from the bees.

Under the irritation produced by my separating them, one
bee curved its body as if in the attitude of stinging. The
queen, howevei', moved nimbly off uninjured, but pursued
by the bees. Some days afterwards I found the bees again
in commotion, and on examining the interior I found the
queen had entered a common cell, her posterior part only
being visible. I opened the glass, and found her dead. I
had a strong impression at the time that the physical defect

or malformation of this queen might have had something
to do with her untimely end, and this impression has, I think,

been confirmed in some other instances in my experience

where defective queens were superseded by the rearing

of new ones. One of the most extraordinary cases of this

kind occurred in my apiary during the last season—so ex-

traordinary indeed in the circumstances attending it as to

eclipse all others. A notice of this case, however, I must
reserve for some future occasion. Suffice it here to say that
for the first time in my apiarian expex-ience there was exhi-

bited in one of my hives the wonderful phenomenon of two
fertile queens living together in apparently the most perfect

amity and concord.
My treatment of the curious phenomena now under dis-

cussion, would be incomplete did I not allude to some other

instances of queen encasements not yet specially referred to.

Let us briefly inquire therefore :

—

1st. What are the effects produced by introducing a
queen into a hive ah-eady possessed of one ?

2nd. What are the effects produced by the union of two
or more swarms with their queens ? And

3rd. What are the effects produced by the introduction of

a queen into a queenless hive ?

As to the first question, then. In 1859, I had in my ob-

servatory-hive a queen which had been deprived of a hind

leg. Whether this defect had any influence on her prolific

powers I know not (she was by no means very fertile), but

it produced a peculiar eccentricity in her ovipositing, which
was very detrimental to the prosperity of the colony. Very
frequently in attempting to deposit an egg in a cell which
she had previously fixed upon, the abdomen would be thrust

altogether into a contiguous cell in which an egg had been
already laid. The result of this was, that numbers of cells

contained several eggs. I noted a case which was narrated

by Herr Mehring, in the German " Bee Journal," and in-

serted in this Journal by Mr. Woodbury, in August, 1862,

which bore some resemblance to the one now stated by me.

In this case, however, the queen had been deprived of two
of her feet ; but though at first her laying was of the same
character as I have described above, yet at the end of four

days the oviposition became more exact, and afterwards

quite normal. On the 13th of May, having a spare fertile

queen, I wished to see how the bees would receive and dis-

pose of her. I opened one of the glass frames, placed

the stranger queen on a part of the comb unoccupied by the

bees, and shut the frame. The queen had scarcely time to

move from the spot where I had placed her, when her presence

was challenged by a host of sentinels that instantly at-

tacked and surrounded her. The queen tamely submitted,

and from 5 o'clock p.m. to 8 o'clock the following morning the
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bees held her captive. I removed the cluster out of the
hive, when I noticed a bee affix its sting in her body, and I

had some difficulty in extricating it, even after the queen
was dead. In such encasement:; as this, the bees not only
seize the queen by the wings, legs, proboscis, and antenna;,

but sting her most unmercifully, and even retain possession
of theii- victim tUl the very juices of her body appear to be
sucted away, and when she falls from their relentless hold
she looks like a withered dried-up carcase which has been
exposed to the action of the atmosphere for weeks.

In 1858 I tried a similar experiment in this observatory
hive by introducing a stranger queen, and the results were
almost identical. The cluster formed around the queen I

detached from the hive, put it aside under cover, and one
might roll it about like a ball, so tenacious were the bees
around their hapless victim; and they thus remained al-

most like a lifeless mass until I forced a separation, when
in this case thequeen wasfound dead in less thanhalfan hour.

2nd Question.—To try the effects produced by the junction
of swarms. On the 1st of October, 1859, 1 had the bees of two
driven hives in separate skeps with then' queens. These I beat
out simultaneously upon a cloth, and permitted the conjoined
bees with their queens to enter an observatory, in order that
I might witness the results. The bees were very numerous,
and some time elapsed before aU were domiciled. Shortly
after, in looking through the glass for the queens, I dis-

covered one encased half-way up the comb, with a circle

of bees having their heads all directed to a central point, in
which the queen, from the smallness of the intervening
space betwixt the comb and glass, was distinctly seen.
She was simply imprisoned, but no attempts were made to
sting or injure her. The other queen, I discovered, had been
arrested on the floorboard, and surrounded also by a cluster
of bees. This queen I disengaged in order that I might
put her in as favourable a position as the other. With this

view I inti'oduced her at the top of the hive, and she de-
scended on the comb, but she was instantly seized and sur-

rounded as before. Both queens were thus under arrest.

Meantime the bees got very agitated, and one-third of the
entire population rushed out, took wing, and would have
entered another driven hive, which happened to be sited
near by, had I not anticipated their intentions by shutting
that hive up. I immediately, therefore, disengaged the queen
first noticed, and showed her at the entrance, when in an
instant a rush of bees followed her into the hive, and all the
truants on wing speedily returned. Again the queen's pro-
gress was obstructed beyond the entrance, and most of the
bees clustered outside the hive. By afternoon the bees
quieted down, but neither of the queens was yet released.
Next morning, on examining the interior, I found one of the
queens at liberty, and the other was extruded dead before
the hive. The largest queen was retained.—J. Lowe.

(To be concluded in our next.)

CONDENSED MILK.
Most American citizens have seen this article retailed

from carts at then- doors. In appearance it is a thick creamy-
looking substance, of the consistency of molasses, which is

afterwards reduced to suitable thinness by the addition of
water. The advantages derived from condensing the milk
are that it keeps sweet much longer, and is perfectly pure.
This last is not the least desirable quality, for the consumer
adds as much or as little water as he chooses. We have used
this milk in our family in large quantities for a number of
years, and find it a very great convenience as well as luxury.
For coffee it is far superior to common vailk, and for young
chUdren, suffering with complaints incident to them, this
condensed milk is invaluable in respect of purity; swill-fed,
or otherwise impure milk is the last thing to give a sickly,
teething child.

The New York-Ohserver contains an account of the i^rocess
of making condensed mOk at Gail Borden's factory, which is

the one alluded to by us, and for which Mr. Borden obtained
a patent several years ago :

—

" The farmers bring their milk daily ; it is poured into an
immense boiler, the superfluous parts driven off. and the
condensation effected in a few hours. The details of the
process are exceedingly curious and worth studying. Evei-y-
thing is conducted with such scrupulous regard to cleanli-

ness, that the result is irreproachable. Even the large cans,
in which the farmers bring their mOk, are cleansed by steam
before they go back. This prepared mUk is sold daUy in
New York from door to door, as any other mQk is, but its

chief market is in the army, where it is a great blessing, as
you will readily believe.

" The same process is applied to the juice of Apples, and
other fruits, and meats. Coffee is condensed in the same
way. Indeed any article of food may be condensed by
this summary operation, be reduced in bulk, with all its

nutritious qualities preserved, and packed so as to be pre-
served fresh any length of time. To make the little cans,
holding a pound each, a tin shop is at work constantly,
and the workers are women exclusively. They are chiefly
American girls from eighteen to twenty years old, and
as the machinery is driven by water and steam power,
they have no heavy work on hand, and the business is ad-
mirably fitted for them. They make more than a dollar a-day
easily, and the shop makes about 8000 cans daily. A car-
penter's shop makes the packing-boxes, and so the entire
work from receiving the milk to sending it off, is done in the
factory, and this stands on the edge of the railroad at the
depot, so that all labour of transporting is saved. My visit

to this establishment was very interesting and impressive,
for I do not recollect ever seeing a factory where so much
order, cleanliness, and comfort were combined in a produc-
tion so purely beneficial as this. It is the perfection of the
art of condensing.
Mr. Borden can condense 12,000 quarts of mUk daily at

this factorj', and 20,000 in another at Brewster's station on
the Harlem Eaih-oad below, and there are four or five others
in operation ; one at Winsted, Con.; one at York, Pa. ; one at
Livermore Palls, Maine ; and two in Massachusetts. They
will dovibtless become more and more numerous as then-
great advantages and profits become known."

—

{Scientific

American.)

BANCIDITY IN BUTTEE.
YouK correspondent "Cochin" sends you some butter

and wishes you to account for its rancidity. Of course, I
cannot do that, but the inquiry has brought to my recol-
lection a remedy for the taste of turnips in butter, which
may be worth the attention of some of your readers.
Some years ago on an angling excursion to the beautiful

trout stream, the Washbui-n (a tributary of the Wharfe), I
was driven by a heavy shower of rain to take shelter in a
farmhouse, and found the farmer's wife making her butter
ready for the mai-ket. On asking her if her butter tasted of
turnips she said, " Oh, no, my butter never tastes, I know
how to prevent that." I said, " That is a secret worth
knowing. How do you manage?" She replied. "When the
milk is brought in from the cows, I have always a kettle of
boiling water on the fii-e, and to every gallon of mQk I
put half a pint of tlie scalding hot water. I carefully stir
milk and water together, then set it away, and my butter
never tastes of turnips. Try the experiment and you will
find it ansv.'ers."—T .G.

OUE LETTER BOX.
Breedino DncinviNo Bantams (By. iV.).—Tou may breed Duckwingis

from the MnU you mention ; it i3 olten done to get tlie chestnut wing and
saddle, and the black breast.
Pigeons at Jedbvugu Show.—In youv report of the Jedburgh Show it

is stated that my Owls were disqualified, but no reason is givf n. I entered
a pair of Owls, and the white cock died beTore the Show, and not having
another allwliitc, and not wishing the pen to be vac;int fas I was sending
three pens short besides), I sent a white cock witli a b'ack tail. Indivi-
dually they are fii-st class birds, but not being a match they were disquali-
fied. It may have been absurd of me sending them, but I wonld rather be
thought absurd than dishonest.—J. R. Robinson.
Lop-KAEED It.ABUiTS (.1 Beginner).— The points ate— 1, length of ear;

meamriug across the head from the tip of one ear to ihe lip ol' the other
2, width of ear ; 3, colour ; 4, position of ears ; 5, larKcntrss of eye ; 6, car-
riage of body : 7, size. You can have " The Rabbit Hook" from our office

free by post for seven postage stamps; in it you will find much information
yon wilt do well to possess.
Parrot STRirriNo off its Feathers ( IT. JT. ir.).—We have repeatedly

warned our eorresnondentsthat a Parrot doing this is suffering from intense
irritation, induced by over-stimulating food. Parrots in a wild state are
strict vegetarians, and to give them meat and bones when confined is to
stimulate them unnaturally, at the same time that thev are deprived of
exereise in the free air. Feed your Parrot upon bread and milk and fruits

only. At the same time give it a tepid bath daily, as we recommended on
the occasion to which you refer.
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entered upon its ripening period. A week of cold weather,
or a drought of a fortnight during the growing period,

puts in peril not the size merely, but also the quality of the
produce. Big Apples are unfortunately only too seldom
first-rate for dessert, still, as a rule applied alike to big sorts

and little, the largest fruit on a given tree are also the
choicest in flavour and in texture. The Golden Pippin has
chai-ms in its very littleness, but the biggest of the same
crop are invariably the best. In passing, it may be asked.
Has it been noticed that in fmits generally, when colour is

a constant quality, does not the flavour bear some relation
to the intensity of the colour ; the brighter and the more
brilliant the red, the richer and more luscious the juice ?

Not that highly coloured varieties are in any way superior
to those of duU russet, but in varieties having a tendency
to colour, or even to russet, are not the individual fruits

in which that tendency is most strongly developed, also the
best?
Of the positive increase of size, however, there is one

portion that would seem more properly to belong to the
ripening than the growing period. I refer to that rapid
increase in the size of the Cherry and Plum accompanying
the change of colour. Does the actual weight of dry solid
matter increase diu-ing this change ? or is the increased size

only an accommodation of the size of the vessels to the
altered nature of their contents, which are now less amy-
laceous and more saccharine ? The latter are soluble in
water, the former not so. Is the increase in weight not
wholly or principally in water absorbed during the ripening
process ?

Though not so patent, a similar increas"? seems to take
place in the early part of the ripening period of Pears, and
I think also of Apples.
The great agents in farthering the production of good

fruit during the growing period are light, heat, and mois-
ture. AH these are essentials during the entu'e life of the
plant ; but, as during the blossoming period, a moderate
proportion of each seems all that is requisite for our open-air
British fruits ; and as, whilst the fruit is ripening, light and
heat in quantity, with only a very limited supply of moisture,
seem the most favourable conditions, so during the growing
period an abundant supply of aU three is a necessity. Of
light and heat we have never enough to satisfy us, and,
somewhat strangely, the limited c^uantity of the one has
been almost universally accepted as a circumstance we must
submit to, and, quite as odd, endeavour to compensate for
by a disproportionate increase of the other. Some day when
we have learned to concentrate upon 9 square feet of soil or
leaves the solar rays that would otherwise fall upon two,
three, or five times that superficies, we shall have more
light thrown upon ii'uit and fruit-culture.
Of moisture, the third essential during the growing period,

we want abundance, and yet we may have more than enough.
The natural supply, more especially in this country of natu-
ralised fruit trees, where we want a dry soil and atmosphere
to ripen our Cherries in, at the very time when precisely
opposite conditions ai-e required for Apples and Pears, is

proverbially fickle. So thoroughly, indeed, are we at war
with the elements that we may be longing for dry weather
for one Cheriy, whilst another Cherry equally good would
suffer from lack of moisture. The clouds persist in dropping
their fatness at most unreasonable times, and always either
too much or too little. And here comes in the great ques-
tion of house sewage and u-rigation generally, forced on the
attention of both gardener and farmer by the trying season
of 1864. Prophets like " Upwaeds and Onwards/' who for
fifteen years back have been crying aloud in the wilderness
to a veay heedless generation, have not preached altogether
in vain, and the lover of good fruit will see that he, too, may
share in the good things foretold if he but consent to turn
to its proper use what, if it run to waste, entails heavy
retribution upon the spendthrift in a fearful crop of half the
ills an hospital is heir to.

Implying by the term "house sewage" all the excreta of
the household very largely diluted with water, it may be
accepted at once as the cheapest, most effective, and most
elegant medium by which in the fruit garden the soU may
be compensated for what is abstracted from it by the fruit.

The term " elegant " may be a little out of place in a matter
of manui'e, but nearly aU adjectives are relative only. As

Liebig says—and a very odd remark it is to occur in a volume
on agricultural chemistry—" At all times the better has
always been the enemy of the good;" so is house sewage,
applied as I saw it yesterday, elegance itself alongside my
neighbour's ashpit-emptying of last week. If your garden
produce more food than your family consume, and ai'tificial

manure be necessary, add it in a soluble state to yovu: sewage

;

it is then in the best of all conditions to assist successful
fruit-culture. However vegetables may thrive on such fare.

Strawberries and Gooseberries, here at least, rejoice in
copious libations of even extra strength. " Upwakds ajid
Onwakds " says better stiU for Apples and Pears, and all

analogy coincides with his successful practice.

Of all the rainfall in this country in the course of the year
somewhat less than one-half finds its way through the crust
of the soil, re-appearing, perhaps, in springs and rivulets ; the
remainder and greater part is returned to the atmosphere
by evaporation from the surface of the soU, or from the leaves
and other parts of plants. This, however, is but an imperfect
statement of the case, for from well-ascertained data it has
been calculated that in the summer months in the eastern
counties of England the evaporation of moisture reaches as
high as 97 per cent, of the entire rainfall in the same period.
No doubt for a considerable period much of this is retained
by the soil, contributing to the furtherance of vegetable
growth, and finally escaping to the air through the stomates
of the leaves after having fully accomplished its mission;
but the fact that such a small proportion as scarcely 3 per
cent, should find its way through the soil by filtration, shows
what a fearful check even a very moderate drought must
entail upon such fruits as are at the time in their growing
period. If, as should be, the rootlets are near the surface,

the effect is proportionately increased.

Very unfortunately for the fruit-grower, meteorologists
are not all gardeners. Theii- recorded observations are not
tabulated, as they might and should be, first of all in re-

lation to vegetation, the chief end that makes the weather
worth studying. We are still treated to the antiquated
tables of mean temperature of days and months, as if that
were the essential element in the measurement of the atmo-
sphere's calorie, to the virtual suppression, or nearly so, of
the average and extreme maxima and minima, which are

the only very important points. Very hot days and very
cold nights may be the best of all weather, and yet the
tables indicate a July with a mean temperature below the
average. So, too, as to rainfall. We may have three very
wet days in the beginning of the month, and as many near
its close, evidencing quite a maximum of wet, and yet the
weather of the month may be characterised by intense dry-

ness. Mr. Glaisher, in his abstracts, is happOy reforming
the method of expressing weather facts, and gives us, both
as to heat and rainfall, the length in number of days, of

cycles of heat or cold, rainfall or dryness. This is reason-

able. We may have a few very cold days, which puU down
heavily the average maximum of an otherwise very brilliant

month ; or an average month, less favourable to plant-

progi'ess than a month with alternate cycles of heat and
cold, resulting in the same average maximum as the other.

Ere long, I hope, in every garden we shall have a cheap
sunshine-indicator, measuring the inost potent influence

of all, the duration each day, and at what times of the
day, of the direct solar rays—wonder-working, above aU
things else, in both animal and vegetable worlds. Now
that we know so much, we can afford to look half lovingly,

as well as half pitifully, upon the ancient fire-worshippers

of the old time before us.

With so fickle a friend as rainfall to help us to grow
delicious fruits, sometimes deluging us beyond our heart's

content, at others withholding the longed-for showers, we
may consider onrselves as twice blest in having it within

our power to make at least a portion of it do double duty.

We have happily not often, as in 1860, a preponderance of

really wet weather all summer through. We have oftener

to regret the lengthened intervals between the wet cycles ;

and at these times, by previously carefully storing up the

water which usually runs to waste, we have, in irrigation,

and, in a double sense, in house sewage plentifully diluted,

the means of supplying the deficiency in the natural ele-

ment.
I may have failed fully to comprehend the system of irri-
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gation followed by " Upwards and Onwards ;" but it seems
difficult to understand how only two abundant waterings

could so materially affect the quality of the fruit. Very
wisely, lie seems to have apprehended the bearings of the

old proverb—" It never rains but it poui-s," and gives a real,

hearty, wholesome watering when he is at it. One hundred
tons per acre is roughly calculated at an inch of rainfall,

and each of his waterings slightly exceeds an inch and a

half, together exceeding a full mouth's natural fall. Twice,

however, seems too seldom in the average of summers for

fruit which does not begin to ripen till September or

October. The secret of his success must lie in the careful

selection of the most profitable times at which to apply the

sewage—once, he says, just as the fruit is fairly ser, and
again when half grown.
How this sewage watering should affect for the better

the flavour of the fruit is worth a little inquiry. I have six

Sturmer Pippin Apple trees, dwarfs on the Paradise stock,

which for some years back I have taken special delight in

subjecting to all manner of torture in the way of experiment.

The Sturmer does little good with us here (Cheshire), as a
standard, and even on a wall, though keeping well, it is never
first-rate. In a favourable season it becomes mellow in

April or May, but this is the exception ; and I have noticed

that in ordinary years the cells of which the fruit is formed
are smaller and more compact than in the best of seasons,

the fruit being also less in size. The same remark applies

to the fruit of such dwarfs, in a dry summer, as I have
transplanted the previous autumn. In the latter case the
leaves seem to have ripened prematurely, and ceased to

noiu-ish the fruit. In specimens of the Sturmer, which I have
at present from standard, wall, and from under glass, there
is a regular gradation in size, in compactness of cell, and in

flavour ; perhaps, also, in specific gravity. Now, may not
the application of house sewage, as favouring increase of
mass, tend to increase of the size of the cells, and therefore
increase of their contents, perfecting the fruit for entering
in due time upon the ripening period, when starch, and
fibre, and acid, as by the wand of a magician, are trans-
formed into that delightful combination of "rich, sugary,
and delicious," which the pages of Hogg's "Pomology"
taught me, years ago, to look for in so many of our best
varieties, grown w'nere they can be, and as t'oey should be.
The subject is an interesting one ; and if I have been

tempted to be too C"itioal, or over-confident in my views,
I shall be glad if "Upwards and Onwards," or any one
else, will help myself and others to a better understanding
of a fact so many must have welcomed, as opening up a way
to the increase of the varieties of fruit which the average of
soils and situations can produce of really first-rate quality.
The subject widens as it is looked upon, and a long array of
questions rise up, insisting each upon its answer. How may
sewage be best applied so as to avoid the loss of tempera-
ture consequent on aU surface irrigation ? Should the liquid
be heated before application, and to what degree? and is

there any economical means by which its temperature may
be elevated, with, in its results, a real profit, calculated in
pounds, shillings, and pence ? At what times, and how
often, should h-rigation be employed, and in what quantity f

Will not each fruit, and each variety, claim a distinct treat-
ment for itself ? But, truce to questions ; like every other
new idea (and yet, whilst new, a very old one), if there be
anything of value in it, discussion, by interested minds,
will elicit all that is worth having ; and, meanwhile, we
may thank "Upwards and Onwards" for suggesting new
answers to the now-popular query—"What shall we do
with our sewage ?"

—

^Fkuit-eatee.

THE MODERN PEACH-PRUntEK.
No. 3.

PHENOMENA CONNECTED WITH GROWTH.
The substances necessary for the life of plants are ab-

sorbed by them from the soil, by means of the roots, and
from the atmosphere by means of the leaves. De Jussieu
calls these last " aerial roots." Their functions, in some
degree, resemble those of the human lungs. They absorb
from the air the water and carbonic acid which tliey require.
Roots di-aw from the soil mineral and saline materials.

besides the carbon and nitrogen which artificial manures
supply.

The spongioles alone are the absorbing organs of the
roots, nutritive substances are introduced by them in the

form of liqviids, which proves how indispensable water is to

vegetation. Fluid nourishment is, therefore, the basis ot

the growth of plants , It is elaborated in the leaves, under the
influence of the solar rays during the day. Under the name
of sap it ascends to the leaf-stalks, passes into the venous
ramifications, and from thence into the cellular tissue of the
leaf A portion is returned to the atmosphere, the rest

remains to feed the plant.

The carbonic acid of the ah' is also absorbed by the leaves,

unites with the matter drawn by the spongioles from the

soil, and is decomposed in the tissue of the lea\ es, in order

to become nutritious matter.

The sap elaborated in this manner takes the name of

cambium, and changed in the nature which it had during
its ascent, it becomes proper and suitable for the increase

of the plant. The sap ascends to the leaves through the

outer layers of the alburnum, or young wood, during the

day. It descends during the night to the spongioles by the

innermost layers (that is, by the newest formed) of the liber,

composing thus a new layer of ligneous fibre, and a new
layer of liber. This is the manner of growth in trees. There
is, however, this difference, that while the ascent of the

sap increases the length, the descent of the matured sap, or

cambium, increases the breadth of plants.

In spring, the sap-vessels ai-e already gorged before the

leaves show. Thence arises a pressure on the axils of the

buds, which precipitates the young shoot into extension.

The cambium descending, on the other hand, solidifies the

young shoot by means of the new layers which it interposes.

The cambium gives breadth as well as solidity. We can
thus readily comprehend how a shoot which has pushed forth

in some portion of a tree, deprived of the sun's rays, is un-

naturally long, and soft in its component parts. The leaves

of that shoot not having been exposed to the action of light,

the cambium has not been elaborated in the texture. The
sap remains much as it was during its ascent ; the inner

portion of the growing shoot is spongy and soft, the cam-
bium being the means of hardening it, and the shoot has

received little or none. On the other hand, a shoot which
springs from that side of the branch which is fully exposed

to light is short, and the wood is hard, well coloured, and
fruitful.

The descent of the cambium is by the innermost layers of

the liber, and it forms the ligneous layers which cover the

medullary canal, and also the new vessels of the liber.

These ligneous and cortical layers, when formed from the

cambium, elaborated in the upper leaves, are placed above

those formed by the lower leaves. The ligneous layers

are, however, composed from the centre outwards—i.e., the

newest layer is that farthest from the centre. But the

cortical layers are formed from the circumference to the

centre—i.e., the newest layer is the innermost. Each year,

then, a new layer of alburnum covers that formed during the

preceding year. When the cellular tissues are filled in they

become hard, and of a deeper colour. This is the " heart

"

of the tree ; but the sap does not pass through these ob-

structed vessels any more. This portion, however, is the

real support of the tree against violent winds. In like

manner each year sees new liber grow, while the oldest

layers, now external, possess no longer vitality, and become
dry and wrinkled.
The growth of roots is owing to the descent of the cam-

bium, by the addition of new cellular tissue to the spongioles.

It is evident, then, how mutilation of these is iunu-ious to

the welfare of the tree, and how a healthy equilibrium

between root and shoot is a first requisite to its healthy

vitality. When these spongioles become obstructed they

cannot absorb the materials of the soD, and thus the tree

languishes and dies. A portion of the cainbium in the

autumn does not descend to the roots, but is reserved by
nature to feed the young shoots before the leaves expand in

spring. In shoots, the inner epidermis is formed by the aid

of this reserved cauibium. The first action of the spongioles

in spring, may also be due to its influence in some measm-e.

In like manner we may readily understand the growth of

the fruit. Fruit is composed of cellular tissue ; like the
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leaves, the epidermis is full of stomata or mouths. The
parenchym of fruits has its functions as well as that of

the leaves. The sap ascending from the roots is deve-
loped therein, the useless portions are evaporated into the
atmosphere, the nutritious substances remain in the cells,

where they are decomposed by the oxygen to form nutri-

ment for the growing fruit. These fruits absorb a very
large proportion of sap for their own use, and do not restore
it to the general use of the tree as the leaves do. This
is how the too abundant production of fruit exhausts the
vitality of the tree, and how the crop of one year afi'ects that
of the next.

During the period of growth fruits inhale carbonic acid,

and exhale oxygen. But when quite ripe they absorb oxygen,
and set free carbonic acid. When, then, all this acid is

disposed of, and replaced by oxygen, the fruit is perfectly
ripe, and decay is not far off. In all these processes we
see what an important part water plays, whether in the soil

as the means of conveying the nutriment to the plant, or in

the air in the condition of vapour. In the soil it dissolves
the substances it meets there ; in the body of the tree, as
sap, it is the vehicle of tliese nutritive substances, and in

the air, in the state of vapour, it remedies any undue dry-
ness of the soil. A superabundance ofhumidity is, however,
an evil. Trees grow, but produce but little fruit when
moisture is too abundant.
Not less important than water is air. Without it the sap

would not be converted into cambium. The roots decay
when withdrawn from the influence of the air. Soil must,
therefore, be permeable.
Without light trees could not feed, nor produce fruit.

Light accelerates the maturing of the sap, by causing an
evaporation of the superabundant water in the cellular
tissue of the lea\'es. The roots are thus stimulated to absorb
more liquid nourishment. The more light, the more root-
action. A bright light is needed for the leaves to decompose
the carbonic acid aricumulated in their tissue. Light flavours
and colours the fruit.

Heat is also au indispensable agent in vegetation. It
stimulates the energy of plants, especially when combined
with moisture. Even during periods of great heat the sap,
then much stimulated, brings into the leaves some of the
coolness of the soil dei-ived through the roots, thus pre-
serving the leaves from being injured by the solar rays.
During the winter, on the contrai-y, the sap circulates very
slowly, but still brings with it something of the latent earth
heat, which is higher than that of the atmosphere, and thus
counterbalances its coldness.—T. Collinos BEKHiUT, Rich-
mond House, Guer

THE CLIMBING EOSE DEVONIENSIS.
Having read in your paper " D., Deal's," remarks on new

Roses, I find he mentions having received from Mr. Curtis,
of Torquay, two plants of a Rose said to be a fixed sport oi'

Devoniensis, and named liy him a climbing Devonionsis. It
may be interesting to your readers to know that a Rose
similar in every respect to the one named by " D., Deal,"
has been most successfully cultivated and sent out by Mr.
S. Pavitt, nurseryman. Rose Cottage, Bath, for the last seven
years, and it is the true Devoniensis. There are several
large trees of this Rose in close proximity to the town, and
growing with great luxuriance ; one in particular has reached
the height of 40 feet and is 19 feet wide. It is very hardy,
having withstood the severe winter of 18G0, blooms in great
perfection all the season, and is almost an evergreen.

I visited Mr. Pavitt's nursery this season, and saw fifteen
hundred plants of this Rose, budded on the Briar, flourishing
to a degree almost beyond belief; nearly all had shoots 3 feet
and some of them measured 9 feet in length, with three, lour,
and five shoots to each plant, and all of the previous year's
budding. Many of the trees were in full bloom, and most
magnificent the blooms were.—T. F. Andrews, u, Lockshrook
Place, Balh.

Eakly Kino Potato.—In reply to theinquiry of "B. W."
I beg to state that a season or two since I received from a
friend residing at Bude, North Cornwall, a few sots of a new

Potato, I believe raised and only known in that district,

under the name of " The Early Emperor." They are in
shape flattish-round, colour rosy red, very shallow-eyed, and
altogether a remarkably handsome Potato. They were
highly recommended to me for their cooking qualities. Of
the latter I cannot speak from experience, as up to the
present my aim has been to secure a sufficient stock. Should
this prove the kind wanted by your coi-respondent, I shall,

on receiving his address, be only too happy to send him a
few sets.

—

James Nicholls, Higher Market Street, Tavistock.

PEOPOSED EXHIBITIONS OF THE EOYAL
HOETICITLTUEAL SOCIETY.

We have been requested to publish the following memorial
which has been presented to the Royal Horticultural Society.

TO THE COUNCIL OF THE BOTAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The undersigned members of the Exhibitors' Society and
other exhibitors beg to call the attention of your honourable
body to the very objectionable arrangements just announced
for the exhibitions and meetings of y<\ur Society during 1865.

It is with great regret that we feel bound to comment on
them in this manner. They have, however, been condemned
by the entire horticultural and floricultural press, and we
consider them to be diametrically opposed to our interests

as exhibitors, as well as to that of the Royal Horticultural
Societv. and totally adverse to the practical purposes of

horticulture.

It is not our object or wish to dictate to the Council. On
the contrary, it is our earnest desire to co-operate with
them if they will meet us in a practicable form ; but with
the arrangements as they at present exist we must most
respectfully decline to exhibit at any of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's exhibitions for the year 1SG5 ; and we feel it

our duty as horticulturists to communicate this intention to
the Council without delay.

At a meeting of the Exhibitors' Society held a short time
since, the following letter from a distant member, a well-

known and successful grower of Orchids and other plants,

was read, and heartily approved as embodying the views of
the members generally :

—

"Your letter respecting the meeting of the Exhibitors'

Society is to hand. I am sorry it is not convenient for me
to attend, owing to the great distance I am from you, and
the loss of time it would entail.

" As the meeting is to take into consideration the pro-
gramme of the Royal Horticultural Society, I may venture
to express my opinion of it in a few words.

" In the first place, I decidedly object to the shows at

South Kensington taking place on Saturdays. If necessary
I might even enforce a stronger argument on behalf of

myself and other country exhibitors living at a great dis-

tance from London than the one so ably written and pub-
lished in the Gardeners' Chronicle for December 3rd, p. 1157,
and signed " G. B.," inasmuch as those exhibitors who are
situated as I am are obliged to make the journey home on
Sunday, and unload our plants, which keeps us hard at

work all day, besides liaving our sever.al establishments
unsightly on the very day they are required to be in the
greatest order.

" The letter to which I have referred deserves to be read
to the meeting as an answer to Sir Joseph Paxton's letter

respecting his visit to an establishra'ont near London when
the plants were gone to win the stakes. It is what it

deserves.
" In the second place, I consider the special weekly and

floral decoration shows a complete farce. The fortnightly

meetings might eventually be of some interest if small
prizes were offered for small collections of different subjects

in their respective seasons, in addition to awards which are

at present offered for new and rare horticultural productions,

so as to make them partake more of the character of a minor
flower show—something after the character of the meetings
which were formerly held in Regent Street.

'• In the third place, I consider the whole general pro-

gramme a great mistake, more detrimental to horticulture

than otherwise ; and I think this meeting should take into

consideration the propriety of offering advice to the Horti-
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cultural Society in time—that is to say, we should not, as

a society of exhibitors, deeply interested, see it fall to the

ground without some exertion on our part.

"As the expenses attendant on all these endless exhi-

bitions, fetes, &c. (and of no practical use), would ruin any
society however wealthy, the fact that our youn<j Society

has been the means of working much good already should
encourage us all to persevere in the good work.

" It is useless for me to say more, other than to give you
some idea of the views I entertain regarding the Horticul-

tural Society's proceedings. Should you think it worth
while you are quite at liberty to read this to the meeting."

It will be seen that holding the exhibitions on a Saturday
is one great grievance ; but there are many other unsatis-
factory matters of detail that cannot be stated in a letter,

but which can if desired be pointed out by a deputation to
confer with the Council, or otherwise, as they may decide.

It is right to add that it was unanimously resolved at the
meeting above alluded to that

—

" In consequence of the programme of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society for the year 1865 being so diametrically
opposed to the interests of exhibitors, the members pledge
themselves not to exhibit at any of the Society's exhibi-

tions unless the arrangements are modified to a practicable
extent."

HOLLAND, T., carrier pr to R. W. Peal<e. Esq., Isleworlh.
JAMES, .1.. cr. to W. F. Wats.m. Esq., Isleworlh.
FAIKRAll'.N, J., Sion House, Islpwnnh
SUTrOX, W., Er. to Lieni.-CoL Jcakes. Winclimore Hill, Highcate.
HALT,, C, EV. to Miss Bi-.rdett Coutt', Highsate.
WKIR. J., The Elms, Ilarap.steail.

RAKKR, G,, gr. to A. Bassett, E^q., Stamford Hill.
YOUNr,, \V . gr. to R. Barclay, Esq , HiKheatc.
Taylor, W., Lauflerdnlo House, HighgatP.
CHILMAM, H., ei: to .Mrs. Smith, Ashread House, Epsom.
MASTKR<, J., gr. to — Bodkin, E<q.. West Hill, Higligate.
PEED, i;., gr. t.) Mrs. Trerlwell, Lower Norwood.
PKN.VV, C ,

gr. to IL H. Giob.s, Esq., St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park.
CARSOX. S.. gr. to W. K, «. Farmer. Esq., Nonsuch, Choam.
KAILE, WM., gr. to Earl Lovelace, East HorsJev Towers.
WHITBREAU, T.. gr. to H. Coljer, Esq., Dartford, Keni.
PAGE. J . gr. to Will. Leaf, E-q , Park Hill, .straathani.
WILLSuN, W„ gr. to VV. Marshall, Esq., Enfitld.
MEAD-!, \V., gr. to Raikes tjurrie. Esq., Klackw.itor, Hants.
POTTLK, .T., gr. to B. D. Odvin, Eq., Wo'.dbridge,
ALLAN, W., gr to Ear! Slradliroke, W^ngl'ord, Suffolk.
SH:i151PT0N, J., gr. lo A. J. Doxat, Esq.. Potnev.
YOUNG, J., gr. to W. St.-no, E.'q , Leigh Park, Haal.".
BULLEN, K., Er. to A. Turner, Esq., Leicester.
MAY. W.. gr. to .1. Spode, Esq., UawliesTard Park, Rueelev.
HOYLE, G. W.. Oxford Bo.id, Ke.diuE.
PEHRV, C. .L. Castle Bmrnwith, Birn.inBham.
HIiLE, s. KEYNOL'J.?. Caunton Manor, Newark.
RADiXYFFK, W. F.. Rush on I'.rciory, BlanJforJ.
BAILEY, THOMAS, Shardeloi.,s, Amer-ham.
LY.NN. W., Hrtlsor Gardens. Maidenhead.
STEVENS Z.,Trenthani, Staffordshire.
HOWARD. — , gr. to Jas Brand, Esq., Bedford Hill, Balhara.
COOPER, D.-.. The Limes, Sl.uigh.

H, LANK ,i SON, Great B-rkha'mustead, Herts.
K. S. WILLUMS, Hollon-ar.
ARTHUR HENDERSON & CO., Pine Apple Place.
J, DdB'SON Sc SON, Isleworlh.
S. WOOLEV, Cheshunt.
Vif. rUTBtlslI. Baroet.
W. CCTBUSII ii SOM, nighgale.
C. TUllNEl;, Sl.mgh.
0. RHOOK.S, STdenham Park.
CANNELL, —."Woolwich.
J. ife J. HAYES, Edmonton.

We are informed that there are four or five other influ-

ential nurserymen, wlio, though. they decline to sign the
memorial, will act in accordance with the memorialists.
To this memorial the Council retm-ned the following

answer :

—

Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, \V.
2.'jth Jamiarr, 18G5.

SiK,—I am directed by the Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society to acknowledge the receipt of a memorial,
which, on behalf of certain exhibitors at the Society's former
shows, you have done me the honour to transmit for the
consideration of the Council.
The Council desire me to express their regret that the

arrangements they have made in respect to the exhibitions
of the ensuing season should have proved distasteful to any
exhibitor, but as the programme has already been made
public they feel themselves pledged to adhere to it. At the
same time they would observe that they will not consider
themselves precluded from introducing any modification or
alteration in them that experience may hereafter prove to
be desirable.

It would appear from the memorial that exception is taken—1st, To the special shows ; and 2nd, To the day (Saturday)
on which the great and special shows are to be held.
As regards the first, the Council have only to remark that

their object in establishing what they have termed special
shows was to give a fresh impetus to horticulture by calling
speci.al attention to particular tribes of plants ; and as re-
gards the second objection, they have only to remind the
remonstrants that in making choice of Saturday they are
but reverting to the practice of Chiswick in its p.almiest
days, when the facilities for locomotion were infinitely less
than at present.
The Council desire me, therefore, to express their hope

that those who have signed the remonstrance will reconsider
their decision as to the course they intend to pursue.—I am.
Sir, your most obedient servant,

Andrew Mureat, Assistant Secretary.
Mr. O. Rhodes, Secretary, Exhibitors' Societ/.

EOSE GOSSIP.
From all quarters one hears the cry, "Never was tl\erc

such a demand for Roses as this season." The difficiilty

has been, I have been told by more than one grower, to
execute the orders ; while such kinds as have received fa-
vourable notice from time to time are so run upon that ifc

' has been impossible to obtain them. Charles Lefebvre, for
exatuple, has not only been largely increased here, but I
know more than one nurseryman who has imported hun-
dreds of them from Fr.ince, and yet tliey have been " sold
out." This is very encouraging—encouraging to Rose-
fanciers, for it promises tliem a treat, for unquestionably all
this intplies an increased number of exhibitors and perhaps
of exhibitions ; and encouraging to those who venture to
act as guides in such matters, for it shows that their opinions
are well read, considered, and acted upon, wliile it imposes
on them great carefulness in their recommendations when
they know that it is not merely that tliey are expressing
their opinion, but that in so doing they are unconsciously
acting for weal or woe on hundreds of otiiers. I have ascer-
tained that the demand for standards has not equalled in
proportion what it used to be. It is just possible that the
severe lesson taught in 1881 has led people to see the greater
advantage of dwarf plants, or that the Rose is now more
grown for ornamental purposes than formerly, and that
standards are not eonsidered so sightly. Doubtless there
is a vast number still sold, but those budded on the Manetti
and grown as dwarfs are more in favour. This being the
case, I would desire to say a few words once more in favour
of the plan adopted first either by Mr. Charles Turner, of
Slough, or Mr. C. J. Perry, of Castlo Bromwich—viz., that
of pegging down the shoots instead of cutting them short
back. I am sure that if it were tried with, say, a few only
for the present year, the number so treated would be in-
creased every year. To those who, like myself, dwell in a
windy corner of the world this plan has immense recom-
mendations ; for so much am I exposed, that in one of our
recent gales a dwarf plant of Cecile de Chabrillant btidded
close down was blown clean out of the stock ! This plan,
known to many of your readers, consists in pegging dov/n
the shoots instead of cutting theni back, tlie tii) of the shoot
being shortened a few inches. The result is that from each
eye on the upper part of the branch a shoot springs, and
when these are in bloom the effect is charming ; and then
from the centre, thus well exposed to all the influence of air
and sun, shoots 4, 5, and 6 feet long start up in the summer.
These are to be in a similar manner laid down, and the old
ones cut away at the pruning-time some time in March. I
am sure that if growers were to try it they would see the
advantage of it. Of course, it is only when the buds are
put in very low down that this can bo done ; and then the
bud should be completely covered, by which means a double
supply of strength is gained, roots coming out from the
Rose as well as irom the stock.

I find that I made a slight blunder in my notice of climbing
Devoniensis in saying that the sport had been fixed by Mr.
Curtis, such not being the case, as he tells me he is quite
ignorant of the manner in which it was obtained; but the
fact is none the less sure that to him is due the credit of
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giving us a great acquisition to our gardens, for he informs
me that he has had shoots on it 12 feet long—enough to
make any one's mouth water; and as we have a climbing
Fairy Eose in Cinderella, there is no knowing what sports
we may have.

I have heard some rumours of reviving a National Eose
Show, the proposed plan of liaving all shows at the Eoyal
Horticultural Society on Saturdays completely precluding
many of the most ardent admirers of the Eose li-om being
present, and it being thought by many desirable to have an
independent show, such as it was when first originated by
Mr. Hole. Whether this will be effected it is impossible to
say ; but certainly there is no flower but the Eose which can
support of itself an exhibition as it has done for years.
Have any of yoiu: readers, I wonder, experienced this

result with regard to that excellent yellow Eose Celine
Forestier, that when grown on a wall it wiU not flower,
or at any rate flowers very sparingly ? I had a fine plant
of it that made shoots 8 or 9 feet long, but I had nothing
but a few indifferent blooms; while on plants as standards
and dwarfs there was an abundant bloom. Triomphe de
Eennes, on the other hand, blooms profusely in the same
si^ation. A knowledge of these points would greatly help
Eose growers, and prevent much disappointment. Good
folk often imagine that theh' little experience is not worth
recording; but I am quite sure that if observations were
more freely given, a great deal of valuable information might
be gained.

—

D. Deal.

The best remedy I have yet met with is to dress the trees

with coal tar very much weakened by mixing urine, night
SOU, and soot with it. Of course, the tar must not be used
too strong, or the remedy wUl prove as bad as the disease.

I trust Mr. Fish's inquiries may induce others to give an
account of then- experience.—W. Brown, Elmdon.

EOYAL HOETICITLTUEAL SOCIETY.—Feb. 4.

The speciality for this occasion was Crocuses, but of these
there were no exhibitors. Messrs. E. G. Henderson con-
tributed a collection of fine-foliaged plants, comprising Dief-
fenbachia grandis and Baraquiniana ; Ficus Lyalli, with
polished pale green foliage ; Ficus Grelli, with shining dark
green leaves, not unlike those of Theophrasta imperialis

;

Cupania filicifolia, with very graceful and elegant Fern-like
leaves ; DracEenas, &c. From the same exhibitors came also
Cyanopliyllum magnificum and Sphferogyne latifolia, the
specimen of the latter with fine large broad leaves. For
the above exhibitions Messrs. E. G. Henderson had first-

class certificates. Mr. Bull, Chelsea, had similar awards
for a collection of Draesenas, and another of Agave, Yucca,
Eoezlia, Beauoarnea, and Bouapai-tea ; and a second-class
certificate for Skimmia fragrans, a fine new hai-dy shrub,
which produces an abundance of fragrant white flowers.

Mr. W. F. Catleugh, Hans Street, Chelsea, exhibited a
number of Chinese Primulas, well fringed and high in colour.
This strain, it was stated, was obtained by selecting the
highest coloured aad most perfectly fimbriated, and fer-

tilising the one with the other. For these Mr. Catleugh
had a first-class certificate ; and a similar award was made
to Mr. Ingram, gardener to Her Majesty, for a finely-flowered
Ehododendrou ; and to Mr. Miller, gardener to Lord Foley,
Worksop, for a basket of very good Mushrooms.
We take this opportunity to remark that the conservatory

is now well worth a visit, the baskets along the front having
been painted afresh; and Mr. Eyles has had them filled

with Hyacinths, Early Tulips, Solanum capsicastrum, Skim-
mia, Azalea amcena, &c., variously arranged. The effect of
the whole is excellent. In one basket, at the western end,
Berberis nepalensis is producing numerous spikes, each
about 8 inches in length, of its fine yellow flowers. It is
evidently deserving of more extensive cultivation than is at
present accorded it.

EABBITS AND BEEBERIS AQUIFOLIUM.
In answer to Mr. Fish's inquiries respecting Berberis

aquifolium being eaten by rabbits and hares, I planted in
1862 about :iOOO plants of it with Privet, Yews, Hollies,
Ehododendrons, and other things, and I am sorry to say it
is quite as much eaten by these animals as anything else.
In fact, I think more so than the Privet, and it is not the
young shoots they eat so much as the old wood. Even strong
shoots 2 to 3 feet high they bite in two a few inches from
the ground, and there is nothing I know of that escapes
their nibbling propensities except Ehododendrons ; and
nothing makes a better cover where the soil suits them.

STEAWBEEEY FOECING.
Much of the success attending the forcing of Strawbemes

depends on the preparation of the plants. The main points
are to have strong plants with their buds well developed,
and the pots filled with roots. Various modes of preparing
the plants are adopted, but there are three which I know to
be attended with very good results.

One mode is, to take the moderately strong runners in

August, and prick them out in nursery-beds about 3 inches
apart every way. If light the soil is made firm by treading
it firmly. Water is given freely, and slight shade until the
plants become established. The situation should be open.
In this position they remain until the following March, when
'they are taken up with a little ball and potted in 3i and
4j-inch pots—the former for the early forcing small kinds,
as Black Prince and May Queen ; the latter for main crops
of the old Wellington, Keens' Seedling, Oscar, and Sir

Charles Napier ; also, for British Queen for late crops. The
soil should consist of strong turfy loam from rotted turves
a year old, chopped pretty fine with a spade, but not sifted

;

and for the culture of the Strawberry in pots I prefer this

compost without any mixture of manure whatever. The
pots should be washed clean both inside and outside, and
but one crock placed over the hole. On this a little rough
sod will also act as drainage, and the roots will ramify
through it. If a little soot be sprin'Kled over it worms will

not like to come through the hole, besides the Strawberry
roots are particularly fond of the soot, which is the best of

manures for Strawberries. Pot the plants firmly, and let

the crown be elevated in the centre of the pot. Give a good
watering and on no account allow them to become dry after-

wards, watering overhead twice weekly with soot water. Soot
water is a certain cure for the attacks of red spider. After
potting half plunge the plants or pots in coal ashes in an
open situation, and if the floor is formed of ashes and boil-

ing coal tar it will be imperviov\s to worms. The flowers

should be pinched out as they show.
In June the plants will be strong, and should be potted

forthwith into their blooming-pots, which should be six-

inch for the early, and seven-inch for the main crops. At
this potting the drainage is made more certain by placing

more crocks at the bottom than in the former case, but three

pieces of pot are ample ; a little rough fresh sod is quite as

good a drainer as a larger amount of crock drainage. Pot
with the ball entire, and ram the soil around the ball quite

firm. Be careful not to sink the crown but keep it well up,

it.s base level with the surface, and aUow a quarter of an inch

below the rim of the pot for watering. The plants should be
plunged as before, and be kept well watered, giving water
overhead on the evenings of hot days. Move the plants

frequently to prevent their rooting into the soil, cutting off

the roots outside, which viH cause fresh ones to be emitted
inside the pot. The plants should not be huddled together,

but have room for their foliage so as to enjoy light and air.

Under no circumstances ought they to be suffered to flag for

want of water. A\l runners should be pinched off close.

By the second week in September the plants should be
stood on boards or slates about 1 foot from the base of a

south wall, and no water given except enough to keep the

soil just moist, and to prevent the leaves flagging. Towards
the middle of October the plants may be placed in a cold

frame, especially those intended for first work, the later

sorts being plunged in ashes or tan in a sunny place, to be

transferred to frames as room can be found for them. Whilst
in the frame they are to have air daily, and protection from
rains and severe frost by a covering of mats. These plants

will jilease most people, and for a cold locality where runners
cannot be had early it is almost the only mode of raising

plants to have fnut early and with certainty.

Another method is to lay a runner in a small pot as
early as runners can be obtained, placing a small stone on
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it to prevent its being blown off with the wind, and if

another runner show beyond the first cut it away. Water
daily if the weather proves dry. In ten days or a fortnight

the roots will show themselves at the drainage-hole ; the

plant is then severed fi-om its parent, placed in a cold frame,

and kept moist and shaded for a few days until it recovers

the check consequent on its separation. In a week or ten

days at the farthest the plants are potted in their blooming-
pots, and treated in the same manner as stated for those
from runners of the previous year, except that they are

more freely watered after removal to a warm sunny situation,

not diminishing the supply much until the end of Septem-
ber or beginning of October. These plants make good
forcers, but wiU not produce so fine a crop, nor be so early

or certain in then' bearing as those from late runners of the

previous year, at least they never were so with me; and it

is in a great measure due to the hard pushing of young
plants that the Black Prince is an indifferent setter early in

the season.

A third method is to prepare six-inch pots for the small
growers or early kinds, and seven-inch pots for the late sorts

by placing two or three large crocks over the hole, and then
a little rough compost. Placing a handful of soil in the pot,

beat it firm with a rammer, and continue to add more soil

and ram until the soil is level with the rim in the centre,

but a quarter or half inch below it at the sides. The soil

should not be very wet, but only just moist. The pots
are then taken to the beds in the open garden—to those
only which are in an open situation—and placed near the
plants so that the runners can be laid exactly in the centre
of the pots, making no hole or hollow, but simply placing
the runner on the soil in the centre of each pot, and laying

a small stone on it on the side next the old plant. If there
is another runner above the one layered, cut it off close to

that in the pot, and if any more are pushed pinch them off

as they show themselves. The runners should be watered
daily in dry weather, and though they wUl be rooted to the
bottom of the pot in three weeks or so, they will obtain
more strength if left attached to the parent until the middle
of September than if severed when first well rooted. The
pots should be raised frequently, and any roots that run
through into the soil rubbed off when young and brittle. If

the roots are allowed to take fast hold of the soil the plants
receive a check they never recover, besides the roots are
wanted inside the pot, which cannot be too full of them.
When severed from the parent, the plant or plants should
be removed to a sunny situation, placing the pots on rough
ashes, or plunging them in ashes, tan, or sawdust, which is

better. These form excellent plants for forcing after January

;

but they are not so good in my estimation as those treated
according to the two preceding modes.
A fourth method, and it is the last that I shall name, is to

take the eai-liest runners in the last week in July, if they are

to be had, but not later than the first week in August. Select

good strong runners and pot them in 60-pots, placing- them
in a close frame and shading slightly until established. The
pots being crammed with roots, in three or four weeks the
plants may be j^otted, the earlier kinds into 4i-inch pots,
and these for the main-crop sorts into six-inch pots. After
potting they may be placed in an open situation, sunny and
sheltered, but not shaded on any account, and if plunged
they are all the better. Here they may remain until the
last week in November, when they should be transferred
to a frame, orchard-house, or any cool house, and be kept
dry rather than wet during the winter. These make nice
plants for forcing after February, but they are of no value
for hard forcing. It is a good system for orchard-houses
and cool vineries, but the preceding is a still better one.

—

G. Abbet.
{To be continued.)

UTILITY OF LOOSENING- THE SOIL.
I HAVE seen at different times statements in your paper

from Mr. Pish, and others, that the looser the surface, the
greater will be the moisture of the soil.

Without questioning the experience of practical men, I

venture to ask the reason of this. The looser and rougher the
soil, the larger must be the surface of earth exposed to the
air, and, consequently, the greater one would imagine the

evaporation to be. A block of ice, we know, is kept from
melting by wi-apping it in a wet blanket, the rough surface
of the blanket throwing off, by evaporation, more moisture,
and with it heat, than any covering of a smoother texture
would do. How is it, then, that a like irregularity of sur-

face does not produce a like rapid evaporation of moisture
from a crumbling and friable soil ? Is it that the loose soil

is even more quick in imbibing moisture from night dews,
than it is in exhaling it during sunshine ? This is certainly

the case with tan, which for the reason above stated, must
evaporate largely, but which must absorb more ; for, even
if but an inch thick, it has always moisture underneath it.

This power of absorption in a loose soil may account for its

greater moisture, if there be no doubt about it, but I

should like to be assured that this is the fact.

My object is more than to satisfy a curious inquiry. I

have reason to believe that the firmer the soil is trodden
round fruit trees growing on a light soil, ajjt to be scorched

in summer, the more the trees will flourish. But if it be
true that loose soil attracts moisture, then the more that
in which my trees grow is trodden, the less moisture they
will have, and moisture is above all things what they want.

1 have looked into Thompson, Lindley, and Johnson, for

information, without success. Perhaps best of all would be
a soil beaten hard below, covered with half an inch of loose

earth on the surface.

—

Wyeside.

[Loosening a soil by forking and other gardening pro-

cesses, benefits in various ways the plants grown upon it.

It enables the air to penetrate, and the oxygen and carbonic

acid of tlie air are requisite applications to the roots of

plants, and the moisture of the air is thus also deposited

within the soil. Being so deposited, the looseness of the

soil also checks its evaporation, for loose soil conducts heat,

or becomes heated, much more slowly than the same soil

consolidated, because the spaces between its particles are

filled with confined air ; air in a state of rest being one of

the worst conductors of heat. A blanket is wrapped round
ice to prevent its melting, because all woollens are bad con-

ductors of heat, and one cause of their being such bad con-

ductors, is that the spaces between their interwoven fibres

are filled with air in a state of rest. That consolidated

earth becomes heated more readily than the same earth

loosened, has been proved by experiment. Tan and cocoa-

nut fibre refuse retain the moisture beneath them for the

same reason, between their fragments are spaces filled with
confined air. Consolidating the earth over the roots of fruit

trees is one of the most fatal of practices, and where it is

superlatively effected by having the surface turfed so that

no loosening is effected for lustrums of years, weakly trees

with little of annual growths, but abundance of lichens on
the trunks and branches, are the usual consequences.

—

Eds.]

PLANT JUDGING.
I AGREE with Mr. Pindlay that plant judging, especially

in the country, where local influence is brought to bear,

wants looking into. Here are three judges—A, B, and C.

A and B Icnow one another, and agree to back each other,

and " snub" down the impertinent observations of C. A or

B, on arriving at a class, says No. 7 is Al. Exactly so,

cries the other. C knows better, and will know presently

that he may as well hold his tongue, or agree with deaf

and dumb men. If you put two professionals and an
amateur together, C will probably represent the amateur.

I cannot but think that concealing names is all moon-
shine. I never saw fairer adjudications than at the Eose

Exhibition at the Floral Hall, Covent Garden, where every

man's name was attached to his box. We want men of

calibre, who do not care about offending any one, client,

fi-iend, or not. The maintained high character and integrity

of such men will be more beneficial to them than favouritism

and nepotism. The names of the three judges should be

written on the prize card, and they should each be made to

write opposite theu- names "For" or "Against," as the case

may be. This would make them cautious ; and the people

wUl then see their judgment, and, if competitors are dis-

appointed, they will still be better satisfied. No doubt such

a plan is open to objections ; but erroneous judgments and

, intentional dishoneaty are open to far ^eater. If men aie
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determined to be dishonest, I fear there is no other cure
but to get rid of them. The publication of the names of
competitors, and the judgments, will enable you to catch
more easily (if guilty of palpable favouritism) nurserymen
and amateur " chums," and nurserymen and amateur clients.

As to country places, the nepotism is fearful.

I only throw out the above as a hint, which more expe-
rienced persons may improve upon. I hope false delicacy
will never hinder any one from stating his objections to
anything that I advance. Human nature is human nature,
and I am not for allowing it the flimsy veil of mere nominal
concealment. See the folly of it. I helped the year before
last to adjudicate the amateurs' Roses with two good pains-
taking and upright judges, Mr. Wood and Mr. Perry. The
first prizes fell in all instances most justly to Mr. Hedge.
After I saw the name of Mr. Hedge affixed to class 1, I knew
all his Eoses in all classes ; I knew them by the boxes, by
the moss, by the mode of setting out, no less than by the
superior growth of the Eoses. I may say, from recollection,
that he was only once nearly approached—viz., in the
twenty-four singles, by Canon Fisher, of Sarum, our most
distinguished western amateur. The very superior Eoses
in both lots stood in the relation of nineteen to seventeen,
and in both cases the remainder were good. In country
places the concealment of names is a farce. In London you
do not want to conceal the names, because first-rate men
are appointed, who, had they no conscience, know that the
eyes of the horticultural and floricultural world are upon
them. The "press" is there! The "press," in London,
is a very good judge.

In conclusion, I think that professionals should never
be secretaries of societies ; that secretaries should not be
allowed to accompany the judges, nor to entertain them

;

that the fairest judges in country places are the 'gentle-
men's head gardeners; that getting distant judges, even
leading men, by no means necessarily secures right and
honest judgments. In all cases it depends upon the cha-
racter of the men employed. I am for protecting judges,
but I am not for allowing them to make capital out of the
public property.
As regards objections made by competitors, they should

be stated before the judges leave the show. No attention
should be paid to them afterwards. Objections should never
be made except where the erroneous or fraudulent judgment
is palpable. Some allowance must be made for differences
of opinion, or written rules for adjudication must be laid
down.—W. F. Eadcltffe, Tarrant Bushton, Blandford.

LA CONSTANTE AND SOME OTHER
STEAWBEEEIES.

I WAS quietly reading your Number of the 10th of
January, when I was startled by the account H. Taylor,
Esq., of Fencote, Bedale, gave of his plants of La Oon-
stante Strawberry. I at once posted oft' in search of my
gardener and thus addressed him. " What do you think The
JoDKNAL OF HORTICULTURE says of La Constanto Straw-
berry ? That the runners require to be potted and kept
under glass during the winter; that it is to be feared it will

not suit the climate of England." "Why, sir," he replied,
"it is one of the hardiest Strawberries we have." " Exactly
so," I said. "And now, can you tell me how many plants we
have of this variety?" "Well, sir, there's that long row
there. It contains more than 250 runners. Then there's
in the border 5(1 plants I transplanted last September ; and
there's 90 plants in the Strawberry-bed which bore so well
last summer'. Besides these, I've a lot more iu reserve, as I

divided a few of the oldest plants last autumn. You've
nearly 450 plants if all of 'em were counted up."

I state this in order to show that I have knowledge of,

and acquaintance with La Constante Strawberry. I pro-
cured some plants of it years ago from tliat excellent fi'a-

garian, Mr. Nicholson, of Eagloscliffe, when he first sent it

out. Tlie summer following I was so pleased with the un-
rivalled flavour of the fruit, and the close compact habit ot
the plant, that I have caused it to be grown here extensively.
I live in a colder climate than that of Bedale, and yet I am
not aware that I have lost a single plant through frost or
cutting winds. This variety of Strawberry has endured a

temperature of 12'" below zero (for my thermometer placed
on the ground at 9 o'clock p.m., on Christmas-eve, two years
ago, indicated that extreme amount of cold), uninjured.
Surely this is ample proof of its hardiness. It requires, how-
ever, good and patient treatment, for it puts forth its runners
so late in the autumn that they are not able to gain sizs

and strength sufficient to bear fruit the following summer.
I will briefly state the mode of treatment adopted here with
success.

In the autumn a trench is dug more than half a spit deep,
a quantity of hotbed manure is spread in it and covered
over %vith soil. Here the runners are planted 6 inches apart
as soon as they are fit to be separated from the parent plants.
They are watered if necessary from time to time, until they
have rooted freely into the soil. About Christmas they are
mulched with strawy manure, care being taken not to smother
the plants. In the August following, another trench is dug
about a spit deep. This is well manured, and covered over
with soil to the level of the earth around. The yearling
plants are taken up carefully with a trowel, and they are
planted in this prepared ground in patches of two or three
together, a space of 14 or 15 inches intervening between
each patch. They are mi\lehed again at Christmas. The
following summer plants so treated have never failed to
produce an abundant crop of first-rate fruit. The plants
may be suffered to remain undisturbed for two seasons,
when they should be again removed after fruiting into fresh
ground well manured.

Carolina Siiperba and Crimson Queen receive the same
treatment. All my other sorts of Strawberries yield good
crops from runners the first year, they are then thrown away,
fresh plantations being made yearly about the first week in

August, if possible. I have not grown the Empress Eugenie,
because Dr. Hogg in his " Fruit Manual," Second Edition,
describes it as " Eather a coarse-looking and very large
Strawberry, not remarkable for any excellency of flavour."

I cannot see the advantage of growing these inferior varie-

ties, Eugenie, Victoria, Oscar, and a host of others, simply
because they are abundant bearers. Why sacrifice quality

to quantity? Plant a rovv more of the finest varieties and
the desired quantity is also attained.

The following sorts are the finest known, and they will

satisfy every want:—British Queen, Carolina Superba, Crim-
son Queen, Eclipse, Emily, Frogmore Late Pine, La Con-
stante, Eivers's Eliza, La Chalonnaise. This kind, however,
is not required where the British Queen succeeds. To this

list may be added Dean's Lord Clyde, Bictou Pine, and
Elton Pine. The last-mentioned variety, though not re-

markable for fiavour, is the best late Straivben-y. AH
these I either have grown or still continue to cultivate in

my garden, and can safely assert that they are perfectly

hardy, unrivalled in fiavour, and excellent for preserving.

It may not bo generally known that plants of new or rare

Strawberries when first obtained from the nurseries, often

fail to exhibit their true character, and appear to be of a
tender and delicate growth. Here, both Crimson Queen
and Frogmore Late Pine did not show to advantage until

their third summer—that is, until I had raised plants from
runners grown here. This may account for the supposed
delicacy of La Constante Strawberry.—A Pkagabian.

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
I AM glad to be able to give your corresi^ondent some little

experience on the above subject.

First. I do not think it advisable, if possible, so far as

horticultural erections are concerned, except on Mr. Craa-
ston's plan. Why I think so will be stated hereafter.

Some two years since wishing to add about 300 feet of

glass to my houses, I purposed doing it with rafters and
glazing thereon, as I had seen similar erections apparently

glazed without putty. I elected to try the plan and save

trouble and expense, so I consulted my handy man with
whour the iilea took considerably, being new I suppose,

and we (lor I must have a hand in the downfall of putty),

having the rafters fixed, began to lay the glass on, beginning

at the bottom in the most orthodox manner possible, when,
alas ! after about half an hour's trial we were forced to give

in and confess to being beaten thus far, for if we could fir
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not a pane would remain fixed. John wished his rheumatiz

pains as unattached to him, as mine seemed likely to be

without putty to my greenhouse. Now, the bright thought

iUumes our faces, it's as good as done. At it instanter,

knock in a couple of tacks to keep up the first pane, and a

little tin or lead hook for each succeeding one. Now, we go

a-head', covering so much space that, with full employment

at Id. a-foot for glazing, I saw, or thought I saw, clearly

how our Kelks and Cubitts had made such fortunes ; and as

to seed-selling, being summer time, I must confess I was

rather false to my old love, and thought glazing without

putty at Id. per foot was the right thing after aU.

Hark, what do I hear? "John, what are you doing?"

"Nuthun, zm-!" "What noise is that?" "Ony the glass

a-rattling
! " Tes, it was only the glass rattling, but that

glass-rattling was on the roof of my new house, and I

then thought, that if it rattled like that in such a trifling

breeze, it would surely not only rattle but break with an

ordinary wind. What's to be done ? Why, of course, peg

each pane down! How? With some nice V-shaped bits of

tin. That's it ! Off to Bill Smith's the tinman, who cut

'em to a tee, and not very long about it, and charged but

a trifle for it too. Right we were, at least we thought so,

so we inserted four of the tin wedges to each pane of glass

(12 by 18' s), and that day we heard no more rattUng of

glass.

Thus far, so good, and our glazing was again looking all

right, but being about teatime, and as John could go water-

ing, I thought a little cogitation on the subject would be

valuable, so I weighed the in-os and cons, and fancied the

latter considerably the heavier, so I stopped the work to

try an experiment as to how far glazing without putty would

be watertight (supposing I had efteotually settled the " wind-

tightness"), so I poured water on the roof from a watering-

pot with a moderately fine rose, about 4 feet above the glass,

and the result was the glazing would not act at all, the

water permeated under the edges of the glass and down the

inside of the rafters into the house in a continuous stream,

not in a drip. This was an experiment, and I must confess

not at all satisfactory.

Glazing without putty was now at a considerable discount,

so I found John another job for a day or two while I finished

(to be sure it was done thoroughly), a small portion of the

work with some thick paint, which I well worked in by the

sides and on the rafters, and on the glass the width of the

rebate, and which answered splendidly for the first or kfwest

pane of glass, but on the upper panes where each rested on

the other it gradually soaked under each and down the under

pane in a most provoking style, and no idea would suggest

itself this time as a remedy, except to put on dry paint ! and
I concluded glazing without putty, except as aforesaid, was
a failure for greenhouses.
Tet I did not give up, but had some thin putty made and

placed it on the rebate of the rafters as in the first process

of ordinary glazing, placed the glass on this, which with

trifling pressiu-e admirably filled up all the little spaces and
did not run down the glass, pegged the glass down, used
the little hooks and nails to keep each pane in its place as

before, and laid on one thick coat of paint well worked into

the rebate, and on to the glass about a quarter of an inch on
each side. In a few days when a little " set," I took off the

putty pressed out on the underside and gave the rafters a

coat of paint well worked in up to the glass, and so far all

was as perfect ia every sense as glazing could possibly be,

and was this summer perfectly air and watertight; but I

would recommend an annual coat of paint, if possible, to

such glazing, as the paint is apt to peel off the glass and
look ragged and shabby. All who saw it ccnsiflered it a
good mode of glazing, as I did for some time ; but two years'

experience tells me that so far as I am concerned the old

mode of glazing with putty is better, for this reason—glazing
in the above mode must be done jierfectly and in good
weather, and painted as quickly as possible after placing the
glass, consequently, the oil, whitelead, putty, &c., combine
as it were into a kind of cement, the action of the weather
still hardening it, so that I found it almost an impossibility

to take out broken panes, clean as they should be, to replace

with new ones without each time cutting .away the wood-
work, not to mention sundry panes broken from the extreme
difficulty of "hacking out." Such diificulty I have rarely

found when they have been glazed with putty, as however
hard the top may be, it by excluding sun, and with the mois-

ture, &c., inside, keeps the putty under the glass, unless very

old and dry, iu such a state as to be easily scraped from the

wood ; therefore, 1 am again aU right with my old love, and
hope to avoid another putty trial, and that my experience

may be some guide to your correspondent.—E. H. Poynteb,
Taunton. ^^^__

TouK correspondent can glaze .without putty provided he
gets glass made with the outside edges turned up— the
glass to be in the centre of the astragals. The glass may be
any length he chooses. Over the squares of the glass thus

met he must have sheet iron bent, with small holes in the

sheet iron to allow of small screws being fixed at regular

intervals along the astragals, then small nxits to screw

down the sheet iron as tight as he pleases. To keep the

glass from slipping he must use small zinc hooks hooked
both ways.—P. M. M.

OBTAINING- SUPEEIOE PEAS AND
CABBAGES.

There are few crops of more consequence than a good crop

of Peas iu summer and autumn, and plenty of good sound
white Cabbage in winter and spring; for next to Potatoes,

there are, in reality, no vegetables which are more general

favourites, a dish of Peas forming as agreeable an addition

to the table of the poor man as to that of the wealthy.

Like the Potato, Peas require very little to make them
palatable, whilst undergoing the cooking process, so there

is no reason why the poor man should not enjoy them as

well as the rich.

The season is now nearly at hand when something must
be done in the way of providing for another year. I believe

there are few that had anything to do with gardening last

year, 1SG4', but found it a very dry season, and all vegetation

suffered more or less, especially Peas. A few words as to

how I managed to have plenty may not be unacceptable.

Having entered a new situation, 1 soon learned that plenty

of Peas, early and late, would be called for, and being nearly

Christmas, I began to examine the soil of the garden, to see

if it had been trenched lately. To my disappointment I

found the subsoil as hard as stone, not having been dug
above 6 inches deep for many years. Now, common sense

told me at once that Peas would not produce a satisfactory

crop in such soil. What was to be done ? I had no time

for trenching, for other work was going on at the time, and
I wanted a few Peas sown at once. I out with a trench.

IS inches wide and 2 feet deep, partly filled it with dung,

well mixed it, and sowed my Peas. I served two rows this

way, and two rows were sown afterwards, only digging the

ground. The consequence was, plenty of Peas, but only in

the rows where the soil was trenched.

The sorts sown were Daniel O'Kourke, in the rows trenched,

and Dillistone's Early in the other two rows. I gathered

from Daniel O'Eourke ten days earlier than from the Dil-

listone's. The former variety being strong and healthy,

carried a good crop, while the plants of the latter were very

weak, and very few pods were taken from them.

I followed this practice .all the summer witli other sorts,

as Prizetaker, Glory, Champion of England, Hau's's Dwarf
Mammoth, and A^eitch's Perfection, with excellent results,

but only from the rows that were on the ground trenched,

mUdew attacking the two rows on the ground not trenched,

some time before they were in bloom. I had abundance of

Peas aU the summer and autumn, till the first week iu No-

vember, when a slight frost came and cut my two last rows

when in full bloom. If I had had materials for covering

them, such as glass, no doubt I should have had good Peas

in December.
I must not forget to say I mulched the rows with Mush-

room dung, and short grass, and gave thera a good water-

ing twice a-week.

I served my Scarlet Eunners the same way, and with the

same success.

Before I put in my third sowing of Peas, the weather

being so hot and dry, led me to believe that Cauliflowers,

and early Broccoli, for winter use, would be scarce, also
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ttat the Broccoli would be very small. I pricked out an
extra quantity of Cabbage, in sorts, about five hundred
plants altogether, and as I cleared away the early Potatoes,

Cauliflowers, and early Peas, I planted Cabbages, keeping
the plants alive by a watering now and then. Thus I had
by October an excellent lot of good Cabbages. I had a six-

light frame not in use, I pulled them up, taking the loose

leaves from them, and laid them in leaf mould close to-

gether. The pit held the lot. I turned them back and
cleaned them every three weeks, and I have now enough of
good Cabbages to last me till AprU, and they are quite equal
to spring-grown Cabbages. The sorts are Wheelers Im-
perial, Enfield Market, and Nonpareil. I find Wheelei-'s
Imperial keeps the best. This is a good practice where
families do not care for Savoys.—H. Comlet, Gardener, The
Mendre, Monmouthshire.

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

The general preparation of ground for the spring crops
having been delayed, no time should now be lost in forward-

ing the necessary digging and trenching, preparatory to the
more thorough preparation of the soil before sowing-time.
The principal causes of success in growing vegetables are a
fine tilth, and as great a depth of earth as can be obtained
without interfering with the subsoil, if the latter is of a
sour nature. Clayey and retentive subsoils should, however.
be forked over, loosening the ground to some depth. This
will facilitate the passage of water from the roots, and by
degrees the subsoil will become improved. There are but
few vegetables which do not require a medium depth of

2 feet to grow in—some more, and hence the necessity of

deep well-pulverised soil for their successful cultivation.

To be effective the manure should be completely mixed with
the soil to its fuU depth. For the present, therefore, the
dung may be dug in in the process of trenching, and its

thorough incorporation with the soil will be best effected

when the ground is again worked over with the three-pronged
fork. Kespecting the application of manures to different soils,

we may observe that for warm dry soils such as are of a cool

nature, as cow or pig-manure, should be applied ; horsedung
will answer best in medium loams, while on stiff clayey
soils a portion of ashes, road-scrapings, old mortar, or refuse
of any kind, may be used in addition to ordinary manure.
They will help to keep the land porous, and consequently
assist the roots of growing crops to permeate the mass of

soil. Old Cabbage ground, which has been under Sprouts
since last August, will now become available for other pur-
poses. Where plenty of Coleworts have been provided some
of the latest of the July sowings will supply their place,

and stand over for early Cabbage. Old Cabbage ground
should be trenched and pretty well manured, as the Cabbage
is a scourging crop. It is generally followed by a second
sowing of Peas ; the Peas in their turn are succeeded by
Celery-beds, and this course prepares again for any of the
Brassiea tribe. Cauliflowers may be turned out of then- pots,

putting four strong plants under each hand-glass. See that
the spring-sown do not "draw " if raised in heat. Let them
be pricked-out betimes. Spinach, a small sowing may be
made between the rows of early Peas.

FEUIT GARDEN.
In the orchard get all planting finished as soon as possible,

and stake and mulch. Kemember to drain thoroughly.
Nowhere is this advice more necessary than in the orchard.

Although Apples and Pears are fond of adhesive soils, they
will never prove profitable where water is allowed to accu-

mulate. Examine all old or overborne trees. Many trees

of this character may soon be recovered by applying manure
at the extremities of then- roots, and also i>y a good top-

dressing.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Wherever a high degree of keeping is required in the

pleasure ground, nothing tends so much to their beauty as

a close velvety lawn. It often, however, requires consider-
able trouble to secure this desideratum. On rich soils the
coarser grasses prevail and are difficult to eradicate or keep
under, while on soils naturally poor and which have been fpr

80me time under the scythe, the different kinds of mosses

are found to increase in a manner prejudicial to the better
sorts of lawn grasses. As the present is the season when
the mosses attain their greatest perfection, it will be found
the best time to eradicate them, and a sharp-toothed iron

rake or light drag will be the best implement for this pur-
pose, working it sufSoiently to bring up the mosses, which
should be cleared off and the lawn left for some time, when
a second operation may, perhaps, be necessary. In March
sow thickly Sheep's Fescue Grass and Crested Dog's Tail,

and apply a dressing of lime rubbish and fresh soil, or the
latter and fine bone dust, which with occasional rollings to
keep the ground firm wiU soon produce a good sward.

GREENHOaSE AND CONSEKVATOET.
A slight advance in heat may be made on bright days, but

if cloudy skies intervene, revert immediately to decreased
warmth, and let the humidity be in the same ratio. Those
who are growers of Epacrises, Corrseas, Leschenaultias, Poly-
galas, &c., will soon enjoy a rich treat in those charming
tribes. Camellias at this time require abundance of water.
Keep a sharp eye upon Ericas, Epacrises, &c., that are pot-

bound, some of these wUl require liberal watering. In ad-

dition to keeping the conservatory gay with blooming plants
let the arrangement of the interior be occasionally changed,
by grouping the plants somewhat differently and adding a
few striking ones, as some of the hardiest Palms, &c., for

effect. Orange trees in tubs ai-e liable to be affected by a
black fungus on the leaf, having tlie appearance of soot.

This should at all times be thoroughly cleaned off. A little

soapsuds, warm, with some sulphur mixed with them and
applied with a sponge is a good remedy. Fuchsias may now
be put in a little heat to start them for cuttings. Such as

are wanted for eajrly bloom may be pruned-in preparatory
to disrooting them. Pelai-goniums for early blooming wUl
now require careful training. Thin out the shoots where
too crowded, and tie-out the rest in the desired form. Fumi-
gate on the first appearance of green fly, as it wOl save
much after-trouble.

STOVE.
The plants here will in general now require an increased

amount of atmospheric moisture with a slight advance in

heat. We prefer such advances to be for the most part on
the afternoons of bright days, when the solar heat may be
enclosed, and with a moist and wholesome atmosphere. Begin
to repot Orchids, taking them exactly in the order in which
they bud. Be sure that your material is scalded or half

charred to destroy insects. Keep the plants well elevated

and use plenty of charcoal in lumps of considerable size,

fastening the whole at least so that the plant cannot be
loosened by gentle shaking. Sphagnum or other moss
pegged on the top makes a good finish, and is to be recom-
mended in houses which are unavoidably deficient of atmo-
spheric moisture. Syringe plants on blocks occasionally.

Keep a sharp eye on insect-baits at this time.—W. Kbane.

DOINGS OF THE LIST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Here the work done out of doors, owing to the snow, has
been very limited. Removed on Thursday the covering from
Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Eadishes, &c., which had thus enjoyed

a night of fully a weeV, and looked none the worse of it.

As tiie weather becomes milder will give them all the air

and light possible. With this object, washed in a thawing
day the glass underneath which Potatoes and Peas are

growing in pots. Gave also all thel ight and aii' possible to

Asparagus in frame, and would introduce more, but that we
are a little short, and also uncertain as to when it wUl be
most wanted. Planted two frames of Potatoes, the beds
having just a little bottom heat from tree leaves, planting

rather thickly and putting the earth about them in ridges, so

that some tempoi-ary things may have standing room be-

tween the rows. Finding we were deficient of material to

faake a slight hotbed just now for early Carrots, sowed some
jij boxes, so that they may be placed where there is a little

heat, and be hardened off by degrees. We will, however,

Jiave a two-light box as soon as possible, as a bed of Forcing

Dutch or Early Horn Can-ots is one of the most useful

things about a garden. We always thinls: such quick-grown

little dot? have a aweetness peculiar to themselves. Re-
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potted some nice little Cucumber plants that were growing

in a hotbed of leaves. We have seen some of our old gai--

deners do thi.^ at the back of the frame, with a thick cloth

covering themselves and the opening that the plants might
not suffer—a rather different thing from carrying such

tender plants all exposed in a sieve to the potting-shed.

We choose a medium course. We had the plants under

some little, wooden, bottomless boxes, but with a glass move-
able top inside the frame. The plants were taken out

quickly, placed in a deep basket half filled with warm leaves,

and were then carried with a thick cloth over and round the

basket to a warm stoke-hole shed, where pots and soil had
been previously warmed ready for them, the pots aU drained,

son in the bottom, &c., and warmish water all ready, so that

the shifting was soon done, and the plants were quickly put
back again by means of the warm covered basket, the bed
being nicely forked over whilst the shifting was being done,

in the close warm place.

In reference to the mischief accruing from sudden changes
of temperature, a correspondent thus writes :

—" What you
said last week is all true about sudden extremes. I used,

though only an amateur, to be very successful with Cucum-
bers. I was done one year, and I have always thought that
my most successful rival had something to do with it. He
noticed me taking some things very carefuUj' from the bed
into my little workshop, and then he came to talk about
some long-winded story. I thought I had shut the door all

right, but no, I left it open, and when I was at liberty my
poor little plants were in a pitiable plight, and with all mj'

coaxing they did no good afterwards. Thus I was regularly

beaten through that good-natured chat." Well, it might be
so—the leaving the door open was quite sufiicient, without
indulging in any uncharitable surmises. But why not have
been straightforward, and told Mr. Pry to wait until you
had done your job ? The truth most likely was that you
were determined your rival should not see your fine plants.

Such hiding will soon be classed with the things that were,

and when the knowing ones are caught at times they may
expect to have the joke against them.

Mushroom-beds.—These have been producing heavily, and
as we were obliged to sprinkle a little litter on the beds in

severe weather, we have had it taken off, and swept the beds
with a hair broom, so as to leave all clean and firm, then
sprinkled gently any part that seemed a little dry, and we
have no doubt that we shall have plenty more. At this

season we prefer a little moisture in the atmosphere to much
watering. A month or two hence water may be applied
more freely if the beds are at all dry, and some manure
water from sheep or deer-dung wUl be more telling than
clean water. Beat down fir-mly another piece that had been
spawned about ten days ago. The beating firm is so far a
preservative against woodlice. Do what we may we are
always troubled with them as the spring comes on, and
there is nothing for it but scalding and trapping. We have
no doubt we take them in with the litter and the dung, for

it is rare to be able to find one in the autumn after we
have cleaned out the house.
Sudden extremes are also bad for Mushvoom-beds. We

have seen a bed covered up and producing well, all uncovered
to gather the produce, and left uncovered and exposed until
the bed was chiUed, and the working spawn next to killed,

so that when the owner went, expecting to gather a basket
of fat j uicy Mushrooms, he obtained nothing but little dots
of brownisli buttons, as tough as a blacksmith's apron.
We think we mentioned about double spawning an ele-

vated sparred-bed, and it has done pretty fair on the under
side, giving us some very large Mushrooms protruded
through the spars. The bed altogether is about 15 inches
deep. A little long litter was placed on the spars, then the
turf with the grass side uppermost, all being made regular,
with a little loam spread over the openings ; on this a little

of the dung materials for the bed, and on this spawn in little

bits. The material was of such a nature that there was no
danger of overheating, especially at the bottom. The bed
above was treated just as beds are generally treated. Though
thus Mushrooms can be had from both sides of a raised shelf

bed, except for getting a dish from the under side on an
emergency, we do not know if there is in the peculiar

system a great deal to recommend it.

We have put in a little more material to help to wake

another little piece of a bed on the bottom or floor ofthe house.

The bottom part is chiefly fresh long litter from the stable

:

on that are placed some di-oppings that had been thrown
together for a week. This would throw up rather too much
steam in the house at this season, and, therefore, we cover

it over with rough, lumpy, dry loam to keep down the moist

steam. This soil is much better than wasting the manure
by drying it too much beforehand. When people are scarce

of material they must make the most of it. One of the

finest beds we ever had was formed chiefly of old stubble,

with a casing over it of rather rotten dung ; biit for aU
that we prefer about equal parts of droppings and litter

cut small, so as to mix intimately. At this season when
droppings, unless they coaie direct from the stable, are apt

to be too damp and wet, a little chopped straw, or dry litter

chopped, will make it aU. in good condition. If even then

the bed should be rather damp for receiving the spawn, a

fine produce may be obtained by wrapping each piece of

spawn in a handful of dry litter.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Looked over fruit-room, pruned a little in orchard-house,

damped the Vines breaking, sprinkled Peach trees, and set

Strawberry plants in bloom in the best positions we could

muster for light. It is a great advantage to have a place

for everything, but in these days how few can command
such conveniences ! Among the thousands who relish their

early Strawbenies how few there are who have a Strawberry-

house, where the plants can be placed and remain untU the

fruit is gathered, as in the beautiful Strawberry-house at

Enville. In all these places we reduced the temperature

considerably during the storm, for what was the use of a

high temperature when the days gave us nothing but fog

and snow? The point of safety in aU such cases is quite

high enough as respects temperature, and the plants will be

found strong and stubby to take the advantage of the sun

and clear days when they come. The snow was rather more
than a foot deep in this neighbourhood ; as it is now melting

fast, and filling the pools and reservoirs, it is also filling
hearts with gratitude that they will not now be likely with-

out water until the springs rise in the wells.

We are sorry that some amateurs with small greenhouses

against the waUs of their dwelling-house have suffered fr-om

the snow from the roof of their houses faUiug and crashing

through the glass of the greenhouse. We had thus a score

of smaU squares broken ourselves. The roof of the dwelling-

house had been altered, and in attending to the roof of the

mansion we forgot our own, and at night the slip of the

snow went clear over the spouting and in through some of

the glass. In all such cases of lean-to's where there is a
high roof above them, some sort of parapet should be erected

to prevent such an accident ; or when a heavy faU of snow
takes place, and there is a prospect of a thaw, a covering

in the shape of shutters or thick canvass should be placed

over the lower part of the greenhouse roof, as it wUl be easy

to tell where the snow is apt to fall after it pitches past the

spouting.
On steep roofs the snow remained only a short time ; but

on flatter roofs, as on the late vinery, it lay well, and thus

gave a good protection to the Grapes, and we took care not

to give as much heat below as to melt this snow whilst the

frost lasted. The snow also protected all vegetables and

young crops out of doors more effectually than could have

been done in the sharp frost by any other means.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Out of doors nothing has been done here, except clearing

paths of the snow, and placing a good portion of it about

the garden so that it would find its way to our reservoirs as

it melted. If it had continued we thought of having a snow
plough made for the roads and walks. For the former a

good plough is formed of three strong planks, say 2 inches

thick, 10 inches deep, two 8 feet long and one 6 feet long.

The 6 feet forms the base of the triangle, the two others the

sides terminating in a point, to which horse-power is at-

tached ; the handles are placed at the base. The three sides

are strongly braced together, and if the snow is deep there

is a heavy weight placed on the bracing or the box thus

formed, or a man sits or stands there to keep all clear. For
one or two men, for gai-den use, one about the third of the'
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size and much lighter is very useful wliere snowstorms are

frequent.

In snowy days washed jjots, cut tallies, made stakes, split

wood, sharpened tools, put soil in warm places, picked over
plants, regulated creepers and twiners, &o., washed stages,

&c., and proceeded with potting, making a temporary bench
in some of the houses to save the trouble of taking the plants

out and bringing them back again in the cold. The top of

the furnaces, and even the pathway of the Mushroom-house,
are capital places for warming soils, almost as good as our
amateur's hearthstone if the mistress of the establishment
can be coaxed into permitting suoh encroachments on her
domain.

Calceolarias.—Uncovered the pit of shrubby Calceolaria

cuttings that had been made snug by the snow for a week.
One light, we noticed, looked a little yellow, all the rest were
quite green. The above pit-light wiU be all right after a
few days of mellow light. The young things there had
begun to grow, the green ones had grown less, and, there-

fore, suffered from darkness less or none at all. Let us
again impress on our young readers the fact, that to with-
stand uninjured continued darkness the inside tempera-
ture must be so low that the plants shall have no inducement
to elongate. If they do the seeming growth wiU become
sickly and of a yellow tinge.

Any large jjlants saved, intended to bloom early in pots,
should now receive their last shifting into good-sized pots,

and into rich loamy soil well firmed round the balls. Such
plants are useful for early blooming. To get late flowers

from shrubby kinds in late autumn and the beginning of

winter, either autumn or spring-inserted cuttings should be
used, be turned out in May into a shaded border, no blooms
permitted in summer, and the plants raised and repotted
carefully in September.

Serhaceous Calceolarias sown in July and August should
now be repotted and placed on a cool bottom near the glass,

all the light possible given to them, and plenty of air when
the external temperatm-e is above 38°, and cold water used
for watering when necessary. A good compost for this

section is equal parts of good loam and very sweet decayed
leaf mould, and half a part of sand. In April and May few
things are more beautiful than a shelf or house of these
pretty plants. For seedlings, pots 6 or 8 inches in diameter
are quite large enough, but for approved kinds there is no
limit to the size of the pot, or the size to which the plant may
grow from a nice hotbed little plant in the autumn. When
huge plants of these herbaceous Calceolarias are desired, it

is always best to commence with a young plant, or a piece
of an old one, but not to continue shifting an old plant that
has bloomed. A plant with a single stem in September by
frequent shi^'ting all the autumn and winter may fill the
largest pot before it blooms, if afforded all the "little at-

tentions it needs. Among these are plenty of sweet air,

and a cool, moist, medium to stand upon, and if this healthy
coolness is given there will bo less need of tobacco smoko,
though it should be used, and but moderately, whenever
more than two or three green flies are discovered, supposing
that these two are at once nipped up as soon as they are seen.

Cinerarias.—Watered the most forward with weak manure
water. Potted younger ones and approved sorts, bearing in
mind that whenever large-flowering plants are wanted the
balls must not become pot-bound untU a short time before
you wish them to show bloom. This plant is more easily
injured by frost, and is nearly as much averse to heat as the
Calceolaria. Both will enjoy a great amount of sunlight
and a very fair proportion of sun heat, provided the roots

are moist and cool. Bottom heat, unless for particular pur-
poses, is the abomination of both.

Chinese Primroses.—Watered with manure water those in

full bloom. Shifted successions, and potted young plants.

In dull, damp, foggy weather, when the soil becomes dry,

avoid spilling v/ater on the stem or the heart of the leaves,

for gangrene or rottenness is apt to follow. This should be
particularly avoided in the case of the double varieties.

These, too, will also like a warmer temperature than the
single, semi-doul.ile, and fringed kinds. In crowded conserva-
tories the douljle kinds should stand elevated on reversed
flower-pots, so tliat air and light may jjermeate aU round
them. If the least speck of damp or mouldiness appears
at the collar or the base of the leaves remove it carefully.

using a small pointed knife if necessary, and flll the place
and the surroundings with fine powdered charcoal, with a
little powdered chalk or mild lime in it, and after a few days
shake off the powder and use it again fresh bruised. These
are useful for many purposes, as the bloom stands so well,

which cannot be said of the single kinds, however beautiful
and interesting they look.

As to Camellias, Azaleas, Epacrises, and other hardwooded
plants, we must refer to previous Numbers, and also as
respects the forcing-house or pit ; we have only to add, that as
respects Dielytras, Lily of the Valley, Roses, Deutzias, Rho-
dodendrons, shrubs, &c., all will now force more satisfactorily

than they would have done before Christmas, and for all of

them a slight bottom heat and a gradual increase of top heat
will suit them well, bearing in mind that nothing is gained
by sudden rises of temperature, and that Nature performs all

her great operations gradually.
But we must leave all these to oblige by answering here

the request of a lady as to Lobelia speciosa, and we do so

by saying, that we would rather not decide whether the blue
speciosa, or the lighter Paxtoniana and Gordoniana, and
several others are best, as we really believe they are all

good, and that a decided superiority in either will depend
more on our own tastes and culture than on the direct in-

trinsic merits of the varieties ; and then as to obtaining lots

of these varieties, we decidedly say, for all small beds that

are wanted to be fu-st-rate and unique, and thoroughly alike

in tint and habit, propagate every plant carefully by cat-

tings. Where vast quantities are needed, as for ribbon-lines

or edgings, and strict shade is not so much a matter of con-

sequence, then the best plan would be to sow the seed saved,

and prick off and prepare as fast as possible untU the end
of April. The seedlings will cost far less trouble, and most
likely they will stand through the autumn better. We
believe the long lines of blue Lobelia speciosa at EuvUle were

all raised from seed. Ton must now set about either sowing or

projiagating, according to the quantity you want, or better

try both plans, and then give us the benefit of your ex-

perience, as we are all learners.—E. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—Febettasy 4.

There is a fair supply both of out-door tind in-door produce. Apples are

still plentiful and cood. consi-^tincr of Blenlieira Pippins, Russets, Court of

Wick, King: of tlie Pippins, Stamford Pippin, Old Golden Pippin, Golden

Knob. Of good dessert Pears there is a short supply. Thev ch efly consist

of BeuiTf' de Ranee, Easter Beurr4, Jeande Witte Ne Plus Meuria, Colmar,

and Passe Colmar. Grapes have advanced in price, bat are siiU very good.

Some new ones miy be had, but they are nut equ il to the old ones at

present. Pines are scarcelv sufficient for the demand ;
Oranges and

Lemons abundant. Greens of all kinds, notwilhstandini- the late severe

weather, are brought in quantiiies sufficient to meet all requirements. The
usual imports from abroad aie well kept up, and to the articles named
in previous reports we have to add Artichokes. Asparat^us is more

plentiful : Spinach has advanced in price ; of Rhubarb and S=a-kale there

is a good supply.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS,
*ifc* "We request that no one will write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Joui-nal of Horticulture,

Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so

doing- they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should therefore be ad-

dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of fforticid-

ture, Sec, 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the

same sheet questions relatinp^ to Gardening and those

on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to ^et them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write tliem

on separate communications. Also never to send more
than two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Flora will find an answer at pajje 15 of our Journal issxied on January 3rd*

Dwarf Celine Rosk Stocks (./. B.).~U\\ W. Paul, Nursery, Waltham
Cross, can give you the infordiation you require.

Edelweiss (1/. A. i7,).—"Will some of our readers tell ns whit is the

botanical name of the Alpine plant which hns the above local name T

Failure of CRors (E. Fcfizeii).-—On a sandy s lil, havint^ a sandy subsoil,

full of couch ffr;iss and o^her wpe'ls, and unmanurel for ninp years, no
crop can be profitaMy c'o-rn. If theru is chalk or clay to he bad in your
neighbourhood one hundrpd one-h-rse-load^uf them psr acre should be added

to improvp the staplp. Save all yonf house se\v:ige, and water your crops

with it. Buy some cuann, and put 2 ozs. of it to e.ich gnllon of water, and
apply that 1o your crops. It will in your c.iss be the best mode of manur-
ing. No variety of Pnfjto is speciallr adr.ptcd to such a soil—one will do

as well as another, and any will do badly unless yon apply plentifully one or

other of the liquid mannres we have named. The same observation will

apply to Peas. Carroti- uvght succif d on such a noil if trenched two spades

deep, a little manure turned in with the bottom snit, and liquid manure
poured between the rows during the growth of the Carrots.

Mdssett's Hot-water Apparatus.— I atn .=oiry to siy I can get no satis-

faction with it ; as yet I have not been able to wHrm the water. Have any
of your correspondents succeeded with it? if so, I should be glad to know
how they manage.—M.

Celery— CccuMBBRs in Fr\me (W. 5.).—A good red Celery for main
crops is Cole's Defiance, and there is no better white than Incomparable.
Cole's White is also good. Laing's Mammoth is a good keeping Celery.

As a rule red kinds of Celery Us'^p better ihau white, being hardier, and

I

not so liable tj bolt— that is-, to run to seed. About the last week in

February make a bed of horneiinng, or s*nble litter that hai been turned

over once or twice to sweeten i', or get rid of its i-anUness. Let the bed be

I

1 foot wider thsm the frame all round. 4^ feet high at back, and 4 feet in

' front ; shai-e the hot dung, and beac it down with the back of the fork. On
i

this place the frame, ami put on the lights. In a week or ten days the

greatest heat will be attained. A test stick, placed in the bed. will enahle
yon to tell when to soil the bed, the proper lime being when you can bear
the stick in your hand without experiencing any sense of burning. When
this is the cas;; level the surface of the bed, and place about 3 inches of soil

all over it. also half a b^rrowful under each light, exactly in the centre, in

the form of a cone with a flattened top. The soil should be moderately
strong turfy loam, but any kind of fresh loam will do, if not very strong.

In about three days the bed will be ready for the plants; but where are
they to come from ? Perhaps some neiglibouring gardener will be able to

I let yon have a couple of plants, or accommodate a couple of pots in his
frame, the seed being sown on or about, the Sth of February. The sort we
would grow for table use is Sion House or Carter's Champion, both very
prolific and excellent Cucumbers for table. If you want pize, Kirklees
Hall Deftanee, or Lynch's Stai- of the West, are large, fine-looking, and
good for UFe. The plants being at band, and having been stopped at the
gecond leaf, phint them on the cone, and leave the fop a little hollow, in
order that the plants may be watered at planting. Water with tepid water,
and always keep the soil ranist; but do not give much at first, and, bet'oie

May, always early in the morning. Admit a little air at back by tilting

the lights there on fine days, and if \ou have a thermometer in the frame
you may reguUte the temperature to a nicety In the morning, for the
first fortnight, it should be from Gi'^ to 70°, and when it sinks below
the former dpgree, cover at nifht with mats, taking them off in the
morning. Admit air at SO", and cUse at the same, or a little higher rather
than lower. After the plants becnnie established, air may be given at 7.5°,

and the frame shut up at 80'^. When the roots come through the sides of
the hills cover thi'in with soil, leaving some in the frame twenty-four hours
previously to be warmed ; and as fast as they come through add more, until
there is, all over the bed, 10 inches or a foot thick of soil. Stop the plants
about a week after planting oat, which will induce shoots, and spread these
out evenly all over the surface of the bed. Whm they show fiuit, stnp the
Bhoots one joint abovt the fruit, and this throughout the season, thinning
out any shoots that have done bearing, and such as crowd tliose bearinc.
"When the heat begins to decline, linp the bed with frtsh dung, and if you
manage well you will have fruit in M ly, and onwards through the summer.
In summer they will require water about every oiher day ; wnd in July, if

.
yon add a little fresh soil, and lay some of the young shoots into the soil, thev
will do all the better. If you cannot obtain plants we would not make the
bed until the middle of March, and then sow the seeds in small p-ts, plunginj::

1 thetn in the bed after covering it with a few inches of soil, but not placing

I

any in the centre just then. In a few days the seeds will be up, and when
the rjugh leaves appear pnt the young plants in larger pots, watering care-
fully, etherwise they will damp otf. When they have made two rough
leaves nip out the growing point, and then is the time to place some soil in
the centre of each light, and in a few days afterwards plant on the hills.

The necessity for litang the bed wiii be increased, and the fruit will not be
produced so soon by three weeks or a month. If you have convenience to
make up a seed bed, and raise the plants, a bed 3 feet hiiih will do, and you
may sow the seed early in February, and to time the fruitiug-bed that it

will be ready for them when St to plant out.

Selkct GunroLi (F. X.).~The following twenty are showy and moderate

in price-vi/„ Adonis, Berenice. Brenclilevpusis, Ceres, Clemfuce, Due de

MalakofT, La Quintinie, Lord Raglan. Ma-lame Bidder, Madame HaquiD,

Mathdde de Landevoisin, Napoleon ill., Neptune, Oracle, Ophir, Penelope,

Kebecca. Rembrandt, Vesta, Vulcain.

Covers (7t>«/frirtn).—You can have a coviT for the volume free by post

from our office if you enclose fourteen postage stamps with your direction,

A binder will charge Is. for putting it on.

"Waltonian Case.—" A. C. C. H." wiohes to know where he can obtain

one.

PRorECTiNo Wall-tree Blossoms (/. E, TT'.).—You will have seen what
we replied at page 95. Tobacco smoke will not injure Camellia buds. You
keep the air of your greenhouse too dry.

Hot-water Heating { W. Roivnrd).—Yonr proposed house for Cuctim-

bers and stove plants bus some of the features of a house wo gave a section

of in our second volume (first series), only the Cucumber-house, or small

stove, was heated by a tank without pipes, and the back house, separated

fiom it hv a glass partition, was a greenhouse instead of a stove. We
instance th*' difference bpcause, though the division of ghiss did well for

ventilutingihe stove and Cucumber-hou-e, it would not be iqually effectual

when the back house also was kept at a stove heat. We mention this

beciuse you do not speak of or sho«' any separate means for ventilating the

Cucumber-house. Neither do vou mention the size of the two houses that

form the general width of 20 feet; but we presume tliii Cucumber-house

wiil be 8 feet, and the stove 12 feet in width, and we will ;ict on this sup-

position in ansv/ering your questions. l.=t, The dip of the fiow-pipe througii

thu tiink will affect the circulation, unless there is an aii-pii^e fixed there

at the lowf^st point, and that lower part or bt-nd is above iho height of the

fop of the boiler. Even then, if from an oppn cistern we Insvcred the pipe

to the tank, we would not raise it atthefuther end, bu' remrn it in the

tank, and thence to the boiler; but there need be little (UniLulry if the bend

in the tank is above the top of the boiler. 2nd, You will O'-pd two pipes

in the tank for caily Cucumbers. Of course the opi-nings at the sides, to

let- out steam, muNt be under control. 3rd, ForwinterCn umnprs you would

need three
i
ipes for atmospheric heat. To have them about M..iy two pipes

would do. 4th, You would need at least four rows of idpes in the &ttTe«

If you wanted it above i>5° or 60° in winter, five pipes would be safer and

better. If you cnnteuipl.ited having bottom heat under the stage you

would require still more, and then the pipes mu^t be n-'ar^ir the stage or

pJ:itform, and not so near the ground as thp section show:*. Is not your

platform fcr such a house too high? Feemingly 4 feet 6 inc'-ies from the

ground. This will place the plants mostly abreast of the eye. We ^oM
think from 2 to 3 feet would be better, uth. Two pipes would be sufficient

for the Peach-bouse, along front and one end. if it wus deemed necessary that

the Peaches should come in towards the middle and end of June; but to

have them much earlier it would be ailvisableto have a third pipe, especially

along the front, fith. The two pipes would do very well fur a late vinery.

Roses IN Tors ( If. 5).— Roses maybe grown in pots plunged in the open

ground. D-ain th^i pots well. Use a compost of turfy rich Inam, and keep

thp pots plunged in coal ashes, in a ^heltered yet open situation. They
should be watcrtd copiously when irro^ving, and syringed overhe :d. except

when blooming, in dry weather. In after yeava pot them in the latter part

of September, or in October, and prunt in March, cutting well in. Noisettes

are too vigorous for pot culture generally, and very few Teas will do in.

your climate. Ten-scentei : Gloire de Dijon, Abricott?, Bougere, llomfcre,

Melanie Oger, and Sombreull. Bourhnns : Souvenir de Malmaison, Queen

of the Bourbons, Soucbet, Coupe d'Hdb(5, nhark-s Lawson, and Paul Klcaut.

Biihrid China: G^ntiral Jacqueminot. Chi->a: Mrs. Bosanquet, Madame
Breon, Madame Bureau. Cramoisie Supi^rieure. Eugene Beauoarnais, Mar-
jolin du Luxe nbourj^-. J/ass ; Common, Reine Blanche, Vandtiel, Frederick

Soulie, Prin(;css Alice, and Unique de Provencp. Hyhrid PfTpctunls : G^ant

des Batjilles, Duchess of Norfolk, Comto de Nanteuil, Jules Margottin,

Lord Raglan, and .Madame VidoL.

Heoge Plant—Ivy for Wall (/(/e?n).—You are rightlv informed-
nothing will ffrow so fast; as Elder; out us a fence it U worth ess. .Nothing-

is so good as Thorn or Quicks ; and you may have a fence in four years or

so by planting .strong Quicks. Ivy is be^t propagated by layers, and is also

increased by cuttings. Strong plarts would cover a wall 4 feet high in about

three years, if planted a yard or so apart.

SxANDARn Roses (IF. N. B., NorthnUerton).— GC'K'[\t des Batallles,

Madime Furtado, Madame Chules Wood, Madame Vidot, Senateur Vaisse,

William Gritfiths William Paul. Jules Margottin, Mai C-chal Vaillant, Comte
de Nanteuil, Chailes Lefebvro, and Caroline de Sansal. The nbove are all

Hybrid Perpetual':. Your proposed planting is good, only dii: them out

deeply, and he liberal with manure. Too many plants in thee rcles are bad.

Justice ie not done the Roses. We do not undertake to furnish plans; we
only criticise thoj-e sent sent to us. We will, however, see if we cannotmake

one to suit; but you ought to have told ns what you proposed putting In

the beds.
Stocks for Peach-grafting (Idem),—We nevpr met with Peaches on

Cherry stocks that » e recollect. For poor light soils it may at limes be an

advantage to graft or bud on the Aln ond or wild Ptacli ; t^ut that will not,

in our opinion, conduce to the longevity of the tree. We .--hnuid. for all out-

door work, prtfor the Plum slock, and the one that made the mostmop-Uke

fibres we should like the best. We would not advise following the proposed

plm except in the way of experiment. AVe would rather prefer common
trees, and fresh rather poor soil. Owing to mislaying your lefer lor a few

days, the bit of plant was much &hri\elled; but a^ e thmk it niustbethe

Genistii triquetra from your ('escription. The pit tor Vines wiil do "very

well, if the boards, coated over with tar. are so thoroughly dried and

sweetened that no tar fumes are given off in the sun. If they are so

given off. farewell to the health of your Vines. On ihis account we seldom

use tar inside; even pitch would be belter. Secondly. The pit will answer

if it is not so deep as to keep the action of the .sun fro.m the roots. We do

not, however, see the use cf the chamber below the slate floor ns lending to

spcure or husband sun heat. This it will do but to a small extent, whilst

the open space will tend to keep the roots cool, whdst the tops are exposed

to the greatetit heat. Such a pit would do bptter if nearly all above the

gnund level, instead of being so much sunk. We are obliged by the explan-

ations you have given of the proposed pit, and the one now existing.

Heating CtJcrMBER-HOcsE (T. Z.).—For tucha houpe, for winter pro-

duce, you will need about doub e the piping. The quantity of fruit must
depend on the cultivator.
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Books (A Constant Subscriber).—The first book you mention is very
good, but Hope's "Vegetable Kingdom" is far superior to the other.

(J. C).—Henfrey's " Rudiments of Botany," and Hogg's ''Vegetable King-
dom" will give you ample instructions. They are bolh small in price.

Punting Vinks on a Flue {Delta).—If we understand you aright, your
flue, along the biick wall, is so low, and so close to the wall, that you cannot
well have a border of any sort there, without; going over the top of the flue.

If so, then, the covering the flue at each end, where you wish to plant a
Vine, with a flagstone is a good plan, as it will give a little bottom heat.
Three feet square is not large for a Vine, but it will do for several years.
Place 6 or 8 inches of drainage over the flag, with a hole to let out extra
moisture, and from 20 to 24 inebes of good loam over it, with half a bashel
of broken boiled bones, and a bushel of horse-droppings to each place,
nicely incorporated with the soil. After two or three years, if the Vines are
continued, you will have to top-dress with rich manure, such as best cow-
dung, or 4 ozB. of guano, or 1 lb. of superphosphate oT lime at a time. A
white Grape, planted in such circumstances, ought to be in two or three
weeks before the Hamburghs planted in front, if you plant such kinds as
the old Dutch Sweetwater (the earliest Grape), Buckland Sweetwuter, or
the Royal Muscadine. The two last are early Grapes, but not so early, in
our experience, as the Dutch Sweetwater; bat the latter requires more
trouble in eetiinj;, but there need be no difficulty, if, as stated lately in
"Doings of the Last Week,'' you just gently draw a diy hand over the
bunches when tliey are in bloom, for several days in succession, and espe-
cially if you happen to get an hour's sunshine. These are all sweet Gnipes,
of what we may call the sugar and water kinds; but if you wish in
addition a very rich aroma and Mu-^cat Savour, we would recommend the
White Frontignan as a free bearer and early ripener. To our taste, though
the berries are small, it is far richer than any of the Muscats. We have
mentioned none of the latter, because, under the same circumstances, the
Frontignan will ripen from a month to sis weeks before the earliest we have
met with. We are glad our former answers were found useful. Such
information makes duty a pleasure.

Standard Vines in Pots (^wij/).—Vines can be grown as standards in
pots by disbudding the lower part of the Vine-stem, and leaving three or
four buds at tbe top to break; but to keep them in continuous bearing two
things are necessary—rich feeding and moderate cropping.

Orchard-house in Scotland {J. Beckett].—We quite approve of a flow
and return pipe in such a house ; but then that takes away from the cha-
racter of an orchard-house and makes it one of a general character, as an
orchard-house, properly speaking, should have no heat but sun heat. That
extra heat must neutralise to a certain extent the low position of the house.
In fact, with such heat to counteiact vapours, the low position, SO or 300
feet below the surrounding ground, ought not to have told much against
the site if there was a free opening to the sun's rays. Witb fruit trees on
walls the position would have been bad without extra protection, but in a
heated house the position would tell less unfavourablv. We think there
must have been something besides the position. What about ventilation ?

A little at the apex might be necessary, or at least an opening at ttie apex
over each doorway. Probably too much air was given at the sides ut once.
Though we would have liked a better site there seems nothing insurmount-
able to anxious effort.

Planting Vines M^^'^^eHr).—There is no objection whatever to planting
the Vines in the middle ot the house, either two together or one, and then
train that one up and down. iSome time ago we described a splendid vinery
at Wrotham Park, where the Vines are so planted. We have also mentioned
several cases where, in such a house, with the border inside, the Vines were
planted against the back wall, and also a yard or so from the front wall.
It is a mistake to -suppose that the mere place of planting is a matter of so
much moment. Vines raised from a Bingie bud are generally preferred;
and if, instead of grumbling at 3s. 6rf per plant, you obtain strong plants
at 5s., or even a little more, you will hare made a better bargain than if you
had paid 2s. for a small plant from a layer, the wood of which is likely to be
poorly ripened.

Cineraria Stems and Achimenes Decaying {A?t Amateur).—We can
only account for the stems decaying through drip falling upon them, or the
supply of water being in excess of the requirements of veg(;t,ition, which
will cause a soddened sour soil, and consequent decay ol tbe roots, and
ultimately of the stems and leaves. It may be due to somethinfj pernicious
in the soil; but, without data on which to form an opinion, we can only
hazard an idea of the cause. Send us a leaf or two, and part of the decayed
stem, and these, with further particulars, may enable us to give a more
decided reply. We may ftate that the temnerature is too vari;ible for
Cinerarias. A temperature of from 45=* to 50° at this season, is quite
sufficient for blooming phmts ; 65° from fire heat, is hot enough lor a Fine
Apple. The Achimenes are destroved through bad packing, and their being
subfequently kept in paper packets. You have done well with those remaining
sound; and you would have done better had you placed them all in sand,
or any light, dry, or but filiKhtly moist soil, ad soon as received. They may
be kept in a dry place, free trnm frost, until potted. The cause of the
roots rotting is their being insufficiently ripened before you had them, or
their being kept m wet soil.

Heating by Gas {Idem).—"We have known a house, 33 by 15 feet, econo-
mically heated by hot water, the heat being furaished by gas, it being
kept at greenhouse temperature at a cost of 3s. -Id. per week; and the
plants did well in it, besides being so cleanly in operation. This apparatus
was Clarke's New Gas Hot-water Apparatus, and we have no doubt it would
answer your purpose well. We also hear good accounts of Mussett's
Patent Hot-water Apparatus, which will heat either with lamps or gas.
Our practice is not to recommend dealers. Your best plan would le to
consult those who advertise in our columns. Write to them, stating your
wants, and they will furnish estimates, stating how much ihev would
furnish the apparatus for.

Water Flowing out of Supply-cistern (A Subscriber).—Under such
circumstancea it would be as well if the supply-cistern communicated with
the bottom of the boiler. We presume it now is in connection with the
flow^pipe, and the pipe in the house to be heated is considerably below it.

The air-pipe should be at the highest point of the pipe that goes round the
house. We confess we do not quite understand your description nearly so
well as a section of the boiler, cistern, and heating-pipe would have enabled
Ufl to have done. At present we would either take the pipe from the supply-
cistern to the bottom of the boiler, or make the clatern double or more in
»Ize to allow for the expansion and contraction of the water.

Pelargonium Leaves Spotted {T. B. Thorpe).—The leaver were spotted
from an excess of damp air. and the parts spotted have had moisture on
them for some time. You have no doubt done the best to remove the evil

by giving an abundance of air, but this, in a cold frame, during muggy
weather, is often the reverse of a source of dryness. Your only remedy
rests in keeping tbe aii- drier by applying a gentle fire during damp weather,
accompanied with air. Keep the leaves dry and they will not spot.

WoouLiCE (A Tornie7ited Subscriber) .— We have nothing to add to what
we said last week, page 97, on this subject.

Names of Fruit (/. Sandy).— 2, Carlisle Codlin ; 3, Very much like

Flower of Kent; 4, Dumelow's Seedling ; 5. Chaumontel. We cannot make
out No. 1. It; is an excellent Apple. (D. J.).—l, Wormsley Pippin;
2, Dumelow's Seedling; 4, Lewis's Incomparable; 6, Ord's Apple; G, Augustus
Pearmain; 7, Beauty ol Kent; 9, Iluutbouse; 10, Northern Greening;
14, Cockle Pippin ; 16, Flower of Kent ; 18, 19, and 20, Augustus Pearmain

;

21, Scarlet Nonpareil; 22. Winter Hawtbornden; 23, Margil; 25, White
Nonpareil; 26. Norfolk Beefing; 27, Winter Queening; 28, Is not this tbe
same as 5 ? 29, Golden Winter I'earmaiu ; 30, Northern Greeuiog j 31, London
Pippin.

Names of Plants {A. B C).—Your Fern is Stenochltena tenuifolia.

{Fred .Si^rfl).—Yours is Asplenmm palmatum cristatum, but not quite ao
well crested as the specimen you mention. Yours may improve as it gains
strength. (M. D.).—lt is Cyanotis vittata, often called by gardeners Trades-
cantia zebrina. It is a trailing stove perenni;il of the natural order Spider-
worts, and requires the same cultivation as the other stove specie;*. It is a
native of Jlexieo, Does well for hanging over the edges of suspended
baskets in which other plants are growmg. (A. BroadcHster).—Erica
colorans. {C. i^.}.—Eleu^ne indica, a widely-distributed grass, found in

warm countries ol both hemispheres.

poultry, bee, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTEY SUPPLY foe the LONDON MARKET.
I HATE sometimes envied tlie writers in your columns

;

some, because they seem to have such well-regulated minds
that they are always cheerful ; others, because they seem well

informed, and have quotations always ready ; and another

class, because they seem masters of the subject they treat on.

I have doubted whether anything is requisite to justify an
appearance in print beyond the last quaUfication.

On reading' your article iu last week's Journal I felt that

many would read and doubt, because the consumption of

poultry is large in London, and it is always to be had. It

must then be produced, and it is produced. Living in the

midst of it, I can speak positively on the subject—I see the

whole process daily. Sussex is our largest poultry-producing

county, so far as fowls are concei-ned. It not only is an
article causing large returns, but it is important iu the

accounts of the railways ; yet if you were to ask me to take

you to any place where the operation could -be seen on a

large scale I could not do it ; nor could I take you to any
place entirely devoted to poultry breeding. The trade is in

the hands of higglers. They attend all the markets, and
they have besides regular houses where they call, and where
they take all the fowls. There are many of them, and there

is great competition among them. Many of these men have
1 work enough to employ constantly two, and sometimes three
' horses. They do not breed, but they buy fowls, sometimes
fattened and fit to kill, at others lean. These latter are

taken home and fattened. It is not an rmoommon thing

for one to have thirty or forty dozen at a time undergoing

the process.

These would be the most numerous stock I could show in

a small space. These higglers in order to keep up a r_egular

supply of some dozens weekly, travel hundreds of mUes,

and go twenty, sometimes twenty-five, miles fi'om home to

secure three or four dozens of good ibwls. They are mostly

bought in small lots of from twelve to eighteen, and it is

not an uncommon thing for the higgler at a known good
house, when he is taking away birds ready for market, to

buy all the chickens he sees running about at a certain age

for a fixed price.

It is thus the large supply of the London markets is main-

tained throughout the year. Those who breed the fowls are

certain of a market lor them, and can nearly tell beforehand

the price they will make.

—

Sussex.

POULTEY CLUB.
Will you ask what the Poultry Club mean by the follow-

ing passage in their circular ?
—

" That the Club has for one

of its main objects the discountenancing of the appointment

of dealers as judges at any show." If Mr. Douglas is not a

dealer, who is ? Only last December he stated ^t Leeds,

i
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that be had sold ^300 worth of poultry last year to one lady.

I, for one, shall not join the Poultry Club until I am con-

vinced that the affair is not got up to satisfy the prize-list

appetite of a few of the largest exhibitors. It may not be

so, but a great many are very much afraid that such is the

case. I give you my name and address as a guarantee of

S'ood faith.—A Timid Exhibitor.

.PEICE OF EGGS.
Me. Getelin is correct in his supposition, I do reside in

the country. However, since I last wrote to you relative to

the price of fresh eggs, I have been in London, and as I am
in a position to supply a few hundreds weekly, I thought I

would ti-y to obtain a price similar to that quoted by Mr.

Geyelin. The highest offer I had was exactly 5s. per 100 for

fresh-laid eggs. At this time of the year they are worth

more than that in the country, so I did not succeed in doing

a trade. If Mi-. Geyelin or any of your readers would be
good enough to tell me where I could dispose of my produce
at his prices, I should esteem it a favour.—C. S. J.

PEESEEVING EGGS.
I SEE various plans mentioned for preserving eggs. The

best and simplest of these plans I have not yet seen in your
columns. Let me describe it. Take a half-inch deal board,

bore in it as many lA-inch holes as it will conveniently hold,

then take four strips of the same deal, two of the length

of your board, and two of the breadth, and 2 inches broad

;

fasten them to the edges of your board with sprigs, allowing

half an inch of each to project above the board as a raised

edge. You will then have an egg-crate, which will keep
eggs good for an indefinite time if they have never been
allowed to get wet. In my household they are kept in this

manner from August to February, when eggs again become
plentiful and good for all culinary purposes, except, perhaps,

for bringing to the table as boiled eggs. A crate which I

have just been measuring, is 40 inches long and 12 J broad,

and I find it holds seventy-five eggs—viz., fifteen rows of

five each. The half-inch projection above is to prevent any
egg from rolling off.—T. G.

POULTEY-KEEPING FEOM A COMMEECIAL
POINT OP VIEW.

{Concludedfrom xjoge 100.)

Estimate of annual revenue and expenses for a poultry-

breeding establishment with 3000 stock fowls

Profit from 1000 breecUnf; fowls at 12s. eacli

Ditto from 2000 layiog.fowls at ISs. St!

Extra profit from the sale of choicu birds

Profit on the sale of 50,t 00 fat chickens at Is. Rd. each

£
6u0

1850

,
500

3750
Extra profit for eggs laid in winter (see page 16) 625

Or a nett profit of £7325

This large profit on an outlay of about ^63000 for buildings,

fittings, and stock is explained in detail hereunder ; and
when it is considered that there exists an almost unlimited
demand for eggs and poultry, that the sales are effected

free of trouble and at a moderate commission by wholesale
salesmen, and that the proceeds of the sales are remitted
the day after the consignment, it must be from want of know-
ing these facts that so little has hitherto been done by
capitalists in keeping one of the most useful but most
neglected of domestic animals.
Estimate of revenue and expenses of one chicken, six

months old, fattened for the market :

—

HEVENl'E, £ .5, d
Sellingprice 2 6

Feathers 1

Manure 3

EXPENSES.
Interest, rent, fuel, and

sundries
Cost of chickens when
hatched

Food
Libour

£ s. d.

£0 1 4
Nett profit 16

£0 2 10 £0 2 10

Chickens sent to the market at four or nine months old

will realise a proportionate profit, but the above may be

taken as an average.
The expense for buildings, machines, hatching-appliances,

stock, &o., does not exceed £1 per head on the breeding-

stock ; and allowing for wear and tear, and interest at the

rate of 10 per cent, per annum, there will be a charge of 2s.

per annum on each hen.

Estimate for one breeding-hen per atmum :

—

KEVENDE. £ S. f' I
EXPENSES. £ «. d.

150 eggs at 10s. per 100 15 Interest 2

21 chicliens at Srf.nach... 6 Food, including share of

Manure 10 eocli :. 4
Labour 2

Rent, fuel, sundries 16

Nett profit..

£0 10

. 12

£12 £12
Estimate for one laying-hen per annum. A hen kept from

the cock will lay at least 180 eggs per annum.

ItEVENUE. £ S- d
ISOeggsat lOs. oer 100... 18

24 chickens at 3rf. each... 6

Manure 10

£15

EXPENSES. £ S. d.

Interest, rent, fuel, and
sundries 16

Food 4
Labour 10

Nett profit..

£0 6

. 18

£15

Epitome of the total estimated revenue and expenses

poultry-breeding establishment, with 3000 stock fowls

50,000 chickens per annum, as per preceding details :

—

BEVENL'E.

(50,000 chickens at 2s. 6d.

\ each

j The fealhcrs at Irf. each
' The manure atZd. each

( 2000 l.iying-hena at 18s.

! Chickens at 6s

( M.inure at Is. each
/ 1000 breeding-heni at

I 15s

j Chickens at Gs

\ Manure at Is. each
From extra eggs during
winter -.

From extra price for

choice birds 50O

EXPENSES. Xt

50,000 cliickenn, inter-

est, rent, fuel, and
sundries at Sd. each 625

Cost when hatched '2d,

each 416
Food at 9(/. each 1875

Liihnur at 2rf. each 416
2000 layinu-hens, inter-

est, rent, and sundries
at Is. 6*. each 150

Food at 4s. each 400

Labour at Is. each 100
'1000 breeding-hens, in-

terest, rent, fuel, and
sunririfsatSs Gd each 175

Food at 4s. lirf each ... 225

Labour at 2s. each 100

of a
and

s. d

»

Total annual expenses. ..£4482

!
Nett profit 7326

Tot.il annual revenue £11,808 £11,808

From the above it will be seen that ample allowance is

made for
Interest, rent, fuel, and sundries, which in the aggregate £
amount to ^^^

The food figures for -'• 2500

The sum chirged for labour will allow of an efficient stjft of

at least thirty hands, young and old, of both sexes 616

d.

»

The revenue, on the other hand, will bear disappointment

in any or all its items, and then leave an enormous profit in

proportion to the capital employed.

The revenue from stock is represented in the aggregate by... 8800

From hatching chickens by artificial means 900

From feathers 208

From manure '^^

GENERAL PLAN OF BUILDINGS.

Abreeding-establish- -t-

ment on the above

scale will require about

four acres of land for

the buildings. Six

buildings, each SOOfeet

long, will contain 1200 g
poultry-homes ; then a

building at each end
joining the six build-

ings will be used for

artificial hatching, for

stores, and all neces-

sary offices. The cost

of the whole will be
about J3000. An un-

interrupted covered
^ 3M FffT- 3,

Pig. 24.— General tian of Buitdings.
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communication with every part of the establishment is thns
secured, and the whole forms a quadrangle.—G. K. Getelik,
Civil Engineer, London.

KELSO POULTEY AND BIED EXHIBITION.
This was held in the Corn Exchange, *Kelso, on Wednesday

and Thursday, 1st and 2ud February, 1865. The foUowino-
is a list of the awards :

—

°

Spanish.- First K. TurnbuU, Selkirk. Second, F. R. Pease, D-wlineto!!.
Chickens.-Fiyst. W. Meff, Aberdeen. Second. Miss B. Cuthbert, Cuiise-
wayside, Edinburgh. Third, E. Blown, Sheffield. Higlily Commended,
J. ihortbsse, ISfwcastle; I. G. Pari;, Whitehaven.
D03Klsr, (Coloured). — Cup and Third, Lord Binning, Mellerstain.

second, J. Guneon. Sandwiih, Whitehacen. «!c/««s. — First Lord
Binning. Second, J. Steel, Kelso. Third. J. Bulman, Kelso. Hichly
Commended, A. Cameron, Mainhouse; Hon. Miss E. de Flahault. Tullv-
allan Castle. ^

Bkabma Pootba (Any variety). -First, Mrs. Gordon, Castle Donelas
Second, J. Shorthose, KewcaBtle. Third, Miss H. Scott, Anerum House.
Highly Commended, Miss H. Scolt. Commended, J. S. Kerss, Mounteviot
Cochi.v-China (Any rariely).—First and Second, J. Shorthose, New-

castle. Third, G. Tawse, Tillbrae House, Helensborouch. Highly Com-
mended, R. J. Charteis, Kalembuth (Cochln-Chinai. Commended, Mrs
Dickins, Cnrnhill House. '

Game (Any variety).-First, W. Boyls. Beverley. Second, J. Fletcher,
Stoneelough, Manchester (Black EedK). Third, Easton & Mabon, Jedburgh
(Duckwingl. a,:,kens.-Fhst, 3. Fletcher (BL.ck Reds). Second, J. Pcrrv,
Netherby (Brown Red,). Third, W. Boyls. Highly Commended, b.
Broomfleld, Kelso (Black Reds'. Commended, F. L. Roy, Nenthorn (Duck-wing Game). Single CoiA-.-Cup, W. Boys. Second, J. Fietcher (Black
Ked8). Third, Mrc. TurnbuU, Jeilburgli (Black). Highly Commfnded,
W. Easton, Jedburgh (Black Reds).
Hambcbghs (Gold-spanglfd). -First, A. Hatelie, Selkirk. Second C

Anderson, Nenthotn. Third, R. Dickson, Selkirk. Highly Commended"
R. Tate, Leeds. '

Hawbdhgh (Silver-spangled).—First and Third, Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh
Second, F. L. K.iy, Nenihorn. Highly Commended, J. U. Somncr Jed-
burgh. Commended, F. L. Roy.

'

HAMBuEGHs(Goldi,rSilvet.pencilled).— First, J. M'Innes, Paisley (Golden-
penciUcd). Second, Jliss H. tcott, Anorum House (Silver-pencilled) ThirdW. Cheyne, Selkirk (Goldeu-pencilled). Highly Commended, J. M'Inncs
(Golden-penrilled).
Bantajis (Game).—First, C. W. Brierlev, Middleton. Second, D Broom-

fleld, Kelso iDuckwingp). Third, T. Reid, Heaton (Brown Red). Highly
Commended, W. Mabon, Jedburgh (Black Red and Game); F. L. ilov"
Nenthorn (Black- breasted).
Bantams (Any other variety). -First, F. L. Eoy, Nenthorn (Silver)

Second, C. W. Biirrley, Middleton. Third, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Highly
Commended, A. Lindures, Kelso (.'Silver)

; F. L. Eoy (silver-laced) Lord
Bmning, Mellersl.iin House (Sebrichl).
Ddcks (White Aylesbury!,— First, S. Swain, Bush, Jedburgh. Second

J. A. S. E. Fair, Gilliestungues. Third, J. Rutherford, Melrose. Highly
Commended, R. J. Benson, Darlington ; J. James, Samieston ; Lord Binning
Mellerstain House.
DccKs (Any other variety). -First, W. Hood, Edgerston Eig, Jedburgh

(Rouen). Second, C. Hall, Eowmont Forest ( Koucn). Third .Miss Lillv
Queenscairn (Rouen). Highly Commended, W. Edgar, Selkirk (Rouen)"'
J. Patterson, Floors Castle (Rouen) ; J. R. Jeesop, Beverley Eoad Hull
(East Indian).

'

TuEKEVs- First, F. E. Pease, Darlington. Second, T. L. Jackson, Bush
of Ewes (Cambridge). Third, J. James, Samieston.
Geese.— First, S. Swan, Jedburgh. Second, F. R. Pease, Darlington

Third, Lord Binning, Mellerstain House (Toulouse).
Akt oTHhR VARiKTV.— First, C. W. Brierley, .Middleton (Polands) Se-

cond, J. A. S. E. Fair, Gilliestongucs (White Dorking). Third, Hon. Miss
E. de Flahault (Creve CoBur).
COTTAOERS' PRizEs.-First, A. Hendcrsou, Jedburgh. Second. Mrs

Noble. Third, J. Cairns, Kelso.
Selling Ciass.- First, T. L. Jackson. Second, J. A. S. E. Fair, Gillies-

tongues. Highly Commended, W. Easton, Jedburgh; R. Talc, Leeds-
A. Waugh, Heilon

; J. Robertson, jun,, Kelso: Miss H. Scott ; Miss Kov'.
Nenthorn; J. Kniberlord, Melrose.

'

Sweepstakes (Dorking Cocii).- First, J. Henry. Second, T. Y. Craig,
Kirkcaldy. Highly Commended, F. Anderson, Nenthorn.
SwuEPsTAKES (Bantam Cock).- First and Second, F. L. Eoy. Highly

Commended, .M, Ballantine, Sprouston ; J. Brooks, Kelso; .A." Walker-
I. G. Park. '

PIGEONS.
Carriebs.—First and Third, H. Yardley. Second, J. R. Eobinson, Sun-

derland. Highly Commended, R. Thompson; J. R. Jessop, Hull.
Tdmblkus (Any ^ariety).— Fir.st, U. Yardley. Second, J. R. Robinson,

Sunderlanu. Third, W. Bryden, Cumberland. Highly Commended, P A
Renwick ; F. Key, ; J. Bell, Newcaslle Commended, R. Thompson.
Fantaiis.- First, W. B. Van Huan.sbergen, Neivcosile. Second, W. R

Park. 'Ihird J. R. Jeesop, Hull. Highly Commended, J. It. Robinson,
Sunderland; Lord Binning, Mellerstain House. Commeuded, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.— First, P. A. R nwitk, Kelso. Second, G. Yule, Mellowlces

Third, W. Veitch, jun. Highly Commended, Mrs. Craw, Jedburgh.
Barbs— First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, W. B. Van Haans-

bcrgen. Thiid, J. K. Bobiuson. Highly Commended, H. Yardley ; J. Gow,
Kelso. Commended, J. Molllson.
TcRBiTS -First. J. R. Jessop, Hull. Second and Third, W. B. Van

Haansbergen. Highly Comnn;nded, G. M. Byres, Northumberland; G.
Yule; H. Yardley.
Any OTHER varii:ty-—First, J. U. Somner, Jedburgh. Second, W. B.

Van Haansbeigen. Third, Mrs. Craw. Highly Commended, II. Yardley
Birmingham ; Lord Binning.
Pair 01' PiuKOKS (Any variety).—First, P. A. Renwick, Kelso. Second,

A. Ormiston. Highly Commended. R. Porteoud, Ktlso ; J. Brooks, Kelso;
P. A. Renwick ; H, Paterson, jun., Keleo. Commended, E, PorteoUB.

CANARIES
Dons (YelIow).-Coc*.-First, J. Mather, Kelso. Second, J. Herrey

IJedburgh, Very Highly Commended, G. Tro:ter. Kelso. .ffra.-First. J IKemp, Galashiels. Second, J. Hervey. Very Highly Commended, A.IFerguson, Kelso. j o j , ^.|
Doss (Buff).—Co(A-,—First, J. R. Thomson, Hawick. Second, J. BannijJ

ter, Galashiels. Very Highly Commended, A- Ferguson, Kelso. Men I
first, J. R. Thompson. Second, J. Mather, Kelso. Very Highly Com-Imended, A. Ferguson. Commended, W. Balmer. Galashiels. I
Belgians ( Yellow). -C'oiZ:.—Fir,st, J. Aitken, Kelso. Second, W. Drydcn.1

Hawick. Highly Commended. W. Tinlin, Galashiels. Hen.—tirst, wlf
Dryden, Hawick. Second, J. Kemp, Galashiels. Highly Commended. J.l
Aitken, Kelso. }

BEtoiANS (Buff).— (7o<-;,:.-Fir.st, W. Tinlin. Gahs'iiels. Second, G- Laid-l
law, Gii!a-hiels. Very High y Commended, P. Jeffrey, Kelso. Heii.—TiisU
J. Kemp, Galashiels. Second, J. Marshall, Galashiels. Highly CommcndedJ
J. Stocks, Kelso. ']

Fucked Dons (Yellow).-«)ci,—First. A. Bi-own, Kelso. Second, A.l
Henderson. Kelso. Very Highly Commended, J. Crosbie, Kelso. Sen.—l
First, G Laidlaw, Galashiels. Second, J. Mather, Kelso. Highly Com-
mended, A. Ferguson, Kelso.
Flecked Dons (Butfi.— (7of-7c.—First, T. Stoddart, Kelso. Second, W.

Broad loot, Portobello. Highly Commended, J Mather, Kelso. Commended,
J- Kemp, Galashiels- .ffe«.-Fiist, T. Stoddart, Selkirk. Second, J. Kemp,
Galashiel.s. Highly Commended, Miss Clay, Kerche^ters. Commended, A.
Brown, Kelso.
Flecked Belgians (Yellow).— Cori.—First end Second, A. Rutherford,

Kelso. Very Highly Commended, J. Gibson, Gordon. Ben.—eust, J,
Gibson. Second, s. Smith, Gordon. Commended, G. Bennet Kelso.
Flecked Belgians (Buff).— roei.-Fiist, W. Dryden, Hawick. Second,

J. Oib.son, Gordon- Very Highly Commended. J. Cieeliuan, Galashiels.
Highly Commended, T. Lindsay. Kelso. £pii.— First and Second J. Gibson,
Gordon. Highly Commended, \V. Hardie, Kelso.

(weeps
Hi!

Best Paiu op Canaries. First, A. Ferguson, Kelso (Dons). Second,
P. Jefl'rey, Kelso (Belgian). Very Highly Commended, A. Ferguson (Dons),
Highly Cumiiieiide<I J. Mather, Kelso.

JuDGiES.

—

roultry and Pigeons : Edward Dixon, Esq., Gold
Island; S. Brilby, Esq., Beverley, Yorkshire. Cinaries:
J. Forrest, Esq., Edinburgh.

Sweepstakes.- First, J. Mather, Kelso. Second, J. Aitken, Kelso. Very
ighly Commended, T. Stoddai t, Selkirk.

LONGTOWK POULTEY EXHIBITIOIsr.
Jajstuary 25th and 26th.

DoRKTNG.—Fir^t, — Hardie, Sortie. Second, F. R. Pease, DarliriRton
HigUly Commended, J. Jaidine, Arkledon; J. Murray, Murray House.
Commended, P. ScoU, Xetherby. Chickens.— t'if^x., Miss I. Hardie, Sorbie.
Second, Miss iMaswell, Piiora Linn. HiKhlv Commended, Mrs. Graham,
Braidlee. Commended, Miss L. Hope, Square.
Spanish.— First. \V. Hotson, Milnholme. Second, T. Franklin, Bumfoofc.

Highly Commended, F. R. Pease. Darlinffton. Chiokc7is.~F irat. Miss J.
Hardie, Sorbie. Second, — Gunning, Burnfoot. Highly Commended,
Mrs. Graham, Braidlee; T. Mu'^grave, Longtown. Commended, G. Tait,
Douglas.
Hambubgh (GoUlen-spanslul),— First, R. Dickinson; Seiliirk. Second,

R. Burrow, Longtown. Highly Commended, K. Hollid'ay, Wheelbarrow
Hall. Chicke7is.— Fn^t, T. Musgrave, Li>ngtuwn. Second, K. Burrow,
Highly Commended, Mrs. Ritchie, Selkirk; R. Dickinson, Selkirk. Com-
mended, Miss M. Palmer, Dash well Green.^
Hambuiighs (Golden-pencilled).— First and Second, F. R. Pease, Dar-

lington. Chickens.— Fwst, R. Burrow, Longtown. Second, F. R. Pease,
Highly Commended, J. Towns, Longtown.
Hambueohs (Silver-ppanglfcdJ.— First, J. Hargreavcf, Carlisle. Second,

G. Tait, Douglas. Higltly Commended, T. Fninklin, Hurufoot. Chickens.—
First, W. Cheyne, Selkirk. Second, J. Wilson, Crooked Holme. Com-
mended, W. Benson, Longtown.
Hamcukghs (Silver-pencilieri),—First, T. Franklin, Burnfoot, Second,

.T. Smith, Canooie. Chickens.— First, J. J. Scott, Longtown. Second,
Miss A. Little, Dickstree.

Game.— First, John Brough, Carlisle. Second, James Brough, Carlisle.
Chickejis -FirS't. W. Gadders, Marker. Second, W. B. Thomson, Parcels-
town. (Disqualified, cocUereJs' legs painted in each of the three pens, D,
Brow. Lyne-side; J. Porter, Holraetoot.)
Any othkr vakietv.— First and Second, F. R. Pease, Darlington (Gold

Polands, Black and White Cre&ts). Commended, W. Beaty, Longtown;
J. Carrutherc, Horiiick Hill,

Gajie Cock.— First, John Brough, Carlisle. Second, James Brough,
Carlisle.

Bantams- (Game).— First, J. Wilson, Longtown. Second, T. Davidson, I

LongiowD. Highly Comnjcnded, F, R. Peasf,
Any other vauiety.— First and Second, F. R. Pease, D^irlington.

i

TuhHEYs.— Firs-t, F. R. Ptase, Darlington. Secimd, Misa J. Hardie, i

Sorbie. Highly Commended, Mrs. Weightman, S.indbed ; Mrs. Graham,
j

Braidlee.
Gefse,— First, F. R. Pease, Darlington. Second, Mr?. McBurney, Fanld

Mill. Highly Commended, D. Little, Kandalinton; Mrs Bell, Horsegills;
T. Watson, Newbigyin. Commended. W. Bell, Carwinley Mill.
Ducks (Aylei.bur> J.— Firti, Miss Bell, Hirst. Second, Miss Maxwell,

Priors Linn.
Ducks (Kouen).— First, Mrs. Graham, Braidlee. Second, Misa Moffat,

We&tknow. HiKhly Cuminended, Mi^s Palmer, Dashwell Green. Com-
mended, F. R. Pease, Darlington.
Docks (Any other variety). — First, R. Jackson, Longtown (Wild),

Second, R. HoUiday, Wheelbarrow Hall.

PIGEONS,
CROPPEns.— First, W. Cheyne, Selkirk (White). Second, A. Thomson,

jun., Parcelstown (Red). Highly Commended, K. Irving, Langholm;
Misrt M. Mttlculm, Milnliolm.
TiiMULEKs (Almond).—First, A. Thompson, jun., Parcelstown. Second,— Bryden, Wciherby.
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TuMBt.EBS(<(ny other Tariety).—First.'A. Thompson, JUD., Parcelstown,

lecond, — Bryden, Netherby (Black). Highly Commended, R. Irving,

igholm. Commended, — Bryden (Blue).

-Fantails.—Firpt, J. Campbell, Langholm. Second, A. Thomson, jun.,

'axcelstown. Commendpfi, — Bryden, Netherby.

Cabriees.—First, A. Thompson, jun., Parcelstown. Second, J. Tweddle,
lOngtown.
Jacobins.—First, t. Cullen, Mount. Second, — Bryden, Netherby. Com-

meDded, R. Irving. Langholm.
Any othek variety. —First and Higbly Commended, J. Campbell Second,

Bryden, Netherby.
CANARIES.

Beloiah {Yellow).—Coc/..— First, P. Litt.e. Second, J. McKie, Longtown.
S«i.—First and Second, J. Beeby, Carlisle.

BELGliN (Baff).—CotA;.— First and Second. J. Beeby, Carlisle. Hen.—
'F'irst, D. Marr6,^Longtown. Second, P. Little, Longtown.

Scotch (Yellow). — Cock, — First, W. Davidson, Longtown. Second,
G. McKie, Longtown. Ben. — First, J. McKie, Longtown. Second,
P. Little. Longtown.
Scotch (Buff).—Coci.—First, D. Marr=, Longtown. Second, J. McKie,

Longtown. Sen.—First, W. Davidson, Longtown. Second, P. Little,
Longtown.
Common Canaet (Any colour).— Coci.—First, J. Beeby, Carlisle. Second,

M. Little, Longtown. jlen.—Prize, .T. Beeby, Carlisle.

Mule ( Any colour).—First, R. Jackson, Longtown. Second, T. Dougball,
Carlisle. Commended, 11. Crosslands, Carlisle ; F. Anderson, Kirkpatrick-
Fleming.
Best Birdcage.—Prize, W. Davidson, Longtown. Highly Commended,

J. Beeby, Carlisle.

Judges.—Poultry and Pigeons : K. Teebay, Esq., Preston.
Pigeons and Canaries : John Armstrong, Esq., Carlisle.

iNJ^compliance witli the desire of your correspondent,

F. P.," for a design of a hen coop, and your offer to publish

t if found suitable, I enclose a sketch which I believe

ombines all the requisites of a perfect hen coop—viz..

OENAMENTAL HEN COOP.
1st, Free admission of sun light and air; 2nd, Shade and
non-exposure of chickens to change of weather; 3rd, Easy
supervision of the chickens by the mother ; 4th, Being
easily moveable to fresh ground.

Alsawoodeubox without floor,onrollers, and eay about 2 feet square, and
|
of the mother, b is a run formed of wire, the top covered with oil clotli

ISlncbes high, with a circular opening at top, on which a wire gauze, with [or American cloth. This run can be detached in fine weather if de&ir-

'he projecting zinc cupola, are tixed, and which may be called the observatory { able.

This subject alone would be sufficient for the foundation
of a most interesting volume, but your Journal is too pi-ac-

ticaJ, and your space too valuable, to be so taken up : there-

fore, I will illustrate the necessity of a hen coop by one
sentence—viz., " Maternal affection too often blinds discre-

tion."—G. K. Getelin, C.E.

THE BRADFOED POULTRY EXHIBITION.
Most poultry amateurs felt a lively interest in the success

of the Bradford Show, and the result was, not only a very
large entiy, but such general excellence throughout, as to
form a theme for universal congratulation. In short, it was
the uniform opinion of the three gentlemen who officiated as
arbitrators, that taking a very close review of the whole, as
classes, theii' experience did not call to mind a show which
wfts open to so little exception. The prizes offered were
liberal and numerous. Silver cups did, no doubt, not a
little to secure this pleasing result ; but another feature that
as certainly tended as much as any to ensure public confi-
dence, was the well-known fact, that a few of our largest
poultry-breeders were " lashed to the helm," and under
theii' care every confidence was entertained, not only of
perfect justice being secured as to the awards, but also a
feeling that the best and most judicious management might
be depended upon, as to the welfare of the really first-rate
specimens entrusted to the care of the Committee. Nor
were the expectations of exhibitors disappointed, for the
management of the Show was as faultless as possible, and
our impression is. that many of the competing birds will
actually return from Bradford in improved condition, rather
than otherwise. Hough weather, accompanied by a fall of

snow, was the only drawback, and in all probability this did

tend to lessen the number of visitors, but still the attend-

ance was very much superior to the common run of such

meetings. The Eifle Barracks in which the show took place,

is a most suitable building for such a purpose, and affords

an equalised light throughout, a feature so desirable at all

such meetings.
The Spanish was a capital cl^ss, as Evidenced by the fact

that ten pens out of fourteen secured the favourable mention

of the Judges. The Dorlings were equally good, but Lady
Holmesdale's unapproachable collection was so triumphant

as to leave only the less prizes to be competed for by her

rivals. The Game classes were unusually strong, and the

result was, the prizes were completely broadcast among
some of the most noted Game fowl breeders; in fact, in

these classes it was a very close run in almost all cases.

The Brahmas were magnificent ; and the Cocliin classes

were composed of most of the principal winners of the

season. Capt. Heaton here still kept his mastery, though

subjected to a number of very hard tests. Samhurghs, at

Bradford, would be expected to be of fii'st-rate character, the

district being to a proverb, the locality of all others their

own ; they certainly well supported the prestige, for it re-

I
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qviired no small amount of forethouglit and experience to

allot a silver cup in classes ofallHamburgli breeds competing-,

and, consequently, to the best pen. The Golden-spangled
were the recipients of this much-coveted honour. We do
not recollect ever seeing a better show of Polands, and the
Game Bantams were as worthy of especial remark. The
" selling class " was a downright success, many capital pens
being entered at exceedingly moderate prices, whilst buyers
were almost struggling to secure the most favourable speci-

mens. The entry for this one class only was fifty pens.
Eouen IhicJis were good, and the remainder of the Duck

tribe were huddled indiscriminately together, forming, how-
ever, a beautiful class. Mr. John Jennison, of Belle Vue
Zoological Gardens, Manchester, exhibited some exquisite

specimens of Carolina Ducks, and the common Teal; Ayles-
bury Ducks, Buenos Ayrean, and a multitude of "cross-

breeds," making a praiseworthy competition. Next year,

we are told many of the classes of the Bradford Show will

be sub-divided, and this meeting's present success justifies

so doing.

The Pigeons were excellent, and attracted a very large
amount of public favour, whilst a Dog Show attached to the
Exhibition was filled to overflowing. Though late in

beginning we do not hesitate to gay, the Bradford Com-
mittee have now secured a standing for then- local show
unprecedented as a first success, and it must in such hands
continue to increase ia its prosperity.

We published the names of the Judges, and the list of
prize-takers last week.

A NEW CHAPTER IN THE NATURAL HISTORY
OF THE BEE.

BEE COMMOTIONS AND QUEEN ENCASEMENTS.

{Concluded from page 104.)

Thibd question. Let us now consider the efi'ects of in-

troducing a queen into a queenless hive. Under this head I

need scarcely bring forward cases in illustration. The fact

is, there is no uniform rule that I know of, and the practical

apiarian will find not a little dissimilarity of conduct on the

pai't of the bees in such a case. We know it was Huber's
opinion, that "if before substituting the stranger queen
twenty-four hours elapse, she will be well received, and
reign from the moment of her introduction into the hive."

Greatly as I admire that distinguished and pre-eminent
apiarian for his unrivalled knowledge of the bee, and for the
general accuracy of his observations and experiments, I

confess I have not found my experience on this point to

coincide invariably with his ; indeed, I am constrained in

some important particulars to differ fi-om his views as ex-

pressed in his letters, "On the combats of queens," and
" Eeception of a stranger queen." The German naturalists,

Schirach and Eiem, held diametrically opposite views from
Huber on this subject. They thought it was the ofHoe of

the common bees to settle the question as to the choice of

queens, and to kUl supernumerary ones ; while we know
that Huber maintained that not only virgin queens engaged
in single combat, but that fertile queens also when placed
together in one hive decided the question of ascendancy as

between themselves after the same fashion—in short, "that
the bees in no case ever sting a queen." We also know that
the celebrated French naturalist, M. de Eeaumur did not
agree with Huber on some of these points, more especially

in regard to the reception a stranger queen meets with,

when introduced into a hive having a queen. M. de Reaumur
affirmed that bees " having a queen they are satisfied with,

are, nevertheless, disposed to give the "best possible re-

ception to any female seeking refuge among them." In
combating an experiment of M. de Eeaumur, in which he had
been successful in presenting a stranger queen to some four

or fiive hundred bees which he had expelled from their native
hive, Huber remarks—"To render such an experiment con-
clusive, it must be made in a populous hive; and on re-

moving the native queen the stranger must be immediately
substituted in her place. Had this been done, I am quite
persuaded that M. de Eeaumur would have b ;en the bees
imprison the usurper, confine her at least twelve or fifteen

hours among them, and frequently suffocate her. No va-

riation has occurred in my experiments regarding this fact."

Here, then, we have very conflicting opinions entertained on
this subject by these eminent men. Of course, great natu-
ralists must be allowed to differ in opinion on some points,
as great doctors do, but here the discrepancies are too wide,
I think, to be the result of careful study and observation.

It is not my intention here to discuss this question at
large, though my own views are decided enough. We must
always bear in mind, that in operating upon bees, we fre-

quently place them in an unnatural position, a position
which, more or less, affects their instinct and dispositions,
so that we cannot always calculate with certainty what the
results in any particular case may be. Huber himself has
admitted, that on one occasion a queen was stung in re-

moving her from the centre of a cluster, but he thought it

arose fi-om pure accident and irritation caused by himself,
and " that had he not interfered they would have been con-
tent with confining the queen, and she would not have
perished."

My own opinion is, that in the great majority of cases in

which the queen falls a victim to imprisonment, she is not
stuni', but succumbs through lengthened captivity, to
inanition, privation of air, and HI visage. The truth is, a
queen cannot be stung when densely surrounded by bees :

hence I see in the very encasement itself, a wise provision
of nature to prevent such a result. It is in this way often

converted from a proceeding, which at the fu'st seems
threatening and hostile, into one which ultimately becomes
her very safety. For it is certain that in cases where the
bees are so inclined, the queen emerges from a somewhat
protracted confinement without the smallest injury ; but if

otherwise inclined the captivity is one of unsparing death.
Hence when a queen is on any occasion encased, and it is

desirable to release her, the utmost caution must be ob-
served in doing so, for it may happen that just as you are
in the act of divesting her of the last bee that encircles

her, that remaining little vixen may in an instant, when
all hindrances are removed, curve its body, and inflict a
mortal wound. Caution and dexterity, therefore, are equally
necessary in preventing such a contingency.
Bees are admitted by all to be creatures easily irritated,

and highly pugnacious ; but most apiarians, I think, err in

viewing the queen as a mere passive instrument, having no
likings or dislikings in whatever position you may be pleased
to place her. Her dispositions, are, in fact, entii-ely ignored.

This is a popular error, I think. Who can tell but the con-
duct of the bee may very often be guided by the dispositions

of the queen ? So that when a queen is introduced on any
occasion to strange bees, her own want of submission may
tend to a mode of dealing which might not otl^erwise be
necessary. The lower animals are very quick in discovering

in others of theii' species the different dispositions which
affect their conduct towards each other, and when strangers

meet amity or hostility may be the result, according as

these dispositions betray themselves. Hence, therefore,

at different times, I may introduce a queen to the same
hive with different results. I was much amused during the
past summer at the pluck and pugnacity of a young queen
just begun to be fertile. She was removed from a unicomb-
hive for the pm'pose of being presented to a hive which had
faUed to rear a queen for themselves. After being confined

in a little wire cage she was taken out and a single worker
bee of the hive in question was presented to her. The bee
examined the queen all round with its antennae, too curiously

it may be, for pugnacious dispositions were evidently aroused
in the royal breast, she being the first to attack, and a con-

flict resulted in which the queen, however, only came off

second best. They were separated before any injury was
inflicted on either side.

I said I differed from Huber in regard to results following

the presentation of a stranger queen to a hive deprived of

its own queen. True, it is safer in presenting a queen in

such a case to allow twenty-four or thirty-four hours to

elapse before doing so, and for this very obvious reason,

that the bees will by that time have given over all hopes of

finding their own sovereign ; but the rule does not hold
good invariably. I have found a queenless hive sometimes
reject and kill a queen offered to it in such circumstances,

even weeks after the loss ; and, on the other hand, I have
presented a queen successfully to a hive immediately after
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depriving it of its own, and this, too, strange to say, without

even an encasement. I shall narrate a case in point.

I deprived an observatory-hive of its queen to substitute

a more youthful and prolific one. The substitution of the

lone was simultaneous with the deprivation of the other. I

iwatched through the glass as a stranger queen ascended
the comb, to see what was to be natiiie of her reception.

She extended her proboscis to the first bee that encountered
her, and was liberally fed by it. Her reception by others as

they gathered around, though somewhat equivocal at first,

was, on the whole, deferential and kind. Being struck with
this indifference on the part of the bees, as to a change of

queen, I thought of introducing a second queen, in order to

test stiU further that indifference. This I did in about
half an hour after, but this queen was immediately attacked
in the usual way, and speedily surrounded by a dense cluster

jof ferocious enemies. I noticed a little commotion occurring
lin consequence of this encasement, and the first queen in-

troduced also got a little excited, so that her timidity in

traversing the comb caused some of the bees in her path to

attempt to stop her progress. Seeing this I withdrew the
encased queen, and the whole hive immediately became
quiescent. I should mention that both these queens were
reserve queens kept over with some few bees for experi-

Imental purjjoses. This case is, no doubt, an exceptional
Dne ; but it is on that very account I mention it. When in

ordinary cases I have introduced a queen in such circum-
stances, a sijeedy encasement was the sure consequence.
This does not always result, however, in the destruction of
the queen. I have frequently succeeded in such cases without
the aid, even, of any of those appliances generally resorted
:o. I shall give one instance in point out of many.
In the month of May last, the surviving Ligurian queen

if two* I had received from Mr. Woodbury (neither, I am
iorry to say, prospered), was at the head of a thinly-popu-
ated hive. I took away this queen with the view of pre-
senting her to one of the most thriving and populous stocks
n my apiary. I first expelled the whole bees from this hive
md deprived it of its black queen. After this I beat out
;he whole swarm upon a sheet, and allowed the bees to
inter first an empty skep, and afterwards their own hive
igain, which they did with a joyful hum. At this moment
when all was jubilee, I placed the Ligurian queen in the
midst, and she entered in the throng unmolested. When
all was housed and had settled down, however, the stranger
lueeu did not escape observation. She was encased, but her
captivity was neither severe nor protracted. She was very
soon afterwards restored to liberty and honour. On a former
Dcoasion, and for a like object, I caused this same queen to
lass through a similar ordeal, but allowed her workers to
icoompany her. All these were killed, and she alone escaped
ifter a protracted encasement.
Of com'se, I have frequently introduced stranger queens

;o queeuless hives without any opposition on the part of the
)ees, but I wish to show that bees are sometimes so capri-
lious in all matters of this kind, that what suits to-day may
lot answer to-morrow.
I may here say that I have great faith in Wildman's

nethod of dealing with bees—namely, by operating on their
ears. I have in this way converted the most infuriated
live I ever witnessed, by a few manipulations, into the most
ubraissive and docile, metamorphosed the most irascible
loldiery, with every dagger ready to be unsheathed, into
;he most peaceful of subjects, which I could cause to march
)r counter-march without one rebellious murmur, and among
Those moving masses I could thrust my uncovered hand
vithout sustaining the smallest injury.

I do not know what amount of knowledge is possessed by
jerman apiarians regarding the curious and interesting
)henomena I have been in these columns discussing, and
indeavouring to solve; but I see it is stated to be Dzierzon's
>pinion that " the queen bee cannot pass beyond the limits
)f the ' brood nest,' except at the risk of her life." This is
I most extraordinary opinion to emanate from such a high
iiuthority in apiarian science as the distinguished Silesian

Both these qneens were, I nnderstand, artificially reared in 1862. One
>1 them bred a few small drones in March, 1863, but no drones at all in
mmmer. In the following spring of lb61 she became a confirmed drone-
o«cder, and perished. The other produced no drones in 1863, very few in
::864, and died in January, 186S, a few days after the above was written.

bee-master. I am certainly at a loss to account for it. It
seems to me to be on a par with the opinion ascribed to
Schirach in regard to foul brood, that an abnoi'mal deposition
of the eggs by the queen might originate it. In other words,
that the reversed position of the eggs in the oeUs might
give rise to a reversed position of the pupae, " so that the
young bees, unable to extricate themselves from their prison,

die and putrefy." Every apiarian who studies the internal
economy of the bee by the aid of his unioomb can disprove
both these mistaken theories. • Fancy may suggest one
thing or another—an abnormal arrangement of eggs in the
ovaries, or an erroneous oviposition; but it is quite clear

that in whatever way the egg may be placed in the bottom
of the cell originally, on its head or the reverse, granted
only that it hatches and becomes a larva, and that that
larva is found to assume an annular or curved position in

the cell and retains that normal position till sealed—what
influence, let me ask, could the original position of the egg
in the cell have in such circumstances on the subsequent
position of the pupa ? Then, again, as to Dzierzon's theory
of the queen being in danger when out of the " brood nest,"

how often may the queen be seen in the unicomb hive, as I

have often watched her through the glass, in the remotest
corner of it, away from the so-called " brood nest," as if on
purpose to enjoy undisturbed, and with greater freedom,
those intervals of repose which from time to time intervene,

and which nature seems to require in the arduous work of

oviposition ? Often in such circumstances when the queen
was enjoying her otium ciini dignitate have I roused her from
her royal slumbers by a tap on the glass to a resumption
of her maternal duties.

But I must conclude. I know I have not exhausted this

interesting subject, nor alluded to all its varied phases and
aspects. I have, however, out of a great mass of materials,
selected what I conceived to be most to the point. The
question is, as I have already stated, intensely interesting.

I have prosecuted it with great keenness. I do not profess
to be confident in all the conclusions come to with respect
to these curious phenomena in aU their different aspects

;

but I have stated my views such as they are, and shall be
ready to alter or abandon them when additional light shall

make it manifest I have erred. It may be difScult, perhaps
impossible, for us to get at the motives of the bees in every
case when surrounding their sovereign. Perhaps this, like

some other subjects of physical inquii-y, will afford materials
for new observations which will never be completely ex-
hausted. But be this as it may, I agree with the following
remark made by Professor Owen in his treatise on a more
mysterious subject stUl—namely, parthenogenesis :

—"The
true and rational explanation of natural phenomena is usually
the result of the exercise of common sense and careful

observation."

One remark, in connection with this subject, I must be
allowed to make before closing. We must not, I think, look

to the conduct of the bee as being in all cases of this kind
guided by unerring wisdom, more especially in circumstances
where external influences of an artificial character are
brought to bear upon it. The intuitive principle of instinct

is no doubt sufficient to direct it in all ordinary emer-
gencies ; but when we see it in some abnormal instances or

conditions depart from what we know to be for its true
good, it is unfair in us to measure its doings by a higher
principle of action which it does not possess. Eeason, it

must be remembered, is above instinct, and we are not to
expect that the bee will, in all possible cases in which it may
be placed, act up to the mark by which we would gauge its

wisdom. The bee is confessedly a very irascible creature

when provoked, and in such circumstances I have often

witnessed it do many things exceedingly foolish, just as

its master may, in similar circumstances, be seen doing
things exceedingly foolish ; but aside from provocation and
artificial appliances, the instinctive wisdom of the bee as

displayed in aU its varied aspects is such as to draw forth

our wonder and excite our praise, and thus to lead our
minds to the contemplation of that Great and Wise Being
who hath implanted in this tiny creature such wonderful
instincts and dispositions. I say this in exculpation of the
conduct of our little favourites where, in some such
instances as those occupying our attention in these pages,

they have, in my opinion, been visited with unmerited
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censure, as if their instinct was radically at fault. I have
always thought, and still believe, that when Nature is left

to her own fi'ee and unfettered course—undisturbed and
unmolested—instinct in the bee is a rudder which will be
found almost invariably to guide it in a true and unerring
course.—J. Lowe.

BEES DEAD. IN" THE CELLS.
Whilst unable to look after my bees myself, a hive

which required feeding was neglected, and I found all the
bees dead. I wish to keep all the combs which are in a
frame-hive, ready for a swarm in the spring, but I find

several dozen bees have thrust themselves so far into the
cells that it is impossible to remove them without 'crushing

them. Would it be safe to lePvve them for the swarm to

remove, or would it produce disease amongst the new occu-

pants of the hive ? and would not the labour of removing
the bees be quite as much as buUding new combs ?—A Ladt
Bee-keepee.

[We always extract the bees one by one with a pair of

tweezers, such as are used by watchmakers, and although
this is often a long and troublesome operation, we do not
grudge our labour. We doubt if tlie dead bodies would pro-

duce disease, but the bees would be compelled to gnaw off

the cells on either side of the comb and construct new ones.]

SUPEEIOEITY OF LIGUEIAK BEES.
Will you inform me in what the Ligurian bees are

superior to the common bees, excepting being such great
breeders ? Are they generally preferred by those who have
fairly tried both ? I have ten stocks of the black bees, five

of them are in the Woodbury bar and frame hives. One
was an artificial swarm of May 7th, 1864, and gave me a
super of 31 lbs. of pure honey on the 31st of July.—A. Bkoad-
CLISTER.

[Much greater beauty must also be conceded as an addi-

tional point in which the Ligurian is superior to the common
bee. It must, howevei-, be remembered that superior breed-
ing powers argue greater powers of collecting honey, and
really include every other good quality that can be named.
We never knew any one who had once fairly established
Ligurians in his apiary willingly return to the common honey
bee.]

TOETOISES.
We have in the garden here two land Tortoises—the

one a very old one weighing 7 lbs. 6 ozs., the other a very
small one. which I received ft-om a friend as a present about
three months since.

They were both put in the same greenhouse and seemed
to be doing quite well until about a fortnight ago, when
from some cause or other the smaller one died. I should
be obliged if you or any of your correspondents could inform
me what was the cause of its death, as it received the same
care as the older one has for the last thirty years ; also, as
I should like to polish the shell, how I am to get the body
out of the shell to do so ?

I should have stated the weight of it when living was
6 ozs.—J. Pbosseb, Longford.

AVOIDING EANCID BUTTEE.
One of your correspondents inquires about good butter-

making. I have suffered from bad butter for three years,
every autumn, and having four fine healthy young cows and
a cleanly dairy-maid I thought it ought not to continue to
be the case. My butter is now always good, and I have it up
sixty miles from the country twice a-week. When the fresh
6 lb. arrives if there is any left of the 6 lb. which arrived at
the beginning of the week, one is as good as the other. The
whole secret is this : Have two cream-pots, and let the dau'y-
woman stir her cream round the first thing when she enters
her dairy, and empty the cream into the clean pot which was
emptied and scalded the morning before. This must be

done regularly every morning, and good butter wiU be the
result, provided, always provided, the dairy-maid is clean

with the dairy things. Mine are all scalded directly theyJI
have been used, pans, pails, prints, chum, itc, and placed 11

in the open au% and rinsed with cold water before they are

again used.

I may mention that glass is the best material for a
cream-pot. A lump of salt should be kept in the cream-pot.

—P. C.

Eancidity in butter is caused, in my opinion, by dead
leaves eaten by the cows amongst the grass.—A Fabmeb'(
Wife.

[A gentleman informs us that he knows an instance

where good butter never is obtained in autumn, and this

attributed to the cows eating the fallen leaves of oak and
ash trees which fall on to the pastures from the trees around
them.

—

Eds.]

as

OUE LETTEE BOX.
Kf.kdat, and Jedboeqh Shows. — A first-cla-is pen of Goldsn-spantjlei

Hambu'-ghs exhibited at the above Shows has been eschanced in mistaki

or 8tolon. They were sent direct (or ouRht to have been) from Kendal to

Jedburgh by the secretai-ies of the former Show, and a most wretched pair

of mongrel-bred Hamburghs were returned from Jedbur.^h in lieu of the

above, in a different hamper, but the prober direction lahe'. Any exhibitor

havinir received them in mistake will much obliffe by writing at once to the

secretaries, or the esnibitor, Mr. "W. Cooper, Helmsley, York.

Brahma Pootras (ff. Leeworthy).—We were obliged bv your communi
cations, and. although you think they prove Brahma Pontras a pure breed

we think they support our opinion that they are a vaiety of the Cochin-
China. You think the pea comb and more sunken eye are sufficient to prove

a pure breed. We think they are no such proof, o'herwise the Ro~e-comhed
Dorking might be considered a breed different from the sinylc-combed.

However, we have in recent Numbers fully stated why we think the Brahma
Pootras a variety of the Cochin-China, and we refer you to those Nambera.
Our opinion is confirmed, not changed, by the arguments and evidence
elicited.

PodltrtClud {A Looker-on).—GenevdX inuen<loes and sarcasms are not

fair. If you have any specific charges, and lurnisii uf (nnt for publication)

with Tour name, we shall not hesitate at finding wpace for you. That the

Club is a failure, and that a president and secretary resident in Ireland may
not tfnd to renovate it, is probably true, but before we can allow it to be
attacked m our pages we must be made aware of spt-cific delinquencies.

Ketping Bantams and Malays on' the Same Run {A. BroadcUsfcr).--
Ynn miy run them together with impunity. Malays are nut much in

demand, but there is sale for good ones.

Hen's Latino Soft Eggs {O. T. 5,).—As some of your fowls lay hard,

and some soft-shelled eggs, it is a proof the run pro/irie* ull that is neces-

sary. The Silver-ppangied Hamburghs are pmb tbly weakly-cons'itutioned

birds. Give them castor oil, and put some preparation of iron in theit

water.

Fowls for Table and Egg-producin*q fi)^/'^)— Spanish will do far

bett^r in confinement than Dorkings. Good gri>nnd ''ats are better food

than 'hirdfl. Potatoes are not egg producers. The mixture is nnt a bad
one ; th-^ fat is a good help. The grain enclosed is frnd for young chickens,

but hiifdly good enough foradul's. It is amu^em-n: fur th'-m to find it

when it is scattered about. The cross between Dorking and Cochin maka*^
a very useful fowl. If the produce are p'lt tug tber ihey do well; buf
the SPcnd use of either of the parents makes h"? hieed incdiiie so macl
that way as often to defeat the object aooght. The cross between Spanisl

and Dorking is a bad one.

Cottagers' Remuneration foe Chicken-hexri'-'g {'^uhscriher).—Yol
pay (Is fiir each chicken reared) is not good enongli. Each old fowl woul
consume 8s. per year for food. A very common Hmmgement is to give

Zd. per week for evei-y chicken reared, if they are taken away at a certain

age, or at the will of the owner. It mus>t be b-irne in mind tbey are verjtj

troublesome and more expensive the first few weelis of th< ir lives ihan thej

are afterwards. The cottnger should have £2 for the Iteep of the fowr

(one cook and four hens—Dorkings) ; and if the 'liickens we'e not kef

after eight weeks, and were forty in number, Is 6rf each for the chickeni

Large Supply op Egos.—F. W. Schroder, E^q.. Frnemore House, Rick'

man-tworih. wishes that •' F. C," to whom we replied in our Journal of

2ith ult., would communicate with him.

Himalayan Rabbits {A. R. 3f.).—If yon send us a letter in a stamp(
envelope, we will direct it, and forward it to " Himalaya."

AiLANTHDs Silkworm Eggs {F. C,).—lt yon write to L<idy Dorofcl
__

Nevili. Dunfistein, Petersfield, Hants, you will be furnitthed with a supply ott

reasonable terms.

LOJNTDON MAEKETS.—Februabt 6.

POULTRY.
We have a good supply and a dull trade. We may now look daily for

improvement, as the House meets and London fllle.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Day
or

M'nth

Oay
of

Week.

14

13
16
17
IS
19
20

W
Th
F
S

Sdn
M

FEBRUARY 14-20, 1865.

Elder foliates.

Piirtridge pairs.

Henbit Dead Nettle flowers.
Coltsfoot floiv»rs.

Crocus fio\ver.«.

Skxaoesima Sunday.
Cotton Grass flowers.

Average Temperature
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warmest months both day and night. Tiles and stones being
good conductors of heat, they extract it rapidly from the
slow-air currents, and gradually pass it to the soil above,

thus improving the root climate of the Vines. And now for

the result, which will be best seen by referring to the success

of a few of the finer varieties of Grapes, but which are also

more difficult to grow well.

The Muscat Hamburgh, which is generally admitted to

be one of the very finest Grapes in cultivation, is also, ao-

<:ording to general report, considered to be one of the most
difficult to manage. On its own roots here, in an aerated
border, it grows and fruits as freely as the Black Hambiu'gh,
and why should it not, seeing that in some parts of America
it grows so well ? A friend writes me from near Baltimore,
that " the Muscat Hamburgh is a great favourite here,

growing freely, and fruiting abundantly." Doubtless, the
higher root temperatxire has to do with this. The Golden
Hambiirgh, another Grape difficult to manage, also does well

on aerated borders, bvit requires to be some years established

before it swells its berries thoroughly. The Black Morocco
thus grown, and allowed to hang till the fruit begins to

shrivel, is not only a very showy, but a very dslioious Grape,
having afine Damson flavour, very different from what it is

•as generally grown, being then considered a rather coarse
Grape.

I shall only notice another variety, which is not generally
well grown, but which luxuriates onau aiiratel border—viz.,

the Black Barbarossa. I cut it here in December, 1863,
8 lbs. 1 oz. in weight; bunch, berry, and bloom, all that
could be desired, as symmetrical as the finest Hamburgh, and
•when fully ripe not far behind it in flavour. When thus
grown we never miss a full crop, the principal drawback is,

that it requires from eight to ten months to mature its

crop.

Other varieties succeed equally well. I only bring for-

ward these important witnesses to assist in proving that
much is to be gained by aerating our Vine-borders.

—

Aechi-
BALB Fowler, Castle Kennedy, Stranraer.

THE EXHIBITOES' LETTEE TO THE COUNCIL
OP THE EOTAI HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

It is with the deepest regret that I have read in the last

Number of The .TotrENAL of Horticulture a letter from
the exhibitors addressed to the Council of the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society. I say it is with regret, because I am certain
the cause of horticulture must suffer from such a course of
proceeding. I will place myself in the position of a disin-

terested looker-on, and, if you will allow me a corner in your
valuable journal, attempt to reconcile, or, at any rate, di-

minish the objections offered.

The Council have evidently proposed a new, and, as it

appears, objectionable scheme for the exhibition of plants
for 1865. May they not have had some reason for making
this great change ? Now, it cannot be denied that, excepting
for the pleasure of meeting so many friends and the general
interest excited by so large a concourse of people, especially
of the (ilite of the land, it has been a very general ob-
servation of late years, " How stale this thing is ! We come
to see the same plants exhibited by the same growers not
only year after year, but at every and each exhibition of the
season." It is well known in the horticultural world who
win carry off the principal prizes. Mr. A may do so at one
meeting, Mr. B at another; and why ? It is often the cir-

cur^tance of the condition of the plants, which even the
difiurence of twenty-four hours may decide. It may be
asked. Is there no merit in the cultivation of those perpetu-
ally successful specimens ? Great merit is indeed due :

great expense is incurred, and infinite labour and skill is

required to produce these magnificent specimens of art.

But after all what has this to do with horlicultui'c ? I n,m
ready to ndmit that such well-grown specimens tend to the
grandeur and effect of our exhibitions ; but we must not
forget that a repetition of the same things, whether of plants
or any other objects of admiration, may at last loso their
attraction. And here I think something may be said for
the new scheme. Desirous of breaking through monopoly
and monotony, the Council seem to have determined on
holding more numerous and special meetings for certain

classes of plants, forgetting, no doubt, the necessary expense
which attends these frequent exhibitions. The simple mo-
tive seems to have been to give a new feature to our old
worn-out exhibitions, by no means adverse to the success of
horticulture.

I now come to the day on which the exhibitions are to be
held. The great objection has been made to Saturdays.
I admit, for very many reasons it would not have been the
day that I should have proposed ; but it has been thought
proper to try that day. The old Chiswick meetings were
held on Saturdays. The Crystal Palace meetings have
never, that I have heard of, been objected to by the com-
plaining exhibitors. But this is not the question. What I
would plainly ask is this—Has the Council of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, or the Council of any scientific body,
the right to propose any scheme which they may think con-
ducive to the advantage of that Society ? I suppose no one
will deny the power and right. Why, then, should the
Exhibitors' Society take upon themselves in such defiant

terms to refuse to exhibit ? Surely it would have been more
generous and courteous to have given credit to the Council
for having reasons for making this change in the character
of the exhibitions ; and if objectionable terms had been pro-

posed to the consideration of the exhibitors, it remained
optional for them to decide whether they would send their

plants or not, without entering into a combination not to

exhibit.

The spirit in which the exhibitors have acted appears to

me to bear something of a rebellious character. They seem
to have placed themselves in a false position, and have as
much as said, " We must have our own terms, or we wiU not
exhibit." I am informed they even prepared, and actually

sent, schedules to the Council, with their own value of the
prizes affixed, and in their letter-, after proposing a confer-

ence if the Council desu'ed it, they, in the concluding para-
gi-aph of the same, declare themselves pledged not to

exhibit. The insertion of an anonymous letter, however
great the authority, does not strengthen their case. You
will perhaps say, "What is to be the end of this rigma-
role ? " The end is simply this, that if a mistake has
been made on the part of the Council (and I am willing

to allow they have made a mistake) then let the exhi-

bitors do what becomes them as mortal men to do, who
themselves are liable to make mistakes. Let them overlook

the unintentional error on the part of the Council, let them
banish all selfish feelings, and display that noble spirit of

good will which is inseparable from the love of pure horti-

culture. However inconvenient the Saturday may be, let

them choose the days fixed for the exhibition of their own
specialities during the present season, feeling assured that
some adjustment of the present disputed point may be
made. Nor let it be forgotten there are many interests to

be considered in the Saturday arrangement. Thei« is

a large proportion of Fellows, simply lovers of pleasure,

gay meetings, and criuolinic exhibitions : Saturday is to

them their day of holiday. Of the difficulties and incon-

venience attending Saturday exhibitions I am quite aware ;

but as the exhibitors cannot alter the arrangements for

1865, will they fi'om personal considerations stand in the

way, if theii' lives be spared, of altering and improving the

schemes for 1866 ?—F.E.H.S.

CH.EEOPHYLLTJM BULBOSUM.
Permit me to ask the readers of The Journal or HoR-

TicuLTUKE, whether any of them can give a favourable

account of the Chajrophyllum bulbosum, or Turnip-rooted

Chervil?
Unless others have met with greater success in their

treatment of the seeds than has fallen to my lot, I fear

the hope I had placed in these roots, as being a vegetable

likely to be of great service in winter, will be disappointed.

It will be remembered that the introducer of these roots

was Mr. William Paul, who exhibited some, I believe French-
grown specimens, at the meetings of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society. I am convinced very many, like myself, would be
glad to receive any further hints tending to better success.

It would seem that the secret rests in the seeds not germi-
nating. I have tried a variety of ways having this object in
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view. I have sown the seeds, and treated them precisely

as advised, and I have soaked them in the autumn in warm
water, placing them afterwards in sand kept moist all the
winter. I have also sown these in the open ground in spring,

and some ujoon hotbeds. The only success, however, I can
note is, about eight roots produced last summer upon a south
border. Over these seeds, however, I placed early in April
a two-light frame, the plants came up in May, and the
specimens produced were very laorge.

—

William Eablet,
Digswell.

wintee-plowerijstg plants.
The subject of winter-flowering plants is one, I think,

which ought from time to time to be brought prominently
forward, and the difficulty is as important as any, in a
decorative point of view, that a gardener has to contend with.
During the dreary months of winter, when our gardens are
fast bound in the grasp of the icy king, and everything
of a floral character, except, perhaps, the Christmas Eose,
has succumbed to his severity—when the trees are leafless,
and the earth covered with a carpet of snow ; while
the winds are howUng through the bare branches of the
skeleton-like forms which occupy our plantations and shrub-
beries, how pleasant to be able to walk to and fro in a nice
genial temperature of some 50° or 55°. What a contrast
to the outside desolation wUl such a warm greenhouse afford,
sheltered from the nipping wind, and surrounded by all the
beauty and loveliness of spring. How pleasing at such a
season to promenade amid flowers of every hue, hangino-
like tassels, or standing like sceptres, or curving gracefully
to meet your gaze, some of them filling the air with sweet
perfume, until one could fancy oneself transferred to some
fairy land. Surely the accomplishment of such a result is
worth an effort

; worth an occasional column iu your paper

;

and worth all the accommodation necessary to secure it: and
last, though not the least, deserving of a good show-house
in which to enjoy the display.
Many plants flower naturally at that season, others by

special treatment cau be induced to do so, while others,
again, by a little forcing can be brought in about the same
time. Lists of such plants as flower through the winter
mouths would very much assist in the attainment of this
object, and in order to make a beginning in this direction, I
send you a list of those that have flowered at this place
dm-ing the months of December and January. Part of them
have flowered in the stove, and part in the couservatoy;
but in a good show-house kept at an intermediate tempera-
ture, such as indicated above, I have no doubt that the
whole would do well during the time they were in flower. I
have purposely excluded Orchids from the list, in conse-
quence of the letter published by you a short time ago, from
Dr. Ainsworth's gardener. Lower Broughton, giving the
names of those belonging to that lovely tribe that°have
flowered with him through the winter ; but I cannot help
mentioning that little gem, the Goodyera discolor, with its
dark velvety leaves, and pure white flowers.
In the stove we had Begonia insignis, a flne variety;

B. mtida; B. Ingramii; to which might be added B. luoida'
white and very free ; Ai-disia crenulata, both varieties, more
for their red and white berries than their flowers ; Erauthe-mum strictum and E. pulcheilum, the latter, a beautiful
blue, coming into flower just as the former is over ; Euphor-
bia jacqumueflora ; Poinseitia puloherrima; Hgemanthus
albus, a ounous but pretty Cape bulb ; Heterocentrum mexi-
cauum and H. roseum; Justicia speciosa, very beautiful
and lasting a long time ; Thyrsaoauthus rutilans ; Peutas
carnea; Sericographis Ghiesbreghtii; to which might be
added Goldfussia anisophylla; Manettia bicolor ; Geissomeria

'

longiflora; Aphelandi-a aurantiaca ; Centradenia rosea: andC floribuuda.

In the conservatory, of course Chrysanthemums take a
promment place in December ; then Camellias follow through
January, or earlier, according to the treatment they receive '

Primulas (Williams's strain), are very fine. The Pern-leaved
variety is a pretty addition. Besides these are Epiphyllum

\

trunoatum, varieties violaceum, purpureum, salmoneum '

magnificum, and cruentum ; E. Russellianum, varieties
rubrum and Snowii. The varieties of EusseUianum succeed

Of Epaoris there are many sorts. Lady Panmure and
Viscountess HHl deserving special notice ; also Erica
mutabUis, E. colorans, E. melanthera, E. scabriusoula,
and E. Lambertiana rosea ; Corr^a picta superba (scarlet),
C. delicata (blush), and C.magnifica (white); tree Carnations,
Linum trigynum, Monochffitum ensiferum, Luculia gratissi-
ma. Daphne indica rubra (powerfully scented), and Solanum
capsicastrum for the sake of the berries.
To these must be added Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips,

Crocus, and Snowdrops; forced Azaleas, especially that
beautiful variety called anicena ; choice Ehododendi-ons of
the earliest varieties ; Acacias oleifoUa elegans and rotundi-
folia. If any of your coiTCspondents can furnish the names
of any others that flower through the winter, I, and no
doubt many other of your readers, would be glad of the in-
formation.

—

Thos. Jones, Rushohne, Manchester.

EAULY EING POTATO—GENERAL CULTUEE.
" E. W." asks for information respecting this Potato. In

the first place, he is mistaken in the name. It was named
the King Potato, or King of the Flutes, being a seedling
from that kind. It is a second early, not an early one, a
great cropper, and very handsome, having a beautiful straw-
coloured clear skin, but, as " Upwabds and Onwauds " says,
of all shape?, stUl fit for exhibition, being beautifully equal.
As you take a root up, part of the tubers will be good-shaped
Kidneys and part quite round, but there wUl be more Kid-
neys than round ones.

I have taken prizes with this kind at several shows for
early round, early Kidney, late round, and late Kidney ; and
after the show the Judges would hardly believe me the'tubers
were all one kind. The fii-st year I grew them they took
the first prise everywhere I sent them, including Birming-
ham, the International Show at Kensington, and at the
Crystal Palace, so we may safely say it is the best exhibition
Potato grown.
The heaviest twelve I ever grew weighed 12 lbs.
It is a good eating Potato if grown upon a light soil. I

have seen it waxy, with a cavity in the centre, when grown
upon a heavy or damp soil.

It was raised by Mr. Spencer, who a few years ago lived
at Hartshill, near Atherstone. The same gentleman raised
the Queen of the Flukes, the best late Kidney grown.

I obtained a few of each kind from Mr. Spencer, and found
them both first-rate. If " E. W." will send me his address
I shaU have great pleasure in sending him a few Kings for
trial. They are as important to the grower of Potatoes for
exhibition as Charles Lefebvre Eose is to the Eose-fancier.

I am surprised that "E. W." uses manure and manure
water to his Potatoes ; I never use either, and take many
prizes. Try this year half your Potatoes with manure, and

[

half without. I will back those without for size and quality.
I always select a piece of ground that has been highly
manured the year previously for some green crop, such as
Cabbage, Kidney Beans, or Greens, and dig two spades deep
some time in the winter, or any time before frost, the earlier
the better, keeping the top spit at the top, for clay or gravel
is of no use. The early kinds I sprout in boxes, but only
allow one top or sprout on each set, for to grow large
Potatoes there should only be one top. The late kinds I
cut till there is but one eye or set.

Eighteen or twenty inches between the rows I have found
wide enough for early kinds, and from 2 to 3 feet for late
ones ; indeed, I have one kind that requires more than 3 feet,
the top is so large. It is a scarlet Potato.

After growing this yeai- and last forty-seven kinds, the
following proved the best :—Sutton's Eacehorse, first early
Kidney; Leamington Kidney, rather similar to Jackson's
Seedling, first early, all shapes like the King's ; King's,
second early ; Dalmahoy, round second early ; Eed Eegent
or Eed Holland, round late ; Queen's, or Queen of the Flukes,
late Kidney.

I dare say " E. W." wffl hai-dly agree with me about the
m.anure, but let him try a few without it. Of course, if you
plant a field with Potatoes, and that field is in a poor state
of cultivation, manure must be applied : it should in that
ease be put on in November, and the soil well worked. Athoqp nf trnnr.^+n,,, „„,i j-1, ^ ,\

—11—-. '' -"---"i-^
;

ua3H uti put on m iNovcmoer, ana the soil well worked Athose of truncatum, and thus prolong the blooming season, i Potato only requires the soil to be moderately richfand
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luxuriance in the top is a bad sign for the crop. Again:
Potatoes grown with manure do not Iceeji well. I have seen
clamps with every Potato rotten in them, and the people
said they were a bad sort, when the adjoining clamps of the
same sort grown without manure were all sound.

I dare say before now " E. W." has entered twelve Po-
tatoes for a show, and put them up for a time in a safe place
tOl the show morning, when to his amazement half or all of
them had become rotten. If he will keep the manure from
them in the garden this will not be the case, and his Potatoes
will be larger. "

The best way to keep them for an exhibition is to put
them in damp drift sand. This is the best thing possible
df they are a little green from exposure-

I have not found any advantage in planting very early.
The end of March or beginning of April is quite soon enough
for the genei-al crop. Hay is a capital thing to keep the
frost out, but I like mine to keep under the ground till the
frosts are gone. It is very important to mould them up
well when the soil is dry. The only manure I have found
to suit the Potato is rotten turf.—J. Chotce,- jun., Harris
Bridge, Atherstone.

VINES IN POTS AT COMBE ABBEY.
YoTJB correspondent " P. M." has been rather too sharp

upon me. Vines may be fruited in the time he names, and
I wish I had no more difiicult problem to solve than that.
The Vines which "P. M." saw here in 1863 were grown

partly through necessity. In 1862 we were engaged in pull-
ing down the old range of houses and jjuttiiig up the new.
During this transition some eyes which I had struck were
but indifferently cared for, and at the end of that year were
nothing better than mere straws. Early in the spring of
1863 about two dozen of these were cut back and put into
heat ; by June they had made very good growths, and think-
ing it a loss of time to grow them on for fruiting during the
third year, I resolved to adopt the ]>'an of Mr. Hardy, for
which lie drew upon himself at the time so much odium for

tampering in such a manner with his permanent Vines. The
Vines had run up about G feet, and before showing symptoms
of ripening, they were stopped, denuded of all leaves and
laterals, tied closely down to assist then- breaking regularly,
and continued in the same heat. They soon broke their
latent buds, showed fruit freely, and all went on jileasantly
throughout the autumn. The result was that which " P. M."
saw, and to which he has been pleased to call attention.
Last year I had a little pit, 40 feet by 12, of pot Vines,

in which we fruited thirty-eight Vines, each bearing from
three to six bunches. Altogether there were 150 bunches,
averaging in weight from i lb. to 1 lb., and some of them
1-J lb. per bunch. The Black Hamburghs maintained their
usual good character ; but if I may be allowed to give a
preference to Black Grapes (but, in fact, I claim it), I must
decidedly give it to the Trentham Black for magnificence of
bloom, equality of bunch ar^d berry, and every other good
trait desirable. X was also very much pleased with the
Golden Hamburgh, which had the same treatment as the
others in this pit.

Much has been said about finding a stock for the Barba-
rossa. To me this seems about as ridiculous as "Diogenes
with a lantern looking for an honest man." Why not grow
it on its own roots? Whether the bunches grown liere

during the past season were a freak of nature or of mine,
it matters little, the bunches were grown, and the Vine was
on its own roots. I here give the opinion of the Barbarossa
Grapes in the words of my employer:—"Tho Barbarossa
Grapes were very good, very sweet, and thin-sltinned. De-
cidedly better than Lady Downes", although the latter is

decidedly a good Grape."
I take this opportunity of thanking those gentlemen who

visited Combe, aud gave public notice of those Grapes while
they were still growing. Mr. McDonald, as miglit be ex-
pected from a man of his genius and enterprise, is a sti-ong
advocate for experiment by grafting ; but in tlie ease of the
Barbarossa I believe he has but one opinion, and that is

that it is best on its own roots.
The mania for grafting is at this moment running very

high, and there is no doubt but it will produce some wonder"

ful results. In the midland counties Osborn's new White
Winter Broccoli is inclined to be rather delicate, would it

add, do you think, to the strength of its constitution to
work it on a Brussels Sprout ?

—

Wm. Millee.

LA CONSTANTE STEAWBEEET.
Aftee several recent efforts to throw a doubtful light

upon this really grand Strawberry, I was particularly grati-

fied this morning, on perusing tlie last Number of The
Journal or Hokticultuke, to see that "A Pkagaeian"
(and a very clever one too), who evidently has no reason to
further the interests of one party rather than another,
renders full justice to the superior qualities of La Constante.
Much has been said already about this splendid variety;
still I may be permitted to add a few words, as I am, and
shall always be, proud of having largely contributed towards
its distribution in France, as well as in England and else-

where.
Soon after I had procured the first plants from the raiser,

M. de Jonghe, I sent some to my late and much-regretted
friend Nicholson at Eaglescliffe ; and I believe it is fi-om

thence that most parties who possess it now in Great Britain
have obtained their stock. Mr. Nicholson, in one of the
last kind letters he wrote me, insisted particulai-ly upon La
Constante being a kind that " ought to be in every garden."
Still Mr. N. lived a good deal further north than Bedale.
I have had the satisfaction of seeing with my own eyes,

during several visits to England, the great success of La
Constante with gentlemen who are numbered amongst the
most skilful Strawbeny growers; suffice it to mention
W. Roden, Esq., of Kidderminster, and Henry Doubleday,
Esq., of Epping, who I am sure will readily endorse what I

say.

Mi: Thomas Eivers, a first-rate authority, writes in his

list fruit catalogue as follows:—"No. 14, La Constante.

—

Large, conical, and of a deep crimson. Its peculiar aroma |

is remarkable. A great bearer. Much resembles seedling '

ElL^a in its peculiar robust growth."
In America, where people generally haie a great prejudice _

against European Strawberries, La Constante has obtained
the highest honours, and at a Boston Show the highest

prize, a silver cup, ever awarded to any Strawberry. It is

now so popular in the United States, that they call it the

best foreign Strawberry introduced.

—

Febdinand Gloede,
Les fSablons, Scine-et-Marne.

DUTIES OF A FOEEMAN IN A GENTLEMAN'S
GAEDEN.

Will you inform me what you consider the duties of a
foreman in a private establishment, where the work is prin-

cipally under glass ? Ought lie to be expected to look round
the establishment every Sunday—say once—when he has
what he terms permanent duty ever)' third Sunday (about

three hours)? Lodging is provided at the place.

—

-Yobk:-

SHir.E.

[There is no rule for regulating the duties of a foreman
in a private or any other establishment. These rules must
in every place be a matter of arrangement between the head
gardener and yourself, and it is best for all parties when
these matters are stated clearly in detail. You should not,

however, forget that the position of foreman gives you great

advantages over tho other gardeners, and especially when
you are chiefly employed in the houses; and these advan-

tages should lead you rather to increase than to lessen your
responsibility. Now to your question—"Ought he to be
expected to look round the establishment every Sunday

—

say once—when he has what he terms permanent duty
every third Sunday (about three hours) " In general we
say Yes ; and more especially when houses constitute your

charge. No doubt if you wished to leave on a Saturday
night, or very early on a Sunday morning, at times, there

would be a willingness to make arrangements to meet your
wishes ; but without such aiTangements we can easily fancy

what would be the result in houses—say forcing-houses

—

at this season, if the person who generally superintended

them were to leave them to anybody's care, just to do as he

I
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liked, for two days out of every twenty-one days. Unity of

system is one of the means of success. In such a case,

whatever the time the foreman left, we should expect him
to give the necessary instructions to the person in charge
on Sunday, and also to see that everything was right before

he went to sleep at night. The man who would decline to

do this is not a proper person to be a foreman, and should
not undertake the responsibility. In fickle times and fickle

weather he will not confine his attention even to these two
times, and, without this anxiety, there can be little progress.

There are few places where the duties of Sunday are not
made as light as possible, by everything being watered that
needed it on Saturday ; but in most cases, where there
is much glass, attention must be given to ah-, shading,
covering, &o., not involving so much labour as attention,

as a neglect of air-giving for half an hour or an hour might
ruin a crop ; and a whole bushel of " I'm so sorry—it can't

be helped," will not fix Peaches on trees from which they
have fallen. It is true that some men object to do any-
thing on Sunday, take their stand on the fourth Command-
ment, decline to do what is not; a work of necessity or mercy,
and tell us that contributing to mere luxury is no work of

necessity. Well, we find no fault with them for holding
such opinions, and acting up to them, but we may question
their prudence if the3' have anything to do with gardening
in these times, when it is becoming more and more a matter
of luxury. The looking after what is grown under artificial

circumstances, must be considered quite as much a work
of necessity and mercy as the giving of water and food to

- our domestic animals. There is, however, bad management
in foreman and master, if work has to be done on the
Sunday which could be equally well and profitably done on
the Saturday or Monday.]

THE BALANCE SHEET OF THE EOYAL
HOETICCTLTUBAL SOCIETY.

As I do not expect that many of your readers will take
the trouble to wade through the accounts of the Koyal Hor-
ticultural Society, I propose, with your permission, to put
forward a few of the most salient points in as short a com-
pass as possible.

Fu-st, as to the form of the accounts. As long as the
balances were in favour of the Society we had an account
headed in one year "Assets and Liabilities;" in another
year " Profit and Loss." In 1861 this account showed a
balance in favour of the Society of .£10,623. Since, how-
ever, the tables have turned, and our liabilities on each
•year's account have been greater than our assets, this head-
ing has been carefully struck out, otherwise this year it

would have stood thus

—

Assets £1203
I
Liabilities £10,939

I propose, before I finish, to show by what confiscation
of property even this small amount of assets is obtained.

Secondly, as to the accounts themselves. The balance of
.£1433 from 1863 is equalled by the Uabilities from 1863 of
exactly the same sum of ^£1433 ; but there is this to be
observed, that the sum of ^EoOO for sculpture, which still

remains unpaid, was in the 1863 account charged to the
^balance of .£1433. In 1864 the admission fees were .£420,
in 1861 .81990.

The fetes stood thus

—

Keceipts in 18G4 £1483 I Expenses in 18G1 £2174
1, in 1861 4003

I „ in 1861 2897

Thus, in 1864, with a vastly increased number of members,
we have a loss of £691, where in 1861 we had a gain of
.£1206. Among the items of expenditure we have, in 1864,
an item of about .£400 for a conversazione : as only three
members of the Council were present to receive the guests,
they cost the Society a little "more than JCIOO a-head. It
may be said that the loss has been caused by increased ex-
penditure on horticulture ; but, as an example, in 1864 the
Society allowed their Fruit and Flower Committees jS150,
when in 1861 these same Committees were credited with
.£285. On the skittle alleys and funereal embellishments of
South Kensington the Society expended the sum of ^£2552

;

but surely that is museum art, not horticulture. Piscicul-
ture cost us ^130. What did we get by it? Nothing. The
Journal cost ^£333, and except as a vehicle for praising the

Council, what is it ? The next item I beg to call your at-

tention to is rent, rates, etc., ^£714. In the English of the
Council rent does not mean rent, for this ^6714 is the amount
of the rates, taxes, &c., without anything being allowed for

the annual rent of ^£2400. I should like to analyse the
other accounts, but fear to infringe on the patience of your
readers.

To show how the assets balance of .£2647 was arrived at,

I take the life-composition account. By that a sum of

.£6713 stands to the credit of the life-composition fund.

By the spirit of the Charter, and the 13th clause of the
Agreement, this fund is sacredly set apart, under certain

conditions, to meet the claims of the composition life-

holders. 'This year, under the dictatorship of Mr. Cole, has
been so terribly disastrous that, to prevent the Society

seeing the whole amount of the deficit, the Council has

(besides .£500 of last assets), confiscated, out of this sum
of i;0713, no less a sum than J:;4066. This leaves the
balance of ^£2647, really the remainder of the property of

the composition life-holders, so sacredly guaranteed to them
in its entirety by the Charter. This balance, even, does not

really exist, as i£2748 is now due to the Treasurer. Had
this fund not been confiscated the deficit this year would
have amounted to more than ilS.OOO !

Now, shortly I propose to consider the effect of the balance

sheet on the prospects of the different classes of Fellows.

The annual subscribers will withdraw directly the insolvency

of the Society is declared. As to the life-composition

holders, their fund, guaranteed by the Society, is gone—not

one farthing really remains. Practically, anybody now
paying a life composition, pays it not on the guarantee of

the life-composition fund and the Charter, but on that of an
insolvent society—their money is sjient before it is actually

l>aid

!

Lastly, as to the debenture holders. The Society has not

paid a tangible amount of rent for two years. This debt,

before the end of the ten years, when the gardens become
forfeited to the Commissioners of 1851, will amount to about

X20,000. To this sum must be added the sum of—say
d£3500 yearly deficiency, which, without interest, will amount
to about £24,000. As the Commissioners, to whom this

£20,000 will be then due, are only responsible for j£20,000

of debentures, the imfortunate holders will have only Chis-

wick to look to for payment. What dividend will they be

likely to get, after the public creditors for £24,000 have had
what they can from the realisation of Chiswick ?

One question more. Where is the interest on the deben-

tures to come from next year? (see clause 14, "Agree-
ment.") Do let us have one more struggle for honesty and
the Horticultural Society. Let us try to prevent the evil

day, when
" To E. T. Smitb the girdens sold,

ShiiU trodden be by hoidens bold
;

And Cremorne nymphs the livelong day
With D and C at ' skittles ' play."—An Unfortunate Lifek.

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
With the snov/ whitening the earth, and the roads so

siippery as to render locomotion, whether to man or iiorse, a

task of no little difficulty and some danger, there was but

little prospect of there being much to be seen at the weekly

show, more especially as Begonias were to be its special

attraction ; accordingly we were not disappointed when we
found none there, save a few from the Society's own garden.

Mr. Bull, Chelsea, sent some Araucarias, among which

were Cooki, Bidwilli, and a nice little plant of Kulei ; also,

four plants of Libocedrus Doniana. W. Mercer, Esq., Staple-

hurst, had Eucharis amazonica; Lady Caroline Legge, Ca-

mellias ; Mr. W. Smyth, gardener to Lord Sondes, Elmham
Hall, a very good specimen Epacris, Ardisia crenulata.

Scarlet Nonpareil and Boston Kusset Apples, and Beurre

de Ranee Pears ; and Major Trevor Clarke, Chrysanthemums

Prince Albert and Andromeda. Mr. MelviUe, gardener to

the Earl of Roseben-y, Dalmeny Park, Edinburgh, sent his

Improved Hardy Autumn or Winter Broccoli, in which, from

the leaves growing over the curd, the latter is protected

from the frost and sudden thawing by which this crop is so

frequently cut off.
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WHITE ZINC PAINT.
I AM pleased to be able to inform your correspondent,

" J. K.," No. 201, page 91, tbat three years ago I was re-

commended to use zinc white in lieu of white lead paint. I

did so on some " ft-ame work," and as I had not quite enough
to complete the job, I finished with v.hite lead. I have just
examined each, side by side, and did I now use white paiut,

I should for the future continue to use while zinc; it is hard
and smooth though dry-Kmking, whereas (as I have many
times observed), all the oil a^jpears dried out of the white
lead, leaving a dry coat of lime-like substance that with
little trouble will rub or ' ash off. This led me to ask the
cause of a friend, an experienced house painter, and ask for

a remedy. He replied, •'Use (if it must be white), zinc
white; but the most durable, and I think the best, colours of

all other paints for out-door buildings, are stone colour's."

I fully agree with him, having by chance, thinking the
colour would best harmonise with its surroundings, had a
little greenhouse painted with a tolerably light stone colour
four years agO; and it is, though equally exposed, in a much
better state of preservation than that where zinc white was
used three years since, the shiny appearance given by the
oil remaining to a much greater extent than in any other
paint I have ever noticed out of doors ; therefore, I recom-
mend stone-coloured paints only, and biennial painting.
One good coat of paint carefully laid on wUl then in most
instances be sufSeient to keep horticultural buildings in
first-rate condition and appearance; and then, that " J. K."
would find the annoyance of putty more imaginary than
real, is the conviction of—E. H. Potntee, Taunton.

AZALEA SHOOTS AND LEAVES TUENED
BEOWN.

Will you please give me your opinion of the enclosed
pieces of Azaleas ? My employer imported a large collection

about founteen months ago. They all did well last Reason,
made good wood, and set v,-ell with bloom-buds. I anticipated
a good show next spring, but my hopes are blighted. Soon
after they were put into their winter quarters a few of them
began to turn brown at the points of the leaves, and in
time the whole leaf was brown. The brownness then got
into the bud, and next into the branch, until the whole
head of the plant was gone. I am puzzled to find the head
dead, a.nd the roots and stock in good health. If thej'

began to go at the roots first I might then think it was
some mismanagement ; but I do not think it is that, as it

is a general cry about here that most gardeners have their
Azaleas more or less gone, or going. A friend of mine has
lost a dozen specimen plants, worth £2 each, in the same
way as that in which mine are going.—J. M., Edghaston.

[We cannot make out the cause of this decay. We thought
we noticed a trace of thrips, but could not be quite sure.

Of course they have not been frosted ? A similar case was
brought under our notice last season ; but in that case there
was strong suspicion that they had been maliciously syringed
with a saline or acid solution. We advised, however, the
matter to be allowed to rest, as it would have been difScult
to establish the point. We hope you have no suspicions
pointing that way.] •

GAEDENEBS' DWELLINGS AND CLOTHING.
YouK worthy contributor Mr. Fish, I was glad to observe,

has given prominence to the two very important matters of
gardeners' dwellings and the clothing of men who arc em-
ployed in forcing-houses, and consequently exposed to violent
and sudden variations of temperature.

All who have a spark of humanity about them must admit
that these are subjects of great in:portance, involving as
they do the health and comfort, aye, and morality too, of a
class who administer so largely to the most rational enjoy-
ment and pleasure of tlicir employers, and whose life, before
they are capable of filling a head gardener's situation, is

one attended with a very considerable amount of privation.
It must, therefore, surely be admitted that these arc sub-
jects well worthy of being brought under consideration in
the pages of such a periodical as The Journal of Hoeti-
CULTUEE.

The improvement of the dwellings of agricultural labourers
has for some time been prominently agitated in agi-icultural

literature with good results ; and why should not the im-
provement of gardeners' dwellings be similarly dealt with
in the gardening press ? It certainly cannot be said that
there is no necessity for improvement in the houses which
are inhabited by bot'u head and under gardeners. True, as
Mr. Fish observes, there is improvement going on, and
some few gardeners, such as Mr. Sobson, occupy houses
which may be considered models for even first-class esta-

blishments, being roomy, healthOy situated, worthy of the
intelligence and persevering energy of those by whom they
are inhabited, and creditable to the employers and their

estates. But this is by no means the rule, for it is well

known that too many, both head and under gardeners,
still occupy an apartment in which my lord and the squire
would not trust their hunters or retrievers for a month, and
in which, in fact, these animals would not exist in health.

Too often are gardeners to be found huddled up into these
north lean-to's, referred to by Mr. Fish, into the windows
and doors of which the health and life-giving rays of the
sun can never enter. Most especially is this applicable to

the young gai-deners of the establishment ; they are huddled
into some out-of- sight corner with a north aspect, and in

numbers of eases have only one apartment in which to

cook, live, and sleep, without the comfort-giving hand of
a woman either to cook or clean for them. How, then, can
it be otherwise than, as Mr. Fish instances, that the seeds
of disease are sown and fostered in such places of abode?
There they are under the necessity, after a hard day's toil,

of inhaling over and over again the damp stagnant air of a
small apartment with a chilly north aspect, which is rendered
more poisonous still by being turned into the abode of a
human being. Ventilation and aspect, which are so duly
and carefully studied and provided for m the case of plants,

are entirely overlooked in the housing of the human machines
that are required to possess the intelligence and unwearied
aj^plication which are necessai-y for the cultivation of plants.

This picture is a dai-k one, but not one shade beyond the
trijth. I could cite numberless instances as proofs of this.

Doubtless great improvement could be brought about by head
gardeners, both in their own and in the dwellings of those
under them, were they to earnestly bring the matter under
the consideration of their employers. I have no idea of heap-
ing all the blame and responsibility on the employer. Surely

there are, it is to be hoped, not many among the nobility

and gentry who are so callous to the well-being and comfort

of servants who suit them as not to take some steps to-

wards at least mitigating the evils under consideration ; and
I know for a fixct that many gardeners continue, and make
up their mind to experience, all the ills entailed upon them
and their offspring by small and unhealthy apartments,

merely because they do not like to incur obligations or ex-

pense on their account. I submit that there is no obliga-

tion in the matter, and that a gardener who suits his

employer has at least a moral right to be housed in such a
manner that the lives of himself and family may not be
placed in jeopardy. Such delicacy is a false delicacy, and
the moral sense of that employer must be low indeed who
will not listen to the representations of his servants in such

a case, and take steps accordingly.

Speaking of gardeners' families I cannot refrain from
reforing to those who advertise their little ones as incum-
brances. What a libel upon the best feelings of our nature

!

Surely the term has been originally coined in the shrivelled

heart of some old bachelor.

I agree fully with Mr. Fish as to the rash folly of young
men employed in the hothouses needlessly exposing them-
selves suddenly, with their coats off and sleeves tucked up,

to chilling winds, while they are perspiring at every pore.

The strong may, and often do, brave such cruel and foolish

treatment of themselves for years, birt if they like to have
grey locks they will wish they had acted otherwise, or the

experience of their fathers is not woith much. The infrac-

tion of the laws of health in so violent a manner will sooner

or later be followed by punishment and suffering, as surely

as shadow follows substance.
I know of few employments which warrant more care in

clothing than that of a young man who has the care of hot-

houses by night and by day, and in saying this I speak from
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some experience. Sucli an employment requires warm cloth-

ing to prevent the sudden reactions which will otherwise
take place in the system. Let me advise all young gar-

deners, and old ones too, to wear nest their skin a flannel,

and over that and under their shirt a chamois-skin waist-
coat, double-breasted up to their throat, and reaching down to
their loins. The writer never wore anything from which he
derived so much comfort, and I may say safety against cold.

It is Hght and pliable, and when coming out of a high tem-
perature, with the blood at the surface, the wind cannot
pierce the chamois and send the blood suddenly to the vitals

to breed catarrh and other inflammations. I have to go
frequently from hothouses into the teeth of a bitter east
wind off the sea, and it is astonishing how little its effects

are felt with such an article of clothing.
Mr. Fish refers to the good practice of old gardeners in

preventing the cold frosty air from coming suddenly in con-
tact with their young Cucumbers, and to their practice of
" sifting " the wind through a mat, or something else ; and
on the same principle he might have wisely recommended
gardeners to wear their moustache, which wise provision of
nature, if good for the protection of the lungs of any class

of men against cold ah' and dust, must be especially so in
the case of young gardeners who have to attend to fires and
work in hothouses loaded with moisture. I do not know
whether Mr. Fish be patriarchal enough to recommend the
moustache for the protection of the human lungs, but certain
I am that he will not treat plants so cruelly as to deprive
them of any appendage with which their Maker has fur-

nished them for their protection.
By many a strong young fellow these precautions may be

smiled at ; but I would add my warning voice to that of Mr.
Fish, that the strongest, if they live, will ultimately wish
they had paid more attention to the laws of health.

—

One
WHO IS COMPOBTABLT HoXJSED.

RAISING GOOSEBEEEIES FEOM SEED.
In the Journal of the .31st of January attention is called

to raising new kinds of Gooseberries from seed. I give the
results of an effort in that direction, which as regards suc-

cess in number is poor encouragement, but for quality
satisfactory.

It is five or six years since I selected ninety of what ap-
peared the best seedlings, judging by the leaf, and although
I have none but what I consider good, either as to size or
quality, in my garden, and no other garden near it, there
were twenty of the most worthless imaginable, and only
two out of the ninety were worth saving.
Although not large, they are such distinct new varieties,

and of such superior quality, as to be well worthy of cultiva-

tion. No. 1 is a dull red, very early, very fine skin, full of

juice, and very sweet, and to my taste superior to the Eed
Champagne. No. 2 is not a dessert fruit, but the most
splendid in appearance for bright colour I ever saw; its syrup
is the same colour, and makes a beautiful preserve both in

colour and flavour. A nobleman's gardener, who has seen
it, considers it the handsomest Gooseberry he ever saw ; it

is in appearance most like the Ashton Eed, but nearly double
its size, although not to be considered large compared with
prize kinds.

It is desirable to raise improved varieties of fruit if pos-
sible ; but if my ti'ouble, time, and experience are any rule,

there is not great inducement to make the attempt.—
J. Caetledge, Kirton-in-Lhidsey,

THE CLIMBING DEYONIENSIS EOSE.
I HAVE received a very kind letter from Mr. Henry Curtis,

of the Devon Eosery, Torquay, and also two splendid Briar
specimens of the above Eose. He is kind enough to acknow-
ledge the benefit that he has received from my articles of
one kind or another. One of the specimens is on a dwarf
Briar, and the other on a standard. The gi-owth of both is

quite wonderful. The Eose bids to be a great acquisition

;

the wood is not only luxuriant but of a hardy nature.
As letters addressed to me continually go to the Eushtons,

in Yorkshire, I shall be obliged to all correspondents, if

they will add the word Tarrant before Eushtou.—W. F.
Eadclyffe, Tarrant EtisMon, Blandford, Dorset.
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THE AI^BOEETUM—DECIDUOUS TEEES.
(Continued from imga 90.)

ACER (the maple).

The genus Acer includes a great variety of species, a few
of -which are evergreen, but these are chiefly tropical or sub-
tropical. All, or nearly all, the deciduous kinds are perfectly
hardy, and most of them extremely valuable for their
timber. Some are low, others medium-sized trees ; but Acer
eriocarpon, A. macrophyllum, and other large-leaved kinds
form timber trees of considerable magnitude. Their foliage
is as varied as their size, and gives them their ornamental
character. The Maples, therefore, should be a conspicuous
feature in the arboretum. The flowers are green and in-
conspicuous ; the fruit is double, each division containing one
single-seeded cavity, and extended at the back into a kind
i)f wing, called a key in English, or samara by botanists.
AcEE TATAKicuM (the Tartarian Maple), has heart-shaped

leaves,! ob-
long,unequal-
ly serrated,
and usually
undivided;
hence, a vei'y

distinct va^

riety. A na-
tive of south-
ern Asiatic
Kussia, Tar-
tary, iCc
A. SPICATUM

(the Spiked
Maple). — A
low tree found

ia the United

States P.-^uCa-

iiada. Loudon
says, "That it

is very orna-

mental in au-

tumn, from
its small keys
which are fix-

ed upon slen-

derpendulous
spikeB, and
have their
membranous
wings beauti-

fully tinged
with redwhen
ripe."

A. OPTJLTJS

(the Guelder-
Eose Maple).
-A small tree

gi'owing plen-

tifully on the
Pyrenees and
Erench Alps.
" It is con-

sidered pre-

ferable to all

the other Ma-
ples for its weed, which is hard and compact, not easily split,

and so homogeneous in its texture that it is almost impossible

to distinguish it in its annual layers."

A. OBTUSATUM (the Neapolitan Maple).—Leaves heart-

shaped, roundish, five-lobed, woolly beneath. Found in

Hungary, Croatia, and many parts of Italy. It frequently

reaches the height of -i'j feet, and is extremely striking with

its reddish purple branches. Of this bcautilul tree we read
—" It is certainly vciy singular that so fine a tree as this, oc-

cupying so large a tract of country, frequently visited by

English tourists, should be almost unknown in- this country ;

and yet, although it is ptriectly hardy and very easily mul-

tiplied, it is Fcarcely ever met with in any but botanical col-

lections." Here, then, is a case calling for attention. Lou-

don Bays there is a specimen in the arboretum at Chiswick.

If so, the Royal Horticultural Society would do well to pro-

pagate and distribute it. I am inclined to believe that the
Acer reported by Mr. Gordon, in the Number for September 6,

1864, is, in reality, A. obtusum, his description corresponding
with it, and the distinctive character between it and A. pla-

tanoides correctly pointed out. Although Loudon has given
A. Lobelii as a variety ofA. platanoides, he evidentlyhad some
doubts about it, as may be seen by referring to his " Arbore-
tum," vol. i., p. 431. I feel no hesitation in stating my belief,

that when trees are more generally studied, and their charac-

ter better understood, it will be found that many that now go
by a distinct name will be found to be the same as some other

variety. Of Acer obtusum there is no doubt ; of A. Lobelii

there appears to be much. So A. opalis (Italy), and A. opu-
lus (France),

formerly de-

scribed as
two different

kinds, are un-
doubtedly but
one.

A.MONSPES-
SULANUM (the

Montpellier
Maple), has
leaves slight-

ly cordate,
with three en-
tire, nearly

equal, diverg--

ing lobes.
Found in the
south of
France, and
in Spain, in

rocky situa-

tions. In its

native coun-
tries it some-
times attains

a height Df

40feet; but in

England the
tree is much
less,and"may
be considered
as purely one
of ornament,
and as such, it

well deserves

a place in
every collec-

tion."

A. PLATA-
NOIDES (the
Norway Ma-
ple).—One of

the finest and
best known of

the exotic Ma-
green leaves, not

I

Acer circinatum.

pies, with very handsome, glossy, deep

unlike the common Sycamore. A striped variety of this

species, called by gardeners the Silver-striped Maple, is some-

times met wilh'in-kept grounds. Loudon describes another

variety of it, called A. platanoides laciniatum, as very dis-

tinct, with leaves deeply and variously cut. A. platanoides.

purpureum can hardly be reckoned as another variety.

A. MAcrvOPHTLLUM (the Broad-leaved Maple).— Leaves

divided into five deep, spreading, slightly lobed segments,

the middle one of which is often narrow at the base, and the

lower ones wenerally smaller than the others. The finest of

the North American varieties. It also produces useful timber.

A. viLLOSUM (the Downy Maple).—Described as a lai-ge

tree, found in the Himalaya mountains, approaching the

limits of perpetual snow. There are very few specimens
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in England, and it is one of the kinds but yet very little

known.

Ameri-
ca a con-

Acer Monspessulanura.

A. STRIATUM (the striped-barked Maple).—An
can variety, growing from 10 to 15 feet high, formin!

siderable part of

the underwood
among Beeches,
Hemlock Spruce,

&c. Its wood,
which is very
white, is useful
for inlaying.
When cultivated

it grows much
larger than in

its native wilds.
" The trunk and
branches are
covered with a
smooth green
bark, longitudi-

nally marked
with black and
(vhite stripes, by
which the tree is

readily distin-

guished at all

seasons of the
year." It is like-

wise remarkable
for the bright
rosy tint of its

i
young leaves in

! spring.

A. SACCHAKI-
xuM (the Sugar
Maple).—Leaves
tive-lobed, taper-
pointed, and very
coarsely toothed
A native of Brit-

ish North Ameri-
can provinces,

i where it is found
in immense

i quantities.giving
in autumn to the woods of those countries a fine crimson
hue, caused by the changing of the leaves. It is called

the Sugar Maple, from the saoohtirine matter contained
in the ascending sap, from which brown sugar is ob-

^

tained. It is said that the Sugar Maple does not thrive
well in England, and that even when in health it does not
attain a greater height than 15 feet, whereas in its native
home it has been found to reach SO feet. This may arise

from the comparative mildness of our winters, or its being
subjected to much smaller extremes of temperature at op-
posite seasons. It would be satisfactory to know if there
are specimens which have exceeded 15 feet in this country.

A. EKiocAKPON (commonly known in America as the White
Maple).—It is a very rapid grower, and its wood is of little

value except for charcoal for gunpowder. " It is often

confounded with A. rubrum, which in the leaves it nearly

resembles, but it differs in its fruit and flowers."

A. KUBRUM (the Eed Maple).—It derives its name from

the deep red colour of the flowers in spring, and the leaves

and seed-vessels in autumn. The leaves are heart-shaped

at the base, glaucous beneath, deeply and unequally toothed,

very much like A. eriocarpon, but the leaves are altogether

smaller than that variety. Its wood is also harder and of a

finer and closer grain ; hence, like the other harder kinds of

Maple, it is easily wrought in the lathe, and acquires by
polishing a glossy and silken surface. It is one of the most
ornamental of the Maples, but thrives best in damp situa-

tions. Found in Canada, and abundantly in different parts

of the United States.

A. ciKciNATUM (the Curled Maple from North-western
America).—Its leaves are seven-lobed, the lower two
smaller than the others, acutely notched. Loudon says,
" The ivood is fine, white, close grained, very tough, and sus-

ceptible of a good polish." We are told that it is a small

and almost worthless tree. The light tint of its foliage,

and the regular form of its leaves, give it a distinctive

character, and a right to a place in the arboretuni.

A. CAUDATUM is remarkable for the long-pointed middle

lobe of its leaves,

whence its name.
It is found in the

higher regions of

Himalaya Moun-
tains, in Nepaul.

It is as yet but
little known in

this country.

A. EAKEATTJM.
— An American
variety, and it

must be consider-

ed a shrub rather

than a tree. It

has been propa-

gated and distri-

buted under the

name of A. trilo-

batum, but it is

seldom met with.

A. PALMATUM
is described as a

Japanese kind,

introduced in
1832. It is also

said to be a very

striking variety,

which, judging
from whence it

came,would most
likely be the
case. Loudon
thought it rather

tender ; but now
that we know
more about Ja-

panese plants,

there is not
much feai- that it

would not flou-

rish in our cli-

mate. Can any one kindly furnish information on this oir

any other Japanese variety ?

A. CAMPESTRE is the common Maple of our shaws and

hedgerows.

—

Adolphus H. Kent.
(To be continued.)

Acer eriocarpon

WOEK FOE THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

It is now necessary to determine what the different quar-

ters of the garden shall be cropped with during the season.

The chief rule to be observed with all annual vegetables is

never to have two crops of the same class directly following

each other. Though excellent plans of rotation may be laid
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down, yet the period that will elapse before the ground is

again occupied by a similar crop will depend upon the wants
of the establishment and the quantity of ground at the dis-

posal of the gardener. Those who i-equire to have several
crops on the ground at the same time will find that Celery
is a good preparation for Carrots, Turnips, Parsnips, Onions,
and early Cauliflowers, or for Peas, with Potatoes and Winter
Greens, or Broccoli, between the rows. Autumn-sown Onions
may be succeeded by Spinach, Lettuce, &c. ; and early Cau-
liflowers by autumn Onions. Spring-sown Onions will be
advantageously succeeded by Cabbages in beds, with Scarlet
Eunners betvreen ; and if the Cabbages stand all summer
and next winter the ground will come in in the spring, along
with Broccoli ground, for Celery, Potatoes, and Peas, the
early Potatoes being planted in the trenches, and the Peas
sown on the ridges. Asparagus, give plenty of air to this
and all other crops in frames, and make fresh beds. Carrots,
sow in frames, and thin those already up. Sow seed for
succession crops. Cauliflowers, plant out from the seed-pans
all the young plants before they become too much crowded,
and if needful make fresh sowings. Cucumbers, the fruiting-
bed should now be made, if the seeds are sown ; and as soon
as the heat is up the lights should be raised to allow the
steam to escape. After this has taken place, twice or three
times a-week fork up the dung to the depth of a foot or
more until the plants are nearly ready to tm-n out. As
soon as the seeds are up, and the two seed-leaves fully de-
veloped, pot in leaf mould in 48-sized pots ; let the roots
touch the bottom, and only partly fill the pot with soil,

adding more at intervals of a day or two. Lettuce, sow a
crop of Cos in frames and in the open ground. Potatoes, plant
some early sort in a sheltered situation if not already done.
Spinach, a small quantity of this may now be sown with
advantage.

FEtriT GARDEN.
If any root-pruning of fruit trees has yet to be done let

this be attended to without further loss of time, and see
that trees exposed to wind are securely staked. Prune
Easpberries. Any Gooseberries or Currants not previously
pruned should forthwith be attended to. Make arrange-
ments to procure a sufScient supply of pea-sticks, and collect
fir boughs to protect the blossom of Peach and Apricot trees.

FLOWER GARDEN.
See that all planting is completed forthwith. Improve as

much as possible all outlines. Plant fresh masses or groups
where necessary, and introduce specimen plants where fitting
opportunities offer. It is bad taste to plant single specie
mens in recesses. They should be ustd as a general rule
to give deep shadows, and to throw the prominent features
into bold relief. Give lawns a good rolling after wet. Pro-
ceed with edging the walks ; keep these clean, and roll
frequently to make them firm for walking upon, and also to
prevent the growth of weeds. Where it may be necessary
to increase the stock of any of the varieties of Dahlias these
should be placed in heat at once in order to secure cuttings.
Look to Crocus bulbs, &c., planted in beds, and protect
them from the depredations of mice. Auriculas may now
be permitted to grow, and must be well secured from frosts
and cold rains. Heartsease may have the earth stirred
between them as soon as the weather will permit, and some
well-decomposed cowdung between the plants will greatly
increase their size.

GEEENHOtrSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
Shift and tie out Pelargoniums as may be required, and

allow them plenty of space after this time, with all the light
possible, and a free circulation of air whenever the weather
will permit, but avoid cold north-easterly winds, which are
very injurious to plants in active growth. Do not allow
herbaceous Calceolarias to sufi'er for want of pot-room, as
a check at the present season might throw them prematurely
into flower. Cinerarias will now require frequent shifting
and placing at great distances from each other, in order
that the air may be permitted to circulate freely amongst
them. Lose no time in improving the drainage of any eijeci-

mens that require such attention, and endeavour to secure
a healthy vigorous root-action, which is uf great importance,
especially in the case of hardwooded plants. In greenhouses
damp and mildew are the grsat enemies to be guarded
against, and these must be sharply looked after, especially
in the case of plants that have not ripened their growth.

If the former is troublesome it must be got rid of by means
of free ventOation on mild days, using a little fire heat at
the same time ; and for the latter a dry airy atmosphere is

the best preventive, but the plants should be frequently
examined, applying sulphur on the first appearance of the
enemy. Very little water will be required here at present,
but the plants should be carefully looked over about twice
a-week, so as to make siu'e that nothing is allowed to feel

the want of it. For mixed greenhouses it is somewhat diffi.

cult to give precise du'ections. Plants of all climes occa-

sionally obtain a place here, and no special treatment in
regard to temperature can long be indulged in with impu-
nity. As a principle, therefore, of frequent and somewhat
harmless application, we would advise a rather free increase
of he.it on sunny days early in the afternoon for a few hours,
sinking at night to the old point, or nearly so. In thia

structure there will frequently be found Ericas, Pelargo.
niums. New Holland plants, bulbs, and even Orchids. A
division of these families should therefore be made. Let
the Orchids, bulbs, and plants of warm climates occupy the
warmest end with little air, and the Ericas, &c., the other,

with a freer cu-culation, the Pelargoniums may stand mid.

way.
PITS AND FEAMES.

If your dung is properly prepared and quite sweet, fo]

propagating Verbenas, Fuchsias, Petunias, &c , get a bei

made up as quickly as possible below the surface of the'

ground, where it will retain its heat much longer than on
the surface.—W. Keane.

d-

Ied
hall

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Heee we have done little out of doors, as until the frost

of Thursday morning the ground was too wet to do anything
but trenching, and even that would be better delayed uutU
the ground is drier. Turned over some ridged-up ground
intended for Carrots, Potatoes, &c., in order that it may be
the better sweetened by a fresh exposure to the frost.

Potatoes.— Planted some frames, each set having been
previously well rooted in small pots. These we planted
(Ash-leaved) 15 inches from row to row, and about finches
in the row. We have planted thinner and thicker, but we
think the above is about the best for getting the most pro-

duce in little room, and especially if the sets have been
started in small single pots, as they do not grow quite SO

vigorously afterwards as those planted out in a bed at once.

Planted out also a lot in an earth pit, covered with old

sashes, a little farther apart from row to row, and they also

had a slight bed of warm leaves below them. They will

succeed those in frames, as the latter will do those in large

pots, to some of which we gave an earthing up, chiefly of

loam and leaf mould, to prevent the tubers near the top
being greened. These have grown so very strong that rte

have been obliged to move the pots to give tbem more room,

so that the light and air may play around them, as if the

pots stand so thick that the heads look like a thicket they

do not tuber so quickly, or ripen so well, so as to become
mealy, without which, in our opinion, a new Potato is little

better than a Jerusalem Artichoke. When these and our

early Potatoes are apt to grow too long in the stalk, or stem,

we do not check them by cutting off tlie top, but we nip out

the terminal buds, which keeps tuem dwarfer and, we believe,

does no harm. It is owing to the little head they make that

among all the fine new kinds, we prefer the Ash-leaf, the

Early Frame, Early May, &c., for all early work. Out of

doors they may be sooner cleared off the ground, or the next
crop may be planted between them with less risk of injury

to either. As respects autumn jjlanting we consider it to

be applicable chiefly to light dry soils. In heavy rich land

the sets are apt to be much injured in winter, and the pro-

duce comes no sooner than from careful spring planting.

Those above, planted in frames and the earth pit, were left

in the ridge i'orm, so that a little more earth might be added
afterwards in a nice sunny warm day, the soil used being

partly fresh and partly what had been used for Melons and
Cucumbers, but all in a nice friable condition, and dry rather

than wet. For placing over such a mild hotbed the soil

should be drier than for ordinary planting, as moisture will
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ascend from the damp leaves. One reason for having the

Potatoes at once in the ridge form was that the hollow

between might be appropriated to

Peas Soivn on Turves.—These were cut 4 inches wide, from

2 to 3 inches deep, and 15 inches long, and had a groove

1 inch deep cut along the centre, in which the Peas were

sown, and covered with light soil and leaf mould.^The kinds

used were chiefly Sangster's No. 1 ; Sebastopol. a kind sent

to us last year, and which promised to be early ; Tom Thumb,
Bishop's Dwarf, &c. These would be transplanted in pieces

to I'ows in the open air, when the roots were peering all

ithrough the turf, and the soil outside was nice, warm, and
imellow ; and after many years' trial, we find this plan gives

us rather earlier Peas, and with much less trouble than
having to look after slugs, rats, and mice all the winter.

jBroad or garden Beans were sown in the same manner, only

ithe groove in the middle of the tui-f was made deeper. Some
;were the Dwarf Fan, the Mazagan, and the Early Long-
!pod. The last is a very sweet prolific Bean, and in our

opinion much more profitable than some of the crack Wonder-
fuls, which do not produce in proportion to the length and
size of the pods. When it becomes fashionable to dress the

young pods like young fresh Kidney Beans, then, of course,

the size of the pod might be an object.

Gave more room to the Tom Thumb Peas in 8 and
l2-inch pots in a frame, as we cannot as yet give them a

\

better place. They would be more forward if they had a
little dry heat. Everything seemed to prick up the foliage

to the sun of Thursday, as we have scarcely seen his rays for

three weeks, and much growth in svich ctroumstauces was
rather to be avoided than encouraged.

Carrots.—Made up a slight hotbed chiefly from tree leaves

for a two-light box, and after covering with fresh light soil

for 7 inches, sowed with Early Horn and Radishes. We
3ften sow broadcast, but this time we drew slight drills

ili inches apart, and sowed one row with Carrots, and the

other with Radishes, of the Early Frame kinds. This will

enable us to draw the Radishes without disturbing the

ground aboat the young Carrots. If these Carrots are left

rather thick and the most forward regularly pulled, we
know of nothing so economical for produce as such a bed.

The Dutch Forcing Carrot will give a great number of little
,

dots, half the size of the Horn CaiTot. Seedsmen should be
careful of the quality of the latter, so as to save only from
high-coloured specimens, as though lighter-coloured ones
may be equally sweet, they will not please the cook. The
same remark applies to Beet. It cannot be too dark. Even
[f equally rich in saccharine matter it will not please ; but
the darker in colour the richer it will generally be. The size

(s of less importance ; in fact, many prefer roots from 1 to

'i inches in diameter to those which are larger.

FEUIT GAKDEN.
Out of doors pruned a little on such days as Thursday.

3n a wet day pruned the trees. Peaches and Nectarines, on
:he back wall of an orchard-house. The trees are tied to

jast metal nails fixed in the wall as studs at regular dis-

auces, which prevents the necessit.v of filling either a new
jr old wall with nail holes, one of the best refuges for

iiseets and their eggs and larvfe. The old pieces of list, and
lippings from the clothiers, are just as nice nests for eggs,
ic, as the best breeders among insects could wish. We
,Yill wash all these trees, and also the wall, slightly with
;oap water, as soon as we have another suitable day, before
laiuting them over with clay, sulphur, or a little Gishurst.
[n the meantime we have syringed all the wood and the wall
Yith soap water at about 160'' in temperature.

Slraioherries.—No weather could have been worse for early
mes swelling or in bloom, but a few days like Thursday will

nake them all right. AVe have moved all the most for-

vard where they could have most sunlight and air, and
LHjk in a lot more from frames, where they had just been
started slowly and gradually. Frames or pits with just a
ittle bottom heat below them are very good for this pur-
pose ; but unless with those having considerable practice it

-S dangerous to plunge the pots into anything like a hotbed,
i place with a little dry heat, which you could make moist
it will, would be better than any place of a hotbed character.

When the latter is used the little heat from it will bring on
the plants gradually, but it will be safer to set the pots on
the surface, or merely fix them in the bed an inch or two in

depth. We have known of hundreds of fine plants that

did Uttle or no good just from plunging the pots, and thus

allowing them to get too hot at the roots. Last year we
prophesied great results from a set of plants, but the owner
did but little with them, and sent us a sample of the pots to

look at them. When we turned the plants out in October, 1863,

the ball of roots was as firm as a Dutch cheese—fine bold

roots, through as well as round the outside of the balls, so

thickly that you could scarcely have inserted a needle point

between them. When we turned out the pots sent in

February there was nothing but brown decayed roots round
the ball—not a vigorous spongiole to be seen. Further dis-

closures made all apparent—the hotbed had overdone the

roots, and the top suffered in consequence. Where there is

the least chance of extra heat from beneath the pots should

not only stand on the surface, but it would be better if they

stood not on the bed at all, but on slips or shelves of wood.

Even if no danger accrues to the bud from plunging, any
great stimulus by heat at first is apt to encourage foliage

and leave flower-buds lagging behind.

When a vinery or Peach-house is to be started, it is just

as well to set the Strawberries in their place at first, and
thus they come on gradually without any danger of the

roots being injured. We have always gathered earlier, how-
ever, in a Peach-house, when the plants had been encouraged

a little under glass previously, and for all succession crops

it is better to have the plants used to heat before they are

taken into the forcing-house ; but in all such cases whatever

bottom heat reaches them sliould be very moderate indeed.

Owing to the heat and di-yness of last season, oui- plants

are in smaller pots than usual, except where two or three are

in a large pot. The bulk of our early plants are in four and
five-inch pots. Of these we may give more room to a few of

the latest used, but we will not repot any to be used for a

month to come, if at all, as a good produce may be had from
small pots with rich nourishment. As soon as we can we
wiU give a lot of plants, runners of last season, more room
in a border, with leaf mould and rough loam placed firmly

round them, and after March we can lift these with large

balls, and either pot or plant under glass at once. Such
fresh-potted plants would be of little vise now. Those thus

taken up later do very well even in pots, especially if the

pots are plunged in a mild hotbed, and plenty of air given

to the tops to keep them cool. Here a little heat at bottom
would bring the roots into activity and cause them to press

against the sides of the pot, which is a different thing from

roasting and parboiling roots that were as thick as they

could be clustered there the previous autumn.
In a fine day the blossoms should be shaken, and a fine

brush or a feather drawn over them to scatter the pollen.

In a fine sunny day a slight dewing from the syringe, not

a drenching, wOl also help the same process, just as it is

helped out of doors by a warm, sunny, slight shower. An
excess of damp would be apt to wash off' the pollen. A dewy
drizzle attended with heat and sunshine seems to open and
disperse the contents of the pollen-cases. In December
and January it is not uncommon to find flowers with but

very little pollen, or imperfect anthers, but if the female

organs are all right the dusting of the pollen from other

flowers will make up the deficiency.

Sprinkled from the syringe Vines and Peaches, and Figs

moving. Where there is a moist atmosphere this is of less

consequence ; but if these fruit trees have been painted over

with Gishurst or other paints, as sulphur and clay, it is as

well to soften it a little by the syringe before the buds open.

We forgot to say, as respects the orchard-house, that we
watered the ground for a width of some 3 feet from the wall,

as when pruning we found a few buds came off as we run

our hand along them when cutting, which we attributed to

overdryness. Now, were we to soak aU the space at once,

the evil might be increased by a too great stimulus at once.

We forgot, also, to say, that after syringing the back wall and
the trees on it, we would have let the fi-ost, 5* or 6" at least,

into the house, but we could not do so at present, as_ our

fruit trees in pots are crowded together as closely as possible,

and the rest of the floor is covered with Geraniums and
bedding plants, which we have kept by shaking a little rough
dry hay over them in frosty nights, and hy putting a small

fire in an iron stove when the frost was very severe. We
shall be glad when we can get all these things out, in order
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that we may keep back the blooming of the trees as much
as possible. This is one of the secrets of success in un-
heated houses. When the fruit is nicely set, it is easy to
hasten maturity by shutting up early with sun heat. To all

with unheated fruit-houses who have not had much practice,

we would, as one of the secrets of success, say. Use every
means except shading to keep your buds from opening pre-
maturely. Of course, when, as in our case, such a house
must serve many purposes, it must be treated accordingly

;

but in an orchard-house with nothing but fruit trees, we
would prevent the frost entering the soil to any depth, and
if there were trees in pots or tubs, we would protect them,
but now, unless in storms and very sevei-e frosts, we would
keep the houses open night and day until the buds began to
open, when we would shut up on all nights except very mild
ones.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
Went on potting Lycopods, stove and greenhouse plants,

and would give bedding plants more room if we knew where
to put them. Other matters much the same as last and
previous weeks, which see. The only work out of doors
has been turning in the rough rotten leaf mould which had
been scattei-ed on the ridged-up flower-beds and borders,
and preparing some turf earth-pits for the work to which
they will be soon applied. In turning over the ridges of
the beds the dung will be prevented blowing about, whilst
it will be kept near the surface, so as to be well aired and
sweetened, as well as the earth, by exposure. The earth-
beds had been helped with a little turf between the layers
of earth in the walls, and turf all along the top. In the
course of years the walls had crumbled inwards consider-
ably, leaving the top turf hanging over them, so that, by
walking on the top, there was a danger of bringing the wall
down. Turf was too scarce to make up the deficiency, so
earth was firmly beaten into the hollows, so as to come in a
straight line with the overhanging turf; and, as these pits
had been injured by the falling of large trees, all defects on
the top of the walls were made good by fresh turf. We
have not half finished yet. We mention this, however,
chiefly for the benefit of our friend "Wteside," p. 111. In
beating this inside waU of earth the man left it firm,

smooth, and shining from his spade, thinking, no doubt,
and quite correctly, that he had done the job, as far as he
went, very nicely, and in a woi-kmanlike manner. In sum-
mer we would have let well alone, for a number of cracks
would be of little consequence ; but as we may expect some
frosts yet, and we did not wish the wall to be thrown down,
we asked the man who did it to make his smooth surface all

rough by pulling the teeth of a rake over it gently. The
Editors supply the reasons. We could say a good deal of
the blanket theory. We would advise the following experi-
ment :— Encase a bottle firmly in a dry rough woollen
jacket, and another, also dry, in a similar coloured cloth of
smooth calico or linen, and expose both to the sun, or any
other heating medium, and he will find the contents in the
smooth-covered bottle will become the hottest. We are
sure the reverse will just take place if both materials out-
side the bottle are equally kept wet, and exposed to heat.
We place a bottle of water or %vine in a tight-fitting woollen
stocking, keep it wet, and expose it to the sun, when we
wish to cool the liquor inside, not because the woollen
stocking will evaporate faster than a cotton one, or one
made of hard linen, but because the wooUen absorbs and
retains the liquid we apply much better than the other
material. The subject is one of considerable importance, .and
we shall be glad to hear " Wtbside's" conclusions.—K. P.

cient for the demand, and, as remarked last week, some new ones may now
be had. Greens of all kinds are plentiful, and Salads arrive daily from the
continent. Green Peas from Lisbon, and a few Tomatoes, have made their
appearance. Of Shaddocks, a larse parcel has arrived from the West
Indies. Some new Potatoes froTi Malta and Bermuias are to be had at
4^/. per pound. In the Potato market there is still a heavy stock, and prices
are unaltered.
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Wpattno S%tALT, Greenhodse (TwickenJiayrD.-VnT such a small house

tieasure and 7 inches deep, below the tiled floor. The p inciple m tne

-ractised men c.n .Bake any n.ode of heatmq: answer I"
•^^'' \'X

lOuse you need huvo no difficulty xvith the, chamber 1^"'
"'^f"™';^,Xe

•,p vprv secure or vou will be troubled -with smoke, &c. The small nue

lelowt'he floor; supposing the floor to be tiles, .fc=.^o„ld be the neatest fo

uch a narrow house. See what Mr Fish says of sueh a house in a late

iJumber. Your Ipomfoa Ilorsfallii will not succeed m s.cb a hou e I. Lear i

nil do so. We would cut neither down, hut you may thm out to one shoot.

fhe plants will re.iuiie pots of from 13 to 15 inches to bloom well in.

Vines m Bad Co>-mTioN (^ Snlsa-iber).-^Y<'
''''f "°

S'/''"?."!' "tch
is case better by dwelling on the failinRS of his P'edecessors " '= m"*
etter lo do that which is right yourself, and never mind what

5^™J
P>-f«-

essors have done. Your successful efforts at improving tl^^ejlace undei

our care will shine the more brightly because undertaken unassumingi,

•our first objection is to the road dirt or scrapings. ^^^ have seen ^uy hue

Ijrapes grown ou Vines in that material alone. ,\ou 7™»"^ '7 ^P -'

"i

load dirt, and it was replaced with equal quantities of "".f-
S''°'^;^.'i°3

nanure, little better than poison-one-tourlh would have been a^mp e, and

hac one-fourth more than we like ; half-burnt clay, good as
'fJ»^

'' e°\";

Ut charcoal would have been better; and lastly, 1 cwt. of =ni™<* wa»

[dded-1 cwt. of boiled half-inch bones would have been P.^ilerable We
Ihouldhave formed the border of three-fourths turves 3 loc^e' '^''=«:

hopped with a spade, but neither beaten nor made fine, these being taken

rem a soil neither strong nor very light, but better the latter than the former,

Ihe remainder equal parts of boiled half-inch bones and charcoai. This is

I. CO iipost very ^^litable for the Vines, and durable. Ynu took off two spits

,nd put on a like quantity ; this did not bling the roots uearer the suiface.

5-rom three to sis inches of compost over the roots would have been sufflcient,

.nd a covering of hot dung would have attracted them upwards. ^ our pro-

eeding is making bad as bad as it was belore. lour best course won d

lavebeen to have lifted the roots and brought them to the surface witbm

lalf a spit, so that they would have been raised about U foot, and be just

inches below the surface of the new border. It would have b«n be'ter

o have done it at once, and not delayed it until another year. The Vnes

ail do no good when two spits of the border can be taken off without injur-

ug the roots; and, as vou do not start them until April, you would be

cling wisely to get vour'emplover's consent to lift theui m laarch, making

he drainage good, and a border 20 inches deep._ Spread the roojs out, and

over them with from 4 to 6 inches of soil. -Sou have cut half the spurs

. .ck to see if they will break nearer the rod. If they do not, which i» quit

ikely, your proposed improvement will be necessary. It would iia\e Decn

.otter to have trained a shoot or c^ne from the bottom to replace the old

od. Again, the Vines have been kept nearer the class, but you have had

he irons lengthened to a font or 18 inches. Sixteen inches is a proper

iistanceto have their, from the glass. Your painting the Vines is good

IVe should think Ihe young Vines will be as unfruitful as the old. A little

op air at night is desirable, especially when the Grapes are colouring.

White-washing a Garden Wall (i. 2(.).-Tlie proposed whitewash

lould not improve the appearance of your wall. All the good it would do

vonld be to fill up the smaller crevices in the joints and m the face ot tne

iricks, and in this wav it would act as a destroyer of inoss, and ot insects

o a certain extfnt. It's efflcaoy is increased by adding soot and urine, so as

make it of the consistency of thick paint, applying the mixture with a

irush, working it well into every hole and crevice. If it w applied at the

emperatnre of boiling water it would kill many more of the insects eggs

haa used cool. Our opinion is that it would not improve the appearance

f the wall, but that it would be useful as a destroyer ot insects and moss.

PlGEOs-HOLEs IN CDCOUBKr.-riT{Dro>»w).-It is necessary to have the

nner walls of a Cucumber- pit pigeon-holed, so ihat the heat from the

inings may pass into the bed. If the bed is not lined, and Cucumbers are

lot required earlv, It is not necessary to have the walls pigeon-holed ;
but

hen no linings can be given, and consequently no extra heat afforded when

he heat of the bed declines. When the walls are built solid linings placed

tainst them give little heat to the bed.

I
! Rose Seed Sowing ( JrfenO.-The flr-t week in March is a good time to

fW Rose seed. Sow in deep pans, well drained, m a compost of rich sandy

i'oam, and plunge iu the open ground. The plants may appear in April

jr May, but the seeds very often do not vegetate until the spring of the

aeond year.

1
Scotch Sndfp in Paint foe Feoit Trees {A. B.l.-Scotch siinff is

'imply powdered tobacco, and that is well known to be one of the best

I iisect destroyers. Your mixture of sulnhur, lime, soft soap, clay, and soot,

'i good, but we should have mixed it with tobacco water to the consistency

If paint. Scotch snuff being stronger is considered eligible for the purpose.

IVc do not know what properties resin and dragoirs blood possess to reeom-

aend them forwinier-dressingVines, &c. We never found any benefit from

Inch nostrums, and we must know what they kill before we use them. For

i hese reasons we employ sulphur, lime, soot, and toft soap along with

'obacco water. The first is a powerful antidote against niildew and red

f pider; lime, a wholesale destroyer of fungi, is uselul in destroying the

1 pores of mildew ; soot is the best of all antidotes against the attacks of i ed

I pider on account of the ammonia it contains; soft soap, because it is a cer.

I ain destroyer of the Coecus or scale insect family ;
tobacco, whether in the

hape of snuff, tobacco water, or in the leaf, as it is a certain destroyer of

I Ihe Aphis family ; and clav. because it gives consistency, and smothers many
' lisects by forming a caat "over them. Clay also prevents the mixture being

easily washed off. „ . . . i. c ™ j
I

, Seedling Ciner^kia ( TT. i., Eaghscliffe).-i^'' fair opinion can be formed

'f three single flowers of any Cineraria; the whole plant in flower should

e seen. The seedling received has no good properties as a florists flower,

lOugh it may be, as we have no doubt it is, useful, as a decorative plant,

he outer belting of colour is very irregular, giving a coarseness to the

etale, which are much too long. Compare it with a named variety from

137

Flower-bed Planting (D. C.).-We presume that he groups are to be

cross-planted, and we have no doubt but that they will look well As you

want ciiticism, we should not like to have the quarter or group on the left

side all pink, or nearly so. Thus, of the seven beds you have two '^s^ntham

Rose, (our Manglesii, and the long centre bed Go den Ch, m. With the

exception of the whitish foliage of Manglesii, and «'« f'""'y
'""^fy^"!

the Golden Chain, the whole colour of the flowers ^''l be pmk. What

would you say to surrounding your two Tienth-.m Kosewith Manglesii, and

then filling the four beds, 2, with brown, purple, or blueT We have just

noticed that you propose Flower of the Day as a border to Trentham Rose-

well so be it. Then you could use Mangles' on the right-hand side, whicll

we like tetter than the other side, andyou eoulil use Golden 6 5 6
Ivy-leaf for No. 7, or Calceolaria floribunda. We do not

consider that Alyssam is good enough for your central bed 7 7

and vou should have-a yellow to light up your four beds 6 556
01 PurpleKing. Thebeds would then stand 7, yellow ; 6, 5,

scarlet, with Manglesii; 6, 6, 6, 6, Purple King, with \ ariegated Alyssum

sprinkled through it.

Over-heating Vine Roots [A Market G«,-to»er) .-When we saw your

little piece of a leaf, we thought you must either have mildew or torips, or

both From your account now, we have no doubt you have overheated yout

Vme root", and, probably, also ihe top. We should have liked the shoots to

be the length you speak of, alter the Vines had been shut up six or seven

weeks instead of four. As to the stems outside, we lear you bave injured

them and the roots much by over-lieatmg. Your hot dung should have

been kept away from the stems. Now, you must cool the border, but not

over-much expose the stems, and cover them with dry hay or straw. Syringe

Tour house, keep it moist, w'ith a fair amount of air, and remove he covering

from the border until the earth is about 70^ and then <^o«
"^"'f- ^J^^

processes seem all right, except overdoing the thing.
^^ ° '. 7°"'"/^^ '°

•• Doings 0' the Last Week," that it was safer to keep heat in by a loose

coveriifg than to use such a mound of hot fermenting matter, fhe flue,

t hit may have contributed to the misehief but with a nme-inch vvall

between it and the border, wo lay no great blame on it. We tear the

excess of dung has done (he mischief, but with care and reducing the

heat we would not yet despair Are you sure that fresh ime has nothing

todt^withit? Wethink the over-heating is the cause If you lessen t^e

heat and these shoots should be injured, most likely side-shoots will come

ftom tSe same buds. We shall be glad to ki-;ow the result, and we are only

sorry that the case seems so bad.

\RDisiA caE.st>LATA CuLTORE (^Norfo^.-ti^i^ Is anything but hardy.

It is a native of the West Indies, and requires a cool stove, or a warm con-

servatory in wnter, though doing very well in a greenhou-e in summer.

In some wa™ places it will thrive out of doors in summer-say for three

months aTterU.'e end of June. Its generic narne is derived fo™ "^^s.;

soear-head, in reference to the pointed petals of the floweis. Jbe flowers

Se'mairgreenish white, andhutlittle attractive to the eye, but are followed

by clusters of berries, which, as they approach maturity, vie with the bright

redbe re of the Holly for beauty. These give the plants a very pretty

appeal ance, and fine mas.ses will be produced on young plants from a foot

?o IS nches in height. The pl.nit groxs freely in sandy loam Abry peat,

and leaf mould. The more loam is used, the more compact will thf Plant

Se, and the closer will be it, rings of berries. It is easiest propagated by he

seeds, sown on a hotbed, or in pots ou a stage m the hothouse but, .lain the

case of the Holly and the Thorn, you must wait a good wh le for their

condng up bu after that you can pot oft', and the sce.Uings will give little

trouble '^Young shoots, slipped off with a piece of last year's wood, root

readilv ina not of sandy soil, inserted in a shady place on a hotbed; and

tiece '0 the root will also gmw and send up shoots if placed in a similar

positi'on Cuttings will make the finest and qaiekest-flowcring rlants, and

seedlings are a\tei,ded with least trouble. Where two or three P ants are

erov^nii anove seedlings will often be found sprmging up in other pots

from the dropped seed. This, and the red berries of the Kivina liumllis,

w h"h also bTooms in a small vo.ing state, are useful tor ornamenting dining-

rabies. The Plant will not thrive if the winter temperature falls below

from 4.5» "o 50°. It would like a few degrees above 60 better.

Sr»Tv ON Pfab-shoots (.1 Reader) .~T\xe scale on the Pear-bark and

shoots enclosed, whch have been twice dressed w ith Gishurst compound, one

rir^^sfnl at a stren-th of 12 ozs., and the second at a strengih of 16 ozs. to the

ga ion of water L, we shoild tbiAk, dead. Your tree is the worst infested with

fhe small Pear scaTe of any that we have seen. If you get rid of the enemy

with ha a dolen dressings vou will do well ; but we fear the dressmg is'

^nlv nar iallv rpplied, or your Gishurst is weaker than ours. A solution of

!^HS^kE± i^inheb:?^^'=^=^^|g|

verv elean afterwards. It is astonishing what havoc a brushing with water
veiy '^l^'',';.''"^'

"^'""its The eflic.cy of anv cure depends quite as much

blT care being taken not to' injure the buds. 0,.e thorough application

will do more good than half a do/.en partial ones.

TEA COLTURE.-^ s„J„,-i!.«- would be mtich obliged by a at^'^fY.

soon as possible to the following questions. How is 'bi^
J'^,'^

P'/""' "^1^™',

PiiSi^iliiiwmmmmmm
-S;°:^:JG'GKaAN,n.s(.Xo.,.o/^<o....).-^

::ar^"r;hi:'ct?rm':atiro"s;ca°k ofwr^o'uld not depeL on them, as

the blooms run, and look washy.
_There are many hygrometers

,„..„ ^ „._„. Compare it witn a namcu vai.e.y iiom
f.-'-.^^ p„„rometer. Its price is 135. 6rf., and Mr. Casella Uvea In Hatton

ir. Turner of"siongh, or Uessls. Smith of Dulwich, and you will soon
[ '^^:^^^^^Z

elect the imperfections pointed out iu your own flower.
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"WiKTERiNG Caladiums {J. A. P.).—These are best kept in the pots in a
stove seldom below C0° at night. In eiich a structure, with the pots standinp:

on a damp floor, the roots may be kept Siirdy. The pots will absorb a lillle

moisture from the damp floor, communicate it to the soil, and so prevent
the roots becoming farinaceou.-;, and consequently decaying when placed in

heat and moist soil. With a soil neilhtr very dry nor wet—one apparently
dry yet containing a little moisture in cons-sequence of the pots being placed

on a damp floor (dr failioc such a position, a slight skiff from the syringe at

the time of sprinkling the hou?e occasion illy, will do as well), and a
temperature of 65", there will be no diflSculty in keeping Caladium roots
through the winter.

Bestkoting Moss on Croquet Ground (^.).—Now is the time to do it,

fo- at this season mosses fluwer or attain their greatest perfection. Whilst
the ground is wet or soft, rake it with a long, &harp-toothed rake, working
it backwards and forwards sufficirntly to bring the moss to the surface, and
disturb that remainder considerably. CUar awav the moss so brought up,
and let the ground alone for a tortnight. Early in ilarch repeat the operation ;

and about the middlf of that month apply a dressinf^of rich connpost, which
may consist of any old rub^.ish neli decomposed, adding one-sisth of fresh
lime. Mix the lime with the compost a few dnys prior to spreading it over
the ground. A sprinkling of water may be necessary to make the lime
fall. Cover it with the compost. Spread this on tlie ground at the rate of
200 barrowloads per acre, passing it through a tlivoe-qnurter-inch sieve, to
save the trouble of stone-picking. R.ike it evenly over the surface with a
wooden rake, and, when dry, sow Festucaovina^ 6 lbs, ; FestucaduriuscuU,
3 lbs,, or 6 lbs. if the grass is to he mown with a machine; Cynosurns cris-

tatup, 6 lbs,, and Trifolium repens and T. minus. 3 lbs. each- omitting the
last if the ground is of a wet nature. If the eituation is shaded by trees sow
3 lbs. of Poa nemoralis instead of Festuca ovina. The above quantities are
sufficient to renovate an acre. After sowing, the ground may be lightly
raked, and then welt rolled, uni twice weekly. If you could spare the use
of the ground for a week or two in May, a dre-sing with soot, in damp
weather, would do much towards ridding the lawn of the moss. The cause
is a poor soil and damp bottom ; the re.i.edy. an improved state of the soil
and more herbage. Wood aslits are good, also salt; bui it takes as much
salt to kill moss as it does to destro\' grass. Have nothing to do with it.

By proceeding ns above recommended you will not be able to use the ground
so early, but you v/iU be well satisfied with the improvement in the firmness
of the lawn.

Training Madeakd-xas—Hardiness of Agathea. ccelestis [A Subscrr
her. West of Iri/fm(i).~~Y<j\imii.y cut the Maurtndya down to a foot or so
high, and it will probably ehooi afreah, but we would strikf some of the
young shoots. Theystiike readily in sandy soil on a hotbed. When tho
plant makes fresh siioots stop these when a foot high; this will encourage
fiide-shoois Triin these evenly over the wall, and stop them at every foot
of their height if they appear disposed to giow without maliing side-shoots.
If thp shoots come loo close togither thin thcra out, and any straggling
shoots may be cui out, olhc-rwise it is one of the neatest-growing of climbers,
very close-babited, and free blooming. It does welj in a comport of loam
and leaf m^uld, eithi-r as a greenhouse plant or a ha'f-hardy ciimber suit-
able for covering trellises. Tr.un to poles, or plant against, any suppor., in
sheltertd situations in the flower garden during the summer months
Agathca coelettis i? a half-hardy, variegated, bedding plant, and is not
hardy, so far as we know, anywh--re in the kingdom. We thmk it would
not prove hardy even in the mild climaie of Ireland.

Striking D.i.HLiAs(7rfem )—You may plice t\ie roots on a genile hotbed
in the beginning of March, and when the shoot> are from 3 to 6 inches long
take them off with a little of the old root to each, and put them in pots suf-
ficiently large. Return them to the hnibed for a fortnight, harden off, pro-
tecting in a frame or greenhouse until ttie end of May, and then plant out.
Your plan of raising from cuttings witliout any portion of the old root is

a good mode of propagating the new and rare sorts but the plants are usually
small, andflowtr at a later period. Th.^y would flower sooner by potting
each root in the first instance, and as the shoots appear removing them all

but one. This will be very strong, and may be planied out with its flower-
buds uearly expanded. We like to plant a good strong plmt, and have
flowers early. Small plants from cuttings, th' ugh late, usually give the
best flowers. The main points to he ati ended tu m order to have Dahlias
early, ia to begin in good time, and to have plants str-mg and well hardened
off prior to planting out. Evergreen Oaks may be increased by layer", but
they are best raised by sowing the acorns or seed. March is a good time to
BOW them.

Eddleweiss {M. a. ^,).— In answer to our inquiry last week relaUve lo
the botanical name lor th>s German title fur an alpine plant we have received
replies from Lady S., I. Thomas, and A. H. Tayhir, all three agreeing that
it is Gnaphalium leimtopliyllum, ant) all recommending a little work on
alpine plants, published at Munich, entitled, "Di^- Alpeu Fflanz n Deutch-
lands und der Schw-.-iz." The more modern botanic il name of the plant is

Leontopodium helvtticum, and a very goodpi>rlraH of it is in the "Botanical
Magazme," t 19J8. Our ciirrewpfmilent *'M. A. E." had sown seeds of it,

and treated them very judiciously by plunging " the pot in which the
seeds are sown under a north wall, b-neath the snnw, as it is difficult to
find any dark place cold enougli ;" but she wishes for some positive direc-
tions. The following is wliat Mr. Fi.-h says on the suHjict. "I believe
Leontopodium helvcticum is the sam-- as L. vulgare, a native of the moun-
tains of SMtzerland and Austria. It is a number of y^ars since I have
seen it. I am nut nttw sure, but I thmk I .-^aw a pot of it among the alpines
at Drumcondra. I think you could not do better than consult Mr. Donald,
of Hampton Court. I recollect acting a nice little natch of it from 4 to 5
inches in height, with its pretty yellow starlike flowers, in a sheltered
placo in a rockwork. It Btood in a Indlow, yet some 4 feet from the ground.
It was growing in sindy peat, well drained. The four slonefl that stood like

little chff^ round it had a space left between each, so that there could be no
stagnant midsmrc. In winter some evergreen houghs were stuck round it.

No protection wiiatever would be necessary could wo secure »now hrfore
frost. I recollect of the plantcliie.ly as an alpino, gro vn in a pot half filled

with drainage, and set up to the rirn amonu' rough cinders in winter, and
covered with the glass of a frame In severe trj^t, without snow, a little

protection would be given to the ula^s, as in the case of oihi-r rare alpines.

It is propatra'ed by divisions iu npiing, placed in suu'iy peat nnd'jr a band-
ligbt ; and Heeds may be sown at the s une Lime in a pot half filletl with
rough drainage, then an inch of fini r, and then tiandy peat, the upper layer
fine and within half an inch of the rim. On this scatter the seed, slightly

press, and covi;r with a square of glass; shude with a little paper until

the seeds are up, then give air and light gradually, and prick off in the
usual manner. These, however, are chiefly recollections, and, as stated
above. I would advise applying to Mr, Djoald as the most likely per^a to
afford infortnation as to this pretty rare plant."

Summer Treatment of Ctolamen'S (.If. i).}.—The Auricula-stand figured
in No. 2ul would answer admirably lor Cyclamens in summer, more eBp&-
cially if the roof were of glass, as you propose. It. should be placed so as
to liiive a northern aspect. Tubers, when exposed to the full influence of a
hot summer's sun, as yours were, are liable to become blind, or not shoot
from the crown, but they usually form a spur at the lower part of the root,
on which the leaves and flowers are produced. We have not suffered from
mice eating the tnber.s, nor is it likely, for the fresh roots are bitter, acrid,,

and burning ; but yours, baked as they were, might havR become farinaceous,
and they are then harmless. Rabbits are still more unlikely to have nibbled
them. Dr. Hogg states, in his *'Vi3:.jefable Kingdom," that "M. de Ijuca-

found four grains of the juice, injected into the trachea of a rabbit, caused
it to die in convulsions in the course of ten minutes.'

'

FiNE-FOLiAGED PLANTS {Liverpool) .^All but; the first two, whif^h, how-
ever, are decidedly ornamental, though not what are called fiue-ioliaged.

Names of FRUiT{i;.^. ^.) —Apples.—\, Dumelow's Seedling; 2, Goldett
Eusset. Fears.— 1, Beurr^ d'Arembergj 2, Beurre de Ranee.

Names of Plants (T., A Snbscrih,r).~ Apparently a distorted Lastrea
dilatata (Pentandrin).-!^ Selaglnella Galeottii; 2, Selaginella Martensiij
3, Asplenium flabellilolium ; 4, Asplenium hulbiferum. (Rorh) —1, Cyrto-
miumfalcatum

; 2, LastreaFilix-mascristata ; 3, Lastrea indivis* apparently,
but there is no fruii ; 4, Nephrolepi.s tuberosa ; 5, Onychium jiponicum;
6, Pteris scabernla. Such specimens — tips of fronds—are the worst yott

could send. {Filix-mas).—^, Geraniu o Golden Chain j 3, Pteris serrulata;

4, Pteris hastata. (Iffnorannis).- Jt is a Moss, and one of the HypnumsTr-
we think H. splendens. ( rr. JS. .S.).— I, Litobrochia vespertilioni^
2, Onychium lucldum ; 3, A-pleniuui compressum ; 4, Nephrolepis tuberose;
5, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 6, Nephrodiiim raoUe corymbiferum, {JE. J. H.).
— 1 and 2, both Aapleniutn lanceolatum. (yor^iton).-!, Pteris tremula;
2, Phlebodium areolatum. Ttie Apple is Lewis's Incompurable.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHROIflCLE.

JOI]N^T-STOCE POULTRY COMPANY.
To say I entii-ely agree with your opinion and yet I differ,

seerus a paradox which I will, however, satisfactorily explain

hereafter. I doubt not that, had I not been compelled by
circumstances to notice your first leader on the above
subject, your subsequent remarks might probably have been
equally in harmony with my views. It happens, however,
that you have been, and still are, pxrblishing my " Treatise

ou Poultry-keeping in a Commercial Point of View," which,

judging from the number of letters I have received since

the publication of your leader, requesting a prospectus

with a view to taking shares in the Company, seemingly

leads many persons to infer that I am the promoter of the

Company alluded to iu your article. I beg to inform your
readers that I have not the slightest knowledge of that

Company or its promoter. It is true that I have had offers

from many persons to take shares in a company which I

might form under the Limited Liability Act, to carry out my
system of poultry-keeping and egcr-preserving ; but my
invariable answer has been, that if a company were pro-

moted by any other party I should be happy to contribute

my experience and professional services to the success of the

undertaking, but that I could not afford to become its

promoter.
Now, what I agree with you in is this :—That were a

company formed for poultry-keeping on a large scale

according to the prevailing system, it would prove a cert.ain

faUure, and this for the reasons you so justly point out in

your leader ; so far, therefore, I quite agree with you, and
aware of your great experience and knowledge in all that

relates to the advantages Joint-Stock Companies have con-

ferred on the farming interest, by executing drainage works
and building homesteads at a rental charge, by letting

machinery on hire, by the manufactui'e of artificial manure,
&c., I doubt not that your subsequent remarks on the

joint-stock principle applied to poultry-breeding would
have been equally identical with my views. In the first

place, the Limited Liability Act, which has done more for

the prosperity of the country than any preceding Act,

although it has in many instances proved a limited and
determinate loss to shareholders, has yot been the means
of blessing us with the practical use of those admirable
inventions which add so much to our comfort, conveniencejiB

security, and national prosperity, and which no private"

persons, however vast their fortunes, could possibly have
carried out. Iu fact, the very essence of Limited Liability

is to assist improvements to be practically realised without

much individual risk. I have seen too many failures of
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most promising undertakings to advise any person to invest

his all in any scheme, however promising. Yet I cannot

shut my eyes to the advantages that would be conferred on

the country by a Joint-Stock Company for poultry-breeding

and egg-preserving on scientific principles, or, as some may

call it, by artificial means; and taking your statement

that we import at the rate of one million of eggs daily,

with an increasing consumption, as a basis, there would

seemingly be room enough for a score of companies.

I will not enter into details as to how such concerns

ought to bo managed, but I entirely agree with your

concluding remarks, that poultry kept in very large

numbers together, and left to roam in all weathers, are sub-

ject to disease, which soon spreads, and profit disappears.

—Geo. K. Getelin, C.B.

THE POULTEY CLUB.
Lest any misconstruction might be placed on silence, I

wish to state, in reply to your correspondent " Timid Exhi-

bitor," and to the remarks in your " Letter Box," that it

is not the intention of the Stewards of the Poultry Club

to enter into any discussion on its merits or constitution

through the columns of the press.

The circular sent out to upwards of four hundred exhi-

bitors, with a view to make its objects more generally

known, wUl have informed your correspondent that the
" Hon. Secretary will be happy to give information on all

subjects connected with the Club ;" and I now repeat that

all courteous communications will be promptly and fully

replied to, but under no circumstances will anonymous
letters through the press, or attacks consisting of vague
inuendoes, be considered.

The proceedings of the Club will be published fi'om time

to time ; a list of its members and officers, a statement of its

objects, and, after the next general meeting, a copy of its

bye-laws, which are now in course of republication, will be

at the service of any one applying for them.
It is the wish of the promoters that the Club stand or fall

on its merits. Its numbers are daily increasing, and its

officers are fully determined that no amount of individual

cavilling, ex parte statements, or editorial cold water, shall

deter them from carrying out what they consider its legiti-

mate ends. I may add that the discountenancing of dealer

judges is one of their principal objects, and they see nothicg
in theu' list of judges at variance with it.

It was in your columns that this great reform was fii'st

publicly advocated, and on that point at least the officers of

the Club feel sure of your sympathy.

—

Fred. Wm. Zuehokst,
Hon. Sec. (]}ro. tern.)

NANTWICH POULTEY EXHIBITION.
This Exhibition is generally admitted to be the closing

j

show of the season, and, although limited to the immediate
I locality—viz., a circle of thirteen miles from Nantwich—the

competition, in the majority of the classes, is such as would
put to the blush many meetings of far higher preten-

sions. The Nantwich Show is consequently regarded with

much interest among poultry amateurs, and never lacks

a large number of visitors. Nothing is ever left undone
that can tend to the comfort of the birds exhibited, or the

I pleasure of those persons who may attend the Show, by the

gentlemen who officiate on the Nantwich Committee; and
the popularity of this Show is also very greatly enhanced
by the untu'ing attention of Mr. Edwin Ehodes, as Hon.
Secretary. Quietude, order, and regularity are, therefore,

universal throughout the whole proceedings. Some of our
' most noted breeders of exhibition poultry residing within
the limits to which competition is restricted, scarcely any
lass seems to differ materially fi'om those met with at all

other local shows ; and the Game fowls raised round Nantwich
are noted for being excellent, their reputation in the cock-

pit being established for a long series of years prior to the
institution of our earliest poultry exhibitions. These birds

! stUl remain universal favourites iu the district ; and,

consequently, it is ^by no means uncommon for some of

our most noted breeders of Game fowls to canvass this

neighbourhood closely in search of specimens for the show-

pen. For birds equal to the requirements of such parties,

therefore, a very liberal price is frequently obtained. Such

encouragement naturally fosters a spirit of emulation :
and

hence it is that, year by year, the competition in these

classes invariably increases. The variety of Game fowls

most esteemed about Nantwich is the Brown Keds. This

is easily accounted for from the fact that they are known

to be the hardest fighters of all Game fowls.
_

This neighbourhood is also famous for its strain of Bed

Pile Game fowls; and yet another breed of very hard-

feathered Game cocks are to be commonly met with, exhi-

bited by the Nantwich breeders as Black E,eds, but they are

far too dark-coloured for show fowls of that feather. They

have every appearance, however, of being birds of great

power and courage. The Spanish classes at Nantwich were

indisputably good. We regretted to see, however, in a

highly commended pen, decidedly the best cock shown with

all the serrations of the comb frosted completely off, leaving

him as useful as before for stock purposes, but ruining him

for ever as a show bird. Proprietors of highly-bred Spanish

fowls cannot possibly be too careful in giving then- best

birds due protection from intense cold.

Following the order of the catalogue, Aylesbury Ducbs

stand next, and a finer collection is rarely met with;_ the

Eouen Ducks were also very good. In Turkeys the birds,

individually considered, were perfect, but a proper regard to

matching, as to feather, seemed disregarded. The class for

Geese comprised only three pens, a beautifully-feathered

pair of Canadians, and two unusually good pens of the

Embden variety.

All the DorBngs were good, and fit to compete at much

larger meetings.

In Cochins, Mr. Tudman, of Whitchurch, seems to have

absolutely frightened all competition out of the field. That

gentleman's well-known birds were shown in excellent

condition, and well-merited the prizes they obtained ; but

we do hope another year to find some enterprising resident

amateur or another throwing down the gauntlet to prevent

a positive " walk over."

The " Selling class " was good, and several pens changed

bands.
a- ^ i.

The Game fowl classes generally were quite sulhoient to

sustain the high repute of the district, numbers of the

Brown Eeds being as close an approach to perfection as

could well be supposed. The competition in this variety

has been rarely equalled, and a number of these birds

speedily changed ownership. We regretted much to see

a very excellent pen, and a prizewinner, subjected to the

loss of its premium through an improper entry as to owner-

ship Why cannot men either observe the rules laid down

or decline competition ? The attempt to thus covertly take

prizes is a dangerous experiment in every case, as facts

amono- the non-successful, however cai-efully concealed, will

always ooze out, and subsequent exposm'e cannot bring

with it anything covetable in the retrospect, as regulations

must be enforced. The winner of the Nantwich Victuallers'

silver cup, for the best Game cockerel, was a splendid speci-

men of BrowuRed, althoughbarelyrecovered fi-om "dubbing.

'

The Hamhurghs were many of them good, whilst the

Folands were of extreme merit ; here, however, as in the

Cochins, Mr. Heath, with his capital collection of Silver-

spangled ones, seems to frighten all rivals away. Some

very good Game Bantams were shown, both Black Eeds and

Duckwings. The entries for the " Any other Variety class

were six in number, from four different exhibitors, yet,

singularly enough, every pen consisted of Brahmas. They

are justly prized about Nantwich as winter layers, for pul-

lets of this variety rarely discontinue laying even should the

weather become suddenly severe.

The collection of Pigeons was not so lai-ge as usual, but

embraced many perfect pens. Among the most praise-

worthy specimens were some Dun Carriers, an excellent

class of Dragons, and Nuns as near perfection as could be

hoped for. Among the extras were some very good White

Doves and well-conditioned Lahore Pigeons.

The collection of Singing Birds was good, and m this por-

tion of the Show -was one, of the most beautiful specimens of

the Skylai^k ever, perhaps, exhibited.

SiNOLE Game Cocks (Anv colour). -First, E. Bowers, Nantwicli. Second,

T. Burgess, Burleydam. Tliird, J. 'iVallej, LurUen Green. Fourth, H.
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Vickers, Wybunbury. Highly Commended, G. WilUanii", Acton; A. Robin-
son, Wrenbury. Commended. J. G. Kenyon, Macefen ; E. Asbley, Nant-
wich ; J. R. Court.
Game (BLiclc-breastcd Reiis).—First, J. Smith, Winsford. Second,

A, Phillips. Winsford. Chickens.—First, — Miller, Wybunbury. Second,
J. Heath. Nantwich. Third, J. Groeott, Bunbury. Commended, J. M.
K^BOtt, Stapeley; T.Moore; A. Heath, Wins'ord; G. Williams.
Game (Brown-breasted Reds).—First, T. Whittingham, Batherton. Se-

cond, VV, Galley, Nantwich. Chickens.—First, T. Burcess, Burleydam.
Second, E. Bowers, Nantwich. Third, W.R.Walton, Wybunbury. Highly
Commended, T. Edge, Winsford; A. Heath. Winsford.
Game (Any other variety). —First, R. Ashley, Nantwich. Second with-

held. Ci'mmendcd, R. Roberts Kavensinoor. Chickens.— First, R. Crewe,
Burland. Second. J. Pedley, Nantwich.
Game Hess (Any Tatietj).—First, W. Galley, Nantwich. Second, W.

Fisher, Ra\en,-moor. Highlv Commended, J. Thursficld, Audlem ; W.
Galley; H. Oakes, Nantwich. Cammended, T. Dodd, Broad Lane; J. Dodd,
Broad Lane.
Beahma PooTnAS.-First, W. Woollev, Bunbnry. Second, W. B. Etches,

Whitchurch. Commended, J. Heath, Nantwich.
Spanish.— First, J. Dean, Winsford. Second, R. Hulse, Winsford.

Highly Commended, W. Woolley, Banbury; J. W. Holding, Nantwich.
Commended, W. Woolley. C7iic/tciis.— First, J. Heath, Nantwich. Second,
W. B. Etches, Whitchurch. Commended, Miss Hill.
DoEKiNGs (White). -First, Mrs. Tollemache, Dorfold Hall. Second, J.

Piatt, Swanlow.
DoEKiNos (Any other colour).—First. T. Burgess, Burleydam. Second,

Eev. E. Duncombe, Bathomlev. Cnickens.—tirst, T. Burgess. Second,
Mrs. Broughton, Wistaston. Commended, Mrs. Tollemache, Dorfold Hall.
Cochi.v-China (Cinnamon, Buff, and Partridge).— First and Second, E.

Tudman, Whitchurch. Chickens.— First and Second, E. Tudman. Highly
Commended, J. Withinshaw, jnn.

CoCHiN-CiiiNA (Any other colour).— First, J. Button, Bunburv. Second,
J. Dodd, MinshuU Vernon. Highly Commended, G. Williamson, Nantwich.
Chickens.— First, J. Dodd. Second, G. Williamson. Highly Commended,
J. Dutton.
CocHiN-CaiNA Cocks (Sweepstake).—Prize, J. Withinshaw, Jan., Nant-

wich.
PoLANDs (Any variety).-First andSecond, J. Heath, Nantwich. Chickens.—First and Second, J. Heath.
Hawburghs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—Third, J. Wainwrigbt, Norton.

Commended, W. R. Walton, Wybunbury; J. Hornby, Minshull Vernon.
Hambueghs (Gold or Silver-spanghd).—First, S. Armstrong, Radmore

Green. Second, J. Hitcheiieon, Moulton. Highly Commended, S. Arm-
strong.

Game Bantams.— Firtt, T. Burgess, Burleydam. Second, W. Griffiths,
Nantwich.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, G. Williamson, Nantwich. Se-

cond, T. Butler, .Middlewicb. Commended, J. G. Kenyon, Macefen.
GAMEBANTAMCoCKSiSiveepstakes).-First, T. Marsh, Nantwich. Second,

W. Griffiths, Nantwi'-h. Third, T. .-tanyer, Nantwich. Highly Commended,
W. Griffiths. Commended, T. Stanyer.
Game CocKEaErs.—First and Cup, T. Whittingham, Batherton. Second,

W. Galley, Nantwich. Third, P. Judson, Nantwich. Fourth, T. Burgess. Bur-
leydam. Highly Commended, J. Wi kinson, Ncrbury ; H. Oakes, Nant-
wich. Commended, W. Hope. Nantwich: J. Lewis, Nantwich; W.Clarke,
Burland ; R. Ashley, Nantwich ; A. Heath, Winsford.
Tdekkys (Any colour).— First, J. Edwards, Doddington Mill. Second,

Mrs. Tollemache, Dorford Hall. Highly Commended, T. Burgess, Bur-
leydam.
Geese (Any colour).—First, Miss Hill, Wistaston. Second, W. Furnival.

Norton. Highly Commended, J. Thurslield, Audlem.
DncKS (Aylesbury).— First, Mrs. M. Hornby, Swanlow. Second, J. Gro-

eott, Hanghton. Third, J. Piatt, Swanlow. Highly Commended, R.
Comes, Hurleston. Commended, G. Richards, Whitcburcb.
Ducks (Rouen).— First, J. G. Kenyon, Macefen. Second, T. Burgess,

Burleydam. Third. H. Prince, Nantwich.
Ducks (Any other variety).— First, Master J. Hill, Wistaston. Second,

E. Bowers, Nantwich. Highly Conimended, Mrs. Bateman, Cborley.
Seliing Class— First, C. Barnett, Blakenhall. Second. W. B. Etches,

Whitchurch. Commended, R. Hulse, Winsford; J. Heath, Nantwich.
Heavy R4BBITS.—Prize, a. Davie.", Nantwich.

PIGEONS.
Caebiees.— First and .^econd, W. Woolley, Bunbury.
Deagoons.- First, W. Woollev, Bunburv. Second, W. Cliff, Nantwich.

Highly Commended, W. Clifl'; W. Woolley.
PowTEKs.- First, J. Dutton, Bunbury. Second, J. Withinshaw, Naut-

wich.
Barbs.—First. W. Woolley, Bunbury. Second, J. Hockenhnll, Nantwich.
Ndns.—First and Second, J. Dutton, Bunbury.
Tumbi-ees.—First and Second, T. Cawlcy, Tarporley. Highly Com-

mended, U. Ruscoe, Nantwich; J. Withinshaw, Nantwich.
Fantails,— Prize, C. B. Davies, Eardswick Hall.
Jacobins.— Prize, J. Huckenhull, Nantwich.
Teumpetees.— First, J. Withinshaw, Nantwich, Second, A. Garnelt,

Nantwich.
Owls.— First, G. Nixson, Sound. Second, A. Garnett, Nantwich. Highly

Commended, W. Ruscoe, Nantwich; G. Nixson, Sound.
Tdebitb.— First, — HockenhuU, Nantwich. Second, J. Withinshaw, jun.
Vaeiehes.- First, .1. Dutton, bunbury. Second, J. HockenliuU.
Doves.— First, J. Cooper, Nantwich. Seccmd, J. HockenliuU, Nantwich.

Highly Commended, J. Hughco, Audlem; R.Hughes; J. Clijisters, Nant-
wich,

SINGING BIRDS.

Canaeies (Yellow).—First and Second, S. Williamson, Nantwich. Highly
Commended, J. Lockett, Nantwicli.
Canaries (Bull).- First and Second, S. Williamson. Nantwich. Highly

Commended, H. Prince, Nantwich.
Canaries (Any oiher v.iriety).— First, S. Church, Nantwich, Second,

^. Williamson. Nantwich. Highly Commended, H. Prince, Nantwich.
pLiNNKTs (Brown).— First and Second, S. Williamson, Nantwich. Highly
^ommended, S. T. Silver. Norton ; D. Robinson, Nantwich.
GoLDPiNcuES.— First, R. Williamson, Nantwich. Second, D. Robinson,

Nantvich. Highly Commended, D. Robinson ; R. Williimson,

Skvlaeks.—First, T. Williamson, Nantwich. Second, C. Sutton, Nant-
wich. Highly Commended, J. Willett, Nantwich ; T. Williamson.
BoLLFixcuES.— Prize, H. Hope, Nantwich.

The Poultry was judged by Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Spark-
brook, near Birmingham; the Pigeons by Mr. Charles
Gotten, of Crewe ; and Mr. Charles Voules, of Chester ; and

J

the Singing Birds by Mr. John Kobinson, of Manchester.

PIGEONS AT THE BEADFOED SHOW.
The collection of Pigeons was most unusually attractive

nearly two hundred pens, divided into twelve classes, coni'

peted, and comprised most of the choicest specimens to be
met with. Owing to the severe storm Mr. F. G. Stevens's
birds were absent
The Carrier class was a large one. Mr. Else's first-prize

Blacks (which also secured the silver cup for the best pair

of Carriers, Powters, or Tumblers), were good, the hen
being remarkably fine. Mr. Colley's second-prize pen of

Blacks contained a good hen. Messrs. A. Pinto Leite, and
Eden received high commendations for extremely good
representatives, the Duns shown by both being of special

merit.

The Powter class was not particularly strong, with the
exception of the prize birds. Lengthy well-shaped Blues
were first, and very good Keds second.
Almond Tumblers formed a capital class. Mr. Else's

excellent coloured pair were first, and Mr. Ford second,

with fine birds.

In Tumblers, Any other Variety, Mr. Eden's wonderful
Black Mottles were first, and a beautiful pair of Kites second,

Black Mottles, Kites, and Blue Beards, received notice.

Barbs mustered strongly. Mr. Haansbergen added
another to his triumphs in this variety with his well-known
Blacks. Good Reds were second.
Owls formed a nice collection. Fine Blues were first, and

Whites (both Foreign) were second.
In Turbits good Silvers, evenly marked and in capital

condition, took both prizes.

Fantails were well represented. The first prize went to

Whites, the second to good Blues. Several excellent pens
received high commendation.
The Jacobin class was one of the best in the show. Mr.

J. T. Lawrence, however, completely outdistanced competi-

tion with his extraordinai-y Yellows, and most deservedly

obtained both prizes as well as the silver cup for the best

pair, excepting the first four classes previously named.
Blacks and Reds were highly commended.
Trumpeters were good, Mr. Robinson's fii'st-prize Black

Mottles being particularly noticeable. Mr. Gates had his

accustomed position with good Whites.
In Any other Variety the Rev. C. Spencer's beautiful Swiss

Pigeons were again first, and Satinettes, second. Blue
Runts, Black Spots, Black-headed Nuns, White Dragons,
Victorias, and YeUow Magpies, all very choice, received

notice.

The Selling Class was large and diversified. A handso:
pair of Red Magpies were first, and Blue Dragons second.

ime.

i
BEAHMA POOTEAS AT THE BEADFOED

EXHIBITION.
Allow me to ask respecting the Brahma Pootra class at

the last Bradford show. I see in your journal the awardsi

in the class named, and in the prize and class list sent to

me no such class is named. Being an exhibitor in that

class, although not at Bradford, I should have been there

had I known there was such a cl.ass. I shall feel greatly

obliged by information respecting it.—J. Wright, WooA-
hridge, SuJfoU;.

[We have made inquiiies and find that inserting a class

for Brahma Pootras was an after-thought, and we have seen

a printed schedule, which was sent before the show, with the

prizes to be given for Brahma Pootras inserted in MS. by

one of the secretaries. When such a chiinge is made a

committee had much better advertise the change. It is

only fair to the exhibitors, and for the advantage of the

Society, besides avoiding unpleasant suspicions of the

motives of the committee.] li
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A HOME FOR BIEDS.
Can any of your readers inform me what I am to do to

I
nduce Bullfinches to come and stay in my garden? I have

I
ead in the pages of " Coi-nhill." that if proper arrange-

nents are made to suit the habits of birds, they will come
lud take up their abode with you. In addition to the Bull-

inches, I should like to have a few Thrushes, and Peggy-
rhitethroats, as occasionally they do pay me a visit. What
ort of meat should I provide ? Could I make places that

uit them to build in, guarding them against the predatory
ncm-sions of cats, ic? I take the precaution now of placing

bod for them, but the Sparrows take the lion's share. The
jparrow is an impudent bird, he comes occasionally before

he Thrush when he is regaling himself, stretches out his

leok, and stands bolt upright, as much as to say, I am as

•i'j as you. I keep in an old ivy a covey of Sparrows, num-
iring something like three score ; but I should prefer a
nore melodious note than theirs, if by any means I could
nduce songsters to stay v;ith me. Probably some of your
iLnany readers can suggest a means which, whether suocess-
jfiil or not, I shall be glad of.—AfflATEtjR.

SWAEMING vEEsrs KON-SWARMING.
" J. E. B." and " A Renfkew.shire Bee-keeper " have

aken up the subject of the advantages derived from swarm-
ng and non-swarming hives ; and in looking over my note-
)ook for 1864 I find the following facts relative to two hives,

he one swarming and the other not, which may be a little

interesting to some of your readers.
No. 1 I will name the non-swarming hive, and No. 3 the
narming one.
On the 25 th of February I examined my hives, and found

^0. 1 seemingly dead, but it resuscitated : bees saved, about
lb. No. 2 was in good order, about three parts full of comb,

,ind bees about 2 j lbs. Both hives fed, but there was no breed-
ing till the 1st of April. They then continued to make a steady
mprovement till May 17th, when No. 2 swarmed. The
veather getting cold, they remained inactive till July 1st.

A- second swarm came off No. 2 on May 2Sth, and it was
lived; and both swarms had to be kept alive by feeding
;ill the 1st of July.

Weighed hives on the morning of July 6th. No. 1 weighed
25 lbs. gross ; No. 2, 20 lbs. 1st swarm 18 lbs., 2nd swarm
12 lbs. Weighed them again on the evening of the 8th

:

No. 1 weighed 54 lbs. making the enormous weight of 29 lbs.

n three days. No. 2 weighed 22 lbs.; 1st swarm 22 lbs.,

ind swarm 14 lbs. I pass on now to July 29th, when No. 1

ifeighed upwards of 100 lbs. No. 2, 30 lbs.; 1st swarm, 34 lbs.,

Bud swarm 18 lbs. Honey taken from No. 1, First-class

jioneycomb, 34 lbs. ; second-class, 26 lbs. ; total, 60 lbs. No
aoney from No. 2.

August 2nd took them to the heather. The whole of them
lad by this time come back in weight a few pounds, as is

l-..-.ays the case when the honey-gathering ceases.
I pass on to September 13 th, when the hives were brought

lome. I may mention that from August 29th to Septem-
iL-r 13th they had decreased in weight from 5 to 12 lbs. By
ihis time No. 1 weighed 90 lbs. No. 2 weighed 68 lbs.;

st swarm 68 lbs., 2nd swarm 48 lbs. Honey taken :—No. 1,

fl lbs. first-class comb. No. 2, 18 lbs. ; 1st swarm 18 lbs.,

Jnd swarm 13 lbs. ; total, 49 lbs., leaving three good stocks
Lveraging 45 lbs. gross weight ; whereas in No. 1 one stock
S left at 50. Total honey taken from No. 1 :—July 29tb,
>0 lbs. ; September 13th, 41 lbs. ; total, 101 lbs. From the
loregoing it will be seen that No. 1 exceeds No. 2 by 52 lbs.
>f honey, notwithstanding the unfavom-able circumstance
it was placed in at the beginning, although No. 2 has the
advantage of having two stocks more, and theu' extra weight
irill in some measure make up for their deficiency of honey.

j

It will be seen that in some cases the swarming hives
jiave the preference—that is, where there is a long continu-
ince yf fine and honey-making weather; but without a
emove, and placed in a locality such as oui-s, in general
here is little if anything to be had from swarming hives

;

.ud as means are always taken to insure a succession of
toeks, no one will for a moment hesitate to say that the
lepriving system is the best, not to speak of the superior
oneycomb. And further, it is to be remarked that there is

little danger of queens getting aged and effect through non-
swarming

; often are they dethroned in the first year, and
seldom do they survive longer than the second, not from
age, but because young queens are brought forward and a
new princess installed. This can only be proven by taking
care every spring or autumn to become acquainted with
every queen in the apiary. This every apiarian should do,
marking their several appearances so that he may be able to
trace them^ to the end. The oldest queens are always to be
found in hives that have swarmed. I have known hives
nine years old that never awarmed doing well, although I
make it a rule to have combs no older than two seasons.
Such a length of time without any casualty occuring proves
that queens ai-e dethroned.—A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper.

BEE-EEEPING IN DEVON.—No. XXII.
A GENIAL DAT—MY LAST GLIMPSE OP FOUL BROOD.

Wednesday, the 8th inst., may certainly be deemed the
first spring-like day we have had. Although the sun
remained veiled in clouds, the calmy western breeze was
mild and genial, and the temperatm-e so high that my bees,
long close prisoners during the late frosts and more recent
rains, availed themselves of it to the fullest extent, filling

the air with their most sweet music. Few sights and
sounds are more congenial to the eye and ear- of the
enthusiastic apiarian than those which present themselves
on a day like this, and I accordingly spent several hours in
my garden delightedly watching, tending, and assisting my
little pets to the utmost of my power.
How busy they all appear, and how beautiful are the

Ligurians ! Beauty is, we are told, only skin deep, but
assuredly it is not to be despised. Look for instance at these
two hives standing side by side, and compare for one moment
the golden, glittering Italians with their modest dark brown,
not to say black, British brethren, and declare if it be
possible not to concede the j^i^^ to the brilliant foreigners,
whose lithe and agile movements seem to accord so well
with the splendour and fii-efly-like radiancy of their attire.

The first question which intuitively suggests itself to
the apiarian is whether poUeu is being collected—pollen
deemed especially the food of the nurslings, but probably
no less essential to adults. Let us watch and wait. We have
not long to exercise our patience—there it is, and plenty of
it, not carried in in minute quantities by stray individuals,

but full loads by several at a time. What is the source
from whence it is derived ? So far as we can see, the laurus-
tinus is the favoured flower ; there may be a few loads of
snowdi-op or crocus poUen, but the laurustinus is undoubtedly
in the ascendant.

Halloa ! whence spring all these yellow-jackets gleaming
like crocuses in a garden border among the ordinary black
population of the hive ? True that in October last I
exchanged the black mother of this colony for a yellow queen
but I had no idea she would so early have commenced her
business in a hive only partially furnished with combs as
to produce numbers of young bees by the 7th of February.
Thus much, then, was ascertained by observation of the

hives' exteriors. Next came the all-important question of
the supply of food. A Salter's balance speedily decided that
most stocks were very light, and at this no one need be
surprised. Where the multiplioation of colonies is pushed
to the uttermost we may bid farewell to the honey har-

vest, and this was so much my case liist year that my bees
have been dependant upon artificial food for their winter
support. In " our Journal " of December 13th I related

how I had lost a good stock from the unexampled rapidity

with which its artificial supply had become exhausted. This
is the only loss I have sustained out of a total of twenty
stocks, but having no fancy for its repetition, I at once set

to work to take advantage of the fine day by supplementing
in the readiest manner the fast dwindling contents of the

store cells. And this is the way I accomplished it :—Taking
an empty comb, I laid it on its side and slowly poured syrup
into it from a jug held some 18 inches above it. When the
minute stream, by falling from this height and being directed

to all parts of the comb, had fUled it on one side as completely
as possible, I placed it in an upright position, in which, having
been allowed to drain, it was at once substituted for an
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empty comb taken from one of the liglit stocks. This

comb having- then been filled on one side was substituted

in like manner for an empty one in another hive, and the

process was continued until the approach of evening put a

stop to further proceedings. This plan had the additional

advantage of enabling me to ascertain by ocular inspection

that none of my colonies was in imminent danger of

starvation, since all possessed more or less sealed food. It

will readily be understood that I filled the combs on one

side only on account of the quantity which would have run
out had I inverted them with the view of filling the opposite

cells. I could not, however, help smiling as I placed comb
after comb in the hives, each weighted on one side to the

utmost limits of possibility and perfectly empty on the other,

but every one, nevertheless, assuming a position as truly

perpendicular as if adjusted by line and plummet, at the

correspondent who was so positive that well-made frames

when filled with comb always required bottom guides to

keep them in an upright position.

I may now be aUowed a retrospective and, I hope, a fare-

well glance at foul brood. It will be remembered that Mr. F.

Smith, late President of the Entomological Society, related

at the November meeting of that Association, that when he
visited my apiary a short time previously he was witness to

the re-discovery of foul brood in one of my hives. This

notice has produced so many kind inquu-ies that I am
induced to forestall a communication which I intended
deferring until the spring, and describe at once what
actually occurred. Having shown Mr. Smith the manner
in which my Ligurians continued breeding late in the

season I opened a bla<;k colony formed of two stocks of

driven bees, furnished with a few pieces of comb, which had
been stimulated by liberal feeding to recommence breeding

and comb-building, but which I felt sure had by this time
discontinued breeding altogether. Inspection proved this

opinion to be correct, but it also showed half-a-dozen foul

cells, the first I had met with in my own apiary since

the preceding spring, and this was the extent of the
mischief, since a rigid examination of every one of my
nineteen remaining stocks demonstrated that all were
perfectly healthy. The half-dozen foul cells were at once

carefully excised and tb e stock removed to a distance, where
it yet remains, and where I shall be very curious to see

if the disease vrill re-appear in the spring. I myself have
a strong impression that it will not, since I think that so

trifling an inoculation of the fatal virus (the foul cells them-
selves having been excised) will, in all probability, have
become exhausted during the cessation of breeding usual in

the winter season. The only way which oocui-s to me of

accounting for the appearance of this disease in a colony

composed of the driven inhabitants of two healthy stocks

and furnished only with a few pieces of pure comb is by
supposing that the hive (a straw one) into which it had
been introduced had not been sufficiently purified from the
infection left by its previous tenants. As I find from a
letter shown me by my friend Mr. S. Bevan Fox that there
is still a disposition to connect the appearance of foul brood
with the Ligiirians, I may be permitted to point out that in

this instance the only hive attacked was a pure black one,
whilst the Italians escaped perfectly unscathed.

I have to thank Mr. Lowe for his kind compliance with
the request I preferred in 1863, and which has resulted in

his favouring us with so valuable and interesting an account
of his experience of regicidal attacks among bees. I

purpose taking an early opportunity of complying with the
wish he has privatelj' expressed, by commenting fully and
freely on the facts he has recorded and the inferences he has
drawn from them, but I cannot permit a week to pass
without expressing my regret at the complete failure of his

two Ligurian colonies. Both queens I believed at the timo
to be as good as my apiary could produce, but although I

was then perfectly unaware of it I have now unfortunately
too much reason to fear that the bees carried with them the
taint of foul brood, and judging from my own experience I

cannot divest myself of the idea that this fatal malady
may have had much to do with the ill-fortune which has
pursued them. I have, of course, already tendered to Mr.
Lowe my best assistance in repairing his loss, and I can
only hope that this assistance will be as frankly accepted as
it is freely offered by—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

OUE, LETTER BOX.
PouLTRT-KEEPiNG FDOM A CoMMF.RCiAL PoiNT OF ViF.w.—We are requested

to say that Mr, Geyelin finds it impossible to continue answering privately
the hundreds of questions put to hirn fi'oni all parta ot England in referenc»J
to pouUry-keeping and eg£;.preserving, as it entails great expense au4]
labour; and as many questions are identical, and require, in oider to be
answered sntisfactorily, an explanation of the lasvs of nature which goveri
certain ascertained facts. Mr. G. will arrange the questions under diatinctj

heading?', and give the answers collectively in some of our subscqaent
Numbers. The difficulty of answering satisfacturily to himself by privat
correspondence iviU he appareai by a few we subjoin under the head ol

preserving eggs only. 1. How can you tell when ajar is air-tight? 2. Ca
you at any period ascertain whether the j;irs continue air-tight? 3. Are thj

eggs not affected by the heat whil-t packing? 4. Why should eggs be pre-

served better in rarified air thtn by merely packing them in aiT-tight jars?

5. Does it make any diftVrence in preserving eggs when a few days old?
Meanwhile we are happy to state that Mr. G. has ju«t discovered a simple
and unfailing mode, not only to make the jars air-iijht, but also showing
at any lime whether they remain fully so, or only partially, full particulars

of which we will give in a subsequent Number of our Journal.

Canker in Fowls {Edicar§ M'oodcoclc).— Scrape out the canker wit
th,e nail or a sharp knife and caustic if freely.

Braufohd Poultkt Show.—Mr. J. Stevens, of Macclesfieldj informs
that the third piize for Spanish Fowls was taken by a pen belonging to

himself and not to J. Stephens, WaUall.

Poultry Shows in Lancashire.—Can nothing be done to establish,

good poultry show in Lancathire, where we have quite as many, if noc mort
poultry-breeders than any county in England? We have a show at Mau-|
fhester certainly, but no one who attended the last could call it a good one.
Will nothing rouse the eaergics of all these inert breeders ?—Game Cock,|
Wiyan.

To A Timid Exhibit or.—A word of advice to *' A Timid Exhibitor." Gc
boldly into exhibiting poultry, or, if you keep in that very timid state of

mind, you never will he euccessfuL To ease your mind, 1 wil, state that I)

neitlier breed, exhibit, nor deal in poultry, although I had the honour of

representing one of the best yards of poultry in the kingdom, two yearsi

back, when I sold all the poultry off that this very timid gentleman seems
aliaid of.—John Douglas.

PouLTRv Book (fl. .ff.).— There never was a supplement to "The
Poultry-Book." A new edition was commenced by some one, but never
completed.

La Flechk Fowls (JV. 5.).—You will find engravings, together with a

full description of them, in Vol. iii., pages 244 and 264, Noa. 65 and 66, New-
Series.

AiR-TiGHT Jabs for Preserving Eggs [A. B.).—Apply to Mr. J. Melville,

20, Glaskiu Road, South Hacknay, London, who i^ Mr. Gerelin's agent

Pullet Dtino with Intestines Protruded {L. B.).—There is no doubt
the cause was a difficulty in laying. The bird wa-, in fact, egg-boun I, and,
no assi.«tauce being at hand, the egg could not be laid without protrusion.

The other fowls would eat ihe eg^:, under the.^e circum&tanee<5, as it would'
be bloody—a great temptation to them; and they would pick and pull at

the protruding iiiembrane, and thereby cause death.

Poultry-holse for Cochi.ns ( ir. r.).—All the Cochins prefer sitting on
the ground to roosting on a perch. They always crouch m corners ; there-

fore put your perches in the middle of the h-mse. A liou-<e S feet square

will roost a dozen. Three laying-bGxes may face the door. Two perches

may be in the middle, sheltered from draught, and let the corners be well-

filled with dry gravel. It you have spare room, give them more, and put
them on the perches after thty are at rest. They will take to tht;m.

Food for Poultry {Poultry' .—The best food for all fowls is ground
oats, mixed with milk. They, however, always want a change. You should

sit their eggs at once. Good b irley. well scattered in the grass, scraps of

bread, scraps of cooked meat Irom the kitchen—all the^ie are good food.

Weight of Beahmas {C. i.;.—We have known a Brahma cock and hen
to weigh 27 lbs. Thar will not easily be found aga.n. A first-rate Brahma
cock should weigh 12 lbs., and a good hen lu Iba. You will see yours is a

good one.

Parrot Staggering—Hambcroh Cock's Comb Falling Over (/. L. J.),

— Give your PaiTot no hemp seed. Feed on bread and milk, and vegetables,

such as carrot, &e., raw. If you can get at fresh fruit, give some. Pear is

good ; failing that, give apple or orange. Protect it carefully from draught.

Give Canary seed moderately. Ton cannot prevent the comb of your
Hamburgh from falling over except by tying up with silver wire. That is

hardly worth, doing, as the fault is a disqualifying one, and we fear you
will find it hereditary. Frequent lime-whiting, with thick lime, is the best

remedy for flies.

Insects on Canaries (Tf. A. 0.).—Your birds are infested with bird

lice. It not very numerous Scotch snufF sprinkled on the parts affected,

which are generally under the wings and joints, will eradicate them. There

is also a powder sold by most chemists, which is very good, called " Damon t's

Insecticide Powder," with full directions for its use. Examine your cages

constantly, and chunp:e them for fresh ones. Wa^h the old ones well with

soap anil warm water, and anoint the crevices and doors with rectified

spirits of naphtha, and expose them some days in the air. The vermin come
out at night from the crevices and irritate the birds; therefore the latter {

should bo changed in the daytime, as they are then more free from the lice.

Give the birds a tepid bath occasionally, and then let them out in a room to

dry themselves.

Canary Losing its Feathers (U. TT.).—Does the Canary hang in a

room in the heat arising from gas burners? or is it over-fat? Either may ^i

cause the unnatural moultmg. Feed the bird on plain wholesome food, and- jr

' it bathe daily. A little flowers of sulphur springled among its seed.,,.

muy be beneficial.—B. P. B.

MiLLET{Jr.J7..ff.).—The millet used as a bird seed is the seedof Panicua
miliaceum. Bemolina is not a seed, but a coarse kind of wheat meal made
in Russia from the finest kinds of wheat.

Swarming v. Storifting.—" J. E. B." would greatly oblige Mr. W. W.
Cooke, Town Lane House, Denton, near Manchester, if he would favour him

with his yddress.
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summers, than to bury the plant to obviate burning and to
save watering. The tap roots may produce wood, often-
times too strong ; but radial roots produce and bring to per-
fection fruits and flowers.

Let Pears on the quince stock be propagated low, for they
must be earthed-up to the point of union. Eemember the
following maxims :

—" Nature never was a sexton or a brick-
layer." " Nature loves sun and water in the same ratio."
"What you take out of the ground you must replace, unless
the ground is redundantly stored." " It is better to follow
and assist Nature, than to thwart and retard her."-

—

"W. F.
Eabcltffe, Tarrant Rushton, Blandfonl.

THE MODEEiS^ PEACH-PEUNEE.
No. 4.

SOILS AND MANURES.
The particular kinds of soil which are adapted for Peach-

culture must now be considered. A more important con-
sideration cannot well occupy the attention of the growers
of all stone fruit. The subject is a large and difficult one,
and is far from well understood. It is not pretended, there-
fore, to give more than an outline of certain established
truths, which, it is hoped, will induce cultivators to examine
more carefully the nature of the soO composing their gar-
dens, so as in some measure to secure materials now known
to be indispensable in Peach-culture.
There are three principal earths which enter, more or less

largely, into the composition of all soils; these are clay,
silex, and lime. Soils are made by a complex combination
of materi.ils obtained from these three primitive earths.
These materials vary considerably in their proportions, and
so affect the general nature of the soO, which, moreover,
depends very much on the quality of the subsoil. For
example

: a chalky subsoil gives a whitish appearance to
the surface soil ; when red sandstone constitutes the subsoU
the eai-th above it has a reddish hue ; on gravel it has a
yellow tinge, and on blue clay it appears greyish.

Clay is a constituent of all good soils ; in fertile ones there
may be 15.per cent. ; but in those which are barren 40 per
cent.

^

Its absence makes a soil too dry, while too much of it

constitutes a soil retentive of moisture, and apt to harden
and crack with lieat. The rays of the sun cannot penetrate
stiff clays. The red clay soils are the hardest, and the black
clay the most plastic. The purest clay contains at least
60 per cent, of sand, and is always mixed with mineral and
other substances. Clay soUs, properly treated, are among
the very best for stone fruit. The first consideration is to
drain them thoroughly of superabundant water, which
would otherwise result in soft, spongy wood, and moss on
the trees. The next thing is to incorporate with them all
such materials as will render them permeable by the air.

This should be done to the depth of at least 2 feet, by
means of steel forks, using for this purpose such materials as
Band, coal ashes, gravel, lime from very old buildings (of
this a large proportion), broken pottery, pounded oyster-
shells, &c.; in i'act, anything to keep the soil open. The
general border-draiuage of such soils should be itself 12 or
more inches in d.-pth, according to the quality of the clay.
Drainage withdraws the water li-om the roots, and allows the
air and sun's heat to reach them and supply that warmth
which is absolutely required lor carrying on tlieir functions.
Amain drain, at least4 feet deep, running under the walks,

and connected with this bordm- at intervals, is requisite,
imless in the case of stony subsoils. It is hardly known
how much drainage, well carried out. increases the tempe-
rature of the borders. Whatever tends to increase the
temperature of the soil in naturally cold and damp countries
18 ol tlie highest importance. Continental writers are not
so explicit on this point, but possibly tlio amount of eva-
poration lessens the danger. Of late "years this subject has
gained ground even among them.

Sile.t, ors:...l. is found more or less in all soils. Sands
vai-y much in colour. Sand more unequally reduced forms
gravel; when flinty, it is termed silicious; witli luioa, mi-
caceous ; when very line, dust. Silica allows water to eva-
porate from it twice as fast as clialk, anrl three tiujes as
fast as clay. Sandy soils are early, and wrou;,'lit easily, but
are incapable of great produeUon. They are "hungry

soils," and in them manures soon disappear : these should,
therefore, be applied only for the crop of the current year.
SUicious soils vary in colour from white to red, according to
the quantity of oxide of iron which they contain. They are
friable and penetrable to a great extent by the air, but liable to
dry up. There are, however, exceptions to this general rule.

In some parts of the eastern counties of England there are
large tracts of land composed of calcareous sand. These
soils are apt to become binding rather than dry on the sur-

face, and as such they are more fertile than loosely-consti-

tuted silicious soils. Usually loose sandy districts are very
unfertile when planted with fruit trees, especiallyPeach trees.

Such soils should be mixed largely with stiff alluvial loam, and
have rich surface dressings and mulchings in times of drought.
Soils thus treated are much improved, but whilst the Peach
grows fairly in them the fruits,though of good flavour, are not
large. In order to supply carbonate of lime freely, powdered
lime rubbish and gTavel mixed (so as to sejjarate the par-
ticles), the whole spread over the surface, would gradually
find its way by the infiltration of water all through the soil.

Thus only could a silicious earth, rendered firm by clay with
lime added, be called a fair Peach soil. Pure silex is ex-

tremely barren. When, however, it appears of a reddish

colour it indicates the presence of oxide of iron, which com-
bines readily with the oxygen of the atmosphere and retains

it. These ferruginous soils are excellent. When silex is in too

great a quantity there is an abundance of blossom, but the
fruits are not so large as in other cases. The leaves of the
trees are also more liable to cm-l and the attacks of aphides.

The third chief earth found in soils is lime. The value of

lime in the culture of the Peach, the Vine, and indeed of all

fruit trees, has not yet been fairly estimated. Lime appears J

in soils in the form of carbonate of Ume, or chalk. Without
|

the admixture of other substances essentially chalky soils

are very unfertile. A challjy subsoil is unfavourable to fruit

culture. Calcareous soils absorb moisture, and dry up with
equal rapidity. Calcai-eous matter is, however, of the high-

est necessity' in Peach-culture. Its absence is at once per-

ceived by the falling of the fruit at the period of stoning,

because carbonate of lime constitutes a considerable portion

of the stone. Sand and clay are the appropriate ingredients

to mix with chalky soils, so as to render them naore firm,

yet permeable and fertile. Clay destroys the whiteness of

the chalk, which is unfavourable to the due absorption of

the sun's rays. An incident strongly corroborative of what
has been advanced respecting the value of lime, occurred

lately at Sawbridgeworth. The suU of th.at nursery is veij'

largely mixed up with comminuted chalk ; the water is

therefore imj>regnated largely with carbonate of lime, and
its effects on Peach trees and Vines in pots have this year

been remarkable. The trees and Vines were copiously

watered, and a thick deposit of lime was found adhering

to the drainage. The roots were finely developed, while

vigorous and healthy growth was visible evei-y where. Other

experiments have fully established the value of lime.

The border for Peach trees should always have a good
slope. Its width, for walls 10 feet high, should be about

5 feet, provided this space is never encroached on. A
rich calcareous loam, of an unctuous texture, soft to the

touch, made pervious to aii' and heat, is a favourable soil

for the Peach. Manures should bo gradually forked in, but i

the roots should be so near the surface that forking 3 inches I

deep would be dangerous. These Peach-borders should not

be further disturbed save for weeding. Although thus near

the surface, roots can be readily protected from the effects ol

evaporation during the summer by mitlchings of litter, and,

in the same way, from excessive cold.

Calcareous matter (old lime rubbish, powdered oyster-

shells, and broken bones), should be added to the extent of

one-sixth of the soil. Manures composed of well-rotted

vegetable refuse, intermixed with stable-droppings, aDowed
to stand for some time before using, and well turned fort-

nightly, with lime and aoot intermixed, are excellent. Summer
mulching shoukl not bo ajipliod till the earth has been well

,

warmed by the sun. Charred earth soaked in manure water I

is highly stimulating, but should be carefully used.
"

Although the list of manures is long, many Peach-growers

are of opinion that such as are of slow decomposition, as old

woollen materials, are the best ; at any rate, vegetable

manures are of much value, and are too often neglected.
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These, when applied, should not be buried too deep, other-

wise fermentation is liindered. Wood ashes offer much that

is valuable. The ashes of all vegetable substances contain

lime, phosphoric acid, and alkaline salts. Tliere is usually

a little charcoal or carbon left which is most valuable. These
ashes should be applied when newly burned. The effects

of manures, however, much depend on the quality of the

soil to which they are applied, and on its state at the time
of application. Manures should be thoroughly incorporated
with the soil.

In the case of orchard-houses a well-drained locality is

absolutely indispensable. IVIany failures occur from neglect-

ing to examine into the nature of the subsoil on which the

building is to stand. Mr. Rivers has so often insisted on
this point that it is surprising it is not better understood.
Any situation almost is preferable to a cold ill-drained one.

It must be evident that no Peach-blossoms can set in such
houses, shut up as they may also happen to be at that
season. The manures required for orchai'd-house trees are

naturally of rather a more stimulating character than for

trees in the open air. Thus, rich surface-dressings often
renewed are required. Liquid manures and weak guano
water, alternately each week in the summer season, are
beneficial applications. This chapter, tlien, can only be
considered as su£;gestive, and as such only is it offered.

—

T. C. Brehaut, Richmond House, Guernsey.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
AUA'UAL MEEriNG.

The Annual General Meeting of the Fellows of the Eoyal
Horticirltural Society was held on Tuesday, February 14th,

at South Kensington. Lord Henry Gordon Lennox, M.P.,
presided. The attendance was not large.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Council were first

read by the ex-Assistant Secretary (Mr. Murray), and con-
firmed.

Mr. Edmonds and Mr. Fortune were next appointed scru-
tineers to examine the voting-papers for the election of
the Council and ollicers for the ensuing year.

Mr. A. Weston moved that the resignation which Mr.
S. H. Godson had sent in to the President (the Duke of
Buccleuch). of his seat at the Council-table be not accepted.
Majok Phihes seconded the motion.
Mr. Thrinu desired an explanation from Mr. Godson of

his rea.^ons for resigning.
Mi\ Godson replied that he explained his reasons in the

letter conveying his resignation to the President—namely,
that he had been refused an examination of the accounts of
the Society, in consequence of which he felt that he could
no longer sit upon the Council with satisfaction to himself,
or with justice to the interests of the Society. It had been
alleged that the particular account he wished to see was a
private account; but how stood the matter? He said in
his letter that a statement was made before the Council by
which a balance was shown to be against the Society, and
it was not satisfactory. He accordingly proposed that a
sum of .£1000 shouM be taken up on loan from the bank
until the accounts were investigated by the Council, and
that a satisfactory account be given by the next meeting

;

and the consequence was that that sum of ^1000 was bor-
rowed, and the matter stood for the next meeting. At the
next meeting an account was produced, stating thit .£6772
or thereabouts of the life compositions, which had been
simply held up to that time a-i a guarantee, should be
realised. At the same meeting it was ordered that .£3000
or 44000 of that money should lie applied to the general
purposes of the Society ; and tberefore he the next morning
called at the offices of the Society, and asked Mr. Murray
for a sight of tlie accounts ; but Mr. Murray declined to
a2ord him the siglit, and accordingly he brought the matter
under the notice of the Council at their next meetintr. It
was, however, answered by Mr. Murray and Mr. Cole that
Mr. Mun'ay had no autiiority to produce the account, as it
was a private matter of Mr. Cole's. The Treasurer was the
person to produce the statement of accounts, but he refused.
He said, " You are the opposition." He (Mr. Godson)
answered, "Well, I can't help that;" and upon reflection
he thought that if an inspection of the accounts was to be

refused to a member of the Council he could not retain his
position. Therefore, he wrote to the President of the Society,
sending in his resignation ; and he had received in reply a
very handsome letter, wherein his Grace said he regretted
the Council would lose the benefit of his services, but still

more that there should be anything to induce^him to with-
draw from it. He (Mr. Godson) having resigned, could not
of course attend any more meetings of the Council ; but
came up at the last meeting, and told the gentlemen present
that it was monstrous to expect any one to concur in the
sanction of the accounts, which the Council necessarily had
to do, unless they were free to examine them at any time
[hear, hear]. It was extremely unpleasant to be at variance
with either the members of the Council or any of their officers

on any point, but much more upon a matter of this kind.
Everything he had stated had been verifiod by the accounts
to be placed before the meeting that day.

" Not only was
what he had stated verified, but matters were much worse
than he had represented them, thus proving that he did not
resign his position at the Board without sufficient grounds.
He could only say, seeing that a motion was before the
meeting to retain his services on the Board, that if he went
in armed with the support of the meeting, his position
would be very different, and very much more dignified and
pleasant than what it had been. If it was their pleasiure
that he should continue to act on the Board, of course he
should feel it his duty to comply, and, moreover, he should
feel it his bounden duty to watch closely their interests.
Mr. Thring said Mr. Godson had not answered his ques-

tion, whether or not he resigned willingly ; for he (Mr.
Thring) did not think this was the way for Mr. Godson or
any other gentleman in the Council to treat the Society. If
Mr. Godson felt himself aggrieved it was not his duty surely
to resign, still less to come there and attempt to force an
expression of approval of the course which he had pursued.
No one regretted more than he (Mr. Thring) did losing the
services of Mr. Godson, for he really beheved that he at-
tended most carefully to the interests of the Society, and
was a most valuable member of the Council ; but, on the
other hand, when a gentleman chose to resign his seat at
the Board because he was not satisfied with the proceedings
of that Council, he (Mr. Thring) said that was not a proper
mode of dealing with the Council or with the Society, for
the business of any society carried on in that way could not
possibly redound to prosperity or harmony. Look at the
clubs of London, how were their members to hope to get on
with a man who on the slightest pretext chose to send in
his resignation, trusting to the members to throw it back.^
If a man in a club was beaten by a majority, it was surely
not the right course to pursue to retire. If his conviction
remained unshaken, though beaten by a msjority, it was
his duty to remain, and try with the assistance of "time and
reason to convince others. If ho was persuaded there was
something wrong, it was his duty to remain and eudeavoiu-
to put it right. If he suspected fraud, he should certainly
not retire and leave the fraudulent to go on perpetrating
their nefarious practices, but should rather persevere in his
efforts to expose the fraud, and in the event of succeeding
then to propose that tlie delinquents be turned out by a
vote of censure or otherwise. He (Mr. Thring) never yet
belonged to a society in which a member threw up his con-
nection at the very moment he was wanted, and came say-
ing, "Give me the ddat, the glory, and force me back on the
''ouncil." That was what Mr.'Godson had done, and he
(Mr. Thring) thought he hail committed an error of judg-
ment. He therefore asked the meeting to accept Mr. God-
son's resignation.

Mr. Glutton observed that as he had been referred to by
Mi\ Godson it was necessary for him to say a few words on
this matter. Sir Daniel Cooper was t)ie 'freasurer. but as
he had gone to Australia, the Council did him (Mr Glutton)
the honour of placing him in Sir D. Cooper's position. As
an ordinary member he held, and as a member of the Council
he had always held, that every member of the Council waa
just as responsible as the Treasurer for the correctness of
the accounts. He had just as much right as the Treasurer
to come and look at the accounts ; he (Mr. Glutton) went
further and said, it was his duty to do so. The Treasurer
was merely the custodian of the money, paying cheques, or
otherwise, according to the orders of the Council. The bye-
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laws, indeed, specified that he could not make any payments
whatever, save the salaries, excepting by the orders of the
Council. If, therefore, Mr. Godson thought it his duty to
withdraw himself from the examination of the accounts, with
which he was very familiar, he (Mr. Glutton) must say it

was entirely his own act. At a certain meeting, no doubt,
a paper was produced, but it was a mere private paper of
Mr. Cole's. He (Mr. Glutton) was at that meeting, and he
simply looked at the paper, but not as a paper coming from
the Treasurer ; for it did not do so at all, it was a mere
estimate of what was likely to be the result of the year's
transactions. The accounts were not then made up, and it

was some months before they were due. As to Mr. Godson s

being refused a view of the accounts, nothing of the sort
took place, because they were as much open to Mr. Godson
as to himself or any other member of the Council ; there-
fore, he said, Mr. Godson was wrong in withdrawing from
the Council on that ground.

Mr. Cole : BIr. Godson mentions my name under some
kind of hallucination on the subject. It is quite true I
ventured to make an estimate on my own responsibility as
an individual member of the Council. I am not careful of
my papers; I leave them about, and on this occasion, it

appears, I did so. I was so indifferent to the matter that
had Mr. Godson asked to see the paper, although it was my
own private memorandum, I should have had no hesitation
in complying with his request. It was left on the table,
and that day or next day Mr. Godson, it seems, expressed a
wish to have a copy of it. I was not consulted in the matter

;

I did not even know that he had made any such application,
otherwise I should have at once said, " By all means have
it ; get all the good you can out of it." But Mr. Murray
felt himself warranted in refusing a copy : consequently the
Fellows of the Society will see that it is not quite correct for
any gentleman to say he was refused a sight of the accounts.
I do not recollect precisely what this was ; it may have been
an estimate, and a very wrong one ; but as to my having
any objection, 1 had not the slightest, nor have I at this
moment. However, it had really nothing to do with the
accounts. The accounts are all open to Mr. Godson, who
takes a great interest in them.
The Chairman put the motion and amendment to the

meeting. For the former there were only 10 hands held up ;

for the latter 21. Mr. Godson's resignation was, therefore,
accepted.

The Secketaet then read the Report of the Council for
the past year, and a printed copy of the accounts having
been distributed to the members, they were taken as read.
A Member then begged to move the adoption of the

Report, which, he said, proved that the science of horticul-
ture was not neglected by the Council, whilst the comfort of
the visitors to the gardens had their anxious attention. It
was a very gratifying Report, and in no feature more so
than in that where it was stated, that arrangements were
being made -with the Society of Arts for adding an examina-
tion in gardening to the examinations which they conduct
throughout the "United Kingdom, with the view of improv-
ing the education of gardeners. There were great facilities
connected with this Society for effecting such an object, and
it was very well known that the old Chiswick Gardens were
a very good school for gardeners. He then made some
remarks on the arcades provided in the Kensingtou Garden,
and on behalf of the ladies thanked the Council for providing
them. Some of them, he had noticed, were glazed at the
back, and filled with plants, which added very much to their
picturesque effect. He, therefore, hoped to see this principle
carried out to a greater extent.

Major-General Sir A. Scott VTaugh seconded the motion.
Mr. A. F. GODI50N rose to move an amendment:— " That

a Committee, to consist of five members with power to add
to their number, be appointed to investigate the affairs of
the Royal Horticultural Society, and to report at the earliest
opportunity—1, What is the true financial state of the
Society ; and what are the ciicumstances under which the
hitherto enormous expenditure has been incurred ? 2, What
measures should be adopted to save, if possible, the Society
from impending insolvency ? And that for these purposes
the balance-sheet of 18G1-5 be referred to such Committee."
Mr. A. F. Godson said he did not attempt to urge one
word against the Report, but simply with regard to the

accounts, therefore it was useless for him to say anything in

reference to it: besides, no one had seen the Report, and
therefore no one could be expected to make much remark
upon it. AVith regard, however, to the accounts he had to

say a great deal. First of all he wished to draw attention

to the balance of 1863, ^1433 5s. 5d., and to the liabilities

of 1863, paid off ^933. Now they had allowed ^500 for

sculpture, which became due in 1S63, and remained over to

this year. They would find that ^500 was taken credit for

as against 1863. That might be the way of doing business
in th''s Society, but it was not the usual way. With regard
to the second item, .£424, on the transfer of life composi-
tions, he compared the course taken by the Council with the
fable of killing the goose that laid golden eggs. The lite

composition fund, producing ^£400 a-year, had been killed,

and therefore they would never see that again. The JE8260,

receipts for admissions and subscriptions, in 1862 amounted
to dS8600, and last year were ^8400. The annual subscrip-

tions were now i;7300, whereas in 1863 they amounted to

j£7700. There had been a loss of ^900 on the exhibitions,

while the Royal Botanic Society had cleared ^£2000 by their

shows. He also drew attention to £5 ISs. for odours and
perfumes of flowers, and asserted that the maintenance of

the Society cost ^640 a-day, which he considered altogether

unwarrantable. The Journal of the Society cost ^300, and
yet he looked upon it as completely valueless—as rubbish in

fact, for all it contained was correspondence and preliminary
puffs. The Arboricultural and Floral Committees had cost

in one year (1862), d£300, but instead of assisting horticulture

the Council did the reverse. With regard to the handbook,
against which there was a liability of .£50, he wished to know
who had ever seen it. A few dozens, he believed, had been
printed, but they were of no earthly use ; and he must
really ask whether they were to go on throwing away .£50

here and there upon things which were utterly worthless.

The conversazione, over which something like^SSSOwas spent,
had been the laughing-stock of everybody. He wanted to

know what it had to do with horticulture. Certainly it

afforded an opportunity to a number of nobodies to turn out
very grand and show as if they were somebody and some-
thing. Last year, he drew attention to the word "rent"
not being named in the accounts, when there was ^£2300

due to the Commissioners of 1851 under that head, and
there was now d£4700 due. The word " rent " was now in-

serted, and although when he complained of the word not
being there, he was told no rent was paid, he was told now
that it only amounted to the magnificent sum of 4s., yet
there was ^£800 put down for rent, rates, and taxes in respect
to Kensington alone. With regard to the payment of in-

terest on debentures, the Charter stated that, first of all,

the expenses of the gardens should be paid, then the interest

on debentures, after that the debt due to the Commissioners.
Now, he begged to tell them, that had the expenses of the
gardens been paid, not a single farthing would have been
available for the debentures, much less the liquidatioi of

the Commissioners' debt. But that would not do: the
Council actually violated the Charter by paying the interest

on debentures before the cost of maintaining the gardens.
What chance, he should like to know, had the debenture-
holders of getting anything next year ? Coming to the
revenue, the whole amount realised was about d£14,000 ; but
.£20,000 had to be expended. He was a young man and had
a great deal to learn, but he imagined that that was not

the right road to prosperity. Last year £17,400 was spent,

but they managed to meet it, which was very far from the
case this year. He had drawn attention on a previous oc-

casion to the manner of keeping the accounts, the heading,
" liabilities and assets," having been omitted, and he was
told that they should be better kept, but he saw no improve-

ment. The bye-laws said that a true account of the state of

the Society sliall be rendered at the Annual Meeting, but
this was not a true account. In the year 1861, there was an
account of the assets and liabilities, which showed clearly

what they owed. That was changed next year to profit and
loss account, but last year there being a great deficit it

was left out, and this year the state of things was worse; so

it would not do to put it in. There was a balance in 1861,

according to the accounts, of ^£10,000 in their favour. Now,
however, what with rent and .£3546 liabilities this year and
other things, j£20,000 had disappeared in four years. The
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waste was accounted for by such things as those garden

improvements which had cost ^62500 this year, and which

were no improvements at all ; they, perhaps, might have

been had they been done at the Brompton Cemetery. Now
he came to a matter which really was shameful. He be-

came a life-composition member on the guarantee of what
he imagined was an honest and honourable Society ; but

now he had nothing to look back to, for, owing to the bank-

rupt state of the Society, subscribers would withdraw. The
debenture-holders, too, had very small prospect indeed

;

and all he could say was, that it was utterly hopeless for

them ever to expect anything unless a committee of in-

vestigation was granted. It was a gross breach of the

Charter taking the money of the life-compositions for

bear's grease shows and to build up a number of rubbishy

things which were no better than skittle-alleys and bowling-

greens. There was such an overwhelming majority for the

South Kensington Musetini on the Council that he could

not hoije for any redress iu behalf of horticulture. But
whether he obtained his point or not he cared not ; he should
endeavour to put the Society iu a straightforn-ard course.

Now he would say one %vord with regard to the future.

They would this year have to start with a deficit of ^64000,

and the income would most probably be less than it had
been last year. Of course, the Council considered they had
a brilliant prospect for the future; indeed he never knew
when they had not a brilliant prospect, but thoy had never
yet realised it. Suppose they had an income of ^£13,000,

out of that they owed .£3000, 'leaving them ^10,000. Tlie

necessai-y ontgoings, independent of the rent, would amount
to .£5000 ; thus JioOOO was left to defray the expenditure,
which expenditure in 18S3 was £19,000, and last year £20,000.
Deducting the outgoings of which he had spoken, there was
X15,000 left without a iiirthing to meet the deficiency.

Mr. A. "Weston.—Without agreeing in every respect with
what has been said, may I be permitted, before seconding
the resolution, to give my opinion on some points, which
opinion is shared by a considerable body, if not by a large
majority, of the Fellows of this Society)' Setting aside the
eligibility of the site for horticultural purposes, I would call

your attention to the position of the gardens, and to the
fact that at the present time (except upon sufferance), we
have but one access to them—the two side entrances being
the property of the Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851,
who can at any time take possession of them for building or
•other purposes by giving three or six months' notice to
that effect. I do not presume to offer an opinion as to the
management of the gardens, but cannot conceive how the
science of horticulture can be promoted by the exhibition of
soap and scents in the conservatory, or the performance of
Mumbo Jumbo in the arcades. Such sights are more worthy
of the Crystal Palace and Cremorne; and we have already
lost the services of more than one able professor, who felt

that they could not conscientiously approve of the Horticul-
tural Society being made subservient to other interests.
I shall say little ot finance. I believe we are very considu'r-

ably in debt, and the number of Fellows is decreasing.
Under these circumstances I think the Council were hardly
justified in giving i;1800 for the great unsightly tent whose
bare poles are now such an eyesore to the neighbourhood.
The greatest calamity that has happened to the Horticul-
tural Society has been its amalgamation with, or rather its

absorption by. another body. Public opinion has spoken
loudly through the press on these subjects ; but nothing
can be done till we free ourselves from the influence of the
small knot of individuals, the self-styled patrons of the arts
and sciences, who are sacrificing our property and destroying
our Society.

Mk. Cole rose to reply. I shall confine myself, he said,
to the correction of a few mistakes Mr. Godson has fallen
into. He commenced by upbraiding us with carrying over
.£500 for sculpture, which is still a debt. Now the sculptor
(Mr. ) had a commission—he has not executed it, and
therefore has not been paid. Mr. Godson, in commenting
on the accounts, said that the daily admissions had fallen
off. Now I find that the daily admissions for the year 18C3,
as distinguished from the exhibition receipts, were £134;
this year, excluding the Rhododendron Show which is put
amongst them, they amount to nearly £700. We had the
misfortune last year of not receiving so much as we usually

did for exhibitions. Two of the days, as will be in the

recollection of members, were extremely unfavourable as

regards the weather, and such as to deter the public from
coming out. That was a piece of ill luck which was the
great cause of the decline of the exhibitions at Chiswick

;

and I am afraid this dependance upon the weather is one
which can hardly be cured, except by the course the Council

has taken—that is. of having places under cover. We have
now provided places under cover of various temperatures,

where plants are well exhibited, and to a great extent we
are independent now of the elements. We were not, how-
ever, last year provided in this respect to the same extent

as now. And then Mr. Godson coupled his observation

by an extremely courteous remark, or, ratlier, I should

say, a comparison between ovirselves and another society.

He asserted, to my great astonishment, that whilst we had
lost, that Society had gained £2000. I am afraid this is one
of his usual dreams. If he will consult the accounts of that

Society he will see they have had apparently a surplus of

£900 ; but they have never charged themselves, and never

do until the following year, with the extra expenses of those

exhibitions. Therefore it is impossible to say at this moment
whether the exhibitions of that Society were or were not

paying ; but we have the published fact that in the previous

year they lost £500. Then Mr. Godson flies into this curious

mistake -. he goes into an estimate of what he calls a loss on
the perfame exhibition, and he estimates that we lost £10
daily, and our working expenses are £10 daily. That is one
of those odd mistakes people will fall into. It is certainly

quite true that these Gardens cost £3000 a-year to keep
them in order, and you may, if you like, say it costs us £10
a-day. The working expenses of the Gardens upon ordinary

occasions go on whether or not. You must have your door-

keepers, your superintendent, your man at the engine, and
so on ; iDut Mr. Godson does not seem to be aware, whether
we take Is. or £100 a-day, the expenses must go on. As
to his remarks about the Journal, it is a matter of taste

whether or not it conveys information. Then he tells us
that we are spending £20,000 a-year, aud next year shall

have only £5000 to meet it. Now he has made a mis-state-

ment of the expenditure of last year. The current working
expenses of last year were less than the year before ; never-

theless our outlay last year was very large, as is well known
to the members of the Society. They will recollect that at

the last annual meeting it was stated that the Commis-
sioners of 1831 would make an outlay of £13,000 to carry

out certain works in the Gardens. The Fellows agreed to

spend £5000, and we spent £3000, and we made some further

outlays, but these are outlays, not current expenses but
all capital. The hon. member then twits the Council by
saying we have spent the life subscriptions. Well, it is a
matter within the discretion of the Council; it is a matter
of the Charter whether or not it is not most to the interest

of the Society to have the life subscriptions iu the bank
paying £4 per cent, or expended in improvements on the

Gardens. I hold in my hand a paper which refers to the

time when that gentleman was very rampant in the Society—
the annual Report of 1860, the pith of which is this—that

at that time, as bearing on the Kensington interest, there

was a debt on Chiswick Gardens amounting to more than

£10,000, which somehow or other was wiped off by the sub-

scriptions to the South Kensington Gardens [No, no]. Then,

I suppose, the gentleman paid it out of his own pocket.

I find it here [Reads the passage]. They had a Report in

1859, and they had an income which, though reviving, still

was inadequate for the year, which had increased within the

year £600. The debt bearing no interest, beginning iu

1859, amounted to £8000, which, exclusive of a contract

debt of £2700, had become urgent. Now, the state of

matters in 1859, before South Kensington was heard of,

was that the Society was £10,000 in debt, and this was paid

off. But how paid off ? I say by the subscriptions of gen-

tlemen who have been kind enough to join South Kensing-

ton [No, no]. I should like to have it shown that it was
paid off in any other way. I have yet to learn that Mr.

Godson paid it off, and I take it for granted that by a very

simple process it was paid off. Then he goes on to say,

this is not a true account, which, of course, is not a very

high compliment to the Auditors who have certified to the

accounts. " Honest " was another word he made use of ; but
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whethei- true or bonf-fc the Auditors, who are respectable
gentleman, had certititd that they were true accounts. It
is altogether misleading the Society to say our income is

only .£5000 and our outgoings .£15,000. It is no such
thing. If you look ;it the present mode of working the
Society, the expenses are between ^£12,000 and ^£13,000
a-year. The income last year, putting aside other things,
was very close upon that sum. Hopes are entertained that
our exhibitions may improve a little, and while the expen-
diture ig put down at .£13,000 or .£14,000 the income is cal-
culated to amount to the same sum. This gentleman, I
have no doubt, is a great debenture-holder, and thinks it

will give that body some encouragement to be always tell-

ing them they are in great jeopardy ; but his statement is

wholly fallacious on that point. Of course the debenture-
holders know the property of the Society, and the loss upon
the property, upon these grounds down here ; and therefore
I say, it is a misrepresentation to endeavour to alarm the
debenture-holders by telling them their interests are in
jeopardy. 1 tbiuk my observations have answered that
gentleman (Mr. Weston), who read us his observations. He
thinks great mischief will result from our connecting the
Kensington Gardens with the Commissioners of 1851. I have
already shown you the Kensington interest has paid oif the
Chiswick debt [No, no]. I maintain that is the fact. I have
shown you were in debt. The facts are these, as stated in
the Report, that you never had Chiswick in so productive
and well-managed a condition as at this moment. I chal-
lenge anybody to say that within their recollections of Chis-
wick, Chiswick was ever so productive to the interests of hor-
ticulture or of seeds for the members as at this moment. If
I am wrong I can be proved to bo wrong. The figures show
the value distributed over the various members. You will
recollect that in 1859 a Committee was formed, of which I
daresay Mr. Godson was a member, in order to sell off Chis-
wick, but the result of the establishment of this unfortunate
Kensington has been that Chiswick has been saved, and
not only saved, but put into a better position. As for the
gardens here, Mr. Godson alluded to them as fit for a ceme-
tery. They may look as a cemetery, but it is possible he
may not be so clear in his vision as other people. But even
if they have the appearance of a cemetery, they recommend
themselves to the public, as is abundantly proved by the
members increasing their subscriptions—perhaps with a
view of being buried there. There is the fact, that the
members are increasing, and that the number of persons
frequenting the Chiswick gardens are increasing every year
four times what they were before the Kensington interest
went into partnership with Chiswick. I therefore demur
altogether to the motion brought forward by Mr. Godson,
and hope the members will give it a decided negative.

Mr. Clutton.—In looking to the capital account, I find
that these gardens were originally formed by means of life

members. I find that the life-members' subscriptions
amounted to .£17,000 originally, of which the greater part
was invested in the formation of these gardens. It is quite
true that last year we had a considerable sum invested in
debentures, of which we have about .£2000 now invested.
The remainder has been spent, as the former sum of il7,000
was spent, in the formation of these gardens. It was scarcely
possible when these were first formed, as everybody knows
who has to create a garden, at once to do all that was neces-
sary. In fact, you cannot get trees to grow, you cannot
plant a garden all at once, and erect arcades and buildings,
and, therefore, it was thought by the present Council that
now was the time when the gardens required additional im-
provement and txpenditure, and upon thut recommendation
they have invested a considerable portion of these life com-
positions. There is notl ing in the Charter or bye-laws to
prevent the expenditure of these life compositions. A similar
thing has been done in tlie Botanic Society; therefore, I

am not aware that anything improper or inconsistent has
been done in including these life compositions in our ac-

counts. They have been spent, as all former capital has
been spent, in the improvement of these gardens, and not
in ordinary expenditure. Mr. Clutton then went on to say,

that tbe holding of exhibitions on Saturdays might be the
secret of llic Uoianic Society's success. In this Society there
was a great objecion to Saturday. He confessed that the
accounts might be remodelled with advantage, and he ex-

J

pressed a hope that that would be effected, but those pre-
sented were at the same time perfectly correct.

Mr. W. Wilson Saundees said the Commissioners of 1851
had met this Society in the most friendly way possible.
Whenever they wanted money, or in any way to improve
their property, the Commissioners had m=inifested a
liberality which he had never before known in landlords.

The Commissioners not only displayed a most kindly spirit

towards this Society, but evidently were actuated by the
sincerest sympathies in the science of horticulture.

Mr. Thrinq said he was a Commissioner of 1851, and a
debenture-holder and subscriber in this Society. At the
same time he was perfectly independent of the Council, on
which he never sat, but he fully .approved of their proceed-
ings. They were told by Mr. Weston that the Commis-
sioners absorbed the Horticultural Society. It was absolute
twaddle. It was, perhaps, unfortunate that the Commis-
sioners had entered into partnership with this Society; it

was certainly very unprofitable. Tliey had done everything
to assist the Society ; the other day, only, they granted them
i£13,000. Still, if it were not for this constant " nagging,"
this discontent, they would get on very well together. If

the gentlemen who ought to support the Society, however,
found fault with everything, and accused the Council with
dishonesty and of a want of truth, they could not go on

—

no society could go on under such circumstances ; and
he trusted, therefore, this meeting would give the most
emphatic negative to Mr. Godson's motion, which was, in

fact, a vote of censure on the Council ; and if it was a vote of
censure, it would be very much more manly on the part of

those who supported it to say so—to say that their intention

was to tm-n out the Council. As he said before, all of them
whobelonged to a club knew there was nothing soiniurious as

constant squabbling, constant quarrelling, and attempts to

upset the authorities. He had no interest whatever in the
matter, but he did advise the Society, as he had advised—nay,
implored—other societies when disturbed by similar motions,
to refuse to entertain iiny such motion—to refuse to pass a
vote of censure unless there was a charge of absolute fraud
made out against those who were put in power. What did

Mr. Godson propose to do ? To appoint five gentlemen who
should examine the accounts from the beginning of the
world to the present day ? Eeally, were they going to be
fools enough to sanction any such proceeding ? and if, as

Mr. Godson stated, they were in a state of insolvency, were
they going to be fools enough to publish tbe fact to the

world ? 'There was never anything to monstrous. When
the Commissioners first took to the Society, it undoubtedly
was in a bankrupt; state ; but now, by whatever means

—

whether through the assistance of the Commissioners or

not—it was flourishing—it was doing much better than it

had done—it had excellent gardens, and atlbrded a consider-

able amount of gratification to the public, let alone the

eminent services it rendered to horticulture. Mr. Godson
had put his motion in an obnoxious form, and, in speaking

upon it, had made use of terms which ought never to have
been addressed to a society such as this.

Mr. Weston remarked that he distinctly stated, on rising

to second Mr. Godson's motion, that he did not agree with
many of his observations. He had not the slightest inten-

tion of imputing fraud against any one; on the contrary,

he believed the Council had faithfully performed their duty.

He lepeated that he did think the Horticultural Society did

wrong in connecting itself with the Exhibition of 1851.

The Commissioners had certainly done their duty in trying

to prop up tbe concern : at the same time he did nut think

the interests ol' horticulture were benefited by such assist-

ance. Ho considered tlie gardeus were not in the right

place for horticulture ; they ought to have confined them-
selves to Chiswick, which was in a much more favourable

position for the purpose. He did not know the name of the

gentleman who had just spoken (Mr. Thring), but he had
spoken rather too warmly on the subject.

Mr. James Bateman was glad Mr. Weston had taken the

opportunity of disclaiming any sympathy with the remarks
of Mr. Godson, to which he (Mr. Bateman) had listened with

very great jjain. He was not prepared to dispute their

accuracy in every respect, but the animus of opposition to

the Society and the Council, which seemed to dictate

the remarks, was painful to observe. Now, Chiswick was
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almost in a state of bankruptcy when the connection was
formed with the Commissioners, and by this time they would

have been in the Gazette, but for the assistance they got

from the Commissioners. Regarding the situation of Chis-

wick, he could speak from experience. For thirty or forty

years he had been connected with Chiswick, and he must
say that some of his happiest days had been spent within its

walls. Consequently, his feelings were entirely in favour of

Chiswick. At the same time they could not shut their eyes

to the change which was taking place in the aspect of horti-

culture in England, and in this metropolis in particular.

He remembered the &st show held at Chiswick. It wag a

poor affair, but still it was a beginning. He saw gradually the

interest increase in those shows until the flood-tide of pros-

perity set in and poured along until they came to form a very

large, not to say the largest portion of the income of the

Horticultural Society. He then with much eloquence ex-

plained four points, in which he said, Chiswick was eminently

useful in former days—first, as an experimental garden, in

which were gathered together a large collection of varieties

of fruits, to which constant addi'.-ions were made as fresh

varieties were iutroduced; second, as a nucleus for the in-

troduction and dissemination of rare plants, which he
believed gave Chiswick its prestige in the first instance;

third, as a garden where especially hardy plants might be
seen in the greatest perfection ; fourth, as the theatre of

grext shows. He looked upon it that with a few exceptions

the whole of the known regions of the world, where speci-

mens of horticulture could be found had been explored

;

consequently, he argued that there was not that necessity

for an establishment like Chiswick, which there was before

those regions had been visited. There might not be as

many eminent horticulturists on the Council as was desir-

able, or as there were in former days, but it was not from
any disinclination on the part of the powers that be, but
rather a diminished suppljf of these worthies. Never was
there a time when there were so few eminent and practical

men in the liorticultural world as at the present day.

Mr. Edqab Bowbing (Secretai-y to the Commissioners of

1851), said he was glad to hear that the accounts were in-

tended to be simplified, because in their present state they
were difficult to understand. It was a great fallacy on tlie

part of Mr. Godson to say tliat their expenditure was ii20,000

a-year, and that they had only d£3000 to meet it. It was
very true the accounts showed a balance on the wrong side

;

.£20.000 expended, and only ^613,000 or dSli.OOO received.

On the face of the accounts that might appear to be the
cage. If the Commissioners treated their account.^ in the
same way, they, too, would appear to be in a state of bank-
ruptcy, which was a position they could not for a moment
admit. It was the way in which the items should be separated.

He showed that several accounts ought to be struck off, if a
true representation of the state of the Society was to be ren-

dered. It would then, he argued, appear in a much more
favourable light than it did at present. The Commissioners
had put on record their satisfaction at the great decrease
which had been made by tliis Society in the way of expendi-
ture. The 4s. rent put down in the published balance-sheet of

the Society, was merely a nominal matter, simply a recog-

nition of the Commissioners' right as landlords of the pro-

perty. Instead of owing to the Commissioners JE4000, as
Mr. Godson represented, this Society owed not a single

farthing. It was necessary that the Fellows should know
their position with regard to the rent to the Commissioners.
The sum fixed as rental was ^£2400, or such less sum as
might be their surplus. If their surplus was nothing, they
did not owe the Commissioners a farthing. It was not till

the summer of 1866, that the Commissioners' rights as land-
lords would begin to arise. That was five years after the
agreement. If at the end often years after the agreement,
the Society had in no sin.vle year paid the ^£2100, then the
Commissioners had a right to step in and claim their rent.

For the first five years it had so happened that they had
paid rent, a very considerable sum of rent, nothing this

year, a small amount last, j£3000 in the Exhibition year, and
.£1000 the previous year ; therefore, if the Society by hook
or by crook ws ,? able to pay the Commissioners £240D in any
one year of the second five years, the Commissioners' right
to forfeiture would not arise.

Mr. S. H. Godson, in answer to what fell from Mr. Bate-

man, said he had yet to learn in what way he was connected
with the observations of his son. He then attempted to
show the position of Chiswick at the time it came into the
hands of the Kensington Board. Chiswick was ^11,000 in
debt, and he mentioned the circumstance to the Council,
and asked for a committee of investigation. Several noble-
men were present, and acquiesced in the motion, saying that
if there was anything to explain it should be explained, and
if there was anything to be laid before the Committee by
them it should be laid before them. Their notion was, that
the more the matter was inquired i ito, the better they
should be able to get out of the difficul ' •,'. That was simply
the object, he understood, of the motio.. now in reference to
the affairs of this Society. Five of i le members of that
Committee became personally responsi'ie until the debt was
paid off, and it was paid o.f by reducing the salaries of the
officers j67O0 a-year—-by cutting down a fruitless expendi-
ture. He then went on to argue that the Commissioners, who,
he said, were bound to spend as much on the Kensington
Gardens as the Society had not done so. The rental
fixed for the grounds was more than they were worth ; there-

fore he wanted to know where was the liberality of the Com-
missioners. Certainly the Society did not pay the rent, but
at the end of five years the Commissioners could take the
property, on which the Society had spent upwards of i67O,O0O.

The time, he thought, really had arrived when there should
be an understanding between the Society and the Commis-
sioners.

Cries of " Divide " were raised when Mr. Godson resumed
his seat.

Mr. A. F. Godson begged to say that as the propriety of
his using the words " true " and " honest" with reference to
the accounts had been questioned, ho used them in the
sense of their own bye-laws, which provided for a full,

straightforward, and clear account being rendered, and he
had shown it was not a fuU, straightforward, and clear
account.
The Chaikman claimed the right to say a few words.

After explaining how he came to occupy the chair, and that
he had considered it his duty to encourage discussion from
all sides, he congratulated the Society upon the unanimity
with which he believed the Report was about to be adopted.
The opposition arose, as it were, from a family party. With
the exception of the three gentlemen—Mr. Godson, sen.,

Mr. Godson, jun., and Mr. Weston—they had had no speeches
in any way reflecting on the Council. Mr. Godson, sen.,

had attempted to excuse his son using strong language on
the ground that it was impossible to put old heads on young
shoulders. Mr. Godson was a friend of his, and he had to
offer him his congratulations, as he, too, appeared, although
advanced in age, to have a young head on his shoulders

;

for, if anything, he had been more energetic, and shown more
warmth, than his son [laughter]. With regard to Mr. Godson,
jun., he (the Chairman), like everybody at the meeting, de-
plored the language he used. He possessed great fluency, and
could turn figures from what they were intended to repre-
sent to something else he wished them to mean. That, in

a young financier, was no inconsiderable merit. He had
fifteen years' experience of parliamentary life, and he would
recommend Mr. Godson, jun., if he wished his facts to be
taken as true, to clothe his remarks with less suggestions
of bad motive. He had to thank Mr. Eowriug for his
explanation—an explanation which he gave last year. It

proved that nothing was so difficult as to explain a matter
to persons whose whole object in life appeared to be not to
learn, and who persistently declined to be informed. Mr.
Godson objected very much to the form in which the accounts
were drawn. Mr. Bowring likewise objected on the same
score; and if he (the Chairman) chose he was at liberty

to object, as they were put into the present form long before
he had a seat at the Council. This, however, might be said,

if aught were wanted in their justification, the archives of the
Society would .show that, at the time the form wixs adopted,
Mr. Godson, sen., held the post of Finance Chairman. He
hoped, however, as an objection was raised, the matter
would be looked into. As to tlie conversazione, he fully

justified that step.

The motion for the adoption of the Report was carried by
a large majority.

Some qviestions affecting the admission of members and
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the public into the gardens having been answered, the

Scrutineers reported that Sir Joseph Paxton, Sir Arthur

Buller, M.P., G. F.Wilson, Esq., B.T. Brandreth Gibbs, Esq.,

and Mr. Andrew Murray, were elected new members of

Council ; that the Duke of Buccleuch was re-elected Presi-

dent, John Kelk, Esq., Treasurer, and W. Wilson Saunders,

Esq., Secretary.

This closed the business of the meeting. On the motion

of Mr. Godson, sen., seconded by Sir A. Scott Waugh, a

Tote of thanks was accorded to the Chairman ; and on the

motion of Mr. Godson, jun., seconded by Mr. Bowring, a

similar compliment was paid to the Scrutineers.

Inner Temple, Feb. 17. 1865.

SiK—As some misunderstanding has arisen from Mr. Edgar
Bowring's complaint that I did not include the sum of X1045

(the receipts in the South Kensington Gardens on the non-

exhibition days) in the sum derived from the exhibitions, I

am desirous of offering an explanation. In my criticism of

the accounts I followed the divisions given by the Council,

dividing the whole year into exhibition days and non-exhibi-

tion days. The attention of the meeting was drawn by me
to the former only, as I considered the Council had the

greatest control over those. As the expenses at South Ken-

sington are necessarily very heavy (indeed our subscriptions

go to meet the extra expenses there and at Chiswick), no

criticism on this point was made of them. Should Mr. Bow-
ring wish to bring the receipts on the non-exhibition days

to balance the loss on the exhibition days, surely he must also

tring in the sums expended by the Society to procure those

receipts. Should this be done the deficit becomes greater.

In my analysis the account stood thus

—

ExliibitioDs necei pis, £1433 ... Expenses, £2-154 ... Deficit, £9/1

Mr. Bowring would put it thus

—

Eeceipts. Expenses.
Non-exhibition days £1045
ExMbitil'ns 1483 ...... £2454

2528 2454

but adding the expenses of the non-exhibition days we have

the full account,
Eeceipts. E::peliPes.

Non-exbibltion days ^,'?H ^'5?^
Exhibitions 1483

2528

2454

6146

thus leaving a deficit of 43618. There is only one other

point I pray your permission to answer. The noble Chah--

inan, in his reply on my observations, seemed to think that

1 complained of the system of accounts as fixed by some

committee on the establishment of the South Kensington

Gardens. My complaint, on the contrary (in which I did

not stand alone), was that there was no fixed system of

accounts. In the course of the debate on my amendment

it was proved that the form of the accounts had been altered

more than three times in less than five years. Surely this

could not happen on a " fixed" system.

I remain, yours truly, A. F. Godson.

SPEIKG MEETINGS.

We are requested to state that, in consequence of the

Spring Meetings of the Koyal Horticultural and Eoyal

Botamc Societies having been fixed for the same dates, the

Council of the Eoyal Horticultural Society have arranged

that the South Kensington Meetings of March 18th and

April 8th shall be altered respectively to March 25th and

April 15th, or one week later in each instance.

WEEKLY SHOW.

The -weekly Show on Saturday, the 18th inst., was more

interesting than any of its predecessors, though, like them,

very deficient in the speciality set forth in the programme,

there being only two small collections of Heaths in small

pots shown by Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, and Mr. J.

Eraser, of Lea Bridge. The latter also exhibited Hovea
pungens, with beautiful deep blue flowers. Messre. Lee

had, in udditinn, a nice double Chinese Primrose, called

erecta flore pleno; Dendrobium cojrulescens, with seven

fine spikes of flowers, and the white-and-yellow-flowered

Ccelogync <:ristata, in fine condition. Ma-, Hall, gardener to

Her Serene Highness the Princess Edward of Saxe Weimar,
contributed three baskets fiUed with Winter Aconites and
Snowdrops, interspersed with Perns ; also Violets ; and Mr.
BuU an interesting collection of new Japanese plants,
including Euryas, Euonymus, the female Aucuba, &c-
From the same exhibitor came Imantophyllum cyrtanthi-
florum, and eight very good standard Orange trees, in fruit.

Major Trevor Clarke sent cut flowers of forced Chrysanthe-
mums; Mr. Batley, Eugby, bouquets for sale, and cut
Camellias. Grapes were represented by three excellent

bunches of Muscats, and West's St. Peter's, in good pre-
servation, from Mr. TiUyard, gardener to J. Kelk, Esq.,
Stanmore Priory. As it was " aU prizes and no blanks," it

is merely necessary to say that the above objects received,

first and second-class certificates.

THE EXHIBITOES MEMOEIAL TO THE COUNCIL OF THE
EOYAL HOKTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

I DID not, though invited, attend the exhibitors' meeting
in London. As regards flowers in general, I have no interest
in them. In allowing my name to be attached to a re-

monstrance, I desired it to be confined to the Saturdays'
National Eose Show. The National Eose Show is in a great
measure national property. It stands, therefore, in a different

position from all other exhibitions. In my friendly letter

in a contemporary, whilst pointing out the inconvenience
of Saturday as an exhibition day, I expressed a hope that
the Society would reconsider the matter as regards the
national flower. Unfortunately, as I think, they did not do
so. The powerful names attached to the remonstrance in
no way represent the number of nurserymen, gardeners,
and amateurs, who object to Saturday shows ; and who,
though they have not signed the memorial, will not think of

attending Saturday shows.
Saturday in most of the towns of England is either a

market day or a day of greater business than any other day.-

On Monday, the higher orders drive into the country town,
on Saturday the middle and lower classes go. Tradesmen
do not like to be absent from home on either of these two
days. Both days must encroach upon the Sabbath day

;

and glad am I to see that the trade and gardeners wiU not
have their Sunday encroached upon for greed or glory^

Even " P. E. H. S." allows it is a " mistake." I pointed it

out to them through the medium of the press. Why did
they not do what sensible men in ordinary life do, " correct

their mistake ? " Talleyrand said a " blunder is worse than,

a crime." This arrangement, being a great blunder, must
be a great ci-ime. The crime is committed against the
Society itself. It would have been something in mitigation

of the blunder if the Society, wtien remonstrated with,

had said distinctlj', " We will alter it another year to some
more convenient day." It would have been still wiser had
they said, " We will alter it at once." What is the issue ?

I have received a letter from the Crystal Palace Company,
saying that they wDl adopt all the suggestions of the Exhi-
bitors' Society. Can their suggestions then be inordinate?

I do not think the Eoyal Horticultural Society have a
right to hold the National Eose Show on a Saturday. I

admit they have a right to hold all other shows on that day,

but the sequel, I think, will not endorse the appointment.
Why, even the London nurserymen, and gardeners living

close to London, have signed the remonstrance! Had a

petition been sent round the kingdom for signature I believe

it would have been universally signed. I should really be
sorry unjustly to injure the Society. I would much rather

read of its prosperity. Its prosperity greatly rests upon the

good will and assistance of the nurserymen, gardeners, and
amateurs of the kingdom. It is to see their commodities

thut peojDle go in greater numbers to the Society's garden
than they would otherwise do. There is still one thing

they could do—put the great shows on a Wednesday, and
hold the other shows on a Saturday and Wednesday alter-

nately for one year. " F. E. H. S." appeals to the generosity

of exhibitors to go this year- on the Saturdays. Such woul(i

be a very unwise act ; for it is plain that if success attended

the Saturday shows they would not be altered to another

day. The argument then would be, " See how well they

succeed ! " I do not like I'meules myself, but there is alwaysi

something wrong where they occm-.
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As regards Saturday, it is not that " I won't go, but I

can't." The parishioners will say :

—

•'By our pastor perplex*d
We cannot determine

;

* Watch and pray,' eaystbe text.

' Go to sleep,' faya the sermon I

"

My " best " man is the parish clerk, and he will say

" Amen " in the wrong place !

I should not think the Exhibitors' Society have sent a

schedule "with their own value of the prizes afExed." At

least I have not seen any such schedule. Probably it relates

to Saturday certificates. " F. R. H. S." asks, " What is the

end of this rigmarole ? " I will tell him : If he cannot

persuade the Society to alter at least their grand show days

from Saturday to any other day than Monday the nursery-

men, gardeners, and amateurs will not send their com-

modities ; and "the large proportion of Fellows,"^ simply

lovers of pleasure, gny meetings, and crinoline exhibitions,

will have to make out their holiday with " croquet, quoits,

and Aunt Sally !

"

In conclusion, I am glad to see the names of Sir J.

Paxton, Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Brandveth Gibbs, a good ad-

ministrator in agricultural matters, elected into che Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society. One pennyworth of

common sense is worth a pound of wit

!

I am a remonstrant chiefly, but not only, as regards the

National Rose Show, and I am sure that that Society woitld

never have been given up to the Royal Horticultural Society

had it been supposed possible that Saturday would have

ever been fixed for the exhibition of our national and much-
beloved flower.—W. F. Radclyffe, Tarrant RusMon, Bland-

ford.

SiE.—It would be very easy to show that your corre-

spondent, "P. R. H. S ," is either a partisan and friend of

the Council, or knows not'ning of the subject in dispute

between the Council and the exhibitors. I am told the

Council in their report have made a charge against the ex-

hibitors of dictation, which I and every member of the Ex-
hibitors' Society repudiate. When we get the report of the

CouncU we can reply formally from our Committee. Your
correspondent writes as if the Council were trying something
new for the first time. Why, have they not liad novelty

enough, and have they not been going from bad to worse
for the last three years? Nothing but novelty, and no
effect ! Now they have the astounding novelty of an Azalea

show on the 17th of June, a month after they have passed
their best blooming

!

Can the Council expect the exhibitors to join them in all

such vagaries ? And can they wonder that we should send
in a remonstrance stating our inability to co-operate with
them, and refusing to exhibit unless some consideration is

shown for the convenience of those on whom the exhibi-

tions depend for success ?—A Member op the Exhibitors'
Society.

A HOWL.
A HiGHtT distinguished, but in his latter days a somewhat

eccentric, nobleman that I knew once as one of my parish-
ioners, used to take great delight when on his daily drive
in getting out of his carriage, standing in the middle of the
road, and literally howling at the top of his voice. What he
did it for no one could tell. Whether to show that the voice

that once held entranced both Houses of the Legislature,
that made many a bewheedled jtiry think "the worse the
better reason," was stiU unsurpassed in volume, though the
mind that directed it was not what it once was ; or whether
he had some special grievance rankling in his mind, and
that he thought it better to vent it this way than on any of
the inmates of his house ; or whether it was intended as a
protest againt all and everybody, was never known ; but it

was evidently a great relief to him. and he who went out
testy and cantankerous, snapping the head off any one who
spoke to him, was after this more amiable and tractable.
Of course his family gladly indulged the whim ; for, as the
big fellow whose little wife would beat him said, " It pleases
her and doesn't hurt me in the least," they felt that what
was a relief to him was a boon to them. Well, I want to
have a howl. I have a grievance—it is not against any one

in particular, but I do know why I make it ; and although
I may not do anybody any good, I shall certainly, as some
people wickedly say of homceopathic medicines, not do them
any harm. It will be a relief to my mind to give it, and
who knows but some one may catch up the echo ? My howl
— (stand out of my way, good folks who think all beauty is

concentrated in a Fern, an Orchid, or a fine-foliaged plant)

—

is about the neglect of florists' flowers generally, and of the

Gladiolus in particular, in and about the metropolis.

Let me be understood first of all in what I mean by florists'

flowers. I will take the term, not in its enlarged but re-

stricted sense. I am aware that under any definition of a
florists' flower you must include the Rose, the Dahlia, the
Pelargonium, and the Azalea ; but they are not neglected

—

No: the flowers to which I specially allude under this title

are the Auricula, Pansy, Pink, Carnation and Picotee, Ra-
nunculus, Tulip, and Gladiolus ; and the position I wish to

advance is this, that there is not sufficient encouragement
from any quarter given to these flowers in London, and that

hence they will rapidly go out of cultivation ; for although

those who are really lovers of any particular flower will

grow it with no prospect whatever before them, of exhibiting

but simply for their love of it, yet I maintain that so great

is t'ae iufluence of horticultui-al exhibitions, that just in pro-

portion as a flower is encouraged and shown will be the

increase of growers of it, and the estimation wherein it is

held. Had the Dahlia not been encouraged as an exhibition

flower would it ever have reached the high perfection to

which it has attained, and be valued, as it is everywhere, as

a fine autumnal flower ? Whal, was it in times iJast that

made the Auricula, the Carnation, and the Tulip what they

became but those exhibitions at "The Horns," Kennington,

at the Surrey Zoological Gardens, and of the National Flori-

culiural Society ? And why is it that now one after another

is abandoning these ? Because people think far more of the

most trumpery novelty in " bedding-out plants" and will

give encouragement to anything save those flowers of which
the cultivation is within the reach of anj' amateur who, with

his little plot of ground, desires to grow his favourites.

I believe a great deal of this arises from laziness. No
florists' flower can be properly grown without a great deal

of trouble ; and a small garden mr.y be made very showy,
glaring, and hot-looking with Tom Thumbs, Verbenas, &c.,

without either much skill or trouble. Lco'.c, as I have often

done, at the artizan with his frame of Auriculas, his stage

of Tulips, or bed of Pinks. See what care ansl skill he shows
in managing them, how all the year round they are in his

mind—his first thought when he goes out to his work in

the morning, his last before he goes into his home at night,

and then tell me. What are you doing to encourage this

man now ? He was, many a time, a raiser of seedlings ;

he had of course (as who has not ?) exaggerated notions of

their excellence ; but when he did satisfy the critical eye of

a Turner or Keynes, and saw Smith's True Briton, or Jones's

Jolly Tar, or Robinson's Fair Ellen in the catalogues, was
he not a proud man ? And when he got his few pounds for

his chUd. and brought it home to the good dame instead of

drinking it out at the " Blue Bull," did she not forgive him
for taking the blanket off his bed that cold frosty night to

put it on his fra-me (for I have known such things done) ?

Yes, I trow ; and may we not howl over the good old times,

which seem to be gone from us for ever in these days of

Scarlet Geraniums and polychrome beds ?

But it may be asked. Do not the Royal Horticultural and
Botanic Societies, and the Crystal Palai;e, encourage the

growth of these things? They give piizep for them un-

doubtedly, but in very scant measure, and in some of them
far behind even the provincial shows ; and it is not two or

three prizes, for which amateurs have, perhaps, to enter t',ie

list with nurserymen, that will really encourage the growth

of these flowers. Let me take one o? the newest and at the

same time easiest grown of florists' flowers—the Gladiolus,

and let me beg all whom it may concern to read the follow-

ing, occurring in an article on that flower in the "Florists'

Guide." The writer hails from " sweet Daublin," and I

know him to be what he claims there to be, one of the most

successful growers of the flower, and one of the most enter-

prising purchasers as a necessary consequence. " And I may
here observe that we have good prizes to compete for : for

autumn, 1865, a silver cup value ten guineas, a second
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ditto worth eio;ht guineas, with good third and fourth money-

prizes, are oifered for the beat thirty-six Gladioli, containing

not less than eighteen varieties. I think this beats South
Kensington and the Crystal Palace too." I should think so

too. Why, at South Kansington no prizes are offered, and
at the Crystal Palace nothing higher than two or three

pounds, and for these all have to compete together. Why,
they do these things better at Brighton ; there they give

^£3 for their first prize, \?hioh I am glad to say I carried off

this year. And what is the result in a commercial point of

view? The cheaper and easier-grown Gladioli find a sale

about London, but none of the more expensive kinds.

What is to be done ? As to the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety ever doing any good for floriculture I must confess my
most decided doubts, and those who think otherwise are of

a more sanguine temperament thn I am. My own opinion

is that some fresh organisation is wanted. The florists

should meet together and talk over their grievances, and
try what plans can be adopted to remedy them. National
societies, as they are called, have proved a failure. At such
we may have a good display ; but then, they are not national

;

the difference in climate between the north and south of

England is so great, that when flowers are out of bloom in

the one they are only just coming in in the other. Take,
for example, the National Auricula Show, to which, let me
say, I wish all honour, especially as this year it is to be under
the fostering care of that veteran and kindly florist, Mr.
Headley, of Stapleford, near Cambridge. If it is held, as it

has been done, on the 30th of April, nearly all the southern
growers are shut out, except perhaps such as Mr. Turner of

Slough, who has such a large stock that it would be difdeult

at any reasonable Auricula time to catch him napping. But
at neither of the two National Shows that I have attended
could southern growers have a chance ; while last year, so

backward was the spring, that the more northern ones had
not their collections in bloom. Hence I would advocate a

society, irrespective of any party, clique, or set of men what-
ever, for the purpose of seeing if something cannot be done
for floriculture in and about London. See how Tulips, Carna-
tions, Piootees, and Pinks are going out of favour and culti-

vation ; and if we do not wish all florists' flowers to share
the same fate something must bo done.
And now I have had my howl. Much good may it do me,

say some. X have, however, I think, pointed out a defect in

our present horticultural arrangements, and hope some one
may agree with me.—D., Deal.

STBAWBEEEIES.
In page 112 of The Journal op Hokticultube, February

7th, is an article by "A Fkagaeian," headed "La Const-ante

and Some Other Strawberries." That article refers to my
quotations from Mr. Taylor's note, and I will now reply to

"A Feagaeian's" article, in which there are seven para-
graphs.

First paragraph. It must be a long line of Strawberries

to produce 250 runners, judging by the slow running of La
Constante here, during the four years that I kept it. If the
reader will refer to Mr. Turner's catalogue, I think he will

see it stated, that in his fine land it is a slow grower. I

first gave it to Mr. Elvers about two years ago, and also to

Mr. Turner. The former was this year obliged to send to

France for runners. When I sent it to them, I was obliged

to send some ofi'sets with the runners, on account of the
difficulty of obtaining the latter. When plants are dis-

fruiteJ. they usually run freely, .^nd at once ; but, even on
this plan, I found a difficulty in obtaining runners. Straw-
berries may, like some Koses whicli are not hardy in all soils

and situations, be hardy in land suited to them. The British

Queen is an instance. Again, Strawberries which otherwise

suffer much, may be hardy if well established before winter

sets in. In a word, from slow and lal;e-running, they require

two wintors' and one summer's nursing before you can crop
thorn, unless you have a sufKcient number of plants to bed
them, and depend upon numbers for crop. Tliis, of coui'se,

can be done, and the plants may be thinned for the next
year. When La Constante is established it is hardy, though
not so hardy as Eliza and Wonderful. Early running and
quick establishment are desidero.ta in England, as stated in

an able article by Mr. Cox, in the "Florist," of February.
Substituting the word "straw" for " grass," I assent to it

cordially. I found here thatLa Constante after being nursed
for this long period gave me one good crop, but the plants
sickened, did not run, and were worthless the next season.

Second paragraph. I regret much the loss of Mr. Nichol-

son, a most kind man, to whom I am indebted for Wonder-
ful. The runners sent here ft'om his establishment were
always first-rate. I had some La Constante from him, as
well as from France, but the resirlt was the same. No man
is more willing to acknowledge its merit as a fruit. Its

flavour is sui generis. Its form, both as to plant and fruit,

is perfect. " A Fbagabian " concedes what I have stated.

He says :
" It requu-es good and patient treatment, for it

puts forth its runners so late in the autumn, that they are

not able to gain size and strength suificient to bear fruit the
following summer." Life is short, and this process is too
slow.

Third paragraph. That the process is slow, observe the
following in proof. He says :

" About Christmas they [that

is, the runners planted 6 inches apart] are mulched with
strawy manure, care being taken not to smother the plants.

In the August following [that is, when the plants are twelve
or thirteen months old] another trench is dug about a spit

deep. The yearling plants are taken up carefully with a
trowel, and they are planted in this prepared ground in

patches of two or three together, a space of l* or 15 inches
intervening between the patches. They are mulched again
at Christmas. The following summer, plants so treated

have never failed to produce an abundant crop of first-rate

fruit." I doubt not this at all. Still La Constante suffers

in burning suminers ; the fruit is all exposed and baked, and
being ripened simultaneously, you must eat it as fast as you
can.

Of course, " A Fbagabian " has told us by a periphrasis,

that his land is first-class, for he speaks of removing two-
year-old plants, a practice that will certainly not succeed

in any land that is not naturally a Strawberry soil. Still

it is fair to say, that I have known two-year-old British

Queens removed, and crop heavily ; but this was in the very
finest and deepest land, genial to the variety. t

Fifth paragraph. As regards Empress Eugenie, I admit I

that in cold wet seasons, being so large, it is not good, but
it is a noble production. Excepting the Frogmore Pines, it

is the best of all the very large sorts. Strawberries -whicli

have travelled a distance are very different from those tasted

in loco. We must have quantity as well as quality, and
both in one. A beggar once told me there was " no taste

in nothing."
Sixth paragraph. I admit the excellence of the Straw-

berries named ; but some of them are only suited to first-

class land. I should not say Elton Pine (called in France
pickled Gherkin) is the best late Strawberry. It is hardy,

handsome, and useful. The Frogmore Pines are far in ad-

vance of all other late sorts. In evidence of its fine con-

stitution, I may observe that I fruited heavily, they running

at the same time, my two-year-old-plants kindly given me
by Mr. Turner. I sent Dr. Hogg the second picking, and
he can tell whether they were large and good. The plants

brought their heavy crop to perfection, and are strong for

1865.

Seventh pai'agraph. I agree to this. We cannot form a

just estimate till we get our own runners put in sufficiently

early to be established before winter sets in.

Lastly, in future, I shall take no notice of any remarks on

my contributions, unless the writer give his name and
place of abode. I never myself pay the slightest attention

to such communications. — W. F. Eadclyffe, Tarrant

Rushton, Blanilford.

CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS ROSE.
Having read in yoiu- Journal of a climbing Devoniensis

Eose sent out by Mr. Curtis, of Torquay, it may be interest-

ing to your readers to know the true history of its origin.

In the year 1857 I budded some of the old Devoniensis on
the Cclino stock, when on the following year many of the

plants made shoots from 3 feet to feet in length. I have
now in my stock one of the original plants I obtain my
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buds from, it having withstood the severe winter of 1860-Gl.

Many of your readers will be inclined to think there are two

varieties of this magnificent Rose. This I beg to contradict,

having supplied Mr. Curtis with buds as well as plants.

—

S. J. Pavitt, Rose Cottage, Bathivick, Bath.

HAEDY FERNS:
HOW I COLLECTED .\N0 CULTIVATED THEM. -No. 10.

Mt next Fern-tour, after Cornv.'all, was to the Lates.

I seemed to have left in the south the monuments and

recollections of the past, to bask for a time in the roseate

hues shed back upon the world from the great intellects that

had so lately gone down amidst the Westmoreland hills.

At the Carlisle station Wordsworth's little grandchild met
me with a basket of Grapes. I took them with me into the

land so sacred to his memory ; and not to his memory alone,

for the whole district seemed haunted by spu'it shapes,

flinging at me choice bits of sparkling wit or caustic humour,

with here and there strange touches of tender melody.

Sometimes I seemed to hail Professor Wilson, sometimes

Coleridge; whOe Southey and Wordsworth gave me more
friendly greeting, lingering with me by every lake and tarn,

speaking to me out of the rushing waterfall, setting their

own sweet rhymes to Nature's harmonies.

Our first halt was at Windermere, from which we made
many excursions amongst the hills. We found Hymeno-
phyllum Wilsoni at Dungeon Gill Faroe, to which we drove

by Loughrigg Fell, seeing a curious sort of haymaking going

on by the way, where men took the place of pitchforks, and
cast the hay "abroad" with their hands. In some parts of

the Pyrenees I have seen the same custom prevail, and when
the hay was made it was gathered together in a large sheet,

tied up, and carried away on the heads of women to the rick.

It is rather a scramble to reach the Hymenophyllum at

Dungeon Gill, but mine host at the little inn is expert in

giving help, and, moreover, he is a botanist, and found us

many rare wild flowers that would have escaped a less ex-

perienced eye. The inn is far removed from any other

habitation, and the master told me that he found botany
the greatest resource during the many anxious days he
passed, before the Lake season really set in, waiting for

visitors who would not come. How great the poor man's
anxieties were his keen watchful eye, his pale anxious face,

too fully denoted. He had been in service ; this inn was to

be let ; he married a good girl whom he had long loved, and
began life hopefully. The first year all went well, but by-

and-by another inn was bvxilt in a more convenient situation.

Visitors dropped off to the rival house, and the poor young
couple were in deep fear for the result. When I remember
Dungeon Gill in its drear loneliness amongst the hills, I

fancy I see the wistful eye looking up the long road for the
help that visitors alone could bring. I longed to make every
one I met drive over to the inn that stands waiting for the
" Good time coming," within hearing of the tumbling waters
where Hymenophyllum Wilsoni can be found for the seeking,
to reward them for their pains.

We drove back to Windermere by Grasmere, Eydal, and
Ambleside. As we got near the ohui-ch at Grasmere the
driver looked over his shoulder at us and said, " Would we
wish to alight at the church ? ' Parties ' mostly liked to say
as they'd seen Wordsworth's grave." So we alighted, and
stood beside the plain stone slab, on which was engraved but
the two words "William Wordsworth:" yet what magical
words they were ! They seemed to open a long vista down
which troops of "parties" were slowly pacing to and fro

the poet's grave— " parties " from every quarter of the
globe, princes and peasants, statesmen and poets, old men
and little children—all drawn to the one solemn spot where
Nature's poet lay so calmly sleeping amidst the scenes he
loved so well. "What was it in the quiet poet that moved
all hearts ? Was it the " touch of Nature " that " makes
the whole world kin "—the Nature natural, yet very human
too?

Ambleside was busy as we drove through. Children with
happy faces were running about with every sort of quaint
device, made in rushes and flowers, which they were to
put up in the church at evening service, in honour of the
ancient custom of Eush-bearing—a custom for which no

reason is now given. May it not be the remains of the
custom, which prevails abroad, of strewing the churches
with sweet-scented leaves and flowers, when there is an
" Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament ?"

I went to Grasmere church on the following morning, but
I thought the quaint devices wanted the children's faces to

set them off. It is a lovely drive from Windermere to TJUes-
water by Trout-beck and Kirkstone Pass. On this drive I
first saw the Allosorus crispus in perfection. Hitherto I
had only possessed little roots I had bought for Is. Gd. each,
which I had cherished as great rarities ; but on this day I saw
it in immense quantities, and I was told it was used by the
poor people to heat their ovens with. What a surprise it was

!

I fu'st discovered a few plants in a wall : I begged the driver

to stop while I dug them out. He laughed and said, " Wait
awhUe, Ma'am, you'll find better than that." A little fur-

ther on there were some small tufts by the side of the wall.

I stopped the driver again, and again he laughed and said,
" Wait." So I waited till we arrived at the inn at the top
of the pass, and there it was growing everywhere ; but there
is such a thing as being embarrassed with riches, and it

was difficult to decide which to take. I did what I advise

other Fern-lovers to do ; I packed up a large hamperful, and
sent it off by rail, home. The hostess of the inn showed
me also some Asplenium viride, not in tiny plants as I had
always seen it, but in large beautiful masses. I bought a
large clump for Gd. I asked if I could find it for myself.
" Oh, dear no ! quite impossible." It only grew in the most
inaccessible places where no one less brave and active than
her spouse dare venture. I do not think I quite believed

this ; but the horses were rested, so we drove on to Pat-
terdale—beautiful Patterdale !—surrounded on all sides by
hills, reflecting themselves in the clear waters lying at their

feet.

I cannot write of Patterdale without a greeting to our
good friend "Jack," guide, herbalist, fernisi, umbrella and
watch mender, glazier, &c. I made acquaintance with
Jack at once, and asked of the Ferns. Could he take me
to find the Asplenium viride? "Impossible;" it only grew
in the most dangerous places ; but he had a store of plants,

found long ago, that he could show me. I was taken to

the spot, and saw about fifty plants, very faded and blue-
looking as if just transplanted. I asked Jack if this were
not the case. " Well, yes ;" he had brought them from
his own to the inn garden. Jack offered me a part of his

spoil. No, I must find some for myself. Would I take him
with me ? Certainly, and give him an extra shilling if I

found plenty. So the next day we set oft' for the ascent of

Helvellyn by Grisdale Tarn. Half-way we ascended the
rocky path, down which little streams were trickling here
and there: presently there was a cry of "Found!" and I

saw my first plant of Viride growing wild ; it was peeping
from under a dripping boulder of rock, like a green lizard.

I could only find it in the places where the trickling stream
kept perpetual moisture, and yet where the sloping hill

and pebble bed made perpetual drainage. I learned the
peculiar habit of Viride on this particular morning, and I

never allow any stagnant moisture to be near it ; if I do,

the fronds rot and drop oft'. The views from Helvellyn are
magnificent: they steal on the waiting eye, as you ascend
higher and higher, in new and varied forms of loveliness.

Lake after lake, like silver purified, nestles amidst these
ever-changing, ever-lasting hills, over which a million lights

gleam and haste away. UUeswater, Windermere, Esthwaite-
water, Coniston, Bassenthwaite, andThirlmere were visible;

the Ayrshire mountains, Solway Firth, the sea, and range
after range of mountains, the nearer ones seeming as soft

emerald-coloured velvet, those far away dark blue and sober
grey. But the ascent of Helvellyn is not all pleasure ; it

abounds in treacherous bogs, in two of which one of our
horses floundered.

The day after the ascent of Helvellyn I had a private hunt
for Viride in an opposite direction, and I was most successful,

finding quantities in the wake of the trickling watercourses
down tlie hill, but not one root did I find in any other situa-

tion. I did not once find it mixed with Trichomanes, which
proved to me that these two Ferns require totally different

situations in cultivation.

On the mountain side, where I found the Asplenium viride,

I discovered the very beautiful Cystopteris I have mentioned
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in one of the earlier chapters. I have named it " Elfina." I

have shown it to a great authority on Ferns, who calls it

"near alpina;" but I believe the acuteness of its teeth

remove it entirely fi-om alpina, and the division of the fronds

from any other named species.

The recollection of Ulleswater and Patterdale is very

pleasant to me; the sOver mines and the Asplenium viride

give it an individuality of its own.
Derwentwater is also lovely, and there are many magni-

ficent excursions to be made from it. I saw tlie waterfall of

Lowdore at its best; the snowy waters were playing all

sorts of freaks in the gleaming sunlight, sparkling with fun
as they caught his rays, and darting back foam and spray

from the sober rocks which stand steady and firm amidst
the " muttering and sputtering " uproar. T spent one day
hunting for Ferns in Borrowdale, and found Asplenium
septentrionale on the Castle Rook, but only in very small

roots. From the way in which it was growing I have no
doubt that it may be found in some quantities in the

neighbourhood. Asplenium germanicum is also to be found

in Bonowdale ; but the guides are such diligent seekers>

they scour all the accessible places, leaving very little for

timid climbers. In the neighbourhood ol Castle Eock Hy-
menophyllum Wilsoni grows in abundance. It may be
found in long trailing masses hanging to the damp rock.

If I visit the Lakes again I hope to find both Asplenium
septentrionale and germanicum about Honister Crag, where
I believe it has several times been seen. Who can tell the

glories of the mountain paths in the district round Honister,

where waterfall answers waterfall, and bleak dreary moors
melt into sweet homeland scenes ; where children play about
the cottage doors, and join their voices with waterfall and
mountain in one grand Te Deum, for ever ascending from a
grateful earth to the throne of Nature's God in heaven ? I

know not why it is that mountain districts should have so

soothing a power upon the mind ; but there is something in

their vastness and their stillness that seems to hush all

rebel thoughts, and bow the heart of the created in simple,

unquestioning awe at the feet of the Creator. — Filii-
FCEMINA.

STEAWBEERY FOECmG.
(Concluded from page 111.)

The essentials in forcing Strawbemes are an abundance ' The roofs are steep; the shelves inch deals, 9 inches wide,
and on these are laid turves, IJ- inch thick, grass side
downwards. The holdfasts are quarter-inch iron, 1 inch
wide, and the end next the rafter is punched with two screw
holes, and fastened to the rafter. The lower end is bent
at right angles, and has a rounded threaded point that
passes through a hole in the holdfast next below it, and a
nut screwed on keeps it in its place. This will be easily

understood by a reference to the woodcuts. Any one with a

of liglit, close proximity to the glass, ample ventilation, and
if possible air beneath them. Nothing is so good as shelves

about 15 inches from the glass, one along the front and
another at the liack of a vinery. Wliere there is a quantity
to force it becomes a question how the plants are to be
accommodated. Stages when near the glass are good ; but
the best plan in my opinion is to have shelves fixed by hold-

fasts to the roof, as shown in the accompanying engravings.

little ingenuity wUl be able to have them made, and, I have
no doubt, to improve upon them. The points secured are

close proximity to the glass, and a circulation of air under
and everywhere about the plants. Strawberries may be
grown, I am aware, without shelves; but they never do so
well as when near the glass, and elevated so as to receive

air from beneath. I have had them in pits close to the

glass, but not having the undercurrent of air they did not

aiford nearly so good a crop as plants on shelves with air

playing all round them.
When very early fruit is desired tho plants should be

placed on, or slightly plunged in, a bed of leaves made suffi-
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ciently high to raise a gentle heat of 70". This should be

done in the first week in December, and the lights must
remain off as long as the weather is fail-, and only be put on

during very wet periods, and even then a current of air

shoidd be afforded. Prior to this, the plants should have

been rested for a period of six weeks by keeping them dry

at the root in a cold frame, and exposed at all times except

dm-ing very frosty or wet weather. They should, therefore,

have the buds well developed by the middle of October.

Th^ pots being set on a bed of leaves early in December,
the plants will have had an inducement to form fresh roots,

and to get these in advance of the leaf-growth is a main
point. This being effected, the pots should be cleaned, and
any old yellow leaves taken off. The shelves are then
covered with turves, grass side downwards, and the pots

placed on them, the interval allowed between the pots being
half their diameter. Eoots will most likely be protruding

through the holes at the bottom, and will soon make their

way into the turves, increasing with the growth of the
plants. These should not remain so long on the bed of

leaves as to root into it, nor should they be taken from a
bed of leaves in which they have been plunged whilst it is

hot; for, in the one case, they will receive a check through a

loss of roots, and in the other, in consequence of a loss of

bottom heat. Care should therefore be taken to place the

Stiawberry fiheWes in Vinery.

pots on, not in, the leaves. The temperature of the house
into which they are introduced should be 40° at night, and
from 45° to 50° by day, but the latter temperature only with
sun. Day and night, except in very severe weather, air

should be admitted, diminishing, of course, the amount at

night, even in mild weather, and increasing it with sun
heat. It is a good practice to admit air both at top and at

tlie lowest point of the house ; and if the air admitted pass
over the hot-water pipes or heating-surface anything like

chilling the plants will be prevented. The air should be
given as early in the day as practicable, closing early so
as to catch or retain as much of the sun heat as possible.
For the first month a minimum of 40° is the proper tempe-
rature ; a month after their being brought into the house
the temperature may be increased to 45" ; in another fort-

night to 50°; and a fortnight later, or two months after

introducing them, it should be 55°. At this the temperature
is steadily maintained until the flowering is past, when the
minimum may be increased to 60°. The maximum tempe-
rature will be regulated by external influences. On dull days
a rise of 5° above the night temperature is to be allowed
until the blossoms are set, 10° en days somewhat cloudy

but with clear intervals, and 15° on bright sunny days,
every increase of temperature being accompanied by a cor-
respondingly greater amount of ventilation.

'

t\\m\i

Strawberry thelves in Orchard-bouse.

The plants should be watered so as to keep the soil mode-
rately moist for the first month, guarding against extremes
either of moisture or dryness, for both are injurious. After
this, and as the plants throw up their flower-trusses and
make a large increase of foliage, they should be well sup-
plied with water, never allowing them to become dry, though
they ought to exhibit signs of moisture being needed before
any is given. A gentle syringing morning and evening will

refresh the plants, and at the same time secure a moist
atmosphere in the house. After the first month syringe
once daily in the morning until the fruit changes colour for

ripening, when syringing the plants should be discontinued

;

but let the floor, walls, &c., be sprinkled twice daily, in order
that the remainder of the fruit may swell well. Some make
a point of not syringing the plants when in blossom, but I

never found the flowers set any worse from a gentle bedewing
of water through a fine rose ; on the contrary, I fancy they
set better in consequence, and are not so liable to half swell

the fruit in some parts and not in others, resulting in poor
uneven-shaped fruit.

Strawberry shelves in Peach-house.

After the fruit is fairly set every alternate watering may
be of liquid manure made of half-rotten cowdung, and tole-

rably strong, adding a peck of soot to every sixty gallons of

liquid. The liquid manure and all water given should be
of the same temperature as the house. The plants should
be kept well watered daily. At the time of flowering they
should be gone over, and any that do not promise a crop

had better be put outside, and their places filled up with
something better. In introducing jjlants it is well to be able

to discriminate between those which are likely to afford a
crop and those which are not.
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To prevent the fruit from hanginof down over the sides of

the pots, and the fruit-stalks breaking, a piece of twine is

strunf on the sunny side of the pots, about an inch above

the rim, and on this the stems rest. This is a good practice

when the crop is heavy and tlie stems long, but unless the

stem be di-awn by hard forcing the strings are not necessary,

for the fruit swells all the better when the stems are bent

down, the fruit touching the ground on a level with, or a

little below, the rim of the pot. The first crop of fruit, pre-

sumino' the plants to have been treated as above, and early

kinds employed, will be ripe in Mai-ch.

Successions may be obtained by introducing a batch of

plants into a cold frame, or pit, at the same time as the first

are taken into the house, putting them on a bed of leaves

for a fortnight, then setting them on shelves in a vinery or

other house having a night temperature not exceeding 40^^

by fire heat. At the time of removing them a batch of

plants should be placed in the frame as before, and so on,

working until the middle of February with the earlies, when
a batch of Keens' Seedling may be introduced, and also

Wellincton and Oscar, and a month later the British Queen

and other late sorts, the last lot being introduced about

the middle of April. It is not necessary to place the pots

on a bed of leaves after the middle of February, nor before
• that time if the pots are weU filled with roots, and the buds

well developed ; but it is desirable to have them in a cold

pit, frame, or house for a few weeks previous to introducing

them into the house where they are to fruit. There is no

better place than a cold vinery, or orchard-house, where

they will be kept rather dry until wanted, or during winter

if they remain there so long.

Where there is a number of Peach-houses and vineries

that are stirted at intervals, no difficulty will be experienced

in forcing Strawberries, a quantity being kept ready in cool

frames, or houses, to be drafted into the vineries and placed

on shelves as the houses are set to work, the temperature

required for forcing Vines suiting Strawberries exactly. I

can remember the time when it was very common to force

Strawberries in Pine-stoves, introducing them at once from

a cold frame into a succession-house, with a temperature of

55° or 60° by night, and keeping them there until the fruit

was set, when they were introduced into the fruiting-

house, the temperatui-e being 65° at night, and from 70° to

80"^ by day. Roasted in this way, I have known a fair crop

obtained, the Roseberry being the favourite; but now we

must have a good many mouthfuls, and of good quality,

instead of a taste. This can only be effected by bringing

on the plants gradually, and not forcing very hard until the

fruit is set, and not then except to obtain fruit very early.

A temperature of 60" from fire heat is as much as the

Strawberry will bear.

I need not enter upon the cultivation of Strawberries in

vineries, nor treat of successional crops, an epitome of the

temperature above wiU suffice. For the first fortnight the

heat should be 40« by night, 45° by day ; during the second

fortnight, 45° by night, and 50° by day ; in the third fort-

night, 50° by night, and 55" by day ; in the fourth fortnight,

£5° by night, and 60° by day ; and these temperatures

should be maintained until the fruit is set, when it may be

increased to 60^ by night, and 65° by day. All these relate

to temperatures from fire heat and on dull days. On cloudy

days having clear intervals the thermometer may read 5"

higher, and on bright days from 10" to 15" higher, when, the

maximum amount of air being given, it will not matter if

the temperature be considerably higher, always provided

that it is from sun heat.

Perhaps one of the best modes of growing Strawberries is

on shelves in cool vineries or orchard-houses. They also

succeed admirably on the borders of orchard-houses, provid-

ing the trees are not so close together as to shade them too

much ; but, taken all in all, the best place is a shelf 15 inches

from the roof in front or both sides of a span-roofed house, or

at back and in front of a lean-to one, the back being occupied

with early, and the front with later sorts. Of the early

kinds. Black Prince, Eliza (Rivers's), Eclipse, Keens' Seed-

ling, and Oscar are excellent ; and of the later sorts, British

Queen (extra good in an orchard-house or cool vinery)

Carolina Superba, La Constante, Sir Hai-ry, and Sir Charles

Napier. These being raised in the manner previously stated,

should be kept on the borders during the winter rather dry.

About the middle of March they should be cleared of the
dead leaves, and the pots cleaned and placed on the shelves,

first of all putting on these, grass side downwards, a turf or
turves, exactly the width of the shelf, and 1 inch or 1^ inch
thick. If tm'ves are not to be had, a lath, three-quarters of an
inch wide and 1 inch deep, nailed on both edges of the upper
side of each shelf, will leave on a nine-inch shelf a space

7i inches wide and 1 inch deep. Fill this with two-thirdg
loam and one-third cowdung half-rotted, or rotten manure
of any kind, and on this stand the pots. Keej] moist, until

growth fau'ly commence, and afterwards water freely, using
weak liquid manure until the fruit change colour, when
water alone will do. The usual treatment given to these
cool houses suits Strawberries exactly, abundance of air and
light being given and a good syringing, but a close moist
atmosphere should never exist.

These plants will prolong the Strawberry season at least

a fortnight or three weeks, the earlier kinds being ripe in

the Iptter part of May, and the late ones succeeding them,
just when the earlier varieties are coming in from the open
ground.
The plants once fruited are of no further use unless planted

in the open garden, where they may yield a few fruit in

autumn, and be very prolific years afterwards, especially on
soils where Strawberries yield plentiful crops of leaves and
but little fruit. In such I have found plants that have been
forced in pots afford excellent crops when others yielded

little but leaves.

In conclusion, fill the house with tobacco smoke whenever
green fly appears, always letting the plants be dry at the
time. Once growth has commenced never allow the soil to

become dry, but keep it well watered. Never use saucers,

they rot the roots by keeping the soil sour ; use sods in pre-

ference, or set the pots on a shelf with laths nailed on the
edges, filling the shallow trough thus formed with rich

compost, for the water then drains away and the roots run
both in the sods and soil. Keep near the glass, and allow

the plants air above, beneath, and all round, and plenty

of it. Give manure water after the fruit is set as often as

you like, but let it be weak, and use no more fire heat than
is necessary to maintain a steady progressive growth. Grow
plants anywhere, securing these conditions, and the result

will be an abundant crop of excellent fruit; but that must
exist in embryo before commencing to force,—G. Abbey.

WAEDIE LODGE,
The Eesidenoe of Miss Hope.

This beautiful suburban residence is situated upon an
eminence overlooking the Firth of Forth, about two miles

distant from Edinburgh. The mansion is a commodious
structure of Grecian architecture ; and from the principal

windows a magnificent panoramic view is obtained of the

noble estuary of the Forth, stretching like a gigantic mirror

for several miles to the west, and reflecting from its glassy

surface the image of many a smiling town, and village, and
mansion, on its northern banks, as well as of the fei-tile

fields and varied park and woodland scenery along its

southern shor-e, receding behind the undulating and varied

country that lies beyond, until obscured in the shadowy
outline of the Ochil Hills.

The grounds around the mansion are about four acres in

extent, and are laid out in a style well suited to the

rich landscape with which they are brought in contrast.

Running the entire length of the western boundary, which

descends with a steep incline towards the sea, is a broad

belt of trees serving the double purpose of shelter and
ornament, and through which flows a small stream of water,

leaping onward with increasing speed as it nears the sea.

This has been converted into what may be called a sub-

alpine garden, which in summer forms a pleasing relief from

the flower garden ; here are introduced nearly all the native

plants usually found in similar situations, as well as exotics

of a kindred nature, and so carefully and tastefully are they

disposed that one is almost constrained to believe that they

have been placed there by the hand of nature. At the bottom
of this incline, and forming the northern boundary, is a border

devoted exclusively to the cultivation of herbaceous plants,

for the purpose of testing their ornamental qualities, or uses

ll
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in floral decoration. As soon as any member of this group

is found worthy of a better position it is removed to the

mixed flower-border in another part of the garden.

Ascending towards the flower garden the first landing is

upon a finely-shaven lawn to the west of the house,

margined by a semicircular border about 8 feet wide, which

is set apart for the cultivation of hardy plants with orna-

mental foliage, and backed by scarlet Pentstemons, of which

a variety called Aurora is the most eifective. Here are

arranged with strict regard to ornament every variegated

and silvery-looking plant procurable, interspersed with
crimson Plautago and other dark-foliaged plants, forming a
combination at once striking and effective.

On entering the flower garden there is a magnificent
border extending nearly 60 yards to the right, at the
back of which runs a low waU covered with a rare and
valuable collection of trellis plants. The border is about
10 feet wide, and contains an admirable collection of the
most ornamental herbaceous plants, intermixed with China
and Tea Koses ; dwarf Dahlias, and a great variety of other
half-hardy plants being also introduced in their season.

The successful arrangement of this border to produce the
effect which it maintains for several months every year must
be a matter of no small ingenuity, and proves what may be
accomplished by a thorough devotion to the pleasures of a
garden, and the cultivation of artistic taste. The effect of

nearly all the attempts that I have hitherto seen in that
way proved the very reverse of Miss Hope's, making one
truly thankful to fall back on the " Red, White, and Blue "

—namelj', Cerastium, Lobelia, and Tom Thumbs, with which
the gardening world has now become familiar, and which
are so acceptable in the present day becaiise they do not
vex us with the study of scientific names, and their har-
monious blendings can be acquired as easily as the rule
of three.

I observed on my last visit that this border had recently
been enriched with several patches of that handsomest of
all winter-blooming plants which I shall here take the
liberty of calling Helleborus niger var. grandiflora. The
history of the plant I at present faU to remember, but it

either originated or was introduced by some one in the
neighbourhood of Edinburgh, and is yet chiefly confined to
that locality. All the so-called varieties that I have
procured from diiferent parts of the country are only slight
variations of the ordinary Christmas Rose ; whereas the
plant in question is double its size both in foliage and
flowers, blooms fully six weeks earlier, and instead of the
peduncle being one-flowered as is mostly the habit of the
Christmas Rose, it produces four or five on a stem, of a rosy
blush colour, and is in perfection during November.
Ascending to a terrace and passing by the greenhouse and

stoves, which are rich in Ferns and ornamental-foliaged
plants, we arrive at that portion of the garden allotted to
the exhibition of bedding plants, which is neatly laid out in
grass, and contains upwards of twenty figures. This has
for several years been one of the most attractive and best-
arranged fiower gardens in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.
I have annually paid a visit to this lovely spot when arrayed
in its summer beauty, but having read and heard much of a
novel method of filling these beds in winter with German
Greens of various colours, whereby a very striking effect
was produced. I resolved, as I confess I had my own doubts
regarding this association, to visit the place and judge for
myself. Although arriving a little after daybreak in rather
a wintry morning towards the end of January, I had the
good fortune to be conducted through this portion of the
garden by its active and intelligent proprietress, who kindly
pointed out every object of interest, detailing the system
of management with scientific and business-like precision.
My first impression almost led me to believe that the beds
were a series of beautiful rockwork formed of branching
coral of apppropriate colours, and even upon a more minute
inspection I failed to realise almost any affinity between the
vegetable so employed and that used for culinary purposes.
It seems to be the variety known to botanists as Brassica
oleracea prolifera, whicli, to use a common phrase, is tough
and leathery in texture, rugged and artistical in outline,
and dwarf and uniform in habit. The colours chiefly pre-
dominating are crimson and mauve, dark purple, white, and
sulphur, tipped with green. These are arranged in rings

and panels in the usual way, the centre of the beds being
generally filled with some pretty dwarf Conifer; and the
margins as well as the divisions of the panels are composed
of variegated ti-ee Ivy, Stachys lanata, Cerastium tomen-
tosum, Arabis albida variegata, A. mollis variegata, A. lucida
variegata, and the like. The result is, that the garden, even at
this gloomy season, is as brOliant in colouring and as rich
and effective in display as at any period in the summer or
autumn. Miss Hope had these beds planted for several
years with ornamental shrubs, hardy Heaths, bulbs, and
other spring flowers at a great expense ; but she found that
from the beginning of November to the end of February,
although the gai'den might be said to be clothed, it was
truly a winter garden after all. She therefore resolved to
use every endeavour to find out something that would give
the beds a summer dress even in the bleakest season.
Having discovered what she considered a suitable subject,
and for which in the meantime I fear we can find no
substitute, she has, by careful cultivation and judicious
selection, brought her place to such perfection as has lately
received the commendations of the best authorities.

I left much pleased with all that I had seen, and
impressed more forcibly than before with the truths of the
preacher and the poet, that " We live but to learn," and
" gather as we go."

—

James Rae.

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
Had Mr. Poynter used narrow strips of india-rubber

the whole length of the rafter beneath the glass, and four
screws with india-rubber collars to fasten each square to
the rafter, he would not have found glazing without putty
so diflScult nor so ineffectual ; and had he run a groove in
the centre of each rafter between the squares of glass, he
would not have found any ill-effects arising from rain.

—

William McLellan, Wemyss Castle, Fife.

POKTEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FRUITS.

Epidendeum dichromum var. amabile (Beautiful Two-
coloured Epidendrum).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaceee. Linn., Gy-
nandria Mouandria. Pound on branches of shrubs near
rivers in Bahia. Imported by Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton
Nursery. Flowers rose-coloured, but liable to vary to white.
—{Bot. Mag., t. 5491.)

MoKENiA TEAGEANs (Fragrant Morenia). — Nat. ord.,

Palmse. Linn., Dicecia Hexandria. A small Palm, native
of Peru, Columbia, and elsewhere in South America.

—

(Ibid

,

t. 5492.)
Agave Satjndersii (Mr. Saunders's Agave).

—

Nat. ord.,

Amaryllidaceffi. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. Probably a
native of Mexico. Flowers yellowish green.

—

(Ibid., t. 5493.)
CtELOGTNE FUSCESCENS var. BRUNNEA (Reddish-browH

Ccelogyne).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidacese. Linn., Gynandria Mon-
andria. Native of Moulmein. Re-introduced by Messrs.
Low & Co. " It flowers in the winter months, and con-
tinues in beauty for several weeks. It is amongst the best
of the Ccelogynes."

—

(Ibid., t. 5494.)
Manettia micans (Showy Manettia).

—

Nat. ord., Eubi-
acese. Linn., Tetrandria Monogynia. Messrs. Veitch and
Son, King's Road, Chelsea, have it fi-om their collector in
South America, Mr. Pearce, who found it at Muna, at an
elevation of 3000 to 4000 feet. Stove climber; flowers

orange red.

—

(Ibid., t. 5495.)
Abis^ema PAPILLOSUM (Papillose Arisema). — Nat. ord.,

Aroidese. Linn., Monoecia Monandi-ia. Native of the Nil-

gherry Mountains, and of central Ceylon, at an elevation of

4000 to 6000 feet. " The large tuberous roots are used as

a medicine by the Cingalese, and sometimes called ' Snake-
root.' "—(Ibid., t. 5496.)
Rose—Bernard Palissy. Raised by M. Margottin, Bourg-

la-Eeine, near Paris. Colour reddish carmine, habit ex-

ceWent.—(Floral Mag., pi. 229.)

Petunias.—Jubilee, rosy-Ulac, barred and veined with dark
maroon. Charming, white with purplish maroon bars and
veins. Raised by Mr. BuU, Chelsea.

—

(Ibid., pi. 230.)

Azalea—Fascination. Raised by Mr. Ivery, Dorking, and
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has won a first-class certificate from the Eoyal Botanic

SoeieTy. The female parent was A. tncolor and the male

TcHteHon. Colour light rose, irregularly banded at the

edge with white; upper petals spotted m the centre with

°"fecHS^s'-i«crifa''kr,i., raised by E. Banks, Esq.,

Sholden. Sepals crimson, weU reflexed ;
petals purple,

blotched with red. The Floral Committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society gave it a certificate Fantashc. raised

bv Mr G. Smith. Sepals crimson, reflexed ;
petals, lavender

purple, instead of being pendant spread nearly horizontaUy,

and beneath them a second corolla with petals pendant as

usual.—(/6u!., pi. 232.)
. , „ ,., j

VEBEENA-A7ime. Raised by Mr. Cooling, of Bath and

awarded a first-class certificate by the Floral Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society. " In our opinion it is the

best striped Verbena we have yet obtained the habit being

healthv, the trusses both abundant and good, and the colour

pleasing and attractive. It is a blush white at the margin

with a broad wedge-shaped stripe of carmme m the centre

of each segment. The marking is, in fact, analogous to that

of Striata perfeota, only in a different oolour.--(Flonsli and

Pomologist, iv„ 17.)

EOSE CELINE FOEESTIEE.

There is at page 110 of your Journal this question—

"Have anv of your readers experienced this result witu

reo-ard to that excellent yellow Rose CeHne Forestier—when

OT-own on a wall it will not flower, or at any rate will flower

very sparingly?" Yes; I have experienced that result.

The cure is to root-prune in place, or remove and root-prune.

I removed mine and root-pruned, and the trees have ever

since flowered well. It must never be cut hard at the head

if removed ; after re-establishment merely cut to a good

eye at the top of the matured shoots. It and MdUe. Aris-

tide require less cutting than other Tea Noisettes None

of them want much cutting. Celine Forestier will flower

well also, if, planted in a circular bed, it is twisted like a

snake and pegged down.—W. F. Radcltffe, Tarrant Bush-

ton, BUmdford.

NOTES FEOM THE SHOEES OF THE
MEDITEEEANEAN.

As one of your oldest correspondents at home I now venture

to convert myself into your foreign correspondent, and as

chance has afforded me an opportunity of visiting m this

and the following month many gardens and markets m ports

of the Mediterranean, I will send for the amusement of your

readers a few notes on the flowers, fruits, and vegetables

seen at each place.
, , ^ j

We arrived at Gibraltar on the 28th ot January, and on

landing took a stroll into the Alameda or public garden. W e

were delighted to find a most beautiful display of fiowers

growing most luxuriantly without any attempt being made

at effect by bedding out. Scarlet Geraniums, 3 or 4 feet high

were o-rowing as permanent plants amongst Aloes, many ot

them displaying their graceful flower-stems with buds; the

Almond tree flowers were just opening, and Tritonia aurea

appeared to be quite at home and to have spread freely

amongst the other plants. A lilac-coloured trailing Fu-

maria (?) was also very showy; the Prickly Pears were at

rest • whilst the yellow Cytisus and abundance of a small

white Jonquil, with a most disagreeable scent, formed a

pleasino- contrast to the Scarlet Geraniums, mixed with the

tropicaf foliage of the Palm trees. We were pleased to

notice that several new plants had recently been put in—

Cupressus Lambertiana, and, we thought, Wellingtoma

eiuantea, with several plants of, what we thought to be, the

Castor-Oil tree, but which, whatever tropical plant it was,

appeared to requii'o protection. We did not notice amongst

the wild plants and weeds any thing that could not be found

at home. , „ , i. t i

We visited the market at 7 a.m., and found a most lively

scene, the place being crowded with Moors m their charac-

teristic dress, and Spanish peasantry with their decorated

mules and asses laden with vegetables, fruit, and poultry.

The staUs were weU filled with Oranges, both common and

the small Tangiers ; Lemons very flne ; but not any Limes

nor Grapes. Shaddocks were small. Walnuts large, other

Nuts small and poor. Sugar-Cane was also on sale, but

poor and unripe. The vegetables were very good and abun-

dant—splendid BroccoU, large Lettuces, Radishes very

large, but exceedingly tender and well grown. Endives well

blanched, fine-sized fresh-grown Carrots, Turnips, Parsnips

Onions, and Leeks. There were some Peas, but with small

and 01-filled pods, and a few handfuls of poor Asparagus.

Of dried fruits Figs in various ways. Cherries, Chestnuts

without husks and peel, were offered in casks for cooking

purposes ; also Olives green and black, and we need hai'dly

say that Garlic was also there in abundance. We mus. not

forget to mention the Yams, of which there were two varie-

ties, and new Potatoes of a fair size. Jerusalem Artichokes

were abundant, but very poor in quality. The cut fiowers

were Roses, Stocks, Geraniums, Heliotropes, and abundance

of the single Roman Narcissus.
, , . c

We took a peep at the poultry, but searched m vam ior

the well-known white-faced Spanish fowl. Strange to say

we could not find the smallest trace of that breed
;
but the

birds appeared to be fair ordinary cross-breeds evidently

with a strong cross of the plump, round top-knotted Polish

form. Hares, snipe, and quail were the only game on sale

;

and amongst the butchers' stalls kid appeared the only

°°The^fish on sale were small and poor, but some of them of

queer unknown forms-eels, soles, red and grey muUet,

bonetas, ink fish, bream, or rather a fish very like it, sar-

dines, shrimps, and oysters.

Outside the market we found droves of she-goats and

were much amused to see them being milked at each cus

tomer's door as required; evidently a very excel ent mode

of securing an abundant supply of the P^f^=^i't^°l«TV*^°"i*

the assistance of the iron-tailed cow, so well known at home.

—CCELEBS.

COTTON SEEDS.

Since I last wrote I have received from Isaac Watts, Esq.,

Hon Sec. to the Cotton Supply Association, six samples ot

the following kinds-viz., Sea Island, Orleans, Peruvian,

E-vptian, Guayaquil, and Carthagena, with an intimation

that I may have more if wanted. I have now m my pos-

session as much as would serve about forty. It any more is

wanted I wiU get it. I forgot to say m my last that the

youn- plants should be carefuUy repotted, as they fiU the

pots with roots.—John Hague, 36, Mount Street, AsMon-

under-lA/ne.

GISHUEST COMPOUND vbesus SC^E.

In continuation of your answer to "Reader/' in last '

week's Journal, perhaps I may be allowed to say, that where

orchard-house or wall trees have been much infested with

mussel scale we have found Gishurst to be most efficacious

when applied without more water tl^^n necessary to make

a thick lather with a painter's brush on the top of the cake

L the box, this lathe/to be well painted over the stems and

all parts where the scale is observed, but avoiding the buds.

In November, 1863, I described in this Journal an experi-

ment mSle on some old wall trees so blighted year afterX a not to bear at all, that a first year's application to

some of the trees had led to some fruit and a comparatively

heTlthy appearance of the wood, and that aU the trees were

to be sWected to a strong Gishurst treatment the result of

which I would communicate. I may now state that, with

This second year's application (eight ounces to the gallon)

lu the trees bore some fine fruit, some of them fair

crops (trees which for at least eight years had not ripened

fruft), and that the quantity of fruit-buds and healthy

appearance of the wood give great promise for this year.

Xut a month ago we washed them agam with 8 ounces

to the gallon, with the exception of one Pear t-^ee which had

we believe, never been previously treated and which was in

some parts of its branches and twigs entirely coated with

mussel scale, to this we have applied lather
f
om the box as

above described. With your permission I will horeattex

describe the result.—G. W.
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WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN QAKDEN.

As soon as the ground becomes mellow let all the crops

coming on have a thorough hoeing or surface-stirring. This

is of the utmost importance at this period, but should not

be done until the ground is somewhat dry. Asparagus, in

mild weather, that in frames or pits should have abundance

of air after the shoots have made their appearance. Prepare

•ground for permanent beds. If the soil works well, plenty

of good rotten stable manure should be used in their for-

mation. Carrots, a little seed of the Early Horn may now be

sown on a sheltered warm border when the soil is dry and
works freely. Those in frames should be thinned when an
inch or two high. Horseradish, prepare the ground for plant-

ing, dig it two spits deep. No maniire should be dug in

unless the ground is very poor. Jerusalem Artichokes may
QOw be planted. Onions, plant those bulbs of last year which
begin to grow. This will be found very useful where there

is a scarcity of sound ones. They may also be planted for

seed. Parsley, a sowing should be made as soon as the

ground is in a fit state to receive the seed. Peas, make a

sowing of Knight's Dwarf Marrow ; at the same time, to keep
up a succession, two or three crops must be sown of those

sorts which come in for use quickly, to be ready before the

MaiTOws. Potatoes, plant some on a warm sheltered border

f the weather is mild and favourable. Spinach, a few rows
nay be sown between the early Peas, if there is a scarcity

)f the autumn- sown.
rB0IT GARDEN.

Clear away the dead leaves from Strawberry plants, and
i-emove superfluous runners from the Alpine Strawberry. All

;hould not be removed, as the runners generally bear better

ban the old plants. Look to the Fig trees, prune and train

hose that requu-e it, tying and bending the strong shoots

lown, wliich will induce them to push out a number of very

;hort-jointed bearing shoots.

FLOWEK GAKDEN.
Well-grown annuals contribute much to the gaiety of the

;arJeu; and although not quite so well adapted for masses
:is some of our half-hardy plants, they are very eligible for

jorders and mixed beds. They are frequently treated with

:oo much kindness, sown in soil of too rich a character, and,

jf course, run too much to leaf. We would advise all those

ivho have the means to devote two little frames to their

lispecial cultivation at this period, the one with bottom heat,

;he other without it. That with bottom heat would be
aetter with a plunging material possessmg a heat of 70',

the pots placed close to the clear glass roof, and matted up
iit night. The other frame, without bottom heat, should be
iraised about a foot above the ground level, where water
];annot possibly stand, and should be filled to within a foot

bf the glass with cinder ashes. They should both be well

.vatered with boiling water to destroy all insects previous to

jilacing the pots. The tender and half-hardy kinds must be
•aised in the frame with heat, managing the sowings so as

;o aiford a succession according to the period at which they

iire required to bloom. The hardy kinds, however, wQl
liave to be removed to the cold frame as soon as an inch

ligh ; they would then harden off in a couple of weeks, and
36 ready for turning out in the borders. The tender annuals,

f drawing in the warm frame, mig'at be removed to warm
md light shelves in the greenhouse or other structures.

The soil for hardy annuals should be chiefly plain loam

;

;his will be found to produce sturdier plants than rich

.'egetable matters, and much blossom in proportion to the

imount of foliage. As soon as the frost is out of ground,
md the surface in a fit state to rake, the beds for planting

Ranunculuses must be brought to a perfect level. It is a very
mportant object to insure success in the cultivation ot this

lower that the roots be placed no deeper than Ij inch.

Sliould they be either deeper or more shallow a new and
;maUer root is formed at this depth, to the serious injury

)f the plant. The distance between the rovv-s should be
) inches. A little rockwork, made to hide unsightly objects

)r to harmonise with others, may be introduced with advan-
ia.ge in many places, and planted with many of the common
lardy plants, such as Wallfiowers, Indian Pinks, Aubrietia

purpurea, Alyssum saxatile, Cerastium tomentosum. Ferns,

pragarias, Geum cocoineum—some to be disposed in the

recesses, and others in the more prominent parts according

to their natural habits of growing in sunshine or shade.

GREENHODSE AND CONSEEVATORT.
Scarlet and other Pelargoniums that were taken up from

the beds in the autumn to be placed in heat to start them
into growth. Acacia, Mimosa, Gnidia, Diosma, Boronia,

Pultenaea, Epacris, and other such plants should be regularly

examined to clear them of all dirt, to scrape off any moss,

&c., that may have grown on the surface of the mould, and

to surface them with a little fresh soil ; and any plants that

have grown with a loose habit to be tied up. In severe

weather, such as we are experiencing, when it is abso-

lutely necessary to keep fires both day and night, the soil

in the pots near the pipes or flues is soon dried up, and

frequent waterings are necessary ; the water to be kept in

the house during the night, and given to the plants in the

morning. Be careful not to let things in bloom suffer for

want of water, giving weak liquid manure to Salvias, Ca-

mellias, &c., and use every means to preserve the beauty of

specimens in bloom as long as possible. Let all the plants

be tied with the least possible delay ; for it is difiicult to

tie a plant so as not to look somewhat stiff, formal, and

therefore unnatural, and the sooner aU this description of

work is done the better specimens will look when in bloom

late in the season. No time should be lost in arranging,

cleaning, and pruning the plants occupying the borders of

the conservatory. When the health, or habit, or other con-

siderations, render it desirable that the season of blooming

should be retarded, pruning may be performed later. Pot

Verbenas to supply cuttings ; Heliotropes may also be

placed in heat for the same purpose. Fuchsias should be

set to work, and cuttings obtained as soon as the shoots

are sufSciently forward.
STOVE.

Increase atmospheric moisture in proportion to heat and

light. Look sharp after insects ; the snails are very fond of

the young buds of Orchids, at this period undergoing a sort

of malting process. Some early Achimenes, Gloxinias, &c.,

must be set to work. Some of the Ipomceas, Eohites, Per-

gularias, the Stephanotis, &c., may be trimmed in, disrooted

if necessary, and plunged in a moderate bottom heat, using

but little water until root-action commences. Some of the

Eohites are easily rooted in this way, and will endure avast

amount of drought. A small hotbed, as advised last week,

is most useful to receive fresh-potted plants and to excite

others into growth from which it is desirable to obtain

cuttings ; it is also a very suitable place for striking cuttings

of Verbenas, &c.—W. Keane.

DOI^'GS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Out of doors did nothing but trench and turn over ridged-

up ground, so as to sweeten it by exposure to the frost, the

best of all pulverisers of stiff soil. The rougher this turning

over ridges the better, in order that the frosty air may have

more surface on which to act, and thus far we agree with

our observing correspondent, " Wyeside," page 111. But
in trenching and ridging-up very stiff clayey soil for the

first time, we would, on the other hand, not care about

leaving it so rough when frost was expected. In these cir-

cumstances we have admired first-rate workmen, as we
used to feel a pride in doing in our younger days, turning

in the top spit in small spadesfuUs, or breaking it if in large

ones, and then placing the last and deepest spit as high and

angular-ridged as possible, both sides of the ridge shining in

the sun with the spade marks, and no attempt made to

pulverise or remove these. On these shining, smooth,

compact spadefuls or lumps, the frost exercised a penetrating

and crumbling power, which it could not have done if they

had been left in smaller, detached, and broken-up pieces.

Just so in the case of other materials, the more solid and

compact any body is left, the more in general will it be in-

fluenced by heat or by cold.

Over and over again, we have noticed the same thing in

stiff land ploughed up early, and left to be acted on by the

frosts of winter. In many such cases the frost proved a

more efficient pulveriser than all the improved cultivators,

and clod-crushers. The whole matter wants ventilation.
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kowever, as many mistakes are made from thinking that
merely opening the surface of the soil to air, is synony-
mous with letting the heat of the summer in. The very
reverse is the case, as we have proved over and over
asrain by thermometers placed in the soil, the soil beneath
a hard gravel walk being warmer in summer than similar
soil at similar depths under soil nicely pulverised and turned
lit the surface. Of course, in winter, the circumstances were
reversed. When we surface-stir, and fork over borders in
summer, we would like it to be clearly understood, that it is

done for other purposes than giving an increased temperature
to the border, as that, and watering, too, unless with heated
water, will lower the temperature. We must thus often
lower the temperature, even when we wish to raise it.

Pai'tly on this account we would wish to direct prominent
attention to the article of Mr. Fowler, page 125, on the
aeration of borders. It will be observed that he increases
the heat of the border by letting the warm air of the day cir-
culate through it and beneath it, not by breaking up the
surface. Were we in a position to do new work, we cer-
tainly would keep such an article in mind. It may, perhaps,
be recollected that the most wonderful produce of the Bar-
barossa Grape, at the Under-Secretary's in the Phcenij:
Park, Dublin, was from a Vine growing in a border aerated
very much as Mr. Fowler describes.
With regard to the last sentence of the Editors' answer to

" Wteside," page 111, beginning thus—" Consolidating the
earth over the roots of fruit trees is one of the most fatal of
practices," with all due respect we have a suspicion that
there are two sides to the question here. We have seen
Apricots gathered from trees (and the whole of the space in
which the roots grew was either paved, pitched over, or
hard-gravelled over), such as we have never seen beaten from
a border with its surface nicely loosened. There generally
was a space of IS or 24 inches square left exposed at the
bole of the tree, on which a pail of soapsuds could be poured
in summer; but even without that we have known such
trees produce heavily for many years, when all they could
obtain in the way of humidity must have chiefly been from
absorbing the moisture from the surrounding soil, rather
than that from the soil in which the roots were placed.
Similar circumstances have been related by Mr. Beaton and
others, and we think also by ourselves. We presume the
great fruitfulness in such cases was owing to the thorough
perfecting of the wood, and the greater heat that the ground
obtained from the solid compact surface over the roots.
Such facts, which may often be noticed, have led us to the
conclusion thxt, in the case of some hardy but rather tender
fruits which seldom do well in cold situations, they should
have a trial by planting and training them thinly on a bank
sloping to the south, the surface of the bank being made
firm by concreting or tarring, and merely openings left in
the soil for giving water when deemed necessary. If the
borders shnu'd be aerated according to Mr. Fowler's plan so
much the better, but we anticip i,te great results alike from
the absorption, o induction, and reflection of heat. Would
some of our young experimentalists give the matter a fair
trial? Many are trying their success with Mr. Rivers's
curate's vinery. When once the Vines are established let
it be tried what flagging or concreting the surface would do,
instead of the states, whic'i, if loose, keep the heat from the
ground. Of course holes could be left for watering. We
shall have some faith in firm surflices absorbing, conducting,
and reflecting heat, until the whole idea has been proved
wrong, and we make a present of it to our young friends to
try and experimentalise on a small scale, and then report
results. Eight or wrong, we have grounded many of our
practical advices on such observed facts, such as counsellino-
the firm jiacking of soil in pots for fruiting plants, and the
iittempt at least to establish the axioms " If you wish plants
to grow freely, keep the soil open ; if you wish them to flower
or fruit freely, keep the soil firm." At the same time no
theory should be ridden too hard, and there are plenty of
hardy orchard trees to which the remarks of our Editors too
thoroughly apply ; but we have been alluding to fruit plants
rather too tender for our northern climate, and where aun
lieat must be made the most of as an element of success.
Dwarf Kidney Beans.—Potted-off a lot, and sowed more

where there was a little heat for them. After this season
fvery hole and corner under glass will be crammed, and the

contest will be between the useful and the ornamental.
The above mode of transplanting is chiefly to be commended
for saving room, otherwise it would be less trouble and
labour to sow at once in pots or in beds, where they were
designed to perfect their produce. Wherever the cramming
system under glass has to be resorted to, making the

most of space is always attended with much additional
labour. For instance : these moveable boxes of Beans may
be sown anywhere under shelves or stages, where there is a
heat approaching 60°. As soon as the Beans are up they

'

must be placed in a position where there is light, to prevent
them being drawn; and as soon as the stem appears—that

is, when three leaves appear above the seed leaves—the
plants should be turned into pots, say at this season five

plants into an eight-inch pot, using rich light soil that has
previously been warmed. These pots may also stand close

together until the plants begin to incommode each other,

when they must be thinned to perfect their produce ; most
room being needed just when the plants are in bloom. By
this means much room is saved until the plants approach
their full growth, but the labour is much increased. Just
think of the difference between sowing at once in pots and in

a bed of earth, and doing nothing more except watering and a

little syringing until the crop is gathered ; but then, thus
to save labour, much spac? and heating under glass are re-

quired. We have several times grown them economically

in a pit of six lights by sowing at once in the soil. The six

lights made three successions—sown at intervals of three

weeks. The seeds were placed in I'ows 2 feet apart, and
when well above ground were earthed up, so as to leave a

trench between them. When the first two lights came into

a bearing state, and had produced a little, seeds were sown
in the trench, and bj' the time they were up and needed
more room the first crop was removed, and so on with the

second and third division, adding a little leaf mould to the

second and third-ci-op sowing in the trench, before earthing

up with the soil in which the first crop grew. We have had
four successions in the same place by using manure water
and a little fresh soil to every crop. Thus in six lights we
have had from nine to twelve successions. It required a little

calculation to make sure of the succession crop being up and
needing more room as the first crop was becoming exhausted.

Sometimes, to continue the bearing as long as possible and
yet to give room to the succession crop, we have pruned the

wasted parts, cut off the older leaves, or run a string along
each side of the rows to confine them until the fruit was
obtained.
This successional plan we found more profitable than any

doctoring of the old plants, so as to keep them on in a bear-

ing state. After May and June, if well treated with rich

soil and manure waterings, and closely picked, the same
plants will produce until frost destroy them ; but earlier^ and
kept constantly under glass, the plants do not produce alike

continuously and profitably. Growing such in pits is gene-

rally better than placing them in forcing-houses, especially

after April, as after that time, if tliere is a thrips about the

place it will find its way to the Kidney Beans. In fact, it

is no bad plan to place a few plants in a vinery or Peach-
house as a sort of bait ; for if no thrips appear on a Kidney
Bean you may rest pretty certain that you have none in the

house. If they do appear the Boans should be taken out,

carrying the plant out as carefully as possible, so that not

a single insect should be shaken off. Whether in pits

or houses, syringing with clear soot water is a good thing

for keeping them clean. When they do become infested, the
washing and smoking that would be necessary to clean

them would cost as much as the produce would be woi'th.

The most economical plan would bo to take the bulk of the

produce, clean the place, lime and sulphur-wash all the

walls and woodwork, and smoke with a little burning sul-

phur, taking care that the furaiis have access to nothing
that has life, or if the plants should be deciduous, that the

buds are dormant and the wood well ripened.

We arc thus particular as to these Beans, as we believe

that when grown xinder glass the produce has a sweetness

and tenderness peculiarly their own. There is little dif-

ference in tiie dwarf kinds, but in general those that pro-

duce clean, not mottled, pods are the most liked, though
some of the latter are equallyjuicy and sweet. The small
Newington, when the pods are gathered about 2 inches or
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rather less in length, are very nice when cooked whole. The
flavour of the Bean is thus better secured than when the pods
are cut up or whittled into little morsels. These and other

vegetables are often sadly spoiled. The last time we sat at a
public dinner party the sight of tlie vegetables was more than
enough. What had been good Beans looked as if they had
been sweltering for a fortnight in the sun on the top of a

rubbish-heap. Soft boiling water and a little dash of carbo-

nate of soda, with even common attention, would have made
all the difference between the enticing and the revolting.

Other matters in the kitchen garden and fruit garden
much the same as in previous weeks, as the frost has pre-

vented much being done. In the orchard-house, proceeded
with painting the trees and whitewashing the wall, or rather,

thinly covering it, the wash being fresh lime dulled with
blueblack, and a good jiortion of flowers of sulphur. We
have not waslied the wall much after syringing well with
the warm water, and will, therefore, put on the finishing

wash of lime and sulphur rather thin, so as to fiU up any
holes that may be left. Last season, in July, we found a
trace of spider, and on washing open parts of the wall with
sulphur and soft soap water, we soon got rid of them by
shutting up early when the sun was in the house.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Went on potting, &c., as in previous weeks. The frost

being sharp, protection gave us but little trouble, as we
allowed it to remain night and day, except in the case of

Cucumbers, Potatoes, Strawberries, itc, in heat. In such
dull frosty weather, this gives a great relief where much is

done in the way of covering and protection. Having nothing
very particular to record, we would give a few words to our
friends, the window gardeners, taking a number of matters
in a random way.

Old Scarlet Geraniums Roiling.—" Alpha " says she cram-
jned some boxes in the faggot-style as we recommended, and
lut them in a spare room without fire, watered them at

-'hristmas, and what witli frost and damp they are rotting."
Very sorry ; such plants should liave been packed firmly in

soil, either dampish, or made so by watering, and then
covered on the surface with an inch or tvro of dry soil. When
frost set in, the plants and the box should havo been covered
either with cloths or a little dry hay. Watering should have
been let alone until the plants began to break. In a cold
place we are satisfied if they thus break in March—that will

be time enough.
Scarlet Geraniums for the Windoiu.—No plan tried beats

Mr. Beaton's Harry Moore's. Suppo.sing the box to be filled

for 1865 :—Let the plants become rather dry after Septem-
ber, pick off the leaves before the end of October, and take
the boxes .to a spare room, or garret, before the plants are
touched with frost ; protect them from frost when it comes

;

uncover, and keep near the light in fine weather. In March,
as they break, prune away any dead points and irregular
bits, and give a little wati.-r, not by drenching the box, but
by making little holes with a pointed stick about 6 inches
apart, and filling these with water in the first place. By
the time the new leaves are as large as a shilling, scrape off

a lot of the surface soil, stir np the rest a little, water with
water about 60" if needed, then top dress with fibry loam
and old cowdung, or any other rotten manure, and water
afterwards as needed, keeping the boxes inside until the
20th of May. The less the plants have grown before that
time, provided they are healthy, the more abundantly will

tbey bloom, and t!;e better will the wood be ripened for

ar.uther year. We see no reason why a Geranium-box should
not thus continue with the same plants, and never removing
them, to go on blooming every summer for the space of
twenty or even thirty years. Such plants are much easier
kept in winter than those with luxuriant growth taken up
out of flower-beds, the free-blooming and little growing of
such plants in pots and boxes, are what enabled them to be
so easily kept in a garret, spare room, or dry cellar. We
have known such boxes placed in a hay-loft, a little hay
shaken over them in December, and remaining untouched
until March, when the young buds were breaking, and then
they were allowed some light in fine days. They will thrive
all the better if few of the largest leaves are not more than
the size of a florin when placed outside the window in May.

Fuchsias Dro2)ping their Floii-ers.—" Omega " teUs us that
her Fuchsias all dropped their bloom inside of the window

last summer. This was owing either to want of air or want
of water ; most likely they would have done as well outside

the window for a time. We have known Fuchsias drop
their flowers and seem damp enough, and even the pot
when struck emitted a heavy sound, and yet, except at the

outsides of the balls, suck plants were dry. When holes

were made in the centre of the ball with a pointed stick,

and then watered, or the pot was submerged in a pail of

water for ten minutes, the blooms opened and kept on well

enough. The plants had either been shifted wlien the roots

were dry, or the fresh soil added had been lett rather loose,

and the water applied escaped by the loose soil.

Repotting.—A great many window gardeners lose their

plants, or render them unhealthy, by shifting them with the
soil of the old plants dry. It is next to impossible ever to

make the old ball and the new soil fraternise in such circum-
stances, and the water given is repelled from the old ball as

by a duck's wing. Hence, in potting, the importance at

this season of adopting one of two methods.
First. Here is a nice Geranium or Pelargonium in a four-

inch pot, the roots filling the pot nicely. Well, as it is de-

sirable to grow it on with little check, the pot is well

watered some hours before shifting, the outside ball is

gently ruffled, and the roots disenga,ged before the ball is

transferred to ai'rated heated soil in a six-inch pot, the soil

being packed rather firm. In such a case, if the soil is

rather moist, no water will be required for a time, except

where the old ball and the new soil touch each other.

Secondly. Here is a little Fuchsia in a small pot growing
slowly all the winter, and the pot now full of roots. Well,

treat it in the same manner ; but
Thirdly. Here is a large Fuchsia in a large pot. We have

pruned it a little, and we are more anxious that the plant

should be a mass of bloom, tlian that it should 'oecome more
luxuriant, or larger than usual. Well, we shall suppose
that the pot is standing on the damp floor of a cellar, in

which case it would need no water all the winter. If it

stood in a dry garret, it might need a little, unless it was
plunged in some damp material. Now, if the plant is

pretty vigorous, it may thrive well in a window for several

years, if top dressed like the boxes of Geraniums. If be-

coming a little weakly, it is best to give it tresh soil in the
same space of feeding-room—that is, in the same pot, or the
same sized pot. To secure dampness of the roots in this

case, the best plan is to shake the most of the dry earth

away, dip the roots for ten minutes in water at 60°, let them
drain a little, and repot in rich light loam, pretty well con-

solidated. By this plan little water will be needed until the

plant is growing away freely, and providing the fresh soU is

just moist, the fresh roots wiU run into it all the more kindly
from not being deluged with water.

Let us hero repeat, that next to cleanliness, nicely aiirated

warm soil for spring-shifting is a matter of great importance.

BuUis now showing for bloom, and in bloom, should have
all the light possible, and when dry will relish a little dear
manure water. Hyacinths in glasses will be benefited by
two or three bits of charcoal in the glasses ; but for the sake

of observing the rooting process, there is no great pleasure

in seeing these glasses in rooms, though they are more
elegant than the general run of pots. The best plan is to

grow them in pots, and keep these out of sight, by plunging
or planting in an elegant vase or basket. Flowering
plants may be transferred from pots to glasses, by holding

the ball from a pot in your hands in a pail of water,

washing away the earth, and then placing the roots in the

glasses. When in bloom, or nearly so, such plants may be
moved to the middle of the room, or even the mantelpiece

on a cold frosty night, but during the day they should have
all the light posjible. Some time ago we saw in a fine day
what ought to have been a noble row of Hyacinths on the

mantel-shelf of the sitting-room. It was something like

transferring the worthy owners to the black hole of Calcutta.

—R. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Lamoureux, Clark, <t Co., Plymouth.

—

General Price Cur-

rent and Garden Directory.

William Davidson, 30a, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.—Select List of Seeds, Plants, and Implements.
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John Salter, Versailles Nursery, William Street, Ham-
mersmith.

—

Catalogue of Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, Pwonies,

Phloxes, Variegated Plants, ^'c.

E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, St. John's
Wood, London.

—

Catalogue of Flo\cer, Vegetable, and Agricid-

twral Seeds.

GOVENT GAEDE?f MAEKET.-Febeuaut 18.
The supply of oiit-door produce is very short in consoquerioe of the spyere

weather. Pines continue scarce ; hothouse Grapes are more tlian sufficient
for the demand. The usual continental supplies are well kept up, and
include some very enod Cabbaee Lettuce. Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, &c.,
are not over-plenliful, and have advanced considerably in price New Pota-
toes are bringing from id. to Is. per pound ; of others there is still a "ood
supply.

s, d. s, (1

Apples ^ sieve 2 to 4 fi

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14 o 20
Currants, Rod. ..J sieve

Black do,
Pies doz.
Filberts lOOIbs. 40

Cobs do. 50 60
Sooseberries ,. ^ sieve
Grapes, Hamburjhs lb 7 12

Muscats

.

Lemons .100 5
14

10

s. d. s. d
\feloTis ..each OtnO fl

Mulberries punnet
Nectarines doz.

Oranijes.
Peaches doz.
Pears (kitchen). ..bush.

dessert doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Pomesfranates each
Quinces ^ sieve

,.lilO .5 10
n

10

6
10 11

Walnuts busk 14 21
Raspberries..

n
II

..Ih.

VEGETABLES.
H. d. R. d

Artichokes each to

Asparagus bundle 10 1.^

Beans Broad i sieve
Kidney lOO 2 6 5

Beet, Red doz.

Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSorouts i sieve
Cabbaffe dnz. 1

Capsicums ,

Carrots bunch o

Cauliflower doz. 2
Celery bundle 2
Cucumbers each 2
Endive score 2
Fennel bunch
Sarlic and .Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle 2

1

2

G
..100

7

6

S

8

3

10
R

3

5

3
n n

4 11

Leeks bunch
Lettuce... doz.
Mushrooms nottle
Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions bushel

pickiiii J quart
Parsley

,J
sieve

Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel
Radishes doz. bimch'^s

Rhubarb bundle
Savoys ..doz.

Sea-kale basket
Spinach sieve
Tomatoes ^ sieve
Turnips bunch
VeKetableMarrows doz.

n
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Ink for Zinc Labbls (A Oardener).—Besides that to -which you refer

we have been told thiit the following is very superior. We have never trie<l

it, and shall be obliged by any one who has used it informing ns if it is a

cood and permanent ink for such labels. Two drachms nitric acid,_h;ilf an

ource sulphate of copper, hulf a pint of water, mix ; brighten the zinc with

fine eand paper, and write with a clean quill pen.

EccHARta AMAzo.viCA CuLTi'RE ( KiiV^e/rf) .—The Eucharls amazonlci—
the E. cranditiora of botanists— is a ihick-leaved, evtr.:reen, bulb.ms

Amai-ylUd from Gran;iria, which will e*.and, like many othiT Amaryllid«.

rather rnngh trentiTient, provided it has :in extra sturt in Krowth, in

a somewhat high tempentture, in the spring. A common stove would then

("uit, if the temper.iture were not too hi^h ; and if a Utile bnt^ora heat can

be Riven at that time all the better. ' Thu^ say from the middle of March
to tlie middle of June, a bottom lie^tt of from "o° to S(»\ and a tnp heat in

ithehotiFC of from Go'* to 70". Ab.iut the middle of June raise the pot out

[of the bed by deciees. In a few days remove the pl;mt to a colder and more
jairy part of the &inve, and then, in a few days, remove it to a greenhouse,

where it -will have all the t-nn heat possible, and water required, until

September. Then diminish water, to hasten the har-Jer-ing proce.>-s, and,
;by the end of the month, rpmove a^ain to a coo! stove, where the t^mpera-
jinre would r^mge from 50° to 55"; nnd, of course, durinar the winter, at

Ithat temperature, little water would be required, but eriough to kecD the
iplant heulihy and green. As soon as ynu think proper to excite the p'ant,

^ive it, as above stated, a hiijher temperature, and a moist sweet bottom
leiit, though it will do uithout it. Fibry loam and a little peat will suit it,

md rranure water, or rich top-dressing, may he used wheu making freth

:ro\-\ tl),

AniiANGEMENTOP Flowers (i4HK7?cwr).—We think your proposed arrange-
uent will look very nice-that is, Perilla, Christine Geranium, Aurea
jioribunda Calceobiiia, and Verbena venosa or Lobelia specioi^a; but you
vill jiiive to peg thf Verbena to keep it lnw enough. As to the ideas of

nixing, and to Piinrh Ger-iniura being preferable to Perilla, we agree with
ou. The following would make a beautiful boriler:—Punch for back-
round, or two phtnts of Punch and one of white F«vpvfew ; second row,
'bri-tine and Verbena venosa, mixed— the Vert>ena Ihe same height as the
leraniun;; third row. Calceolaria; edg-.ng, Lobelia sp'cio<^a. Sow the
eibena now in a nire hotb*pd, prick off and pot as soon as you can handle

:. and it will be quite high enough for the Gtraniuin.

Fr nwER-GARDEN Plan i Vorkshire ^-Inf/i/enr).— Unless on the principle
lar flowers Tvill always look well, and th tt you have so pimted as to make
ich bed distinct, no plan could be uglier tbau that which you hive adopted,
iJcli of these pieces of lawn, even as now nerpenrined, with the walk
iruu;4li them, would make a nice group of bed!«, regularly balanced, and
itli lawn between them, so that you could balance and contrast your
'lours. In previous vo'ume.a, and in the *' Flower G irden Jlanual." vnu
fU see plans which you might easilv nmdify to suit your pljcp. We
innot undertake to oo'this, or we would never know where to stop. For
stance, the middle part of plin G. with a little mndificafion, would just
lit your largest piece of ground, giving you seven clump-i ; and so would
modifiuat'on of plan 4. If you do nothing of the kind this scar^on, then,
srtainly. we prefer the one circle in the middle to iUf^^e unmeaning
attered clumps. We would pven prefer a large oval to the clrcie, as more
I unison with the shape of the ground; and then you might plant it in
ands, or make n figure by the planting-, in Mr. Kobson's style. Wh do
ot think you want teaching as to combining or contrasting the co'ou'S.
you form a group, which we would advise, we will give you one rule,
ad then you cannot go far wrong : The group should be so compute in
self that one hgure or cIuT-p cannot b^ changed without dfstroying the
ilance of the whole. In vour lower beds not one has the least connection
ith another.

Names op Pl\nts.~( W. L ).—Erica vagans. {Sprbtg CV-o/O.—M jgnolia
rcata. {A. W. (?.).—Garrya ellipHca, a hardy s'lrub from Northern
.lifornla. {6. JI.).—2, Cytisus canariensis ; 3. C rhodophena ; 4, Acacia
mata; 6. Pultennja stricta ; 7, Fabianaimbricata ; 11, Cyclamen persiciim.
le rest cannot be n'4nied correctly without their flowers. {J. W.).—Leu-
pogon australis.

OULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

THE WILTSHIRE RECTOK.
Good "Wiltshire Eectok,"' a kindly soul, living well

id cheerfully among his children and his pets, and liis

treuits ! A little time ago, I breakfasted with him (in

lagination), and I pictured him to myself seated at a
leerful table, with " wife and bairns," revelling in the

lury of new-laid eggs, and " the Journal ;" sitting among
s boys, as Longfellow says, and finding lessons in eggs
id all things. 1 know some oldish boys who profit by his

aching and look for it. Well, he went to see " Y. B. A. Z.,"

id before he went he asked himself what he was like. I,

ideavouring to look like Lord Burleigh, and profoundly
aking my head, ask myself. What is " Wiltshire Eector "

ce? "The Journal" is well known among my circle, and
jsk one of my family if he has ever imagined what the,

W. E." is like ? He says he met a man in the Strand

aotly like him, but as he has never seen him, and cannot

scribe him, it does not help me at all.

I am led to this, because I said the other day to a clerical

mtleman I met, " I often read youi- contributions to The
iBENAL OF HoRTicuLURE." " Mine !

" said the good friend,

never wrote a line for it in my life." I had long made
my mind, that I recognised his style throughout ; had I

the manuscript, I should have traced the dottings of

^

the i's, and the crossing of the fs. Besides, at certain

passages I could imagine the writer's countenance, I had

done so for months, and then to be told he was not the

man, it was too bad.

Then, who is he, and what is he like ? It tormented me.

As the snow was falling fast, and I could not get out, I

leaned back in my chair to see if a waking dream could not

give me an idea. I am not sure I did not lose a few minutes,

but I gained the following portraiture :—Eather tall than

short; high broad forehead; hair scantier in front than

behind ;
grey eye, full of fun ; and a face beaming with

kindness and intelligence. Eather more like the sleek

Cassius than the lean Brutus. He must wear a wide-awake

about the yard, farm, and poultry-houses.

I endorse all he says about breeds, and admire them all

in their places. I admire the Malays as fancy birds, and on

the table, but they would never be popu.lav in a market, and

they are not profitable. It must be in that sense Mr. Baily

means they gave way to the spirit of utility. For years

they were almost the only producers of cream-coloured eggs,

and they were highly thought of; but now we have so many

breeds that do the same, they are not so much sought

after. The long, hard leg and thigh of this breed, and the

comparatively smaU breast are not attractive in a market.

They look more muscular than succulent, but eaten very

young they are remarkably good-flavoured, more so than

many Pheasants.

I believe all breeds to be popular must be remunerative

;

they must pay either in eggs or for the table, and to take a

hio-h standing they must do both. Polands are beautiful.

They are good layers ; but they are delicate chickens, and

not table fowls. I believe next to the Dorking, the Brahma

is the best in all senses. I will leave it for oth.vrs to fight

their battles as to purity, colour, or race. I speak well of

the brido-e that carries me over. They have supplied me
with egg° all through the winter, and they and their chickens

have defied frost and snow.—B.

POULTRY CLUB.

Having seen in your Number for February 7th a letter

from " A Timid Exhibitor," I observe he infers Mr. Douglas

to be a dealer in poultry because he has sold .£300-worth to

one person, thereby imputing to the Poultry Cluba breach

of one of its leading principles. All I have to say is, that it

he will take the trouble to make a list of our le;iding exhi-

bitors amongst whom I would call his attention to Lady

Holmesdale, Mrs. Fergusson Blair, Lord Binning, Sir bt.

George Gore, Captain Hornby, Captain Heaton, Mr. C.

Felton &c whose great successes in breeding and exhibit-

in<r have caused their surplus stock to be closely looked

after • if he can term these parties dealers m poultry (a tact

I have still to learn),! will grant he has something to write

about As to the Judges appointed by the Poultry Club, to

which he imputes such unworthy motives, their motto might

very pvooerly be "an open field and no favouritism. As

he shelte'rs himself under a nom de plume. I thmk his letter

requires no more comment from—R. W. Botle, Rosemount,

Dundrum.

POULTRY-KEEPING- FROM A COMMERCIAL
POINT OF VIEW.

Mr. Geyelin's article in your Journal of the 7th is calcu-

lated to seriously mislead any person who accepts the

fio-ures contained therein as facts.
iv < t

With your permission I wUl point out a few items that 1

believe to be wrong.

First, Mr. G. gives an estimate of fhe revenue and expenses

of one chicken six mouths old, as follows :—
EXPENSESREVENUE. 5. ^'

Selling price 2 6

Feathers " 1

Manure ^

s.d.

Interest, rent, fuel, *c 3

Cnst of chickens when
hatched °

J
Food !! I
Labour
Proat 6

2 10 2 1»

Now, a chicken cannot be fed six months for 9d.; it should

be Is. 6d„ which would reduce the profit to 9d.
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Second, the estimate for one breeding hen shows 150 eggs
at 10s. and 24 chickens at 3d., but if the eggs are all slSd
none can be hatched ; the same occurs in the estimate for
one laying hen.

Third, the amount credited for manure is considerably
too much, as at least two-thirds of the manure produced is
lost.

Fourth, Mr. G. takes credit for 90,000 eggs produced in
the winter and selling at 15s. per 100 (See page IG.),
forgetting that he has previously taken credit for the sale
of the same eggs at 10s. The amount to be credited is
simply the difference between 10s. and 15s.

I do not think that £500 per annum could be calculated
upon as the fxtra price for choice birds.
The subjoined statement will be found much nearer the

fact than that of Mr. G :

—

REVENDE.
50,000 chickens at 2s. 6d £6 2.i(i

Feathers at M. each
Manure at Id
2,000 Urilig hens nt 180 p?p;s

per annum, at 10.1. per 100...
Manure at 6d
1,000 bree'iinp hensnt 1.50 eggs
per annuiM = 150,000
Dedacteggs

reserved for

batching fiO.OOO

20R

208

1,80-

511

90,000 at IOj.
Manure atfirf

Extra profit on eggs (luring
winter

Extra price tor choice birds ...

2l'5

500

EXPEN9KS.
50.000 chickeiit;, interest, fuel,

rent, Scat 3rf £635
Cost, when hatched, at id..., 416
loofl at U- 6rf. each 3,750
Lai our at 2d 416

2,0;t0 l.iyinc henw. interest,
rent. *c., at Is 6d 150
FoiilaH.v Crf. each 4S0
Labour at Is 100

1.000 bri'fdiiijf hens, interest,
rent. &c., ar 3j. M 17.5

Food at 4'(. 6rf 225
Labour at 2.T no

Coin mission on sale,^-10 per
cent 9.56

Carriage, packing, &c 200

£7,,5(;3

Profit 2,153

£9 716 £9,716
I allow GO.OOO eggs to produce 50,000 chickens. I presume

any one would be well satisfied to raise ten chickens out of
twelve eggs, which is the same proportion.
Mr. G. charges 3s. Sd. for each breeding hen for interest,

rent, fuel, and sundries, but charges only Is. 6c!. for the
laying hens for the same purposes.

I think it is a question open to serious doubt whether
50,000 chickens could be sold at 2s. 6d. each.

I have not the pleasure of knomng Mr. Geyelin, but I
beg to assure him that I do not dispute his figures simply
for the sake of disputing; but I feel that were such a state-
ment allowed to go uncontradicted some might take it as a
basis for their own calculations, and then nothing but
woeful disappointment would await them.—C. S. J.

CEYSTAL PALACE BKITISH AND POEEIGN
BIED SHOW.

There is, in our opinion, no item in the Crystal Palace
Company's winter progratjime possessing more attraction,
and of greater interest, than the annual Show of British
and Foreign Birds.

The one upon which wo have now the pleasure of com-
menting commenced on the 18th inst. It is a splendid
exhibition of small birds ; and, although we have extolled
the merits of previous collections, yet we have no hesitation
in saying that the present one excels all others in the
number and the splendid condition and fjuality of the birds;
and we regret that the weather was so unfavourable as to
prevent a larger number of visitors from attending so fine
a show. We are glad to find that the Company have been
discreet enough to charge the day of opening again to
Saturday, as it must be more profitable alilce to the
Company and to the exhibitor:!. Our notice was specially
attracted by the beautiful condition and magnificent plumage
of the specimens in general. The entry for varieties con-
tained some very interesting examples of the freaks of
nature in the way of perfect albinos, consi.-iting of a Thrush,
a Linnet, a Jackdaw, and a Blackbird, of which, perhaps,
some uninitiated individuals will be incredulous; but there
are the stubborn facts, which cannot be denied.
We observed some very fine representatives of the Black-

bird, Bullfinch, and Goldfinch, and also some exquisite
specimens of the King Parrot. Cockatoos, Grey Parrots,
and Australian Paroquets were also objects of great atten-
tion.

With reference to the Canaries, although we cannot say
that the Belgian class was so fine as last year, yet the
London Fancy, and the Norwich and Jonques, as well as the
Lizards, made up for the deficiency.
The Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, especially the Linnet,

were very fine.

There were two entries of Pheasants, and we should like

to see the numbers in future increase.
The classification of the birds, and the various arrange-

ments in connection with the Show, were admirably carried
out, and too much praise cannot be bestowed upon the
parties who were responsible. The Judge must have had
the same, and even greater, difficulty as at the Show last

year, in awarding a prize to a class in which all specimen.?
were so equal in merit : and it is only one who has a thorough
knowledge of ornithology that could discover any differenop

between one bird and another.

MALAYS ON THE TABLE.
Pebhaps you will allow your " Persian correspondeui

to add a line to " Wiltshirk Rector's" kindly story of his

visit to me, and this in simple justice to the Malay. It so

happens that the bird in question, which appeared on my
table, was not the bird we had eaten three weeks before.

In fact, it was like the Irishman's pig. which, when killed,

he declared to a friend, "did not weigh as much as he ex-

pected, and he never thought it would." Well, it was the

same with this identical bird, it did not look as well as I in-

tended, and I never thought it would. I was afraid of it, and
I confess that I was somewhat crest-fallen, when, removing
the covex', I found the breast as our genial " Wiltshiri
Eector" described, "sharp and thin." In justice to the

Malay, I do not believe this is generally the case ; long-

legged as they certainly are (a friend of mine says he should
be afraid of their looking in at bis bedroom window), yet it

is wonderful how a bird, which when hanging by his legs or

a nail, has these on the nail " here," and his head "yonder"—
I say it is a mystery how his very long continuations can be

packed and trussed up to make a seemly bird on the table

but it does, and I can onlv hope I may yet have the gi'eal

pleasure of convincing " Wiltshire Rector" on this point
as much as I have converted him as to their living good
looks.

I do not wi.sh to report him to his Bishop, but I must saj
that I thought we both of us worshipped the sun, or at anj
rate, we greatly admired him. The visit was in very wet
weather ; but lo and behold the sun shone brightly all thai

day, and'Englishman-like, we continually commented on hit

appearance and beauty. &c. That night, if I mistake not
it rained furiously. Well. T must say I aiu " Persian"
enough to have some veneration for that great luminary,
especially when he shines on so pleasant a meeting as ouk
was. I will only add, many thanks to "our Journal" tot

being the means of introducing me to one who is a kindl;
genial lover of nature an<l her varied charms, and who is SC

wai-m-hearted and friendly to boot.—Y. B. A. Z.

HOME SUPPLY OP EGCtS AND POULTEY.
Is there are valid reason why England should not supply

her own wants in the shape of eggs, poultry, and rabbits.'

I dare say the money we pay foreign countries for these ne-

cessaries, does not tail far, if at all, short of .£500,000 annu-
ally. Can they not be produced as cheaply, abundantly,
and prolitably at home, as in France and Belgium? Is it

not time that some efforts should be made to solve this

problem ? I am aware much has beeu done for the last few
years to improve the breeds ofour poultr.y, but I have newr
heard of tijo production of eggs and poultry having been
attempted in a large way, as a matter of trade or business,
though I have often been told that to make this stock piy
they should be kept in such numbers as to employ the whole
time and attention of working people. M. de Lavergse
estimated the value of poultry in France at .£8,000,OOft

while that in England was no more than ^£800,000.
As a national branch of rural economy, we know nothing

in England of the breeding and management of poultry

:
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hence practical men never think of embarking in a pursuit

which is found so profitable in other countries.

We sadly want sound, reliable, practical information on

this subject, and ifthrough your columns some of your corre-

spondents will endeavour to ventilate this question, much

public good may be the result.

If one acre of average land were cropped with the grain,

pulse, and roots most suitable for feeding poultry, how many

head should it maintain for one year ? Again : What might

be a fair moderate profit to expect per thousand in keeping

poultry thus on a large scale, assuming suitable houses,

warmth, care, and ventilation for such stock ?

I have heard and read much on the subject of artificial

incubation, and I knew a lady who produced all her own

poultry by a most ingenious iucvibator of her own invention,

liut I never could ascertain how far the system could be

relied on in a commercial point of view, which ia the prac-

tical teat of its merit. If, undoubtedly a success, then I can

see no limits to the profitable production of poultry in

England. Turkeys and Geese of the largest breeds are

now worth very nearly as much as a fat sheep of the smallest

breeds, and it is passing strange that you must give 2c!. for

a " new-laid egg," when you may buy a quarter of wheat
for 32s. High authorities tell us it does not pay to feed

oxen, and farmers now say they are selling grain at prices

for which it can hardly be grown, so I am induced to ask if

the experiment of a regular and well-managed poultry farm
would be likely to succeed ? for if so I should be very well

inclined to try if England cannot produce eggs and fowls as

cheaply as France ; and, further, if the air of our own happy
land is not fully as congenial as that of Belgium to an

—

OsTEND Rabbit.

Perhaps "F. P.'s" desire for an ornamental hen-coop

may be found difficult to satisfy in the old stereotyped i'onn,

30 I send you a drawing of a pheasantry we had many years

igo at Stanton Lacey, near Ludlow. I have often thought

;liat a dwarf portable

! nstruction after that
j.tttern might advan-
ageously be made to

aipersede the old style

)f coop. The thatch of

he above pheasantry
vas of heather; but in

ts absence reeds or

traw could be substi-

11 ted, and the roof, in

Iv case of the coop,

ould be made move-
Ijle, and fastened by
roll hooks and eyes,

^'rom being square at

lie base, it would pre-

ent the sun's striking

he pen with too much
ijroe at mid-day, and
lonld also render the
oop warmer at night.

For combining neat-
less with the safe hous-
ng and protecting both
•heasants and chickens in their young and tender state,

vhen I sent you some papers on reaving the above, you
lUistrated at page 134, Vol. VIII., May, 1852, a descrip-

i"ii of coop which we have always made use of for the

OENAMENTAL HEN-COOP.
purpose : and when neatly made, and painted a lively green

colour, I incline to think it would not be thought other-

wise than ornamental even in the kept grounds. I always

thought them ornamental rather than otherwise on the

lawn, backed by ever-

Lengtb, 29 feet ; height, (> leet ; widc'i, 12 feet, incl iding the hack building.

green shrubs, &c. The
late Earl of Craven was
wont to have a number
of them on the lawn at

Hampstead Lodge, occu-

pied by Bantams with

broods of Pheasants and
Partridges. A dry lawn
or grass plot is the pro-

per place on which to

set the coop, even when
occupied with chickens.

The net protection, fi-

gured witli the coop,

serves admirably for the

young chickens to feed

under, as well as to

shield them from birds

of prey and other dis-

agreeables during the

day. The front sliding

board acts as a pre-

ventive against rats and
other prowling vermin

daring the night. It should be withdrawn in the morn-

ing, by sunrise, and the coop shifted to a fresh position.—

Upwards and Onwards.

SOMETHING ABOT'T GOLDEN HAMBUEGHS.
As the shows are nearly over this season, I think one may

S,y something with respect to judgments given. First, I

rfll take Leeds. I cannot think tha.t any good judjj-e of

be Hamburghs would have placeii the prizes lor Golden-
pencilled where they were placed had there been a good

jht. It must be remembered tliat no class of fowls

aqnire the same amount of good light as the Hamburghs

;

eoanse (after pure white ear-lobes, and tine straight combs
firmly on their heads) they are strictly a bird of leather.

know one man who sent two pens of Golden-pencilled
.mburghs, one a very good pen indeed, tlie other worth

lothing except for the table; the bad pen was awarded
third prize and the good one was unnoticed ; and other
istakes occurred in the same class, tliat never could have

leen made with good light and goodjudges. I am satisfied,

the judges had sought to fiivour the aforesaid exhibitor,

at they could have done so by giving the prize to his

•cod peu; .ind judges must know, that there is no class of

.en who know really good specimens so well as they who
ave striven ever since the show began with a constant
im to perfection.

By-the-by, this brings me to the Poultry Club. There is

one question I should like to ask the members; How will

they make congenial the dark gold ground with the light

gold ground in both Pencilled and Spangled Hamburghs?
I have seen good specimens in both light and dark ground.

I like the dark ground much better in both classes, and yet

I have seen men who said they preferred the light ground

because it showed the black much better.

—

An Old
Hamburgh Breeder.

PRICE OP NEW-LAID EGGS.
AVhen in reply to your correspondent, "C.S.J.,' I stated

that tlie price of eggs, like that of everything else, must

necessarily be regulated by the demand and locality, I con-

sidered tiie subject at an end. Not so, however, with
" C. S. J.," who evidently is anxious to be introduced to a

salesman, who will purchase eggs not from a poultry-breeder,

nor even from a person who buys them of farmers, but from

one who buys the eggs third hand as fresh laid. In your

No. 199, endorsed by your editorial remarks, " C. S. J."
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says he buys from a man new-laid eggs at 8s. per 100, and,

of course, the man must get a good profit, as be buys them

of farmer's wives. In your No. 202, " C. S. J., says again

that he is in a position to supply a fen- hundred new-laid

eggs weekly {very likely), and that since my reply he has

been in London, and could obtain no higher offer than 5s.

Tjer 100 for fresh-laid eggs.

Now, how does " C. S. J." know that such eggs are new

laid when he buys them second-hand ? And how could a

respectable London salesman assure his customers that the

eggs from " C. S. J." are really new laid ?

London tradesmen are too wide-awake to give the price

of new-laid eggs for such as do not come direct from a well-

known and respectable breeder.

Any poultry-breeder consigning regularly to an honour-

able Leadenhall saleman will always obtain fair returns ;
or

I can, if it were necessary, give my authority, that even in

the height of summer new-laid eggs bring 8s. per 100 m
Leadenhall Market.

No person is ignorant of the fact, that a manufacturer

will command a far higher price for his goods in the regular

course of trade, than a person can obtain for the same

o-oods if he is not an accredited agent to the manufacturer,

but simply buys bargains. On my part this subject is

closed.—G. K. Getelin, C.E., London.

TUEKEYS AT EXHIBITIONS.
We have observed your announcement of the Bath and

West of England Poultry Show, in June next, and its sche-

dule has been published, in which we notice a liberal in-

crease of prizes in some of the classes—alas ! not m ours.

In this as in too many instances, though we pay the same

entrance fee, the poorest prizes are allotted to us. May we

ask is this consistent with the complaint so often made ot

us, that we are " so hard to rear ?" Or are we mistaken m
our notion, that articles are more valued by the difficulty

in procuring them ? But the information we would most

earnestly soHcit in this : Have the Committee of the above-

named Show made a further extension of then- generosity

in the increased size of our pens ?
, ., i,

The undersigned writers of this have but a philanthropic

motive in this' inquiry, inasmuch as for their comfort their

owner has determined upon not exposing them at Hereford

to the imprisonment their revered ancestors endured at

Bristol For ourselves, fond as we may be of display, we

are not prepared to annihilate our beautiful fans m tl^e

niggardly space we are likely to meet with at Hereford.

Thouo-h our career is still youthful, we have as yet held our

laurefs against every competitor, and may, therefore, justly

subscribe ourselves—Eikst Pkize Tttekeys.

YOUNG AND VIGOEOUS QUEENS.

I HAVE much pleasure in acceding to the polite request of

Mr. Edward Fah-brother at page 62.

The importance of having young and vigorous queens at

the head of stocks can hardly fail to arrest the attention ol ;

even the comparative novice in bee-keeping, while t"e api-
]

arian of enlarged experience must have been struck at the
;

great diversity that exists in the breeding powers ot queens,
j

The preservation of those singularly prolific mothers ire-
,

ouentiy met with should be the care of all; but to such as

keep their bees on the depriving or non-swarmmg principle
j

it is indeed " the great desideratum." .
. ^ , j

My attention was early attracted to this point, so early

indeed iis the very commencement of my apiarian career.

The first hive I could claim as my own exclusive property

was a weighty prime swarm of that season with a queen,

therefore one year old at least. Against the commg summer

various were the domiciles prepared for all expected probable

and improbable swarms. Anxious was the expectation and

vigilant the watching ; but no swarm emerged either that

good season or in the two favourable ones that followed. I

recollect my hopes were all along buoyed up by the yeai-ly-

increasing number of drones, being then unsophisticated

enough to look upon the unusual preponderance ofthe male

element as an augury of ultimate great success, instead of

an indication of the worn-out condition of my aged qiieen.

The last season the drones exceeded all bounds
;
and my

patience being thoroughly exhausted, I fumigated the hive

(then very light), searched for tiU I found and examined

the venerable monarch, and destroyed her, adding her few

remaining subjects to another colony. „ , -5r„ <•„

This early impression was not easily effaced. 1°'^ 'a-

oetious neighbour Punch somewhere wittily remai-ks that,|

" there are two things a young man rai;e y forgets— lugl

first love and his first cigar ;" and in like manner the

young bee-keeper does not readily forget his first hive

ind the lessons it taught him. I ever afterwards kept

a sharp look-out as to the age and breeding capabdity

of every queen I possessed. My apiary being wrought at

first exclusively on the natural-swarmmg principle I took

eare at the end of the season to preserve at the head ot my

stock-hives only such young queens as promised well, and

subsequently, when the depriving system was o°"ibined with

it, placed my picked queens at the head of the depriving-

hives Latterly, since I have eschewed natural swarmmg

altogether, I procure young and ^ig°™^%
I'^^tfafour

this fasliion: As the season draws to a elosel make a tour

of inspection through the cottagers apifnes m the sui-

rounding district. They a^ a rule invariably <i>«P°f °/ ,*^«^

prime swarms at the end of the season, as out of them

they can generally realise most money, or, failing a pur-

chaser, most run honey, consequently their queens arene-

cessarHy one year old. I generally purchase a few^econd

or third hives whose population speak well for the feitilitj

of their queens, or any prime swarms of whose ^ucc^^s the

cotta-er is not unnaturally proud, and such as I feel confi-

dent ^4ill irradiate the countenance of our Wmd parish

honey-dealer when it comes within h s grasp. The teemmg

population I then for a co'^^^'leration bespeak and save

them from his ready brimstone match. On then ^eing

brought home I drive the stock whose queen I wish to

dethrone into a hive of like dimensions, cage the queen, and

Feed liberaUy at dusk. I destroy the old queen, and place

the box containing her subjects beneath then- own hive

into which the stranger bees and their [if
en have been

previously settled, then gently draw the shdes of the ower

box ; a few puffs tobacco smoke to both, and the morning

lieht invariably reveals a most pacific union. In all my

experience I never found a queen suffer by such a procedure,

:r,'^when the queens were on a par, and neither removed

did I ever find the stock subsequently queenless. Would

that I knew as almost infallible a mode of introducing queens

singly.

—

X Kenfuewshire Bee-keepeb.

OUR LETTEE BOX.
Me Doi.oL>s-Un.ier the headins of -A TmiD Eihibitoe. I think

M bouKljs has forgotten himself when he says he has not dealt m poult^

f,V two fears In rnv former letter I asken a very plam question; and

llin I all anol to. Who claimed the flrst-prize pel. of Game Bantams .t

?he.howh^-l" at Belle Vue near Manchester last December,
"f"^

j'd thm

for iBood proflt at the same place ! Why, Mr. Douglas, one of the Judges

who 1 as mFt dealt in poultry fur two years ! and it 1 un.t.ke not he had rt^e

bo ness "u claim them before the Shew was opened Faj^'s speak or then-

«h1 ,s- and a^ain tt me confess that I am a tumd exhibitor, particularly

'o when I hear of a dealer thus acting hung a judge ot my produce against

^'S^!::::^'^^tI^U^:^;"^E.,. have been unusually sc.-ce.

Tf vour hens are old that will be the reason. You can only expect winter-

layinKtrom pullets. We have no doubt the severe we»ther has much to

rtn »ii h it A change to warm dav. would make a great dlffe. ence.

wlsn NG WHITE KowLS(.,«o,.*»«>.-Wash the birds with soap and watel%

UsJu s^ «%, and wipe the feathers straight down, as it ,s only the outsid.

nr.t is dirty Put Ihem in an open basket before the Are with some soft

traw and let them stav till dry. It is never sale to put other birds «itb

Go.de'n I'heasants, but if you do wo ajvise the Bantams

Togs DhSKRr.:.. rou a Time - CnooKEo Ta.i.
(•S"t'K''S ''"^If.rtS

we.ther we should not think the eggs had suffered at al by being desertea

for four hours, but the temperature has been unlavourable for '"oh an acci-

1 dent You w 11 easily ascertain by breaking one of the eggs whether th^

are spoiled, and it will bo the safest plan. II you object to 'h"' I»"
"J*?

i watch he progress of hatchini; by holding the egg before a strong light

?he twist of a cock's tail wi I probably descend to some of h.> progeny, but

„rt.n-iil Tt is always bad policy to breed irom such an one.

"°ExcE ivi DKvrorMENV^F ^^PA.isH Coci<;s I-'ack [Countr,, PanUni

Fa,"«-) -We think you may trust to the bird for all you require. Amor

huma," method is to fasten the eyelids np and down with strips of Mm
nlaister Even this causes the bird much misery.

t„„,„,i
"^

r F,i<-«v Fowl iD P. />.). -The refersnce ia to our own Joorna

(C^:J-,) -La Fl^Jhe fowls can' be bought of Mr Baily. 113. Mount Street

Wei ubl shed very lull accounts ol them and drawings two years ago. Tbej

I i,^rvp mis lavers and very good table fowls, but they do not sit.

°TfIl
"
AL^KM (};W«/L«).-We are happy to ha able to relievi

vour fta s byi^ifonMing you that the bee whi> h accompanied your let en
*

. „n^^.,, hut i worker whoae abdomen is much distended, probably b)

Syen?e" Moreover if your Ligurian stock be pure it could scarcely havt

proceeded from it, since it is certainly of the common black species.
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and trained against an Oxfordshire stone wall. Those of

my neighbour have a good brick wall, and a capital border
three times the width of ours. A large amount of stable-

dtmg is put on it, and it is deeply dug and heavily cropped
ifith vegetables all the year round, and what unmutilated
loots remain are, of course, growing or rotting in the sub-
aoil : crude salts must be chiefly tlie result ; so the fruit
" tasted as if watered with sewage." It opens up a wide
field for thought and observation, however.

I felt proud, too, to find some of my productions so well

apoken of at head-quarters, and if I were to write what I

have since heard of the remainder I might, perhaps, be
thought conceited: so to proceed. "Young Bboinneb"
says that his sewage consists of all the slops of the house,
rain water being otherwise disposed of. Are we, then, to con-

aider that this sewage is compounded with the water from a
well ? Silica, lime, magnesia, and alumina are denominated
pore earths, and plants cannot grow in them when watered
With chemically pure water, and when the water is drawn
ftom a spring it is generally comparatively pure. But when
ttie pure earths, mentioned above, either united or singly,

are watered with rain water, vegetation will then be sup-
ported by the ammonia which the rain water contains ; and
that is a chief reason why the latter is so much to be
preferred to that fi-om a spring. However, ammoniacal
minglings in plenty would be mixed up in the purest water
ia the state of sewage. I merely mention the circumstance
in passing as showing a distinction between pure and rain
•water, because .the sewage that I use is mixed up exclu-

^vely with the latter, and should this not be so in the
case of "ToDNG Beginner" it is a point of difference, and
SO' far the sewage is of less value for plant life. He next
says, as " points of difference," that " his ground is newly
broken up, and the subsoil a nearly-pure sand;" but he
ctoes not say of what nature the surface is. At any rate
it is not sand, and the subsoil being so, it is one of the
best for the surface soil to rest on, as it will naturally
aecure a good drainage. Again, as the soil is " newly
broken" up, I conclude it to have been turf, which is

also fortunate, as it is full of the decaying roots of the
gpcass and other organic substances, which, with the aesist-

aace of sewage in a light soil, will insure production. I

empty my tanks regularly as they become filled through-
out the year, and during the winter months I apply their

contents to the Broccoli tribe and to evergreen shrubs,
because their roots at that time are comparatively active

to receive the benefit; but the plan actually adopted by
"YotTNG Beginner" is " to throw the contents of the tank
on land intended for spring cropping," which, I beg to in-

form him, is by no means " equivalent to wasting" it. Stag-
no,nt water on an undrained soil will dissolve the richest

soluble portions, and thus surcharged every flush of land
water would cari'y them off. Not so, however, the well-
drained ground, for it wiU like a filter take from the sewage
water all that is suitable for the gi'owth of pltots, and till

saoh time as the jilants are there to partake of it the soil

will hold this fast. Of that practice and science have left

no doubt. Some of the richest water meadows in this

country are formed on subsoils of broken flints, gravel, and
sa.nd.

It is difficult to state how "much laud can be manured
by 800O or 10,000 gallons," about 40 tons of sewage. In the
fiist place it would depend upon the nature of the land.
Sandy or gravelly soils however bountifully watered would
cry out for " more !

" We are informed through the press,
that the quantities of sewage given per acre every year
in different localities has varied from 8000 tons down to
225 tons ; and the worth of the sewage per head is very
variously calculated at from £1 8s. down to 3^. 2id. per
annum. We want proper chemical analyses to decide the
value of the sewage of different towns. As more reliable

data, we read that at Croydon by tUe use of sewage the
increase of the value of land per acre ranges from .£5 to

£15 ; and at Mansfield, land worth f'oiraerly only 3s. per
acre, now lets for £12. At Edinburgh, the sewage has
been carried over some meadows for more than sixty years ;

and some portions of those meadows, formerly baiTcn sea
sand, have become valuable property, and crops are now
sold from off them annually realising from .£20 to ^£38 per
acre. Three hundred and twenty-five acres are there devoted

to the sewage escaping from half the modern Athens, about
80,000 people

!

The extract quoted by "Young Beginnee" I can vouch
for. According to my own practice and observation, no limit

can be imposed on the words, " any time before ;" and that
sewage can be most profitably applied to grass, the Earl
of Essex gives evidence as follows :

—" During the winter,

from October to January, or longer, I apply it to meadows for

hay, two dressings per acre, with about 50,000 gallons—i. «.,

255 tons. I have done this now two winters, and the increase
of hay, both in quantity and quality is most extraordinary."

An analysis by Mr. Way has also revealed to us, " That
grasses iiTigated with sewage contain 100 per cent, more
meat-making matter than grasses not u-rigated." Again:
the Earl of Essex writes :

—" In 1857, I had nearly seven
acres of Wurtzel almost entirely taken by the fly, and during
intensely hot and dry weather I transplanted five acres with
the assistance of sewage, and, although a transplanted
crop, it was the largest I ever had, over. 48 tons per acre."

Mr. G-. Shepherd, C.E., writes—"I have myself made ex-

periments on Turnip seed with town sewage, with the most
satisfactory results. As soon as the seed was sown, the land
was irrigated with sewage, the seed immediately germinated
into strong, healthy plants, and were out of danger from
the Turnip fly before the seed not irrigated made its ap-
pearance above ground."

I could quote many more passages to the same effect, but
I win now return to my humble garden at Woodstock, which
" Eruit-eater " rightly conjectures to be in " the upper
vaUey of the Thames," the soil here being a sound gravelly

loam, 2\ feet deep, resting upon a clay. I find 300 gallons

of sewage to the 46 square yards is sufficieHt to saturate it

completely; and this operation twice performed is equal to

06,000 gallons, or 310 tons 12 cwt. per acre. But I do not
understand, when I stated this, how it should " seem to lead
to discouraging results ? " If others are better off than
myself I do not see why those fortuitous circumstances
should discourage me. I hold fast to what I have and
make the best of it. If I had six times as much sewage as

this household affords I could use it on the gar-den, and let

the holdings be large or small, I prophesy this will be the
feeling of most people in a few years. I have only sufficient

sewage in the summer to give to the most important crops,

and then only at the times when they are the most im-
mediately benefited by it. Like " Young Beginneb," the
want of more may create in me " unwelcome feelings," but
let us persevere and wait on Providence. Perhaps some day
a sewage company, limited, will convey their mains, with
branch pipes leading from them, near our dwellings ? Town
sewage although more largely diluted with water, is enriched

by animals and fi-ora many other sources, and I consider

the quality would be equal to the best of mine.

The question, " How to dispose of the winter accumula-
tion?" being answered, I would stiU advise "Young Be-
ginner," if he has some years' certainty and feels an interest

in his place of residence, to make the extra tank to hold

3000 gallons, for if it were only to store that quantity of

rain water to provide against drought at the time his finiit

was ripening, it would prove a good investment. The method
of procedure stated for a sandy subsoil would be necessary,

and it would take all the money. I do not find it cost more
than half that, proportionately, to make a tank here, for

the subsoil being a retentive clay the outside lining with

puddling can be dispensed -with. We have also plenty of

stone, which when bedded in good lime mortar, pointed

when meant for sewage, and lined, for holding water, with a
mixture of Portland cement and fine-sifted gravel, we find

to answer. Our water-tank last formed, is excavated below

the clay a foot deep into the rock, and if it had been made
deeper, imder these circumstances, I should have considered

puddling necessai-y facing the rock, on account of the fissures

in it. As it was, 1 caused the bottom to be well rammed-in
with 6 inches deep of rather dry clay in small portions by
degrees, and with not too large a rammer (even for outside

puddling dryish clay well rammed would be preferable to

wet puddle, as the latter is apt to crack afterwards), finish-

ing it off slightly concave, and on it was spread a layer of

mortar, and on that were laid bricks on bed well set in

cement. The mason was new to the work, and mixed the

cement with too coarsely sifted sand, and the consequence
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was some slight cracks and a leakage. I had the cement, in

stripes about 1| inch broad, chipped clean away from the

stonework where the cracks showed, and the places filled-in

again with a finer material formed of two parts cement
and one of finely-sifted gravel ; then a thick paint made of

cement and water only was worked over the whole ..interior

with a half-worn-out whitewash brush, and the tank now
holds water perfectly. Our scullery tank is much smaller

than the others which catch the principal sewage. When
all danger from hard frosts is over, a Warner's three-legged

pump with india-rubber hose, is placed near it for the season

(all our tanks are fitted with a wooden trap-door, sufficiently

large to allow a man to enter and clean the sediment out
from the bottom), in order to pump the contents into the
sewage-waggon, to be afterwards drawn and emptied into the
large tank, and thus to add to the sewage in the latter the
oily and fatty matter of dish-washings, which the potash
and soda soon render soluble in the water.

Now, in regard to a question of " Feuit-bater," he in-

quires, " How may sewage be best applied so as to avoid

the loss of temperature consequent on all surface irrigation 'i

'

'

I answer our family washing takes place once a-month, and
the soapsuds are saved in a tub. As soon as the washing is

over, or, if that time is not suitable, on any other day that
will do, I cause the suds to be heated in the copper. I engage
my man for what I call a " long day " on those occasions,

and in the evening we set-to in earnest. Into one-third of

a waggon of the boiling suds two-thirds of a waggon of

sewage is pumped, which reduces the temperature of the
mixture to about 90". That is the way and the heat at

which I usually apply it to the roots of fruit trees and
vegetables. For orchard-house trees and flowers ia pots, I

bring the temperature up to 70'*, by either mixing hot water
with the sewage, or some of itself heated in a pan which
I keep for the purpose.
When I perceive indications of red spider or mildew on

the wall fruit trees, Koses, &c., I raise the temperature to
130", by adding boiling soap-suds, and syringe the leaves of

the trees forcibly both on their under and upper sides, to

the utter destruction of the insects or mildew. They cannot
exist in the overpowering ammoniacal liquid. My man as he
draws the waggon for my convenience in syringing out of
it, although he is by no means over-sensitive as to smell,
often amuses me by the contortions of his prominent nasal
feature on these particular occasions. The packing of the
syringe requires to be renewed after being thrice subjected
to heat, and a few drops of sweet oil applied to the inner
aurfiice before the syringings are begun, wiU keep the skin
of the hands unblistered. I cannot certainly recommend
this hot-sewage cure as being of the pleasantest, but one, or
at most two syringings, will thoroughly cleanse the trees of
filth, and unless the foliage were kept healthy and vigorous,
all the rest would be of little avail.

In the evening of the next day syringe the trees again
with clean water heated to 130°, that is as hot as the hands
can bear it, and the young fruit and foliage will support it

very well, subdued by its passage through the air from the
-nozzle of the syringe. As regards the ravages ofthe green,
brown, black, and blue flies on fruit trees, the modern system
of pinching hinders the very existence of the aphis family.
As sewage contains nothing like the proportion of phos-

phate of Ume that is taken from the land by' the different
crops, I have a special tub into which all the bones are
thrown after they are done with in the kitchen. ^Vhat oyster-
ahella we may become possessed of during the year are also
tossed into the tub. At this time of year the united con-
tents are pounded on a tough flagstone with the back of -a

heavy hatchet, and then passed through a sieve with a
quarter of inch mesh, all that wiU not pass through the
sieve is pounded over again till all is sifted, and the bone
dust is scattered on the vegetable quarters along with the
other matters when the ground is being prepared. I intend
to sow some on the fruit-borders this spring, as soon as
the weather will allow me, and then point it in imme-
diately. Another tub we have contains the sweepings of

I the chinmeys, for soot and common salt are excellent applied
as a top-dressing to the soil in showery weather. The first

abounds in ammonia, and the second given in moderate quan-
tities promotes the decomposition of the organic matters in
the soil. We hare this winter burnt a great quantity of

wood in the grates, and I have had the mere ashes sifted

from the cinders, and kept dry to apply as a top-dressing on
a piece of ground intended for Potatoes.

I take this opportunity to describe my method (see

No. 164) of worldng the ground for Potatoes, and culinary

vegetables. It is best to divide the ground into three parte.

The sediment from the tanks is cleared out once a-year,

about this time, and mixed with road- scrapings in a large

opening dug out in a back yard, adding what I call my
muck-pie—that is, the refuse from the garden, and aU the
sweepings, excepting tree leaves, that collect fi'om time to
time about a small house and grounds in the country.

Sarly in autumn, the sooner the better, the above ie

wheeled to the piece to which it is to be applied, the third

of the ground that was occupied with the first and second
early Potatoes, and the early Caidiflowers and Broccolis.

This patch undergoes a thorough trenching, and the mix-
ture is well worked into the body of the soil, and once
in three years ig suScieut. The other two divisions are

bastard or half-trenched as soon as possible after the Brus-
sels Sprouts, Winter Broccoli, and the Turnips from the
ridges are successively cleared away. Just before Potato
planting, in March, I cause dry mortar rubbish to be spread
over the compartment which was thorough-trenched the

autumn before last ; and quicklime fresh from the kiln, at

the rate of seventy bushels per acre, to be slaked upon it, is

spread over the surface, and immediately pointed in on the

third division, or that which I mentioned first, to act on
inert organic matters, which, if not subjected to the action

of the quick lime, would remain in an inactive state probably
for years. This spring to the second compartment I intend

to apply sifted wood ashes, and on the third piece soot and
salt, by way of a change. I have also a fourth part of the

garden devoted to Strawberry, Onion, and " flying-eiop

culture," which, at least, in regard to the Strawberries, is

made to undergo a three-course system, and where the

spent Cucumber-bed and sewage prove their handywork.—
Upwauds and Obpwabds.

LONGING FOB, SPRING.
Shaespeabe makes Bolingbroke exclaim

—

*' 0, who can hold a iire in hiB hand,
By thinking on the frosty Caucasus?
Or wallow naked in December's snow,
By thinliing on fantastic summer's heat? "

And although the power of imagination be to a degree

transposing, yet none, I suppose, would gainsay the great

bard's decision on this point of its impotence to change one
season to another, or to make us feel warm whde we aie

shivering with cold. Yet, stiU, how thoroughly we relish in

thought the opposite to that which we possess—how we live

and enjoy by anticipation !

To make this clearer by example. I never enjoy "Thom-
son's Summer" so much as in winter. Let me have the

book before me when the frost is on the pane—how I reUeh
this hot picture

—

*"Tis raging noon ; and, vei-tlcal, the sun
Darts on the head dir<:ct his lorceful rays.
O'er Heaven and earth, far as Lho ranging eye

Can ftweep, a dazzling delude reigns ;
*'

Or, again

:

*' The rage intense
Of brazen-vaulted skies and iron fields."

Perhaps this delight of the mind in the opposite to that

possessed by the body is the reason, or is one reason why
books abounding with descriptions of rural scenes and
pleasures have been most frequently written while their

authors resided in towns ; yea, in the great city itself, and
even within its prisons. For instance : Bloomfield wrote his

"Parmer's Boy" in a London attic; then by the power of

imagination he beheld, and, doubtless, himseliF enjoyed with
keen relish

—

" Stop'd in her song, perchance the starting thrush
Shook a "White shower from the Black Thorn bush,
VVhere dew-drops thick as early blossoms hung,
And trembled while the minstrel swecly sung."

Was there ever, I would ask, a more delicious rural picture
seen and penned, when the author's eyes fell on nothing
more fascinating tlian the common-place farnishino-g of a
journeyman-cobbler's stall ?
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I have been led to tliese thoughts by the winterly pros-

pect as I gaze out of my study window upon the broad
snow-covered valley to my right, and the umbrageous park
to my left.

The other night when coining home from a penny reading
meeting (I hope our readers support penny readings—aids

to education as well as sources of great amusement to the
working classes), my feet at each step scattered the snow
then embrowned by thaw, for the snow seemed UteraUy
flowing away. But, lo ! a change came in the night, the
frost returned, and gently, most gently, and amply too,

fell the beautiful snow. In the morning I beheld a scene
rarely to be looked upon, except in a picture. There had
been no wind, hence every little branch and tiny twig bore
its white load, and bright and glistening lay the snow, in

park and garden, just toned down and its beauty heightened
by a slight mist. There was the snow upon the earth, and
upon everything growing up from the earth, whether it was
a lofty Elm, or a dwarf standard Eose. A delightful picture
until the thaw came, and the trees again stood out black
and naked, though stUl knee-deep in snow. By-the-way,
some of my trees and shrubs were broken before I could get
the snow shaken off them. Still on the ground lies the
snow, too deep to disappear before a gentle thaw, though it

is dirty and ribbed with brown now, the surface of the
ground looking like a dissipated man's face on the morning
after the poor wretch has had what he caUa, " A night of it."

By-the-way, how strangely and variously frost^ weather
alters, and not for the better, the human countenance. A
summer beauty, dependant for smooth complexion on soft

air, looks now no beauty at aU. Then, perhaps, a well-
featured face is now spoiled by a very red nose—another
has a blue tinge on nose and cheek—another has a deep
purple hue, as if " painted with port," as a lover of that
now old-fashioned wine expressed it, and so on, while in
contrast, a ruddy face of other weather is now pale, almost
dead white ; and even dear little children, the soft-cheeked
nd the peachy-bloomed, look mealy and queer. N.B.—Let

no one have his, or especially her, likeness taken in frosty
weather.

But, I was speaking at the beginning of this paper of the
mind flying oif from the present, and hugging in thought a
future season. Strange feeling this of a wonderful yearning
longing. Crabbe could not exist without a sight of the sea
at least once a-year, and the longing at times came over
him so strongly, that it is said he one day mounted his
horse and rode forty miles to gratify it. Then, again, Sir

Walter Scott could not live many months, without a peep,
at least, at the Heather. I find myself amid the snow the
victim of an intense longing for spring. I pine for a sight
of the spring flowers—the Primroses, the Celandines. Oh

!

give me spring flowers ! Golden Alyssum, varied Polyanthus.
Oh ! for a Jonquil in my border, a bunch of WaUflowers on
my table, or a single Hepatica in my tiny specimen glass, to
look at while I write. The spring flowers bloomed badly
here last year, and shall I have any this year ? is my thought
after that dreadfully dry summer. Garden disappoint-
ments, like disappointment in love, are terrible things, hard
to bear, long to recover from.
Four years ago, that wicked insidious black frost, a very

villain, for he came on Christmas-eve, a joval kindly time,
and villain-like in disguise, for I was not aware of his dire
presence—"Only a bit of a frost this morning," I said, as
I drew up my blind—further a villain, for he killed the young
and tender ; for that year the Hybrid Perpetuals flowered
late, and all things in the garden were, what the gardeners
here call " froom "—that wicked frost (to close this long
and disjointed sentence), killed my Cloth of Gold Eoses on
my south front. I knew not my loss for a long time, I began
to suspect, then to fear. Then, to buoy up my hopes, the
higher branches sent out tiny shoots ; but these were merely
owing to some little sap left, for the first sun made them
wither and die. So in April, knife in hand, I attacked my
precious darlings. Sweep down camo the long branches,
and bare and miserable stood my wall—desolate and naked.
I have not quite recovered that blow, neither have I got
Eoses as yet to equal their predecessors ; but I have taken
the precaution to sink the budded part below the surface,
and I mean to go into flowers with full zest this spring, and
forget the past.

Spring—the word makes a fountain of joy to spring (alas ! a
pun even when writing sentiment. I am a candidate for
the hospital for " Incurables "), up in one's heart ; but

" Is not the sweet spring tide
Worth all the chanRefnl year beside?

"

A garden-loving friend of mine, as soon as Christmas is
forgotten, and the days begin to lengthen, is, she tells me,
in the habit of getting down from the bookshelf, for her
young people's pleasure and edification, aU her books] relat-
ing to flowers, and the country and spring, so that their
hearts may, with even more than young hearts' readiness,
meet the season. A garden—who loves it not ? I read the
other day, that Jeremy Bentham, strange old oddity as he
was, utilitarian as he was, yet loved to walk round his
garden several times each day. True, indeed, he spoiled
the whole thing by the fearful name he gave to these walks.
He said they were his "Ante-prandial circumgyrations."
Dear me ! what a name to give to a stroU round one's gar-
den ! Then, I wonder, what sort of garden this philosopher
of matter-of-fact circumgyrated. Was is it more than
what the Scotch call a " KaU-yard "—a garden of mere use-
fuls ? Did he merely circumgyrate Onion and Leek-beds, or
Potato patches, or compost heaps ? Had he flowers ?—the
man who said, that " The game of pushpin had done more
good in the world than poetry ?

"

But to let Jeremy Bentham's ghost rest in peace, or stUl
" circumgyrate," as in the flesh, with " white hair, long and
flowing, his 'neck bare, in a quaker-cut coat, list shoes,
and, " Oh ! the old guy !

" white worsted stockings drawn
over his breeches' knees." Eeturn we to the far pleasanter
subject of the spring. How I long for it, and what a com-
pensation to life's evils is a love of Nature. It abides—^if

it leaves one for a-while it returns like an old love, all the
stronger for the brief lea- ing. May we be blessed with a
genial glorious spring ; may we watch, with the sun shining
above us, the tender green of the hedges. Then, when
the spring comes, how I love to walk round, not " circum-
gyrate," my garden each' morning; and watch another, and
yet another flower, first showing a little point of colour, then
open into full bloom. May my hope be realised. Perhaps
the colder the winter, the warmer will be the spring. I trust
it will be so.

—

Wiltshibe Ekctob.

HOW TO KEEP PEAES.
Some three or four years since I was much struck with

the tendency in our winter Pears to ripen prematurely in
cool wet seasons, and particularly so in the remarkable
season of 1860. Somewhere about that period I became
acquainted with the fact, that late Pears in the warmer
parts of Prance, particularly the Doyenne d'Hiver (our

Easter Beiurre), were often in fine perfection as late as

May. There was nothing new in what I deduced from this

—viz., that our late Pears were not fully matured : hence
premature qitosi-ripening and decay. In 1861 1 commenced
my experiment of ripening Pears in a greenhouse, on a bench
formed of slates about 3 feet from the glass. The roof over

the slates was shaded from the time the Pears were gathered",

in October, tOl the end of November, and the shading then
removed. The autumn Pears ripened slowly and kept well

;

the late sorts unusually well till, in January, I found some
of the kinds inclined to shrivel ; I then placed them in flower-

pots with covers to them, stUl keeping them in the green-

house, and in the end I had several kinds that ripened well

in May.
So far I was encouraged, and last autumn (1864) I deter-

mined to endeavour to reduce Pear-ripening and Pear-keep-

ing to a system, the modus operandi of which I now give.

I selected a span-roofed orchard-bouse, 60 feet long by
14 feet wide, with a floor of boards slightly raised, so as to

be about 6 feet from the roof. Towards the end of Septem-

ber we commenced to gather the autumnal-ripening Pears

;

as they were brought in some were laid in small heaps, from

one to two pecks in each, and others in single layers. In

the course of October the winter Pears were gathered, and
placed in the same house and after the same manner. The
Brown Beurr(5, Urbaniste, Beurre Hardy, Gansel's Berga-

mot, ConseUler de la Cour, Doyenne du Comice, Louise

Bonne, Marie Louise—in short, all our finest autumn Pears
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ripened slowly and thoroughly, so as to be of excellent

flavour. The late Pears did not shrivel, but seemed to be
in a very happy condition. In the severe frost that occurred

about the ISth of December last some hot water was let

into the pipes to keep it out of the house, and on the 24th

of the same month all the unripe Pears were placed in new
13-inch flower-pots, in some oases two or three sorts in a
pot, divided by thick layers of old newspapers ; other pots

with a wooden cover to each were then placed in the fruit-

ceUar, where the temperature during winter averages from
40° to 42°. They have continued to ripen slowly and weU,
and I am inclined to think I shall have a good supply of

Pears till far into April. Josephine de Malines is just now
in perfection, and Bergamotte Esperenand L'Inconiiue(Van
Mons), just commencing to ripen.

The most remarkable effect of this thorough ripening of

Pears in a house full of light and warmth has exhibited itself

in Winter Nelis and Beurre d'Aremberg ; some fruit of these

two kinds were gathered in October, and divided into two
portions, part being at once placed in the fruit-cellar and
part in the orchard-house ; they were gathered from one
tree of each sort. Those placed at once in the cellar ripened
early in December ; those placed in the orchard-house till

the 24th of December and then removed to the cellar have
ripened as foUows :—the Winter Nelis at the end of January,
lasting to the Sth of February. The Beurre d'Aremberg are

only just now (February 14th), ripening ; they are plump,
of a bright yeUow, and juicy and excellent, as are the fruit

of Passe Colmar treated in the same way. These very late

Pears are stiU firm and sound.
The rationale of this mode of ripening late Pears seems to

me to be as follows :—The Pears exposed to a warm light

climate for two months after being gathered throw off a
considerable portion of watery juice, leaving the remainder
more inspissated and saccharine ; thus tending to the pre-

servation of the fruit for a lengthened period of time.
I have not found late Apples benefited by being placed

under the same circumstances as late Pears, because they
seem not to require more warmth than our climate usually
gives to fully ripen them, with the exception of American
Apples ; but after one of our wet cloudy summers, which
always occur at intervals, many kinds would doubtless be
improved by being placed under glass.

Apples keep so well in my fruit-cellar that I have never
thought of any other mode of preserving them. At this

time (February 14th), the early autumn Apples are sound
and plump, and I have often known Hawthorndens to keep
till late in March. As this cellar seems to be almost per-
fect as to its fruit-preserving qualities, I will in a few
words describe it, so that if an opportunity offers it may be
imitated.

On the crest of the hiU, formerly called " Bonks HUl," on
Triiich stands my dwelling-house, there was formerly a fosse

some 20 or 30 feet wide, forming a semicircle to the north-
east: this was evidently excavated for the piirpose of a
temporary defence. From its position this formed a dry
ditch, and my great-grandfather thinking, I suppose, it

wovdd spare the heavy expense of digging, threw an arch over
itso as to form a vault upwards of 30 feet' long and 12 feet

wide. As the crown of this arch came within a foot of the
adjoining surface rain would have penetrated, and thus make
the apartment damp and unfit for a wine-cellar, for which it

was intended, he therefore built a large shed over it, so that
the earth resting on the arch should be perfectly dry. This
is now my fruit-cellai-. It has at one end an iron-grated
window, which is closed with a shutter in dry, cold, windy
weather, and a door at the other. It is perfectly frost-proof,

so that Potatoes, uncovered and lying only within a foot of
the strong but loose-fitting door, which is truly a ventilating
door, never become frozen in our most severe frosts. In this
dry, but not too dry, place, with slight ventUation and a
very equable temperature, varying from 40" to 44°, fr-om

November till the end of March, fruit is kept in great per-
fection; it seems, therefore, to approach to what a fruit-

room should be.—T. K.

The Ingram Testimoniaii.—In another column will be
found a list of subscriptions to the fund for presenting Mr.
T, Ingram, of the Eoyal Orardens, Frogmore, with a testi-

monial in recognition of his services to horticulture, and aa
a mark of the high esteem in which he is held by aU who
know him ; and we take the opportunity of reminding our
readers that the subscription list wUl shortly be closed.

VISITS TO GAUDENS PUBLIC AND PEIVATE.
Me. James Veitch's, Chelsea.

Knowing that I was somewhat interested in the new
system of double-roofing which my fi'iend Mr. Bewley of

Blackrock had originated, and of which he entertained such,

favourable opinions, I received a courteous invitation from
Mr. Veitoh to inspect a range which he had lately had con-

structed on that principle ; for with that enterprise which
ever characterises this well-known firm they had determined
on testing it by their own personal experience, and had (as

Mr. Bewley indeed told me when visiting his gardens last

summer), sent over their foreman for the purpose of seeing

it in operation and taking plans ; and although the month
of February is not a very agreeable time of the year for

visiting gardens, yet as I knew in this wonderful establish-

ment there is always such an eniban-as des richesses that

something is always to be seen and learned too, I ventured

on the undertaking one day last week, and have put dowit

a few jottings of what I saw and heard. I may at the same
time observe that, great as was always the interest attaching

to this establishment, it will in future be doubled ; for since

the death of old Mr. Veitch, the Exeter establishment having
been abandoned, the whole energies of the firm are concen-

trated on their London nursery, comprising not only the

splendid concern at the King's Road, but also about thirty or

forty acres at Coombe Wood. To London, then have been
transferred, not merely the most choice of the plants that

adorned the Exeter establishment, but also, what wiU tend

more to the increase of the interest, their able and successful

foreman, Mr. Dominy, and the more experienced of their

Exeter men. When, then, the alterations now making are

completed, there will be so rich a treat for all who really

love flowers and plants, and can appreciate them whether
they grow them or not, as wOl make the homoeopathic

Saturdays at South Kensington hide their diminished heads ;

and now in its present state there is to every plant-lover

abundant materials, even in the depth of winter, tp make
him forget all the dreariness without in the rarities and
beauties within.

The range of double-roofed Orchid-houses is 120 feet long,

in thi-ee divisions, whUe a T-shaped house at the end is

devoted to cool-house Orchids and other plants which will

bear a lower temperature. In these three divisions the

Orchids are arranged according to the temperature of the

climate fi-om whence they come; the division nearest the

boiler averaging a temperature of 70°, the middle 65?, and
the further end 60". The advantages which Mr. Veitch has

found already resulting from the plan are great economy o£

fuel and pipes, for in the very warmest part of the house

the heat is maintained by a single flow and return on each

side ; and even this gives so much heat that it is found

necessary to brick in the pipes. Air-shafts are also inserted,

by which a constant supply of cool air enters the air-chamber

in the centre of the house, and is there heated and dispersed.

Besides this, the temperature of the houses is entirely de-

ficient in that dry heat which one so often finds, and there

are not those constant variations of heat and cold which are

so injurious to the health of plants. These were just the

points that Mr. Bewley urged, and I am glad to find that

in other hands his success is repeated.

And what shall I say to the plants that these houses con-

tained ?—the splendid masses ofDendrobiums and Cattleyas ;

the glorious Vandas ; and Phalsnopsis Schilleriana with its

curious mottled leaves—more beautiful, however, in their

younger state than in then- more mature growth—and ama-

bilis with its snow-white flowers ; Cypripediums of all sorts,

including a new one brought from Manilla by Mr. J. G-.

Veitch (and which I beUeve is to be named lajvigatum),

now flowering for the first time, and promising to be quite

as fine as, and very distinct from, all other known varieties ;

and then there is that fine plant of villosum which fetched so

high a price at Stevens's sale. I can only say that they

were the very perfection of growth, that the rarest and most
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beautifal forms are there, and that the eye of the connoisseur
and the simple lover of flowers would aUke be gratified by
the fine display there made. The cool house would be,
perhaps, of more general interest, as it implies the possi-
bility of Orchids being more generally grown ; but I may
be allowed to express here an opinion, which I ventured to
broach to Mr. Harry Veitch, and which he confirmed—that
a great many people will burn their fingers at this experi-
ment, that Orchids wiU be attempted in this way, which wLU
never do, and "cool house" receive a much more liberal
interpretation than the case warrants. "Well, in this cool
house there were a number of fine plants of Barberia, both
Skinneri and the higher-coloured variety superba ; Ccelogyne
cristata, which, albeit it may, according to Mr. Gordon, do
better in an East-India-house, was doing well here; Odon-
toglossums of various kinds, noevium and Pescatorei, and
its variety superbum just coming into flower; and above all,

the veiy vai-ied and beautiful Lycaste Skinneri. Talk of
the varieties in florists' flowers, this Orchid beats them all

;

for not only were there no two flowers alike from the different
bulbs, but the same bulb produced flowers differently marked.
So free-flowering, too, is it, that on one plant in a small pot
I counted ten flower-stems. Mr. Wai-ner has told us how
well this lasts in flower in a drawing-room ; and those who
possess a house which they can heat would do well to see
if they cannot grow this very beautiful and free-flowering
Orchid for the winter and spring decoration of their houses.
Perhaps in this house, however, the plant was a beautiful
mass of Cephalotus follicularis, which was truly wonderful
for its extreme vigour and health, and with its curious little

bearded pitchers a most interesting object.
All who have of late years visited Mr. Veitch will remem-

ber the beautiful hardy fernery, which was one of the gems
of the place. Its place is at the end of the range of Orchid-
houses ; and it is now to be removed, and a house built
there for the purpose of bringing Orchids into when in
flower, so as to prevent the necessity of visitors going through
the range of houses, oftentimes, especially to ladies, very
oppressive. Interspersed as they will be with Ferns and
other plants, it will always be a pleasing and interesting
spot. But let it not be supposed that therefore Ferns are
to be neglected ; on the contrary, this is only preparatory
to a complete change. A space of ground which now adjoins
the greenhouse fernery is to be covered in with glass ; and
in this a new hardy fernery will be formed, laid out with the
same taste as characterised that now in course of removal.
Thus, as in the case of the Orchid-houses, there will be a
gradation in temperature—the hai-dy fernery first, then the
greenhouse, and then the stove Ferns ; so that they who
are afflicted with filicomania may gratify it to their heart's
content, for evei^r rare and beautiful form will be found
there—and what is more exquisite than the lovely and deli-
cate foliage of this widely dispersed tribe ? In the green-
house fernery were some large masses of that glorious ter-
restrial Orchid Disa grandiflora and its variety superba,
which Mr. Veitch has imported from the Cape of Good Hope,
equalling if not excelling all other Orchids in the brilliancy
of its colom-ing, being, moreover, so easy of culture, that
any one with a greenhouse from which firost is excluded
jnay grow it.

It would be simply impossible for me to even enumerate
a tithe of the novelties and rarities that I saw in range after
range of houses. Amongst fine-foliaged plants stood con-
spicuous Maranta Veitchii with its singularly marked leaves,
almost looking as if three separate leaves had been one by
one eliminated from the bud and marked with the most
striking colours, and for which the premier prize was awarded
at Brussels. Then what glorious masses of Azaleas ! looking
pugnacious, I fancied, as if to say, " I have my gloves on
ready for the conflict in May and .Tune." "Who can ade-
quately describe the fine collection of Pitcher-plants, un-
equalled, probably, in any establishment in the kingdom ?

Then there were such plants of Lapageria rosea and alba

;

that fine Anthurium, about the best plant sent home by
Mr. Weir, and whose name is still in lUibihus, whether it is

to be cordifolium or Weirii. If the latter, it wiU almost
Bound like an epitaph if the next accounts of Mr. Weir cor-
respond with the last. Then to lovers of softwooded plants
there was a whole house gay with variegated Geraniums,
on which Mr. Harry Veitch has been trying some curious

,

experiments, which I hope may produce something. One
quarter of the ground, which has been recently taken in and
enclosed with a wall, has been devoted to the trying of new
plants ; this will be a sort of sanctum sanctoram, under
special watch and ward. Then the Japanese Museum in
itself affords occupation for a morning's investigation, while
I had but a couple of houi-s to run through it all.

Ere I left, however, I acceded to a most kind invitation,
not only to go there again in May, but also to visit Coombe
Wood

; and the results of my visit I hope to communicate.
I trust, however, that what I have said may induce some of
your readers when visiting London to go down to Chelsea
to see this world-famed establishment. They may depend
upon it that they will find it at any time far better than a
weekly show at South Kensington ; and they will meet,
moreover, with what is rather a scarce commodity in that
fashionable locality—the utmost civility and attention, and
a desire to impart any information which it may be in the
power of those who manage the concern to give. It has
now been for three generations in the same famUy—a most
unusual thing—with every prospect that the fourth will be
as active, enterprising, and intelligent as its predecessors.—D., Deal.

THE STEAWBEEEY LA CONSTANTE.
EvEB reluctant to obtrude myself on the horticultural

public, I cannot refrain ii-om giving my humble experience
as to the merits of that excellent Strawberry, La Constante,
especially as I perceive that in your Number of the 14th inst.,

that eminent grower, M. Gloede, of Les Sablons, mentions
my name in connection with this branch of horticulture,
making allusion to this Strawberry in particular.

I have been very closely engaged lately in my own
avocation proper, or despite my antipathy to dabbling in
troubled waters, I should most probably have forwarded you
a line ere this on so interesting a subject. I have not, how-
ever, been altogether a passive observer of the opinions
lately expressed in your valuable Journal ; on the contrary,
I have closely scanned them, and weighed their merits.

After a careful observation of the habits and peculiarities
of upwards of two hundred varieties of the Strawberry, I
can safely say that no sort has given me greater pleasure or
satisfaction in its culture, than La Constante. I can, there-
fore, fully endorse the opinions expressed by M. Gloede in
every i-espect. Any doubt as to its hardiness, indeed, had
never entered my mind, never to my knowledge having lost

a single plant of it from any cause whatever, since I com-
menced its propagation some four or five years ago, from
two plants kindly presented to me by that unobtrusive ^but
devoted fragai-ian, the late Mr. Nicholson, of Eaglescliffe.

The only difiiculty that first occurred to me from such
small beginnings, was its reluctance to emit its runners,
especially early in the season ; but this, now that I have a
good stock ofplants, I must confess I regai'd as one amongst
its numerous merits ; for what amateur or private grower of

this delicious fruit likes to see his beds choked up with
innumerable runners ? and look what constant labour is re-

quired, especially in large plantations, to repress this ten-

dency in many sorts. This opinion may not be concurred
in by those who grow this variety for sale ; but even here,

as in the ease of the amateur, the only thing needed is a
little extra vigilance in looking after the earliest runners,
and taking care to get them well rooted as early as possible

in ground properly prepared for the purpose. Let the
earnest fragarian only once accomplish the production of a
good crop of fruit from fii-st year's plants of La Constante
(and it is easily done), and all other difficulties will soon
vanish.

The early planting and the necessary attention to the
plants to accomplish this end, will at the same time banish
all ideas as to the tenderness of this variety, if any exist;

but with me, as with British Queen, the question of tender-

ness has never aiisen. I never mulch or in any way protect

my plants in winter. A Strawberry that required such
petting would very soon in my grounds, exposed as they are,

be dug up. I place my trust, on the contrary, in thorough
exposure, in deep trenching, incorjiorating the soil well with

a moderate quantity of well decomposed manure in the
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process, and allowing the ground to remain some time ex-

posed to the sun, air, and weather. It is then tolerably

firmly trodden over the lines at the time of planting. I

plant as early as I can possibly raise my plants (the British

Queen annually, from which I get the largest crops ; the

plants are then dug in), and under this treatment I know
of no kinds more hardy, or that stand the most inclement

weather better than La Constante and British Queen.
Add to the above Carolina Superba, and you have the best

three varieties at present in existence. Any private grower
who thoroughly understands the culture and requirements

of these three sorts for his main crops, can aSord to specu-

late with the almost endless candidates that compete for

his favours for early and late production ; but after all, to

the above varieties he can always appeal for a never-failing

supply of the handsomest and best fruit in size, form, colour,

and flavour combined that the greatest connoisseur need
wish, throughout the principal part of the Strawberry sea-

son.* There arc, unquestionably, several others of very great

merit, which it would be almost invidious to particularise

;

but every disinterested grower must, I think, admit that the

above three sorts are unrivalled.

I am anxiously looking forward to the results of next

season, to test the merits of La Fertile, Modele, and one or

two other seedlings, from the extensive n'iiertoire of that dis-

tinguished raiser, M. de Jonghe, the raiser also of La Con-
stante. I am informed on the best authority, that the
former will be found to possess all the leading characteristics

of La Constante, added to which it produces larger fruit, is

extraordinarily prohfic, and is more easily propagated.
With regard to this latter point, I have already expressed

my opinion. Time, however, will show whether La Con-
stante will thus be doomed to the tomb of the Capulets.

Till such is the case I shall pin my faith to La Constante,
as one of my greatest favourites, and enlarge my stock of it

accordingly.

—

William Koden, M.D., Tlie Grange, Kidder-

minster.

VAGAHIES OF JMUSHEOOM SPAWN.
I HAVE been a successful cultivator of the Mushroom in

a proper house, and, not having one of those houses at

present, I made up two beds in November with dung pre-

pared in the usual way, and spawned them at a declining

heat of about SO". These beds I made in a cold shut-up
shed. I formed them at the end, 4 feet from the ground,
the face of the bed having an angle of about 30°. Under
these beds I have a chamber, in which I kept up a regular

fermentation with dung and leaves, and I always maintained
a heat in the beds of about TC^ for at least six weeks, with
a covering of hay on the top. I then allowed them to cool

down by degrees to 55°, which heat they have been at for

a month, and yet I do not see the least sign of Mushrooms.
I have examined the beds, and I find them one mass of

spawn, the threads of which are as thick as a stocking
needle. The average temperature of the shed is about 40^.

Do you think this is high enough? or can you give any
instructions about them ? Do you think, if I raise the tem-
perature of the house, that I shall be successful ?—H. Leah.

[It is quite possible that you may yet have a good crop

of Mushrooms, though the description of the spawn in the
bed, run as thick as stocking needles, makes the matter
doubtful, unless there are also plenty of small threads not
much thicker than the points of needles. By the bed being
so filled with these threads, it seems to prove that all the
first operations were well and successfully performed ; but
it is just possible that your fermenting material, in the
chamber below the bed, made the bed at times too hot,

whilst the atmosphere of the place was becoming rather
cool. In such a bed, in a shed, applying heat from below
must be done with great caution. It is safer to keep the
bed about 60° by top-covering ; and, if the bed is so kept, a
lower temperature of the atmosphere around the beds is of

* La Constante will fruit nearly as late in the season as Elton, and other
late kinds, and it tnav not be eeneraily known as yet, that in cinsequence
of its fine coUur, unique, penetr.iting, racy fiavour, and its firm texture, it

makes one of the very best preserves. I am aware it will require more than
orjiinary fortitude to commit so good a fruit to the preserving-pan, but so

Ions as the same space will grow an equal quxntity of fruit lit for all pur-
poses, why not, as with everythiog else in horticulture, grow the superior
ibtml?

less consequence. Even to keep up a moist atmosphere
of 55° we would prefer the fermenting-heap to be on the
floor of the house, and not below the bed. What we should
advise now is, if the beds are dryish, to water them with
water at about 80", leaving them, however, rather dry than
wet ; then place a little clean straw over the beds, and over
that some hay, or even some warmish litter, increasing the
quantity untU you find the bed, on the surface, warm.
(about 80'^), when you put your hand on it, beneath the
straw. A little fermenting matter might also be placed at
each end of the bed, so as to block up the outlets of the
chamber. As soon as the Mushrooms begin to appear,

lessen the thickness oi the covering. This heat on the
sm'face will encourage the working and productiveness of the
spawn upwards ; but too much heat, and continuous, must
not be given, or the spawn will thread, and not produce.
The heat, thtis applied moderately at the surface, does little

to heat the spawn, or injure it, to any depth. We have
more faith that this system will answer, because you have
allowed the beds to be not higher than 55° for a month.
Try this addition of temperature at the smrface. Of course

the temperature of the shed (40°) is too low, but then, by
this covering, you can make the atmosphere, near the sur-

face of the bed, 60° or more. Treat yoiu- bed out of doors

in the same way. Examine the bed, and, if cold at the

surface, clear it all over ; lay on some clean straw, then a
little warm litter, and then a good portion of the present

covering, but see that the heat does not increase too much.
Perhaps the bed with this 2 feet of covering was too hot.

We never had better Mushrooms than in ridges out of

doors ; but they require some care in changeable weather,

and the covering to be proportioned accordingly. We shall

be glad to hear how you succeed. We have had fine crops

five or six weeks after spawning. We have had, also, fine

crops three months after spawning ; and v,'e could not teU

why the latter were so long in coming. From six to seven

weeks is a common time.]

EOY.iL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At the weekly Show, on the 25th instant, the objects

specially invited were Narcissus, and of these no exhibitors

came forward. A few, however, belonging to the Society,

also a number of Lilies of the Valley, were placed upon the

table. Blessrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, sent Phalaenopsis

Schilleriana, Deudrobium speciosum, Franciscea confertiflora,

in excellent bloom, and a nice specimen plant of Hedaroma
fuchsioides ; Mr. Bull, Chelsea, a fine pan of the Irish Fern
(Triohomanes speciosum), Cyperus alternifolius variegatus,

and Pandauus elegantissimus ; Mr. E. Cox two seedling

Cinerarias, of no particular merit ; and Mr. Greeves, Bays-

water Eoad, a window-box, flower-basket, and bouquets for

sale.

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
This is by no means new. I remember the late Mr.

Knight, of King's Eoad, Chelsea, pointing out to me, some
twenty years ago, a house that was glazed in the way your
correspondent speaks of. The bars were painted and the

glass fitted on, and three or four coats of thick paint filled

up all the crevices and fixed the glass ; but the plan had no
particular advantage over putty, as thick paint was, on the

whole, more costly, and the work was no better done. There
was another contrivance adopted at the same time to save

the lower squares of each light from breaking ; for the con-

densed moisture penetrated between them and the timber end
of the light they overlapt, and the water expanding in frosty

weather broke the glass. To remedy this a plate of zinc

was put across, and it yielde I to the expansion of the

frozen water. I beheve Messrs. Cottam & Hallam, whose
position as hothouse builders was very high about thirty

years ago, introduced a plan of glazing without putty, but
I cannot call to mind what. It must, however, not have
succeeded very well, or it would have been well known ere

this. There are serious objections to putty, I for one admit,

but with all its faults we have not yet found a substitute for

it that is not otherwise still more defective. I hope, how-
ever, to see this remedied.—J. E.
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THE AEBOEETUM—DECIDUOUS TREES.
(Continued from page 133.)

.ffiscirnjs (the hobse-chistnttt).

The Horse-cheetnut is a tree of the largest size, and ranks North America, and resembles the preceding. " It is of
among the most beautiful of all onr deciduous trees, both for somewhat more robust growth, and its leaves are not quite
its magnificent foliage and remarkable flowers. It is the so smooth." The proximity of its native home to that of
best-known of exotic trees, and Si. ohioensis, and M. glabra, would
has been more extensively planted xy suggest a doubt of its being a
than any other of a purely orna-
mental character. So frequently
is it met with, that the fact of its

not being a native would not be
suspected by others than those
who have made plants a study,
and subject of inquiry. The
Horse-chestnut, and its kindred
tribe, the Pavias, are best adapted
to light soils, upon which they
will thrive, although they may be
sterile; in tenacious clays they
are always stvinted and unhealthy.

.ffisCtTLUS HIPPOCASTANUM is the
common Horse-chestnut, and is

too well known to need description.
Several varieties of it have been
laised in different nurseries, and
distributed under various names.
In some instances the distinction
hardly appears sufficient to war-
rant the assumption of the dif-

ference ascribed to them. The
following may be regarded as
being the best.

^. rulicunda differs from JE.

hippocastannm by its leaves being
fuller and more vineven on the
surface, and of a deeper green.
The tree is also smaller, and of

less vigorous growth, the flowers
iave more red than any of the
species, and planted as a single
specimen on a lawn, or in a park,
this tree is without doubt the
most ornamental of the family.

E. rubicunda is sold in some nur-
series by the name of M. coccinea,

rosea, and carnea.

M. OHIOENSIS is found wild on
the banks of the Ohio, in North
America. It differs from the com-
mon kind in having larger and
more undulating leaves, and its

fruit is said to be about half the
size of that of M. hippocaetanum.
liOudon was of opinion that it is

nothing more than a variety of

the common species, and far in-

ferior to it in point of beauty.

By another authority it is stated
that it has never flowered in Eng-
land, but this is not correct, since

one of those in the Eoyal Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden at

Chiswick, is recorded to have
bloomed in 1835, and very pro-

bably since.

E. OLABEA, another North Ame-
rican species, of which little is

known, is described as a low tree

with leaflets of a pale green, very

smooth. " The whole plant is com-
paratively glabrous, and even the

fruit partakes of that quality."

It would thus seem to be a dis-

tinct variety, but it must be con-

fessed that more information is necessary to be] able to

describe it accurately.

JE. PALLIDA is a native of the forests of Kentucky, in

Favia flava.

distinct species.

A cut-leaved variety of the
Horse-chestnut is sold under the
name of ^. laciniata, and others
bearing the names of ^. nigra,

M. prcecox, and JE. tortuosa, have
been mentioned. The facility with
which plants may be raised from
seed has, undoubtedly, produced
variations, and in so handsome a
genus as the .Sisculus, such can-
not be unacceptable, and if really
good and distinct, would be appre-
ciated, if arboriculture can be re-

stored to its proper rank and share
of attention.

PAVIA.

The Pavias are so closely allied

to JEsculus, that it seems best

to describe them with the latter,

although it is a departure from

the alphabetical order originally

intended to be followed. The
Pavias differ only from ^sculus

in their converging petals and
spineless fruit ; they are also much
smaller in size. It has been com-

plained that the Pavias are short-

lived, but if they are raised from

seed, instead of being grafted

upon the Horse-chestnut, which is

very frequently done, it will be

found that they not only endure

for a longer period, but attain a

stronger and finer habit. It is

true that the propagation by seed

would render them Mable to vary

slightly, but that defect, if any,

would be more than counter-

balanced by an improved plant.

All the species known in England
are fi-om North America, where
they are called Buck's Eye Chest-

nuts ; but in the colder parts of

India two species have been dis-

covered, called Pavia indica, and
P. punduana, which may be found

capable of existing in our climate,

and may add some new feature to

the genus.
Loudon remarks on the .ffisculus

and Pavia, " That nurserymen who
propagate varieties of these and
other select-flowering trees, ought
always to keep specimen plants

in their own grounds, fr-om which
to take scions for the propagation

of varieties remarkable for some
peculiar or distinctive feature.

Such varieties should not be raised

from seed ; because, though there

can be no doubt but that the

progeny would bear a general

resemblance to the parent, yet

the particular feature for which
the variety was cultivated might
be wanting. Early and late va-

rieties of all showy-flowered trees ai-e very desirable, be-

cause they prolong the season of blooming. Early-leafing

varieties of trees, and trees which retain thefr leaves late
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in the season, are also desirable, and in tMs respect the

Horse-chestnut varies exceedingly." As all the species of

iEsculus and Pavia seed freely, and hybridise almost as

freely with each other, the ^sculus also with the Pavia, a

great abundance of varie-

ties might be raised. All

at present recognised are

truly beautiful, and it is

not at all to be regretted

that theii' number can be
largely increased.

Pavia bubka (TheEed-
flowered Pavia) is a slen-

der-growing tree from the

mountains of Virginia

and Carolina. It pro-

duces flowers of a brown-
ish scarlet colour in May
and June.

P. Fi^vA (The YeUow-
flowered Pavia). — This
species differs from P. ru-

bra in being a much
stronger plant, assuming
more the character of a
tree. As its name im-
plies, the flowers are yel-

low ; the leaves are pube-
scent, and much paler

than those of P. rubra.

P. flava appears to be the
connecting link between
iEsculus and Pavia, as it

partakes of the character
ofboth. It loses its foliage

at the end of summer, so
that it is frequently bare
by the beginning of Sep-
tember.

P. DISCOLOE. — This
must be considered rather
a shrub than a tree, as it

is seldom seen above 5 or

6 feet in height, when
raised from seed, but at-

tains a large size when
grafted upon .SIsculus

hippocastanum; it is then
said to be short-lived.

P.HTEBiDA is described

by Loudon as being a
very distinct variety,

which ought to be in ge-
neral cultivation. There
is a plant of it in the
Royal Horticultural So-
ciety's Garden at Chis-
wick. Its flowers are va-
riegated with yellow,

white, and purple.

P. NEGLECTA is another
kind but little attended
to, although it is known
to partake in all the most
striking features of its

tribe. Its name is the
Neglected Pavia, which
so far is very appropriate.
There is, or was, a plant
of it in the Royal Horti-
culturalSociety's grounds
at Chiswick. Will some
influential member en-
deavour to retrieve the
neglect by getting this
and other trees almost
forgotten, and which are
known to exist at Chiswick, propagated and distributed?
There is room for a world of good to be done in this way.
P. MACBOCAEPA (The Large-fruited Pavia).— Loudon

thought this kind intermediate between iE. hippocastanum
and P. rubra. " The leaves are large, smooth on the upper sur-
face, and shining. The flowers are nearly as large as those of
the commonHorse-chestnut, but the petals are less spreading,

and of a pale red colour

mixed with yeUow. The
branches are spreading
and loose, and the whole
tree has an open, grace-
ful appearance, quite dif-

ferent from the compact-
ness of form, and rigidity

of branches which belong
to most of the varieties

of ^sculus and Pavia."
P. MACBOSTACHTA is a

shrub with loose racemes
of white flowers, with
long projecting stamens,
which give the spike a
fine fringed appearance.
It is also remarkable for

its large deep green
leaves, entire, and very
even in their outline.
" This variety comes into

flower about a month or

six weeks later than the
other .ffisculaceae, and
continues flowering, in
the case of large plants,

on moist soOs, for three
months, or longer, form-
ing one of the greatest
floral ornaments of the
shrubbery at a season
when very few trees are
in flower. The flowers

are agreeably fragrant,

and the spreading leaves
being supported on long
slender petioles, which
fr'om their graceful dis-

position, combined with
the feathery lightness of

the racemes of flowers,

gives the whole plant an
afr of elegance quite dif-

ferent from any other
species of dwarf Pavia."—Adolphtjs H. Kent.

(To be continued.)

GOOSEBEEEY SEED-
LINGS. — I THINK your
correspondent at page
131, need not be dissa-

tisfied with the result of

his experiment. To have
raised two really new and
excellent varieties is no
small success. I would,

however, recommend any
who wish to distinguish

themselves in this line,

not to trust to chance
seedlings, but to artifi-

cially fertilise. Some
years ago, I took White-
smith as a female parent,

and fertilised withHedge-
hog and Pitmaston Green
Gage. Pour plants of each

were raised. Those from
Hedgehogwere coarseand

Pavia macro3tacIiya. inferior to both parents.

Amongtheotherfour were
two good Yellows—one remarkably good, which has been pre-

served, but, unfortunately, it seems a bad bearer. So my own
success is not great, but I think I took the right road.—S. B.
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THE IITRABELLE PLUM.
" Once vipon a time," when Lonis Philippe was king,

1 happened to be strolling about the potagerie (kitchen

warden) at Versailles, taking notes and making the best

use of my eyes. Among other things I was much struck

with the enormous quantities of the above-mentioned kind

of Plum. Large basketsful were arranged in a row, and

more still being gathered. I, thinking the king a wise and
economical ruler, inquii'ed if they were not for market, but

was promptly told that they were highly valued by the

royal family, and were used for compotes and preserving to

an enormous extent. I did not then appreciate them, for

uncooked they were dry and, to a certain extent, flavourless.

This pretty little Plum must not, however, thus be judged,

for preserved whole, without sugar and without water, in

bottles, it acquires the most delicious aroma ever smelt or

tasted, and this is more powerful when the fruit are placed

in a pudding or a compete and served up hot. When made
into a jam without their stones they are also most delicious,

ike flavo-jr being so rich and delicate. In the neighboiu'hood

of Metz it is called Mirabelle de Metz, and is grown to a

great extent at Nancy, and throughout the east of France.

The tree seems to requu-e a rather dry climate, and would

doubtless succeed well in the calcareous soils of the east of

England. The last summer being dry and warm the crop here

was abundant, and I never remember seeing anything in

fruit culture more interesting than the pi-etty bush-like

trees, not larger than a good-sized Gooseberry bush, liter-

ally covered with their bright golden fruit, spotted with red,

oval, and about the size of small Damsons.—T. E.

but obtainable at more moderate rates : eome, indeed, aw-

very cheap.

F. Aerides odoratwn.

^ '^flZ^uTiftem.u...-X-nom spike of omnse-se^rlet bl,»om. K

.. x.^ri>"'r«.-'lt^ and petal, of..hat ,ove,y light rosy pnrpl.,

which i? almost peculiar to Orchids; "P *«" """^""'rZ^a^v white
w Lycasfe SHnneri.-Flowers very Urge ; vai-ying much from wasy wmte

to crimson. A greenhouse species, almost hardy. ^ , ^
L Oclontoglossum grande.-nowers very ample, yellow clouded with a»rK

On^:;:^!^;.-A ene paoicle of broad
fl7-.,™Vvast''«enJ^''

a few red spots at the bases. Perhaps the noDles oi

f"
vast genus.

w. Sophronitisgraudijtora.-K minute W<)ck-plant, with large ttowers m
crimson scarlet. A lovely gem, cultivable m the greenhouse.

_

The following ordinarily flower in winter and early spnng,

besides those already mentioned :

—

FKOM NOVEMBEK TO rEEETJAKT.

Leelia anceos
autumoalis
peduncularis
furfurSjcea

G-AY OECHIDS, AIS^D OECHIDS FLOWEEING
m WINTEE AND SEEING.

" *B. K.' would be much obliged by being informed whicli

are tlie twelve best and gayest Orchids, and also by having

a short list of those which flower in winter or early spring/'

When one essays, in compliance with the wishes of a

correspondent, to name "the best and gayest twelve"

Orchids, out of, perhaps, a thousand or twelve hundred
species in cultivation, he finds it needful to guard himself

by two caveats. First, he cannot have a personal knowledge

of all the species grown, particularly the more recent intro-

ductions ; secondly, he can give orJy his own opinion; and

in a matter of taste so arbitrary as the comparative beauty

of flowers, others may very legitimately demur to his con-

clusions. I think the following dozen may be named as the

very creme de la cvtme of this glorious order; though it would

be easy to make up the number to twenty with scarcely a

diminution of the claim. The letters prefixed indicate that

those kinds flower in the colder period of the year; l, late

in autumn, occasionally protracted into winter ; w, Novem-
ber to February ; e, early, say March or April.

Aeridrs Fieldingii, or maculosum, or ?io&i/?.—Theae three are,"perhaps,

the finest of tbis lovely and fragrant genus.

E,. Cattleya labiafa.—The great size, and the rich crimson purple of the Up,

di^tinguiBh this species.

Dendrobium Devotiiatuiv}.—The flowers are large, of arich cream colour,

purple tipped, with two oiange clouds on the iip. A noble and lovely

species.

D. FaUtmerL—YloTPers very large; the sepals blush white, petals and

lip cream, purple-tipped ; the lip has a deep purple throat, margined

with orange. A glorious species, much exceeding even the preceding.

Z,a-'ia puri}iirata.—'Fio-wer» very large ; sepals and petals pure white, or

flushed with rose; lip ample, rich crimson-purple. A WLjrthy com-

panion to Cattleya labiata.

E. OdontoffloBsum Pc.<icafo7-ei.—UhkGB a loveW spike of broad flowers, white,

with the crest yellow.
0. phnlo'nopsis.—W'hiiey except that the central area of the Up is of a

fine crimson. Flowers on twin epilies.

W. 0. ?ri!/w;jArtns.—" Branched spikes of flowers; the sepals and petals

yellow, barred and spotted wiih crim.son ; lip white, edged with dark

rose. Miigniflcent and rare." Hanr noiividi.
. t j-

Phala-nopsis a !>iahi' is.-T\ie cbarming white Moth-Orchid of tbe Indian

leiea. , , ,.

Saccolab'utm gitt(atum.—^ThTO-^s out long, compact, pendulonf*, cylin-

drical spiKes of small flowers, white splashed with purple.

L. Vavda c</TK/ea.-Flowers large, pale Ulac-blue, in a loose spike,

•w. V. 5u«m5.-Flowers porccDanous ; white spotted with purple, unspotted,

beneath. Noble and handsome, both in foliage and bloom.

I have not con-

Angrxcum bilobum
eburneum
aesquipedale

Ansellia africana

Arpophyllum spicatum
Barkeria elegans

Skinneri
Bletia ShepUerdii
Brassavola glauca
Digbyana

Brassia caudata
Bnrllngtonia amoena
Calanthe vestita

Cattleya maxima
bicolor
Wrtlkeriana
"Warscewiezii

Coelogyne cristata

Gardneriana
media

Cymbidium eburneum
giganteum
Masters! i

Cypripediura insigne
purpuratum
Tcnustum

Dendrobium chrysotosum
fimbriatum
heterocarpum
macrophylium
moniliforme
nobile
Pierardii

pulcheUum
speciosum
Wallichianum
Lowii

Epidendrum fragrans

rhizophorum
Gongora maculata
Grammatophyllum speciosum

lonopsis paniculata

Lffilia acuminata
albida

Euperbiens
Leptotes bicolor

Limatndis rosea

Lycaste De{ pei

cruenta
raacrophyra

Miltonia cuneata
Karwinski

Odontoglosaum maculatum
raembranaceum
pulcheUum
Rossii
bictonense

OnciJium Barker:
bicallo:?um

Cavendishianum
divaricatum
flexnosum
ineurvura
leucochilum
obloiigatum
uiiguiculatuni
Forbesi
orBitborhynchum
varlcosum

PhajusTankerviUise
Pieione mi^culats.

Wallicbiana
Schomburgkia crispa

Stanhopea eburnea
Sophronitls cernua

vioiacea
Rtenorhynchus speclosua

Trichotentrum fuscum
Trichopil^a torcilis

Warrea Lindeniana
Zygopetalum crinitum
'brachypelalum
ilackayi

IN MARCH AND APRIL.

Epidendrum aurantiacum
bicornutura
crss^ifolium
Hanburyanum
uiacrochilum
Stamfordianura

Laclia cianabarina

flava
majuUs

Leptotes serralata

Oaontoglossum Warneri
* Oncidiura ampUfttam.

parcodea
eessile

sphacplatum
Phdjns WallicUii

Raccolabium rainiatum

Trichopilia suavis

Yanda cristata

insignis

Arpophyllum giganteum
Bletia patula
Burlingtonia fragrans

Camarotis purpurea
Cattleya amethystoglosaa

Skioneri
Chysis bractescena

Coryanthes speriosa

Cypripedium caudatum
hirsutissimum
Tillosum

Dendrobium aggregatum
anosmum
Cambridgeanum
crepidatum
Dalhout^ianum
densiflorum
Farmeri
fimbriatum
Utuiflorura
primulinum

Perhaps the above wxU scarcely answer to

request for "a short list " ^"^ ^^ ^° -a=v f.^

As *' B. H." says nothing about price

sidered this element in making the above selection; but

3J3 some of those named bear excessiv<jly high prices, I sub-

join the names of a few other species, all truly desirable.

Zygopetalum roatratum

B. H.'s"

but it is easy to select, and I

oouirnorwell omit any known to me as meeting tke eon-

ditions.—P. H. G.

;1

FAILUEE OF HYACINTHS IN GLASSES.

My Hyacinths in glasses have given up growing. Thef

did very fairly at first and have excellent roots, but the leaves'-

are only about li inch long, and the flower-spikes, onl^

half protruded, are beginning to burst into flower. J»

have changed the water several times, using sweet ram
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water, and put a piece of charcoal in each glass, but the

water soon becomes offensive, smelling strongly of sulphur-

etted hydrogen. The glasses have been and are kept in the

window of a warm room by day, and in a warm corner by

night. Crocuses in pots under the same conditions have

come into flower.—V. G. C.

[Failure of Hyacinths is a common occurrence this year,

and we believe that it arises from the bulbs being taken up

in Holland before they have been perfected, in order to

supply the very early demand for them in this country. We
fear that you cannot aid your Hyacinths. Try the effect of

adding one drop of spirit of hartshorn to the water in each

glass. Change the water every week, adding the same
smaD quantity of the hartshorn to the fresh water.]

HEATING A SMALL CUCTJMBEE-HOUSE.
Being a poor man, with every minute of the day occupied

in business, yet being passionately fond of flowers, and hor-

ticulture generally, I do manage by getting up early, and
going to bed very late, to cai-ry out Tom Moore's advice,

"that the best of all ways to lengthen our days, is to steal a

few hours from the night;" flnding, also, some truthful

consolation in Longfellow' words

—

'* If you want a thing done, you m'ast do it yourself, John.'*

So much for preamble.
In my spare mornings and evenings last summer I built

myself a small house, which you would designate " a pit,"

I think. I bought your " Heating Manual," and " Green-

houses," &c., and capital little books they are, but I cannot

find exactly what suits my case in heating by gas, as I

want to do. Well, this little house, allow me to call it

so, is 18 feet long, 4i feet wide (don't laugh), 4 feet to the

glass in front, and 7-i feet to the glass at top. I have sunk
the path 1 foot or more to get head room. I take 18 inches

off the width for path, as though I yield to no man in respect

for crinoline, I do not wish to see it in my little place, albeit

I am, what Miss Mitford called us aU, a vagabond, alas ! a
bachelor ! Well, 4J feet will be 54 inches, 18 from that will

leave 36 inches for border in front. Now, in this space

18 feet long, and 3 feet wide, last June I put a little half-

spent dung fr'om my frame, some loam and leaf mould on the
top, and put in six Cucumber plants, strong ones, and six

Melons. I trained them up the roof, and cut scores of Cu-
cumbers, and fifteen Melons, ripe, and pronounced of good
flavour. This was to the astonishment of my fi-iends who
laughed at my enthusiasm at first. Now, I want to heat
this little place. I am so engaged as to fear that the fire of

an ordinary flue, &c., would be neglected, and I have a great
fancy for gas. I noticed recently what strikes me as a
capital little boiler, and I think I can have one made of

galvanised iron by my neighbour the tinker, much cheaper,

and as effective. Please say if earthenware pipes (3 or 4 inch,

which ?) would do, and where they can be procured, what
length, and would one-inch or two-inch lead pipes do to
connect with the boiler? One pipe to run along in front

close to the ventilator for top heat, the return-pipe to go,

covered with clinkers, &c., below the soil. I want to use
this house early in spring for propagating, raising seeds,

&c., so I should not want to begin Cucumbers very soon. If

1 have an air-pipe in the highest part of the flow-pipe, there
will be no need of an air-pipe in the boiler, I suppose. If

the enclosed plan will heat 50 feet of four-inch pipe, and
my piping will only be about 3S feet, so much the better for

me. One more query 1 must trouble you with, and that is

the best kind of Cucumber to grow in a house. Last year
I had what should have been Ayres' Black Spine, but it was
a white one. The Melon was Bromham Hall, but out of the
six plants there were two quite different from the others.

—

CueuMis BATrvus.

[We congratulate you on your success. The cutting so
many Cucumbers, and fifteen good Melons from a low house
or pit 18 feet long, 4i feet wide, 4 feet to the glass in front,

and 7^ feet to glass at back, is proof that in such a house
you have done well. The sinking of the 18-inch pathway to
obtain more head room was a good idea, and we presume
yon used board or brick on edge to keep the three-feet bed
in front from your pathway, so as to keep all clear for your-

self, if you debar the dear girls and their crinoline. Now,
you want to heat this little narrow place, and wish to have
bottom and top heat, and to do it with gas, which for your
circumstances has many advantages, as by regulating the

tap you can also regulate the power of the gas jets, so as

just to keep the water warm. But few this we believe the

simplest plan would have been a small furnace outside, and a
small flue some 4i inches wide, inside measure, to go below
your bed, and return by the pathway to the chimney. Or
ify6u merely wished top heat, a small gas stove, or a small

brick Ainott's stove would have answered every purpose.

To make either of these answer for both kinds of heat, how-
ever, would require a chamber round them, and more trouble

in the management. On the whole, then, we approve of

such a little copper boiler as you allude to, as made by Mr.
Lynch White, and if the water is not heated above 170° or

180°, there will be no necessity for the iron jacket being
placed round it. No doubt your neighbour will make one of

galvanised iron cheaper, but it will not last so long. We
see no necessity for the air-tap in the boiler. If you have a
small supply cistern at the highest point of your flow-pipe,

that will be quite sufficient.

We would not advise you to have earthenware-pipes in

such a nice little house, but to have two nine-feet metal
lengths for top heat, and the same for bottom heat. Tou
will thus do with about three supports for your pipes, one at

each end, and one in the middle. You would want more
supports for earthenware, and if a leak took place below your
clinkers, &c., it would be diificult to get at it. With nine-

feet lengths, which, if three or four-inch will cost from
2s. 6d. to 3s. per yard, you need have no more than one
joint in the middle of your house. We would not object to

the boiler being 12 or 15 inches in height instead of 10|.

Now, as from what you say, we should judge you wish the

matter to be as simple as possible, so that you and your
neighbour may do all the work required, this is how we
would advise you to do. Get your boUer of strong galvanised

ii-on if you like, or even block tin, only it will not last so

long. Set the boiler so far raised above the floor tha'b you.

can turn a rough broom of hair inside frequently to keep
it clean, and make sure that the smoke-opening, though
small, is kept clear, that the gas-smoke may escape out of

the house instead of being sent back again. The space

of outlet should, however, be small, and the throat should

have a plate across, to send the heated air back again like a

damper, with two other small holes at the side to let it

escape. Then the next thing is to have a flange, or a hole

made at top and bottom for a one-inch lead pipe to be firmly

lioldered to each place, for connecting the top and bottom
pipes for heating. These will heat quickly if made of gal-

vanised iron or tin, but they wiU not last a lifetime lite

the cast iron ones. Now, as ah'eady said, we will only have
two joints in these pipes, and that is in the middle of the

house. At both ends of the house we will use wooden plugs

for the ends of the pipes, and through these we will take the

connecting lead pipes. Thus for tlie flow-pipe, we will set

it in its place, make a plug—say 6 inches long, with a hole

in the middle of it scari-ely an inch in diameter, and through
that, and fastened securely with white lead, we wUl place

the end of the inch flow-^jipe from the boiler; the return-

pipe will be done the same way. Then we fasten the joints

of the pipes in the middle, seeing that they properly fit, and
after putting in some tow and red lead at the sockets, we fill

up firmly with the same, using a thin spatula and a mallet,

or even Portland cement, jjiished firmly in when as tough as

it can well be made. Then at t!'.e further end, we use a
similar plug to each pipe, and connect them together with a
similar piece of lead pipe. Thus without bends, curves, or

more regular joints than two, the means of circulation are

complete.
But you have as yet no water in the boiler or pipes, and

have left no means for letting it in. We have thought,

however, of all that. We would in placing the flow-pipe of

nearly 18 feet make the farther end some 3 inches higher

than the end next the boiler. At that highest end we wotdd
drill a hole—say 1 inch—in the pipe, behind the plug, fii a
one-inch pipe into it securely by one end, and the other end
securely into the bottom of a small cistern, to rest on the

pipe—say 12 inches by 15. Wood will do as well as anything,

or zinc or galvanised iron. Here you put in the water slowly.
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and when full this cistern will always tell you how the
pipes are supplied, and will serve as an air-outlet as well.

We prefer filling such a place slowly, that the air may escape
as the water takes its place. The lower pipe should descend
as gradually to the boiler as the upper one rises to it. One
remark more as to this lower pipe. The higher it lies in the
bed—that is, the higher above the bottom, aye or even the
top, of the boiler, the better it will act. And, again, if the
bottom of the bed is concreted so as to hold water, at least
to a degree, and the covering of clinkers is so thin as to be
near your plunging-bed, or growing-bed, the more will the
pipe tell as a promoter of bottom heat. It is true that heat
will rise, but it is equally true that if such a pipe be covered
with a foot of rovigh rubble, the heat will be in a great mea-
sure confined to the rubble, especially if this is placed very
open, and there is no admittance of air to these openings.

• If a few small openings from the pathway of the house are
in connection with these openings, the heat will ascend
more freely. If the material become very dry, or the bottom
of the bed be caked with dryness, the heat will not ascend
well ; but either in your bed for cuttings, or for Cucumbers,
you can leave a few small drain-pipes standing up, one end
above the soU, and the other among the clinkers, and pouring
water in will cause the heat to rise more kindly and uni-
formly. These tiles may be plugged or opened as deemed
necessary. We shall be glad to hear how you manage and
succeed. OfCucumbers, Carter's Champion, Munro's Kabley,
and Sion House Improved, are good for such a house. Brom-
ham HaU is a good Melon ; Turner's Gem, and Golden Per-
fection, are also good.]

COMMENDATIONS AT THE CEYSTAL PALACE
EOSE SHOW.

Will you aUow me to suggest that it would, I think, give
great satisfaction to exhibitors at this Show if good stands
ot flowers not in the prize-list were highly commended or
commended, as is done at poultry shows? We cannot all

take prizes, but I must say that it is not satisfactory, after
aU one's trouble and expense, to be altogether unnoticed.
The expense of a few cards would be so trifling, and the
gratification given to exhibitors so great if this plan were
adopted, that I am surprised no one has thought of it

before.—P.

manure, which upon examination a short time afterwards, I
found had set the roots working nicely, in fact, the border
was like a mild hotbed. The Vines, which were formerly
trained two to a light, were every alternate one cut down to

the fi'ont sash, and those remaining close-pruned on the
spiur-system, and painted with a mixture of soft soap, sul-

phvxr, &c.

The Vines were gently started in the beginning of March

;

they broke well and strongly, and produced 116 bunches of
well-flavoured and well-coloured fruit, the bunches averaging
1 J lb. each, being more than double the crop of the previous
year, and they were quite free from mildew all through the
season.

The sorts are Chasselas Musque, Sweetwater, Wilmot's
Black Hambxirgh, and Muscat Hamburgh, and I must
not omit to mention, that the house has to do duty as a
warm gi-eenhouse. The Vines have made capital strong
wood this season, perfectly clean, and, in fact, have done aU
that could be desired of them.

I have detailed this experiment in the hope that it might
throw some light on the cause and cure of mildew, or, at
any rate, if it only cheer some brother in distress and prompt
him to do as I have done and find a remedy, I shall be well
rewarded.

—

Buentwood, P.D.

SUCCESSFUL VINE-LIFTING.
Having read in your excellent Journal an article on Vine-

lifting, in answer to a correspondent signing himself "J. H.,
Nairnshire," and as facts in gardening are usually worth
recording, I will state my own experience on the subject.

In a lean-to vinery of about 30 feet in length, lofty and
well built, the Vines were planted about fifteen years ago,
and bore weU for several years ; but owing to over-cropping
and high feeding with manure water (than which nothing
spoils a Vine-border sooner), they gradually dwindled and
suffered so much from mildew, shanking, &c., that it was
necessary to do something by way of remedy. My employer
suggested cutting the old Vines out and replanting with
young ones, but not liking the idea of doing this without
giving them a chance, I obtained his permission to give
them one more year, in which, if possible, to regain their
character. I at once set to work to take out the old border
and re-make it. I had every handful of the old soil taken
out to the depth of 5 feet, and to my consternation found
that the few roots of the Vines had gone straight down
5 feet through the border, and after making their way
through the drainage had penetrated into the subsoil some
3 or 4 feet farther, which made me almost despair of doing
anything with them, as the only roots that I could preserve
were about the thickness of a man's thumb, and about a
yard long. I worked away and made a new border of the
usual materials, having first properly drained it, but this
time only 3 feet deep. The Vines were replanted on the
23rd of December, 1863, which, I believe, according to the
usual theory on the subject, is the wrong time, but the
result proved that this rule is not without exception. Let me
m ^'^^s^er, that I was obhged to do it then or not at all.

The border was then covered up with 2 or 3 feet of stable

WOEK FOE THE V^EEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

After so much frost and snow as we have had at inter-

vals during the last five or six weeks, the soil, where due
attention was paid to trenching, ridging, and forking, may
be expected to have received much benefit by their purifying

and pulverising action, and to be now in a good condition

for some of the principal crops. As we may now expect

drying winds, less intense frost and more sun, no time
should be lost in making good all deficiencies in autumn
plantations of Cabbages, and getting in forthwith a new
plantation of the strongest and healthiest plants to follow in

succession. A small portion of seed of some good variety

should also be sown in a sheltered corner, in order to have
plants at command and that may be depended upon at the
moment they are required. The space allotted for Carrots,

Onions, Beet, &c., should be constantly forked up on suitable

mornings, exposing to the influence of the atmosphere as
much surface in as rough a condition as possible, in order

to have it in good working order by seed-time, which is

now fast approaching. Cauliflowers, make a fresh sowing in

the frame, and look over the seedling plants that are up,

also the seedling plants of Lettuces, &c., and sprinkle a
little dry sand or dry earth amongst them, as they are very
liable to damp off at this season; also thin them out if

crowded, as nothing tends more than this to cause them to

fog-off. Celery, make a small sowing in heat. Parsnips, now
is a good time to sow the main crop in ground deeply trenched,

with the manure at the bottom ; it is a very useful vege-

table, and none pays better for care in cultivation. Potatoes

of an early sort may now be planted on a warm south border.

Trenching and manuring may stiU be carried on. Let the

edgings of walks be made good, and the gravel turned and
rolled, fresh gravel being added where necessary. The side

walks or alleys should have a good coating of coal ashes

laid on ; this is a good material for the purpose, as it does

not form a puddle after a frost or in wet weather.

FRUIT GARDEN.
In carrying on the operations of trenching up fruit-tree bor-

ders it is advisable to examine the roots of luxuriant-growing

trees, and remove some of the largest ; it is better, however,

to follow a regular system of root-pruning, because it ei»-

ables us to keep the roots near the surface. Pnining and
nailing must be completed without delay, and the inter-

ruption in the work, occasioned by the late inclement wea-

ther, must be made up for by corresponding energy now.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Avoid all indiscriminate use of the knife in pruning. We

would recommend cutting back the shoots of Moss and Pro-

vence Eoses to three or four buds, because if not pruned in

this severe manner the heads will soon become straggling

and weak, and cease to produce vigorous flower-buds. Hy-
brid Provence, French, Hybrid Bourbons, Damaak Per-
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petuals, and Hybrid Perpetuals should have the strong

shoots shortened to within six or eight buds from the

bottom, removing all the small spray and cross branches and

spurs which have produced bloom last season, leaving the

shoots at regular distances. Hybrid China Eoses are so

impatient of the knife, that if pruned in the same manner
as recommended for the preceding classes they will scarcely

put forth a flower. The shoots ought by all means to be

left nearly their full length, merely cutting oif the tips of

the shoots, and thinning some of them out where too thick.

The Sweet, Hybrid, and Austrian Briars should be pruned

in the same manner, and an abundance of bloom will be the

result. To have a succession of flowers of the summer va-

rieties it is only necessary to leave some trees unpruned till

AprU, they will come in a fortnight later. In pruning cut

close to the bud, the wound will soon heal over. Commence
the pruning and nailing of Eoses and climbers against walls.

Complete all new work and improvements which have been

retarded by the severity of the weather. See that Hearts-

ease, Pinks, &e., in beds or borders are not thrown out of

the ground by the late frost. If they are loose fasten them.

Proceed with planting-out biennials as soon as the ground

is in a fit state, and prepare a little grovmd in a warm corner

for sowing Stocks and some of the best of the annuals for

transplanting.

GEBENHOtJSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
Orange trees in tubs or pots should be carefully examined

in order to ascertain whether or not the roots are in a

healthy state, and those requiring more room should be

shifted at once. In many instances, however, it may not

be possible to afford large specimens a shift : in that case

remove as much of the surface soil as can be done m ithout

injuring the roots, and replace it with a mixture of good
loamy turf, broken bones, decayed cowdung, and sand, and
see that the balls of the plants are in a moist healthy con-

dition. Manure water is of great service to Orange trees,

and may be applied freely at all seasons, particularly when
they are starting into growth. It is quite impossible to

use the syringe to advantage in many conservatories, and
under such circumstances when the weather is favourable

the flowering plants should be removed to one end of the

house, and the twiners, &o., given a liberal washing with

the engine, which will also greatly assist in keeping the

glass clean. This should be done before the twiners start

into growth, as there wiU be no danger of injuring the tender

foliage while the plants are in a dormant state. As the

season advances give more air to the houses. See that suit-

able composts are ready under cover for potting and sowing

seeds. Some of the hardwooded plants may now be pro-

pagated by oiittings where a gentle bottom heat can be

kept up.
STOVE.

Young plants of Aphelandra, also of Poinsettia and Eu-
phorbia fulgens, raised from short cuttings now, and kept

growing in a cool part of the stove all the summer near the

glass, will make nice dwarf-flowering plants by winter. The
cuttings ai'e to be rooted in moist heat. Many of the Justicias,

Eranthemum pulchellum, and some of the Begonias may be

treated in a similar manner; and all these will be found

exceedingly ornamental in the winter months. Eranthe-

mum piUchellum has fine blue flowers, those of Justicia

flavicoma (or Calytricha) are yellow, Begonia Martiana is

deep rose pink, and the Euphorbia fulgens, Poinsettia pul-

cherrima, and Aphelandra cristata and aurantiaca are of

various shades of red and scarlet.

DUNG-PIT.

Of all the plants which delight in dung heat there are

none which are so much at home in it as Clerodendrons and
Ixias, and hence some nice stocky plants of each should be

potted and placed under its influence at once. The former

delight in a free open soil, consisting of loam, peat, and
leaf mould, with a little rotten cow-dung and silver sand

;

and the Ixoras in pure turfy peat, with charcoal and gritty

sand. If the plants are well rooted, give a liberal shift,

but do not overdo them. In addition to these plants may
be named Dipladenia splendens, Crytoceras reflexum, AUa-

manda oathartica and A. grandiflora, Luculia gratissima

and Pinciana, Gardenias, Schubertia graveolens, Stepha-

aotis, &c., and such softwooded plants as Gesneras, and

Achimeues. In the management of the pit keep a fine

gi-owing heat of from 60° to 70°. Shut up early in the

afternoon, but open the sashes a little before leaving for

the night.
PITS AND FEAMES.

Sow seeds of Mignonette, Ten-week Stocks, Cockscombs,
Balsams, and many tender and half-hardy annuals.—^W.

Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
kitchen gaeden.

Out of doors much as in previous weeks, the ground being

too hard up to Thursday night to attempt doing anything.

On Wednesday and Thursday we uncovered Cauliflowers,

Eadishes, Lettuces, Endive, &c., that were merely protected

fi-om the frost, and had been covered for eight or ten

days. Peas on tiu'ves. Beans, &c., placed between rows of

Potatoes in frames, were uncovered oftener, as the little

heat below them would otherwise have caused themto spindle

weak. Wednesday and Thursday were good days for un-

covering what had been a long time covered, as though the

air was mUd, there was no sun, and the plants would be

gradually inured to the light. After being covered a long

time—say a fortnight or a month, it is as well not to give

them bright sun aU at once. Extremes of aU kinds should

be avoided. Young Cucumbers in frames, with little be-

low them except tree leaves, are slightly drawn, as in the

severe weather we could give them little air, and could oidy

uncover part of the glass opposite the plants without re-

ducing the temperature rather much. A few of these mild

days with a little sun, will make them aU right. Sowed a

few more ; it is always advisable to keep a few plants for

succession.

Put up another bed for Cucumbers, to be in readiness,

making the bottom of half-sweetened dung and leaves, and

the top of sweet leaves. This is making the most of the

material, the rank steam will become sweet enough before

it passes through the leaves. We scarcely ever turn over a

heap of fermenting material several times in the old-

fashioned way, as that would lessen our limited supply, and

send a great quantity of heat into the open air, which we
would like to be used in giving some things a fair start.

We also use few leaves in a heap of dung until the dung
is heating and fermenting freely, as too much heat from the

dung would waste the leaves ; but in all cases where this

rough-and-ready mode is followed, care must be taken_ to

have 1 foot or 15 inches of thoroughly sweet fermenting

matter over the surface of the bed. Such beds, made of ma-

terial not too much decomposed, keep up a more regular heat,

and for a much longer time, than from dung and general

fermenting material too much decomposed. We make it a

rule, however, to make our beds wide enough to be able to

bank up the outside of our frames almost to the top, so that

the heat of the enclosed atmosphere is a good deal derived

from the boards or wall inside, instead of having to pass

through the soil, &c., fii-st, which gives some chance of burn-

ing the roots. This banking-up and protecting the outside

of the bed with long litter or branches, renders fresh linings

of little importance until the season is well advanced.

Here, on the question of Linings, we would with all due

respect, say a word on pigeon-holed walls for pits for forcing,

in reference to the answer to " Deomio," page 137. No
doubt pigeon-holes are very useful, but when they aie

present, one of two things must be attended to—either the

fermenting material for the linings must be sweetened

before using it, or care must be taken that no steam from

such linings can pass into the atmosphere, where Cucuin-

bers. Melons, or other tender plants are gi-own. The latter

may be done, either by having a secure-floored chamber

beneath the bed, or flues, on the McPhail system, or by

keeping the soil of the bed fii-mly secured against the waUs

above the height of the pigeon-holes. What we wish to say,

however, is chiefly this, that several times we have wrought

pits with soUd waUs by linings with very great advantage,

and with great economy as to preparing the dung for other

beds and frames.
. ....

One advantage of the soUd-wall system is, that if you use

ordinary care in giving air, no deleterious steam can pass

into the place. In one case, inside, we made a nice little bed
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of Bweet fermenting material in the -usual way, and in that

case the liningB were used to keep up the bottom and top

heat. In another case, the inside of the pit was roughly filled,

very openly, to the suitable height, with stones, olinkers, &c.,

a thin slate bottom put loosely over aU, and on this the soil

was placed. Some small drain-pipes every 3 feet or so, were

fixed inside back and front, one end communicating with

the rough chamber, and the other end opening into the

atmosphere of the pit. This prevented what might have

taken place from an enclosed non-conducting body of air, and

to a certain extent kept the enclosed air of the pit in move-

ment. Owing to changes, we do not work pits in the same
way now—in fact, have none with linings ; but the solid

walls which we did work, were built in three ways. One of

these pits had nine-inch piers opposite each ralter, the rest

was single brick on bed, laid in first-rate mortal made with

washed sand that made it almost as good as cement, and in

this, opposite the centre of each light, a stout slate 1 inch

thick, 3 feet by 2, was fixed in the front and the back wall.

Given plenty of good fresh horsedung from the stable, and

such a pit, unless in the severest weather, could easily be

kept at a temperature of from 70° to 80°.

A second pit had nine-inch piers opposite the rafters,

which were 4i feet apart, and the rest of the wall was_ of

4J-inch work from brick-on-bed. This also was built with

first-rate mortar, not Hme and mud. Provided we had the

material, we never had any diiEculty in obtaining plenty of

heat. The third case was a nine-inch wall. It had been
pigeon-holed for Pines ; but, as there was no heat but linings,

it used to give us too much internal moisture in winter, and
so we blocked the holes all up. In turning linings against

snoh a nine-inch wall, we took care to keep the hot half-

sweetened material next the wall, and the fresh, new
material more at the outside ; and frequently we have felt

the inside of the wall in the morning, and found it as warm
as a flue. In sxich a thick wall it would be necessary to

have a wide lining in winter, and in mild weather extra

heat could be neutralised by extra air.

Where there is abundance of fermenting material the

nine-inch wall would do well enough, but on the whole we
would much prefer the 4^-inch wall, or brick-on-bed, and the

smallest possible joints, with the best mortar. In all these

cases abundance of manure must be pre-supposed. In the

cases in which we used such pits we banked them up pretty

well to the wall-plate, and there was no want of fresh stable

manure when wanted. We brought it and placed it round
these pits at once, and thus made them the preparing and
fermenting-heaps for making beds below frames, removing
it as it became sweet enough for that purpose, and supplying
fresh, but always leaving enough at the sides of the pit to

prevent a sudden check fi-om want of heat. We found this

a very economical mode of sweetening the dung for other

beds, where the least rank steam would be destructive;

whilst, as respects these pits themselves, no steam could

pass through the walls. The only thing that required care

was to watch the direction of the wind in giving air, so that

no rank steam should blow in at the opening. We hope our
worthy coadjutors will excuse this statement, as we believe

there are many cases where solid-walled pits, heated by
linings, would be as useful as those mth pigeon-holed walla,

and in some respects less dangerous. Last season we were
much grieved to see the wrecks of Cucumbers and Melons
in such a pigeon-holed pit, belonging to an enthusiastic

amateur. He had brought the mowings of his lawn to the
lining; a crack, unobserved, had separated the soil inside

from the wall of the pit, and up this the rank steam ascended,

carrying ruin with it.

Gave more room to Dwarf Kidney Beans, sowed more
took the chance of the thaw to take up more Sea-kale and
Ehubarb, and put them in the Mushroom-house. Put, also,

a few barrowslul of dung on a bed now preparing for Mush-
rooms, and cleaned and swept these bearing. We have con-

stant proofs of the retentiveness of vegetable Hfe. The last

bed was pretty green with a crop of Oats. Mow these must
Sist have passed through the stomach of the horse, and
then been pretty well heated in a heap before being formed

into the bed, and still they grew freely. In moderation, we
do not think they do much harm. If much covering is used

that soon settles them. When a bed is backward, we prefer

ft little surface covering to giving much heat below the bed.

This covering increases the temperature of the air close to

the surface of the bed, and after some experiments and much
observation, we do not consider Mushrooms grown in the

dark at all inferior to those grown in light. In one sense

tbey often please better, as the buttons are generally so

white.

Ice Collecivng.—On Tuesday we had a rare day at this work,

filling our ice-well to the crown, and passages as well. From
the severe frost on Monday, the ice was not only fully 4 and
5 inches thick, but it was almost as hard as fUnts, and the

breaking was no joke. In fact, we could not break it very

much, only sufficiently so to obtain a lot of powdery matter
to fill up all holes among the lajger pieces, so as to exclude

air. We believe that if such ice had been cut in blocks and
carefully built together, with a little water run over so as to

fill up every cranny and be well frozen, it would have kept

better than with all our pounding and smashing ; but we
could not spare time for any such nicety. Even the breaking

we gave told upon the arms and shoulders of the breakers.

People who have the chance should try and store up a heap,

as, independently of the loxnry, many a useful life has been

Saved in the case of fevers, &c., by a timely application of

ice. We could envy no owner the feelings that would lead

him to demur for a moment to filling a basket in such an

emergency.
In the coarse of time the covering of the dome of our well

and passage has been reduced, and the earth that is left has

been made like a honeycomb, by the combined effoi'ts of

rabbits and rats ; but as soon as convenient we must add to

the thickness of earth, and take means for preventing the

future burrowing of all such vermin.

FEUIT HAEDEN.
Out of doors little or nothing has been done. In-doora

Strawberries in bloom have been placed in the best placea ; I

but those swelling do so but slowly in such weather. Eegn-
I

lated Vines ; sprinkled those starting. Placed a foot or so

of warm leaves next the ground on the first vinery-border,

as the covering put on previously had become wet and cold

fr'om the snow soaking through it. Even though we removed
a good deal of it on other places, we were glad to let it

remain as the best of aU protectors. It has thus saved

vegetables and field crops very much. Sprinkled Peach
trees just as the buds were opening. In the Peach-house

mti( ed the ants very busy on one part of a tree, and feared

that all was not right ; and true enough there were two or

three patches of our old enemy the brown beetle. We at

once dusted all we could see with hellebore, and in a few

hours washed the place where we saw them with strong soft

soap water, and again with Gishurst. We did think we had
entirely destroyed them, and were much annoyed at their

re-appearance. We washed the whole of the woodwork and

the trees with hot soap-water : syringed all woodwork, trees,

pipes, &3., several times with the same at a temperature of

from 160° to 170°, or even more ; then we removed carefully

about 14 inch of the surface soU, sprinkled the surface of

what was left with hot water, and then top-dressed afresh,

washed the walls and painted the trees all over with Gis-

hurst, tied trees, and filled the house with bedding Gera-

niums. Now, after aU this care some perfect insect or some

eggs must have escaped all our heated water and painting.

We thought we had quite got rid of the worst insect ever

we met with; and we must carefully watch for the slightest

appearance of them, even of a single one, and give it no

chance by its amazing fecundity to fill the place again.

After such care we begin to fear that we introduce such

enemies at times in our fresh soil and our manm-e waterings

when taken from the dunghiU. It woidd be a safe plan to

boil the latter before using it when cool enough ; but then,

so few of us have such conveniences. We have forgotten to

mention that we smoked this Peach-house weU with tobacco

and bruised laurel leaves before we washed it ; and if not

brought in, some one or more, or some eggs, must have

escaped aU our care. We have observed no more as yet,

but these few if let alone would soon be myriads. la

fecundity the green fly is nothing to them.

OENAMENTAl DErAETMENT.
Here the chief work has been potting and taking dried

soil into warmer places. We have also cleared a pit of

young plants of Centaurea argentea or ragusina, and pre-
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pared it for cuttings, which, cuttings, as Verbenas, &:c., and
many of the best tender annuals for out-doors we will now
hurry on. For Verbena cuttings, &o., we will chiefly use
half-circular drain-tiles and old zinc spouting, or troughs, as

vessels. In two-feet lengths the latter malce admirable
vessels for propagating. A few holes in them do no harm.
Be the old spouts 2, or 3, or 4 inches or more across, it

matters not, they are alike useful. All we do to them is to

procure a pole the size of the spout, out it into round pieces

an inch wide, and then cut each in two with a billhook.

These two pieces just fit into the two ends, with a couple of

tacts at each end. It is best to leave a quarter of an inch or

so open at the bottom, as that with a little rough stuff at the

bottom of the trough is all that wiU be necessary for drainage.

For general ti-eatment of plants in greenhouse and stove,

we must refer to previous Numbers. In such fickle weather,
oare should be taken to give fresh air, and chiefly at the

top of the house, and in watering not to spill any on the
floor. Whatever is spiUed will evaporate, and in a frosty

night be condensed against the glass, and most likely if a
hot sun succeeds it will melt and fall like a showev-bath over
the house. A little air given early will help in this matter.

In fact, in frosty weather a little given at the top of the
house early wiU prevent the necessity of giving much any-
where during the day.
Moss I Lawns.—"We would just add one word on mossy

lawns. We thoroughly agree that if you pull up most of

the moss, you should also top-dress and sow, as stated in a
late Number. We once pretty well cleared a piece with
rakes, ic., and then dressed with some ashes and lime, but
that was not enough. We ought to have top-dressed richly

and sown the fresh seeds. The exposure of the roots of

j

the grass, by the tearing away of the moss, let the frost and
1
the cold take such hold as to kill the grass, and next season
the piece was like part of a fallow field. But unless where
the moss is disagreeably long and luxuriant, why meddle
with it at all ? No more grass lawn, however solid and clean,

can be half so agreeable as one formed partly of moss, if

yon do not sink much in it. In the one case you may have
such a comfort as you can enjoy from walking on the floor

of a room covered with stoiit oilcloth. In the other case
you may enjoy such a luxury as is presented by the spring-
ing; elasticity of a thick soft Turkey carpet. When a lawn,
tijo, is covered chiefly with short moss that keeps green in

moderate droughts, it is much more easily kept than one of
fine grass. We have known some of such thick mossy
lawns that a skiff with the scythe a few times in the season
was sufficient to keep in first-rate order. Destroy the moss
by all means, if it is so objectionable ; but if it is short and
firm, and you like a soft, elastic, easily-kept lawn, "let well
alone."—E. F.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Verbena vt.nosa Root-ctjttings (fl". ./., Bristol).—The cuttings of the

loots will, if you get them, strong, bloom mucb more freely than plants
obtained from seed.

Plants :n a Spare Room {T. B. A.).—\i we could look in upon you we
would better ascertain what you chiefly required to do to your spare room,
13 feet lonfr, 8 feet wide, and 8 feet hip:h, to'render it fitted for plants. You
speak of your kitclien garden being made over the slates of your coal-house
and pigsty. If your kitchen garden had been larger, or if you bad ground
to use as a flower garden, you might make it very attractive, and have vege-
tables earlier with the help of this spare room, whether you could easily
heat it or not. If you designed to use it chiefly for flowers, or a few early
Strawberries, &c.—in fact in whatever way, we would advise you to have
your window of 10 feet long made not 5, but 6 or 7 feet in height, so as to
have all tho light possible, thoueh 5 feet will do if you must abide by that
height ; but If so, we would place it so that the top of the glass was within
a foot of the ceiling. Even then the first 4 feet would be the most valuable
for growing plants of any kind, and the back part of the room would be
best for storing many things in winter. V,'hen you tell us what you are
most anxious to use such a room for, we will feel more than a pleasure In
helping you If we can. We have no doubt the rabbits will do in the place
proposed, but it will be advisable to let them have sods or earth to amuse
themselves with.

I

'White Tokat Ghape {R. R. (7.).—This is evidently the Vine you pur-
;
chased under the name of the " Torquay." It requires heat, and its fruit is

not highly flavoured.

Fine Picea pinsapo {A Subscriber).—We have been favoured with a
photograph of one of the finest specimens of this conifer that we have ever
known in this country. It is 42 feet in circumference round the lowest
branches, which touch the ground, and is 14 feet high, and perfectly sym-
metrical. It is growing in the grounds of F. Brown.JKsq., Farley Hill,

I Luton.

La Constanta STEAWsaanT (JT. M.).—It can he obtained from any of
the principal mmerymen in the vicinity of London.

Mcssett's Heating Apparatus.—Having noticed the complaint of your
correspondent, at page 118, against " Mussett's Patent Hot-water Ap-
paratus," I feel bound to state, in justice to the apparatus, that the one we
have at this place has fulfilled every expectntion. It was supplied by Mr.
Mussett last October twelve months, and has been doing duty in a house
14 feet by 7. My neighbour was less fortunate with his at first, as it seemed
determined to smoke and not make the water hot. We both condemned it

as not fit for the task assigned to it. One day he lighted up and prepared for

the usual result?, but the apparatus worked admirably, and it was only then
he found tb:it the previous failure was all due to his own carelessness in not
adjusting the lamps according to the printed directions.—H. Mobs.

Chamois Skin Waistcoats (.1 ^wfiscnier).—The so-called Chamois akin
is no other than the common untanned wash-leather so commonly used for

cleaning plate, &c.

Seeds from Au^itraiia (J. i!.).—Of the seeds sent all will be better of
being sown in pots, well drained, and then set iu a swct hotbed, and the
plants liardened-off by degrees after they are fairly up. 1. Leptospermum
ianigeruu), a woolly-leaved plant, might; do out of doors against a wall in

the south of England after the plant was well establi-shed. 2, Earybia
aculeata is a white-flowered Aster or Dai.'.y-like plant with prickly leaves,

3. Rulingia farinosa, a aoft-leaved, small, evergreen plant, named after the
botanist Ruling. 4. Lasiopetalum ferrugiueum, a rusty-looking woolly-
leaved plant with white flowers, requirinir a good deal of heath soil in the
compost to grow it well, and also particular drainage. 5. Callistachys

linearis. The seeds had better be steeped in warm water for twelve hours
before sowing, sayl30°. It is a dwarf slirub, with narrow leaves and reddish

flowers ; seeds enclosed in a pod : peat and loam. 6. Pomaderris lanigera, a
woolly-leaved plant with panicles of yellow flowers, requiring loam and peat.

7. Eucalyptus cotinifolia, corymbosa, or something like that. The whole
family is allied to the Myrtles, and have many of ihem fine foliage. In the

south of England they will stand out of doors. 8. Creatia, cannot make it

out. 9. Hamea elegaus. Sow in heat, prick off, and then pot off, and pot

on during summer and autumn. Keep in a temperature not belovi' 45° in

winter, and the plants will produce their feathery heads next 8ea80n---that

is, in 1866. 10. Creacia sertiena we presume to be Acacia serotina— if so,

steep the seeds before sowing. 11. Melaleuca uocinata, a rather atrong-

growing plant, and nearly hardy in the south of Eng'und against a wall.

12. PultenEeadaphnoides- Steepthe seeds. Neat shrub with small yellowish,

pea flowers. To oblige you we have given this running commentary to your
list, and would j ust add as a hint to others who now and then send such
lists of seeds: First, that these seeds of yours have either not been col-

lected by a botanist, or that you have spelt bis names very indifferently, as

some of them we have been obliged to guess at. Secondly, that though
some are singular in their foliaEe, we question if there is one of the prin-

cipal seedsmen about London who would not supply for a trifle those twelve

packets of seeds, and in a condition more likely to succeed from your sow-
ing than in the case of those sent home in the ordinary manner trom Aus-
tralia. Last season we were offered a part of several such collections to try

them, but we frankly said that we could not find room or time for them.

One who was very pressing we told how one that was a long time our co-

adjutor used to receive such packages with thanks, because it pleased the

donors, and then quickly put them in the fire-place.

Syuikoing Grape Vines (Per;jfca;ed).—The seeming contradiction arises

from deflciency of exulanation. The syringing was intended to be recom-

mended to cease from the time that the buds burst until after the fruit was
well set, and then to be given once a-week until the berries began to colour.

.It other times watering the paths, &c., will keep the air sufficiently moist.

We know that Gishurst compound may be kept dissolved ready for use, but

we are informed by the best authority that it is best to dissolve it at the time

it is needed.

Selecting Strawberrt Runners {J. (?.).—Mr. Fish says'he often takes

them as they come, but a number of experiments convinced him that the

first runners made by the Str iwberry became the strongest and best plants,

and the second and third runners the most IruitfuL

EticHARis AUAzoKicA («. .WefioJi).—Wlthout seeing the bulb we cannot

give an opinion as to whether it will revive. Treat is as directed in out last

Number, and it will soon give evidence either for or against itself.

Book (A Toung Gardener).—To instruct you in drawing, such as a gar-

dener finds advantageous, Loudon's "Self Instructor" will suit you. It

was published by Messrs. Longman. Any bookseller can ascertain the price

for you. (Inquirer) .—Jahuson's "Farmer's Encyclopoedia," pubUshed by-

Messrs. Longman, will suit you.

Skimmia japonica and Pbotinia .serrulata (F. if. J.).—The Skimmia.

is a low shrub, not suitable for a wall, but nevertheless fine for shady

places. It would do well in a north aspect, but is a rather slow grower.

Pbotinia eerrulata will do for a wall, but should have an east or west aspect.

It may do fairly on a northern one near Gloucester, but we should prefer

Ivies. The flowers are white, and resembling those of the Hawthorn. They

are interesting, but not particulaly conspicuous ; its chief attraction is its

evergreen foliage.

Cohpo,st for Ferns {J. J. /.).—You could not have a better compost

than that to be formed of your materials, loam, cocoa-nut fibre dust, char-

coal dust, and silver sand. If yours be the cocoa-nut fibre, and not the

dust, it is not good. The dust is like mabog;my sawdust. The proportions,

of the above materials for Ferns may be half cocoa-nut fibre dust, a quarter

loam (turfy yellow loam is best], and the remaining quarter equal propor-

tions of charcoal and silver sand. Such a compost will do well for Be-

gonias ; and there are few plants that would not do well in it.

Repotting Camei-lias (Zrfrrn).—Pot them in the beginning of April into

pots a size larger, but do not give a large shift. Dram the pots to one-thurd

their depth, and place over the drainage the rougher parts of the compost.

Prepare a compost of peat two-thirds, turfy loam one-third, with a free ad-

mixture of silver sand. In the absence of peat cocoa dust (out be sure that

it is dust, not fibre, for that is unsuitable) may be substituted for It. lurn

the plants out of the pots, carefully remove the drainage, and pick away the

old soil from between the roots with a pointed piece of wood, being careful

not to injure the roots. Pot rather firmly, but not very hard, and with the

collar of the plant alishtly elevated in the centre of the pot. In pottmgbe

sure no vacant space "is left between the ball and tho sides of the pot. The

soil should be worked down with a flat piece of wood, like a label m shape,

and a gentle tapping of the pot on the potllng-bench will help to fix the soil

and flu up any canties.
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Feogino-sottn Roses— Potting for Early Forcing ((?. i(.).— They
are layered in the eoil, and root freely from the stem of the shoot without
the Blanting cut as in 'jiyering ehrubs. We have layered them both ways,
and we like them bettei without than with an incision, as the shoot ie liable

to break when cut. The incision also impedes the sap flowitig into the
shoot, and causes a multiplicity of shoots in the centre of the plant. If
you want the shoots to root and form separate plants, an incision would
faciliate their rooting. The best time to pot Roses for early blooming is

early in September.

AiocASiA MET*LLiCA CULTURE (^n Old Suhscriler).—Turfy peat one-half'
and the other half turfy light loam and leaf mould in equal parts, with a
free admixture of silver sand, will grow it well. Drain the pot well. It
requires a night temperature of 60° in winter, and from 65° to 70° by day,
and when growing, or from March to October, a temperature of from 65° to
70° by night, and 80° to 90° by day. It requires a moist atmosphere when
growing, a plentiful supply of water at the root, but not so as to make the
soil sodden, and in winter enough to keep the soil just moist, very little

being needed at that season.

LiauiD Manure, Preparing and' Applying (K. D, T.), — Perhaps the
safest of all liquid manures is that formed by dissolving 2 ozs. of Peruvian
guano in a gallon of soft water twenty-four hours before applying it. This
is the proper strength for watering plants which have been planted out.
One ounce to a gallon of water is quite strong enough for watering plants in
pots. The drainings from the stable are a very valuable manure, but require
caution in using. They should be diluted with six times their volume of
rain water, but if partly diluted through water running into the tank they
will only need to be made weaker. If diluted, so as to be about the colour
and thickness of uafermented beer, the liquid will not be too strong for
flowering plants in pots. All rlants, with the exception of Heaths, Azaleas,
and plants grown in peat, may be watered to advantage with liquid manure
at every alternate watering; but to none should it be given until the plants
are growing freely, and the pots filled with roots at least at their sides. It
mast be discontinued after the plants bloom.

ViNEEY-BORCER AND Heatino {A Youug (?ardg«er).—Your Vinc-border
of 3 feet in depth will give you room for a foot of rough rubble at the
bottom. We approve or all that you propose. When you speak of walls
of single brick with piers do you mean walls of 4^ or 9 inches thick ? We
would certainly prefer 9 inches. A email or medium-sized boiler will do.
A conical one fed from the top will be easiest managed. For the vinery we
would have three pipes in front, if to be forced early four pipes, and two
pipes below propagating-bed. It would be well to make that into a span-
roofed pit with small moveable sashes, or little glazed frames on each side.
The heat then would be proportioned to the closeness maintained. These
glasses may either be loose or hinged at the apex. We prefer the former,
as they are so easily moved. For the span-houses, as it seems likely you
may use them for different purposes, we would have two four-inch pipes all
round, except at the doorways.

Lating-out A Roser\ {M, C.).—Itis quite a matter of taste as to whether
a rosery should be made with grass divisions or with gravel paths. The
latter for a large rosery we would decidedly prefer, as you can walk on them
in all weathers. We will criticise any plan, but decline giving one. Mean-
while we would direct your attention to No. 2 plan in the " Flower-garden
Manual," which yon may have from our office by post for 5rf. To improve
such a figure we would lessen the size of the central oval, and thus enlarge
the size of the four figures round it ; but much more artistic plans may be
adopted. A very simple and elegant plan for such a piece of ground, 48 feet
by 148, would be a circle or oval in the centre, and quarter moons round it

in succession to each end, and then a row of posts 12 feet high all round,
with chains between for climbing Roses.

Ventilating Small Greenhouse (iV. W. il/.).—If the ends of your small
hipped lean-to house are of glass we would have a ventilator at each end at
the apex, just below where the front roof and the short hip meet—say a tri-

angle with a base 2 leet long, and a perpendicular in the centre of that base
of 12 or 13 inches. A piece of wood 2 inches wide going up there would do
for hanging two ventilators to, which jou could open as needed. If you do
not adopt our plan we would make two ventilators, as you propose, beneath
the coping of the back wall.

Lobelia speciosa Seed Sowing (James iV.).—To succeed it is necessary
to sow the seed in g'^ntle heat early in March, and when the plants are large
enough to handle prick them off 2 or 3 inches apart in pans, continuing in
heat until the plants root freely, then harden off". We fear you will not
command heat enough in your dwelling-house to have them sufficienly for-
ward for planting out to flower well the same season. We find it requires
pushing to do this.

Akrangement Inside a Greenhouse {T. C. JT.),—In your lean-to house,
8 feet high at back, 5 feet high in front, and 8^ feet wide, we do not think
you could do better than have yourproposed wide stage or shelf of 18 inches
along the front—say 27 inches from the ground, then a pathw.iy of 2^ feet

;

then divide the space behind into three or four tiers of shelves— say the front
one 2i feet from the ground, and the upper one 2 feet from the glass. This
ironld enable you to keep and grow a considerable number of dwarf nlants
not much above 2 feet in h<3ight. If you wished for taller plants you could
have a walk down the middle ot 2^ feet, and a flat plattorm or stage of

34i inches on each side. This would secure more head room. The first plan
wotild be best for numbers of email plants. The second would do for taller
ones, and be more simple.

Amartllis for a Stove and Greenhouse (J. 5.). — The Habranthus
group of Amaryllide are the best and easiest managed for the purpose.
They require less trouble and heat in winter than the Eucharis amazonica
{Bee page 1C3), but if they have a lift in spring they bloom better and earlier
in winter.

Shading a Geeenhodbe (Idem).—The best material is stout canvass, and
it is a creat protection in winter. Frlgi domo as a lighter material anawers
well. Strong size with the least whitening answers well for sammer. Shades
constantly in use soon wear out. We believe double glass would be better.

Fears.—There is an omission in my Pear article which makes St. Michel
Archange one of the three Pears not yet fully proven. Barbe Nelis should
come in after St. Mich- 1 Archange. Barbe Nelis, Avocat Nells, and Iris
Gr^goire are the three U-iieved to be good.—W. F. Radclvffe.
Nauk9 of Fruits (E. F. D.).—\y London Pippin; 2, Winter Pearmain

;

4, Dutch Mignonne; 6, Winter Pearmain; 8, Colonel Vaughan's. Others
not recogniued.

Names op Plants {R. P. B., Kerry.)—Your Mosses are—1, ft Tortula;
2, Polytrichum nanum ; Z, Bryura; 4, Tortula muralia ; 5, Trlchostomom
polyphyllumj 6, Hypnum praelongum; 7, Bryum punctatum ; 8, Hypnum
proliferum.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOTJSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

THOUGHTS ON POULTRY SHOWS.
The list of fortboomicg events in "our Journal" has

become "small by degrees and beautifully less," telling most
of us that the season of rest has arrived, during which we
must brace ourselves up for the fresh campaign. I hope
that as exhibitors will probably do their best, committees
wiU strive to do theirs. "Rest and be thankful" does not
suit us poultry-fanciers. Sometimes it appears to me that
the type of a prize schedule of a show is unaltered from
year to year, kept ready, cut and dried for the next meeting,
no addition, no improvement made. I have been disposed to
think this, even in so good a show as the now defunct
Crystal Palace Exhibition. Schedule-framers appear to fancy
they have arrived at perfection. We are all interested in the
success and stability of shows, and if I therefore string

together a few thoughts, others may be able to add theirs.

We are tolerably agreed that they succeed best as

adjuncts to agricultural meetings. We are not quite so

agreed that the classes in minor shows should depend on the
locality, myself being disposed to think that if there are

classes, exhibitors will fill them. There is no question that
" grand " shows should contain classes for varieties of all

breeds in any way moderately kept, and in some varieties to

a greater extent than at present. My previous analysis of

entries has proved this with regard to Brahmas, and I may
here state, en passant, that although at Bradford a class

for Brahmas was added very late in the day, it filled very
respectably, nearly equalling the Dorkings, although they had
a silver cup temptation, and greatly surpassing Spanish and
some of the other breeds. I may just say, by-the-by, as I
see a reply to Mr. Leworthy, in one of the late Numbers of
" our Journal " from " our Editors," stating they remain of
the same opinion still as regards this breed, that the dis-

cussion carried on in these pages has not had a similar effect

on others, and that I have received a letter fr-om a gentleman
who happened to know my nom de plume, in which he says
that the discussion has completely convinced him of the
distinct character of the Brahma, and it will be agreeable
to Mr. Leworthy to know that his communication had a
great deal to do with the decision.

In framing rules I would suggest that the time between
the show and the last day for entries is often unnecessarily

long. In the largest shows a fortnight would apppear to be
quite sufficient, and it is luifair to other exhibitors to accept
entries after the date. This, I fear, is often done; at any rate,

the same number occurring twice in a catalogue with *

attached, and always to the same exhibitor's name, is sus-

picious. I believe that if the time of entry were of shorter
duration more entries would be received, as it is difficult to

say one month beforehand what it may be in our ability

to do.

Further, I think that exhibitors would increase in number
if committees showed them a little more courtesy. I am
not saying too much when I write that the exhibitors are the
most important part of the affafr, and that without exhi-

bitors we can have no shows. It is, therefore, a matter of

importance to keep this class in good temper. There are
several little matters which would help to do so, and which
I now throw out as suggestions to committees.

Firstly, why not let it be a rule that with the labels a
ticket of admission, not transferable, should be sent. Very
often it would not be used, still it would give a kindly feeling

towards the show in question to find you are not forgotten.

Secondly, I think that as soon as possible after the
opening of the show a catalogue and prize list should be
forwarded free to each exhibitor. Committees will say, "This
is one of the items by which we hope to make money."
Granted, yet it should not be out of the exhibitors, many of

whom have had nothing but expenses. I have often thought
that in printing catalogues, as we occasionally see them,
a great deal of money and paper is wasted. Take the
Brighton catalogue as an example. In other points cata-
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logues sometimes have not sufficient printing. Take the "any
other variety class," how often are the names of the birds

omitted ? This must be the fault of either the secretary

or the exhibitor. If the former, he ought to be blamed ; if

the latter, he ought to be disqualified for incomplete entry.

Can any plan be devised for putting a stop to painting

legs, &c. ? Publicity does not seem to lessen it, as a name
exposed by you some months ago is shortly afterwards found
out at the same game again. Why not add a rvde that all

such pens should be forfeited to the committee ? It would
also be well and, I think, perfectly allowable for the secretary

to intimate to the judge that certain pens would require a
close inspection as a " painter " and " dyer " is the exhibitor.

" Selling classes " have become very fashionable. Have
they answered the ends for which they were designed ? I

fancy not. I know that at one show first and second prize

pens were claimed by their owners before the show was
judged ! in fact, entered for the prize, not for sale. I doubt
if this can be remedied, a law preventing it could so easily

be set aside by a friend claiming the pen ; but it is worthy
the consideration of exhibitors and committees. Possibly, as

it is a class that pays very well for its extra prizes, com-
mittees win wink at this.

I do not think that managers of shows always carry out
sufficiently their promise of paying every attention to the
specimens. I have frequently before in your pages said that
as regards food, they are too generous, but " every care

"

includes other matters, and the size of the exhibition pens is

one of them. Baskets are bad, the open spaces let the
cooks' tails protrude, and they are ruffled and broken. When
baskets are used there should be some discrimination, so as
not to give a smaller basket to Cochins than Bantams.
Another point, often urged, and nearly as often forgotten,
the placing all the entries in a class in the same light, is

essential to please exhibitoi-s.

Lastly, to bring my long yarn to a conclusion, I would
make another suggestion that I think would greatly increase
the entries. Gradually it has become an established rule to
limit Game hens to one. Bradford has set the example in
aU the breeds. It was allowed that the specimens at this
show were first-rate throughout. Had not this rule some-
thing to do with it ? Many have a single very good hen.
Again, the carriage is lessened, and now that some of the
railway authorities seem to throw cold water on us instead
of helping us, this is a great consideration. May Bradford
in this respect find many followers ! Then, perhaps, classes
for "pairs of pullets " might be better than they now axe.

—

Y.B.A.Z.
P.S.—I have just seen Mr. J. Wright's note as to Brahmas

at Bradford. I gather that he had a catalogue, and threw
it aside because it had no Brahma class. This, I think, was
a mistake on his part ; had he sat down and penned his
reasons for not sending entries he might have received the
amended schedule, and this is a kind of pressure on the
committee by which the admii'ers of any comparatively
unacknowledged variety of fowl may make themselves heard.

THE LAWS OF NATURE
IN EELATION TO POTJLTET KEEPING FEOU A COMMEBCIAI,

POINT OF VIEW.
In my preface I stated that I should confine myself

exclusively to giving publicity to such facts as I had proved
by actual experience. My knowledge of the world cautioned
me not to introduce anything which might savour of theory,
particularly to a class of readers who undoubtedly by their
education are conversant with the laws of nature, on which
facts are based. I was, therefore, but little prepared to have
so many questions to answer, which more or less compel me
to do that which I endeavoured to avoid in fear of being
considered pedantic. Though I feel flattered by the great
interest my treatise has created, and though an explanation
of the laws of nature will prove interesting to many, yet I
trust that my correspondents will not consider it a want of
deference on my part if I abridge as much as possible my
explanations, but still with a due regard to giving a satis-
factory reply to all inquirers.

EQG PBESEEVINO.
1. Question ; Does it make any difference io preserve eggs a

few days old ?—The egg comes from the hen at blood-heat,
the liquid then fills every part of the shell, gradually the egg
cools, and the air contained in the egg is condensed, thus
leaving a vacuum. Now as the shell is porous, and the pres-
sure of the outer air much greater, it forces itself gradu-
ally through the pores of the shell until the equilibrium is

re-established, thus forming the depression of the fluid part
observable in old eggs at the round end ; and as the contact
of the air with the fluid part very soon alters the taste, and
renders them unfit for hatching from, it becomes essential
that the eggs should be preserved as early as convenient
after being laid.

2. Why should eggs he lireserved better in rarified air than by
merely pacHng them in air-tight jars ?—The variations in the
temperature of the atmosphere from below freezing point to
summer heat are important considerations in preserving
eggs. The elasticity and expansive properties of air need
not be explained here, as they will require a fuU expla-
nation under the questions in reference to regulating heat.
I wUl, therefore, only say, that if an air-tight jar were
closed up during cold weather without the air within being
first rarified it would, provided it remained air-tight, stand
a good chance of bm-sting during the summer heat, which
would expand the air in the jar, and the pressure on the
eggs would be so great that a quantityof air would be forced
on the fiuid through the pores of the shell. Were it possible
to preserve the eggs immediately on being laid at the
temperature of blood-heat, and during the hottest summer
days, the jars would not require rarifyiug ; but as such con-
ditions are almost impossible to command, as the eggs must
unavoidably on cooling absorb a certain amount of air, and
as the atmosphere might become stUl warmer than on the
day of filling the jars, it becomes necessary to rarify the air

in the jars even in summer, although not to such a degree
as during cold weather. The air in the jar being thus
rarified its fermentation through the shell will not only be
prevented, but the excess of air in the egg will actually be
withdrawn until the equilibrium is re-established.—G. K.
Getelin, C.E., London.

(To be continued.)

PEESEEVING EGGS.
I CAN bear witness to the efficacy of the mode of preserv-

ing eggs, described by your correspondent " T. G." When
they are carefully dried before being deposited in the crate,

I have seen eggs preserved in this way perfectly sweet after
the lapse of several years. Eggs, however, preserved in the
ordinary way—that is, by rendering the shell impervious to
the atmosphere, or by being placed in Mr. Geyelin's air-tight

jar, are more useful in the kitchen, and those processes are
more simple and expeditious than that of blowing each in-
dividual egg, which is necessary to the desiccation essential

'io the process described by "T. G."—K. S. M.

HIVE TEMPEEATUEE.
Those apiarians, of whom there are large numbers who,

at the present day, make the study of the honey bee a
scientific pursuit, are aware of the advantages accruing
from an equable temperature of the hive, and of the evils

which may result from a fluctuating or rapidly varying
temperature—not that it is desirable to obtain a warm
temperature through the winter months, which might cause
too great a consumption of stores, but that a hive should
not be affected by those great fluctuations which all freely

conducting materials must induce. We must all, however,
agree that a cool hive is a great desideratum through the
hot summer months, during which the crowded inmates may
work instead of clustering idly at the front of their close and
oppressive domicile. This object can be but imperfectly
attained whilst we make use of a material so free in its con-
ducting properties as wood, as variations of the external
temperature must necessarily affect the interior. Straw has
been generally considered in some measure free from this

objection, but, during my thermometrio observations I have
found a very slight and unimportant difference between the
internal temperature of wood and straw hives.

It may be remembered by some readers of The Jot7BNAI,
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OF HoETictTLTUEE that in the spring of 1864 I gave a short
account of experiments I was then engaged in respecting
an altogether new material—namely, the compressed tan
which is used in some localities as fuel. This substance is
prepared by allowing large quantities of the spent tan to
undergo decomposition, being then capable of acquiring the
necessary form by considerable pressure in moulds, and upon
subsequent drying forms a most efficient, cheap, and durable
hive, well adapted to withstand those sudden fluctuations of
temperature which so frequently occur. Three of these
hives—tenanted last summer, one by an artificial swarm, one
by a late and small second swarm, and one by a late cast
from a first swarm—have passed well through the winter
months ; and two of them, at least, appear likely to be early
and prosperous stocks this summer.
I should wish, however, now, more particularly to call

attention to the unicomb tan hive upon which the observa-
tions given below were made ; the results, it will be seen, as
compared with the box being greatly in favour of the
former. It may be necessary to state that neither the tan
hive nor the box was tenanted with bees during the observa-
tions. I give the mean readings of three daily observations
of the thermometers placed respectively in the tan hive and
a box, the latter being weU protected with an outer case;
the external temperature being indicated by a thermometer
placed in the shade and attached to the exterior of the
observatory hive. In a future paper I may give a somewhat
detailed description of this hive, but my present object is
simply to call attention to the somewhat remarkable results
as shown in this register, a portion of which only I give

;

for, although made for several weeks continuously, the
readings have varied but sUghtly throughout. I may also
mention that upon submitting the hives to a very high
artificial temperatm-e the tan hive remained but slightly
affected, whilst the box soon obtained and continued to
indicate a temperature almost, and occasionally quite equal
to that of the room in which the observations were made.

Thermometric Eegister, showing the fluctuations of an ob-
servatory tan hive, a box hive, and the external temperature :

Date. Obserya-
Janaary, tory tan Box hive
1865.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

hive.
53.5
53.0
53.5
62.5

63,0
52.6

51.5
51.0
50.0

49.6

40.0
43.0

44.0
33.0

45.0
39.5

36.0
34.5
32.0

32.5

Exter.
nal

temp.
. 40.0

43.5
44.0
32.0

440
41.5
36.0

35.0

32.0
30.0

•—Geobge Fox, Kingsbridge

Date.
January,
1865.

20 ...

21 ...

22 ...

23 ..,

24 ...

25 ...

26 ...

27 ...

Observa-
tory tan Box hive,
hive.

49.0

48.0
475
47.0
47.5
47
47.0
47.0
46.5

30.0
29.5

30.0
25.0
28.6

36.5
36.0

36.5

27.6

Exter.
nal

temp.
. 30.6

,. 28.0

,. 30.0

. 26,0

,. 29.6

. 35,0

, 36.0

. 34,0

. 27.0

NEW BOOKS.
The Apiary; or Bees, Bee-hives, and Bee Culture. By Alfred
Neighbouk. London : Kent & Co., and Geo. Neighbour
and Sons.
Me. Neighbotjk says in his preface, " We are so frequently

applied to for advice on matters connected with bees and
bee-hives, that it seemed likely to prove a great advantage
alike to our correspondents and ourselves, if we could point
to a ' handy-book ' of our own which should contain full and
detailed replies sufficient to meet all ordinary inquiries."
Keeping this object steadily in view the writer describes the
various hives and apiarian apparatus manufactured by his
firm, pointing out the various advantages claimed for them,
and giving ample directions for their use. When we add
that the author expresses his acknowledgments to Mr.
Woodbury, Mr. Taylor, the illustrious Huber, and Mr.
Langstroth, it may readily be imagined that the information
derived from such sources must in the main be correct, and
that_ Mr. Neighbour, in addition to the strictly business
portion of his work, has been enabled to impart to his
readers a very considerable amount of sound instruction on
most points of apiarian management.

the dauy is generaUy managed with perfect order and '

cleanlmess. That may be the case, but perhaps there msw
be m or around the pasture, where the cows are in the day-
time, ash, oak, or elm trees. I can speak with confidence
that if such IS the case " Cochin " will find it a hard matter
to obtain good butter.
Again, perhaps, he gives them turnips when they comehome at night. Now turnips will not affect the butter of

some cows as much as it will that of others, but I attribute'
the rancidity to the leaves, because " Cochin " says that
the butter is always rancid in autumn.

I would recommend " Cochin " to place in the manger a
lump of rock-salt.—T. L.

EANCID BUTTEE.
One of your correspondents inquires respecting the

rancidity in his butter. It appears by hia statement that

OUE LETTEE BOX.
J^^l

EiTMa NEiai.T-H.4TcaED Chicmns (C. .E. B.).—It is unquestion-
able that fowls are fond of flesh for their food, even wbea in perfect health,
out there are peculiar conditions of body in which they have a craving forwhat we should consider most unnatural food. It must he considered sowhen a hen anxtonsly waits to eat the egj? the moment she has laid it. In
the hrst mst^ce it was a desire for the shell only that made her eat. She
loundshe did not possess the proper material, and could not find it: butwhen she had tasted the egg she liked it, and from that day she was m ees-
eater. We have no doubt tte cannibal hen you complain of, which broke the
egps and ate the chickens within, sought only the shell, but she saw the
chicken and ate it ; she liked it, and she ate another. She will eat all she
can get

;
kill her at once. Watch your fowls if an unhappy frog makes its

appearance on the grass of their run. Yonng pullets that have never eaten
anythms but gram and vegetables will start back at the first jump he takes.
1 hey then follow and watch him ; then they peck him ; all fly upon him -

three or four peek at him at the same time. Tou will see the fortunate post
sessor cbased by the whole brood all over the meadow, but thev will never
leave him. and at last ha is eaten. The next they see has a m'nch shorter
shnfL The same if one of a walk gets an injury that bleeds, all the others
begin to peck and eat. Every bird acquires the habit, and for that reason
also we advise you to kill the hen. If you leave her at liberty she will cost
you during the season her own value twice over.

Cochik-China Cock Dying (iViofte).—We should think the Cochin cock
that was almost a skeleton, though well fed, died of atrophy. It is certain
that if there were any assurance office for the lives of fowls, cocks would
have to pay doable premiums as compared with hens. We believe thatmany Cochm-Chma cocks die in the act of crowtag; we have been eve-wit-
nesses of It. We have seen them prolong their crow till they had brought
their heads down between their less, and the end of their crow was the end
of their lives. .411 Cochins are liable to apoplexy ; they are large eaters,
and take little exercise. Your feeding is good, the house is all that is desir-
able, and they do not suffer from cold. Your Pigeons are some of the Cer-man Tumblers.

Game Fowls, Bl.ick a.vd Bhown-bkeasted (Partlet and Chanticleer).
—You may safely breed between the Black-breasted hens and Brown-breasted
cock, and the probability is you will breed some good birds of both. The
breeders of pure birds of both strains commonly intermLx to attain certain
desiderata. Tour description is that of pure Brown Bed pullets, and
although some of the cocks may follow the father, you will most likely find
some of them Brown Reds. Your food is, if anything, too stimulating, and
under ordinary circumstances you mav discontinue the greaves. The pullets
lay because they are pullets ; they will not lay in the winter when they are
hens. The latter will soon lay. Your last is a vexed question. If your hens
were taken from the old cook at the end of December we think yon may
safely now set their eggs, believing you will breed from the fresh one.

Eggs off Atlesetiet Docks (.4 Constant Reader).—Yoa must not con-
clude unfavourably from the colour of the cgss. They vary, even when
laid by the same Duck, from white to pale blnisb-green.

Mr. Dnnoxis,—This member of the Poultry Club writes as follows :—
"The pen 'A Timid Exhibitor' alludes to as bought and sold at Man-
chester was claimed when above one hundred were in the Show. It was
claimed in my name, not by me ; neither was it sold by me."
DiREOiioN (T. CoJiisoK).—It is Mr. F. W, Zurhorst, Belville, Donnvbrook.

Dublin.

Mingled Fowls (Welensiurgh) .^So possible cross in the Spanish can be
the consequence of a Spanisb cock being with Hamburgh, Dorking, and
Spanish hens. How long the taint may continue in the Hamburgh and
Dorking hens is a question yet undecided.

Salt for Chickens, &c,—Mr. Geyeliii cannot give the required informa-
tion about M. de Sora's chicken food. The other questions will be answered
in the regular course, with many others on the same subject.

Cow Uatino Cepar Leaves (/. S. £.).—The cedar leaves would not
injure her. The steep bank and its slippery surface, down wiiich she had
rolled, prevented her recovering her leet.

Doe Babbits Neglecting their Yodno (J. iV,).—Different causes have
been assigned for this unnatural proceeding. We believe that it usually
arises from a deficient secretion of milk in the doe, and this deficiency is
often caused by the food being too fattening. We shall be obliged by infor-
mation OD this subject.

Shell Parrots or Budorigees Bdilpiko (J. 5,),—The cage should be
placed In some retired situation, and not moved. At the end of the cage
place a rough box about .'i inches square, containing the nest already shaped,
composed of dry moss, grass, and wool, sioiilar to what Canaries build with.
Let there be some of the same materials loose in the cage. For farther
particulars see our Journal, New Series, No. 50, " Australian Parroquets."
Blenheim Spasibl Sbeddino rrs Coat.—" A. N." has a spaniel of this

breed continually ahedding his coat, and wishes to know the cause and a
remedy,

Growino InniAN CoRU (A. Z.).—lt cannot be grown in this country
except in the southern counties, and in unusually long, warm aummeri.
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the tree. If to this be added injudicious pruning and cold
undrained borders, what possible chance of success can be
expected ?

Let us, then, be very careful to secure such an aspect as
shall best ripen the wood ; then shelter from cold currents
of wind mingled with rain must be obtained. Generally
speaking such shelter should be perpendicular, facing the wall.

Air is elastic and readQy turned aside. Openings, however
small, must increase the violence of the blast. Plunginf
winds without outlet, as in the case of small gardens en-
closed by high walls, are extremely unfavourable. Imagine
such a rush of air for hours together, and directed against
unsheltered trees, and this durmg a period of low tempera-
ture, and then you will feel no surprise at theu- being un-
productive and diseased.

Every advantage, then, must be taken of neighbouring
shelter in laying out a garden. On the western coasts the
general exposure of the whole garden should be sheltered
from the south-west quarter. In the Channel Islands,

<?xposed as they are to the force of the Atlantic gales, this

is carefully studied. Each year brings disasters to our
gardens, and we do not so much dread winds from an eastern
quarter as from a western. In the eastern counties of Eng-
land, however, all testimony goes to prove how fearfully

destructive to the tender leaves and shoots of the Peach are
the cold evaporating effect's of a continuous east wind. Above
all, let the amateur du'ect his attention to securing this
shelter without losing unnecessarily one precious ray of sun-
shine in our cloudy regions : therefore the protection must
be somewhat distant from the trees and yet not too far.

On very long walls temporary screens placed across tlie

borders so as to deflect the scud of the wind are advantage-
ous, but buttresses to the walls throw a dangerous shade,
and are not to be recommended.
The material of which the wall is constructed is not very

important. Brick seems on the whole the best material,

and wire trellisses are, no doubt, by far the best to use for

training purposes and for obtaining beautiful forms ; still

the old shi'eds of cloth have many advantages, as have also

studs fixed in the wall for training to them with soft wire.

The great object is to secure the radiated heat of the wall,

it is astonishing what a dift'erenoe an inch makes iu this

way. Some have eveu recommended obtaining a succession
of crops by varying the space between the branches and the
wall, but modern practice relies more on the numerous
varieties of fruit now known.
The ' Modern Peach-pruner " has no faith in the practical

utility of heated walls. What are glazed coverings for Peach
walls but narrow and stifling contrivances to eii'ect what
wide and commodious orchard-houses do so much better ?

lYhen once we desert the time-honoured open wall, now so

elaborately furnished with Peach appliances, why should we
adopt half-measures and middle courses ? not to speak of

the great advantage of couibining the two methods so as to

secure the best of each. I mean that in a combination of a
good Peach wall, with a j)roperly-managed orchard-house,
the amateur will find everything he can reasonably desire.

This, at least, is witliin the reach of many, whilst the more
expensive heated Peach-house can still be added by such as
wish an earlier produce.—T. C. Bklhaut, Eichiaond House,
Guernsey,

SOIL SUITABLE FOE THE EHODODENDEON.
Some years ago the Eoyal Agricultural Society oifered a

prize for the best essay on the causes of fertility iu soils,

but the different writers were far from unanimous in the con-
clusions to which they came. One fact, liowever, was adduced,
or rather an old idea was confirmed, that certain classes of
plants require food of a widely different character from
others—hence the different plants found wild in different

localities—and that if the soil is of an extreme character
the presence or absence of these plants affords a tolerably

good indication of wliat cultivated plants will thrive on the
spot. On the other hand, there are intermediate soils which
are much more diflicult to understand than those of an ex-
treme character, and now and then failures take place with
them of a kind neither looked for nor easily explained ; but
until chemistry assists us with some easy mode ol testing
soils we must be content with occasionally stumbling in

the dark ; and as one of the errors alluded to occurred here
with plants under my own management, I deem it quite as

much a matter of propriety to make it known as if unex-
pected success had followed the operation. The case was
this.

About three years ago it was determined to take into the
dressed grounds a piece of pasture land that was well

sheltered on all windy sides by high and thriving trees.

The soil was what would be considered by a farmer all that
he could wish for, being deep, mellow, and sufficiently dry
to require no artificial draining, yet not so hot as to suffer too
much from long-continued drought in summer. The soil

at 2 J- feet down looked almost as good as at the top, and the
stony subsoil below that was so favourable to the roots of
trees, that I expect some have made their way for 10 or
12 feet downwards ; for in sinking a well some distance from
the place, but in soil of a similar description, roots of trees

were found 22 feet below the surface. This I merely mention
to prove the healthy character of the subsoil, or, at least, to
show that it favoured the growth of certain trees, while the
surface produced us the heaviest crops of hay we had any-
where. I may also add, that most forest trees throve well.

Elms particularly so; while not very many yards off were
some old Apple trees with boles approaching the size of mode-
ratelj' large timber trees, and although these patriarchs had
ceased to be depended on for producing a crop, now and
then they did furnish us with a few bushels of kinds that
seemed to have passed out of cultivation, but which are,

nevertheless, not without merit. I might also add, that most
shrubs and Conifers seemed to do well in this soil, Pinus
Douglasii excepted, and that probably from some cause that

might be accounted for in another way. It was thought ad-

visable to try Ehododendrons on this newly-enclosed plot,

and as these have not prospered as well as could be wished,

some description of the mode adopted may, perhaps, pre-

vent others falling into a like error. At all events it will

show, that a soil so good in many respects was, nevertheless,

deficient in some of the qualities required by the Ehododen-
dron ; while the common Laurel, Laurustinus, and several

species of Cupressus, Pinus, and Wellingtonia flourished,

the Ehododendrons dragged on a wretched existence, some,
though not many, dying, and the most of them merely
growing 2 or 3 inches, and having naked stems.

Now, though I attribute the non-success of the Ehododen-
drons in a great measure to the natural soil of the place, I

am not certain that it is entirely due to that cause, and have
sometimes had doubt s whether the mode I took to promote
their weU-doing might not have had a contrary tendency. I

may state, that we have no good black heath mould in this

neighbourhood, and have to bring it ten or a dozen miles,

consequently, it cannot be had for out-door purposes so

freely as desirable. A cartload or two of boggy peat was
sent me from a shorter distance, this I Eoon found out
would not do for potted plants, but anxious to turn it to

account, I mixed it with other ingredients—as leaf mould,
sand, and the refuse of a timber-yard, making the whole
into a large heap. The beds for Ehododendrons having
been prepared by trenching, about half a barrowload of this

mixture was used around the ball of each plant. The
weather at the time was favourable to planting, and although

the spring was somewhat dry, I expected better results than
what followed, or, at least, that the plants would have done
better the following year, but such has not been the case. I

have, therefore, come to the conclusion, that there is some-
thing radically wrong, and although I may possibly be

wrong in my surmise as to the cause of the non-success of

the Ehododendron, I will, nevertheless, state what I con-

ceive it to be, and will afterwards record an instance of

failure in the cultivation of this plant in a widely different

case.

I have said that a portion of the mixture applied imme-
diately around the ball of the newly-planted shrubs was a

black boggy poat, which evidently contained mineral sub-

stances pernicious to the Ehododendron, at least it was so

to Heaths and Azaleas, and excepting the coarse marsh
plants which it supported in its natural bog, I should think

it was ill-adapted for anything else ; but I expected that by
mixing the peat with five or six times its bulk of other sub-

stances, its injurious qualities might have been modified, or,

perhaps, neutralised. I have also stated that some refuse
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from a timber-yard, consisting of rotten bark and chips, with,

probably, some very old sawdust, formed a portion of the
mixture. This material, at the time, I took to be inert rather
than injurious; and from the fact of weeds growing luxu-
riantly in it, I felt assured that it could do no harm, and
with the large quantity of leaf mould, sand, and boggy peat
used would, probably, prove beneficial. Perhaps, howaver,
the presence of bark from resinous woods—as Scotch Firs and
Larch, might have a deleterious efleot, and, I believe, such
bark is generally objected to ; but as Scotch Fir in particular
seems to grow wild on dry peaty soils favourable to the Eho-
dodeudron, the inference I drew was, that the bark ought
not to be hurtful. Certain, however, it was, that the better
class of Ehododeudrons made no progress in it, or grew very
slowly, while the common kinds, as R. ponticum, did very
well; also, other shrubs which received a share of it in
another place. Although tlie mixture was unsuitable to the
hybrids of this interesting family, it evidently contained
nothing injurious to o.nything else.

In contrast with the above case, but also affording another
instance of unsuccessful treatment of this somewhat ca-

pricious tribe of plants, a friend of mine, some short dis-

tance from here, having a small piece of marshy boggy peat
which supported some ver^' good Silver Firs on its elevated
parts, and had its lower portions studded with Alder and
Willow, had the latter removed and the whole well drained.
After being trenched, part was planted with Ehododendvons
in the full e.>:pectation that they would do well ; whereas,
they have absolutely done worse than mine. The kinds in
this instance were also hybrids worked in the usual way, and
good healthy plants when tliuy were planted. I believe the
numbers that have actually died have been more than with
me, and the remainder show little signs of accommodating
themselves to their present home. Now, this case differs

widely from mine, and at tlio same time is equally uufor-
tnnate, or more so ; as witli me the common varieties thrive
tolerably, while with him all are bad. I ought, however, to
remark, that the boggy peat was so charged with ferugiuous
matter, that the water drained from it encrusted its bed a
bright red colour; but I have seen this before at a place
where Rhododendrons succeeded admirably, but the issue

shows that our acquaintance with such matters is far from
perfect yet.

Now, as some soils contain within themselves all that can
be desired to make the Ehododendron flourish, it behoves vrs

to look round for some simple test as to wliat that require-
ment consists of. In my own case, I confess being unable
to give the chemical constituents, but a study of the classes

of plants found growing wild there would greatly assist in

doing this. Certainly this is better than any other mode I

am acquainted with, and less likely to lead to disappoint-
ment than being guided by appearances only ; for soils as

much unlike each other as possible are found to be equally
favourable to the gi'owth of Rhododendrons. In very many
places these sow and reproduce themselves by thousands, and
the more rough and overrun with weeds and rubbish the
better the young seedlings seem to thrive. The dry black
peat of upland moors is not by any means the only soil they
like, as I have seen them do well in apparently a yellow
sand, while a sort of yellow sandy loam is very often more
favourable to them than the black peat, and nothing can
«xoeed the luxuriance of some of the common kinds which
we have ^I'owing on ground which is at least two-thirds
stones. Sometimes they grow not amiss in a damp clay,

although ctises of this kind are more rare than the others ;

but to the amateur who may not have had experience in

such matters, I would say, that in those districts where
the Foxglove predominates among other wild plants, there
he may plant the Rhododendron. The wild Heath, no doubt,
is an equally good guide, but it is more sparingly distributed.
I do not mean to imply that a solitary plant or two of Fox-
glove will be sufficient to insure success to the Ehododen-
dron, as accident may have placed them there, but where suc-

cessive crops of this beautiful native plant exist, struggling
with and overcoming the other herbage of the place, there
the Ehododendron may be planted with a fair prospect of
success. The wild Fern is a less certain guide, unless it pre-
dominates almost exclusively, for it is often found on soils

not suited to the Ehododendron. It is, however, a frequent
occupant of the same plot. Other and less conspicuous plant.s

also abound in such places, while some of our wild Orchises

grow in soils exactly the reverse of that required by this

plant, and to which it would be folly to remove it. "When
chalk and lime predominate, it is hopeless to expect success

with the better class of hybrids, and the common ones wUl
only be able to live ; to luxuriate is out of the question.

The subject is well worthy of attention, and more information

may be given by those residing in neighbourhoods where

the Eliododendron flourishes better than any other ever-

green, which it certainly does iu some of the midland and
western counties.—J. Eobson.

CO^"STRITCTION OF PITS.

I PURPOSE making two frames, one cold, to use for win-

tering plants, the other for propagating. They will be
G feet from back to front. Oblige by saying how much
higher the back of each should be than the front. The
propagating one, I understand, must have the most slope.

I purpose making the latter—say 3 feet below the ground-

level, and to have a trench 2 or 3 feet wide round it, to line

with spent bark. The wall below the ground-level I purpose

having half-brick-thick, above it one brick. I conclude the

heat would pass moi-e freely through the openings in the

thianer than the thicker wall ; and if I should be under

the necessity of using it also as a cold frame, the nine-

inch work above ground will keep out more frost. By keep-

ing the linings iu, of course the frost could not pass that

way.

—

Tyeo.

[What are generally termed frames are boxes made of

stout wood, with glass sashes to suit. These are generally

made with one, two, or three lights. Your proposed erec-

tions are pits, being built of brick, and therefore stationary,

whilst frames are easily moved from place to place. If your

cold pit and propagating pit are to be in the same range,

there is no necessity for their being of different levels, or

having then- glass in different slopes. For pits.O feet wide,

you will have a nice slope if the back wail is from 20 to

23 inches higher than the front one. You propose making
your colli pit of nine-inch brickwork, and that will do very

well. If you have a good bricklayer, who would tie a nine-

inch hollow wall properly, it would bf warmer in winter, and
cooler in summer, than a solid one. If you mean to set your

plants on the floor of the pit, say rough ashes, &c., then it

would be as well if the floor were a few inches above the out-

side ground-level, some small openings being left in the waU,

to allow moisture to escape. If you make it deeper, that will

be no loss, if you elevate boards on which to set somewhat
dwarf plants, as. the greater the auiount of air enclosed,

the longer will that air be in heating or cooling.

Now, as to the propagating pit. You purpose sinking it

3 feet beneath the ground-level, and surrounding it with a
trench 3 feet deep and 2^ wide, which we think all right;

the bed inside to be built of tanner's bark, and the lining

also to be filled with the same. Now, we must here observe

that, in using tanner's bark for a bed, when the heat decbnes,

the adding a barrowload or two of hot tan to a light inside,

mixed with the old, will do more to increase the heat than

three times the quantity from the lining. As to the lining

itself, to secure its efficiency and neatness, it should be

covered with wooden flap's on the ground-level, the flaps

sloping, say li inch, from the wall to the ground, so that

you can walk by the side of the warm pit as comfortably as

by the side of the cold one; and then, if the lining sinks,

the heat will still be directed against the wall or bed beneath

the ground-level, being sent back by the boards instead of

going into the atmosphere.
With your proposed plan of having a single brick-on-bed,

we presume below the ground-level, so as to obtain heat

from the lining, and a nine-inch wall above, we have no

fault to find, though you do not describe how you mean to

join the nine to the 4J-inch work. It is rather contrary to the

common mode of building, in which the lowest stories ought

to have the thickest walls. We think it would be an im-

provement to have nine-inch piers every 4 feet, and a flattish

arch between every two piers, the crown of the arch being

at least 6 inches below the ground-level. If you were quite

sure that the bed inside, whether of dung or tan, or both,

would always be 1 foot above the top of the arch, then you
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would need no wall beneath, and the linings would at once
act on the bed. There would be little danger from tan, but
there would be from rant dung in the lining, if the bed
inside were not fully 1 foot above the top of the opening.
If this deep pit, when cleared out, should be used for keeping
tall plants in during the winter, it would be better to fill in

the openings of the arches with brick-on-bed, and better still

if well done with brick-on-edge, and cement joints. Brick-
on-bed would be more secure if tried with a thump from the
fork. In finishing such a wall a bent pipe sliould be inserted
beneath each arch, to admit moist heiited air into the atmo-
sphere of tlie pit when deemed desirable. We need not say
how dry heat could also be obtained for the atmosphere of

the pit, by allowing this wall to project into the pit a couple
of inches, and on this projection fixing slates or sheet iron,

I3- inch from the nine-inch wall, but making all steam-tight.
A very simple plan for secm-ing top heat from the linings
would be to have two or three holes, say 2 or more inches
square, in each arch, and then build the nine-inch wall
above it hollow. The heat that rose from the lining would
thus rise through the wall, as well as heat the bed against
which the lining was placed. With plenty of heating
material anything might be done in such a pit, and more
especially if from November to May a little straw were
neatly tied against the outside walls above ground. This
is much better than using littei', and it does not require so

severe a fi-ost, if continuous, to go through a solid nine-
inch wall. Many have carefully protected the glass and let

the enemy in by the wall.]

HEATING AND GLAZING A SMALL
CONSERVATORY.

What is the best way of heating a conservatory about
18 feet by 12, where economy of construction and working
is a consideration ? I want, if possible, to avoid the neces-
sity of having a fireplace, chimney, &c., on account of ap-
pearance. Are any of the systems which do not require
this, thoroughly effective ? Mussett's Patent, for instance,
which is a moveable coil of pipes, heated by two lamps "i I

have heard that there is something in this and similar sys-
tems, which have the fire inside the birilding, injurious to
plants, if not unpleasant to the smell ?

Is ribbed or fluted glass suitable for the roof of a con-
servatory, or does it obscure the sunlight too much ?—N. P.

[Relative to heating, we can add very little to what has
been advanced in previous Numbers. We strongly object
to heating by oil lamps, or gas, whether as a stove or with hot
water, and to stoves with prepared fuel, unless there is a pipe
or other arrangement for taking the products of combustion
out of the house. Many small conservatories close to the
mansion are heated from a kitchen boiler on a lower flat, but
then you will be a little dependant on the cook. The most
economical of all for such a small place, would be a brick
stove with a pipe through the wall. The least cumbersome
would be a small iron stone with a pipe through the glass
roof; as the whole could be taken out from the middle of
March to the end of October. The brick stove might be fed
from the outside, the iron one from the inside. A little care
in damping when cleaning out, and using a little dry wood
for lighting, a few nodules of coal then, and coke and cinders
afterwards, would involve bat little trouble, and cost much
less than oil or gas. We have no doubt that Mussett's
Patent and other stoves .and boilers do well with common
care and attention, heated either by candle, oil, or gas, the
last two tlio best. If, as said above, there is a pipe to take
off the smoke, however little, that jjipe will also give out
heat; but, as stated the other week, the minutite must bo
attended to. We prefer ribbed, fluted, or rough glass, if

good, for tho roof of a conservatory. Plenty of light wUl
pass through it, and you will need no shading. Tho front
lights of clear glass, however, look best.]

How TO KEEP Peaes.—Permit me to correct one or two
slight misprints, owing doubtless to ray crabbed handwriting.
In the second paragraph "other pots" should be "these
pots." At tlie end of the third pai-agraph "these very late

Pears" should be "the very late Pears."—T. K.

GROWING MUSHROOMS AND BLANCHED
VEGETABLES IN A CELLAR.

Could Ehubarb, Sea-kale, and Mushrooms be grown in

any of the cellars hereafter described without fear of engen-
dering damp and unwholesome smells ?

1. An underground cellar, paved with brick, about 7 feet

by 7 feet, 6 feet high, with a small window to the open air

near the top, and situated under a dwelling-house.

2. A cellar level with the ground floor, 6 feet by 6 feet,

8 feet high, gravel bottom, no communication with the outer
air, a living-room over it.

3. A cellar level with the ground floor, not communicating
with the house, gravel floor, door to the open air, no window,
a living-room over it, 12 feet by 10, and 8 feet high.

If Mushrooms could be grown in any of the above without
fear, what would be the best time to commence a bed ?

—

Banks of the Thames.

[For the first there would be no danger whatever. If the
room is ceiled, all damp affecting it would be neutralised by
brushing the ceiling over with boiled oil ; but with a window
we do not think there would be any damp to injure any-
thing. The advantage of an underground cellar is its equable
temperature. This would answer well for Mushrooms in

summer, if the window were blinded to keep out the heat.

A bed may be made at any time.

2. This can hardly be called a cellar, and it would be of

no more use than any other close room or shed. It would
not do for Mushrooms in summer unless kept cool, and
Ehubarb, Sea-kale, and Mushrooms in winter could only be
grown by artificial heat. If there is a door to take the ma-
terials in without going through the house it would do very
well. With no ventilation the ceiling should be secured
with oilcloth, or oil brushed over it.

.3. Tho advantage of this is having the door to the open
air. This would do for Mushroom-beds all winter by cover-
ing the beds when made, according to the weather. Ehubarb
and Sea-kale would be produced all the winter by placing
the roots in a mild hotbed. The ceiling should be protected,

or a ventUator placed above or on the top of the doorway.
Such a place, kept at about 55° or G0° will give good cuttings

all the winter. There is no necessity for the place as a
whole being kept to that temperature, but the roots may be
covered so as to secure that temperature about them, taking
off the covering when not wanted.]

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS.
The following are a few more of the useful winter-flower-

ing i^lants not in Mr. Jones's list, and I hope they will aid

in giving a still more lively appearance to his already en-
livening collection. The chief of these have been in flower

since November, or will do so before April.

In the stove:—Franciscea eximia, confertiflora ; ^schy-
nanthuses ; Jilchmea fulgens ; Torenia pulcherrima and
asiatica ; the beautiful Gesnera cinnabarina, splendens, and
zebrina splendens; Jasminum gracile ; Eogiera cordata;

Begonia Digswelliana, one of the freest of winter-flowering

plants. We have at the i^resent time plants in 24-sized

pots, 14 inches high by 18 inches in diameter, covered with
bloom ; besides standard plants in 32-pots, 14 inches high in

the stem, and having compact heads, 7 or 8 inches in diameter
loaded with pendant rosy pui-plish flowers. Besides these

there are the elegant little Sonerilas, with their feathery-

looking rosy pink blossoms. Gardenias Fortuni, florida,

and citriodora are more or less commencing to flower. In
stove bulbs there are the bright-coloured Amaryllis aulica

fulgens, .Jolmsoni prjecox, crocata, &o., Imatophyllum minia-

tum, Eucharis amazonica. Pancratiums, and others.

In the greenhouse are :—Daphne odorata alba, the sweeter
one of the two ; forced Oranges in flower ; Hovea Celsi

;

Habrothamnus elegans, in flower all the winter ; Acacia

longiflora magnifica ; Coronilla glauoa ; varieties of Cytisus,

with forced Lilacs, Weigelas, Deutzias, Sweet Briar, Mig-
nonette, Nemophila, &c. In greenhouse bulbs the most
prominent and useful are the Cyclamens in their several

kinds ; Coum, persicum rubrum, persicum album, At-

kinsi, and others are tho most showy ; though I regret to

say that in consequence of the great demand for them the
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trade have been driven to procure home-grown seedlings,

very many of which are very far inferior to the original ones.

In addition to the above there are Lachenalias quadricolor,

pustulata, and others ; Oxalis fulgida, and sanguinea ; Tri-

teleia uniflora (forced) ; the prim little Oxalis tricolor ; Ph£E-

dranassa chloraora ; Ixia scillaris (variegated) ; Hymenocallis
Skinneiiana ; Scilla brevifolia, bit'olia, &c.—W. E.

ME. ABBEY'S PLAN OF PLACING
STEAWBEEEY SHELVES.

At a moment when Strawberry forcing is in progress, and
very many gardeners and amateurs are obliged to resort to

various contrivances to secure additional space and suitable

positions in their forcing-houses for the Strawberry plants

they wish to force, the jjlan described and Ulustrated in

the article on " Strawberry Forcing " in a recent Number of

your Journal by Mi-. G. Abbey may seem to some of those who
are inconvenienced by having more plants to force than space

to give them, a very opportune and useful suggestion, and
as far as regards the extension of space for Strawberry pots

in a house it may be so ; but in respect to the suitability of

the plan for successful Strawberry forcing I venture to ex-

press a doubt. In Strawberry forcing it is undoubtedly an
advantage to place the plants on shelves near the glass, and
Mr. Abbey's plan secures to the plants one of the conditions

it is desirable they should enjoy ; but with that proximity
to the glass there should bo a provision for the admission of

air, not in strong sweeping currents when the sun shines,

but slowly and steadUy ; in short, there should be an equal

yet restricted play of air about the plants night and day.

It is ver-y necessary to prevent undue heat and dryness
operating upon the plants, as excess in these particulars

tends to interfere with the setting and swelling of the fruit.

Placed as the shelves are seen in Mr. Abbey's design, it

would be difEcult in ordinary houses to preserve the jjlants

from the scorching effects of the sun in the bright drying
weather of March, and the exposure of the Strawberry-pots

to the sun's rays and the currents of air necessary to keep
down the temperature of the house, would dry up the soil

and injure the roots, which should always be kept cool and
moist. Having tried, some years ago, the plan now suggested
by Mr. Abbey of hanging Strawberry shelves, and found the

objections to it which I have stated, I am induced to speak
with greater confidence ; and I was led to devise the little

StrawbeiTy forcing-houses which bear my name, in conse-

quence of the difficulty I found in securing suitable jjlaces

for Strawberries in ordinary forcing-houses. I was led

to the idea of my plan by finding that Strawberries always
succeeded on shelves placed in the front of lean-to houses
close to where the roof-lights rested on the front-supporting

plate, and where a little air constantly entered ; at the

same time the pot was shaded from the sun by the thick-

ness of the plate.

In other respects I am glad to bear testimony to the pro-

priety of the recommendations in regard to Strawberry
forcing in Mr. Abbey's very able article.

—

William Ingram,
Belvoir.

one hand, and on the other an incentive to and opportunity
for observation, such as nothing else has the power of af-
fording.

By all means encourage fresh subjects as far as prac-
ticable without lowering the character of the exhibitions

;

but it is well known to persons experienced in plant grow-
ing that comparatively few of the plants introduced to this
country can be made subservient to the skill of the gardener
so as to become fit tor exhibition purposes. Although the
same varieties, and in some cases the same plants, are gene-
rally successful, stni I maintain it is better even so than to
supplant them by subjects that are less calculated to exem-
plify what it is possible to accomplish by first-class culture.

"F.E.H.S." asks, "What have those "magnificent speci-
mens " to do with horticulture ? More, I maintain, than any
person can calculate, by the example they place before those
connected with horticulture in all its bearings. Critics to
be consistent ought to turn round upon the fruit-growers,
something in this fashion—"We are tired of seeing your
magnificent Pines, splendid Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines,
&o., and request you to ransack the globe to find fresh fruits

to operate upon; if they are fine-looking and palatable so
much the better, but something fresh we must have."

If the London societies wish for fresh exhibitors, with pro-
bably a few different varieties of plants, then they ought to
make a few classes for distant exhibitors—say those who
reside 150 or 200 miles away. Not that provincial growers
are afraid to compete with those near the metropolis, but
simply for this reason—plants which have travelled so far

cannot possibly look so fresh as those grown near to the
place of exhibition, not so much in consequence of the dis-

tance as the time that stove plants must necessarily be out
of their proper temperature before they can be tjlaced on the
exhibition stage.—1'. Baines, The Gardeiis, Sv-mmerfield, Bow-
don, Cheshire.

DEVONIENSIS EOSE.

THE EXHIBITOES' LETTEE TO THE COUNCLL
OF THE EOYAL HOBTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

YouK correspondent " F.E.H.S.," page 126, writing in

defence of the Eoyal Horticultural Society's programme for

the present year, alludes to the sameness of the exhibitions

from the repeated success of the same subjects ; and, like

the majority of those who write on the matter, he falls into

the mistake of treating these exhibitions as mere spectacles

for the horticultural sightseer. Now, I say without the
least hesitation, if that were the chief and highest object in

view, the exhibitions would be comparatively viseless. To
persons who are in the habit of seeing all the London or

leading provincial shows, I admit there is not that novelty
yrhich many people are always craving for; but there is

another very important matter which novelty-hunters lose

sight of—namely, that at any one of those exhibitions there
are hundreds of ladies and gentlemen, and also gardeners,
who for the first time see a fii'st-class horticultural show,
and whose tastes for horticulture receive a stimulus on the

I QUITE agree with Mr. S. J. Pavitfc, of Bath, in thinking
there is but one variety of this Eose, and I have much plea-
sure in giving my testimony as to the extraordinary vigour
and hardiness of the plants sent out by him. There are
at present growing in the garden of Henry Abbot, Esq., of
the Priory, Abbots Leigh, near this place, three Devoniensis
plants budded on the Briar, which I purchased for him of
Mr. Pavitt in the year 1S62, and which for size and vigour
sirrpass any Eose plants I have ever seen. They are aU
three planted side by side against a south wall, one of them
covering a space of upwards of 40 feet wide, and having
shoots of the last year's growth from 10 to 16 feet long, and
measuring in circumference at the base the extraordinary
size of 2-J inches.

All three plants were last summer covered with blooms
far surpassing in size and beauty any Tea Eose I had ever
before seen, and I may, perhaps, add that my experience as
a Eose amateur and visitor of Eose exhibitions has been by
no means limited. On the occasion of my visiting Mr.
Pavitt's nursery to purchase these plants, he took me to see
some Devoniensis Eoses sold by him, and growing in the
garden of a gentleman residing near; they were grown as

pillar Eoses, and for rampant growth and vigour could
scarcely be equalled by Charles Lawsou, which lor a pillar

Eose would, I suppose, be considered one of the best summer
Eoses ever sent out.—E. C, Clifton.

The United Hokticitltitkal Society.—A meeting has
been held for the purpose of establishing a society under
this title. Various rules were adopted but we have only

space to spare for their preface:—"The objects of the
Society shall be to promote the practice, study, and advance-
ment of horticulture in all its various Ijranches ; means shall

be especially taken for the examination of plants, flowers,

and edible fruits, their nomenclature and synonymes, estab-

lishing their relative merits, investigating their physiology

and diseases, their uses, properties, cultivation, and im-
provement ; also to facilitate the formation of a fund for the
benefit of gardeners during sickness, calamity, and old age

;

such fund to be managed by a separate committee, acting

under a separate code of rules." When we have had an
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opportunity of judging of the Society's proceedings we shall

be better able to appreciate its merits, and we shall be well

pleased to announce that it has eifected anything for the

advancement of "Gardening and Gardeners."

EOYAL HOETICULTUIUL SOCIETY.
The weekly Show of the 4th inst. was not only gayer but

better attended than any of those preceding it. Messrs.

E. G. Henderson sent thirty pots of Cyclamens, consisting

of conm, Atkinsi, and vernum; Mr'. Ingram, Frogmore,
Ansellia africana, seedling Cinerarias, and a stand of Ca-

mellia blooms ; Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, Camellia blooms,

Epacrises, Hyacinths, Heaths, and early Tulips ; also a weU-

bloomed and handsome Camellia. From Mr. BuU, Chelsea,

came Im?.tophyllum miniatum, Cypripedium villosum, witk

two fine blooms, and a small plant of Camellia Bicolor de la

Eeine ; also DracEena ferrea variegata and Aralia Sieboldi.

We also noticed Schizostylis coccinea, a new Caffrarian

plant with bright scarlet flowers, coming from Mr. Beech,

gardener to T. Alcock, Esq., M.P., Epsom. Plants for

dinner-table decoration, window-boxes, and baskets of Hya-
cinths and other spring flowers, were contribiited by Mr.

Greeves, Bayswater Eoad, and Mr. Lucking.
Mr. BuUen, gardener to E. Budd, Esq., Leatherhead, exhi-

bited two good Queen Pines and excellent Sea-kale ; Mr.

TUlyard, fine Muscat Grapes and new Black Hamburghs,
with well coloured berries; and Mr. Meredith his Black

Alicante in excellent condition, though it bad been ripe for

eight months and three days. Of these it was stated that

they had been grown in 12-inch pots, forcing was commenced
on the 14th of January, 1864, and the bunches were ripe on

the 1st of July. Mr. Ingram likewise exhibited seven dishes

of Apples in excellent condition.

PAILUEE OF HTACINTHS IN GLASSES.
In the last Number of the Journal " V. G. C." says his

Hyacinths in glasses have failed him. You give him the

probable reason. Now there is a word or two which makes
me think the cause named by you is not perhaps the true

one in this case. The words referred to are " the glasses have

been and are kept in the window of a warm room by day."

Now last year I had two Hyacinths in glasses in the

window. The sun shone on the glasses. The Hyacinths made
root, and grew partly as "V. G. C." says his have done.

Now they partly opened, then died. The reason to which

I attributed it was thnt the sun made the water ve-y hot

(160° or 170°), the bulb-shape of the glass causing this I

think. At all events they became so hot that you could

only just bear to hold the glass. Now if " V. G. C.'s " wa,rm

room warms his glasses as they were in my case, I think

that would be the probable cause.—W. N. B.

DOES LILIUM L.iNCIFOLIUM DEGENEEATE?
" D., Deal " a£ks " Does Lilium lancifolium degenerate ?"

I think it does not when receiving a uniform cool treatment,

and permitted to grow, flower, and go to rest, at its own
natural season.

Under certain modes of treatment I have found them
degenerate very quiclcly. In fact forced bulbs I have wit-

nessed become year by year less, until they appeared to be

wanting in vigour sufficient to carry a good flower singly

;

and, strange as it may seem, 1 have often noticed that those

bulbs which produced the finer spikes of a past season were

the least when potting was done in the proper season, and

wo were able to examine them. I have, however, never been

driven to obtain a ii-csli supply V>y purchase, as I invariably

seek the best from our plantations in the open ground.

Those are nice hcaltliy bulbs when three summers old, and

they well recruit our stock. It may be worthy of note that

I find rubnim is on an average a better forcer than the

generality of the others.

I am convinced that there is nothing so prejudicial to

the constant good health and robustness necessary in this

Lilium for a good display as strong manures, especially those

which are partly decomposed, in immediate contact with the

bulbs, such contact invariably causing them tobecome scabbed

and unhealthy. Where no undue excitement is necessary,

as with the early-flowered, I have ever seen the mixture of

equal parts of loam and peat produce the cleaner bulbs.

I cannot wholly endorse " D., Deal's " remarks with refer-

ence to the adaptability of these plants for exhibition. I

admit having seen specimen pots staged with the flowers far

inferior to those often produced out of doors under very
adverse circumstances, the confined growth and stained
flowers having evidently been produced by ill-directed efforts

to keep them back to aid in making up a set : hence the
idea erroneously entertained with reference to so pleasing a
class of plants.—W. Eaelet.

KEW BOOKS.
Land and Sea. By Philip Henet Gosse, F.E.S. London:

J. Nisbet & Co.

Whoever wishes to lead any one to study natural history J
by showing the beauties, the wonders, and the charms de- ^
rivable from rambles inland and seaward, should induce the
desired student to read this book. Not that it is suited to
the young only, for we have perused every one of its pages
with pleasure and benefit, although "time has thinned our
flowing locks, and the few we've left are grey." Cuyp the
painter throws the sunlight on his pictures so clearly, that
he seems to have dipped his pencil in light and fixed it on.

his canvass ; and Mr. Gosse has been as successful in word-
painting—his descriptions are so vivid, and evince such
touches of things as they were seen, that he must have a
palsied imagination who cannot realise some of them. We
should like to give extracts as evidence—the description of

the myriads of sea fowl on Lundy Island—the scenery about
Brandy Cove—the deep sea organisms—the sea anemones
—the plants and insects about Babbicombe—the Torbay
sponges—the Goby hunting, and many others—but we can-
not spare the space. We will, however, find room for this

from " A Day in the Woods of Jamaica."
" We are mounted ; and now iet us rapidly get over the

lowland slopes, to reach the loftier regions as early in the
day as possible. The sun has not yet risen ; and there is a
dewy freshness in the air, as the dying land-wind of the
night comes off in intermittent breathings, bringing the
perfume of ten thousand flowers. Here, between cliffs of

limestone, where creepers festoon the rock, and the noble
trumpet-blossoms of the Portlandia, snowy white, and each
8 inches long, hang down from the clustering foliage out of
every fissure—we make our way up a steeply rising track.

The cliffs on either hand soon begin to recede, and we emerge
on a road between pastures of Guinea-grass, whose bright-

ness never withers under the driest seasons. Orange trees

line the road, loaded with their golden fruit ; and Sops and
Custard Apples, and luscious Naseberries and Guavas, are

scattered over the fields. Birds have awaked : the Petchary,

earlier than the yard-cock, long ago piped from the fronds
of the tall Cocoa Palm ; and yonder we see one continuing
his simple song with unabated energy, opening ever and
anon, as he shifts from twig to twig, the bright golden
coronet upon his head. Ha! he is not doing that for nothing.

It is the expression of excitement. He hos ceased to sing;
watch him ! A large beetle is crawling near, which is in

the act of spreading his wing-sheaths for flight. Off it sails

on drony wing. The Petchary instantly makes sail too

;

catches the heavy prey, and bearing it in triumph to his

watch-post, beats it to pieces with his strong hooked beak,

and swallows it.

" Sweetly from the tangled woods of yonder hill issue the

mellow notes, soft and broken, of the Merle ; you would
think it your own familiar blackbird by the note, and would
scarcely be undeceived by a sight of the bird itself; but ii

is a species peculiar to us. What we here call Blackbirds

are larger birds, allied to the cuckoo ; impudent, clamorous,

socialile creatures, with a noisy intrusive cry, like " Going
away! going away! going away!" as they sail along on
short, heavy wing, and long, balancing tail, close to the

ground. There ! we hear a flock of them now ; and yonder
they are in the cattle pasture, blackening the ground. They
are cutting the droppings through and through, searching

for maggots and worms ; and for this purpose they are pro-

vided with a very deep, knife-like ridge on their beaks.
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whicli serves them as a ploughshare. See, too ! on the hacks

of the patient kine, and clustering around their feet, are

other sable attendants ; sable they look from hence, but if

we were close we should find them adorned with the richest

steely purple and blue-green reflections. With what business-

like earnestness each searches among the hair of the cow
he has selected to patronise, digging for bots and ticks ; or

walks round and round, with the ivory white eye turned up,

scrutinising the grazing beast beneath, and now and then

springing upward to seize the insect prey. Away goes one,

the boat-shaped tail folded on itself, with a sharp metallic

cry, which reminds you of the smitings of a smith upon
his anvil. From this sound we call the familiar bird the

Tinkling.
" As we proceed we hear the low sweet cooings of hundreds

of Doves of various species coming from the woods. These
sounds are eminently characteristic of the early day in these

wooded slopes. The loud and vehement call of the White-
winged Turtle-dove, ' Two bits for two !' is pertinaciously

uttered; or now and again exchanged for its stammering
cry of eight notes, of which the last is protracted with a

moaning fall. The Pea-dove shows its plump form of pur-

plish fawn colour, and its large melting gazelle eye, on the

road before us, dusting itself almost under our horse's feet,

or sits in the shadow of the groves, and coos, ' Sary coat

true-blue !' And Ground-doves, no larger than sparrows,

congregate in small flocks on the pasture-lands, searching

for seeds of grass and weeds, and shout 'Meho ! meho !' or

a loud and hollow ' Whoop !'
"

" Look at this ancient Silk-cotton tree ! what a fine object

is it, illumined in the morning sun ! The enormous per-

pendicular spurs stand out like radiating walls fr'om the

huge trunk, looking almost as white as marble in the bright

light, and throwing the recesses into dark shadow. Trace

up the vast pUlar-like trunk ! the eye wanders up a hundred
feet before it detects a branch to break the uniformity of its

column ; there the huge boughs spread horizontally, each

one a vast tree for bulk and extent. What an aspect of

strength in those contorted and gnarled limbs ! How far

away they carry the umbrageous canopy of foliage ! And
see, too, what a microcosm is such a tree as this ! The
hoary trunk is studded at intervals with tufts of parasitic

plants of the Pine-Apple tribe ; these are called Wild-pines ;

they do not bear eatable fruit, but their blossoms are often

of great splendour. There is one now in flower : from a tuft

of rigid arching leaves, which form sheathing cylinders at

the base, springs a fine spike of closely-set flowers, of the

richest purple and crimson dyes. Another kind has the

sheathing leaves more compactly overlapping in a sort of

herring-bone or zigzag fashion, whence projects a longer,

looser, and more branched raceme of scarlet and yellow

blossoms. There are many not now in flower, for they vary

in their season of blooming, but the leaves show that they
differ in species, though they possess a general family re-

semblance. One sort, common enough, is not at all orna-

mental. The negroes call it " Old Man's Beard ;" the stems
are very long, and as slender as wire, which form great

ragged pendulous tufts, of a dull hoary grey hue.
" And there, in the forks of the huge limbs, grow enor-

mous matted masses of various vegetation, too remote fi-om

our eyes to be identified in detail ; but we discern bunches
of Orchideous blooms hanging in the air'; and feathery Ferns
arching out their elegant tracery ; and creepers running
along the boughs, and what look like tussocks of wiry grass

at intervals, but which are small tiny-flowered Orchids, and
long, long ends of green twine hanging many yards in

length, now looped up in a loose bight, now swinging in the
wind in mid-air, now almost touching the earth, and dividing

at their extremities into three or four smaller threads."

A Practical Treatise on the Grape Vine. By William Thom-
son. W. Blackwood & Sons, London and Edinburgh.

In the short space of three years Mr. Thomson's admirable
treatise on the cultivation of the Orape Vine has passed
through four editions. Such an event is not to be wondered
at, when we consider the experience of the author and the
way in which he has, through these pages, communicated
that experience to others. No better test of the appreciation

in which the work is held can possibly be fui'nished than
the appearance of the fourth edition, which contains some
new matter that has suggested itself to the author since the
last edition was published. We observe there are two new
chapters—one on " Scalding," and the other on " Stocks for

Tender Vines," which, as it is a subject that has been much
agitated of late, we will transcribe :

—

" Those who have paid most attention to the subject have
come to the conclusion that many of the highest flavoured

of our Grapes, which are at the same time the most delicate

and difficult to grow with success on their own roots, will

one day be grown with perfect ea,se when we have discovered

the proper stocks forthem, and that late-ripening varieties will

be got to ripen earlier when grafted on earlier stocks. I have
not myself proved the correctness of the latter, but have
read of instances of it, and, reasoning from analogy, am pre-

pared to believe it. Of the former I had a striking proof in the

case of the Muscat Hambui-gh on the Black Hamburgh stock.

On its own roots I have not grown it above 2 lbs. weight,

while on the Hamburgh stocks I have had it 5 lbs. weight,

with larger berries and much better finished in every way
than on its own roots. I have proved the Black Barbarossa

to be a most unsuitable stock for the Bowood Muscat, so

much so that the fruit never ripened at aU on it, whOe by
its side the Bowood Muscat ripened perfectly on its own
roots. The importance of this experiment lay in the proof it

gave that a late stock procrastinated the ripening of the

variety grown on it ; fr-om which one is led to infer that an
early stock, like Sweetwater or Chasselas Musque, would
facilitate the ripening of late sorts inarched on them. Of the

excellence of the Black Hamburgh as a stock for such high-

flavoured though delicate Grapes as Muscat Hamburgh, and
the whole of the Frontignans, I have not the slightest doubt

;

and I have during last summer inarched these sorts and
many others on it, and recommend others to do the same,

feeling confident that success will be the result."

At page 2S we find the following valuable hints :

—

"I can strongly recommend the following method of

planting and treating young Vines, from my own experience

of it in the past season. It is probably in its details new,

but it only requires to be described to commend itself to all

who have any knowledge of such matters. I had a large

house to plant, chiefly with Muscats, in AprO, 1861. I had
a stock of one-year-old plants in eight-inch pots by me ; I cut

the rods back to 4 feet in February, and allowed them to

stand in a cold Peach-house till the 13th of April, when the

border was ready for their being planted ; I shook all the

earth from their roots, and spread them out on the soil of

the border, one Vine to each rafter, and 5 feet apart,

covered the roots with 6 inches of soil, and gave the whole

a good watering, with water at a temperature of 150°, and

covered the surface with an inch of dry soil to prevent, to

some extent, the escape of the heat communicated to the

border by the warm water. The Vines were just bursting

thefr buds when planted, and instead of adopting the usual

practice of stopping or rubbing off all the buds but one or

two, I allowed all to grow, and tied them carefully to the

wires; by this means I had in some instances ten rods to one

Vine, all of which have, during the season, run to the top

of the house, and partly down the back wall, a distance of

30 feet, and many of these rods are as strong as ever I had

previously seen a single rod from a Vine the first year it was

planted. At this date (6th January, 1865) they are not yet

cut down, and the whole house is a perfect thicket of wood.

I win shortly cut back all these Vines to within a foot of the

front sashes, and train up two rods from each this season, for

fruiting in 1866 ; and I need not tell those who know that a

plant makes roots in proportion to its leaves, that Vines

treated as I have described will have an enormous excess of

roots formed in the border, as compared with others treated

on the one-rod and pinching system, and that the bearing-

rods they wUl make this year will be in proportion to the

extent and vigour of their roots in the soil. I have just

measm'ed one of them that, when planted in April, was

not thicker than a writing-quill, and I find that it is now

^i inches in circumference, and has ten rods perfectly ripe to

the top of the rafters, a distance of 21 feet. If, instead of

permanent vigour and productiveness, an immediate return

were the object aimed at, I have no hesitation in say-
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ing that such a A^iue would yield 50 lbs. of Grapes this

autumn."

We cannot too strongly recommend Mr. Thomson's treatise

as a thoroughly practical and sure guide to the cultivation

of the Vine.

HINTS ON WINDOW GABDENING.
With this title, Mr. Walter H. Bosanquet has published

at the price of one penny, a sheet of directions and warn-
ings for those of " the working classes," who, living in

towns, yet delight in growing potted plants either for the
decoration of their windows, or for exhibition. The direc-

tions and warnings are all good, and we recommend those

who wish to encourage such praiseworthy domestic garden-
ing, to distribute copies among their labouring neighbours ;

for such purpose it may be had at our office for 8s. per 100.

Iilr. Bosanquet is an enthusiastic enoourager of town
window-gardening, and there is no better aid to success

than enthusiasm. He has corresponded with the Council of

the Eoyal Horticultural Society on the subject, and the
CouncQ have appointed a Committee for arranging an ex-

hibition of plants so grown. Mr. Bosanquet is a member of

the Committee.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The Anniversary Bleeting of this Society was held on the

23rd of January, when the usual routine business was trans-

acted, the whole of the oflicers of the preceding year being
re-elected without opposition, and the Council elected, con-

sisting of Messrs. Hamlet Clark, Dunning, MeLachlan,
Pascoe, Shepherd, Smith, Stainton, Stevens, Weir, Moore,
Edward Sheppard, A. Sheppard, and W. W. Saunders. The
four last-named members replaced Messrs. Bates, Grut,
May, and Wallace.
The President delivered an address, in which he reviewed

the Society's proceedings during the past year, as well as

the general progress of the science, for which a cordial vote

of thanks was passed, as well as for his conduct in the chaii-.

Votes of thanks were also passed to the vaiious officers of

the Society.

The General Meeting for Eebruarj' was held on the 6th
ult., the chair being occupied by the President, F. P.

Pascoe, Esq., F.L.S., who returned thanks to the Society for

his re-election as President, and who nominated as his Vice-

Presidents for the ensuing year, Messrs. Saunders, Smith,
and Stainton. Various publications of the Eoyal Society of

London, Belgium, and Moscow, the Linnean Society of Lon-
don, as well as the continuation of M. de Saussure's work
on the Natural History of Mexico and the Antilles, were an-
nounced as having been presented to the Society since the
last Meeting.
Mr. Brewer exhibited a minute species of Beetle, Corti-

caria truncatella, of Mannerheim, new to this country (allied

to C. iuscula), which he had taken in some numbers at the
roots of marine plants, at Worthing ; also, specimens of the
rare Ceutorhynchus biguttatus, from the same locality. He
had also taken the rare Latriduis nodifer, at the roots of
plants at Hampstead.

Captain Cox sent some portions of the wood of a dog
kennel, the crevices in the decayed parts of which were
swarming to an extraordinary extent with the Dog Tick,

Ixodes Kicinus, in different states, accompanied by some
observations on these insects, which he had succeeded in

destroying by rubbing common gi-ease over the parts of the
bodies of dogs infested by them. The curious fact recorded

by De Goer of the position of the male nestled on the breast
of the lomalo was obsei-ved in many of the si^ecimens for-

warded, and the young when hatched were observed to have
thi-ee instead of lour pairs of legs.

Mr. F. Bond exhibited, on behalf of BIr. Rich, a fiu'ther

series of the parti-coloured males of the common Ghost Moth
(Hepialus Humuli), from Lerwick, one of the Shetland
Islands ; from Whence also Bombus Smithianua (White,
Proceeds. Linn. Soc), had been received, that being the
only known locality for the species.

The President stated that he had recently received speci-

mens of the ciuious genus of Beetles, Cossyphus, from Aus-

tralia. Hitherto the genus had only been found in Portugal,
Spain, Sicily, the Morea, Algeria, Calcutta, and India as far

as Rangoon, but not in the eastern islands. Its discovery,
therefore, in Australia was a remarkable fact in entomo-
geogi-aphy. Professor Westwood stated also that he had
recently received it from ZambesL
Mr. Baly read a memoir containing some further descrip-

tions of new exotic species of Phytophagous Beetles.
The President announced that the CouncU had resolved

to offer two prizes of five guineas each to the authors of the
two most satisfactory papers on questions of economic ento-
mology, to be decided at the close of the present year.

AGATH^A COELESTIS—EDELWEISS.
In your Number of February 14th you say that Agathisa

coelestis is tender " even in the mUd climate of Ireland." I
beg to say that I have a plant of it which has stood out of
doors for two winters without any protection. It is the
variegated sort.

Tour coi-respondent "M. A. E." will not succeed, I fear,

in growing Edelweiss. The inhabitants of the Tyrol cannot
keep it alive long when transplanted from its native crags
on the highest summits of the mountains. I do not think
it can be the Leontopodium Mr. Fish mentions, because the
flowers are white, not yellow. I enclose a specimen gathered
on the mountains near Salzburg.—R. F. M., Co. Clare,

[In the south-west of Ireland your climate is far more
genial than in other districts of the island. Leontopodium
helveticum is the same as L. vulgare of some botanists.

Although the corolla is not yeUow, yet the dense crowd of

anthers in its centre are, and would be, impressed on Mr.
Fish's memory.]

I

EPIPHYLLUM CULTUEE.
In answer to a correspondent, I will commence by ob-

serving that sometimes EpiphyUums are found as epiphytes
on the borders of rivers in the warmer pai-ts of America, asso-
ciated with epiphytal Orchids, Tdlandsias, and other plants
of half-epiphytal habit. This is particularly the case in

Demerara; on the borders of the river of that name Epi-
phyllum speciosum is occasionally found as an epiphyte;
but we are told on the authority of ]VIr. CoUey, who was
sent out in 1834 by J. Bateman, Esq., to explore that country
in search of Orchids, that it seldom presents a vigorous ap-
pearance. Our experience of them in cultivation verifies

this statement, that EpiphyUums are not strictly epiphytes.
If not epiphytes they certainly require a similar mode of

treatment, and grow well with the culture given to cool

Orchids, but having no pseudo-bulbs they cannot withstand
so much dryness, and yet they will resist drought for a
lengthened period. A period of moisture and corresponding
warmth is essential to free growth, and this should continue
when once it commences until the growths have attained
their full size, and a fullness of parts that approaches plump.
ness ; and a period of rest through exposure to more light

and a drier atmosphere is likewise necessary.

Epiphyllum truncatum, and its allied species, or those
that flower from the points of the fleshy stems, and in which
the branches have a tendency to di-ooj), are cultivated in

two ways—first, on their own roots; second, grafted asi

standards. They are handsome in either way, but I thinkj
them much more so on stems about 1 footer 1 foot 6 inchesi
in height. Very fine objects are obtained by grafting twol
scions on the Pcreskia stock, on opposite sides, at 1 foot fromf
the soil, two more 9 inches higher on the stock, and onol
G inches above the last on the top of the stock. The result!

is a pyramid 2 feet 3 inches in height. The most suitable!

stock is the Pereskia aouleata, and the most ajjproved mode
of grafting, side ortongue grafting, the scion being of such a|
thickness as to correspond with the stock. To secure thel
scion in its place the strong spines of the Pereskia may be'
run through the scion into the stock, and the graft bound
rather tightly with bast, some moss being put on to secure

a little moisture and exclude au-. Grafting is best per-

formed in spring when the plants are gi-owing.

Cuttings of all the kinds strUce freely if inserted in any
poor, light, sandy soil. Cuttings put in in spi-ing in a mo-

I
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derate heat, with the soil just moist (if kept very wet they

are apt to rot at their base) will be well rooted by autumn.

In the spring they will be ready for potting singly into

small 32's or 24'' s, according to their size.

We have thus two descriptions of plants, those grafted

on stems, and those on their own roots ; both require the

same treatment, and of these young plants I will detail the

culture up to the period of their becoming specimens.

The plants after blooming should be potted, for if the

wood is well ripened they will bloom in the cutting state

;

but it is not advisable to allow this, we shaU, therefore, pot

them in the fii-st week in February, in a compost of two-thu-ds

light loam from rotted turves, and one-thu-d turfy fibry peat,

with a free admixture of sharp sand. Eiver sand will answer
as well for this purpose as the finest silver sand. Chop the

compost tolerably fine with a spade, but do not sift it, for it

is aU the better to be' open or porous. In the absence of

peat, leaf mould may be substituted. Drain the pot to one-

third its depth, place a little sphagnum above the drainage

to prevent the finer particles of the compost being washed
down, and so choking it. Turn the plant out of its pot, and
remove all the old soil not filled with healthy roots, picking

the soil from between the roots as much as possible. Give

a moderate shift ; large shifts are more injurious than bene-

ficial, for it is better to under-pot than to over-pot this plant.

Press the soil rather firm, but not tightly, and not too low in

the pot, but as low as for a Geranium. If the soil is moist
no water need be given for ten days, if the pot is plunged in

a hotbed of 75'^, which is desirable, as the cutting will strike

root much sooner ; but if placed on a stage the soO, if dry,

should be moistened a little at the time of potting, and kept

j ust moist until the plant begins to grow.
The most suitable situation is a house where forcing is

carried on, for it will have a moist atmosphere, and be
sprinkled with water of the same temperatm-e as the house,

morning and evening. The temperature should range from
55° to 60° from fire heat by night, with a rise of 10° by day
without sun, but more, of course, on sunny days if accom-
panied by a corresponding amount of ventilation. When
the plant begins to push a more copious supply of water
should be given, and when growth fairly commences, the soil

should be kept moist, but never so wet as to become sodden,

which is too often the result of watering at stated times
whether the soil is moist or dry. The want of water should
be appai-ent before any is afforded, and then enough
should be given to thoroughly moisten the ball, but the
plants should be watered before the soil becomes so dry
as to check growth. A moist soU and atmosphere being
maintained, and the plants occasionally sprinkled overhead,

they wOl grow rapidly, and will have made their growth by
the beginning of July.

"When growth is completed they are to be removed to a
lighc au-y situation, in what may be termed a warm green-

house, where they can be exposed to the midday sun, and kept
near the glass. It is presumed that they have hitherto had
a slightly shaded position, yet near the glass, in the forcing-

house. In the light airy situation in a cool-house they are

to receive but little water, reducing it, however, gradually,

and not permitting the stems upon any consideration to

become limp or shrivelled. After remaining a few weeks in

this situation the wood will be well ripened, quite brown-
looking, and hard to the touch. If well ripened the wood
rarely shrivels afterwards, even if the plants are not watered
for weeks ; but they should be occasionally examined,
and a little water given so as to prevent the fleshy stems
shrivelling. After the growths are ripened they should be
kept near the glass, and sufficient moisture maintained in

the soil to preserve the vitality of the plant. An occasional

sprinkling overhead will tend to free the stems of dust; but
a wet state of the soil must be avoided during the period

of rest. A temperature of 45° from fh'e heat is sufficient

in winter, if the soil is kept dry. Plants so treated will

bloom in December if placed in October in a temperature
of from 55° to 60°, and by introducing plants at intervals of

a month, fine objects for conservatory decoration may be
had throughout the winter. Those kept in the cool-house
wiU bloom in April. This plant is without a rival for dinner-
table decoration ; specimens on IS-inch stems with a head
as much through, and the points hung with hundreds of

coral blooms, are much greater ornaments than those with

glass stems, the very slenderness of which is ever sugges-

tive of insecurity.

The earliest blooming plants may be jjotted, placed in the

forcing-house, and kept there until the growth is made,
though potting is not necessary oftener than every other

year ; but the di'ainage should be looked to every season.

It will thus be seen, that for five or six months the plants

are growing, and that at another period they are kept in a

state of rest. Though these plants do fairly in what may
be termed warm greenhouses, they require an increase of

heat in spring, and unless they have the heat of a vinery

they will not bloom with certainty. In a vinery where a little

fire heat is given in spring and through the summer they
can be grown well. Under this treatment they will bloom in

spring ; to bloom in wint'r they require the heat of a stove.

As the plants inoreasi: in size they should be potted in

proportion to their growtli, and if they become uneven the

heaviest parts should be thinned out, and this is aU the

pruning they requii'e. They may be kept for years without

deterioration in small pots, by reducing the balls biennially

or annually, and repotting in pots of the same size. A speci-

men producing five hundred blooms at once may be grown
in a nine-inch pot. The finest plants are grown on the

Pereskia stock. Plants on their own roots seldom attain

more than a foot in height.

Such is the mode of treatment X have adopted with good
results, and it is much to be desired that those who have
been successful in this branch of culture, would make known
their practice through these pages, for of aU plants none are

so gorgeous, nor so little cared for at the present time, as

the Cactus family. In fact, we generally see them better

grown and blooming more freely in cottage windows than
in the best garden establishments. About thirty years ago

these plants received the care which they merit, and the

indifference to them which exists at the present time can
only be attributed to the introduction of so many new
plants, though less useful and ornamental. Dry stoves were
common then, but now there is scarcely one to be found in

the land.—G. Abbey.

A EIBBON-BOEDEE.
I HAVE a ribbon-border 40 yards long and 6 feet wide; the

background is common Laurels. I thought of planting it

thus—Back row, No. 1, PerUla ; No. 2, Christine Geranium

;

No. 3, Brilliant Geranium ; No. 4, Shrubland Pet Geranium

;

No. 5, and front row, Cerastium tomentosiim. I dare not

plant Verbenas or Lobelias as they suffer so much when
quite young fr-om the rabbits. Last year I had Lady Middle-

ton Geranium next the Laurels, then Perilla, bat I was
ass-ared that Perilla ought to be next the Laurels.—E. B.

[If your keep PeriUa low enough we certainly should pre-

fer strong plants of Lady Middleton Geranium next the

sombre Lam-els. Discarding as you are obliged to do. Ver-

benas and Lobelias, we would rather plant thus—Lady
Middleton Geranium, PerDla, Christine Geranium, yellow

Calceolaria (Aurea floribunda), Brilliant Geranium, and
Cerastium tomentosum.]

The Action op Akomatic Plants on Silkwoems.—
M. E. Faivre details the following experiments to the French

Academy ;

—

" Silkworms exposed to the action of wormwood,
but not in actual contact, were very much excited, they tried

to o-et away. The pulsation of the dorsal vessel was aug-

mented and their bowels purged ; in a few houi'S they were

dead. Fennel produced similar results on the nervous

system, and a marked one on the secretions. Balsam-tansy

acted still more powerfully, even kUling the sick worms, and

causing the healthy ones to emit their silk. Common tansy

was less violent. The effects depend upon the quantity of

the odoriferous herb employed, and on the condition of the

silkworms. When healthy worms were supplied with mul-

berry leaves and exposed to the aromatic, they ate their

food, and made cocoons which were considered of superior

quality."

—

Dublin Medical Press.

[These facts suggest that gardeners should tij the effect on

their enemies, the caterpillars, of syringing them with

water in which tansy and other strongly scented herbs have

been soaked or boiled.]
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GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
In addition to the various suggestions for carrying out

tUs practice which have ah-eady appeared in our pages, we
have some woodcuts and notes fi-om Mr. Messenger, horti-

cultural builder and engineer, Loughborough.
The glass used for this glazing has the sides turned down,

as shown in No. 1, which conveys the water into small
gutters made of lead, copper, zinc, or iron ; or the sash-bar
itself is made with a gutter in it.

The mode of securing the glass down to the gutter, is

shown by section No. 2, which is by a screw passing through

1. 2.

Plan.

GlaEing which requires no putty to make it waterproof.

a brass plate and india-rubber pad into the wood or metal
bar ; the india-rubber slightly pressing upon the two sides of

glass keeps it in its place.

The plan shows the brass plates and shape of the glass,

which is so arranged as to convey the condensed vapour into

the gutters internally, as well as the rain externally.

The first cost is rather more than that of ordinary glazing,

but is much more than compensated for by the following
advantages—viz., no paint is required, saving the usual
periodical ex-

pense of paint-

ingoncein every
two years ; any
handy labourer

can replace a
square of glass

when broken

;

all annoyance of

pieces of glass

and putty fall-

ing amongst
plants, &e., dur-

ing repairs is

avoided ; also
the appearance
is far superior,

and minor ad-
vantages would
be experienced

by its use.

Where it is

necessary to make it air-tight as well as water-proof, a
back putty is used, but which is never exposed to the

of the weather, so that it is as durable as the glassaction
itself.

The above is a section of a very simple and effective struc-
ture for cover-
ing Peach, Fig,
or Apricot-
waUs,and which
could, if heated
with hot water,

be used with
advantage for a
very early vine-
ry. It is, in fact,

when unhealed,
a lean-to or-

chard-house.
The annexed

is a greenhouse
erected by Mes-
senger, at Go-
gerddan Hall,

the residence of
of P. Lovedon,
Esq., of Aber-
ystwith.

SEWAGE lEEIGATION.
We have received a note from an intelligent correspon-

dent, who, like many other persons, seems to have derived
a very erroneous impression of the value of sewage when
applied in small quantities. He observes:—"The subject
of irrigating grass pasture with liquid manure is rather new.
I have about ten acres of grass—four of old, six new-sown
last spring. I have also a large cesspool. How can I use
this manure p Where piu'chase the cart, where the pump ?

Any information on this subject given dbectly to me" or by
an article in your Journal, will be thankfully received."
Our reply must bo that we cannot advise any one to

employ a watercart to spread the sewage over grass. Such
j

a sprinkling is of little perceptible use. We must not be
j

led astray by certain schemes, lately announced, for squirting I

the water over the land in small quantities. If the tank

'

receives the sewage of only one house that will be best
j

applied to not more than one-eighth of an acre of grass.

The gardener knows that sewage is an admirable liquid '

with which to water his kitchen-garden plants ; but he is

'

well aware that to derive any material benefit he must give

them a good soaking—a small shower of it is useless. On
the sewage-irrigated meads of Edinburgh the grass is tho-
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roughly soaked about every eighteen days, and these meads
have for many years been let at an annual rent of from ^20
to £S0 an acre. At Croydon about 4000 to 5000 tons of

sewage per acre ai-e used every year, and this produces
about 32 tons of grass, worth on the ground ^£1 per ton.

Lord'Esses, Mr. Mechi, and the Eugby Commissioners have

all given up using aewage in small quantities for grass. If
you can arrange so that your house sewage can be directed
on to your land by its own gi-avity, well and good, or by the
use of a common lifting iron or wooden pump ; but it would
be a Brofitless effort to use a cart.

WINTEEING- PLANTS WITHOUT AETIFICIAL HEAT.
In No. 196, "Isle of Wight" made a suggestion with

which I was much pleased, and at the time I resolved to give

you asketch of a pit which might be rendered useful all

the year round
; press of business has not permitted me to

do this sooner, but better late than never.
I propose to sink the pit—say 5 feet (this, however, must

Pit for winterinff plants.

depend on the nature of the gi'ound), and build a nine-inch

wall above ground—say 6 feet high, against which the dung
for hotbeds could be stored. This would keep the pit warm
above ground, and to prevent water filtering into the pit, a

bed of concrete should be formed under the dung. The form
of the roof will give plenty of light without the glass catch-
ing the wind.

—

Geo. K. Getelin, C.E., London.

HAEDY FEENS:
HOW I COLLECTED AND CULTIVATED THEU.—Xo. 11.

In my last number I brought my Fern coDeotiou to an
end ; but I feel as if I had yet a last word to say—a small,

very small sum to cast up of the amount of work, or rather

play, that I have done in the Fern papers, in which I have
so pleasantly wandered back through familiar scenes and
amongst familiar friends.

I have mentioned all the species of English Fems, with
the exception of the Trichomanes radicans, which, being an
Irish Fern, hardly forms an exception. I have never found
radicans, have never grown it, and have never biit once seen
a really thriving plant of it. I have now in cultivation all

the species of English Ferns, excepting the two Woodsias,*
the Asplenium germanioum, and the Hymenopliyllums.
They consist of

Adiantum capillus-Veneris, with the Dunraven variety,

if vai-iety it be.

AUosorus crispus.

Aspleniums trichomanes, viride, fontanum, ruta-muraria,
lanceolatum; Adiantum nigrum, with varieties; septentrio-

nale, marinum, with Cornish variety.

Athyrium Filix-fcemina, with varieties.

Blechnum spicant, with varieties.

Botrychium lunaria.

Ceterach ofiSciuarum.

Cystopteris iragilis, with varieties.

Cystopteris montana.

• I may also now add the 'Woodsia Uvenais to my list of Ferns under cqI-
tiv.ition, u plant of this rare and delicate Fern havinfj been kindly presented
to me by Mr. Mitchell, of the Glen Nursery, Bacup, Lancaahire.

Cystopteris elfina.

Lastreas Filis-mas, with varieties ; cristata, thelypteris,

oreopteris, rigida, dilitata (with varieties), recurva.

Ophioglossum vulgatum.
Osmunda regalis.

Polystichums aouleatum, with varieties, angulare (with
variety), lonchitis.

Polypodiums vnlgare, with varieties, dryopteris, phego-
pteris, caloareum, cambricum.

Scolopendrium, with varieties.

So the sum I have to add up of what I have written about
seems very small, although it has taken ten years to collect

together the parts of which it is composed. But what
amount of figures wovxld teU of aU the happiness that it has
been to myself and others ?—the happy days, the merry
houi's—hours of pain forgotten and of sorrow soothed

—

hours in which, when alone, the soul, winging itself from
the material things around, has flown up on bright thoughts
to the blessed world whence it came. Who could number
up these thoughts, or count the circle of blessings that has
widened out from them ?

A fi-iend of mine, once walking in Torkshire during a
severe drought, met a labouring man, and in passing said,

"What a blessing a shower would be, my fi-iend." " Ah !"

said the man in reply, " it would let loose a many prisoners."

—The imprisoned seed, parched and thu'sty, waiting, bound
in the fetters of its husk—the million buds on every tree,

all waiting for the genial shower to loose theu' prison-bonds

and set them free. What beautiful thoughts the good God
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must have given this poor labouring man ere he could have
framed his simple touching speech

!

Bulwer says that the face of Nature is the only face that

as we grow old never changes to us. Friends grow old,

change, and pass away ; but the old Oak of our youth is the

old tree still. The hill has stiU the same shadows, the
valley the same musical river. Their voices speak the same
Truths in the same tones; the vexed murmurs of the worLl
touch them not ; they praise God day and night, thouya
man in his ungrateful egotism will not listen, will not echo
their simple song.

Every created thing has something good and pleasant to

say to us if only we will listen aright—some beauty to be
revealed if we will seek for it—some wondrous exhibition of

skill, greater and more perfect than can be shown by the

greatest living man ; and, as we search and look, the voice,

the beauty, and the skill will aU lead us up to that high
communion the Most High encourages His children to hold

with Him. A few more words upon the Ferns, and I have
done.
Of aU that I have named the Aspleniums are the most

difficult to manage as a race. They one and all hate stag-

nant moisture. They require light, and sun, and shade

—

shade for the roots, and sun for the fronds. Lastreas are

less difiioult ; they do not need sun as a necessity—they will

grow in damp and shade. Cystopteris is a very easy Fern to

cultivate ; it wiU suit itselfto almost any locality. Osmunda
requires damp and shade. Polystichums, and Polypodiums,

and Allosorus need sun. All Ferns must have good di'ain-

age. I always mis good garden earth with the soil of old

banks, the (Uh-is of trees, &c. I water nearly every day
during the summer.
Do not be afraid of Ferns. They like being moved and

divided, and will forgive almost anything but neglect.

Never plant a Fern upon a rock or stone; there must
always be depth of soil with drainage beneath. If a Fern
does not do well in one situation try it in another, but never

see a plant looking unhappy without trying to find out the

cause and seeking to remedy it.

Before these pages are printed I hope to-be hunting Ferns
in the neighbourhood of Naples ; and if the Editors of The
JoiTRNAL OP HoKTicuLTUEE will kindly give me a coi-ner I

shall hope to tell my experiences when I return. TiU then

adieu !

—

Filix-fceimina.

STEAWBEEEY PLANTS NOT FLOWEKING.
I HAVE some very strong healthy plants of Keens' Seed-

ling. I treated them in the usvial way : had them piled up
in ashes until the last week in January, then started them
for forcing in a heat of 45°, giving a rise of fi'om 5° to 10°

with sun. The plants are stronger than those I have grown
before, and gardeners that have called to see me thought,

as I did, that there would be a good crop from them, but

there is not a blossom out of a hundred plants. Can you
give mo any information as to the cause of this failure ?

—

A StTBSCKIEEB.

[You say nothing of the size of the pots which contain

yov\r very luxuriant plants. We suspect that your plants

ai'e rather too strong, and that the buds were not suf-

ficiently matured last autumn. We do not think our

Strawberry plants will be quite so fruitful as usual, as we
notice several pots coming blind, but we attribute it to the

•want of water in summer and autumn. The more luxuriant

the plants the more ripening do they require in autumn.]

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The preparation of the various quarters destined for main

crops must be persevered in whenever the soU is dry enough

to admit of being trodden on without being too much con-

solidated. This is of great importance in the case of heavy

soils ; and those who have such to deal with should take

advantage of evei? dry day that occurs. On such soUs, too,

it wiU be advisable to defer sowing main crops for a week,

or even a fortnight; but on light dry soils the_ sooner the

main crops are sown the better, because such soils are most

liable to suffer from drought should it occm-, and therefore

the sooner the crops are well established the better they
will be able to resist its effects ; if, on the contrary, the
season is a wet one, they will be in the best possible con-
dition to profit by it. Beans, sow the main crops, regulating
the quantity by the demand. Broccoli, a small sowing of
Grange's true Early White made now will come in useful

by-and-by. Cabbages, make a sowing of the true Drumhead
Savoy, also another i>atoh of early Cabbage, and Eed for

winter supply. Cauliflowers, prick out the young seedlings

on a warm border or on a gentle hotbed, and shelter them
for a time with hoops and mats. Celery, the first sowing
must be pricked out as soon as it can be well handled, and
another sowing made of both Eed and White. Onions, the
principal crop should now be sown, and as it is a crop of

some importance we offer a few words of advice. The ground
having been trenched and ridged during the winter, is al-

lowed to i-emain in that condition untU the early part of

this month ; it is then levelled down, and marked out into

beds 31 feet wide with alleys 15 inches wide. Before the

seed is sown the beds are raised 9 inches above the ordinary
ground level by soil ft'om the alleys, and when the beds
have become perfectly dry the seed is sown and the beds
trodden twice over by the feet untO they appear as hard as a
gravel walk. A very thin coating of soil is then strewed
evenly over the whole, and finally the roller is passed over
the bed. The narrowness of the beds enables the operator
to weed clean with facility and without injuring the plants.

Plants thus situated h.ive a greater depth of soU than usual,

and grow with greater sturdiness than those highly ma-
nured, whilst the great elevation of the beds enables a warm
July siin to penetrate a considerable depth into the earth,

slightly checking late growth, and, of course, inducing early

bulbing. Take advantage of dry days to stir the surface of

the ground between growing crops, and to prevent weeds
from making their appearance.

FBtriT GAEDBN.
Protect Peach, Apricot, and other choice fruit trees from

spring frosts. Finish pruning and nailing as soon as pos-
sible. See that newly planted fruit trees are properly staked
and mulched, and after high winds it is necessary to look

over them and press the earth gently round the base of the
stems. AU danger of very severe frost being over. Figs
may have the coverings completely removed and be neatly

pruned and nailed ; do not crowd them with wood. Finish
planting Raspberries, also pruning. Let all the old leaves

be out away from Strawberry-beds, removing aU runners, &c.

FLOWEK CtAKDEN.

All trained trees and plants should receive attention.

March winds are often destructive when the precaution of

renewing old stakes and strings rotted by the damps of

winter is neglected. A pretty fioral effect may be obtained
at an early season with Narcissus, Hyacinths, and Hearts-
ease, which may now be planted for the jjurpose. Anemones
and the single Wallflowei', last summer's seedlings, will

shortly bloom ; and in large masses the effect of then- rich

golden blossoms is magnificent. Hollyhocks for late bloom-
ing may now be planted, as it is best where they are grown
extensively to make two or three plantings in order to insure

a succession of bloom. These showy plants are very suitable

for long lines, parallel with straight walks, walls, &o., where
they produce a noble effect. If edgings are required to

flower-borders they should be planted as soon as possible.

Box, Daisy, Chamomile, Thrift, Pansies, the Gentianella, &c.,

are all used for this purpose. Let Box edgings be cut forth-

with. Plant out Carnations and biennials in general, and
let all perennials be removed without delay. Look to the

sowing of annuals, also shrub and tree seeds. Finish the

laying of turfj and get all alterations carried out at once.

Let Roses in general have a pruning immediately. Those
intended for late blooming must be pruned late.

GBEENHOCrSE AND CONSEEVATOBT.
Examine the soil of such plants as the different kinds of

Acacias, Templetonia, Genista, Cytisus, Grevillea, Banksia,

Myrtle, Brugmansia, Olea, Nerium, Eutaxia, Goodenia, Vir-

gUia, Indigofera, the varieties of Cactus, and others that

may have been resting, to see that the drainage is efSeient,

and that no plant is rendered unsightly for the want of

timely watering, pruning back, or stopping. Many an old

corner requires routing out. Stop any unruly, rank-growing
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shoots of Camellias that are taking the lead on those plants

whose blooming season is over, and endeavour to keep a

uniform growth both of wood and blossom-buds for the

ensuing year. Ericas to be top-dressed or repotted. Com-
mence syringing on a fine morning such plants as are freely

making their growth, and those that have lately finished

flowering. Tropajolums will require attention. Pelargo-

niums and Calceolarias wiU requii'e increased pot room.

Apply tepid clarified manui'e water to those well established

in their pots, if healthy and showing flowers. Do not omit

slight but frequent smokings of tobacco. Fuchsias for

general decoration, or as single specimens on grass, should

be brought forth from then- hiding places without delaj',

and introduced, if there be room, to a warm end of the

gi'eenhouse. Those who have bottom heat to spare, and
desh'e very large specimens, may select some of the best

plants, disroot, and repot them, and plunge them in a bottom
heat of 75°.

STOVE.

Some of the plants which have been blooming for many
weeks, and which are exhausted, should be cut back—such

as Euphorbia jaoquiniosflora, Gesnera lateritia, Geissomeria

longiflora, Eranthemum pulohellvim, Justicia salicina, Linum
trigynum, Poinsettia pulcherrima, &c. The plants of Poin-

settia. Euphorbia, Clerodendron, Aphelandra, Gesnera, &c.,

that have previously been cut down, and are now breaking,

should be shaken out and repotted in good fibrous turfy

loam, coarse sand, and a portion of charcoal. Prick off care-

fully into small pots as they appear in the store-pans or

pots the various kinds of Achimenes, and jjut in another

batch, likewise various Gloxinias, they delight in a mo-
derate bottom heat at this season. Continue to increase

the heat and humidity in the case of Orchids, and see that

plants of Gongoras, Stanhopeas, and some of the beavatiful

Dendrobiums that are now making their season's growth,

are not sufl'ering from want of sufficient moisture. It is

sometimes ibund essential to soak them once or twice in a

tub of tepM water, and if a portion of clear cowdung water

is added thereto it wUl do much good. Syringe carefully

about the blocks and baskets that have plants of Vanda,
Saccolabiums, Sarcanthus, &c., growing or adhering to them.

PITS AND PBAMES.
Those who have not as yet attended to the propagation of

plants for bedding-out must now begin with all possible

speed to put in cuttings of Salvias, Petunias, Fuchsias,

Verbenas, and Scarlet Geraniums, so as to have good plants

for bedding-out in May. Pay attention to watering and
topping back weak and straggling shoots, so as to foi-m

robust, bushy plants. Dahlias should be started. — W.
Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

OxTTSiDE, the ground is stUl too wet to permit of much
being done. Put more Ehubarb and Sea-kale in Mushroom-
house, and cleared Mushroom-beds. Eaised bed intended

for Cucumbers under a frame. Our frames are shallow,

some 10 inches in front and 16 inches at back. We raise

the bed high enough at the back to give pretty well 2 feet

of a slope to the front of the frame, and our boxes being so
shallow we make a trench in the middle of the bed from
26 to 30 inches wide and 16 inches deep for soil, placing an
old slab back and front. This trench prevents any likeli-

hood of burning the roots from a too violent heat beneath,
the confining the roots by the boards prevents too much
luxuriance of growth, the heated leaves close to the boards
give plenty of heat to the soil, the packing some earth close

to the sides of the fr-ame prevents steam passing in from
linings, and as the frame sinks with the bed there is no
necessity for regulating the height of the plants from the
glass, as the soil on which they are trained and grown is

just of the right height for the foliage. We thus escape all

the trouble of frequent earthing-up, merely giving a little

rich top-dressing when there is any sign of deficiency of
vigour. Though wood is a bad conductor, still it does con-
duct heat ; and making the bed wide enough at fivst to

permit of banking-up to the top of the frame, or nearly so,

secures a dry heat against the boards for the atmosphere of

the house which can be made moist at wUl by dewing the
boards. After trying many modes we follow the above when
we can, as being on the whole the most economical as re-

spects time, labour, and material.
Thinned Lettuce among Eadishes, which latter ai-e now

coming in nicely. Gave plenty of aii' to those in Carrot-bed,
just above the ground, to prevent then- coming with long
necks. Watered with manure water strong Cauliflower in
pots in orchard-house. Sowed Cauliflower, a pinch of Cab-
bages, and Celery in mild hotbed. Stu-red up the soil

among Cauliflowers under hand-lights, exposed the heads of
Celery in beds to prevent rotting. Do not think we have
had half a dozen of run or rotten heads as yet, and the
heads are very sweet notwithstanding the di-y weather and
no water to which they were subjected. But for the shading
with evergreen branches, it would have been all up with
them. Prepared, also, a three-light end of a pit for Cucum-
bers, where they can, have hot water. This is all very well
where fuel is cheap ; but if we did not manage to raise some
beds under frames, &c., even with tree leaves chiefly, we do
not know what we should do for dressings for the kitchen
and flower garden.

EBTJIT GAEDEN.
Continued work very much the same as last week. Pruned

out of doors in suitable weather; daubed with lime, soot,

and anything nasty, to keep oft" birds from buds. Owing to
the snow and frost, we were privileged with clouds of
larks, that did us little harm except stripping, as if with a
cutting iron, the outer leaves of Broccoli, &c., leaving the
hearts mostly untouched. Partridges, now pairing, did
the same office for us in the vei-y cold weather. They and
l^heasants are sometimes troublesome enough, but they are
nothing to the four-footed intruders in the shajje of hares
and rabbits. Even in thefr case the gardener, in general,
where game is an object, should try every deterrent method,
without resorting to the gun. The report not only breaks
in on the peaoefulness that should pervade a garden, but
the passion is so apt to grow from what it feeds on, that
not a few most estimable men as gardeners have got into
great trouble from becoming too fond of shooting. We
should never forget that, though it is praiseworthy to be
anxious for the well-being of all under our charge, the
gamekeeper ought to be equally anxious about the safety
of his proUgis. Where pheasants are numerous, wire
guards may be necessary for Peas, before they n re 4 inches
in height. After they are staked, partridges and pheasants
wiU do them less harm ; but then the sparrows wUl come
like locusts, and rip up the pods you want to send to table.

Bat-folding among the shrubs would thin these birds now.
Small threads, either white or black, run among dwarf trees
and bushes, wUl help to keep them from the buds ; and such
threads, run along with little pegs a few inches—say 3 at
first—above rows of seeds, will also keep them off. We
thus saved most seeds last season, except I?eetroot, Prince's
Feather, and Love-lies-bleeding. The red seed-leaves of
these things seem to be an irresistible attraction. It is

best to sow them, in such cfrcumstances, where i^roteoted,

and transplant when a good size.

We have seen no more, as yet, of our enemy the brown
beetle in the Peach-house, though we have looked anxiously
for him every day. A few Black Prince Stramherries have
been very fair for flavour, but, if they had little sun, they
had plenty of afr. The bulk of plants are much smaller
than usual, and the Keens' do not come so generally good
as usual, some pots showing little or none. The next lot

wUl likely be better. We fear the buds of some were
starved last summer and autumn before the rains came.
We are now obtaining good reservofrs of water, and hope we
shall never again have to pack plants behind sheds and in
thick woods, merely that they may be shaded, and thus kept
alive, whereas in the sun they would have been dried up and
kUled outright. The Black Prince Strawberr3' plants have
hardly had a miss in a single jjot. Of course aU jiots that
do not show bloom should be turned out at once. In all

early forcing we generally used to reckon on something like

five per cent, of blind pots, but our early Keens' will be
beyond that this year. Succession crops generally come
with few or no failures. From several private communica-
tions, let us again urge on cm- friends not to plunge esta-

blished pots in a hotbed before taking them into a house
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heated by fire lieat. If they choose now to take plants out

of the ground to pot, as we will be obliged to do in a month
or so, a little bottom heat, whilst the tops are kept cool,

will do them good, but the bottom heat should decline as

soon as the roots reach the sides of the pot.

In the orchard-houses, in bad weathei', syringed all the

houses with hot soap water—walls, woodwork, and trees

—and then painted the trees with a paint made of clay,

soot, lime, soft soap, and sulphur; and, when trees are fresh

fastened to the wall, will use a thin wash of Gishurst. We
may mention here that the wash of Gishurst for the Peach-

house was strong enough to injure a few young shoots. We
may also mention, in answer to many inquiries, that Gis-

hurst is a capital thing used sparingly, and especially for

amateurs, as it enables them to have a good wash without

the trouble of mixmg ; and, if soaked and dissolved in

water some twelve hours before using, the liquid loses its

offensive smell for syringing, &c., and at the same time loses

nothing of its insect-repellent properties. We could also

speak favourably of Parmentier's and other washes ; but, at

the same time, truth compels us to say that the best remedy
is to keep away insects by health, vigour, and unceasing

attention, and that, as to paints over the wood, clay alone,

or clay, sulphur, and soft soap, are just as efficacious in

daubing up insects and their eggs as the finest compositions,

with learned names, sent out in box or bottle. A little

tobacco juice in the mixture will do no harm ; but much, if

hot, may do so. A little lime, if there is anything like moss
or fungous grov/th, wiU also be useful ; and in extreme cases a

little nui vomica, cold. All such washes, in moderation, are

safe, if cold; but if lime and sulphur, and uux vomica, are

boiled, &c., the mixture ceases to be mechanical, and, used

hot, may prevent all further need for using it a^'ain. Even
lime and sulphur, mixed into a paste, and used as paint,

are very different from lime and sulphm-, heated or boiled

together. By the latter mode a most powerful acrid liquid

is produced; so that if a pound of lime and a pound of

sulphur are boiled in a gallon of water, one quartern or gill

of the clear liquid, when cool, would be strong enough to

syringe with twenty gallons of water. White hellebore is

also as destructive to many insects as snuff, and is much
cheaper. Sulphur, as we have often stated, is chiefly useful,

like lime, for destroying mildew or fungus, and for the

fumes which it throws off in a temperature of about 160" or

170°, either with artificial or natural heat.

To return from this digression. Before tying the trees in

the orchard-house, on the back wall, we have, after the

washing, the old colour, however, remaining firm, coloured

afresh the greater part of the wall, making fresh lime the

chief constituent. In such lean-to houses, with so much
light from the squares of glass between the sash-bar rafters,

which squares are 20 inches by 12 in depth, a white wall would
throw back too much heat for the well-being of the trees,

before the foliage was fully expanded. We therefore darken
the lime considerably, and this season we have added a

good proportion of sulphur. Our bricklayer, who generally

puts it on, is very particular in having the lime mixture

fresh made and smooth to work with the brush. When the

lime is slacked, it is worked with sufficient water to pass,

by means of a brush, through a very fine sieve, all grit, if

any, being rejected. To about four gallons of this are

added three or four pounds of sulphur, previously made
into a soft paste, and about two quarts of blueblaok in the

dry state, also mixed with enough water to make it into a

smooth homogenous paste. These two articles are mixed
with the smooth lime-wash, and the whole is put on rather

thin, and looks black at first, but dries sufSciently white.

Hot water is better for slacking the lime than cold, and the

colour stands much firmer on the wall when so slacked.

The sooner it is put on the better. If enough of mixture
is made to take two days to i^ut on, or if the job is left, the

second day's washing will not be so firm as that of the first,

and it will be apt to be a shade lighter in colour.

Wo have hail so many inquiries how to take off the offen-

sive white glare from limewash, that we may be excused for

the above minutiae. Such a toned wall neither distresses by
its brightness, nor saddens by its gloom; and instead of re-

flecting the most of the rays of heat and light so as to make
everything uncomfortable near it in bright sunshine, it just

reflects enough, and also absorbs enough to warm the wall,

so that it may radiate back a portion of the heat thus
absorbed during the coldness of the night.

Fruit trees may still be planted, and after such a winter
will do little worse than those planted in the autumn. It

would be well to cover the ground with rough litter, move
it aside on hot sunny days, and replace in the afternoon. In
all cases where present labour is an object, a mound of fresh

soil may be given to each tree.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAETMENT.
The'snows and heavy rains have prevented much ont-door

work, except rolling the lawn and sweeping the walks of
leaves, twigs, &c., and examining bulbs of all sorts to see if

they were securely fastened in the ground. Also, the same
aa to all fresh-planted shrubs and trees. All planting of this

kind should be finished as soon as possible. In aU favour-
able weather proceeded with planting for timber and cover,

and this work now should also be finished without delay.

The frost and the snow have rendered the hares troublesome,
independently of tarred string, &c. Evergreens and other
shrubs may be planted until the buds for the fresh shoots
begin to swell.

In hotbed or pit, Lily of the Valley, Deutzias, Koses,
Rhododendrons, and bulbs may now be more easily forced

into flower for the conservatory. A little bottom heat will

cause them to come better after the pots are crammed with
roots. Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, &c., in rooms, should
have all the light possible.

Out of doors we shall prune all the hardier Boses as soon
as the ground is drier, cutting Moss, Provence, Gallioa, and
the less vigoroiTS-growing Perpetuals pretty well in. All

strong growers, of climbing habit, Banksian, and Briars,

do best when the small wood is thinned out, and the long
well-ripened shoots left nearly their full length. Prom every

bud a short shoot will come with clusters of flowers. It is

best to cut out these old shoots in autumn, and depend on
young, middle-sized long shoots again. When such Roses
are used against walls or fences, they may be spurred in for

years like a Vine, merely by thinning out the small spray
from each node of buds in the beginning of summer, and
cutting back to one bud in winter or early spring. Bour-
bons, Teas, and the more tender Chinas, should have the
pruning deferred untU April. Teas laid in by the roots in a
sheltered shed, should now have the moisture at the roots

examined, and the covering at the heads reduced. If mild
weather continue the same lessening of protection should be
givtn to those left in the ground. Now is a good time for

grafting on stocks well-established in smxll pots, and then
placing them in a mild hotbed. The sooner Briar stocks are

pruned-in and planted the better for budding in summer.
Rockwork and collections of Alpines, and the tender her-

baceous plants, and even Wallflowers, &c., will want seeing

to and firming, after the frosts and boisterous winds.

Daisies and Heartsease may also be divided, using a little

fresh soil round them. The smallest root pieces of the latter

will do better than cuttings. Ranunculus may also want
firming, also bulbs in general, and mice should be kept from
them. Pinks may be planted, and plenty of air given to Car-

nations, Auriculas, Polyanthus, and the finer Primroses.

Put in a good many cuttings of Verbenas, Petunias, &a.,

as we like young plants better than old ones. Went on
with Lobelias, &c., but the methods we have frequently

detailed. Those made at present we put into vessels of

some sort, but by-and-by we will dibble the cuttings at once

into sandy soil upon a slight hotbed, and take the glass off

them as soon as they are struck. We are so crammed at

present that we can scarcely turn ourselves, but in a few

weeks we will put a great many things out of doors under

temporary protection.

Kept on potting Fuchsias, Geraniums, tying-ont Pelar-

goniums, and giving larger pots to successional Primulas,

Cinerarias, &c., and if we had a fair day would fill a shed

behind a greenhouse with large plants of Scarlet Geraniums,

that we may prune a part of our last vinery, the Grapes in

which will soon be over. We have a great many bedding

plants in it already, but we want the whole floor, stage,

and shelves, to clear the Peach-house of all bedding stuff, or

the most of it. The trees are coming nicely in bloom,

average night temperature close on 50°, heat applied to raise

it to 55*^ and GO" during the day, and if sun come, of which

we see little, we wiU with a little early air, allow it to rise to
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IT or 15° more, and shut up early. Except on shelves of

Strawberries, all shelves, stages, and floors, are as thickly

set with plants as if these were so many grass blades.

Gardenias wiU now like dearly a little bottom heat in a

dung or tan-pit. Ixoras will also be better of being plunged

and the leaves examined for thrips or green fiy. What is

worse than either is mealy bug, and purchasers should be

Cireful in selecting from clean stocks ; only a very few of

them are sufficient to overrun a place, and they will not

coniine themselves to plants, but get into every cranny of

the brickwork, woodwork, &c., where scarcely any application

will reach them. Dipladenias, Allamandas, &c., would be
the better of bottom heat after repotting. In small houses

it is advisable to pick away a good portion of the old soil,

and then repot in the same sized pot, using fresh fibry soil.

Clerodendrons that were pruned back and have now broken
half an inch or so may also be repotted, shaking away a
good portion of the old soil, draining well, giving fresh soil,

and placing in bottom heat ; if the shoots come too numerous
thin out the weakest when from 3 to 3 inches long, and
they will soon strike in a hotbed. Such tubers as Gloricsa

superba, &c., should also now be taken from the pots in

which they have rested in a rather dry state. The best time
for fresh potting, is when the buds show signs of moving,
di-aining well, and using fibry peat and loam, lightened
with silver sand and nodules of charcoal. Gloxinias now
beginning to push should either be top-dressed with rich com-
post, or the most of the earth removed from the tubers and
these returned to similar or, at first, smaller-sized pots. They
dearly like old dried cowdung mixed with the compost. The
same may be said of the iiue-loaved Begonias wliich have
been set under stages, &c., to dry and the leaves to fade
during the winter; when a little water is given to them,
and they are placed in a temperature of about 55" or 60°,

they will soon break, and then may have their rhizome-like
stems separated, the most of the old earth shaken away, and
rich light soil given. Achimenes and Gesneras, placed some
in heat to start them ; Justicias, flowering Begonias, and
especially the pretty fuchsioides, Eranthemums, Poinsettias,

&c., do best for small houses if the cuttings are struck now
and in the beginning of next month, and the old plants
thrown away.

"We have taken care to keep a nice lot of soil dry, under
cover, which is half the battle ; and for all these tender
plants we like it to be heated over a furnace, or in some
suitable place, before using it. We have given aU the

j

air possible to bedding Calceolarias that are still in the

I

pit, in which the cuttings are thickly dibbled out in October
.and November; but we must harden them off' for turf-pits,

I as they are now standing too thickly. We fbrgot to say
that, as a measure of precaution, we drew all Verbena
cuttings through weak tobacco water, and were careful that

I
the quick hands that took them off should also use the eyes
quite as quickly, that every piece taken off should make
either one or two cuttings, without a bit or a joint being
wasted. It always shows great carelessness to see a bit wasted
at the cutting bench at this season, after having occupied
room all the winter. We also took the opportunity of

I
stacking some very fibry turf 2; or 3 inches thick. Tliis, in

bad weather, if we are scarce of pots, we will cut into
I pieces about 3 inches square, scoop out a hole in the middle,

I

for more than half the depth, and use these for some
Geraniums, and other things that do not plant well without

' a ball. We have placed a box on the material which covers
part of the Vine-border, and therefore will have a little

heat ; and if these little bits of turf, each with a plant and
fine soil in the hole, are placed there until the roots are
coming through the turf, they may then be moved to leaf

mould and soil in a Celery trench, and have a little protec-
tion there, until finally turned out. This is only a sample of

what people must do if they have to make the most of, and
obtain the most from, little room. It would not do to leave
isuch turf ijots in the mild hotbed, as the roots would get
beyond all bounds ; but when turned out, after being merely
started, the root will cluster all round the turf like a wig,

and be ready to extend wherever they have the chance.

—

R. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—March 4.

The supply has improyed, but p^-icefl are fully maintained. Pines continue
scarce ; Grapes and Peal's are sufticient for the demand ; and with Apples
the market is overstocked, but good kinds for the dessert are not over-abun-
dant. Savoys, Bruseele Sprouts, and other Greens, are not over-plentiful.
Enfjlish forced Potatoes may be had very good at from 2.t. to 35. per pound

;

foreign ditto Cd. to Sd. Salads, &c., come in daily from the continent.
Artichokes and Peas have arrived from Lisbon, the latter selling at from
12s. to 15s. per quart.

Apples J sieve 9

Apricots doz.

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. \i
Currants, Red...^ sieve

Black do.
Pics doz.
Filberts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 50
Goi'seberries ,. ^ sieve
Grapes, Hamburt,'ha lb 7

Muscats 8

Lemons 100 5

a.
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"VruE Leates Teened Brows [One in a FiT).—Vfe are at a loss to

account for the scorching of the Ipaves and fruit so early as the 14tti of

February. The temperature from fire heat must have been extremely high,

and the air of the house excessively dry, and some other cause must have

existed aa well, to account for the complete destruction of the foliage and

fruit. We think your border good, though we should have liked it better

had it not been so deep, and without leaves over the drainage. Your pit is

4 feet deep with 1 foot of drainage at the bottom, and a good thioknes* of

leaves above it. Leaves are apt to become a soap-like mass, and thus

prevent water escaping freely by the drainage. In place of the leaves we

would recommend you to place 6 inches more rubble en that already at the

bottom of the pit, then a layer of turves, grass side downwards, and then

to fill in with turfv loam from a sandy soil chopped with a spade, adding to

this equal quantities of boiled half-inch bones and charcoal, so as to form

one-sixth of the whole. Instead of mixing any manure with the compost,

relT on top-dressings of rich compost for nourishins the Vines. Vege-

table matter is apt to form a close heavy mass when thoroughly decom-

posed, and the Vine will not thrive in a soil containing an excess of close,

heavy, vesetable or animal m.itter partially or wholly decomposed. As the

roots are healthy, to what do you attribute the weakness of the "OOd ( 1

you are satislied it is due to the misfortune, and not to the border, by all

means leave the latter alone. We see nothing wrong in it except us depth,

the leaves over the drainage, and the manure mixed with the soil. Turt,

manure, and bone dust being its ingredients, we do not see how it coulo be

improved except as above. All the sorts are gnod for general purposes.

Your best course would be to train a shoot from the bottom of the rod and

cutback the old rod to that shoot after it had.pushed another shoot a loot

or so long. If cut out now the danger of bleeding is great, and the \ ines

will be weakened. The young cane will, if the roots are healthy, reach the

top of the house this season, and if well ripened a crop of fruit may be had

in the following year. We do not think any good would result Irom re-

taining the old rod and weak spurs upon it.

Tines Showing Fkuit Indiffemntl-t (A Young Gardener). —The
bunches of embrvo fruit sent us were strong'and long in the footstalli, the

shoulders for the most part blind or defective in the flower-knobs, aid the

bunches inclined to carl or become tendrils. We have found such effects

caused by Vines being grown in rich, deep, cold, outside borders, which have

a tendency to produce gross long-jointed wood, tisually imperfectly ripened.

Yours, however, cannot suffer from this, the roota being in an inside border,

and completely under command. You have placed a foot ol manure on

the inside border, and you poured cold water copioufly on the manure to

wash its nutritive natters into the soil. This cold-drenchmg a V ine-border

when the Vines are but little advanced in growth is bad. A check is given

every time the cold water is applied, and the rootlets form indifferently in

a cold wet border. You commenced to force early— at Christmas, and the

Vines were advanced for flowering by the early part of February. Von
brought them on slowly at first, and since they broke have kept them at

60° bv night, and 70° by day from fire heat. This, combined wuh the

drenc'hings of cold water, is sufficient to account for the bad condition of

any Vine subjected to such treatment, esp-ciallv Muscats, and these you

say are the worst. Had the water used been a few degrees warmer than

the mean tenperature of (he house, so as to bring the border into a nice

moist condition, commencing to force with a temperature of 4o by night

for the first foitnight, increasing it to 80° at the end of that period in

another fortnight to 5.5°, and in another to 60°
; then we think the bunches

would not have been in the condition of those sent. Throwing the house

open in summer is only wise under certain circamstances, and should never

he done until the wood is hard and brown, or well ripened. Keep the

border moist for a i-hort time before commencing to force, and well watered

when growth commences ; decrease the amount of water after the Irnit

changes colour, and leave it off altogether after the fruit is ripe. Bring the

Vines on gradually, and do not exceed 61.° by night until the leaves attain

their full size. Water always with tepid water, and do not expose the Vines

or throw open the house until the wood is thoroughly ripened.

Geadioli Growing in Pots (TT. B ).-GladioU may be so grown success-

fuUy. Pot them in six-inch pots, and transfer them to eight-inch ones as

soon as the roots re:ich the sides of the pot, and again into a 10 or 1^-inch

size, plunging the pois in the open gionnd in March or April, protecting the

foliage with an inveited flower pot. Your soil being unsuitable need not

prevent your planting them out, and as you want t'-em lor exhibiting, they

do much bttter planted out than grown in pots. Takeout the soil to a

depth of IS inches, and fill in with turly loam, well reduced leaf mould, turfy

neat or bog soil, and well rotted manure in equal parts, well mixed and

chopped up, adding sand to make the compost moderately porous. This

should be placed in the bed earlv, and 6 inches higher than the surrounding

surface to allow for settling. Top-dress them, I inch or U inch deep, in the

last week in May and the second week in July, with nch compost whether

they be in pots or planted out. During the growing season keep well

watered, a thorough soaking once or twice a-week being preferable to con-

stantlv wetting the surface. Syringe them on the afternoons ot fine days,

and after a good watering stir the surface between the plants 2 or 3 inches

deep, but do not disturb the roots. We do not know a creeping plant that

vottld suit your room. „
, w- n i

D4HI.1AS VeBUENaS, CaRNATIONS, AND PiCOTEES FOE EXHIBITION ( 7T . B.).

—Snlilias—Bnh Ridley, Lord Derby, Lord Palmerston, Cygnet, Model,

Lollipop, Handforih Hero. Be.iuty of Hilperton, Norfolk Hero, Criterion, Ca-

ractacus, and Duchess of Wellington, TerJena,?.—Lord Clifdeii^ Foxhunter,

Thetis, Victor Emanuel. Garibaldi, Elfrida, Chieftain, Mrs. HoUord, Mrs.

Moore Mrs Woodroffe, Urban, and Fantastic, rnrnadons.—Dreadnought,

William Pitt Capt. Thomson, Mr. Ainsworth, Hope, Tenby Rival, Lucia,

Christopher Sir Henry Havelock, Mayor of Nottingham, King John, and

Illuminator. Ficotees.-hori Elcho, Flower of the Day, Rival Purple,

Favourite, Favorita, Ariel, Rev. A. Matthews, Kosy Circle, John Linton,

Ada Mary, Loveliness, and JIargaret.

HORSEBAmSH IN rEAB-B0KDER-CEOPHNO ViNE-BORDER WITH OHIONS

(G. Iiandcll).-\on will beet get rid of the Horseradish by digging or fork-

ing out the roots, persisting in this a^ frequently as the shoots come up.

Care will be necessary not to injure the roots of the Pear trees. There is

no whole-ale method of dostioying the Horseradish except by agents that

would kill the roocs of the trees aa well. Onions on a Vine-border are bad,

they would impoverish the Boil, and so would any crop.

Mowing Machihes IR. M. C.).-Ttiey all work well, and we cannot

rcc-<-.mend one maker in preference to others. Do not have a large one it

to ^'i Torked by one man.

Fowls' Dong {Ouernsexj £(ae).—Make of it liquid manure by putting »

peek to forty gallons of water. Apply the liquid once or twice a-we«

between the rows of drilled Onions, or to any other ot your kitchen gardai

crops.

Broccolis from November to Feeeuart (If. C.j.-^The Walcheren is

the best autumn Broccoli, coming in in October, and lastmg with protec.i«l

UD to Christmas. Grange's Autumn White, and Hammond s White Lara,

are good useful sons for late autumn use. Snoiv's Winter White is probaby

the only Broccoli that can be depended on fand that not always) for tu,.

nishing heads in January and February '41

re^"^

the only Broccoli that can be depended on (and that not always)

nishing heads in January and February. Early White Malta is a good e<.rl

kind, and Hopwood's Early White sometimes comes in m February, ini

seed should be sown rather thinly in the firstweek in Aprilin good ground,

and when the vonng plants ate large enough they should be pticked on

finally planting in well-mannred ground, 2 feet apart and 3 fe^* /"'

row to row, taking them up with balls, and keeping them well watere,

until established, and afterwards in d y weather, otherwise they will head

nrematurely, especially the Cipe varieties. Keep them well earthed-up,

and in autumn bank them quite up to the leaves with soil, mulching be-

tween the rows with litter, and a lUtle spread over Ihe heads m frosty

nTghts will protect them from injury. The Walcheren should be takm up

when the heads are about half their full size, and the plants laid in close

together in an open shed, or where they can be covered with straw danng

severe frosts. We had fine, large, close heads up to Christmas last year.

Peas for Septemser and October («em).-A sowing of British Queen

m id'e in the la>t week in May, will usually produce Peas for use in bep-

teraber. We make a sowing about the middle of May, another ten days

ater of Brtish Queen, Bairs' Dwarf Mammoth, and Ne Plus Ultra, and

invariably have Peas Ir.mi these sowings in September and October, and we

have Fathered from tliera on the 20th of November. Sow these three kinds

on ground prepared as for planting Celery, at three difi-erent times during

Maf beginning in the fir^t week, and sowing at intervals of ten days, and

you 'will have an abundant crop of late Peas of the finest flavour If your

soil is light sow early in June a breadth of an early sort, as Advancer, Early

Gr^en M irrow and Eclipse. We mak. it a practice to sow these three, com-

menc"i;g on the ISth of June, and with three sowings at ten days interval,

we have the mid lie of July nearly.

ViNFS Disbudding Un Am!detir).—Vl2.\t, until the shoots have pown
enough to eiable you to dlMinguish which will and which will not have a

bunch of fruit, and when this is beyond doubt rub oft that showing no fruit

„r"f both shoi fruit take away the smallest, giving preference to the shoot

nearest the rod You must leave one shoot to each spur, whether it show

fruTt or not rubbing off all others. One bunch on a spur is ample for
fruit or nouiuo g „„„gth of the Vine too much. Stop them

^t^e joinrorraf"abrve the"fruii:and"ali iateralTarthe fl7st joini. The

Moss is Se'aginella denticulata, and the other Cytisus piuciflorus, we

think, but the flower was crushed.

Propagating QolNcE Stocks -Paradise Stocks ( ).-Quince stocks

niav be obtained bv layers, and sowing the pips, now being a good time tor

doin" both, but the earlier the belter. Paradise storks are P5''Pagated by

sowiSg Apple pips now. Coboca scandens may be propagated by cuttings,

layers and sce.l, now heing the time. Cuttings of Currants inserted now

^7}i^^'TcT^!'"i ^TMorrNDS [An I.ish i.r;,).-Nordmann-s Silver

Fir ^ndPiceaNordraaniiiana are identical. The benefit derived from plant-

fng t °e Pine and Fir trib. on mounds ot earth .s great, the chief benefit

being that the roots run near the surf ice, and unless the collar be elevated

a Con ter seldom thrives. Ey all means plant them on mounds with a

fl itteneTtop to retain water. On good ground they do not need manure

but a little liih fresh mouW placed around the roots will assist their taking

hold and becoming established.

Fruit Mandal {B. Cotes).—X new edition is preparing, and vrill be pub-

lished during the approaching spring.

Registry Office [A. Z).—We cannot answer questions which are not

within our province. Consult a London Directory.

Salting AsrARAnus-BEnsUSuSsOTdero/jranr/I'cai-s).-You may apply

salt .low, and throughout .he time of the Asparagus growing-that is until

the e Id of September. We have applied the salt two ways-sprmnling it

on the surface once a-n-.onth at the rate of an ounce to a square yard, and

mssolving it four ounces io each gallon of house sewage. This we apply

once a-neek. The Asparagus is a native of the sea-shore.

Gardes Plan (E. A. i.).—We purpose having your praiseworthy plan

engraved and inserted with a brief comment next week.

Stephanotis FtoRiBONnA (iV. S.) .-There was "»/""Sus 'Pawn in the

samole of soil you sent. It was full of the rootlets of some plant, probably

he\tephanotis. The cause of its le ive-. shrivelling was either deflcienoy

of temperature or deficiency of food ; we think the latter was the deficiency.

The Tan'ple of soil was mere fli.ry pea>. We should remove as much of 1

as we could without disturbing the roois, and replace by a mixiure of equal

quantities of peat and leaf mould, with a little sand.

Tradescantia zebbina-Lapaoeria rosea (£<.»;n;i). -The withered

morsel of a specimen resembles the Tradescantia zebrina.orwbat ssome-

Umes oa led Cyanotis vittatn, a creeping, trailing plant with purplish and

whitish leaves. It thrives well in a cool stove and warm greenhouse, and

makes a good plant for a basket suspended in a window. The Lapageria

ikes a gieenhouse not below 45°, plenty of surface room, good peat ai^

loam, abundanSe of drainage, and plenty of water, but stagnant moisture Is

its ruin.

RoiiERS FOR Outside Shades {J. il/tZ).-There is nothing for this pur-

pose sought as wood. The rollers may be made from 50 and more feet m

uTngth if drawn up breach end and the middle. In such cases it 18 best

where tepuUey ropes pass underneath the roller-that is fastened at back,

Tome down ?le glass, and go back above the blind to a pulley at the top, al

thfnmes being joined to form one in the centre, so that one man may puU «U

he s rings at once. A blind with a wheel or place for a rope merely at one

should not be mucn m,uu. re than SO feet in length. Wo have seen gal-

vanised iron rollers stout, but hollow inside, and about IJ inch in diameter,

do v y vel , but if the roller is heavy, and one pulley- suing has too much

?o do ihcy too will warp. The best remedy is to have plenty of palley

Uiiigs and supposing there are three, the two end ones niay tie brought

along the top of the house to the middle, and one man can then pull all the

\ three strings at once.
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^Vardian Case (C. E. 5.).—We do not know who makes these now. Mr.
"West has lert Suibiton.

LoPHOSPERMuM MAG^^IFIC^;M CoLTUBE ( ).—Tnrfy sandy Inam two-

thirds, leaf mould nne-third, with a free admixture of sand. Three plants

will soonpr fill a basket, but one would do better in so small a basket,

stopping the shoots tn make it branch. It will yrow to a height of 20 feei,

but is oftener seen 6 fef-t hifrh, Seetlliiffs now in the second leaf may flower

this season with libfival tre;itmcnt. Pot them sinp:ly in small pots; keep

in a frame on a mild hotbed until the pot^^ are filled with roots, th^n transfer

to a greenhouse, after hardening: off, and in the first week of June plant

cut some of them at? linst trelliscri in sheltered parts of the open garden,

taking out the points of the shoots when they have made sis leaves beyond

the seed leaves, and stopping- them again at 13 inches high if they do not

produre so mnny shoots as required. Train the ?lioots regularly, and this

is all they require in the way of pruning. Any that are wanted to train

on trellisps or wires in the greenhonse, should be potted as soon after as

the pots become filled with roots, or potted into a 9 or 12-ineh pot at once,

just as large or small plants are d sired. Such plants require the sime
treatment as to stopping the shoots where more are wanted, or when they
are inclined to become leugy. Distribute the shoots regularly, thin them if

crowded, and keep near the glass.

IP0M<E\ HYERIDA MARr.INATA CULTURE ( ).— SOW in a OOmpOSt Of

light turfy loam, with about one-third tf leaf mould added. Place in a

hotbed frame, and when tbe plants are in the rough leaf harden off. and
keep in a greenhouse until the last week in M.iy, then plant them in the

garden, giving them a tall 'tiike to twine round, or, if desired, put three

in a 12-inch pot, ana train to the rafters of the greenhnuse.

Amaranthis MET,ANCHOi.rciis OoLTTiRE ( ).—Sow carly this month,
in the soil recommended for ne:uiy all annu.ds—light loam and leaf mould,
in the proportion of two parts of the former to one of the latter. Place in

a mild hotbed, and, when the plants are large enough to handle, pot them
off singly in eO-pot*!, or three round the sides of a 48. Keep in the franie

until the p!ants huve made roots to the sides of the pots, when more air

may be given, and the plants hardened iff. As laige plants are wanted,

pnt in a size larger, and prow on in the frame or a vinery at work until the

middle of May j'then gradually admit more air, so as to have theai hardened
off by the beginning of June.

Fine PicE\ piNSAPO.—Tc your Number of Feb. 28th "A Subscriber"
spiiiks of a specimen of the Picea pinsapo at Luton, being 42 feet in circum-
ference and 14 feet high. I beg to sav I have one 44 feet round and 19 feet

high, very healthy and well grown.—F. W. C, WoodlandSy Red Hill,

Books (Tr(>a?0.— For a field naturalists' club, of *' books eithernew or

old," we recommend Smith's *' EnL'lish Fiora." Uooker & Arnott's " British

Flora," Hogg's "Vegetable Kingdom." "The Wild Flowers of Great

Lritiiin," and Seeman's "Journal of Botany." The two last-named are

monthly publicatioas.

Wall or Paling for Frdit Trees {IV. r^irwer).—Build a wall by all

means, hiiving it 7 feet high, and glaze the front, as represented in our

columns to div. You may th<-n grow Peach-s, Nectarines, Apricots, and

Black Hamburgh Grapes in defiance of any Liverpool gales.

CiNKRARTA SEEDLING (7. Call).—A showy bordef flower, but will not
compete, as a florists' flower, with many of the same colour.

"Waltonian Case (T. A. S.).— 'ilT. West, the maker, is gone, and we
know of no one who now makes it. We employ the Bijou plant case, made
by Mr. Stocks, cabinet maker, &c., Archer Street, Notting Hill, London.

DwARp Roses m a Bed (I!»esham).—\ye have no doubt that G<5nerat

Jacqueminot will make a very good bed, and the plants may either be

pegged down or allowed to grow bush fashion. If the latter, cut out the

most robust and coarse shoots as they are produced, and the bed may be

made to assume a tolerab'y even appearance. We have this and other

Roses, grown on their own roots, in beds, and prefer such plants to those

on Manetti stocks, when the kinds will succeed in this wny. Baronne
Prevost, G^ndral Jacqueminot, Jules Margoltin, and others do remarkably
well.

Oak Trees not Thriving (A Constant Subscj-iber).—We fear there is

something radically wrong with > uur Oak trees, which you say are growing
in a field on a dry clayey bottom, so very dry that, after a dry season, the

poil in so dry and hard that it is late in autumn before it becomes wetted
throngh. if the trees are not very old they mitrht be benefited by the

surface being parti;illy removed, and light soil, containing more sand or

gravel in its texture, substituted for it. We hardly recommend watering,

as nature generally supplies moisture enough for all kinds of trees, excepting

those newly planted, which yours are not.

Apple Trees not Prospering (J. C.I.—There must be something the

matter with the roots, or your trees, planted three years, ought to have
grown some considerable size ere tliis, We hiirdly know how to advise

you, in the absence of more information about the situation and kind of

soil. Ribstnn Pippins are not by any means the be>t thriving of Apples,

but Nonsuch ought to do well. Cutting back will not affect their general

health much, and will not certainly improve their stunted growth, which

either arises from tbe soil or climate, or perhaps both. Write again, atating

your locality, and other particulars.

Names of Indian Azaleas (J(mo).—The colour was too faded before we
saw the blooms to give us a chance of identifyioH: them ; but had they been

fre^h the varieties are too numerous to justify naming without seeing the

plants.

Names of Plants (M. C).—1, Asplenium bulbiferum; 2, Asplenium

flaccidum—two species which are closely connected by intermediate forms.

3. Pteris longifolia. (D. 5.).— 1, Asplenium cicutarium ; 2, Blechnum
occidentale ; 3, Pteris tremula. {John Bryan).— \, Onyehium lucidura

;

2, Adiantura capillus-Veneris. The insect is the common Mite (Acarus),

and it feeds only on decayed vegetables. [B. C.).— It i^ LTcopottiura cla-

vatum, or Club Moss, sometimes called Wolf's Claw. It belongs to the

Natural Order Cryptogamia Lycopodiacece. {C. /*.).—Your Mot'ses are—
1 and 3, Hypnum rut^bulum ; 2, Hypnum coniplanatum, and, mixed with

it, H. curvatum ; 4, Hypnum prrolongum and IT. denticnlatum ; 5, Bryum
ligulatnm; 6, Polytrichum undu'atum ; 7, Bryum hnrnum or B. stellare;

8, Toitula subulata ; 9, this has no fruit, but it is either Dicranum bryoides

or D. tasifoUum, probably the latter; 10, Jungermannia asplenioldes var.

minor, mixed with Hypnum trichomanoides.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the suburbs of London for the week ending March 4th.
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selves, would produce a far better result than leaving every-
thing to paid servants, whose first cai'e is ordinarily for
themselves.

I know not how it is, but artificial incubation does not
seem to be permanently successful amon<jst us. Cautelo's
system made a prodigious noise for a time, but who ever
hears of it now ? His " Hydro-iucubator " was exhibited in
every stage of operation at a charge of Is. He then esta-
blished a small "Poultry Farm " at Chiawiok, but after all
he could do no good with it. Now with every kind feeling
for Mr. Geyelin, and with the heartiest wishes that the
utmost success may attend his speculation, what proof, I
would asic, have we that his system of artificial incubation
is in any respect superior, commercially, to that of Mr. Can-
telo ? It is obvious the success of the Company must en-
tirely depend on the perfect success of his incubator ; and I
need not say to establish the success of anything now-a-days
is a work of time, trial, patience, politeness, and persever-
ance.

An inventor must bear in mind that to object is not to
condemn. An inventor must be prepared for severe criti-
cism, and so long as this is fair and reasonable so much the
better for the inventor, if his invention safely passes the
scrutiny. This is the royal road to popular favour, which
makes his fortune.

—

Nemo.

Mt estimate of revenue and expenses is based on facts
ascertained by actual experiments, and I maintain its correct-
ness. If your correspondent, " C. S. J.," m-evious to pro-
claiming himself the public Mentor, had' favoured your
readers with the results of his own experiments in lieu of
publishing surmises based exclusively on his personal opinion,
they would, no doubt, have been received with all due de-
ference.

My system of feeding chickens is far cheaper than the
present mode, and is calculated to develope the size and
bones in the shortest space of time, and not flesh and fat,
which can soon be done when the frame is ready to receive it.

The market commission is 5 per cent, on dead stock,
and not 10 per cent., and a chicken six months old fat-
tened with barley and Indian-meal is more likely to fetch
3s. Gd. than 2s. 6d. The expenses of one home being divided
among six hens and one cock are necessarily heavier per
head than when divided among twelve or eighteen laying
hens, or from twenty-four to thirty chickens. The choice
bu-ds, I am informed by many, ought to produce over ^1000
from among 50,000 chickens per annum.

I am pleased to perceive the interest «C. S. J." takes in
this subject, and I triist that the Company now forming will
have the advantage of his co-oceration, with a view to°solve
the problem " Ostend Kabbit" so forcibly puts in his
masterly letter. Is there any valid reason whv England
should not supply her own wants in the shape of eg^s,
poultry, and rabbits ?—Geo. K. Getelin, C.E

HOME SUPPLY OF POULTEY AND EGGS.
How long does it take for a question to go tlirough all its

phases, to settle down as a recognised fact before the public,
with the certainty that it wiU only be disturbed now and
then, at stated periods, to be ventilated accordino- to some
or to have the accumulated dust of years rubbed olT accord-
ing to others ? Fourteen years ago, the public one day
recognised the fiict, that poultry was a pursuit, that it was
deserving of encouragement, and then some thought it was
a mania. The pursuit of the trade of a "poulter" is not
one of yesterday. Its Guild, or Company, ranks among the
ancient ones of the City of London. It has in its day lent
money to the Sovereign of the United Kingdom. It still
exists, and has its chartered rights ; and its bequests and
benefactions go back to the sixteenth century. It seems
now as if its claim to a share in providing food for the vast
populations in the metropolis and large towns were about to
be properly considered. We are no longer self-supportin"
in the way of food. Many of us can recollect in one of the
old Anti-Gallican songs, it was said

—

" They want to get onr fleah and blood.
Our bee' iind beer.'*

Things are altered—wc get a good quantity of theirs;

and half the continent is laid under contribution to supply
our carnivorous propensities. Good sound men of figures

prove that the supply of food decreases, others point to an
increasing population, and the increasing price of meat.
The leading journal of the world but lately called attention
to the figures of our imports in the way of food, and wis
obliged to pause at one item. " A million of eggs imported
for every working day in the year ;

" Turkeys by thousands

;

Eabbits by the ton. These are helps to the food necessary
to feed the metropolitan millions ; but the question naturally
suggests itself. Do we do all in our power to provide more of
these things at home ?

The egg trade with Scotland is becoming a very large one.
"We import eggs from France, Holland, Belgium, Switzer-
land, and part of Italy. Cannot we do something towards
providing ourselves with these valuable luxuries, and there-
by not only increase the number, but probably decrease the
price of them ? We have in cur favour, and, consequently,
to our profit, all the expense of loreign agents, of travelling,

freight, carriage, and dues. With eggs produced at home
nearly all this would be avoided. If those who can keep
poultry will not keep them, then those who have the incli-

nation without the convenience, must endeavour by associa-
tion to find the means of carrying out their theories and
ideas on the subject.

We believe we are correct in stating, that plans are now
a-foot. which will in all probability result in calling public
attention to the subject, and in giving the question a fair

trial on a large scale.

THE POULTEY CLUB.
YouE correspondent "A Timid Exhibitor" says, in his

first letter, that one of the main objects for which the

Poultry Club has been formed is the discouragement of

dealers as judges at any show. Even if the Club have
acted up to this rule, tiiey have fallen into a worse error

than if they had completely ignored it—viz., they have left

the appointment of judges in the hands of dealers, who are

also amongst the largest exhibitors, and whose interest it is

to win prizes, not merely for the sake of the prize itself, but

as a means of raising the value of the bii-ds they have for

sale.

In ray opinion any person is a dealer who breeds or purchases

poultry, and afterwards disposes of it for a pecuniary consi-

deration. There may be two kinds—the amateur dealer •^ho,

whilst he keeps poultry for amusement, endeavours by "dull-

ing birds at a profit to make the receipts cover the expendi-

ture. Amongst this class I should place several of the Club's

stewards, and also some of the persons mentioned by Mr.
Boyle. The other class of dealers make it pai-t of their

trade to buy and sell poultry, as for instance Messrs. Baily,

Yardley, Hutton, Beldon, &c. I do not say that all the

Club's stewards are dealers, but there are a few whom I can

point out who deal in fancy poultry to a large extent. Their

influence with the judges appointed by themselves must
obviously be great. This circumstance no doubt accounts

in some degree for a fact that must have been noticed by
many of your readers—viz., birds jiurchasod of this class

of people generally leave their winning properties behind
them, although remarkably successful when exhibited by
the dealer.

I have been surprised in looking over the prize-lists of

recent shows to see how very successful these gentlemen
have been lately. One of them, an extensive dealer, accord-

ing to his own advertisement has taken 537 prizes, including

eleven silver cups, since January, 1864. I am not the only

person who has made remarks about the success which
appears to cling to members of the Club when their own
judges are officiating.

Mr. Eanwell in his letter about the Islington Show remarks
" that he thinks the rules of the Club have been compiled
by the members solely with an idea of pleasing their own
fancies." If such were not the case he thinks tiie prizes

would not have been so thickly distributed amongst the

members as they were.

I advise "A Timid Exhibitor" not to join the Club until

some alteration is made in the management ; and then it

would be better if the Club would confine itself to simply
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wiving its opinion on the diiferent qualifications which con-

stitute a prize pen, and leave exhibitors and judges to choose

whether they will follow its advice cr no, and not to wish to

appoint judges for every show, but leave that to the com-

mittees, who are much better able to do so.

I admire the way in which the Hon. Sec. endeavours to

prevent any public discussion on the management. Still I

should have thought that, as the promoters desire that the

Club stand or fall on its own merits, they would be only too

willing to discuss them if it had any merits to stand on. Is

it because it has none that the Stewards are afraid ? Cer-

tainly one of the principal objects is a failure. Perhaps all

the others are the same.
In conclusion, I think it would be better to have dealers

that are not exhibitors as judges than to allow dealers who
are exhibitors to choose them, for certainly the dealers who
exhibit have the most interest in who gets the prizes. If

the present system of judging is continued I venture to

predict that it will soon disgust all honest exhibitors with

the pursuit, and thus prove a check on a very entertaining

and useful fancy, as it has already done to one who has

ceased to exhibit, and become merely—A Lookek-on.

Having noticed the letter of " A Timid Exhibitor " in

I
your Joiu-nal of the 21st ult., inquiring " who claimed the

I
first-prize pen of Game Bantams at the late Manchester

j

Show, and resold them there ? " I beg to inform him that the

!
pen was claimed on the suggestion of Mr. Douglas, but not
before the opening of the Show and the admission of the
public ; in fact, several other pens were claimed before it

;

ildo that Mr. Douglas had nothing whatever to do with the
resale of the pen.

If we take your correspondent's definition of a dealer,

I fear we all come under that class. He wishes to prove Mr.
Douglas a dealer, because some two years ago upon the Hon.
W. W. Vernon's relinquishing exhibiting, he sold that gentle-

man's stock of poultry, and has since adjudicated upon some
of it ; but with what result the instance named in " A. Timid
Exhieitok's" first effusion only proved Sir. Douglas's in-

tegrity as a judge, for upon the occasion alluded to (Leeds),

I
though several birds formerly the proiierty of Mr. Vei-non

were competing, not one obtained even a commendation. I

^^•ould strongly advise your correspondent to write openly,

and attach his name to any charge he has to make against

any one ; but I fear had he done so in this instance, he
would not have been found the timid exhibitor he professes
t'i be.

—

He that Ee-sold the Manchesteb Fiest-peize
Pes of Game Bantams.

I AM an amateur poultry-breeder, and I suppose that I

ought to be called a dealer, because during the past year I

have received £40 by the sale of birds and eggs. This is an
admission some persons might not be willing to make. In
that pleasant book, " Our Farm of Four Acres," is the fol-

lowing—" Our fruit was as plentiful as our vegetables ; in-

deed, we might have sold the surplus for some pounds ; but
we soon found t'nat to do so was to lose caste in the neigh-

bourhood." Oh, cold shade of shabby gentility! i^erhaps

this may be the case in mine. I neither know nor care. My
fresh butter is sometimes stamped with the name of a baronet,

and at others with that of a wealthy squire. I neither like

them nor their butter the less for it. Until the beginning
of last year I did not make any attempt at sales ; in fact,

up to that time I had very few birds, and had only twice ex-

hibited. Hear this, ye "timid exhibitors," and those whose
groans about unprofitable poultry, and the unfairness of

shows, have from time to time appeared in these pages.

From certain circumstances which occurred, I was at one
time disposed to look unfavourably on the Poultry Club, al-

though I advocated the principle of the association. I hive
since seen reasons which have induced me to become a

member. Two things, however, have not pleased me since

I was elected. The first was that sweeping condemnation of

the judging at BLi'mingham last year, where I exhibited, but
was not successful. The second is the offensive prominence
given by the Club to the fact, that dealers ai'e to be ex-

cluded from public judging at the shows.

I should not be at all afraid to trust myself in the hands
of more than one dealer that I know, whether he acted as

a salesman or a judge ; but at the same time I can see good
reasons why dealers should be excluded.
Except that an ugly imputation seems to be implied, I

think that few dealers can object to the principle of judging
laid down by the Poultry Club ; but if the rule exists, and I

am not inclined to oppose it, the matter should be fairly

carried out, and all persons should be excluded from public

judging who are either dealers by occupation, or who, as
amateurs, directly or indirectly sell poultry.

In cases of dishonesty, I am afraid that exhibitors are fre-

quently as much to blame as judges, and in dealing I do
not think one is by any means safe in the hands of amateurs,
who frequently disappoint by ignorance as well as by design.

There is a suggestion in a contemporary, whicli is worthy
of repetition, and which would meet the difliculty ofjudging
half way. It is proposed there that the Poultry Club should

adopt the plan followed at Manchester, where the pens are

numbered in the judge's book according to their order of

entry, and not according to the position of the various clasess

in the catalogue, so that no communication of numbers can
take place between exhibitors and judges.

Judges should in all cases be provided with books that

have neither the names of the owners of the birds nor the

numbers in the catalogue. The preparation of these in

manuscript would be simple and inexpensive. As I dislike

anonymous communications, I will give my name, which,

however, will be scarcely known, as I have seldom exhibited,

and as I have conducted my dealings in the first instance

in the name of my man.

—

Geokge Manning, Member of the

Poultry Club.

MORE CLASSES AT POULTEY SHOWS.
At this season, there is by common consent a lull in the

poultry world. Shows are over, secretaries are resting after

their labours, prize birds are attending to their domestic

duties, nursing, perhaps, the infants whose full-grown pro-

portions will, next winter, be the admiration of Belle Vue,

and Bingley Hall. This, then, is the time for managers to

review the past, and deduce useful hints for the construction

of future schedules. Now, too, is the time for a humble ex-

hibitor to express wishes and feelings which he believes are

in unison with those of others. Not long ago, a worthy

beneficed clergyman was asked, "What are the great wants

of our day." His reply was a ready one, " Cooks and
curates." Possibly he was suffering from the effects of a

half-boiled Potato, or an ill-cooked chop. Perhaps he felt

" Mondaj'-ish " after a Sunday of overwork. Be that as it

may, we, too, have an answer to the question. " What is

the great want of poultry exhibitors." In a word, "More
classes."

I need hardly explain why this is. At all but the leading

shows the classes are so few that several varieties compete

together, one of these often sweeps off the prizes en masse,

and the other varieties are ignored.

Exhibitors will know the unsatisfactory feelings that arise

from finding their birds beaten by another breed or variety.

To see your noble White Cochin, over whoso snow-white

plumage and fine proportions you have chuckled many a

time, "hiding his diminished head" from the victorious

Buffs ; to find your Light Brahma with his spreading black

cock's tail thrown into strong relief by his white body,

and with fluffy thighs bulging out like a Dutchman's in-

expressibles ; yes, to find even such charms as these un-

availing against his dark rivals ; to discover, alas, too late,

that White Dorkings have little chance against the coloured

birds—surely this is enough to sour the milk of human
kindness in the breast of the exhibitor, and, then, as a result,

what happens? He goes home, "a sadder and a wiser

man," and his conclusion may be embodied in the remark

of a certain Game breeder. "I am not such a fool as

to send my Duckwing cook to . There is only one

Game class, and the Eeds wiU take the prizes." Let me
then call upon managers to give us more classes, even if the

prize money in each class is reduced. Let the cake be cut

into more, though smaUer slices, and then fewer will be sent

empty away; for, after all, it is not the value of the prize,

but the honour of it, which we exhibitors are seeking.

In conclusion, let me apply to poultry prizes the same wise

poUcy suggested, I thiak, in the "Eejected Addresses," in
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tlie preface to which it is pointed out that the diiBculty and
unpopularity of giving a prize for a poem, arises from the fact,

that each poet has at least six friends, all of whom think his

the best of all possible poems, and that no prudent man will

encounter such a host of enemies. Let our Show Com-
mittees multiply their classes, and the number of discon-
tented folk will be lessened in proportion. I cannot but
hoj)e that the " wise Persian," and our kindly friend, if I

may call him so, the "Wiltshire Eectok," will add their
weighty approval to the humble suggestion of

—

Brahma
POOTRA.

P.S.—Since writing the above I have read with much
pleasure the letter of " Y.B.A.Z." in your last issue ; it is not
the first occasion upon which I have been fortunate enough
to agree with his views upon jioultry matters ; and in every
one of his suggestions last week I most cordially concur.

THE "WILTSHIEE EECTOE," AND FANTAIL
PIGEONS.

A GREAT statesman and an almost equally great author,
is said, some years since, to have met with an accident in a
remote part of the kingdom while travelling. He was sup-
posed to be grievously injured—report said he was kUled

;

he was aware of this report, and was in no haste to contra-
dict it, but cjuietly waited for what he knew would follow

—

the history of his life and comments on his character in the
newspapers. Sure enough out came the many-columned
biograj)hies, out came the leaders, thereon ; and he read
them, and so was able to gather what his contemporaries
thought of him they supposed to be dead : indeed, he had
the double advantage of life and death. Now, the " Wilt-
shire Eector" had no need to meet with an accident, no
Heed for a report of his death—his bones were unbroken,
his flesh unbruised ; but still for all that he, in The Journal
OP HoKTicuLTUEE of Februai'y 21, had the pleasure to read
an account of himself, nothing sad having happened, written
by "B." Ah! who is "B. ?" What is he like, this busy
" B. ?" What is he like ? Where lives he ? He knows one
Wiltshu-e clergyman, that's certain. Perhaps he lives in
Wilts, or wanders hovering from county to county. I will

tell " B." that the breakfast at Hilltop Kectory was even
more than usually hUarious when his description of " Wilt-
shire Eector " was read on that Wednesday morning.
Well, the description of the " Wiltshire Eectok " is partly
right and partly wrong. I speak only of his outer man; of

the rest I am not the proper person to speak. There are
many much better men and some worse men, I fear, in the
world than " Wiltshire Eector." I will not say in what
respects the description of face, figure, and feature is incor-

rect, or I may this spring be met in the Strand by " B." or
Ms friend, and be recognised. This much I will say, that
the "Wiltshire Eectok" is very pleased to make friends

either in person or on paper. This is too cold a world to
refuse one the very least bit of kindness. I went to see
good " Y. B. A. Z. ;" and I shall be happy to visit any other
good poultry-yard or Pigeon-loft if not too far off. Ali-eady
I number several pleasant acquaintances made through the
Journal.
But I have something else to write about besides " Wilt-

shire Eectob." I have long held an opinion, strengthened
by recent inspections, about Fantail Pigeons, concerning
which I should like the judgment of any other Pigeon-
fancier, especially that of Mr. Brent. First I would say, I

am anxious that we should in all cases decide if possible
as to what are or are not pure and distinct races. The Barb
is evidently one, and a very beautiful one. The Carrier is

another, but not so the Horseman and Dragoon. The White
PantaU is, I think, a pure race, and the only pure Fantail;
all coloured ones I believe to arise from crosses, more or less

remote, with the Eunt. My reasons are these : The differ-

ence in the eye principally, in the head partially. The
White Fautail's eye is very peculiar. Says Delamer, " The
iris of the Fantail is of a deep hazel ; the pupil black, which
gives to the eye a fulness of expression quite different to

what is seen in most other bu-ds. Col. Sykes, in the ' Trans-
actions of the Zoological Society,' makes the colour of the
iris an important guide in determining the affinities or dis-

aimilaritiea of species, beUeving it to manifest occasionally

even generic distinctions." Now, the eye in the coloured

FautaUs I have seen is very different—sometimes gravel, at

other times orange, and not set in the head in the same
somewhat pig-eyed way. Again : I think the coloured Fan-
tail is crossed with the Eunt rather than any other Pigeon,

because the Eunt has the throat-tremble, " the shake," and
some of them carry their tails much turned up ; also coloured

Pantails are of Euntish colour and shape, and have usually

less ample tails—that is, in the specimens I have seen, and
are larger, much of the delicacy of the neck being gone with

the snake-like form of the head. I invite the opinions of

experienced fanciers on this subject.

—

Wiltshire Eector.

KEEPING EGGS FOE HATCHING.
" W. M." suspends a large wooden tray half filled with

bran to the kitchen ceiling, about 3 yards from the fire.

The eggs are half covered with the bran, and small end
downwards. There is a pretty good current of air to the

eggs frequently, and the situation is dry and warm.

[There is no objection to your plan, except that the eggs

may be too warm ; but half the trouble might be saved. As
there is now no fear of frost the eggs are perfectly safe in

any outhouse, and in any box or basket, and there is no
danger of then- failing to hatch.]

PAEEOT M.iNAGEMENT.
Eleven years ago I bought at my door a poor shabby

Parrot, dying of cold, influenza, and cholera. I cured him
with chicken broth, vermicelli, and mace in it, of which he

drank greedUy, and weak tea, with sugar and milk of course.

Next day he was all but well. He is a splendid specimen of

the King Parrot of Buenos Ayres, and has travelled half over

Europe with me. He has never been ill but once, from

extreme cold at Thun, where I could have no fire for him
last summer. His food is regular—tea and sop, with a little

bread and butter on the top, morning and afternoon, always

fresh and warm, sugar and milk of course. At one o'clock he
has any baked pudding that may be going (rice, or bread), or

light dumplings, which he likes, and now and then some
fried fish, which all Brazilian Parrots, I have learnt, are

fond of. The staple of his diet consists of berries of the

common thorn, which I have collected by bushels for his

winter consumption. These yield to walnuts, and these to

young larch and fir cones. No Parrot can be healthy with-

out plenty of wood—bits of oak, elm, hazle, beech, Spanish

chestnut, larch, and cherry. Black currant is an especial treat

when the buds are springing. The wood is especially neces-

sary both as food and for digestion ; and a Parrot is called

mischievous for nibbling chairs by those who do not under-

stand this. Plenty of tepid water to drink, and gravel stones

sometimes, are also necessary. My bu-d has the warmest
place by the fire; but no bird should be, as I have seen them,

pitilessly exposed in a cage, without power of relief or escape,

to a blazing fire, or to sun, cold or rain on a balcony. They
cannot endure the glare in their eyes. They should be very

warmly wrapped up at night. Mine has many folds of serge

and baize round him, and he only inhabits his cage at night.

By day he can stretch his legs and walk where he likes,

sometimes fiying in my room. These affectionate creatures

deserve better treatment than they often receive. I have

also two very handsome Dominican Cardinals, and dui'ing

seven years they have never been ill. With these the grand

secret is to give them plenty of fresh water daily, seeds,

both canary and hemjj, and a piece of fresh turf at least

twice a-week. They will extract every insect diligently, and

it amuses and prevents them picking their legs, as they are

apt to do if neglected. When turf cannot be had they should

have cold beef or mutton very finely minced, cooked meat,

or hard-boiled egg, once or twice a-week. As they generally

die within a year in confinement, I mention these facts, which

I had from the gentleman who kindly brought the birds for

me from Brazil.

—

Oknitholooist.
P.S.—Tardy moulting in bii-ds is like difficult teething

with children, and requires relief. A Parrot often suffering

from inability to shell the feathers on the back of his neck

where the bill or claw cannot reach, these should be very

gently shelled between the finger and thumb; while playing
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with the bird it is easily done, and he experiences immense

relief, for these spurious processes are very painful, but the

oreatest care and tenderness must be adopted, as the quiUs

are very evidently tender and painful to the touch, and

irritate the adjacent skin ; so of the cheeks and breast, which

I shell always, and below the beak.

EEMOVI]S"& OLD COMBS.
Which is the best and simplest way of taking out the

combs, which are four years old and quite black, from one of

Taylor's amateur's hives ? Shall I take the old black

empty combs out and leave the new ones in, and how shall

I get the bees out, and where drive them to while I take out

the combs ? I should much like to know if Mr. Lowe dare

make such experiments with common straw hives, and if he

does not protect himself in some way against their sting.

He states in his last chapter that he has great faith in

operating on their fears. I should very much like to know
when bees are in that state, for they often put me into it ?

—A Young Bee-eeepeb.

[The usual mode of operating on the fears of bees in com-
mon hives, is by what is called " driving," and this was, we
believe, what Mi-. Lowe refers to in page 123. You will find

a full description of the process from the pen or Mr. Wood-
bury, in p. 423 of our fifth volume. In your case, however,

having to deal with a bar-hive, driving is not necessary, and
a different system of tactics should be resorted to, selecting

the middle of a fine day for the operation. You will require

a bee-dress and stout gloves, a strong spatula or palette-

knife, a bent knife, some sweetened water, an empty bee-

box, and a lighted fumigator or cigar, or some smouldering
rags firmly rolled together. Having withdrawn the screws
which secure the crown-board, and donned both bee-dress

and gloves, pass the spatula under it all round until it be-

comes loosened, then slightly raise it at the back, and blow
under it two or three good whiffs of smoke, after which it

should remain closed a minute or two whilst the bees ax-e

filling themselves with honey. Next, lift it boldly off, and
stand it safely on one side so as not to crush any bees which
may adhere to it, and liberally sprinkle the interstices be-

tween the exposed bars with sweetened water. Should the
bees take this in good part without commencing an attack,

the operation may be at once proceeded with ; but if their

pugnacity be not quite subdued, a second subsidy of sweets
should be accorded them, and the crown-board replaced for a
few minutes to give time for their acceptance of the proffered

bribe. All these manipulations are based upon the fact, that
when bees are alarmed they immediately fill themselves with
honey, or such other sweets as may be at hand, and that if

we can induce them to do this they become as inoffensive as

house flies. No provocation short of absolute crushing will

induce them to sting. Having proceeded thus far, the next
stop wQl be to sever the end attachments of one of the side-

combs, which must then be lifted out and stood in the
jempty box placed ready to receive it. Loosen the next comb
in like manner, and having examined it put it in the place
]in the hive previously occupied by the side-comb. Continue
this process until you have examined and shifted every comb,
land made up your mind which two (if any), it vrill be desir-

%5)le to remove. There will be little brood at this season,
and none of it must be sacrificed, neither should the stock
be deprived of more than two combs. Having selected these,
the bees should be brushed off them into the hive with a
ifeather, and the combs at once conveyed in-doors. The re-

maining combs must be brought together so as to leave the
vacancy on one side, and the orown-boai-d replaced. If there
are more worn-out combs to be got rid of, the operation may
be repeated next spring.

We have given the information you require, but with
combs only four years old we doubt the necessity or even
the expediency of removing any of them.]

RE-USING THE CQMBS IN DESERTED HIVES.
I HAVE a nine-frame-hive that was deserted by its tenants

Hast autumn, the runaways leaving the frames filled with
;30mb containing much of bee-bread and some sealed honey.
The box beiuglelt for some time without inspection, I now find

that all the combs are more or less mildewed, and the bee-

bread, where not covered with mildew, has a moist watery

appearance as though from fei-mentation. Would there be

any danger attending the use of the combs ? Is there any

means of cleansing them ? or if used would the process of

cleansing by the bees themselves be more troublesome to

them than profitable to—L. G. ?

[If there be no foul brood in your deserted combs_ they

may very probably still be made useful. Remove immediately

as much of the mUdew as possible by brushing their surfaces

lightly with a soft brush, pick out any dead bees there may be

in the cells, and then put the whole carefully away in a dry-

place out of the reach of mice, moths, or other vermin, until

wanted for use.]

OBTAINING- THE MOST HONEY.
I HAVE five stocks of bees—two in Woodbury frame hives,

two in straw skeps, and one in an old-fashioned box.

The two in the Woodbury hives and one in a straw skep,

having a flat top and a super to fit, are swarms of last year,

the other two are older. As far as I can see there are plenty

of bees having large stocks of honey in each.

Now, I want aU the honey I can possibly obtain this

season. Will you kindly advise me how to proceed to

attain that end ?

I tried putting small boxes on the top last season, but

failed as they were always filled with brood.

—

Novice.

[You cannot do better than put the usual sized supers on.

your Woodbury hives. These will hold about 25 lbs. each,

and, if rapidly filled before the honey season be over, may
either be removed and others substituted or raised on

square wooden frames or boxes, without either top or bottom,

from 3 to 6 inches deep, and of the same diameter as

the supers. Side communication is preferable, as tending

to prevent the queen ascending and breeding in supers.

Full-sized supers should also be put upon such of the straw

hives as will admit of it, and the others may be permitted

to swarm. When the honey harvest is over the bees of the

surplus stocks or swarms sho^d be expelled by driving, and

united to those intended to stand the winter.]

THE REV. W. C. COTTON AGAIN
AMONGST US.

Most old apiarians wiU remember the interest excited

some three-and-twenty years ago by the appearance of" My
Bee-book," by the Kev. William Charles Cotton, M.A.,

student of Christ Church, Oxon, and there are probably few

amono- us either old or young that have not at some time

sought with eagerness the opportunity of perusing it and

thoroughly enjoying the genial style in which it is written,

as well of admiring the profuseness and beauty of its

illustrations. Long has he been absent from among us, and

long have I and many others mourned for him as for one

dead. I feel sure, therefore, that the breasts of hundreds

wiU feel the same thrill of pleasure which pervaded my own

on first hearing that he is not only yet alive and again

amongst us, but that he takes much interest in whai is going

on in the apiarian world, and is desirous of initiating some

experiments connected with his old pursuit. That the

o-enial pen which has so long lain dormant may again be

roused to activity, and that this ripe scholar and accom-

plished gentleman may long be spared to investigate the

hidden mysteries of apiarian science is the fervent prayer of

—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

tae:ing honey in assam.
.Lieut. Cock, 43rd Eegt., N.I., writing in a recent Num-

ber of our sporting contemporary The Field, thus de-

scribes the native mode of taking honey from wild bees in

Assam:—"On the ISth Ajn-il, tlie Garrows* soon joined

me, and told me they had marked a bees' nest, and would

take it if I liked. Thinking a little honey would be nice, I

said I would come with them. A naked Garrow now stepped

• The Gatrows are a fine athletic race of s ivages, who gj naked and live

in the hiU3.
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ont and unslung' the basket he carried on his shoulder,

took the-contents out, and put in some fresh green leaves.

He then collected some eight or ten stems of a dried reed,

and tied them together with a cane ; round these he bound
a lot of green leaves and a hooked stick, so that the hook
projected beyond the faggot or torch. All was now ready,

so I followed him to a tree, where, high up on a bough, was a
bees' nest. It was about a yard in diameter, and hung sus-

pended to the underside of the bougli, like a great black
cheese. The Garrow having lit his torch, swung up the
tree like a monkey, hung his torch by the hook to a bough
above the nest, with the lighted end hanging down under
the nest, so that the smoke thoroughly cleared each side of
the comb. This done, after waiting a few seconds, he cut
off the comb, put it in his basket, and descended. He was
only stung over the eye in one plaoe."

EAELY APPEAEANCE OF DEONES.
In my apiary of fifteen hives, one, a square box with a

southern aspect, has already bred numerous drones, which
to-day (Feb. 20th), although the ground is covered with
snow, are flying around in great numbers. Apparently one
quarter of the population of the hive consists of drones. I

have kept bees for many years, but have never observed
drones at an earlier period than the middle of March, and
there is an old saying that " You may count upon a swarm
three weeks after the appearance of the first drone."

This hive is heavy, and strong in bees. Can any of your
experienced correspondents explain this phenomenon ?

May I also ask for advice with regard to placing a sv.-arm

in a unioomb hive, and also in the Stewarton hive? A
single box of the latter being only 4- inches deep would appear
to me to cause a difficulty. Is it possible to obtain well-made
Stewarton hives in the neighbourhood of London, and the
price ?

I may here mention a curious fact which occurred in one
of my hives in the winter of 1863 :

—

On the 28th of June of that year I had a swarm, which was
hived and placed in a retii-ed part of my garden ; in the
following September its weight was 24 lbs. During the
month of December this hive was overturned by a mis-
chievous boy swinging near the spot. It lay bottom vipwards
for three weeks, snow having fallen, and several severe

frosty nights having occurred meanwhile, before discovered,

this mischievous imp not daring to proclaim his own
delinquency. To my astonishment the bees were alive and
flourishing. The hive was replaced upon its stand, con-

tinued to do well, and threw off a good swarm early in the
following June.-

—

George Eatnor, Kelvedon Hatch Rectory,

£rentivood.

[There is little doubt that the queen of your colony in a
square box is a drone-breeder, but in the absence of all

information with regard to the history of the colony we
cannot explain how she has become so. She should be at

once destroyed, and her subjects united to the nearest stock.

If the box be furnished with bars her capture may readily

be effected by lifting out and examining the combs. If de-

stitute of this essential convenience, the bees should be
expelled by driving, and must then be looked over until the

queen be secured. Should you be unable to perform this

operation the entire colony had better be destroyed by means
of sulphur, and the remaining honey appropriated to your own
use ; or, if the combs be new and in good condition, the

whole may be carefully preserved until the swarming season,

when it wiU prove of inestimable advantage to a young
colony.

Stocking an ordinary unicomb hive is generally a very
troublesome affair, but by adopting moveable bars the pro-

cess becomes an easy one. There is little diiEoulty in

furnishing any unicomb hive with moveable bars three-

quarters of an inch wide by three-eighths thick. Those
should be ranged side by side in a box fitted to receive

them, and at such distance apart as to be an inch and a-half

from centre to centre of each bar. Guide-combs having been
attached, the bees should be hived in the first instance, and
allowed to work in this box, which must occupy the position

destined for the unicomb. In three or four days the combs
will have made such progress that during the middle of a

fine day they, with the bees, may be at once transferred to
the unioomb hive. By means of this arrangement the
colony may also be preserved alive through the winter if,

as autumn advances, they are replaced in their original

domicile.

A Stewarton hive should be stocked by having a swarm
in the two lower boxes united and communicating with each
other. These hives are manufactured so well and so cheaply
in Scotland that no London workman can afford to make
them at the price ; nor are they, so far as we know, to be
obtained in the neighbourhood of the metropolis.]

CEUMBLED COMBS—DYSENTEEY.
I BECEivED recently from Germany a hive of bees in a

straw hive. They were very lively after so long a confine-

ment. The next day being very wet very few bees left the

hive that day; but the day following was very fine ; yet as

only a few left the hive, I became uneasy, especially on
perceiving they showed signs of relaxation on the floor-

board.
On turning the hive up, I found numbers dead, with much

comb crumbled, and, I believe, with little or no honey in the

combs. I immediately gave them some food in a plate, but
as I am from home while writing the above I cannot state

the result as to their taking it.

I wish to know in respect to the fseces which, I have not

the slightest doubt, from the colour and liquid state, indi-

cate incipient dysentery, what food to give them, and how
otherwise treat them.—T. S.

[The crumbled comb is owing either to the bees gnawing
off the cell covers, or to the presence of the wax moth, which
is a far more formidable enemy of bees on the continent

than in this country. Fine mild weather is, we believe, the

only effectual cure for dysentery, but feeding is often

beneficial, and for this purpose we should prefer pure honey
liquified by the addition of a little warm water, or even lump
sugar and water only, to the mixture of moist sugai-, ale, and
honey. We have no faith whatever in any of the various

nostrums recommended in bee-books as cures for dysentery.]

OUR LETTER BOX.-
Best Aqk op Breeding Fowls {Abraham Daioson).—k. cock two or more

years old, and a ben o!ie year old, usually breed the btjst chickens. It is

uncertain how long ihe fertilieing influence lasts. It is certain one inter-

course is sufficient for all the eggs laid by a Turkey hen in one eeason.

Lice on Chickens {Kelly).— T\\e result, in your cise, is that which
generally occurs when chickens are reared in a room. Nothinc is so pro-

ductive "uf parasites. They lack air, the scratch, and the numberless little

ess-^ntials they find when at liberty. The train oil kills the vermin, but

when they are very young it often kills the chickens aNo. In such cases it

is almost as fatal as the vermim. We advise you lo do away with your
nursery, and to bring the chickens down stairs. Put, the hen under a rip,

in a sheltered spot. fre« from draught. Cover her up securely at night;

choo.=e the position t*i) that ii there be any sun the broods can have th«

advantage of it. Chickens seldom do well on boards, let thetn bo covered

ever so thickl y, and hardly ever ia doors.

Wholesale Price of Eugs.—I have reid lately with some astonishment
the prices made ot new-Uid eggs by a wiiter in yuur Journal. I have

between eight nnd ten thousand eggs yearly from fowls kept, by myself in a

farmyard, and 1 lind the average price I make of them is G.s- 2d- per hun-

dred. They are sent tn the shop generally every third day. If you, Messr?.

Editors, or any ol' your numerous correspondents, would be good enough*

through your Journal, to give rae a few hints how I may dispose of them to

better advantaue, you will greatly oblige—An Old Sijbscribkr.

White Dorking Cock's Legs Parattskd (7/. i7oMJ'*/;).—Such paralysis

may be the result of age, hut it is more Irequently caused by a hurt in the

buck. A blow from a sionc or a small switch will often inflict fatal injury

tn the spine. It may be caused by stoppage. If that be the case, a dose of

castor oil wilt give relief. A tuU taiilespoun will be the dose.

PouLTRvFooD—ANKi'ALEGQ-rRODiTCEl/yrtrw/oor)— Pollard ia useful as an

adjunct; but the best food for all poultry is ground oats—for a change good

b'lrlev. Tiie bc&t food is the cheape-t. Cochin-China, Brahma Pootra, La

F.bche, and Spanish hens should each lay 120 eggs in the year.

Pheasant with Wing Wounded {Pheasant).—U i\\Q bone ia injured,

and if the wound is so serious as to expose the injury, we advise you to

amputate. If the bone remains perf^-ct, all you have lo do is to keep the

wound well fomented, to let out matter that may form, and to exclude the

air. If it is at all likely the operation may become necessary, do not defer

it too long, it is not so serious as it eounds.

LiGURiAN Bees {Jonns Jackson).—Yon &T9 quite right with regard to

Ligurian bees losing much of their distinctive colour alter death; fltill, 8i

far as we can judge, those you unclofo ^ippear to be the otfapring of a

hybridised queen. If you will communicate your address to Mr. Woodbury
of Kxeter, he will be happy to send you a few dead Ligurians, and thus

enable you to judge for yourself.
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either of these causes ; but in a far less burning summer
than the last, it suffered from burning very much. I, there-
fore, gave it up, determining to reinstate it, should I ever
have clay land, to which, when dressed with sandy loam, it

is well adapted, and where treated as stated by Dr. Eoden,
it would answer well. I think as the plant burns in hot
summers, a north aspect would be best.
Then comes the question. Does the plant burn in some

localities ? It did so here, and, of course, it could not run
afterwards. I was looking over Mr. Prince's list (Flush-
ing, U.S.), when my eye fell on something that struck
me. The catalogue is dated 1863 ; forty-ninth edition; and
at page 8, I read as follows :

—" No. 156. La Constante (De
Jonghe), regular cone, large, bright crimson; flesh rosy,
sweet, exquisite flavour ; late, burns considerably ! " It is no
wonder, of course, that in America, a dwarf-habited plant
should burn. The silver jjrize cup previously spoken of as
awarded to it in America, by the Pomological Society, was,
of course, for its fruit, and I presume without reference to
it as a plant. If a plant was presented to the Pomological
Society of New York, it was probably a forced plant. I
should think that it would be a very good Strawberry to
force, and that it would succeed very well. It would also
be a very good Strawberry to breed from, if fertilised with
such a Strawberry as President.
We want in this country, so diverse in its soils, and so

changeable in its climate, Eoses and Strawberries with
vigorous constitutions to meet so many checks, and of quick
growth, and quick establishment. Anything in the way of
a plant that does not answer to the above is of no use to
me. Annual plantations in first-class lands, and under able
hands, may be practised successfully. The plants, however,
must be put in early. Mr. May, of Blandford, the best
Queen grower I ever saw, took two runners per plant from
his British Queens during fruiting time, pegged into a pot.
Hence he got his annual plants in early, which, in such fine
land, fruited heavily. I have, however, seen in his garden a
magnificent crop of Queens roasted, and the foliage burnt
up. I found here that the easiest to cultivate of the three
recommended by Dr. Eoden, was the Carolina Snperba.
It was not at all tender. The plants and " brimmed"
leaves were strong. I discarded it, as it did not crop
sufficiently to repay me. So many people come to eat,

twenty-five at a time, that I must have hardy sorts, good,
and good croppers.

Now, as I have put in The Joubnal of Horticultube
what Mr. Taylor has said, it is but fau- to put in what Mr.
Standish says. I received the following from Ascot Eoyal
Nurseries a few days days ago. It will be read with interest,
and I make no apology for extracting from a kind letter,
ending with an invitation :

—

" Certainly La Constante is one of the most hardy kinds
known. Mr. de Jonghe showed me letters from Eussia,
Germany, and all parts of the world, stating its hardiness,
and my experience here confirms it, this being a very cold
place. Dr. Hogg was here the other day, and coming across
the heath, he told me he thought the wind would have cut
his ears and nose off. I have a lot of Strawberry plants in
the ground in beds on ashes. I haV-e several thousands of
La Constante, President, Oscar, Sir Charles Napier, and
others. La Constante and President are the hardiest. The
leaves of both are as green as in summer. The leaves of
the others ai'e cut in a very mai'ked manner, and quite
dead." He then goes on to say, that " he has fertilised La
Constante with the British Queen with a view to get size,

flavour, substance, hardiness, and productiveness ; that he
bred and fruited about five hundred seedlings from La Con-
stante crossed by the British Queen ; and that although the
May frosts injured a good many ot them, there were some
wonderful crosses with all the size and flavour of the British
Queen, and the fine colour of Su- Charles Napier, and, very
curiously, there were scarcely two plants alike. " I shall
have about two thousand seedling Strawberries, and shall
be vei-y pleased to see you at Ascot, to stop as long as you
please, or till you are tired of tasting Strawberries."
The above kindness I much appreciate. Well, let ua hope,

then, that with La Fertile, and ModMe, and others, we shall
have an accession to our fragarium that will stand the
bm-ning heats of summer and the rigoius of an English
wintei-. I trust that in the above article, and also in all

preceding ones, I have not expressed myself offensively,

nor thrown myself open to suspicions of sinister motives.

—

W. F. Eadclyffe, Tarrant Bushton, Blandford.

BEICK STOVES.
Nothing can well be more simple than a brick stove. A

bricklayer who could hardly set a washhouse boUer could
easUy build a square of bricks with a square opening in the
middle and two openings in front, one for the ashpit door and
one for the furnace and feeding door, and then a third small
opening, either on the other side or at the top, for letting

the smoke out; the latter if a damper is not used is the
best, as the object is not only to heat the stove, but to keep
the heat about it as much as possible. All these stoves do
better if the horizontal pipe is short, say about 2 feet, and
then in general the upright pipe will not require to be long.

To please two or three other correspondents as well as

"A. Q," we will describe how to make one of these small
stoves, say 28 inches square outside measure, and 46 or

48 inches in height, an inch or two more in height, even, we
consider to be an advantage. If your chimney is to be in-

side your horizontal pipe may be less than 2 feet from the
stove before entering the chimney. We will suppose it to

be 2 feet, and therefore will begin at that distance from the
wall, and also because the stove will give out more heat
than if one side of the stove were formed by the back wall.

Mark out the square of 28 inches, and cover that space with
brick-on-bed. This forms the base, and the ashpit door
wiU thus be the thickness of the brick above the floor. In
the front and middle of this set up the ashpit door (one with
a ventilator in it is the best), build up the rest, leaving

opposite the door a space 8 inches wide, and say a foot long,

and some 8 inches deep, and above that lay the bars and
set up the furnace door. It will be best to have the furnace
door and ashpit door all fixed in one. There will be holes

for hooked pieces of iron to go in, which, carried into the

brickwork, keep the doors firmly in their places. A fire-box,

8 inches square and 8 or 9 inches deep, formed of fire-lumps

or fire-brick, should be placed at the side of the bars, and
this box with outside bricks makes it often desirable that

the ashpit door and the furnace door should be in separate

pieces, as the bottom of the furnace door should be about
the same level as the top of the fire-box. This allows of a
facing of bricks between the two doors and round the fire-

lumps. Eaise the walls to the requisite height with brick-

on-bed, leaving a hole 4 inches in diameter for the pipe, and
say from 5 to 7 inches irom the top. The top is best made
of an iron plate from three-quarters to an inch thick. The
heat rising will strike against the plate and be thrown back
again on the brickwork before it escapes by the pipe. To
make it more difficult for the heat to escape the front of

the opening should have either an iron plate or a thin

fire-lump set up on the top of the further side of the fire-

box, and about 2 inches from the pipe, forming a sort of

chamber in front of it, with openings on both sides be-

tween the plate and wall for the smoke to pass. Thia

tends to keep the heat more confined in the stove. Witk
this precaution, a close-fitting furnace door, and close-

fitting ashpit door, with a small ventilator in it, a damper is

the chimney will scarcely be necessary. In one or two

cases where the ashpit door had no opening we advised a

small hole half an inch in diameter to be drUled and sup-

plied with a wooden peg, and regulating that gave suffi-

cient draught after the fire was burning. In cleaning

out such fire-boxes they should be damped previously, and

then for case, if the grating is hung on pivots so as to fbrll

when desirable into the ashpit, as described in Vol. X2EV.,

page 134, it will be a great help.

Such a stove would be useful for excluding spring firosts

and ripening the wood in an orchard-house from 30 to

35 feet in length .and 10 or 11 feet in width. If more were

wanted the stove would require to be larger and the fire-boi

larger, or two stoves would have to be placed in the hougfi.

The iron plate being flat an iron vessel of water can

be placed on it. But for that in your case you might
have a hole in the iron in the middle, and place your chLn-

ney inside the house upon it, bringing it against the norUl

w^l and taking it through the wall near the top. This
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would be a simple mode, and then you would require adamper to fit the chimney nicely. One of the best to use
would be a thm iron plate with two or three holes in the
centre,_m the line of draught, from a quarter to three-eiffhths
of a^ inch in diameter. Pull out the damper when you
lighted your fire, and when the smoke was pretty well gone,
put it in tome, and the holes would give enough of draught
for coke, and the damper would send back the heat aglinand again over the stove. We would place the damper high

As stated in "Doings of the Last Week " lately, you willbe more safe to keep the blossom back in such a house, andonly use your stove to keep the trees safe from frost If

H^l,f^f'?°'^no ""^'l,
^^ ^d-^isable never to make the heathigher than 50° m dull weather, and from 45° at night would

a drv^hpn'r^^i V"°^'''/r 'Ti'"^ *° ^°"''- I"^ diilfautumnsa dry heat will be useful. If the ii-on plate become very

InJiLT^ >°^^- '* ^'\^ ''"'=^'- '^^^ ^^Shev the plate is

Wli^-^'' /? '° moderation the more equally will theheat be diffused from aU parts of the stove.—E. P.
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PLANTING A WASTE SLIP OF LAND-MODES
OF HEATING.

What vegetables or fruits will thrive on a narrow slip ofground fronting the north-east, bounded by a house on the
one side, and a hedge on the other ? Last year mv pre-
decessor planted it with Jerusalem Artichokes, but I question
whether it has returned the seed.

I should like, also, to have a word about a hot-water
apparatus that is beginning to attract some attention inyour pages-I mean Mussett's. If it is what it professes to
be It must be invaluable to small amateurs like myself- but
It IS quite contrary to the scieutiac principles laid down for
years past m your Journal. I have been taught to believe
by Its pages that you cannot obtain more heat out of a fire
than there IS m it, and that in warming a house by the best-
consti-ucted apparatus, much of the heat is wasted.
How is it, then, that a couple of lamps should be able towarm a whole house, not to say "chapels, churches," &c ?

lor my own part, I have just put up a small house 10 feetby 8, and so little faith have I in Mussett's apparatus that
I have ordered about 50 feet of three-inch pipe, which alone
exceeds the cost of Mussett's. Do you not think you couldsay something simple and elementary on the subiect of
heating, which would be a guide to simple folk like me?—A EEGULAB StTESCKIBER.

[If the Jerusalem Artichokes did not flourish on the narrow
strip of ground, fronting the north-east, it must have beenowing to the poverty of the ground, or the confined space,
surrounded by house and hedge, as this Artichoke wiU thrive
almost anywhere. To have it nice this Artichoke should be
planted every year, the same as Potatoes; for, though it
will mamtam itself in the same ground for a generation,
tne tubers ai-e not so nice, norjet so soft when boiled. Sucha place would alao do admirably for Ehubarb and Sea-kaleand tor Lettuces and salading in summer. As to fruits itwould be a valuable corner for late Strawberries of theiJton or other kinds, and also for Warrington or other late
Orooseberries. Prom such a corner you might have Goose-
berries to the end of October, and good, too, if properly
netted or canvassed, to keep wasps and flies from them
Currants could also be kept there" late, and the Double-
bearing EaspbeiTy. Late Pears and Apples would also do,but not so well as the small fruit.
We can add very little to what we have said in previous

weeks relative to heating small greenhouses in winter No
doubt a httle allowance must be made for the enthusiasm
ot mveutors and tradesmen, each of whom may rio-htlv and
conscientiously beUeve that his own particular models bvtax the best Every man feels and acts in the same manner
every day, though he may do it quite unconsciously. There
is a vast difference between a thorough enthusiasm and the
lines that approach dishonest misrepresentation; and theoiaer we grow, if we do sober down the enthusiasm a Uttlewe also feel less sceptical as to the thorough belief of the
enthusiast m his own representations. Not so long ago one

who has had much experience in such matters, candidly told

pav wen'"-f'""l,'-°^/^'^'
if reduced to practice, wouldpay well "if sufliciently cracked up." Now, it is quite

wm be aprr°"* '"^X'^^-^f'-S
up" even good invL^^nswiU be apt to remain the sole property of the inventor.

,mT^l fl K^ .T^.,^"-!
''''^"' ^"1'^ t^^t is really new. A

bltw LZ\ '"'^;, .,^ P'P<^ ^'•°'" ^ l^itolien boiler, if thi

^rilV •'' T*^
"'" ='^*"'^«° ^s ™ "^ io^er level than the

f8peotriV''t^^''° M^'^y
''"^^'^' P^^°- ^ s"^^ iro"^ stove!

rChpf f fu
'•'^^'

""-l
^°"'''^' or tl^o fire-box about

4 inches from the single side, and a pipe thi-ough the roof,IS also very simple; but the fire must be lighted inside and

Ibrirt o^'
taken that the sides do not approach red keTt

ilTfV '' ^f*^f
^ *^^° •'^^ i™-! O'^e, because the bricks

fZ^t f^frM" ^°*' """"^ *^^y ^'^tain heat longer than theiron but then they cannot be removed Uke an ii-on stove:

nn^ ri ^Samst a back wall they may have plants seton them, or m front of them, in summer, or otherwise be
conceaiect.

^.nY/lT
°°t tried Mussett's apparatus ourselves, but wehave no doubt that it and Eiddell's stove and boiler wouldanswer admirably for small places. In one respect such anapparatus or boiler is better than a mere stove heated by a

candle, lamp or gas-namely, that the iron, being surrounded
by water, will neverbecome so hot as to be unhealthy to plantsby burnmg the particles of dust, and consuming the oxygen
of tne enclosed au-. It is on this account that we object tothe continuous use of any stoves in plant-houses, with orwithout prepared fuel, where there is not some outlet into
the open air to carry off the results of combustion. Such
stoves, whatever their name, are less or more modifications
ot the stove and fuel, without any chimney, invented byMr Joyce nearly thirty years ago. Such a stove would beuseful m large halls, in passages, &e., where there is aconstant change of an- from the opening of doors. In smaU
close-glazed conservatories they are only less dangerous than
frost, and might be used in extremes. In large conserva-
tories or wherethe glazing and the laps are open, such a stovewould help to keep out frost, and the continuous admission
01 tresh air would prevent any or much inrury being done.The prepared fuel would be au advantage in a smallbouse,and no objection would exist if there were a smaU pipe totake oif the results of combustion, farther than the care
necessai-y to prevent the sides of the stove becoming too
hot. We have known such stoves used in halls, warehouses,and shops with but little apparent bad etiects,- but thenthe air is more frequently changed than it is possible to beduring a cold night in a close-glazed greenhouse. Even with
the prepai-ed fuel we consider such stoves more dangerous
for tender plants than stoves or little boilers heated at onceby lamps, candles or gas, as, if carefully tended, little that
IS deleterious will be allowed to pass into the house. Even
n. +wV''',''1''^''^'i,^ ^""^^ P^P^ going from the stove,
or the funnel above the burners, will take but bttle heat

combustio'L
™''"''' ^""^"^^ ^'"^ """y ^^""^^ °t-

We quite agree with our correspondent as to excessive
enthusiasm in talking of heating whole houses, chapels,
churches, &c by means of a couple of lamps, a few jets of
gas, 4;c.

; but that is no reason why a couple of lamps should
not heat a small house, no larger than a small room, as hisown house, 10 feet by 8. It is so well known that a number
ot jets of gas will heat a church that, in severe weather,
where there are no other means of heating, the gas is
lighted an hour or two before the worshippers an-ive. In
the evenings, too, the heat ti-om the gas renders the atmo-
sphere oppressive, and espeoiaUy if there is not a sufficient
ventilation from the roof We quite agree with our corre-
spondent that only a certain amount of heat can be obtained
trom a certain amount of fuel, but we scarcely ever economise
that heat sufficiently. We wilfully or ignorantly consent
tnat a large amount of the heating power shall be wasted.
JNow, in many of these little stoves, with or without hot
water round them, an attempt is made to obtain more
than the usual quantity of heat from fuel or flame of any
Kind, just by preventing it exerting itself much on the
external atmosphere. We could not pronounce a definite
opinion upon any of these little stoves or boders, without
carefuBy working them aU at the same time; but our
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previous experience leads us to tlie conclusion that, if we
did not demand too much from them, we should make them
aU answer well.]

DEAETH OF GOOD HOETICULTUEISTS

!

In your recent report of the annual meeting of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society Mr. Bateman is represented to have
stated, as the reason why there are not more horticulturists
on the CovmcU, that there never was such a great dearth of
good horticulturists as at the present time !

Is it possible this was correctly reported? My own
impression had been that we never had so many ! and I

therefore hope to hear that it was an error on the part either
of your printer or reporter.
In the interest of the science pray inform me in your

next Number, and oblige your attentive reader—J. C. C. (I

enclose my card.)

[Our report was quite accui'ate, and Mr. Bateman has
given great offence to the horticultural community, who
most assuredly do not deserve such a censure. We believe
that there are more good gardeners, amateur, as well as
professional, and more good gardening now than at any other
period.

—

Eds.]

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Maech 7th.

Floeal Committee.—The first meeting of this Committee
was held on this day in the Society's garden. South Ken-
sington ; there was a full attendance of the members, and a
great many interesting plants sent for examination.
Mr. Veitch, Chelsea, exhibited a large miscellaneous col-

lection of plants, which added much to the interest of the
meeting. Among this collection several plants received
certificates, both as novelties and as well-grown specimens.
It was quite encouraging to hear the gratification expressed
by several of the Fellows present at seeing so fine a display
of plants ; and it is much to be desired that others of our
leading nurserymen would occasionally foUow Mr. Veitch's
example, by sending collections of miscellaneous plants, or
a series of such as represent any particular family. We
would remind the Fellows of the Society, also, how much
they might contribute to the interest of these meetings if

they would send any plant or flower for exhibition which
bears any special interest. Among the Orchids in Mr.
Veitch's collection which received special notice, was a new
Cypripedium, Irevigatum, from Manilla. This is a very dis-

tinct and handsome species ; the upper segment of the
flower white, with dark veins ; under lip yellow, with long,
brownish, nan-ow, waving, side petals ; the foliage very
handsome and bright green. This received a fii-st-class

certificate. Angraecum species from Madagascar was a very
pretty small Orchid, growing on a portion of a stake of
wood, and having a white spike of small white flowers bear-
ing a conspicuous spur. Cattleya PUcheri, one of Mr.
Dominy's hybrids between C. crispa and Lselia Perrinii,

promises to be an interesting variety, and the Committee
requested to see it again. Phalaenopsis SchUleriana major,
with beautiful broad mottled foliage, the flowers much larger
than those of P. SchQleriana, and of not so deep a colour,

received a 'first-class certificate. Odontoglossum Pescatorei
splendens had a similar award. This most elegant Orchid
is one of the cool-house section; the plant exhibited had
flowered in a house with a temperature varying from 40°
to 45°. Mr. Veitch also exhibited Laelia Lindleyana, white
flower with pale purple lip, narrow upper and side petals

—

first-class certificate ; Barkeria Skinneri superba, with bright
purplish rosy spikes of flowers, which were abundant—first-

class certificate; Cattleya Warscewiczii, only one flower on
the plant to be seen ; Lycaste Skinneri alba, a distinct

variety witli a pure white lip, giving the flower a very deli-

cate appearance ; Seedling Khododendron Princess Alexan-
dra, the flowers white on dark red footstalks, highly scented,
in the form of jasminifiorum—first-class certificate ; and
Cytiaua filipes, an old plant, useful for table decoration, for

which it received a special certificate. This elegant and
graceful plant, with its racemes of white and yellow flowers,
was much admired. A special certificate was awarded to -I

each of the following plants, sent also by Mr. Veitch :

—

Collection of Lycaste Skinneri of endless variety, specimen
plant of Coelogyne cristata, PhaUenopsis Schilleriana, Camellia
Eoi Leopold ; and one for the general collection sent, in-

cluding Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c.
Mr. Wilson Saunders had Cotyledon sp. fi-om South

Africa, resembling Cotyledon orbicularis— the plant pro-
duced a cluster of brownish-red flowers on a tall stem grow-
ing from the centre of thick fleshy leaves, interesting only
as a curious plant ; also a hybrid seedling Sonchus between
S. arborea and S. gummifer. This plant had beautiful
translucid dissected foliage, forming an elegant plant for
table decoration, and as such received a first-class certificate.

A species of Brassavola, sent to the Society by their col-

lector Mr. Weir, and supposed to be B. nodosa, was also
shown. Mr. Bateman contributed a superb cut spike of
Phalaenopsis Schilleriana, with about forty beautifully ex-

panded flowers—special certificate ; Deudrobium WaUichi-
anum, a cut spike of this plant thought to be wrongly
named ; Dendrobium hedyosmum, a dwarf plant with white
fiowers having a yellow lip, remarkably sweet-scented, for

wliich property it i-eceived a label of commendation.
Mr. Marcham, Hanwell, sent three seedling Cinerarias

;

Mr. Gibson a cut specimen of Nicotiana wigandioides with
greenish-white flowers; Mr. Standish, Ascot, Camellia re-

ticulata flore pleno, a very handsome, large, deep crimson
flower—first-class certificate ; Camellia Eeine des Beautes,
a very reflexed, pale-shaded, flesh-coloured fiower of exqui-

site form, bright green foliage, a perfect gem—first-class cer-

tificate ; Corylopsis spicata, a hardy Japanese shrub with pale
yellow flowers, scented like the Cowslip—beyond its being an
early spring-flowering shrub it has no claim for particular

notice—and a small plant of Aucuba japonica vera, with
beautiful bright scarlet berries. Mr. Bull exhibited an in-

teresting collection of Aucubas, discovered by Dr. Von Sie-

bold, many of them female or berry-bearing varieties, with
very handsome foliage. Most of the plants were very small,

too small to enable the Committee to decide upon their

merits. Aucuba macrophylla, a very large, broad, green-
leaved variety—first-class certificate ; Aucuba mascula ele-

gantissima, the leaves with broad, yellow, central markings,
bordered with green—first-class certificate ; Aucuba lati-

folia foemina, a very dark glossy green-leaved variety—flrst-

class certificate; Aucuba bicolor ; A. sulphurea; A. lanci-

folia mascula variegata, with pale green variegation

;

A. mascula angulata; A. mascula elegans, smaller foliage

than elegantissima, different shaped leaf; and A. hima-
laica, bearing unripe berries on long and loose footstalks.

Mr. 'Todman, gardener to Mr. Hodson, exhibited seedling

Azaleas Dr.Lindley, deep rose, smooth-edged flowers, of good
substance ; Lord Palmerston, rose, with faintly-spotted

centre ; Lord Stanley, orange scarlet ; Mont Blanc, a semi-

double white flower, inferior to Flag of Truce. The plants

were small, and there were not sufficient flowers to determine
their merits ; there appeared to be nothing new among them.

Mr. Graham, Cranford, exhibited a seedling Violet, The
Czar, with very large flowers, highly scented ; dark, robust,

green foliage. Some discussion arose as to its identity with
other Violets—namely. The Giant, Devoniensis, and Eussian
Improved. It is a valuable seedling from whatever parent
it sprung, and was awarded a first-class certificate.

Fruit Committee.—George F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in

the chair. Mr. Wills, gardener to Sii- Philip Egerton, Bart.,

Oulton Park, sent a seedling Apple raised near that place,

and called Oulton Eusset. It is a handsome-looking medium-
sized fruit, somewhat flattened in shape and ridged round
the apex. The flesh is tender, and has a very pleasant

flavour. The tree, Mr. Wills says, is "one of the most
constant fruiting kinds he knows ; for four seasons they

have borne good crops of Apples." The opinion of the Com-
mittee was that it is a good Apple, but that the flavour was
apparently passed, and that they would like to see it again

earlier in the season. Mr. Dwerrihouse, gardener to Lord
Eversley at Heckfield, sent five specimens of Bergamotte
Esperen, which were evidently from an orchard-house ; but

as no letter nor name accompanied them, the Committee
did not know the circumstances under which they were

produced. They were accompanied by specimens of appa-

rently the same variety grown out of doors, but which were

very inferior in size and appearance.
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Mr. John Shaw, nurseryman, Manchester, sent a collection

of a new sort of tallies for naming trees and shrubs. They
consist of plates of polished zinc, of various size.s and orna-

mental shapes, and the names are engraved deeply in the

metal, the space being filled with a black substance, thereby

rendering the name clear and distinct. The Committee
approved of these, and considered them well adapted for the

purpose, provided the black substance remains permanent,

and the polished surface does not become so tarnished as

to render the name indistinct. Mr. William Earley, gar-

dener to P. Prior, Esq., of Digswell, also sent a label for

trees and shrubs, which consisted of thin plates of zinc

painted white, and the name cut through in the way of a

stencilling plate.

After the meeting of the Committees the Scientific Meeting
was held at three o'clock, W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.E.S.,

in the chair. The room was well filled with Fellows, ofwhom
a considerable number were ladies. The Chairman congra-

tulated the Society on a retm-n to these meetings, which
had always been so attractive and attended with so much
interest at Regent Street, and then proceeded to comment
on the programme of the year. He stated that it was the
object of the Society now to jDromote in every way the ad-

vancement of horticulture, and for this end all its resources
would be called into operation. The garden at Chiswick
would this year be devoted to very extensive experiments
both in fruits, flowers, and vegetables, and everything would
be done to enable the Society to carry out the legitimate
objects it was instituted to foster.

The Eev. M. J. Berkeley then delivered a lecture on the
various plants that were exhibited before the Floral Com-
mittee, and Eev. Joshua Dix made some observations on the
florists' flowers.

WEEKLY SHOW.—MAECH lllH.

On this occasion Messrs. Lee exhibited fine plants of
Cordyline indivisa, Davallia tenuifoUa, with very graceful
finely-divided fronds, Cyathea Smithi about 6 feet across, and
Oncidium PhillipsLi in excellent bloom. From Mr. Bull came
a small collection of flowering plants and Camellias Contessa
Ottolini, a finely imbricated rose with broad and handsome
foliage, and Eaifii deep rose ; also Anthurilim leuconeurum
and one of his ornamental stands for the drawing-room.
Mr. Coysh, gardener to E. Wood, Esq., Eugby, contributed
a well-bloomed plant of Deutzia gracilis, Thyrsacanthus
rutilans, and a mixed collection of flowering plants, whilst
Mr. Lucking and Mr. Greeves sent window-baskets, bou-
'

I
nets, and flower-baskets filled with Hyacinths, and other

i^arly flowers.

PRIZES PAID BY THE EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL
SOCIETY.

I HAVE recently received from the Accountant of the
Koyal Horticultm-al Society a letter, stating " the pleasure
which he has in enclosing me 7s. lid., being the amount of
my prize account for the last two shows." I exhibited at
the first of these shows, and obtained first-class certificates :

first for Pears Beurro Langelier, Catillac, and Beurre de
Eance ; second for " the best large table Potatoes, the variety
Lemon Kidneys, a very handsome and excellent Potato"
(I copy from their report) ; and at the last of the shows I
obtained third-class certificates for Apples and Turnips.
Now, with many other gardeners who exhibited, I believed

that I should have medals to show my success, and probably
a trifle in money. The pleasixre which is expressed in send-
ing me 7s. lid. for my four certificates is not felt by me in
the receipt of the money. Surely some explanation should
be given as to the mode of payment and how it is calculated.
If half-a-crown had been sent to me I must either have re-
ceived,it or rejected it. Success at two shows with no medal
and 7s. lid. only in money will hardly attract exhibitors to
the high-sounding Eoyal Horticultural Society. It would be
well if the Society would forward to you for publication
what is the average value of their different certificates, and
in what cases only medals are distributed, and also the
amount of their receipts for admission, and the scheme'

upon which the money was divided amongst the exhibitors.

Unexplained, the prizes are not worth competing for.

—

H. Bentlet, Gardener to Lord St. Leonards, Thames Ditton.

I MTJST inform you that the Eoyal Horticultural Society

sent me 2s. 3d. worth of stamps for a first-class certificate

for a Queen Pine, and a third-class certificate for six dishes

of kitchen Apples exhibited at the Great International Fruit

Show in 1864.

—

Thames Ditton.

[No remark is needed to increase the ridicule felt at such
awards ; but we rejoice to be justified in adding that an
entirely new spirit is gradually being infused into the ma-
nagement of the Eoyai Horticultural Society, and though
why those awards were so contemptible may be explicable,

yet we think in future there will be no need of any such

explanations, as a much more dignified policy has already

been inaugurated.]

VISITS TO GAEDENS PUBLIC AND PEIVATE.
Me. W. Bull's, Exotic Nueseet, Chelsea.

Ip "variety is pleasing," as we used to be taught in our

boy days, when undergoing our preliminary instruction in

round hand, then ought Mr. Bull's life to be one of unmixed
gratification ; for so little reverence has he for what is old

and well known, that, save in the matter of large specimens,

these qualities would be an absolute disqualification for any
plant that sought admission into his establishment ; but let

it have but the recommendation of novelty combined with
merit, and then it matters little from what portion of the

world it comes, or for what it may be remarkable, it will

find there a home. After my stroll through Mr. Veitch's the

other day I spent a short time with Mr. Bull, and have here

to record a few things that struck me on going through his

numerous plant-houses. At this time of the year I need
not say they present a veiy different aspect to what they do
later in the season, and that one must not expect to see any
gorgeous display of flowers. The mere loiterer, who can
admire a blaze of colour or be captivated by a fragrant per-

fume, must not expect to be gratified just now ; but those

who want to know what new treasvires skill and enterprise

are adding to our horticultural stores wUl here find much to

interest : especially is this the case with what are called

fine-foliaged and variegated plants, to which Mr. Bull is

continually making additions, and of which many interesting

examples are now in his establishment.

As I some time since recorded my general impressions of

Mr. Bull's nursery, my notices now must be brief, and per-

tain simply to those things which strike me as likely to be
valuable additions to our ah-eady ample stores. Thus, for

example, we have heard a great deal lately of the Aucubas
from Japan, and probably no plant has had more distin-

guished honour conferred upon it than that fine plant of the

female Auouba in full berry. Very interesting, therefore,

were some varieties of variegated Aucubas which Mr. Bull

has received from the continent, the introduction of Von
Siebold. The golden variegation is not, as in the common
form, spotted all over the surface of the leaf, but in large

blotches of gold colour ; and we can hardly conceive any-

thing more beautiful than would be one of these fine varieties

when grown into a large bush. There can be little doubt

that these Japanese introductions will make quite a revo-

lution in our gardens ere long. There was also a_very beau-

tiful golden-variegated Elceagnus. Nor must J. omit the

beautiful variegated Pampas Grass. Striking as is_ the

normal character of this plant, it will receive no inconsider-

able attraction by this beautiful and distinct variegation.

Then there were the very fine gold and silver variegated

Ehodeas from Japan. Handsome, too, are some of the

Acers from the same country ; conspicuous amongst which

was A. pseudo-Platanus Leopoldi, green with crimson and
rose variegation. Then there was a very fine variegated

Verbena which is to be sent out in April, called Popular, in

which the leaves are clearly marked with a regular yellow

variegation, and having bright scarlet flowers ; and also a

sUver-vaiiegated Pompon Chrysanthemum called Sensation.

Both of these plants wUl, I think, be considered acquisitions

by those who are fond of such things. Nor must I omit

two plants not yet out—a variegated variety of Aubrietia
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purpurea, in which the marking was very regular and clear

;

also a very pi-etty Sedum of the same character. The
variegation even descends to Perns, for there was a dis-

tinctly variegated form of Acrophorus hispidus, and a new
variegated Pteris, something between P. cretica albo-lineata

and P. serrulata.

Amongst the rarer stove and greenhouse plants, of which
Mr. Bull has a large selection, I may mention the fine An-
thurium to which I have already alluded in Mr. Veitch's
collection as introduced by Mr. Weir from South America

;

also the pretty Peperomia arifolia, with beautiful wax-like
leaves and beautifully variegated. I have already alluded
to the fine varieties both of Dracaena and Pandanus, so very
useful for in-door decoration. Ouvirandi-a fenestralis, the
Lace-plant of Madagascar, wiU now be generally gfrown, and
was to be seen here in small plants ready for distribution.

Then there is the curious Cephalotus follicularis, sufficiently

hardy for ordinary greenhouse cultui-e.

Amongst Perns I noticed a crested variety of Nephrodium
molle, Adiantum Feei, the crested variety of Polystichum
angulare, and the new forms of Athyrium Pilix-foemina,

Vernonfe and Victoriae. Lastrea Standishii can hardly be
called a new Pern now, but it wUl certainly for a long time
be valued as a handsome and free-growing one.
Of the numerous softwooded plants—the Petunias, Pelar-

goniums, Peutstemons, it would be premature to speak.
We can only look forwai-d to seeing them by-and-by, and re-

porting in due time ; and that we may have to report favour-
ably of many is, I think, most likely, for unquestionably in

Editor, Clipper, Miriam, Lorenzo, &c., we have had flowers
of decided merit. Nor must I forget that Mr. BuU has a
large quantity of the fine Lilium auratum, of which he has
a consignment of upwards of 2000 ; while he has also been
successful in obtaining a very clear and distinct variety in
Lilium auratum rubro-vittatum, in which the golden band
gives place to one of deep red, and it is quite possible that
amongst the more recent arrivals may be found other
varieties. From these two establishments, Mr. Veitch's and
Mr. Bull's, different indeed in character, one n:ay gain an
idea of the great amount of enterprise which the present
taste for horticulture has called forth.—D., Deal.

TURVES FOE STEAWBEEEIES IN POTS.
In your No. 204, page 156, Mr. Abbey says, " Never use

saucers, they rot the roots by keeping the soil sour ; use
sods in preference, the tui'ves being placed on the shelves
grass side downwards." Last year I placed about one hun-
dred Strawberry plants in pots on shelves in my orchard
and cool Vine-house (seldom heated), in this manner; the
rest of the pots in saucers. Two days after I was told by
a very experienced gardener that those on sods would be
totally destroyed by wireworm, and I at once removed them
into saucers. I had four kinds of Strawberries—the British
Queen, Keens' Seedling, Black Prince, and Empress Eugenie,
all of which produced good crops. My gardener is now
bringing my Strawberry plants in pots into the cool Vine
orchard-house, and I shall have a portion of them placed
on turves in consequence of Mr. Abbey's recommendation,
some also in saucers, and a few as an experiment in a
shallow trough of zinc filled with sand, to compare these
different modes of culture.—E. S.

[I object to saucers on the ground of their being kept full

of water mainly during dull weather and the early stages of
the plants' growth. I have found saucers more prejudicial
than beneficial, unless you water the plants yourself, or
have assistants equally careful. The saucers are of no use
until the fruit is set, all that is needed is a cool and moist
bottom to counteract the drying influence of artificial heat
on the pots, and, consequently, on the roots. After the ft-uit

is set a good supply of water is necessary to make the fruit
swell well, and there is less probability of the plants suffer-

ing for want of water when standing in saucers than when
standing on the bare shelf, and they, by holding water,
assist in keeping the air about them cool and moist, and are
more desirable after the sun gains power than early in the
season. I never found Strawbei-ries do well in a wet un-
drained soil, but find them do best in strong soil deeply
•tiired which will let the water through it and out at the

bottom. I never saw or found the Strawberry, wild or in a
cultivated state, gi'owing in a marsh or bog, and for these
reasons I take it for granted that saucers may lessen the
necessity of watering the plants, but they give a soddened
and sour soil not congenial to the growth of the roots. With
sods the case is entirely reversed. They furnish a cool

bottom ; the atmosphere is kept moist around the pots
through the evaporation from the turves; the roots make
their way into them ; any one can water the plants with-
out fear of making the soil in the pots sour ; and the plants
derive nourishment from the turves. On sods the plants
can never be watered too much, for the soil will hold no
more than its retentive power permits, and that is aU that
is necessary for the plants at the time. When the saucers

are not used, or the water not allowed to remain in them
for any length of time, then none of the evils of keeping
them constantly filled present themselves ; and there is

less likelihood of harm when the saucers are used at a later

period, for the sun having more power a more constant sup-

ply of water is needed. With careful watering Strawberries

do well in saucers, but these are of no use until the flowers

open, and ought to be emptied an hour after watering.

Troughs to retain water are just as bad as saucers, though
I know both do well for swelling fruit ; but the danger is

the same in both—viz., with careless watering at the early

stages the plants are apt to become too wet, and the roots

I'ot instead of multiplying. I have used turves for many
years, and how long they were used before my time I can-

not tell, but I never heard of any complaints of wireworms
doing injury to the plants. Perhaps I make the soil ob-

noxious to them, by strewing a little soot over the rough
soil placed over the drainage at the bottom of the pots when
potting the plants into their blooming pots, or drive them
out of the sods by saturating them with soot and manure
water. I use the sods on which the plants are placed for

potting the plants intended for forcing another year, and
what is to spare forms, with the addition of one-third leaf

mould, an excellent compost for Pelargoniums, Cinerarias,

Calceolai'ias, and the Uke.—G. Abbet.]

VAEIEGATED BOEECOLES AS WINTEE
BEDDING-OUT PLANTS.

WnL you tell "K. D. T." what time the Brassica oleracea

prolifera should be planted for winter bedding, as it is

described as being so pretty at Miss Hope's, of Wardie
Lodge, in your Journal of February 21st? Should it be

transplanted according to the colours the leaves become,

or sown at once where it is to remain ?

[Were we to make beds of the variegated Borecoles, we
would sow in April, and prick out the plants on a border

or quarter about 15 inches apart, and lift and arrange

them according to coloiir as soon as the summer bedding

plants were removed. Some of the whites, pm-ples, and

nearly reds, are very pretty ; but there is no question that

however beautiful they may be, they suggest ideas of the

kitchen, just as a row of dark-coloured Beet does.]

PLANTING EAISED BEDS—SOWING
PEEILLA.

I INTEND having two match oblong-beds, which to suit

the situation, require to be raised as much as possible. I

thought of planting one of them with Calceolaria for centre,

a band of PeriUa next, another of Scarlet Geranium, with a

slight edging of some white plant. Could each different

colour be raised a little above its neighbour, to produce as

good an efl'eet as if planted in the common way ? If the bed

is much raised to the middle in the shape of a moimd, the

water runs off. Can you say how a bed would look witlx

PeriUa for the centre, with four lim-s of Cineraria maritima

running through it at equal angles Irom the middle ? Would
this style be effective, applied generally, not to the plants

I have quoted in particular ? I should like to know als*

the proper time to sow PeriUa seed, in order to have good

early plants.—F. T. C.

[It would be advisable to plant your match oblong-bed»

in the same mftDnei>—that is, if they must pair, such, tw
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inatance, as teing placed one on each side of a walk or an

avenue of grass. Toui- proposed planting of yoUow Caloeo-

laria for centre, Perilla on each side, and then Scarlet Ge-
ranium, bordered with Cerastium, or Cineraria, would look

very well. Unless your Calceolaria is a strong one, we
would prefer the Perilla for the centre, as it would give less

trouble in nipping, &c. You do not say what the width of

the beds is, but supposing they are 10 feet wide, you might
safely raise the centre from 21 to 30 inches. Tour lines wiU
show all the better in consequence. The difficulty as to the

water running off may easily be neuti-alised by surface-

stirring and then mulching with rotten dung or leaf mould,

or cocoa-nut refuse. We find that in such raised beds the

plants put highest need the least watering, owing to the

roots having a greater depth of soil. If you put Calceolarias

at the ridge, they will need mulching as soon as the sun has

warmed the ground sufficiently. Crossing and Vandyking
such beds as you propose will also look well, especially from
the sides. The straight rows will be most telling from the
ends, and easiest done. Sow Perilla seed in a hotbed before

the end of March.]

lo:n"icera aueeo-eeticulata.
CHETSANTHEMOTI STEMS KILLED BY BURNING SULPHUK.

On the 7th of October last, I had an accident with a sul-

phur-fumigating apparatus which I invented, and, in conse-

quence, destroyed the whole contents of my greenhouse
by the fumes. Amongst the rest there was a lot of fine

Chrysanthemums (including the Japanese varieties), just
coming into bloom. The leaves and stems of these were all

killed. The plants have since sent up fine shoots, which
are now from 12 to 18 inches high, and look as if they would
flower now. Had I better cut down the stems and make
cuttings from them, as is usual at this period, or let them
flower .'

Enclosed I send you a piece of the Japanese creeper,

Lonicera aureo-reticulata, it bad originally a smooth-edged
oval leaf, deeply veined with golden network. It was
killed, or rather its leaves were, by the sulphur fames, and
now the leaves appear with an indented edge and minus the
veins, or least with very small ones. Is not this rather a
curious effect?

—

Sigma.

[We are rather doubtful as to your Chrysanthemums
flowering now, but we would take off some pieces for cut-
tings or little plants, and let the rest remain until you see
what they will do. If by retarding or cutting down in

October we could have bloom in March and April, it would
be a good acquisition. By all means, let some, at least, of
the plants remain, and let us know the result.

The slip sent is so unlike the Lonicera aureo-reticulata,

that it is possible something else has come up in the pot.

The leaves, also, seem more herbaceous than shrubby. It

is possible, that from shooting strongly and vigorously it

has taken the present appearance. If so, it wiU revert to
'I the original type as it grows older. You have learned one
important lesson—namely, never to use burning sulphur
where there is anything green.]

LIST OP FLOWERS.
I, TOO, would enter my caveat, with my good friend

" P. H. G." (who, I am glad to see, has escaped alive
from those monsters of tlae deep, into whose domestic ar-

rangements he has been prying for the last twelve months),
against the very loose and indefinite manner in which one
is asked for lists of the bozt flowers, and in consequence ot

which the answers must often be very unsatisfactory. A
correspondent, e.g., wants the names of the best twelve
Pelargoniums. Now, these vary in price from one guinea
to one shilling. If I send " Inquisitor" or a " Constant
Reader" a list, in which, perhaps, John Hoyle and Mary
Hoyle, and British Sailor figure, I sliould be told he did not
mean new varieties, they are beyond him ; while, if I take
the older sorts, "Oh! I have all those," is the rejoinder.
It would, then, be a great help to us, when asked for such
listB, if querists would be kind enough to say—1st, Whether
price is an object; 2nd, Whether they have any of the

flowers about which inquiry is made; 3rd, Whether they
are wanted for exhibition purposes, the home greenhouse or
garden, or for decorative purposes generally. And then
they must also remember that jud':;es differ as to which are
the best flowers out. My opinion may be different from my
neighbour's ; he may admire size, while I prefer symmetry;
or he may think colour the main point, and I hold that
colour, without substance, is worth nothing : hence two
persons, equally trustworthy, may give very different lists.

With this caveat I reply to "Ft. T."
Best Eighteen Show DoMias.—Alexander, white tipped;

Beauty of Hilperton, purple ; Bob Ridley, bright red ; Carac-
tacus, yellow, with red tip ; Charlotte Dorling, white, edged
with crimson ; Charmer, yeUow buff' ; Golden Drop, yeUow

;

Lady Douglas Pennant, primrose ; Lady Popham, white,
tipped with lavender; Lord Derby, bright rosy crimson;
Donald Beaton, shaded maroon ; Eaehael RawHngs, pale
peach ; Umpire, pure white, with delicate edge ; Triomphe
de Pecq, crimson scarlet; Mauve Queen, light mauve; Lord
Clyde, red; Mrs. W. Piggott, white; Midnight, very dark.

Best Eighteen Fancies.—Lady Paxton, red, tipped with
white ; Coquette, blush, with maroon stripes ; Countess of
Shelburne, white, tipped and edged with purple—may be
shown in both classes; Elegans, white, striped with purple;
Confidence, lilac striped maroon; Gem (Stafford'^), crimson,
tipped with gold ; Leopard, bush dark-striped and spotted

;

Madame Lemmens-Sherrington, dark purple, tipped with
white; Norah Creina, bright orange, tipped with white;
Oliver Twist, purple-and-white striped ; Queen Mab, pure
white, with scarlet edges ; Rev. Joshua Dix, blush, striped
with dark crimson ; Fairy Queen, medium, tinged and shaded
with pink; Magpie, black, tipped with white; Zebra, bright
scarlet, striped white ; Summertide, chocolate, tipped with
white, and striped ; Starlight, deep scarlet, tipped with
white ; and Sam Bartlett, deep yellow, tijjped with scarlet.

Best Six Light Fuchsias.—Bianca Marginata, Fair Oriana,
Guiding Star, Minnie Banks, Madame 'Tietjens, Rose of
Castile.

Best Six DarTc Fuchsias.—Charming, Don Giovani, Mdlle.
Trebelli, Puritani, Pinsbury Volunteer, and Oberon.—D.,
Deal.

VEITCH'S EXETEE NUESEEY.
YouK excellent correspondent "D., Deal," in his report

of his visit to the establishment of Mr. James Veitch, of
Chelsea, does, I think unwittingly, an act of injustice to
my friend Mr. R. Veitch in stating that the Exeter esta-
blishment, so long carried on under the name of Veitch and
Son, has been abandoned, and that the whole energies of
the fii-m are concentrated on the London nursery. It would
appear from this statement that no nursery establishment,
presided over by any member of this family, exists or will

be carried on in Exeter ; and if such an idea were to be
generally received, it would act injuriously to the interests,

not only of Mr. E. Veitch, but to the city of which I am
proud to be a citizen. It is true that the late firm has been
dissolved, and that Mr. Robert Veitch, for reasons with
which I have nothing to do, has decided on not continuing
his business at the old nursery. He has, however, taken
ground and commenced the formation of one, which will be
very much more convenient to Exonians and to visitors to
our "ancient and loyal city," being situated at the end of

one of our principal streets, and very near to the stations of

all the lines of railway. A large portion of the stock has
been, or will be, removed from the old establishment to the
new nursery, and extensive ranges of houses are in course
of erection.

The prospect cf the entire breaking-up of the Mount
Radford establishment has been a subject of deep regret to
our citizens generally ; and it is with no small satisfaction

that we find the honoured name wUl still be connected with
us. A large amount of the energy, so long synonymous
with the name of Veitch, will still be a characteristic of
the head of our new nursery, and as with the exceeding
liberality, which has so long distinguished the firm, visitors

will be admitted with the greatest possible freedom, we can-
not but look upon the nearer approach of this nursery to our
town-walls as a great and undoubted boon.
The extensive seed establishment, so long conducted in
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our High Street by the late Mr. Veitch, has also come into

the possession of Mr. Robert Veitch, and wUl be carried on

by him in connection with the Queen Street Nursery.

I trust " D., Deal," will not think I have stepped out of

my way in thus endeavouring to remove a misapprehension

of the actual facts of the case as regards Mr. Veitdh of this

city. He will see that the unintentional error into which
he has been led, will, if it be allowed to remain unnoticed,
be likely to injuriously affect the interests of a worthy man,
and the esteemed friend of—S. Sevan Fox, Exeter.

FLOWER-GAEDEN PLAN.

^<^.'^e

A, House. B, Flower-border.

The border (b) in front of the house in tlie above plan

is to be planted in three lines—Trentham Rose Geranium

The beds are proposed to be planted as follows :

—

1. Purple King Verbena, CeraBtlum outside.

2. Yellow Ciilceolaria.

3. Manjflee' Variegated Geraniam.

4. Trentham Knso Geranium, edged with Golden Chain.

5 Stella Geranium, edged with Golden Chain.

6 and 7. Mixed Verbena!, edged with Flower of the Day or Alyssnm.

8. Trentham Rose Geranium, edged with Golden Chain.

[Tour garden is very nicely drawn (though by a mis-

take of the engraver some of the beds are not so exactly

balanced as thoy ought to be), and no doubt will look

very pretty planted as you describe. As you have done the

most of it on the tross-planting system we would continue

this throughout. Thus, instead of making 6 and 7 the

same and 10 and 11 the same, we would cross 6 with 10,

say Verbenas, and 7 and 11 Symmetry Geranium, edged

, Flagged Path, r, GraBS.

next the house ; then Lady Plymouth" Geranium ; and Lo-
belia Paxtoniana next to the path.

9. Crystal Palace Scarlet Geranium, edged with Golden Chain,

10 and U, Symmetry Geranium, edged with Alma.
12. Blue Lobelia.
13. Purple Petunias.

14. Golden Chain, Lobelia Paxtoniana, edged with variegated Arabis.

1.5. Chri&tine Geranium, edged with Arable.

16. Yellow Calceolaria.

—E. A. L.

I with Alma. AVe would be content with Lobelia Paxtoniana

round Golden Chain in 14, and then the Arabis will do

I nicely round Christine in 15. We presume the ribbon-

I

border is placed close to the house, with the flagged path-

I
way in front of it. This can only be advocated in small

I places, as borders so placed always conjure up ideas of damp

I

and mouldiness in the walls. Such borders, and pots and

boxes there also, remind one of a town garden.]

I
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WOEZ FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN QABDEN.

To husband the amount of water that falls to the earth,

and prevent the soil from retaining more than is required

by the plants cultivated, is of great importance in garden-

ing. This is done by trenching the sound land, trenching

and draining tenacious soils, and stirring the surface of

both as often as it becomes hardened. This continued hoeing

and pulverising the earth among plants has been traced

to Jethro TuU ; but TuU was no more its author than the

writer of this, for he states that he met with these practices

amongst cultivators in foreign parts. Articholces (Globe), pre-

pare a plantation if necessary, by deep trenching and manur-
ing, for if encouraged in this way they will by judicious thin-

ning remain much longer in bearing. Continue the general

sowing of main crops according to the state of the soil and
the locality. Make small sowings of Borecole, Brussels

Sprouts, and Green Savoy ; also, full crops of Salsafy, Scor-

zonera. Leeks, and Sea-kale. Advancing crops of Peas and
Beans should have more earth drawn to them, and some
branches of spruce fir or other material should be stuck in

on the windward side of the Peas. Uerb-heds, look over

and prick them up, add fresh soil whei-e necessary. Now
is also a good time to divide the roots and make fresh plan-

tations. Dress Mint and Tarragon-beds with light decom-
posed manure. Potatoes, plant the main crops. Spinach,

Early Horn Carrot, and Stone Turnip should be sown at

once on a warm rich border. Rhubarb, protect the crowns
by straw placed over them. Sea-kale in the open ground
should be earthed-up to blanch. When the soil is sandy
and light it may servo, but should be broken fine before

placing it over the crowns, that the heads may not grow
crooked. On heavy soils old tan, decayed leaves, or coal

ashes are useful substitvites for blanching.

PBUIT GABDEN.
Premising all pruning, training, &o., of trees and fruit

bushes to be now completed, and the ground properly forked

over between them, attention should be dii-eoted to the Straw-

berry plantations which have generally suffered severely.

The beds should be cleared of weeds, and a dressing of rotten

dung spread between the rows ; it may afterwards be forked-

iii very lightly so as not to injure the roots. In doing this

spread a little soil up to the crown of the plants, which will

assist the growth of the new surface roots. Last season's

runners should be gone over, and those made firm in the soil

which are thrown up by the action of the frost, after which
mulch the surface. Destroy all insects before the trees bud.

Clear away all scale, &c., using a wash composed chiefly of

clay, water, and sulphur on trees liable to the attacks of

insects. Prepare for grafting. Begin with Cherries and
Plums, and finish with Pears and Apples. Cut the roots of

Red Currsmts if too gross.

FLOWER GABDEN.
There are two modes pursued in the formation of grass

lawns, the one is by sowing a selection of grasses, choosing

those that are of a short and close growth, and the other is

by laying down turf. The sowing of grass seeds is done
more expeditiously and economically than by laying down
turf, and in after years there will be no annoyances in the

shape of Daisies, Dandelions, &c. This is a good time for

preparing ground for the purpose. Dig it carefully over,

pick out all roots of perennial weeds, rake the surface, and
bring it to the level required, give a good treading, and
then roU it with a heavy roller to bring the ground to a
reo-ular and uniform consistency. Having done this, give

the ground a slight stir with the rake, sow the seed, and
finally roU. The following are the quantities necessary for

an acre. For light soU, Festuca tenuifolia.two pecks ; Poa
pratensis, two pecks ; Anthoxanthum odoratum, three pecks

;

Lolium perenne tenue, two pecks ; Agrostis stolonifera, two
pecks ; White Dutch Clover, one peck. For very strong

heavy soil the mixture should be, Poa trivialis, two pecks

;

Festuca duriusoula, two pecks ; F. ovina, two pecks; Anthox-
anthum odoratum, two pecks ; Cynosurus cristatus, two
pecks; ALopecurus pratensis, two pecks; AVhite Dutch
Clover, one peck. Where turf is in a bad state and diificult

to mow in summer, let it be top-dressed with some light

soil and some Dutch Clover sown upon it. Herbaceous
plants should always form a principal feature in gardens

where the family is resident the greater part of the year.

To those who have hitherto grown only the usual bedding-
out plants and annuals, and who have to wait till midsum-
mer for a display of flowers, we recommend that they pro-

cure a selection of the more showy Delphiniums, Campa-
nulas, Phloxes, Dianthuses, and other ornamental herbaceous
plants, Liliums, &c. For planting among shrubs in borders,

and for mixed beds, they are valuable, while the fact of their

affording a succession of blooms from early spring nearly to

Christmas, ought to insure their more general cultivation,

particularly where cut flowers and a continuous show of blos-

soms are essential. The improvement in habit and colour

which IS annually taking place in the above and other her-

baceous plants is an additional inducement for growing
them.

OREENHOCrSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
The weather having become milder fire heat may be dis-

pensed with for hardwooded greenhouse plants, unless the

night temperature falls below 40°. At this time, however,
and for a few weeks, let the necessary watering and clean-

ing be done suflioiently early in the day for the air of the

house to become dry before evening, and then there will be
less danger of the plants suffering from a low night tem-
perature, than when they are exposed to it whilst surrounded
with a damp atmosphere. Pelargoniums, herbaceous Cal-

ceolarias, and plants of similar growth, should be kept in a

night temperature of 45", which may be increased a few

degrees, if early bloom is desired; keep them near the

glass, and at a sufficient distance apart to admit the light

freely to their lower leaves, which otherwise will turn sickly

and fall off. The Camellias intended for flowering late in

the autumn should now be forced into wood under a tem-

perature of 60* or 65''. Shade if necessary while making
theii- young wood. Climbers beginning to push should after

this time be frequently examined to prevent confused growth.

Kennedyas, if crowded, should have their shoots thinned.

Ipomoias and Thunbergias, being subject to red spider, should

be well syringed to prevent that pest gaining ground. Where
a large quantity of hardy shrubs is annually forced, either

to decorate the drawing-room or conservatory, it is not de-

sirable to pot a fresh stock each season, as a number of de-

ciduous things, such as Roses, Lilacs, Thorns, Honeysuckles,

Sweet Briars, &c., may, by proper treatment, be made to

bloom for several successive seasons. Select, therefore, the

most suitable plants when removed from the house, and
give some kind of temporary shelter to gradually harden

their foliage. Those cramped for pot-room shift into pots a

size lai-ger, using rich turfy loam, and towards the middle

of next month plunge them in an open situation in order

that the wood may ripen early.

STOVE.

The Hippeastrums and Amaryllids will now be flowering,

and will require rather liberal waterings, and will soon want
shifting. See that their leaves are preserved from injury.

Pot Cape bulbs as soon as the foliage is becoming strong

;

use chiefly loam, leaf soil, and silver sand. Water must only

be moderately applied to recently-potted plants until they

become established ; their night temperature should be
65°, with an increase of 10° or 15" on bright days. Main-

tain a moist atmosphere, and give no quarter to insects of

any kind. Make cuttings of the various Begonias for flower-

ing through next November and December.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Cteneral operations chiefly a continuance of those of last

and previous weeks. In the kitchen garden turned over the

ground intended far Onions, Carrots, &c., but the ground is

not mellow enough yet for sowing. Slightly forked among
Lettuces that have stood the winter, and scattered some

lime and soot among them. Planted out also more Garlic

and Shallots, firming them iu little drills about 1 inch deep

and 12 inches apart, and then throiving some light charred

material over them. Run the poiuts of the fork also among
young Onions. Turned up ground on banks for Potatoes.

Prepared for planting Jerusalem Artichokes, and as soon as

possible will clear a piece of ground to be prepared for

Asparagus, as we have been forcing rather much of late.

Gave Kidney Beans in a pot more room. Prepared beds
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chiefly of leaves for more Cucumbers and Melons, and as the
plants will not be ready, will first fill the frame with Scarlet

and variegated Geraniums, either in pots or on pieces of

turf, to be moved as soon as fresh rooted. The beds will

then be forked over and a little addition made, as they are

not quite high enough to last the season, and we will then
turn out the Cucumbers and Melons from pots in which
they will be well established but not stunted.
The weather here being still so cold, and the ground wet

and cold, moved the Peas sown on turves and placed between
the rows of Potatoes into a colder place, but where they
could have a little protection. The slight check given to

the roots rvinning all through the turves will hasten rather

than otherwise the gathering period. No time should be
lost in sowing successions in the open air ; and if this cold,

wet, snowy weather continue it will be advisable to sow
Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts, Borecole, and Savoys, in boxes
or pots under cover, and then prick out, so as to have them
forward for planting.

Turnips and Carrots.—Will sow Turnips as soon as the
ground is friable, and in a few days wUl sow a bed with
Radishes between, where they can be protected from much
frost, as a very little frost early in the season, though it

does not seem to hurt the plants much, will ever have a
tendency to cause them to run to seed, or make the Turnips
hard instead of crisp and juicy, as a young Turnip ought to

be, and then it is a delicacy. When wanted crisp and very
early much north of London they should have the advantage
of glass over them, and plenty of aii- given back and front.

Of course svich Turnips could not be sold in competition with
those brought from Devonshire and Cornwall, but if people
in the north will have delicacies of their own growth they
must go to the requisite expense and labour. For such an
early crop, if the rows ai-e a foot apart, they may be thinned
to not more than from 4 to 6 inches in the row, as the plants
will be pulled when of a small size, and the largest first,

which will give room to the rest. Gave plenty of air in fine

days to Carrots under glass. Will sow a bed of Early Hoi-n
out of doors shortly. We seldom sow Carrots for the main
crop until April, and then a piece about the middle of June,
and the end of July for young crisp Carrots, which, packed
in sand, are generally better than those sown late to stand
the winter. Small ones from the late sowing are generally
hard and stringy.

Will sow Parsnips as soon as possible. They do not mind
the cold if they can be sown when the gi-ound is nice and
mellow, and friable. For these. Carrots, Scorzonera, &.C.,

the ground should be poor, deeply stin-ed, and what maniire
is given should be deposited irom 18 to 24 inches from the
surface. This will insure straight roots. Those who save
seed should now select the best specimens for that purpose.
Good varieties often become deteriorated by saving seed
from inferior specimens. We have seen fine Cucumbers
exhibited, and the seed from the variety have a good sale,

and but few specimens produced equal to the originals,

because every crooked, deformed fruit that would seed was
allowed to do so. The finest kinds of Cabbages and other
vegetables often deteriorate, not so much from the age of
the variety as from carelessness in saving the seed from
inferior plants. Seedsmen should look to this, or gardeners
at much inconvenience will have to try and save their own
seed. Nothing looks better than a quarter of Cabbage with
the plants all uniform and not a " rogue " among them

;

but how often does it happen that the rogues occupy a more
than desirable place in the quarter. As the ground is still

rather wet will plant another piece of Potatoes where protec-
tion can be given them, with Radishes, &c., between the rows.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pruned trees when we could, and, a severe frost having

threatened, stuck some handfuls of rough hay and some
branches among the shoots of Apricots, though, as it turned
out, the frost was not severe enough to injure the blossom-
buds, swelling fast. Moved Strawberry pots in bloom to the
best positions for light and aii-. Provided the temperature
is not too high, we do not consider the air question so im-
portant untU the truss shows. Last year a great enthusiast
took us to try and explain why his Strawberry plants would
not show bloom. They had been brought from out of doors
into a close house of from 70" to 75°. If they had been a
little close for a time at 50', it would have done little harm.

though it is safest, when practicable, to give air at all

times. Placed pots of this fruit in eveiT' suitable place in
vineries. Peach-house, &c., where heat, and light, and air

could be given them, bringing the fresh plants in every
instance from frames where there was just a little heat, so
that much of a check should not be given; for a sudden
change from cold to heat is often as prejudicial as a sudden
change from heat to cold. In a sunny hour, waved a long
thin board, like a fan, over the Peach trees in bloom. In
these slightly frosty nights, left all the air possible on the
orchard-houses, alike to keep the trees back, and to give any
insects that may be left the benefit of the cold. We have
not yet been able to set out our second house, and we find

that we are behind in many things, owing to extra work
out of doors, planting, &c., and the weather, which hindered
such work considerably. There must be sharp work to bring
up the leeway. In vinery thinned and regulated shoots, and
tied down, to keep bunches from being too close to the glass.

Cut the remaining fruit in late house ;
pruned Vines, washed

the house and Vines, and painted them. We generally used
to tie them along the front of the house, but, to save time
in untying and tying up again, after washing them, or

painting them with clay, sulphur, soot, and softsoap, we
suspended them from 24 to 30 inches from the glass. Having
watered the back border with drainings from the farmyard,
reduced in strength with warm water, to make it from.

70° to 80°, we fresh-sui'faced it with soil and a little soot,

and old powdered lime, and filled a smaU stage in the centre

with Pelargoniums, and the shelves against the back wall,

and the floor of the house, with bedding plants. Here it is

but right that we should record

A misadventure from using dry soil, soot, and even old Ume,

under such circumstances. A little cowdung had been placed

on the border before watering, the border being very dry, as

we had no water to give it in the autumn, and did not wish

to have the house dump in winter. After the watering, and
the drying of the surface, and adding a little fresh soil, but
not so dry as we wished, we applied the above dry surfacing

thinly, for the boxes and pots to stand upon, and as, for

the sake of the plants in them we wished the air to be
dry about them. Nothing suffered except some nice boxes

of Calceolaria amplexicaulis, which we found did not quite

like the rough treatment we gave to other Calceolarias in a

cold pit, and which, therefore, wo kept, where it was possible

to give a little fire heat—in this late vinery, indeed. In
clearing the house they were removed to an earth-pit, and
protected for a couple of nights ; but as we had several

times had them nibbled by mice in such circumstances, we
returned them into the house, placing the boxes on the

floor. In the moi'ning many of the leaves looked as if they

had been sprinkled with hot water, or scalded, and we expect

that some of the plants will die. The ammonia from the

manure water, and the soot together, had been too much
for them. The house had a rather strong smell in the

morning. Most likely, too, the little lime, which we thought

as mild as chalk, and used for its dryness, had some acridity

left, and probably, also, some of it was stiU quick. Among
the hundi-eds, or rather thousands, of other plants in the

house, nothing seemed to suffer in the least except these

Calceolarias. Even a few new sorts of other Calceolarias

suffered little or nothing. It is right to add that the

Amplexicaulis Calceolarias, from standing a long way from

the glass, and being a little shaded, were a little drawn and
tender, in fact we intended topping them for cuttiugs. We
mention the circumstance as a caution, to be careful of the

application of soot in confined places. The soot was very

fresh and good. We have not a doubt that the injury was
entirely owing to the ammonia given off. One of our young
men states that he once saw a large frame of nice plants of

Porilla destroyed in a night from fresh soot having been

strewn shghtly over the mild sweet hotbed in which they

were growing. It is well known that the fumes from manure
water in evaporating pans, and thefumes of sulphur from hot-

water pipes, that would not incommode Vines and Peaches,

would soon curl up the fronds of the more tender Ferns.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Did little out of doors except routine. Will set to work

among herbaceous plants and shrubs as soon as possible.

Roses, prune as stated last week. Lately we noticed the

layering and pegging-down Moss and Provence Roses. This,
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more than a generation ago, used to be done with fine effect

on the terraces at Valleyfield, under the management of the

late Mr. Stewart, who along with such worthies as the

Messrs. Beattie of Scone, McDonald of Dalkeith, McNab of

Edinburgh, Bishop of Methven, &c., constituted the aristo-

cracy of Scottish gardeners in our boyhood; when Donald
Beaton studied at Perth when other men slept, and im-
proved himself under Barnet with the greater advantages
for self-culture which Edinburgh afforded. These Eoses were
richly manured every year ; the shoots were thinned-out in

summer, leaving from three to five or more of the strongest

to a plant. These would generally grow from 3 to 5 feet,

or more in length. In autumn the old shoots were cut clean

out, the ground manured and forked over, the points of

these long shoots nipped off, and then pegged-down pretty
close to the ground, and almost every bud threw up next
season a stubby short flowering-shoot, making almost a
carpet of splendid Eoses. We have never seen the system
so thoroughly carried out since, though it has fi-equently

been practised by ourselves and others. These carpets of
Eoses never cross our memory without bringing to our mind
the slim form of the good, kind-hearted, clever old man who
generally did the pruning and the pegging with a neatness
and artistic finish that the young blue aprons could scarcely
hope to imitate. With all his neat handedness and goodness
of heart our old friend had a dash of the eccentric, which
seemed to have prevented him taking a suitable social posi-
tion. What was rather uncommon then, in his very young
days he had gone to London, no doubt to obt.iiu a share of
the Scotch good things that went there; but he did not
succeed, came back, and ended his days at Valleyfield as a
garden labourer. This story of Eoses will not be without
its use if it lead our young brethren, who often must live
with but little society, studiously to refi'ain from cultivating
an eccentricity of manner, address, or action, as this eccen-
tricity has caused the wreck of the social standing of many
a clever man, besides good, happy Eobert Horn.

Grave plenty of air when the weather would permit to
Calceolarias in cold pit to fit them for going out of doors
under the protection of mats, branches, &c. Protected
earth-beds from rains that the soil may be dry for Grera-
niums. Gave manure water to Cinerarias, Primroses,
Camellias, Azaleas, &o., the latter weak. Looked to forced
flowers, bulbs, &c. Proceeded with potting all kinds of
plants ; the useful in the shape of Strawberries contend-
ing for space with flowering plants and bedding plants.
Examined Caladiums that were fresh potted and placed on
a slight hotbed, and find they will soon want fresh potting.
If roots are well encouraged now, the leaves will be sure to
come fine afterwards. Started Begonias, Gesueras, Achi-
menes, &c., below Vines, and when fairly in leaf, or showing
leaf, wiU fresh pot. Proceeded with cuttings, and sowing
tender and half-tender annuals, in the way frecxueutly ad-
vised, but which we suppose we must soon repeat if we
would please some of our readers, who tell us that we wi'ite

as if all were readers from the beginning, and also that we
have neglected window gardening of late. In the mean-
time we would say to all intended cultivators of the Perilla
and Amaranthus nielancholicus ruber: Sow the seeds and
plaoe_ in a mild sweet hotbed before the middle or the 25th
of this month, and harden-off as soon as possible. If larger
plants and stunted, they will not thrive so well as younger
plants not stunted. The Amaranthus makes a fine shade
with the Perilla, and few plants soften down so well the
bright creamy yellow of the Calceolaria amplexicaulis. Our
place is rather too cold and exposed for it. If seedling
Lobelias, &c., are up, be careful to prick off before they be
too close together and damji off.

Other plants much the same as in previous weeks. We
would particularly wish the growers of fine Pelargoniums to
be careful to give ah- so eai-ly in the morning that the leaves
may all be dry before the sun strikes them, and also that
the plants wiU do better if the pots are set on boards, than
on any other substance ; ashes, earth, sand, &c., being the
worst.—E. P.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
London Seed Company, 68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish

Square, Loudon.

—

General Price Current of Farm Setds.

k

J. C.'.Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.

—

WlieeWs Little Book on

Grasses, and Priced List of Farm Seeds.

William Paul, Waltham Ctoea.—Spring Catalogue of Nem
Boses, Geraniums, Hollyhocks, Dalilias, S^c.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—Mabch 11.

The supply of Greens and other out-door produce continues rather short,

And the quotations of last week are fully maintained. Apples are BtlU very
plentiful, other fruit sufficient for the demand. Forced Strawberries are
aelliny^ at 3*. 6^, per ounce ; and some new Grapes may also be had. Of the
old there is still a good supply. Continental Importations are well kept up,
and comprise the same articlea as mentioned in previous reports. Of Pota-
toes there is a heavy stock.

Apples
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Allamanda, grahdiplora and Iupatiens Hookeriawa Cdlture (A Dnrt-
ford Render) .~T\\e Allamanda had better be potted at once, divine it a
liberal shift, say from an S-inch into a 12-inch pot, draining the pot well.

Impatiens Hookeriana shonld he potted, when it commences to grow, in

a compost of turfy peat, loam, and leaf mould, in equal part*, with a free

admixture of silver sand. It should be {?rown in a moist atmosphere, bo
kept near the g'ta^'s, and never have a soldeu and sour soil about it. VVhilat it

is growinc the soil should he kept well supplied with water, and good drainage
should be provided; but when it has bloomed it should not be so freely

watered, and water should be pradually withheld tmtil the p'ant goes to

rest, when the soil should be kept moderately dry until growth recommences.
It is a stove plant.

Datura arbohea Prdning {M. J*.)-—This fine old plant should have the
shoots well cut in, and if the wood was well ripened they may be cut to

two eyes, always pruning 80 as to secure a well-shaped plant.

Feekert Adjoining Dwelling-housk {M. I. P.).—Judging from your
plan, we think your proposed situation for a fernery for half-hardy Ferns
would answer admirably ; but instead of having it 8 feet square we would
carry it 4 feet towards the garden, or to the end of the house in that direc-
tion. The circle, we presume, is intended to show the position of a pipe to
conduct the water from the roof, which we would carry into a cistern within
the house, so as to have water always at hand ready aired to water the
house. In the direction of the door from the house it might be extended
4 feet more, making it 16 feet long, and by adding 2 feet to the width there
would be room for a walk 4 feet wide for access to the garden. We would
have the walls of brick or stone, to correspond with the house, no front
lights, a lean-to roof, and glass ends. Two lights or windows, one at tach
end at the highest point, and hung in the middle, would be ample ventila-
tion, and there would be a saving in having the roof without moveable lights.

The front might consist of rock stones as high a« the wall, and extend-
ing into the house a distance of 3 feet, and with a little taste in the forma-
tion this would be a plea&ing feature. The openings between the stones
being filled with a suitable soil, would hold more and a greater variety of
Ferns than four times the space were it shelved or staged and the p iints

grown in pots ; the rockwork would be, besides, a much more natural feature.
Opposite the drawing-room window you could introduce a dropping well,

small cascade having water dripping over the stones, or a fountain with a
basin for gold fish. This would be an admirable place for the less hardy
and more desirable kinds of the British and hardy exotic Ferns. The
rockery would extend along the front and both ends of the house, allowing
for the door at one end as proposed. A three-feet walk next this will leave
a space of 4 feet at back to dispose of. Were it not contiguous to the
house we should have no hesitation iu forming a rockery there to corre-
spond with t; at in front, and this would look best though it might render
the wall damp. We should therefore advise you to have a stage there, and
grow the plants in pots, taking the hot- water pipes beneath it. If the space
at back were formed into a rockery we would notheat it at all for half-hardy
Ferns, there being many of the British and hardy exotic Ferns that would
do well in it. With hot-water pi|)es under the stage you could grow many
greenhouse Ferns on the stage at back, and the hardier ones in front planted
in the rockery. Provided FerLs have light they do Hot need sun, and your
house would require no shading in summer— in fact it is just the place for a
fernery, and is calculated to give twice the gratification of a Wardinn ci^'C,

which, however, is very well when there is no room for anything larger.

Manuring for Potatoes iA Beginner) .—G'wt the ground, previously to
digging, a heavy soaking with the contents of your ee?s-pool ; and it'the
plants during their early growth seem weakly, pour another good soaking
between the rows, and repeat it after a fortnight if apoarently needed. In
a poor soil we should prefer thii treatment to a heavy application of stable
manure.

Vines in Pots Bleeding (IT. S.).—You have pruned your Vines after
they had commenced growing. If not started much move the pots to a
colder place to arrest the flow of the sap, then take a hot iron and scorch
the points of the shoots, and then daub them with red or white let^d .ns

soon as it is done. A little oozing will do no harm, but a free flowing will
weaken the Vines. As soon as the leaves break they will take up all the sap.

Flower-beds {A Subscriber to the Journal}.—We think your design wiU
look very well; but as your four beds in the centre are vellow Calceolaria,
and the four beds next them are Lobelia, edeed with Cefastium, we would
be inchned to continue the same system with the four outside or larger beds—that is, we would make each purple, white, and scarlet ; or two might be
purple, &c., and the cross-balancing two mulberry, white, and scarlet
These would look very nice, either in i ows of colour, or even if the colours
were mixed. Keeping the rows distinct in these large beds would look most
artistic. If wide enough for five rows we would place purple in the middle,
white round it, and scarlet outside.

Wedding Bouquets (A Constant Reader).~ln that for the hride there
should be little but white, the exception being a little dressing of Forget-me-
not, Lobelia, &c. At this season white Camellias, Epacris, Lily of the
Valley, white Priir.rosep, Deutzias, &c , will be in demand, and of course
will vary according to the season. For br desmaids, &c., the colour is not
80 particular, but white should form s large portion of their bouquets. We
may before long refer to bouquet-making, but a glance at the shops in
Coveiit Garden Market would tell you more than a long yrticle. Our coad-
jutor Mr. Robson has much experience in this matter, and may he induced
to help.

BoLBS DONE Floweri.so ( /"/iow).—You had better keep the Hyacinths,
Tulips, and Narcissus as long in the greenhouse after flowering as you can
80 as to encourage the foliage, then place them for two or three weeks in
your cold houcc, an-;! then plant out of doors, and shade and protect the
toliage a little at first. The Tulips if ko treated will bloom next se;ison, and
many of the NarciHsui will force, but the Hyacinths would be beit-r nf a
season in a flower-bed before being furced again. Everything depends on
giving no check to the foli;ige until it naturally turns yellow. Your
Tuberoses would h;ive done better If treated as Hyacinths. It wss wrong
to keep the soil to dry. If the pots had been covered over the dryness
would have been prevented. If you could plunge the pots in. a very slight
hotbed, say about fi5^ to 70°, and rover the hitlbs 2 or 3 iachcs deep, we have
no doubt the bulbs would ftart strong if ihey arc in good condition. We
should be glad to have an account of your gas apparatus. We agree with
you that for an apparatus to heated copper or tin pipes are better than cawt
iron, but the latter we believe to be the moat economical as to laeting, whilst
the copper, &c., are the easier heated, but do not keep the heat so long.

Blazk op Scarlet {J. iV.).—Good old plants of Tom Thumb Geranium
will not be surpassed by anything else for a blaze of scarlet in your window.

Striking Ccttinos of Mrs. Pollock Geranium (S. T., Amateur^ Witts).

—Mrs. Pollock, like most Gerduiums, may be raised from leaves with the

eye attached, or, in other words, from eyes. Take the cuttings from the

nlant, and cnt transversely below the lowest leaf, and then, placing the

knife about half an inch above the eye, cut the stalk in a sloping direction

towards the biisa of the shoot. The leaf is not removed, and the eyes

having a flower-stalk opposite the leaf are of no value for the purpose, as

there invariably is no eye at the basa of the leaf. The large leaves only are

available for forming leaf cuttings. The extremities of the shoots should

be inperted, like ordinary cuttings, with one jointin the soil, and the growing
point above. There is this advantage, in propagating Geraniums from leaves,

that the lowest leaves, usually cutaway in preparing the cutting for insertion

in the soil, m^y be converted into leaf cuttings. The cuttings being made
as described, drain the cutting pots effectually, and fill them to within half an

inch of the rim with sandy loam, leaf mould, and silver sand in equal parts.

A little silver sand is then placed in the pot, a quarter of an inch or 30, and
the cuttings inserted about half an inch deep, each leaf being lied to a

small stick, with matting round the footstalk, to maintain it in an erect

position. A slight watering is then given, and the pots plunged inabottom
heat of 75°. a top heat of 60* or 70^ being afforded. The frame having a

moist atmosphere, there is little necessity to water ; none should be given

so long as the soil remains moist, and the less water needed the better, as

the great evil is the liability of the footstalk of the leaf to rot, and the con-

sequent destrnctioa of the eye before a callus is formed. Shade is given

for a few days, until the leaves are able to bear the sun ; and in this position

they remain until the shoot from the eye appears, when they are gradually

hardcned-off, and finally potted-off singly in small pots.

Geraniums—Verbenas (J'orfcs^/re).—Best two white Variegated Bedding
Geraniinns : Flower of the Day, Quepn of Queens. Best golden ditto:

Mrs. Pollock, Mrs. Eenyon. Bedding Geraniums: Clipper, Miriam, Editor,

Lord of the Isles, Herald of Spring. Nosegay: Cybister, Stella, Ossian

Fifteen good Verbenas: Gi?ant des Batailleti. Foxhunter, Madame Matras,

Fantastic, Admiral Mitford, Faust. Beautv. General Simpson, Lord Raglan,

Mrs. Holford, Madame Lefebvre, Nemesis, L'Avenir de Ballent, Peep o' Day,
Ruby King.

Potting Rose Cuttings {Felixstowe).—1\i^ cuttings inserted in a frame

last Julv, which you wish to remove to your new garden, had better be

potted now, and returned to the frame, keeping close for a short time, and
then harden-off bv the time you remove. They will remove much more
safely than were "they t;iken up and planted in the new garden at once,

planting them out in May, with the ball entire.

Size of Pots at Flower Shows {A Siibscriber). — There is no settled

rule among horticultural societies as to the size of pots in which plants shall

be exhibited It would generally militate at first against the success of an
exhibition if tho size of pots all over were to ba individually of so many .

inches in diameter ; but if the size of pots were restricted to 8 inches in the

case of some thing-, as Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Geraniums, &c., it would
be a better test of the relative skill of the eshibitor3, and also render it

easier for the judges to decide as to the merits. We recollect being a little

in doubt as to Cinerarias in seven-inch pots, and great bushes in 14-inch

pots, but on moving the moss garnishing we found thriic plant-i in the large

pots, so that the exhibitor showed eighteen instead of six plants. In a small

country flower aho.v it would not be wife to restrict too much, hut the

majority of the members must decide. If you want more heit add to the

flow-pipe by ail means. We Iiave seen four or five pipes placed horizontally

as flow^ and one to act as a return. The flows will be about the same temper-

ature.

Nets over Wall-fruit Trees {A Subscriber, BaUinasloe).^K&ep the

nets over the trees until all danger or frost is past. If your trees are

vigorous they need no liquid, or any other manure.

Puddling with Dry Clat (iV.).— Our own experience coincides with the

advice given by " Upwards and Onwards," second column, page 168, as

to ramming hard dry clay outside the wall of a tank. For manure water or

eewage water only such ramming will ofti;n be effectual for holding water

without any other wall whatever—at least so long as it is covered by water.

Being placed inside, or fronted by a wall of 4^ inches built with cement,

the dry clay, but wet enough to be rammed, would answer for such a pur-

pose much better than wet puddling.

Stopping Cracks in Cbmjnt (/rffm).— In clay grounds where the tanks

are large, though built iu the usual manner with brick and cement, extra

wetness and extra dryness In the surrounding soil will affect the walls at

times and cause fissures and cracks, through which the water will escape.

In such c.ises the cracks are generally too small to admit enough of cement

to make all sound, but if the opening is chipped on both sides, say for an

inch or more of an opening, and the sides are left rough, and these are well

wetted before the applicaJon of the cement, we never found any difliculty

in the matter whatever ; and so far our experience favours that of the writer,

and is opposed to the opinion of the plasterer. A small opening, say of

an eighth or a quarter of an inch, cannot be stopped so efficiently. The

mode of connecting the pipes by means of a one-inch lead pipe, page 177, is

merely given as a matter of economy. It would be better if all were

uniform ; but the small connecting-pipes do little to arrest circulation. We
have heated large tanks by taking a one-!r.ch lead pipe from a four-inch

flow-pipe, even though the inch-pipe was regulated by a common beer tap,

to let the beat iu when desirable.

Flowkr-oarden PI.AN (S. S. 5.).—The design is so pretty that we cannot

well improve it, and of the planting we may say the same. To make the
|

plan complete, however, the two ends should be cbjiin-bordered, as well as

the sides, if the position will admit of it, and then an opening could be left

ai each end in ihe centre. The little circles might also be planted with

small upright evergreen shrubs, &c. No fault can be found with the

arrangement of each of the four scrolls, but it is diflacult to please in divid-

ing such scrolls into separate colours. For another season it might be well
'

to adopt a simpler arrangement, and so to plant the centre wltli scarlets and

white, and the chain-borders with t^e same, that the four scrolls might be

cio.*sed with pair:i of yellow and pairs of purple. This would give greater

ease, repose, maesiveness, and simplicity, but not the variety that you will

gain by your mode of planting.

Names of Fruit {R. B. ^.).—Your Apple is Ryraer. [TJinme Park).—

I, Unknown; be good enough to send us two or three more specimena ;
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5, Tulip ; 6, SweenyIs, Autumn Peannain; 4, Herefordshire Pearmain
;

I Konpareil.

Names op Plants iClericm).—l, Lastrea oUatata; 2, Lastrea FJUx-mas;

1 3, Too younp, perhaps Hypolepis tenuifoUa ; 4, Blechnum occldentale

;

Is, Pteriaserrulata; 6, Polystichum angulare proUferum ; 7, Gymnogramma

ochracea; 8, Doodia caudata ; 0, Lastrei Ftlix-mas, young; 10, 11, SelagU
nellas, but imposaible to name from such scraps; 12. Pteris hastata macro-
phylla. Your raienamed plant irt Aspidistra lurida varie^ata. {L. S. D.).—
1, Apparently a sterile frond of Lomaria Patersoni; 2 and 4, Asplenium
yiride ; 3, Selaginella rubricauUs ; 5, Asplenium flabsllatuin ; 6, Asplenium
marinam.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the suburbs of London for the week ending March 11th.
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might be communicated bj- a knavish exhibitor to give a
cue to a knavish judge. But surely the parties in collusion,
if such things be, would be muffs also not to evade any such
precaution. It is not necessary to know the number, for a
man may know the birds. Is not broad daylight the best
preventive to cheating—viz., publicity and free discussion
among the poultry-loving public? and does not the reUanee
on secrecy lead to a kind of countermining—a trial of skUl
between the party that insists on keeping- a secret and
the one that is so much the more eager to find it out ?

—

T. T.
^

EXTEA PEIZES FOE BUFF COCHIN-CHINAS.
(ClECULAE.)

The additional prizes of silver cups to Buff Cochins at
the late Birmingham Shows having proved of such import-
ance to the breeders of this variety of birds as to make it

most essential that these extra prizes should be continued,
in fact extended, I have consulted some of the most influen
tial breeders upon this subject, all of whom have promised
to subscribe .£2 each; and I may add that in consulting
Captain Heaton he most liberally promised that if .£20 could
be collected he would give .£5 himself to make the amount
.£25, to be divided as follows :—viz., £5 silver cup to each
old and young birds, £5 cup for the best single cock, £5 cup
for the best pair of hens, and a £6 cup for the best pair of
pullets. Thus divided, all breeders would have a good chance
of obtaining a most desirable honoiir ; and to enable this to
be donethe amount must be subscribed before the Birming-
ham pnze-hst is published, so that the extra prizes may
appear in the same, and gain publicity in the catalogue at
the time of the Show—a matter so important, and which
could not be done last year in consequence of the amount
not being subscribed until after the prize-lists were pub-
lished. It is proposed that these prizes shall be given for
general competition, and you being a breeder and exhibitor
of Buff Cochins will, I am sure, estimate the importance of
these extra prizes, and forward your subscription at once,
that the necessary amount may be made good. Mr. Lythall,
the Secretai-y of the Show, has kindly offered to receive aU
subscriptions and provide cups, which will be presented to
the successful exhibitor on the iirst day of the Show.
Tour prompt attention will oblige yours, most respectfully,

Henbx Tomlinson, Balsall Heath Road, Birmingham.

[It will be evident to our readers, from the circular issued
by Mr. Tomlinson, that those amateurs who feel an interest
in breeding Cochins are busily exerting themselves to offer

some additional valuable prizes to be competed for in con-
junction with those appointed by tho Birmingham Com-
mittee at the Show to be held in Bingley Hall next
December.
When it is borne in mind these " five extra silver cups for

Cochins " ai-e to be allotted to a variety of domestic poultry,
perhaps the most popular and useful of any, we cannot
doubt but that the amount required will be readily obtained,
particulai'ly as we understand more than half the money
requisite is even already in hand. It will, however, be
necessary for subscribers to give notice of their intention to
become aiders of this movement as speedily as possible, for
by so doing it will allow of a list of the additional premiums
appearing in the forthcoming Bu-mingham prize schedule to
be issued in about a month hence ; and it will also make it

certain that the names of those parties who may eventually
prove successful will be printed in the Birmingham cata-
logue.]

SCHEDULES OF POULTEY SHOWS.
Surely your correspondent " Y. B. A. Z." wrote the post-

script to his article without reflection. If I received a cata-
logue or list of prizes of the Bradford Show, which contained
no prizes for Brahmas, and the Committee afterwards re-

solved to make a class for those birds and to offer prizes for

them, ought not the Secretary at once to have forwai-ded

me an amended catalogue ? The catalogue was sent to me
without any application from me ; and, as such, the Secretary
of a poultry show keeps, or ought to keep, the names of those
to whom prize lists have been forwarded, and he ought to
have sent an amended one to all who had received the first.

At all events, some Brahma breeders had amended catalogues
sent them, otherwise there would have been no exhibition of
that class, and no prizes awarded. The effect of sending
them only to a few instead of to all certainly limited the
competition and leaves it open to remark. Poultry Com-
mittees and Secretaries should be like Csesar's wife, not
only without fault, but above suspicion.—J. Weight, C7iwc?i
Street, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

POULTEY-KEEPING FEOM A COMMEECIAL
POINT OF VIEW.

"Nemo," the defender of "C. S. J.," has my best thanks
for his kindly lecture as to what is required to establish the
success of anything now-a-days. I do not find fault with his

opinion as regards the profits poultry breeding will yield,

and in the absence of any actual statistics of my system on
a large scale, I can only reiterate what I stated in my reply

to " C. S. J." There ai-e, however, a few assertions with
which I beg to differ, even with " Nemo."

1st. Were it not for sanguine minds few improvements
would ever be carried out, and were even the minimum
profits given there would still be found many persons who
would with just as good reasoning reduce it below zero.

2nd. The artificial hatching can be entirely dispensed
with in my system, as for every 1000 hens, I can rear at

least 10,000 chickens, and under any circumstances it wUl
only be resorted to to hatch chickens when hens have ceased

to be broody. As to whether my system of artificial hatch-

ing is superior to that of Cautelo or any other, I may state

that I do not claim any originality, but rest the success only

on the well-known law of a uniform temperature at which
there is not the slightest difficulty to hatch chickens, and
this uniform heat can be maintained either by manual or

mechanical means, which are well known to engineers, and
which will be described in some subsequent Number of this

Journal, under the laws of nature in relation to poultry-

keeping. The failure of Cantelo, and others, cannot be

ascribed to the hatching, bvit solely to the rearing of the

chickens. Now, this is my system, and on it I rest the

success of poultry-breeding, and thougji I do not intend to

rely on artificial hatching, yet I shall enth-ely depend on
artificially rearing aU the chickens, whether hatched by a

h " or by an apparatus.

3rd. My system of breeding poultry and its profits can no
more be judged by the present mode than railway travel-

ling when first jDrojected could from the old stage coaches.

For its success it will require a staff of servants, and a sub-

division of labour, then a good disciplinarian as superin-

tendent, and the whole will form a piece of mechanism which

will work with the greatest precision, and afford such sta-

tistics as will surprise sceptics. To carry this out is a mere
matter of money and will, whether by a private individual,

or a public company ; but the idea of an association of work-

ing partners to attend to fowls, is simply ridiculous, and
I doubt whether, if they could be found, they would long

remain a united family.

4th. If " Nemo " will take the trouble to read the article

on natural hatching, No. 198, he will find that I advocate

natural hatching and artificial rearing. Has it ever ocoun'ed

to him in estimating the annual profit of a hen, to charge to

her credit the hatching of one or two broods, which surely

is more valuable than the number of eggs she could lay in

twenty-one days ?

—

Geo. K. Getelin, C.E.

The Irish Egg Teade.—At the annual soirde of the butter

and egg merchants of Glasgow, Mr. Patrick Meehan, who
occupied the ohak', mentioned the following particulars re-

gai'ding the import of eggs fi'om Ireland into Glasgow.
" That the butter and egg trade is becoming of consider-

able importance there can be no question. I will only refer

to one item m it. Both DeiTy companies have run six

steamers weekly, carrying each an average of 100 boxes of

eggs ; and I think we may safely allow 100 boxes from Cork,

Dublin, and Belfast—in all, 700 boxes per week, or 36,400

per year. The average price per box is £S, so that the

annual value of the eggs imported into this city alone i»

little short of .£300,000."
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GOLD AND SILVER PHEASANTS.
We shall feel obliged if our readers and contributors will

inform us when the earliest Golden and Silver Pheasant's

eggs are laid. It will also be giving much real pleasure if

they will note the advent of our birds of passage and our

warblers. Many of us who, perforce, are obliged to live in

town or towns, have our reminiscences. We recollect the

note; we know the spot where we used to see the first

Swallow ; to hear the first Nightingale ; and the " Mai du

pays," is sufficiently strong upon us, to enable us to enter

fully into the feelings of the emigrants in Australia, who
1 made room for each other round the door of a house in

Melbourne where the first Skylark was to be heard.

DOE EABBITS NEGLECTING THEIE YOUNG.
I KEEP a variety of doe rabbits, and after they had many

young ones, all of which lived and did well, I was greatly

surprised to find that the next time they had litters the

young ones were scattered all over the hutches and left to

die. As this was done by all of them I concluded that it was
owing to the way in which they were fed, and so it proved.

I think if " J. N." (your correspondent) feeds them in the
following manner he will not be disappointed :—Oats and
bran twice a-day. a little more than they can eat at the
time, and cabbage leaves. Offer the does water, and when
they have young ones give in addition a spoonful of fine

middlings mixed with pea chaff and water.—S. B.

SWAHMING vEEsus STOEIFYING.
When your correspondent "J. E. B." in No. 192, com-

municated his experience " that hives permitted to swarm,
if forward, will yield a larger harvest of honey than they
would do if kept on the conservative principle," I exjiressed

in No. 196, the opinion that either the worn-out condition of
the queens of his storified hives, or something radically

wrong with their management, had induced this invidious

comparison.
Subsequently (in No. 200) "J. E. B." was good enough

to favour us with the history and mode of treatment
adopted with his three storified hives A, B, and C, at the
same time quoting Dzierzon in support of his opinion. If

the system of management of your correspondent be a
counterpart of that recommended by his celebrated conti-

nental authority, I, too, must subscribe to the doctrine that
the subdivision of hives augments the honey harvest in such
circumstances.

I have no wish to unduly criticise the manipulations of
any of tlie brotherhood, the object of "our Journal" being,
as I understand it, that each correspondent is at full liberty
for the general good, to detail his system and experiences, be
they successes or reverses, and, indeed, so fai- has this been
carried out in "our corner" as to elicit a favoui-able com-
parison with our neighbours of the poultry and floral depart-
ments. " J. E. B.," however, expresses a wish " for any
information," and I subjoin the following remarks, with the
sincere hope that they may assist him " to obtain a better
result for the future."

First, then, as to queens, your correspondent seems quite
aMve to the importance of having young and vigorous ones
at the head of his stocks, and they do not seem to have
been much at fault. I may here remark that I quite agree
with "A Lanarkshiee Bee-keepee" that queens of non-
swarming colonies are oftener changed than is generally
supposed. I had an opportunity of seeing in a strong
storified stock of a friend last summer twelve months the
queen, whose tattered wings and decrepid condition bespoke
exti'eme old age, yet notwithstanding this the stock did
remarkably well last season—a proof that this venerable
monarch had been supplanted by a youthful rival.

The grand error of your correspondent, and one which is,

I am afraid, too common in localities where the storifying
system is neither practised nor understood, is a too limited
breeding space. Even authorities are prone to fall into a
like error. I pointed out before in one of the early Numbers
[>f your_ new series in illustration of this, the absurd dis-

proportion of Nutt's celebrated collateral hive, the central
box, or "Pavilion of Nature" as he styled it, so circum-

scribed as " 11 or 12 inches square by 9 or 10 deep," and
yet the population hatched out in this puny affair was
expected to fill with pure honey two end boxes of similar

size besides three bell glasses. Are the many complaints
of want of success with this hive to be wondered at ? No
ventilation in such circumstances could prevent either brood
in the end boxes or the escape of swarms. By the way,
with a good lengthy low entrance and fair shelter from the
hot sunshine during the working season bees are themselves
the best ventilators.

Need we go further for a second example than the ad-
vertising columns of " our Journal ? " The familiar illus-

tration of Messrs. Neighbour's shallow straw, so called
" cottage hive," with its three bell-glasses, to the eye of the
practical storifyer is nothing more than a lady's pretty toy.

Is it right, nay more, humane, to cramp, and conse-
quently impair, the energies of a good queen within the
limits of a single box, keeping her wandering in despair
over the combs, in vain seeking in her circumscribed
breeding space vacant cells to unburden herself of her
eggs ? Can it be wondered at that she should, under such
circumstances, quit the hive with a swarm in disgust, even
although her condition be such as to cause her to drop to

the ground a short distance from her hive, or, more generally,

contrary to her instincts, ascend into the super and there

deposit her eggs ?

It must be apparent to the bee-keeper desirous of keeping
his bees on the non-swarming principle, that he must afford

them breeding space equal at least to what they would have
received in fresh hives had they swarmed, and it would be
manifestly unjust to draw a comparison of the fruits of the
labours of a population hatched out in the area of one box
with that of say three others.

But to return to "J. E. B.'s" case. His first-mentioned

hive A, he tells us, "was located in a 14J -inch Woodbury
frame hive "

. . .
" Supered in May with a box 13 inches

by 7. When this super " was two-thirds filled, slipped

in a frame or eke ; and when the hive became crowded a
second frame, exactly like the first, that is 3 inches deep,

was introduced as before, both between the super and the
stock." "In spite of the ample accommodation thus afforded,

assisted by ventilation, the hive threw out a swarm on the
ISth June." ..." The bees ultimately nearly filled

the top box with fine honey, and carried their combs down
into the inserted frames, but the total yield of honey did

not exceed 32 lbs."

The cause of the escape of the swarm, and the short

yield of honey fi-om this stock, is solely attributable to over-

enlarged super and limited breeding space. To aid in

avoiding brood 4 inches is deep enough for a full width
supei-, unless the space can be given gradually as in Mr.
Fox's most ingenious " adjuster-hive," but still that hive
and the plan of eking supers are open to the objection of

less or more unfilled comb, completed work being always
most desirable, whether the comb be for the apiarian^ own
table or the market. Had your correspondent placed his

frames on ekes, beneath the stock instead of the super, with
a still further enlargement of breeding space as required,

the result would in all probability have been the retention

of the swarm, and from the vastly increased body of reapers

a very different honey harvest.

The management of the second mentioned hive B was
somewhat similar. It was located in a still less box, llf
by 9, and supered also too extensively "with a box the

same size as the stock!"..." The bees were very

slow in availing themselves of the room afforded them," for

the very good reason they did not then and there require it,

and, as was to be expected, " sent out a swarm." ....
" Two shallow boxes were successively introduced between
the stock and the super, and towards the middle of July

the hive was also nadired." I may hint that placing an
empty box between a stock hive and an all-but-filled super

is considered bad practice by the storifyer, as he thereby

runs the risk of the bees rifling it of its contents, possibly

with the idea that it is then beyond their control, a second

super is always better placed above the filling one.

The third hive C had an inferior queen, and yielded 30 lbs.

of honey, its management is not stated.

I quite agree with your correspondent that in a district,

such as his own, where swarms are early, the yield must con-
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traet much more favourably than here in the uncongenial
north, a Miiy swarm being a rare sight I have long longed for,

but have yet to see. In my experience of the two systems the
swarming and the storifying, the latter has invariably been
the most pleasant, least troublesome, and decidedly (from the
greater yield of the finest comb) by far the most profitable.
In a poor year swarms yield nothing, but require feeding,
and the year is poor indeed that a well-handled depriving-
hive does not make some return ; in a good season the gain
is proportionately great.
In a cold wet summer the immense population of a strong

storified stock keeps up an invariably high temperature,
and breeding goes on uninterruptedly ; when odd fine days
occur the amount of honey then collected is amazing j

indeed, to look on such a colony in full operation on a warm
day to the enthusiatic apiarian is a sight most pleasant to
behold, whUe, during similar cold backward weather the
inmates of a half-filled box, continuing to swarm, instead of
increasing in a similar ratio, have enough to do to keep up
a sufficient temperature for comb-building.

I recollect of calling on an old farmer (a very experienced
bee-keeper of the old school) dm-ing one of the late bad
seasons, and in passing through his garden asked him how
his bees were getting on, he told me he was feeding his
swarrns to keep them alive. I then put the question. How,
he being in a much better locaJifcy and only three miles off, I
should be getting fi-om while he was giving to his bees ? He
seemed incredulous. I was only quizzing him. I invited
him to come and see. The genuine delight of the old man
on inspecting and carefully weighing between his hands a
handsome octagon super just taken off, and his attempts to
raise the high pile of octagon boxes from whence it had
been removed, the greatest bee marvel of his life, was quite
a treat to its owner.—A Eenfbewshire Bee-kebpee.

would, therefore, be quite an experiment ; stiU it is one that
we should have no hesitation in trying in such a house as
yours, and with little doubt of its success, if the hives be
shaded in summer.

It is generally rather difEcult to obtain both swarms and
honey in the same season ; but we should begin by putting
on small supers (to contain, say 6 to 8 lbs. each), in April.

These will have little, if any, effect in delaying swarming,
and may very probably be filled. Moderate supers may
possibly be obtained from the first swarms, if the season be
a good one, and you may also put supers on the old stock as
you propose, but these cannot be relied on to prevent the
issue of after-swarms. Should any such result, their stores
may be appropriated at the end of the honey harvest, and
the bees united to those stocks which are intended to stand
the winter.]

EANCIDITY IN BUTTEK.
Among all your correspondents who have written upon

the subject of rancid butter, I do not see that any has
suggested a remedy which I have found efficient. I always
when setting the milk put into each pan a pinch of nitre
(refined saltpetre) ; also in winter put water just sufficient

to cover the bottom of the pan, and in summer cold water.
I have continued this system for many years, and my butter
is, and always has been excellent.—G. A. E.

BEGINNING BEE-EEEPING.
I DEsiEE to attempt bee-keeping, and would feel obliged

for some information as to how to proceed. I have com-
menced by buying a swarm of the 1st of May of last year in
a common straw hive.

—

Yoekshirb.

[Payne's hives are very good, and may be obtained at a
moderate i>rice of Messrs. Neighbour, 149, Eegent Street, and
124, Holborn. We prefer them somewhat larger than Mr.
Payne recommends.

If you want to increase your stock by swarming you must
not put on a super. If, on the other hand, you wish to get
honey and would prefer purchasing what swarms you require,

a full-sized super should be put on in April. Do not attempt
to transfer the bees to another hive.

A plug of hard di-y wood should be tightly fitted into the
upper end of each glazed pipe, and fixed with white lead.

To this should be screwed a wooden platform of sufficient

size to support the floor board (which should be of wood, not
stone) and hive without risk of a capsize. Let the hives
face any point from south-east to south-west, but when once
fixed never vary their aspect either summer or winter.
Neither must you remove the milk-pan, which is quite as

necessary for protection fi-om the summer's sun and showers
as from the winter's rains and snow.]

BEES IN A GEEENHOUSE.
I HAvi; a greenhouse with a glass roof and front, south

aspect, and a glass end with a full east aspect. May I use
the eastern end of the house for a bee-house, making a suf-

ficient entrance between the bricks for each hive^—say three ?

I am only a young bee-master ; having bought two stocks

last autumn, I wish to work them this summer on tlic de-

priving system, and I also wish to increase them to four

stocks this season. Can I, after they have each thrown off

a swarm, cut the hole in the top of the straw hive, and affix

an adapting-board with super, and so obtain some honey
this season ft-om the stock hives, as well as from the swarms,
should they be early enough ? or must I wait until the

second swarm comes off, if I find there is a probability of a
second swarm coming ?—W. H. P., Oxford.

[We have never known bees kept in a greenhouse, and it

OUR LETTEE BOX,
Rbmkin Bantaus ( W. S. J.) .—Your Bantams, about the size of Partridges,

without tails, roun(l.as balls, hens buff and rose-combed, coclt orange red,
are what were called " Rumiiin " Bantams, and were far more common
years ago than they are now. They have always been considered excellent
layers.

Ceeve Cceuks (./. Marsden).—Write to Mr. Baily, 113, Mount Street,
Grosvenor Square, stating to him what you require to convey to America.

Exhibiting only One Game Hen.—" Y. B. A. Z.,'' in your impression of
the 28th ultimo, in his endearonr to enlighten the minds of others, says ;

—
'* Gradually it has become an established rule to limit Game hens to one.
Bradford has set the example in all the breeds." Now, the same thing has
been carried out by this Society since 1861. If " Y. B. A. Z." will send me
his address I shall be glad to furnish him "with prize lists and catalogues for
1861-2-3-4.—William Irtihk, Secretary, Halifax and Calder Vale Agri'
cultural Association^

Eggs after a Freezing Teupeeatore {Blue Minorca).—Vfhen water
freezes eggs will chill, and, if you were to break one, you would find a
partial fusion of the yolk and white. They spoil without pickling in such
weather as we have had.

Fowls in a Confined Space {Delta).~Yo\ir feedinc is good ; but one sod
of growinir grass is worth a dozen Cabbages for the health of fowls. You will
find ground corn, twice per day, more economical and more nourishing than
whole corn. The golden rule of feeding is to give so long as they will run
after it, and never to allow a morsel to lie on the ground. They are discreat
animals, and know when they have enough.

Unmated Poultrt {J. C. i.).—All poultry lay at a certain age (being in

good health and condition), in obedience to the law of nature, whether
there be a male with them or not ; but it does not increase their fecundity
to withdraw him. The period at which Ducks beein to lay is a question of
condition, after eight or nine months. The second year is generally the
best. The Aylesbury lay soonest. Greaves promote laying. Many lay in
the winter, especially the Aylesbury. You may safely set the eggs after a
week.

Fkedinq Fowls for Exhibiting {4nii/).—Ground oats, mixed with milk,
are the best food ; if the bird is low in ftesh, and time pre-ses. melt some
suet, and add to it. The out-growing spur is a disadvantage. It is not a
disqualification ; but, if two birds were in close competition, it would turn
the scales against the bird.

M. DE Soha's Poultry Establishment (CAon/ic/et^r).—It is said a man
fished in the Seine lor gudgeon with such unilorm want of success that he
wrote a book proving that the fish iu question was as mythological as the
phccnix and salamander. We have sought M. de Sora all over France, and
we believe he is either a myih, or has effectually concealed himself under a
*' nom de plume."

Poultry Club {E. B.).—You are mistaken in supposin:;wi' are partisans

of any parly iu the poullry world. We endeavour to hold an even balance,

and an impartial hand. If the Poultry Club be for the good of the pursuit,

we wish it all t.uccees. We cannot tell you how many rcaiained at the

Club meeting at liirmingbam, when the vote of censure was passed on the

judges. We only know Mr. towler wrote us that he and many more had
left before anything of the sort was mentioned.

LiGUEiAS Bki-.s (C. Tl'., Kiiiiislniid, SArinsiuiy).—Write to T.Wood-
bury, Esq., Jlount Radford, Ex'eter. We shall be glad to receive the con-

tributions yon refer to.

Stewarton Hives.— Messrs. Neighbour & Son inform us that we were

wrong in stating that these hives are not to be purchased in London. They
have them at their shops in Regent Street and Hoiborn.

Piobtye (jr. X. L.).—Any carpenter can construct one, and, if made of

wood, the frame jointed, only resting on a row of bricks, not fixed to them,

and the roof covered with asphalt felt, it could be readily moved.
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the implements, &c., that are in general use, or are likely

to be required in an ordinary viUa garden ; but of nearly
every kind of implement named there are different varieties

which it would be worth while to notice in order that the
best might be selected. For instance : to begin with

IMPLEMENTS FOR MOVING SOIL, &c.

Wheelbakeows.—That kind in general use about Lon-
don I consider to be very well contrived, on account of being
fitted with a portable top. This allows of a great deal of
light rubbish, leaves, or litter, being placed on it, and by
taking off the top, the barrow is handy for wheeling gravel
or other heavy material. There is a kind of wheelbarrow in
general use in the northern and midland counties, which, al-

though not so light and handy for garden use, is more so
in the greenhouse or among potted plants, on account of
having a flat bottom, which is convenient for plants or soil,

and makes a very good portable potting-bench. I have fre-

quently found it very useful in this way ; pots are filled with
soil ready mixed, and placed near the pipes in the hothouse
to warm, the barrow is next drawn in, and Pines and other
stove plants can then be potted without removing them out
of the house. Even in the greenhouse, supposing there is

no stove or hothouse, potting may be done in frosty, snowy,
or rainy weathei-, without having to carry the plants out,

and much injury to these may thus be prevented. I have
seen a wheelbarrow similar to that in common use about
London, having two wheels fitting closely, or nearly so, to
the sides of the barrow, nearly in the position where the
ends of the axle ai-e seen in the one-wheeled barrow. This
arrangement, of course, makes the load lighter for wheeling.
It is also well for turning and shooting, but for various
reasons it is not so generally useful as the one-wheeled
barrow, not the least being, that it cannot be conveniently
used on boards or jjlanks, and then the extra expense is

scarcely compensated for by any advantage that I can per-
ceive. Various contrivances have been brought into use at
times for carrying plants in pots. Barrows have been made
with one wheel, with two, and with three, or even four
wheels, but all are more or less objectionable—the one-
wheeled barrow on account of the impracticability of obtain-
ing a level surface while the bai'row is at rest ; and when in

motion the two-wheeled has the same fault. This is ob-
viated in the three and four-wheeled barrows, but these are
not so easOy moved about into the shed or greenhouse.
Where more than one man is employed, a barrow without
any wheels wUl, probably, be most handy, so that we pass
onto
Handbaekows.—These are chiefly used for carrying plants

from one place to another, but a handbarrow requires two
persons to use it. Plants are thus moved about without
the jolting and shaking they would receive in the wheel-
barrow. The handbarrow may also be used as a potting-
bench inside the stove or greenhouse. A handy size of one
for ordinary use, would be about 4 feet long, exclusive of
the handles, and about 2i feet wide. Something of a rail

round the sides would make it more convenient for small
pots or holding soil ; but when chiefly used for large plants,
it would be better without it. About 18 inches would be
high enough, for I think it would be a mistake to make it

any higher. I have seen them higher, but such seem to me
to be clumsy, compared with those that have shorter legs.

If the handles are a little bent they look better.

Small trays or handbaiTows without legs are sometimes
used to move large plants about ; the plants are tilted on
one side, and one edge of the tray thrust under the plant or

pot ; the plant is then drawn on and easily lifted about with
less fear of breakage than would otherwise be the case.

Having made some alterations here lately, and the nature
of the ground being such that the wheelbarrow could not
well be used, I liave made use of a two-handled box, the box
being about 18 inches deep, the same in length and breadth.
This is conveniently fitted with two handles so as to be
carried between two men in the manner of a handbarrow.
With this some scores of tons of sand, gravel, peat, loam,
&c., have been moved about, and that without making the
ruts and marks that a wheelbaiTow would. I am aware that
there is nothing new in the idea, as similar contrivances are
in use ; I merely give the hint, as such a box may be easily

constructed by any one who can handle a saw and hammer.

and it will be found useful in muddy weather as a cleaner
method of moving soil than the wheelbarrow. Such barrows
as these require two persons to work them, consequently,
where but one man is employed there wUl be Uttle use for

them. In that case, a flat-bottomed wheelbarrow will be
found most useful.—F. Chitty.

(To be continued.)

[We purposed publishing the foregoing portion of Mr.
Chitty's communication last week, but withdrew it upon re-

ceiving the painful intimation that death had suddenly
removed him from among our helpmates. Since then we
have received the following from his employer:

—

" Gentlemen,—It ia with sincere regret I announce the death of yoar able
contributor, Mr. F. Chitty, after only three days* illness, and at the early
age of thirty-three. Although he has been in my Bervice but a little more
than two years, yet the confidence I had in him was unbounded; He was
in all things a trustworthy and faithful servant, and respected by all who
knew him, not only for his ability as a gardener, but for his kind and un-
assuming manners. He was ever ready to impart and to receive any in-

formation connected with his profeesioii, and though he has been here bat
so short a time, yet will he be much missed by the lovers of horticulture in
this neighbourhood. He has left a widow and five young children (the
oldest not yet nine years old), to lament his loss, and totally unprovided for,

I, therefore, feel no hesitation in appealing to the kind feelings of the
readers of your Journal for some assistance for the poor widow and children,
feeling sure that all who have read his sound practical articles on horticul-
tural subjects, will contribute something to alleviate so distressing and
deserving a case. Will you kindly consent to receive any contributions
that may be forwarded to you?— I am, Ac., Thomas Wesley, TJie Uplands,
Setly Oak, near Birmingham

.

" P.S.—Should any of your readers wish for further information, I shall

be happy to give it. I enclose a list of contributions already forwarded to

me.—T. W."
£ s. d. £ 9. d.

Mr. Thomas Weblcy 10 10 Mr. J. Webley 110
Mr. Pendleton 1 1 Mr. Hy. Webley 5

Mr. Charles Winn 2 2 Mr. Smith, Moseley 10
Miss Winn 110 Mr. Kogers (a gardener) ... 5
Mr. Webley, jun 2 2 Proprietors of " Journal of
Mr. P. Webley 110 Horticulture" 2

We shall readily receive any contributions to this fund
and forward them to Mi-. Webley, whose generous testimony
to the merits of his late servant we heartily sustain. Mr.
Chitty was always to be relied upon, and though well skilled

never gave a hasty opinion j though very unassuming he
was firm in sustaining what he felt was the truth. We
confidently ask our readers to aid in helping the widow and
orphans of a man so worthy in every way.

—

Eds.]

THE MODEEN PEACH-PETJNEE.
No. 6.

TRANSPLANTING.

The time and mode of planting a young Peach tree may
now be considered. Very much of the after-success of the
tree depends on this being rightly done ; therefore it is a
more important operation than at first sight might appear.
A tree may either be reared in our own gardens, or it may

be purchased at some neighbouring nursery. In either case
it need not be long out of the ground ; and this constitutes

a case differing somewhat from that in which trees are re-

ceived from a distance.

In the first supposition, if the tree has been trained against
a warm wall, with all its branches and shoots fau'ly exposed
to the sun, then it will be in first-rate condition for trans-

planting. By taking care of the all-important spongioles,

by replanting at a short interval of time carefully in a suit-

able soil, and on a mild and genial day, no check will take
place, and root and leaf wiU soon resume theh reciprocal

functions. Supposing the tree not to have been reared
under such favourable conditions, but still not to have been
more than a few hours out of the ground before replanting,

it may then also be depended upon, care being taken not
to mutUate the roots, which is the main point, to continue
its growth without much check.

In both these cases early planting ia recommended. The
leaves being stUl on the branches, though they droop when
the tree is lifted, they will soon recover their state of

tension, and be ready to receive their daily supply of sap
from the roots, which, being unmutUated, will also shortly

recommence their proper functions.

We may even expect that some new cellular tissue will be
added to the spongioles by reason of this early change of

place before winter comes on ; for if transplanting be done

in October, there is at that period much latent and unex-
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pended earth heat, which heat is absolutely necessary to

enable the roots to extract fi-om the soil the food proper for

the tree. Besides, the leaves being also uninjured, begin
to elaborate the iresh sap, and so increase that reserve

of cambium which some think is dispersed in the interior

tissues of the tree, for the purpose of preserving its vitality

during the trials of the winter season. This seems a reason-
able supposition, and an explanation of the reason why early

transplanting is so beneficial when properly performed.
Our French neighbours are not unaware of this, for at Mon-
treuil November is considered to be the proper month for

planting ; but then there is, no doubt, as much heat in the
earth during November in that sunny spot as there is in

our cloudy land during October. When, however, trees are

received from a distance the case is different. The leaves

cannot be expected to recover, and no advantage can be
obtained by planting so early. Provided, then, cai'e is taken
to anticipate the extreme cold of November, early in that
month is a suitable time.

Should early planting be impossible, it is not a bad plan
to wait till mild weather sets in in February or March.
Dry, windy, or sunny days are unfavourable for transplant-
ing, on account of the amount of evaporation they promote
in the tree ; for even when the trees are without leaves,

evaporation takes place through the bark, and if there be
no corresponding absorption of moisture through the spon-
gioles to supply this waste, they being out of the ground,
the tree suffers. A mild, rather damp day is then the best
for the operation we are describing.
Of course, young trees are by far the most easy to remove.

Wlienever large fruit trees are transplanted, men of great
ejcperience in such matters tell us that the success of the
operation depends mainly on the quantity of eai-th removed
with the roots. They also recommend such large trees to

be removed in a growing state, because the moistm'e re-

maining in the earth adhering to the roots is at once assi-

milated as food for the tree. But when the earth is cold
and the tree dormant, this moisture surrounding the roots
is not absorbed by them, nor can it be. The result is that
it has rather a tendency to rot the roots, more especially
those portions which have been injured. There is no doubt
that the whole subject of transplantation is a very interest-

ing one, and deserves careful study.
The process of planting is as follows. Having chosen the

young Peach tree for its clear and polished bark, the proper
distance to place the stem from the wall is about 6 inches.
Some say i inches, but on the authority of the best culti-

vator in England it is stated at 6.

If the tree is to be planted where no other has stood, a
hole twice the diameter of the roots when spread out is

sufficient. If otherwise, the old soil mxist be removed, and
the opening made much wider. A piece of pavement or a
wide fiat stone is generally placed under the tree to prevent
the roots striking downwards. The old monks always did this,

and famous gardeners they were. Roots grow in tiers ; there-
fore the lowest tier must be carefully spread out all round,
occupying the ground without crossing each other if possible.
Fine pulverised soil must be shaken over this lowest tier,

but no manm-e must ever touch them. Never tread on the
roots, as so many do, and never move the tree up and down,
which absurd practice has the effect of doubling up the fine
ends of the roots underneath. Break down the sides of the
hole for fresh earth, and place pieces of turf out from a rich
field for the roots to run into at their first start. Then the
upper tier of the roots should be spread out fanwise in the
same careful way, and equally covered. When the earth is

filled in to three-fourths, water freely in light soils, and less
in firm ones. More water in any case should be given to
trees planted in the spring. Mulching at the time of trans-
planting is an excellent old custom ; it excludes frost, and
lessens evaporation.
Deep planting is an evil in the case of fruit trees. No

tree should be planted deeper than it formerly grew, or it
will be in danger of having its roots stifled for want of air

;

and this will cause the tree to languish, tUl, by an effort of
nature, it pushes out roots nearer to the surface for air.

Thus delay will arise instead of progress. It is by far the
best, especially in firm and retentive soils, to plant the tree
so that a small mound is necessary to cover the roots. Let
these be within an inch or so of the surface—the ground

will always settle. Deep planting should always be avoided.
If done, the tree makes no spring growth, but grows late in
the year—exactly the reverse of what we require.

Some trees are notoriously more difficult to transplant
than others. Some place them in this order as to risk

—

first the Cherry, then the Apricot, and then the Peach ; but
if carefully done there is little real danger. We should
never forget to secure transplanted trees firmly to the wall,

for fear of high winds.
In the case of the Peach there is always a certain danger

lest the buds which have remained latent during the whole
of one season should not break at aU; therefore the tree
may be headed down soon after it is planted, as a rule.

Nevertheless, could we secure the roots intact, there would
be little need of this. If the tree has been grown in a pot
the roots ought to be entire, and having shaken out most
of the ball of earth, the roots should then be spread out
well, and no shortening ought to be required. This, of
course, presupposes that the tree while in a pot has been
regularly trained for the particulai- form requii-ed.

On the whole, it cannot be said that trees which have
been more than three years in pots are the best suited for

planting out. The roots become strong, and have an inward
twist, which makes it peiilous to endeavour to open them
out well. A year or two may be passed with very great
profit if the trees be well looked to, and pots changed as
the roots fill them. Up to three years this may be done ; and
certainly the way that vertical cordons, three years estab-
lished in large pots and full of iruit-buds, both grow and
bear the season after they are planted out would astonish
those who depreciate pot-cultivation.—T. C. Bbehatjt.

STEAWBEEEIES IN DORSET.
The Strawberry plants here are beautiful, and have win-

tered well, as can be seen by any of yom- readers, who live

near here, if they please to look in. John Powell is first-

class as a plant of dwarfish habit. The fruit last year was
excellent. Sir Joseph Paxton is a charming plant ; and,
with its fine bold crowns, now beginning to show its fruit-

buds, is a fine verdigris green with stout foliage, uninjured
by this severe winter. President, also, is a nice, strong,

hardy plant, and defiant of winter. They are two of the
best, as plants, of later-raised novelties, to suit and please

me. Eclipse is also hardy and healthy, and, I fancy, it is

the highest fiavoured and best of all the early Strawberries.

The first-rate Queen-growers of this county, who seldom
fail with the Queen, failed signally last year. They were
loud in the praises of Wonderful especially, Eivers's EUza,
and Empress Eugenie. These three and the Frogmore
Pine and Royal Hautbois are my pentateuch of dependence
and excellence. I have extra-fine plants of the Scarlet Pine
in the same place as La Constante used to stand. It is

treated in the same way. It is a delicious first-class Straw-
berry, of quick establishment, and of a most hardy and
robust constitution. As it does not always set its fruit well,

I have not recommended it; but it is well worth a trial.

You would find no trouble with it as a plant.—W. F. Ead-
CLTFFE, Tarrant Rusltton, Blandford,

MY PLANTS,
AND HOW AND WHERE I FOUND THEM.

" Earth is now green, and heaven is blue ;

Lively »priDf?, which makes all sew.
Jolly spring doth enter;

Sweet young sunbeams doth subdue
Angry, aged winter."

It was in the spring of 1863 that I found myself located

in a smaU village in North Staffordshire. My husband had
accepted the offer of partnership with a medical gentleman
in that county ; and it was with low spirits and a large

amount of fearfulness that I left the Great Northern Station,

and found myself whirling onwards, onwards, to what I

feared would be a mass of smoky chimneys and furnaces ; for

I am ashamed to say that my idea of Staffordshire was em-
bodied in that well-known expression " the Black Country."
Manufacturing towns and smoke were my abhorrence. You
may therefore fully realise my mental pain. I, a lover of
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nature and beauty, of the pure air of the country, of all

sweet and harmonious sounds, feared a lifetime of incarce-
ration amongst blackened houses, the noise and din of ma-
chinery, and the anxious and careworn faces ofthe operatives.
There was no music for me in the incessant hum, and clash,
clash of the mechanical motions of the factory. The me-
lancholy jioetry which one may weep out of the thinly clad,
consixmptive, and starving workers had no charm for me.
TTpon their brows I had seen written, as with a finger of
blood, " Slaves to the Mammon of Unrighteousness," and I
had wept silent tears as I saw them sinking, slowly but
sm-ely, into an early grave.

It has always been my delight, and almost a necessary
part of my existence, to wander free and unrestrained, seek-
ing the health and purity which God so ireely scatters over
hill and dale, and in the secluded spots where dwell some of
our sweetest and tiniest favourites. But I will tell you how
this gloomy foreboding, like many a dark cloud o'er life's

pathway, passed away. On and on sped our train—an
express, by-the-by, which is never favourable for giving
travellers a very close insight into the botany of the country
through which they pass. How delightful, how reviving,
then, was it to that despairing lady in the first-class car-
riage to find, after leaving Derby and approaching the ter-
mination of her journey, that the scenery became most wild
and romantic, the country apparently favourable for Ferns,
and eveiything indicating a luxuriant vegetation ! The
rugged and picturesque hills and vales of Oakamoor charmed
me, and I gave utterance to my inward joy in exclamations
which no doubt made my fellow passengers believe that I
was somewhat beside myself. My husband, who has a pet
theory of his own that " every one is mad upon some point,"
of course immediately brought the subject upon the tapis,

and concluded his oration by bringing forward at the same
time his wife as an apt iUustratiou—mine was a Fern mania.
Denial was impossible. I felt it myself, and the learned
doctor was left in the full enjoyment of his thesis ; for we
all know that

" None but a clever dialectician

Can hope to become a great physician;
That has been pettled long ago.
Logic makes an important part
Of ihe mystery of the healing art

;

For without it how could you hope to show
That nobody linows so much as you know ?

"

"Woman like, however, I must have an argument, parti-
cularly as we had a few minutes still to spare ere we arrived
at the station.

I pToposed as a query
In place of his theory,

Whether my monomania had not commenced when I married
him ? We had not satisfactorily settled that knotty point
when the diminishing speed of our train, and soon after the
words " Frogball," " Proghall," uttered in the Staffordshire
dialect, put an end to our repartees, and reminded us that
we had several miles of our journey to accomplish by road,
and that it was necessary to stow away the bairns and
luggage.

I will pass over the usual bustle of settling down in a
new house, the necessary amount of breakages and dis-

comforts ere everything gets "fettled" up, which more or
less falls to the lot of all under Uke circumstances ; the
curious eyes v,-hich scrutinise, and the more curious remarks
which are made upon new-comers into a smaU and self-

satisfied village in an iuland county—all this we passed
through with the usual and provoking nonchalance of old
travellers.

It was about three weeks after our an-ival in T that
a patient came in. It came out in the course of conversa-
tion that he was the village gardener, and I immediately
questioned him as to the nature of the surrounding country
and its facility for Fern-collecting. To my surprise he
began smiling, but he apparently apologised for the same
by explaining that he had just come from that omnium
gatherum the village shop, where he was fairly pounced
upon by several of the customers with queries as to " what
the new doctor's wife was alius a getting and carrying home
them green things for. Site seems wholly taken with
things we wouldn't stoop to pick, much more plant 'em in
our gardens. A handsome Gillyflower now would be some-
thing like, but not such rubbish as 'Farns,' which grow

everywhere." One woman more sapient than the rest said,
"I know what she does with 'em though, her husband's a
doctor, and she gets 'em to make 'yarbe ' tea off, to be sure.
"Aye, sure enough," they all said; "missus you're gottin
un now." So it was agreed in the self-instituted committee
that the weak-minded writer of this was a coUeotor of herbs.
The gardener finished his recital by smUingly telling me
that I was the talk of the place. " You see, mam, we' re so ^
accustomed to see these sort o' things that we doant notice

"
them. Maybe they doant grow where you comes from;
they seys you'r a fine London lady, and mayhap they doant
grow thereabouts ?" However, in sijite of culumniators and
many side looks as I passed through the streets, I still

indulged in my "yarbe "-gathering propensities. Perhaps
with Dr. Seraphino they mentally ejaculated—"May the
Lord have mercy on your position, you wretched, wrangling,
culler of herbs!"
A year passed away, and as spring came round again I

eagerly sought my old favourites and their haunts, from
which through unforeseen circumstances I was removed
soon after. I propose, for the amusement of those who are
like myself " Fern-mad," to give a sketch of pleasurable
excursions amongst woods and rocks, of prying into wells
and under overhanging grasses under a broOing sun or in
a pouring rain, in search of these children of the earth ; for
it will serve to show how much real enjoyment there is in a
country walk in all seasons and all weathers.

—

Alice.

THE EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S PIEST
SPEING- SHOW.

This was held on Saturday the ISth, and notwithstanding
a due east, and exceedingly keen wind, was honoured by the
presence of H.E.H. the Princess of Wales ; and well worthy
was the exhibition of such distinguished patronage, for

never do we remember having seen Hyacinths in such per-
fection—the spikes so fine, the colours so rich and varied

—

as they wei'e on this occasion. They constituted the chief

attraction of the show, but not the only one, for there

were the gay early Tulips, Eoses, some almost as good as
may be seen in summer. Cyclamens, Primvilas, Cinerarias,

and Camellias, the whole making a display of colour such
as one could hardly expect at a season when Nature is only
beginning to throw aside her winter dress.

Year after year Mr. Wm. Paul and Messrs. Cntbush have
contended with varying success for the chief honours with
this flower, and after many a hard -fought battle it was no
surprise to find them again in " the tented field." Mr. W.
Paul was first both for twelve and for a collection with
magnificent spikes having a luxuriance, combined with a
compactness of growth and richness of colour, that at

once struck the observer. The twelve consisted of Solfa-

terre. Von Schiller, and Macaulay, remarkable for their bril-

liant colouring; King of the Blues, splendid; Garriok, Grand
Lilas, Prince Albert, large for that kind ; Grandeur a Mer-
veille, and Van Speyk very fine ; Alba Maxima, Tubiflora

;

and Ida, yellow. Messrs. Cutbush's twelve wore also very
fine. They consisted of La Prophcte, Von Schiller, splen-

did; Macaulay, Florence Nightingale, EmmeUne, Snowball,

remarkable for its large bells of great substance; Mont
Blanc, Marie, a splendid spike; Baron Von Tuyll, Gar-
rick, Grand Lilas, and Mimosa. The collections from Mr.
W. Paul, comprising 125 pots, and from Messrs. Cutbush
100, included nearly all the best kinds of the various colours,

and it would be tedious to enumerate them. Lord Palmer-
ston and King of the Blues, which, relatively speaking, may
still be considered new, fully maintained their high cha-

racter, the white eye and clear blue of the former and the

fine deep blue of the latter rendered them conspicuous.

We did not, however, observe either the rich crimson red

Josephine or Eobert Fortune. Among Eeds, Queen of

Hyacinths, Von Schiller, Pelissier, Howard, and Solfaterre

were conspicuous by theii' high colour ; of Whites the best

were Queen of the Netherlands, Mont Blanc, and Alba
Maxima ; Grandeur :i Merveille, blush ; Fair Maid of Den-
mark was also very pretty. Of Blufs, in addition to those

already named, were excellent spikes of Van Speykstoren

Bloksberg, Admiral Coligny with very largo bells, and Cou-

ronne de Celle ; whilst in those shades approaching black
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there were Feruck Khan, Prince Albert, Havelook, and Mi-

mosa. Koning von Holland, Ida, and Dae de Malakofif were

the only yellows, and Haydn the only mauve.
In the Amateurs' Class the only exhibitors were Mr.

Young, gardener to E. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, and BIr.

Whe^er, gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmidt, Regent's Park,

who were respectively first and second, and the spikes were

a great improvement on those shown last year.

Early Tulips were exhibited by Messrs. Cutbush and W.
Paul, both iu the class and in numerous coUeetions, the

former taking the highest award in both cases with very

large flowers. The kinds shown by Messrs. Cutbush were

chiefly White Pottebafcker, Proserpine, Pabiola, Couleur Car-

dinal, a fine reddish scarlet, Keizerkroon, and Duchess of

Parma, very showy, Tournesol, and Vermilion Brilliant. In

Mr. Paul's collections, in addition to several of the above, we
noticed Koi Pepin, a very showy white and red, Archduc
d'Autriohe, a very fine crimson and yellow, and Cerise Gris

de Lin, lilac rose, marained with yellowish w-hite, very

distinct iu colour. Van der N"o8r was also a good purplish

violet.

Eoses iu pots came from Messrs. Paul & Son ; conspicuous

among these was John Hopper, which stood alone in the

fulness of its beauty, and dazzling in colour. Madame
Paloot and President were also very good. Mr. W. Paul

contributed three excellent boxes of cut blooms, among
which were excellent examples of Gloire de Dijon, Pi-esident,

George Paul, Madame Victor Verdier, Lord Macaulay, Eev.

H. Dombrain, Marquise de Poucault, Senateur, Comtesse
de laBarthe, a pretty yellow Tea, Safrano, and Alba Kosea,

very pretty and delicate in colour.

Cut Camellias in fine condition were numerously shown
by Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, W. Paul, B. S. Williams,

Mr. Trussler, gardener to D. J. Kay, Esq., Hoddesdon, and
Mr. Todd, gardener to Sir C. Isham, Bart., Lamport Hall

;

and Mr. Bull sent a collection of very good specimen plants,

among which the most remarkable wei'e Mrs. Abbey Wilder,

Eaffia, and Valtevaredo.
Collections of flowering and fine-foliaged plants were

exhibited by Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Young, and Mr. B. S.

Williams. Among those from the latter were Hedaroma
Hookeri in fine bloom, and a fine jilant of Glei-

chenia semivestata; while Mr. Wheeler had Thyrsacan-

thus rutilans and a well-bloomed specimen of Azalea

Broughtoni, besides Marautas, a Dicksonia, and other plants

with ornamental foliage, Deutzia, Cytisus, ic. Mr. Williams

likewise showed a small collection of new and rare plants,

chieflyconsisting ofAgave, Yucca, andDraccena, together with

Beaucarnea stricta; also a new Azalea, Souvenir de Prince

Albert, rose, broadly-edged with w'nite, and Pandanus Linnrei.

From Mr. Bull came the collection of Aucubas fully noticed

in oiu- Floral Committee report of last week, the female

Aucuba and A. himalaica in fruit, Camellia Prince Camille, a
finely imbricated red ; Asplenium myriophyllum, from South
America, with very graceful finely-divided fronds; Anthu-
rium augustioranum ; Aglaonema commutatum in fruit,

and a double Chinese Primula with large rosy purple flowers.

Mr. Veitch sent Puhododendrons, Princess Helena and
Princess Alexandra, both of them pretty hybrid varieties

apparently obtained from Jasminiflorum, partaking of that

character, but having a long tube, in Princess Alice, bright

rose, the flower a rosy blush ; whilst Princess Alexandria is

pale blush with orange stamens and very pretty.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent Aucubas in flower and
berry, and the male plant of the variety picturatum, Eudgea
leucocephala with large green foliage and terminal clusters

of pure white flowers ; excellent collections of Cyclamens,
including several very pretty varieties of persicum. Fern-
leaved and Anemone-leaved Chinese Primulas, and a pretty

variety called carminata splendens with salmon rose flowers.

Mr. Todman, gardener to E. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Park,

exhibited some good double and single Chinese Primroses

;

Mr. Weatherell, Finchley, Primulas and Cinerarias in ex-

cellent bloom ; Mr. Paul, a collection of Crocuses and Nar-
cissus, and some pots of Lily of the Valley, very fine both
as regards flowers and foliage; Mr. Young, Tulips; and,

lastly, Mr. Laing, Twickenham, two plants of the com-
mon Aucuba, bearing an abundance of its beautiful coral

red fruit, and in this state forming highly decorative objects.

There can now be little doubt that when the male plant

becomes moi-e widely disseminated, the Aucuba will be as

much valued in ornamental gardening for its fruit as it now
is for its foliage.

EOYAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WEEKLT SHOW, MAKCH 18TH.

On this occasion Messrs. Lee sent a very handsome
specimen Camellia Madonna, also some beautiful cut blooms
of Countess of Orkney, Jenny Lind, Leeana suroerba, and
others ; Lycaste cruenta and Skinneri, Dendrobium nobile,

and five standard Azaleas in excellent bloom. Prom Mr.
Bull came Brahea dulcis, Cypripedium barbatum giganteum
and vUlosum, DracEenas, Platycerium alcicorne, a fine speci-

men, and platec of his new Chrysanthemiim Sensation, with-
variegated foliage, and Verbena Populai-, also with variegated
leaves. Messrs. A. Henderson sent a small miscellaneous
collection of spring flowering plants, includingGastrolobiums,
a GrevUlea, Ehododendron ciUatum, &c., and Hebeclinium
giganteum, with lavender Ageratum-like flowers ; Mr.
Harding, Maddox Street, five very dwarf and compact weU-
bloomed standard Azaleas for the dinner-ta-ble ; the Eev.
G. Cheere, Anne Boleyn Pinks ; Messrs. Lucking & Greeves,
similar exhibitions to those of previous weeks ; Mr. Boyce,
Stoekwell, Chinese Primulas ; and Mr. Long, gardener to Sir

H. Hume Campbell, a flower of the Life Plant. Mr.
Brown, gardener to Mrs. Ashton, Elmdon Hall, exhibited
some fine Easter Beurre Pears from a small tree on a south
wall, the crop nvimbering 130; and Mr. Melville, Dalmeny
Park, two heads of " Improved Milan Sprouting Cabbage"
obtained by crossing with Brussels Sprouts, and having the
same appearance and being as comp.ict as the latter vege-
table ; also a green-leaved Sea-kale, said to be easier to

blanch than the purple kind.

Liverpool Flowee Show.—There was an excellent exhi-
bition of spring flowers, but we must defer our report tiU
next week.

MUSHEOOM FOECING.
As my mode of Mushroom growing with chambers 'under-

neath is somewhat different from the common mode, per-
haps some of your numerous readers will be glad to know
how I succeeded. Between the time of writing to you
and seeing your answer, which was given in your Journal
of the 28th ult., page 173, my Mushrooms had begun to
appear by thousands. I then allowed the dung in the
chambers to cool down as it would, and I built up a lining

with a mixture of stable-dung and leaves, 4 feet high by
2\ feet wide, along the front of the beds and outside the
chamber doors. I covered with straw and long dung, and
the result has been that I now have Mushrooms in abun-
dance, which for size, thickness, and flavour by far sur-
pass all others that ever I saw grown iu a Mushroom-house
or elsewhere. The chambers underneath the beds form an
excellent place for forcing Sea-kale in pots, from which I

have cut a dish every other day since the 8th of Novem-
ber.—H. L.

SUNK HOUSES WITHOUT EIEE HEAT.
In your Journal (No. 20(3), Mr. Geyelin has given a plan

for a sunk pit, which is most ingenious, and, I think, quite

practicable. He will, however, pardon me for suggesting
the following alterations. No benefit, but rather the reverse,

is obtained by raising the hotbed so high above the ground.
It should be level with the surface, and then the walls of

the sunk greenhouse or jjit need not be more than 2 feet

above the level of the sod. The coping on the top of the
walls should be removed, and a wall-plate, framed to the
rafters, substituted in its place, so that the sashes might be
drawn up or down from the outside, in the same manner,
and with the same ease as in a common Cucumber-frame.
Man}' persons, however, might object to the hotboJs at the
sides. I would, therefore, suggest instead, that a sunk area

2 or 3 feet wide, reaching down to the foundations of the
walls, should surround the budding on all sides, to be filled

with fresh stable-dung or tan, and boarded over to keep off

rain. This would confer a double benefit—viz., warmth
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and perfect dryness, and isolation to the walls. This

manure would not be wasted. As regards damp from
below there is no reason why the house should not be made
as dry as the floor of an underground kitchen. The build-

ing should run north and south, and the valley roof, as de-

signed by Mr. Geyelin, would admit the sun's rays at aU
periods of the day. The entrance door should be at the

south end, the steps leading down to which should be pro-

Tided with a trap-door, to be closed at night, and in frosty

weather. The wall at the north end should be carried up
to the same height as the side walls, forming a sort of

parapet across the vaUey of the roof to protect it from cold

winds. A Laurel or Privet hedge carried round three sides

of the structure would form an additional screen. Any
amount of ventilation may be given by means of the door

and sashes. If the latter were double glazed it would be
a great advantage, whilst the lowness and accessibility of

the roof would at all times facOitate the application of a
straw and tarpaulin cover when considered necessary. I

reaUy think a plan of this kind quite feasible, and that the
temperature within need never be allowed to fall below 40°

during the longest frosts. The house, of course, would only

be applicable to certain purposes, but if it could be made to

answer it would prove a boon to many.

—

Isle op Wight.

PEEVENTING THE GOOSEBEEEY
CATEEPILLAE.

In "our Journal" of the 22nd of March in last year I

stated that I had just laid a thick coating of tan under my
Gooseberry bushes, and that I had little doubt that its

application for two or three seasons would, as in former

instances, prove a " perfect cure " for that terrible pest the

Gooseberry caterpillar. The result has thus far completely

verified my anticipations. The scourge re-appeared last

year, but in such diminished numbers that they were kept

completely under by a little hand-picking. My crop was, of

course, small, owing to the injury done to the bushes during

the previous season, but aU ripened well, and the bushes

having now recovered their strength, I have every prospect

of a good crop, which a second thick coating of tan wUl

doubtless enable to ripen without iniury from the caterpillar.

Now is the time for applying the remedy, with which the

surface of the beds should be covered to a depth of at least

2 inches. If the soU be heavy the tan may be beneficially

dug in in the autumn : if light it had perhaps better be

collected in a heap and burnt. After a couple of seasons a

thin coating is generally sufficient to keep the enemy com-

pletely at bay. Experto crede.—A Devonshike Beb-keepeb.

OECHIDS FOE GEEENHOUSE.
To "W. A. O.," who requests "a list of Orchids that will

flourish in a cool greenhouse," I recommend Mr. Bateman's
" Guide to Cool-Orchid Growing," (Reeve, Is.) ; and Messrs.

Backhouse & Son's "Catalogue of Greenhouse and Vineiy

Orchids," which he will receive by post on sending six

stamps to them at York. This latter is beyond all com-

parison the most valuable treatise on cool Orchids yet pub-

lished ; for besides a descriptive and priced list of about

240 kinds, it gives detaOs of cultivation, derived from the

experiments of those eminent growers, which are of very

great practical value.

This very day twelvemonth (March 17th, 1864), I removed

the following species from the coolest end of a stove, where

they had passed the previous six weeks with a minimum
temperature of 40°, to a cool greenhouse, where, on a shelf

close to the glass, the night temperature frequently went as

low as 37° and 36°, and once 34°, in the course of March and

April ; while, on the other hand, the forenoon sun occasion-

ally ran up the mercury to 80° and 90", before I put up the

summer shading. The interstices between the pots were

stuffed with moss, which was kept constantly damp. On this

shelf they remained till the end of November, when, the

temperature having descended to 35", they were removed

again to the cool end of the stove. Here thoy have again

passed the winter : tho night temperature ranging mostly

between 40° and 50°, never going below the former, nor

above 54°. Most have done well several very well. Calan-

the vestita failed, made only miserable little bulbs, which
did not survive the winter. I remarked a fact (which Back-
house takes notice of and explains), that many of the plants
showed not the slightest sign of making growth till the
summer was well advanced. After the season's discipline,

however, I expect they will be much earlier this spring : in-

deed, some of them are starting already.

These are the species in question :

—

CalaDtha vestita.

Cattleja citrioa (blcck ; made Btont
bulb).

Skinner! (made flowering bulbs).
Coelogyne criatata.

Cyrtochilura maculatum.
Coelia Bauerana (flowered).
Dendrobium speciosum.
Epidendi'um anrantiacum (flo. bulbs).

Titellinum.

Laelia albida (made very strong
bulbs).

anceps.
furfuracea (?)

Lycaete cruenta.
aromatica.
Skinneri.

Odontoglossum cltrosmum.
grande.
Insleayl (flowered).

Oncidiam leucochilum.
sphacelatum.

Sopbronitis grandifiora (block

;

flowered finely).

Trichopilia suavis.

Diss grandiflora (with wetter treat-

ment than the rest, flowered
finely).

Most of these were small plants, scarcely mature enough
to flower. On the whole I feel satisfied with the results,

though the trial as to temperature was, perhaps, unwarrant-
ably severe. I mean to repeat the treatment with them
this season, only giving them a month longer in the cool

part of the stove, and removing them to the greenhouse
about the middle of April. I shall probably add to the

number the following :

—

Calanthe veratrifolia.

Cattleya Mossito.

Cypripedium insigne.
venuslum.

Dendrobium chrysanthum.
fimbriatum (oculatum),
nobile.

Kingianum.
mouiliforme.
pulcbellum.

Laslia rerrinnii,
purpurata.

ManUaria Harrisonia;,
graminea.

Hiltonia Candida.
spectabilis.

Oncidiura crispum.
flexuosum.
bicallosnm.

Phajufl TankerviUix.
albus.

Rodriguezia venusta.
secunda.
rigida

Trichopilia tortilis.

Vanda teres.

Zygopetalum Mackayi.

Thus I have named just half a centuiy of Orchids out of

my own small collection, to which I have either applied or

mean to apply cool treatment. If your correspondent will

accept my counsel and consult Backhouse's list, he will

possess a far wider scope for selection ; and wUl find that

the genera Cattleya, Dendrobium, Epidendrum, Lselia, Ly-

caste, Oncidium, and, facile princeps, the glorious genus

Odontoglossum, are profuse in fine species, which wilt thrive

under a greenhouse regimen. May I not add, that you will

be glad to learn the results of his experience ?—P. H. GossE,

Sandhurst, Torquay.

PEESEEVING PEAS FEOM MICE.
I HAVE discovered a most effectual method of preventing

mice eating sown Peas. It may, pei-haps, be useful to some
of the readers of your Journal. If the Peas are soaked for

about twelve hours in a strong mixture of sulphur and water

previous to sowing, not only will the mice be prevented

from attacking the seed, but the Peas wiU be stimulated in

their growth by the immersion.—C. S.

CuEions Effect of Grafting.—^We extract the follow-

ing from The Naturalist. " Some time ago, in a public

garden of this place, a branch of Elm was grafted on an

Oak in the expectation of obtaining a tree half of which

would be an Elm and half an Oak. Contrary to the ex-

pectations of the gardener, however, the following was the

result :—The tree commenced budding this spring, and when
the leaves appeared it was found that each branch—nay

even each twig, had both Oak leaves and Elm leaves grow-

ing upon it, in place of there being separate branches, each

bearing a different kind of leaf I will only add that the

tree is in full loaf, and I have just obtained a cutting, which

I intend to cultivate if possible; and I hope next spring

to be able to inform the readers of the Naturalist of the

result of my endeavours. I also enclose a sprig foryour

examination, and would like to ask. Is this a unique phe-

nomenon, or has anything of the kind been observed before ?
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It is certainly remarkable, yet not less strange than true.

—

T. G. H., Clifton, Bristol, Sept. 1864.

[" The twig mentioned above has four secondary branches

springing from it, and bears eight Elm leaves on the lower

branchlets, and ten Oak leaves on the upper two. Can any

of our readers state whether a similar occurrence has

previously come under their notice ?

—

Eds. Nat."]

ME. ABBEY'S STEAWBEEEY-HOUSES.
Mk. Abbey's first figure (page 154) is, I suppose, intended

as a Strawberry-house in toto. Well, I have no objection to

the large accommodation here for the production of such a

luxury as forced Strawberries, but how are we to get at

them to water the plants or gather the fruit ? He has un-

fortunately placed the best of his structures in the wrong
place. I mean the small one occupying the middle of the

house. Were it not for this one could with a good deal of

trouble get at plants on the " suspended shelves
;

" but as

it is, it is impossible to work any of them, but the two lower

ones.
Though there is no objection to having plenty of accom-

modation for forcing Strawberries, I beUeve such a house as

this is quite unnecessary, and, moreover, it would be com-
paratively idle for six months in the year. Had the centre

been occupied by a slightly raised bed, it would have made
a better orchard-house than the one figured as such.

Before leaving this house permit me to state, that some
years ago I saw the plan of a Strawberry-house, the princi-

pal feature of which was a structure running along the

middle of the house quite simOar to the small one in this,

with this difference, however, that the glass was only about

3 feet from it ; the shelves did not come so low, and a sunk
path aU round it afforded ample head room. The vacancy
under it was to be filled with fermenting material, in the

first instance to stimulate a root-action in the Strawberry

plants, and afterwards Sea-kale and Ehubarb placed on it

for forcing. Such a structiu-e, if only 30 feet long, and
having but six shelves on each side, would hold about four

hundred plants, which I imagine would be enough for a

single batch.

Permit me now to aUude to the other structures. " Straw-

berry shelves in a vinery." Here Mr. Abbey has ignored

altogether the time-honoured and well-tried back shelf, for

a second edition of his suspended shelves, and not only so,

but in his zeal for his pots, has actually forgotten the legi-

timate occupants of the house, for where are the Vines ?

Suppose for a moment they are bent along the front of the

house, then when broken how are they to be got to their

places ? or where is there a place for them ?

What gardener would recommend such a structure to his

employer ? or what gentleman would suffer such a weight of

clay, iron, boards, and crockery to hang from the rafters

of his vinery ? Even if they occupied but the spaces be-

tween the Vines, where is the favoured locality in these
islands that has so much sunlight to spare as these loaded

shelves would obstruct ?

" Strawberry shelves in orchard-house." This, as repre-

sented, wiU not commend itself to any one as an orchard-

hpuse ; it is absolutely dangerous as a Strawberry-house.
He has certainly put up a sufficiently high house, but then
he has not given them (the orchard-house trees) the benefit

of it, for in the only space left in this plan for them (the

side borders) there is but 4 feet head room. He has ap-

propriated their proper place, the middle of the house, to

the means to get at the suspended shelves ; but here I sus-

pect the provision was unnecessary, for there is a great

likelihood of the shelves and then' burden coming down to

him, if, as represented, they are all dependent from the
upper shelf.

" Strawberry shelves in a Peach-house," are even more
objectionable than in a vinery, for where are the Peach
trees ? Not trained to the roof, there is no place for them ;

not on the back wall, they would be useless there, ivith such
an obstruction in front of them.—J. K.

[The figures at pages 134 and 155 were intended to repre-

sent shelves fixed near the glass in various structures for

the forcing of Strawberries. They were not designed for

vineries, for at p. 154 are these words :
" Nothing is so good

as shelves about 15 inches from the glass—one along the

front and another at the back of a vinery." Nor were they
intended for orchard or Peach-houses ; but, considering the

great demand for room in most places, they were calculated

to ease these structures by providing a house for forcing

Strawberries. The structures best caJcxilated to accom-
modate the greatest number of shelves were selected, being
simply those which I had found from experience desirable

for the purpose, and the only ones, in my opinion, that can
economically accommodate a large quantity of Strawberries

in a small space.

The structures best suited for the forcing of Strawberries

are those with steep roofs ; they receive more direct rays of

the sun at the season of the year when the plants require

such, they will accommodate more shelves than a fiat roof,

carry a greater weight, and the plants can be more easily

attended to. It is a mere supposition of " J. K." that they
were intended for any and every house, and his not being

able to find the Vines, the orchard trees, and Peach trees, is

because I was only writing about Strawberries. I was not
writing of Vines, nor of orchard-house trees, nor of Peach
trees, but of Strawberries, and placed them in the best

position the structure appropriated to their growth afforded,

being that where they can enjoy the sunbeams, and make
the most of what is provided for their growth.

I set out with the intention of giving the Strawben-ies that

which '• J. K." finds I have done—a good position, and I

stateonce for all theywere all intended forStrawberry-houses.

Provision had previously been made for their accommoda-
tion on shelves in vineries, one along the front and another

at the back, then provision was made for their culture in

houses separately devoted to their growth, it being presumed
that the shelves in vineries, cScc, were not sufficient to accom-

modate all the plants, and provision was also made for their

accommodation in orchard-houses. True it is I did not state

they were for " Strawberry-houses in toto." Some member
of Parliament was said to be continually complaining of the

press making him speak " what he did not mean, and leaving

out what he meant to say;" but I have not a complaint of

this kind to u.rge, for our friends at 171, Fleet Street have
printed what I did not write as to the second, third, and
fourth figures at page 155, 1 only being responsible for what
is said of the first figure, and that is nothing, and I said

nothing more of the remainder, for they were intended solely

for Strawberry-houses, being such as I found best suited

for providing the plants with a good position.* What the

figures were intended to represent I will state as briefly as

I can.

Eig. 1.—Strawberry-house. The shelves are 15 inches

from the glass, fixed by holdfasts to the roof, one to each

rafter ; the rafters are those usually provided for houses with

lights, and are supported with inch-iron tie-rods from rafter

to rafter across the house, and two the whole length, one
of them being halfway up the rafters. Eafters 7 inches by
3 inches, wiU carry both the lights and the shelves, whether

the latter be fixed at 36, 42, or 48 inches apart. The tie rods

should be fastened with bolts that go through the rafters.

All the houses are buUt in the same substantial manner,

and will carry the shelves and their burden very well.

'• J. K." objects to this figure on the ground that " the

plants cannot be watered, nor the fruit gathered." There

is a stage in the centre of the house, of which he thinks

highly, but I only esteem it as affording easy access to the

plants in the good position, and use it to stand upon. Two
of the shelves he can reach from the fioor, according to his

own statement, and the others may be easily watered and

the fruit gathered by making use of the stage, for from it

the plants are more manageable than on stages where you

have to reach beyond the equUibrium. AH parts of the

house are easily reached from the stage.

His other objection is " that the house would be idle fuUy

six months of the year." Well, the house would be occupied

with Strawberries from December to June ; Vine plants on

both sides of the house, one to each rafter, would be intro-

duced in May, and tied down along the sides of the house.

When the Vines were regularly broken, and the second batch

of Strawberries fruited, the former would be trained to the

rafters, the shelves being removed, one of their main

• Tliis is strictly true. Mr. Abbey put no descriptions to his drawings.

—Eds.
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features being that they are moveable. Now is the time to

make a proper use of the centre stage by placing plants

upon it, relieving the other houses, and enabling the culti-

vator to have finer plants in all. The advantages of fig. 1

are, it is an escelleut Strawberry-house for six months, and
an excellent late vinery during the remaining six, its pi'o-

duce being two crops of Strawberries at a time when Grapes
are raisins, stone fi'uits rare. Pears scarce, and Pines deficient

in flavour, the only fruit then at its best being the Apple.

Two crops of Strawberries would be worth something even
in Covent Garden during the height of the London season,

and the Grapes surely pay for the extra outlay in providing

the shelves for the Strawberries.
" J. K." introduces us to a house of his own, one that he

has seen (I tried mine), the chief features of which are that

the plants are provided with a stage " only 3 feet from

the glass," and the vacancy under the stage is filled with

fermenting material " in the first instance to stimulate a
root-action in the Strawberry plants, and afterwards Sea-kale

and Ehubarb placed on it for forcing." It was some years

ago when "J. K." saw this Strawberry-house, reminding
me that it is now some years since I assisted at the turning

of fermenting materials in a vinery, not thinking at the

time that it was done expressly to stimulate root-action in

the Vines which were in an outside border, which it was as

likely to do as stimulate root-action in Strawberry-plants

on a stage with a bed of fermenting materials under it,

and also to destroy every leaf of the Strawberries, the

young ti-usses, and the crop, if the steam were at all rank.

Well, the house was 30 feet long, and held 400 plants,

enough, says "J. K.," for a single batch; but what of the
fruit ? " J. K." forgets to teU how the house answered. This
house is, I presume, given as a comparison. Granted the

house fig. 1 is 30 feet long, it would hold 1500 plants, in

4-2-inch pots for fruiting early in March, and 1000 in six-inch

pots to fruit in April and May, or 2500 plants in all. They
are not 3 feet from the glass, but in that good position for

Vines, Peaches, all fruits, and all plants, especially those of

low growth, 15 inches from the glass, and I have proved
that the fruit is then more plentiful, finer, and better-

flavoured than when grown on plants at a greater distance

from the glass. In " J. K."s " house he places the plants in

the worst position, and occupies the best himself, increasing

the difficulty of attending to the plants.

Fig. 2.—This shows one of those houses known as an
eaj?ly vinery, which might be furnished with shelves for the

forcing of Strawberries, and thus obviate the necessity of

erecting a house on purpose, the house answering all the

purposes of a late vinery. The shelves in this house are

as easily reached as those in fig. 1, by using the stage to

stand upon. We have exactly accommodation for the same
number of plants as in " J. K.'s" house—viz., 400, or forty

on a thirty-foot shelf, and two crops may be had from this

house by May, and a crop of late Grapes as well.

Fig. 3.—This will commend itself to many as a span-
roofed Peach-house, it not being intended for an orchard-

house, but a Strawberry-house ; I being the last to admit
that a house having four rows of hot- water pipes is an
orchard-house. Fig. 1, I quite agree with "J. K.," would
make a better orchard-house, and, being 24 feet wide, and
15 feet high in the centre, allowing for a raised border, and
a corresponding length, would be something deserving the
name of orchard-house ; but it is very questionable whether
it would produce more, finer, and better-flavoured Peaches
than fij). 3, which is only 12 feet wide, furnished with a
trellis at 15 inches (not 3 feet) from the glass, and the trees

trained so as to produce the fruit on young wood of the

previous year, instead of on spurs, as in the case of orchard-

house Peach trees closely pinched-in. Perhaps "J. K." will

tell us whether he finds trees trained so as to produce theii-

fruit year after year on spurs, or those bearing on the young
wood of the previous year, considerably shortened at the
winter pruning, give the most, the finest, and best-flavoured

fruit ? also, which trees are the least liable to the attacks of

insects, and which remain in a bearing state the longest,

and are in every way the healthiest and longest-lived trees ?

I may observe, with regard to fig. 3, that it admits of
shelves on both sides, and accommodates sixteen shelves
and eighteen rows of Strawberries. The irons to support
the shelves go through to the rafter upwards, and to them

,

outwards, being fastened in both places with screws. The
reason they are not so represented in the figure is, the
upright part of the iron passes through the shelves, and
cannot be seen from the floor, and so are those in fig. 4.

The roofs of these structures being steeper, carry the
shelves very well, the rafters being properly supported with
tie rods. Five of the shelves, and six rows ot plants, can
be watered from the floor, and the remaining three by
placing a plank across the tie-rods at G feet from the floor, a
boy handing up the water ; or a step-ladder can be employed,
and half a dozen plants watered at the same time. This
house would give two crops of Strawberries by May, when
the shelves could be taken down, or they might remain, and
numbers of Primulas, Cinerarias, Calceolarias, and other
plants be forwarded thereon. The shelves being taken down,
and Vines in pots at hand, these would be trained one to

each rafter, they having been previously accommodated in

a cool house. Between them space will be found for young
plants raised in Januai-y from eyes, and these, if then trans-

ferred into their fruiting pots (the turves from the shelves

being the material for them, the Strawberries for another
season's forcing also liking the same), will form strong
canes to fruit in the place of those now fruiting. Thus we
have a crop of Grapes in October up to Christmas, and two
crops of Strawberries, besides Vines for fruiting another
year.

Fig. 4.—This is, ordinai-Uy, a lean-to Peach-house, now-

converted into a Strawberry-house, wherein " J. K." will

see one of his " time-honoured and tried back shelves," and
eight more on the roof. It is simply one-half of fig. 3, and,

like it, could be employed for Vines after forcing Straw-
berries, as a Fig or Melon-house, or be used for plants, as

thought proper.—G. Abbey.]

[We have, as we invariably do, omitted, as much as

possible, all sarcasms and all ridicule from this attack and
defence. It is extraordinary that men cannot search for

truth without endeavouring to wound those who are devoted
to the same research.

—

Eds.]

THE EAELY TEN-WEEK POTATO.
Some twenty—aye, or more—years ago, I received from a

Mr. Chatwin, a Potato mei-chant at Hungerford Market, near
Charing Cross, a list of different varieties of Potatoes. I was
quite astonished to find such a long list of names, as I then
thought there were but very few sorts of Potatoes known. I
remember being struck with the name " Early Ten-week,"
for I thought it must be something new and good. I there-
fore ordered a peck, for which I paid some 10s. or 12s. They
were carefully planted and attended to, but to my great
disappointment a great portion of them proved twenty-week
rather than ten-week ; in other words, they were dreadfully
mixed with some late sort. Some few, however, were really

the true thing, as they were dwarf and very eai-ly, reminding
me of a very old sort that had been here for generations,
and called the Early Betsy. I mention this because we
have, I think, had for many, many years some dwarf early
kind of Potato under different names—almost a species in

character. Well, my selected Ten-weeks proved better, or we
thought so, than Betsy, and she, poor old girl, was dropped.
Many old fi-iends have in like manner been di'opped, only
because new ones have sprung up. A truce, however, with
moralising. I hate essay-reading and trite moralisms. What
a number of moral sermons have I heard from our old pulpit

!

They were, I suppose, fashionable when I was a youth; I
know they were very common. What a deHght it was to

hear "Lastly, my brethren!" and how we bolted from the
dear old church on a fine summer's day !

Well, "too far have I got," as a young German from
Vienna, who was coming to stay with me, wrote on a large

card and held it before the old coachman's eyes when lie

saw my house, which he guessed was mine from the descrip-

tion of it given to him. Alas, poor old Gibby ! how full of

fat and fun he was !
" ' Too far have I got.' What does he

mean, John!'" (to his guard). "I'm blowed if I knows,"
says John. Again the card was pushed before Gibby's nose.

"Too far have I got?" this time with a note of interro-

gation ; but coachee did not know the " little crooked thing."
A shake of the head and a whip of the horses, and the coach
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bowled along to Bishop Stortford, where a German lady was

found, who told the unlucky German that he had got too far

by four miles ; and so the nest morning he was brought

back and safely deposited at my house. That great card

which I saw held before coachee's eyes, who stopped a minute

on the brink of the hill " dubitating," will never leave my
memory, nor the hearty laughs we had with Brifhaut about

it when he had learnt English.

Well, I have got too far, and have left Early Betsy and
ditto Ten-week somewhere. I must " resume the thread of

my interesting narrative," as the novelists say, by stating

that after selecting the true kind from the medley received,

I cultivated the sort to some extent, and distributed it in

the neighbourhood—among others to Mr. Moffat, who e.thi-

bited this kind at South Kensington last autumn, and ob-

tained a prize for it. I mention Mr. Moffat's name in con-

junction with the Early Ten-week Potato, because he cor-

rected an error into which I had fallen. When the Early
Handsworth was sent out a few years ago I hastily concluded
that it must be the same as the Early Ten-week ; but Mr.
Moffat says that it is a much better sort both in flavour and
earliness. I have thought it worth while to give the history

of this old and interesting Potato ; and as the ti'ue sort is

scarce, to observe that its usual form is a blunt oval, but
many i-ound tubers are usually found. It is very early, its

habit dwarf, and it does not bloom. Pi-obably it is one of

our best early round Potatoes, and is quite worthy of culture

for forcing and for a first crop.—T. E.

HADSOE HOUSE,
The Seat of — Galton, Esq.

, This residence is one mile from Droitwieh. At the entrance
gates is a handsome lodge, the drive from which winds along
the side of a hill between plantations and groups of Furze,
with a Gothic cottage nestled among trees below to the
right; on the left is ground, diversified in surface, rising

above the drive, and planted with groups of forest trees, in-

terspersed with handsome specimens of Hawthorn. The
drive then passes through a large plantation of Oaks, ex-

tending on the right through a deep deU, and on to the
house. On the west side of the house the terrace was fur-

nished with large specimens of variegated Aloes in vases,

and on a lower level are flower-beds on grass. On the north
side below the terrace is the Eose garden furnished with aU
the best sorts of Eoses. Attached to the house is a con-
servatory 65 feet long by 36 feet wide gay with Passion-
Plowers, Tecoma jasminoides, Mandevilla suaveolens, Brug-
mansia sanguinea, and B. suaveolens, planted in the border.
The Brugmansia suaveolens was the finest specimen I have
ever seen. It was 15 or 16 feet high with about three hun-
dred large, white, trumpet-shaped flowers hanging down
from all parts of the tree. The succulence and rapidity of
growth apparent on its branches, and the prodigious numbers
in which it develops its gigantic, snowy white, and sweet-
scented blossoms, mark it as one of the most magnificent of
conservatory plants. This fine exotic is too much neglected
in collections on account of its liability to the attacks of the
red spider. Having hitherto seen but poor sickly specimens
with straggling flowers of tawny hue, my delight at behold-
ing this Peruvian beauty in aU its splendour may be con-
ceived. Many of the blossoms were 12 inches in length, and
7 or 8 inches across the mouth of the flower. There were
also Passiflora edulis bearing fruit used at the dessert, flne

specimens of Camellias, and Orange trees. In a niche in the
centre of the conservatory were a marble statue of Venus,
and a fountain. There was great taste displayed by Mr.
Dalrymple, the head gardener, in the arrangement of the
plants in the border, and gi-ouped beside the pathways. A
terrace walk leading from the flower garden to the temple
is ornamented with vases ; and on the right a peep may be
obtained of the pleasure grounds and a lake at the bottom
of the lawn, with all sorts of water fowl.

The pleasure grounds contain some fine specimens of
Spruce Firs well feathered to the ground ; Pinus excelsa

;

Sumachs in then' autumn scarlet livery ; Pinus pinsapo, in-
fested by wasps to such a degree that Mr. Dalrymple feared
the trees would be ultimately killed by them, although he
was adopting every means to insure their destruction ; also.

Turkey Oaks, WelUngtonias, Cryptomeria japonioa, 25 feet

high, and 16 yards in circumference ; Taxodium semper-
virens, 25 feet high ; and a Deodar Cedar, 27 feet high.

There are Cypresses, Eed Cedars, Ilexes, and Turkey Oais,
with other trees and shrubs of diversified foliage in another
portion of the pleasure grounds to represent Italian scenery.

After admiring for some time the rich and gorgeous
scenery produced by the autumn tints of the foliage we
descended to the fernery, composed of old roots and stumps
of trees with arches to walk under, to admire the various

(British species of Ferns that are planted in the crevices,

and kept moist by an underground pipe from the fountain
in the conservatory, the water from which can be made to

trickle over them when required. The plumed Ferns, but
lately so light and green, were then clumps of blackened
fronds hanging over the old roots, whose nakedness they
covered so tenderly during summer. On the edge of the
lake is a hollow old Oak with a seat in the middle, where a
person may sit and contemplate the manifold beauties of

Nature around him. The following lines of Cowper, who
had a keen sense of the beautiful, are applicable to this

picturesque object.

*• Thou wert a bauble oncp, a cup and ball.

Which b.ibes miKht play with, and the thievish jay,

Seekiiif? her food, with ease might have purloined
The auljurn nut that held thee, swallowing down
Thy yet close-folded latitude of boughs,
And all thy embryo vastness at a gulp.

^s * * * •

Time made thee what thou wert—king of the woods,
And Time hath made thee what thou art."

Further on is a grass walk with a Yew hedge at each side

leading through a grove from the ornamental water to the
keeper's lodge. Returning by the terrace walk from the
bullring to the bear, so called on account of a repi-esentative

of the grizzly animal at the end of the terrace walk, we
pass tlu'ough a plantation of trees and shrubs to the kitchen
garden. The horticultural structures are a span-roofOrange-
house 36 feet by 27 feet, containing good specimens of

Orange trees. Lemons, and Citrons ; a greenhouse 36 feet

by 14 filled with Azaleas, &c. ; three vineries, ridge-and-

furrow, the middle one 48 feet by 17, with a high roof, and
the other two, one at each side of the middle one, 42 feet by
15 each. They contained good crops of Muscats of Alex-
andria, Black Hamburgh, and Barbarossa, bunches of the
latter averaging about 4 lbs. each. There are besides a
Peach-house 80 feet long by 6 wide, with healthy Peach and
Nectarine trees that had, in the summer, borne fruit of the
average weight of 8 ozs. each ; a range of Pine-pits 72 feet

long by 16 wide, for fruiting and succession Pine plants,

and containing some good examples of Queens, Black
Jamaicas, and Smooth Cayennes ; and a range of pits, also

72 feet long by 16 wide, for forcing French Beans, Straw-
berries, Potatoes, and many other things, all heated by hot
water.
These grounds are naturally varied andtastefuUy arranged.

The woods, pleasure grounds, roads, walks, drives, and plan-

tations with the kitchen garden, horticultural buildings, and
the various scenes connected with them, have been laid out
in the best manner to give a pleasing succession, and a
harmonious effect to the whole.

—

William Keane.

SOIL FOE, EHODODENDEONS.
Having just read Mr. Eobson's article on Rhododendrons,

and having had some experience in growing them in uncon-
genial soils, I think I may be able to give some useful hints

or information to those similarly circumstanced.

When living in Ireland on a limestone formation sur-

rounded bv large black peat bogs, which furnished excel-

lent fuel not only to the poor but to the gentry around, I

tried this turf mould,' or "bog stuff"" as it was called, for

Rhododendrons, but they barely existed in it, and never
flourished, though it formed an excellent manure for most
vegetables and flowers. Several of my neighbours attempted
to grow them, but with no better success. One person,

however, had a large bed of them growing most luxuriantly,

and his mode of proceeding was this : He dug a large hole

or pit several feet in diameter and about 2 or 3 feet deep,

and this he filled, not with the rich-looking black stuff which
others as well as myself had used, but with the surface sod
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if I may so call it, of this blaot stuif. He skimmed the

surface of the bog, taking Heath, roots, and all that grew
there, and filled his pit with them, chopping them up, and
his Rhododendrons flourish and flower there most pertectly,

while they fail all round him. I did not hear of this plan

until I had left the neighbourhood, so did not try it myself

as I should otherwise have done.

I am now living within a few miles of Dublin (south side),

on a granite formation, and I find that the numerous nursery-

men around get all their Rhododendron mould from some
mountains eight or ten miles oif, paying 6s., or at the least

5s., for a small cartload of this. I have myself had to pay
at times 8s. a-load. This stuff is, like iny friend's, composed

of the top, or surface sod, from 3 to 6 inches deep, with
Heath, roots, &c., growing on it ; and in this quite pure the
hybrids, as well as the common kinds, grow perfectly. All

the neighbouring gentry grow them in the same manner
and with equal success. The nurserymen tell me that the
best substitute for this is leaf mould pulverised; but the
growth of the plants in it is so far inferior that they find it

weU worth their whUe to pay for this stuff drawn from a
distance. In some parts of Ireland Rhododendrons grow so

freely without culture that I have had sods of selfsown
seedlings sent to me from thence.

I agree with Mr. Eobson that where the Foxglove grows
they will grow.—A. B.

FLOWER-GARDEN PLAJST.

North Terrace.

The above design is from Mr. Thomas Sampson, Hound-
stone House, Yeovil, and is proposed to be planted this

year as follows :

—

1, Centre, Centaurei candldisBma.

Second row, Amaranthus melanchoUcua ruber.

Third, or ouUide row, Mri. Pollock Geranium.

2, Variegated Geranium Alma.

~„The only alterations we have suggested are to continue

the chain along both ends, if the position will admit of it,

leaving an opening in the centre of each end ; to plant the

small circles with upright evergreen shrubs ; and, instead

I The circles in the centre of the chaia, alone each Bide, Stella Garaniam.
_

Rings surrounding the circles, and forming the rhain-p ittern, Ciaeraru

niaritima.

I A A, Golden Chain Geranium; b b, Centaurea gymnooarpa.

3, Christine Geranium, pinlt.

4, Calceolaria Aurea floribunda, yellow.

5, Purple King Verbena.
C, The four corners yellow.

of dividing the four scrolls into separate colours, to plant

the centre bed and chain-borders with scarlet and white, so

that the scrolls might be crossed with pairs of purple and

pairs of yeUow.
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LA CONSTANTE STEAWBEEET.
The drawbacks to La Constante Strawberry, as stated by

Mr. RadolyfFe, resolve themselves into these :

—

1. It is not sufficiently hai'dy.

2. It does not produce runners enough.
3. The runners not being produced till after fruiting,

cannot be used for autumn planting.

4. In summer the leaves are scorched by the sun.
5. The fruit is ripened simultaneously, and
6. When ripe it must be gathered at once, and eaten im-

mediately.
If any of these objections were founded on] facts observed

in different situations. La Constante would not be worth
retaining in cultivation. As to the hardiness of the plant
there is only one opinion, and that is in conformity with
Dr. Eoden's ; besides, the plants have stood the test of the
severe winter of 1860-61.
As regards the second point, it was settled fifteen years

ago, and the principle then laid down is recognised as correct
—that to send out runners moderately, and to do so after
the crop has been gathered, constitute two of the greatest
merits which a Strawberry can possess. If the runners are
not fit for planting in the autumn of the year in which they
are produced, they are left round the plants to gain strength,
and are in the best possible condition for planting in the
following March or April. If carefully planted in spring, as
many good fruit can be depended on from them in the follow-
ing July as from any other variety planted in autumn. If
the above assertion appears doubtful to any of your readers,
I wiU give them twenty-five i-unners of La Constante if they
will defray the expense of carriage, which would not amount
to more than from Is. to 3s. according to distance.
During the ten years in which I have ga-own La Constante

I have never observed, either here or elsewhere, that the
leaves are liable to be scorched by the sun, and such a pecu-
liarity has never been remarked by any of my correspon-
dents. But if the leaves have been anywhere found to burn,
I believe the cause to have been iU-timed watering, or
planting and transplanting without having first removed
the ball of earth from the roots—a matter of such ele-

mentary importance as only to require mention.
Does the fr-uit of La Constante ripen all at once ? The

contrary is the fact; for it is well known to Strawberry
growers that the bearing of this variety lasts from a fort-

night to five-and-twenty days, and that the last-gathered
fruit are as fine as the first, if in dry weather the plants are
well supplied with water.

The sixth objection rests on no better foundation than the
five preceding it. There does not exist, so far as I am aware,
a Strawberry of which the fruit will keep so long as that of
La Constante. It is precisely on account of its continuous
bearing and long keeping, that experienced growers near
Brussels have planted it largely for supplying the market.

If any of your readers who has grown La Constante for
two years does not agree with what I have stated in this
article, by making his conclusions known, he wiU, I think,
render a service to Strawberry-growers in general, and con-
tribute to the solution of the questions which have been
raised.—J. de Jonohe, Bnissels.

CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS AND EOSE SPOETS.
It would seem that a few more remarks are needed to

satisfy the minds of some of your readers that the climbing
Devoniensis Rose is really something distinct from the old
weU-known variety. Owing to a supposition, arising out of
a letter from Bath in your columns, that it is the same
grown under certain conditions, I have had a package of
fifty-two plants returned to me.

I must adhere to what I have already stated that I have
proved it to be a most distinct sport, now thoroughly fixed,

from our old friend and favourite, and of so distinctive a
character as to be honestly called the Climbing Devoniensis,
if a Devoniensis may be so called which equals Cloth of
Gold in vigour of growth and habit of climbing, v/ith the
hardiness of Gloire de Dijon or a Hybrid Perpetual.

It is interesting to trace the origin of the sport, and I
was not aware that it could be done until I read Mr. Pavitt's
letter in your paper. I am, therefore, most happy that he

should have the credit, according to his statement, of
having obtained the sport from the Celine stock. The his-
tory of the Rose as far as I am concerned is simply this

:

During a journey on Rose business in some of the neigh-
bouring counties.I found that several gardeners possessed
what they called a strong-growing Devoniensis. I did not
visit Bath in my rambles, nor have I the pleasure of knowing
Mr. Pavitt personally, but hearing that he had some stock
of this strong-grower, and being particularly interested in
the Devoniensis Rose, I sent to purchase some buds from
him, wishing to prove it for myself, not however with the
idea of anything distinct. Many of the buds failed, but
out of the living ones about two-thirds came not distinguish-
able from the old variety, the rest assumed a very distinct
and remarkable habit. These were again very carefuUy
budded on suitable stocks, and I soon perceived their
decidedly running character which has been again improved
by budding.
And now a word on its hardiness. Out of a piece of more

than 3000 buds and shot plants, though they have been many
times covered with ice during this late most inclement and
trying season, and buds of Narcisse and others have been
killed near them, I cannot perceive the slightest injury
inflicted on one of them by frost.

Although I have myself budded many thousand Devo-
niensis on the Celine without such a result, I cannot but
feel gratified that this magnificent climber has been obtained
from that stock, which I was the first to prove an excellent
one for budding upon more than twenty-five years since,
and to introduce publicly for that purpose, challengino- Mr.
Rivers to try it against his Manetti stock. Though the
Manetti has proved so invaluable, yet the Celine is equally
so for Noisettes and some varieties.

A few years back I obtained a sport from Elise Sauvage,
Tea, by budding it on the Celine, the shoots came from
3 to 4 leet in length and were fixed. The foliage and buds
were exact counterparts of the parent, but without the
beautiful orange-coloured centre so charming in Elise Sau-
vage, so that we subsequently decided not to work it.

While on the subject of sports it may be interesting to
mention that in the year 1840, observing a running or barren
shoot on a plant of the old Aimee Vibert Noisette, I imme-
diately budded it on the Celine and fixed it, and I had the
pleasure of first sending it to Mr. Rivers as a climbing
Aimee Vibert, which character it has since maintained.

In closing I would earnestly impress on my brother Rose-
growers and budding friends to see that they work the
Hybrid Perpetuals only from flowering shoots, as there is a
tendency, now that class of Roses is so luxuriantly grown
on root stocks, to throw them into shy autumnal bloomers
by budding from excessively long or barren shoots.

—

Henet
Curtis, Torquay.

NUMBEE OF WOEKING HOUES FOE
GAE-DENEES.

Will you inform me the number of hours' work per day
that a master has a right to expect of his gardener ? I hold
that ten hours' work per day during the summer months,
say from 6 o'clock a.m. to 6 p.m., with two hours for meals,
is not too much when we consider the short days during
winter.—W., Yorkshire.

[We agree with you that from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., with
two hours for meals, are very good hours during the summer
months. If the gardener lives at a distance from his work,'
forty minutes may be required for breakfast instead of thirty
minutes, and the same for tea—say breakfast at 8, dinner
one hour, at 12, and tea at 4. In many cases where the
gardener has to go a distance, he foregoes the tea, or takes
something to eat with him, and perhaps a glass of beer
instead. Though we say this much, we would advise every
gentleman who has a gardener worth keeping, not to be too
particular at all times as to these hours. A gardener who
sees that things require to be done will not be watching for
the clock to strike 6 ; he wOl rather feel annoyed that the
time has gone too quickly, and to keep things right will
often work much later, and come earlier in the morning too.
There are many things which are better done in the cool of
the evening and the haze of the early morning; but if a
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gentleman shows annoyance if a gardener is either behind
6 in the morning or locks up at times before 6 in the even-

ing, the gardener, with all due respect to his employer, and
without being anything of an eye-servant, may in return
rigidly keep the prescribed hours, and yet not be able to

give himself or his employer the same amount of satisfaction.

Still, if only one or two men are employed, it is best in

general to keep to these regular hours. Where a number of

men are employed, whatever the time agreed upon, that
time should be rigidly kept without any irregular deviation.

Pew things are more annoying, than to stand on a morning
for ten minutes or half an hour waiting for men to come

;

or to see men only appearing to work, that the job may be
drawled out until the hour strikes at night. The give-and-
take principle will generally be found to work the best ; but
when the gardener takes back a little time he will act wisely

to do so with the full knowledge and consent of his employer.
There will be no disappointment to the latter then, if he
does not see him at either ot the hours referred to.

It is now happily becoming common for mechanics and
workmen to leave off work at an early hour on Saturday. In
most cases this would be unsuitable in gardens, but that is

no reason why the gardener should not have a holiday at

other times, and especially when he works often cheerfuDy
before and beyond his hours. We hold then with "W.,"
that from G to 6 are very general and reasonable hours;
but if that is rigorously insisted on, it cannot be expected
that a gardener will long continue to do necessary jobs
beyond these hours, unless, indeed, he is paid for that over-

time. In all gardens of large extent where there is much
of this work in extra hours, it is the most satisfactory plan
to pay for it, and then strictness to hours may be insisted on
without any want of kindness on the one hand, or respect

on the other. Even then we know fi-om experience, that a

holiday freely given is anything but a loss to the employer.
It often makes all the difference between working as a
matter of duty, and working as a pleasure, from the heart-

felt desire to give satisfaction to those we respect—a very
different thin^^ from merely filling up the time untU the

clock strikes. Knowing and feeling all this, we are great
advocates for regularity in time, so much so, that we would
have all deviations regular and a matter of thorough under-
standing between the master and the servant.]

DE. HUGH FALCONER.
This eminent naturalist was born at Forres, in Moray-

shire, on the 29th of February, 1808, and was, consequently,

at the time of his death in his 57th year. He was educated

at King's College, Aberdeen, where he took the degree of

A.M., after which he studied medicine at the University of

Edinburgh for four years, and became M.D. in 1829. Having
been nominated to an assistant surgeoncy in the Bengal
Army, but not having attained the requisite age, he employed
the interval in assisting Dr. Wallich with his Indian her-

barium, and in the study of geology and palceontology.

In 1831, he was sent in charge of invalids for the sana-

torium of Landour, in the Himalayas, and passing through
Suharunpore, where the botanic gardens were then under
the superintendence of Dr. Royle, a friendship was soon
formed between the two, and on Dr. Royle's leaving India,

Dr. Falconer was appointed his successor. " Thus," says

the writer of a memoir of him in the Atherumim, " at the
early age of twenty-three did he find himself advanced to a
responsible and independent public post, offering to a

naturalist the most enviable opportunities for research ; so

fertile was the Indian service tlien in chances to rise for any
young officer who chose to make the exertion. Suharunpore
is situated between the Jumna and Ganges rivers, outside

the belt of the Tarai forest, which lies between the moun-
tains and plains, and is distant about twenty-five miles from
the Sewalik hills, beyond which rise the Himalayas. It is

thus most favourably situated as a central station ibr natural

history investigations,—the rivers, plains, forests, and hills

teeming with life in every shape, and the range of elevation

combining, within a short distance, the features and pro-

ductions of tropical, temperate, and alpine regions insensibly

blended. Being a remote provincial station, with only hall

a dozen European families, the white man had to draw on

local means in all emergencies where the appliances of
civilised life were required ; but the intelligence, docility,

and exquisite manual dexterity of the natives, backed by
their faith in the guiding head of the European, furnished
an inexhaustible fund of resource. To construct, for example,
a barometer for mountain e.xplorations, broken tumblers
were melted and blown into a tube, mercury was distilled

from cinnabar purchased in the bazaar, a reservoir was
turned out of boxwood felled on the mountains, and finally

a brass scale was cast, shaped, and even graduated, by a
native blacksmith, under the superintending eye of the
amateur. Such discipline was of value in training the young
officer to habits of self-reliance, and to kindly relations with
those among whom his lot was cast, and no doubt contri-

buted to that great fund of information for which Falconer
was remarkable."
Here he pursued his geological and palaeontological re-

searches, investigating, in conjunction with his friend. Sir

Proby Cautley, the fossils of the Sewalik Hills ; and the
result of their labours was their discovery, jointly with
Lieuts. Baker and Durand, ot a sub-tropical mammalian
fossil fauna of unexampled richness and extent.

A commission having been appointed by the Indian
Government in 1834, to inquire into the fitness of India for

the cultivation of Tea, and Dr. Falconer having recom-
mended the attempt, plants were imported and placed under
his charge. Since then the cultivation of the Tea plant has
extended over a large portion of northern India and Assam,
and is still extending.
In 1848, he was appointed to succeed Dr. Wallich, as

Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Garden (now left

little better than a wreck fr-om the effects of the terrible

cyclone of last yeai-), and whilst holding this position he re-

commended the introduction of Cinchonas into India, point-

ing out the hilly regions of Bengal and the Neilgherrie

Hills, as the positions most Ukely to insure the successful

cultivation of these invaluable medicinal plants. Years
afterwards this suggestion was carried out, and there are
now many thousands of plants both in India and Celyon. In
1855, Dr. Falconer came home and continued his favourite

researches among fossil remains up to the time of his death,

which resulted from an attack of acute rheumatism, coupled
with bronchitis, terminating in congestion of the lungs. His
writings were chiefly scattered over the Geological and Philo-

sophical Transactions and other scientific Joui-nals ; but, to
quote the words of the writer in the Athenaeum, " the work
which he published was but a small fraction of that which
he actually accomplished. The amount of scientific knovr-

ledge which has perished with him is prodigious, for he was
cautious to a fault; he never liked to commit himself to an
opinion until he was sure that he was right ; and he has died,

in the fuUness of his power, before his race was run. Those
who knew him well can best appreciate his fearlessness of

opposition when truth was to be evolved, his originality of

observation and depth of thought, his penetrating and dis-

criminating judgment, his extraordinary memory, his scru-

pulous care in ascribing to every man his due, and his honest

and powerful advocacy of that cause which his strong in-

tellect led him to adopt ; whilst they, more than others, will

have occasion to deplore the death of a staid ad viser, a moat
genial companion and a hearty friend."

FRENCH TEEsus ENGLISH ASPARAGUS.
I COULD not sooner reply to the observations of our friend

" G. A.," in your No. 197, because, to be very candid, several

of my friends, interested in the discussion, insinuated that

I might be wrong in my estimation of French Asparagus,

which they had considered to contain more white on the

shoots than did the English. I therefore determined to

write to my French friend in whose gardeus I first saw the

beds laid down by L'Herault, and who is himself a very

fair horticulturist. I think his letter will be interesting

to your readers, and, therefore, give you a translation of it.

I cannot consider " G. A." quite fair to me, when he

writes—" We do not measure the value of Asparagus in

England solely by its appeai'ance, but according to its

utility." Such a remark appears as though he intended

your readers to infer that X did, whereas, nothing I have
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said warrants such a conclusion, and after perusal of my
friend's letter, it wiU be seen that utility, by which I pre-

sume is meant the larger amount of edible matter produced
enters as a large item in my argument.
"G. A." has, probably, never eaten French Asparagus

under the favoured conditions described by my correspon-

dent ; but he may have done so at some restaurant in Paris,

if he has been there, or from some of our markets eight and
forty hours, probably, after being gathered, after being sub-

jected to a long voyage, and badly packed, and badly cared

for. He AviU forgive me, therefore, if I hope he will say no
more about " stick liquorice," or the "roots of an old Elm
tree"—two comparisons quite irrelevant to the subject.

Upon one point I wiU not presume to dispute with him

—

viz., bis assertion that, " As fine Asparagus has been grown
in England as was ever grown in France, if that alluded to

be the heaviest grown there;" I suppose him to be a horti-

culturist by profession, and will not enter into the lists

with him. I can only say, that neither I nor any of my
friends, who have been at a great many of our best shows,
have ever seen anything approaching to them. He appears
to look on me as one of those who think nothing good in

their own eovmtry. I beg to assure him, that I am as out-

and-out an Englishman as he can be, only I do not disdain

to learn from any one of any country who can impart know-
ledge to me. So I hope he will shake hands with me.

—

H. S. "Watson, Cottage, Charlton.

Extract of a letter from M. Carlos Forer, of Margency.
" Febrnary 2G.

"L'Herault is beginning to plant out Asparagus, and I

have, therefore, ordered him to send you at once what you
require. Those who object in The Jouenaij of Horticul-
TUBE to your estimate of French Asparagus, may say what
they please, but I can bear testimony that L'Herault grows
it to perfection. There are some amateurs who maintain
that that with green ends is preferable to the rose and
white, as grown by him, but we are certainly not of that
opinion.
" To eat Asparagus, however, in perfection, a few precau-

tions must be observed :

—

" 1st. It should be gathered before the rising of the sun,

and should be eaten during the same day.
" 2nd. If required to be kept twenty-four hours, it should

be put into fine and rather moist sand, leaving 2 or 3 inches

only exposed.
" 3rd. Care must be taken after gathering and cleaning it,

neither to allow it to be wetted nor to be exposed to the sun.
" Our Asparagus, although planted by L'Herault, is neither

so long nor so thick as that grown under his immediate
supervision, but it is very fine and very excellent, and in

answer to your special question, as to the quantity edible, I

should say that we eat nearly aU of it. I am quite sure
that not 2 inches goes from the table. I can very well
understand, that the case is not the same with that eaten at
the hotels and restaurants of Paris.

To
.
sum up. If the English be equal to the French, how

happens it, that in the season it is the English who are the
great buyers of it in the Halles of Paris, at from 25f. to 30f.

the bundle, and fi-om whence they send it to the London [

markets to be eaten by your rich consumers, who do not and
cannot get it as I describe it, owing to the length of time
that must elapse before it can be brought to their tables

;

and it is for this very reason that L'Herault is so anxious to
find a London agent, as when the railway passes ArgenteuO,
which it wUl do shortly, he will be enabled to cut it and
have it eaten in London within the twenty-four hours.

WOEK FOE THE WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

At the time of earthing-up any of the crops strew a little
soot close to the stems of the plants : this will prevent slu^s
harbouring there and nipping them off under the surface of
the soU, which they are very apt to do in the eai-ly part of
the season. Loosen the earth between the winter-standing
crops, and keep every part of the garden free ft-om litter.
Asparagus, the general spring dressing, if not yet done,
should no longer be delayed, as the roots wiU now begin to
move. Beans, make another sowing ; the Longpod is a |

prolific sort, but the Green Windsor has the best appear,
ance when sent to table. Earth-up the early crops. Cap-
sicums, pot-off the young plants as soon as fit and place them
in a hotbed frame; they are very subject to the green fiy,
which should be destroyed as soon as it is observed. Carrots,
the weather is now favourable for getting in the main crop.
The Early Horn is an excellent sort both for early and late
crops, and is much better adapted for many soils than any
of the others. Celery, prick-out the early-sown into boxes
or on a slight hotbed ; when it has taken root give air at
every favourable opportunity. Cucumbers, as soon as the
frames are uncovered in the morning gi\ e a little air for an
hour, when they may be closed again till the day is further
advanced ; if air has been given to the frames all night they
may be closed for an hom- or two. As soon as the principal
shoots have reached the sides of the frame, do not allow any
of the laterals to grow more than two joints before being
stopped. Kidney Beans, make another sowing in pots. Keep
the bearing plants frequently syringed to check red spider.
Lettuce, some of the best plants that have been wintered in
frames may now be put out, some under a south wall and
others in a more open situation. Onions, sow the main crops
if not already done ; if very large ones are required plant the
very small bulbs of last year, or the autumn-sown plants,
in very rich ground. Larger Onions may be grown by the
following method : Well tread the ground, and lay 3 inches
of very rotten dung upon it; on this sow the seed, and
cover with a little fine earth. Peas, stick the eaa-ly crops as
soon as they are earthed up ; a few small Hornbeam boughs
with the leaves on may be stuck on each side of the row,
this will protect them from cold winds. Purslane, make a
sowing on a warm border. Radishes, sow for successional
crops ; the Turnip-rooted sort may now be sown. Rhuharb
may be forwarded by placing a hand-glass over the roots.
A Uttle litter should be laid round the bottom of the glass
to prevent the ingress of cold. Savoy, make a good sowing
of the Dwarf Green, which is best for general purposes.
Salsafy and Scorzonera should be sown in drOls fi-om 9 inches
to a foot apart. Now the weather is favourable for the
purpose clean and move the ground between the rows of
Lettuce, young Cabbage, autumn-sown Onions, Garlic,
Shallots, and other winter-standing crops ; clear the garden
of all rubbish, and let general neatness prevail ; lay down
and roU the walks if they have been loosened by the winter.

FRUIT GARDEN.
When Peach, Nectaiine, and Apricot trees are coming into

fiower, put up coping-boards and curtains, or nets, or, in the
absence of these, a few spruce fii- boughs may be stuck about
the trees. Continue re-grafting bad sorts of Apple and Pear
trees. Secui'ely stake newly-planted standard fruit trees,
nothing is more injurious to them than being blown and
twisted about by the wind.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Sweep and thoroughly clean lawns, and give them a double

rolling with a heavy roller, to render the turf smooth and
solid. If any alterations or planting still remain unfinished,
every available hand should be concentrated on this work
so as to complete it as soon as possible. Where necessary
stir the surface soil of beds planted with bulbs, so as to keep
it open and friable, and also to give it a clean, neat, and
fresh appearance. For small and suburban gardens, the
white Arabis and the purple Aubrietia are very ornamental,
especially for smaU rockeries. Pansies make showy border
plants; Anemones may stiU be planted; all the species of
Phlox are well adapted for these gardens ; the Lily of the
Valley will fill a shady corner; Paeonies are fine showy plants
where there is plenty of room, but will not do well in very
small gardens ; Geum coccineum is a good plant for a small
border, so is the yellow Alyssum, also the double Kooket.
All the varieties of Pinks, and Carnations, and Larkspur,
the variegated Monkshood, and Pentsteraon gentianoides
are very showy plants ; the Canterbury Bell will flower in
August, as also French and African Marigolds. In Septem-
ber, Dahlias, Salvias, Verbenas, and other half-hardy plants
will furnish a constant succession of flowers. If planted in
May, the common Fuchsia flowers the most of the summer
and autumn. Asters and Chrysanthemums should not be
forgotten for a late display.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOET.
Proceed as diligently as possible with the repotting of
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such of the hardwooded greenhouse plants as require it, so

as to afford them every chance of making a vigorous growth.
Be careful, however, before potting to have the ball in a

nice moist state, and avoid giving large shifts to weakly
growers. Endeavour to keep the newly-potted specimens
together as much as possible, keeping the house rather more
close and moist than usual. See that softwooded plants, as

Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, &c., are allowed plenty of space
and kept perfectly free of insects. Give air freely on every
favourable opportunity, but do not allow cold winds to blow
over them and disfigure the foliage. Let the occupants of

the conservatory-beds and tubs receive that attention which
is demanded by all greenhouse plants at this season, espe-

cially in regard to the supply of fresh soU and other
necessary stimulants to active growth. Mandevilla suaveo-
lens, the Kennedyas, Passifloras, and Bignonias wUl require

regular supplies of water, and, possibly, further supplies of
rich mould. While the variable weather which usuaUy
characterises March continues, attention must be directed in

these structures to maintaining a uniform and moderate tem-
perature. The heavy showers and boisterous gales which
frequently occur at this season, succeeded by intervals of

mild weather and brilliant sunshine, render some manage-
ment necessary. Fires should be dispensed with as much
as possible. On still nights the houses may be damped and
the syringe used, avoiding the plants in flower. Soil con-
taining a considerable portion of decomposed vegetable fibre

must obviously be more suitable for dwarf-growing plants,

the natural habit of which leads us to suppose that such soil,

existing on the surface of the earth must form, from its

being readily available to them, their congenial and natural
food.

STOVE.

Proceed with the repotting of such plants as require it,

and give all necessary attention to those in active growth.
To secure strong short-i'ointed wood, keep up a vigorous
root-action, and let the plants occupy a place as near to the
glass as possible. Ixoras, Clerodendrons, and AUamanda?
that have become well rooted, will be greatly benefited by a
careful supply of clear manure water, but see that it is

given in a tepid state, and not over-strong.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Keep a nice growing heat to the cutting frames, and if

the linings are becoming cold, turn them to the bottom and
add some well-fermented dung.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Watched for an opportunity and sowed a piece of Onions
and Parsnips, the rest of the ground not being sufficiently

mellow for fuller or more general sowing. The Oiiion-ground

was tui-ned over, and when dryish well trodden, then raked,
and shallow drills drawn aboui; 12 inches apart, which were
covered with fine rich soil, trodden, and raked, and a little

soot and lime thrown all over. When the ground becomes
dry vnH run a roller over it. This compression is good for

the Onion at fii'st, just to form the bulb and keep it near
the surface of the soU. As soon as the Onions are fairly up
the space between the rows will be kept slightly hoed with
a Dutch hoe to keep clear of weeds and to keep the ground
moist, without much loosening except at the surface. The
depth to which the roots of Onions will penetrate in such
circumstances is quite amazing.

Celery.—Ere long we shall take up with good roots the
most of our beds of Celery, and pack the heads closely

together with earth and ashes between them, that we may
prepare portions of the ground for more Onions and other
crops. Our Red Celery, Cole's Manchester Red and some
other sorts, wants taking up, for if this is not done it will

soon go away of itself, the tops having sulfered severely;

whilst those of the Dwarf White Incomparable, that re-

ceived no more protection than the Red in time of frost, are

as green and nice as if there had been no snow and frost to

contend with. Sowed Celery in heat. For forward crops
it should have been in the soil at least six weeks ago ; but,
after all, more depends on never stunting the plants after

they are pricked off than in mere early sowing.
Means and Uoom.—Where the room under glass ia to be

found for multitudes of things now, would puzzle the brains
of a sage. It almost makes one envy those who have villages
of glass houses, and who can procure coal from head quarters
at so small a cost, that the value of a few extra shovelfuls
need be no matter of consideration. Many of our great
gardeners, and the proprietors of sweet little gardens, know
but little of the shifts, and the cogitations, and the worrys
that many clever men experience when they find that there
is never any boundary as to the expectations of extent and
variety of produce, but a very limited boundary indeed as
to means and room. We have known such cases as a man
being up the half of the night, and often too, ransacking
every possible place for wood, and cutting it up for his
furnaces, and then being coolly told that he must be incom-
petent because he could not keep up the requisite heat in
his houses, when there was no fuel to do it with. It was
bad enough to be forced to make bricks without straw ; but
what if there had been no clay either ? Some of the pro-
prietors of small gardens may thus imitate those who ex-

pect very great results from the very smallest outlay ; but
in general they are alive to the fact that certain causes will

only produce certain effects. Some time ago, a gentleman
who had known what hard work was, when settling down in

his beautiful villa, or box as he called it, wished us if possible

to solve a problem which was giving him a considerable
amount of uneasiness—namely. How it came about, that his

gardener seemed to work hai'd, to be always at work, and
ever and anon staying late to bring up his leeway ; whilst
the gardener in the next place, very similar to his own, and
with the same amount of glass, some frames, a pit, a green-
house proper, and a greenhouse vinery, seemed to be getting
over his work very easily and quietly ? It reqxiired no magic
to find out the cause. Over the wall, the gardener was able

to keep everything in its proper place. There was not a bit

of cramming. The beds in the flower garden were few and
thinly planted, with plants all standing primly potted in the
houses, so as to fill the beds at some 18 inches asunder. A
lady with a fair amount of crinoline could have passed
through the houses without inconvenience. In our inquirer's

garden, the greenhouse proper was clear as to its paths,

but crowded everywhere else. There were four times more
flower-beds to fill, and the gentleman liked to see his beds
fuU of good plants some 8 inches apart. The vinery was
crammed in consequence, floor, path, stage, suspended shelves

—wherever a ray of light could be obtained. Early vege-
tables—as Peas, Cauliflower, Radishes, Beans, &c., were also

brought forward in this house, so that generally, even as

respects these common matters, he could have them at his

table some weeks before his neighbour. In a dark place

below the stage where no plants could do any good, was a
Mushroom-bed that had furnished some nice pickings all

the winter, protected from the drip from the pots by a
piece of old waterproof-cloth. In watering, in moving, in

coaxing such a number of things to be healthy in such little

room, the gardener had actually more labour to perform than
if he had had another house or two in winter and spring

;

and the same increase of labour was continued in hardening-

otf, planting, and tending such numbers of plants in beds,

that were so good that the proprietor owned that few else-

where, or anywhere, could beat them. He saw at once, that

the little room for producing such abundant, diversified

results, of itself did greatly increase the labour, and as he

had no desu'e to go backward and be satisfied with less,

he settled the matter with his conscience by considerably

increasing the uncomplaining, hard-working, gardener's

wages, and giving extra help when most needed.

Peas and Potatoes.—We are so far glad to get out of the

glass-covered places to say that we planted a piece more
of Potatoes where we can give them protection, and on a

piece of the best-aired ground we have we sowed Peas and
planted Potatoes. The backwardness of the season made
us take this ground which we intended for another purpose

;

but if we do not obtain a first-rate crop of both Peas and
Potatoes we shall be greatly disappointed. Last autumn it

produced a heavy crop of Parsnips, Carrots, &c. The rich

soil had previously been trenched down deep, and the poor

and fresher soil brought up with a little of the subsoil,

and this winter it was retrenched and ridged again, which

brought some of the richer soil from the bottom to the top,

and after being turned once or twice during frost in winter
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the ground was in very good condition for anything. The
Peas were sown in rows 10 feet apart, and three rows of

Potatoes were planted between each two rows of Peas, the

Potatoes being 3 feet from the Peas, and then the Potato

rows 2 feet from each other. Some rows of early Peas were

sown to prove so far what is said of them. As yet, for earli-

ness and cropping combined, Sangster's No. 1 is our fa-

vourite. When well treated its produce is wonderful. At

the outsides we have sown the Tall Marrow, Jeyes' Con-

queror or Ne Plus Ultra, the shorter, more compact, Veitch's

Perfection, and the much smaller sort, but a good bearer

and very rich flavoured, Harrison's Perfection. Of Potatoes

the sorts were Early Frame, Ash-leaved, Early May, Early

Shaw, &c. The Potatoes were in fine order for going out

;

but they would have been better had we had the convenience

of wide shelves or shallow bins for storing them on until

wanted for planting. A friend was boasting lately of what
a fine sort of early Potato he had. He would astonish some
of us old stagers, that he would. He had harvested them
in a little barrel, and placed them in a snug warm place all

the winter. On going to the ban'el the other day he could

not take a Potato out ; they had grown into one impene-
trable lump, so that to make anything of them he was obliged

to knock the little barrel to pieces, and then the aspect of

the strong long shoots was pitiable to behold. Kept cool

and thin the Potato would have had plump shoots about an
inch or less in length, and would have been a storehouse of

vigour to support the shoot out of doors when the soil was
warm enough to encourage it to lengthen.

Other vegetables much the same as in previous weeks.

We found some stools of Sea-iale, very strong last season,

on which the crown seemed to have rotted. In most cases

ehoots were breaking from beneath, but we do not like them
BO well as the strong prominent buds. We attribute this

to want of protection during the very changeable weather of

the winter—frost, snow, thaw, sleet, rain, succeeding each
other in rapid succession ; not but that Sea-kale is hardy
enough in general, but the larger the tops above ground
the more liable are they to the giving way of the crowns.
A nice mound of ashes over the crowns, or even a little

mound of dry earth in the autumn, would have saved this

trifling miscarriage. We will shortly sow seeds under pro-

tection and transplant, as this will save them from the fly,

which is apt to seize them when sown out of doors. Such
seedlings well treated will do to force next season, and will

be strong in the second season. Bits of the roots will also

grow fireely, but we prefer crowns with sis or eight-inch
stems to them or young seedlings.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Merely a repetition of previous weeks, with the exception

of the birds that have attacked within eight days the buds of

everyfruit tree comeatable. Dusting, painting, dredging, &o.,

with nasty stuff and even netting seemed unavailing. As
soon as the fruit-buds of Gooseberries, Currants, Pears, &c.,

swell and expand, out the heart goes, and often so quickly

is a row done that you cannot see the depredators. Our
kitchen and fi'uit garden is bounded by stables, bushes of

the pleasure ground, and farmyard, all right enough but for

these terrible marauders, and even they are often useful

except at the bud and fruit time. It is certainly dishearten-

ing when, after pruning, nipping, and fore-shortening in

summer, you have nice little trees bristling with fruit-buds,

and you find suddenly four-fifths of the best buds ren-

dered useless and only a few small ones left. One evening,
without getting leave exactly, a few of the garden lads bat-

folded some hundred dozen of sparrows and other birds

from a few shrubs in the pleasure ground. Without de-

siring them any harm we do wish that those who advocate
the use of these birds at all times and all seasons had a
portion of our supply. In many places, where from covers

all round, and where schoolboys must not peer into a hedge
after a nest, fruit gardens out of doors will soon be unpro-
ductive if not securely netted all over before the buds of the
fruit trees begin to swell.

OBNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Out of doors we have done but little, as we had to collect

a good quantity of tree leaves, which would have been done
at once after the last pheasant-shooting, but for the snow
and rains which rendered such work unsuitable ; leaves col-

lected wet being both difficult to carry any distance, and
to preserve even for a short time for heating purposes, as

they cannot be kept from decomposing, whilst dry leaves can
always be made to ferment by the addition of a little water.

Shrubby and herbaceous Calceolarias designed to flower

early in pots, should now have their last shift using rich,

rather light, sandy soil, but pressed firmly together, and as

soon as the roots run into the new material, strength of

bloom may be given by manure waterings. Pelargoniums
intended for early flowering should now be tied-out, and if

the leaves are too close thin them a little so that the light

shall play nicely upon them, and for this purpose set the
chief plants sufficiently thin. Much may be done in this

way even in a house which is crammed, by setting smaller

plants between the larger ones ; or by elevating the latter

on inverted flower-pots. Maniu-e water as a rule should

not be given until the flower-trusses are formed, after that

the strength added will tell more upon them than on the

foliage. Cinerarias, Primulas, Camellias, and even forced

flowers coming into bloom will be the better of manure
water but not given strong. Lily of the Valley, and all

bulbs relish it as soon as the flower-spike appears. AzaJeas

to bloom late should be removed to a north aspect and kept
cool ; and, as said the other week, Liliums, Tritonias, Ixias,

Sparaxis, &c., should be watered and shifted as they require

it, as soon as growth commences. We would, however, refer

to other weeks as to many plants ; and here only state, that

if duU weather continue Neapolitan and other Violets in beds

may be better of a slight dredging of sulphur and pounded
charcoal, a little dry sandy soil being worked in among the

plants to dry and improve the atmosphere of the enclosed

pit or frame. Leaving such matters we will, to please

several inquirers, advert to two modes of practice which
have engaged our attention and time considerably during

the week, and which relate to

Planting Geraniums in Turves instead of pots. First. " Our
Geraniums, &o., stuck thickly in pots and boxes in the

autumn, now want more room, and we have neither room
enough, nor pots enough, to pot them singly. We fear to

plant them out in an intermediate-bed as you do, and lift

again after the middle of May for the flower-bed. How
would it do to give the plants a little soil and wrap them in

little bundles of moss, rough cocoa-nut flbre, &o. ? " Toler-

ably well, but after considerable experience with aU such

modes, we think the timid cannot use anything better as a

substitute for pots, than pieces of flbry turf. Thus, suppose,

from the side of a road or an old pasture, you can take some
turf 2i inches thick, and in breadths of 1 foot. We place

that turf where it will be gently dried a little and warmed,
and we prepare, a little warmed, light, sandy soil, consist-

ing of loam, sand, and very sweet old leaf mould. Then
for stoutish plants of rooted cuttings, with a sharp knife

we cut our turves longitudinally and transversely into pieces

of 4 inches square, for less plants 3 inches square, and so

on ; and a clever handy lad will scoop out a round centre

piece from each of these square turves nearly as quickly

as he would crock a pot; just leaving a bit all round the

side and not going quite through to the grass of the turf.

A little of the nice mellow, heated soil is placed in the hole,

the roots put in over it, a little more soU put over the

roots and firmed as in a pot, then carried in sieves to their

position, and watered with water from which the chill has

been taken off. Now, as to the position. For quick work
—that is, making small plants large ones, and to have the

turf-pots bristling with roots all over, the best plan is to

set these turf-pots on a little leaf mould over a hotbed,

however slight, as that will increase the rapidity of the

rooting and the growing; but in that case the turves must
be lifted as soon as the roots come through them, and
transferred to light soil in a cold pit, &c. If left long the

roots would run through the bed, and the plants could not

be safely turned. If taken in time to the earth-pit and
the trench, the roots will progress more slowly, and when
planting time comes, they will hang like a wig round their

centres of turf. When planted turf and all together, they

will run away into the weU-au-ed soil, and thrive better than

if they had come out of a pot with the ball unbroken. This

is a good plan for all plants with straggling roots that will

not lift well out of an earth-bed, as Manglesii Geranitims

Heliotropes, &c.
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The next best position and the best for strong plants

that need no forwarding, and where less trouble is an ad-

vantat'e, is a cold frame or pit to which glass or other pro-

tection can be given. In this case a hard bottom must be

secured, and a couple of inches of rough leaf mould or other

mould placed over it ; on that pack the turves with their

sides all but touching each other, water, strew a little rough

soil all over between the plants, and besides protection and

air when the sun is very hot, and now and then a dash from

the syringe, such plants wUl need little or no watering or

other care untU they are taken with roots all through the

turves and in the light earth round them, and transferred

at once to the beds.

We meant to have followed with a few words on cuttings

and potting, &c., but we must close for the present, merely

stating that in a mild sweet hotbed cuttings of Geraniums,

Calceolarias, Verbenas, &o., will strike in as many days as

they will require weeks generally in autumn.—E. F.

COVENT G-AEDEN MAEKET.—Maech 18.

The supply of out-door vegetables is etill very short ;
Sea-kale, Rhubarb,

Kidney Bcsns, and other forced vegetables areq\iite sufficient lor the demand.

Pines are still scarce, and command a high price, but old Grapes are toler-

ably pUntiful and still very Eood ; new Ulack Hamburghs are also to be had

at from -ns. to 30s. oer pound, but the retarded Grapes being so good, are not

in much demand ; Apples are still abundant, but good dessert Pears are no w

chieflv confined to Beurre Kance, taster Beurr(;, and Bergamotted'Esperen.

Consignments of Salads, &c., from the continent are well kept up, and mclude

Aapara-us and Peas selling at about a guinea a quart. New Potatoes are to

be had at 3s. 6i. per pound. There is a heavy supply of Cucumbers, but the

demand for them being very good prices are fully maintained. Of Potatoes

the stock is very heavy.
B. d. s. d

Apples Jsieve 2 to 4

Apricots doz.

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14 20

Currants, Red.. .5 sieve

Black do.

Figs doz.

Filberts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 50 60

Gooseberries .. Ji sieve

Grapes, Hamburghs lb 7 12

Lemons 100 S 10

s. d. 8. d
Mulberries .... punnet to

Nectarines doz. o

Oranges 100 S 10 o

Peaches doz. o

Pears (kitohen)...bush. 5 n in o

dessert doz. .? 10 o

Pine Apples lb. 10 11 o

Plums 2 sieve o

Pomegranates each o

Quinces 4 sieve o

Raspberries lb. o

Strawberries oz. 2 4 oLemons 1"U o « lu u OLrawueiiicM v. - "

Melons each ) Walnuts bush. 14 20

VBOETAELES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle

Beans Broad J sieve

Kidney 100

Beet, Red doz.

Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSorouts ^ sieve

Cabbasre '. doz.

Capsicums 100

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

a. d. 8.

4 too

4

10

6
8
5

3

i

8- d. s. d

Leeks bunch o 3 to

Lettuce doz.

Mushrooms pottle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions .. bushel

pickling quart

Parsley J sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart

Potatoes ....bushel

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savays doz.

Sea-kale basket

Spinach sieve

Tomatoes J sieve

Turnips Ijuncb

VexetableMarrows doz.

1 6

2

5

6

3 6
•)

2

1

10

2 «

II

7

4
2 n

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street,

and Upton Nurseries, Chester.

—

New and Select Agricultural

Seeds. ,„,.,,
G. White, 3, Moss Street, Paisley.

—

Catalogue of Flonsts \

Flowers, Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and Bedding-out Ptoits, (Sfc.

John Morse, The Nurseries, Dursley, Gloucestershire.—
|

Catalogue of Cuttings of Dahlias, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums,

Verbenas, Pelargoniums, c^c.

Ambroise Verschaifelt, 50, Eue du Chaume, Ghent, Bel-

gium.

—

Pr-ix Courant pour le Printemps et Ett; 1865. Flantes

N^OWVC XJ/GS

J. Bruce & Co., Hamilton, Canada West.—DescripiiDe Cata-

logue of Seeds for the Farm, Kitchen Garden, and Flower Garden,

Boots, 4'c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Eauli Abh-lkaved Kidnet Potato U Subscriber].—I! hy "chit" yon

mean eye this Potato certainly has not " a black " one, nor do we know any

variety that has. Several emit dark purple sprouts.

Sowing Celosia spicata, Pentstemoss, and Salvia Azvs.KA.(Contradic-

twn).—Sow them all in pans in a compost of turfy loam two-thirds, an4

well-rotted leaf mould one-third, with a free admixture of sand, ]ust cover-

ing the seeds with tine soil, and after watering place m a frame on a gentle

hotbed. Keep the pans in the frame until the plants are up and have shown

their rough leaves, then prick off into small pots, especially the hrst ana

last, pricking the Pentstemons into a pan — au inch or so apart will do.

Continue the whole m the frame until the Pentstemons and Salvia azorea

have made good growth, removing them, however, before they ''?<=0?}8

drawn to a cooler situation, where they can be hardened off for flnalV

planting out in the last week in May or first of June. If strong the Pent-

stemons may flower in autumn, they being hardy perennials, and the Salvia

aznrea w>ll probahlv flower also, it being a haU-hardy perennial. It shoma

be taken up in autumn after the first frost, the roots potted, and kept rather

dry during the winter in a greenhouse from which frost is excluded, ihe

Celosia snicata seedlings should be repotted as soon as the roots reach the

sides of the pots, and continued in the frame until May, when they should

be removed to a warm greenhouse, or a vinery at work, placing them on a

shelf near the glass. When the flower-bead is just visible in the heart 01

the leaves pnt llhem in their Woon.ing-pots, which may he fiom 6 mchee in

diameter for the small plants, up to 9 Inches for the large plants. Employ

the compost already named, with the addition of well-rotted '=''w or stable

manure one-fourth of the whole. Provide sufficient drainage and keep

well supplied with water, occasionally sprinkling the plants overhead with

tepid water through a syringe. Continue near the glass in a warm green-

house or vinery, and when the pots are filled with roots every alternate

watering may be of weak liquid manure, which will increase the size of the

spikes of bloom. It is a highly crnamenta pl.nt for the .utumn decora-

tion of the greenhouse or sitting-room, and very useful for bouquets.

SMALt. Vinert, Ventilating and Plastino (Wm).-We do not notice

anvthmgin your arrangements to hinder your Pl'"'"°S,l'"=,^.'""
i" '£°Si

within the house, providing them with a border ins.de. We think that with

the sharp incline if the roof the Vines would not do
"f

.",«'"«'. ^°™'j!
sashes from the back. It is not necessary to have front lights, there being

no objection to there being none, nor to the sharp faU » ""^^ ™°
olanted

ventilation provided is ample. Six Vines, with two ror's from each, planted

4 feet apart, the rods trained 2 feet apart, would be sufficient.

CorxAi.E Gaudenees- Diction*kt. &c. (B. iT.).-Ynu I^,^'!,'"'"" i°\"'"

of Mr Eohn, the publisher, wlicther a supplement is intended
;
we have no

?nt«4«tin th. work. We do not know the date of the last edition of Don 3

Catllo . no'rTts p ice. Your Conifer is often c .lied Cupressns filiform s.

So it r, now usualfv desci ib.d by botanists under the name of B.-ta pendula.

Lambert named it Thuja pendula, and Tnunberg Cnpressus pendula.

FLOWER-GAr.DENPLANi.NG(S. G. TT.) .-As vou ask our advicc, WO would

be incUaed to plant the wheel on both sides of the second terrace wthh.9

same colours. The P.tnuias will not harmor.ise with your other things m
hr4r uu e s vou have such a d.varf varieT as the old sm.ll-flowerea

snlendeus li.ch of these wheels consists of a circle for centre and eight

oblong beds round it. T.iese beds may be made more ""»"^.
»,f,

"' ^^
slv.nei but vour straight solid clumps as so raanv spokes will just look as

weU when planted as tie most artistic scr.ll Tjie .planting o, the centee

circle is with Heliotrope pegged down, and edged with Mower of the Uay

Grrnu.rthep.gging^cU done not to intercept the view 0^^

1 ,^ *i,fl third ipn-arr' Now WO have n » lau t to niid witii laia, mauyS Ihe p a l?u we do'not think that Heliotropes and Geraniums make

a goJd combination. We wonld then fill that bed with Heliotrope and a

brSad ed-in- of dwarf Ageratums, as you seem to have tnenr
;
or l( tdl

kinds thev could go in the centre, and be pegged down In either case yott

wo°Ud need So more blue. Better than that, we would pi-eter making th,

drcle entirely of Klower of the Day, and tlie opposite "'"^'e o/. ^"* "
TadvPvmoith This would give white either with or without the flowers

of L Gei^ium. Then yon propose to plant four of the .sPokes of your

~?\i:o^:i^=i:s,'^:^^"r^;-:;;^;.:^t^^ffi

S i H^^i^-^^-.srsrc^-b^^^i.'^pse^
hclwhe a verV simple arrangement would be to have these eight bedB

with Lobelia speciosa. nnd .heu have lour scarlet beds °f
f:^"' ^"^.TIS!

or Verbenas, edged with Cerastium, and lour l'-^'';' of '^

^^^-^^
J^''""

"^^'f.?:
kiriareJ ged with purple Verbenas. This last would make e'"*''ed complete

t^ if.oif ^n,l von would have a beaut fat contrast and shading of oo.our.

'you m V us a flerent ttntsM- the two sides, but the -"-'1^^ two group.

»r ninf clumos resemble each other the more pleasing they wi'l "f- "«

c°a,inoTqur™a'k'e"o"ut about the raised bed.or b-.l'ej ™ 'he r.ght^hand side

c'^.St;;'^
^t^hrrVoS^-ti:red't^errwUM'ro^ryorprpo;e, but

, r^" high ccntr^rbSet^we wouid prefer » *'.»P^'^^''-j',"?;:,L"Sfthe
rinrv In the Delnhiniuui, or even such climbers on a rougn iieii.auii.uo

t^ofoV ':,.rl\"uZ:.a.k or l-on^-periuum The edgnig mig be V^
bena pulchella. Your other arrangements on the third teitace win uu vor/

well.

5"suff7ufi™?a;.T.reTens, Herpesles stricta, Sugittaria angnstltolia, Dapaa.

souiuin iiuiicum, and Papyrus odoratus.

Ac^c.v MtMATA Leaves Yellow I.Kather Puzzled) -The shoots enclosed

of he miXf Pu'migating with shag tobacco two nights consecutively,

taking care to have the loliage dry, wonld e.-i.iirpate them.

MISTLETOE SEKD.-Mr. Vf, Oath, Bradford YorksM.^, wlU be muuU

obliited by any one sending him a tew seeds of the Mistletoe.

ADDSESS CJS. A.).-Me6srs. A. & S., 371, Euston Road, N.W.
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CHARCOAt AS A MANURE {0. S.).—VfQ eiiinot answcf you better than by

giving the following:— Charcoal is a most efficient miiiiun? to all cultirate^l

plants, especially to those under gl:iss. Heaths, Rhodoclenrlrons, Cucirnher^^-

Onions, Rose?, orchidaceous plants, Hydrangeas, Camellias, Melon-*, :in 1

Pine Apples, bav^ been the subjects of extensive and most successful experi-

mental. We think no cultivated plant would be unbcn-^fHed by having char'

coal applied to the soil in which it is rooted. It should be broken into small

pieces about the size of a nut, and, for potted plants, may be mixed in the

proportions of one part charcoal to twenty parts earth. If applied to the

open ground, one-fourth of a bushel may be sown over a s^quave rod or perch,

and dag-in just before inserting the crop. The rea'son of charcoal beins? so

BBefnl as a mrtnure is very apparent. MM. Sennebier. Sanssure, and others,

have demonstrated that plants are rendered .nuch more luxuriant and pro-

ductive by having carbonic acid applied to their roots, than other plants to

whose roots no such application was made. Now charcoal k-ipt moist, as

whea buried in the soil, slnwly combines with oxygen, and emits carbonic

acid—in fact it slowly dissolves. For drainage in liower-pots none better

can be employed than 2 inches in depth of pieces of charcoal about tlu: hize

0/ a filbert.

Cutting Exhibttio:* Frdit (/(fcml.—The judge"? always cut Melons, as

well as Apples and Pears, if needful to ascertain their ripeness and quality.

Strawberet Forcing {A Poor Amateur).—\, The shelves shown at

page 155 {Fig. 2), and styled Strawberry shelves in vinery, were intended

to show the kind of house suitable for fixing the phelves, it not being

intended to occupy the house with Vines and Strawberries at the same
time— it is, indeed, impracticable ; but if you do not start the Vine'? until

April, you might have the Vines so contrived as to tjiko out, and use it as a

Strawberry -house from December to April, the shelves being put up in

December, and taken down in April, after the crop has been gathered, and
the Vines introduced, retaining a shelf, however, at back and front for more
Strawberries. 2, The stage at back, beurath the shelves, is of no use for

Strawberries, though useful 10 get at the shelves, anil for plants after the

shelves are taken down. 3. The earliest of all Strawberries is May Queen,
it being ten days or a fortnight earlier than Black Prince under the same
conditions; but it is a small friiit, though a great b-arer. Black Prince,

undoubtedly, would be the better for market. Perhaps the envliest and
hest for market is Keens' Seedling, which comes in about ten days after

Black Prince, the fruit being large, and the plant a good forcer. T.ie

old Welliogton is a very prolific aud certain forcer, though the fruit is only

small.

Turf for Vine-border (JJchO.—We laid up a heap of turf for a Vine-
border in June, 1858, and turned it over twice, adding a bushel of soot and
fresh lime to each cartload, and formed the border in autumn of three cart-

loads of chopped turf, one of brick and oM morrar rubbish, and six bushels

of boiled halt-inch bones, thoroucihiy mixing the whole together. Un-
expectedly we had two more borders to make ready by March and we cut

the sods 2 inches thick, and used them fresh, merely chopping them as

they were brought, adding the old briek and mortar rubbish, and the same
quantity of charcoal and half-inch bones. All the Vines were planted ou
one day, and there was no difference whatever in their growth. Wo have
since used the turf a year old, but we find the older it is the worse for a
Vine-border, which cannot be make too open, considering the length of

time it has to remain undisturbed. Fresh sods, cut at a dry time, and
ronghly chopped, we like be3^ planting the Vines in a little fine rich com-
post, and making the border 9 inches or a foot higher than the required

depth, to allow for settlinii.

All Sorts of Plants in one House [B. Tf.).—From the first part of

your letter we thought you were going to give us an example of keeping
everything in its proper place, and allowing nothing else to interfere with

it in the way of the cramming that many of \is have to resort to ; but as we
read on we found that, if you do keep flowers to themselves, you arc not to

be behind any one as re.'pects cramming for fruit, when you speak of

Strawberries, Vines, Peaches, fruit in pots, and Melons &c., in the same house.

Now, all you propose doing may be done, and is done often ; but com-
promises have to be made, and one crop must sufi'er frequently from
attending to the wants of others. The great point is to get your Peaches in

bloom, and set, before the Vmes are scarcely broken, and then the increase

of temperature that will suit the Vines wben in bloom, will just suit the
swelling Peaches. As the Peaches approach maturity, the greater quantity

of air required for flavour will be too much for the Grapes, so that,

though the Grapes will be very good and sweet, they will not likely be so

large as if grown in a house by ihemselves. Our first advice, then, would
be to keep one house for Vines and another for Peaches. You might plant

Vines against the back wall; but neither they nor Peaches will do much
good there, unless your stems of Vines, up the rafters, are at least 5 feet

apart—that is if the Vines reach the top of the rafters. Then yon might
grow any sort of fruit, as Peaches, Fij^s, &e, in pots on the floor of the

house, and move them so as to get what light and air and temperature
would suit them hest. By this plan you may grow any sort of Vines, giving

Muscats the warmest end. Our second advice wmild be, if you will have
Peaches in your early vinery, to confine them to the hack wall, as there the

greatest amount of air can rcch them from the top ventilators; and to

grow only the earliest and hardiest Grapes, as the Black Hamburgh, Buck-
land Sweetwater, and Royal Muscadine, and, for JIuscaf flavour, the White
Frontignan. Bear in mind that the Peaches will thrive only as you keep
the roof of the house tidn of Vines. Or- third advice would be, if there

must be mixture, to confine the Peaches cniefly to the late house, and have
some early ones in pots, which could be moved from the vinery. In this

case we would have a trellis in front, and trees against the back wall, and
keep the Vines thm up the rafter—say from 4 to G feet apart. For this late

house the same hardy Vines may be used, or, if you contemplate keeping

them late, a plant or two of Lady Downes' may be planted at the warmest
end. Before the trellis, and the rafters are filled, you may grow any of the

fruits alluded to on the floor of the house, imd Melons will do wefl in poi3

over the hot-water pipes. It will be as well if the pots do not touch the

pipes. Your description of the position is unfavourable. Everything elfe

can be done under glass except giving the command of light; and if you
eannot have the health-giving rays of the sun the south a-pect will be of

little avail. The arrangement of the houses seems to be very good.

Daisies on Lawn {A Subscriber).—There is no other mnde of extirpating

them than by having them grubbed out by the aid of a knife, and putting

a little quickiirae into the hole thus made. A little light soil should then be

aifted over the surface* a sprinkling of Suckling seed sown, and then the

roller passed over it.

Vkgf.table Seeds for Barbadoes (C. J., Nottingham).^-In th» mountain
districts any of our English kitchen vegetables might be cultivated if the

cultivator had a moderate amount of judgment. On the low grounds
Broccoli. Cauliflower, Kidney Beans, and Cucumbers, would be likely to

endure the climate; hut why not try all our usual kitchen vegetables? If

they fail the loss will not be heavy.

Exporting Strawberry Plants—Vines for Succession (R. D.).—Tie

the plants in bundles as you propose, plunge the root ends in cocoa-nut fibre

refuse, put moss over its surface, and lace it down firmly with string. We
should put the whole in a box and use wire net instead of a lid, and have
the box in a cabin or on deck. Use zinc labels, and write on them with the

appropriate ink. There is no Grape more marketable, or less liable to

failure, than the Black Hamburgh, and it will keep up the succession you
mention.

Silver Tree [H. H. i7.).—This native of the Cape of Good Hope is found
there only on the eastern slope of Table Mountain. The Dutch colonists

call it Wittcboom. and botanists name it Leucodendron argenteum. It

reqaires a greenhouse or conservatory for its shelter. Soil two parts heath
mould and one part sandy loam, chopped together, but not broken fine;

drain the pot well, and mix some pieces of charcoal wiih the soil. Keep it

cool and the air dry. never syringe it nor put it out of doors in summer.
Let the soil b-^ niodeiately moist, but excess of water and dryness are equally

tatal to the roots.

LiLiuM AtJRATOM {All Old Suhscriher).—kny moderately rich lightish loam
suits it. It is hardy, and the bulbs left in the border during winter require

no other protection than 2 or <i iuches depth of leaves or cocoa-nut fibre

refuse to be placed over them.

Hygrometer (i^j-).—Catgut is sensitive enough in showing the dryness

and moistness of the air, bub this is useless unle^-s aETised to a graduated

scale, whereby a comparison and estimate of the amount of moisture may
be ascertained. The seed was lo^t ; but the " Desert Pea " of Australia we
believe to ba Clianthus puuiceus, aud the caUivatiou is given in all gardening

books.

Carnations [G. JJ.).—You can have "Florists* Flowers for the Many"
free by post if you send five postage stamps to our oflace, with your direction.

We gire this answer because you will find in that book far fuller informa-

tion than we cm here fiud space for.

Pears for a S.S.W. Aspect {A Subscriber).— .K\\ the Peara you have

planted will do on the aspect of your wall except Glou Morceau, and we
weu'd recommend in its stead either Thompson's or Red Doyenni}. Marie

Louise we should prefer to Ne Plus Meuris, and Fondante d'Autorane or

Urbaniste to Jerc-ey Gratioli. However, you have not seriously erred. The
S.S.W. aspect is just the place for Winter Nelis, and we anticipate you will

have some very fine fruit from it. In speaking of walls use the term
*' aspect," and then no mistake o;in arise.

Trichomanes speciosum Fronds Browned {A Constarif .Rcrtrfflr).—Judg-

ing from the appearance of the fronds sent, we think the case in which
the plant is grown ie not kept sutBcienLly moist. The atmosphere should

he kept constantly humid. The compost should never be nHowed to become
dry; and if water were constantly dripping ou it, free drainage being

aftbrded, the plant would have a greater length of frond. Your kee; iji^:

the atmosphere so dry accounts for the occasional appearance of the small

black insects, which assuredly are thrips. These will be beat got rid of by

keeping the case more moist, sprinkling it with sott water, which has been

exposed to the air, once or twice daily, or as often as m.iy be required, in

order to maintain a uniformly humid atmosphere. A slight fumigation

with &hag tobacco will assist in destroying this pest; but the fronds should

have no water standing on them; and care must be taken that the smoke is

not too strong, and that it is cool when it reaches the fronds. This Fern

requires a very humid atmosiheie, a fair amount of light, a little of the

morning or evening sun, and iresh air, the fronds dying off in a close

atmosphere. It should, therefore, have air by opening the case a little, not

much, otherwise the dry air of the room will dry the utmosphere of the case

too much, and be equally pernicious, and the condensed water on the glass

should be wiped ofl" in the morning; this will tend to keep the atmosphere

of the c;ise pure, and lessen the necessity for air-giving.

PiNL'S MARITIMA AND P. AUSTRIACA ON THE COAST {BlacIcpOOJ) —TheEe
Pinuses do very fairly on land by the sea, and withstand the sea breezes

better than any trees we know of. Yours is a very bad situation; but we
Mould advise your giving the above-named a trial, planting more exten-

sively if they succeed. They do so in many places, and are extensively

planted on the east and west coasts.

Ink for Zinc Labels [A.B).—Try that which we gave a recipe for at

page 1G3 of our Number published Feb. 21.

LoNicERA ADREO-RETicoLATA (A Regular Subscriber, Pcckh am).—Yomv
plant is all right. The young leaves are always like those you enclosed^

somewhat oak-leaf shaped and green. The plant strikes readily from cuttings.

Espalier Apple and Pear Trees (A. Tf'.).— If the shoots he rampant

and gross they may be cut back to half their length, but if of medium
growth they need not be cut in so much. Some regard to the shape of the

tree ought to regulate the pruning, and in espaliers, trained horizontally, it

is better always to allow the bottom branches to be the longest. There is.

no difficulty in getting the upper ones to eloLgate, which they sometimes do

to the detriment of the lower ones. Being planted only last year, it is not

likely they will want severe cutting-in this season ; but another season they

may possibly want checking a little at root and top ; but when they once

get into a beariilg condition grossness of growth is more rare.

Bedding Geraniums Suitable for Planting Together (i\\ C.).—We
are sorry we are not acquainted with all the varieties you mention, but we
hope they will flower with you before planting-out time, and enable you to

judge of 'their colour. Of the kinds we are acquainted with in your list,

Spiifire, Stella, Glowworm, Sir W. Wallace, and Admiration might go pretty

well together as scarlets; the last-named one, being the strongest grower*

might be in the middle of the bed. Rubens is a dull rose, but good bloomer.

Rosy Morn is somewhat brighter. Carmine Nosegay is a crimson, and is a

great favourite in many places. Bishop of Exeter and Ossian are strangers

to us. If you want to increase your stock, cuttings may he put in for some

time yet, and these may still be tidy plants to turn out in May if they be

kept warm, but there is no doubt but they would be better and larger if

not cut. Usually the requirements of the case determine whether propa-

gation should go on or not.
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Ckekpres in Stove over Feoms and Orchids (OrchidopJiilus).—\ye
think you have put in more wires than are needed, but you are not com-
pelled to use them all. Creepers with etrontr large loliaffe. like Ipomoea
Horsfalliae and Pas-iflora edulis nr P. quadrangularis, occupy more space
than most of the Jasminums or Hnyas. but tliey can be triiined to any rea-
sonable condition. There is no question but Orchids and Ferns will thrive
very well under such shade ; the great point bein^ to prevent the creepers
darkening the houpe too much late in the summer when the Orchids want a
little more sun. This you must remerly hv thinning. Fnugainvillxri does
best in apot, tbe plunt being exposed to the full sun. Let us know how
Mr. Bewle5*s mode of clazing answers with you.

Grape Vine Bunches becoming Abortive or Tkndbii, like (Suhscriber
of Some years).—This is not an unusual occurrence, and is attributed to
two causes— the imperfect ripetiing of the fruit-bud tho preceding autumn,
and the absence of punshine to assist nature in her up-hill work of making
the most of ench bunches as are not entirely blind. We have little hope of
any treatment now preventing the evil; but we mav say that allowing the
fruit to hang long after being ripe tends to weaken the Vine, as also does
pruning too soon or too late, or a too-heavv crop, or perhaps the border
lacked moisture, or had too much of it. AH the^e and some other excesses
tend to check the due development of the plant, and a failure is the result.
Tonr present manacement seems all that can be done, and brighter weather
will, we hope, assist in saving what is now left.

Arrangement of Plants and Filling SroNE Vases f.4 Co7}atant Su6-
scri6*r).—Arranging plants for effect on a greenhouse stage is a matter
difficult to understand, unless the operation was performed in the presence
of the person wanting such information. Of late years plants with re-
markable foliage have entered largely into phnt arrangement, and fresh
ones are added every year, and as we do not know your particular wants
we may say. that in the staging of plants, allowing one now and then to
rise above its fellows is a good plan, providing always that such as show

themselves above the level are well grown and handsome. The fillmg of
large stone vases may vary each time the plants are changed, which, we
presume, is pretty often for in-door purposes ; as the plants may simply be
plunged, pots and all, and covered with moss, in our case we often
have creepers prepared for the purpose of hanging over the edges, and
tall and medium-sized plants for the centre. A trailing Tradescantia
is one of our greatest favourites for a marble vaae, but Isolepis gracilis
and several Ferns are used occ i^ioodlly. Possibly one of our contributors
may give us a list of plants available.

Gardening near the Seashore (Marina) —If your situation be a
favoured one, and not likely to be reached by the spray from a cold bois-
terous! quarter, you may plant several kinds of shrubs, with a fair
prospect of success. Laurustinus'^s thrive well in anch places— better than
common Laurel; then there is ths Tainaris. Pinna Mugho, donble Gorae,
and even Sycamore will endure a strong sea air. In fruits the Peach
thrivpF well, as likewise do Strawberries; and amongst vegetables Potatoes,
and the wbole of the Cabbage and Broccoli tribe do well, as is shown in the
laree quantities pent to the Loudon rr-arket from Cornwall, where they are
grown mostly within a mile of the shore, and often within a stone's throw
of it.

Names of Fruits {Rev. E. IT.).—The two small red Apples are Scarlet
Nonpariel, and the large paler one is Dumelow's Seedling.

Names of Plants (i?. F. M.).—\Ve do not recognise the scrap'you sent.
(iVou/ce).—Chondrus crispus. A common pocket lens will answer your
purpose. It may be had of anv optician. {Col. D.).—Apnarently an
Arbutus, but we cannot be sure without seeing the flower. (i2. P. B.).~
Your Mosses are— 1, Bryum hornum ; 2, Dicranum scoparinm; 3, Poly-
trichum pililerum; 4. Hookeria lucens ; 5. Hynnam ravoauroides ; 6, Tortula
muralis; 7, Bryam nutans; S, Fanariahpgrometrica ; 9, Weissia controversa
(or \V. trichodes?) ; 10, Hypoum proliferum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERYATIONS in tlie Suburbs of London for the Week ending Marck 18tli.

Date.
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ing Englishmen that this may be done, then few will deny

his claim to be fairly considered a national benefactor. At

present his task is not an easy one. As it is really tho duty

of evei-y well-wisher of his country to aid this noble eifort

by every practical means, so your experienced readers

should each contribute so far as he can to simplify this

question by clearing up the doubts and difEci^Uies that

surround it. Men are naturally timid and shy of embarking

their money in any novel experiment of which they have

but very scanty knowledge, and which of us can say that he

has any knowledge of thus producing eggs and poultry

commercially in England? For the present I shall say

nothing about the little animal which is well known to be a

decided commercial success in Belgium, where many are

largely engaged in breeding, feeding, and exporting to

hungiy, wealthy England the

—

Ostend Eabbit.

ME. DOUGLAS AND THE GAME BANTAMS
AT MAJSrCHESTEE.

I DID not attend the Manchester Exhibition, but I received

a letter from Mr. Fielding, in which he stated that Mr.

Douglas had claimed the first prize pen of Game Bantams,

and that the birds were offered to me for JIO. I authorised

Mr. Fielding to purchase the pen, but at the same time

observed that a judge acted improperly in claiming birds

at a show. The money, less a sum due to me from the

Islington Show, was remitted to Mr. Douglas by Mr. Field-

ing. I highly disapprove of anonymous accusations, and
recommend " A Timid Exhibitor " and " He Who Kesold
THE Bantams " in justice to all parties concerned to com-
municate their names to your readers.

—

St. Geokue Goke,
Hopton Hall, Wirksworth, Derbyshire.

EXTEA PEIZES FOE PAETEIDGE-COLOUEED
COCHIJSr-CHINA FOWLS.

Having read the letter of Mr. Tomliuson, in your Journal

of the 14th inst., respecting extra prizes for Buif Cochins at

the next Birmingham Show, and being as enthusiastic an
admirer and breeder of Partridge bii-ds as he is of Buff, I

beg to suggest that similar prizes or one or two cups, say
for old and young birds, be given to Partridge Cochins ; and
I have much pleasure in subscribing ^£2 in furtherance of

this object, trusting that other Partridge breeders wUl do
the same, and at once send their subscriptions to Mr. Ly thall,

Birmingham.

—

Edwakd Tubman, Ash Grove, Whiichurch,
Salo]>.

DISTINCT VAEIETIES OF PIGEONS.
It is with pleasure I respond to "Wiltshire Hector's"

request as to my opinion respecting the distinct varieties

of our domeslic Pigeons. I write " varieties " because the

word "race" seems to me to be too uncertain of meaning,

and when explaining our ideas we cannot be too particular

as to the words we make use of. I consider that all our

domestic Pigeons are descended from the Wild Eook
!Pigeons, and, consequently, are all of one species ; but these

Eock Pigeons, even in a wild state, present us with slight

variations, which have been designated as sub-species or

geographical varieties. These are the Blue Eock with

white rump, the Blue Eook with blue rump, the Blue Eook
with chequered shoulders, and the chequered Dovehouse
Pigeons—variations slight indeed, but such as have been

considered by naturalists to constitute only geographical

varieties and not distinct species. These varieties of Blue

Eocks having been domesticated in different countries

and their offspring becoming crossed and mixed has given

an impetus to sporting or greater variations, which, under

the fostering care of man have been wonderfully increased

and developed, sometimes by accident, at others by careful

selection. Through many successive ages have the variety

of domestic Pigeons arrived at their present state.

All tame Pigeons are therefore supposed to be of one

species. But there are very many varieties. Let us take,

for instance, the variety with wattled beaks, of which, the

Persian Carrier (closely resembling our Dragoons), is pro-

bably the original, or, at least, the oldest known example

;

it has been bred with longer beaks, as in the Scanda-

roons, Bagdads or Horsemen, and with shorter beaks, as in

the Barbs. The English Carrier is the last or newest sub-

variety of the Wattled variety. I believe it to be admitted

that the English Can-ier is essentially a high fancy bird, and

produced from a cross from Persian and Bagdad Carriers

with a dash of Powter. The sub-varieties may therefore be

regarded as the various branches of one famUy; they all

bear a striking family likeness, and yet differ much m size,

form, length of beak, &c. As to colour of the plumage,

that may be influenced and altered at will, leaving so little

appearance of any admixture in other respects, that a bn:d

can hardly be said to be of another sub-variety, because

it is of a different shade or tint. Black seems to be the

original colom- of this famDy or variety.

Next as to Fantails. Here we find white as the original

plumage of this famUy or variety ; and, as in the preceding,

we have several sub-varieties, as the Indian with long necks

and point-headed; the German, with shorter necks and

turned crowns ; the French SUk Fantails, and our graceful

English broad-taOed Shakers. Various colours are ™ tae

Fantails of much more recent introduction, black and blue

not being uncommon. No doubt they were first produced

by a cross, but if weU up in the requisite points of the

variety ai-e so much the more valued by fanciers.

As to the colour of the eyes, the dark hazel is common to

aU white Pit^eons, the difficulty is to breed a white Pigeon

with any other. All the wattled Pigeons just alluded to,

when they come of white plumage have dark eyes ;
but dark

Pi-reons have light eyes. I remember a curious blunder m
thfs respect among the stuffed Pigeons in the Pi-mce of

Weid's museum, where the white Fantails were stuffed with

pearl eyes, and some other dark breed had received their

dark eyes. Colom-ed Pigeons, or such as have coloured

heads, as a rule have light eyes. Sometimes white Tumblers

have pearl eyes, but they are difficult to breed ;
and 1 have

at this time an excellent breed of white Tumblers, many of

which tumble from thirty to forty times in a mmute, that

have just that deep hazel iris and black pupil which ;' Wilt-

shire Eector" aUudes to. In parti-coloui-ed birds, as

Almonds, Baldheads, and Beards, it is the aim of the fancier

to breed the Pigeons with pearl eyes, but they weU know

the proneness of such birds to breed broken eyes ;
and in

many of the Toys, where the division Ime of white and

colour passes through the eye, such birds often have the

eyes half and half, that touching the white plumage being

hazel or dark, while that part next the coloured feathers

will be "ravel. I do not therefore lay much stress on the

colour of the eyes; that I believe to be influenced by the

plumage in our domestic Pigeons. I have no doubt but that

aU varieties were originaUy of a certain colour, and that ot

that colour they were best ; but fancy often changes, and

better birds after a time may be had of quite a difierent

colour, so much depends on cultivation.

The purity of varieties is so very different to the distinct-

ness of different species that the two will hardly bear com-

parison. Many of our choicest breeds of Pigeons and poultry

are so crossed either accidentally or intentionaUy, that abso-

lute purity of variety is a thing more easily talked about

than proved. If individuals of some desired form or colour

are selected and bred carefully for three, four-, or more

generations, the offspring will generally come pretty nearly

alike ; and I suppose this is what some persons aUude to

when they call this, that, or the other a pure breed or a

distinct race—terms more easUy said, I think, than ex-

plained. Generic or specific distinctions are very different.

They are limited by nature, and the mixture of species

generally produces bairen mules.—B. P. Bkent.

A Vermin Trap Wanted.-Wo beg to du-ect attention

to an advertisement in which the Eoyal Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals offer a prize for an improved

vermin trap, which shaU either, without inflictmg tortoe

secure vermin alive or instantaneously destroy them, ihere

can be no doubt that much unnecessary pam is inflicted by

many of the contrivances at present in use, when it becomes
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necessary to check the too rapid increase of destructive
animals ; and it is to be hoped that the inducement offered
by the Society may be the means of calling forth an in-
vention fulfilling the conditions laid down ; we will also
take this opportunity of saying that this Society is most
praiseworthy in all its proceedings, and every way worthy
of support.

BEES IN LANAUKSHIEE.
PoLLEN-cAKBTiNG Commenced here on the 24th February,

although I saw young bees (Ligurians), as early as January
26th ; and February 9th being rather a mild day most of

the hives got well au-ed, and a great many young bees were
seen, so that, what with early breeding and fertility, it

augurs well for their future prosperity.
The hint respecting strange bees killing the queens of

other hives will still be fresh in the minds of some of your
apiarian readers. The stock of which the queen was killed

has remained queenless the whole winter, and the bees
have been wonderfully preserved, being the most crowded
hive in my apiary. I was unwilling to lose it, and there-
fore obtained two weak hives from a friend who was unable
to bring them through the winter. One of these queens,
which I gave them on the 10th of February, was well

received, and this stock since threatened the destruction
of several hives by robbing ; and although the Ligurians
could protect themselves well enough, still it prevented
their going abroad in search of dollen, and not a single hive

escaped.
I may here mention that it is not all profit to have hives

over-strong, unless all in the apiary are about equal, as the
warfare, when once begun, seldom ends till some have fallen

victims. I generally deem it best to remove the strong
stocks ; but in this case I lessened its strength by taking
part of the bees and uniting them to one of the queens
above refeiTed to, whose bees were all dead. Having pre-

sented the queen to them, she was immediately imprisoned,

and would not have been allowed to survive had I not
interfered. I then caged her and put her in the hive, but
the bees deserted her, and, it being too cold to leave her

alone, I freed her, and tried her with them again, but still

the same spirit reigned. I again captured her, and having
kept her in my hand for a short time, again presented her,

when in an instant a strange Ligurian darted furiously at

her, and nearly stung her. I thrust it off, but only for a
second attack, when it seized her by one of the legs. I

then killed it; but, so tenacious had been its hold, that,

after fifteen minutes, the queen was still dragging the
Ligurian about. This clearly demonstrates that strange
bees attack the queens of other hives.

All this time Ihad not been able to effect a union. There
•was no time to lose, as the bees were fast leaving; nor
would they receive her tOl I applied a drop or two of essence
of peppermint, diluted with a little syrup. I first smeared
the queen and then the bees, and in an instant the union
was as complete as it was intei'esting. I have now made
two hives from one, with plenty of bees for both, and restored
peace in my apiary, having them now all in their spring
dress, which is a covering of soft dry grass round each
hive, to promote breeding; wooUen cloths I detest as
harbouring moths.—A Lanabeshiee Bee-keepee.

TAKING HONEY IN CENTEAL AMEEICA.
Beading of taking honey in Assam in your Number of

the 7th inst., reminds me of taking honey in British
Honduras. There, however, precautions are not needed, the
honey bee having no sting, and being, so far as I recollect,

the only insect in that unpleasant country without a weapon
of offence and a strong inclination to use it. The Indians
(Astecs) are sometimes employed in the mahogany-cutting
works, and their fondness for honey makes them take every
nest they can. All the nests I saw were in hollow trees.

The Indians having found them (and to find them requires
pretty sharp eyes), cut down the tree, and having sounded it

with their axes, would cut it open where they found the nest
to be. The honey was very clean and good, the combs were

not hexagonal, but shapeless, like the cells iu an ant's nest.

The wax, in comparatively large quantities, was taken by the
Indians to make candles of. The bees were small black ones
and stingless. We met with others, by no means stingless,

but got no honey from them.
It may interest some of your readers to hear that in the

centre of the large hanging ant's nests the Indians found a
mass of white gi'ubs which they said were as good as honey
to eat, but I confess I had not courage to attempt them.
Once I believe I did eat some at an Indian festival, thinking
they were sweetened rice, but my companion found out what
they were, and I could not persuade myself to try their

taste again.

If I had known anything about orchids I might have
written j)lenty about them, as Griiatemala abounds in them,

but, unfortunately, I was as ignorant of them then as I am
now. Should I ever find myself there again I will try and be
more useful to the readers of The Jodenal of Hobticul-
TUEE.—V. G. C.

DEI'^^NG- BEES TO Al'OID THE WAX MOTH.
Since last writing to you I have lifted the hive referred to

off its floorboard. In 'the feeding vessel X found several

maggots and also a live moth of a grey colour and full of

life, but it was thrown into the fire ; the former I have sent

for your opinion.

Having a nucleus box, half filled with honey and combs, I

purpose driving them into it at once before the queen com-

mences laying, and so rid them of the plague.—^T. S.

[By driving the bees into a nucleus box at this season

you will destroy more brood than you fancy, and very pro-

bably do the stock irreparable injury. Better have patience

until fine mild weather set in, and then transfer both bees

and combs to a frame-hive as directed in page 443 of our

third volume, when the extirpation of the moths will become
easy. The maggots accompanying your letter are larvs of

the wax-moth.]

STEWAETON HIVES.
If your correspondent Mr. Eaynor would apply to Mr.

Baton, joiner, &c., Stewarton, Ayrshire, he could obtain an
abundant supply of boxes.

The boxes need not be confined to 4 inches, but can be
made to order of any depth. I have seen boxes used 6 to

S inches dee^j, principally for " body boxes " and sometimes
for honey boxes on strong hives. Bees can easily be hived in

four-inch boxes by putting two together. With a nice roomy
bee-house and Stewarton hives, the most nervous and
unskilful may manage successfully without getting stung

or killing a bee.

The Stewarton bee-keepers in favourable seasons take

two crops of honey, one off the clover, and the second off

the heather, to which they transport the bees several miles.

The first crop is considered the best. A four-inch box, when
full, weighs about 20 lbs., and sells at trom 2s. to 2s. 6d. per

pound.—P. M.

OUE LETTEE BOX.
Storing Eggs {An Amateur).—There is a difference of opinion, but we

always stick the small end of each egg* downwards in a shallow box of

3aud.

PiGKONs IS Confinement.—Can I successfully breed antl rear first-class-

healthy fancy Pig'eons in a large spare room withoui allowing them to fly

out in the air? Of course a window can be kept open and covered with wire.
— F. T. H.

[You can keep them well in tbat room. Most of our best f.mcy Pigeons
are bred in nioins, Mr. Eaton, of 37. Ked Lion Street, Clerkenwell, London,
E.C., has published a diagram which will assist you to fit up the room,

—

B. p li.]

Book on Poultry (S. W. C).—lt is in preparation, with coloured

plates, and will appear early in the summer. We can give no further Infor-

mati(in at present.

Gapks [J. Skituier) .—Chickens so affected should Jiave apiece of cataphor
daily, Riven them as a pill about the siz.e of a pea. Put al^o a piece of cam-
phor in their water. Give them also daily a little bread touked iu ale.

Bdtino Bees (A. li. C).—We cannot cJve you the information yoa reqaire.

Advertise stuting how many stocks you need.

Glaring an Aquaeidm (C G.),—We aUvuys use white lead.
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think the cause is much the same. There is no more cer-

tain cure for mildew on Roses in summer than a thorough
soaking ofwater at a temperature of 80° or 90°. " Upwards
AND Onwakds," I think, speaks of liquid manure heated to
140°. This seems a severe measure, but if the plants do not
suffer from their bath I have no doubt it would effectually
check the mildew. In either case, howevei-, the remedy-
is owing to the roots being excited so as to give a more
abundant supply of sap to the plant.

When a mildewed leaf is examined under a microscope a
fine reticulated white substance like inspissated sap is seen
to stand on hair-like tubes quite above the leaf; it can be
scraped off with the point of a knife, leaving the cells of the
sap-vessels of the leaf flattened. I cannot trace any cellular
formation in the mildew, the white substance seeming more
like sap which had escaped from the leaf, owing to the leaf
being punctured by the root of the fungus. I should like

to know whether any of your readers who have a microscope
with very high powers have ever been able to trace the
different parts of the fungus.
Any check to the sap predisposes, I think, the leaf to the

attack of mildew, and the best way to avoid it in winter on
Verbenas and other plants is to keep them steadily but con-
stantly growing, and to have a thorough circulation of air
round the plants. Wooden stages, with plenty of air between
the bars, and hot-water pipes or flues underneath, with
the outer air coming directly on the heated pipes through
openings in the front wall, so as to create a thorough circu-
lation and yet to have the air heated before it ascends, is

about the best way to succeed with Verbenas ; and it is

much better to put the plants into a hotbed for a fortnight
in the spring and let them make young wood before taking
their cuttings, rather than to try and strike the tops which
have been on all the winter ; no time is lost in the end, as
there is as much difference between striking fresh quick-
grown cuttings and old ones as there is between striking
the old wood of Calceolarias and young shoots.—X. Y. Z.

worthy employer, who still lives to do justice to his late
servant, and to be a comfort and help to his widow and
fatherless children ; and let us hope he may long live, and
be the means of inducing many employers of labour, with
whom he may come in contact, to follow the example he has
so nobly set.

I enclose a small sum, from myself, foreman, young men,
&a., employed in the gardens at Oulton Park, for Mrs. Chitty,
and hope all gardeners will respond to the appeal so kindly
made by Mr. Webley, in behalfof Mrs. Chitty and her bereaved
family, and show that they are, as a class of men, not in-
sensible to the cause of the widow, and the cry of the help-
less.—J. Wills, Oulton Park.

[A list of subscriptions received since our last issue vrill

be found among the advertisements on our sixth page. We
have more which we will acknowledge next week.]

THE LATE ME. F. CHITTY.
Many readers of The Journal of HoETicuLTnEE, who

have, in common with myself, read the interesting and
thoroughly practical articles on general gardening, written
by the late Mr. Chitty, will feel that his loss to the lovers of
horticulture will not easdy be replaced, and all must feel
deep sympathy for the bereaved widow and helpless children
of such an estimable man.
The letter from his employer in last week's Number of

The Journal of Horticulture, proves how well he was
beloved by his personal friends, and how much he was re-
spected and esteemed by his employer.
What a lesson this teaches both to employers and em-

ployed ! and how forcibly does it illustrate the advantages
to be gained by both, when there is such a reciprocity" of
feeling as this existing between an employer and his gar-
dener. What a large amount of pleasure it would bring to
the employers of labour in all its various branches, and
what a degree of happiness and contentment it would bring
to the hearts of those whose bread is gained by the labour
of then- hands, if this feeling of reciprocity was more widely
extended. On the part of the employer of labour, the
feeling would be one of confidence instead of suspicion
and mistrust, and on the part of those omijloyed content,
happiness, and a keen appreciation of their master's worth.
This would lighten the burden of their daily toO, and the
constant wishing for the time to leave off work, thus pro-
longing the day, .ind the habit of leaving many things
imdoni;, and doing that which is done in a careless and
slovenly way : this would be removed by the desire to do all
in their power to make a suitable return for the respect and
confidence reposed in them. The mind would thus be so in-
tent upon, and absorbed by the duties of the day, that the
fast-fleeting time would not be noticed. Man would, there-
fore, return to his home at the close of his day's toil, in the
happy consciousness ofhaving done his duty to his emijloyer,
and with the satisfaction of having omitted nothing neces-
sary for the attainment of the object of his labour.

Let us all, then, try to emulate the good examples set
before ua by him who has gone from amongst us, and by his

ME. BATEMAN AND THE CHISWICK GAEDEN.
All of us interested in gardening must feel a high re-

spect for the name of the gentleman at the head of this

article, so well known is he as a patron of the science. In
botany in the path he takes he is an authority, and in gar-
dening with the same qualification he is to be looked up to

;

but an experienced general horticulturist, after his remark-
able speech at South Kensington, we cannot consider him.

Alas ! that we are not likely again to see at the head of

the horticultural world a man like our once revered President
T. A. Knight. "We ne'er shall look upon his like again!"
I have been led into this train of thought by carefully I'ead-

ing the assertions of Mr. Bateman in his speech of February
14th, so very carefully reported in the " Proceedings of the
Royal Horticultural Society."
Mr. Bateman commences by saying that " Chiswick is in

a most efficient state," " making due allowance for the change
of circumstances in the horticultural world." I am most
willing to allow that Chiswick in its limited way of doing
things is in good order ; not a shadow of blame can be cast on
the superintendents, but, then, how poor and trifling as a
grand national experimental garden is everything there.

I am often compelled to tell my foreign friends who make
inquiry for our public garden where horticultural experi-

ments are carried out, that we have no such garden ; for

Chiswick with its small and inefficient houses, except that
extravagant folly, the conservatory, now a vinery, has
nothing in it worthy of the notice of gardeners either foreign

or English.
The " changes in the horticultural world " are all changes

for progress, and not the mere keeping in good order an
efl'ete garden. I remember in old times, some thirty or forty

years ago, the keen enjoyment I used to feel at Chiswick,

only because it was then in advance of the age—it ought to

be equally so now ; and when we look at the enormous sums
that have been squandered in the last few years by our

Society one cannot lielp feeling deep chagrin that we as

gardeners have nothing to show but a poor gaudy place

all brick and stone, and an experimental garden without

experiments.
There are no " impossibilitie.s " in the way, as stated by

Mr. Bateman. " The change which is taking place in the

aspects of horticvilture " calls for a change, and a great one,

in our should-be national garden, so as to make it worthy
of the present day. The changes in it ought to have ad-

vanced step by step with the gardening knowledge of the

times, so that at this moment we might be able to show the

whole world how much we are in advance of all the nations

upon earth.

After enumerating three points in which Chiswick is emi-
nently useful, commencing with, " first of all an experimental

garden," Mr. Bateman passes to his fourth consideration

—

the Chiswick Shows. We all well remember their great

popularity ; their decadence was not owing to " rivahy,

emulation, and competition," but solely to bad management
—a lack of the suavitcr in modo—a lack of skill in arrange-

ment—a lack of that active superintendence which an effi-

cient Council ought to have given ; but there seemed no
activity in it; all was left to one or two, who were over-

worked, and required the guidance of good and wise men,
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and so the fall came. Chiswiok at this moment ought to

be the one fashionable flower show near London ; its dis-

tance is an advantage, for whereas the Regent's Park Gar-
dens would take oif the great crowd of London sight-seers,

Chiswick, with the price of tickets wisely arranged, ought to

be the resort of the c'lite of society, not probably to see the
exhibitions, but to meet the pure crcme de la creme, and I

have not the least doubt but that the " Chiswick Shows "

might have been kept up to the present day if an active and
wise Council had taken proper measures ; but as far as I

remember there was some adverse influence hanging over
the Society for many years. The Council seemed inert,

active men were kept out, and those that by some mistake
were admitted were always outvoted ; and so the Society
kept "mooning" along till debt overwhelmed it, then came
that ever-to-be-lamented sale of the library, and ruin, so

far as the objects of the " Horticultural Society of London "

extended. All ihat Mr. Bateman states about the decline

of the exhibitions at Chiswick, and their being left "in con-

sequence of rivalry " to the genuine votaries of horticulture,

too few to " make them pay," is a mistake.
With regard to " another respect in which the garden was

eminently useful—as an arboretum." I can only state from
my knowledge of hardy trees and shrubs, which with, perhaps,
some little presumption, I am inclined to place nearly on a
level with that of Mr. Bateman, that if I were a nurseryman
and wished for a site near London, on which to cultivate

Coniferae, Rhododendrons, shrubs of the order of Ericaceae

with a little assistance, and all the evergreen shrubs and
trees and fruit trees known in our gardens, I should select

Chiswick. The fertility of the soil is remarkable, and the
slight assistance it requires to make hardy trees and shrubs
flourish, has been to me for these thirty or forty years past
a marvel. We have only to look at the coniferous trees in Mr.
Glendinning's nnrsei-y, at Chiswick, in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the Gardens, to see at once how mistaken Mr.
Bateman has been in his consideration of the present state

of the Chiswick Garden. It is true tliat some few of the

trees suffered severely in 1860, from which they have scarcely

recovered ; but no iniury to the trees from the smoke of

London can be discovered. With i-egard to the rivalry of

Kew, that is par excellence, the people's garden ; but Chis-

wick should be our arboretum, full of arboricultural beauty,
and, above all, quiet, owing to its visitors being select and
lovers of the science. As to the soil which Mr. Bateman
abuses, I have always found the loam, spreading over the
thirty acres (not tvrenty), reckoned deep and fertile. Where
can be found a finer border of Peach trees, or trees managed
more perfectly ? Where do Pear trees flourish better ? And
where do kitchen garden crops succeed better? All these
crops show plainly that the soil is not a "poor gravelly soil."

In my opinion, in which I am not solitary, it is not
" childish to talk about reviving the horticultural interest of

Chiswick." Par from it, for with only a small portion of the
extravagant sums of money spent at South Kensington,
well-spent at Chiswick, it might be, and ought to be, at this

moment the pride of the horticultural world.

We now come to the third point discussed by Mr. Bate-
man, the introduction of new plants and trees. What valu-

able opportunities have been lost within the last twenty
years ! While our northern neighbours were or.;anising

societies for exploring the north-west coasts of America,
whence they introduced so many viluable trees, and while

collectors were gathering seeds for private persons of that

grandest of all coniferous trees, the Wellingtonia, which
alone would have redeemed the failing prospects of the Horti-

cultural Society of London, the Council, apparently effete

and lifeless, calmly looked on. Then within these few years

came Japan with its invaluable stores of trees and shrubs,

brought to us by private enterprise, without the least at-

tempt on the part of the Society to be first in the field.

When one considers tliese lost opportunities, one can scarcely

believe that a horticultural society in this rich country could

have been in exi?tenoe at the time. With energy and money
properly applied, what an arboretum might have been formed
at Chiswick, not only in the open air but under glass ; for if

light roomy structures had been built—not such massive ex-

travagant houses as the "gi-eat conservatory," but light,

strongly-built, reasonably-priced, unheated glass structures

—many Himalayan trees and shrubs, and all those from

Japan, might have been now in full luxuriance, and a pattern,

to the whole gardening world, which at present is little aware
of the extreme beauty of what are called half-hardy trees and
shrubs when grown in unheated houses, and even of many
that are hardy enough to stand our winters, but requiring

more heat in summer to fully develope their beauties, and
this they can only have under glass. Now, experiments of

this kind, of the highest interest to all who have a culti-

vated taste, should have been carried out by the Society at

the Chiswick Garden, making it the pride of the country.

With respect to the fourth point in Mr. Bateman's address,

I am most willing to acknowledge that a fair collection of

varieties of fruit exists there, but not beyond that in the

hands of others in this country. The distribution of sciona

for grafting, which that experienced horticulturist Mr. Cole

says, " was never more fruitful than it is at this moment,"
and which the intelligent audience greeted with "hear,,

hear," is a small redeeming point in the doings of the

Society. But how small, how insignificant, how odd, that

only one little " ha'porth of bread " should be found worthy
of a cheer in a very long apologetic address ! Yes, there-

was another " lie.ar, hear" when Mr. Bateman alluded to

the Chiswick of the present and the past. A few words will

correct the sophism uttered. The Chiswick of the past was
before its day; the Chiswick of the present is behind its

day.

As to the lapsus lingitK respecting the dearth of "eminent
practical horticulturists," it was of course only a slip for

which Mr. Bateman is doubtless very sorry, and he will of

course in due time apologise. The next slip is so full of

burlesque and so ironical, that no wonder it was received in

deep silence. La voila, "If any gentleman has any horti-

culturist in his mind more profoundly versed in the mys-
teries of the science than any members of the present Council,

he has only to mention his name, and he will be elected by
an overwhelming majority." Now just imagine one or two-

of the old Fellows selecting half a dozen good sound prac-

tical gardeners and men of business, and recommending
them to the Council for election ! What a mvistering would
there have been of Fellows and Fellowesses to assist in

keeping them out. Mr. Bateman should not have made-

the assertion. Why, I could have pointed out a dozen or a

score of good and true men, "more profoundly versed in

the mysteries of the science of gardening," than any member
of the Council, not forgetting one who has been a good
practical gardener.

I regret to find that Mr. Bateman in his apology for Chis-

wick has omitted to mention the education of gardeners,,

which ought to be now in progress. Several eminent men
last year lent their aid to concoct a scheme by which Chis-

wick would have been a centre of education and regis-

tration for gardeners, so that any gentleman requiring a
gardener could at once go to the centre of gardening
for one. Instead of this being promptly and fully carried

out, it seems that "arrangements are being made" for

gardeners to undergo an examination in botany by the So-

ciety of Arts. How unworthy of an old-established Society

!

This seems a sort of "shifty" policy that one cannot under-
stand. Just imagine the Geographical Society, i'or instance,

making arrangements for their neophytes, if tliey had any,

to undergo an examination by the Linnsean. A powerful

Society like the Royal Horticultm-al ought to do its own
work.
As regards botany it is very agreeable, although not

essential, for one's gardener to know the rudiments of this

rather loose science. Surely it must to a certain extent de-

serve the name, for its professors have hitherto made it a
point to agree to disagree ; still, arrangement and classifica-

tion are necessary, and a gardener with an intuitive taste-

for it, after knowing its rudiments, may make himself a

proficient, but as a general rule a good gardener does not

make a good botanist, nor a good botanist a good gardener ;

they are distinct species of the genus homo, and both good

and useful, the former a man of active energy, the latter a

man of quiet persevering reseai-ch.

I have now gone over Mr. Bateman's apology for Chis-

wick, I can give his earnest speech no other designation,

and, in common with most of the old Fellows of the Society,

regret there being any occasion for it. Allow me now to

state how our old favourite garden should be managed.
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One good clever gardener should be there to give his un-
divided attention in carrying out experiments on a far
diiferent scale to the present. Some enlightened accom-
plished gardener should be on the Council to suggest such
experiments, and to see them carried out, so as to put at
rest all theoretic culture, and enable the Council to say to
the gardening world. Come to Chiswick and see. I could,
and I would if I thought there was the least chance of their
being carried out with energy, give a list of horticultural
experiments of great interest still untried ; but while our
Society has that millstone round its neck— the gardens
of South Kensington— nothing of the kind can or will be
done. I see no remedy for this state of things, unless the
Eoyal Horticultural Society ceases to fritter away its time
in giving certificates for music, sculpture, table puerilities,
Primroses, Violets, and Wallflowers ; or to form a National
Horticultural Society. I have no wish to be hasty, and I
shall continue to pay my four guineas annually till a society
of true earnest lovers of horticulture can be inaugurated to
show to the world what can be done by English gardeners
when properly directed.—P.E.H.S.

LA COXSTANTE STBAWBEEEY.
"When I was a Harrow boy, I used to go to London on a

Saturday, to visit my relative, the Hon. Mrs. Agar, at 1, Dean
Street, South Audley Street. Her son, Mr. Agar Eobartes,
the present Member for Cornwall, was also a Harrow boy.
With him I went to London. On one occasion I went to
Astley's, and saw acted the then famous " Tom and Jerry,"
and also the " Inviucibles." On another occasion I went to
Drury Lane, or Covent Garden, and saw a play acted, which
convulsed everybody. Eoars were excited by the announce-
ment, " Here's Monsieur Tonson come again !

" Well !

here's La Coustante come again ! and I am one of the " In-
vincibles ! " I do not want the last word, but Mr. de Jonghe,
unintentionally of course, lias uot exactly "resolved" my
atatements. I refer only to the first. The others I admit, i
never said La Constante was not hardy in the sense he in-

tends you to understand—namely, that it will uot stand the
cold of winter. On the contrary, your rt'a.ders wOl remember
that I stated it was suited to clay lands, and a northern
aspect. It was not here snmmer-hardy.
Mr. de Jonghe's offer is a very fair one, and I hope

amateurs (it would not succeed witli the generality of quasi
Stirawberry-growers), who have good land and take pains
with Strawberries, will give it a trial.

I received a letter from Mr. Turner concerning a new
seedling of Mr. Bradley's, in which he says, "My experience
confii-ms Mr. Eadclyfl'e's respecting La Constante ; but those
who differ may be right, as f\ir as their experience goes.
Different soils and situations have a great efl'ect on some
kinds. I cannot get rid of the impression, that it is a variety
that will not remain very long in our collections."

I believe I sent it both to Mr. Turner and Mr. Kivers in
the first place, having every desire to see it propagated in
this country. I told them at the time, after my experience
of it and great pains, that it did not suit me, but that it

would, probably, suit their finer lands. I sent it also to Mr.
Taylor, who lives in the fine vale of Mowbray, hoping tliat

it might suit him. He has not had it long enough'to be
sure about it. It may yet turn up well, when put in early
enough. It is, however, in any land strictly an amateur's
Strawberry. It is not a Strawberry jjlaut that can be re-
commended to go into all lands and all hands. No one
can have read tl>e statements made by the defenders of La
Constante without perceiving that tLe efforts have been
laborious, and the pleading "special." I remain a member
of the "Inviucibles," and promise, unless evoked, not to act
again the part of " Monsieur Tonson,"—W. ¥. Eadolyffe,
Tarrant Rushton, Blandford.

•iAUDSNERS' EOYAL BENEVOLENT iNSSTrTUTION. At a
meeting of the Committee held on the 20th iust. it was
resolved that an election of three pensioners shall take place
in July next. It was also resolved that the anniversary
dinner shall take place on Fridaj', July 7th, on which occa-
sion Jas. E. Jcflory, Esq., of WooUeu'Hall, Liverpool, will
take the chair.

LIVERPOOL SPEING FLOWEE SHOW.
The flowers ! The flowers ! The stars that gem our earth,

even as the stars themselves are the flowers of the sky

!

Who does not love the pretty flowers at all times and all

seasons ? beautiful as they are in the dewy morn of sum-
mer, and the calm eve of autumn ; and if possible, still more
beautiful and engaging, not only by contrast, but by all the
delightful associations of promise and of hope, amid the
frosts and the snows of winter, and the rude surly blasts of
spring. Such, as we were permitted to read them, we feel

convinced were the prominent sensations that passed through
the minds of the more than three thousand visitors, who
happily promenaded among the tables and banks of floral

loveliness in the noble St. George's Hall, at Liverpool, on
the 15th March; the fine proportions of the gorgeous Hall
itself, and its rich artistic finish and embellishments, being
for the moment lost sight of amid the attractions of some
fifteen hundred entries and collections of plants, embracing
such a blaze of Azaleas as reminded one of May and June,
the dense masses of rich Ehododendrons, the many gaudy-
coloured Tulips from a thousand bulbs ; and not only the
striking contrasts in colour, but the sweet fragrance that
loaded the atmosphere, from more than seven hundred
Hyacinths. And as if it were not enough that the organs
of sight and scent should be gratified, the ear was regaled
with beautiful music from Mr. Harrison's band in front of

the grand organ, and during the interludes a splendid thrush
made the arched roofs echo and re-echo with thi'illing and
plaintive notes, causing us to feel as if we were surrounded
with choirs of the sweetest songsters of the " woodlands
wild."

So far as we could make out in casual conversation, there
are two horticultural and floral societies at Liverpool, which
are severally independent of, but which act rather in uni-
son with than in anything like opposition to each other. The
one holds its exhibitions chiefly in summer, and is so far

patronised by the Corporation as to be permitted to hold its

fetes in the Park close to the Botanic Garden, which at that
time presents features in the new style of flower gardening
hardly to be rivalled elsewhere. At these times and only
then, OS we understood, visitors to the Botanic G.arden are
allowed to traverse the beautiful lawns. At all other times
visitors as a matter of necessity are confined to the broad
handsome walks. The other Society, of which this is the third
season, holds its fetes early in spring and late in autumn

;

and though it boasts distinguished patronage on its pro-

spectus, it is well known that it was chiefly set on foot to

meet a felt want, by Mr. Tyerman, the much and generally
esteemed manager of the Botanic Garden, ably assisted by
Messrs. Ker, as Secretaries, and a Committee of nurserymen
and gardeners connected with the immediate neighbourhood.
The decided success which this latter Society has already

achieved, and the increased stimulus it has given to the
culture of flowers for spring and autumn decoration in the
western metropolis, have been so great that it might be
advisable to merge in the management, not only cultural

skill, but the enthusiasm of the amateur, and the matured
judgment of men of business. We can well understand the
anxiety felt on such occasions by those who sustain the chief

responsibility, and who can receive no reward for their efforts

but the consciousness that they have at least endeavoured
to extend the range of knowledge and of happiness. We
may differ mucli as to our estimate of true greatness, and
may even regret that some called great have but too truly left

their " footprints on the sands of time; " but we can hardly
differ as to our estimate of the self-denying efforts of those
who are quietly leaving their marks onhuman hearts, by open-
in? up new fields of investigation, and pure fresh sources of
enjoyment amid the contemplation of the beautiful.

On entering the Hall the effect was very striking, though
with the same materials it might have been made much
more so without any confusion as to the separate classes.

To this we may refer before we conebide. Suffice it to say
that the arrargement left nothing to desire so far as bringing
the competitive plants in each class at once under the eye of

the Judges. Immediately iu front of the orchestra, and
beneath suspended baskets, a long circular stand was filled

with beautiful bouquets, and we would suggest that in future

the awarding of the palm of iionour should be lelt to a
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chosen committee of ladies. The difficulty for any man to

decide in the matter arose from the simple fact that they

were all so beautiful. Ladies did award the nurserymen's
prizes here, and Mr. Cutbush, of Highgate, and Mr. Rylance,

were the successful competitors. There were at least a
dozen bouquets ia the best taste, and of the richest ma-
terials. We hope the ladies satisfied themselves, and if

they did they far outshone the gentlemen judges. The deci-

sion among amateurs and gardeners at length rested quite

as much on a matter of style as of intrinsic merit. The
first bouquet was centred with a fine white Camellia, raised

well in the centre, surrounded with a band of flowers of blue
Hyacinths, slightly dotted with Maiden-hair Fern and the
crimson flowers of Eu23horbia jacquiniseflora, and then a broad
band of white and red Roses, bordered with flowers of white
Fuchsia and a little garnish of Maiden-hair. The second was
oike of some half a dozen in the flat style made of the rarest
Roses, Stephanotis, &c., relieved by Mosses and Ferns, and
decorated with lace. The third was very priitty though of

simple materials. The centre was considerably raised, con-
sisting of a chcle of flowers of red Hyacinths, from which
went four spokes or lines of red to the circumference, which
again was Icrmed of a rim of red and pink Hyacinths. This
left four spacos to fill, and two of these were filled with
bands of blue and lilac Hyacinths, and the two others oppo-
site each other with flowers of the white Hyacinth; some
Maiden-hair, &e., was used as garnishing. The successful
competitors were for first and third Mr. Lythgoe, second
Mr. Turner. "We have been led on to this as it will suit

several correspondents, but we have strayed from the de-
scription of the plants. These nosegays alone, so numerous
and so good, gave an idea of the floral treasures of the
district.

On the lefthand side from this orchestra end, a bank of
Azaleas ran the whole length of the Hall, and on the right-
hand side a bank was filled with Rhododendrons, and other
plants. The centre of the room was occupied with three
tables, with wide spaces for visitors between, that on the
lefthand side was chiefly filled with fine-foliaged plants, Pri-

mulas at the sides. Narcissus, and fine pans of Lily of the
Valley. The central table M-as wholly filled with Hyacinths
at the s'.des, and bush and standard Mignonette in the centre.
The other table was filled with Tulips and Cinerarias, and
the end opposite the orchestra had some fine single speci-
mens of greenhouse and stove plants, &o.
Leaving a correct list of the prizes to the Liverpool news-

papers, we will just take a glance of the prominent features,
with such running comments as may be useful and inter-
esting. And first, of iiz.aleas, as perhaps, the most pro-
minent feature in the Show, the first prize was taken for six

smaU, bushy, compact plants sent by Mr. Sorley, gardener
to Zwilchenbart, Esq., consisting of Duke of Devonshire,
Elegans, E.^quisita, Coronata, Dilecta, and Fielding's White ;

the second prize was taken by the same grower for plants
very similar; all the twelve being dense, low bushes, as
wide as they were high, and mostly concealing at least one-
half of the pot. The third prize was taken by Mr. Williams,
gardener to C. Mozley, Esq., and contained good large plants
of Empress Eugcuie, I'rasstantissima, Queen of Whites,
&c., but they were not so well furnished at the base as the
smaller and younger plants. In three Azaleas, the plants
were very fine, and here Mr. Williams took first and third;
Mr. Wood, gardener to F. W. Medley, Esq., second; and
Mr. Sorley, third; and extras were given deservedly to
Messrs. Turner and Leadbetter. For single plants, the first

prize was given to Mr. Williams, for a large broad-based
plant densely loaded with bloom; second to Mr. Lythgoe,
for a dense massive plant of Apollo; and a third for a fine

plant to Mr. Orr, gardener to H. Pierce, Esq.
For forced hardy plants, the first prize was talcen by Mr.

Morris, gardener to W. D. Holt, Esq., for well-bloomed
plants of Weigela rosea, Deutzia gracilis, Rhododendrons,
and hardy Azaleas, and second and third were taken by Mr.
Leadbetter, chiefly for Azaleas and Rhododendrons. Passing
from this bank and along the end of the Hall, we come to
the single specimens of stove and greenhouse plants, the
first prize being given to a fine plant of Acacia Drummondi,
a mass of yellow flowers, growing in a pot about 14' inches
in diameter, and we should judge the p'laut to be about
6 feet in height, and the same in diameter of head. The

second was a Bletia Tankervilliffi, with eleven spikes of

bloom; and the third was a barrel-shaped Rhyncospermum
jasminoides, the scent of which would have been more
telling, but for the perfume from the Hyacinths. On the
righthand corner, first and second prizes were taken for

standard Roses in pots, by Mr. Maunderson, gardener to

H. Jones, Esq. ; and for dwarf Eoses in pots, prizes were
taken by Mr. Maunderson, Mr. Hignett, and Mr. Wood.
Here, too, a prize was awarded to a fine-grown plant of the
double-flowering Peach.
For six stove or greenhouse plants, the prizes were taken

by Mr. Dunbar, Mr. Williams, and Mr. Wood. Besides
good Azaleas, the flrst gentleman had ueat plants of Pimelea
Nieppergiana, and spectabilis, an interesting plant of Acacia
longiflora magnifica, Eriostemon bu.xifolium, and Fianciscea
confertiflora. Mr. Williams had fine plants of Adenandra
fragrans, with pinkish bloom heads, and that rather trouble-

some plant, Boronia serrulata, in a robust state. The bank
of Rhododendrons was nicely in bloom, and the prizes were
well divided, but there did not seem anything remarkable
except alight variety, Rhododendron prfecox, a hybrid raised

by Mr. Davies, of Larkfield Nursery, Wavertree, and said to

be very suitable for early blooming, whether forced or not.

We have now arrived at the orchestra again, after passing

several baskets, such as are used for flat packing-baskets in

nurseries, some 3 and 4 feet in diameter, filled with plants

in bloom. Two or three of these were done with much
elegance and taste so far as the flowers were concerned, but
others were pitched or tumbled in, to look more natural we
presume, and certainly they bore little traces of art ; and in

one case only did we notice any attempt to hide the rough
nupeeled sides of the willow baskets. We would recom-
mend all such rough baskets to be dispensed with in future,

and to substitute for them neat baskets of a definite size, to

be filled with plants in pots, but the pots all hidden, or to te
filled with cut flowers; and if all the boxes or baskets are

of one defined size, we have no hesitation in saying, that if

the same taste is exercised upon them as upon the bouquets,

the place in their vicinity will be as crowded and impassable
as it was round the nosegays.
The hanging baskets, though seemingly much admired,

were a failure, simply because one sot were filled with
Hyacinths with their upright growth, and the others seemed
a great varietj' of things stuck into wooden Orchid-boxes at

random. Hanging baskets ought to have drooping plants

dangling from them. To compensate for these suspended
baskets in front of the orchestra, and separating the bouquets
of the gardeners and amateurs from those of the nurserymen,
were some stands of cut Camellias, which deservedly received

a great amount of attention.

Having thus walked round the outsides, we come now to
the three long tables, the first filled with fine-foliagtd plants.

Primroses, Narcissus, Lily of the Valley, &a. ; the middle
table with Mignonette, as bushes and standards, along the
centre, and the sides with three plants at least in depth, of

Hyacinths in pots; and the third table on the right was
filled with Tulips on one side, and Cinerarias on the other.

Taking this outside table first, we would say that the
Cinerarias were very passable, but much behind the fine

Azaleas and Rhododendrons. The Tulips, however, were
very fine, and gave the table a noble appearance. Here,
among nurserymen, Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, took first

and second prizes, for twelve pots of double, and twelve pots
of single Tulips—that is, for thirty-six plants of each, there

being three bulbs in each pot, and not less than six varieties

in each collection. As affording some information to those
proposing to force these plants next season, we here give the
list of the varieties of double Tulips thus exhibited:—Eex
Rubrornm, bright red; Gloria Solis, brown, crimson, and
yellow edged; Overwinnar, crimson and white; Yellow
Tournesol ; Golden Yellow ; Duke of York, rose, with white
border; Tournesol, Eed and Yellow. These were first.

The second lot also had Overwinnar, Gloria Solis, Yellow
Tournesol, Duke of York, Tournesol, and Imperator, crimson.

The following are the first twelve single Tulips :—Duchesse
de Parma, brown, crimson, and orange; Cramoisie Superbe,
crimson ; Fabiola, violet and white ; Couleur Cardinal,
scarlet ; Alba Eegalis, Creamy white ; Grand Duo, yellow
and crimson; Cottage Maid, rose, pink, and white; Ver-
milion Brilliant, scarlet, fine ; Roi Pepin, fine white, crimson
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flakes ; Cramoisie Eoyale, red and white ; Proserpine, ricli

rose ; Keizerkroon, rich yellow and red.

The second twelve were as follows :—Cramoisie Superbe,
Keizerkroon, Fabiola, Grand Due, Couleur Cardinal, Ver-
milion Brilliant, and Proserpine, as above ; to which were
added—Duehesse de Parma, crimson and orange; Due
d'Ai-emberg, brown and yellow ; Pottebakker, white ; Rouge
Xuisante, fine rose. The very repetition of the kinds by one
of the most eminent growers, will give a good idea of the
best sorts for early work, and this will farther be promoted
"by noting the lists of such exhibitors as Mr. Paul, at Re-
gent's Park and Kensington.
Fine collections of Tulips were exhibited by Mr. Maunder-

son, Mr. Williams, Mr. Sorley, Mr. Dunbar, Mr. Mossdale,
&c., but the bulk of the kinds wUl be found in the above
lists. We noticed besides showy specimens, among doubles,
of Imperator Rubrorum, large red ; Marriage de Ma Fille,

red and white striped ; La Belle Alliance, purple and white ;

Lord Wellington, singular dark lilac.

The collections of bush and standard Mignonette on the
middle of the central table had been good, but were mostly
past their best, and might be full of flower in a few weeks
hence. The magnificent show of Hyacinths was here the great
attraction. Among Nurserymen Mr. Cutbush again bore off

the prizes of first and second for twenty-fours ; Mr. Grey, of
"West Derby, second with good plants ; Mr. G. Davis, Old
Swan, third ; and extra prizes to Messrs. Davies, of Waver-
tree. Mr. Cutbush's collection of twenty-four pots that took
the first prize, were as follows :—Grand Lilas, azure blue,
large ; Princesse ClothUde, pale pink and carmine, large

;

Charles Dickens, grey blue, large; Macaulay, deep rose;
Princess Charlotte, rosy shaded pink ; Marie, purplish blue,
indigo stripe, fine ; Argus, blue with white eye, fine and strik-
ing ; Alba Maxima, fine large white ; Garrick, dark blue

;

Baron Von Tuyll, dark blue ; Grandeur a Merveille, pale
hlush ; Snowball, pure v.'hite, large bells, new and dear; Von
Schiller, salmon pink ; Haydn, lilac mauve ; Mimosa, purplish
"black ; Van Speyk, pale, striped with dark blue ; La Pro-
phete, pale pink and carmine striped; Maria Theresa, pink
and red ; Florence Nightingale, pink and carmine stripes

;

Mont Blanc, fine while ; Mrs. Beecher Stowe, fine pink ; Bleu
Aimable, violet shaded with blue, fine ; General Havelock,
deep purple, very fine

; Quten of the Netherlands, fine, pure
white. In the second twenty -four Princesse Clothilde, Argus,
Gi-and LUas, Charles Dickens, Queen of the Netherlands,
Macaulay, Mont Blanc, La Prophete, Mimosa, Grandeur a
Merveille, Haydn, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, General Havelock,
Van Speyk, Marie, and Florence Nightingale were repeated;
the fresh ones being as follows :—Laurens Koster, dark blue,
fine ; La Dame du Lac, rosy pink ; Emmeline, blush with pink
stripes ; Gigantea, fine deep blush ; Duke of Wellington, rose,
with, caimine stripes; Lina, bright crimson; Lord Palmer-
ston, greyish blue with light eye, good, like Argus ; Von
Schiller, salmon pink.
These collections were distinguished not only for good

spikes on the whole, but good-formed bells, and dense
enough to conceal the stems, which proceeded from amono-
short stiff foliage, that showed the bulbs had been encou-
raged to do their best, without leaves and stems being
drawn or enervated by heat. As fine individual flowers
•could be found in plenty, but these collections above were
very good and regular throughout. Among the plants of
Mr. Davis were good specimens of Von Schiller, Prince of
Orange, rose, striped and shaded with orange; Lord Wel-
lington, Mirandoline, fine white ; Latour d'Auvergne, pure
white, &c. In the extra awanls, among other fine spikes
were extra good specimens of Howard, orange crimson

;

Homerus, dark red ; Alba Maxima, fine white ; Baron Roths-
child, dark red ; Albion, dark blue ; Anna Paulownia, a fine
"blush, &o.

Very fine collections of Hyacinths were also exhibited by
gentlemen's gardeners, as Messrs. Cahill, Hignett, Williams,
Dunbar, Wilson, Sorley, Lythgoe, Turner, Fleiuing, &c.
Among the sorts not mentioned above were fine specimens
of Cavaignac, salmon with rosy stripes; Serapbine, fine pale
blush; Ida, fine yellow; Alba superbissima, worthy of the
name, &c. Were we to go in earnest into Hyacinths, we
should like to have every one of these named, with an addi-
tional dozen from every celebrated grower of his best kinds.

Leat we forgot we may also mention that there were some

beautiful Hyacinths that had been grown in water, soma
very strange flowers of some kind of Arum, that we could
not obtain the name of some nice showy plants sent by
friends to fill up, a very neat plan of a fiower garden, with
the colours arranged, and a nice box of black Grapes, sent
by Mr. Meredith, that had a very fresh appearance, and the
berries covered with bloom. We understood that they had
been cut from Vines in 12-iuch pots which had been started
into growth on the 14th of January, 1864, and though thus
fresh, they had been ripe more than eight months. We
presrme it was Kempsey's Alicante.

We have now glanced at all except the long table in front
of the Azaleas, filled with fine-foliaged plants, which were
very creditable without affording anything very striking

;

with Polyanthus Narcissus, which pleased more by their
vigour and delightful scent than by their variety; also with
nine shallow pans of Lily of the Valley, over which some
ladies hung in raptures, and the first three of the nine being
extra good, and well worthy of the first prize awarded; and
last of all, with a fine lot of single Primulas, the most of
which had been better a month ago, and the finest appear-
ing in very small pots. The double Primulas were also

showing signs of exhaustion from free blooming, but the
first prize was given to fresh small plants, some of which
seemed to be seedlings, and which were named Delieata,

Candida, Fimbriata, Atro-rosea plena, Rubra, and Old Double
White. Next the entrance end of this table stood a pretty
silver-chased epergne with one elevated vase in the centre,

and four smaller vases branching out at an equal and lower
level ; and these were so nicely filled with Acacias, Camellias,

Epacrises, &c., and wreathed into a light airy whole by
means of pendent shoots and drooping Ferns and Mosses,
as to impart the lesson that great elegance and pleasing
effects may be produced in such circumstances in little

room, and with but little variety and a small amount of

material.

There are several things which this fete would bring for-

ward as worthy of ventilation, but want of time prevents
our alluding to more than the three following :—

1. Arrangement. The noble Hall has galleries at two sides

and at one end, and from Wie latter especially a fine view
was obtained of the whole floral display. From these points
it struck us that the effect would have been more striking,

if there had been a background of green branches or green
baize, &c., to throw back the colours of the Azaleas, and the
Rhododendrons, and if the three tables had obtained variety

and u-regularity, even as to height, by placing a thin row of

the greenhouse and stove collections along their centre.

Even the twelve standard Roses stuck up in a comer would
have had a good effect on the centre table along with the
Mignonette. Others may think qiute dift'erently, and they
have a jjerfect right to do so.

2nd. A lesson may be gained as to the hours during which
exhibitions in towns should be open to the public. We have
known many once-flourishing societies come to grief, and
end in loss and bankruptcy, at least be unable to meet their

liabilities, and chiefly because the public were admitted only

for a few hours in the afternoon. Mr. Tyerman and his

confreres are wiser in their generation. St. George's Hall
was open on the 15th. from 1.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., and the

crowded state of the Hall and the galleries during the even-

ing, the well-dressed and well-behaved people being scarcely

able to move along and obtain a view of the flowers, in

which they seemed much interested, proved incontestably

that the system is a good one. It ever seems natural to

associate the flowers of earth with the still sweeter flowers

of humanity, and a flower fete would be poor indeed, if not
graced by our sister woman ; but one striking feature of the

evening company was the great preponderance of men, and
especially young men, showing that they as well as their

mothers, and sisters, and sweethearts, were recognising the

powers of floral beauty as a refining, softening, and ele-

vating influence.

And, lastly, such successful gatherings should impress on
gardeners even a deeper sense of responsibility conjoined

with true manly self-respect. As we witnessed the Show,
we could not help reflecting that then there were three great

educational establishments within a stone's throw of each
other. First, there was the railway terminus, a good type

of a system which has contributed most effectually for the
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rooting out of prejudices and narrow-mindednegs, by so

greatly enlarging the field of our vision and our intercourse.

Then there is the noble building, proof ofprivate munificence

and corporate liberality, appropriated to the instructive

museum and the spacious library and reading-room open

to all classes ; and, lastly, there is the gorgeous St. George's

Hall, devoted to the means of expanding heart and mind,

opening up to many new sources of interest, and impressing

ail with proofs of the goodness of the Creator, in scattering

with liberal hand the elements not only of the necessary and
the useful, but also of the sweet and the beautiful. To
whom are the inhabitants of Liverpoolindebtedforthis last-

named source of enjoyment? Without undervaluing other

agencies, we say advisedly, chiefly are they indebted to the

simple-mannered, clear-headed, warm-hearted, and hard-

handed gardeners. A gentleman lately has raised some
commotion by ijublioly stating that there were no great

horticulturists now. It was, no doubt, a slip of the tongue,

and some of us who make slips with tongue and pen, should

be generous in such matters. St. George's HaU showed no

proofs of retrogression. Great men lived before, but greater

man and greater gardeners have lived since the times of

Agamemnon. If there are now fewer towering trees among
the surrounding brushwood, it is because the once brush-

wood has been cultivated to rival the trees in their goodly

proportions. The possessor and the manager of the

gardens connected with princely mansions and baronial halls,

may not stand alone in intellect and genius; but it is

because equal genius and intelligence are possessed, united

with untiring industry, among the managers of the gardens

connected with the villas of the merchant and the trades-

man. It would be well if such capabilities united with ster-

ling honesty were more generally appreciated. Even now,
however, every gardener wields a power for conferring

pleasure and happiness, and power of all kinds is best asso-

ciated with felt responsibility. Like all people who live

much alone, we are apt insensibly to become prejudiced and
nan-ow-minded. Surely those who are recognised as the

means of imparting so much pleasure to others, may well

strive earnestly to rub off all those jutting angularities that

a kind of seclusion is so apt to engender, and thus endeavour
to become as distinguished for breadth of view and ex-

pansion of ideas, as for that kindness of heart which has

hitherto characterised the brotherhood. The more men thus
secure their own self-respect, a very ditferent thing from
pufted-up self-esteem, the more will they command and
receive the respect of others.—E. F.

KOYAL HORTICULTUIiAL SOCIETY.
Flokal CositiiTTEE, March 21si.—The second meeting of

this year was held at South Kensington on Tuesday last.

The plants sent for examination were numerous and in-

teresting. The collections of plants exhibited by several
nurserymen and others were very excellent, and a great
many certificates v/ere awarded. Mr. Veitch sent several
new and rare plants ; the following were distinguished by
first-class certificates :—Urceolina aurea, a greenhouse bulb,

the plant unlike any we have seen before, producing large,

thick, oval, green leaves, and a. cluster of bright yellow
drooping flowers, which are tipped with green, with a white
margin ; Rhododendron Princess Helena, sweet-scented,
delicate, rose-coloured flowers, one of the hybrids between
jasminiflorum and an unknown species ; Siphocampylus
species, a new climber, with bright purplish crimson flowers,

promising to be very useful and ornamental—(we did not
learn whether this was a stove or greenhouse plant ; if the
latter it will speedily find its way among numerous ad-
mirers) ;—a new distinct tree Fern, Dicksonia Youngii ; and
Lomaria L'Hermiuieri, a beautiful Fern; the young fronds,
which spring from the centre of the plant, are of a pale red
tint, which, surrounded by the green mature fronds, make
it very conspicuous. Special certificates were awarded to

plants from the same firm, comprising a beautiful Cypripe-
dium Lowii ; a very fine specimen of Cephalotus foUicularis,

growing from one crown, an extraordinary example of good
•cultivation ; also a fine collection of plants containing a
weU-grown specimen of Azalea Queen Victoria, Lycaste
Skinneri, Acacia Drummondi microphyllum (which we hope

to see again), Anthurium Scherzerianum, Cymbidium ebur-

neum, and others. A label of commendation waar given to

a new Peperomia, with bright green foliage.

Mr. Bull sent a new Palm, a very beautiful specimen

Brahea dulcis, which was awarded a first-class certificate

;

and Lomitia elegantissima. a pretty finely-cut-leaved greeu-

h'juse plant, which, in 1864, received a second-class certifi-

cate, was now awarded a first-class. Second-class certificates

were given to Ela3agnus japonicus aureo-marginatus, a useful

hardy ornamental shrul) for covering a wall; Arisaema

ringens purpuratum, a curious form of the Arum family, dif-

fering from Arisisma ringens in its purple stem. Mr. Bull

also sent Elaeiignus japonicus albo-variegatus ; Elajagnus

japonicus reflexus variegatus ; Camellia Prince Camille, a

deep rose imbricated flower, of excellent form : Camellia

Comtesse de Gouda, the flower not open ;
Nephrodium moUe

cristatum, and Anthurium angustioranum. A collection

of plants, consisting of Imautophyllums, DraOEenas, &c.,

received a soecial certificate.

Mr. Parke"r. Tooting, exhibited his seedling Rhododendron,

Countess of Haddington, which received a first-class certi-

ficate in 1861. Messrs. Windebank & Kingsbury, sent a

very choice collection of Primula sinensis, double and single-

flowering, the four selected received a first-class certificate.

These were—Glen Eyre, a fine double purplish rose; Ker-

mesiua, double carmine or rosy red, a novel colour; Stewartii,

single white, striped with pink, fine large yellow eye ;
and

Miss Eyre Crabb, single white, striped and mottled with

rose. A special certificate was awarded for the whole beau-

tiful collection, which was universally admired. Mr. Williams,

HoUoway, sent a new handsome Dracaina limbata, first-

class certificate; and Yucca Stokesii. Y. quadricolor? Da-

sylirion glaucum latifolium, and Hechtia species—a special

certificate was av/arded for the collection, three fine speci-

mens of Imaatopbyllum, and a fine and beautiful collection

of SaiTacenias, v/hich most justly deserved and received a

special certificate.

Mr. Wilson Saunders exhibited a very interesting col-

lection of plants, which were awarded a special certificate,

containing Pyrethrum Corona de L'egna, Drymonia sp., from

Mr. Weir's collection, a seedling Amaryllis, the curious

Arisffima ringens, which attracted much attention ;
Iman-

tophyllum. Gladiolus sp., from Mr. Cooper's collection, a

very minute form of this beautiful flower, white with brownish

markings, not much larger than Lobelia speciosa; Solanum

vescum; also a new Pelargonium, ot dwarf habit, from the

Cape. It had bright green lobed foliage, with a deep zone,

and the plant grew close to the pot. It will, doubtless,

afford a fresh groundwork for hybridising. Mr. Saunders

kindly presented the Society with a fine plant. We trust

th.at other amateurs will follow Mr. "Wilson Saunders's ^ood

example, and send interesting specimens from their private

collections, which will make these meetings of so much
more importance and interest. Mr. Earley, gardener to

P. Pryor, Esq., Digswell, sent a large tr.ay of beautiiul cut

flowers, which were awarded a special certificate.

Feuit Committee—George F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the

chair.—At this meeting prizes were ofl'ered for the best three

dishes of dessert and kitchen Apples respectively, and for the

best collection of salads. In the former class, the only exhi-

bitors were Mr. Earlev, gardener to Felix Pryor, Esq., of

Digswell ; and Mr. George Curd, gardener to M. G. Thoytts,

Esq., Sulharapstead, both of whom sent duplicate collections.

Those of Mr. Earley consisted of Sturmer Pippm, Cockle

Pippin, and Wheeler's Russet; and Cockle Pippm, Fearns

Pippin, and King of the Pippins. The flavour of all m both

collections was inferior, with the exception of Sturmer Pippin,

which was excellent. Mr. Curd's collection consisted_ ot

Lamb Abbey Pearmain, incorrectly named Nonpai-ed
;
y™e-

vard (wrong) ; and Cluster Golden Pippin ;
MargU, Adams

Pearmain; Cockle Pippin (wrong). In consequence ot the

numerous errors in nomenclature, both collections were dis-

qualified, and a second prize was awarded to Mr. Earley.

In the kitchen Apples, Mr. Earley had Lord Duncan,

Dumelow's Seedling, and Gooseberry Apple, to which a

second prize was awarded; and Mr. Curd had Alfriston,

London Pippin, and Norfolk Beefing, all of which were fine

specimens and splendidly kept. To these a first prize was

awarded. Mrs. Crabb, of Southampton, sent five dishes of

Blenheim Pippin, and of Uvedale's St. Germain Pears.
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Mr. George Tillyard, gardener to John Kelk, Esq., of
Bentley Priory, exhibited several handsome bunches of
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes splendidly set with fine
plump berries, none of which showed any symptoms of
shrivelling.

Mr. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Alston, of Elmdon Hall,
Birmingham, exhibited large, handsome, and beautifully-
coloured specimens of Easter Beurrc Pears, the flavour of
which had almost passed, but of which there was enough
left to show that it had been of unusual excellence in that
vai'iety. The fruit had been grown against a wall.
A seedling Apple, of unusual excellence at this season of

the year, was exhibited by Mr. House, of Peterborough, and
which has been named "Lord Burghley." It is of medium
size, roundish, and slightly flattened ; is somewhat bluntly
angular on the side, and ridged on the apex, this being
caused by the prominent termination of the side angles.
The sldn, on the shaded side, is of a deep golden yellow,
and on that next the sun of a deep clear shining crimson.
The whole surface is dotted over with large russet snecks,
like the Golden Eeinette. The eye is somewhat closed, and
set in a pretty deep basin, which is uneven in consequence
of the angles which terminate there. Stalk half an inch
to three-quarters loug, frequently a mere knob. ' Flesh
yellowish, very tender, leaving but little mark in the mouth,
very juicy, sweet, and with a fine pine flavour and rich
aroma. This delicious Apple is now in perfection, and has
the appearance as if it would keep for two months hence.
Apart from its excellent quality, it is highly ornamental,
and has a tenderness of flesh and a flavour similar and
equal to Cox's Orange Pippin. It was awarded a fii'st-class

certificate.

Mr. Earley, of Digswell, sent a coUeotion of salads ; and
Mr. li. Marcham, gardener to E. Gates, Esq., of Hanwell,
sent two specimens of Ehubarb jam ; one made in 1863, and
the other in 1SG4. Both had kept remarkably well and were
considered very good ; the former suggesting the flavour of
Guava jelly.

A collection of seedling Apples was presented by Dr. Hogg,
which he had received from M. J. de Jonghe, of Brussels,
but there were none among them that attracted particular
notice by their flavour.

The scientific meeting, March 21st, commenced at three
o'clock, J. J. IJlandy, Esq., in the ch.iir. After the Eev.
Joshua Dix, and G. F. Wilson, Esq., had, as chairmen of
the Floral and Fruit Committees, read over and briefly
commented on the awards made by those bodies, the Eev.
M. J. Berkeley proceeded to point out the most interesting
of the objects exhibited. Before doing so, however, he
stated that a gold medal had been awarded to Mr. Joshua
Clarke, for the discovery of a new Britisli plant, Erucastrum
inodorum, in a railway cutting near SaflVon Walden.
At the last meeting a species of Brassavola, allied to

nodosa, and sent home by Mr. Weir, was exhibited. On
consulting the " Botanical Magazine," and " Botanical
Eegister," he found that there were two forms of that Bras-
savola, but not sufficiently distinct to be considered species.
Mr. Weir's was the same as that figured in the "Botanical
Eegister." A new and curious Gourd had also been brought
into notice by M. Naudin, it was the same as that exhibited
by Messrs. Barr & Sugdeu, as Prince of Wales, but on
account of its unpleasant odour, he did not think it would
ever become uselul for ornamental purposes. There were at
the present meeting two beautiful Denurobiums from Mr.
Bateman—namely, D. lutecium and densiflorum, in audition
to which from another exhibitor there were two fine Cypri-
pediums—viz., hirsutissimura and Lowii. In connection
with Orchids, he owed to Major Trevor Clarice, two leaves
of some species of Cattleya, from Bahia, and which were all

spotted. Nothing was more common than for cultivators of
Orchids to coiupluin of this, which was tlie result of a para-
sitic fungus from abroad, and which would be figured iu the
forthcoming Number of the Society's Journal. As another
instance of a disease imported from abroad, an eminent
nurseryman submitted to him (Mr. B.) some Camellia leaves
attacked by a fungus belonging to the genus Puccinia, and
on his (Mr. Berkeley's) inquiring if the plants had come irom
Italy, ho wusinfuruKd that two of thorn had, and from these

two the disease had spread over the whole collection. He
would direct the attention of the meeting to a remarkable
specimen of Arisaema, a genus closely alUed to Aram, to the
Australian Cephalotus folliciilaris, a very remarkable plant,
and more particularly to those curious plants, the Sarra-
cenias, of which there were some fine specimens exhibited.
They were very difiicult to cultivate, the tubes of the leaves
going off, and the plants consequently failing to jiroduce
their flowers, in which they would notice the curious ex-
pansion of the stigma. It had been supposed that these
plants were peculiar to the bogs of North Carolina, but they
had also been found in Guiana. There were one or two
plants at the meeting closelj' allied to Aroidese, one Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum was very beautiful. He would also call

attention to the Dractenas and Imantophyllum miniatum,
trom Mr. Bull, the latter being a distinct variety in respect
to the size of its truss. There was a very curious sort of
Gladiolus from Mr. W. Wilson Saunders, and which had
formed part of a large collection irom the Cape of Good
Hope. It was so unlike any Gladiolus known, that doubts
at fii-st had been entertained whether it was really so or not,

but a botanical examination proved it to be so. A Dry-
nionia was exhibited. This genus was closely allied to
Gesnera, and a curious fact had been stated in the " Belgian
Horticultural Eeview," that the pollen of Gesnera cocoinea
would ret.ain its fertilising power for two or three years.

This was a fact, which in the hands of cultivators might lead
to useful results. In the genus Salix he might remark, the
fiollen actually retained its fertilising power longer than the
seeds their vegetative power. Among the other plants
pointed out to the meeting, were Lomaria L'Herminieri,
Nephrodium moUe cristatum, a graceful plant allied to

Pyrelhrum, and called Corona de Eegna, the Elseagnuses
from Japan, Peperomia, XJrceolina aurea, Mr. Veitch's Ly-
castes, raised by Mr. Dominy ; the Chinese Primulas from
Messrs. Windebank & Kingsbury, of Southampton, and in

one of the flowers of whi^h nearly all the parts were changed
into new flowers ; Brahea duleis, a new Palm, and Lomatia
elegantissima.

Mr. Bateman expressed his satisfaction at Mr. Berkeley's
having taken in hand the siitjeet of Orchid diseases, as Mr.
Berkeley stood at the head of the cryptogamic police, and
there was no doubt that justice would be done on the
culprits. Mr. Bateman then called attention to the two
Dendrobiums which he that day exhibited, as affording a
lesson to Orchid growers not to be discouraged by the ap-

pearance of the first flowers of newly-introduced Orchids.

When D. lutecium, which was introduced by Messrs. Low a
year or two ago, first bloomed, there were only two weak
flowers; those present could see what it was now, it had been
in flower six weeks, and had it not been cut it was likely

enough to have lasted six more. Almost all our best Orchids
when they first flowered appeared hardly worth exhibiting.

The Cliairmau announced that it was intended to have
held a discussion on fruit and floral awards, but so much
time had been ta,ken up by the lecture on the subjects

before the meeting that the discussion must be deferred to

that day fortnight.

Mr. AVilliam Paul then delivered a very interesting and
excellent lecture on the cultivation of spring flowers, dividing

his subject into two heads—hardy spring flowers blooming
from February to May, and hothouse spring flowers, or those

requiring the protection of glass to bloom at that season.

Mr. Paul's lecture closed witii some remarks on forcing, and
a vote of thanks having been passed to him, the meeting
concluded, the Chairman announcing that the next meeting
would be held on the 4th of April.

ME. W. P.\UL's SHOTV OF SPUING P10WEI!.S.

This is held iu a glazed apartment adjoining that

devoted to the weekly shows, and a very excellent display

there is, consisting of splendid Hyacinths, mostly of the

same kinds as those which obtained the first prize at the

Eegenfs Park, besides Camellias, Epacris, Ehododendrone,

flowering Peaches, Eriostemons, Tulips, Narcissus minor, a

very good kind for edging, and cut Kosos. These subjects are

to be replaced from time to time with others, so as to main-

tain a gay appearance throughout the month, and those who
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seek a lesson in spring gardening will do well to inspect the

exhibition of one so competent to iastriict in the art.

FIEST SPRING SHOW.

This was held on Saturday the 23th, and never since the

Society first commenced such shows has there been one so

varied, so interesting, and in every respect so well calculated

to advance the true interests of horticulture as that which

we have now to report. From the Regent's Park Show
having so immediately preceded it, that at South Kensing-

ton was in some of its features necessarily a repetition, but

a repetition under vastly more favourable circumstances

;

for even the most strenuous advocates of canvas in prefer-

ence to permanent glazed structures must admit that the

latter are infinitely more comfortable for spring exhibitions,

especially in such a March as the present.

And now of the Show. Hyacinths, of course, were the

principal object ; and in the collections from Mr. W. Paul

and Messrs. Cutbush among nurserymen, and Mr. Young of

Highgate among amateurs, right worthily were they repre-

setited. For eighteen Mr. Paul was first with splendid

spikes of Von Schiller, Macaulay, Solfaterre, Koh-i-Noor,

Miss Nightingale, all various shades of red ; that rich deep-

coloured variety brought out last year by the exhibitor

—

King of the Blues ; Garrict, Van Speyk, Charles Dickens,

and Grand LUas, jjaler shades of blue ; Feruck Khan, and
Prince Albert, both nearly approaching to black, the latter

a very fine spike of its kind ; and in blush and whites,

Tubtflora, Gigantea, Seraphine, Grandeur a Merveille, and
Alba Maxima. Messrs. Cutbush came second ; their collection

contained two very conspicuous white-eyed, blue-flowering

kinds—viz.. Lord Palmerston, which, though bearing a cer-

tain degree of similarity in its general character to some
other kinds, has a rich azure tint entirely its own ; and
Argus, a better known flower of a deeper hue, and having
the white eye even more conspicuous than the preceding.

Eoberfc Fortune, another new variety, fully justified the

appreciation of it entertained last year, for the spike was
fine, and no doubt when older bulbs are obtained will be

finer still. Ha3'dn, another of the mauve class, was also

fine ; and there was an excellent spike of Ida, yellow.

In the Amateur's Class for six kinds, two of each, Mr.
Young, gardener to E. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, was first

with Mimosa (violet blue), Siacaulay, Von Schiller, Van
Speyk, Grandeur a Merveille, and Madame Van der Hoop ;

the second prize was withheld; and Mr. Higgs, gardener to

Mrs. Barchard, Putney Heath, was third.

The class fcr six kinds, was open both to nurserymen and
amateurs, and here Messrs. Cutbush took the first prize

with Von Schiller, Macaulay, Duke of Wellington, Sera-

phine, Marie, and Grand Lil.as ; Mr. Young second ; and
Mr. Paul third, the whole of the spikes exhibited being good.

Hyacinths grown in windows, in pots or glasses, exhibited

no improvement on last year. We have seen many better

under similar circumstances. Perhaps after seeing the mag-
nificent spikes grown in pots by Messrs. Paul and Cutbush,

peoxjle are afraid to come forward. As it was, Mr. Bartlett,

Hammersmith, was first, his Queen Victoria, La Dame du
Lac, Cliarles Dickens, and Grandeur a. Merveille, being by
far the best exhibited ; Mr. S. Young, Highgate, was
second ; and Miss Fortune third, the last having the only

exhibition of Hyacinths in glasses.

New Hyacinths from Messrs. Cutbush, who were first,

consisted of Thorwaldsen, marbled pale blue, shown last

spring ; Cuvier, pale blue, with indigo stripe in the centre

of each petal ; La Frani,^aise, a large-belled white variety

;

Hogarth and Gertrude, rosy pink. Mr. W. Paul's consisted

of Princess Mary of Cambridge, pale porcelain blue, with

fine spike and bells—a variety of decided merit ; Beauty of

Waltham, rosy pink, wit'n white eye and compact in spike

;

Goliath, pink, fine bells ; Prince Albert, crimson, with a

scarlet tinge on the outside of the tube ; and Leviathan,

with large white bells, having a slight rosy tinge, and alto-

gether an attractive variety. Doubtless another season

when older bulbs shall have been obtained the above va-

rieties will be seen to much greater advantage as regards

their size of spike, but judging from them as exhibited

Princess Mary of Cambridge, Beauty of Waltham, and Le-

viathan appeared the most desirable.

Large collections were exhibited both by Mr. Paul and
Messrs. Cutbush, and less numerous ones by Mr. Macintosh,

of Hammersmith, and Mr. Young. In Mr. Paul's, which

was first, we remarked Garibaldi, a fine deep crimson;

Queen of the Netherlands, one of the finest of the whites;

L'Espoia, primrose yellow; and Duo de Malakoff in its two

forms, the one buff, the other distinctly striped with bright

rose, and so unlike that one could easily believe them to be

distinct varieties. Messrs. Cutbush, who were second, had
also a large and excellent collection, but to enumerate aU

that were fine, or even a few of each colour, would occupy

more space than we could afford.

Early Tulips were also shown in great perfection, both in

twelves and in collections of upwards of a hundred, by

Messrs. Cutbush and Paul, the former being first and the

latter second in each ease. The best kinds exhibited were

White Pottebakker ; Eoi Pepin, white, flaked with red

;

Keizerkroon, yellow and red ; Archduc d'Autricho, fine

crimson and yellow ; Proserpine, violet rose ; Eose Luisante,

Crcamoisie Eoyale, Yellow Prince, Standard Eoyal, and

Vermilion Brilliant. Among double sorts New YeUow
Tournesol, Tournesol, and Duke of York, red and white, were

the finest. In the Amateurs' Class, Mr. Young, Highgate,

was first; Mr. Bartlett, Hammersmith, second; andMr.Ford,

Highgate, third.

Crocuses were exhibited in splendid condition by Mr. W.
Paul, who was first; and Messrs. Cutbush second. Mam-
moth, white, was by far the best of its colour ; Prince Albert

occupied a similar position as regards blues ; Cloth of Silver

was the finest striped kind ; and Golden Yellow appeared

to be the most useful yellow. Good collections also camg

from Mr. Bartlett and Mr. Young, who were first and second

in the Amateurs' Class.

Eoses in pots were shown both by Messrs. Paul & Son,

and Mr. W. Paul. Among those of the former we remarked

fine examples of Maurice Bernardin, Victor Verdier, Le

Khone, Alba Eosea (very pretty in colour). Baron Adolphe

de Rothschild, Charles Lefebvre, and Lord Clyde; whilst

among Mr. W. Paul's were John Hopper, Prince of Wales,

Senateur Vaisse, with several fine blooms, and numerous

buds of Anna Alexieff, &c. Several boxes containing ex-

cellent blooms of the above and numerous other varieties

came from the same exhibitors.

Cut blooms of Camellias were exhibited by Mr. Trussler,

gardener to J. Kay, Esq., Esq., Hoddesdon, Messrs. Lee,

Hammersmith, and Mr. Paul. Among them were several

very good examples of the old Double White, Fimbriata,

Elegans, Donckelaari, Colvilli, Eclipse, carnation flaked

;

Jenny Lind, a beautiful blush white ; Picturata, &c. First,

second, and third prizes were awarded to the above exhibi-

tors in the order in which they are named. Messrs. Lee

and Mr. Bull likewise exhibited Camellias in bloom, and

received second prizes.

Of miscellaneous collections of flowering plants the best

came from Messrs. Lee and Bull. Among the subjects ex-

hibited by the former were Medinilla magnifica with five

spikes of fiowers, Boronia pinnata, Hedaroma fuchsioides in

good bloom, an Onoidium, Azaleas, and Dendvobium nobile;

whilst Mr. Bull contributed Medinilla, Camellias, Azaleas,

Dracaenas, Imantophyllum, and several of the plants which

had been exhibited at the Floral Committee meeting of

the preceding Tuesday,' also the curious Marcgravia rotun-

difolia.

Miscellaneous subjects consisted of a splendid collection

of Cyclamens from Messrs. E. G. Henderson ;
Lilies of the

Valley from Mr. Paul and Mr. Bartlett; Narcissus fi-om

Messrs. Cutbush ; six plants of tree Mignonette trained on

wire and in good bloom, from Mr. Higgs, gardener to Mrs.

Barchard ; Rhododendron Countess of Haddington fi-om Mr.

Parker; Azaleas and Primulas from Mr. Todman
;

the

splendid new Azalea Stella (orange scarlet and violet) in

fine bloom from Mr. Veitch; a neatly-filled plant case from

Mr. Bull; Horse Chestnuts rooted in glasses from Miss

Lane ; bouquets and baskets of spring flowers from Mr.

Lucking and Mr. Greeves ; and ornamental flower-pots,

baskets" &c., in Etruscan ware from Messrs. Hooper & Co.

From Mr. Hannan, g.ardener to J. Crawshay, Esq., Cy-

farthfa Castle, came two good Pines; from Mr. Shuter, gar-

dener to the Earl of Wilton, Heaton Park, Manchester,

bunches of Lady Downe's Grape ripe in October last; and
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from Mr. Miller, Coombe Abbey, the same variety ripe in

August last, and in both instances the Grapes were in ex-

cellent condition—another proof how valuable this variety

is for late-keeping. Mr. Miller sent in addition a dish of

Dwarf Kidney Beans.
The greatest curiosities, however, were the two plants of

the common Aucuba in fruit from Mr. Laing which were
noticed last week, and a fruit of Ficus Cooperi ripened in

the Society's garden at Chiswick and very ornamental in
appearance, being red mottled and speckled with yellowish
white, but whether it is edible or not has not as yet been
ascertained.

CHEAP CONSEEVATORY DECORATION IN
WINTER.

The subject of flowers for the winter decoration of the

conservatory having been lately brought forward in your
columns, and as it is one well worth following up, I will

with your permission briefly state what I generally find the

best for the purpose, and I hope to see many more come
forward and do the same.
Presuming that the Chrysanthemums have lasted till the

beginning of December, I generally grow a good quantity

of Primulas in 32-sized pots, and with a little pushing they
always come in about that time, and last a long while

;

also a good batch of early Camellias, Deutzia gracilis, which
I consider to be first-rate, and a nice sprinkling of Epacris ;

so that with Primulas for pink or rose colour. Camellias fur

scarlet and white, Deutzias with their beautiful feathery

blooms, and the various shades of Epacris, I generally

manage to have flowers till after Christmas.
For January I always depend upon eai-ly-sown Cinerarias,

close-potted, and kept near the glass, forced bulbs, of sorts,

and Crocuses in particular, also Mignonette, forced Azaleas,

Epiphyllums, of sorts ; Polygalas, in small pots ; Primula
nivalis, Correas, of sorts, Begonia fucheioides, in small pots,

and hardened-oif gradually ; forced Roses, Acacias, and
Cytisuses, early-flowering Heaths, Actus gracilis. Lobelia

Paxtoniana, first-rate, and small plants of the various

bedding Geraniums, forced Khododendrons, Calceolarias,

Salvia patens and fulgens. These with a few stove plants

sparingly introduced form the supply for flowers till the end
of February, after which time there is no lack of material to

choose from ; and for foliage I have Araucarias, of sorts,

Camellias, and Oranges, with the various Eetinosporas.

—

BXJENTWOOD, P. D.

THE ART OF CHOPPING.
Chopping is an art, and one that is not to be acquired in

a day. Those who have handled the axe from earliest child-

hood, and become familiar with its management, have little

idea of the awkwardness felt by those who make their first

attempt at chopping, after having arrived at mature years.

However, with a little perseverance, the art may soon be
acquired by parties who have been accustomed to handle
tools of a very dift'erent description. There is, however, a
great difference in the facility and efiectiveness with which

people handle the axe. One man will chop much faster and
mox-e neatly than another. Nor is it merely a question of

muscular strength. Skill has far more to do with it. A
small man, possessing apparently but little strength, will

often chop twice as much as a burly, powerful fellow, who
"hasn't got the hang of it," as backswood-men would say.

It isdifGcult to prescribe rules for handling the axe properly.

An easy swing obtained by straightening the back at every

stroke, and throwing the axe well up into the air ; a straight

aim ; firm grasp of the handle hilt in one hand, and quick,

Iree motion with the other ;
perfect elasticity in the arms

;

and the avoidance of all stiff, rigid movements ;—these are

the chief requirements. But, after all, there is a certain

knack which only intuitive perception and intelligent prac-

tice can give. We are not sure but the true chopper, like

the true poet, is " born, not made."
Much labour is avoided by making a careful examination

of the giound and timber before beginning, and especially

ascertaining the direction of the prevailing winds in spring

and summer. This will sometimes be indicated by a slight

lean on the part of the trees, and more distinct'y, perhaps,
by the inclination of the tops. In commencing a piece of
chopping, the largest and most unmanageable tree should
be felled first, and if the prevailing wind be from north-
west, the tree should, if possible, be made to fall towards
the south-east. Then by carefully cutting the rest of the
trees within reach of this first tree they will all fall with their
tops on the first tree felled, the trunks forming various
angles with that of the first tree chopped down. As each
tree is felled, the branches should be all cut off so as to
form a compact mass. Where the limber is thick these
heaps wiU be nearly, if not quite, close enough to walk over
through the entire extent of the fallow. When a tree is

bent so as to fall the wrong way, it will often reach another
row, or if the inclination be not too decisive its course may
be directed by the use of a " spring pole," as it is called.

This is a light, tough pole, about 25 feet long, with a strong
sharp spike in the small end, protected from splitting by a
ferule. When used, it is placed on the side of the tree oppo-
site to that towards which the tree should fall, the spike
thrust into the tree about 20 feet from the ground, and the
bottom end jerked toward the stump of the tree. A small
rope may be attached about half way up the pole and fastened
round the stump below the place where it is being cut off. By
doing this tightly, the pole will bend, and all its elasticity

be made to contribute toward forcing the tree to fall in the
desired du'ection. The use of the "spring-pole" requires
much judgment and caution. A tree will usually fall on that
side of the stump which is cut the lowest. If it be desired to
throw a tree in a given direction, let it be first cut on that
side 3 or 4 inches lower dov.'n than on the other side,

and it will surely fall as intended, unless the wind is con-
trary, or the tree leans. These circumstances must always
be taken into account at the outset to prevent mistakes and
avoid accident. The direction in which the chips fly and the
line they form as they lie on the ground will indicate where
tlie tree will fall. Care must be taken and judgment
exercised in felling trees to prevent mishaps. Accidents
occur through ignorance or carelessness, and there are few
cases in which injury is done by the falling of branches, or
the tree going in the wrong direction, that the chopper is

not to blame. Many act very recklessly, especially when
the tree gets lodged in an adjacent tree. In such a case
great caution should be used, no risks run, and no hasty
measure attempted. Better take a little more time than
hazard life or limb.

Before closing these remarks about chopping, it may be
useful to say something about the axe, and the mode of
"hanging" it, as it is called. The annexed figure repre-

sents an axe ready for use :

—

a is the poll,

which is often made of steel ; e is the
edge; c the steel; d the oiitside corner

;

E the inside corner ; f the eye through
which the helve or handle passes, and into

which it is wedged ; a is the helve or
handle, h is the hilt of the helve or
handle. The dotted lines represent the
angle of the axe and helve, and show how
the axe should be hung. Axtjs are made
of different sizes and weights, choppers are

not agreed as to whether a light or heavy
axe is the more effective. Perhaps it de-

pends somewhat on the workman. A slow

chopper can use to advantage a heavier

axe than a man who is quick in his move-
ments, while the latter will make up in the
number of his blows for the lightness of

the tool he works with. A good helve or

handle is very necessaiy in order to be plea-

sant and effective for work, in many cases,

it so happens that the chopper must'

make his own helve. T'his is not an easy

task. Many a good mechanic cannot
make a helve fit to chop with. Our space
will but admit of a suggestion or two ia

reference to this point. In the first place,

the helve must be flat or rather oval, as a round helve wiU
turn in the hand, and is neither pleasant nor safe to work
with. The shape will be better understood by the help of
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the following diagram, which will also be a guide in making
the helve :—About 2 feet 8 inches in length from a to 6 will

suit most men. It is well, if it can be done, to

take a good helve as a model, but if this cannot

be done, a pattern can be made in a few

minutes out of a thin piece of board, as shown
by the dotted lines. At a it should be about
3 inches wide, and at b about 2.\ inches wide.

At c about 6 inches from the end near a, make
a mark for the most prominent point. At D
make another mark about two-thirds of the

distance from a to h. At E make another

mark 6 or 7 inches from b. The shape should

be marked out with a pencil, as nearly like the

figure as possible, and then it should be cut

out very carefully and exactly. Tough hickory

is the best wood for a helve. Eive out a piece

and dress it four square, as thick at the large

end as the hilt, and wide enough to mark
the shape with a pencil by the pattern. Then
with such tools as may be at command, reduce
it to proper shape and dimensions. Drawing-
knife, smoothing-plane, spoke-shave, rasp, and
sand-paper, are most convenient, but some-
times all these are not within reach. In laying

the pattern on the stick let the part at c F he
towards the bark, and the part at D towards the

heart of the tree. Then if the helve springs

no mischief will be done, but rather good,

while if it springs sideways it will be worthless for chopping
purposes. In hanging the axe, as it is termed

—

i.e., putting
the handle in, it is necessary to have the edge range
exactly with the centre of the hilt, and also to have the
hilt, the centre of the eye, and the centre of the blade, at

right angles.—(Canada Farmer.

)

OXALIS COENICULATA EUBEA.
I AM indebted to my friend, Mr. Thomson, of Archerfield

Gardens, N.B., for a stock of this beautiful miniature Oxalis,

and from what I have seen of the plant in question, I am
bound to corroborate his statements in its favour ; it will

become a general favourite with the ladies, if not I shall be
greatly deceived. For edging purposes in narrow borders
or small beds, there is no plant of its colour so admirably
adapted. It is compact in habit, rarely exceeding from 4 to

6 inches high, with foliage resembling the finest tinted Beet,
and surpassing the Perilla in my estimation. In its younger
growths it resembles the Amaranthus melancholicus ruber,

but as it .advances the foliage assuming a darker tint. It

strikes freely at any season, as freely as a Verbena, and will

bear the same winter treatment, or it may be raised from
seed, but it is rather a difficult matter to secure seed, owing
to the extreme irritability of the seed-vessels characteristic

of this class of plants. If it is desirable to save seed place

the plant on a large skeet of clean paper, and allow the

seed-vessels to burst unaided, when the seed can be collected

and sown at once. I have raised some hundreds of seedlings

this winter, which will make good plants by May. I do not
advocate this mode of propagation where there is a good
stock on hand ; but with a scai'ce plant we are all anxious
enough to make the most of it. This will prove a most
useful plant in the north of Ireland, rain not afiecting it in-

juriously in the least, but rather the contrary, and after a
good watering it looks all the more brilliant. To those who
do not possess it, I say. Secure it as soon as possible.

—

John
Edlington, Wrotham Park, Jiarnet,

GLASS EXCESSIVELY BRITTLE.
I CANNOT but think much of the sheet glass now used is

imperfectly annealed, or otherwise badly manufactured. It

is to be expected that a certain amount of breakage will

occur during frost, particularly if the laps of the panes are

too large, because a drop of water when frozen must occupy
more space than when in a liquid form. But I have ob-

served panes of glass crack gradually from edge to edge of

a large square when the temperature varied considerably,

even though no ice was formed. Many persons with whom

I have conversed on the subject seem at a loss to account
for much of the breakage which occurs in their glass-houses,

and I think it well to call attention to the subject. Perhaps
some of your numerous readers who are competent to give

an opinion, may be induced to give us information.

I know one large builder who has lately changed his

market for glass, from an idea that what he has purchased
breaks more than he expected. The glass in question is

made at one of the largest manufactories in the country,

and the first feeling of dissatisfaction was produced by its

excessive hardness, rendering it difficult to cut, and spoil-

ing so many of the men's diamonds. It appears to me a

very important question, because if the reason of glass

breaking is because it is not well annealed after being
manufactured, it is clear that extra strength will give no
guarantee against loss by breakage.—J. E. Pearson, Chilwell.

MESSES. CUTBUSH & SON'S HYACINTH
SHOW.

This commenced on Tuesday last, and will continue open
till the 1st of next month, afibrding a rare treat to the lovers

of flowers. With Messrs. Cutbush the Hyacinth is an object

of special attention, and the reputation which they have
acquired in connection with its culture, is sufficient guarantee

that the display which they annually and freely oifer to the

public, is of no ordinary degree of merit ; and this season the

show is fully equal, if not superior, to those of former years.

In the red class of Hyacinths, there were some noble

spikes of Von Schiller, Macaulay, and Florence Nightingale,

whilst Queen of Hyacinths, and Solfaterre, were very bril-

liant in colour ; La Prophete, Princess Clothilde, and Mrs.

Beecher Stowe, were also fine. In double varieties of the

same colour, Duke of Wellington, very pale rose, was the

most attractive, while for a deeper shade there were Susannah
Maria, and Koh-i-Noor. In blues, Lord Palmerston was, of

course, one of the most beautiful, whilst Thorwaldsen is

another variety of first-class merit, having very large marbled

blue bells. Grand LUas, Couronne de Cello, Bleu Aimable,

Marie, and Van Speyk and Garrick, double, may be added
as sorts of well-established merit. Argus, too, is pleasing

as a white-eyed kind. In mauve, with the exception of

liobert Fortune, which made its appearance last year, Haydn
is the best. In whites, Queen of the Netherlands, and
Madame Van der Hoop, were very fine, also Sir Bulwer
Lytton, a novel double variety, with large bells of great

substance, and in colour white, with a tinge of pale rose.

Alba Maxima, Mont Blanc, Grandeur a Merveille, and
Gigantea, white ; Ida, and Due de Malakofl', yellow ; General

Havelock, and many other varieties, were also worthily re-

presented. The only novelty not before seen was Hogarth^

a soft pink, which promises to be a desirable kind. As'

usual the back of the house was filled with Fairy Eoses-

Cytisas, Azaleas, Heaths, Pelargoniums, Camellias, and
other flowering plants, whilst the early Tulips added not a

little to the general effect.

WOEK FOR THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Artichokes, the spring dressing to be given to them by
digging and levelling the ground between the plants. All

suckers to be reduced to three on each stock, and if a new
plantation is made, the suckers to be planted three in a

patch, 3 feet from patch to patch, and 4i feet fi-om row to

row. Asparagus, the general spring dressing, if not yet done,

should no longer be delayed, as the roots will now begin to

grow. Broccoli, a little early Purple and early White may be

sown for autumn use ; but Cape and Grange's almost super-

sede the use of any other sorts for that season. Brussels

Spi-outs, make a sowing if not already done. Cauliflowers,

earth-up the early-planted as soon as it can be done, so as

to prevent the wind blowing them about and loosening them.

Cucumbers, take advantage of a fine day to draw the earth

round the hUls after it has lain a day or two by the side of

the frame to become warm. Do not press it down round the

plant. As soon as the heat begins to fail, fork-up and add

to the Uning, or if the heat is entirely gone, renew the
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lining. After a continuance of dull weather, the plants are

apt to flag for the first few clear days, when this is observed
they may be slightly shaded. Herbs, should now be pro-

pagated, seeds being sown of the annual sorts and such as

do not supply cuttings or admit of being divided. Potatoes,

put in the main crops where the ground is in good working
order. Plant in trenches in preference to dibbling the sets

in. Sdlading, keep up a succession by sowing once a-week.
Young Eadishes may be drawn from the frames where they
are too thick. Spiiiacli, sow a few rows for succession, limit-

ing the supply to the demand. Tomatoes, pot them as they
require it, so as to have well-established plants by the time
the weather will permit of their being turned out, for if very
smaU at that time, they seldom ripen their fruit well before

frost sets in.

FRUIT GAKDEIf.
To obtain good early Grapes from Vines on the open walls,

all that is necessary is established Vines, a common hotbed
frame or two having three or four lights, a load or two of

dung and leaves, and a few slates or plain tiles. If the Vines
ai-e pruned, which they should have been before this time,

make a bed of leaves and dung of the size of the frame about
4 or 5 feet high, and 2 feet from the wall. Use the short

dung at the top, and put on the frame immediately. After

the heat is up, fork it up a little once or twice, and if it

becomes dry water it slightly. After the violent heat has
somewhat subsided, cut notches in the backs of the frames
and bring down the branches of the Vines. A trellis should
then be fixed inside at about 6 inches from the glass, to

which the Vines must be tied. When this is completed close

the frame, and let it so remain unless the bed is very hot, when
a little air must be given untU the buds begin to push, after

which they must have air according to the state of the
weather. When the buds are about breaking, the dung
should be covered with slates or tiles to keep down excess of

heat and steam. When it is necessai'y to thin the Grapes, the
lights may be drawn off, as also for stopijing and thinning.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Those who force Neapolitan Violets should for the next

three weeks or a month propagate a stock, either by means
of cuttings or runners. Look well to recently transplanted
trees and shi-ubs, especially such as may have been shaken
or partially uprooted by the recent high winds. When the
"rtnsather shall have become warmer, a sprinkling overhead
with the engine on the evenings of dry days will be of service

to large evergreens. Seeds of perennials and biennials to

be sown, such as Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Polyanthuses,
Canterbury Bells, Pinks, Carnations, and Picotees for flower-

ing next year ; Heartsease, Antirrhinums, and Sweet Scabious
sown now will flower in the autumn. When the flower-

stems of Auriculas are rising an abundance of air should be
supplied by drawing off the lights every fine day, and re-

placing them at night, covering during frosts with mats or

straw. It is necessary to be cautious not to expose the
plants too hastily to the sun in a morning after fi'ost, but to

allow every appearance of it to vanish before they are un-
covered. Sow choice Kanunculus seed in shallow pans or

boxes, cover the seeds as lightly as possible, and place the
pans in a cool frame.

GREENHOCrSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The application of fresh soil and humidity wUl, in many

cases, be required to supply the necessities of growing plants.

Greenhouse plants for the most part require a considerable

amount of pot-rootn, as many of them, particularly the soft-

wooded sorts, are free growers ; but the tender or more
weakly-growing kinds must be shifted with caution to avoid

overpotting. When repottmij plants it is generally recom-
mended to use the soil in a rough state—that is, not sifted,

but made fine by rubbing it through the hands, picking out
the small stones, kc, and also to use plenty of drainage.

If plants were to be treated on the one-shift system—that

is, removing them at once from a small to a very large pot,

such drainage would be necessary to keep the mass of soil

in a dry and healthy state ; for it would otherwise become
sodden after waterings before the roots had made much
progress: but according to the general practice of shifting

to the next larger size of pot so much drainage with a porous
soil is unnecessary at this season—at the approach of warm
weather it is a disadvantage, because with such free drain-

age and a rough porous soil the watering-pot must be in

frequent use, and almost at the same time that the water is

applied to the top of the pot it is seen or heard to pour out
at the bottom. When plants are shifted in the autumn a
porous soil is then more necessary to keep the roots in a
dry healthy state during the many dull, damp, and dreary
weeks of winter, but now so much porosity is not necessary,
and, therefore, it should be considered and acted upon
during the sirring and summer potting of plants. If speci-

men plants are in good health, and the pots well filled with
roots, they will grow and flourish all the better if they now
receive a liberal shift, and be kept rather close and moist for

a short time until they make fresh roots, when they may
be more freely exposed to sun and air. It is necessary to

be very careful not to give too much water to recently-

potted plants as it is frequently the cause of their death.

Fuchsias should now be making free growth in the warmest
part of the greenhouse ; to be syringed overhead every fine

afternoon, stopped if long-jointed to form compact bushy
plants, but if intended to be planted along the sides of

walks or as single specimens on grass, they should be grown
with one main stem, from which the branches will spring

all round and form fine pyramidal specimens for pleasure-

ground scenery. Attention to be paid to cleanliness in every

particular by removing dead and decaying leaves, keeping
a sharp look-out to destroy green fly and mildew.

PITS AND FRAMES.
It wUl be necessary to keep up a kindly heat in the cut-

ting-frames, to top all cuttings that have taken root and are

beginning to grow. The autumn-struck cuttings that were

potted off last month to be removed to a cold frame or pit,

and protected from frost.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Here little was done out of doors, owing to the frost,

which ranged from 6" to 16° below freezing on the three

first days of the week. A good opportunity was presented

for trenching for Sea-kale and Asparagus. Notwithstanding

the coldness of the weather, Asparagus, Sea-kale, &c., in

the open ground, are moving nicely, and the long tubular

roots are becoming covered with fresh spongioles. If an
opportunity offers, we may be inclined to ijlant a piece

of Asparagus before the shoots appear above ground,

though in general we jji-efer planting when the tops are

from 1 to 2 inches in length. However, this does not much
matter if the roots are carefully taken up, kept moist, and

shaded, so as not to hurt the young spongioles by exposure.

On this account plantations generally do better when the

roots are merely taken from one part of the garden to

another. When the plants are sent any distance it will be

found better to have them taken up just as the roots begin

to move, and before the tops show at all above ground.

Eemoved a lot of Sea-kale from Mushroom-house into a

sheltered shed, where it can be hardened off gradually

before planting again in the open aii'. If this is not done

it is advisable to place some protection over the heads when

planted out at once. It is always wise to avoid any sudden

check if possible. The same plants of Sea-kale may thus

be grown and forced even when taken up a long time ; but

it is as well to give them the ensuing and the second

summer's growth before taking them up. The crown ends

will, however, do very well the next winter, but pieces of

the root, all of which will grow, hke two summers' growth.

This taking up, and placing the roots thickly in any dark

warm place, is the cleanest and most economical mode for

having this delicate vegetable early in winter. Such forced

plants', as stated above, should be well hardened off before

planting them out again ; and they should not be cropped

too hard—not more than two cuttings on the average. We
have sometimes taken three and four cuttings ; but in that

case, do as you will, the old roots are of but little use, as aU

the strength is taken out of them. Ilhiibarb stools, forced and

hardened'^off, may also be divided and planted in the same

way. They will just grow slower at first than old plants in

the ground, taken up and divided. Now is a good time for

that operation, as the buds can now be well seen, and old

stools may be divided into pieces having two or three buds
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each. Forced roots, that hav3 been taken up for the Mush-
room-house, when divided and planted in deep rich soil,

generally beat seedlings, however carelully they are treated.

Asparagus, Sea-kale, and Rhubarb should now be sown.
Where there is plenty of these for winter, a good security is

obtained for a well-served table. Gave the general routine
attention to other vegetables. It is to be hoped that the
snow and hail will bring warmer weather, as these severe

frosts and easterly and northerly winds are not only keeping
things back in the garden, which may be a great advantage
ultimately, but are keeping the pastures from moving, a
very serious matter to all possessing flocks and herds, espe-
cially if scarce of corn and fodder.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Fortunately the cold winds kept the buds of fruit trees

so backward that we liope they will suffer but little from the
severe frosts. On Monday morning fixed a number of extra
Laurel twigs among the shoots of Apricots and Peaches,
and shut the orchard-houses at night, as we are anxious to
keep the trees from opening their b'.oom until as late as
possible, without shading them. Even when the thermo-
meter fell to 18° below freezing point it scarcely affected
these orchard-houses ; but then they had been shut up early
in the afternoon, enclosing a good amount of sunshine.
But for that we should have found it necessary to have pro-
tected the pot plants, as Peaches, Strawberries, &c. It was,
therefore, .so far fortunate that there were bright days along
with cold nights. The very brightness of Monday, the 20th,
following after the leaden cold sky of Sunday, and coming
after such a severe frost, with an excessively cold tempera-
ture in the shade, rendered firing and air-civing a matter of
some importance. The safest plan, in all such cases, is to
let the heating medium cool as long as the sun shines, and
to give only a minimum of air, and that, in ordinary struc-
tures, at the highest point of the roof A strong artificial

heat in such days is not merely waste, but the dry parched
air that must necessarily be admitted robs tender plants of
their vital juices without mercy, and sickness and inroads
of insects are the general consequence. Even damping and
shading, under such circumstances, are better than intro-
ducing great draughts of cold air among tender plants, or
those made tender by forcing. It is of importance so to
keep things under glass hardy, that they may stand the
rays of the sun without flinching ; but plants that will do
so in general will often be distressed when the sun shines
very brightly for a day after several days of great dullness.
A little shading and a moist atmosphere, then, will just
enable the plants to accommodate themselves to the changed
circumstances. The bright sun, though so desirable in
general, must, in such circumstances, be regulated, and
fresh air, though also desirable, does not necessitate the
sending a northern icy blast among tender plants.
Disbudded Peaches, arranged Vines, potted Melons, moved

Strawberries to the best places at command, aud set out
and regulated the second orchard-house, appropriating the
front part of the lean-to house to three rows of trees in pots
again, as that longer time may be obtained for forming a
definite decision as to planting, &c. Last season they did
very well, and would have done better, could we have
watered enough. That, in ftict, is one of the chief objections
we have to growing fruit trees in pots. We hope, however,
that this season we shall not be annoyed by such scarcity of
water as during the last season. Straiclerries are now
coming better ; but we have had more hlind pots than usual,
though we are thankful to say that ours are not nearly so
bad as those of numbers of our correspondents. We refer
a greater per-centage of failures than usual, to our shortness
of water last summer and autumn, and being obliged as a
last resource to use liquids in anything but a fit condition.
One of our readers told us the other day, that of his nice-
looking Strawberry-pots four-fifths had failed. That is

certainly a very great drawback. Last season ought to have
given us first-rate fruitful plants, but it is jufBt possible that
some little neglect in watering under such sun and heat
might have starved the fruit-bud even when the plant con-
tinued to loot well. We found our own plants much smaller
than usual, owing to our drought, split themselves up into
several buds or crowns, which we never like, as we always
prefer one strong, well-ripened, single bud.
Some correspondents have also desired us to say, that

presuming a Strawberry-house is more desirable than shelves
put up anywhere and everywhere, what is the kind of house
we would recommend ? and to this we reply, that without
saying a word against the plans and houses for Strawbeny
growing lately given by our coadjutor, Mr. Abbey, were we to
have the pleasure of building a Strawberry-house, we would
closely follow the section lately given of the Strawberry-
house at Enville. The practical man knows that such a
house need never be a single hour unoccupied in any day of
the year.

OENAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Out of doors the work has chiefly been turning over flower-

beds, rolling the lawn, and pruning shrubs when the weather
would permit. The frost has rendered a little protection
necessary to Tulips, Hyacinths, and even Pinks and Car-
nations newly planted. Fortunately the ground was dry, or
some things would have suffered much from the cold. Annual
seeds but for that would have suffered if sown early. The
period of germination just when the little stem and roots
protrude is the most trying, and hence it is that self-sown
seeds generally suffer less from changes of weather than
those artificially sown. Natural instinct, as it were, tells

them the best time for bursting their shell. We have known
beds of Mignonette sown in March, that never produced a
plant, whilst seeds self-sown in autumn from plants from
which the seeds were gathered, after being exposed to all

the changes of winter, produced a thicket of plants in May,
when left entirely to themselves. Even in the case of hardy
annuals, those sown in autumn often do better than those
sown very early in spring. In general, April is soon enough,
when a regular crop of plants is desired.

Hyacinths Forced.—There are very general complaints of
these not coming up to the mark this season. Various
reasons have been assigned—the late frosts of last spring,

or rather early summer—the taking the bulbs out of the
ground earlier than usual as respects the season of the year
—and, owing to the demand for bulbs being greater than
the growers could supply, sending bulbs into the market
with fewer years' growth given to them than usual. Our
opinion is that there may be something in all these causes
united. AVhat with spring flower gardening, and the winter
and spring supply of flowering bulbs, the regular growers
in the Low Countries find it hardly possible to get land
enough for their ijurpose. One of our eminent nurserymen
told us lately that within two flr three years his trade in
bulbs had increased fivefold, and that if he pushed it at all

he could sell many more could he fully satisfy himself as to
the quality. Even this season some of the seemingly finest,

hardest, plumpest, well-ripened bulbs turned out with him
rather inferior. With all this, however, we think it right to
state that amateurs and small purchasers do expect more
from their bulbs than is quite reasonable. If you purchase
a dozen plants of one variety from a nurseryman, there will

often be variations among them as to growth and habit for

which it would be difficult to give a reason. This is espe-
cially likely to be the case with bulbs. A very little differ-

ence in the age, in the growth and the ripening of the pre-

vious season, will tell on the strength and beauty of the
flower-stems when forced the following spring. Often the
proprietors of nice villa gardens are apt to become dissatis-

fied, and perhaps blame the gardener, when, do what he
will, of their dozen or score of Hyacinths each one does not
come up to their expectations. They go to a spring show,
and they cannot conceive how their dozen of bulbs should
not be pretty well as good as any dozen exhibited at Regent's
Park and Kensington by such good growers as Messrs.

Paul, Cutbush, &c. They forget that these great growers
make bulb culture a speciality, whilst bulbs form a small

item in the things demanding their gardeners attention.

Besides, we are quite sure that they would oftener be satis-

fied rather than dissatisfied with the number of really good
flowers they obtain from a small collection, if they knew
that the best growers, with all their acquaintance with the

best kinds, and giving them the very best treatment, fail

to bring every bulb equally good. A gentleman lately

grumbled that, after giving an order for eighteen of the
best Hyacinths, intending to compete in a class of twelves,

he found it was no use trying for anything but sixes, and,

to make sure of being first, he must be content with threes.

Well, if he took honours in sixes, and in the face of good
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competition, we think he had reason for congratulation.
He had an idea that the great growers selected their twenty
best from some thirty or forty bulbs. We think it much
more lilsely that they had some hundreds to pick and choose
among. The best cultivators would be the first to confess
this. But these matters, though they may apply to strict
florists, the flower-stems which they would reject would be
none the less beautiful to those who see beauty, though not
arrayed in defined forms and shapes. To all such, a vast
variety of showy bloom may be obtained from the cheaper
collections of Hyacinths. What we wish clearly to enun-
ciate is just this—that all who wish to have a certain number
of first-rate flowers for any occasion must grow more than
they absolutely want for that purpose, so as to have numbers
to choose from.
We continued potting, striking cuttings, &c., during the

week, and felt thankful that we had not yet turned anything
out into earth-pits for the flower garden, though most of our
houses are now unpassable for gentlemen, and far less for
ladies. We shall leave these just to say one word on

Heating Small Houses.—We can add nothing to what was
said in answer to two correspondents a fortnight ago, as to
stoves, gas, &c. We believe that for every smaU house close
to a residence that now exists, there would be twenty, if it
were not for the heating question. We believe that all the
modes refen-ed to will be effectual if the little trouble is
given, and that gas where easily obtainable would give the
lea,st trouble, whether used for stove or for stove and their
boiler and their pipes. We have had several letters on the
subject, asking our opinion on this and that plan, but we
would rather not give more of opinion and belief, but prefer
instead to listen to the practical results of those who have
tried the different modes, as we are not in a position to test
them ourselves. What makes us the more anxious is, that
the reports received are very contradictory, especially as to
the expense of the modes of heating. We have taken the
opportunity to consult a fi-iend, who from his position, and
courtesy, and popularity, has been greatly consulted on such
matters, by residents in the suburbs of large towns, and he
tells us that the reports he receives are very conflicting, one
gentleman stating that the heating of his little house with
gas has made no appreciable difference in his gas bill for the
year ; a second stating that the expense for his small house
averages Is. per week ; whilst a third says, that the expense
in his case is ruinous, averaging 10s. per week. Of course,
this must have been a larger house. These conflicting results
led our friend to advise a course with these little ornamental
houses, which we mention as it may suit some, and which
has been followed by many of those who asked his counsel,
and that is simply to treat such houses as a cold or un-
heated house. To do this and also keep up the interest of
the proprietors in their own plants for the summer, he
advises growing the hardier plants in summer, as Fuchsias,
Scarlet Geraniums, Salvias, &c., and as winter approaches,
pruning these partly at least, and placing them under the
stage, with the means of covering the stage over in severe
weather, and then bringing in winter-flowering Jasmines,
Laurustinus, Arbutus, and other shrubs, and early bulbs to
enliven the house for the winter.—R. F.

TKADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, and Salt HiU.—

General Spring Catalogue for 18G5.
Joseph Wood, Florist, Bowness, Windermere.— Pi-icjiZ

Catalogue of British Ferns.

COVENT GARDEN MAEKET.-Maecd 25.
Om-door vegetable!, continue scarce. Forced vegetables and coutincntal

supplies have also declined.

Apples i Bieve 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts hush. H
Filberts luoibs. 40

Cohs do. iO
GofiBeberries

...J hi^ve
Grancs lb. 15
(.emons 100 ft

Melons each

rl

II

20

60

n m
10000

te4
'. i. s. .1

Mulberries .... punnet to
Nectarines Aoz. u
Oranges 100 8 10
Peaches doz.
Pears (kitchen). ..ijurth. 8 12

dessert doz. .1 10
Pine Apples Ih. 10 \\
Plums A sieve
Strawberries oz. 2 4
Waiuuts bush. 14 2D

Artichokes ....
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Neglected Fuoit Trees (X C. i ).— It is not too late for pruning in

your locality if jou do so at once. The hedges, if not evergreen, may be

cut. Hollies and other evergreen hedges, shorten in with the knife late in

next month,

CuMBiNG AND Trailino Anndam FOR WINDOW (ij., JDiirlford).—Tb\xn-

bergia alata and T. alata alba arw showy plants, requiring to be raised in a
gentle hotbed ; Tropicolum Lobbianum Caroline Schmidt, ^ith deep scarlet

flowers, would aUo answer; Tropseolum Brilliant is also eotjd ; Gypsophila
muralis, pink; Sanvitalia procumbens, yellow and bro«-n; and Saponaria

calabrica, pink, are trailing plants of compaet growth. For such a situation

as inside your south window we would not recommend the ahove. but have
ilaurandya Barclayana and its white variety, one or both of the Thun-
bergias, for the cUmbev^ ; and Convolvulus ^mauritanlcus, Niererabergia
gracilis, and Lobelia speciosa, for suspending.

ViNERT REPLANTlNG— BoRPEa-MAKlNO ( I'orAsft ("re).— The Grapes being
cut in June, and the Vines not being wanted for replanting, we would at

once make a new border and pla'it the Vines. Provide yourself now with
the Vines you intend planting. We recommend for an outside border—one
Buckland Sweetwater, oua Foster's White Seedling, one Black Hamburgh,
one Pope's or Victoria Hamburgh, and one Black Prince or White Fron-
tignan, just as you wish for a black or white Grape. You could not well

select a worse Grape for an outside border than Canon Hall, and if you
require the Muscat flavour choose White Frontigoan, which is by far the
best of the Frontignans, and the only Grape with a Muscat flavour worth
planting in au outside border. Keep the Vines you have as cool as possible,
and disbud them to the height required, leaving two nhoots at the ht-ight,

where the Vines when planted would reach to the rafter. Provide turf cut
3 inches thick from a pasture where the soil is neither strong nor light, a
lightish yellow luam being best. In an open spot pile this layer above layer,
grass side downwards, in a stack 4 feet wide, and as much high, and bave
ready a quantity of old brick rubbish to mix with it at the rate of one cart-
load of brick rubbish to six of turf, adding to each cartload two bushels of
boiled hall-inch bones, and a like quantity of charcoal. When the Grapes
are cut dig out the border the full width if there is time, hut feet from the
front will do. If you have the option make the greater part of the border
above ground, and if the situation is low and wet there is the greaterneces-
sity for doing this, and concrete the bottom. Mortar riddlings from 3 to
6 inches thick, beaten hard, will do, putting them on in thin layers and
beating every layer. On this place from 6 or 9 inches to a foot of stones,
lialf bricks. &c., for drainage, and the bottom of the border should slope to
the front, where there should be a drain with an outlet at one end. Place
the roughest dr^dnage materials at bottom, and the finer at top, cov. r the
drainage with a layer of sods, grass side downwards, and on the sods lay
2 feet of the compost thorouglily mixed, chopping the turf a little but not
very fine, and beating down with a fork, so as to consolidate the compost a
little. Having laid 20 inches of the compost on the drainage, and keeping
some chopped finer close by, turn the Vines out of the pots, having first

introduced the cane through the aperture into the house, and disentangle
the roots without Ijreaking or injuring tbetn, and spread them out on the
surface. Cover an inch deep with the fine soil, and water with aired water.
Plant the whole, and then, commencing with the first Vine, place over it

3 inches more of the general compost. Shade from bright sun and strong
light, sprintling the Vines with water frequently during the day, and keep-
ing the uir of the housp moist by sprinkling every available surface. If
dry weather ensue the Vines should be watered at the root, mulching the
border with short litter to prevent evaporation .\fter they recover tho
planting make choice of the best shoot, cutting the other away, and remove
the shading gradually. Keep the house ratner close, giving air early and
closing early, and maintaining a moist atmosphere.

Managing Orange Trees in Ttjes (A Suhsi^riher).—Tho trees being
properly retobbed they would require some time to make fresh roots before
they would show any benefit from the fresh compost in the shape r)f growth,
though they would have grown had they been placed in a suitable temper-
ature. Oranges do not usually flower until .\pril or May under or .inary
treatment, that being bare protection from frost. If you could affonl the
fresh-tubbed trees a nice moist atmosphere, with a night temperature of .50°,

with a rise of 5° on dull days, 10® on those which are cloudy, with clear
intervals, and 15° to 20° on clear days, with corresponding ventilation, they
would be gently stimulated into growth, increasing the trmperature in a
fortnight to 55°. The trees may be syringed overhead morning and evening
with water of the same temperature as the house, and the paths, flues, and
hot-water aoi>aratus, being' spiinkled twice or thrice daily, this will raise a

moist growing heat, .md the trees will soon show their tiowers and make
Dew growth, the appearance of the flowers being dependant on the ripening

of the vtoud the preceding season. Keep the soil moderately moist, neither

very wet nor very diy, but moist enough lor the roots to run in, giving

copious waterings until the ronts have taken firm hold of the sdII. Water
copiously whilst growing, and keep the soil well snpilied with moisture
whilst the fruit is swelling, lessening the supply in winter, wet being then
worse than dryness, though both are injurious, A temperature of from
40° to 45° is atiificient in winter.

Seedling Ciserarias (Country Curate) .—Thej are pretty, but none

that are good fiorists' flowers. Considering the thousands which are raised

annually, it is rather curious that so very few are excellent or novel

Vine Leaves Crdjipled (T. 5.).—The appearances exhibited by the leaf

enclosed are those arising from a check given to the Vines after growth has

commenced, and may be caused by the ory cold air admitted in ventilating

the house, and a deficiency of heat and moisture in the house at the time.

The leaves on the young plants will be atl right when the season is mora

advanced. The temperature after tbe leaves appear should be 60° at night,

and 75° by day, when air may be given, 70° by day from fire heat being

sufficient. Those fruiting in pots would have been less liable to a clieck or

to injury from the changes of the atmosphere had they been plunged— if ia

bottom heat so much the better. The insect is Curculio picipes, or Pitch-

black weevil. Search for it at night, spreading a white cloth beneath the

plants on which it feeds, and shake tte iilant over the sheet.

Fuchsias for Exhibition (R., Dartford).—The best Fuchsias of last

year's for exhibition and decorative purposes are Charming, Don Giovanni,

Printair, Sunshine. Cloth of Gold, when well grovrn is very beautiful, Minnie

Banks, amongst light ones in excellent, and the largest white-coralLaed

Fuchsia is perhaps Emperor of the Fuchsias.

FiowER-GAUuEN PLAN {Gerlrudi).—It is not advisable to send a list of

plants on one page and a plan on another page, which we can only see by

turning the leaf. We think your proposed planting will do very well. The

white Chrysanthemum will do mixed with the Scarlet Geraniums if the

white is good, and kept the same height as the Geraniums. In order to work

in your materials we would either mix or ring the three circles at each end.

the two opposite each other with pink, or scarlet and yellow, and the other

one by itself, with purple and white. We can haroly depart from the reso-

lution not to plant beds or give the best planting, for thai; would require the

whole time of several of our best coarljuiors at this sejson ; but if you

choose to repeat your plan, however coarsely, and tell us your proposed

plantin", we will criticise it and tell how. it possible, it may be improved.

For this purpose you should state the size of your beds. If you edge all

the central beds with Cerastiuin your using one or two colours in the beds

will depend on the size of the plants you bring next the Cerastium—lor

instance if you used a tall Calceolaria a row of purple Verbena would bring

it down to the Cerastium, We cannot be sure of the plant of which yotl

send leaves because you do not give its height, nor whether it is hardy. It

hardy and the flower stem aooiit 1 foot or G Inches in height, then we
suspect it is a variety of .ijuga alpina, or reptans, as one or two varieties

have purplish leaves' and blue flowers. We are not sure, however, whether

ihe leaves are purple, or have become so from the packing. Some of the

tall Lobelias have leaves very similar, but then these have generally scarlet

and not blue flowers, and they are not generally hardy. Let it be clearly

understood that it is next to impoesible to name many plants from a leaf

alone.

Early Tolips Short-stalked (Jrfem).—The pots, or a paper funnel

inverted over the flowers, would have done good to the Tulips as well as

tho Hvacintlis. We feat manure water will now bo too late, hut there is no

harm io trying. We hope the greenhou.se treatment will improve them.

See a note on Hyacinths m " Doings of tbe Last Week."

Soapsods (E a. p.).—There is very little fertilising matter in soapsuds

alime, Ic would be a trifle better than water for all tho Cabbaae tribe.

Mixed with house sewage it would form a good liquid manure for the same

and all other kitchen garden crops.

CuTTiNn IX Variegated Hollt (B. N. JE.).—Yo<i may cut tho Holly into

the required -hape in May, but the more small shoots that are lett the fuller

the leave- will come. It does not matter about leaving any leaves, we
having reduced several a yard all round, and left nothing but bare stumps,

so as to have the appearance of deciduous trees in winter, and by autumn

they were as full of leaves as possible. If the weather be dry after cutting

we water twice a-week during its continuance to make sure of growth, an4

not unnecessarily lose time. We find they do better if not cut until the

eyes in the axils of the leaves have begun to sa'ell. We have some perfect

cones that were the uglie^t shrubs imaginable before they were cut in.

Names of Plants {Oeierach).—l, 2, Polystioham angulare ; 3, 6, 7, Asple-

niam adiantum-mgrum ; 4, Lastrea dilatata; 5, Lastrea filix-mas; 8, Too

young to identifv. {Drimn.-l, P..lypodium vulgare cambricum ; 2, Asple-

niuin appenJiculatum; 3. Polystichuin angulare proliferum ; 4, Lastrea

Filix-mas- 6 Asplenium flacddum var. ; 6, Polystichum angulare, young;

7 p'olvstichum aculeatum lobatuin. They will all grow in a house without

heat IB C).-l I'olystichum aorostiohoides ; 2, Platyloina rotnndifoliam;

3 Ceteiach' ofhclnarura ; i, Polysticbum vestitum var. ; 5, Selagmella

Martensii: 6, Polysticbum angulare. (/. II. M:ir«li).—l. Appears to be

DavalUa dissecla; '2, Gvmnogramma Martensii; 3, Lastrea deourrens.

IS T Wills) -Your Fern 13 Asplenium adlantum-nigrum; the leaf is ot an

Acacia I A. W. C'.).—Solanuni capsicastrum, a South Brazilian plant, suit-

able for pot culture, and very ornamental when covered with Us scarlet

berries. [M. D ).— Primula douticulata, var. eroaa.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in tlie Suburbs of Londoa for tbe Week cndiag March. 25tli.
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POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

THE COLD WEATHEE.
We have been surprised to find how little onr chickens

have been affected by the cold weather. Perhaps it is, that
being so few in number, they are tended with more than
usual care. The old birds have suffered much, and although
well fed, they have proved but scanty layers. We hear from
all quarters, the great want is broody hens. We know
places where there should be from two to three hundred
chickens, and where there are but twenty or thirty. Pheasants
and Partridges are affected by this weather, and if it lasted

till their laying season, they would be a week or ten days
late in laying. They are not so affected by vicissitudes as

ordinary poultry, because tln^y are subject to one season.

Nevertheless, those we have la coniinement are not more
forward than they appeared to be in January. Their one
season will come, but some of us want two seasons out of

our hens, and all want to rear as many early (?) chickens as

the3' can. As soon as there is a change of the horrible

weather everything will start into life All the hens will

lay, many will want to sit. Days are getting longei', nights
are getting shorter, the sun is gaining power, the necessity

no longer exists for restricting the hens to small numbers ot

chickens, and March and April must do the work that
January and February have left undone. Some of the good
ladies of the i^oultry-yard must allow their progeny to be
put out to wet-nurse.
Put eggs under three hens at the same time, a full number,

thu-teen. Should they all come out, each hen must keep
her lot. If they only partially hatch, put all the chickens
at once to two hens, and let the third be one of three more
put on fresh eggs, taking care that the second time she is

allowed to hover those she has hatched. But in order to

reduce hatching almost to a certainty, the eggs should be
examined at the end of a week or ten days. All the bad
should be thrown away, the good ones put under hens that
were nested at the same time. It may be done in this way.

Choose a sunny morning, and the middle of the day. Hold
the egjf against any small opening in the door or other part

of the building, where there is a strong concentrated ray of

light. Look at it through both hands placed telescope

fashion. If the light comes clearly through it, and the
whole of the egg is of one uniform warm bright colour like

the sun, it will never produce a chicken ; but if like the

moon it has dark shades and spots it is good. These may
be seen at the end of four days. Then when the eggs are

within two days of hatching get a pailfull of warm water,

and choosing the time when the hen is feeding, put the

eggs into it. They all swim, and after a minute or two, one
will give a sort of jerk, because he feels the warmth, another
and another will do the same, till they are all dancing the

most extraordinary quadrille ever seen. They elbow, kick,

and bang each other, and seem to enjoy it so heartily, that

one is almost tempted to put the ear down to the water, in

the expectation of hearing laughter inside the shell of a
merry one, or a deep " gluck, gluck, gluck," like the

Dominie in " Jacob Faithful," from some staid and steady
chick that is obliged to laugh, but thinks it infra dig. The
eggs seem to enjoy it immensely, and our conviction founded
on considerable experience, is, that the chickens hatch all

the better. The softening of the shell renders their exit

easier, and they come into the world stronger. The two
or three sulky eggs that take the blows and return none
may be discarded. It may be truly said they have no life in

them. These little precautions make hatching almost a
certainty, and by discarding the bad eggs at the end of a
week, and just before hatching, time is saved. Perhaps
after the water tost, one-third of the eggs submitted to it

are rejected. AU the good and lively ones are put under
two hens, and the third is put on fresh eggs. Sjiite of all

these precautions some will fail, but where they are adopted
there is little disappointment.

held on the 6th and 7th of April next. All the poultry, and
Pigeons also, will be exhibited at the same elevation, and
not tier above tier as heretofore, while every specimen will

be exhibited under cover, the omission of which precaution
at former meetings left all the birds to take their chance
of weather, and, consequently, limited the entries accord-
ingly. As the prize schedule is much increased, we hope to
find the coming Show greatly improved both as to quality
and quantity.

POULTEY AND EGG-PRESERYING COMPANY.
Whatever differences of opinion may exist as to whether

poultry can be kept profitably in England from a strictly

commercial point of view or not, it is certain that this

subject will never be satisfactorily decided by any amount of
mere theoretical assertions pro or con; nor will the problem
ever be solved in a national point of view by the success of
one or more private persons, whose balance-sheet would be
discredited by many sceptics, as we have had ample evidence,

in improved farming, the results of which were published
year after year by Mr. Mechi and other pioneers. Moreover,
to render poultry-breeding profitable in England it must be
evident to most persons that the system cannot be carried

on as it is now ; also that the trial must be made on a some-
what extensive scale to allow of growing or purchasing food at

a cheap rate, and of a subdivision of labour, and last, but
not least, for establishing a profitable outlet for the produce.
Now there are many undertakings which cannot well be
tested on a small scale in order to prove what the result

would be on a large one, and we believe that poultry-

breeding in England is one of them
It is too much to expect that any private gentleman would

run the risk of an outlay of some thousands of pounds to

ascertain the value of a new plan of breeding poultry in

order to benefit the nation ; but as the subject is really one
of national importance it is highly desirable that it should

command a fair trial. This can be best accomplished by
a public company whose accounts would be audited bj' inde-

pendent accountants, and the statistics of which would be
reliable, and, eonsequentlj', valuable to the country at large.

In a former Number it was stated that plans were afoot

which would, in all probability, result in calling public atten-

tion to the subject and in giving the question a fair trial on
a large scale. Since then the preliminary prospectus and the

plans have been issued.

Mr. Geyelin has evidently the utmost confidence in the

success of the undertaking, as he has taken on himself the

trouble and expense of bringing this subject fairly before

the public, and he gives the free use of his inventions to the

Company, not for a cash consideration, but for shares the

value of which must entu'ely depend on the profitable result

of his system of poultry-keeping.
A Company of this description requu-es only half a dozen

gentlemen earnest in their efforts to carry out the proposed

system. On our part we shall watch the result of this long

vexed question. Can poultry be bred profitably in England?
with great interest, for if successful, poultry will be sold, as

it ought to be, by weight, like other articles of food.

The Accbinoton Poultrt Show.—AVo have been re-

quested to make public a gi'cat contemplated improvement
in the management of the Aocrington Poultry Show, to bo

EXTENSIVE POULTRY-KEEPING.
Tour correspondent " Nemo " deserves the thanks of the

readers of The Journal of Horticulture for his sensible

and well-timed remarks on the proposed Poultry Company.
If others as well qualified to pass an opinion on the matter

would give their advice as candidly and unreservedly,

valuable service would be rendered to your subscribers

—

valuable in either case as encouragement or warning. What
says your excellent contributor " Wilt.shire Eector ?" The
expression of his opinion would command respect.

^
Not

every one who gives the public the lienefit of his oxpevience

assumes to himself the ftiuctions of a " public Mentor."

That exalted title would apply rather to him who should

instruct us in the art of producing such (mormous profits by

poultry-keeping. We and our grandmothers, it seems, have

to be taught at last "how to suck eggs." Let us be

teachable.

My own opinion, gathered from personal observation, is
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that a large number of fowls cannot be kept in one spot

without serious detriment to their health and profitable

employment; that the profits arising from them do not

increase in proportion to the number kept ; and that no

apphanoe, however ingenious and seemingly well.'adapted to

the purpose, can possibly compensate for the loss of the

natural parent. The instincts of the chicken during the most
critical period of its existence are feeble, it requires not only

the sheltering warmth of the mother's wings, but the

mother's watchful care, her affectionate warning, advice, and
instruction. No artificial contrivance can provide these.

"We may hatch eggs, but we cannot sucessfuUy rear chickens

by machinery.
These remarks are dictated by no spirit of hostility to the

proposer of the Poultry Oompauy. I do not know Mr.

G-eyelin. His very important suggestions and clever

an-angements wOl meet with the confidence of the public in

proportion to their standing the test of friendly criticism.

This will prove the most profitable advertisement of his

scheme if deserving the serious attention of the public.

—

T. W.

SCHEDULES OF POTJLTEY SHOWS.
Me. J. Wright is in error as to my having written the

postscript without reflection. It is very easy for us exhi-

bitors to say such and such are the " duties " of poultry-

show committees—a difficult matter to make them see that

these are duties. He says he received a catalogue without
any application being made by him, and he says he ought
to have received an amended copy. I think he was expect-

ing too much. The alteration concerned Brahma breeders
only, and I fancy was made on account of remonstrances
from breeders of that variety. It is much too hard to expect

that Secretaries are cognizant of the varieties which each
amateur keeps ; and on second reflection I continue of the

same opinion as when I penned the said postscript. I think

it would have been wiser, and I dare say more profitable, if

Mr. J. Wright had acted as I suggested, and he would have
done good to the Brahma cause. I am always willing to

meet secretaries half way, and to help them if I can, for " to

err is mortal."
In reply to Mr. Irvine, Secretary to the Halifax and Calder

Vale Agricultui-al Association, I plead giTUty. I recoUect
that their schedules have been for "cock and one hen;"
but I was treating the subject as regarded first-class shows.
Bradford certainly was this, as it offered handsome prizes

and silver cups—to the best of my recollection double the
amounts offered by the Halifax and Calder Vale, and in the
latter ease the silver cups were more sparingly held out.

Still I plead guOty to forgetting the fact, and I am very
glad to add it as strengthening my position, and I trust

both Bradford and Halifax and Oalder Vale wUl in this

respect find many imitators.—Y. B. A. Z.

pointment of judges in the hands of dealers whose interest

is to win prizes, not merely for the sake of the prize itself,

but as a means of raising the value of the birds they have

for sale. Which member of the Poultry Club will^ take up

this subject and prove clearly to "timid exhibitors," that it

is not, to say the least, without its suspicions ?

In your No. 203, February 14th, Mr. Douglas gives his

advice on the wholesale system, to "A Timid Exhieitob,"

"Go boldly into exhibiting poultry, or if you keep in that

timid state of mind you never will be successful," and further

wishes to stamp upon the hearts of exhibitors, that he has

neither bred, sold, nor exhibited poultry for two years.

Then, again, in No. 205, February 2Sth, he says, "The pen

'A Timid Exhibitor' alludes to, as bought and sold at

Manchester, was claimed when above one hundred were in

the Show. It was claimed in my name, not by me, neither

was it sold by me." The first sentence is not true, if his

words on the day in question are not worthless. How I pity

the judge who will lend his name and confess it, and say

afterwards, " Neither was it sold by me." Perhaps he wUl

alter somewhat in his tone after reading the straightforward

and honest letter of Sir St. George Gore, in your edition of

Tuesday last, and the public, I think, cannot entertain a

great desire to see such a man of principle judging their

produce. I leave it to you whether it is necessary to publish

my name in place of " A Timid Exhibitor." If you desire

to do so you have my full consent, particularly as several of

your subscribers seem desirous to see who and what I am.

—J. D. Newsome, Batley.

THE POULTfiy CLUB.
In the first and second letters I wrote to you, I had no

other than the best of wishes for the fair and honest judg-
ment of all poultry be the judges or judge whom they or he
may be, and I honestly and frankly avow the same to be
my present feelings, and I do hope that you will believe

such to be the case. I cannot refrain from expressing my
regret, if my former letters have incurred the odium of any
well-wisher of fair and honest judgment at our poultry

shows. Neither must I forget to remind your readers that
I have no ill-will or malice against Mr. Douglas or any other

breeder or exhibitor of poultry, so that in touching upon
certain letters which have lately appeared in your Journal,

your readers and yourself will give me credit for doing my
best to place our judges and their judgment on a more
honourable and straightforward principle than I have reasons

to believe they have been, more particularly since the Poultry

Club took its stand in such a form as it has done. In your
Journal of March 7th, I find nn excellent letter from some
one who, like myself, up to this date has written under an
assumed name, I mean the one who styles himself "A
Looker-on," and I must endorse his words when he says

the Club has fallen into no small error by leaving the ap-

THE OPENING SEASON.
How truly delicious to the snowed-up bee-keeper was the

perusal of "A Devonshire Bee-keeper's" "genial day"

I

among his bees.
i What a contrast Devon presented to Renfrewshire ! Here

I

wreath upon wreath of snow, with the keen frost and the

thick pendant icicles—spring flowers. Crocuses, and Snow-

I drops, where were they ? Just peeping through the ground,

buried several feet beneath the snow; the bees close pri-

soners for many -weeks. How could it be otherwise while

bitterly
" Boreas wl his blasts did blaw."

There spring flowers in full bloom, bees busy pollen-

gathering, and even youthful yellow-jackets dancing with

firefly radiance,
" While saft the -vveBtlan breezes blaw."

With what a " longing for spring " did that paper inspire

us we need not stay to depict, "Our chaplain" having

ah-eady discoursed so eloquently from that text as only to

require our emphatic Amen.
On Tuesday, February 22nd, the sun burst forth with

something like spring brightness over the white and glis-

tening landscape. Saw from the windows the snow barri-

cades on the points of the landing-boards sensibly diminish,

particularly those that had suffered most from the active

tread of that sly little marauder Master Tom Tit, and finally

to entice out the bees. Thinking it high time io substitute

some more enduring sun shade for the hive-fronts, sallied

forth ; but there's a lot of black-faced highlanders standing

on their hind legs, tearing away most voraciously at some
favourite ivy. They must get "a Scotch convoy" to the

highway to seek their own home. We pity as we expel

them, for they, poor things, are evidently starving. As we
return, there, too, is a contrast. Their southern sisters,

our own Leicesters, lying around their rack chewing the cud

of sweet content, nothing disturbed by the " cawing rooks,"

not cawing now, but mysteriously silent (although the first

Sunday of March, their first field-building day, is so close at

hand), as they pace along their broad backs, anxiously

raising and carefully examining the silken staple. Not ad-

mu'ing it, surely? Only quietly hunting after small game,

as they are also starving. Why do those skylarks raise

their tufted orowus so delightedly as they dart from among
that troop of poultry in the shed ? They have just appro-

priated a few crumbs or potatoes dropped by those matronly

Dorkings. They, too, are starving. But to the bees.

Knee deep waded along the garden walks, or, we should

rather say, as nearly as we could guess where walks should
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be. EecollectiBg pollen-gathering from the Devon Laiirus-

tiniis, stopped and disinterred some upper branches of a

shrub, and found the bloom not opened. Regretted as we
strode along to see here and there on the top of the snow
an Italian, now a Britisher, fallen to rise no more. In front

of the hives the purity of the snow sullied with quite a

shower of excreta, but, fortunately, fewer bees dropped than
we had feared. No pollen-gathering—could it be expected?
Made all snug and left them.
By Thursday following the snow had silently and quietly

passed away, except where the drift had been deepest, as

up against the garden wall and around the hives. Stood
long and patiently in the wet slush watching the late

arrivals, when lo ! at longlast in goes an active little Li-

gurian. "Wished to, but durst not, with so much snow still

about the hives, raise the frames to ascertain what store

was left ; but consoled ourselves with the thought that, if

short, we could administer a good supply of food directly

into the combs, this time without our Devon friend coming
down upon us.

Saturday, February 26th, snow entirely gone, mild for the

season. Summoned our assistant and set to work. First

out slides square straw hive, plenty of food, fair population,

that lithe little yellow queen already at work, good sprink-

ling of eggs, and even some grubs about ready for sealing.

Having been somewhat suspicious of the season and of

some unhatched cells, around which the fresh brood and eggs
were now deposited, excise all bi-ood bed for another experi-

ment, to ascertain if spring be more sxiccessful than autumn
for the extirpation by excision of the bee plague. Cleaned
board, and shut up in the hope that we, too, had had " a
last glimpse of foul brood."

Next a black hive ; not an egg, but very strong in popu-
lation and store. Although breeding had not commenced,
were struck at the forethought displayed by the workers in

busily employing themselves during their confinement in

cutting down the massive thicknesses of the emptied upper
portions of the combs that had contained honey to the requi-

site narrow width for brood. As we scrubbed up our capital

mahogany boards, artistically cut from old table-tops, we
inwardly thanked your genial correspondent, "Upwards
AND Onwakds," for the hint. It may interest our old op-

ponent of the "milk-pan and straw hackle " controversy to

know that the shadow of the hated hackle has never been
cast across his mahogany—we have long ago abolished

them. And adopted the pan, eh ? Ob, no, as great anti-

panists as ever. Something better than either—handsome
wooden octagon covers for Stewarton hives as figured in

No. 9, only they lift off in a piece, and square ones in the

same style for square hives ; both of a sufficient altitude to

take in the fullest set of storified hives.

The next, another black hive. As many eggs as in Li-

gurian, but no grubs, thus giving, say, eight or ten days'

priority in favour of Italians.

In like manner the eight stocks composing the home
apiary looked this. Gratified to find .all well stored and
peopled, particularly the last. An octagon storified Ligurian,

from its determination to resist all interference, and its

inmates having on one occasion last summer gained a
complete victory over my assistant, has since been r.ated by
him as quite a noli-me-tangere. As we approached it, his

ready pipe was out at once—this was forbidden at the

season—and the cover cautiously raised and slipped off as

gently as possible. The inmates made a rush to the entrance

in an instant ; and before the hive could be raised and
placed on the spare board a cluster hung on poor Friday's

veil front, and a crowd on either hand, while numbers spread

themselves all over his clothing and stung away with that

hearty goodwill with which the Italian alone can. 'Ihe

hands were speedily transferred to his trowsers' pockets, and
the body doubled up, as down the walk he tore at a great rate,

leaving his master to clean the board and make all snug as

best he could. On the hive being replaced, the bees were
buUt up thick upon the landing-board, and up the hive

front, more like Juno than February. We only wished

"J. E. B." had been there to have seen and felt the weight

of a real storified hive still 601 lbs. gross with board.

In the afternoon set off and made a similar examination
of the outlying apiary at a farm a mile or two <listant.

Accompanied by the old farmer, their custodian, went down

into the garden. A glance at the entrance of three of the
hives, and then the following colloquy, which we must re-

port for the edification of your Oxfordshire correspondent.
" Halloa, Hugh, mice in all the hives ! Why didn't you
keep a sharp look-out ?" " I thocht as muckle ; but you
see, sir, as they werna my ain I did najist like to meddle wi
them." Confound Scotch caution for once. Off first hackle,
and out falls from its apex and rolls on the walk a pretty
little ball composed of cut straw, beautifully arranged;
how " Upwards and Onwards " would have admu'ed the
Euug little domicile ! In each case the mice were gone, and
these three Stewartons were all still well stored and peopled,
although the deep cuttings into the rich end combs showed
how luxuriously our little enemies had fasted during the
severe weather. Never suffered from mice before, first indi-

cations of them in the home apiary at once putting us on
the alert, what had tempted the aggression in this instance
being the extreme lowness at which the permanent massive
thick stone hive-boards were set bringing the hackles close

to the ground. It may be worth noting that the combs
generally were much better kept in the hives under the
protection of the wooden covers compared with those under
hackles. Although botli were ventilated alike, still the
farmer's hackles did not contain the same body of straw I

used to employ.
A third small apiary was too distant to reach that after-

noon ; but there was no fear of mice there, as the custodian

invariably places a bit of lead over the entrance, with only

little cuts to allow the bees to be got out singly. We never
appi-oved of such contrivances. Nothing like a thorough
circulation of pure air underneath hives during the dormant
season. Was never more impressed than this winter with

the great advantage of giving an ample supply of food when
required in October, so as to permit the bees to enjoy a com-
plete dormancy. No hive of mine receives a particle of food

till the ventilating ekes are withdrawn in the beginning of

April. Thankful to find all so flourishing, and not one foul

cell in all my black colonies ; those excised from the Ligurian

one alone excepted, casting a dark shadow over the prospects

for the season.

March 1st.—Yo»ing bees on the wing from octagon Li-

gurian above alluded to. Again the yellow-jackets are in

the ascendant.
March 10th.—Cloud of young bees out of a strong black

stock, confirmatory of a ten-days earlier start in favour of

the Italians.—A Renfrewshire Bee-keeper.

Egyptian Bees.—In Lower Egypt where the blooming of

flowers is considerably later than in the upper districts, the

practice of transporting bee-hives is much followed. The
hives are collected from diffei-ent villages along the banks,

each being marked and numbered by the proprietors, to

prevent future mistakes. They are then arranged in pyra-

midal piles, upon the boats prepared to receive them, which,

floating gradually down the river, and stopping at certain

stages of their passage, remain there a longer or shorter

time, according to the produce afforded by the surrounding

country. In this manner the bee-boats sail for three months.

The bees having culled the honey of the orange flowers in

the Said, and of the Ai'abian jasmine and other flower's in

the move nortliern parts, are brought back to the places

from which they have been carried. This procures for the

Egyptians delicious honey, and abundance of beeswax. The
proprietors in return pay the boatmen a recompense pro-

portioned to the number of hives which have been thus

carried about from one extremity of Egypt to the other.

The celebrated traveller, Niebuhr, saw upon the Nile, be-

tween Cairo and Damietta, a convoy of 4000 hives in their

transit from Upper Egypt to the coast of the Delta.

OUK. LETTEE BOX.
iNCKEistNG Room ik a Common Straw Hitk (ZZ.) —Get an eke made of

fh-aw of the sume diameter as the hive, and ot trnch depth as you may deem
fitting. Raise the hive on it us soon as made, ana keef it from nlippinf by
means of a tew stout hair-pins, stopping the old entratice and filling up all

crevices with good mortar.

Doves not H4tchino (C. E. if.).—As you mention your Doves some-

times sittini: on four eggs, there can be no doubt but that they are two
hen^, consequently the eggs cannot be fertile. Buy two cocks, or escbange
one for a coci;.—B. V. Bbknt.
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Then, I would say, be beady. There is One ever near to

you, through Whom alone you can be ready, for He paid

your debt—One who will meet you, especially at your bedside,

night and morning. He is waiting for you. Meet Him,
then, on your knees, and when death comes He wUl lead

you to a garden (for in heaven there must be flowers) more
beautiful than any on earth, more beautiful than even was
Paradise.

So may poor Chitty's death draw out our active sympathy
and cause us to do good to the bereaved, " the widow and
fatherless in their affliction," and may it also be a means of

good to ourselves.

—

Wiltshibe Eectok.

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS.
(^Concluded from page 224.)

IMPLEMENTS FOR CARRYING AND APPLYING WATER, &c.

The Watebbabbow.—A most useful implement where
much watering is to be done and the water has to be carried
any distance. It may simply be described as a tub on
wheels, but a great deal depends on the form and construc-
tion. The best that I know is a tub holding about fifty

gallons, swung on a frame, and to this frame are fitted two
wooden wheels about 3 J feet high. The height of the
wheels causes the whole to run easily. Wooden wheels
make less noise than iron. The tub being swung prevents
to a gi-eat extent the water slopping over. The water may be
drawn from the tub by means of a syphon, or a tap fitted in
the tub itself, fi-om which, also, a hose may conduct the water
to the plants to be watered, without the use of a watering-
pot. There are waterbarrows made entirely of metal, and
though inferior to those properly constructed of wood, their
cheapness and diurability are considerations which make up
in a great measure for the loss of other qualities. It is also
possible to construct one that wUl answer all the purposes
of the best.

Garden Engines.—There are several patents for so-called
superior kinds of garden engines, but, so far as I am able
to judge, I have used none I like so well as Eead's and
Warner's, and these I have generally known to work well
and satisfactorily. Beyond this it is scarcely necessary to
say anything, but that the tubs should be often cleaned
out, and none but clean water used ; if dirt and grit get in
the leather is apt to be permanently injured. The proper
spreader should be used with every kind of engine ; it will
be found better in effect and more pleasant to use than any
other. There ought to be sufficient force in the jet to throw
the water over the highest fruit trees, the object being to
wash dust, dirt, and insects from trees, plants, &c., and at
the same time to afford an imitation of a shower of rain, so
as to refresh and invigorate plants after hot days. The
watering-pot can be more effectually used in applying water
to the roots of plants, but the engine is best for cleaning
and refreshing the leaves and shoots.

In connection with the garden engine there are other im-
plements that claim a little notice. The Hydropult, for
instance, is supposed to throw water as far as the garden
engine, at all events it is very useful, particularly for in-

doors and small gardens. I would recommend it particularly
in town gardens, where it should be used morning and even-
ing in dry weather for washing the dust from the leaves of
shrubs and trees. During the spring and summer the
health of the trees and appearance of the garden will be
vastly improved by such daily ablutions, and no one would
begrudge the price after having seen the effects for a season.

There is something better still than a garden engine and
syringe—that is a cistern, of sufficient dimensions to con-
tain a large quantity of water, fixed on the roof of the house :

from this a pipe is carried to such places as the water is to

be applied, and stopcocks are there fitted, to each of which
a flexible hose can be screwed, this hose being furnished
with spout and spreader. If the cistern is mounted on a
three-storey dwelling there will be force enough for all pur-
poses. This will be ibund the best of all methods of apply-
ing water, and though rather expensive in the first instance,
the money thus employed would be well spent. Where
possible rain water should be conducted into the cistern,

but failing that, river water will be the next best, and will

answer very well.

Stbinges.—These have passed through various phases,
from the short cross-handled concern of days gone by
to the really handsome and convenient implement of the
present day. No question can be entertained as to the best
kind, which is of a very simple nature. The sliding valve
should be made of leather in preference to its being packed
with tow, and no one ought to purchase a syringe that is

not fitted with a ball top ; this admits the water freely, yet
acts as as plug on the water being driven out, but allows
this to pass in the form of a shower. No matter who may
be the maker or patentee, by taking the above as a guide,
no mistake can be made. Avoid all jointed and otherwise
deformed editions of this useful implement. Also, avoid all

such as are furnished with suction hose, &o. ; have nothing
to do with them, and you will escape much disappointment.
The uses of the syringe are so well known, that they need
not be entered into here. No greenhouse, vinery, stove, or
other plant-house ought to be without one.

WATEEiNa-pOTS are certainly indispensable in the garden
as well as in the plant-house. They are made of tin or zinc,

the former being painted, but not the latter. Their size is

a matter of choice, but I should say those holding about
four or five gallons woxtld be the most useful and convenient
for carrying water, and smaller ones of one and a half or
two gallons for applying it. For in-door work amongst
potted plants, watering-pots should have rather long spouts,

particularly for plants on narrow stages, but they are

better and handier if the vent is not too small. A three-

quarter-inch vent is small enough for any watering-pot,
unless very small indeed. A small watering-pot holding
about two quarts, fitted with a fine rose, is very handy for

watering cuttings, seeds, &c. Amongst Pines, a pot with a
short spout is very useful for watering the plants through a
funnel and tube. Other watering-pots may occasionally be
found viseful, some fitted with a rose, others not. For
watering seeds, &c., in the open ground, the laige pots above
named will generally be the best, the water being applied
through the rose. The smaller pots are best with a rose
attached, which may often be bi'ought into requisition for

small seeds. Generally there are few gardens in which
the three sizes I have named wOl not be sufficient for

all purposes, although from fancy or other reasons a maa
may wish for something different; but mere whims in such
matters ought not to be indulged. Many a man has been
led away by the notion that he could improve on a simple

and effective implement, or that something of his own in-

vention would improve matters wonderfully, and has only

found out his mistake after much money has been wasted,

and much material spoiled. The more common and simple

form of watering-pot will be found the best, and it will be
needless to look further and fare worse.

Mowing Machines.—These are now indispensable in any
garden where there is a lawn. The smallest grass plat,

grass edges, or grass walks between flower-beds, may be
fitted with a machine, small ones about a foot or 14 inches

wide being suitable for the purpose; while for large and
broad lawns 22 or 24-inch machines which require two men
to work them are better, or even still larger, drawn by a
pony or horse. These machines are manufactured by dif-

ferent firms, and it is not for me to recommend those of one
maker in preference to those of anothsr. I have no doubt
that all machines, if properly made, no matter who may be
the maker, both work well, and are durable with care. There
are, however, technicalities, which experienced men only can
fully appreciate. A machine that the least jolt puts out of

order on account of one or more screws not fitting properly,

is, to say the least of it, vexations ; but this I have found to

be the case in machines that were otherwise perfect. Makers
ought to pay attention to this, as well as to make improve-

ments year after year.

A great deal depends on the care and management of the

machine itself. Many an one has been laid aside simply

because a little common sense was wanting in order to see

the cause of its being out of repair. AVant of cleanliness is

most injiu-ious to these machines. They should always be
cleaned and oiled before putting away, pegs kept in the oil-

holes, the chain or cogs kept clean, and, in fact, treated as

if they were, what they really ai-e, a rather complicated piece

of machinery, requiring somewhat more care both in the

using and putting away than a common I'oller. Many
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gardeners treat tliem, however, as if they were nothing

more.
Scythes.—Although to a certain extent, the scythe is

superseded by the mowing machine, still it is not driven

entirely out of the garden. There are times when it would
be better to mow with the scythe than with the machine.

For instance : after much dry weather, when instead of close

herbage the lawn is covered with bents or the flower-stalks

of the grasses ; and also in very wet weather when the

nrajhine does not work so well. Although it is never ad-

visable to lay turf in such a position that the machine cannot
be used, there are often places where this is so, as on steep

banks, or slopes that are too steep to work the machine

;

the scythe is indispensable in such places. In many gar-

dens the mowing machine has never been introduced, the

prejudices in favour of old methods, and in opposition to

new, not having been overcome. Strange as it may appear
to the scientific gardener, I have known both master and
man exclaim against the machine as a useless innovation,

applauding the scythe as the only machine worth patronising

on the lawn. Such antiquated notions, however, are happily

the exception, for the scythe is too slow for these go-a-head
days, except in cases where it is retained as a matter of

necessity.

Where such is the case, it is worth while to know which
kind is the best of the several that are known. As far as my
own experience goes, I would not recommend any of the so-

caUed self-aajusting scythes, or other modern improvements,
but prefer the more simple, and, as I think, better style of

old-fashioned scythe that fastens with ring and wedge. The
choice 01 the blade wUl require a little of the knowledge of

good metal, an old hand can tell the ring of a good scythe.
The handle, also, is much a matter of choice. A pouch,
fastened round the waist with a strap, and a good Devon-
shire stone, ai-e essentials required by the mower.
Shears are both useful and necessary appliances where

there is much grass. Generally two kinds will be required :

the short-handled shears for cUpping the sides of banks,
narrow corners, and such-like places—these should be rather
small than otherwise, and kept in good repair, or the work
cannot be done well or c[uictly—and the long-handled
shears which are used for clipping the edges of grass. The
handiest are those which are bent at an angle of about 80".

If the shears are kept in good repair the work will be done
much better than if they are allowed to get out of order.

The same applies to all cutting instruments. There are
also shears made with long handles for clipping the surface
of the lawn without bending the back. These, however,
had better be left out of the catalogue.

The Edging Iron is for cutting the edges of the lawn
or grass verges when they have been trodden down or are
otherwise out of form. This instrument should be used once
every year, about the end of March.
The Saw.—There are various forms of this instrument,

said to be made expressly for various objects. I consider,

however, that there is no necessity for having more than
•one, which may be called a pruning saw. This should have
double teeth, which is best for green wood, the blade being
x'ather narrow and about 18 inches in length. This will

answer in all cases where a saw is required in pruning or

<3utting out dead wood, but had better not be used for sawing
dry wood or logs, which would spoil the teeth for pruning.
If the saw is simply used for that purpose it will last a long
time without the necessity of refiling or sharpening. A large

handsaw will be found very useful in cutting up logs, &c.,

and where there is much wood it will often be called into

requisition. Instruments are sometimes made having the
blade of a bill or chopper on one side, and a saw on the other,

but are not generally desu-able.

The Bill or Hatchet.—There are various kinds or forms
of this instrument all more or less handy. That form in

general use by the hedgers about London will be found the
most convenient. The blade is straight, about 10 inches
long, with a small hook on the back, at the end opposite the
iandle; it has a short wooden handle let into an iron socket.
The blade is generally of good steel. This kind of bill I

have found the most convenient in the garden, and though
it will not be required for pruning, it will be useful to out
up the boughs as they are sawn oft" the trees, and make
them into pieces suitable for tying up in faggots. This

bill is also useful for cutting pea sticks into the proper size

and form, and, indeed, for any purpose where a bill or hatchet
is required, including hedging or hedge trimming. There
wdl, however, be a difference of opinion as to the form of bill

which is the most handy, and it would be as well to let the
workman choose his own.
The Axe will sometimes be useful in the garden as weU

as in the woods. It will, however, be only in exceptional

cases, such as lopping off the larger branches of trees after

they have been
* * ^- * *: -* * # #

—F. Chitty.

[The sentence was thus left imfinished by Mr. Chitty ; his

death-disease seems to have deprived him of the energy
needed for the completion of his task. There is a mournful
interest attaches to this. It remains as evidence of a good
and true man striving to be useful even when disease forbade
liis being active—it was his last eftbrt, and there is a sorrow-
fulness attaches to the knowledge that it was the "last."

Mr. Chitty, let us repeat, has left a widow and five young
children unprovided for, and we shall be glad to receive fur-

ther contributions for their assistance.

—

Eds.]

THE MODERN PEACHPEUJSTER.
No. 7.

rSEFUL MAXIMS.

1. It is essential to form the tree into two equal wings, so
as to du-ect the main current of the ascending sap into two
channels. By this means it is best mastered and held in
check. The sap has always a very great tendency to flow in
a vertical direction, therefore any vertical line is a difficulty

in training. The consequence of a neglect of this law in
vegetation is that the lower portion of a tree becomes feeble,

bears small fruit, is exhausted even by this production,
languishes, and dries up, while the upper branches, receiv-
ing a superabundance of sap which cannot be elaborated,
become rankly luxuriant, and so produce few flower-buds.

2. In forming a tree it is an error to trust to shortening
back the branches at the winter pruning. A better mode
would be, during the period of growth, to incline a too
strong branch to a horizontal direction, and to tie up ver-
tically a too weak branch. Of all the plans adopted for this
purpose this is the simplest and the most efficacious. The
weaker branch should also be allowed a greater freedom, so
that the sun and air may have free access all round it. Any
shoots on the weaker branch which are to be ultimately
removed should be allowed to remain on it as long as pos-
sible to attract the sap to it. The more leaves thus left the
more strength does the branch gain. The contrary practice,
of course, should be applied to the too vigorous branch of the
other wing. Fruits exhaust the branch, as they require
much sap to nourish them, therefore we should not leave
too many on a weak branch, where, however, they generally
soonest appear.

By a combination of these simple means the equilibrium
of the vegetation of the tree may be restored during the
season of growth, leaving comparatively little to be done at
the winter pruning. Considerable amputations always injure
trees, however well performed. The modern school espe-
cially recognise this principle, which is so much aided by
the summer stopping of the shoots that little or no shorten-
ing of the leading branches is ever required. We require
all the growth a tree can make ; and the object proposed by
shortening-in the branches, often by fully one-third of their
length, so as to make the lower eyes break, can and ought
to be obtained by more natural means. If we take care of
the fruitiul shoots these will soon master the branch. The
only use of the latter is to carry the former, and these
should be especially attended to.

3. If we wish to obtain fruitful shoots the branches must
be left as long as possible. A contrary practice produces
only excessively vigorous shoots which are unfruittul. Trees
only produce flower-buds when, after having acquired a
certain development, the sap circulates more slowly. The
forms which trained trees are made to assume very much
contribute to favour this production of flower-buds by dis-
tributing the current of the sap into diverging lines, and
avoiding all vertical lines. The more these forms are com-
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pleted the more trouble the sap has to circulate, and the

more time it has to become fully elaborated in the leaves

by the action of the light and aii-. The sap, converted into

cambium, must also descend more slowly by each separate

channel. This is a valuable aid towards the production of

fruit-buds, these, probably, being produced by the descending

fluid alone. Be this as it may, and the question is not as

yet satisfactorily decided, all seem agreed that to a dimi-

nished circulation is owing the formation of the genuine
fruit-bud. Lifting the tree, without injuring the roots, is a
powerful remeily when it is too vigorous, and making rank
growths. In many forms, however, which will be hereafter

more fully entered into, this lifting is never necessary in

Peach trees, because by summer stopping the shoots are

rendered fruitful, while the roots from the close planting of

the trees cannot acquire any undue development. In the

orchard-house I have never lifted any Peach trees, because

fertility was obtainable by the other means described.

Diagonal cordon Peach trees having only short fruitful

shoots on the main branches or leaders are easily restrained

in vigour. The fruit a.ve produced close to the main leaders

by which they receive the direct action of the sap, and so

become largest.

4. It is an axiom in Peach-culture thus to obtain the fruit

close to the base of the shoots. When, on the contrary,

these shoots are allowed to produce spray as well as the
spurs, a number of useless flower-buds are formed which
the tree has no strength to mature. The sap is exhausted
by following so many needless channels, and the fruits

either fall at the period of stoning, or remain small and
hard. This defect is apparent chiefly in trees pruned on
the "long system." On the other hand, by close and
judicious summer stopping, in ordinary summers the flower-

buds wiU be developed near the very base of each shoot.

5. During severe weather no pruning whatever should be
undertaken, either of trees in the open air or in the or-

chard-house. The danger lies in exposing by the cut the
orifices of the sap-vessels ; these burst and are liable to

decay. Such trees as are exhausted by their crop should be
cut early in the autumn. This operation relieves the tree

and aids in promoting the next year's crop. After a sunny
and dry summer the wood is ripe, and should also be pruned
early, for the reason mentioned above.

6. Never prune the Peach-tree much at one time. If

pruned during the period of growth much sap is lost from the
wounded shoots before they can cicatrise. If this occurs in

the winter, that being the time for any more important
change, the tree always feels it. Bending down branches
even at that time is not always a safe operation, unless

gradually done, because at the lower portion where the bend
occurs the bark is compressed, and the sap cannot ascend
nor descend there so well as it did previously. On the other
hand, the upper portion of the bark is distended extremely,
and there is much risk of a very strong wood shoot pushing
vertically. A portion of the winter pruning should, there-

fore, be left for February ; many shoots about which the
pruner had not made up his mind may then be regulated,

not to mention the numerous unavoidable accidents which
occur during a whole season, and disorder all our cal-

culations.

7. Above all, let the amateur avoid considerable amputa-
tions of his Peach trees. When he has to perform one let

him cut cleanly and as close as he can to the base of the
ramification.-—T. C. Beehaut.

reflected the utmost credit upon theAssociation, is but a small
tribute to a society which has done more to elevate the
gardening community of this town and neighbourhood than
almost any other means. It is computed that about 1800
visited the exhibition, and the pecuniary results must conse-
quently have justified the expectations of the members and
covered the expenses attending the show. The upper
decorations were principally designed by the President of.

the society (Mr. Robson), to whom many thanks are due
They were left till the following evening and contributed
largely to the enjoyment of the visitoi's to the temperance
soiree.—(Maidstone Journal.)

Annual Exhibition of the Maidstone Gabdeneks'
Society.—The second annual exhibition of the Maidstone
Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Association took place on
Tuesday at the Corn Exchange. Considering the adverse

character of the winter, and the frost which set in on Sunday
evening, the plants, both as regarded their number and
quality, far exceeded the expectations of the members, and
the aiTangements were so admirably carried out as to meet
with the unqualified approbation of every one, though great

things were expected tliis year, in consequence of the
universal satisfaction which attended the last exhibition.

The room presented the appearance of a winter garden,
upon which had been bestowed the concentrated energies of

fifty ardent horticulturists. To say that the achievement

POSITION OP BEDS AND BORDERS—
JIUSHROOM-BEDS COLD.

I BATHER differ from the editorial remarks about the border
in front of the house in the garden plan of " A. E. L.," in

your Number of March 14th. i-^SIfii

The border, b, which was narrow, was made wider, and
last year it was by far the best thing in the garden. It is

in front of a house which stands in a very airy and exposed
situation, and it is a great advantage to the plants to have
the protection from the north winds. Where old creepers

—

such as climbing Roses, Wistaria, Jasmine, iS:c., are grow-
ing against the house, they will not do well without a border,
and I do not think any old house looks well without these
flowering creepers against it. Is it not better in such a
case to have borders and to make them broad enough to hold
bedding-out plants as well as the roots of the creepers ? I
have always recommended this plan, and have already laid

out eight or nine gardens for difl'erent friends, besides giving
plans and designs for others where I have not been able to
go myself, so that your adverse criticism was entirely con-
trary to all my preconceived ideas.

I have two or three leading theories about garden plans,
one is—that each bed ought to make a perfect and uniform
shape of itself; secondly, that in a set of beds the walks
ought to form patterns as well as the beds ; thirdly, all

points and unequal-shaped beds ought to be avoided as mudi
as possible ; fourthly, if on gi-ass all walks should be made
of a nearly uniform width, and so that a mowing-machine
can be worked in and out without much trouble and without
trampling on the borders, so as to avoid the necessity of
clipping afterwards. Thus the design in page 2 14 answers in
my opinion all these rules ; but in that at page 232; the large
scroll beds are quite out of proportion, so that in order to

I

plant it properly you are obliged to divide it into three or
four members with different colours, breaking the line of con-
tinuity, and practically making it into three or four unequal-
shaped beds. The bed, No. 1, and the borders on each side

are good because uniform ; but the scroll-beds do not answer
one law

—

i. e., they cannot by any line be divided into two
equal halves, and all beautiful shapes in nature for the most
part are capable of this division, as all animals down the
vertebrffi ; leaves down the midrib ; flowers by a line drawn
at right angles to the corolla, &a.

Excuse this long letter ! I am puzzled what to do with a
Mushroom-bed. It is in a cellar, inside what was a large

bin, about 5 feet by 3, the sides are brick, and it is covered
with a wooden lid which flts quite tight. I put about 15 inches

of droppings gathered in the usual way and never exposed
to any weather. The heat rose well, and I spawned in

about five days, and covered with l.V inch of soil tolerably

dry. All was as well as could be for a fortnight, hut now thft-

bed has lost its heat, and I am afraid has become too cold to
produce Mushrooms. As it was inside a cellar and a wooden
air-tight covering over it, I did not put any litter or any-
thing over the bed, thinking it would keep its own heat.

Can that be the cause ?—X. Y. Z.

[It is always well to agree to differ, and difl'er yet agree.

The longer we live the more tolerant we become to the

opinions of others, and the less dogmatic we become as to

our own. As a general principle we still hold to the opinion

expressed at iiage 214, in relation to the border e. " That
such borders conjure up ideas of damp and mouldiness in

the walls. Such borders, and pots, and boxes there, also

remind one of a town garden." Circumstances, however,

alter cases. If the house is so old and its appearance
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unsightly as to render covering the walls with luxuriant

creepers desk-able, then we have no fault to find with the

broad border, and ribboning that border if the proprietor

so feels inclined. No doubt the background of the climbers

against the walls would shade back the colours of the flowers

as well as protect them.
As a general rule, however, the fleeting beauty of bedding

plants is associated with different ideas from those impressed

by the solid structure of a mansion, and for a mansion of

large size, we think the flower garden would have been near

enough ; but let every man enjoy that which gives him the

greatest amount of pleasure. Allow us now to pass a remark
or two in the same kindly spirit as that in which you write,

as to the principles of design in flower gardens, as exemplified

in the plan, page 214.

1. " Every bed ought to make a perfect and unifoi-m shape
of itself." We hardly understand this. Every single bed
should be so formed and planted as to make a unique whole
in icself. Every group of beds should be so formed as to

make a well-balanced whole. This we presume is different

from having each bed of a perfect and uniform shape of itself.

What constitutes perfection in shape ? We cannot beat the
circle, the rounded squares might pass muster ; but set out
any of the rest of the beds in that group solitary, alone, and
by what rules could we demonstrate that each and every
was perfect in shape, or more perfect than any other shape ?

Of course, we are here taking no notice of the manner in

which the figures of the main pai't of the group nicely fit

into each other.

2. " Walks ought to form patterns as well as the beds."

This win be done as a matter of course, but these patterns

are not confined to regular geometrical arrangements. The
patterns formed by the walks or open spaces in the plan at

page 232, would by many be more liked than those at page
214, just in proportion as they had a finer eye for the sweep-
ing artistic, than for the regular geometrical. We could
not say which plan is the better.

3. " All points and unequal-shaped beds ought to be
avoided." True, but leave out the circles and rounded squares,

or flattened circles, and every figure besides, in page 214,

has its allowance of sharp points. Judged by the absence of

sharp points, the plan at page 232, must carry the honours.
4. There can be no question as to the desirability of all

the pathways, if grass, being so made that they can be cut
with the mowing-machines, and this is insured by your plan.

This is one reason why most scroll patterns, as at page 232,

should be on gravel.

We attach but little importance to the analogy drawn
from the vertebrte of animals, and the midrib of leaves, as
showing the importance of being able to divide a group of

beds into two equal halves. This is desh-able, but there is

nothing undesirable in being able to divide the group into

four equal quarters. This your plan would not permit, but
the other would ; and we think your plan would be improved
by having the two cu-clea (12) banded round with three
clumps as in 13, so as to admit of this quartering.

We would here advance one rule in laying down a figure,

which is something like a necessity to the perfection of the
form of the group—namely, that you cannot take out a clump
and substitute another of a different shape without destroy-
ing the balance and the harmony of the whole. Apply this

rule to the central seventeen beds, and see how true it holds.

Apply it to one end, 13, 14, 15, 15, and to balance you must
make another end like it. Apply it to the two circles (12),

and the four rounded squares (16), and what becomes of

such a rule, if as rule it be received ? You might do without
these six figures altogether without injuring in the least

the balance of the main group. You might make them of

any other shape or form, and they would be equally helpless

to injure farther than appear as so many excrescences. Let
your two circles (12), stand, and put a band round them, as

in 13, and we believe your four quarters would be better

than two halves ; make the four 16's, into circles and band
them in a similar way, and we question very much whether
the effect would not be better stUl. As it is, we do not see

why, so far as perfection in form is concerned, the 12's

and 16's should not be changed into each other, or even into

such five-sided figures as 6 and 7, &c. The subject is worth
ventilating. We showed how the scrolls could be more simply
planted. In one word, whatever our separate opinions, we

may rest assured that those who admire graceful sweeping
lines, will admire scroll patterns; and those who admire
massive, easily-managed beds of flowers, wUl adopt such
plans as yours, at page 214.

As to the Mushroom-bed ; if the soil is dry, and you want
Mushrooms soon, water with water of about 75°, and put a
little hay over the bed. If the bed is moderately moist
beneath, and you are content to wait, we have little doubt
you will obtain Mushrooms as the weather, and therefore
the cellar, becomes warmer.]

NOTES ON SOME NEW PLANTS AT ME.
W. BULL'S, CHELSEA.

I THOUGHT the other day, that when I noticed some of
the novelties in Mr. Bull's establishment I had had enough
of new plants to last me some time ; but having heard that
the importations which he had expected from abroad had
arrived, and that I should find some remarkable things
amongst them, I took the opportunity, while in town on
other matters, of running over to Chelsea and seeing with
my own eyes as far as I could the treasures he had received

;

and as far as my poor opinion goes, I am convinced that

there are many plants which will be of grear interest both
in a botanical and horticultural point of view. Many of

them were in a condition in which it would be impossible to

form a very decided opinion, while others gave evidence of

their beauty and singularity.

I have already aUuded to the very interesting variegated
Auoubas received by Mr. Bull from the continent, where
they were introduced by Dr. Von Siebold ; but he has some
gi'een-leaved varieties which will be, I think, equally inter-

esting, and which have already received certificates both at

the Royal Horticultural and Botanic Societies. Then there
was A. japonica macrophylla, with a light spinach-coloured

green leaf fully 9 inches long by 41 wide ; latifolia, very
broad dark green leaf, quite distinct ; and mascula an-
gulata, very narrow leaf. The variegated varieties were-

lancifolia variegata, margined with gold ; mascula ele-

gans and mascula elegantissima, broad leaf, yellow blotch

;

mascula bieolor, deep yellow centre to leaf; sulphurea,

edged with sulphur yellow, the yellow also interspersed in

the green ; varia, distinct deep yellow blotch ; mascula
picta, also yellow-blotched. These are all distinct, although
it may seem that in describing them as yellow-blotched and
green there is great sameness ; but any one can at once see

the great distinctness that there is in the different varieties,

and what a fine feature they will by-and-by make in our
gardens.
Of new Camellias there were Prince Camille, fine shaded

rose, of exquisite shape, and Comtesse de Gonda, a very
pretty light pink flaked with deep crimson, promising to

be a very pretty variety. Then there was an older kind

—

Mrs. Abbey Wilder, a beautiful white, but interesting from
the fact that Queen of Beauties is a fixed sport from it.

Some of these new varieties of Camellias are quite putting
the older ones into the shade.

Ferns—that ever-increasing family whose name now is

legion, and some of whose members are ever amving from
different parts of the world—were well represented by Adi-

antum robustum, a splendid strong-growing kind of fine

foliage ; Lastrea erythrosora, a hardy and pretty species from
Japan ; Odontosoria tenuifolia stricta, differing from the

normal condition of the plant in having stifl' upright foliage

;

Ophioglossum palmatum, a very handsome species intro-

duced in dried specimens, it is said by one of the beat

authorities on the subject, two hundred years ago, but of

which the only living example is that which Mr. Bull has

;

a very beautiful Asplenium called myriophyUum, which will

make a companion plant to Todea superba ; and a fine

Aspidium, not yet named, from Para.

Of fine-foUaged plants, suitable, perhaps, for sub-tropical

gardening, such as Mr. Gibson has so successfully carried

out at Battersea, there were some plants which will make
a figure I fancy by-and-by. These were two Solanums of

great size, and indeed of great names—one of them, at

least, for it was called S. pyracanthum horridum anreum

!

deep golden-yellow spines ; and Solanum crinitum, of which
the leaves were 2 feet long by, in their widest part, the same
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width : this had white spines, but both promised to rival the
Wigandias, Ferdinandas, and other plants ofsimUar character
now used. Of those which might be more correctly desig-

nated as stove plants there were some fine things. Thus
there was Saurauja sarapigiensis, with a broad Sphserogyne-
like leaf, the leaves measuring 19 inches long by 8 wide

;

the midrib being of a bright carmine, and the rest of a
lighter shade of the same colour; when well grown this

will be a noble-looking plant. Of a somewhat similar cha-
racter was Sphffirogyne cinnamomea, of which the stem, ribs,

and under surface of the leaves were of a bright cinnamon
colour. There were also a fine Cupania undulata, of graceful
pendant habit ; and a new species of Leea, of a beautiful
drooping habit also. Pandanus, which has so many orna-
mental species already, was represented by Pandanus
Lennffii, somewhat like elegantissima, but with white spines

;

and curiously enough the spines in the midrib turn down-
wards while those on the edge turn upwards. With this

there was Pandanus Vandermeerschii, a fine delicate leaf

with white spines, a sweetly jiretty variety. And what shall

we say to a bright sky blue Amaryllis ? This I did not see
in flower; but in Iniperatrice des Brazils Mr. BuU possesses
such a glorious suljjeot ! Its flowers are said to equal in

size Ackermanni and others of the same character, and to
be a genuine bright blue.

I ought to mention, too, a plant which will be interesting
to many from the associations connected with it—Salvadora
persica, the Mustard tree of Scripture, and which Mr. Bull
has already announced for distribution. AUamanda Hen-
dersoni, said to be the very finest of its class, is also here in
Mr. Bull's possession, and promises to be a great favourite.
And now, as ladies are said to reserve the jiith of their

letters for the postscript, so have I reserved to the last
mention of a very curious, and, as far as I could judge, a
very beautiful tribe entirely new to us—viz., some new
Urospathas from SouthAmerica. They belong to the Aroidea;,

the leaves having somewhat of the curious winged character
we see in some of the members of that family, but still more
fantastic. They differ from Alocasias in two very important
particulars—instead of having bulbous roots they have long
creeping rhizomes like some of the creeping Perns, and
instead of being deciduous they preserve their foliage all

the winter—a very decided advantage. Then this foliage is

marked in a most beautiful and singular manner. In some
there is a red ground netted all over with green, others have
a creamy white ground interspersed with green, others are
blotched with red, and in fact it is hardly possible at present
to say what strange forms and colours they will present

;

but I think enough is seen to enable one to say that they
will indeed prove one of the most decided acquisitions in
ornamental- foliaged stove plants that we have had for some
yeai-s. When I add that the entire stock of many of the
most prominent and beautiful of the preceding plants are
exclusively in Mr. Bull's possession, those interested in such
things (and who are not '?) can form some idea of the treat
in store for them by a visit to his establishment.
And so mvist end my notes. Will any one wonder after

seeing all this, and having the words "new," "novelties,"
&c., ringing in my ears, that when I " turned in " for the
night my dreams should have been coloured by what I saw ?

—that I fancied Mr. Bull was clipping off the few hairs I

had left in my rapidly decreasing locks, and was inserting
them in thumb-pots, and dosing them with " thine inimi-
table oil Macassar," as an entirely new sort—that my digits

were expanding into creeping rhizomes, while all over me
there was a general sprouting process going on which threat-

ened to exliaust all the tissues of my poor body—and that
an admiring bevy of botanists were minutely surveying my
poor self, and disputing as to what new genus they should
ascribe me to. Unhappily I was not in my own home, so
that I had no friendly nudge to startle me out of my visions

by " My dear, you must have eaten something that dis-

agreed with you;" so that it went on until I was heartily
glad to awake and find, as old John Bunyan hath it. Behold
it was all a dream.—D., Deal.

Luton, and at Woodlands, Eedhill, respectively, 42 feet in
circumference, and 14 feet high ; 44 feet in circumference,
and 19 feet high. It may be interesting to know that a fine

specimen is growing here which measures 24 feet in height,

and 54 feet in circumference round the branches at the
ground and for two-thirds of the distance up, the tree

thence forms a cone to the summit (the latter grew 2 feet

long last summer above the uppermost tier of branches) ; it

thus assumes a cylindrical form, ending in a cone. Doubtless
there are other specimens of it in the United Kingdom,
which for size outstrip this.—W. Gardiner, Batington Parle,

Stratford-on-Avon.

MY OECHAED-HOUSE
Is now passing out of bloom ; there has never been such

a fair promise of fruit before, and this is the eighth season.

Our numerous visitors display an undiminished interest in

the hundred varieties of the choicest Peaches and Nectarines
in existence, now so beautiful. The season has been back-
ward but shows signs of change. The equinoctial gales

came from the N.E., a sign of a dry summer.
Not sufficient account is taken of the difference of oolonr

in the flowers of the Peaches and Nectarines in classifying

them into two divisions of large and small. At any rate

colour forms an unerring guide, and an observer will dis-

cover many distinct shades, all indicative of parentage.

—

T. C. Brehaut.

Large Picea pinsapo.—In your Numbers of February
28th, and March 7th, correspondents describe the size of
specimens of that noble Conifer, Picca pinsapo, growing at

NUMBEE OF WOEKING HOUES FOE
GAEDENEES.

From your article with the above heading I rather differ,

I am of opinion that when gardeners are paid their full

wages all the year round, which is my case, they should not
be over-nice when the work is pressing, and the days are

long. I feel confident that my man for many days to-

gether, and that frequently in the winter, does not do work
worth 9s., when his wages are 18s. per week. I think both
master and servant in such cases should give and take. For
months in the winter there are not ten hours daylight, and
for some time only from eight to nine, when the dinner
hour is taken out. Even if the weather is suitable a man
can do little towards earning the wages he is paid ; and of

this I feel confident, if a gardener knows work is greatly

required to be done, and will remain occasionally an hour or

so longer, he, in the long run, loses nothing by it, but, on
the contrary, gains greatly in the esteem of his employer,
and in many other ways. — A Many Years' SiTBSCRrBER,

near Birmingham.

[You say that you differ from us, though we, in themaon,
do not see clearly where the difference lies. We also ad-

vocated the give-and-take principle as to time, and even
advocated the propriety of the gardener not taking without
the knowledge and sanction of his employer. In thorough
contradiction to the old proverb, that " stolen waters are

sweet," we believe that in the end they are very bitter, and
hence have contended that for a gardener ever to enjoy a
change or a holiday thoroughly, he must have that holiday

with the sanction of his employers. In aU such cases as

yours, however, where much is expected in summer, to

make up for the short days of winter, it will always be ad-

visable not to trust to any custom, &c., but to have the
terms explicitly stated. This would at once prevent un-
pleasantness, so long as the mutual relations of master and
servant continued. Though we give this opinion under the

circumstances, we do not thoroughly agree in your con-

clusions.

1. A gardener out of doors in winter is placed in much
the same position as other workmen, who receive the same
pay as in summer, because there is much more discomfort

in doing work at that time, and also because the employer
knows if he did not so give employment in winter, he would
not be able to get the labour he wants in summer. This

fact applies to a gardener merely as an out-door labourer,

and where he has no glass or plants under glass to attend

to. Even then there are numbers of jobs that may be done

in bad weather, and thus permit of more straightforward
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work in good, suitable weather. But if the gardener has
glass under his care, his position is very different from that

of the labourer or the mechanic, whose work is finished

when darkness comes. Then, often, the anxieties of the gar-

dener are only commencing, and often will he be going to

work when his neighbours are going to bed. Even in such
a case, by banking up fires, whether they are wanted or not,

he may save himself trouble after evening, or greatly reduce
it, but in that case, at the expense of his employer's fuel

heap. In many such cases where economy is practised, a
winter such as this last is much harder on the gardener
than the general summer work.

2. Though we agree with you, that working a few hours
longer, when work wants doing, will be no injury to the
gardener, and may often command the esteem and good
offices of his employer (and almost every gardener we have
known, would do so without receiving any hint as to its

propriety, more especially when kindness on the one hand
becomes the most powerful means for evoking gratitude
and fidelity on the other)—still agreeing with all this, we
think it necessary to state, that the more intelligent and
imbued with self-respect a man becomes, not only will he
be more faithful to his employer, but he will also be more
anxious that his services shall be remunerated in the shape
of wages, as a matter of right, so long as the agreement
lasts, instead of defective wages, being made up " in many
other ways " as a matter of favour, and next door to a
matter of charity. Not but that a kind present whets
the zeal and activity of a man ; what we want to remon-
strate against, is the self-satisfaction produced in the donor
from giving as a matter of kindness and of bounty, what
ought to have been given merely as a matter ofjustice.

Again, we say nothing as regards those whom no num-
ber of hours would satisfy, we allude to such readers as

are perfectly reasonable in the matter, and who merely
think a gardener may give a few extra hours work now and
then, when particularly required. On that we are all agreed,
but we wish it to be clearly understood, as the result of much
observation and experience, that continued long hours for

any length of time, will not only impair the physical energy
of the worker, but they -ivill be of no benefit to the employer.
Once, or twice, or oftener, in a week at times, is all very
well, but only let a man continue for some weeks—say from
five to eight, and even with extra nourishment, he will soon
do less than if he worked from six to six. We have noticed
that this would be the case even when the men thought
they were doing their best, and were anxious that they
should make their labour tell. Even then as a matter of
profit to the employer, we believe long hom-s continuously
to be a delusion, and if the men do not live well, we believe
that they will be a direct loss. Now and then is a different

affair.

And, lastly, without anything lilce a reflection on our cor-

respondent, we suppose that there will always be many who
will consider that from 9s. in winter, to 18s. in summer, will

be sufficient to repay the gardener for all his anxieties and
cares. True, there will always be great numbers of places
where the proprietor only requires a good garden labourer
for his garden, and who will find him more suitable for his

purposes, than if he had a man of greater accomplishments.
We need not here stop to prophesy about the " good time
coming," when to make the most of small places greater in-

telligence and greater wages will be required. We point
broadly to the fact, that such is not the case now, and to
that fact we respectfully solicit the attention of the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society, who are laudably en-
deavouring to produce a race ot great horticuUurisis, by
ensuring that young gardeners shall be men of great and
general intelligence. We say advisedly, that however well
meant, the whole scheme now, as heretofore, will be a
"delusion and a snare," unless the Council so bring their
influence to bear as to convince the owners of gardens of the
propriety of employing such accomplished men, and the ne-
cessity of giving them a much advanced rateof remuneration.
We will ever advocate the young gardener's improving and
educating himself, and gaining knowledge in every field,

partly that he may be able to hold a good place when he
obtains it, but chiefly for the pleasure and the happiness
that knowledge based on moral principle will ever bring to
its possessor. We shall have more faith in examinations

and diplomas, when we see these valued by employers, and
some greater and general prizes held out in the way of
remuneration.]

" A Lancashike Lad " has written his ideas on this sub-
ject, but little can be added in reply to what was said at
page 233, and to-day in answer to a correspondent who
thinks that gardeners should work long hours in summer to
make up for short hours and unremunerative labour in
winter. Stopping for tea is not general, and could not be
practised whei'e the gardener does not live close to the
garden ; but when he does so it will be a great help to him,
especially when he contemplates working for some time after
six o'clock. "A Lancashire Lad" must be a young gar-
dener, and it may be well to say in the way of caution that
young men have been injured by working too long without
refreshment. As to the other two ideas—first the advocat-
ing the working half an hour later on five days of the week,
in order that these half hours may be taken back again on
Saturday, carrying out such an arrangement must be wholly
a matter of agreement. In many establishments this would
answer admirably ; in others it would not suit at all, where
all hands are often required to finish up work on Satiarday,

so that no unnecessary labour shall be performed on the
Sunday. Where there is much glass, and a great deal of
plant culture in pots, Saturday would be the most unsuit-
able day of the week for a holiday; but, as already stated,
that is no reason why the gardener should not have a holi-

day as well as other workmen, whether they work with head
or hands, or both.

The other idea involved in the question. Why cannot a
gardener take a half-holiday without being obliged to ask
for it ? just shows the futility of continuing such a discussion,
as no expression of opinion would be binding, as every
proprietor of a garden, and every manager of a large garden,
will still reserve the right of deciding as to the oi'der and
the mode in which they shall be served. If that mode
savours of the grinding and despotic they will in due
time perceive their error. It is best for all parties that
there should be a clear understanding, instead of depending
on custom among other workmen who, take time to them-
selves when they think proper, and without condescending
to consult or ask any one. Surely " A Lancashire Lad "

must have some little idea how these independent care-for-
nobody men get on in life. He mvist know that when a
slack time comes they are the first to leave from yard and
factory, and even in brisk times they are often told to pack
up their tools, as the employer cannot afford to pay rent
for empty benches. I will stand up for reasonable rights for

our order, but I contend that what is worth having is worth
a clear mutual understanding. Let gardeners in small
places, and vmder-gardeners and labourers in large ones,
act on the " Lancashire Lad " principle and farewell to
everything like system and order. Employers who, like

another correspondent, may think they overpay their gar-
deners in bad weather in winter, may have some reason for

grumbling if, after such payment, they find that instead of
attending to their interests their servants look after their

own business and their own pleasure in the fine working
days of spring and summer. No ! no ! that is not the way
to secure kind considerate employers and faithful industrious
servants.—R. P.

[We have received more letters from young gardeners
urging their " right " to a Saturday half-holiday, and one
says that they are not treated with sufficient consideration

because they have no " union." We sent one of those letters

to Mr. Fish, and the foregoing is his reply. To all that he,

an old gardener alive to the interests of his craft, has said

we fully assent, and we will add that no master would retain

an uuder-gardener who urged his " right " to a half-holiday,

for he has no more "right" to one than have his employer's
grooms and coachmen. Suppose they claimed half-holidays

as a right ! As for want of " union " among young gar-

deners, if it is meant that they should combine and " strike
"

to effect their desires, we, as their friend, can only hope that
they will never be so very blind to consequences. Head
skilled gardeners are not easUy replaced, but those in their

pupUage would 'have successors found without such diffi-

culty.

—

Eds.]
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EOYAL HORTICULTUEAX SOCIETY.
WEEKLY SHOW.—APEIt IST.

On this occasion Mr. Bull sent a small collection of

Camellias, striped Azaleas, MediniUa magnifica, a small

plant of Alocasia Lowii, Bertolonia margaritacea, the leaves

beautifully studded as if with pearls, Arissema ringens pur-

puratum, Anthurium leuconeunim, his fine Imantophyllum

miniatum, Sauromatum guttatum. Cineraria Attraction,

with a broad white ring margined with bright rosy purple;

and specimen plants of Astrocaryum mexicauum, and La-

tania rubra.

Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, also sent Camellias, Medi-

niUa, and Boronia pinnata ; Mr. Catleugh, Chelsea, Cytisus,

Pelargoniums, and yellow Azaleas ; Lady Caroline Legge, a

smaU° plant of HymenophyUum tunbridgense ; and Mr.

Coysh, gardener to E. Wood, Esq., Eugby, three plants of

Dielytra spectabiUs, in excellent bloom ; also, seven Azaleas,

aU in good bloom, one specimen grown as a bush, being

particularly good. Accompanying these were two Statices,

and very good plants of Adiantum cuneatum and pubes-

cens.

Mr. Knminster, gardener to Mrs. Seaton Laing, sent three

stands for dinner-table decoration; also, a flower-basket

filled with white Azaleas, Camellias, Deutzias, and other

spring flowers. Messrs, Lucking & Greeves likewise con-

tributed flower-baskets, bouquets, &c. Lastly, from Mr.

Meredith, came his Black Alicante Grapes stiU in excellent

preservation ; and from some one unknown some very good

specimens of Eeinette du Canada, Blenheim Orange, Adams'

Pearmain, and other Apples.

HAYMAN'S EECtISTERED ALBERT VASE
FLOWEE-BOX.

This newly-invented vase flower-box differs from the old

flower-box in its capability of being taken to pieces, and

the parts used separately as vases, or together as boxes.

fruit wiU fall. The Figs will swell very fairly without the

terminal-bud. You must have nipped it through weU back,

as it has not pushed. We would take off a few Pigs before

the second swelling.]

ONION CULTUEE.

These are by a simple contrivance attached together, so

that they cannot be blown down. There is also another

and far greater improvement in the mode
by which water and air are admitted to the

roots.

It can be used for decorating the table,

hall, or can be placed on brackets, or in

conservatories, in verandahs, or in-doors for

flowers in the winter. The old form of

boxes are too heavy to be removed readily,

and are comparatively useless during the winter.

They have a very ornamental appearance, being made of

zinc with ornamental plate glass, or Minton tiles placed in

front, and japanned all round. They are calculated to last

for many years, and are inexpensive compared to the old

boxes.

CULTUEE OF FIGS IN POTS.

I AM growing Figs in pots, in a heat of from 70° to 80°. The
plants are small, but in 13 and 15-inch pots. How thick may
I allow the fruit to remain ? It is now on some branches as

close as 3 inches. The Figs are about 3 inches in cii-cum-

ference— Brown Turkey, and White Marseilles. I cut

through each terminal-bud as directed in your .Journal

(F<irnary 23rd, 1864, page 158), and I find some of the

buds do not start again at present. Will the Figs on

these branches without terminal shoots come to perfection.

—C. P.

[You arc growing your Figs in a great heat, and must

give water in proportion ; only let them once be dry, and the

In the Journal of the 7th ult., under "Work for the

Week," it is recommended in making Onion-beds to raise

them 9 inches above the gi-ound level. Surely this must be
a slip of the pen ? In light soil, with such a season as the
last, it would be next to impossible to obtain a crop on beds
of that description. As the system of growing Onions
practised here has been very successful, I send you a brief

description of it.

In the first place, I may state that until ten or twelve

years ago the crop was annually almost destroyed by the

Onion grub. To prevent this I have not found anything
equal to charcoal, applied as follows :—-Before sowing-time

a quantity is pounded and sifted through a half-inch sieve ;

the quarter of ground intended for Onions is then well

trodden ; the drills are drawn 1 foot apart and Ij inch more
than the usual depth, which extra depth is filled up with

the prepared charcoal, on which the seed is sown in the

usual way. Since we adopted this plan, with one slight

exception, the grub has not troubled us.

I do not claim the invention of this system. I have only

improved upon the original, which I had from an old brick-

layer who was noted for growing good Onions. His practice

was to collect all his hedge clippings and other brushwood, to

char them, and dig all into his Onion-bed. To this he attri-

buted his success.—H. P., Elsham Hall.

[Mr. Keane directs the bed to be raised 9 inches to allow

for the treading and rolling, which consolidates the soil.]

SATUEDAY HALF-HOLIDAYS FOE
GAEDENEES.

We think you have signed your somewhat rhapsodical and

poetical letter very properly by appending to it " Youthful

foUy and discontent." There is such an amount of intelli-

gence underlying it that we question very much if you have

obtained much relief by " making a clean breast of it." We
have no belief in reliefs in any trouble or difSculty unless

they are based on what is just and right. With a sense of

what is right as we think strong in your nature, we can

hardly see how you could be otherwise than discontented with

yourself, when in such a stormy afternoon you could make
a cogitating stool of a reversed large flower-pot, instead of

using your hands in the very simple work of picking dis-

coloured leaves from bedding Geraniums. The work merely

required a little of the eye and the quickness of the hand,

and but little of the mind, so that you could easily have

worked and thought on other matters too. You might have

told " discontent " to be gone if you had just thought of

poor fellows working out of doors. Our happiness depends

more on the way we look at circumstances than the circum-

stances themselves. The advocates of improvements and

reformations should show they are fit for and worthy of the

improved position. What would never be advanced as a

boon to "foUy" may be freely given to prudence and in-

tegrity.

From what we have stated in answer to other correspon-

dents itwiU be seen that we are no advocates for long hours

of labour. We think it advisable to leave a little earlier on

Saturdays, if possible, than on other days. Holidays them-

selves at times are very desirable, and are beneficial to

employer and employed, and we believe all the more when

not looked upon as matters of "right," but of mutual under-

standing. We have stated why in some oases Saturday

would be the most unsuitable day of the week—otherwise if

employers should approve of some of the men having some

hours that day there could be no other objection. The time

may come when there will be much shorter hours of work

in all days, but that is not yet, and we must take matters

as we find them.
Our coiTCspondent wants to know why young gardeners

cannot bo treated to the Saturday half-holiday as well as
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tradesmen and mechanics. Well ! first because they are

more servants than mechanics, and we hardly think the

time has come when the gentry wiU neither ride nor drive

on a Saturday afternoon, in order that grooms and coach-

man may not be disturbed. Secondly, because not bales of

cloth, nor bars of iron, nor planks of wood, but in many
cases tender living existences, demand the gardener's care,

and would soon perish without it. On this account extra

care and extra attention are demanded on the Saturday, in

order to minimise, as much as possible, labour on the Sun-

day. We personally know of cases in which the attempt
was made to let a part of the men away earlier on the

Saturday afternoon, but it was found to be too hard on
those who remained, and leaving all together an hour or so

earlier was found to be more satisfactory.

Thirdly, if carried out, we do not see how visiting other

gardens, a very desirable thing, and which our correspon-

dent assigns as a reason, could be satisfactorily accomplished
on such Saturday afternoons, when no more men would be
employed than were absolutely essential to perform the
necessary work. Who could pay the necessary courtesies

to the visitors ? Even now, without such holiday, visitors

on a Saturday afternoon could scarcely come at a worse
time, unless on a Sunday, and this latter we would, unless

in very exceptional cases, whoUy forbid.

Without speaking of head gardeners, we have no doubt

that aU young gardeners who are industrious, prudent,
honest, and attentive, will never be begrudged a few hours,
or more at a time, to see other gardens on other days com-
fortably. Of course we do not include those who sit and
think when they ought to work and think.
Here we would stop, without taking notice of the " want

of will" of employers and head gardeners further than
directing attention to the letter of Mr. Wills, page 244, so
far in unison with our own ideas as expressed at page 234,
but our correspondent alludes to "want of union amongst
journeymen gardeners." We believe there is a hazy feeling
of this kind afloat, but the sooner it is dissipated by the
light of stern facts, like mists before the light of the sun,
the better for all concerned. It is unnecessary to say a
word on the right of combination, or the awful evUs often
ilowing from the practical assertion of such rights; it is

sufficient for our purpose to say that journeymen gardeners
could do nothing in such a case by union, simply because
other workers would soon wiUingly do, or tiy to do, what
the journeymen refused to do. In one word, were even a
general practice as to hours more uniform than now, the best
plan would be to leave all such matters to the mutual agree-
ment between employer and employed. The ventilation of
the subject may help to lead to such an understanding as
would combine, if possible, increased generosity on one side
with increased faithfulness on the other.

POETABLE BOILERS.
One of the most desirable things that could be introduced I from a nice shady summer promenade into a conservatory or

would be some contrivance by which one could turn a piazza
|
winter garden at pleasure.

There would be no difficulty in doing this were questions

of heating out of the way. There have been contrivances of

the kind attempted, introducing the necessary warmth from

heaters, but this kind of heat is never satisfactory to plants.

If pipes could be so arranged as to be readily put together, and
taken apart, and put away, one difficulty would be got over.

The boiler question, we think, could be settled by the use of

Myer's portable boiler, of which the above is an illustration.

No doubt this idea could be still more perfected, as all

first-hand inventions can. We have not seen one of the

boilers in use, but judge from appearances it will be all its

maker claims for it.

—

(American Gardeners' Monthly.)

FEENCH VERSUS ENGLISH ASPAEAGUS.
Mb. Watson may relieve himself of any doubts he may

entertain as to mygood intentions. I never doubted his state-

ments, nor had any intention of wounding any one, native

or foreign. My opinion was asked as to the merits of

Asparagus grown on the English and French systems, and
having grown that vegetable on both systems in England,

the opinion given was based on the results. These were

:

The heads grown on the French system were longer, entirely

white, except the tips, and though 9 inches in length no
more was eatable than a small portion of the growing-

point; the Asparagus grown on the English system was
not so long, was not so fine-looking, but more of it was
eatable, and consequently it was in most request by the

family; there were endless complaints about the Asparagus

being woody so long as that grown on the French system
was served, but it was pronounced excellent after being

allowed to grow to the same length as ordinarily.

Perhaps Mr. Watson is not aware that the first shoots of

Asparagus are much more tough than those produced later

in the season, and that forced Asparagus is much more
tender than that grown in the open an-. This may explain

why French Asparagus can be more tender than English,

and I have not the slightest doubt it generally is so, both

being grown on the same system. What French Asparagus

1 have eaten has certainly been more tender than English-

grown, but I never found any equal to that with but 2 inches

of it uneatable. My experience is that but the upper

2 or 3 inches are eatable, therefore Mr. Watson has been

more fortunate.

M. Carlos Forer's letter is simply an explanation of the

reasons why we find French Asparagus purchased in Covent

Garden, or at the hotels and restaurants of Paris, is not so

good as that eaten where produced, he being so good as to

admit that some amateurs even in France " maintain that

that with green ends is preferable to the rose and white."

That is precisely my opinion of that grown in England.

The reason French Asparagus is worth so much more in

London is that it is several days, to say nothing of weeks.
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earlier than our own, and being grown naturally is finer

than our forced. Having a warmer climate it grows quicker,

and it cannot but be more lender than ours.

Mr. Watson need not suppose me to be a professional
horticulturists, but mate sure of it. I have made my
way in a garden since I was twelve years of age, having
learnt from natiu-e more than I ever did from man, and

WINDOW GAEDENING FOE THE WOEEING
CLASSES.

On Tuesday evening last a lecture on window-gardening
was delivered by W. S. Bosanquet, Esq., to a very crowded
audience of the working classes in St. Margaret's School-

room, Westminster. The chair was occupied by Vice-
Chancellor Sir W. Page Wood. After a few introductory
words from the Chairman, Mr. Bosanquet commenced his

lecture, which was sustained throughout by a fluent and
graceful delivery on the part of the lecturer, and listened

to with breathless attention by the large audience, who
appeared to drink in every word as it fell trom the speaker,

testifying in no unmistakeable way their interest in the

subject. Mr. Bosanquet having expatiated on the advan-
tages derived from the cultivation of fiowers—its soothing

and humanising influences on the mind, and its sure indi-

cation of a cheerful and well-ordered household, he proceeded
to inform his audience of the great Show that is to take
place in the garden of the Koyal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington on the 10th of July, to which an invita-

tion has been sent to every parish in the metropolis
to compete for prizes offered by the Society. He urged upon
his hearers not to be discouraged because they might fancy
that somebody else would be there with something that would
beat theirs. If they did so they could never expect to attain

to any degree of perfection in the cultivation of flowers ; but
their object should be to do their best, and concentrate
all their attention on some common and easily cultivated

flower which they found would succeed in the locality where
they lived. It was not the rare and costly exotic that would
take the prize that day, but a carefully-tended Fuchsia or

Geranium, or some such flower.

The lecturer then went into the subject of cultivation, and
laid before his audience very clearly and simply the practice

they must follow for the successful growth of window plants.

He began first with the flower-pot, and told them the first

thing to be attended to was to see that the pot was perfectly

clean, for flowers loved cleanliness as well as they did or

ought to do ; and the next was to see that there was suifi-

cient drainage to the pots, for that was another condition
that plants liked as well as human beings did. Then some
very sound instruction on watering was given, instruction

that many who consider they know something about the
growth of flowers might derive advantage from. The maxim
impressed upon them was never to give water unless the plant
wanted it, and then to give abundantly. The plant never
fails to give indication when it is athirst ; the soil on the
surface of the pots becomes dry, or partially so, and the
leaves begin to hang down, and their cry for water is as loud,

if we could hear it, as would be the cry of any individual in

the audience if they too were in want. Then cleanliness was
urgently brought before them. Mr. Bosanquet showed that
plants could no more continue to live and to thrive if their

leaves were covered with dust and dirt than could human
beings if their mouths were stopped with putty. It behove
them, therefore, to see that the leaves of their plants were
kept perfectly clean by being either sprinkled with water or
cleaned with a sponge. Then air was an indispensable re-

quisite to plants, but care should be taken in giving air to

plants in rooms not to keep them in a draught. The door
and window Hhould never both be open at the same time, for

that was another point in which plants resembled them-
selves—they could not exi,st in a draught.
At the conclusion of the lecture several of the audience

put questioiiK, asking information on some details connected
with the cultivation of plants in rooms and windows, which
showed the strong desire they had to make themselves
acquainted with the subject. Before the meeting separated
the Vice-Chancellor made an application of the subject in a
religious point of view, and reminded the audience of the

parable of the sower, which our Saviour delivered to his die-
ciples, and after an impressive exhortation to the audience
the meeting separated.

VINE-BOEDEE ON A CLAY SOIL.
I AM about to erect a vinery on a site where I am obliged

to fill up to the depth of 4 feet for both house and border.
The foundation is stiff clay, and I want to keep my Vine'
roots out of the clay. Would it be preferable to fill up the
4 feet with rough clinkers and cinders from a factory furnace,
and make my border on this ; or would you fill up with elay^
and concrete above, and then make the border ? If so, how
am I to proceed, as I am ignorant of the process and ma-
terial used for concreting ? The border will be 34 yards
by 4 yai'ds, the size of the house.—T.

[In such a case we would prefer filling up 18 or 24 inches
with clinkers, on these place some 2 or 3 inches of the finer
clinkers and ashes, beat and roll well, so as to have a firm
surface, and if not firm enough without, place a little of the
clay among them at the surface. On this place 3 or 4 inches
of concrete, made by mixing together three barrowloads ofthe
roughest small cinders, three of rough pebbly sandy gravel,
and one of quicklime, working it up quickly with just enough
of water, and laying it down, smoothing it, and then roUino-
it, when it will become very hard. On that place about
15 or 18 inches of clinkers, and then 20 or 24 inches of soil.
Have a drain below the concrete in front. We advise the
above to prevent the roots going down through such a
depth of clinkers.]

FEOGS DESTEOYEES OP WOODLICE.
Inquiries are often made for the best mode of destroying

woodlice. I have never seen the employment of frogs ad-
vocated. They are quite as useful as toads, and more
easily procured. They should be supplied vrith water, and
unless food is abundant, should be occasionally fed with
worms. Some of my poor frogs were starved for want of
this knowledge.—B. A.

TEIOMPHE DE EENNES AND OTHEE EOSES.
May I ask Mr. Radclyffe what stock his Triomphe de

Eennes Eoses are on ? I cannot make it grow at all. It
scarcely exists here. As soon as a shoot is made and has
pretty well run its length, down faU all the leaves. I think
I understood Mr. Cant, that he found it difiioult to succeed
though, I think he said, with Mr. Hedge, it flourishes ad-
mirably. Mi\ Eadclyffe speaks highly of Due de Eohan
and General Washington. Now, out of doors the former
does not open one bud in twenty here, and neither in nor out
of doors can I obtain one bloom in fifty of General Washing-
ton fit to look at ; in fact, I shall throw both away after this
summer, unless they do better than they have hitherto
done.—P.

[Triomphe de Eennes, many trees, are on the Briar, and
also on Manetti. It is an excellent doex*. It is never out of
bloom. It never has a blind end, or a defective bloom. The
whole frontage of my house is lined with these excellent,

ever-blooming, yellow Eoses—namely, Solfaterre, Gloire de
Dijon, Triomphe de Eennes, Celine Porestier, and MdUe.
Aristide, the last is chiefly an ornamental Eose. A south
wall is best for Triomphe de Eennes, but I have successful

plants in advance of, and also against, a west wall. I have
also most successful plants of it in my north-east garden,
unprotected, on the Manetti stock. It does thero equally
well with Gloire de Dijon. All down my south fi-uit wall, I

have trees of Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Eennes, and
Celine Forestier. I have no better trees, and am never at
any part of the season, beginning in May, till frost and
snow set in, without a profusion of these noble yellow Eoses.
Triomphe de Eennes, on the Manetti, is all heights, from
6 to 12 feet high. It rarely suffers from mildew or blight.

Taking all points into consideration, I believe it to be the
best yellow Eose in existence. It is of the best quality,

and if shaded, of a fine golden yellow. " P.'s " land is strong
and cold. He must lighten his soil with leaves, ashes, or

heath soil, and then Triomphe de Eennes will go a-head.

Such trees require little pruning, rich soil, free drainage.
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lots of water, and a West Indian sun. My trees £11 the air

with tea scent.

"P." complains that Due de Eohan, Maurice Bernardin,

and General Washington, do not open freely. That is their

tendency. If be will throw up hanks like those on which
Thorn hedges are planted, put these Eoses on the banks,
and give them plenty of water in hot dry weather, they wiU
open as easOy as Safi-ano, though they be as large as a man's
fist. Washington in character is a fall Eose, and does good
service after others have done their work. The other two
bloomed well in numbers last season on the flat. Still the
Eoses on banks beat similar Eoses on the flat. I never saw
finer Eoses than the blooms of Due de Eohan, Maurice Ber-
nardin, and Charles Lefebvre, which is a free bloomer any-
where. Add Senateur Vaisse, also a free bloomer, and you
have the four beet crimson Eoses in existence. The leaves

of Triomphe de Eennes fell, probably, from the soil binding
and want of water. Honeydew prevailed much last season.

Did they suffer from this ? As soon as you perceive it you
must syringe it off before it becomes an immoveable viscous

concrete.—W. F. Eadclttfe, Tarrant Rushton, Blandford.

POETEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FEUITS.

Alocasia Lowii var. picta (Variegated Low's Alocasia).

—Nat. ord., Ai'oidese. Linn., Monoecia Monandi-ia. "A more
Mghly coloured and variegated variety of A. Lowii."

—

(Bot.

Nag., t. 5497.)

La:i.iA PBa:sTANS (Admirable Laelia).

—

Nat. ord., Orchid-
aceaa. Xinm., Gynandria Monandria. Native of the Brazilian
island St. Catherine. Prefers a block of wood. Flowers
rosy lUac, opening in November, and very diuuble.

—

(Ibid,

i. 5498.)

Ibesine Hebbstii (Herbst's Iresine).

—

Nat. ord., Amar-
anthacess. Linn., DicEcia Pentandria. Introduced by Mr.
Herbst, Kew Nursery, Eiohmond, from the Eiver Plate,

I South Brazil ; but it is also native of North Brazil and Peru.
It is a most striking coloured-leaved plant, the colours being
intense plum veined with purplish crimson.

—

(Ibid., t. 5499.)
Aglaonema maeant^folium var. FOLns macuTiAtis (Va-

riegated Maranta-leaved Aglaonema).

—

Nat. ord., Aroideie.

lAnn., Monoeeia Monandria. Native of Malay Islands. Leaves
dark green marbled with greyish green.

—

(Ibid., t. 5500.)
AcEOPERA aemeniaca (Apricot-coloured Acropera).

—

Nat.
ord., Orchidaceae. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of
Nicaragua.— (Ibid., t. 5501.)

AcHiMENES.

—

Pink Perfection, rosy pink ; throat yellow
spotted with orange. Grandis, pale purple with orange,
spotted throat. Eaised by Mr. Parsons of Welwyn.

—

(Floral
Mag,, pi. 233.)

Vabiegated Verbena—Popular. Flowers scarlet ; leaves
variegated with yeUow. Eaised by Mr. Bull, King's Eoad,
Chelsea.—(J6icl., pi. 234.)

Chbtsanthemums.—Golden Ball, bright orange, with
golden tips to the petals. Venus, lUac, with paler-tipped
petals. Both raised by Mr. Salter, Versailles Nursery.

—

{lUd., pi. 235.)

Begonia Digswelliana.—Flowers light pink, with darker
edges. It is in the nursery of Mr. B. S. WUliams, HoUoway.
—(lUd., pi. 236.)

Waitzia geandifloka.—This isoneof the species of those
flowers popularly known as "Everlastings." "It is very
nearly related to the W. aurea, but is more robust, and has
flowers considerably larger. The foliage, too, is so much
less villous, that, when planted together, the species are
readily distinguishable from each other by this feature alone.

It blooms rather later than W. aurea, coming into flower
when the latter is almost over. I received this fine species
firom Dr. F. Mueller, of Melbourne, but have reason to be-
lieve that, like the other species I have described, it is a
native of Swan Eiver. From its robust, tall habit, it is

better suited to the open ground than to pot culture, agree-
ing in this respect with W. aurea.

" The treatment requisite for all the species may be con-
cisely summed up as consisting of thin sowing about the
middle of March ; early preliminary transplantation to pots
or boxes ; close approximation to the glass, in a moderate
temperature only, to prevent weak growth; and final trans-

plantation to the open ground in May, in the case of W. aurea
and W. grandiflora, or to four-inch pots in the case of W. acu-
minata and W. corymbosa, with a subsequent shift, if found
necessary. Both the latter may, however, he submitted to
open-air treatment in light soils. In wet ones, or if exposed
to heavy or long-continued rains, they are liable to die off

without apparent cause. The treatment recommended is,

in fact, simply that requisite for most of the half-hardy
annuals ; and, although it may appear to involve an atten-
tion to details which many amateurs are unwilling to give,
it cannot be too strongly urged that any attempt to culti-

vate on the ' rough ' system wUl infallibly result in disap-
pointment.—W. Thompson, Ipswich."—(Florist and Poma-
logist, iv. 42).

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen qaeden.

Take every opportunity of eradicating weeds, hand-weed
where practicable, as it more effectually answers the pur-
pose than hoeing and raking when the soil is moist. Cut
the Box-edgings, and keep the walks well rolled. Basil, a
warm sheltered spot may be chosen to sow in the open
ground, but being a rather tender annual, it is generally the
best plan to sow in pans, or on a slight hotbed, and after-
wards plant it out. Beans, earth-up the early crops, but
before doing so lay a little soot close to the stems, as before
recommended ; timely earthing will also prevent the wind
damaging them. Borecole, make a sowing for the first crop

:

what is commonly called the Scotch Kale is the best variety.
Broccoli, most of the varieties may be sown in the end of the
week ; by sowing early there is time for a second sowing in
case of failure. Cabbages, fill up any blanks from the reserve-
bed, at the same time stir the soil between the plants and
earth them up. Carrots, thin-out those sown in frames, and
give a good supply of water when dry. In sowing the main
crops put in the seed rather thickly, as it is more liable to
faU than any other kitchen-garden crop. Celery, the main
sowing for the winter crop should now be made. Continue
to prick-out fr-om the early sowings, and pay attention to
air and water. Clean and earth-up any that has stood the
winter, as, if it is of no other use, it will do for soups. Cucvmi-
bers, keep a brisk heat in the beds as the days lengthen and
fine weather approaches, bearing in mind that light and heat
should be proportionate to each other ; give air daily, and
keep the lights free from dirt. If green fly or thrips appear,
recourse must be had to fumigation, which will generally
extirpate them. Lettuce, give aii- to the plants in the
frames night and day in mild weather, loosen the soil about
those planted under hand-glasses. Onions, sow the Silver-
skinned for pickling on a poor piece of ground. Plant into
beds the autumn-sown or those sown in boxes in the early
part of the year; draw shallow drUls, and lay the roots of the
plants in them at regular distances, after which cover them
lightly with fine soU. Peas, sow any approved sorts for
succession. Radishes, keep up a succession by sowing a few
once a-fortnight. Sea-Tcale, remove the covering immediately
it is done with ; if there is any yet remaining to be covered
let it be done before it grows much. Turnips, thin-out those
sown in frames, and give them water when necessary.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Complete the pruning and nailing of wall trees, and

protect the blossoms. Eemove suckers from Gooseberry
bushes and fi-om all fruit trees as soon as they make their
appearance.

FLOWER QAEDEN.
Eepair displacements of soil or gravel on slopes or pre-

cipitous walks with as little delay as possible, for every
shower wUl widen the channel. Gravel put on sloping walks
should be almost in a state of mortar prepared for use •

well trodden and afterwards rolled, it forms a hard and
durable walk. It is often desii-able to keep Ivy close to a
building against which it clings ; in that case it should be
defoliated every year about this time, and it will again
speedily be covered with fresh and vigorous leaves. Shrub-
beries should now be gone over, pruning-in encroaching
branches and removing dead and dying Hmbs. The late
heavy falls of snow have been by no means congenial to the
roots of Tulips ; in fact, unless the beds are situated on a
porous subsoil or well drained, it is attended with poai-
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tive injury. Particular attention must be paid to those

whose foliage is cankered, cutting it away to the quick with

a sharp knife. As soon as the beds are perfectly dry the

surface soil should be carefully stirred. No time must be
lost in getting tha stock of Carnations and Picotees potted
off. This is a good time to strike cuttings of Pausies

; put
them in round the sides of small pots, plunge in sand on a
north border, and cover with a hand-glass.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
See that nothing suffers from drought. The larger speci-

mens in tubs or pots, if any, must have a liberal supply,
provided the drainage is complete. This is the period for

the free use of liquid manure, but take care that it is per-

fectly clear and not over-strong. Large Orange trees are

very fond of it. Pay due attention to the watering, shift-

ing, and stopping of plants in general. Many conservatories

are very unfit places for Heaths, being generally too lofty

and kept too warm for them. Some of the free-flowering

varieties are, however, very ornamental, and should be
largely employed in their decoration during the early months.
As soon as they have done flowering let them be pruned back,

and give them a liberal shift when they start into growth,
using good fibry peat for the purpose, and if they are at-

tended to in the growing season, they wUl overcome any
injury they may sustain through occupying an unsuitable

position whUe in bloom. As more than ordinary fires have
been required of late in plant-houses, rendering the in-

ternal atmosphere drier than usual, the requisite humidity
should be supplied by sprinkling the heating apparatus,

floors, &c., at the same time keeping it below rather than
above the usual standard for this season, to meet the present
low temperature. Hardwooded plants, of which the pots are

full of roots, and which it is not convenient to repot just at

present, should be carefully attended to with water, for if

allowed to flag many plants, particularly such as have fine

hair-like roots, scarcely ever recover.

STOVE.

Much attention is necessary at this period to growing
stock. Much progress may be made in a little time by a
judicious course of culture. Shut up with a high tempera-
ture rather early in the afternoon, and use the syringe rather

freely. Make cuttings as soon as they can be obtained, of

Geissomerias, Plumbagos, Eranthemums, Justioias, Clero-

dendrons, Vincas, Euphorbias, Brugmausias, Begonias,
Thunbergias, &c., in order to keep up a succession of clean

young stock. See that growing Orchids have abundance of

atmospheric moisture with a liberal cu-culation of air early

in the morning, shutting up close betimes, and taking care

to observe moderation in the use of fire heat, in order that

a pure atmosphere for the night may be insured. Growing
Dendrobiums will now require liberal suppUes of water, and
let the plants on blocks be frequently syringed.

DUNG-BEDS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
At this period it is of much importance to have a dung-

bed or two of a very moderate degree of heat for the

purpose of cooling down fresh-struck cuttings, hardening
annuals, and receiving plants from either the stove or green-
house ; for in consequence of liberal shifts in these depart-

ments and the rapidly increasing size of the Pelargoniums,
Cinerarias, Calceolarias, and Fuchsias, something must be
removed, and a cold frame is insufficient for some of these

tribes. Let, therefore, any spai-e frames at command be
fitted up, using a little well-wrought dung, with a good
deal of tree leaves if at hand. A steady bottom heat of 70°

will be sufficient, and very little material will suffice to pro-

duce this, if some coarse litter of any kind be packed closely

round the frame after the bed has been formed. Such frames
should be watered with scalding water as soon as a little

heat is up, this will destroy insects and their eggs. A coat-

ing of ashes may then be spread over the bed, and the frames
matted up at night for two or three weeks, leaving a little

air all night to plants hardening off.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
kitchen garden.

Plenty of snow on Tuesday and Wednesday, but a south
wind on Thursday, from which we fondly hope that gentle
AprU wUl come to us, and bring sunshine and mild breezes.

Very little has been done on the ground out of doors. The
snow has acted as a protection from the keen frosts ; and
most fruit-buds are so backward that but little harm would
be done if the birds would only let them alone for a few
weeks. Stirred up the surface-soil among forward Peas in

pots ; watered with warmed water some of the Tom Thumb
kiti'l, planted out in orchard-house. Put a few Saugster's
No. 1, out of turves, thinly in the front of the house ; and
these we will allow to ramble a little, and stop when the
shoots show a few flowers. Turned out turves with Peas
sown in them, placed among forward Potatoes, as they were
beginning to be too forward, and placed them in a turf-pit,

where a little protection can be given them, until the weather
become more mild. Turned out a lot of Cauliflower from
pots into an earth-pit, where a little protection can be given
them. Stirred up the soil among those under hand-lights,

and protected with a little litter in the frosty nights, as we
wish them to go on now without check—a check from
hardening them with frost now being apt to make them
button prematurely. Removed the glass from those in

frames, and covered in severe nights with hurdles having
spruce branches drawn through them.

All these doings make lots of litter, but at this season it

is hardly possible to combine the extreme of neatness with
the extreme of economy, and a little roughness may well be
excused when the object and the utility are at once per-

ceptible. To keep all neat and orderly round lots of earth-

pits, &c., would now be almost as endless and expensive a
job as washing an Ethiopian white. Those who make neat-

ness an object, must go to the expense of covering that
makes and needs no litter.

Took up a little more Sea-kale and Rhubarb, and to

secure variety, put some Swedish Turnips into a dark warm
place. When the tops have grown 6 or 7 inches in length,

though yellow, they make a dish fit for an epicure. Made
another piece of a Mushroom-bed, having taken the old out.

All our pieces have done first-rate, except a bit that should
be coming in now, and that is behind its time ; and we are

a little doubtful of it, as the material was too old, and too

wet, and would have been benefited if a truss or two of dry
straw had been cut into one and two-inch lengths, and
mixed with it. The next piece will, however, soon be in,

and the older pieces yield gatherings.

A good portion of the time has been occupied in covering
and uncovering, making tallies, sharpening sticks, washing
pots, and putting them clean in bins, where, however, their

stay wUl be short at this season, and cleaning and^ mending
glass, &c. A little management wUl always secure plenty
of such work in bad weather ; and it is ever the reverse of

economy to have men working out of doors in wet weather,

to say nothing of the unkindness and inhumanity of making
them do so. We shall never forget how a foreman led us
mowing on a cold wet day in the end of autumn, until we
might as well have been dragged through a river, every

advancing step we took sending the water gurgling over the

tops of our shoes. He could change his clothes, and have his

wet ones dried in his rooms, but nearly aU the rest had to go
a good distance to cold fireless lodgings, and consider them-
selves well off if their clothes became dry in several days.

We noticed then what we have often noticed since—that

after such a water bath the men went about their work for

some days afterwards as if they had neither life nor energy
for it. That day's work we always regarded as a direct loss,

instead of gain, to the employer.
FRUIT GARDEN.

Much the same as last week. Have done nothing out of

doors to speak of owing to the weather, as we had protected

Peaches and Apricots even before nailing. The work wiU
come all at once ; but we have no doubt there wiU be every

alacrity to carry it out. Tied up Vines, regulated shoots,

and drew a dry hand over the bunches coming into bloom.

In some cases held a sheet of paper below the hand to

catch any poUen, and threw that, or placed some on the

hand which we drew over irregular setters, as Sweet-

waters and Muscats. In such a house the night temperature

has averaged 60", and the midday temperature, without

sun, 70'', with sun up to 75*^ and 80", and Uttle fire heat if

there was plenty of sun. A very little air was only given at

the top of the house, and even that little would have been

less but for Strawberries.
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In a small pit, the earth part being about 3 feet in width

and 15 inches deep, we have an extraordinary show from

Vines that were put out last season and cut down. We
know very well if we allow the half or the quarter of the

bunches to remain, the Vines will be pretty well exhausted.

In the same pit, but in three lights separated by a division,

are old plants of Sweetwater which have borne heavily for

a great number of years, and have just the same amount of

soil, which we think must now be somewhat exhausted.

These also seem a mass of bunches, though not large.

Below the soil, among clinkers, are two small pipes for hot

water, but we have not top heat enough to bring the

Grapes in very early ; but when we have it, we have no
doubt that, in these six-feet-wide pits, we could have early

Grapes very economically, as the glass could be easily

covered at night. These Vines are now somewhat crowded,

and we must clear the pits somewhat to give them room.

First, there was a mixed collection of plants as soon as the

Vines were pruned ; then, as soon as the Vines began to

move, a rough stage was placed across it for Strawberries,

and, beneath the stage, seeds of Lobelia, &c., were sown
in pots, and covered with squares of glass. The seedlings,

when fairly up, were removed to where they could receive

more light ; and now we must move a good portion of the

Strawberries, to obtain full light and room for the Vines.

This is a specimen of the cramming mode which has to be

resorted to in many cases, and which, whilst it makes the
most of glass space, greatly increases the labour, and keeps
the eye and contrivances of the gardener constantly at

work.
We have noticed a few more of the brown beetle on shoots

in the Peach-house, and of course did not see them long.

Our young man thinks nothing is so effectual as soft soap
water, and so long as it is used weak enough not to injure

leaves or young fruits we have no objection to its use. It is

always a good plan to adopt measures that are even thought
to be best, and hence one man will make a mode answer per-

fectly when another man entii-ely fails with it. It is but
natural for us to like our own plans best. A man has a
peculiar mode of doing a certain job, which he is convinced
is the best mode, and at least he does the work well. You
may think another mode would be better, and say so, but
if you insist on going against the man's conviction you
will not be much of a gainer thereby. Every good work-
man, be he even a garden labourer, has pet ways and
methods of his own, and if these do not go to the extreme
of interfering with general order and arrangement it will

generally be best to let him work in his own way. Provided
we never catch a sight of this ugly brown beetle we shall

be very careless as to whether we owe the riddance to soap
water, tobacco water, quassia water, or any other water.
We fuUy believe that an attentive eye and an active hand
are, after all, the great securities against all such pests.

In the fii'st orchard-house, where an iron stove had been
a little used last season, two trees in the centre are coming
into bloom notwithstanding all our care with air on, except
in severe frost, to keep them back. The other house wiU
not open just yet. As a further security against fly and
beetle we purpose syringing all trees of which the buds are
not opened with a liquid consisting of about 1 lb. of Gishurst
and li lb. of soft soap, and a little sulphur and lime water,
mixed up in thirty gallons of water. We shall also let a
little fall on the floor and pots. We should not like to use it

stronger at this season, and we will put it on very gently,

so as not to displace the painting round the swelling and
now opening buds. Last season, though but little troubled,

we detected by this time some of these beetles running races
on the tops of the pots, so that most likely, in addition to

the syringing, we shall paint the parts of the pot above
ground with some nasty substance which will not dry fast,

such as soft soap. Any little trouble now tlvxt will keep
such enemies from appearing dui-ing the summer will be
advisable. We saw but little of this beetle last summer,
and hope to see less this season, but of all pests in a garden
it is the very worst—green fly and even red spider are a
trifle to it.

OBNAMENTAL DEPABTMENT.
Chiefly potting, making use of stokeholes with sheds over

them for the purpose. The potting was chiefly confined to

Gloxinias, Gesneras, Caladiums, &.C., and to potting and

turfing faggots of bedding Geraniums. The fine-foliaged

Begonias, Gloxinias, &c., were set on a stage, where they

would be well shaded by the Vines. It is better, however,

when they are not placed there until after the Vines are

done flowering, as the smallest particle of extraneous matter,

be it the flowers of the Grape or a bit of decayed leaf, rest-

ing on the leaves of these fine-foliaged Begonias for a few

hours, or even less, is sure to make a hole in the fine leaf;

they do best, therefore, in the shade where no>,iiing can drop

on them. As to the faggots of Geraniums, we described

how they were closely packed in 10 and 12-iuch pots in the

end of autumn. We have just now filled four lights of a

six-feet-wide pit with plants in 60-sized pots, taken from

some dozens of pots of 10 inches in diameter, stuffed with

Bijou. Hardly one had failed out of very nearly four

hundred. These did not require a tithe of the attention

during winter that small fresh-struck plants did. We like

in general to pot or turf the variegated ones, though Bijou

and Alma lift very well from an intermediate bed of rougt

earth and leaf mould. These old plants are rather top-

heavy for the turfing process. We resort to it because

scarce of pots, and also for saving labour afterwards. For

small plants struck late in autumn from 3 to Si inches

square of turf and from 2i to 3 inches thick will be quite

sufficient. The tougher the rurf is the better. If we take it

up 12 inches wide, it is cut on the bench into square pieces

with a sharp hand-bill, and then the earth part being placed

uppermost, a hole is scooped out nearly to the grass with a

knife, and about as quick as pots can be brought and di-ained.

A little nice light soil is put m the hole with the young

plant, and if a little bottom heat can be given the roots

will soon be hanging like hairs round the sides of the pieces

of turf. When turned out in beds the turf goes along with

them, and this is found to be an advantage if you wish to

lift with anything like a ball in autumn. Without any

bottom heat, those who are afraid to plant out of earth-pits

at once, or who cannot afford time to water pots, may try

the turf system, placing the bits close together on the

bottom of a pit or frame, or on the floor of a late vinery or

Peach-house.
Proceeded also with cuttings of Verbenas, and whatever

else was likely to be wanted. To oblige some inquirers we
wiU here shortly allude to a few matters very simple but

very important to success.

1st. All cuttings of such plants strike most speedily in

sweet bottom heat—that is, if placed on a sweet hotbed,

though Geraniums and many other plants will strike as weU
on a shelf as anywhere.

2nd. All cuttings wUl strike quicker if there is the begin-

ning of spring growth on them before they are taken oft.

3rd. The cuttings should never flag or be wetted before

they are inserted; and as soon as inserted they should be

taken at once to their position, so as to prevent any flagging

afterwards.

4th. The success as above will greatly depend on keeping

the cutting that has commenced to grow on the parent

plant still growing slowly, as when separated from it ; and
the best securities for this are additional heat, a close moist

atmosphere, a little air at night, and just as much sunlight

as the' cuttings will bear without flinching, and then, if the

sun distresses them, a little shade or a skill' from the syringe.

5th. Bear in mind that shade is a necessary evil, tending

to weaken and enervate plants and cuttings, causing the

latter to elongate upwai-ds instead of rooting downwards,

and thus wasting the stored-up supplies instead of supplying

the plant with new sources of vigour. As little shade as

possible should be given, removing it, not at the approach

of night but as soon as the sun is clouded.

6th. As giving ease every way, the propagating of all

bedding plants at this season will be best effected if the

cuttings are placed about 20 or 24 inches from the glass.

With the use of the syringe in sunny days little shading

wiU be needed unless in very bright sun, as the force of

the rays is broken before they reach the cuttings.

7th. Light sandy soil with abundant drainage is best for

striking. A very little very rotten leaf mould, or heath

soU, may be added, but leaf soil at all rough and fresh is

apt to produce damp and raouldiness.

Sth. These things kept in mind, it matters not a pin what

the vessels for cuttings are, whether pots or pa^s, soft or
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hard-burned, semicircular tiles, old tin and »ino spouting, or

old worn-out evaporatmg-pans of siniila* metals, espeoially

zinc.

9th. The cJiief time that suoii cattmgs, without the help

of bell-glares, hand-lights, &c., but exposed in the bed, need

syringing, &c., is in tl^ middle of sunny days, when the

evaporation of their juices is gomg on at the greatest rate.

If such a skiff from the syringe will do, it is a much better

practice than shading.
10th. AH cuttings, of which there is a doubt of any insects

being on them, should after they are made be drawn in little

bandies through tobacco water or quassia water, holding the

ends in the fingers, so that the out ends may not absorb

much or any of the liquor.

11th. In making the cuttings, remove the leaves at the

lower joint, cut clean across through the node, or just be-

low it, and if you remove no more leaves, shorten and lessen

the larger ones. We have little faith in raising such plants

aa Geraniums from leaves, though the leaves will make roots.

To obtain plants we should like the leaves to have as much
of the stem as would include a bud at its axil. That, how-

ever is just a cutting. Plants that make tubers and bulbs

may be raised from leaves, as Gloxinias, Gesneras, Begonias,

&c.—E. P.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—April 1.

Out-door vegetables, in conseaaencs of the late severe weatlier, are only

brought in limited quantities, and Asparagus, Kidney Beans, and other

forced vegetables, are no more than equal to the demand. Continental

supplies, however, have improved. New Potatoes are to had at fi cm 2s. 6d.

to 3s. per pound. Apples are BtiU brought in large quantities amons the

best for the dessert at present are Court-pendu-Plat, Golden Winter Pear-

main, Golden Harvev, and Nonpareils. Of Pears the supply is small, the

kinds being Easter Ben-i e and Beurrf- de Kanoe ; Pines scarce; Grapes

sufficient tor the demand. Forced Strawberries consist of Keens' Seed-

ling, Carolina Supert)a, and Blaot Prince. Of Broccoli there is hardly any

to be had.

Apples ^ sieve 2

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14
Filberts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 50
Gooseberries ..^ sieve

Grapes lb. 15
Lemons 100 5

Melons each

d. 6.

to4 Mulberries .... punnet
Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100

Peaches doz.

Pears (kitchen)...bush.

dessert doz.

Pine Apples lb.

Plums i sieve

Strawberries oz.

0; Walnuts bush.

d. s.

too

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle 8

Beans Broad ^ sieve

Kidney 100 2

Bcet,Eed doz. 2

Broccoli bundle
BrusseUSoroutB 2 sieve 3

Cabbace doz. 1

Capsicums 100

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 2

Celery bundle 2

encumbers each 1

Endive score 2

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle 2

VEaETABLES.
d

6
d. s.

4 too

4 n

3

4
2

10

G

Leeks bunch
Lettuce doz.

Mushrooms pottle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions bushel

pickling quart

Parsley i sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart

Potatoes bushel
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket

Spinach sieva

Tomatoes ^ sieve

Turnips bunch
VeKCtableMarrows doz.

d. 1.

3 to 1

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Jovu'nal of Horticultm-e,

Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so

doing they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All communications should therefore be ad-

dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Ho7-ticul-

ture, Sfc, 171, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Strawberbt-hodses (Mr. JiT.).—The subject, we think, has been enough
discussed.

SunscniPTioN [C. U.).-^We think that by the charter and bye.laws of

the Society you are legally bound for this year. On paying your subscrip-

tion the Secretary will send to you your tickets.

Mignonette Thee.—"M. D." will be very much obliged by any infor-

mation respecting the Mignonette tree, a shrub which grows to a very

large tize in India, the flowers and scent similar to our common Migno-
nette, with the additioiLof sharp spines upon its branches.

Tempebaturb 01 Vinery (W.J. Tfofson).—The keeping your Vines to

55° until they broke had reference chiefly to the artlSoial heat by nigM.

In 6uch a case in a rather dull day, you might let the temperature of ite

house rise to 60° or 66° ; but with sun beat you may let it rise to 70" or 75 .

When you expect the sun to shine brightfy you should let your flres low,

and then you would not require to send such streams of cold air througn

your house. Fire heat and sun heat a£t very differently. See ' Doings 01

the Last Week" lately.

Centaure*. CANDiDtssiMA Grub-eaten {Ignoromus). —The grubs were
J

too much destroyed to enable us to determine their species. VVe would
|

give the plants a good smoking, then syringe them well with cleir lime and

soot water : and it that did not settle the grubs we would cut oft the large

leaves affected, as, to all appearance, the plants will be strong enough to

push out plenty of healthy young foliage. Unless tor specimens in pota,

the plants will be none the worse of a partial disleaang.

Removing Vine Laterals (./. Mackenzie).-yfe would not lessen the

laterals until the fruit was colouring, and we wished to ripen the wood; MC
if you want such large bunches you must be content with something Uke

half of what you are now taking. Such heavy crops, also in time exhaust

the Vine. In the rods so thickly studded we should think a bunch every

15 or IS inches would be ample, or even fewer, if fine specimens are

desired We are greatly pleased to hear of such success in a large span-

roofed house so far north as Inverness. What fuel do you burn !

Aspect foe Conservatorv (J. il.).-All things considered, the south

aspect will be the best. You can keep the house cool by plenty of »" "f
would advi-e rough plate for the roof, and then you would on'Tjequ re

blinds for the front. You might even oaub the lijhts ">/';»"'
"''^^'"X

and a little flour in the end of Mav, and wash it off in Octob r. lie 8i«i

will be of great use in winter. You may have the Vine on the roof, and it

you trained it in front, in summer it would du instead of shading. An

east or a west aspect would do very well. A north one woa.d save all these

drawbacks, but the plants would not grow well in it. \ ou would have to

bring them in to bloom, and then remove them to be grown elsewhere.

Fi'OBSiA Geaetino U'l Amatew).-The Fuchsia may be frafted at any

time, and almost in any manner, when heat, moisture, and a little shade

can be given, and the wood used is thoroughly ripened. In "uch a case as

yours, with merely a cottage chamber, with the window l^'fjns 'i^jlf""?^:
west, the following will be aids to success :-The stock should "e Degmnmg

to grow, and be in advance of the scion in growth, fhe s'^i°V„^™''y„'l'J

be breaking its buds, and the wood should be well ripened. Young wood

will do very well if pretty strong ; but when we used '» S™\7® ""^^
used some 2 inches of a young sboot, with about l.i inch of the older wood

behind it, making a slice long enough in the side of the shoot to plaoe the

old and part of the new wood on it. The slice from stock '""i scon must

be taken off with a clean sharp knife. Tie carefully with bast, daub with

a httle clay, cover with a little moss, and damp that irequently.

Planting Flower-beds (fferfi-iKicj.-We had answered your last letter

before receiving the present. We thmk the flower-beds are m their right

place. We also think that your arrangement will be improved, and be more

in unison wltb the quaint.looklng character of the house by your substi-

tuting the central tlgure in the plan, p. 232, on each side, instead of the

group of diaraoad.-, ; but then of course your great diamond lu the centre

is quite out of character. You miglit make the diuuoi.d about hall Lhe

size, and, instead of joining the points, leave about 2 feet of an opening,

and have a circle at each point. Your simplest plan would be to ma^^^

central figure much the same as yoar two sides, and then take a lesson tor

your circles from the end of these cross figures, giving the circle loot bentts

instead of three, something in the same way, but with bolder sweeps thaa

shown in M IS in the plan at p. 214 The central hgure or gfoup we

would then fill with scarlet, white, and b ue. This arrangement would not

give you a regular group, but there would be a fitness and » "'"8-'" °' ™e
dump to another which your present plan hicks You « «°'

"J"^
"

help you in the able omicism of the two plans ret^rreil to, and remarks on

that criticism in the present Number.

GROWING Atriplex bl-bea (C. U. (7.).-We think J"" ^"^ Ijf^,* "?"
regular row of the Ked Spinach by sowing uudor protection, and Plantmg

U when a few inches high. It does very well, however when so™
about the middle of .April where it is to reaiaui, and if t^ere should be a

few vacancies you can easily transplant some from where the Pl^^ts are too

close to.'etlier. When all the plants are transplanted Icom a bed the line

will come more uniform, and the transplanting helps to make the plants

more dwarf and br-shy.

Heating a Small Lean-to GnEENHOnsE ((?. T. C.).-'YonTiest pto

would be to have a small flue below tlie floor, as described by Mr. tian

Teveral times. The cheapest would be a small iron or bnck stove with a

uioe leading out of the house, or into another chimney ;
the tint is Des„.

sLe answers to correspondents a few weeks back. For such a house we

would have a foot shelf, or more, in front, a iwo-leet path and a stage 5 leet

wUe behind ; or you might have the path down the middle, and a three-feet

stage on each .^ide.

Pbopaoatino Liluim otoANTEUji (B. CooA<!).-This Lilium is propagated

by taking off the you-g suckers, which '^'""^P!™"'""? X^enHv farie
stool at the time of potting, potting them singly in P°\«. f *"'="">'

'^f
to hold them comforsably, and growmg them ou m a cold l.auie "i S'em-

houss. This is best done early m February, when they are on the pomt of

starUng into fresh growth. Turfy loam from rotted turves one-half, and

the otirer half equal proportions of turfy peat, leaf mould and sliarp sand

well chopped ao'l mi.^ed, bat not sifieo, make an excellent compost fol this,

and, in fact, all the Lily family.

Graftino Camellias (S. fr. (7.).-April is a good time to graft them,

the scion being taken from plants not in active growth, the stock placed m
a temperature of 56° from fire neat, and the po plunged in a hotbed a

wee^prior to the date of grafting. The stock is best no headed down

quite dose to the scion at ttic time of grafting, but it should be shortened

to a few inches above tue graft, to attract the sap into the graft and by

.thorteuing in part forcing it into the graft. After the gralt has taken, it is

iecessa ? to cut ,iie part of the stock above the gralt qilte close to the

union Your young stocks may be grafted when the y are equal in thick-

ness to that of the grafts.

>;,„,nT»o Sffos &o bv P0.ST (A. £.).-If you take Letts A Co.'s very

e/cBlLntandrful "konthly Postal Almanac," price W., it will tell you

the days the mails are despatched, the postage, io.
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Vines Breaking-Stopmng Bleeding in Vines -T™peb*toek foe

AzALESSANi. Camelims (F. C,).-When Vines are breaking they should

have a temperature of from 45° to 60°, and be sprinkled morninK and

eveninE with aired water. When they break the temperature should he

increased to 50°, in another fortni/rht to 65", and when m Isaf it should be

Increased to 60°, with a rise of 10° by day without .sun, and from 15° to 20°

with sun and air. The bleedine of the young Vines may be stopped by

searing the ends of the rods with a red-hot iron, and then dipping the ends

in boiling pitch. If pruned quite close you will lose the uppermost eye by

this process. The cau'ie of bleedinp: is pruning too late or not soon enough.

Do so In future immediately the leaves have fallen. A temperature of from

55° to 60° is proper for Camellias and Azaleas to make fresh wood, and a

moist atmosphere.

Ceeastiom tosientosdm feom Seed (J. C. iV.).—Prick off the seedlings

an inch or two apart in boxes, grow on in a frame or greenhouse until May,

and then harden off, planting out in May or early lu June. It will make a

nice edging this year by August.

CoBffiA SCANDENS VARiEGATA CoLTDEE ((?. B ).—Sow any time in April

in pots fiUed with any kind of light soil not pressed in too tightly. Sow

thinly. The pots should then be partially plunged upon a genial warm
bed. Ton lost your young plants by allowing them to remain in the seed-

pots so long after they were up, and there was not sufficient heat for thera

after they came up. On the second day after they were up they should

have been pricked off into fresh sod. taking care that it was quite as warm
as the soil tliev were growing in. If 48 size pots were used for the purpose,

ten or twelve plants should have been pricked in around the edge of tde

pot; then after thev had made the th'.rd pair of leaves they should have

been potted singly into small pots. Want of early attention to the pricking

out young seedling plants is the cause of so many complaints of nurserymen

supplying bad seed. After pricking out the plants they should be placed in

a temperature of from 70' to 75°. After the second potting tlie temperature

should be reduced to 65° or 60°.

Lapageeia EOSEi Culture (Irfcm).—It may he sown at once in a mix-

ture of peat, leaf soil, and silver sand. Before sowiRg the seed it should be

steeped for six or eight hours in lukewarm water or milk. The seeds

should be sown thinly in pots or pans, taking care tliat the seed is at least

2 inches below the surface of the soil. The pots should then be placed in a

warm greenhouse or pit, where the temperature would range from 45° to 6J°.

As soon as the young seedlings appear they should be potted singly in small

GO-pota, and placed in a close pit or frame for a \veek or two till established

in their fresh quarters. They should then receive the same treatment as

greenhouse plants: but after they have become strong enough to bear it,

they will require abundance of water.

SvEiNGlso Geranidms—LiNKT SPECIMENS [Agnes).—'Do not syringe

Geraniums and I'elargoniums at all in these cold, cloudy, frosty moraings—
that is to say, if you have excluded frost. In fine sunny weather you may
syringe Scarlet Geraniums if you Irke; but no Pelargoniums, florist or

fancy, should meet the sun with wet foliage— it is a fruitful source of spot,

&c. The damp will do no harm to the Vines that will now, we presume, be

beginning to break ; but as they progress a drier atmosphere in dull weather

will be desirable, or you may have mildew. As yon do not care about

cuttings it would be as well to leave your lanky Geraniurr ^lone. and plant

them in the centre of beds. At this early season, and with your greenhouse

vinery, if you wished nice plants for dwarf beds, we would cut them back

some 6 or S inches from the pot, as no doubt they would break well, or you

may plant obliquely in May ; but recollect what Mr. Fish said last season

as to how such exposed stems were so much more liable to be injured by

frost than those that stood upright in the usual way. We think your black

turf or peat used for burning would be too expensive for cutting up to make
turves for bedding plants as a substitute for pots. Siime peat so sold Is rather

sweet, but a good deal is so astringent that the plants would not root well

in it. See the subject alluded to again in * Doings of the Last Week " of

to-day.

Insects Destroying Fuchsias {E, iT.).—The insects doing this mis-

chief are the young larvae of one of the lisld bugs (Phytocoris sp.). Their

habits are quite similar to those of the aphides, except that they do not

breed so rapidly and remarkably. They must consequently be treated in

the same manner as the green fly.—W.

Apricot Sprat (J. E., Toilmoriten).~Ths branches, or rather spray, of

Moor Park Apricot which you sent hive no fruit-buds on them. The wood
is not sufficiently ripe to produce fruit-buds. We should think from their

appearance tbat the trees from which they were taken had been summer-
pruned, and that the branches you sent had grown after midsummer. This

is often practised, and the loss of the ciop to a great extent is the conse-

quence. This plan is often resorted to for the sake of nea tness. As few as

possible of the first shoots should be out or stopped ; they should be laid in,

and the principal pruning should b e left till the winter A western aspect

is more suitable, and where the re is a good circulation of air the trees

should be planted very shallo w. The soil most suitable for them is a strong

loam. We shall shortly ente r more fully info the proper details necessary

for the successful cultivation of the Apricot. We should think the trees in

the orchard-hou-e have cot been sufficicctlv exposed during the past

summer and autumn. The pot s should be placed in the most exposed

positions after the crop of fruit has been taken from them.

Nahes of Plants (A Broadelyre Suiscriier).—Apparently Begonia

scandens, but the specimen is insutficient.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for tlie Week ending April lat.

Date.
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With regard to Mr. Douglas there can now be only one
opinion, when it is considered that, besides having the birds

claimed in his name, he also received the money produced
by the resale of the birds, minus a small amount owing to

the purchaser for prizes.—A Lookee-on.

POUI.TEY AND EGG COMPANY.
By nature I am a timid and cautious man, and dread to

see my opinion appear in print, I feel, however, I must make
an exception in favour of Mr. Geyelin, whose interesting
articles on poultry-breeding, published in your valuable
Journal, I have read with much pleasure and advantage.
For some years past I had an idea of breeding poultry
on a large scale, but the dread of becoming the laughing-
stock of my neighbours in case of failui-e has hitherto
deterred me from doing so. When I saw the advertisement
in your Journal for the formation of a Poultry-breeding and
Egg-preserving Company I determined to come up to

London and see Mr. Geyelin, with a view to elicit full

particulars, as I consider that such a company would, if

formed, supply me at a trifling risk with such practical

information as I could not expect from personal experience
at a much greater outlay.

Mr. Geyelin has very kindly explained to me his plans,

his mode of keeping accounts, and feeding. In fact,

he has given me such ample and satisfactory explanations
that I feel in justice bound to say that if ever a plan
appeared to me feasible it is that of Mr. Geyelin. The
solution of the problem whether poult.ty can be bred as pro-
fitably in England as on the continent is of national impor-
tance ; it behoves, therefore, all persons who take an interest
in poultry-breeding to contribute to some extent towards
the expense of making the experiments. 1, for one, sub-
scribe for ten shares of ^65 each, and let the result prove
even a failure I shall still consider it a good investment, as

it will have been the means of obtaining at least some
valuable information; but should it, on the other hand
prove a success, it will confer a great benefit on the country.
There are opportunities in life which, if allowed to pass, may
never present themselves again under such favourable
circumstances. At the present moment there is a gentle-

man, not only willing, but able, to make the experiment on
scientific principles, and whose statistics, if kept according
to the plan I have seen, will be so precise as to become
most valuable to every poultry-breeder. If we lose this
opportunity shall we ever have the like again ?

In conclusion I must add that I felt very much surprised
at Mr. Geyelin's reply to Kiy question whether all the shares
had been subscribed. I give bis own words ;

—

,
" I was induced to incur the trouble and expense of pro-

moting the formation of this company by many gentlemen
who ofi'ered to take some hundreds of shares, as you will

perceive by those letters, but to be candid, I have, as yet,

had application for a hundred shares only, although upwards
of three hundred prospectuses have been applied for, and
unless I receive more public support the matter must fall to

the ground."
Shall it be said that Englishmen are so little enterprising

that we prefer to purchase in foreign markets rather than
ascertain at a trifling individual expense whether we cannot
supply our own wants in the shape of eggs, poultry, and
rabbits?—A Sussex Faemeb.

MB. DOUGLAS.
1 SEE by your last Number that the " Timid Exhieitoe "

has at length found courage to publish his name, although
it has been known to myself and most of the large exhi-

tors for some time. In his last letter to you he says, that
perhaps I shall alter somewhat in my tone after reading the
stra-ghtforward and honest letter of Sir St. George Gore.
I still, however, maintain that I neither bought, sold, nor
derived any benefit from the sale of the pen of birds, al-

though the money did pass tlirough my hands. With
regard to Mr. Newsome's compassion for me for lending my .

name to the purchaser of the fowls, I sh<iuld be only too
sorry not to oblige a friend, either with my name or money,
in so simple and straightforward a transaction ; and I
only hope that my name has been too long and honourably
known amongst true poultry-breeders and the public to be
damaged by the insinuations of such a man as the " Timid
Exhieitoe."—John Douglas.

[AU the above may be true but it does not justify Mr.
Douglas acting as a purchaser. No judge should purchase
either for himself or others until after the exhibition has
been opened to the public]

PIGEON LAYING FOUE EGGS IN FOUE. DAY'S.

Last Wednesday evening a hen Powter was given to me.
She had cross-paired by accident with a Fautail. On the

day I had her, she had laid her first egg in every sense,

being quite a young bird. I brought her home late in the

evening with a Powter cock, which had also been given to

me, and with whom she paired the next day. On Friday, as

I expected, she laid her second egg, but being in a strange

loft and with a new mate she took no notice of the egg. This

I also expected would be the case ; but to my surprise, on
Saturday afternoon she laid two more eggs, one full-sized,

but with a rough and imperfect shell, it was hard but too

thin ; the other was about the size of a sparrow's and with

a sitnilar or rather worse shell than the third egg. The hen
appeai-s somewhat ill, though again mating, so I give her

hempseed and Indian corn. I have kept Pigeons for up-

wards of a quarter of a century, but never had a similar

case. The Powters were in a loft by themselves, so I know
that no other bird laid any of the eggs. Does Mr. Brent
think the hen will be iniured, and what would he advise me
to do ? I first thought of giving her loosening food, but

was afraid.

I beg to thank Mr. Brent for his extremely kind and most
interesting reply to my question about Fantails. That
which he stated about the colour, and also the occasional

imperfections seen in the colour of the eyes was quite new
to me, and is a valuable hint in natural history. I see that

Mr. Brent, like myself, thinks white the original colour of

Fantails. I have had a private letter from a great breeder

of them, who also thinks the same. I must, however, beg

to differ from Mr. Brent, that coloured ones, if good, are,

therefore, the more valuable. I incline to the idea that we
should keep to the original colour in every variety in order

to have the best and purest birds, but, of course, this is a

matter of opinion.

—

Wiltshire Eectok.

Suffolk Poultry Show.—The Committee have made a
liberal prize-list this year, and augmented the number of

classes. The Brahma Pootras are divided into two classes

—light and dark—and a silver cup is offered for the best. An
extra silver cup is also given for a Game class. The Ham-
burghs are this year divided into four classes—last year there
were but two. A " Selling " class and a Pigeon class have
also been added. The Committee, we are told, received

high commendation from exhibitors last year for the care
taken of the bh'ds, and their promptness in despatching
them home again.

My Silvek Pheasant laid on Sunday the 26th for the

first time.—H. R.

Essex Poultry Show.—This Poultry Show is not a

private speculation, but will be held in conjunction with

the annual meeting of the Essex Agricultural Association,

and the prizes paid by the local committee, which includes

nearly all the gentlemen of the district. In fact, the secre-

taries guarantee the due payment of every prize.

HIA''ES WITH ENTEANCES -IT THE TOP.

Having worked my bees on the depriving system for the

last twenty-five years I have made my own hives, and have

always constructed them so that the bees may enter at the

top. The advantages of this are, in my opinion, very great.

In the first place it thoroughly ventilates the stock, and

supplies them with a constant current of fresh air (which

our sanitary commissioners tell us is very requisite if we

wish to enjoy perfect health) in the easiest possible manner,

as the cold air"always sinks to tLe bottom, while that which
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has been used for respiration, and is consequently impure

and damp, rises to the surface, and finds easy egress. Since

I have adopted this method I have never lost a hive, nor I

may say a single bee, through mildew, which I think is

something to boast of. Another advantage is, that the bees

have not so far to carry their honey, as they invariably place

it at the top of the combs, and it is more easy to descend

than to ascend with a load. Again, when a swarm is placed

in an empty hive many thousands are employed in forming

chains for the workers to ascend and construct the combs ;

and, although my plan does not entirely do away with the

chains, I have always observed that a much greater number
of bees were spared for collecting than when they have a

bottom entrance, and I have consequently been able to put

on my supers two or three days earlier.

I have never in my life seen or read of this plan, but I

have read about inverting the old bell-shaped hives contain-

ing stocks to allow of supers being put on, and it was this

that first suggested the idea to me ; but I have a great

objection to this plan, as it gives the bees a great deal more
trouble to clean the hives, and it does away with the means
of helping them, as the combs are then fast to the bottom
instead of the top, and in course of time become clogged up
with that dust and dii't which is always found on the bottom
board, and which it is very necessary should be removed.

—

C. Williams, Kingsland, Shre^osbury.

[You appear to have originated and successfully carried

out an idea which occurred to us, and was entertained with
much enthusiasm some four or five-and-twenty years ago.

In our own case, however, it never went farther than a
sketch upon paper, and was ultimately abandoned without
being reduced to practice, on account of the difiiculty which
we believed the bees would find in removing their dead and
cleaning out their hive through an entrance at the top, as

well as the excessive tendency to breed in supers which we
imagined would be developed under such circumstances.

We should be glad of a sketch and working description of

your hive.]

UNITING BEES.
I HAVE two stocks of bees standing side by side which

I should be glad to unite, if such a course is practicable
at this season, the one in a common the other in a flat-

topped straw hive. This latter is a weak stock. Might
I place the common hive over it, having previously closed
the apertures in its top with perforated zinc, and after
leaving the two hives in this position for about twelve hours
remove the zinc and allow the bees to unite ?—H. T.

[We believe the safest mode of uniting your two stocks
would be by inverting the weak one in a pail, and standing
the other upon it. Then blow a little smoke into the interior,

secure the bees by winding a long cloth round the junction
of the two hives, and rap the lower hive until its inhabitants
ascend into and unite with the bees of the upper one.]

VEEY WEAE HIVES IN SPEING.
TouE much-esteemed correspondent Mr. S. Bevan Fox in

his very interesting report, '" My Apiary in 1864," most
clearly establishes the advantages of joining weak hives in

spring. With his remarks I most heartily concur. StUI
hives are sometimes to be met with so very weak at this

season (possibly casts or virgins of the preceding year), and
the surviving working population so very scant, as to make
a scarcely perceptible addition to the colony into which they
are merged, while their valuable young queen is conse-
quently sacrificed by such a procedure.
In extreme oases of this nature a still better plan may be

successfully adopted. Administer what small quantity of

food is uecessai-y to preserve the little band in life till the
advent of the swarming season, drive them as soon as a
swarm comes off, and capture their queen, then introduce
her to the stock whence the emigrants proceeded. The
eflect will be that breeding will thus go on uninterruptedly,
and two prime swarms to all intents and purposes, if I may
use the expression, be looked for from one stock the same
season. The first swai-m, if not otherwise destined, mi^ht
with effect occupy the works of the driven weak hive.

The foregoing operation may best be illustrated by a case

from my own apiary. In the spring of 1863, acting on the

best advice your excellent contributor "A Devonshike
Bee-keepee" could then offer me, I in vain attempted^ to

strengthen the foul-breeding stock sent me by exchanging

frames with my strong black colonies, thereby carrying con-

tagion into my whole apiary, save one "beat-out" of the

preceding faU in a Stewarton-hive, which fortunately escaped

contamination, being considered too weak at the time to aid

in the work. Finding this hive subsequently my only hope,

I very carefully nursed it, so that by the beginning of June it

was quite full. I then drove an artificial swarm, and having

placed it in one of the many pure-combed frame-hives I

had prepared for Ligurian propagation, sent it to a distance.

In one of the diseased black colonies was a very fertile

favourite queen, which I was very loth to destroy; her

formerly numerous progeny had by this time dwindled to

the zero point, I therefore destroyed them, and by way of

experiment set her over the " beat-out," and the following

day introduced her to her new subjects, who, I was gratified

to find, welcomed her most cordially, and I saw her no more

till, about three weeks thereafter, she most unexpectedly

proudly emerged at the head of a very fine natural swarm,

which, also was hived in a combed-box. Shortly after the

artificial swarm sent forth a good virgin, which was similarly

disposed of; and the "beat-out" at the usual time gave a

second, or strictly a third, swarm, hived in the same manner.

By the 1st of August, when a second Ligurian stock

arrived from Devonshire, it was a positive relief, so fuU were

they, to make from each of the two strongest of my stocks

artificial swarms, to be Ligurianised. By a little manage-

ment my poor Uttle, exolusively-sugar-fed, " beat-out," was

thus multiplied into seven first-rate colonies, amply formed

to stand over the winter had all gone well ; but most un-

fortunately, as the readers of The Jouenal of Hoeticul-

TUEE have been already apprised, the second Ligiu-ian colony

brought with it again the desolating plague, so that the

spring of 1864 found me beginning the world once again

with a single sugar-fed " beat-out," the gift of a friend.—

A Renfeewshike Bee-keepee.

SWAEMING vEESus STOEIFYING.
Noticing a discussion in your valuable Journal under the

above heading, I now make a first attempt at describing my
bee experience, in the hope that it may prove interesting

enough to obtain a place in your columns. A few years ago

I took a great fancy to possess a hive of bees, more for the

pleasure I anticipated in studying those interesting insects

than for any benefit likely to result from their possession.

I was then entirely ignorant of all that pertained to bees

and bee-keeping, and my locality being considered unsuitable

for the pursuit, my friends endeavoured to dissuade me
from the attempt. I may mention that I reside in the

western suburb of Greenock, in the vicinity of several of its

celebrated sugar refineries, happily styled by you some time

ago, " slaughter-houses for bees." From the scant pasturage

of a town neighbourhood I was afraid they might be tempted

thither, or possibly across the Firth of Clyde to the opposite

heathery hills of& rgyUshire, in too many eases never to return.

Nothing daunted, however, I procured a prime swarm, and

set them up in my garden, which unfortunately slopes to

the north. I became deeply interested in my industrious

little favourites, and watched with much pleasure during

my leisure hours their many movements, from the advent of

the first load of pollen in the spring to the expulsion of the

last lazy drone in autumn. Although I reaped no honey

harvest I most carefully fed my bees, as their necessities

seemed to require, and by-and-by purchased a weighty straw

skep as an addition to my stock. However, the summer

of 1863 found me where I started—with only one stock,

although I never destroyed any of them, and only on one

occasion obtained a little honey. The chief cause of my
want of success I ascribed to my stocks being weakened in

population from swarming, their reduced numbers being

barely adequate to gather what would sustain them. But

what came of the swarms ? you may naturally ask. These

generally came off in my absence during business hours ;

and invariably, even though hived, made off to people the
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combs of defunct colonies in the gardens of some of my neigh-

bours, whose hives swarmed abundantly, but who took no
pains to feed, allowing them to perish and be thus repeopled.

As mentioned, I had but one hive in the summer of 1863,

and having the good fortune to know your esteemed corre-

spondent, " A Eenfbewshiee Bee-keepek," I made him
acquainted with all my misfortunes. He strongly advised

me to order a set of improved Stewarton octagon hives, and
keep my bees on the depriving or storifying plan, as being

by far the most suitable in my case. I was to drive the bees

of the old stock into one of the boxes, appropriate its contents,

nadii' with breeding-box after breeding-box as the inmates

required room, and not to look for any honey that year.

From the greater earliness of the swarms in mine compared
with my friend's inland and later locality, he raised my hopes

by telling me, that notwithstanding my bad start, I might
yet turn out a most successful bee-keeper. I received the

octagon boxes, the bars all moveable, with the neat little

Woodbury rib, to which, as directed, my bees were speedUy
transferred and rapidly made combs, at the end of the season

becoming a weighty stock. In the beginning of summer this

stock was about full in all the boxes, and I much dreaded

the escape of a swai-m, when I fortunately met your corre-

spondent one day in town. He explained that to obviate

this and again to stimulate their- exertions, I could with

effect re-arrange the boxes, appropriate end combs, excise

royal cells if any, and admit to a super. This operation of

taking the boxes apart and having the immense population

of this strong colony about my ears, I frankly owned my
want of nerve to carry out, but he quite relieved my fears

by kindly promising to send his man to assist me in the

work, which he accordingly did. We got through most
capitally, and I was put in possession of 14 lbs. of beautiful

honey. I had the further satisfaction of seeing my bees go
on with redoubled ardour, and the super occupied. As I saw
it verging towards completion, I put on a second above the
first (my friend having warned me of the risk of placing an
empty box between a fuU one and the stock). This too was
taken possession of and the first removed so soon as com-
pleted, and in like manner a third was given when the

second was well advanced, which latter was afterwards taken
off complete. The weather broke before the third was al-

together fiUed. However, on the whole, I was highly pleased

with the result, this one storifled stock having yielded me
68 lbs. nett, of the finest honeycomb entirely free from either

pollen or brood. It was my intention to have given the

weight of the stock as it now stands, but on trying to raise

the pile of boxes out fi'om their octagon cover, I found it

such a lift that I thought it prudent to leave it alone in the

meantime. The great weight, however, augurs well for a

repetition of the preliminary spoliation process early next

summer, which I think a much safer procedure than encroach-

ing on the store in the breeding portion of hives in autumn.
My experience of the storifying process in the past season

has been so satisfactory that I have already prepared two
handsome octagon covers to setup as uniform with the first,

to people which it is my intention to purchase two good
colonies in common straw hives, transferring by means of

frames, which I think of adopting, their entire contents,

combs as well as bees, into the two new sets of octagon
boxes, thereby avoiding the risk of swarming, and I hope to

be able to report the success of my fresh attempt in the

coming season.

—

Amateuk.

three courses for choice, but I cannot wholly approve of

any of the three. The second is without doubt much the
worst, the steam would be ruinous, and the room being'

underground, far from favourable. The first is better, but
still underground. I should, therefore, advise " A Hotjsb-
holdeb" to try the room at the top of the house, especially

as we have not winter before us. Let the bacon be well

watched, I mean frequently examined, lest the fly should
get into it ; neither let it be covered up, for then detection

is less easy.

—

Wiltshire Eectoe.]

STORE-EOOM FOE BACON.
Which of the three following positions would be the best

for keeping six sides of bacon ? I have an underground
room, with a window opening to the garden, with a door

opening into a passage, which passage has a door leading

to the gai'den also. I could cut a ventilator thi-ough the top

of this door so as to let a current of air through the room.
I have some spare room in the scullery attached to the

kitchen ; would this be a suitable place ?— this is also

underground—or would the steam from washing, &c., affect

it ? I have also a spare room at the top of the house, which
I could devote to the purpose. Perhaps "A Wiltbhike
Eectok" could give me some advice.—A Householdek.

£" A HousBHOLDEB," like the late Sir Eobert Peel, offers

OUE LETTEE BOX.
Eggs Exposed to Frost (O. ^.).—There is no doubt eggs are iojuredby

frost. ^Ve are unable to give you the number of degrees, but we have
proved, to our cost, that there are frosts in May hard enough to spoil them.
Our impression is that 6° will do it. The appearance of a frozen egg is

that of one with the yolk and white partially mixed, and giving the latter a
cloudy appearance. The difference, Ihougli not to the same extent, la much
the same as in oil in warm or frosty weather.

DonKiNG Cock Substituted for Cochin Cock (TT. M.).—The substitu-

tion of ttie DorkinEc cock would, in our opinion, increase the size and-'

lighten the colour of the eggs. Your next is a vexed question. Some will'

telL you the former influence will not cease till all the present laying ol,.

eggs has taken place; others wid tell you the new breed begins a fortnight,

after the change. We are disposed to hold with the former opinion. Those-

who differ are as well versed as ourselves. Observe your birds narrowly/,

and act as judge between us. The Bantams may run with the large variety,,

M. DE SoRA [H. 5.).—We shall be very much obliged if you will give us
your experience more in detail. We also believe Mr. de S*ra to be the
'* poultry Mrs. Harris." We have sought him all over France, but without

success.

Duck's Legs Paralysed (So we/i).—There are places where the water is

not favourable for Ducks, and we knew one where every Duck that was put
on the pond was immediately cramped, and finally paralysed. The water
was remarkably clear and cold. Tuis is, however, a rare case, and where
such are frequent we are always disposed to look for want of constitution or

improper and iosufficient feeding. Put the Ducks for a time in an outhouse,

or a pen of sonre kind, cover the floor with straw, and feed on oats put in a

trough, with plenty of gravel. Another cause of such attacks is, that ponds
are very often made receptacles for everything, and that poisonous matter

gets in. Snow water disagrees with Ducks, and they have had a great deal^

of it this wlQter.

Producers of Large Eggs (Idem).~Jf you do not like Spanish, the

Cri>ve Copur, and La Flecbe are equally good layeis, and do not sit. We are

not sure they bear close confinement so well as the first. Their eggs are, If

anything, larger. All hens have laid badly this year.

Confining Geese {A. TT.).—We never shut up our Geese, yet they

always lay their eggs in the house.

Floor OF Pheasantrt [A. B. C.).~Tbe floor of a Pheasant-house should,.

like that of a (owl-house, be of earth, and if covered with loose fine gravel,

80 much the better. You may put a small box in one corner if yon please,

but both Golden and SUver prefer to scratch out a hollow and to lay there.

Sick Pigeon (ff. L. C. R).—l think you cannot do better than give your
hen Barb, which has a rattling in ber throat and watery eyes, a pill con-

taining one grain of calomel, to be repeated in a day or "two if required,

and a bolus of cod liver oil made up with flour or meal, twice a-day.—
E. P. B.
Lark with Weakened Song {F. 5.).—Your Lark, whose voice has

become weak, seems either to have caught cold, or the hempseed has dis-

agreed with him, probably from being too fattening. Alter his food, give

him no hempseed, but cooked meat and hard-boiled egg instead, and put
some Spanish liquorice in his water. Wiien recovered feed on minced cheese

and oat groats. Let him have a fresh turf as often as convenient.—B. P. B»

Colour of a Bee-house {A. B. C, Il7irstpierpoint).—Vfe deem alight

stone colour the best, as tending to keep the house cool in summer. Alight-

ing boards should be left unpaiuted, but it would be well to shelter each by
a porch, and paint these porches and their interiors of different colours for

the better guidance of the bees.

Various Apiarian Qoeries (TT. B. IF., Stone].—Bmj *' Bee-keeping for

the Many," price 4^/. (free by post from this office, bd.). Lot your stocks

swarm, and stock Stewarton hives with the swarms. These hives are likely

to answer your purpose as well as any, but none can be absolutely relied on

to prevent swaruiing in all seasons. Snowdrops and crocuses in the spring,

borage and mik;nonette for the later mouths.
Bees on a House Roof [A. A T.).— If sheltered as you describe, bees

are likely to do better on the roof of your outhouse, than in a confined courti-

yard. Buckwheat forms excellent pasturage for bees, and a few acres of it

would be of great advantage. It should be sown in April.

Transferuing Bees ( Begin}icr).—Thh is rather too difficult an operation

for a beginner, but full instructions for transferring bees from a common
hive to a frame-hive were given in No. 75, of our New Series. Drones are

much larger than workers, and may usually be seen on the wing in great

numbers during the middle of a fine day in May, June, or July. The queen

is seldom seen by ordinary bee-keepers. She is about one-third larger than

a worker, but is less bulky, and hasalonger and more pointed abdomen than

the drone.
Putting Supers on Common HivES{Jer5et/).— Get a square platform, made;

of three-quartei -inch wood, of sufficient size to accommodate a full-sized supeTf

and clamped to prevent warping. Cut a three-iboh hole in the centre, and

insert three or tour wood screws an inch long in the underneath side, leaving

their heads projecting about half an inch. Then bed this platform in mortar

tempered with cowdiing on the top of the hive, and when the mortar Is set

cut an aperture in the straw with a sharp pen-knife, corresponding with that

already existing in the wooden platform. This will enable you to super such

of your hives as you may deem most suitable, upon which point, however,

;you must form your own opinion.

Shebp-feed ((K. 5wcAei/).—Your best chance of obtaining a customeriB

by advertising what you have to sell.
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(a very common arrangement in what are called show
gardens), and we add another monotone, which I wiU com-
pare to the scream of the clarionet. Imagine, then, reader
with the sensitive nerve, if you can without a shudder, the
utterance of such a diabolical yell. The nearest approach in
nature to the scarlet of Tom Thumb that I can think of, is

the eommsn Corn Poppy; but what more beautiful than the
little "headacher" glinting and glowing among the stalks
of the browning Barley with a rich undergrowth of Clover
and seeds ? The Poppy leaf, however, is stained with purple
at its base, and is crumpled in texture like the wing of a new-
born butterfly. The mass, too, is dispersed and broken by
fie Barley stalks mingled with the blue and white Corn-
flower, and blended, except in a direct line with the eye,

into a purplish rosy bloom.
Colour in nature is seldom, if ever, positive. Gaze around

you in a landscape, there is not a square inch of positive

colour. In a flower there is a subtle gradation of tint from
the tip to the base of the petal. In double flowers, espe-
cially, the shadows of overlying petals and eifeets of trans-

mitted light are very considerable. It is these, added to

the charming irregularity of the petals, which give to the
Eose its exquisite grace. In some single flowers—the white
Lily for example—the depth of the convolutions renders the
eff'ects of the shadows and transmitted light still more
characteristic. Now one result of what is called successful
hybridisation has been to render colour more positive.

Indeed the aim of the hybridiser seems to have been to
obtain flowers of positive coloui-: this applies more parti-

cularly to bedding Geraniums ; we have as a result colours
of the Tom Thumb and Frogmore class which may be called
" the hard scarlet section," they are a necessary conse-
quence of the present system of massing colours, when the
garden is appreciated chiefly from the drawing-room window
or from the balcony of a Crystal Palace.
One remarkable characteristic of plant-nature is the

preponderance of green foliage ; the flower is the gem, the
foliage the massive and beautiful setting. In the parterre
the turf serves this latter purpose to a very imperfect de-
gree. However pleasing in some respects the fresh green
turf, it is ill adapted to furnish the light and shade, the
varying green tints of growing shoots, and the rich luxu-
riance of leaf-growth, necessary for a perfect coup d'wil. It

is the intermingling of leaf and flower that gives to the
flower-bed its most chaianing and interesting feature—the
infinite play of light and shade caused by the varying height
of flowers and leaves. Foliage, then, should not only be
present in abundance, but the form and distinctive character
of the foliage should be conspicuous, and this principle should
obtain not only in the planting of flower-beds but in the
exhibition of specimen plants and cut flowers. The beauty
of great masses of bloom in the Azaleas and Geraniums
exhibited would be enhanced by the presence of a more
adequate proportion of healthy green foliage. Cut flowers,

too, especially Eoses (and here I join issue with your able
coadjutor " D.," of Deal), would surely present a more pleas-

ing aspect if accompanied by a spray of their own foliage,

which is, moreover, in many instances, as characteristic as
;

the flowers themselves—take, for example, Eugene Appert,
Lord Raglan, and Gloire de Dijon. There is something in-

congruous, it appears to me, in these long-extended lines of

decapitated Roses destitute of a single green leaf. I remem-
ber still the indignant feeling that filled my breast years
ago whpn a boy—an old lady being solicited for a Rose,
broke off an opening bud, and stripped it, kind soul, of every
vestige of foliage.

Speaking of Roses,what ugly inartistic objects are standard
Rose trees ! towering above ovir children's heads, dotted
about on their solitary spindle shanks. On their first intro-

duction novelty and its accompanying price caused them to

be much sought after. A noted Rose-grower has suggested
pyramidal trees; but what more simple, and beautiful, and
eligible than a well-trained bush ? To be sure, they are
only a quarter of the price, but when on their own roots
it is well known that they produce much finer flowers. If

standard Roses must be grown, let them grov/ naturally, so
as to shield the hideous stem ; the flowers may not bo quite
BO fine, but they are much more numerous, and a standard
4 feet high with its branches forming a beautiful dome of
foliage and flowers is a far more beautiful object than the '

things now grown as standards. Last year I had a plant
of Coupe d'Hebe so grown without the aid of the pruning-
knife. There were at one time upwards of one hundred
fully-expanded blooms decking its branches, which drooped
in graceful wreaths to the ground. By the way, what Rose,
excepting the old Cabbage, of course, is more beautiful than
Coupe d'Hebe ? Not Comtesse de ChabriUant, certainly, in
spite of the catalogues. It is too like a florist's flower.

—

T. W., Harrow.
(To be continued.)

GENEEAL HORTICULTUKAL EXHIBITION
AT AMSTERDAM.

OuK earliest ideas connected with gardening associated it

with Holland ; and when we were informed that the Eoyal
Netherlands Horticultural Society were making an effort,

under the patronage of their Queen and the Prince ofOrange,
to assemble the botanists and gardeners of Europe, and to

have at the same time an exhibition of plants, flowers, and
fruits, and of the art productions relative to gardening, we
hailed it as a right effort and in the right place—but let no
one suppose that such an effort is needed to revive there a
love of horticulture. The love of bulbous flowers is still

there in the ascendant, as we shall hereafter particularise ;

but more' than that, a general love of gardening prevails.

It is gai-dening under difficulties, for the climate and excess

of water, both in the soil and atmosphere are at a maximum,
yet fii'st-rate gardening prevails. The growers of plants for

sale are among the princes of florists and nurserymen ; and
even down to that class who live in barges throughout the
year, their cabins are to be found adorned with flowers, and
Tulips, Crocuses, Hj'acinths, and Anemones are grown by
them in pots placed in secure corners about the barge.

Well, to Amsterdam, on the 5th of this current April,

were invited 150 of the botanists and gardeners of the
Netherlands, 56 of France, 75 of Belgium, 1 of Switzerland,
2 of Italy, 1 of Spain, 27 of Prussia, 7 of Austria, 3 of
Bavaria, 3 of Hanover, 3 of Wurtemburg, 3 of Baden, 2 of

Saxe, 2 of Luxembourg, 1 of Weimar, 6 of the Grand Duchy
of Hesse, 1 of the Electorate of Hesse, 2 of Nassau, 5 of

Hamburg, 1 of Frankfort, 1 of Sweden and Norway, 2 of

Denmark, 4 of Russia, 1 of Schleswig, and 12 of Great Britain.

Of these, very few failed to attend, and, consequently, at

noon on the day we have named, were assembled in the
Palace of Industry nearly 300 of the most distinguished

botanists and gardeners of Europe. It would be invidious

to particularise eveu one, but whoever had the pleasure of

being there saw assembled, we hope not for the last time,

some of the best botanists and horticulturists of nearly

every State in Em-ope.
The President of the Eoyal Horticultural Society having

addressed this assembly, they were divided into ten sections.

To each section a certain number of the classes of plants

and relative articles exhibited were assigned, and to which
they were to award prizes. This was no easy task, and
again and again had a show of hands to be taken before a
decision could be obtained.

The Palace of Industry, in which the exhibition was held,

was erected in lblG3 for an international exhibition of the

same kind, but on a smaller scale as that in this country at

Kensington; but the Netherlanders, with sounder judgment
than usually prevails in such matters with us, erected a

building so ornamental and so dirrable as to be worth pre-

serving for similar purposes in after-years. The best idea

we can give of it is by describing it as two conservatories

like that in the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Kensington, but more ornamented, with a gallery all round
instead of only on one side, and with a handsome centre,

surmounted by a lofty dome. Besides the centre nave, if

we may so describe it, there are side aisles, and over these

are rooms, suitable for the supply of refreshments, committee

meetings, and similar pui-poses.

The floor of the nave was marked out by broad turf

edgings, BO as to represent a geometrical garden. In the

beds thus bordered were the plants exhibited, grouped and
arranged, and the paths among them were devoted to the

spectators. There is a fountain in the centre of each half of

the nave, but these rather marred the effect, for they are

neither artistic nor powerful.
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Our readers would take little interest in a detail of the

names of the prizetakers, so tliat we shall name but few of

them, and be more particular about the plants. We will

pass over the general collections, because generally inferior

to those we see at our chief London exhibitions. The
Azaleas were small specimens, but well bloomed, and to our

taste spoiled by being grown as a semi-globular bunch, on
the top of a long naked stem. The Roses were excellently

bloomed, but similarly offensive by being cultivated, though
in pots, on long, naked, four-feet stems. The Camellias were
most excellent, and a new white one is about the largest,

best-shaped, stout-petaled variety we ever saw.

NEW PLANTS.

Before we describe the plants exhibited, we must add our

protest, to that of many others, at the erroneous awards
made of many of the prizes, and we must say that they must
not in any way be taken as a criterion of the merits of the

various plants exhibited.

For the i^rizes for twelve new plants introduced by the

exhibitor there were four exhibitors—viz., Messrs. Linden, of

Brussels ; Veitch, of Chelsea ; Ambroise Verschaffelt, of

Ghent; and Groenewegea, of Amsterdam.
Mr. Linden's collection was composed of an Anthurium

magnifioum, very similar to, if not identical with, the An-
thurium cordifolium sent out recently by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society; an Echites much in the way of nutans.
Franoisoea Lindeniana in bloom, resembling confertiflora ;

two Urospathas, named marmorea and maculata, with leaves

something similar to Caladium cupreum, Vjut not quite suffi-

ciently developed to decide as to their merits. There were
also Marantas. One named rosea piota, with small round
leaves, nicely marked with red, seemed to us one of his most
promising plants. He had also Reimijia Candida, a plant
with jasmine-like flowers, but not being open we could not
speak as to its merits. Undoubtedly the best plant in the
collection is Aralia mids-de variegata, from Japan, resem-
bling more a splendid silver tree-Ivy than any other plant.

The leaves are about two inches in diameter, of great sub-
stance, and beautifully variegated.

Mr. Veitch showed his fine Maranta Veitchi, a beautiful
new Sonerila, with leaves about three inches long and
spotted with large pink spots; Urceolina aurea, a fine bulbous
plant, with yellow flowers, Polystichum species, Lycopodium
species, Schismatoglottis species, and others.

Mr. A. Verschaffelt showed in his collection a splendid
Fern, named Cibotium regale. This is a greenhouse kind,
and its fine fronds, which measure eight or nine feet in

length, were much admired. This variety forms a stem of
five or six feet high, when the fronds are proportionately
large. He had also a new stove Palm, named Verschaffeltia
splendida by Mr. Wendland, of Hanover, (bemg a new
genus), which was also much admired ; but it will evidently
require a large house, being a strong grower. We noticed also
in the collection two new kinds of Amaranthus, with leaves
of the colour of Amaranthus melancholicus ruber, but very
much smaller. The plants are apparently very easily culti-

vated, but we do not think they will ever be very useful for

decoration. There was also a curious Draesena, a seedling,

having evidently the same character as Dracaena indivisa,

but the foliage was of a bright bronzy hue and had a very nice

effect. Tlie collection was made up with two variegated
Smilaxes, a Dieffenbachia gigantea, with the stem spotted
like D. grandis, but having also the leaves spotted with
white ; a Marattia jaoarandsefolia, Maranta splendida, &c.,

but not calling for any particular notice.

Mr. Groenewegen's plants were much smaller, and some
not quite fvdly developed, and except a variegated Sacoharum
officinarum, from Japan, which has the leaves more or less

striped with white, this collection did not contain anything
of very striking merit.

For plants introduced before 1864 Mr. Linden and Mr. A.
Verschaffelt again competed, and also Mr. J. Verschaffelt, of
Ghent. The former had in duplicate nearly all the plants
already named in the first section, and also a variety of
Dendrobium nobile, with flowers of a pure white ground

;

Coccocypselum metallicum, a trailing plant, having the
leaves completely bronzed ; Aloeasia singaporense, a strong
form of Caladium Veitchii ; Saurauja sarnpiguensis, a plant
with large red leaves, which will probably in^ke a fjoe out-

door decorative plant, being similar in habit to Wigandia

caracasana; Sphjerogyne cinnamomea, Cissus amazonicus,

Crescentia Liboniana—the three latter of which we have

seen in London before. Mr. Verschaffelt had plants of

Agave Schidigera var. ignescens, a fioe-looking variety ;

Japanese variegated Camellia, Dractena Cooperi, a variegated

Conoolinium, Prumnopytis elegans, &c.

Mr. A. Verschaffelt had many of the plants similar to

those described before, and also Aralia Sieboldi reticulata;

several fine Japanese Acers, including sanguineum, which

is in the way of japonicum polymorphum and Prederici

Guiliemi, with variegated foliage; Agave hystrix, from Cali-

fornia ; a variegated Ardisia from Japan ; Achyranthes Ver-

schaffelti. &c.

For six new plants introduced by the exhibitor there were

two collections of plants from Mr. Groenewegen, comprising

Phyllogathis rotundifolius, Jambosa species, Aglaonema
oblongifolium, Symphonium divarioatura, a form of Caladium

Veitchii, Cycas panaanifolia, Medinilla farinosa, Nephela-

phyllum tenuifolium, much in the way of N. pulchrum, but

with smaller and more deeply coloured leaves. The other

plants do not require any particular notice.

In the section for three new plants, there were no prizes

awarded, the only plants shown being three Begonias, with

reddish crimson foliage and white flowers, but which are

certainly not at present to be looked on as any improvement

to already well-known kinds.

In the section for one new plant in flower, introduced by

the exhibitor, there wore seven plants offered for competi-

tion. Three came from Mr. Veitch, of Chelsea; Franciscea

Lindeniana from Mr, Linden ; Siphoeampylus species,^ we

believe from Leyden Botanic Gardens ; Tillandsia thyrsoidea

from Utrecht; and the new Abutilon from Mr. A. Ver-

schaffelt. It is quite certain that in this instance the

prize was given to the worst plant of all— viz., the Tillandsia,

which, we believe, is a very old plant, and, besides, is orna-

mental neither in flower nor foliage.

Mr. Veitch's three plants were his two new seedling Rho-
dodendrons, named respectively Princess Alexandra and
Princess Helena, and another unnamed kind ; and how the

jury could have overlooked these and the other much finer

plants than the Tillandsia is incomprehensible. The second

prize was given to the Abutilon of Mr. A. Verschaffelt.

In the section for a new plant not in flower, and not yet

for sale, there were nine competitors ; and here again we
must totally disagree with the awards made. The first

prize was given to a plant from the Leyden Botanic Gardens

—Cyrtaudra bicolor, a Gesneraceous-Iooking plant, with

leaves about 5 inches long, and of a glossy brcnzy hue, but

certainly as a plant remarkable for its beauty of foliage not

to be compared with others in this class. Mr. Veitch came
second with Maranta Veitchi ; and the other plants exhibited

were Aralia Sieboldi f<-liis reticulatis from Mr. A. Verschaffelt,

a fine plant from Japan ; Yucca aloifolia filamentosa, a new
variety imported last year from South America by Mr. J.

Verschaffelt, who also exhibited Agave Schidereana ignescens

in this class ; Rhopala nobilis from Mr. Linden ; and Cha-

majrops humilis foliis aureo-variegatis from Mr. Vervaene,

of Ghent. This is a seedling raised two years since, and

the leaves are slightly striped with bright yellow markings,

which are, however, at present hardly sufficiently developed

to enable one to judge fully as to the merits of the plant.

In the class for collection of bulbous and tuberous plants

in bloom, Tulips and Crocuses excepted, we observed some
fine Fritillarias, Iris herbacea pumila violacea, a dwarf

variety of the colour of the Neapolitan Violet ; also Iris

reticulata, Sprekelia formosissima. Lilium auratum, Lilium

Feu Korman, and many other plants not particularly in-

teresting, a good specimen of Imantophyllum miniatum,

and some nice dwarf Amaryllis.

In the class for collections of twenty-five AmarylUs for

nurserymen were some of the finest varieties we have ever

seen, particularly i'idelio, Johanna Catharina, and Jean

Paul.

In the classes containing the Hyacinths in pots there

were many good spi.'cimens ; but they were by no means so

fine as those exhibited in London by Messrs. W. Cutbuah

and Son, and Mr. W. Paul. The sorts were the same as wa
usually receive from Holland.

For the begt new single HyaciatU not yet in cjmmeree.
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the first prize was given to a good black variety, and the
second prize to a very inferior blue one.

The first prize for the best new double Hyacinth -was
awarded to No. 295, a dirty white variety, so utterly wretched,
that how the Jury could possibly have awarded it we are at
a loss to understand. The second prize went to No. 66,
a semi-double red, of good colour, but aho a very poor flower.
We were much disappointed with the Hyacinths shown in

these two classes, as there were none worth introducing
into England.

In the class for collections of 100 pots of Single Tulips,
seventy-five varieties, three plauts in a pot, the first and
second prizes were given by lot to the two collections,

as they were considered by the Jury of equal merit;
but we considered that exhibited by Messi-s. Byvoet as
decidedly the best. The sorts were very good, but they
were none bloomed so fine as we see them at the shows in
England. Proserpine, Eoi Pepin, Vermilion BrilMant, Cottage
Maid, Keizerkroon, Grootmeaster van Maltha, Standard
Eoyal, Eose Gris de lin, Geele Prins, Globe de Eigaut, and
Beaute Prappante were amongst those that struck us as
being the most desirable.

In the class for Late Tulips the plants were well grown,
considering the great difficulty thei-e is in forcing them.
The Tulips were planted three bulbs in each pot, and occu-
pied about 60 yards of staging, there being over 4000 bulbs
exhibited.

In the class for 200 pots of Crocuses, five plants in each,
and at least fifty varieties, there were three fine collections
shown, containing many new and fine varieties.

The Hyacinths exhibited in glasses were all well grown,
certainly superior to any we have seen grown in England
in the same way ; and as the Hyacinth requires from five

to six years to raise flowering bulbs from seed, and then
™a-iiy years more before a sufficient stock of any sort can
be produced for sale, there is little prospect of many new
good sorts for some years to come. The growers are now
quite alive to the necessity of improving the sorts by hy-
bridisation, but the result of their labours cannot be ascer-
tained for a long time. The Hyacinths were staged from
five to six rows deep, and occupied a space of about 80 yards,
and the general effect was pleasing, there being altogether
about 2000 bulbs exhibited.

We add a list of the Hyacinths bloomed in glasses, to
show our readers what can be accomplished in this mode
of cultivating them :—La Belle Blancheuse, white; Agnes,
pink ; Lord Wellington, French white ; Parelbod, pale
blue; Alba Superbissima, white; Louis Napoleon, ci'imson;

Madame Marmont, white shaded with pale blue; Sir Lytton
Bulwer, French white ; Van Speyk, pale blue ; Emmeline,
pale pink ; Lord Anson, French white ; Kouge eclattante,

crimson ; Lady Franklin, pale pink ; Prince Albert, dark
violet ; Tubiflora, French white ; Cynthia, pale crimson

;

Heroine, straw colour ; Willholm de Ersk, pale violet

;

Mirandoline, white : La Prophote, pale pink, dark centre

;

Charles Dickens, blue ; Von Schiller, dark pink ; Grand
Lilas, pale lilac ; La Tour d'Auvergne, ivory white ; General
Haveloek, dark purple; Conquest, straw; Dame du Lao,
pink; Mammoth, white; Prince Albert, dark purple;
Garrick, dark blue ; Prins van Waterloo, white ; La Eeine
de Jacinthes, rosy crimson; Emma Levray, dark straw;
Haydn, dark lilac ; Noble par Merite, pink ; Couronne de
Celle, pale blue ; Solfaterre, pink ; Grandeur a Merveille,

French white; Grande Vidette; pale porcelain blue;
L'Unique, dark lilac ; Grande Vidette, white ; Amy, rosy
pink ; Ida, pale straw ; Argus, violet, with white centre

;

Alba Maxima, white ; Maeaulay, pink ; Von Humboldt,
darkest purple ; Jaune Supreme, straw ; and Orondates,
pale porcelain blue.

The best of the Hyacinths were

—

Double Reds.—Noble par Merite, Susannah Maria, Louis
Napoleon, Oraement de la Nature, Lord Wellington.

Double Blue.—Van Speyk, Garrick, Laurens Koster, Blocks-
berg, Comte de St. Priest, Madame Marmont.

Double White.—La Tour d'Auvergne, Prins Van Waterloo,
La Vestale, Sir Bulwer Lytton.

Single Reds.—Maeaulay, Von Schiller, Amphion, Mons.
Paesch, Le Prophi'te, Victoria Alexandrina, Solfatei-re, Eobert
Steiger, Cavaignac, Milton, La Dame du Lac, Cosmos,
Princess Clothilda, Princess Charlotte.

Single Blue.—Grand Lilas, Grande Vidette, Marie, General
Haveloek, Prince Albert, Charles Dickens, Orondates, Baron
Von TuyU, General Lauriston, Mimosa, La Nuit, Uncle
Tom, Argus, Pienemau, Admiral Coligny, Nimrod.

Single Mauve.—L'Honneur d'Overeen, Haydn, Psyche,
L'Unique.

Single Yellow.—Ida, Professor Blume, Koning Van Hol-
land.

Single White.—Alba Maxima, Mont Blanc, Grandeur 5,

Merveille, Grande Vidette, Seraphine, Gigantea, Snowball,
Queen of Netherlands, Elfrida, Cloche magnifique. Mam-
moth, Nimrod.

OKCniDS.

M. Linden, of Brussels, sent a well-grown collection of

fifteen ; this was awarded the first prize, and contained the
very rare Vanda Cathcartii with five flowers well expanded.
It is much to be regretted that this valuable plant should
be so very rare. This plant was imported by M. Linden
along with Vanda Gibbertii from Assam. A good represen-
tation of Vanda Cathcartii is to be found in Hooker's " Hima-
layan Plants." This collection also contained Cypripedium
hirsutissimum with eight flowers, Ada aurantiaca, Brassavola
glauca, five flowers, Miltonia cuneata, not so well known as

it deserves to be, four varieties of Vanda tricolor, two of

Phaleenopsis, &c.
M. Ambroise Verschaffelt, of Ghent, took the first prize for

a collection of ten Orchids, comprising, amongst others, the
rare Brassavola Digbyana finely in bloom, Cypripedium vil-

losnm and hirsutissimum, Phalffinopsis grandiflora, Schiller-

iana, and amabilis, Dendrobium albo-sanguineum, a fine

strong plant, Cattleya Triantei, pale variety.

Cypripedium villosum, with sixteen flowers, from M. de
Cannaert d'Harmale, took the first prize. Vanda tricolor,

from M. Meulman, second for the best Orchid in flower.

PEtJITS.

Of Fruits there were several large collections, some of

which contained a great variety of sorts, particularly of
Apples that are unknown among us. The Apples that ap-
peared to be in the best state of preservation were Court-
Pendu-Plat, with which we are all familiar; Com-t-Pendu-
Nok', a variety similar in shape to the former, but entirely

of a dark mahogany colour ; Eeinette Montre, a good
solid Apple, that keeps well, and is not unlike onr Eymer,
but more ribbed and puckered round the eye, as much so as
the Calville Blanche. In the collection of 603 we observed
a very handsome variety ; it is of the sixe and shape of the
Winter Pearmain, figured in the " British Pomology," and of

a very brilliant orange-scarlet colour, with here and there
broad broken bands of yellow. Some of the fi-uit were not
so conical as others, and more like the Golden Eeinette in

shape. It is a fine, solid, and good keeping Apple. The
name attached to it was La Bonne. In the same collection,

we saw the same variety, under the name of Pomme Corail.

Pomme de Chataigne is also a good keeper, and a handsome
conical Apple. There were some good specimens of CalviUe
Blanche in almost all the collections, and in some cases,

there were special exhibitions of that variety. Zoete Veen
is a small flat Apple, about the size and shape of a Pomme
d'Api ; but a good deal covered with russet. It keeps well,

and is an ornamental little Apple for the dessert; but
the flavour is sweet and mawkish. Mere de Menage we
found under the name of Napoleon. A good number indi-

cated an English origin ; but it must have been a long time
ago, for we have no such sorts now as Engel's Bellefleur.

There was a large firm-looking Apple, with every indication

of being an excellent sort, either for dessert or kitchen use.

It is larue, and with angular conical shape, and a great

open eye like Blenheim Pippin. It is called Dubbelde Wyker
Pippe. We were struck with a handsome medium-sized fruit,

an improvement in size on Pearson's Plate, and not unlike

it in appearance. The flesh is tender, yellowish, and richly

flavoured. It is a fine, dessert Apple, and is now (April 7)

perfectly firm and solid, showing no appearance of shrivel-

ling. It is a pretty Apple, and is called Pepperappel. Its

shape is short cylindrical, flat on the crown, and with a
large closed eye. This was exhibited by 116. In the

Eeinette de Montbron we recognised our Cockle Pippin, of

which the specimen was very good. Adams' Pearmain wei-e

also excellent. There were some splendid dishes of Golden
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Pippin, as fresh and golden as ever they could have been in

the days of John Evelyn, and looking defiance at Mr. T. A.

Knight's theory of degeneration. In Rambour Rouge we
recognised Norfolk Beefing. Zoete Winter Pipling is of the

size and shape of Court-Pendu-Plat, but green, and with an
orange cheek ; the flesh is tender and sweet, with somewhat
of the Newtown Pippin character about it ; this we observed

in the coUeotion of H. J. de G-reeve, of Amsterdam.

BOUQUETS.

These were by far the most attractive feature of the
Exhibition, aud we never looked upon anything more brilliant

or more tasteful. A table 60 feet long and 9 feet wide,

covered with white, had a row of table bouquets down its

centre, and two rows of hand bouquets and wreaths on each

side, aud there were not more than two or three which did

not display exquisite taste.

Wedding Bouquets.—The first prize was given to W. A.

Zaiine. Their outer row was white Camellias, second row
white Lilac, third white Azalea, fourth Orange blossom,
centre one white Camellia. A slight sprinkling of green
foliage was among the LQao and Orange blossoms. A deep
lace encircled the whole.

Centre Pieces for Dinner Table.—The first prize went to A.
Bernard. The centre piece wa,s what we might call Miss
March's design ; the dish at the base was filled with Pansies

;

the stem was wi-eathed with the Golden-veined Japan
Honeysuckle, and the top dish was filled with deep crimson
Roses, well relieved by their liealthy green foliage. One of

the side pieces was a porcelain sarcophagus of an oblong
square form, beautifully ornamented, and filled with Roses
paler than those in the centre piece, and equally well
relieved with foliage. The second side piece was a tureen-
shaped vase of porcelain of an oval form, filled with Orchids,
Cypripediums, and other rare plants, and with a fringe of
bright green moss. This was incongruous, both the side
pieces should have been alike, and if both had been like the
first side piece the three would have been most effective

table bouquets.
Table Bouqi(ets.—We do not see the distinction between

this class and the preceding, and most certainly the three
bouquets to which were awarded the first prize in this class

were the most eifective exhibited, and only suited for the
centre of a dinner table. It was to G. Van den Berg. The
centre piece was a solid, cut glass shaft, 2 feet high, and the
dish at the top had a pyramidal-shaped bouquet, formed
of Amaryllis, Chinese Primulas, Abutilons, Roses, Epacrises
Metrosideros, Azaleas, Camellias, and the summit was a plume
of Dracajna leaves ; the whole relieved with fronds of various
Ferns. The two side pieces were of similar form to the
centre, but lowex-, and filled similarly.

Ball-room Bouquets.—The first prize to M. G. Moens,
Antwerp. These were of red aud white Camellias, set, as it

were, among single flowers of a pale blue Hyacinth, and
fringed with fronds of Maiden-hair and other Ferns.

All the hand bouquets were fully 13 inches in diameter,
and we will take this opportunity of recording our depreca-
tion of such an excessive size. It is an inexcusable excess,

and a lady with such a aheaf of flowers seems encumbered
by it.

We have some notes upon the wreaths, but must postpone
publishing them until a future opportunity.

IMPLEMENTS, ETC.

In the galleries were arranged the implements, garden
chairs, books on botany and gardening, ornamental figures,

and fruits.

The zinc work, bronzed, was very effective, and creditable

to Mr. •, of Amsterdam, the manufacturer. The
flower-baskets, with stands within them on which to elevate

the pots to various heights, were very elegant.

In iron work, M. Lebrun, of Brussels, and some other

manufacturers, exhibited many articles deserving not only
praise, but purchase. Especially so were the garden chairs,

with seats and backs formed of arched iron laths, very soft

(if iron admits of such description) by being elastic, with
stools to match, to keep the feet of the sitter from resting

on the ground. The Swiss bird cages were also very light

and artistic, and, if anything, would tend to reconcile the

prisoner to his confinement.

There was also a pagoda-shaped pigeonry with a pheasantry
beneath, painted to imitate cane, and suitable for placing
in, and moving to, any part of pleasure grounds.
One maker had what he termed " a revolving shovel."

It is really nine broad hoes fixed on a revolving axis, and
pushed or dragged by means of a stout five-feet handle.
We should call it " a revolving surface-stirrer," and, in light

soils, or garden soil of ordinary loam, we have no doubt it

is an effective and rapid-doing implement.
The flower-pots of one manufacturer were very ornamental.

The earth bakes of a dark olive colour, aud the raised
trophies on their sides were bold and artistic. The edges of
the pots, instead of the usual monotonous sausage-form,
were cut in large half-diamonds. Some were circular, others
were of angled forms.

An apple and pear gatherer exhibited for tall standard
trees is much more eft'ective and less liable to be out of
order than the usual averruncators, as they are sometimes
called. It is a pole with a wire cup fixed by a socket to its

top, and the edges of the cup toothed like the daisy-rake,

which readily divides the stalk of the fruit to be gathered.

Several kinds of garden labels were exhibited, but none
novel, and we know that of the old ones none excel zinc,

written upon by a proper ink. But there was a little

machine exhibited by Ernst Metz, of Erfurt, for the stamping
figures on thin leaden tallies, which was a novel application,

of one of the machines for stamping on paper. The figures

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, are in a row fixed in the foot of the
little machine ; the strip of lead to be stamped is placed over

the desired figure, and a slight blow on an iron handle, the

surface of which extends along the row of figures, gives the

required impression.

The Exhibition was opened on the 7th to the public, and
was well thronged by gentlemen, but the ladies were very

few, and, to our English notions, singularly deficient in

handsome costume. Our floral i'etes are celebrated for their

attendance of beautiful, gracefully-dressed woman ; but the
Netherlands' ladies, perhaps exercising a sound discretion,

avoid being compared with the flowers.

EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Floral Committee, April ith.—An increasing interest

seems to be taken in these meetings. Associated as they now
are with the scientific purposes of the Society, we may look

forward to the enjoyment of many agreeable and profitably-

spent hours on the days on which these meetings are held.

Few, if any, of the older Fellows of the Society can remem-
ber a more beautiful exhibition, even in the most prosperous

days of the Regent Street gatherings, than was to be seen

on Tuesday last, at the Gardens at South Kensington. It

is most gratifying to find that the spirit of horticulture

still exists, and that its late ominous symptoms of decay

have vanished ; and we earnestly hope that every Fellow will

do the best in his or her power to impart fresh and con-

tinued vigour to all the proceedings of the Society.

The following jjlants received certificates, Mr. Veitch

exhibiting a large collection of plants. A first-class certifi-

cate was awai-ded to Maranta Yeitchii, a plant with beauti-

ful foliage, the leaves marbled, shaded green. A special cer-

tificate was awarded to a group of Anthurium Schertzeri-

anum, neatly arranged in a basket, as being a specimen of

high cultivation ; and a special certificate was also awarded
for the general collection in which there were many valuable

and well-grown specimens ; a basket of young plants of

Azalea Stella was very conspicuous ; Azalea Mercury, a rosy

Idac flower of good form, a very promising variety, which

was requested to be seen again; of Hoteia japonica, once

known as Spira>a japonica, four well-grown plants were

exhibited in full flower. This plant was sent to prove its

value as an early-forcing flower most useful for table-decora-

tion, or for cutting for bouquets; Dendrobium macrophyl-

lum, emitting the most powerful scent of Rhubarb—-this

plant when it produces more vigorous spikes of flowers will

be a first-rate Orchid. Several other Orchids of great beauty

were to be seen in this collection. We also noticed a Pe-

peromia species. Rhododendron Princess Helena, &c. Mr.

Veitch also exhibited for Mr. Maxwell, two small plants of a

variegated Cineraria maritima. The sombre grey tint of
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the foliage of this plant was not much enlivened by its white
variegation.

Messrs. Backhouse, York, received a first-class certificate

for a new bright blue Hepatica angulosa, the flowers and
foliage much larger than the usual form ; and for Phycella

sp. (Hippeastrum ?), with small, intensely bright orange
and scarlet flowers, valuable for hybridising purposes.

Mr. Bull exhibited several new and rare plants, the gem
of his collection, and, indeed, of the whole Exhibition, was
a superb specimen of Bertolonia margaritacea. This plant
is one of Mr. Weir's collecting, some few plants of which
were ballotted for a few years ago, and we regret to learn

that nearly all have been lost. As a fine-foliaged plant it

cannot be surpassed; requiring the greatest care and the
protection of a stove it must remain scarce for some time.

A special certificate was awarded for this fine specimen,
which had received a first-class certificate in 1862. Poly-

stichum ordinatum, also from Mr. Bull, had a second-class

certificate, and from the same exhibitor came Acrophorus va-

riegatiis ; Aralia heteromorpha,with various forms of leaves

;

Cupania undulata, requested to be seen again ; two seedling

Petunias, Polygonatum verticillatum argenteo-atriatum, a
most beautiful variegated form of Solomon's Seal, exhibited

in 1862, by Mr. Standish, as P. oppositifoliuni, when it was
awarded a first-class certificate ; Polygonatum verticilla-

tum aureo-striatum, the plant too small for determining its

merits ; and Adiantum robustum with one frond. Mr. Bull's

collection contained fine specimens of Camellias, Imanto-
phyllum, &c., and received a special certificate.

J. J. Blandy, Esq., sent two large boxes of cut Camellias

;

some cut specimens of a dull red Camellia with a blue me-
tallic tint, supposed to be an Italian variety, but the name
could not be ascertained ; also some cut specimens of Salvia

Eegla, with bright scarlet spikes of medium-sized flowers,

useful as a decorative plant. The seeds of this Salvia were
sent to the Society by their collector, Mr. Hartweg, twenty-
five years ago, and was considered one of the good things

of former days. Mr. Pilcher, gardener to S. Kucker, Esq.,

sent several valuable Orchids. Fii-st-class certificates were
awarded to Cypripedium concolor, a new and distinct form
of this genus, a dwarf-growing plant, pale yellow flowers,

minutely spotted, with broad oblong wings ; Odontoglossura
Lindleyanum, one of Mr. AVeir's collecting, dull yellow

flowers with large brownish markings ; Chytroglossum ma-
nicae-leonis, a miniature form of Orchid, both rare and new,

bearing a graceful little spike of greenish flowers, the wings
strongly marked with white lobes : this plant received a
certificate as a botanical curiosity. John Day, Esq., sent

several fine Orchids, and first-class certificates were awarded
to Oncidium amictum, Odontoglossura gloriosum, very hand-
some and worthy of its name ; also Dendrobium lituiflorum,

which received a fii-st-class certificate in 1863. Among the

collection were Leptotes tenuis, Brazil, with singular Kush-
like foliage, and an Orchid from Assam with brown and
yellow flowers on an erect spike, very distinct, and appa-

rently not known. Mr. Jay, Norwich, sent a seedling Cine-

raria, Queen of the Beauties ; and Mr. Williams, HoUoway,
received a first-class certificate for Colocasia longiloba, the

white stem beautifully marked with fine black lines, a dis-

tinct variety in this numerous and variously-named family.

Mr. Williams also sent Phalaenopsis amabilis, a distinct and
fine variety, dark spotted centre, and very dark green foliage,

the fiowers more circular in the outline than the usual form ;

and an Azalea, Alexandra, a white fiower with too green a

centre. A special certificate was awarded for the general

collection, which contained fine specimens of Yucca filamen-

tosa variegata, Pandanus refiexus, Dasylirion aorotrichum,

Hemerocallis Kwanzo flore pleno, Pandanus elegantissimus,

and Xantliorrhcea australis. Mr. Turner sent cut specimens

of two splendid new Hybrid Perpetual Eoses, both of first-

rate quality, Pierre Netting and Madame Victor Verdier.

W. W. Saunders, Esq., again contributed largely from his

valuable collection of plants. First-class certificates were
awarded to Miconia flammea, one of Mr. Weir's plants, fine

handsome foliage ; Cinchona nobilis, an interesting medical

plant, and one of those from wliich quinine is prppand,
which we regret (though doubtless unintentionally), was
not taken notice of Pelargonium filipendulifolium, with
very curious, long, cut leaves, most useful for covering

hanging-baskets, was awarded a special certificate. Among .

other curious plants in Mr. Saunders's coUecfcion was a spe-
cimen of Dorstenia from Old Calabar, with singular green
inflorescence. Mr. Hooper sent a seedling Amaryllis Hooperi,
as good as Amaryllis Sweetii, which it too much resembled.
Mr. Salter, Hammersmith, exhibited six pots of Convallaria

multiflora variegata, for which a special certificate was
awarded. We cannot speak too highly of this beautifully
variegated form of the Lily of the Valley ; there is an ele-

gance in the white-lined variegation peculiar to itself. This
ornamental-foliaged plant should be in every collection.

Messrs. Cutbush sent fine collections of Hyacinths, Tulips,
and Narcissi, each of which received a special certificate.

Messrs. Cutbush also sent three pots of well-grown forced
Solomon's Seal, and three new Hyacinths of 1865—-Hogarth,
a single shaded rose with white centre, a very promising
variety, taking the place among the reds which Aigus does
among the blues; Cuvier, a fine, single, deep, shaded blue,

very good—first-class certificate; and La Franijaise, a single

white faintly tinted with pink, a very fine spike with large
bells—first-class certificate. Among the novelties of the
day we noticed a table liberally supplied by the Council
with refreshment for the members of the Committees, which
was most gratefully accepted by them.
Fruit Committee.—Gr. F. Wilson, Esq., P.E.S., in the

chair. Although prizes were offered for dessert Pears,
dessert and kitchen Apples, and foi-ced Strawberries, the
subjects for examination were very limited. Mr. Euffett,

gardener to Viscount Palmerston, had a fh-st-class certifi-

cate for the following Apples—viz., Ashmead's Kernel, very
good, Claygate Pearmain, Pearson's Plate, not so fiat as
usual. Old Nonpareil, perhaps the best flavoured of those
exhibited. Golden Harvey, and Stm-mer Pippin ; in addition
to which he had fine examples of Scarlet Nonpareil and
Grange's Pearmain. To Mr. Cox, gardener to W. Wells, Esq.,

Eedleaf, a second-class certificate was awarded. Among
liis collection were Formosa Pippin, Nonpareil, Court of
Wick, Eusset Nonpareil, Eibston Pippin, Hampshire Yellow,
Fearn's Pippin, Scarlet Pearmain, besides which there were
Brabant Bellefleur, a kitchen Apple, and an Apple called

Golden Harvey, but to all appearance not that sort.

The only exhibitor of Strawberries was Mr. A. Ingram,
gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Eeading, who had a good
dish of Keens' Seedling, for which he received a first-class

certificate, and he likewise contributed a dish of Ne Plus
Meuris Pears. A special certificate was awarded to Mr.
Chapman, gardener to His Highness Halini Pacha, Shoo-
brah Palace, Cairo, for a small collection of fruit, consisting
of two large and fine seedling Lemons ; a large, round,
and somewhat fiattened Orange of a deep reddish orangfr
colour ; a green and white speckled fruit ; and two kinds
of Nuts brought from Upper Egypt by Mehemet AU, but
what these iruits were neither Mr. Chapman nor any of the
Committee could determine. Mr. Chapman also sent Ash-
leaved Kidney and Early Handsworth Potatoes planted in

the end of last November, and taken up in the beginning of

February this year. The Potato, Mr. Chapman observed in
a letter to the Committee, was not cultivated in Egypt, but
from the specimens sent, which were very clean, healthy,

and well grown, there could be no doubt that it might be
successfully grown in that country.

A SCIENTIFIC meeting was held on the same day as the
above Committees, J. J. Blandy, Esq., in the chair.

The Chairman regretted to inform the meeting, that in

consequence of illness, the Eev. M. J. Berkeley was unable
to attend, but the Eev. Joshua Dix, and G. P. Wilson, Esq.,

the chairmen of the Floral and Fruit Committees, would read

over the list of awards, and offer what remarks they might
think necessary, after which Mr. Bateman would make some
observations, more especially with regard to Orchids.

Mr. Bateman regretted that Mr. Berkeley had been laid

up, but a paper had been sent by that gentleman with re-

ference to the Chinese Primulas exhibited at the last meet-
ing, and which would now be read by Colonel Scott.

In this Mr. Berkeley stated that he had at the last meet-
ing called attention to a peculiar variety of Chinese Primrose

in the collection of Messrs. Windebank and Kingabm-y, of

Southampton, which he had found to differ from all the

monstrous forms described by Kramer. Each stamen, waa
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replaced by a flower more or less perfect, the parts in some
being like ordinary petals, in others like complete florets, in

others again merely hollow tubes or threads. Among Pri-

mulas, continued Mr. Berkeley, there were two forms of

flowers, the pin-eyed and the thrum-eyed, and Mr. Darwin
had shown that these two forms differed in fertility accord-

ing as they were impregnated. The thrum-eyed, unless im-
pi-egnated artificially, are barren, but if the pollen of the
pin-eyed be applied to them they produce more seed than
the pin-eyed when impregnated with the thrum-eyed. Im-
pregnating with pin-eyed flowers was the easier mode, but
the quantity of seeds produced was smaU. It would be in-

teresting to find out whether the best flowers in a florist's

point of view came from the thrum-eyed or the pin-eyed,

and information on that point would be desirable.

Mr. Bateman then commenced by directing attention to

some rare Cypripediums which were exhibited. The name
had been given to the genus by some gallant classical

botanist, and signified Venus's slipper, but he hoped Venus
did not, like a slattern, wear her slippers down at the heels
like all the species of this genus. Thu'tv years ago there
were only two species in this country, but now there were
twenty distinct kinds ; and, having had the privilege of in-

specting Dr. Lindley's herbarium, he could say that it con-
tained dried specimens of many more yet to be introduced,
especially from South America, and which would vie in beauty
with the very best of those which we now possessed. They
had before them a specimen of Cypripedium hirsxitissimum
from Mr. Veitch, and one of C. Lowii, which had been intro-

duced from Borneo by Messrs. Low of Clapton, and though
the plant coming from Mr. Veitch was well grown, it yet
gave but an impei-fect idea of what it would ultimately be.

Another very interesting species to which he would now
refer was sent home by the Rev. Mr. Parish, an Indian
missionary, and differed from all tropical Cypripediums in

the leaves being purple beneath and beautifully marbled
above, while the flowers were yellow. It had been named
concolor, and a description and plate of it would shortly
appear in the " Botanical Magazine." Cypripediums were
very easily grown, and lasted in flower for a length of time,
and it would be very interesting for ladies and gentlemen to
form collections of this genus alone. All of them would
succeed under cool treatment, and persons about to com-
mence Orchid-growing on a small scale could not select a
more suitable genus of this glorious tribe of plants. The
next genus of cool Orchids which he would mention was the
Odontoglossums. They were found growing at an elevation
of 5000 feet in New Grenada, Mexico, and Peru, and they
were rapidly rising in popularity and favour, and were as
easy to manage in the climate of a warm greenhouse as any
other Orchid. Odontoglossum Pescatorei had been in bloom
for two months, and was likely to last for two months more,
and he would mention that Mr. Anderson, of Meadowbank,
had grown it with as many as a hundred flowers on a spike.
Odontoglossum pulchellum, of which a plant was exhibited
by Mr. Kucker, having snow white blossoms, was peculiarly
well adapted as an ornament to ladies with dark hair or
dark silk dresses, and it had this property, that the flowers
might be \ised at half a dozen different balls or soirees.

Odontoglossum gloriosum was another splendid species,

found at an elevation of 9 or 10,000 feet in the Andes,
near Bogota. It had been introduced by the Society,
and subsequently by Messrs. Low, and wild specimens
had sometimes a hundred flowers on a spike. A third
species was Odontoglossum Lindleyanum, so named by Dr.
Reichenbach in compliment to his brother Orchidist Dr.
Lindley. It had also been received from Mr. Weir. Of
Coelogyne cristata a specimen was exhibited by Mr. Veitch

;

it was also capable of cool treatment, coming from the
slopes of the Himalayas. It would remain in bloom for

weeks, nay months, and was so easily flowered that a traffic

was springing up with it at Covent Garden and Manchester.
Its colours were white and gold, and hence it was sought
after for bridal bouquets. Chysis bractescens presented
the same colours, and could be used for the same purpose

;

and still more beautiful was Phalsenopsis amabilis, which
was also before the meeting. Mr. Bateman related that
when this Orchid was first sent over from Manilla to Messrs.
RoUisson of Tooting, the late Duke of Devonshire was so
struck with its beauty that he wanted to purchase it ; and

though informed that it was not for sale, would take no
denial, but gave Messrs. Rollisson a blank cheque to fill in
with whatever amount they valued it at, and they put down
dSlOO ; but in consequence of the importations whicli had
been made, plants of it, however, might now be had for as
many shillings. Dendrobium lituiflorum and the New South
Wales Dendrobium speciosum were then referred to. The
latter, it was observed, was twenty years in this country
before it flowered ; and the reason of this was, that in former
days the atmosphere of Orchid-houses was kept so warm
and moist, that luxuriant leaf-growth was encoiu-aged at the
expense of flowers ; but cultivators had become alive to
the importance of a more sensible mode of treatment—only
keep it cool, and nothing could be more easily grown, it

would then flower as readily as the least shy-flowering of
the race. To any one desirous of cultivating a particular
genus of Orchids, Dendrobium alone would furnish two hun-
dred species. He would now notice a small box of beautiful
cut flowers, which had just come from Mr. Day, of Totten-
ham, among which were Dendrobium Farmeri, a Mexican
Lycaste, a Cattleya, a Galeandra, a Leptotes, a Ccelogyne,
and Oncidium nubigenum, which produced spikes a yard long
and grew at an elevation of 10,000 feet, in regions of snow
and hail, and even frost, leaching the lesson that a vast
number of Orchids could be grown in an ordinary greenhouse
temperature. Before leaving Dendrobiums he must notice a
new species, though not in flower, sent by the Eev. Mr. Pariah
to Messrs. Low, and which was called senile, being covered
with white hairs, and being among Orchids what the Old
Man Cactus was among that family. The flowers were
golden yellow, and he (Mr. Bateman) had no doubt that
it would create quite a furor in time. Mr. Bateman then
briefly noticed the other plants shown, among which were
Chytroglossum manicEe- leonis and auratum from Brazil, and
Hepatica angulosa from Messrs. Backhouse, the latter not
a mere variety, but a new and (as the meeting would per-
ceive), a very handsome species, and which, he had no
doubt, would prove perfectly hardy, as he saw it coming
vigorously in bloom after standing the winter in North
Staffordshire. There was also a species of Phycella from
Messrs. Backhouse, the orange scarlet flowers of which were
the most brilliant colour he had ever seen in the vegetable
kingdom, in that respect far exceeding even Lselia cinna-
barina. Bertolonia margaritacea, which was exhibited by
Mr. Bull, was another plant of great beauty, the foliage
being sprinkled all over as if with pearls, on which account
it had received its name, margaritacea. Other plants of
interest were Polygonatum verticillatum, Mr. Bull's Imanto-
phyllum miniatum from Natal, a varisgated-leaved Lily of
the Valley from Mr. Salter, which was likely to be very
popular, and Ficus Cooperi, of which the habitat was un-
certain, but it had probably come from the Indian Archi-
pelago. The fruit was also there, but it had not been
ascertained whether it was poisonous or not. Thougli Figs
were wholesome in general, some were poisonous ; but he
hoped that some zealous horticulturist would come forward
in the interest of science, and, pro bono publico, eat the Fig,
and so settle the point. The Fruit Committee, whose duty
it was to taste all fruits submitted to them, had wanted the
courage to put the matter to the test. Mr. Bateman then
brought under the notice of the meeting what were called

branch pots. Among Orchids some grew in the clefts of
branches, and others sent roots along the arms of trees.

The latter would not grow in ordinary pots, and were there-
fore kept on blocks ; but after a few years, and sometimes a
few months, a fungus appeared which destroyed the roots,

and it became necassai-y, therefore, to shift the plants to

other blocks. With large plants this was not of much con-
sequence, but in the case of tender Orchids the matter was
more serious. Having a scarce Chytroglossum to remove,
he was led to consider whether something could not be
invented which would prevent the necessity and danger of

reblocking so frequently, and the idea occurred to him of

having models of branches of trees made of pottery, and
perforated at places ; and the plants which he had tried in

such branch pots had succeeded perfectly, and he had every
reason to believe that shifting would not be required for

many years. It appeared, however, that the idea of em-
ploying pottery to obviate the necessity of shifting had also

occurred to Mr. Kucker, for on going to his place he found
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plants growinoj on a drain-tile. Mr. Bateman stated that

the blooms of the Odontoglossum pnlchellum, shown by Mr.

Rucker, and the Camellias shown by Mr. Blandy, had been
kindly presented by these gentlemen to be ballotted for by
the ladies present.

With regard to the Tuesday meetings he wished to state

that they had no connection with the Saturday shows, the

latter were for miscellaneous plants ; but to the Tuesday
meetings anything new or curious should be sent. These,

it had been arranged, were to take place every alternate

Tuesday.
The meeting, we may remark, was even more numerously

attended than the last, and the observations made by Mr.
Bateman were listened to with the greatest attention.

Weekly Show, April 8th.—On this occasion Mr. Bull

contributed specimens of Drynaria musffifolia, Marattia
elegans, Dicksonia antarctica, Gleichenia flabellata, and
Athyrium Filix-fcemina sagittatum; Messrs. Lee, stands cf

out CameUi:'3 ; Mr. Ingram, gardener to Her Maiesty, Frog-
more, forced Pinks and Roses, Asparagus, Mushrooms,
French Beans, and two excellent Pines (Smooth and Prickly-

leaved Cayenne) ; and exhibitions of the usual character

came fi-om Messrs. Lucking and Greeves.

Her Majesty, accompanied by their Royal Highnesses the
Princesses Helena and Louisa, and Prince Alfred, visited the
Gardens on Thursday, the 6th inst.

THE EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SECOND
SPRING SHOW.—Apeil 8th.

The day was lovely, with bright sunshine and a soft mild
atmosphere, and, as if in rivalry, the Roses had put on their

rich robes of purple and scarlet—regal colours befitting the

queen of flowers—while the Azaleas, Hyacinths, and Tulips

were clothed in all the magnificence of oriental attire. The
glow of colour which the tent presented was brilliant in

the extreme, and this, coming after the cold and cheerless

weather which we have passed through, made it seem as if

at one bound we had sprung from winter into summer.
In Azaleas Mr. Tiu-ner of Slough, as usual, stood pre-

eminent, his plants being covered with bloom, but having
just enough of foliage apparent to relieve a blaze of colour,

which otherwise would have been overpowering. They
consisted of Iveryana, Holfordi, Criterion, Prince Jerome,

Flower of the Day, and Empress Eugenie. Mr. Williams of

Holloway came next with, among others, Delecta, Countess

of Stamford, rich salmon scarlet. Rubra plena, and Model.

Messrs. Lane were third, and they likewise contributed

a numerous collection, which included President Claeys,

Madame Verschaffelt, Advance, Duke of Cambridge, and
other recent kinds, and many others older and better known.
Among amateurs Mr. Todman, gardener to R. Hudson, Esq.,

Clapham Common, Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Gold-

smidt, Bart., and Mr. Young, Highgate, exhibited plants in

good bloom, for which prizes were awarded in the order in

which these exhibitors are named. In new kinds Mr. Turner
was first with Mars, splendid orange scarlet, Madame A.

Verschaffelt, pale rose bordered with white, and having
crimson spots, and Advance, bright rose, another fine fiower.

Messrs. Lane came next with the two last-named and Duke of

Cambridge, a large flower, rosy crimson with violet crimson

spots ; Mr. Todman being third with Flag of Truce, the

best of its class, Pi-ince of Orange, a beautiful orange red of

fine form, and Madame A. Verschaffelt.

Of Roses, gorgeous plants in pots were furnished by Mr.

W. Paul and Messrs. Paul & Son. Among those particularly

noticeable were Victor Verdier with immense blooms, Sena-

teur Vaisse, Beauty of Waltham, Jules Margottin, Mrs.

William Paul, very rich in colour, PieiTe Netting, dark red

shaded with violet, John Hopper, Paul Delameillei-ay fine

glowing colour, Le Rhone, Lord Clyde, Maurice Bernardin,

Noisette Celine Forestier, and Teas President, Madame
Willormoz, Rubens, Madame de St. Joseph in splendid bloom;

Madame Damazin, with a profusion of its salmon-coloured

blooms ; and Marquise de Foucault. Equal prizes were
awarded to both exhibitors ; and for boxes containing very

fine cut blooms of the above and numerous other varieties,

Messrs. Pavil & Son were first, and Mr. W. Paul second.

the latter receiving in addition a first-class certificate for

the new Tea Rose Marechal Niel, with large, deep yellow,
delightfully fragrant flowers, a variety which will doubtless
take a prominent position among the Roses of its class. A
new Hybrid Perpetual, Princess Mary of Cambridge, came
from Messrs. Paul & Son ; the colour was pale pink, with a
flush of rose in the centre.

Hyacinths were again shown in large collections and
in flne condition by Mr. W, Paul and Messrs. Cutbush, the
latter also contributing fine collections of Early Tulips and
Narcissus ; whilst Messrs. E. G. Henderson again exhibited
their beautiful Cyclamens. Of Cinerarias, too, there were
good exhibitions from Messrs. Dobson and Mr. James, of
Isleworth. The best were Duke of Cambridge, crimson
self; Lord Elgin, rosy purple self; Snowflake, white with a
dai-k disk ; and Miss Smith, white, with a violet blue edge
and dark disk. Prizes were given for both the above exH-
bitions ; and Mr. Marcham, Hanwell, had a first-class certifi-

cate for Lord Amberley, a large-flowered, rich, violet plum
self.

Miscellaneous flowering and fine-foliaged plants were exhi-

bited by Messrs. Lee, Williams, Wheeler, and Young, and
comprised Azaleas, Hedaromas, Eriostemon buxifolium,
Epacrises, Tethratheca erioaefolia, Vanda tricolor. Yuccas,
Dracaenas, Dicksonia antarctica, Cyathea Smithii, Cordyline
indivisa, Maranta zebriaa, and Pandanus javanicus varie-

gatus. Good plants of flue-foliaged Begonias were shown
by Mr. Young, Mr. Wheeler, and Mr. Marcham, but did not
present any novelty. Camellias and a collection of Dractenas
came from Mr. BuU ; also Achyranthes Verschaffelti, which
is the same as Iresine Herbstii, striped Polygonatum verticil-

latum, and Bertolonia margaritacea. To the latter a first-

class certificate was given, and a similar award was made for

Camellia Bicolor de la Reine, delicate rose edged with white,
a very promising vai-iety. Mr. Williams had first-class cer-

tificates for Colocasia longiloba, described in our Floral
Committee report, and Alsophila latebrosa, with graceful
spreading fronds. F. J. Graham, Esq., Cranford, likewise
received a first-class certificate for his large-flowered Russian
Violet, The Czar, which has been previously described, and
to show the difi'erence in point of size it was accompanied
with flowers of the old kind. From Mr. Holland, gardener
to R. Peake, Esq., Isleworth, came a nice collection of
British Perns, among which Asplenium trichomanes Harrovii,

a slender, bright green, very pretty variety, received a flrst-

class certificate ; and from Mr. Bartlett, Hammersmith,
some pots of Lily of the Valley.

MANETTI EECOLLECTIONS.
I EEOEivED from Ml'. Harrison, of Darlington, the fol-

lowing Manetti recollections with permission to make use of

them :

—

" I am glad you are going to say a few words on the

Manetti Rose stock. I am always pleased with your interest-

ing articles on Roses and Rose-growing. The Rose has

always been my favourite flower for upwards of fifty

years, long before Perpetuals and Bourbons appeared.

When I was a boy, twelve years of age, I went into the

woods adjoining my father's nursery at Yarm, and budded
Briars with Roses. I am now in my sixty-fifth year. Had
it it not been for the Manetti Rose stock one-tenth of the

demand for Roses could not have been supplied. I came by
the stock in the following way. It is due to Mr. Rivers.

In the year 1S42 I left the Yarm nursery, and went to

York, and took some nursery ground. Mr. Thomas Appleby

also commenced at York in the same year. We were,

and are stQl, on friendly terms. We at that time purchased

all our new Roses of Mr. Rivers—the dwarfs worked on the

Dog Rose ; and newRoses were then thought a great treat to

get hold of the tliird or fourth year after their introduction

(and then, perhaps, they were poor stunted plants), at from

5s. to 7s. 6d. each. Grafting was not then thought of, and
we had to wait for the budding season. Half a dozen buds

were considered a fair supply for a new Rose ; and then we
had to wait three or four years before we could supply the

demand in the country. What will the gentlemen say to

this wlio condemn the Manetti ? When Mr. Rivers called

on uie at York Mr. Appleby put the question to him, ' Is
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there no stock upon which Roses could be propagated

quicker than on the Briar ?
' Mr. Eivers immediately said

(the words are as fresh in my mind now as when he uttered

them), " Well, I have a stock recommended to me called

Manetti, but I have not used it much, a.nd therefore I can-

not say." We ordered 100 each ; and then the third year
after this, when Mr. Eivers called again, he was utterly

astonished at the growth of the Eoses on the Manetti. Mr.
Appleby began to write about it, and sold a few dozens to

the trade. I tried to persuade him to keep quiet only for

fom- or five years, and we should both make a fortune, but
he would not wait. I kept propagating on till I had nearly

100,000 of it, besides sending out all my dwarf Eoses upon
it. I may venture to say that I have made jSlOO a-year by
the sale of this stock alone. I have sold it as low as 40s.

per 1000 ; but this year I have sold none under 80s. per 1000

;

and I could have sold 50,000 since I disposed of all I had
to spare. My stock next year will be immense. I keep two
boys cutting out all the eyes, to prevent suckers, except two
eyes at the top."

I have never seen three dozen suckers from the roots in

my life. Briar Eoses are very troublesome in this respect.

The Manetti suckers are from the stock. Before you plant

cat out the eyes, and tread the soil hard against the stock,

and you will not be troubled, certainly not after the first

year.—W. F. Eadcliffe, Tarrant Rushton, Bkmdford.

STEAWBEERY CULTUEE.
The discussions which have been raised about La Con-

stante afford one more proof of the strange vagaries of the
Strawberry. Most persons agree that two of the very best

sorts are Eivers's Eliza and Carolina'Superba. I have given
both these sorts ample trial. Of the quality of Eliza there

can be no question ; but both in the open air and under
glass I found it a poor bearer, and so loth to put forth run-

ners that propagation became difficult. As to Carolina
Superba, it was inferior in every respect to both its reputed
parents—namely, British Queen and Old Pine. On the

other hand. Old Pine and Downton are usually considered

bad bearers, but I do not find much cause to complain of

them in this respect.

I proposed to a wire manufacturer last year to make some
protection for Strawberries upon the principle of the Pea
protectors, lately brought out at a shilling per yard run.

He said they would be too expensive for general use. I wish
Mr. Wills, who has so cleverly made the curate's vinery to

fold up, would contrive something of the kind, made in wire,

for Strawberries. The difficulty of stowing such things
away in winter is as great a drawback as first cost.

I recommend Strawberries to be cultivated two rows in

each bed, the rows 18 inches from each other, the jjlants

1 foot apart in each row. After the first year's fruiting

destroy each alternate plant, and fruit them one year more.
To cover such a bed the protectors need not exceed 3 feet

in width, and 15 inches in height over the crowns of the
plants would probably be sufficient.

After the second year's fruiting I give my beds one year's

rest from Strawberry culture by planting them with late

Siberian Broccoli. These are off the succeeding May, and
the beds are ready to receive either the earliest runners
that can be had in July, or any of the preceding autumnal
runners which have been planted in a reserve-bed. These
last, however, will require 18 inches from plant to plant.

—G. S.

P.S.—Allow me to ask if Mr. De Jonghe is correct when
he says (page 233 of your Journal), that Strawberries must
not be removed with a ball?

MY OECHAED-HOUSE OK APEIL 7th.

In giving a few words of record I have stated the date,
because I think it will be interesting to some of your
readers to know the periods of the blossoming of orchard-
house trees in different parts of the empire, and by-and-by
the periods of the ripening of the fruit—especially so, I

think, if Mr. Brehaut will add a date to his few pleasant
words.
My Apricots, which have been masses of blossom these

ten days past, have now set their fruit in myriads. I am

always at a loss to account for the failure of Apricots under
glass which I sometimes hear of, for here they cannot be
persuaded to fail, evei-y tree, however small, setting quanti-

ties of fruit.

I read in Mr. Fish's " Doings " of his painting his trees

with some not very agreeable composition, and of the
trouble he seems to be in with birds out of doors and
brown beetles within. I presume he means the common
brown Peach aphis (Aphis persicae), and I feel curious to

learn why he calls them beetles. I suffer but little from
them, for in my large house full of old trees, which is never
fumigated, not one is to be seen. The simple remedy used
here, 4 ozs. of quassia chips, and 4 ozs. of soft soap, to a

gallon of soft water, boiled ten minutes, is always kept
ready, and when applied with a brush never fails to kill

them. I dislike painting the trees, it so spoUs the beauty
of then- buds and blossoms.

I used formerly to wash my trees in December with a

weak infusion of Gishurst, 4 ozs. to the gallon, but have
now ceased to do so. My Peach and Nectarine trees are

now in fuU bloom, and charming objects they are. It may
be that Mr. Fish's houses are old and confined, which is the

reason he is so troubled with insects.

Bu'ds abound here, and at one time gave me much trouble

by eating the buds of Plums, Cherries, and Gooseberries in

winter and spring, but since I have had white worsted

twisted round the ends of the twigs, so as to form a sort of

net, with meshes 2 or 3 feet in diameter, not a bud has been
touched. I should like Mr. F. to teU us if he has tried this

should-be preventive. Perhaps Bedfordshu-e birds are more
voracious than ours of Hertfordshire.

I almost fear I must complain of the bees which throng

to my house in multitudes—for this reason, they are so

numerous and so active that by 11 a.m. all the pollen is

clean gathered from the anthers,' and the little fellows are

off with their golden balls of dust attached to then- thighs.

I searched yesterday about 12 for some pollen to fertilise

with, but all was gone—yet there are hundreds of Peach
and Nectarine trees in the house, and every tree crowded
with blossoms. My fear is that the pollen will be cleared

off before it has done its office. Oddly enough, I do not
know of a single stock of bees in the neighbourhood.—T. E.

LA CONSTANTE STEAWBEEEY.
Having grown La Constante three years I may, perhaps,

be allowed to add a word or two to the discussion going on
in your pages as to the merits of this fine Strawberry. In

the first place I consider it thoroughly hardy.

Mine is a cold soil, becoming sodden and sticky in wet
weather and very hard and dry in time of drought, but I

have not as yet found La Constante suffer from either heat

or cold. It is not a strong, but it is a healthy-growing

variety, and runs enough, and soon enough to satisfy me.
In this latter respect it would not, I dare say, satisfy a

nurseryman who wanted to obtain a large stock quickly. It

certainly is not soon over ; on the contrary, it continues a

long time in bearing. The fruit is not what I should caU

large, but it is of a fair size, and very handsome, and true to

what I may call its typical shape.

As for flavour, in my humble opinion, no Strawberry

approaches it, even British Queen, and I am borne out in

this opinion by some friends who tasted it here when they

came to see my Eoses last June. I do not, however, think

it can be called a heavy cropper. To sum up, I think that

1. It is a variety of healthy, though moderate, growth.

2. It is perfectly hardy.
3. It runs sufficiently.

4. It is fair-sized and very handsome. . .-

5. It is unsurpassed in flavour.

6. It lasts a long time in bearing ; but,

7. It is not a heavy cropper.

Mr. Eadclyffe says it would be a good parent to raise seed-

lings from. Will he be so kind as to suggest which cross he

would prefer ?—the pollen of La Constante to President, or

vice vers'i. I made a number of crosses last year, amongst
others La Constante and Filbert Pine, using the latter as

the seed-bearer. I should be glad of any hints on this

subject.—P.
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CONSTEUCTION OF A PINE STOVE.
Having the intention during this summer to build a

iruiting Pine-stove, the idea has occurred to me, that as

the building of such houses has not been much discussed of

late, you might, perhaps, be induced to publish my plans,

and that by this means others who had the like intention

might meet me in the same spirit, or, failing these, some
one of more matured knowledge would, perhaps, tell me
where the weak points in my plans are. Building hothouses
is not to be undertaken lightly, especially when there is an
intention of deviating from established forms.

I will try not to enter upon the cultivation of the Pine
Apple any farther than is necessary to explain my views, as

I cannot lay claim to having it at my finger-ends, much
less can I point to the prizes I have won ; suffice it to say
I am only forming the plans of what is to be my first fruit-

ing-house.

Let us commence with the clear understanding that what
I want is a house capable of ripening Pines at any period of

the year ; and therefore one in which a summer heat cannot
be kept up in spite of any weather, I must consider does
not come up to my standard. The next point is the cost of
erection. This I cannot go into, even if desirable, but I
think I can make my idea clear enough without doing so.

I will take instead the size of houses required to give a

No. 1.—Section.

fixed number of square feet of pit room ; in my plan there

are 1351. See ground plan No. 1. The house is 50 feet

long and 48 feet wide, and in it there are four beds

—

Two are 44 ft. x 7 feet =308 x 2 =616 '^

Two are 42 ft. x 8 ft.Oin. = 367i x 2 =735 )

Plan No. 2 is a lean-to 193 feet long by 14 feet wide, the

one bed is 187 feet x 7 feet = 1309 square feet. I have
given it the advantage of

: 1351 square ft.

a half span, but when the
back wall is reduced by
this means to 8 feet high
it is still evident to all

that the expense would be
too great.

Plan No. 3 is that of a
span-roofed house 100 feet

long and 24 wide ; in this

there are two beds 94 feet

x7feet = 658x2= 1316
square feet. This house,

you will see, I have made
twice the length and half

the width of mine; and
the height, by the dotted
Une, from the top of the
beds to the apex is 6 feet.

Thus the choice as re-

gards cost rests between
Nos. 1 and 3, but I am
afraid I must throw ont

No. 3, because it would
be next to impossible to

keep up the required heat

by 30° or more during such
cold windy days as we have
had of late. No. 1 is nearly

square : therefore, as the
wind only blows on one
side at once, it cannot
have more than 50 feet in

length exposed to its action. No. 3 exposes double that length.

Again : No. 1 has four spans of 12 feet each. No. 3 one of

24 feet. For a 12-feet span the roof should rise 3 feet above

the sides, and for a 24-feet span 6 feet. No. 3 then, in addi-

tion, exposes 100 feet by 3, or 300 square feet of roof to the

direct action of the wind more than No. 1. If any one knows
of such a house that can be kept up to my standard of 90"

in any weather, I shall be glad to hear how many rows of

pipes it has. 1 am proposing to give mine six rows next to

each side, and four rows in each path, making twenty-four

rows in all of four-inch piping.

I will now take the question of bottom heat, and I think

it is one that has been much neglected. I have often seen

in your paper and elsewhere plans given of houses that are

supposed to be good, a,fter this fashion : in a seven-foot pit

four rows of four-inch pipes covered with rubble, and above
the rubble the pit is fiUed with plunging material, the

bottoms of the pots coming within a foot of these pipes.

Now, in a seven-foot pit there is only room for three rows of

large fruiting plants, so
'iSFT these plants have onefour-

inch pipe and a third each.

Mr. Elvers told us a short

time since the heat he
supposed he obtained for

his pot Vines by standing
them on a bare four-inch

pipe ; I do not remember
it now, but I think it was
much more than Pine-

growers would like to use.

I therefore can only con-

clude that by this plan the
heat is lost; and I have
a very strong opinion that

if, instead of these four

rows of pipes being buried

in the rubble, two of them
were put under flags or a
four-and-a-half-inch brick

arch, they would 'give a

bottom heat of 100° with-

out any assistance from
plunging material ; but I

think there is yet another
mistake—a pipe is not
very hot if when water is

poured over it no steam is

given off; and will not
these pipes, if they are

hot enough to do any
good, from this cause con-

tinually tend to spoil the drainage, even if they do no harm
to the roots of the plants ?—G. H.

[In accordance with your wish, we will add a few remarks
just as they occur to us.

1. Your plan. No. 1, consisting of a space 48 feet by 50,

divided into four spans, and four beds below these spans, is,

we think, new as applied to Pine-beds, but the idea is not
new so far as combining diiferent spans, even if each should
form a distinct house, as descriptions of such houses at

Messrs. Lanes', in previous volumes, would testify. Sections

of similar houses were also given in " The Heating Manual."
That, however, does not render your plan less desirable.

No. 1.—Geound Pun.
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One advantage you will derive is the uniform depth of your

beds under each span, so that the light will play on both

sides alike. Three feet in depth will be ample, with pipes

below for heating, whether you use plunging material or

soU, and provided the pijjes are not far from the pots we do

not think it matters what you cover them with. We should

think three pipes in each bed ample.

2. The side walls, brick 3 feet and glass 2 feet, being 5 feet,

the height to the apex 8 feet, and the height to the gutter

between the ridges 5 feet, a tall man could not walk up-

right even along your central pathways. They ought to be

at least a foot more in height, and the apex or ridges in

proportion. This ^dll necessitate a greater surface of glass,

and thus so far interfere with your calculations. It would
be premature to say anything as to how the house and roof

are to be braced, &c., but stout side walls are a great advan-

tage in this respect.

3. In your plan, No. 3, there would be more glass for the

space exposed to the direct action of the wind ; and though
piercing winds tell much in cooling the glass they come
but seldom, whilst in cold and frosty weather there is a
continual radiation of heat, unless when a bright sun is

shining on it, and then the heat inside will be more equable
in proportion to the amount of atmospheric air enclosed.
The ridge in No. 3 might also be a foot lower without detri-
ment. If the central pathway were 35 feet, as in No. 1, and
the addition put to the beds, you would have nearly 100 feet
more. By making two spans of the roof of No. 3, it would
be just the same as the half of No. 1, and the side walls
would give strength to the structure. You certainly gain
in your proposed arrangement of one large house, in savinc
one pathway. So far as radiation of heat is concerned, the
mere form of the roof enclosing a similar space is of but
little consequence.

4. If such a large house were to be entirely filled with
fruiting plants about the same stage, we could see no ob-

^-
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WHAT IS THE BEST POSITION FOE
FORCING STEAWBEEEIES ?

The excellent and practical notes on this subject, at

page 189, by your esteemed correspondent Mr. Ingram in-

duce me to oifer a few additional observations deduced
from my own experience. Mr. Ingram endorses my views
generally on forcing Strawberries, and agrees with me as to

the essentials for their successful growth—viz., light or close

proximity to the glass, and ample ventilation—air above,

below, and all round the plants—to which Mr. Ingram adds,
" the roots should always be kept cool and moist."
Though identical in our views on the subject, we differ as

to the best mode of securing these conditions. I, like Mr.
Ingram, was led to the idea of having shelves fixed on the
roofs of houses for forcing Strawberries from " finding that
Strawberries always succeeded on shelves placed in the
front of lean-to houses close to where the roof-lights rested

on the front supporting plate, and where a little air con-

stantly entered ; at the same time the pot was shaded from
the sun by the thickness of the plate." Thi^ was one rea-

son, but another very forcible one was that plants on a back
shelf, where they received more light, a little aii- constantly

entering, and the pots receiving a little warmth fi'om the sun,

were found to do better than those on the front shelf from
December to March, when the objections raised by Mr. In-

gram as to the sun's rays acting on the pots and destroying

or injuring the roots came into force and reversed the case,

the plants on the front shelf being the best after Febiuary.
Acting on experience, and there being a deficiency of ac-

commodation for Strawberry plants, I was under the neces-

sity of furnishing a house with shelves suspended like the

front shelves from the roof. An early vinery being then
empty and awaiting the planting of the Vines in spring, the

Strawberries were placed on the shelves in December, and
the result was a crop of Black Prince Strawberries in March.
In that month the Vines were planted, and the shelves re-

occupied with Strawberries. These did not afford so good
a crop as the first, though the advanced season was more in

their favour. Mr. Ingram very appropriately describes the

cause—" the scorching effects of the sun in the bright drying

weather of March" and April had done the mischief. The
shelves answering so well for the first crop, more were ob-

tained and fixed on the roof of a span-roofed house, having
the ends due north and south, and the jjlants in this afforded

a good crop. The only reason that could be assigned was,
j

that the snn's rays did not heat the pots so much as in the

lean-to, they not receiving the direct mid-day sun, the

foliage affording the pots a slight shade, and in the after-

noon or morning the sun was not so powerful as to injure

the plants.

Deciding according to the evidence in these cases the

plants can neither have too much light nor too sunny a
situation from December to March, a lean-to being then
the best ; but after February they can have too sunny a
position, unless prompt measures be taken to protect the

pots, which being done, too much light cannot be given.

A span-roofed house is then the best.

The shelves being moveable, and capable of being fixed

in any house not filled with its regular occupants, they
can be put up in any house seciu-ing the conditions which,

according to the season of the year, are best suited for the
plants ; but if there be no greater objection to them than
that of the exposure of the pots to the drying and heating
effects of the sun, that difficulty is easily surmounted by
having a qiuirter-inch board nailed on the side of the shelves

sufEciently liigh to protect them. I have found this answer
the same purpose as the front supporting plate, protecting

the pots Irom the sun, and keeping them cool and moist, at

the same time preventing the drying influences of the in-

creased current of air necessary to keep down the tempera-
ture of the house.

I do not think there was any, if much, difference between
the plants on the shelves in the centre of the house and those

on the shelves close to where fresh air was admitted, the
produce beiug equally good on all, though those on the shelves

near the ojienings did not, perhaps, afford the same quantity

and quality of fruit that they would have done had the
necessity for giving air been less. That such was the case
is very likely, for I found that two shelves placed under the

apex of a span-roofed house did not yield one-half the fruit

produced on two shelves placed along the sides by the front

supporting plates, where the fresh air entered the house,

there being no ventilation at the top, which is the case with
many orchard-houses, and is, I think, a mistake ; for what
is the good of ventilation if foul air be not displaced by
fresh ? I think the Strawberry-house at Enville, figured at

page 354 of Vol. VII., open to this objection; though the
roof is only a half-span, that part at top formed by the back
lights must constantly be surcharged with the impurities of

the house carried there by the ascending heat, for which there
is no escape. The span-roofed house above alluded to having
been altered so that fresh an- was admitted or foul air let

out, after that the plants were better there than on the
side shelves.

If a house could be exclusively devoted to the forcing of

Strawberries it might be desirable to have a stage as in the
house at EnvOle, the room being employed for forwarding
plants for flowering in winter ; but it is open to the objections

raised by Mr. Ingram, and unless a house of the kind were
unoccupied or could be spared it would not be advisable to

erect such for forcing Strawberries, for whilst building or

constructing a Strawberry-house it would be as well to have
one calculated to meet all the demands of the plants. The
requirements in forcing Strawberries are close proximity to
the glass, without being so near as to scorch them, a little

air at all times, and a cool moist situation. These con-

ditions are secured in all their integrity in none of the usual

structiu-es found in gardens, and cannot be unless a house
is constructed on purpose, which is what I believe Mr. In-

gram has done, and found to answer perfectly, adding
another benefit from a family that has done much for horti-

culture.—G. Abbey.

DEVONIENSIS EOSE versus CLIMBING
DEVONIENSIS.

Pebmit me to say a few more words on our old favourite

Rose. Mr. Curtis still thinks this is a distinct variety from
the old one ; he says during his rambles he met with it in

several places. Can Mr. Curtis bring proof that the plants

he saw were planted previous to 185S ? if so, from whom
were they obtained ? I believe all the climbing ones have
been obtained from plants sent out by me in 1858. I am
only surprised that Mr. Curtis should want the public to

believe that his is distinct. If his variety that he says he
so improved upon is distinct, why should he have written

to me some few months since requesting to be supplied with
1000 plants ? If Mr. Curtis in his rambles will kindly pay me
a visit I wiU show him the parent plant, which is scarcely

18 inches high, but the offspring are growing as wild as any
of the Ayrshire Roses in the heart of this city.

—

Samuel
Pavitt, Rose Cottage, Bathwiclc, Bath.

KEEPING FOE A YEAE EANUNCULUS AND
ANEMONE TUBEES UNPLANTED.

I WAS spending the winter at Naples six or seven yeai's

ago, when I became acquainted with the gardener at the

Royal Palace of Capo-di-Moute. At the time of which I

write there were some Ranunculuses coming into bloom, and
the size of the flowers surprised me, they being very much
larger than any I had ever seen at home. I was informed by
the gardener, that to obtain large flowers the roots should

be kept dry for a whole year before being planted, that, in

fact, they should be planted only in alternate years. On
returning home I reported this to my own gardener, who,

with evident pity for my ignorance, told me that if kept dry
for so long they would not start at all when planted.

Two years later I was at Rome, and in making my way
from the church of S. Pietro in Montorio, to the Colosseum,

I came across a nursery garden, in which there was a fine

collection of my old Italian acquaintances, the giant Ranun-
culus. On a second visit, I found the owner, and imme-
diately questioned him about this system of resting the

roots. The nurseryman told me that he was a native of

Hamburgh, and had been brought to Rome to take charge of

some noble's villa. In his own country. Ranunculus-growing
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was a speciality he was well acquainted with, and when he

first came to Eome he covild not believe in the success of a

system under which the roots were so long kept dry. He
had been obliged, however, to acknowledge himself wrong,

and he assured me as a fact, that even in the dry climate of

Italy the roots were not damaged by the year's rest, and

that when so rested they produced larger flowers than when
planted every year. I have an old book translated from the

Dutch, and published in London in 1711, entitled "The
Dutch Gardener," by Henry Van Oosten. In it I find it re-

commended to keep Anemone plants a year without plant-

ing when you wish to obtain seed ; but it is not said that

this makes any difference in the size of the flower. Among
your readers and correspondents there may, perhaps, be

some who have tried the system of giving a long rest to

Eanunculus and Anemone tubers. If such there be, a com-

munication of their success in growing their plants, would,

I doubt not, to many of your readers, be as interesting as it

would be to

—

Monticola.

SPKING LONGINGS.
Shall I be trespassing ? May I be permitted to shift my

attentions to the gardening side of " Our Journal ? " Well,

our good friend, " Wiltshire Eector," sets me the example.

Why, should I not ? Living in and loving intensely the

country, of course, I care a little for gardening too ; and aU,

I expect, who live in the country long for spring ! When
Nature is clothed in her gay attire we rejoice, and though
some of us may revel in snow, yet our delightful season is

certainly not winter. I presume, then, that almost every

lover of the country sympathises with your valued corre-

spondent on that score. I will plead guilty to ardent longing,

almost like that of the Swiss, when banished from his be-

loved country. Yet we are not all alike. A few days back
I met an old keeper, who is very fond of and a capital hand at

gardening. I began sympathisingly shrugging my shoulders

at the fi'ost, and intimating my extreme contempt for the

much vaunted old-fashioned winter. His quick reply was,
" It's beautiful weather, when it's gone we shall have every-

thing in its right place." Well, " Wiltshire Eector " and
his brother and sister spring-longers, may take what com-
fort they can from the old keeper's words; but I cannot
help feeling, that getting to the right place is awfu' cauld
wark.
Ugh ! it was bitter again this morning, warm in the sun-

shine ; but just put your nose beyond that cottage. Oh

!

isin't it delightfully cutting, quite refreshing, that sharp
north-easter, which is keeping us all in " the right place."

[This was written some days ago.] I thought of my Hepa-
ticas. Primroses, and early chickens, and felt for them all,

especially the latter. Talking of Primroses, I have a lot of

roots that never see the sun tiU late in the afternoon. They
have been picked by my in-door chickens out of the hedges ;

they are the most kindly roots, they generally commence to

throw up blooms late in the autumn, and they keep on in

straggUng flower through the winter—now apparently the

very life crushed out of them by the frost ; now inches deep
in snow ; and then, again, erect, most pleasant to the eye,

and, even in spite of the north-easters, harbingers whisper-

ing of spring. Yet winter has its charms. I do not know
that a snowstorm has, at least not to myself; there is no
guarding against the flakes, driven under your throat now,
the hand lifted to move the same and there are two or three

flakes down your neck. It is just the same in our outhouses,

any cracks and in drives the snow ; but, after it is down and
whilst it maintains its pristine whiteness, it has beauties
peculiar to itself, and our fi-iend, "Wiltshire Eector,"
has depicted his beautiful neighbourhood in its wintry
dress ; it differed somewhat from mine, hence my letter.

"Wiltshire Eector" tells us of poets who described in

vivid language scenes they never saw. That may be easy
and comes natural to them. My difficulty is far greater

—

viz., to describe what I did see, that I will endeavour to do,

but I shall do scant justice to the scene.

On " Wiltshire Eector's " penny-reading night, I sup-
pose, it thawed here ; the increased temperature melted all

the snow that remained on the branches, soon it rained,

freezing as it fell. Before morning the wind rose to a gale.

and those who lived near woods or plantations tell me the
cracking and snapping of large branches was terrible, and
certainly the havoc was somewhat unusual. Nearly the
first object that caught my eye was the top of a Pir tree
from the neighbouring plantation, 8 or 10 feet snapped clean
off, and sent flying some 20 yards. Several brothers shared
the same fate ; but Elm, Ash, and Beech, all alike suffered

;

huge limbs that made respectable trees were laid low, others
hanging perilously aloft. All our trees were covered thickly
with clear ice nearly half an inch thick. This not only added
to the weight, but appeared to render the branches more
brittle; they would not bend, and so they broke when the
wind rose. The swaying of the branches was attended by a
continual crackling sound, broken ever and anon by the
crashing of some huge limb.

Of all the trees that I have noticed the Beech and Birch
have suffered most severely. It is quite the exception that
proves the rule, to see one of the latter that has escaped
scatheless. I have marked fully a hundred Weeping Birch
trees, many are irretrievably ruined. I have seen one of fuBy
6 inches in diameter of trunk, with the head twisted off as

by some giant's hand, others, where the trunk divided into
two branches, split down the stem to the ground. What
wonder then, if these larger specimens felt the force of the
ice and gale, that my kind neighbour's pet, planted some
three years ago on her lawn, and which she assured me the
nurseryman had warranted to weep when it grew, should
have decided on weeping thoroughly, leaving only the stem.
Its neighbom-, the Cedar, the most perfectly furnished
specimen I ever saw, in sympathy with its companion lost

several of its branches ; whilst close by two sister Larches
have scarcely a respectable branch remaining.

I have said that all the branches had a thick coating of
ice. This was a glorious sight ; every rustle altering the
angle at which they caught the light, the ice appeared like

myriads of diamonds covering every branch, and when the
sun shone how these glories were increased. They reached
the acme of splendour when I saw them with the red frosty
sun setting behind them, the branches then assumed a
roseate hue, and appeared like rubies and opals with the
whole sisterhood of precious stones.

Not only on the grand forest trees were these wonderful
marks of the Creator's power visible, every tiny branch,
every insignificant leaflet, every withered stem of herbage
shared in the sparkling adornments, and added their share
of lustre to the scene. Prom my garden-wall I picked the
dried stem and seed-vessels of a Wallflower, it was a picture
in itself. On close inspection the dried fibres were plainly
seen through the coating of clear ice. I pass over the mag-
nificent forms which the snow assumes when driven by the
wind through the gaps of the hedgerows, beautiful as they
are they may be seen most winters, but not the fairy scenes
I have endeavoured to describe. It was well worth seeing,
yet my spring longings are so intense, that I care not to see
it again, at least, not for longer than an hour, then let the
genial southerner dispel this "fabric of a vision." Even
will I consent to be pitilessly pelted by the dislodged frag-
ments of ice—peltings which to me have this satisfaction,
that the frost is yielding.

"Wiltshire Eector" and others, with myself, must
take courage. I saw this day, our " early " village Horse
Chestnut. I hailed with delight the outer gummy coverings
of the buds dropping, and the tender pale green peeping
out, and rej»iced that " there was a good time coming," al-

though that unkind easterly may succeed in making us
"wait a little longer."—Y. B. A. Z.

Effect of Grafting the Elm on the Oak.—In your
Number of March 21st you have a paper extracted from
Tlie Natv.rulist as to the curious effect of grafting the Elm
on the Oak, the twigs producing leaves of both these trees
intermixed, and the Editors of that publication ask if any-
thing of the same kind has come under the notice of any
other person. So long ago as 181S Mi-. Pontey, of Kirk-
heaton, near Huddersfield, laid out some grounds for me,
and planted a great number of variegated shrubs, and
amcngst other things two trees having Oak leaves and Horn-
beam (or Elm) on nearly every twig on the tree. When I
left the house (" Craw Trees," Gomersall, near Leeds), ten
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years ago they were still fioui-ishlug, and I doubt not are so

now ; and if you wish it, when the season returns, I will

send you a few twigs.—E. S., YorTc.

VISITS TO FOEEIGN MARKETS.
The scene presented to the stranger by the market at

Genoa, although not so picturesque and attractive as that

of Gibraltar, was a fair representative type of the industrial

character of the Genoese, for the quality of most of the
country productions was first-rate. I say "country" to

mark the distinction between the produce of the land and
of the sea; for here I may make the remark that I was
surprised, in all the Italian ports which I visited, at the

paucity and inferiority of the fish. It would be supposed
that the splendid bays and coasts of Italy would furnish

very superior supplies of fish ; but, although I searched the

various markets, I could only find small supplies, and those

of most inferior quality, of red and grey mullet, sai-dines,

anchovies, ray, bream, and a flat-fish resembling soles, ink-

fish or squabs. The best I saw were some immense craw-
fish, as large as lobsters, .at Genoa; but even their nationality

was dubious. Oysters, at Naples, were as fine as our smallest

natives ; but elsewhere they were hardly larger than the
cockleshells, of which Crustacea there are evident signs at

Pompei that the supply of that mollusc was good, and of a
large size. The greatest novelty I saw in fish were some
very small fish resembling whitebait, but about half the
length, and very much smaller in girth. They were exposed
for sale in tubs as caught, and also rolled in flour, ready for

cooking. Their flavour was delicate, and I should say even
more so than the whitebait. They are called " blanquettes ;

"

but I am not sufficiently learned in pisciculture to say
whether they are a distinct breed, or merely the young fry

of the sardine, or other similar small fish.

Amongst the vegetables, tke most prominent were the
Walcheren Broccoli, which was immense ; the Purple, on
the other hand, was poor. Parsnips, early Turnips, Salsafy,

Lettuce, weU-blanched Endive, Water Cress, and Leeks,

were all good, and well grown. The Radishes were im-
mense, and exceedingly tender and juicy. There were a few
Yams, but not of good quality, new Potatoes fab, and Peas
very inferior ; the blanched tops of the Globe Artichokes,

and also Fennel, were on sale. Celery was abundant, but
evidently only for culinary purposes, not for salad ; for it

had all been grown without having been earthed-up, or any
attempt made at blanching.
Amongst the fruits Oranges, of course, were the prmoipal

in season, and, on the whole, the quality disappointed me

;

but I was astonished at the very superior quality of the
Apples ; they were both fine and very good. There were
several kinds, but the best resembled the well-known
American Newtown Pippin. It had all the crispness of the
American fruit, but also more juice, and a slight pear
flavour. I could not obtain the local name of this Apple,

but venture to recommend it to the attention of some of

your pomological friends. I also found the Pine cones on
sale, roasted like Chestnuts, at the corners of the streets,

and pronounced the kernels or pips very good when eaten
hot. Chestnuts v/ere tine and abundant, and were also

offered for culinary purposes, shelled, dried, and in barrels
;

Tomatoes, dried, and hung on strings; kept Grapes were
poor in quality. Pears also very indifferent, and, we thought,

from a foreign source.

The poultry were exceedingly good ; it would not be
possible to find better-fed and better-flavoured turkeys in

England than those partaken of at Genoa. Other poultry
were also good, but the ducks and geese were few in number,
and small.

On going into the country I was much gratified at seeing
the careful and industrious manner in which the Genoese
were cultivating every available bit of land. During my
ride I did not see one spot worth cultivating idle, even up to

the tops of the hilhi, and the peasantry appeared thoroughly
to understand the benefits of deep trenching, and to make
lair progress in their work with a digging tool which would
bother an English gardener to use. They also appear to

use a good deal of the fine shingle, from the seashore, for

manure.

At various parts of the city were vendors of bouquets, and
I was told that Genoa has a continental reputation for their
beauty and the skill displayed in their construction. This
was borne out by what I saw ; for, on passing up the Strada
Nuevo, a large bouquet was being packed in a most appro-
priate case for a long journey. This bouquet measured
exactly 30 inches in diametei', and was composed of a centre
of seven white Camellias bedded in sweet Violets ; around
this were eight rings of pink and pink-and-white (bicolor)
Camellias, bedded in dark Pansies ; these were surrounded
with a belt composed of Ageratum, the flowera of a smaU
Narcissus, sweet Violets, and single Camellias, with a fringe
round all of Mignonette, the bed being formed of Erica
mediterrauea. The large circular box in which this was
packed had a hole in it, through which the handle of this

monster bouquet projected, and by which it was so secured
that nothing could touch the flowers inside. I had the
opportirnity of observing that this bouquet was not an
exceptional one ; for in several of the houses which I visited
there were others equally large and beautifully constructed.

Since writing the above I have visited Leghorn, Pisa,
Florence, and Naples, and find such a sameness in the
markets that the foregoing description of the things at
market will apply to all, the only extra at Naples being the
Lupin, which appears to be largely cultivated both for use
as fodder and for the seeds. What I thought most worthy
of note was the great scarcity of birds of all kinds, both
small and great (they really appear to be extinct ; even in

the towns it is not possible to find a sparrow iu any of the
streets), the extraordinary fertility of the Jsoil, and lastly,

the heavy crops which were growing all around the Vines,
close up to the canes, evidently showing that the Italians

do not agree with us in the idea that the ground about the
roots of Vines ought not to be cropped.

—

C<elebs.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Never wait for weeds; take care not to tread on any
ground after it is svirfaoe-stirred. Beans, make another
sowing to succeed those sown in the end of last month.
Broccoli, if a sowing has not yet been made of the various

winter and spring varieties it should be done without delay.

Brussels Sprouts, make a good sowing for winter use. Cab-
bages, a sowing of any approved sort should now be made
to produce plants for winter and spring use. As autumn-
sown plants are very scarce, the spring sowing should be
forwarded as much as possible by pricking out the plants
on a warm border, and watering them when requisite.

Cardoons, the seed may now be sown in trenches where the
plants are to remain. The trenches should be about 4 feet

apart, and a few seeds dropped in at intervals of 18 or

20 inches. Cauliflowers, prick-out the young seedlings on a
warm border, earth-ui) those that have stood the winter

beneath hand-glasses. Cucumhers, keep the shoots regu-

lated, as on this their fruitfulness in a great measure depends

;

seed should be now sown to produce jilants for ridges.

Mushrooms, in making beds to produce through the summer
a portion of loam should be mixed with the dung, this will

give greater solidity to the bed, which will in consequence
produce more fieshy Mushrooms. Marirjolds should now be
sown where they are required for kitchen purposes. Nas-

turtiums, sow some seed at the foot of a fence where the

plants can do no injury by their rapid growth. Potatoes,

water and earth-up those in frames. If tlie main crops are

not yet in lose no time in planting them. Spinach, sow a

small quantity of Eound-leaved, thin-out the early-sown to

6 inches apart. Sai'oi/, another sowing may be made for a

late crop. Turnips, make another sowing to succeed those

sown in the middle of last month. The present fine weather
is favourable for putting in crops where ;he soil is of a stiff

nature, and it will generally be found that by waiting tiQ

the ground is in good tilth the crops are equally early and
far superior to those sown last month when the soil was
cold and wet. As the heads of Broccoli are cut remove the

stumps, as they only harbour slugs and vermin.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Growth is slow this spring, but the disbudding of Peaches

and Nectarines will soon require attention. First remove

1
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a portion of the superfluous shoots, and in a week or ten

days go over them and regulate them finally. The super-

fluous shoots of Apricots must also be removed, and the re-

mainder carefully examined for the green caterpillar, which
not only injures them but also eats holes in the young fruit,

thereby causing it to gum, grow deformed, and fall off before

it is stoned.

FLOWER GAEDEN.
In vacant places patches of showy hardy annuals which

usually exist in herbaceous-beds and in the borders of shrub-
bery, should now be sown. Double Poppies of various

colours. Lupins, Sunflowers, Afi-ican and French Marigolds,
Erysimums, Clarkias, GOias, CoUinsias, SUene, and Nemo-
phila, are excellent for that purpose. A suSicient quantity
of cattings and seedlings of half-hardy climbers should now
be potted for planting out in May. With such plants as

Coboeas, Maurandyas, Lophospermums, Calampelis, Tropseo-

lum canariense, &o., many bare places on walls and trellises

mar be covered and made ornamental which would other-

wise be unsightly. Look well to recently transplanted trees

and shrubs. A sprinkling overhead with the engine on the
evenings of fiae days will, when the weather shall have
become a little warmer, be of more service to large ever-

greens than overvvatering them at the root. See that all

recently-planted trees, whether large or small, are well se-

cured against the wind. Now, with April showers and bright
and occasionally warm sunshine, we must bo in readiness
for mowing. Have the turf swept, well rolled, and made
thoroughly firm without loss of time, and remember, that
if the first mowing is deferred vmtil the grass grow long,
it will require much time and labour to bring the turf into
a proper state. Also, let the edges of the walks be cut and
otherwise put in proper order.

GKEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
What with Azaleas, Camellias, bulbs, and a sprinkling of

New Holland plants, the conservatory will now be gay with
flowers. Let every plant be placed in the most suitable
position, and aim at maintaining a pleasing uniformity of
arrangement and displaying the colours to the greatest ad-
vantage, bearing in mind that no amount of floral display
will compensate for bad arrangement. Let climbers, both
in pots and borders, have due attention in regard to train-

ing, and retain no more shoots than the allotted space will

afford room for. Pay particular attention to the Liliums
now in pots, by giving them a liberal supply of water and
by neatly staking them. Let Fuchsias, which are so useful
for summer and autumn flowering in the conservatory, be
repotted as required in rich compost, watering occasion-
ally with liquid manure. The leading shoots of Epacrises,
Chorozemas, Correas, Heaths, together with as many choice
plants as produce the best effect in a bushy state, should
be frequently pinched or stopped in order to form good
specimens ; also, those of Calceolarias, Verbenas, and other
young stock intended either for decorating the flower-beds
or for succession in pots. Pick off decaying flowers and
leaves directly they make their appearance, and endeavour
to replace the plants in the conservatory with others as soon
as they begin to become shabby. Sprinkle the surface of
the beds frequently so as to assist in keeping the atmosphere
moist, and also see that the under soil is kept in a uniformly
moist state. Watch for insects and attack them as soon as
perceived, which is the only way of preventing their doing
mischief.

STOVE.
Proceed with the repotting of such plants as require it,

and give all necessary attention to those in active growth.
If any plants require propagation, seize an early opportunity.
Keep a moist atmosphere with a sweet and regular circu-
lation of air, using abundance of water about floors, and
syringing frequently air plants or others suspended. Shut
up with a solar heat, if possible, of 80° towards three or four
o'clock. As spring-flowering plants and for cutting we know
of none more useful than Begonias. Now will be a good
time for commencing with a stock for next season's display.
As they go out of bloom allow them a short rest in rather
a dry house, when they may be partially disrooted and re-

potted, pruning-in any straggling shoots. Keep them close
and syringe frequently, when they will soon commence
growing. Abundance of light and a tolerable shai-e of pot-
room ar'e necessary to insure fine plants.

,

PITS AND FRAMES.
Attend carefully to the stock of bedding plants, and get

rooted cuttings potted-off as soon as they are in a fit state,

and encourage them with gentle bottom heat. Calceolarias,

if well established, may be planted out in a turf-pit in poor
sandy soil, where they can be protected from frost or cold

winds.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The anticipated genial change in the weather has made
us busy. Forked over the ground among young Cabbage
plants and Broccoli, and gave the latter some drainings from
the farmyard, making sure that it was not too strong.

Turned out Peas, Beans, &c., in turves from between rows of

Potatoes, under protection, approaching maturity. Forked
the ground and earthed-up Potatoes where wanted. Those
grown in pots have turned out useful. Put a few branches

among the Peas and Broad Beans for a few days, and then
turned them out, dividing a turf some 1 foot in length, into

three pieces, and in the case of Peas, staked as the work
proceeded, and put a few laurel twigs near the bottom of

the rows, to act as temporary protection. Earli/ Peas are

such an object that a little extra trouble must not be

grumbled at. The twigs and the staking keep the birds,

too, at a distance. A neighbouring friend has told us that

his Peas have not moved a bit, except downwards, for the

last month, the sparrows having a feast on the young shoots

every morning. A string is of little use after staking, but
the birds seem to have a dislike to the green twigs of the

laurel. The staking as the planting goes on leaves the

ground sweet, open, and porous. How different when the

ground is all trampled and trodden. Last year our early

Peas were wonderful for strength and produce. Against our

usual rule, we have put these transplanted ones in the same
place this year, as we have only a very small piece of south
border. Potted-off and sowed more Dwarf Kidney Beans. Now
is a good time to sow about half a dozen Beans in a five-inch

pot, and place them in moderate heat, and when the plants

are stopped and stubby, turn them out under protection in

May. Thinned out Cauliflowers from haud-Ughts, leaving

four and five to each. The thinnings were planted in rich

ground, the plants left under the hand-lights being weU
watered and dressed with rich compost, and the glasses

raised by placing earth on the part where they stand, leaving

a basin in the middle. As they become stronger they will

be bent outside of the glass to give them room, and the glass

itself will be elevated on bricks, so as to keep the stems
warm. Those in pots have yielded some nice little heads.

Cucumbers in frames have had some banking-up given to

the frames. Sowed more Onions and a good piece of Carrots.

Hoed among Onions and other winter crops, proceeded
with planting some more Potatoes, and prepared for plant-

ing Jerusalem Artichokes, Sea-kale, and Asparagus, sow-
ing the two last, and a few Winter Greens, Turnips, and
Radishes, the last two under protection and in the open
air, the latter to be defended with branches. Carrots and
Turnips that have stood the winter, however young, are now
apt to be hard and stringy.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Very msch the same as last week. Proceeded with out-

door pruning, even if we could not follow up with nailing

and tying, as all such work, and out-door work in general, is

behind this season, owing to the weather having been so

unsuitable. A few flne days, however, will permit of many-

things being done.

ORNAMENTAL GARDEN.
Very much the same as last week. Pruned Roses and

other shrubs as we could get at them. RoUed lawn after

sweeping. The winds have brought lots of tree leaves from
a distance which gives a littery appearance, and all dead
twigs ha\ e been pretty well shaken out of the trees. Looked
after fresh-planted trees and shrubs to see if they were firm,

and the stakes all right. If we have much bright sun
syringing, or a little hay scattered, or fresh-planted ever-

greens, will lessen the evaporation. We once moved a num-
ber of tall-stemmed Oaks from a thick plantation to plant

i» A park, and part we left to take their chance, and round
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tlie boles and the principal branches of the rest we wrapped
strawbands, and gave them several dashes overhead with
the garden engine during a hot spring. Those left alone had a
hard time of it, the cold and then the dry atmosphere were
too much for them. The ropes not only lessened evaporation,
but gave the plants something of the protection they had
received in the thick plantation. For want of such little

attention at first, we have known Oaks carefully lifted from
a thick plantation, and carefully planted in bleak exposed
places, that were hai-dly perceptibly larger a dozen of years
after they were planted. If the ground had been prepared
for thera, and small Oaks, say 3 feet in height, planted with
some Larches or other things as nurses, the young plants,
if the nurses had been gradually removed, would in less time
have been a-head of the transplanted ones. The want of
success in transplanting is very often owing to the want of
warmth.

Roses should be gently smoked if the least fly appears on
tiiose in-doors. If done before the bud swells much it will

not be wanted afterwards. Two or three gentle smokings
are better than one strong one, as too much will be apt to
injure the tender leaves. If the foliage or buds are hurt by
beetles they must be sought for at night. Pinks and Car-
nations showing bloom should also be smoked before the
buds open. Those to be planted out of doors and now ia
pits and frames should also be well cleaned before turning
them out. If only a few are touched, a finger and thumb
run along the shoots will often do all that is necessary, if

the shoots are washed afterwards with clean water. The
secret of preventing fly and other insects consists in keeping
the plants cool instead of hot, and even then to do well
they must be pretty hot in sunshine, keeping them in a
comparatively low temperature at night. A great object
would be gained could people be convinced that hosts of
insects will attack plants when enervated by heat that will
never touch them when they are kept comparatively cool.
A difference of from 5" to 10" of night temperature wiU
frequently make all the difference between clean and healthy,
and sickly and insect-covered plants of Cinerai-ias, Calceo-
larias, Pelargoniums, &c. If it should be necessary to smoke
the latter and syringe thera afterwards, the plants should
be shaded until the foliage is dry.
Climbers in the conservatory, greenhouse, and stove should

now be regulated and pruned. The best plan generally is

to fasten the main stems and allow the young flowering
shoots to dangle pretty well at pleasure. No system of
training will be so effectual and graceful.

Cockscombs to be fine must have a nice sweet bottom heat
until the comb is nearly its full size. Early Balsams should
have plenty of air and a lower temperature than Cocks-
combs. Now is a good time to sow Balsams, either for

planting in the flower garden in June or for cultivating in
pots. After the end of May a cold pit or frame is the best
place for them ; and in their young state the plants will be
better if never receiving more than 55° from artificial heat,
with a rise of 20° from sun-heat after a little air has been
given early.

Stove plants for winter-flowering, as Justicias, Eranthe-
mums, Goldfussias, Euphorbi.as, Poinsettias, Begonias, &c.,
may now be repotted ; and cuttings of all these inserted in
a hotbed now will make nice flowering plants by the autumn.
The Begonia fuchsioides may be struck now ; and quickly
grown in summer, and a little stinted of water in the
autumn, it will bloom nicely all the winter. Old, tall, or
long plants make also nice rafter plants if they are now well
cut in to the older wood—that is, the winter-flowering
shoots cut back to a couple of buds or so, and then fresh
earth given to the roots after the plants are breaking afresh.
Sowed lots of tender annuals, as Cannas and Ricinus, and

potted a lot of Cannas that were kept cool under a stage
all the winter. In our cold place Cannas do so little as
respects robust vigour out of doors, even when encouraged
with some hot dung below them, that we ai-e pretty well
resolved to use their fine foliage chiefly for giving a marked
feature in the conservatory. One thing against them out
of doors with us last season was the great dearth of water.
The year before they did middling, but not so well as they
do farther south, and even much farther north in sheltered
warm places. The finest dwarf Balsams we ever saw out
of doors were in the north of Scotland. Considering the

vigour and robustness they attain in most parts of England
when planted out, it is singular that rows of such fine plants
are not more frequently met with. Except in cool, open,
airy houses it is scarcely possible to obtain such fine plants
in pots as may be grown in rich compost out of doors, when
planted out about the end of May. We have seen many a
sickly shrivelled Balsam standing on the outside sill of a
parlour window that would have shown a lively sense of
gratitude for favours received if turned out into the adjoin-
ing border.

Gave more room, and thinned the foliage a little of the
most forward Pelargoniums, which are now standing in the
late vinery, where they obtain plenty of light and air, and
no artificial heat except in very cold nights. "We have at
present no time to train them much. A second lot should
have any very strong shoots stopped, so as to equalise the
growth. Potted a lot of plants struck last autumn. At
Latimers and other places we then saw fine pots of Ipomceas,
Convolvulus, &c., in the conservatory. These should now
be sown in jjots, and thinned out to four plants or so, Tiey
do not do so well transplanted. Even the Canary Nastur-
tium does best either sown where it is to grow, or sown in
pots and then planted out. After it is from 3 to 6 inches in
height it does not transplant so well.

Sowed a good lot of lialf-hardy annuals, as Marigolds,
Asters, &c., in a bed, to be protected by a cloth, branches,

&c. We had a lot of litter that had been used for covering,

which we hope we shall not need now. This formed the
bottom and sides of our bed, and some 12 inches of very
warm tree leaves the upper portion, with 2 inches of rotten
leaves and 2-h inches of fine soil to sow in. Such beds are
more hardy than boxes or ijots, and require much less

attention afterwards.

Commenced in earnest to thin our glass houses of bedding
plants, by turning out lots of Scarlet Geraniums, &c., under
protection, just placing a little rough warm leaf mould over
the roots in the trench. Thus treated they generally lift

well. Turned out from a hotbed, a lot of variegated ones
that had been planted on pieces of turf, the roots already
hanging round the sides of the turf. This turning out will

check them a little, and prevent the roots running from
home, and they will scarcely want above one or two water-
ings until they are transferred to the beds. A lot of young
plants of G-olden Chain are doing well under this mode of

treatment. Now as to protecting material. We shall use
almost every conceivable thing—frigi domo, calico, straw
hurdles, wattled hurdles, matting, &c. But for the expense
we prefer calico. For an earth-pit 5 feet wide, procure
calico about that width, or an inch or so more ; have the
calico in—say 30-feet lengths, and fastened to a pole at

each end, with some seven strings fastened back and front,

with which to keep the cloth tight, by looping over little

sticks when it is rolled over the plants, after placing some
stakes across the bed to keep the cloth from the plants.

In many cases we have turned out plants under such a
cover in the beginning of April, and they scarcely wanted
any more care, except a little extra protection in a frosty

night, until they were exposed some days before final planting

out. Frigi domo does very well, but it does not let the nice

subdued light reach the plants in the same way.—R. P.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
E. G. Cooke, 8, Stewardston Road, West, Approach Road,

Victoria Park, London.

—

Catalogue of New and Choice Gera-

niums, Fuchsias, Dahlias, Verbenas, Chrysanthemums, and other

Bedding Plants.

T. Townsend, St. Mary's Nursery, Hornsey.—Caialojtis of

Greenhouse and Hardy Plants, Shrubs, Trees, Sfc.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Apeil 8.

Notwithstanding the mildness of the weather supplies have scarcely

improved, and everythin;? remains much the same as last week.

Apples J sieve 2
Aprieoti doz.

Cnestniits >)ush. H
I'Uotrts iDiJlbs. 40

Cobs do. 50
Graoes lb. 1.5

Lemons 100 6

n.
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Roses in Pots (Yorkshire Amateur). — Twelve good Roses for pots.
Anna Alexieff. C, Cecile deChabrillant, G^n^ialJdcqueminot, John Hopper,
Jules Margottin, Pauline Lanzezeur, Senateur Vaisse, \ictor Verriier.
5o?irio/i— Catherine Guillot, Souvenir de la Malmaison, Tfea—Gloire de
Dijon, Souvenir d'un Ami.
Names op Fruit (A Constaiit Header).—2, Eymer ; 4, Northern Green-

ing; &, Lewie's Incomparable ; 6, Trumpington. (JT. 2)., PersAore).— l.Not

known, too sweet without crispness. 2, Queen Pippin. 4, Benrr<5 de Ranee,
from rather late blossoms 5, Not sent. 6, Not known, a kitchen Apple.
Names of Plants {5ai'j7).—Albiz7ia lophantha, often called Acacia lo-

phaniha. (J. J.. Ha7its).—Yoxiv plant is the well-known Dog's-tootU
Violet. Erythronium dens-cani*'. Surrly you cannot have shown it to any
intelligent ffardener. JoJm E'iwards mu-t send a better specimen of his
Oxalis sufficient to ahow its habit, and in flower.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION'S in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending Auril 8th.

DiTI.
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approaching to broodineas, to which the mildness of the last

week may have also contributed.

In the Game fowls it was especially so. Perhaps fewer

entries of Brown Eeds never occurred in propoition to the

other varieties of Game than at Wigton. Mr. Fletcher, of

Stoneclough, near Manchester, however, exhibited a grand
old cock of that colour that secured for its owner a silver

cup, as an extra prize offered " for the best Game Cock."

The Game cockerel that took the other cup belonged to a
resident of Wigton, Mr. J. Robinson, of West Street. He is

a good and remarkably true-feathered Black Red, but some-
what smaller than could be wished. It is remarkable that

in a large class of Game Bantams, not even a single pen of

Brown Reds was to be met wiih. There were, however,
some good Greys and a very nice pair of Red Pile Bantams
exhibited. The Golden-spangled were the best variety of

the Hamburghs, and the Black Polish were excellent. In
Sebright Bantams the show was a failure ; and it seems
probable that this somewhat delicate variety does not thrive

well so far north ; at least, it is rare, indeed, that a good pen
is exhibited thereabouts. The prize Spanish and the Grey
Dorkings that took position on the prize list were very
perfect, but the remainder of the birds in these classes were
indifferent.

Some Guinea Fowls exhibited in the class for " Any other
variety of poultry " were good, bat as discontented and
restless as these birds are ever prone to be when subjected to

even the slightest constraint.
The Aylesbui-y breed of Ducks do not show to advantage

from the district around Wigton, the bills, however pure
at the outset, soon attaining a yellow hue in the neigh-
bourhood. It is worth bearing in mind that on some waters
nothing will preserve the delicate character of the bills,

however great the pains and trouble taken to do so. The
Rouen Ducks were, however, far better than are usually
met with, being both a numerous and generally good class

throughout. A singularity of the show at Wigton is the offer

of a special set of prizes for " Wild Ducks," or rather semi-
domesticated Wild Ducks, they seeming to be a much valued
breed among many of the neighbouring gentry. Even when
thus kept their excellence for the table is incontestable. The
class for Ducks of " Any other variety," produced a good
display, the first prize being secui-ed by a pen of Shell Ducks,
or, as commonly known on some coasts, the " Saint George's
Ducks," belonging to Mr. T. M. Armstrong, of Aikhead, and
they were shown in absolutely faultless condition, nor can
we call to mind a single instance in which the excrescence at
the base of the upper mandible of the biU was nearly so
well developed as in the drake now under notice. Although
we have ourselves kept many of them for years past, so
perfect an attainment of this intensely rich coral hue at
springtime has not taken place ; in fact, to many visitors at
Wigton it appeared so thoroughly unnatural as to cause
doubts of fair play. This we know, however, that in the
wild adult male it invariably takes place at this season, but
in the domesticated bird of this species such an occurrence
is very rare. This beautiful specimen was hatched in con-
finement, is perfectly tame, and is some four or five years
old. In this class were some crossbreds between the Grey
Call Duck and the White Call Duck, spotted and very
uncommon, and a good pen of birds bred between the com-
mon wUd Duck and the Grey Calls were also very interesting,
and would be very useful for decoys.
A considerable falling-off in the entries for Pigeons this

year may doubtless be attributed to the extraordinary com-
petition at Wigton last year among the Pigeons, the classes
throughout being now by far less filled. The competition
was nevertheless, though so limited, not at all without a
struggle ; for superiority the Carriers, Nuns, Spots, Powters,
Turbits, and Barbs were the most conspicuous.
Oame (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, John Brough, Carlisle,

Second, D, Tait, Grasmere. Commended, J. Harris, Wigton.

Game ;(\Vhite and Pile),—First, Jo?. Brough, Carlisle. Second, John
Brough, Carlisle,

Game {Duckwing and other Greys, Blacks, and Blues).— First, Me88r.<t.

Easton & Mahon, Jedburgh. Second, Jos. Brough, Carlisle. Commended,
John Brough, Carlisle.

Game Put,lets (Any colour).—First. W. D. Dicksan, Thornhlll, Sontland.
Second, R. Tate, Leeds. Highly Commended, M. H. Brisco, Wigton.
Commended, J. N. Hodgson, Wigton.
Spanish.—First and Second, J. Wilson, 'WhitehaveQ, Commended, J,

Harrison, Kolidal; £. Fearon, Wbitehaven.

DoRKiNQ. —First, J. Gunson, "Whitehaven. Second and Commended,
G. Highfield, Bleucogo House.
CocHiN-CuiNA {Any variety).—First and Second, Miss Aglionhy, Gras-

mere.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, J. Wilson, Whitehaven. Second,

R. Tate, Leeds. Highly Commended, A. K. Wood, Kendal. Commended,
J. Dixon, Wigton : J. Wilson.
Hambukohs (Silver-spangled).-First, A. K. Wood, Kendal. Second,

R. Tate, Leeds. Commended, — Noble, Kendal.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled). — First, J. Harris, Wigten.

Second, — Burrow, Longtown. Coiuinended, J. Moore, WiEjton.

Ant othrr Variett.— First, J. R. Jeasop, Hull (Black Polish). Second,
R. Tate, Leeds (Black Hamburghs). Commended, T. T. Selby, Aspatrla
(Guinea Fowled
Game Bantams (Black-breas'ed and other Reds).— First, M. Redhead,

Kendal. Second. Miss Aglionhy, Grasmere. Highly Commended, J. Wilson,
Longtown ; J. N. Hodgson, Wigton.
Game Bastams (Any other culour).—First and Second, Miss Aglionhy,

Grasmere.
Bantams (Any olher variety).-Second, J. Wallas, Highmoor. First

withheld.
IJucKs (Aylesbury).-First, W. Barnes, Wigton. Second, J. Dixon,

Wigtou.
Ducks (Rouen).—Firs^.. G. Hetherington, Curthwatte Station. Second,

R. Jones, Whitehaven. Highly Commended, R. Tate, Leeds.

Dugks (Common Wild).—First, A.Robinson, Carlisle. Second, T. Man-
duell, Aikhead.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, J. M. Armstrong. Aikhead (Shell

Duok»). Second, T. C. Harrison, HuH. Highly Commended, T. T. Selby.

PiGEONS.-CflrnVrs.— First, H, Yardley, Birmingham. Second, J. C.

Taylor, Middlesborough. Tumblers.— Fivst, R. Pickering, Carlisle. Second,

H. Yardley, Birmingham. Powters.— Prize. E- E. M. Royds, Ashby-de-la-

Zouch. Fatitnils.—First, H. Tardlev, Birmingham. Second, T. Manduell,

Aikhead. Jacobins.— Virft, R. Pickering, Carlisle, .second, — Taylor,

Middlesborough- Highly Commended, W. Hastwell, Kendal. Nuns —
First, H, Yardley, Birmingham. Second, J. R. Jessop, Hull. Commended,
R. Thompson, Kendal. Harbs.—YirM, H. Yardley, Birminghim. Second,
— Taylor, Middlesborough. Ttirbils. — First, R. Thompson. Second,

R. Pickering. Oio/s. — Prize, H. Y'ardley. Tnimpeters. — 'First, W.
Hastwell. Second, E. E. M. Jones. Any o'her variety.— First, H. Yardley.

Second, I. P. CuUen, Carlisle. Highly Commended. R. Piclcering, Carlisle.

Best Gsme Cock (Extra Prize).— First, J. Fletcher, Manchester. Second,

W. Boyes, Beverley. Third. — Geldred, Kendal.

Best Game Cockerei. (Extra Prize).— First, T. Robinson, Wigton.

Second, J. Wallas, Highmoor Houss. Third, Jos. Brough, Carlisle. Highly
Commended, J. Barnes, Wigton; T. Robinson, Ulverston.

Best Game CocKiConnty Prize).- First ind Second, Jos. Brough, Carlisle.

Best Game Cockerei, (County Prize).— First, J. Wallas, Highmoor.
Second, Jos. Brough, Carlisle. Commended, J. Gaddes, Carlisle ; P,

Hodgson, Penrith.
Best Dish of One Dozen Hbn Egos.—Prize, J. Wood, Satidwith, near

Whitehaven (Cross-bred, Spanish and Game). Highly Commended, Miss

Watson, Daleside (Black Spanish); J. Calvert, Warwick Bridge (Black

Spani-hi; E. Fearon, Whitehaven (Black Spanish) ; —Strong, Drumleaning
(Cross-brt-dl ; R. Tate, Leeds (Cochin and Spanish). Commended, J.

Mitchell, Egremont (6rown Red Game) ; R. Tate (Cochin and Spanish).

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, near

Birmingham, officiated as Judge.

ECCENTEICITIES IN PIGEONS.
In reply to " Wiltshire Rector," I do not think his hen

Powter will be injured by laying four eggs. It seems to me
a curious case, and I trust he will be careful to notice if she

lays four eggs next time. I once before heard of a hen
Pigeon that laid four eggs, but in that case the evidence

was not satisfactory to me. I would advise no hempseed to

be given to her, but she may have old tares or barley with

her Indian corn, and she ought to be well supplied with old

mortar broken up. I once found two young Pigeons dead

in one egg.
How curious are some of the actions of Pigeons ! Some

cocks are so attentive to their hens that they cannot spare

time to fetch a single stick for the nest ; but I have a Red
House Tumbler cock so indefatigable in building that he is

continually at it, and has carried a small truss of straw into

his pen.
Some Pigeons seem careless of feeding their own young

ones, whereas I have a Blue-bearded cock Tumbler whose

hen was lately lost in a high flight, who has adopted a couple

of young ones, which he nurses with great care, and defends

with much more zeal than ever he did his own castle.

I have a White Air Tumbler, hatched last year, which took

it into her head to feed some young ones that laid on the

floor by her while she herself was being fed—and this is not

the first case I have heard of one young one feeding another.

I had last year a young Black House Tumbler which, when he

first began to be matchable, showed like a hen, paired with

an odd cook, and remained as a hen until he tried to be

master, when his old mate had to beat him off. This year

I have a small Black Mottled Air Tumbler which I thought

was a hen, so I (put it up with an old Black Mottled Air
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Tumbler cock ; they paired at once : but I now feel sure he
has deceived me, for the two, although fast paired, both
coo and clap about like cocks. I have a feather-footed
Black Mottled Koller hen with eleven flight feathers in each
wing, and, what is more strange, I have two hens paired to
the same cock, and both sitting in the same nest for the
second time.—B. P. Bbent.

THE ACCEINGTON POFLTEY EXHIBITION.
The Accrington Society held a most successful meeting on

the 6th iust. and following day, and the management had
undergone a veiy careful improvement. The influx of visitors

was beyond precedent, showing that such exhibitions are as

popular as over. The prize list was a very liberal one, and con-
sequently most of the classes were well filled. To produce local

enthusiasm a brass band was procmed to precede the Committee
and Judges to the showyard, and afterwards to remain for the
entertainment of the Company. All the poultry were ranged at

the same height, and everything that could be done was done to

secure a " fair field and no favour " alike for all competitors.
On entering the Show, the company found the first class to be

as good and numerous a selection of first-rate single Game cocks
as could well be brought together, the competition being sup-
ported by a large majority of our best Game breeders. A splen-
did Brown Red belonging to Mr. Statter was the winner of the
silver cup, and it is a rare occurrence to meet with so faultless

a specimen. The three winners in this close competition were
eventually all Brown Reds ; the second prize being taken by Sir

St. George Gore, Bart., and the third by John Sunderland, Esq.,
of Coley Hall, Halifax. At the outset the second premium iu
this class was given to Mr. H. M. Julian, of Beverley, York-
shire, fur a very powerful and imexccptionably good bird in the
hand—a Black Ited (pen 26"). A complaint in writing having
been presented to the Committee and Judges, immediately after

the Show opened, from several Game exhibitors, urging tliat " the
breast was dyed black," a very rigid investigation took place
in the presence of the Committee, and resulted in the most
complete exposure of as dishonourable a piece of deception as

could well be imagined. That the imposition was carried out
most cleverly no one could deny, for though, except in an
extremely powerfid dii-ect light, no diiference in shade could bo
discovered, the various tests applied proved beyond aU cavil or
dispute, and to the unanimous satisfaction of every one present,

that the bird had been pmposely tampered with. After a
number of tests the artLficially-appHed black on the breast being
removed, it not only dyed anything to which it was applied the
same hue, but the breast of the bird itself again assumed its

natm-al colour of a partially Brown Red. It was consequently
"disqualified" altogether, the only punishment that by present
rules can be enforced, though no doubt the public miud will

speedily suggest some more stringent rule should such discredit-

able practices imfortunately continue. The class for Game cocks,
locally restricted to four miles round Accrington, was a very tamo
affair ; but the two following Game classes for a cock and two
hens were headed by extraordinarily perfect birds belonging to

Sir St. G. Gore, and Mr. Fletcher of Manchester. We have seen
generally far better collections of Cochins and Bralniias than were
here shown, for, excepting the winning pens, the competition
was below that of previous years. The Black Spanish vfeve good.
The Hamhurghn were undoub cdly quite a leading feature of
the Show ; and the closest competition for the Silver Cup, given
to the best pen of Hamburghs, resulted in a pen of entirely

perfect Silver-pencilled (Sir St. George Gore's), taking precedence
of the Silver-spangled ones (Mr. Beldon's), that have taken
many prizes iu their own class. It was one of the closest ru.is

in the Show. The Polands were veiy fine. In Game Haiitam
cooks the entry was a liberal one, and Mr. Mimu may rest

assured his victory is very meritorious, no less than thirteen

birds being favourably mentioned in the prize list. Aylesbury
Ducks showed strongly ; and there were exhibited some perfect

Beimos Ayrean, Grey Calls, and Rouen Ducks. The Turkeys
were first-rate ones.

It is no common occurrence to meet with so excellent a collec-

tion of Pigeons as those constituting the Accrington Show. All
these classes were far superior to those of former years, and the

premiums, aa an inspection of the appended prize list will show,
were very broadly sown. The Pigeons appeared to be one of
the most popular portions of the exhibition, and it was, in fact,

a somewhat difficult tasli for any but determined individuals to

get a near sight of them, so constantly was this division of the
Show thronged by visitors.

Game Cock (Any colour).—First and Silver Cup, T. Statfer, Stand Hall
(Brown Red). Second, Sir St. G. Gore. Bart., Wirksworth. Third, J Sunder,
land, Coley Hall, near Halifax. Hiplily Comraenried, J. Fletcher, Stone-
clough, near Manchester (Black Reds) ; C. Chaloner. Worksop; Sir St. G.
Gore, Bart. Commended, C. W Brieiley, Middleton. Disqualified, H. M«
Julian, Beverley, York (dyed breast).
Game Cock (within four nriles of Accrington) —First, T. Barnes, Accring-

ton. Second, Meears Baxter & Furuess, Accrington. Third, F. IVI. Hindle,
Carr Hall Mill, H,.slini?den,

Game (Black or Brown lleds).-First. Sir St. G. Gore, Bart , Hopton Hall,
Wirkt^worth, Derbyshire. Second, J, Fletcher, Stoneclough. Third, T.
Statter, Manchester.
Game (Any other variety).— First, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough (Piles).

Second, H. Snowd. n. Great Horton, near Bradford (Duckwing;. Third, Sir

St. G. Gore. Bart.
Dorking (Any colour).— First, J. Coppley, Eccleston, Prescot. Second,

.7. White, Northallerton (Grev). Thlro, D. Parsons, Cuerden Hall (Grey).

Highly i.'ommended, T. Matter, Stand Hall (Silver Greys) ; D. Parsons
(Grey). Coinmended, Mrs. 1\I. Seanions, Hartwell. Aylesbury.
CoCHiN-CeiNA (.\ny colour).— First, K. Smith, Middleton. Second, R. J.

Wood, Krlnscall Hall. Third, W. Dawson, Hoptoo, Mirfield (White).
Highly Commended, C. H. Brierley, Rhodes House. Commended, J. Bell,

Kirkgate, Thir.<k (Brown Paitridpe) ; F. B. Pease, Southend, Darlington;
T. Wrigley, Tong, Middleton (Buff).

Spanish (lilack).—First, H. Beldon, Gilstead, Bingley. Second, L. J.

Crossly Manor Heath. Halifax. Third, G. Bridle, Northern Lane, Didsbary-
Highly Commended, J. L. Lowndes. Hartwell, Aylesbury ; J. Wood, Brlns-

callHall; F. R. Pease, Southend, Darlington. Commended, J. Marchant,
Halifax.
Brahma Pootka (.^ny colour). —First, H. Lacv, Hebden Bridge, York-

shire. Second, W. Hargreaves, Newchurch Road' Third, J. Wood, Brina-

call Hall.

Hamborgbs (Golden-pencilled).— First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart., Hopton
Hall. Second, 0. Taltersall. Myrtle Grove, Waterfoot. Third, H. Beldon,
Gilstead. Highly Commended, E. Smith, Middleton. Commended, H.
Crossley, Broomfield, Halifax ; A. Nntlall, Newchurch.
Hambdrgh (Silver-pencilled).—First and Silver Cup for best of Ham-

burgh", Mr St. G Gore, Bart , Hopton Ilall. Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead,

Bingley. Third, D. Ulingwonh, Barley, near Otiey. Highly Commended,
E. Hindle, Wood Nook, Accrington. Commended, J. Piatt, Dean, near

Bolton.
Hambcrgh (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Beldon, Gi:stead, Bingley.

Second, A. K. Wood, Buriijirle, Kendal Third, J. Whitworih, Bury, Lanca-
shire. Commended, R. T.te, Gieen «.oad. Leeds; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.;

J. Roe, Hadfield. Manchester; W. Drivei-, Keighley.
HiMBOROH (Silver-<pangled).— First. Miss E. Beldon, Gilstead. Bingley

Second, J. Fielding, Newcluircli, liosaendale. Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.

Hopton Hall. Hiehly Coinmended, A. K. Wood, Burnsido, Kendal; J
Fielding. Commended. J. Fielding.

PoLANB.— First, C. W. Bnerley, Rhodes House, Middleton, Second, H.
Beldon. Third, Miss E. Beldon. Highly Coinmended, S. Ashton, Mottram,
Cheshire. C'^nimended, H. Snowdon, Horton, Bradford.
Ant other Vahietv.— First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Smith, Ilebden

Bridge (Whi'e SiiUans).

Sell kg Class (Any variety). —First, H. Beldon (Cochins). Second,

C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Third, D. Parsons, Cuerden Hall, Preston

(Brabmas). Highly ("ommended, Messrs. Baxter & Furness, Accrington
(VVhite Polands). Commended, H. Beldon (Hamburghs) j T. Dyson, Halifax

(Polands).

Gam*-; Bantam Cock (.\ny colour).—First and Cup, J. Munn, Sbawclough,
Newchurch. second, G. Mapbs, Wavertree, Liverpool {Black Red). Third,

T. Kenvon, Blackburn (Black Red). Highly Commended, T. Eastham ;

E. Siiiiih, Middleton ; M. Turner, Preslon. Commended, A. Cleeg, Accring-

ton ; J. Rhodes, Tbornes near Wiiki- field ; H. M. Wellington, Oakham,
Kuilnndsbire (Black Jietl) ; J. W. M..riis, Rochdale (Black lied); C. W.
Brierlev, Middleton; Sir St.. G. Gore, Bart
Game Bantam (Any colour).- First, D. Parsons, Cuerden Hall, (Brown

Red). Second and Third, C. W. Brierlev, Middleton. Highlv Commended,
J Mono, Shawclough. Rosiei.dalo; J. Rho les, Wakefield; C. W. Brierley;

W. F. Entrtistle, Otley, Yorkshire (i^iles). Couimended, D. Ashworth,
Halifax; D. P.irsons (Greys) ; Sir St. Gore, Bart., Wirk.»worth.

Banta:j (Any other varietv).— First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second,

F. K. Pease, Darlington (Buif Cochin^). Third, W. Harvey, Sheffield

(While). Commended, C. W. Brierley; F. R. Pea>e (Silver-laced); H.
Beldon (Gold-laced) ; Sir St G. Gore, Bart. ; C. W. Brierley.

TuKEEVs.— First, E. Lcech, Rochdale. Second, C. W. Brierley, Middle-
ton. Highlv Commended, T. Homker. Revidge, Blackburn.
Geese.—First, B. Baxter, Elslack Hall. Second, T. Houlker, Revidge.

Blackburn.
Docks (.^vlcsbury).—First, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury.

Second, F. M. Hindle, llaalingden. Highly Coinmended, F. M. Hindle.

Commended, Mrs. M. Seamons.
Ducis (Rouen).- First, II. Beldon, Bingley. Second, T. Houlker, Black-

burn. Highly Commended, W. Taylor.

Docks (Any other varietv).— Fir8t, D. Parsons. Second, W. Mooihouse.
Highly Coinmended, u. W. Brierley; T. C. Harrison. Commended, J. A.
Bell; H. Bell.

PloF.ONS.— (Carriers.- First, J. Hawley, Bnrnley. Second, H. Snonden,
Horton, Bradford. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale.
Tumhiers.— Vim, E. E. M. Royd, Ashby-de-la-Zoilch. Second, H.Yardley,
Market Hall. Biraiingham. Highly Conmiended. H. Yardley ; J. Fielding,

jun., Rochdale. Commended, vv. J Corbridge, Blackburn; J. Thompson,
Bingley; J. Hawley, Burnley. i?rr?-ijf.— First, W. J. Corbridge, Blackburn.
Second, H. Yardley, Market Hall, Birmingham. Highly Commended,
R.Thompson, More»dale Hall; B. Consteidinc, Brookfield, Littloborough.

Commended, C. Parkinson, Accrington. Oivls.—VwAl and Second, J. Field-

ing, Kochoale. Highly Coinmended, W. J. Corbridge. Blackburn; H.
Yardley, Market Llall, Biriiiiiighiim. Commended, R. Thompson, MoreB-
daie Hall. Powtcrs oy Croppers.— Fkat, II. Suowdon, Great Horton, Brad-

ford. .'Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Highly Commended, E. K. M. Royds,
Ashby-de-la-Zouch. /(7ii(ni7j.- First, H. Yardley. Second, W. Westwell
'.reat Honvoud. Turhils. — First, R. Thompson. Second, H. Y'ardley,

Dragons. First and Second, U. Yardley. Commendid, J, Thompson..
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Trumpeters.—TiTBt, H. Tardlev. Second, H. MiddletoTi. Highly Com-
mended, E. E. M. Enyd. Commended, W. J. Corbridge ; T. Barksr.
Any other variett/.—First, H. Taidler. Second, O. A. Young.

The Judges were Mr. Joseph Hinilson, of EYerton, Liverpool

;

and Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

THE SUBSCEIPTIOJSr FOE MES. CHITTY AND
FAMILY.

Although I can add nothing to the eloquent appeal of
" Our Chaplain " on behalf of the widow and fatherless, I

am very desiroiis that bee-teepers should not be behind-
hand in the good work. I recognise the names of some of

cm- fi'aternity in the list of subscriptions already published;
but in such a cause I may perhaps venture to remark that
the Cornish motto of " One and All " should be promptly
and energetically acted upon, if the good work now in hand
is to result in substantial benefit to the bereaved wife and
fatherless children of one who has so suddenly disappeared
from amongst us.—A Levonshiee Bee-keepee.

ACCLIMATISATION AT THE ANTIPODES.
I AH indebted to Mr. Edward 'Wilson, late President of

the Association, for the perusal of the third annual report of
the Acclimatisation Society of Victoria.

Alas I that I should have to use the word "late" in con-
nection with Mr. Wilson and the of5ce which he has so ably
filled from the very commencement, and alas ! for the cause
which has compelled him to press his resignation. We
learn fi-om this report, that " it is with unfeigned regret
that the Council have to state that, in consequence of a
complaint in his eyes rendering necessary another visit to
Europe, Mr. Wilson has, in spite of their earnest remon-
strances, pressed upon the Council his resignation as Presi-

dent, which resignation the Council have most reluctantly
accepted." ]\Ii-. Wilson is accordingly once more among us,

and this time unfortunately with the view of seeking relief

from the skill of the British faculty. That his restoration

may be both speedy and complete must be the earnest

prayer of every well-wisher to the cause of acclimatisation
and of progress.

Foremost among the Society's achievements during the
past year comes, of course, the successful transportation of

salmon ova to Australia. Regarding this feat the Council
announce that, although " from the few ova that were re-

tained in Victoria it cannot be asserted with certainty that
salmon is yet established in the colony, enough has been
done to show that there are no insuperable difficulties in

the way ; whilst in Tasmania complete success has been
attained."

Another subject of conrgatulation is the introduction of

the gouramier from the Mauritius. Twenty-four of these
desii'able fish reached Melbourne alive, and there is every
reason to hope these will establish the species in the colony.

The alpaca experiment, from which so much good was ex-

pected, appears unfortunately to have turned out an almost
total failure. Nothing daunted, however, by hir; late ill

success, Mr. Duffield is about to undertake a second attempt
to introduce the alpaca into the colony.

The following paragraph, relating as it does to the Italian

bees exported from my apiary in 1862, is peculiarl.y inter-

esting : "As a contribution of very particular interest to

the cottager, the introduction of the Ligurian bee may be
adduced, that insect being probably, from its industrious

and wonderfully prolific properties, the most valuable in

the world. This bee is multiplying with almost incredible

rapidity, and will soon be accessible to all classes." Con-
nected with this subject, I find an advertisement in The
Australasian, of the 24th of December last, offering stocks of
Ligurians for sale at JEIO each, whilst swarms of common
bees are offered at 20s. each.

Just at this time, when such praiseworthy efforts are
being made to check the destruction of small birds, both in

this country and on the continent, the following paragraph
may be deemed instructive as well as interesting.

" In a country so subject as this [Australia] to the ravages
of insects, the case of the agriculturist has always been
carefuUy considered. Hundreds of industrious farmers have

even this year been ruined by the caterpillar, and similar
visitations must necessarily be expected. The introduction
of insect-destroying birds has therefore been carefully at-
tended to; and with this has been combined an effort to
surround our colonial residences with those interesting as-
sociations which constitute no slight portion of the charms
with which the name of "home " is ever surrounded. The
thrush,_ the blackbird, the skylark, the chaifinch, the sparrow,
the Chinese sparrow, the Java sparrow, and a most active
and interesting bird the Indian mino, may now be considered
thoroughly established, and are rapidly extending by natural
means through the colony. The goldfinch, the linnet, the
greenfinch, the yellowhammer, the ortolan, the canary, the
robin, and many kinds of the smaller birds of other countries
are being accumulated in the aviaries of the Society, and
many of them have already bred there. The nightingale
sind the hedge sparrow have been promised us by benevo-
lent ladies at home, and the Queen herself has made an.

effort to supply us with the rook."
Appended to the report are papers on various subjects

read at the Society's meetings. The entire pamphlet is

eminently interesting and highly suggestive, and most
heartily do I, for one, wish success to the Acclimatisation
Society of Victoria.—A Devonshiee Bee-keepee.

TEANSPEEEING BEES-STOCK INACTIVE.
I HAVE two stocks of bees, each two years old, in old straw

hives, and I wish to transfer them into two Woodbiiry hives

;

will you have the kindness to tell me what is the best time
of the year for perfoi-ming the operation?
Would you also advise me respecting a stock in a Wood-

bury hive? It appears weak, only a few bees coming out;
while in my other stocks all is now bustle and activity.

Near the Woodbury there were between thirty and forty
dead bees the other day and several dead ones on the alight-
ing board. On looking in at the window to-day there was
nothing but empty comb to be seen. Has the hive been
plundered, do you think ; or would you advise feeding ? I
lifted it off the stand yesterday, and it was by no means
light. Still, there appears to be nothing going on inside

beyond a lazy crawUng about of the bees.—A Subsckibee.

[Next month (May) wiU be a very good time for the
operation, which is most conveniently performed on well-

populated, but not over-crowded stocks. Your Woodbury
hive may very probably be queenless, but with a hive of this

description ten minutes' internal examination will solve the
mysteiy. The readiest way of accomplishing this is to com-
mence by removing a side comb ; then lift out and examine
comb after comb, depositing each in the notch occupied by
its predecessor, and finally placing the comb first taken out
at the opposite side of the hive to that from which it was
taken. In repeating the operation the process should be
reversed, so as to restore the combs to their original

position.]

ARTIFICIAL SWAEMING.
I HAVE several stocks of bees in common straw hives, and

this season I want to increase piy stock of bees considerably

in improved hives and boxes ; but I do not want to run the

risk of swarming, as I am not at home during the day, and
the consequence would be that most of them would be lost,

as was the case last year. Now, will you be good enough to

inform me if the following plan of artificial swarming will

answer, or any improvement upon it ? I intend towards the

middle of this month to place under the stock hives the

empty hivesi want to be tenanted, but I do notknow how long

it is necessary to leave the stock hive at the top, and which

you remove to a fresh place. I shall be much obliged if you
would answer the above questions, or suggest any other

plan. I cannot run the risk of letting my hives swarm. Do
you think it better to confine the bees in the fresh hive for

a day or two after the stock hive is taken off ?—J. A.

[The plan you describe will not result in the formation of

artificial swarms, but if you stop up the entrances of the old

hives and compel the bees to work up through the new ones

they will most probably make combs in the latter, and
ultimately transfer the seat of breeding to them. When
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this is effected the old hives may be removed, and their con-

tents appropriated by the apiarian ; but the time required

to effect the change depends entirely on the season and the
strength of the colonies. This appears at first sight an
easy mode of transferring bees to new hives, and has been
frequently recommended as such. It is, however, open to

the serious objection that they are very liable, under such
circumstances, to consh-uct an undue proportion of drone
comb, and when this takes place it is fatal to the future

prosperity of the stoolr. Your best plan will be to multiply
your colonies and stock your improved hives with artificial

swarms formed in the manner described and recommended
by Mr. Woodbury in No. 161 of our new series.]

HONEY GATHERING FEOM CLOV'EE.
" P. M." says he takes one crop off the clover and then one

from the heather, but he can never take one off the clover,

for the tongue of the honey bee is too short, and never takes

anything from clover. The bumble or humble bee has a

long tongue, which can enter the clover.—T.S.

["P.M." doubtless meant the white clover, although ho

did not specify it. Although the honey in red clover is not

accessible to the hive bee, the white variety is well known to

be one of the best, if not the very best, of our bee flowers.]

PAEUOT MANAGEMENT.
Salt, meat, and brass are all pernicious to Parrots. Meat

produces liver complaints ; contact with brass, cancer of the

tongue—of this I have seen a miserable victim. It should

be avoided in all cages as they will gnaw it. There should

be no wk'e grating at the bottom of their cages, but dry,

well-sanded or gravelled boards. They like to roost flat-foot

at the bottom. Sometimes Piu-rots in a wild state roost in

the hollows of trees and rocks, and it is cruel to keep them
with their claws always painfully stretched over round and

slippery perches. Two perches should furnish their cage,

one less than the other. This eases the feet, which sotne-

times become galled, and the birds can hardly stand, yet

by-standers do not comprehend their uneasiness.

Male birds are subject to fits in the spring, and some to

cramp in the stomach, which makes them stagger. Place

the bird on a flat bottle of warm water, well wrapped round

in flannel not to scorch his feet ; he likes the warmth, and

wUl sooner recover. Parrots eac the stones rather than fruit

itself of grapes, cherries, and plums. These last must be

cracked for them. They delight in the green buds and young

seed of cabbage, and Indian corn when young, and will tear

off its many sheaths and devour two or three if they can

get them, also vegetable mai-row boOed and caravansa

white beans, broad beans as well. An occasional nutmeg
does the Parrot good. A capital

contrivance for a perch is to have

a round tabular dish in the

middle, and then two perches

running under it thus

—

O—

'

The two o o hold water and
sop, and the table, screwed to the

upright perch, the general food

;

the whole must be kept well

scrubbed and clean. Then the

bird makes no mess about the room.

—

Ornithologist

o=

LUEING BIEDS TO A HOME.
If "Amateur" will procure eggs of the birds she (for

" A. J. G." presumes " Amateur " is a lady) wishes to have,

and take the Sparrows' eggs carefully out of the nests and

replace them with an equal number of Bullfinch or Linnet

eggs, the Sparrows will hatch and rear them if the transfer

is done with discretion. The eggs to be hatched must be

taken very gently and carried from one nest to the other

in cotton or wool in a box ; they must be handled as little as

possible, and, of course, put into the Sparrow's nest while

the bird is off it, and the nest must not again be visited,

otherwise the bird will forsake it.

I am not sure whether a Sparrow would hatch Blackbirds'

or Thrushes' eggs, but I fancy not; however, it might be
worth trying.

"A. J. G." has seen Starlings induced to build by having
a small packing-case, made to resemble a small dog-kennel,
and placed at the top of a pole. On the little platform
in front of the house the old birds used to feed their

young, a most amusing sight, and the chattering of these
birds is very curious. The pole was a common larch pole
10 or 12 feet high, the box was about 18 inches long and
about 14 inches high, and the little platform was about
18 inches square in front of the house, it was a projecting

piece from the boards on which the house was fastened.

The birds came back to it year after year.

Do Brahma Pootras generally lay while they are young ?

"A. J. G." has some hatched last April, and they are said

not to have laid yet.

An " Amateur " asks " What can I do to induce BuU-
finohes to come into my garden, and what sort of meat
should I provide ? " I heartily join him in this inquiry in

the hope that some one will point out a means by which
he may be supplied with Bullfinches, Chaffinches, &c., to

the benefit of myself and others who grow pear, plum,
cherry, and gooseberry trees, and thus be the means of

transferring those troublesome pests to "Amateur."
We can willingly dispense with them and would recom-

mend him to try the plan of growing such trees, of the buds
of which they are so fond that I have had some trees not

only rendered fruitless, but nearly destroyed by them at this

season of the year. The centre of the bud is enclosed and
blanched, therefore sweet. It has been said by some they

find grubs inside, if grub is intended I readily fall into that

opinion, but I have repeatedly examined buds and never yet

have found grubs within any of the buds on their favourite

trees.—W. G.

Our first Tame Pheasant laid on the 5th of April

—

a Chinese hen.—J.

Yesterday (April 5) I heard and saw the Chiff-Chaff,

being the first of our summer visitants I have observed this

year.

—

Arthur Spakt, St. Alban's.

CUE LETTEE BOX.
Crystal Palack Poultry Show (fl. iV).—Apply to the Secretary,

Crystal Palace. We do not know.

Dock Laying Soft Eoos (/. J. n.).—Yonr Ducks are over-fed. Give

them whole oats, in a trough, with plenty of gravel, the whole covered with

water. Meal and wnrms are not the very best of food. Tour Guinea

Fowls ought to lay in a fortnight.

HATCHING Partriiice Cochin Eggs [Partridge Cochin).—"We believe

their egfts will be good for a month after laying. Some limit the time to a

fortnight.

Cochin Cockerel's Legs Paealysed {F. C.).—Your cock is suSfering

from cramp, or from weakness, or both ; probably the latter. If he is now
nine months old, he would be an Aufuft bird ; before he was out of harm's

way he was overtaken by the long winter which has just terminated. He
has grown in length and height, but not in strength. It is at all times a

mii*take to keep an autumn bii-d for a breeder, but doubly so after such a

trying time. His treatment will be castor oil every other day for a week,

followed by stimulating lood, as bread and ale, or raw yolks of egg. In our

opinion he i& not worth saving.

CarCKENS Dying before Completely Hatched (PoKttri/).—Your eggs

are too dry ; moisten them every day for a week before hatching. We
should think your hens had lice. Let them have plenty of dust in their

haunts. To bring your Hamburgh cock into showing condition there is

no better food than ground oats mixeii with milk. Roasted fresh meat,

chopped fine, and chopped eggs, are also good.

Buff and Partridge Cochins in Same Run {Percy Cross). -Vi'e advise

you to wait at least a month. Others, and good authorities, will tell you a

fortnight is enough.

Parkot Management [A Subscribtr) —Your Parrots may be fed on

bread and milk, soaked Indian corn, and such fruits as they will eat. Let

them have a soup plate, or some shallow vessels of water, to bathe in; but

if they do not bathe voluntarily give them a good shower bath from «.

watering-pot during fine wealher. Their plucking off their feathers may
arise from irritability in the skin, caused by improper food, as meat, or

from insects. If from the latter cause dust some Howers of sulphur among
thn feathers. The raw place may be anointed wilh unsalted butter or lard.

When the Mn Is more healthy, new featLiers will grow where those have

been plucked out. If bitten olf, the stumps will be replaced at the moulting

tinie. To teach them to talk y^u must make them tame and familiar, and

constantly repeat the words distinctly to them which you desire them to

learn.— B. P. B.

Bees Dying (.r Sri/an, i?n!/s(on).—Tour bees most probably died of

dysentery, brought oh by long confinement during the late protracted

winter. If there be nothing amiss with the combs beyond a slight mouldl-

ness, we shoald not be afraid to use the hives as they are.
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of ^500 damage done to the glass in a garden, and believe
this has been exceeded in some other cases.

Sirce the first introduction of sheet glass, its manufacture
has certainly improved mncli in one respect—its surface
is more even and smooth than it was at first, when the
face of much of the glass that was then made presented
little else but a succession of convex lenses, which told
with destructive effect on the plants underneath. These
defects have certainly been modified ; I wish I could say
the same of the little specks that show themselves in greater
or less number on all low-priced glass, and certainly do no
good. These specks are more common than of yore, and
tend much to detract from the general character of sheet
glass. In regard to toughness, I fear no improvement
has taken place; on the contrary, I think it is not so
good. Possibly if our manufacturers were told of the defect
complained of by Mr. Pearson and others, they might im-
prove the article ; at all events there seems no reason to rest
satisfied with it as it is, and as its brittleness no doubt
arises from its imperfect annealing, it is not likely that an
improved mode of performing that process will much in-

ci'ease the price. As the manufacture of sheet glass has of
late years vastly increased, some mode of furnishing a better
material may be looked for, provided the consumer do not
too rigidly insist on a low price being given for it. "With
regard to the manufacture of sheet glass, I believe that
instead of being blown into a globe-shape when taken from
the furnace, it is worked into a hollow cylinder, and while
in a semi-fluid or soft state, one side of the cylinder is slit

up, and I presume the ends cut off, and the glass sheet is

then opened out and flattened. This process, as will be
seen, must expand the inner side, but whether that affects the
temper of the glass or not after annealing is more than I can
say. A similar expansion of the inner side takes place in the
manufacture of crown glass, which is blown through a long
iron tube into a globular shape before a very hot fire which
keeps the mass soft, and while in that state a hole is struck
in that part of the globe immediately opposite to the side
where it is attached to the iron rod, and being held in front
of the fire and whirled round rapidly near to it the hole
enlarges, and the globe by degrees becomes compressed,
then basin-shaped, and as it continues to revolve it becomes
flatter, but is never quite flat, always being more or less
slightly saucer-shaped according to the dexterity of the
workman who gives the finishing turn. This glass is then
broken from its fastening in the centre to the iron tube and
carried to an oven to cool graduaDy, the place where the
tube was attached to it forming the " bullions," that are
sometimes used in stables and other places. I believe, how-
ever, that sheet glass has in a great measure superseded the
old crown glass, except in cases where the glazier has the
privilege of supplying whatever kind he likes, and then the
greater ease with which crown glass is cut, especially for
small squares, when its curved character does not matter
much, offers a great temptation to him ; but for all horticul-
tural structures sheet glass is so convenient that the old
crown glass may be said to have fallen into disuse, except-
ing for repairs to older buildings where it was originally
used, and where a thicker kind could not well be employed.
Some years ago a description of rough plate glass was

strongly recommended by some as possessing qualifications
in which the sheet glass at that time was deficient, but it

has faDed in some of the points aimed at, and is certainly
not so much used at the present day as it was six years ago.
Its principal merit is thickness, and, consequently, strength,
but though not so clear as its rival, it is not sufficiently

opaque to allow of shading material being dispensed with in
the case of plants in flower, which was set forth as one of its

merits, and in appearance it is far from equal to good sheet
glass, and assuredly sooner becomes dirty. I have not had
much experience with it myself, and my observations are
based on what I have seen elsewhere, I hope, however, to
see a better class of plate glass brought into use for horti-
cultural purposes than any yet offered to us, clear, smooth,
and transparent, or, when wanted, of any hue to suit the re-

quirements of plants. Plate glass of a good quality is cer-
tainly too dear for that purpose yet ; but it is not very
many years since it was double the price it now is, aud
though much of the i-eductiou in price is owing to the repeal
of the duty, it is not entirely due to that cause, and I hope

to see other modes of manufacturing it, so as to present it

to us in a cheaper form.
Connected with this subject is that of glazing, which cer-

taiuly is also capable of further improvement, but I confess
that I am unable to offer any hints as to how that may be
efi'ected. I look forward to putty being superseded by some
adaptation of india-rubbei', or, perhaps, by squares of glass
made to fit like pan-tiles, one edge overlapping the other.

In conclusion, I must again express a hope that some
manufacturer of glass will throw some light on the com-
plaints so justly made against sheet glass, and at the same
time point out a remedy. This, it is to be hoped, will

not prove an expensive one, as the increasing demand for

glass houses renders the cheapness of the material they are
glazed with an indispensable consideration ; but if greater
efficiency can be attained at only a trifling increase of ex-

pense, then let no one begrudge that outlay.—J. Kobson.

LUCULIA GEATISSIMA CULTUEE.
This, though commonly grown in a stove, is more pro-

perly a greenhouse plant, flourishing under the same con-
ditions as the Camellia, and making an admirable con-
servatoiy plant. Planted out in the conservatory border it

attains a large size, and has a very striking appearance
when covered with its extremely fragrant and beautiful flesh-

coloured blossoms, in November and onwards till spring. It

is also a good pot plant, and does well in a sitting-room

when in flower.

Presuming that it is to be planted out in a greenhouse or

conservatory border, the soil should be dug out to the depth
of 2 feet, and 2 or 3 ieet in width ; then 6 inches of brickbats

or coarse rubble should be laid at the bottom, it being im-
portant to have perfect drainage, and this should be covered
with a layer of turf, grass side downwards, preference boingj

given to turfy heath mould fi-om a common, cut 3 inches thick.

Thus there will be space left for 15 inches of soil, but to

allow for settling, 18 inches should be put on ; it may con-

sist of one-third rather strong yeUow loam, taken 3 inches

thick from a pasture, and laid in a heap for six months, or

it m-^.j be used fresh for border-making, but not for growing
plants in pots ; to this add two-thirds of sandy peat, also

taken off 3 inches thick, and from where the soil abounds in

particles of fine silicious sand. Chop up these materials

roughly with a spade, bi'eaking and blending them together,

but on no account screening. It is well to form the border

when the soil is in a tolerably dry condition. A trellis

should be provided for the plant, and the situation ought to

be light and well ventilated, particularly dm'ing the early

autumn and winter months ; but when making new growths,

the Luculia, like the Camellia and Azalea, requires slight

shade. The best time to plant is early in spring. Select a
plant that has not become pot-bound, but one of free growth,

and not more than a year old; a cutting of the previous

year will do. If an old plant is put in, the ball ought to be
broken and the roots spread out, the collar being elevated

rather than kept low in the soil.

After growth has commenced in spring, and during the

summer, the Luculia requires to be watered freely, but in

September the supply should be gradually diminished, until

the minimum is reached in the beginning of October. After

that period water sparingly, keeping the soil neither dry nor

wet, for in the latter case the fibres of the roots are soon

injured and the buds fail to open, and a deficient supply of

moisture is attended with similar results, the leaves falling

as well.

If in the first year the plant exhibit a tendency to become
bare of shoots, cut it in at planting, and stop during the

summer. This will induce the production of side-shoots.

Be careful not to overcrowd the plant, but train the shoots

in regularly, and' so that light and air may be freely ad-

mitted to all parts. It will not flower much the first year,

nor, indeed, until the border become occupied with the

roots. In the second year it will grow vigorously, but the

shoots must not be shortened nor stopped except before

growth commences. Two years after planting, or in the

autumn of the second year, it will cover about 50 feet of

trellis, and in most cases fiower freely, producing cymes of

flowers 5, 7, or 10 inches in diameter.
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The Luculia is rather subject to attacks of red spider,

and should therefore be syringed overhead during the grow-
ing season up to September, du-ecting the force of the water
against the under sides of the leaves. Owing to this pest

being allowed to remd.in undisturbed for a length of time,

we frequently see the plant with a few leaves at the ends of

the shoots only, and, conse-juently, presenting a very un-
sightly appearance. Any house kept at greenhouse tem-
perature will grow this plant well, it having been fonnd to

succeed in houses from which frost was only excluded, the

thermometer occasionally falling as low as 36°.

When grown in pots the same compost is employed as for

planting out, and the greatest care must be taken to render
the drainage eiBeient. Potting should be done in spring just

before growth commences, and carefully so as not to injure

the young fibres, the plant being impatient of having its

roots frequently disturbed. After potting, in March or April,

or if this is not required the drainage having been looked to,

the plant may be cut in if out of shape, and placed in a ter«-

perature of from 50* to 55° by night, preserving a moist at-

mosphere, frequently syringing overhead, and giving slight

shade. After the growths are made the plant shovild be
gradually hardened, have more light and air, which will

usually be the case in July, and be placed out of doors in a
warm situation, but screened from the midday sun. By the

middle of September it should be returned to a vinery, or

any light, airy house with a temperature of 50°. It will then
grow and form its beautiful flower-heads. Whilst out of

doors the pot should be protected, and the soil kept moist,

otherwise the fibres will perish, and though the flower-heads

may form they will fall off without expanding. If a cool

house is at command, it would be better to place the plants

there, an airy greenhouse being a good situation, and the
supply of water should not be more than sufficient to keep
the soil moist, syringing, however, if there is the slightest

indication of red spider.

Those who have not the means of giving the plants a
little extra heat whilst making new growths, may continue
them in the greenhouse until the middle of .lune, when they
may be placed out of doors in a warm situation, plunging
the pots in ashes, or surrounding them with moss to pre-

vent the destruction of the fibres, at the same time giving

plenty of water and protection fi-om hot sun. In September
they should be returned to the greenhouse, though a vinery
or cool stove is better, and they will grow freely, and form
their flower-heads, which will expand and diffuse their fra-

grance during the winter. Under this treatment, and making
the wood in autumn, the Luculia usually flowers more cer-

tainly than when forced into growth in the spring and eai'ly

summer, though the flowers are not so fine, but not so liable

to fall before expansion. This is usually caused by the de-

struction of the fibres, in consequence of the soil being
sodden after the growth has been made. Another cause is

red spider exhausting the leaves of their juices, and pre-

venting the ripening of the wood.
The Luculia, in whatever structure it is grown, requires

a certain amount of shade, and a plentiful supply of water at

the root, and moisture in the atmosphere, and when growth
is made exposure to more light, a well-ventilated, drier at-

mosphere, and a gradual diminution of water at tlie root, yet

never allowing the soil to become so dry as to affect the foliage.

Though usually treated as a stove plant it will do much
better in an intermediate house, and still better planted out

in a conservatory border. It is frequently attacked by green
fly, especially the flower-heads, the remedy for which is

fumigation with tobacco.

It is propagated from cuttings of the half-ripened shoots,

taking off the points of the shoots with two or three joints,

removing the lowest.leaves, and cutting transversely below
the lowest joint. Insert the cuttings down to the lowest

leaves in sandy peat and loam, with a large proportion of

silver sand, and plunge the pot in a brisk bottom heat of
75° to 85°, covering with a bell-glass if the air is dry. When
rooted gradually harden off, and repot, keeping the young
plants under rather than over-potted. See that the drainage
is efficient. Stop at the third joint, or the fifth at the most,

but do not stop the shoots that are expected to bloom in the
ensuing winter, except prior to the growing season. Young
plants will generally flower at one year old, and a small

plant in an eight-inch pot forms a very ornamental object for

a sitting-room. The Luculia is one of the finest of winter

flowering plants, and deserves a place wherever there is a

conservatory, greenhouse, or cool stove.

—

G. Abbey.

SOIL AND SITUATION foe EHODODENDEONS.
Mk. Robson, in an article on the Rhododendron, justly

remarks that they wiU accommodate themselves to a variety

of soils. Many years ago, when on a visit to my brother in

the west of Cornwall, I found him planting some of the

best sorts of Rhododendrons in yellow loam taken from_ a

coppice wood, which lay high and dry. I reraai-ked to him
that he could not expect much growth in that kind of soil.

His reply was, "I certainly do. All yon see around are

planted in soil of the same sort ;" and I was obliged to

acknowledge that I had never seen plants more healthy.

About ten years afterwards I again saw them in full

bloom, and a more lovely sight could not be seen—the

shrubs, from 6 to 8 feet high, one mass of flowers in endless

variety. The soil these fine healthy plants were planted in

was a heavy yellow loam, with not a particle of peat in it.

His method of planting was to have a plentiful supply of

leaves and dung well mixed up with the yellow loam, andas

soon as the plants were planted to soak them well with

water—not a dribblet, as we often see, but a regular fiood.

A few days afterwards, when settled, the soil was closely

pressed around them.
The first season after planting all were kept mulched with

dung. Sandy peat, or any other variety of peat, would not

answer for Rhododendrons in that locality. This may be

accounted for, as it is in a mining district, wherenearly all

the peat soil is impregnated with minerals injurious to

vegetation.
Previously to seeing the above I had been to much trouble

and expense in obtaining from a distance peat to plant some

of the'best sorts of Rhododendrons in. In the locality in

which I now reside (the west of Devonshire), may be seen

Rhododendrons upwards of 20 feet high, and nearly as many
feet through, growing in the natural sod, which varies from

light hazel to heavy yellow loam, resting on rotten slate and

some on freestone." Here they seed and produce their seed-

lings, not by twos or threes, but by tens of thousands, in

crevices of rocks, by the sides of walks, and even on old Oak
trees—in short, in any place where seeds can find a resting-

place to vegetate on. Here they grow and flower in all the

varieties that Rhododendron ponticum has produced ; miles

of them grow in great luxuriance by the sides of drives and

walks:, and interspersed amongst trees, woods, and shrubs,

where they assume the appearance of indigenous plants.

I think the situation has as much to do with the growth,

of Rhododendrons as the soil. Here we have abrupt hills

and dales, and sheltered from the northern and eastern

blasts ; where the Tamer meanders through the valley, and

rivulets join it in its onward course, moisture ascends, and

woods, trees, and Uills give shelter and shade. In such

situations the Rhododendron for the last fifty years has

found a genial home. Previous to that time a Rhododen-

dron had not been seen within ten miles of this locality.

Here, as Mr. Robson remarks, the Foxglove is at home;

Perns abound ; lichen and moss cover the hard- wood trees ;

and trees of the Pir tribe become prematurely old. Here

also the Primrose, wild Hyacinth, Wood Anemone, Colum-

bine, and a host of other indigenous plants cover the ground.

In such localities, '*here Nature has been so bountiful, the

Rhododendron will always find a suitable home.—E. C. E.

PiCEA piNsAPC—I am glad to hear reports made of this

gem of the pinetum, and in reply to Mr. Gardiner, who at

page 2G6 mentions one 21 feet high, I beg to state that a

verv fine one at Linton Park is 29 feet high, and so densely

clothed with branches thickly set with foliage, that a person

in walking round it can only catch a very slight glimpse of

the bole in one or two places ; for about 20 feet the whole

is a perfect cone. The extreme branches give a diameter

of about 10 feet, and in appearance nothing can be really

more handsome. I may add that the growth of the last

few years has averaged 2 feet each year; the soil is mode-
rately deep, but dry, and the situation somewhat sheltered
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In close contact with it is a Cryptomeria japonica about
40 feet (or nearly that height, for I did not measure it), and
perfectly straight, the slender tapering top running up
like a fishing-rod, while the diameter of the branches does
not anywhere exceed 12 feet. As compared with others this

is considered a pretty good specimen, but the most admired
fees we have is Pinus insignis. I have not been able to
measure this accurately, but will do so on the first oppor-
tonity.—J. EoBSON.

BLIND STEAWBEREY PLANTS.
Mant of your correspondents are constantly complaining

of their Strawberries " going blind," and it has occurred to

me that perhaps a little light may be thrown upon the
cause of failure in so many instances. About thirty years
ago, when X commenced house-keeping, I had a garden
about 200 feet long, which I planted according to the best
of my judgment. Among other things I made sevei-al beds
of Strawberries. In the month of Slay an old gentleman
called upon me who was an amateur gardener, and famous
for the cultivation of Strawberries. Looking at my young
beds, his fii-st words were, " Now you must go over these
beds, take every plant up which does not show bloom, and
throw them all away." Of course I reasoned with him that
if they did not bloom that year they would next. " Not at

all," said he. " Throw them away, you will have plenty of

runners from your blooming plants which will give you
fruit, the others never will." Well, I was a young man,
and, what does not always occur, I took the advice of the
old gentleman in part, and will now give you the result.

All the plants not showing bloom were carefully removed
and replanted on each side of the middle walk, about 200 feet

long. They were taken great care of, and grew to be splendid
plants ; but during three years I waited in vain for fruit

—

they never produced a tea-saucerful, and not one perfect

berry.

To test the theory still further I took some of the runners,

and found them entirely worthless. Of course I have fol-

lowed this plan ever since, and have never failed to have a
good crop. What I have said refers to Strawberries in the
garden ; but may not this account for the failure sometimes
in pots ? I should like some one to test it and report

progress. For my own part, I am always careful to take
runners for pots from fruit-bearing plants.

Another day, perhaps, if worth your notice, I may give

you my little experience in this matter. If what I have
written is considered worth a place in your Journal it may
bring forth some information upon the subject.—W. Y.

[We shall be much obliged by your relating the results of

your experience.]

Salvia Eegla, and other plants. Mr. Rhodes, Sydenham

Park Nursery, had weU-bloomed plants of Heaths—Hartnelk

major Profusa, Elegans, and Devoniana; Glendinning and

Sons, a nice specimen of Erica Sindryana, cut Camellias,

and various Conifers for the decoration of the room ;
Mr.

Aldred, Kilburn, AnEectochilus, Cinerarias, Cyclamens, ico.

;

Mr Eraser Lea Bridge, Boronia pinnata. Acacias, Sph^ro-

<ryne latifolia, and Alocasias; and Mr. Wheeler, gardener

to J Philpott, Esq., Stamford HUl, misceUaneous flowering

and ornamentaLfoliaged plants, besides which Hyacmths,

honey, and some other objects were exhibited. The whole

formed a rather gay little show, which, however, was not

numerously attended.

The United Horticultural Society.—This new society

hold their first show on Tuesday, the lltb inst., in the

Albion Hall, Moorgate Street, a building much too confined

for the purpose, as there was barely sufficient room to /

move about between the tables. Elevated at the opposite

end of the room to the entrance were Azaleas from Messrs.

Lane, and Yuccas, &c., from Mr. Williams, who also contri-

buted Amaryllis, Pandanus reflexus and elegantissimus, and

HemerocaUis Kwanzo fiore pleuo. A numerous collection

of Aaaleas, which was shown on tlie previous Saturday

at the Kegent's Park, also came from Messrs. Lane. Mr.

Turner, Slough, sent seedling Azalea Duke of Buccleuch, a

deep rosy crimson of good substanci', and Messrs. Paul
and Son, pot Roses and boxes of cut blooms, including

among others their new Hybrid Perpetual. Princess Mary of

Cambridge, which appeared to much greater advantage on

this occasion than at the Regent's Park, the colour being

pale rose and pink in the centre. It i-; prettiest when half

expanded. Prom Mr. Baker, gardener to A. Basset., Esq.,

Stamford Hill, came very good examples of Odoutoglossum

Pescatorei, Phalajnopsis Schilleriana, and Cyin-ipedium

vUlosum, with eight fine blossoms ; whilst Mr. Wilson,

gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield, sent Phalcenopsis

grandiflora, fine, a new Epidondrum from New Grenada,

with dusky chocolate flowers, and a white lip ; Dendi-obium

xanthophlebium, with a white, orange, and red flower;

EOYAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
Apeil 15th.

Though the Azaleas were somewhat scanty, there wa,s_a

mao-nificent display of Roses, both new and old, cut and m
pots, whilst miscellaneous flowering and ornamental-tohaged

plants, together with Cinerarias, wore tolerably numerous.

In Azaleas Mr. Todman, gardener to E. Hudson Esq.,

Clapham, had a first prize for good plants of Oritenon,

Triumphans, Eulalie (Van Geert), Coronata, The Bride

white. Princess Royal, Eoi Leopold, Dr. Livingstone and

Princess Mathilde ; and a like award was made to him tor a

specimen plant of that richly-coloui-ed variety Duohesse

A'delaide de Nassau. ,„ , ,.j.t. ci,

Eoses, however, formed the principal feature of the Show.

A single specimen of President (Tea), from Mr. W. Paul,

was covered with some two dozen expanded blooms, each

measuring 5 inches across. For this a first prize was

awarded; and the same exhibitor was also first tor a col-

lection of nine, consisting of remarkably fine specimens ot

Beauty of Waltham, splendid colour ; Paul Eicaut; Charles

Lawson; Victor Verdier, magnificent; Celine Forestier

;

Madame ViUermoz; Souvenir d'un Ami; and Marquise de

Foucault. Messrs. Paul & Son were second, also with tine

specimens, among which we remarked Vii-ginal, a beautiful

white ; and Midame Alfred de Eougemont, another white

Hybrid Peroetual, a section in which there exist too many

scarlets and crimsons, comparatively with other colours

;

President ; Comtesse de ChabrUlant, and Victor Verdier.

New Eoses were also shown in numerous collections and

in great beauty by both the above exhibitors. Mr. VV. Paul

taking first, and Messrs. Paul & Son second.^ Among them

were Madame Victor Verdier and Pierre Netting, the former

a very large, rich, bright cherry colour, and the latter a dark

violet-shaded red, and both evidently of sterhng merit.

Among others we noticed Princess of Lichtenstein, a new

white Hybrid Perpetual ; and Madame Emile Boyau, a rosy

flesh, or blush according to the age of the blooms, and which

appears likely to form a good addition to the same class.

Princess of Wales and Duke of WelUngton were remark-

able for their brilliant colour. Of other kinds the most

noticeable were Amu-al La Peyrouse, Kate Hausburg,

Marechal Souchet, Souvenir de Bernardm de St. Pierre,

.chiUe Gonod, Triomphe de la Terre des Eoses, and Duohesse

de Caylus. Princess Mary of Cambridge, which has been

noticed on previous occasions, was again shown by Messrs.

Paul & Son, who also contributed several boxes of fane cut

blooms of numerous varieties.

Cinerarias were not so fine as could have been expected.

In addition to the kinds noticed as being the best at the

Eeo-ent's Park we observed Adam Bede, rose self; Eclipse,

bro°ad rosy crimson edge, with white ring; and Miss Eyles,

rose, xvith white ring round the disk. Mr. Lacey, gardener

to C. Mortimer, Esq., Morden, was first; Mr. Maroham,

Hanwell, second; and Mr. Cox, gardener to Capt. Cahill,

Southall, third.
, , i,t -r. t i.

Auriculas and Polyanthus were shown by Mr. Butcher,

Camberwell, who received a second prize for the former, and

a third for the latter ; and Pansies, both m pots and as cut

l,looms, by Mr. Hooper, Bath. These were seedlings of

his own raisino-. Among them we remarked, Alexander the

Great, a large white self, and Delicata, very pretty. Mr.

Hooper, received a first prize for his cut blooms.

Of miscellaneous plants, Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, con-

tributed Camellias, Azaleas, the highly ornamental Acacia
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Drummondi; Ixora Griffithi, in fine bloom ; Dendrobium
Dayanum ; Hedaroma, &o. ; and Mr. Bull, Orange trees.

Palms, and Ferns, among which, were a fine mass of Tricho-

manes radicans, Platycerium alcicorne, and some good
Gleiohenias ; Camellias Countess of Orkney and La Reine,

both fine white varieties ; Arauoaria gracilis, with pendent
shoots ; DracEcnas, &e. A first prize was awarded to Messrs.
Lee a second to 3Ii\ Bull.
Mr. Veitch again exhibited his fine new Rhododendron

Princess Alexandra, Azalea Stella, the scarlet-spathed Au-
thurium Scherzerianum, and Manettia micans, with long
orange scarlet flowers, for each of which he received a first-

class certificate ; also. Primula cortusoides grandiflora, with
large, saucer-shaped, drooping flowers, rosy lilac outside,

and paler within; and Primula cortusoides ccerulea, lilac

rose flowers ; a first class certificate was awarded to each of

these. A white variety was also shown. From Messrs.
Smith, of Dulwich, came Azaleas, including amonij others,

Etna, a fine colour, salmon scarlet and dark crimson spots,

a promising variety ; Cineraria Flower of the Day, purplish
plum, with a conspicuous ring of red at the base of the ray
florets, surrounding a narrow white ring ; from Mr. Cooling,
Bath, Verbena Annie, of which a coloured plate was given in

the "Florist and Pomologist" of February last ; from Mr. W.
Paul, Beaton's Geraniums; from Mr. Beadon, North Stone-
bam, cut blooms of Camellias grown in the open air; from
Mr. Bartlett, Lily of the Valley and Cyclamens ; and from
the Society's garden at Chiswick a species of Peperomia,
with ample foliage, having silvery markings. A few other
objects were exhibited, but not of a nature to call for special

mention.

INTEEXATIOXAL FEUIT SHOW.
The challenge which has been given by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society to the gardens of the Sovereigns of Europe,
for a competitive exhibition of fruits and vegetables, to be
held from the 9th to the 16th of December, has been favour-
ably received by France, Russia, Italy, Turkey, Havover,
Greece. Belgium, &c., and further answers are being daily
received. The following prizes are offered :—

•

1. The gold medal of the Society will be awarded for the
best oolleetion of fruit and vegetables produced in the gar-
den of a Sovereign.

2. The gold medal of the Society for the best collection of

fruit and vegetables grown by any botanic or horticultural
society in any part of the world.

3. The gold medal of the Society for the best and most
complete representative collection of fruit and vegetables from
any of the Colonies.

4. Piist Banksiau gold medal for the best and most com-
plete representaiive collection from the Presidencies of India.

5. Certificates will be awarded for separate exhibitions of
&uits and vegetables, either fresh or preserved, from aU
parts of the world.

6. The first gold Knightian medal of the Society to the
exhibitor who shall obtain the greatest number of first-class

certificates.

7. The second gold Knightian medal to the exhibitor
who shall obtain the greatest number of second-class cer-

tificates.

8. The second gold Banksian medal to the exhibitor who
shall obtain the greatest number of third-class certificates.

9. The first gold Banksian medal to the exhibitor who
shall gain the greatest number of marks, counting first,

second, and thii-d certificates as three, two, and one marks
respectively.

LAVENDER DISEASE.
One of the greatest Lavender growers is anxious about

the Lavender malady. Pine healthy plants will begin to

die oif in pieces, and sometimes altogether, and the stem
below ground becomes dark in the centre. I enclose
two or three pieces of the head from the same plant, dead
and alive. The dead part seems rather floury with mildew,
or something of that kind. I think if that is the case, a
little powdered lime and charcoal would do good. I firmly
believe that the great growers must just go back in their
cultivation. For one load of dung used twenty or thirty
years ago, I should say that twenty or thirty are used now,
and the extreme luxuriance to secure heavy crops may be

the primary cause. The oil of Lavender made on the Con-
tinent is not worth a third of that made in this country.
The plants in France, are, I believe, still healthy, and as

I ascribe the difference in quality to the climate, I have a
strong belief that foreign plants grown here would yield

the properties of British-grown plants. It is a very serious

affair for a man to lose ten or twenty acres of Lavender in

full bearing. Can any of your readers give information on
this subject ?—R. Fish.

SIZE OF PLOWEU-POTS—CmDEES EOR
DEAINAGE.

Mat I suggest to your correspondents that, instead of

calling flower-pots 48's, 24's, &e., according to the number
in the cast, they should name them according to their size,

as four-inch, six-inch, twelve-inch, &c. ? Many of the readers

of your Journal are not aufait in the different sizes of the

pots in the casts, besides they vary very much in different

parts of England ; and as one of the great objects of your
l^aper is to give assistance and easy rules for the guidance
of the amateur and those who have not had much practice

in gardening, I think every direction as to size of pots, &c.,

should be as plain as possible. I think every one under-

stands that a six-inch pot is one which averages 6 inches

across the top and 6 inches in height.

None of your correspondents have ever to my recollection

recommended sifted cinders for the drainage of pots. Char-

coal is, I know, often mentioned ; but as a rule persons are

apt to think that crocks, or broken bricks, tiles, &c., are the

only legitimate drainage for pots. Now, for bedding-out

plants 1 always use cinders passed through two riddles—

a

three-quarter-inch mesh to take out the large, and a half-

inch to riddle out the small dust. A few cinders at the

bottom of each pot are ample drainage for nearly all bedding-

out plants ; and when these are turned out to plant, the

roots have generally clung to the cinders, which act as a

sort of reservoir of moisture for them, and there is no neces-

sity to injure the roots by picking off crocks, but the plants

are put in, cinders and all. In large-sized pots a little

moss on the top of the cinders is a good addition, in order

to prevent the finer soil from washing too much into the

drainage. I am rather an advocate for Verbenas and Cal-

ceolarias having nothing as drainage but a little moss.

Many plants in April and May in small pots, especially Cal-

ceolarias and Verbenas, suffer more from over-drainage than
under-drainage, especially where plants are on raised wooden
stages. For large plants which require a good deal of feed-

ing with liquid manure, cinders will be found invaluable, as

they act like a sponge, keep the liquid manure in a sweet

state, and the rootlets suck the moisture from them by
degrees. A mulching of ashes on the top of the soil in the

pots helps also very much to deodorise liquid manure.
Many persons think old plants of Geraniums flower earlier

than spring-struck cuttings. This is contrary to my own
experience. Autumn-struck cuttings are always with me
the earliest in bloom ; then come spring-struck, and old

plants last of all. I am speaking, of course, of large old

plants which have been cut down and have had to make
fresh growth in the spring. Those which were only small

plants in autumn and were not cut down or topped when
they were taken up are, perhaps, as forward as autumn-struck

cuttings ; but for all bedding-out purposes no plants are so

good as those that have been struck in the autumn, potted

off early in January or February, and kept close to the glass

till bedding-out time.—X. Y. Z

Messes. F. & A. Smiths Double Chinese Primroses.—
Having had these in bloom during the pastwinter(and indeed

they are not yet over), I should like to say a word in their fa-

vour. They are really most desirable plants, being most pro-

fuse bloomers, and very enduring. Fairy is a most charming

little thing, literally covered ^vith bloom ; while Candi-

dissima isa pure white; but all are good—an opinion in

which I am not singular, as it has been observed to me
more than once by those who have largely to do with plants.

How excellent they are for winter and spring decoration.

—

D., Deal.
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CLTLTUEE OF THE GOLDE^T AEABIS.
(aEABIS LrCIDA TAKIEGATA.)

I THINK it will be readily admitted that all the Arabises

are pretty, and have long held the foremost rank for their

hardiness and extreme elegance, but this one in particular

fiom its invincible hardiness, alike in the most severe winter
and hottest summer. If there is a time at which it looks

better than at any other it is in the coldest weather. One
great merit it possesses is the extreme facility with which it

can be propagated. All you have to do is to prepare a bit

of ffround, cut down a little old turf, fork this in near the
surface, then make your plants into single slips or pipings,
place them 3 or 4 inches apart, and in doing this you will

scarcely have a bit without a root. If there are any low
glass frames at hand to put over the tops of the plants for

the first fortnight or three weeks they will grow all the more
rapidly.

When planting-out time arrives, which may be any time
in the year (of course I do not approve of planting it in the
dead of winter), in making ready for planting fork in a little

fresh loam and rotten dung, then make your lines as level

and straight as for a Box-edging. Never plant it low. After
careful trial and experiment the best distance to plant is

10 inches apart and in single lines. Never allow the plants
to touch each other by an inch, thus they maintain their
natural habit of growth, which is perfectly round, and in
ieight a good two-thirds of a ball. Replant once in two
years, or as oftea as convenient ; remove all the flowers as
they make their appearance, and any bit that runs to
green. By following these simple dii-ections it will be in
its full beauty the second year from the slip. Amongst all

the bedding or ribbon-border plants it is one of the pretties!-,

the hardiest, requires the least care, and remains in full

beauty all the year round.—T. S., Mayftdd, Falkirk.

DEUTZIA CEENATA ELOEE PLEIn^O.
This beautiful, flowering, deciduous shrub from Japan pro-

mises to be as hardy as a Lilac, and seems likely to become
more robust in habit than either D. scabra or D. gracilis,

while the flowers are produced in great abundance on small
plants. The habit of the plant, however, is more straggling
than that of D. gracilis, and it is, therefore, not so well
adapted for producing a nice compact object for pot culture,
but this possibly may be overcome. As a plant to cover a
wall it has, I should think, few equals, as the shoots ripen
to the points, and mostly flower there. As a new plant it is

one of the prettiest in its way we have had for some years,
and I trust that it is the forerunner of others equally
nseful.—J. RoBsoN.

COOL CULTUEE OF OECHIDS.
I WAS pleased to read the very sensible remarks of Mr.

Eindlay in the last week's Journal on the subject of cool
Orchids. That growing Oi chids on the cool system, as it is

called, is a dangerous experiment there can be no doubt

;

as there are very many Orchids recommended for greenhouse
cultivation which certainly do inhabit very high altitudes,
but which, from the difi'erent circumstances by which they
are surrounded, will, I am sure, refuse to grow well in this
country in a greenhouse temperature. I can assure ±Jr.

Findlay tbo very plants which he selected to experiment on
should all be grown in a temperature of from G0° to 80°

;

but after the growth is fully matured he may gradually
subject them to cool treatment until they begin to show
flower, after which tho temperature must be very gradually
increased.

There are many of the choice Odontoglossums and other
Orchids, wliich may be grown to advantage in a cooler tem-
perature. There arc iunumer."..blo Orchids found growing
in difi'erent parts of the world in about tUo same mean tem-
perature, but under such widely different circumstances
that we might as well try to bring a lilelon and a Cabbage
to perfection under the same management. As a rule, I
have found the Orchids which grow at high elevations in
damp and shady situations require much cooler treatment

than those found at the same elevations under opposite

circumstances.
In conclusion, I would just observe to those who are about

to risk the lives of valuable Orchids in greenhouses. Be
careful. No Orchids whatever wiU bear the draughty and
damp temperature your miscellaneous greenhouse plants

are subjected to. If you wish to cultivate to perfection

what some people call greenhouse Orchids, you must have
a house devoted to them, so that you can command a large

amount of moisture when the plants require it, which most
of them do in their growing season. I may add that the
plants of all the most choice and newly imported Odonto-
glossums under my charge here are constantly standing in

water, except perhaps when the temperature of the house is

under the average, and the night is likely to prove cold.

—

RoBEKT BuLLEN, Gardener, Boio Bridge House, Leicester.

MAJSTAGEMENT OF GAEDEN IMPLEMENTS.
I WILL anticipate the conclusion our much-respected

friend, Mr. P. Chitty, intended, when he commenced his

able article on the above subject, by describing the system
adopted by me for keeping the implements for garden use,

clean and in their proper place ; for it is, to quote the late

Mr. Chitty's words, " of the utmost importance where neat-

ness and expedition in performing the work of the garden is

desired; that the workmen should be supplied with proper
tools, and these in good condition ; for however true it is

that a good workman never finds fault with his tools, it is

equally true that any workman whether good, bad, or indif-

ferent, will perform his work better with a good tool than
with a bad one."

These words, almost the last written by a thoroughly prac-

tical man, should be deeply engraven on the mind of every

gardener, for what is there more disgraceful in a gentleman's
garden than a disorderlj' and slovenly tool-shed ? It is not
only offensive to the eye, but is also a constant and never-

ending source of expense to the employer, for tools care-

lessly thrown about and put away dirty soon become unfit

for use, whereas if they are taken proper care of they
will last double or treble the time. One of the first things

a gardener should do on taking a new situation, should be

to see what state the tool-shed is in, and if not in a proper

state to have it put in thoroughly efficient order as speedily

as possible. The next thing necessary to be done is to pro-

cure for each workman a set of tools, which should consist

of a spade, rake, Dutch and draw hoes, and one of Parkes's

patent digging forks.

But when these are procured for each workman, unless

there is some plan adopted to secure the proper manage-
ment of the tools, they will be of little use; for where there

is a set of slovenly workmen, as soon as the clock strikes the

hour of 6 P.M., whether the job be finished or not, down goes

the tool. It is too much trouble to clean it, and take it to

its proper place. Perhaps on the following morning the

workman may be sent to a different job, where he will not

require the same tool he was using yesterday, so that he
takes another tool out with him. Perhaps on the following

day he may want the tool or tools he had left out in the

wet two days ago; but he has, of course, forgotten where he

left them. He knew there was such and such a tool. In

vain he makes inquiry first of one man then of another,

but all to no purpose, no one knows anything about the

missing implement; meanwhile the master is impatiently

waiting to show the man what he wants done. Half an

hour or more is thus lost ; the temper of the master is thereby

impau-ed; sundry locks of hair on the head of the forgetful

workman are displaced by the incessant trying to scratch

back to his memory where he has left the missing tool, but
all to no purpose. At the end of a week or so afterwards he
may, perhaps, stumble over it on his way to some fresh job;

the tool alter lying in the wet and dbt all this time be-

comes rusty, there is no pleasure then in working with it

;

but when it is bright and clean the work is performed with

greater speed, and done in a workman-like manner, and the

cry often heard of, " Master, I want a fresh tool," becomes
less frequent.

All this has often come under my notice, and to prevent

the recurrence of such disagreeable scenes, and to check
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such a wanton waste of my employer's property, I adopted
the following plan :—Each workman was provided with a
set of tools. They were all had new at once, so that it might
be seen which took most care of his tools. Some men will

work for months with a tool, doing it but little harm, whilst
others will destroy it, or nearly so, in that time. Those
who use their tools in such a way should have the difference
pointed out to them, by referring to those men whose tools

are used properly. This ought to cure them of their
carelessness.

After the tool-shed had been properly cleaned, a fresh
window, &c., put in, one side was formed into compartments
or stalls to keep each man's tools separate. This was done
by dividing the space into 2 feet 6 inches stalls, by strips of
board 10 inches wide. Holdfasts were driven into the wall to
nail the boards to, the strip of boards reaching from the floor

above the shed to the bottom ; another piece was placed
along over the stalls on which the names of the men were
written, beginning with the foreman, and ending with the
vegetable boy.

A.
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more complete ifMr. Thompson had described the " tumbler
flushing apparatus " he mentions.
We have had an " earth closet " in use here for some

years, though till lately the contumely and prejudice one
has had to contend against compelled me to attend to the
earthing-over-and-disinfecting-process chiefly myself. I

send you an outline descriptive of the structure as being
what I consider a model to go upon, a proof that I most
cordially agree in the justice of nearly the whole of Mr.
Wilmot's remarks, and it cannot be repeated too often, that
feecal matter exposed to air or water, gives off noxious and
poisonous gases, which disturb the functions of the digestive
and respiratory organs, and predispose to disease. Cottagers
are not sufficiently well off to purchase disinfectants, and

even if they could, it is generally doubtful whether thesft

tompounds do not lessen the value of the natural manures ;

but simple dry earth, or burnt ashes, can be readily ob-
tained lor nothing, and they effectually fix the offensive

and poisonous gases, preventing putrefactive fermentation,
and absorbing the fertilising elements. Thus, so long as
the compost is kept dry the original quality of the manure
is maintained ; but when it is applied to the land the am-
mouiacal products are set at liberty, in consequence of the
rain, or the moisture of the ground, causing fermentation,

and being then in a soluble state they are available aa food
for plants, which could not have availed themselves of the
manure whilst dry. It must be dissolved in water, and it is

far better to apply it to the roots of plants than to con-

Scale, a quarter of an inch to a foot.

1, The place, measuring 12 feet in length and 6 feet 6 inches in breadth,
partitioned into two.

2, Watertight earth and fceces-pit, 6 feet deep and 4 feet 6 inches broad.

3, The trap-door in the tiooi of the lower compartment, 3 feet by 2 feet

G incbe.', and the drop-riiipr by "wliicb it is raised.

4, Comp'^st-pit, where the earth from the (tcces-pit is mixed once a-year
with other matters.

5, The tub which catches tlie -water from the roof, and it is aleo made to

act as a soot and lime-Wiiter barrel.

taminate the air, or pollute the stream, and so force it

through the lungs and into the stomachs of human beings.

It is, perhaps, no exaggeration to say that more injury to

health is inflicted on the humbler classes, and, in fact,

mankind in general, through neglect of the above most
necessary precautions, than by any other evil that can be

mentioned. All agree that " something ought to be done,"

but it is of no use finding fault with everybody else for not

doing it. The best plau for persons who can see and feel

the necessity for action, is to set an example themselves.

Ignorance or apathy must give way before such a public

example.
In the hottest days of summer I scrape from the surface

of the garden some wheelbarrow-loads of dusty soil, pass it

through a sieve with a quarter of an inch mesh to exclude

the stones, and store it in a disused corn-bin in the stable.

An old chamber-pail, with a small hand-coal-scoop, is placed

in the lower division of the place, and it is kept replenished

with the dry earth ready for distribution.

6, steps aacer.ding to the lower compartment from the back yard.

7, Tbe north end and east side (blank walls) of the place are occupied witb
Morello Cherries.

8, Door entering the higher compartment from the garden terrace.

9, Ground-level in yard.

10, Ground-level of garden terrace.

A walk branches from the terracR to the doorway, 8 ; and nearly parallel

with this is a stone wall sepiuating the yard from the terrace. Beyond
this wall an evergreen shrubbery forms an effectual screen.

As we bake at home in a wood oven, a large dredging'

box containing wood ashes finds a constant station in the
window-sill of the upper compartment, or McDougall's dis-

infecting powder is made to answer the purpose when the

ash is in great request for the garden, or " running ley" for

washing. I am no friend to cinders, they are cold hungry
things in garden ground, but as we burn a quantity of

wood in the grates, I have the mere ash from them sifted,

and keep it perfectly dry in a lean-to shed. This dredged
amongst growing crops in a dripping time when slugs are

troublesome, or when seeds are germinating, is of great

benefit. Occasionally the trap door in the lower compart-

ment is lifted off and half a barrow-load or so administered

over the entire surface below. It was only the other day
that I caught my man applying water to the cinders before

sifting them. I knew it was labour in vain for me to explain

my chemical reasons for wishing him to act otherwise, so I

solved the difficulty, by telling him I would have the powder
kept dry. Clay would prove the best of all deodorisers, to-
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be applied to light soils, both as regards their fertility and
texture ; but it would require to be spread out and exposed

to the action of a winter's frost, and to the scorching effects

of a summer's sun, to reduce it to the state of dry storeable

dust.

—

Upwards and Onwaeds.
(To be continued.)

CONSTEUCTION OF A PINE STOVE.—No. 2.

Before writing any more on the shapes and relative

forcing powers of hothouses, I should like to say a few words
on what I hope will be the tone of the discussion. I have
said what sort of a house I am in want of, and have given
you a plan. I have also invited a discussion; and should
such arise, I hope it may induce yon to add a manual on
hothouse-building to the long and useful list published at

your office.

We occasionally read in the papers devoted to horticul-

ture accounts written couleur de rose ; and those who bring
these accounts down to a practical test are often charged
with being discontented persons who cannot see any good
in anything. I look upon horticulture from a plain business
point of view, believing that it has not reached its culmi-
nating point, and that there can be no disadvantage in re-

Cognising facts. I am not proposing a manual of opinions ;

a house of a certain size and shape is a fact ; put in it so

many rows of pipes, and it must be possible to tell exactly

what its powers are, as also if it is fitted for an early forcing-

house or not. Early forcing both of fruit and flowers is

becoming so common, and the difference between the re-

quirements of winter and summer-houses so great, that I

am sure you would be doing good service to many if you
would publish such a manual, as it would not only assist

those who are intending to build, but also prevent those

who have houses from trying what really is impossible. I

will give you as an instance the span-roofed house I called

in my last plan No. 2, and in which I said it would be im-
possible to keep up a temperature suitable for ripening

Pines in winter. These span-roofed houses have been very

fashionable of late for orchard-houses. Let us suppose we
have one, and try and deduce from our authorities how many
rows of pipes we should require to fit it for Pine-growing.

Mr. Thomson gives us in his valuable book on the Vine,

at page 12, the shape of a house which be would recommend,
and the number of pipes he thinks would be required to

ripen Grapes in April—300 feet of four-inch pipes for a

house made in the lean-to shape, 40 feet long and 15 feet

wide, the back wall to be 15 feet high. He also recom-

mends that it should have one of his steaming-trays, which

he computes as equal to an additional row. I will therefore

call the whole eight rows and a half of four-inch piping.

Plan No. 4.

Let us put one of these houses on each side of a wall, as

1 have shown in plan No. 4, we have thus a house 30 feet

wide and 15 feet high, with seventeen rows of pipes. How
many more must I add if I take out this centre wall that

prevents the wind from blowing through it ? and yet a

writer told us the other day that eight rows of four-inch

pipes were sufficient for a siian-roofed house 26 feet wide
and 12 feet high ! Mr. Thomson says this number is re-

quired for his span-roofed houses for summer work, and I

think they are not so wide as this. I seek to avoid such a

trial in another shape, but know not where to turn to. All

pipe heat that is not necessary is obnoxious aa well as costly,

and as glass and timber are cheaper than bricks and mortar,

can we not make up for the loss of this back wall by increase

of width and double glazing ? This shelter from wind is

the first consideration, light second, amount of atmosphere
contained the third. I put light second, though this pro-

perly speaking includes the gain of heat fi'om sunshine, as

in winter it is small. In summer I grant it is the first

consideration ; but I am looking only to Pine culture, where
there are no trellises to consider, and therefore it is included

in the amount of atmosphere contained, which in winter

may easily cause great loss, but in summer the largerlthe

more gain. For Pines we only want the largest number of

square feet of pit room for the outlay. The square feet of

trellis I will not enter upon.—G. H.
[Ever since we gave the description of Mr. Bewle/e Fern-

house we have lost no chance of advocating double-glazing.

We have no doubt that with ventilation suitably attended

to, it would be by far the most economical in the end for aU

houses in which much and regular heat is required. Few
gentlemen, however, wiK as yet consent to let their gar-

deners go to such a first expense. For fruiting-Pine houses

such double glazing would be invaluable ; but if not done
so securely as to prevent all vapour and dust getting between

the two layers of glass, one part of the roof should be in

sashes so as to permit of removal and cleaning. Failing

this, in cold exposed parts of the country, where fuel is

expensive, lean-to roofs will always be desirable, and if walls

cost more than wood and glass they are also more lasting.

Steep roofs, as shown in Mr. Thomson's early vinery, are

also necessary for early forcing, to catch the rays of the sun

in winter and early spring. In low-roofed houses, as in low

spans, the rays are apt when the sun is low to pass over
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the glass instead of going through it. The number of pipes

given for a 15-feet-wide house by Mr. Thomson also seems
lai'ge ; but then he has no doubt found out that a first

expense for piping was a gain in the end, and a constant
saving of fuel, as with such piping it is never required that
the water should become so hot as when a less number of

feet of piping is used. Although we have not worked any-
thing like that amount of piping ourselves, we have no
hesitation in saying that for a hundred feet of piping less

there would soon be a greater outlay for fuel, and in pro-
portion to the extra heat given to the piping would be the
greater unhealthiness of the enclosed atmosphere. For
early forcing mere width will not compensate for a roof, on
which the winter's sun exerts most power. We wish our
correspondent every success in his attempt to reduce such
matters to something like mathematical correctness and
decision, but circumstances must ever alter cases.—R. F.]

WOEE FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

The regulating of Box and other plants used for edgings
to the walks, and for dividing the different quarters of the
kitchen garden, having been effected, the gravel-walks should
either be turned over or a coat of fresh material added,
having previously loosened the old surface. Let the whole
be levelled and well rolled, repeating this, particularly after
rain, till they become perfectly solid. In reforming them
curve them slightly in the middle for rain to pass easily to
the sides, but not more than this, unless in very wet situa-
tions. The walks being thus set right, and the edgings in
proper order, an appearance of neatness and good keeping
will pervade the whole. Capsicums, repot the plants of the
larger varieties intended for turning out next month, harden
them off when they have taken fresh roothold. The small
sort, commonly called Chilies, should also be potted in rich
soU as they require it, and be kept in a forcing or warm
house. Carrots, the frames may be removed from the early
sowing if required for other purposes ; thin and water them
as may appear necessary. Celery, some of the earliest sow-
ing that has been pricked into boxes may now be planted
in a frame ; no artificial heat is required, but the light must
remain if the weather become cold. Prick-out the succes-
sional sowings. Cv.cumhers, constant attention must be paid
to stopping and giving air. Add fresh linings and fork them
up frequently, which will preserve a moderate heat in the
beds for some time, and will render a large quantity of fresh
dung unnecessary at any one time. Dwarf Kidney Beans,
make a sowing on a south border for the first crop. Lettuce,

forward the spring-sown plants where there is a scarcity of
the autumn-sown ones ; water them in dry weather, and
keep the soil about them loosened. Peas, earth-up and stick
the advancing crops ; before earthing use soot for the pur-
poses we have before recommended. Radishes, make a sowing
of the Turnip-rooted kinds ; water those in frames when dry.
Hhuharb, seed should now be sown to produce roots for
forcing.

FRUIT GAEDEN.

In the case of several of our cultivated fruit trees ex-
perience has abundantly proved that the removal at an early
stage of their growth of shoots, which from the adoption
of a system of training, or a tendency in the tree to exces-
sive luxuriance, are deemed superfluous, is both advan-
tageous to the health of the tree and favourable to the
production of handsome fruit. Pruning may effect the
result desired, but it is a violent remedy, although neces-
sary in some degree. Disbudding, properly speaking, is the
art of preventing the development of useless buds at the
expense of those which should be preserved, as it must be
more advantageous to check an unnecessary shoot at an
early stage than to wait until it has exhausted the tree of a
greater or less quantity of sap. It is, then, not generally
advisable to wait until a badly-placed shoot is developed,
but to suppress it early. With Apples and Pears peculiar
judgment and discrimination are necessary, and stopping
should be systematically practised. The excess of shoots
produced by Peach trees invites the practice we recom-
mend. The sam© attention should be du-ected to Vines.

FLOWBE GAEDEN.
Here too much unnecessary growth may be prevented.

Roses, for example, if judiciously disbudded, not only bloom
better, but form finer and more vigorous plants. Where the
possessors of gardens can enjoy theu- country seats, during
the months of March, April, and May, it becomes an im-
portant matter to provide abundance of very early spring
flowers, for the floral appetite is generally of an active cha-
racter after a long and severe winter. The early-flowering

bulbs are too well known to need notice here. There are,

however, a few old-fashioned plants which should never be
lost sight of, and which should greet the returning spring
from every nook and corner. Of such things are the fol-

lowing :—The blue and white Squills, the Sisyrinchiums,
the Dog's-tooth Violets, the Pulmonarias, the Omphalodes
verna, the Ai-abis and Aubrietias, the various Primulas, with
self Auriculas, and the lovely little Sanguinaria canadensis,

not forgetting the old Christmas Rose, which forms, as it

were, the connecting link between the expiring year and its

successor. The Colchicums, autumn Cyclamens, and Winter
Aconite have duly ushered it in. Such should be much more
encouraged than they have been, for they must ever be
favourites with the many. Among shrubs, too, the Cornus
mascula, the Mezereon, the Oydonia japonica, the Chimo-
nanthus fragrans, the Eibes, Corchorus, &c., should be much
encouraged. Stocks, as a matter of course, will always be
grown, and we recommend a trial of the Chrysanthemum-
flowered Asters, which have bright and distinct colours for

beds, with the advantage of having erect flowers. Do not
forget to make one or two sowings of Sweet Peas, to keep
up a succession of bloom.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
Camellias making wood should have occasional shading

;

keep a moist atmosphere about them day and night, or they
will grow gawky and long-jointed ; a temperature of 55° at

night and 65° by day should be maintained. Let all Pelar-

goniums, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, &c., be well staked out in

due time, removing inferior plants, or those of a successive

character, to any of the ordinary plant-structures. Kalo-
santhes will require neatly tying-out, as these plants form
beautiful globular-shaped specimens by a little management.
Fuchsias will require a second shift, which should now be
into their blooming-pots, using a light rich soil for the

purpose. The same will suit Scarlet Geraniums growing for

specimens. At this busy season there is great danger
of neglecting winter-blooming plants, such as Epacrises,

Daphnes, &c. ; but if these are to be had in anything like

perfection next season, they must be properly cared for now.
Show-houses are generally kept too close and warm for

Epacrises and Heaths, and in that case they should be re-

moved to the greenhouse as soon as they are out of flower,

affording them a rather damp and shady situation for a few
weeks. While drying winds and bright sunshine prevail,

considerable attention wiU be necessary to maintain a moiat
healthy atmosphere in tte conservatory, and no effort neces-

sary to secure this should be spared ; for it is hopeless to

expect flowers to last in a dry warm atmosphere. A thin

shade should be used to break the force of the sun, and in

giving air every care should be taken to avoid drying cur-

rents, opening the top ventilators only, as long as these will

suffice to prevent too high a temperature ; and every available

surface of bed or border should be kept constantly moist, in

order to secure plenty of evaporation to counteract the drying
effects of the external atmosphere.

STOVE.
Make cuttings of stove stock. Do not forget the old

Vincas, the Thunbergias, Plumbagos, Justicias, &o. These,

though old-fashioned, contribute much to the general effect.

The Orchids are now progressing fast, .and wUl require

attention in shading daily, and gradually increasing the

humidity of the house, so as to keep pace with the increase

of solar light and heat. If the roof is covered with creepers,

a little management in training them, to eii'ect a judicious

shading of the plants beneatli, will save much trouble, and
add much to the appearance of the house. See that plants

on blocks, or suspended in baskets, are not allowed to get

dry. Watch for and keep down insects. Plants in bloom
should be removed to a house with a drier atmosphere, to

prolong their period of flowering.

I
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PITS AND FRAMES.

These Tvill want not only daily but hourly attention

;

propagating, pricking-out, potting, hardening-off, with shad-

ing, syringing, &o., will be the order of the day.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

What a week of July weather in the beginning of April

!

The notes of the birds in the early morning made us almost
forget their depredations of the past. We could almost
forgive the defying challenges of pheasants and partridges,

as they rooted up and nipped the tops of Peas before we
were out of bed ; but telling us emphatically that we must
rise with them, if we would interfere with their pilfering.

They will do but little harm now, and to make amends we
must sow a little thicker, even if we thin out afterwards. It

is very different as respects sowing Peas and Beans late in

autumn. What with birds and vermin of all kinds, there is

little security for them unless protected with wire netting.

Tliis and the annoyance of hunting after slugs, &o., has
made us altogether give up autumn sowing, and we sow in-

stead under a little protection in spring, and then trans-

plant. Those tui'ned out of turves the other week are

pricking up nicely in this splendid weather, looking as if

they were grateful and pleased at the attention they re-

ceived, and telling of their wish to yield us early gatherings
as a reward for our care. The first out-door sowings are
now np. Sowed another succession of Veitoh's Perfection,

Jeyes' Conqueror, or Ne Plus Ultra, and Harrison's Per-
fection. The last makes no show on the table for size like

the first two, but it is a fine cropper, and a most delicious
sweet little Pea. For general work see last week.
Sowed the main crop of Borecoles, Broccolis, Savoys, and

wUl prick oif some of those sown earlier, for the first crops.

Watered Cauliflower that had been jjlanted from hand-
lights and cold frames, and gave also a fair watering to a
quarter of Cabbages, as we were apprehensive that the hot,

di-y weather would cause the youngest or latest part at least

to bolt, and show their flower-stems. Gave abundance of air

or full exposure to Potatoes, Eadishes, Lettuces, &c., under
protection. Hoed among Lettuces out of doors, and gave a
little water. Hoed among all growing crops, and also the
Asparagus quarter, in order that all might be clean before
the shoots appeared. Sowed Asparagus and Sea-kale, some
of the latter in rows, to remain there, some thickly in a bed
to be transplanted afterwards. Planted out Asparagus
rather earlier than usual. The ground had been well trenched
and enriched, and small drills were made 2 feet apart, and
the plants spread out about 6 inches apart in the row,
watered and covered over with the earth between the rows,
thus making a little ridge. A little dung was thrown over
the ridge, and some burnt clay and rubbish over all. For
some seasons a light crop, as Lettuces, may be taken in
summer between the rows. We rather like this mode
better than beds, especially when taking up for forcing is

concerned. A friend of ours has just been sowing some in
rows wuere it is to stand, and .as he has plenty of ground,
we have no doubt the plants will answer admirably. The
ground had been well stirred and enriched. It was then
thrown into blunt ridges 4 feet apart. The ridge was th'jn

opened up, so as to form a shallow trench, and this was
filled with rotten dung to a depth of at least 4 inches. A
little soil was thrown on the dung, the seeds sown, and then
a little more added as covering. The rows wUl thus be
4 feet apart. He wants it strong for forcing in four or five

years, and we have no doixbt the plan will succeed. The
space in the hollows will be cropped slightly in summer.

fkuit garden.

Went on with nailing, and finishing pruning out of doors.
Covered Peaches and Apricots thinly with laurel twigs. The
orchard-houses are now a picture—the blossom strong and
healthy, and no signs of an insect of any kind as yet. The
fruit seems setting too quickly, helped, perhaps, rather
much by the bees in search of pollen. In these scorching
days we thought it advisable to just colour a little water
wiCh whitening, and syringe the outside of the glass with it.

which diminished a little the force of the sun's rays. Air

has been given night and day in general, but in reduced

quantity at night. Care was taken, however, to give all the

air possible early in the morning, and then the houses, even

with large squares of glass, never became unbearably hot in

the day. The thermometer at night for the past week
ranged from 40° to 45*^, and onwards up to 85°, and even
90° during midday. Such heat does no harm when there is

no condensed vapour, and the heat rises gradually. We
have been privileged %vith several private notes of failures,

the blossoms falling, shrivelled up, &c. In all these cases

want of early air-giving was the cause. If in these bright

mornings people do not think of looking to a house shut up
the previous night until between eight and nine in the

morning, they must take the consequences, especially with

such trees as Peaches in bloom, and the house facing south

or south-east. It would be much safer to leave air on all

night. Better risk a little frost than a downright scorch.

In the late vinery, now filled with Pelargoniums and bedding

stuff, the Vines are breaking, and to keep them from be-

coming too forward, when we must keep them going, we
threw a little whitened water over the roof, and in this fine

weather gave air all night.

Took the most of th(3 things out of the Fig-house or pit,

and watered with manure water, intending to soak them
well, not at once, but at three times, with a few days in-

terval between. Observed the same plan with Peach trees

against the wall in the orchard-house. Watered the ground

about 2.V feet wide, then in about another week wiU do

as much'more, and so on. When such trees become dry in

winter, and are soaked all at once, the buds and young fruit

are apt to be thrown off. All such operations should tell

gradually. Thinned Grapes in the earliest vinery. In such

fine weather allowed the temperature to fall to about 60° at

night, and after giving air at back early in the morning,

gave no more air, if the heat from the sun did not rise above

85° or 90°. Of course, in such sunny days it would be mere
waste to have sun heat and fire heat combined, so that the

week of bright weather has been a good saving to the coal-

heap. Kegulated Strawberries now bearing nicely, and
potted Melons, &c., for beds and pits. We would now notice

three things.

1. Insects.—Like some other friends, our good instructor,

Mr. Elvers, has rather read us wrong. We have old houses

and old walls, but, on the whole, we are not so troubled with

insects. We used about 1 oz. of tobacco for smoking some
Cucumber plants on Tuesday night, the first smoking we
have given for the season. We were but little troubled with

the brown aphis last season, but we were not free from it

entirely. We think prevention, if possible, is better than

cure, and notwithstanding our care in this way, this aphis

has appeared twice or thrice in our Peach-house this season.

Of course, it was never allowed to multiply. But for chron-

icling our doings just as they happen, we might not have
spoken of such a thing at all. We believe we are indebted

to Mr. Elvers for the mention of quassia water. At any rate

it is a clean remedy, even by itself, for this insect, and,

perhaps, is more effectual. In fact, we believe it is, when
boiled, as advised at page 287, with water and soft soap.

But the insect is very easily destroyed ; even the least

touch with the fingers settles it. The mischief is, that if

one or two escape your fingers and brush, you wOl have

them like ropes of Onions in a few days, if you only let

them alone. As yet they have troubled us but little, but

we wanted to let others know to be on the look-out. Until

about three years ago we never knew the pest, and we should

have been glad if we had never seen it. As already stated,

we look upon this brown aphis as king and go-sernor, not

because he is difficult to kill, but because the increase of

generations is so rapid. The man who sees one will stand

in his own light if he wait to see half a dozen.

As an evidence that we are not so troubled with insects,

we may mention that nothing else except these few brown
aphides have appeared in the above Peach-house, although,

from shortly after the gathering of the fruit last season, it

has been constantly in use for something, and a system of

tier upon tier, and of filling and cramming has been resorted

to, such as is seldom found in nurseries. Gardeners often

bring much of this on themselves, but when once involved

in it cannot easily get out of it. The house is a lean-to.
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about lOA feet wide. During winter the shelves, floor, and
temporary stage beneath the trellis were filled with bed-
ding plants. These were removed, and plants needing
a little heat introduced, and now these are being removed
to make way for others. At present, besides these tem-
porary occupants, there are four row of Strawberries the
full length of the house, some ripening, others swelling,
and some in bloom; and with all these varieties there has
been no necessity for using even a puff of tobacco. The
Cucumbers, the other night, and a few pots of Verbenas
that had a little fly, are as yet the only plants, since last

autumn, that have ever been smoked. Though this is the
case, we are none the less obliged to Mr. Elvers, and to his

mention again of the quassia water. We recommend it

especially to ladies, for using to Eoses, &c., with a brvish
with a lougish handle, as it is so cleanly, and a little practice
wiU prevent any dropping on their gloves or garments.
But for being behind with our work, we should have tres-

passed on Mr. Elvers to see his Apricots in pots, as with
them we have as yet done little, and would like to have a
fair start. As stated several times, we have no objection
whatever to the pot system, except the watering, when
water is scarce. We believe we are only beginning that
system, and that the time will come when much smaller
plants and pots will be used, in order that the plants in full

bearing may stand in ornamental vases on the dining-table,
when, of course, pots will be used to suit the vases. The
takmg such plants to the table with the pots mossed or tied
round with ornamental paper, will ever be miserable at-

tempts at refined taste.

2. Birds.—We have tried white worsted and black worsted,
white, black, and red cotton, and, like windmills and guys,
they all do good for a time ; but then the birds soon become
used to them. We have seen the roguish torn tit, and the
impudent spai-row, if the thread was strong enough, sitting
on it and swinging backwards and forwards in high glee, like
a parrot on its swing perch. However, all these means,
though not giving security with us, act as preventives, and
notwithstanding aU our outcry, if now let alone we will be
pretty well for the small fruit. The Gooseberries are now
so green as to be very nearly out of danger. Our opinion is,

that we have had more benefit this season from syringing
the bushes with a mixture of cowdung. soot, and lime, so as
to make the buds unsavory. When that is mixed thin in a
tub, and the operator puts on an old sack, or a mat tied
round him, and uses the nozzle end of an old syringe, re-
gulating the discharge with his hand, he will go over a
great breadth in a short time. However, we advise all

those who may abhor such work, to try the thread method,
which will be effectual as a deterrent until the birds be-
come used to it. Since the fine weather set in, the birds
have troubled us but little. If they would be content with
their share, anything and everything, and any mode of
frightening them, are better than killing them, as no doubt
they do up good, when they neither pilfer buds nor fruit,
and there is something quite out of character in the report
of guns amid the quiet that should be associated with the
garden.

3. Boilers and their Position.—As coming in our way, we
may state that boilers should be set quite free of the place
to be heated by them, and so that they can be examined with-
out interfering with the chimney that takes off the products
of combustion. When houses, or a series of pits are to be
heated, and the fire is intended to play not only on the
inside but over the whole of the outside of the boiler, it is
often deemed economical to thrust a part, if not the whole,
of the boiler thus to be covered over inside of the houses or
pits to be heated. It would often be truer economy to have
such a boiler wholly outside, and so that the wliole could
be easily examined without interfering with the house,
chimney, &c. We have a boiler so placed, fully ono-half
inside of a pit, the boiler heating throe pits. About three
years ago, after working some fifteen years, one of the sides—that farthest from the chimney, and next the flue n-ave
way. To reach it we were forced to open the flue outside,
and also to sacrifice the crop in the first division of the pit,
so as to get down to the boiler. We then, as we detailed!
squeezed in an iron plate, which has stood ever since. Last
week the other side gave way, the water pouring out about
the centre of the side. This side we were anxious to reach

from the outside ; but then there was the chimney at that
side, and then a four-inch return-pipe stood right in our
way. We could easily have reached it from the inside of
the pit by removing earth, clinkers, and brickwork; but
then we knew that our Cucumbers in bearing, and Vines in
bloom, would be destroyed, or much injured. We therefore
gave up the idea of plating the side of the boUer, as we
could not reach it without breaking a hole inside ; and as
pulling out the boiler was not to be thought of, with so
many tender things in the three pits depending on it, we
merely cleaned out the flue on that side, damped it well,

and filled it as high with wet bricks and Portland cement as
went considerably above the leakage in the boiler. These
bricks had to be shoved along and fastened and levelled
with a long-handled spatula, the bricks and cement being
squeezed up to the side of the boiler. As far as we recollect,

we used about three courses of brick-on-bed. This still left

a good portion of the side of the boiler exposed. As a tem-
porary measure it has answered admirably, the rapid leakage
being quite stopped, though of course the fire wUl not have
quite the same effect on the outside of the boiler. We
would have had little faith in the cement if the heated air

passed below it, but it may stand a long time with the
heated air passing above it. When the heat of summer
comes, means must be used for setting a fresh boiler. The
want of a boiler in such weather as we had a fortnight ago
would have been ruinous, and any temporary tinkering to
insure its working was an object to be aimed at. After
emptying the boiler, all the bricking, &c., was done in a few
hours. Our object in thus relating the misadventure is

simply to state our conviction that, if the boiler had stood
in the stoke-hole, and not mostly in the pit, we could have
uncovered its side, and jammed against it a piece of plate-

iron covered with red lead, in much less time, and we would
have had more faith in the irou than in the bricks and
cement. We could not get at the side without destroying
the Cucumbers in the pit.

Though, as a matter of caution, and to show that some-
thing may be done in an extremity, we thus mention about
this boiler, we do not wish it to be inferred that we are
always in trouble about boilers. In a quarter of a century
we have certainly replaced one, and we have tinkered this

pit one, which should be replaced this summer. There are

old boilers here, old when they came under our care, and
likely to continue in working order, as far as we can judge,
so that however old-fashioned they are, they so far answer
the purpose. Such misadventures as the above, too, whilst

they do nothing to disprove the economy of the large single-

boiler theory, show the importance of having another boUer
to act in a case of emergency. Imagine a single boiler

that alone heats some dozen forcing-houses and plant-houses,

giving way in such weather as we had in 1S60 and 1861

!

We may also mention, that without any great leaning to the
material of boilers, most of the failures we have met with
and known, took place with wrought-iron boilers.

OKNAMENTAL DEPAETJIENT.

Much the same as last week, cutting edges, rolling,

digging, pruning, and potting, inserting cuttings, and turn-

ing out great quantities of bedding plants into temporary
beds, where they cin be protected until after the middle of

May. On nothing as yet have we discovered an insect. The
word protected, above noticed, must be kept in mind, for we
cannot expect this weather to last, and there may yet be
cold winds and sharp frosts before the 20th of May. Some
are already complaining that their plants have been much
injured by the strong sun ; but all Eudden changes must be
avoided or neutralised. Plants are just like children, they
seem to know and show gratitude to those who love them,

and enter into all their little wants and wishes. There may
be the strictest attention and duty so called, but these will

never insure the growths and results of kind affectionate

interest.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEH^ED.
J. Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne, Somersetshire.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Beddinrj Plants.

Butler & McCullooh, Covent Garden Market, London.—^
' Price List of Arjricvltural Seeds. March, 1865.
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COVEXT GAEDEN MAUKET.—Apeil 15.

In consequence of the change in the weather darins the past week, the

market is more plentifully supplied, and prices have become proportionably

lower.

FEUIT
s. d

ipples ...^ sieve 2 to 4
Apricots doz.

Chestnuts bush. 14 20
Filberts lOOlbs. -10

Cobs do. 50 fiO

Grapes lb. 1.5 30
Lemons 100 5 10

i. ». d

Oran»es 100 6 OtoU
Peara (kltchen|...bu3h. 8 12

dessart Unz. 3 10

Pine Apples lb. 10 H
Plums g sieve
Strawberries oz. 1

Waluuts. ...bush. 14 2')

VEaSTABLES.

Artichokes each
Asoara^us bundle
Bean^Br^ad \ sieve

Kidnev 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSprouts J sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliaowcr do;:.

Celerv bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
Fennel .; bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

s.
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Flower-gabdkn Pj,anting (5. F.).—We think your plantin^will do very
well, except that the Rosea will not stand like the others ; and the whole
would have told better if you had had a centre clump. (F. X.).—Send the
plan of your garden, with the arrangement which you propose, and we will
comment upon it.

Best Cucu,meek foe Open Ground {S. J/".).—Henderson's A. L. Kidge
Cucumber.
Name of FnoiT (R. A. K. P.).—Easter BeurrC.

Names of Plants ((7. P.).— Barttamia pomiformis. iA Sjihscriber).—
1, Diilyraodon heteromallum (?) ; 2. D. purpureura ; 3, Jangerntiannia
bident;it^

; 4, Dicranum scoparium ; .5, Tricho'ttoraum aciculare; 6,Hypnom
capressiforme; 7. H, striatum; 8, Dicranum scoparium; 9, Hypnnm ruta-
bulum (?) ; 10. Gymnostomum pvriforme; U, irircbantia sp. ; 12, Hypnum
splendens. (C. P.).—.\splenium' cicutarium. (F. D., i>ers/iore) .—LiBtrea
decomposita. Clip down the Fern with a pair of scissors.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSEEVATIONS in tlie Suburbs of London for tlie Week ending AprU 15tli.

Date.
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the original "sports ? " Ah ! who ? Why I believe that

the same Almighty hand that created these beautiful little

songsters, created our beautiful varieties of Pigeons in the

forms in which we have them, except such as we know to be

spurious crosses.

We know there are many (but a minority), who hold Mr.

Brent's theory; but, then, they also think that the huge
bloodhound and the Blenheim spaniel are from a common
stock. Indeed, I am as little disposed to believe all this, as

I am to believe that we are only " improved" monkeys, and
that we have rubbed off our tails by sitting on them till

nature declines to take the trouble to grow them.—W. H. B.

AN EGG WITHIN AN EGG.
I was induced to address you a few months ago about a

black hen which had become white, your remark being that
such changes were by no means unfrequent among Spanish
fowls. My bird, however, is not of Spanish blood, but of a
mongrel class, of which I would there were fewer.

I am now anxious to make known another curious fact

which has occurred in another farmer's poultry-yard. A
Goose has just laid an egg of the remarkable dimensions of

10^ inches in circumference and 5 inches in length. The
egg was kindly brought to me, and I found the outer shell

(which had been broken with a view to domestic purposes)
contained within it another hard-shelled egg, each egg having
a perfect yolk. Together they must have weighed above 1 lb.,

as I found that the inner one weighed rather more than
8 ozs. The doer of this strange deed is a venerable bird of

seventeen years, is a regular layer, and, I may mention as an
amiable trait in her domestic life that,, after five of her eggs
had on one occasion been hatched under a hen, she readily
adopted the young brood, and brought them up.—E. 0.,

Eglingham.

COMMENCING BEE-KEEPING—MAEING
ARTIFICIAL SWAEMS.

I AM about commencing bee-keeping, and I do so more
particularly with the intention of introducing the humane
and depriving system among my neighbours. This is a bee
country, but, save a solitary glass filled in the gardens of the
gentry, the sulphur-pit is the order of the day. I have a
Woodbury straw frame-hive, which I hope to experimentalise
with, as much to show my neighbours what may and can be
done as with any object advantageous to myself. Being
practically ignorant I must seek for advice, and I write for

information on two points—first, in making artificial swarms
with the frame-hive how far must you remove the old hive
with the brood in (who are to rear a queen) from its original
place ? and if only a few yards, will not all the bees forsake
the frame hive and retui-n to the queen and the all-but-
empty hive ? Is any particular management required ?

The next point is this—in order to introduce the humane
system I mean to drive the bees from the stalls that are to
be taken far and near all round my neighbourhood, take
them home, unite them or not as may be required, feed them,
and for half the expense see if I cannot obtain good swarms
for the ensuing spring. As this plan became known the
owners would look twice before they gave their bees away,
and I should find that it would be adopted by all as a matter
to their own advantage ; and thus I should attain the object
I had in view, the abolition of the brimstone-pit.—M. D.

[In making artificial swarms it is certainly well to remove
the old hive to as great a distance as may be convenient, in
order to guard against its being deserted too completely.
This evil may, however, be in some measure obviated by
confining the bees* for I'our-and-twenty hours after their
removal, during which period their excitement will abate,
Iroyal cells will be started, and the permanent population

"" be increased by the hatching of perhaps some hundreds
young bees. When forming stocks with condemned bees

in autumn it is necessary to unite several in order to insure
a sufiicient population to build combs freely. The experi-

ment is unquestionably very interesting, but we have found
I practice that, setting aside the risk of failure, stocks

• Ample Tentilation must of course be afforded them during their impri-
sonment.

formed in this way cost just as much as purchased swarms.
The best mode of utilising condemned bees in autumn is to

employ them in strengthening other stocks which are in-

tended to stand the winter. We shall be glad to be informed
of the result of your operations.]

BEES NOT WOEKING IN GLASSES—EAISING
A SUPEE.

Can you tell me why my bees will not work in glasses ?

These are of all shapes, and generally quite wet inside.

I have a good stock, with a straw super full of comb.
Should I allow the bees to fill the super with honey first, or

place a box between the stock and super at once ? Is it of

any use giving them extra room when once they cluster

outside the mouth of the hive ? or must I either di-ive them
or let them swarm ?

—

Dumpling.

[It is not always easy to induce bees to work in glasses,

but this reluctance may generally be overcome by furnishing

them beforehand with some clean worker-comb. Moisture

from the heated air of the hive is always liable to condense

in the interior of glasses used as supers. If your straw

super be of full size, it may not be advisable to raise it on
a box ; at any rate you should let the bees take possession

of it, and pretty well fill it with honey before doing so. Mere
clustering at the mouth of the hive is by no means decisive

as to the fact of its being too late to afford bees additional

room.]

BEE-BEOOD DYING.
The piece of honeycomb which I left at your office is a

fair specimen of the condition of a hive which I lately found

to contain no live bees. It was very strong in the autumn,
and even on March 16th, when I found the bees dead, there

were perhaps 3 lbs. or 4 lbs. of honey left, but very dark in

colour. Some of the bees were not dead, but in a kind of

stupor, from which they did not recover. A great number
lay on the floor-board quite dead, and they, as well as the

whole of the hive, were of a very dark colour. From the

above data can you inform me the cause of death, whether
disease, or only a common case of failure ? I am not quite

sure, but believe the bees had occupied the same hive for at

least three years.

—

Smith.

[The comb which accompanied your letter contained brood

in various stages, but all in an advanced state of decomposi-

tion, and in appearance very much resembling foul brood,

to which indeed we were at first disposed to refer it. On a
more minute examination, however, we discovered some
points of difference, which induce us to believe that the

brood died of cold some months ago, and that the bees have
since been unable to remove it. With regard to the mortality

among the bees themselves, it would appear to have resulted

from the effects of the late severe and protracted winter.

That the c[ueen remained healthy and vigorous almost to

the last may be inferred from the fact that we found eggs
in nearly all the apparently empty cells.]

STEAIGHTENING COMBS IN WOODBUEY
FEAME-HIVE.

In your Journal of October 11th, 1864, I mentioned that

the combs in my Woodbury frame-hive had got out of the

perpendicular, and I was directed to set them straight any

warm day in April or May, and set them fast by clips of tin,

&c. Now, how am I put them straight ? I fear that if I

have to pare them away much I shall destroy a lot of brood,

and I do not know the best way of making them fast with

these clips when straightened. I have just written to order

another frame-box, and as soon as I have your answer I pur-

pose trying the experiment and shifting each frame, as I do

it, into the new box. I suppoSfe I cannot do better as a first

step, than follow the directions given in the Number for

March 7th, headed " Bee-driving in Frame-hives."

Can I in any way convert a bar-hive, already filled, into a

frame-hive without weakening or injuring the present stock ?

—A. W. B.

[Crooked combs should not be pared but straightened.
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just as you would straighten a bent wire, and kept straight

by such temporary appliances as your ingenuity may suggest.
It will be best to get rid of the bees entirely by driving
them in the ordinary way into an empty box, which must
take the place of the hive. Convey the latter into a room
with a fire (the kitchen, we should say), shut the doors and
windows, and having previously cleared the table operate
thereon at your leisure. If any combs be attached to more
than one frame they must be partially or even sometimes
wholly detached, set flat, and then secured in their proper
places by means of wire, strips of wood, and zinc clips in the
manner recommended in page 18 of the fifth edition of
" Bee-keeping for the Many " (wherein, however, the printer
has inverted the woodcut to our everlasting confusion).

When the job is completed to your satisfaction, return the
hive to its place in the apiary, remove the crown-board, and
knock the cluster of bees out of their temporary domicile
on to the top of the exposed bars. They will " skedaddle"
down between the combs with the utmost alacrity, and the
crown-board may then be replaced. The whole, or nearly
the whole, of the temporary supports may be removed at

the expiration of twenty-four hours, but if any combs are
not then firmly fixed, such as are requu-ed should remain a
day longer.

You may readQy convert a bar-hive into a frame-hive by
enlarging it from front to back as much as is necessary, but
the bees and combs must be shifted into another domicile
whilst the alteration is in progress.]

A QUEEN ENCASEMENT AND DESEETION OF
HIVES.

The pages of my bee journal have been opened but
seldom during the discouraging season which we have so

long been passing through, and upon those occasions only

for the purpose of entering some uninteresting or common-
place observation, or to note some necessary operation ; but
to have at last a notable stir in our apiary, although it may
have involved the loss of a hive, is rather welcome than
otherwise, as an indication that we may now, backward
though we certainly are, look forward to some few observa-

tions worthy of notice and of a place in the above-mentioned
journal.

Although the instance of queen encasement which has

just come under my observation is but one of many I have

witnessed, yet the attention of apiarians having lately been
called to this subject, I am induced to narrate one more
such instance, although it may not, in its general features,

vary much from some others, and, perhaps, will not offer

anything new to those who may have turned their attention

to this phenomenon.
The 30th of March, although ushered in with a rather

sharp frost, with the long-continued easterly and northerly

winds still exercising a retarding influence upon our back-

ward and too quiet apiary, yielded in the afternoon of that

day to a more genial sun, affording me some little oppor-

tunity of judging of the prosperity and strength of my
hives, and certainly I felt a little cheered at the increased

animation exhibited pretty generally throughout the apiary.

One stock, more especially, of bees driven from a cottager's

doomed hive in September last, indicated more vigour than

I could have expected, knowing well that the tenants were

but few, and having ascertained beyond doubt that no

robbing or being robbed was the cause of this activity. This

stu', though I knew it not, was a premonitory symptom of

a general exodus of the whole tenants of the hive, showing

how frequently a close observer may be misled in the

external indications of a colony of bees. I did not witness

it, having left the spot at the time they must have issued,

neither had I any cause to suspect their having taken

such a step until quite late in the day, when, in casually

passing a hive, I was startle* at observing a dense cluster

of bees at the entrance. Of course I well understood what

it indicated—namely, the encasement of a queen ; surely it

could not be their own sovereign, whom I knew to be a fine

fertile one, young bees playing out in some numbers that

very day. Still, with some misgivings, I at once commenced
an inspection of the hive, an eight-bar box ; first, one middle

comb was raised, brood in all stages, and bees far more

numerous than I expected to find them, but no queen

;

another comb, ditto ; a third, one side carefully inspected,

no queen ; but turning it, there she was—a beauty—pacing
over the comb, all right, to my great satisfaction. So this

imprisoned queen which, of course, I rescued previous to an
inspection of the hive was some poor unfortunate wanderer.
It did not strike me that I should look for the queenless hive
amongst the quietest, rather did I expect an indication of

that unfortunate condition in the most restless, at least,

after the lapse of some little time ; but no, all continued to

drop in quietly, except one, and that one the very hive I
alluded to as manifesting more than usual activity, so I at

once turned it up, a straw hive, and beheld not a bee. Here,
then, we have a case of the desertion of a clean, healthy hive,

well stored with honey, a fertile queen, as eggs and advanced
larvae indicated, a case also of fraternising with an adjoining

hive, and also of violent antipathy towards, and encasement
of, the poor queen. I should like to have the opinion of

those who may have experienced a simUar combination of

events, for it is not clear to me why the bees should have
deserted their hive.

I have another instance of desertion to narrate, which has
turned out highly satisfactory. A late cast from a second
swarm of last season, occupying a very old, but clean and
wholesome butt, with combs worked down about half way, and
a very fair number of bees gathering poUen, and looking

promising, deserted on the 31st of March. This hive I had
marked as intending to drive and transfer combs and all to
one of my tan hives, but the bees have forestalled me,
shifting their quarters quietly, singularly enough, to a tan
hive, not, however, the one I was preparing for their recep-

tion. Although in my garden at the time I was unaware
from whence the bees which filled the air proceeded, and
I was too anxious in watching the movements of the swarm
to ascertain. I soon observed a gradual concentration of

their forces towards my large open bee-shed, containing its

six hives, three of them tan, two of the latter in a pros-

perous condition, the other scanty in population and with a
somewhat doubtful queen, and which I purposed strengthen-

ing in due time with a swarm. Now, I hoped the bees

would fraternise with this hive, with or without a sovereign

at their head, neither was hope long deferred, for presently

I had the pleasure of watching them pouring into this hive,

and also saw and captured a very fair queen, which I at

once presented at the entrance ; a welcome was accorded to

the bees, and peace has since reigned, and the old queen,

small and insignificant, was ejected three days subse-

quently.

We had now to look for the deserted hive, and found it to

be the one above-mentioned. Why did they desert it, there

being brood in all stages and many young bees which we
had to transfer to their new hive ? So there is no mistake

as to this tan meeting with the approval of the bees. I

expected the new and old tenants of this hive would aU of

them shortly return and partake largely of its sweets ; but

no, not a bee approached it for a day. Knowing, however,

that sooner or later, indiscriminate robbery would induce a

terrible state of excitement in my garden, I transferred a

few lots of the bees upon sweetened paper to the hive, and

soon found they possessed the monopoly of its contents, no

doubt, to the great improvement of the state of their

diminishing larder.

—

Geokge Fox, Kingshridge, Devon.

I

OUE, LETTER BOX.
BitEDt Fowls tAngUcus).—V/e faw some of these fowls very recently

in the Zoologicil Gardens at Amsterdam. We think there are three varieties

—Black, Grey or Cuckoo, and White. They are fine birdn. and have many
good qualities. They are noticed in "The PouUry-Booli for the Many." M
IvT EonsD Fowt-HoosK ((? i»'. 5.).—It will not injure the fowls. ^
SrEWAETON HlYES-SlZE OF THE PAVILION IN NuTT'S HIVES (F. T.

Kirkhy Loiiadalei.—'M.r. W. EaRlesham. Stewarton, Ayr.-hire, manufac-

tures Stewartoo hives. His advertisement, with prices, appeared In oar

Journal of March 28 and April 4th. Thirteen Inches sciuare by nine inches

deep is a good size for the central compartment ot a NuLt's collateral

hive.

Enticing Bees (An Old Suhsirihcr, Murpelh].—The only mode of

enticing bees from their home is by placing hives, either wholly or partially

Hlled with comb, in the naighbourhood of an apiary with the view of

ultracting swiirms to enter them. This practice cannot be too strongly

reprobated, but can only be guarded against by increased vigilance during

the swarming season.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Day
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25
26
27
28
29
30
1
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Week.
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Th
F
8
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APRIL 25-MAT 1, 1865.

St. Mark. P. Louis of Hesse
Wild Tulip flowers. [Born, 1843.

Strawberry flowers.

Lilac flowers.

Harebell flowers.

2 Sunday after Eastrr.
St. Philip & St. James. Prince

[Arthur Born, 1850.

Averajre Temperature
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200 runners to spare. The plantations of Eliza in all ages
are most beautiful. About three plants and a half at the
first picking will fill a dessert dish. The plantations of this
kind were last year picked five and six times clean, being
always drenched with water after picking. I supplied the
dijeHner at Kensington last year with more Strawberries
than could be eaten. The sorts were Eliza, Wonderful, and
Empress Eu:,'enie. They seemed to give great satisfaction,

I never had a finer array of Strawberry plants than now,
nor in more splendid condition. They look like clumps of
Firs. The question of " G. S.," at the same page, Mr. de
Jonghe must answer for himself. I suppose he meant that
when yoii take up a plant in spring with the soil caked you
must slacken it with your band. If you do not mean to
crop it, it is best to shake it out clean. Pot Rose plants,
if the soil around them in the pot is clayey, should always
be slackened with the hand before they are'planted.—W. K.
Radcltpfe, Tarrant Busliton, Blandford.

A FEW WOEDS ABOUT CHISWICK.
"P. E. H. S.," at page 244 of The Jooknal of Hoeti-

CULTUEE, with great good sense disposes of Mr. Bateman's
speech, and writes tiuly, feelingly, and practically, on the
condition of Chiswick and its prospects. I, as a pi-actical
horticulturist, feel more concerned about the interests of
Chiswick than about the inconsiderate words of Mr. Bate-
man; and I crave space in your columns to oifer my thanks
to "F. E. H. S.," and record my esteem for a true "Old
Fellow" on the side of gardening.
My introduction to gardening was under Mr. J. D' , one

of the most accomplished gardeners that took a diploma at
Chiswick when " The Chiswick of the past was before its
day." From my learned master I imbibed a regard for
Chiswick, and learned much from its journals or transac-
tions. Chiswick was the object of my first visit to London;
although then beginning to totter, there was much to
instruct and interest. I saw a slight revival under my
lamented friend Mr. G. McEwen, and recently I saw Chis-
wick in what is stvled " a most efficient state." Such
effrontery is past belief. I wish here to state that I bring
no charge or insinuation against the respectable men who
conduct the work at Chiswick. I speak of Chiswick Garden
as being one of a public char.acter, which was esteemed in
the progress of horticulture, but is now in a state of neglect
as regards the objects for which it was founded. It has
been stated that some of the chief objects for which Chis-
wick Garden was founded having been accomplished, it is

no longer important to that end. Wliy, the same loose
remarks might be applied to the leading universities in
England, Scotland, and Ireland.
Most firmly do I believe that a high school of gardening

is now more needed than ever it was. The duties and
requirements of a gardener have not only immensely in-
creased, but are of a much higher order, and require more
methodical training. I know that Chiswick, to be of any
practical good, must be under the direction of practical
talent; that the superintendent must be a man of la'ge
experience, familiar with the highest interests ol gardening,
and (;ive his labour with undivided attention to improve and
develope the resources of the garden.
The present arrangements at Chiswick ai-e opposed to the

progress of iiorticulture, and if I did not believe, with your
COiTespondent " F. R. H. S.," that Chiswick has yet valuable
resources, I would not trouble yon with a remark on Chis-
wick in its present state. Kew would never injure Chiswick
if the crardun were conducted as a garden of enlightened
experiment and progress.

Mv empU>yer—an "Old Fellow"—goes to Cliiswick and
complains that the neglected slate of the arboretum, and the
trei s without names, and walks in bad order, make a visit

atrial; in the houses he sees certain plants that interest
him, but finds they are without names. The Vines, as a
collection, are interesting, and in the right place; the hardy
fruit trees are anotlier established feature ; but what can
be said of any speciul plan or system of culture ? In
speaking of the iruit trees, I am not unmindful of the
services of Mr. It. Thompson. Now, Chiswick, as it should
be, would be a great aid as a standard of fruit culture ; it

should also be a position for a young gardener to acquire a
fellowship, and give a status and finish to young men of
character, which rarely or never can be acquired in private
gardens.— C. M. D.

VISITS TO GAEDENS PUBLIC AND PEIYATE.
Mb. B. S. Williams's, Victoria and Paeadisb

Nurseries, Hollowat.
When I last visited Mr. Williams's, the Victoria Nursery

was quite in an embryo state, and all the energies of this
rapidly rising establishment were concentrated in the Para-
dise Nursery Now, however, I saw a great change, and
indications of a still greater one. Independently of the
houses that have arisen since I was there, others are in pro-
gress of erection, and before long nearly the whole of the
ground will be covered with glass. The more valuable pro-
ductions, for whose culture Mr. Williams is so noted, are
beinsr removed there, and hereafter the older nursery will

be given up to mors hardy things, while the general nursery
stock will be grown at some distance. London is now so
rapidly, like the fabled cuttle-fish, extending its great ten-
tacula on every side, drawing into its capacious maw the
green fields and open spaces that men now only in middle
life played in when boys—that perforoe the nurseryman,
who desires healthy stock must seek space elsewiiere, and
even the foot of Highgate Hill is too much in London, to
attain this.

Two features particularly struck me in looking over Mr.
Williams's varied stock—the very line specimen plants that
he possesses, and the rich and varied selection of new, rare,

and choice plants. The greater portion of the former are
contained in the new show conservatory which he his built
at the entrance of the Victoria Nursery, at the bottom of
Highgate Hill. This beautiltil building, certainly one of
the finest in the neighbourhood of London, is 100 feet long
by 40 feet wide, with a broad walk up the centre, wide
enough for crinoline in its most capacious days—days which,

all gardeners will rejoice to hear are on the wane. These
specimens Mr. Williams has been gathering together from
various sources, more especially from the continent. Many
of them are arranged in pai;--i—two fine pair's of Yucca
variegata, said to be the finest'in growth, a pair of Yucca
Stokesii, Zamias, Cycas revoluta, Dracaena indivisa and
lineata, Chamterops excelsa, Dractena draco. Rhododendron
Nuttallii, again showing splendidly for bloom, and other
plants of a similar showy character and in fine condition

;

interspersed with these are some magnificent specimens of
tree Ferns. Cyathea dealbata, medullaris, and excelsa,

DLcksonia antarctica, Cibotium princeps and Schiedei. were
amongst the very fine ornamental Ferns tliat thus adorn
this house. The last of these deserves a passing notice.

The fluffy down that envelopes the young fi-onds is one of
the most certain styptics that I know, and any one who
grows large Ferns would be really conferring a benefit on hia

ntighbnurs by growing it. It was only the other day that
in 1 rnning I sliced off a Large piece of uiy thumb. Having
some of tliis by me I applied it, and although the wound
gave great promise of bleeding profusely, it instantly stopped
it. The collection of Yuccas, and Dracaenas, and allied

plants in this house is alone worth the journey for those who
admire such things. Passing out of this house, of which
there is the leas need to say much, as an excellent descrip-

tion and engraving of it appeai-ed in the last volume of Thb
JouiiNAL OF HoETicuLTUBE, into the garden, there is a large
Fern-house in course of erection, and ground is being pre-

paied for five span-roofs for Orchids. &c. We then come to

a greenhouse, in which is a nice stock of Heaths and hard-
wooded plants, such as Aphelexis, Genetyllis, Boronia, Dra-
cophylluui, well set for bloom, and in very healthy condition.

In a Pinivhouse was a large coUeetiou of young Pines,
including a goodly number of what is said to be one of the
finest in cultivation, and which I have seen largely grown in
France—Charlotte Rothschild. In another house was a
largo stork of Geraniums, including Beck's new greenhouse
Pflargoniums, and someZonate of Mr, Williams's own—Annie
Williams, in the way of Mrs. Milford, and Golden Nugget.
Mr, Williams speaks highly of Variegated Stella as a good
addition to the Nosegay section with variegated leaves.
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Facing the other entrance to the Nursery are two small
houses, in which are some fine specimens of Azaleas, com-
prising- some of the newest and best kinds.

The Paradise Nursery still retains a Large number of those
valuable plants for which Mr. Williams's establishment is

so famous. Thus in his intermediate-house were fine plants
of Zamia Lehmanni, Cycas circinalis in fruit, Croton picta,

Cyathea elegans, Cyathea Smithii, and some very fine plants
of the very useful Statices—macrophylla, Holfordi, and pro-

fusa, together with a new one not yet named. Here also

were some of those curious half-standard French Epiphyl-
lums, which, however, were a failure. They are appai'ently

grafted on a stove stock, and hence they will not do, as they
were promised, in a n'reenhouse. The Orchid-house, as might
be expected from Mr Williams's high repute as one of the
first cultivators in the kingdom, was exceedingly rich in

kinds, though, sa%-e iu a few instances, one does not expect
to see the fine specimens which are to be seen in such esta-

blishments as Mr. Euoker's, Mr. Warner's, or Mr. Day's

;

while the vigorous health of the plants bore ample testi-

mony to the success which both Mr. Williams and his in-

telligent foreman, Mr. Burton, have attained in the culti-

vation of this beautiful and popular tribe of plants, for now
that the cool-house treataient has proved to be so successful,

it has brought their culture within the reach of a number
of persons who never before thought of it. Bletia sp., very
pretty and sweet; Cypripedium bifiorum ; Soplironitis gran-
diflora, with bright scarlet flowers ; Vanda tricolor and
suavis ; DeuJrobium Dayanura, quite new, with purple lip

;

Cattleya quadricolor, figured iu the last Number of Sir Wm.
Hooker's "Botanical Magazine;" Phala^nopsis Sohilleriana,

amabilis, and grandiflora; Dendrobium intermedium, very
delicate in its colouring, were amongst tliose in flower.

Besides these, there were Vanda gigantea and Batemani,
Oncidium sarcodes, and other new and rare kinds. Some
of the healthiest plants of Ansectochilus that I have seen
were here, and not grown in a case as generally. Fine
plants of setaceus, cordatus, Lobbii, and a new one allied to

Roxburghii, were amongst the most remarkable. Tlie very
fine collection of Sarraceni;is which Mr. Williams exhibited

at the Eoyal Horticultural Society's meetings were also to be
seen here, and some fine-foliaged plants, such as Peperomia
arifolia, Ciiameranthemum reticulatum, and others.

Mr. Williams's collection of Ferns is a very rich one ; and
from the tiniest Fernlet (if we may use such a term) to the
gigantic tree Ferns of New Zealand and Australia, they
are to to be seen here in every condition. The beautiful
Gold Fern, Gymnogramma Laucheana, has produced some
fine seedlings, many of whicli promise to be very distinct

;

while the beautiful young fronds of Lomaria L'Herminieri
show that bright colour is to be had in this beautiful tribe,

for they are of a briglit rosy pink. Gleichenia microphylla,
and a new species allied perhaps to pubescons ; Alsophila
latebros.a, a very rich orange green; Platycerium biforme ;

and Davallia aculeata, with very graceful filiage, were
amongst some of the most remarkable that I noticed.

It were tedious to enumerate the large collection of fine-

foliaged and decorative plants that Mr. Williams has con-

gregated here ; but a few I would fain notice, such as

Nidularia picta, a Bromeliaceous plant, with fine foliage,

and producing .a spike of bright scarlet flowers ; Jacaranda
filicifolia; Oroopan.ax dactylitolium, with its curious, broad,
deeply notched leaf; Tradescantia odoratissima, with bright

blue-tinted fiowers : Maranta striata and '?'an den Heckei,
and Pachycentra Walkeri. a fine basket plant.

It is well known that Mr. Williams is a diligent caterer

for the novelty-seeking public in every way. Be it an Or-
chid or an Arabis, a botanical curiosity or a simple florists'

flower, he is gl.ad to av.ail himself of it to ple;ise those
Athenian characters, who ever want some new thing. Thus,
be has a very curious Fuchsia, in which the flowers, instead
of being pendant, stand upright, making it not only a re-

markable object, but also very desirable for bouquets ; a

beautiful-striped Petunia from Mr. Holland, who is well

known as such a successful raiser ; and a bvilliant-Sowered

Calceolaria, called Bird of Paradise. He has also a very
curious Azalea, unlike any of the striped kinds in cultivation,

called Splendidissiraa, of which I hope to see more by-

and-by. Mr. Williams has also largely imported Lilium
auratum, and, besides that, four or five varieties of a Lily

which the gentleman who sent it to him from Japan says is far

beyond what we have come to regard as the queen of Lilies

;

if so, the lovers of this beautiful tribe have a rich treat in

store for them.
I have endeavoured to give a passing glance at the many

treasures contained in Mr. Williams's two establishments,
and I know have failed to convey anything like an adequate
notion of their value and beauty; but any one who is de-
sirous of seeing with his own eyes is sure to meet a courteous
reception, and if he is at all affected with the floral mania in

any form or shape, it cannot but be that he will catch the
virus in some way or other.—D., Deal.

EOYAL HOETICULTUE.AL SOCIETY.
April 18th.

Floral Committee.—The Committee assembled on this

day, and made the following awards. Mr. Turner, Slough,

exhibited a very superb collection of Azaleas, one mass of

brilliant flowers, which fully occupied one corner of the
council-room. For this the Committee awarded a special cer-

tificate ; and h.aving recommended that one of the Society's

medals should be given for the same, the Council readily

acceded to the proposal, and awarded to Mr. Turner the
silver Banksian n.edal. Mr. Turner also sent a new Bou-
gaiuvillsea with pale jiinkish red bracts, forming a pleasing

contrast with the mauve-coloured varieties— first-class cer-

tificate, and four seedling Auriculas selfs. One named
Godfrey, a dark mulberry purple, a fine flower, received a
first-class certificate ; Auricula Harry, a lighter shade of

the same colour, a second-class certificate. From the same
exhibitor came also a Hybrid Perpetual Rose General de
Hautpoult, and Cineraria Herbert, a nice flower with bright

blue margin.
Mr. Bull, Chelsea, exhibited a gre.at curiosity in the form

of a double Mimulus. The varieties Mimuh.s duplex Ander-

I

soni and Mimulus National were awarded a first-class cer-

j

tifioate. The double form of this Mimulus resembles the
1
Polyanthus known as Hose-in-hose, having the appearance
of one flower being placed in another, the calyx forming a
second flower, and exactly resembling in colour and markings
the true flower. When the flower falls the calyx remains
for some time, the plant having the advantage of appearing
still in full flower. Among the other plants sent by Mr.
Bull were Sedum villosum (?) variegatum, a useful plant
for conservatory decoration—second-class certificate ; Azalea
President Victor Van den Hecke, a small white flower with
bright pink stripes, but too i-ough in the outline ; and Sal-

vadora persica, supposed to be the Mustard plant of Scrip-

ture ; but from the remarks made by the Kev. Mr. Berkeley
there seem to be great doubts as to the identity of the plant.

Hibiscus ferox was too young a plant for its merits to be
de .ndt d upon ; and (.'amellia Coechi was a pretty white-
striped variety, resembling but not equal to many known
sorts in cultivation.

Mr. Jixckson, Kingston, sent two Pelargoniums for early
forcing, but of no merit; and W. W. Saunders, Esq., a col-

lection of interesting plants, and some cut spikes of three

beautiful Aloes, never seen before by many of those present,

who seemed astonished that what are generally supposed
to be uninteresting plants could produce such attractive

flowers. Mr. Saunders gave some hints on the cultivation

of the Aloes. He likewise sent Amaryllis sp., one of those

discovered and sent home by Dr. Welwitch ; Remusati.a vivi-

para, an old plant long known in this country, though but
rarely seen, remarkable for its one solitary gigantic leaf; this

is one of the curious family of Aroids ; also Eulophia sp., a
dark chocolate-flowering Orchid from Brazil, a'ld Scilla

natalensis, with broad green foliage, and a tall spike of

light blue flowers, for which a label of commendation was
aw.nrled.

Mr. Wm. Paul sent Hybrid Perpetual Roses Madame
Emilo Boyau and Princess of Lichtenstein, new light va-
rieties, nearly white. Both of these Roses wiU, be a great
acquisition to every collection. Mr. Osborne, Fulham, had
Bletia sp. from Japan. This pretty purple-flowering plant,

with its graceful foliage, supposed to be nearly hardy, was
discovered by Mr. Fortune, who speaks most highly in its

praise. It received a first-class certificate. Mr. Osborne
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sent also a small collection of other Orchids. Mr. George
Smith, Hornsey Eoad, had Pelargonium Stella Variegatum.
This received a certificate last year. Messrs. Low sent a
beautiful collection of Orchids, for which a special certificate

was given. Among them were fine plants of Dendrobium Dal-
housianum, a very handsome Orchid—first-class certificate;
Erica fragrans from the Cape of Good Hope, with close,

erect, bright pink flowers, delicately scented, a very useful
variety—fivst-class certificate ; and Phalsenopsis sp. pul-
chella (?) from Moulmein, a very small but beautifully-
marked flower. From W. Marshall, Esq., came a collection
of Orchids and other plants, a fine specimen of Phalsenopsis
grandiflora, Odontoglossum Bluntii, said to be the O. Alex-
andra, but not yet proved to be so, a very pretty Orchid

—

first-class certificate ; Tropfeolum, &o. A special certificate

was awarded for the collection. Mr. Parsons sent Gymno-
gramma Parsonsii, a very curious golden and crested Pern

—

first-class certificate ; and G. Cooper, Esq., Dendrobium
nobile, Sophronitis grandiflora, and Azalea Koi des Doubles.
Messrs. Backhouse, York, exhibited a new Anemone, Stellata

fulgens, most brilliant in colour, but a tender plant—first-

class certificate ; and Mr. Williams, Holloway, Pteris sp.,

five-lobed fronds, a very pretty Fern—second-class certifi-

cate ; a fine cut head of flowers of Rhododendron Nuttallii,

with gigantic creamy white flowers as large as dinner
tumblers—special certificate; Amaryllis refulgens, a fine

bright dark scarlet flower, rather deficient in form—second-
class certificate ; Bletia sp. ; Sophronitis grandiflora, a fine

specimen—special certificate. In Mr. Williams's collection

were some beautilully variegated Aloes, and a special cer-
tificate was awarded for it.

Mr. J. Veitch sent four varieties of his beautiful new
Primula cortusoides. These plants, from Japan, are said
to be hardy, and will be most useful among other spring
flowers: three of them, P. alba, nearly white; P. grandi-
flora, pale pink ; and P. amoena, dark rose, received each a
first-class certificate Seedling Rhododendron Henryanum,
with only one large white flower, was likewise shown by the
same firm. A special certificate was awarded for Mr. Veitoh's
collection, which contained many beautiful and rare plants.
M.T Ayres, Biggleswade, exhibited two seedling Zonate Pe-
largoniums and four seedling Conifers named Thujas, but
proved to be Ketinosporas, two of which—Lambertiana and
prona—recfived first-class certificates. Messrs. A. Hender-
son & Co., Pine Apple Place, exhibited a new Begonia of a
climbing liabit, very suitable for baskets ; Eriocarpus reticu-
atfi, O to anax dactylifolium, and Anadenia pnlchella. These
plants l^y some mistake were not entered, and, consequently,
not broUfc;ht before the Floral Committee. Lady Dorothy
Nevill exhibited the curious Nardoo plant, Marsilia macropus.
This plant is said to be eaten as a salad by the Australian
cannibals.

Feuit Committee.—A collection of finely-coloured Apples,
consisting ot upwards of sixty varieties, and all of them in
an excellent state of preservation, was shown by Mr. Rivers

;

but as he expressly stated in a letter accompanying the col-

lection, that they were intended for the scientific meeting,
ana not for the Committee, they were not adjudicated on.
From Lady Dorothy Nevill came fruit of the Loquat (Erio-

botrya juponica) ; and from Mr. Lee, Clevedon, near Bristol,

throe dishes of Apples, one of which resembled the Holland-
bury. Roundway Magnum Bonum, which had previously
been submitted to the Committee and received a first-class

ceriificate, was again shown by Mr. Turner, of Slough ; and
Mr. Melville, gardener to the Earl of Roseberry, Dalmeny
Park, Etinburgh, sent two kinds of Sprouts, one of them
called Tom Thumb being very dwarf, but neither of them
equal to Brussels Sprouts.

At the scientific meeting held on the 18th inst., W. Wil-
son Saunders, Esq., presided, and the awards of the Floral
Committee having been read by the Rev. Joshua Dix, the
Eev. M. J. Berkeley proceeded to point out and comment
on the most remarkable of the objects exhibited. He first

directed attention to the fine collection of Apples sent by
Mr. Rivfrs, who accounted for their high colour and excellent
preservation, first, by their having been kept in a cool cellar
with a temperature of 44" all the winter, and second, by the
season having been dry, and their being produced in an open

exposure. The fruit of the Eriobotrya japonica or Loqnat,
from Lady Dorothy Nevill, was then briefly alluded to; also

the Marsilia macropus or Nardoo plant, on the fruit or

sporangia of which the expedition of Burke and Wills lived.

Spores were allied in their nature to the pollen of Phaeno-

gams, and Mr. Berkeley mentioned as a curious fact that the
pollen of a species of Typha was sold for food in the bazaars
of the East. Dendrobium Dalhousianum, Odontoglossum
Alexandras, and a species of Bletia, which was of interest

from its being likely to prove nearly, if not quite, hardy,
and the magnificent spike of Phatenopsis grandiflora from
the garden of Mr. Marshall, of Enfield, were then pointed

out, and with respect to the last Mr. Berkeley mentioned
that the stem of the Bornean Phala;nopsis is always brown,
whilst that from the Phillipines is green. In reference to

variegated Yuccas, it was remarked that if plants grown in

heat were removed to a cooler temperature the variegation

was more marked in consequence of the chlorophyll being
more fully developed in the cold. Mr. Berkeley, in speak-
ing of Gymnogramma Parsonsii, stated that spores taken
from the normal parts of Ferns usually produced seedlings

of the usual character of the plant, whilst those from ab-

normal parts produced abnormal plants. With reference to

the new red Bougainvilleea, he believed that it was the result

of a cross between B. speciosa and B. glabra, the bracts of

the former being obtuse, whilst those of the latter were
cuspidate. A plant of considerable interest was that sent

by Mr. Bull as the Mustard-tree of Scripture (Salvadora

persica), and which was the only species in the genus. He
had his doubts, however, whether this pl.mt was really the

one alluded to in the parable, for the name of one plant was
sometimes in the course of time transferred to another,

thus the old Primrose was our Daisy, and the old Eglan-
tine was certainly not our Sweet Briar. Dr. Royle, how-
ever, who was the botanist that had bestowed most atten-

tion on the plants of Scripture, considered the one before

them to be the true Mustard tree. It certainly grew to

be a tree 20 feet high on the shores of Lake 'I'iberias,

where the parable was spoken ; but Dr. Hooker had in-

formed him (Mr. Berkeley) that when in Palestine ha
saw Sinapis nigra all over the country, that it there

grew 10 feet high, and that the Salvadora, on the contrary,

was a rare plant; and he (Mr. Berkeley) thought that

the balance of evidence was in favour of the Mustard of

Scripture being the same as our own. Mr. Veitoh's new-

Primulas and Rhododeildron, Messrs. Backhouse's Anemone
fulgens, Mr. Williams's head of Rhododendron Nuttallii, a
Euphorbia from Mr. Wilson Saunders, Mr. Bull's Mimulua
having the calyx coloured like a second corolla, and other

plants were also pointed out to the meeting.

The Chairman then begged to say a few words with regard

to the plants which he had himself sent. The Amaryllis,

he said, had been discovered by Dr. Welwitch who, like Dr
Livingstone, had started to make observations in the interior

of the continent of Africa, but departing from the other

side. Welwitch, however, was seized with illness and could

not cross, but singularly enough he and Dr. Livingstone

met, and near there this brilliant Amaryllis was found.

Mr. Saunders said, he had likewise sent some Aloes in

bloom, for it was generally thought that these plants were

of little interest, but they were not understood. The com-

mon mode of cultivation was to starve them out of existence,

but this was a great mistake, for under liberal treatment

and with a moist atmosphere they produced some of the

finest of flowers. He had also sent a leaf of Eemusatia vivi-

para remarkable for its great size and short duration. On
first starting into growth the leaf is rolled up like a piece of

paper ; it then begins to expand but is very flabby, it ac-

quires solidity by degrees, but in six weeks from its appear-

ance i1 dies down and the plant smks to rest.

M.ijor R. Trevor Clarke, who possesses nearly every kind

of Cotton grown in this country, offered some observations

on its culture. Discarding the distinctions of annual and

biennial, he said that for cultural purposes the Cottons

might be divided into two distinct races, that of the eastern

and that of the western hemisphere, and each of these races

was divisible into two sections, the early and the late-

flowering. Of the early-flowering kinds of the South Ame-
rican type (Gossypium barbadense), those most likely to

come into the hands of amateurs, were the Sea Island, the
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Egyptian, apparently an inferior race of the same ; the New
Orleans, to which he referred the magnificent Vine Cotton

;

and, lastly, that known by the name of nankinense. The
seeds of this section should be sown in February, or even so

early as January, an important point being to have the
plants strong and woody before the work of reproduction
began. A light soil was most suitable at first, but as they
advanced in growth they required a strong loam, and with
snfficient light, heat, and water, in this they would grow
very vigorously. If red spider made its appearance a moister
atmosphere should be maintained. Ten-inch pots were the
size which he recommended, but if only a pod or two were
required, a smaller size would do. The conditions requisite

for the production of firm wood, short laterals, and well-

fllled pods, were moderate pot-room and a moist atmosphere
during the period of growth. Wihh this treatment the
plants flower about midsummer, and continue flowering till

late in autumn, when they may either be thrown away or

preserved till the following year, when they should be cut

down to the firm wood in spring. With regard to the late-

flowering sorts, they would, perhaps, show a flower or two in

November, and tiien rest for three months till spring, when
growth would recommence. Such kinds should be sown
later than the early ones—-say in April, grown on during
the first year, and fruited in 10-inch pots in the following

season. The principal of such kinds were the AVest Indian
green seed, the Mexican Gulf Hill Cotton the Bourbon, the

Kidney, and the Peruvian. Gossypiura indieum. Major
Clarke stated, should have more heat, good drainage, and
light soil. The small-gowing sorts of this family were well

worthy of cultivation, being pretty stove plants.

Mr. Dix called attention to a piece of Araucaria imbricata

which he had found in a wood near Mr. G. P. Wilson's resi-

dence, at Weybridge, and which, almost iucredible as it

might appear, was, he had been informed, barked by hares and
rabbits, and many trees had been barked in the same way.
The Chairman thought that the mischief was more likely

to have been caused by squirrels, and inquired how high
the trees had been barked. Mr. Dix said 3 or 3 feet. Mr.
Graham stated that he had found train oil, assafostida,

and brimstone .nn efleetual preventive of the attacks of

hares and rabbits, and the application would last for two
years.

Major Clarke begged to direct the attention of the meet-
ing to a small collection of plants which he had sent, as

illustrating a horticultural trick, which was based on the
fact that seeds will remain dormant for a length of time,

when there is no influence to call their vitality into action.

When his friends going abroad offered to send him seeds he
told them he did not want anything of the kind, but if they
would go into the jungle and send him a spadeful of jungle
earth that was all he wanted, but the only person who had
done so was a brother of his. The soil sent home was put
in a moist stove, and in four weeks the pans were alive with
vegetation. Major Clarke concluded by presenting the ladies

with Hyacinths and Primroses which he had brought from
his garden at Daventry.
The proceedings concluded with votes of thanks to Mr.

Eivers and the other exhibitors, and to Major Clarke for his

observations on Cotton.

CROWiSr EAST COUET,
The Seat of A. H. Eoyds, Esq.,

Is about three miles from Worcester. Having introduced
myself to Mr. Cox, the head gardener, with a request to see
around the place, he very willingly consented and acted the
part of a good cicerone, by directing my attention to every-
thing worthy of notice. The first place entered was the
kitchen garden of three acres. It contains a range of
vineries, 120 feet long by 18 feet wide, in three divisions.
Among the Grapes grown is the Alicante, which Mr. Cox
prefers to Lady Downe's. The Alicante is generally sup-
posed to be a synonyme for the Black Prince ; but this
Grape appears to be a distinct variety. There is also another
range, GO feet long by 18 ffeet wide, and likewise in three
divisions. The first contained fruiting Pines, the principal
sorts were Queens, Moscow Queens, Montserrats, and Pro-
vidences J the second division was occupied by Cucumbers

;

and the third division by succession Pine plants. Three
Providence Pines weighed 30 lbs., and thei-e were some good
Queens only fifteen months old, in fruit. Another range of

pits, 68 feet long by 10 wide, in four divisions, contained
Melons, Strawberries, Kidney Beans, &c. In the Fern-pit
were fine specimens of Gymnograramas. All the houses and
pits were heated by one boiler (Walker's) ; the fire passes
through the tubes, it requires no brickwork to set it in,

and it is self-feeding.

All the dwarf, standard, pyramid, and wall-fruit trees

have only been planted five years. They were fine healthy
trees bearing immense crops. Mr. Cox pursues a system
every year with his fruit trees, which, to judge by his crops,

is worthy of adoption. In tlie November of one year he
lifts the points of the roots, and the following season he
lifts the base of the tree. The collection of Apples included
good examples of Cellini, Hawthorndeu, weighing 18 ozs.

each ; Warner's King, a lemon-coloured Apple weighing
19J- ozs. ; Blenheim Orange, beautifully coloured : indeed,

the bright and rich colour? of all fruit attest the genial

climate and fertile soil of Worcestershire. It may be well

to mention, that those styled pyramids are upright trees,

from 3 to 6 feet high, and upwards. These are kept pruned
to furnish branches all round the stem. Of the collection

of Pears, the following were conspicuous for size and quality :

—Beurre Diel, which is kept thin of branches to admit suffi-

cient air amongst its large foliige ; Easter Beurre; Knight's
Monarch, Thompson's, a most delicious first-rate Pear;
Ne Plus Meuris, one of the best late Pears, although not so

handsome as some ; Louise Bonne of Jersey ; Glou Morceau

;

Bergamotte Esperen, a first-rate late Pear; Van Mons
Leon le Clerc, a first class Pear, ripe about Christmas;
Beurre de Ranee; Jean de Witte, of the nature of Glou
Morceau, but keeping longer and not quite so rich ; Black
Pear of Worcester, a very good Pear for stewing, and which,

becomes red in cooking. This must be a very old Pear, for

it is said that Queen Elizabeth in one of her progresses

through the country, observed that they were planted in

the High Street, Worcester.
A sheltered situation on the slope of the hill was chosen

for the house, which has lately been erected. It is a com-
modious building, commands a view of several lakes, the
resort of wild ducks, widgeons, &a., and has flower-beds on
grass in front. The pleasure grounds are furnished with
young vigorous specimens of Juniperus excelsa, about 7 feet

high ; Araucaria excelsa, 8 feet high ; Picea pinsapo ; Cryp-
tomeria japonica, 13 feet high; a beautiful specimen of Libo-
cedrus chilensis (the Chilian Arbor Vitse), an exceedingly

pretty conical tree, from the Andes of Cbili, where it grows
from 60 to 80 feet high; Portugal Laurels, 10 feet high and
only planted six years ; a good variety and large specimen
of Pampas Grass; Lime trees; double white Hawthorns;
and Turkey Oaks, one of them a magnificent specimen.
There is a beautiful little chapel, in the Gothic style, con-
tiguous to the house and embosomed in shrubs. A short

distance from the house is high ground commanding ex-

tensive prospects around Malvern and along the slopes of

its picturesque hills and rich valley, celebrated for its beauti-

ful sCfuery, over an extent of country twenty miles in length.

The prospect includes the woods of Coteridge Court with its

magnificent avenue of Lime trees in double columns, and
the diversified scenery of Breda Hill ; the varying foliage

and autumnal tints of the tawny Plane, the pale yellow

Maple, the spotted Elms, the lemon-coloured Ash, and
the hues of the other forest trees, giving a gorgeousness
and splendour to the landscape that no other season can
produce.
To this estate of six hundred acres belongs a character of

greatness that is not to be measured by the extent of the

grounds, but by the variety in the different distances, the

contrasts in the different forms of the boundaries, and the

beauty and extent of the landscape scenery, which neither

ordinary labour could modify, nor the compass of a pleasure

ground include.

—

William Keane.

Obituaey.—It is with much regret that we have to an-

nounce the loss of Mr. Ogle, for nearly twenty-one years

head gardener at Bridge Castle, Kent. He attended the

Fruit Committee held at Kensington, on the 4th inst., and
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on the same night he was no more. He was much esteemed
by his brother gardeners and horticulturists generally, and
has left a widow to himent his loss. Mr. J. .(ohnstone, gar-
dener to the Duke of Wellington, at Strathfieldsaye, a posi-

tion which he had held for many years, has likewise to be
added to the list of the departed.

01^ FOUM AND COLOUE.
(Continued from parje 280.)

But, it may be argued, the foliage of the ordinary bedding
plants, Geraniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Pentstemons, &c.,

is deficient in marked character, aud, indeed, devoid of
beauty. Just so: everything has been sacrificed to this
almost childish craving for positive colour. Foliage has
been regarded simply with respect to colour; the truss
must be so and so, the habit such. Surelj' the rules so
empirically insisted on by florists respecting the form,
height, and habit of flowers are akin to the barbarous treat-
ment of cutting trees into peacocks. Does it not savour of
this when tweezers and plugs are in requisition at our exhi-
bitions to improve the Dahlia, Picotee, or Chrysanthemum ?

What a consolation it is that the queen of flowers will not
submit to be tampered with ! But why not employ, fur the
present at least, other plants for the purpose ? As I have
said before, a judicious admixture of plants remarkable for

their foliafre would add a charm to the flower garden at
present utterly wanting. The able and enterprising ma-
nager of Battersea Park, Mr. Gibson, has shown what can
be done by the use of the so-called foliaged plants. Al-
though it may not be advisable to have single lines of
Fious e'astica, oblong beds of Cannas and Wigandias, or
the black Coleus with Cineraria maritima, we have abundant
proof, from the success .already attending Mr. G.'s efforts,

of what may be accomplished by energy and good sense to
make the flower garden a really interesting and delightful
retreat.

I shall not presume to dictate to the intelligent readers
of this Journal any new system of flower-gardening, but
submit simply a few suggestions, to be taken, as previously
hinted, for what they are worth. Eeverting, then, to our
simile of the trumpet, if the resources of the establishment
are limited liy all means attempt only a solo, but let there
be a good accompaniment. Some of the grandest effects

are produced in music by a simple unison, but unison does
not mean restriction to one note—there ai-e tones of colour.

Suppose, however, for example, we take Cerise Unique Gera-
nium or Shrut)hind Pet for a circular bed ; plant among these,
if not too exposed, the common Fern Pilix-mas, so that the
fronds shall jiartly overshadow the cerise, and we have then
a varying play of colour from the shadow of the Fern fronds.

Filix-framina browns and fades too early in direct sunlight.
Or what an exquisite group might thus be formed, or, better
still, in the conservatory with Shrubland Pet, Madame
Vaucher, and Adiantum capillus-Veneris. Couibinations of
the various shades of blue and white are beautitul, but
should be daslied with crimson to give warmth. Avoid the
conjunction of scarlet aud yellow, of yellow and blue, and in

every case let there be at least one plant remarkable for the
beauty of its ibliage occupying a central position. It is the
key of the picture ; on it the eye first rests, and then
wanders at leisure over the details. Cannas, Wigandias,
Ferns, large plants of Centaurea candidissima, or even the
great variugated Thistle, and the Artichoke, make fine

centre plants ; no doubt your experienced readers could
suggest many others equally or more suitable. Crimson,
cerise, and wliite, and purple and sulphur yellow, form
pleasing combinations; so also crimson and variegated
Balm, purple aud white. Generally speaking the aecoudai-y
colours are more manageable and harmonise best.

I will not weary your readers with further detail : no
doubt many if them have enjiyed during the past summer
more b.'aiililul combinations of colour than I could possiblj'

suggest, or than mny even be found in the catalogues of
the seedsmen, in which may be discovered not only scarlet

and yrllijw, Ijut Perilla and Feverfew, the bassoon, and the
piccolo. I muy add, Ijowcver, that my most successful bed
last summer was a pear-shaped one, edged with variegated
Alyasum, a group of Imperial crimson Geranium in the

centre, Purple King dashed with cerise in the body of the
pear, and yellow Calceolaria at intervals round the inside

edge of variegated Alyssum. It was, however, merely a
colour bed. A reaction, however, has taken place already. A
growing improvement is manifest in the taste for plants
with fine foliage, and especially Ferns. It is the function of
horticultural societies to foster and promote this taste. How
may this be done ?

A complaint has long been urged against the great flower
shows, that there is little or no novelty in them, and this is

especially the case with large miscellaneous plants—the same
plants occupy the same places year after year. Why not,

in place of one of the long central stages at the Kensington
Gardens, allot space for groups of plants, circles, oblongs,
or pyramidal form, and, as an extension of the system, offer

prizes for the best arrangement of flowers in beds ? It would
be easy for gardeners to reserve in pots or square pans suffi-

cient plants for the purpose. Let them be arranged by the
exhibitor himself, under proper regulations, on a piece of
well-kept lawn. After the decision of the judges the prize

groups could be readily removed to a more conspicuous posi-

tion reserved for them within the exhibition tent, or else-

where. The great horticultural societies would thus enable
the public to form for themselves an estimate of what is

most suitable for them, a more correct knowledge of colour
and form as regards gardening would be disseminated, and
the public taste improved. It would add, moreover, an
interesting and attractive feature to our metropolitan shows.
—T. W., Harroio.

BULBS UNPLATTED FOR A YEAR—VITALITY
OP SOME FLOWER SEEDS.

In answer to a query in No. 211 (April 11th), I am able to
state that, having accidentally mislaid some Tulip and
Turban hanunculus bulbs at the time of planting, they were
left out of the ground till the following season, when I planted
them in the ordinary manner, and that both kinds flowered
as well as those which had only been the usual time out of
the ground, and, I think, a little earlier. I will also mention
that having once collected a large quantity of seed from
some peculiarly fine Brompton Stocks I continued sowing
portions of it for eight or ten years, and it did not, in the
least, deteriorate.

I lately tried an experiment on some Anemone seed,

sowing the p"oduet of three different years in three ridges
in the same bed, and I could not perceive any difference,

either in the time of their coming up or flowering, between
the three-year-old seed and that which had been lately

gathered.

—

Agnes.

NEW BOOKS.
Select Orchidaceous Plants. By Robert Warner and

B. S. Williams. Part 10.

We give the highest praise when we say that this is quite
equal to any of its predecessors. It has portraits, with the
usual amount of history and cultural directions, of Gale-
andra Dovoniana, Epidendrum Skinneri superbum, Arpo-
phyllum giganteum, and La^lia purpurata. This completes
tlie volume, comprising a series of forty plates, and is de-

serving of a place not only in the library of every lover of

gardening, but on every drawing-room table. We are very
glad to see the announcement at the conclusion of the in-

troduction, that a second series of forty plates, forming a
companion volume, is preparing for issue in ten parts.

Tlte Chrysanihcmmn, its History mid Culture. By J. Salter,

F.K.H.S. Groombridge & Sons.

Mk. Salter, of the Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, has
been known for about thirty years as a special and moat
successful cultivator of the Chrysanthemum. He has now
published a volume relative to this his chosen flower. It ia

well illustrated with portraits of model blooms ; it gives an
interesting history of the introduction aud progress of this

florists' flower, and ample directions for its culture and train-

ing as standards, as pyramids, as specimens, and for cut
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flowers ; Pompons as well as the large-flowered varieties are

fully considered ; and the volume concludes with descriptive

lists, arranged not only according to their colours, but alpha-

betically, and pointing out for what purpose each variety

is especially suited.

"We strongly recommend the volume to our readers, and
we will only quote one or two passages tracing the progress

of the flower in this country.
" The first bowl fide English seedlings were raised in

Norfolk by Mr. Short and Mr. Freestone nearly thirty years

ago. Nonpareil, Norfolk Hero, Prince of Wales, and a few

others, were the pioneers. About the same time, 1S36, an
amateur in Jersey turned his attention to the Chrysanthe-
mum ; having no doubt received some plants from his French
neighbours, and heard of their success in saving seed, he
was induced to attempt it, especially as the Channel Islands

had long been celebrated for the production of seedling

plants. The result exceeded his most sanguine expecta-

tions, for he raised upwards of five hundred seedling Chry-

santhemums, which were purchased by Mr. Chandler, of the

Vauihall Nursery. There are many persons who remember
the eclat attending his annual November exhibitions, espe-

cially when the jersey seedlings became known, lor not

only were the flowers more beautifully incurved, but many
were more double, and showed far greater diversity of colour

than those already seen ; among them were Adventure,
Beauty, Calypso, Celestial, Champion, Chancellor, Countess,

Defiance, Eclipse, Eiegans, Enchantress, Formosum, Goliah,

Hero, Imperial, Invincible, Kuig, Lucidum, Magnet, Mar-
quis, Paragon, Surprise, and Topaz. Several of these still

remain as favourites in the conservatory, while Beauty,

Formosum, and Lucidum are found in most prize stands of

cut blooms.
" In 1S3S the author took up his residence at Versailles,

near Paris, and finding the climate of that city particularly

suited to the cultivation of the Chrysanthemum, he imported
from England all the Chinese varieties, besides most of the

Norfolk and Jersey seedlings. Shortly afterwards about
250 good French sorts were added, so that in 1840 this

collection numbered between 300 and 400 varieties. Upon
looking over the list of that year, it does not appear that

there were more than thirty with incurved fiorets or petals,

and nearly all of these were obtained since 1S30. In 1843
seedlings began to be raised in the Nursery at Versailles,

and the first fruits of many succeeding years of labour
were in

" 1844.. Annie Salter, Madame Poggi, and Queen of the
Yellows.

" 1846. Cyclops, Fleur de Marie, and Nancy de Sermet.
"1847. Queen of England, which is acknowledged by all

exhibitors of cut blooms to be, both as regards
size and perfection of form, the finest Chrysan-
themum extant.

"About twenty years ago the Chrysanthemum took its

place among exhibition flowers. The first public show of

cut blooms was held at Stoke Newington in 1846 ; tliis

society is the oldest in England, and its annual exhibitions

are still among the most attractive in the metropolis. Of
late years many similar societies have been established, and
at the present time there are no less than twelve in the

immediate vicinity of London, besides many others scattered

over the length and breadth of the country."

"In 1S46 a new era commenced in the history of the

Chrysanthemum, for at that time Mr. Fortune brought
from China two sii, all-flowering varieties, known as 'The
Chusan Daisy and Chinese Minimum.' These were similar

in size to those now called Liliputiang, and were probably
varieties from the true C. indicura of Linnceus, or Matricaria
japonica of Koenipfer, a plant of which (as previously noticed)

grew in 1764 in the Botanic Garden at Chelsea. These
would in all probability have shared the fate of their prede-
cessor had they remained in England, ibr although Mr.
Fortune admired them in Chusan, they were considered too
small and insignificant for English taste. The French
opinion of them, however, was far different, for immediately
upon their introduction in 1S47 into the already well known
collection at Versailles, the little Chusan Daisy became a
favourite. From these two varieties have sprung all the

Pompons now in cultivation. Chinese Minimum was a dark

double flower, and produced but little seed ; while the other,

with its daisy-like semi-double flowers, seeded freely the
first year, and the result surpassed the most sanguine ex-

pectations ; the seedling flowers being more double than
the original, and from their compactness and resemblance
to a rosette, received the name of ' pompon,' and were
called Pompon Biiou, P. ChapeauEouge, P. La Liliputieune,

P. Le Naiu Bebe, P. Petit Poucet, and P. Tom Pouce."

GARDEN PESTS.
The gardener is, in one respect, the most unfortunate of

men, for he has enemies in the earth, on the earth, and
under the earth. No wonder, then, that one of his most
frequent inquiries is. How am I to get rid of such and such
a pest ?

Having myself, in addition to the ordinary number of
enemies, an extraordinary number in the shape of birds, I
was induced this spring to try Mr. Kivers's plan of protect-
ing Plum trees by worsted. I had the more faith in this
remedy from having often used it for protecting Gooseberry
bushes from sparrows in winter. I cannot, however, say
that it has answei'ed my e.tpectations with Plums. The
worsted was very carefully wound round the trees, and the
meshes were only about a foot square; but while the trees
in an angle near the house were lett untouched, tliose further
off were almost entirely stripped. Leaf-buds, as well as
flower-buds, were eaten, and the trees no doubt were as
much injured as though they had been over-pruned.
For another enemy, the aphis, I have tried many things,

but find nothing better than the quassia water and soft
soap, as recommended both by Mr. Rivers and Mr. Pearson.
Neither this mixture, however, nor any other, will super-
sede the necessity of constant vigilance. In fact daily watch-
fulness and syringing with water must still remain our sheet
anchors.
As to ants, neither the arsenic and treacle recommended

by Mr. Pearson, nor the arsenic and sugar, &c., recommended
by others, have ever proved of the slightest use. The ants
are not attracted by the mixtures, and their eyes probably
see distinctly the grains of arsenic, which to us appear as an
impalpable powder. I try to diminish their numbers in my
orchard-house by disturbing them in their haunts, and con-
tinually pouring down boiling water, but they seem to in-
crease as rapidly as the boiling water kills them.—G. S.

TEITOMA GEANDIS.
Bt this time there are few who are not acquainted with

what one may call tbe grandeur of Tritoma uv.aria glauces-
ceng, which as a decorative plant in August and September,
and even on to the middle of October, has few or no equals
among hardy herbaceous plants. It is equally eifoctive

when used either in long-continued lines or as single speci-

mens in mixed borders. Any one who saw the splendid
masses of this plant which Mr. Lees had this year at Tyn-
ningham in his mixed borders, cannot fail to have been
struck witli the effect produced.
Tritoma grandis is a plant but very little known, but one

which cannot fail to be a great favourite when once its merits
are found out. It is a stronger grower than T. uvaria, but
its great merit consists in its commencing to bloom when
the other favourite is past. For sevcal years past we have
had it hero in great beauty till the end of December. Last
year I cut basketfuls of it for decorative purposes the day
before Christmas, and this year it is equally fine .and late.

In colour it is much the came as T. uvaria, but throws its

immense spikes up to the height of nearly 6 feet sometimes,
and not unfrequently it throws out smaller lateral spikes
from the main stem.
With Tritoma grandis and uvaria, this beautiful genus

may be had in full beauty for at least five months.
There have been great complaints about Tritoma uvaria

being diseased, or having become degenerated in England.
I have observed nosignsof anything of the sort in Scotland;
and my opinion is that in many cases the plants are starved
in poor hungry soils, and that such is as much the cause of

degeneracy as anything else. They like liberal culture, and
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delight in deeply wrought soil, with plenty of leaf mould or

well rotted dung, and a rather moist soil is better for them
than one dry aad gravelly.

Clumps of Pampas Grass, edged with Tritoma grandis,

would be very striking in suitable positions. The flowers of

the one would show oif the other with great effect, and they
both flower at the same season, and delight in very much
the same sort of soil. The outline of such a clump would be

devoid of that which may be termed dumpiness, and on that
account would not be so likely to offend the eye of those
who have set their hearts against all formally filled clumps
in any position whatever. However, I am sure Tritoma
grandis will give satisfaction to all who are required to cut
flowers by the basketful after the middle of October, and
will well repay any extra attention devoted to it.—D. Thom-
son.—{Scottish Gardener.)

THE MODEEN PEACH-PEUNEE. No. 8.

Habdlt any matter is of such importance in Peach-prun-

ing as a right knowledge of the distinctive characters of the

shoots. That they differ widely is certain, therefore any
instruction on this point must
be founded on some common
principles before it can be of

real value. Even the prac-

tised pruner is instinctively

guided by certain well esta-

blished rules in his selection

or rejection of the coming
season's wood, but these rules
are the result of longer ex-

perience than usuaUy hap-
pens to the amateur. The
almost entire absence of any
classification of Peach shoots
in the works of the older
writers was an essential defect,

and rendered much of their
excellent teaching practically

useless. Possibly this was
owing, in a great measure, to

the paucity of illustrations

common in those days, for

witbout such invaluable aids

it seems simply impossible

even now to attempt any pro-

fitaMe instruction.

Modern practice, indeed, by
a species of reaction, has
rather erred on the side of

copious illustration joined to

minute detail ; but the result

has been good, the amateur
has largely profited thereby,

and this alone would have
amply justified the new me-
thod.

There is, then, no classifi-

cation of Peach shoots of any
value till we take up Professor

Dubreuil's late work on the
general subject of fruit cul-

ture. Taking, then, this high
authority for our basis, we
can the more readily approach
this interesting portion of our
subject.

Under M. Dubreuil's system
all shoots are divided into six

distinct classes. After careful consideration this number
has been extended to eight, and the whole has been re-

arranged in two divisions. The first four classes are mainly

found in long pruning, while the remaining four, though

occurring also in that system, are principally to be found in

close-pruning, and especially in all orchnrd-house work.

This division is also convenient for reference. Every type

of shoot which occurs in ordinary cases will be found ranged

under one or other division. To show the unaccountable

neglect into which this matter had fallen, it will be enough

to mention that new names have been given to several of

the classes, which, though well known to prunera, had no

recognised nomenclature. These names have been added

under the sanction of the best authority, while the shoots

themselves have been carefully drawn from nature by prac-

tised hands. They possess the additional value of being

now engraved for the first time of the natural dimensions, by
which means they can be much more readily distinguished.

1st division of peach shoots.
I. The Wood Shoot.—Mg. 1,

Fig. 1.

B

fB

I III

is the wood shoot of the purest
type; rameau d hois, of Du-
breuil. 'i his is a vigorous class,

and indicates either a very
early stage of development, or,

if found in the case of older

trees, rather a superfluous

amount of sap. It is depicted

with the leal-buds just elon-

gating under the influence of
the continuous movement of

the ascending sap, exercising

an almost mechanical pressure

at their axils. Under the
powerful influences of light

and heat, in a short time each
of these buds will become a
green shoot provided with
leaves, which, elaborating the

sap, wOl speedily augment the

dimensions of the whole, both

in length and in breadth. This

class of shoots is common on
young and growing trees.

When it occurs as an exten-

sion, it is far- better to en-

deavour, by judicious summer-
stopping of the buds A, a, A, as

they lengthen into shoots, to

make them fruit- bearing, and

then little or no shortening-in

of the extension wiU be needed

at the winter pruning. The
tree will thus gain much. _A

contrary practice will end in

producing other wood shoots

of No. 1 class, arising from

the buds A, a, a. Whenever
this unfortunate circumstance

occurs, then these wood shoots

should be cut very short back

to try for fruit again. Of
course, it is not supposed that

this class of shoot should be

laid-in for bearing purposes

at the winter pruning. It is

naturally a long shoot, and has

occasionally some feeble blossom-buds near its extremity,

which are valueless. At the lowest a (at the junction of the

one and two-year-old wood), we perceive a wood-bud, which

will probably become a short.fruit-bearing spur.

2. The Fkuit Shoot. Rameau a fmit prop^'ement dit,

Dubreuil.—i^i<7. 2, is a type of the ordinary fruit-bearing

shoot. This shoot is a good specimen of the long-pruning

style. The blossom-buds at b. b, b, are all double, and have

a leaf-bud between them. Sometimes they occur as a single

blossom-bud and a single leaf-bud. This formation is easy

to manage and is variously treated. Sometimes the shoot

is laid-in at full length, a reprehensible practice except in

the case of exhausted trees where leaves principally are

wanted, and sometimes, being cut back to about 10 inches,

it is partially disbudded, which seems a waste of material.

This class, however, will bear much ill-treatment, chiefly

Fig. 2.
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because it can hardly be cut-in wrongly, as there is a leaf-

bud present with each group of blossom-buds.

3. The Mixed Shoot (fig. 3), Bameaxi mixte, Dubreuil.

—This class partakes of the characters of Nos. 1 and 2,

having the leaf-buds of the for-

mer (only frequently doubled),
for some way up, and then
changing into the fruit-bear-

ing groups peculiar to No. 2. It

indicates a stronger growth
than class No. 2, and is pro-

bably due to a vertical position

at the upper side of some
branch, or an extension ofsome
bush tree. Perhaps a cold wet
spring, abruptly succeeded by
bright sun has altered its cha-

racter and caused blossom-
buds to be produced high up
the shoot. These changes are,

however, subject to laws not
yet well explained. This class

requires careful summer band-
ling, and is more difficult to

prune than No. 2. At the
winter season if it present
the appearance here shown, it

would be well to cut it in

very short, and thus divide it.

To cut it long so as to bear
is, indeed, long pruning, and
cannot be recommended here.

As an extension it is, however,
excellent.

4. The Gross Shoot (fig. 4),

Gourmand, Dubreuil.—This is

a dangerous class, and it should
never be permitted to appear
except as an extension. It is

represented of the ordinary
thickness, but frequently be-

comes very much stronger.
From it are developed laterals

of summer growth, which are
called "antidp^s" (literally

premature shoots), by the
French. These summer la-

terals are the bugbear of

very close pruners, for on
their careful management or

otherwise depends the character of their work. We notice

that the leal-buds A are generally not so prominent as in

class 1 ; and on the laterals, in the case of that on the right,

the leaf-buds are double and well placed at the insertion of

the lateral on the parent shoot, and therefore no blank space

will appear when these laterals are transformed into fruit-

bearers. In the case of the left-

hand lateral, however, these

two leaf-buds are suspiciously

distant, and the dormant bud
visible at the base cannot be
depended on, and if not de-

veloped during the ensuing
season probably never will be.

This is a peculiarity of the
Peach, therefore the right-

hand lateral is of much
greater value than the left-

hand one. At B B we notice

feeble blossom-buds, with a
terminal bud, c. These la-

terals vary considerably in

size, of course. In mid-Prance
they become independent
shoots and able to bear,

owing to the growth made
under those favourable con-

ditions. No. 4 should be
checked whenever not need-

ed. It is known by its erect

character, darker colour, and
well-developed leaves, and
should be stopped to about

2 inches when it has made
about 6 inches of growth. It

will then divide into two
weaker shoots of some class

or other, generally of No. 1,

and become manageable. The
anticip^s, or premature shoots,

require a chapter to them-
selves, and will be further dis-

cussed when we come to close-

pruning.
These four classes have

much in common, as No. 1

easily passes into No. 4 ac-

cording to circiimstancjs.

No. 2 is the highest organisa-

tion of course, and No. 3 a

class only of a mixed charac-

ter. More need not be said at

present on this head, as these shoots wiU have to be referred

to continually.—T. C. Bbehaut, Richmond House, Gueynsey.

Fig. 4.

WORK FOE
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The present dry weather is particularly favourable for

the destruction of weeds, and it should be remembered that
the destroying of one weed now is destroying what would
shortly be the parent of many. The same may be said of

insects. Beans, earth-up the early crops, and where they
were put in the ground ia the end of last year they should
be dug between with a fork. Make another sowing. Cauli-

flowers, raise the hand-glasses and loosen the soil between
the plants, and afterwards give them a good soaking with
manure water. Cucumbers, the young plants intended for

the ridges to be stopped and repotted if they require it.

Sprinkle the plants in the frames early in the afternoon,
and shut up. Water liberally round the sides of the frame
when the heat of the day dries the soil. Lettuces, water
the early ones if necessary, and plant out some of the plants
raised in the frames. Melons, the plants very often show
one or two fruit at an early period of their growth, these
should be picked off, as they would prevent the swelling off

of others. The vines should first nearly fill the frames,

and then several fruit should be impregnated at one time.
Give air and water according to the state of the weather
and the heat of the bed. Peas, make another sowing of two

THE WEEK.
or three different kinds, according to the consumption

Potatoes, hoe between the early crops as soon as they are

above ground. Where circumstances have prevented the

planting of the main crops, it should be done at the earliest

opportunity. Scarlet Runners, the first crop may now be

sown in boxes, which may be placed in any of the forcing-

houses. Turnips, where there are any growing in frames

they will require watering in dry weather, which wiU pre-

vent them from becoming hot and hard. Spinach, make
another sowing, attend to the thinning of the early crops.

Continue to trench into the soil all j-efuse vegetable matter,

as advised in former calendars, a practice which cannot be

too much insisted on. It is better to do so at once than to

lay it in heaps in the rubbish-ground, where it not only

loses its most fertilising properties, but poisons the air by

the gases evolved in decomposition: whereas if trenched into

the ground at once, and more particularly if accompanied

by a portion of charred material, the greater portion of the

ammonia will be retained in the soil, till again taken up in

combination with water by the roots of the plants.

FRUIT GARDEN.
See that plantations of Strawberries are free from weeds.

Those plants that have been forced may now be planted in
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ground thoroughly prepared by trenching and manuring—

•

gay in rows 2 feet apart and 1 foot asunder in the rows, and
watered occasionally should the weather prove dry. By
attention to this early and strong runners may be obtained,
which will form strong and well-matured plants in early
autumn, leaving them ample time for rest before the forcing
season commences. Examine frequently grafts, removing
on every occasion the wild shoots. Search for and destroy
caterpillars which frequently commit serious injury to the
young shoots. Continue moderately the disbudding of
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. When Vines have
pushed sufficiently to distinguish the fi'uit-bearing shoots,
let all superfluous ones be immediately removed. The
blossom of Peaches and Nectarines is so thick that I should
suggest the propriety of removing a portion, but perhaps it

may be said. Let us wait and see what frost will do, as it

seems very much inclined to postpone its departure.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The flower-beds should bp dug and fully prepared for the

reception of the usual summer plants some time previous to
planting. Finish, if not already done, the pruning of those
summer Eoses which were left unpruned for the purpose of
retarding their bloom. Insects, especially the green fly and
Kose caterpillar, will now be making their appearance
amongst the Roses. Pay due attention to Ten-week Stocks,
Asters, and Marigolds. If not already done, hardy annuals
should be sown after the first shower, and do not forget
plenty of Mignonette, the fragrance of which will always
render it a favourite.

GBEENHOtrSE AND CONSERVATORY.
See that cUmbers and all plants of rambling habit have

due attention in regard to stopping, water, &o. Camellias
forced into wood should have a trifling check as soon as the
young leaves have attained their full size. This is best ac-
complished by diminishing the supply of water at the root.
Continue, however, to shade and syringe morning and even-
ing. IMargoniums and Calceolarias must be kept moist
and free from the green fly. A few cuttings of the first

may be put in for autumn flowering. Syringe occasionally
Camellias, Rhododendrons, and Indian Azaleas after flower-
ing, and shade from the effects of bright sunshine. Continue
to pot off Dahlias.

STOVE.
See that growing Orchids have due attention as regards

shading and atmospheric moisture. Recently imported
Orchids require vfry cautious treatment. Water is out of
the question here, they will rot directly. A moderate
temperature should be used; 60° wUl suffice at first, and
coming out of darkness they should have a very mode-
rate amount of light. Attend to training the shoots of
stove twiners as they advance, and do not allow them to
become entangled before giving them attention ; also attend
to the training and stopping of other plants, and afford free-
growing subjects plenty of pot room. Achimenes and
Gloxmias, filling their pots with roots, will enjoy an occa-
sional watering with weak manure-water. Repot and pro-
pagate Begonias. Persevere in keeping down insects which,
if allowed, will now progress with great rapidity.

PITS AND FRAMES.
AU that can safely be done in the way of hardening off

stock preparatory to its being planted out is to give as much
air as circumstances will admit without injuring the plants,
and to place Calceolirias and the strongest Verbenas in turf
pits, where they can be securely protected at night and
sheltered from drying winds; and such things, when removed
to cold pits should be planted in light soil, which will save
trouble in watering, and be much better for the plants tlian
keeping them confined in small pots. Tender annuals that
have been raised in heat s .ould be pricked out in light soil,

under glass, in order to have them strong before planting-
out time.—W. Kbane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cut lots of Asparaj;us, the w.avm rains having brouglit it

up fast and tender. What was planted lately in also coming
on well. Threw some ashes and charred refuse over all the

young plants, as a reminder to slugs that they are not
wanted. As yet they have not shown themselves much this

season. The long winter has either killed many or made them
burrow deeper ; but if the latter, we may expect the warmth
to bring them to the surface, to afford some exercise for

watchfulness. The best method for keeping them away is

constant surface stirring. The best baits for enticing lota

of them to congregate are greased cabbage leaves and a
small handful of brewer's grains ; but to catch them when
thus luxuriating you must go to the leaves and grains with
a lantern when other people are in bed. Some of the best
kitchen-garden cropping we ever saw was at Bicton; but,

then, who ever caught Mr. Barnes asleep ? We have heard a
tale of one of his young men, who was resolved to have the
honour of awakening the veteran, actu:illy sitting vip until the
short hour had struck, and then on calling him fc-eing discom-
fited with the reply, "I have just got my coat to put on."

Few men possess such an iron constitution, and even he may
be unequal to such wear and tear now. Gardens, however,
will soon tell a talo if managed entirely by six-o'clock men.
Watered Cauliflowers under hand-lights with manure

water. Cut pretty well the last of tliose that were grown in

largish pots in winter; but now Broccoli is coming in freely,

and, therefore, we can do very well till the first under glasses

come in. Planted-out more, and pricked out those spring-

sown. From this time until the middle of J uly we generally

sow a. pinch of seed every fortnight, as we find it best to

plant often and but few at a time, in order to secure a con-

stant supply of fine young heads. The larger spring plant-

ing affords plenty for pickling, &c. To avoiil placing Kidney
Beans in vineries, &o., cleared a part of a pit, where there is

a hot-water pipe, and top-dressed the pots with old Mush-
room-dung, and then plunged the pots in a bed of leaves, so

as to lessen watering. The roots may run in the leaves as

they like. Sowed also a lot in foui--iiich pots, part of which,

when the plants are stubby and the points picked out, will

be planted in earth in a similar pot, and put in an earth-pit

with protection in severe weather. Sowed, also, a border for

the first crop out of doors. Cleared most of the Radishes

from the Carrot-frame to give air and light to the latter.

Pricked-ofif Celery into boxes and pots ; did the same with

Chilis, Capsicums, &c. Banked-up Cucumber-frames. Hard-
ened-cff Potatoes in frames that we may shortly use the

glass for other purposes. Planted some more Rhubarb, and

divided that which had been forced in the Mushroom-house.

If Rhubarb seed is now sown in well-stirred rich soil it wiU

make strong roots by the autumn. Plenty of Rhubarb, Sea-

kale, and Asparagus in winter, with some blanched Swedish

Turnip-tops, enable the gardener t.i give a variety. Earthed

down the last piece of a Mushroom-bed, which we will have

in the house this season. For this bed we used sods 1:! inch

thick, the grass side downwards, and a little loum in the

interstices and scattered over all. We have doue so often

before, and though the produce was good, we did not think

the crops were finer than from soiling over in the usual

way. Our last summer's bed under the thatched shed, open

on one side, is even now doing well. It was mostly un-

covered in winter, and we were wheeling the remains out

for flower-beds, but we thought the spawn was sufficiently

fi-esh to do more work. A part, therefore, was cleared on

the surface, watered with manure water at about 75°, and
covered over with dry h.ay and a little litter, and now it is

white with Mushrooms, 'The bulk .f that bed was made
with stubble and litter, with a casing of droppings on the

surface. It is of no use, therefore, being so excessively par-

ticular about materials. We like dropjjings from the horse

and a portion of litter best.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceeded with tying and nailing out of doors. The warm

rains have given a' start to Strawberries, which are begin-

ning to show. Those in pots are now doing well, and swell-

ing and ripening freely. When niueh is done in that way,

a Strawberry-house should beprovid.'d for them. In vineries

&c., where the roof is nearly covered with foliage, the Straw-

berry plants will swell their fruit, when set elsewhere, but

they will neither have the colour nor the flavour of those

exposed to the full action of the sun. We are often non-

[ilussed what to do with them, so as to keep up a good suc-

cession at this season, the houses where there i'f heat

getting too shaded and crowded for them, and shelves at
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the back of pits, where Cucumbers, MeloBs, and Beans are

Rowing being rather too damp, even with a little air on all

night.

We notice what is sa"d of blind Sirawherries, at page 304,

and so far endorse ""W. Y.'s" remarks. It is much the

safest plan to take runners from plants that have bloomed.
In early forcing many plants come blind owing to the bud
being starved by excessive dryness, or rotted by an excess

of moisture. In all such cases the plants will bloom well

enough if planted out, and often give a crop in the autumn.
Those that never had a flower-bud, but show strong-pointed,
sharp-angled shoots, had better be thrown away. Some-
times, however, on marking such plants we have found
them become fruitful the following season. It is best, how-
ever, as we have several times remarked, to choose runners
from fruitful plants. Plants that are barren are generally
much stronger-growing than the fruitful ones, and produce
stronger and earlier runners, and unless precautions are
taken these will be apt to be taken off or layered by an in-

experienced workman.
One other fact we may mention. Owing to the dryness

last summer, our plants of British Queen were very small,

so much so, that we put three plants into a seven-inch pot.

firming them at equal distances round the side of the pot.

Several persons noticed these plants in winter and spring,
they were so weak, and we were not very hopeful of them our-
selves. They are, however, doing remarkably well, throwing
up large broad trusses of bloom and fruit, and the foliage is

60 strong that wo have bent it a little over the pot to give
more room to the flower-trusses. Such small pl.ants. if tbe
buds are well ripened, often do wonders, and beat larger
plants if not equally well ripened.

Planted-out Melons in a frame and pit, the latter heated
by hot water. In both cases the space appropriated to soil

is about 24 inches wide, and the same in depth. We find
this quite sufficient for a bed 5 or 6 feet in width. Wo have
several complaints of scorching and injury from steam owing
to the shallowness of the frames. Our frames are shallow,
from 9 to 11 inches deep in front, and from 14 to IS inches
deep at back. To save labour, as soon as the hotbed settles

and the heat rises, and the top material is sweet, we take
the above- sized trench out of the centre and lay the soil

back and front, placing some old slabs, if we can obtain
them, on each side of the trench. The soil is then put in,

the frame set on, the soil being entirely below the level of
the frame, a little earth is put over the two aides, and some
is firmly placed all round the box. The soil in the middle
is soon warmed, the less thickness of dung in the centre
prevents over-heating at the roots, and as the frame requires
no moving or elevating afterwards, there is no risk of un-
healthy steam getting in from the linings.

Disbudded shoots in orchard-house. Cherries in pots are
now a fine sight with bloom, and Plums also ; the latter a,re

beginning to set. Grave a soaking to that part of the border
not previously watered. Use manure water freely now for

border and trees in pots, but considerably diluted, so as not
to be too strong. Thinned out shoots, and tied in the
Peach-house. The roof, being at 45°, is the steepest we
have, and the best place we have for Strawberries. Tiiree

or four rows, however, shade the Peach trees rather much,
but we must keep thero a little longer yet.

Regulated Vines, and proceeded with thinning Grapes in

dull days and early in the morning. The late vinery that
had the shoots suspended some 30 inches from the glass has
broken very freely, and we must now shut up and keep
going slowly. There has lately been air on all night, and
as much as possilile during the day, and the canes never
had a sprinkling of water over them. In early houses we
generally moisten the canes before they swell and break
their buds, but it is of little importance doing so in late

houses. After the Grapes are set we syringe no more, but
keep the floor and pathway rather damp until the Grapes
ripen.

We saw a nice vinery the other day, which belongs to
John Hiwkins, Esq., jun., near Hitchen, one peculiarity of
which relieves it from the monotony generally prevalent in

vineries. Tlio vinery had been built, planted, and some
time cultivated by the late — Eansome, Esq., who was quite
at home in all such matters. The vinery stands on a lofty

knoll, with the ground falling from it all round. It is span-

roofed, with glass at the sides nearly down to the ground.
The peculiarity is that the Vines have been planted in the
centre of the house, grow up in bush fashion to the ridge,

and then occupy about a yard of the roof on each side of the
ridge. Vines are also planted at the sides so as to ran
along the sides, leaving an opening on each side of the
roof for from 4 to 5 feet in width, so that the sun may
reach the bottom, next the floor, of the central Vines. The
effect is very pleasing on entering the house. The fine

healthy-looking Vines had good bunches 2 or 3 feet irom
the ground, as wall as at the top and in all the intermediate
places. We suppose to make the Vines break uniformly
at first, the stems from the ground to the ridge had been
twisted something in corkscrew fashion. The furnace and
boUer were fixed at the north end, and this end was occupied
by a brick wall. The chimney goes through this wall. From
against it a bunch of ripe Grapes had been cut, and one
or two bunches of Hamburghs were colouring, and some
bunches of Sweetwater were nearly ripe, whilst the bulk of

the crop will not be ripe for something like six weeks, unless

a strong heat be kept up. The wall makes what would
have been the coldest end tlie warmest. Dry flowers of

sulphur were laid along the pipes. We think some amateurs
would prefer growing Vines in this manner in span-roof

houses to having them suspended under the roof in the

usual way.
OKNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Very much the same as. in pi-evious weeks. Finished
pruning Hoses. Mowed, rolled, dug beds and borders, lined

walks, borders, &c., with edging-iron. Cleaned walks in

kitchen garden. Potted, planted out in temporary beds,

and put in the last batch of Verbena cuttings, placing them
at once in light soil in a frame, with a little heat beneath
them, &C.—R. P.

GOYENT GARDEjN" MAEKET. -April 22.

The supplies of home-^rewn vegeiablns an* now aburubmt. and importa-
tioiib iroiu the cuniLnenr are heavy, bm not by any meitiiM m sui-h trood con-
ditinn as furmeily, owing to the heat. A few dessert Apples and Pe^irs are
etill to be had, aUo goiid new Grapes. Tiie Potato trade continues dull.

Apple.'J
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FiowER-BEDS {J. J\^.).—We shonli preTer pairing such beds with thp
same planting, and if the beds are more than 4 feet in width they would tell
well edffed. If the gravel is so light, however, dark colours should pre-
dominate for edgings.

Vine Lkavks
( Beshorovgh).—Tbe leaves should have been sent at least in

tissue paper. We found no disease upon them, and but little of the warts
which are generally the result of the house being kept damp and the ronts
wet and cold. The shrivelling you speak of we would attribute to want of
root-actiOD. Have you examined the stems and roots to see that they have
not been nibbled by mice. We once had a Vine or two of which the'leavcs
shrivelled, and we found the stems nearly severed bv mice. Even for warts
sulphur would do no good.

CovsEKVATOET ApjoiNiNo PRiwiNG-HnoM (Eazelhovme) .—V youT huck
wall faces ihe south you will not have shade enough f r Ferns. Tou might
have them on the two »ides. where yon propose plunging vour pots, if there
were more st'^a.-^e there. A pretty mode would be to throw these »ldp« into
irregular htfle hillocks for Ferns, and cover the ground with Helvetic Moss,
and have an elevated vase or two. We think for such a house ns ynur« we
would prefer large vaws with creepers hanging from them, and the plants
in the vases might he in pots, to permit of changing them often. This
woiild be more artistic thirn plunging in borders. If the latter should be
decided on we would prefer moss, and plants of Helvetic Moss could be
grown to cover the other Moss as s'On as the plunginii was done. The
climbers we recommend are Passiflora cceniles. Passiflora racemosa ccnrulea
racsoma raollissima, Bignonia Chirere, Habrothamnns elegans, and Ken-
nenja MaryattlB.

Insects on Straweerrifs (S JTinWc).- After examining the hits of
Mrawberry leaves we though- we found one young, white, red spider, and
there seemed also trace- of thrips. The leaves should have been wrapped
in something to prevent the insects escaping. Fur plants in bhiom put
su.phur on the lieatmg medium, so that the sulphur may not he heated
above 16o». and as soon as the frnit is set syinge well with clear soot water.
iNeed we. say th^it it is u-eless to write expecting a reply for the first Tues-
day, when all the Number was printed before your inquiry c>ime to hanri?
iriends who w-ant answers in a hurry should write early—as soon as the
previous Number is out.

Twelve ZoNALE Geraniums por Pot Coltdre (.A T. I.).-Diadem.salmon and white; Eve (Hull's), pink; Editor ,Bq I'.,), scarlet; Clip™(Euls), scarlet; Mad.me Rudersdorff, salmon; AttenVion, soai'let- Mrs
Re™lH' ?T^-^

"="''**= '"'"" ''^'>''^' """^ Lord of the l-les, sea, let;Herald of Soring, scarlet; Ossian, bright magenta scarlet; Henri de Keaul
dot, white a.id carm.ne. Best white-flowered of the same class are Madame

marktnA Mrs^Tif"j"?;- "p ^"''~''""'- Geraniums with crimson fn the
mariiings, Mra. Pwllock, Mr'». Renjon.
Sowing Peas (^ Bcohmcr).-n would be better to snw the late Peas Tnid-

7a?Hv fori o^"r '7' "^^^ ^ '"'''
S''"^

'^^ S^i"PSter*s Na. 1. which wiufo
ilillJ \\: ""'^'f']:

''"^^ ^^^" ^^*f'«" <^"een. They ^ill not dn so wvU
?b.Tr.^ ^'J"v*'^^^'l'^''*

Perfection, ae .t comes off some weekTirter

d?awr ^' ^'
'

^^'^ ''*" ^^ inconvenient, and liable to become

^nIl^''T';"?'*''°'','^^y'''''"
^^- ^- ^>—^t is a garden variety, Tt is notscarce but has only flowered as yet in a few placea. It is a fr^e blnomer

decora'tinV".r;'rH"'^rf ". ""''' '^"''^^*^' ^°^ greenhouse or conse vator^decoration, and thnueh hardy ,,s po liable, as all early bloomers are. to becut off by spring frosts as to be of little value outside.
Drainage FOR Tkrrace Walk ( Pemhridoe). — Therp are come o-nnH

Thi'ri'n-nn '"^'k"'^
''^

'
^^^^'"^""^ ^ ''The Ga'rd^ners' AsMstant." bv Mr RiDompson. The niore open matter you put in Tour 20.ff'et p.lh the he-tpr-say from 12 mches deep, and a drain deeper Rtill, and about 10 -nche'of gravel over all We h.ve seen walks wear well that h?d very I rtleOFen.ngs made for them, snmp G inches nf binding Kr.vel put on a sIt'^ tfall given towar-is the side., a-d the walk made so^ firm hat allthe wfte

Zf^ut^V *^^ ^''^''•- ^"' '"^''"^ ^^'^ ^' ^«"'<3 prefer one however

on Ike 8ur?acT°
"" **"' ^'"''' ^"'^ ^^'^^l^^^ould neVer bo sin

and"Sf'i.rrn"^.^'r"'^^/^--^-
^)-Yo" may remove the Crocuses,

oLv,il '*^T
'" ^^^ ^""^^"^ '" "" *>P^" Bitu..tion, for out nf-the-wov

Srbt^he%rn ;'f wV'''"''^*'"/"^
*^^ ^"'*'^- ^" ^^'"^^'"•^ them do n'^disturb the roots, but take up and plant with rhe soil adhering lo the root-^

In ^L^'iT"'
''.'' '"

^t^'
^'^^'" "P '^"^ ^'«^e them away in «and (or^hat wouui

desTtoy tSem!'"
'''' ''""" ""' '^'"'"^ ^'' '"™^ ^'''< ^'' ^^^^ '^^^y

ZZflh. I ^' ' ^'^ '^'^ ^^*" P'^^«^ "" '^'i^^''«« "Against a w .11 protected

SinMn 7" ""^^'rf'
^^^ Amanmthus should, after being pricked off 'ekept m-doors un il the middle of Mav. when it may be hardened off like the

H°st'ron. Vor' TJ'' '"T ^^'^",? '^''''''^ """^^ ^ hand.gl.ss. anfhiv^

wen it r?quir;?lrb:S>;rear!J Tn'^er
""" "^'^ ^"^ "^^" ^^ ^^°°'"

M^tr^fM.T.^'''"^'"" f^- ^' ^)-Neat boxes of Plate or wood from
^H^hf! ? ^ ''quare and a« much in depth, will answer verv well (or

fn^ilr tT" T'!!" *^«i>«l«'d^. i' properly drained and well watered msummer. The outside of the boxes, especially if of slat^ ahr.uld be of ahght stone colour. Wl8tfiria and the Ro.es you mention will do

..wJ^^u^^^'^/l'^'*!!:"-^''^^" {Wfm).-Lil.e8 o: the Vailey should not bequite shaded, but they will do on the north side of a wall/ Strong loam i.

J^meH™.^7''''^*'^''^•
^''^ -^^^'^ ^*" ^'•°^" '" ^^^"--^ ^ind of SOtf: thoughsomet^imea they refuse to thrive in a aoil ; butyou cannot know this without

REMOvrNo Greenhouse r^f^m/i).-Brickwork such as you would rpq-iire
for jetting a boiler, and forminn a chimney, are not removable without thelandlords consent. But all the gl -bs work of a Paxtonian or other green-house structure may rest merely on a layer of bricks, and may all be re-moved at any time. Such a stnicture might be heated b v a gaa or other move-
able stove, with an iron tube for chimney, which would also be removable.
Glass for Peach-iiodse (5. S ).—We have never tried Peaches under

fluted glass. We have seen them flourish under rough plate Wc would
however, p-efer clear glass ourselves. We wish that some of our read.-rswho have tried fluted gUss would detail their experience. We have seenflowering plants do well under thick ribbed gUss

Ft MiGATiNG (A Connmight Man).~YoM must fill the honae with tobacco
smoke on a cdlm evening, the ventilators being clo.'^ed, and the foliage dry.
Fdl it so full that a plant cannot be seen through the ginsa from the outside.
Put a few red hot cinders in a pan or flower-pot, place the tobacco Mry over
it. ar-d stana the pot on an inverted pot. It will slowly but surely burn,
and fill the house with smoke. If the house is large, two or more pots may
be necessarv. Do not open the door, nor It out th'^ ^moke. It will let
itself out quite sonn enough. The tobacco wil; burn quite fast cnnuch with-
out Railpetre; bu you may, as you have no bello^va, aissolve atablespoonfnl
of saltpetT" in a pine of war^r, and r*teep brown pap>-r in it until thoroughly
wet, then dry it, cut it into pieces a foot long, and 6 inches wide, and roll
thepe up lengthwise leaving a hollow apace of half an inch or so in the
centre, whieh is to be fibed with tobacco. Twist one end and insert that in
a flower-pot or in the soil, then set light to the other end, and it will burn
out gradually. A number of these rolls will be required to fi.ll a house
according to its size.

Melons Failing (/'iem).—Judging from the details which you haTe
t*iven. we should imHgine that the leaves were scorched for want of air
SMfRcienily early, thouch air need not be given so eirly as when the sun
first ^hines on the glass. We never found it necepsary to trive air much,
before 8 am. Bnsht weather following a continUftncH of dull weather is
the only time when Melons are benefited by sharie, a»d then it should be
Plight, [''our pi ints are not too mmy for afnim- G feet 4 inches, by 6 feet,
though quite sufficient P^riicula-s of Melon cuUare, sufficient for every
practical purpose, were given in our last volume.

Vegetabt.t: IMahhows and Riuge Cucumbers (/>?(?»»).—Your situation
is a bad one tor both, nut they ou^ht to dn better. You sow too early, and
the plants become stunted in erowth ere thev are planted out. They ought
to grow aw:iy from the seed without receivinc any check. The middle of
April is quite snon enough to sow the seed, When up pot two in a pot, and
wrien establish "d remove to a cool house orfra-ne. planting out, in the second
or ihrd week of May. Dig out a hole and fill it with a good barrowfal of
hot dung, and cover wi'h 6 inches of siiil ; place the hand-glas'ses over the
hilU, ;ind p'ant out, keeping close iind well watered for a few days, then
gradually admit air by tilting the lights, and as the plmts grow r lise the
lights so as to all'tw th-^ shoots to run outride. Kem'tv^ the lights alto-
gethpr in June, after they become well esta listied, or by midsummer, and
wa'er coi)iously in dry wentber.

GRAFriNG Orange Tree {Assaye).-~Y(in may graft the Orange tree
duringthis and n^xt month ; the best time ^eing whim the stock, begins to
grow. The most certiin mode is inarching, and the next tongue or whip
grafting, leaving the base of the graft so hmg bevond til'' point of union
th it its end may be placed in a vial of Mater. ^ The best variety yet intro-
duced for eatinir is the Tangerin, and it doe.- we'I in a <;ool greenhouse.
We were unable to tell from the small leaf sent, whi^ther the tree is an
Orange or Lemon, it being a miserable fragment, hut the sto^k whatever it

be will do.

Regulating Temperature (5". M. i.).—The easiest and cheapest plan
by which TOU can retrulite the circulation in the greenhouse c<Hinected with,
your sto-^e, is to prof-ure two small elbow pipe:-, madf of zinc, caWanised
iron, or tin, so that the outside of this short pipe shall ju=;'' fit into the inside
of those which you now h<ve. The pipe:? m iy be 7 or 8 inches long each
wav, and the one em) should go ii)to the pine, and be fastened securely there
!ind made water-tieht with paper and while lead, or white lead and tow,
the other end standing upright, and the^^e upritrnr pieces sh-mld be fitted
exactly with wooden plu^js. Mothing can be more simple. You may have
the uorieht part of this pipe even hieher, and then when lou want no heat
in the gre^nhou^e, you rnay have the warp'r only big i nough for the flow
in the stove. If you liked you could regulate the heat in ih-i stove m the
«ame wav. If the flow> from the cistern had proceeded fro n the bottom,
it would have been easier still, only blocking up the holes vvhere heat was
not wanted. Without any pipes you might hive an elbow wooden-block
with the upper end high enough to mo7« the lower end out and into the
pipe. I h'S must fit the pipn exactly at the outside ; but a small opening, by
pulling tiie plug a little out, will give plenty of circuUtion. A tap with a
hammer will make all right when no circulati-m is wanted. A simpler
nrrangement at first would havesived all the trouble.

Propagating Conifers by CcTxiNfiS {C. E. /7.).~A laree number of
Conifers may bo iucrfas^d by cuttings. The fir^t we'*t in May is a good
time for putting the cuningsin; they should be cut slanting throutjli the
joint, not straight across as cuttings are generally made. By cutting them
in this way it le-vea a much larger .surface from which roots can ne emitted;
the cuttings may be from 2 to 7 or 8 inches lonj. Prepare a mixture of peat,
leaf soil. loam, and silver sand in equ il proportions, place 2 or 3 inches of
broken crocks in rhe bottom of the ciiuing-pans, then fill the pan up to
within an inch of the top, takinc care to press the soil in flrmlv. Fill up the
reniaininc ppace with sand, make this firm by pressing it down with the
hotfom of a flower-pit. Cure should be taken in puttintr in the cuttings to
prHS=i the soil firmly about them, and the base ot the cutting should reet on
the bottom of the hole made hy the dihher After the cutting-* are put in
they should be well watered to consolidate the sand ab()ut i hem, they i^hould

then be placed in a close frame where no sun citi shme on 'hem. Keep
them close for six weeks or two months, only takm^ the lighis or bell-
glasses off for a few minutes to sprinkle them, or for the purpose of clean-
ing the glasses The pans most suitable for the purpose are those about
9 or 10 ncbes deep.
Aquatics for arden Pool lioley'^.— Fovthedeepest parts, Nupharlutea,

pumila, and advena ; Nympbrpa filba, ni'ida, and reniformis ; Viilarsia
cordata, ovrttfl, and nymphoidex ; Rumex hynrolnpathuni ; Typha 'atifolia ;

an I Iris pseud-aeoius. Por the shallower part-, Kichardi-i CBthiopica;
Ali-^ma plaot.go, natans, bjncf-olata, and r^nunculoides ; C dla palustris;
Rutnmns umb'Ilatuf*; Acorus cidamua; Ilotror.ia puliistris; Caltha palustris,

and the doub'e variety ; Kanunculus hederaceus, obtusltolius and aquaticus ;
Aponogeton rii.^tachyon, nnd angustifo'ium ; Cardamine pratensia, amara

;

Sagi'tarla H'lifittajfi'lia ; Menyanthes trifoliata ; Ilydrocharis morsus-ran® ;

Mratiotes aloides; M\riophyllum siiicatum, and verticillatum. For the
edges, Osmun a regalis; Lobelia Dortmanna ; Degraphis arundinacea, and
its variegated form; Myosotia palustrli«, and cfespitosa; Veronica becca-
bunga; Lysimachia thyraifiora, L. nemorum varlesatuin ; Valeriana offici-

nalis; Lytbrum salicaria ; Eupatorluin c innabinum ; EpiloMum ancusti-
foliiini. and hirsutum We do not know where they may be obtained, but
many are British plants, and -ill in cultivation at the present time, though
we ciniiot name a plac where they are grown for sale. Nurserymen
should advertise such things.
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traiNG Melon-frame {B. A. P.l.-Therfl will always be dancer of the

rteani from r^ie llnine^ of dung passing throucb the openings or joints of the

loose bricks and injuring the plants within th^^ frame, more or less accord-

ing to its rankness. To prevent its doinir so, the joints of the bricks above

the soil inside the frame should be stopped vith mortar. 1-^aving the out-

side nnsto|)ped, which will ^illnw of the heat of ihe dung passins into the

wall, he .tinif the brick*, and heat will b*^ radiated from their surface into

the atmosphere of rhe frdme without rank st'-am. If the heat be very

strong, und from fresh fentientinE; m.iterial«, it may be neressavy to stop up
the crevices on the outside with mort'ir, to mike pure that the rank steam
is not passing into the ira'oe. If it doi? • so to any extent it will raiiterially

affect the 'oliige, wnd, if v^-rv rank, comnle^elv destrny the crop. We have
known walls bnilt of loose bricks, ths inside being pointeti with mortar, and
then while-washed, answer very well indeed, and give more heat than when
rhe hi icks were laid in mortar.

Raisfng Carnations from Sred ((?. fl.).—Prepare ordinary seed-pans
or pot!t Jis follows:— Drain to one-ihird of their deoih with pieces of pot or

rough cinders, and n this pi.ice one-'hird ninr*^ of the rougher p^rts of the
compost, which should be lialit turfv loam, that from turvps a year old being
preferabln. mixed with on--ihird of its hoik of well-rotted leaf mould. Fill

to within h:ilf nn in'h of the rim, and m^ke the sur ace even. Scatter the

seeds resniarly over the .'•urface, and co^er with fine soil suffipiently deep to

hide them. Water an place in a frame or house with a gentle heat, or
failing this under the liyht-* of a cold frump, or in a warm situation pro-

tected from heavy rains. When fairlyup remove to ticold frame if riU'^ed in

heat, always keepini* the soil moist but not very wpt, and when sufficiently

large to handle pot nif -ingly ini<i small pots, or prick them out in a sheltered

Situation. Kef*p shaded for a ^ew days until established, and in September
plant out I font apart in heiis of good rich soil m a sheltered yet open situa-

tion. They will bloom next vtar.

Foster's Whitk Sekdlino <jrape [A Lady .9«ft5^rjfter).— lb is a white
Grape, but has not « m-'S- t fiavour. Ic rip 'oy in a gre'-ntiouse about the
same time a-^ the Mu-^eadmf, and is superior to that variety. When ripe

the skin of ihe berries is of a clear apub-ir colour, lis hlo'^syois set freely,

and the buncrhe* are large and handsome. Wc know of no reason why it

»^ould Bor iuiirch on the Black Hamhurch.

SEEDLi.voTANGEGD^EOn^NGKs v4« 0-d .5/(6srrififr).—Tangerine Oranges
will come trui- from seen, and, tbHii-fore, graf'irtg will not be requiied. Of
course, the -eedlings will hloooi wi bout grafting, that being only practised
to perpetuate varieties. As to the mode in which the operation is performed,
see an answer to another correspondent.

MANAGEMENT OF Ri'LDS J A. K S.) —It wouM uot be safe to take your
liulbs up before the spcou'i week in Mav ; If ihey ftre then taken up you may
nlant them nn the «pare border in very litrht sandy soil. As soon :is the
foliage becomes diy take them up and spread theui thinly on a shelf or bench
in a dry airy shed let theni remain there foi- ;i few weeks, then pack them
^way in drjiwers or boxes. Primula Calceolaria, ano Cineraria, sow at
once ; Camellia, Azalea. &c., pot as soon a- they have done tioweriug.

Pampas Grass Ci'lture -Cannas {H J. i^.). — We should think no better
soil conld be found tor amnas Gra^-' than iOur'^. The situation is a'so good.
The richer you make the soil wi'h well-ilecomposed manure the, better will

tlu? plants grow. Piaiit ihem <mt at once. The aspect -will suit them well.

The same soil and uitnatiin will suit ihe Cannas, only they muH not he
I'lanted out before the second week in May, unless they are dry roots; that
''Cing the case, they may be planted cut at once.

Rose Princess Mary of Cambridge {Paul 4- Son).—Tt is a beautiful

flower, co'our pale rose, with a bright pink centre; something in the style

of Duchess of Sutherland, but a much fuller 'fose. If it maintains its

present, character it will be a decided acquisition ; and as forced Rosea are

not generally so good as those in the open air, we should imagine that it

will be even better by-and-by.—D,, Deal.

Evergreen Shrubs for. Beds on Lawn (Amateur).—The outside beds

would look very well if planted with dw;irf-growing evergreen shrubs.

You do not say whether your garden I* ranch exposed, or whether it is a
damp soil or dry. If the sub-oil is moist the following would do well:

—

some of the dwarf-growing kinds of Rhododendrons, Ledums, Azaleas,

Vaccintum, Gaultheria, Epigeea, Andro neda, Menziesia, or Irish Heath,

Ericas of sorts. Place a few spadefuls of chopped peat or bog around
eich plant as they are put in. Different kinds of LiUuma would look well

if planted amongst them. Herbaceous plants may a. so be planted with
advantage. If il is a dry loamy soil an t the situation an exposed one, the

following plants would be must suitable for the heds :—Aucuba japonica

and some of the newer kind-, such as A. japonica foeralni. Berberis, or

Mahonia aquifoUum, Deutzia gracilis, some ot the best and most distinct

kinds of variegated Hollies, Magnolia conspicua, M. purpurea, Pyrua

japonica, white and scarlet, Skiramii japonica, Spirrea callosa, Weigela

rosea. These may all be kept a^ small plmts by constantly pinchlng-iu

their tops. Standard Roses would look well planted among-tc them, their

stems would he hidden by the evergreens, the lops would then appear just

above the evergreens, giving the bed a very pretty appearance.

MoLciiiNG Flower-beds—Appltino Liquid Manure to Roses {F. C).
—The mulching is aoplied to the surface of tha beds atter the plants are put

out. An inch or so of short manure pla-^-ed on the surface checks evaporation,

and, consequently, there is less necessity for -watering, it affords food to the

plants without making th.-m too vigorous, and is not so stimulating as when,

manure is mixed with the soil. Uos-s. like all plants, do not Uke strong ap-

plicitions of manure water. It should be applied weak and at every alternate

Wittering, or once or twice a- week during the gr<»wing season. We do not

know of an edging plant raised irom seed that will do in the place oC

Lobelia.

Names of Rhodocendrons (Ounton Park).—It is R. Falconeri, one of

those discovered by Dr. Hooker in the Sikkim-Himalaya, at an elevation of

10,000 feet above the sea. iLady L. Coles- Yours is R. Windsorii, dis-

covered bv Mr. Booth in the mountains of Bootan, at elevations of from

7000 to 9000 feet.

Names of Plants {De Foix).— \y Pteris nquilina ; 2, Cyrtomium fal-

catum; 8, N^pbrolepis tuberosa ; 4, Uitobrocbia vespertilionis ; 5, Selagi-

nella, apparently cEDSia. {M. Z*.). — Pelargonium radula. ( W. M ).—Erica

(an unnameable scrap) ; Garrya elliptica. {Eskda'e). Haroenhergia mnno-

pliylla. (P. S ).—Pittosporum undulatum. It is not hardy. {A. W. C.).—

riants cannot bo named from bulns alone: we must see the flower.

{J. K's. 0).).—Your plants were so carelessly packed that all hut one of the

numbers were loose when they reached U5. No. 3 is Gnidia imberbia. Two
others in flower are Primula denticulata and Pittosporum Tobira. The rest

not being m flower we cannot undertake 'o name (SurMris).— 1, Medi-
lago ori>icularis; 2, Cornus mas. {IK. iV. B. and Liigkton 5.).—It is

utterly impossible to name plants from single letives or scraps of leaves.

We might ^iuess at dozens of ihings and be wrong after all. [W. N.).—
1. Pulmonaria officinalis; 2, Muscari rauemosura ; S, Lamium maculatum

;

4, Leucojum sestivum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending AprU 22nd.

Datb.
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where I was, as a new road cut through a hill had been
made to reach the town from the station ; indeed, poor
"WitTSHiBE Rector " might have lost himself (would there
not have been lamentation at Hilltop Rectory if he had ?)

;

but no fear, as my host kindly met me. A corner is turned
and I am once more in the fine old market-place, and I
exclaim on viewing that noble space and its surroundings,
"What a picture of au old county town is Devizes !" There,
before me, stands the monument to Ruth Pearce of lying
memory ; around are the picturesque houses, here one with
a fair Grecian fi-ont, there steep gables, some red-tiled and
honeycombed gables, such as Gilbert "White noticed in Sus-
sex

; I remember several at Easebourne, that pretty village,
dear to me, arljoining Cowdray Park, and lying near the
town of Midhurst.
But I am at my new friend's house, and soon we visit the

loft, the best place in which I ever saw Pigeons confined.
It was the top storey of a very long factory-like building,
100 feet long by 20 wide, with large windows all round, with
the sun streaming in—a capital thing for Pigeons, for they
dehght in sunshine. My eye at once fell upon a red-pied
Powtercock of singularly good sbape and fine carriage; and
soon after upon an old bird, with his crop nice and globular
as seen fi-om the back. What a fine loft for Powters, for
they can almost unimpeded take their long sweeping fligbt.
Some of them were white, and so owl-like were they that they
looked as if they by right were the lawful tenants of the old
building. Now for the Fantails : they were, I am hapjjy to
say, all white, and very good birds they were. Of the pair
of turnorowns imported from India, the hen was particulai-ly
charming. As she fronted me with her slender head and neck
surrounded by the tail feathers, which formed a rayed crown
to her head, I own my preference was to the English birds
without the turn-crown, as the shape of the Pantail's head
does not seem to requiie it; but there is room for all opinions
in the world provided they are harmless. On the floor I
was glad not only to see a good water supi:)ly and plenty
of grave], but pans for growing green food in. Then
I examined the nest airangements, which, to avoid the
possibility of rats, were near the ceiling, thus also
causing the birds to take more exercise; also the loft was
not marred by the presence of any inferior birds, which is
well, for the best eat only as mucli as the worst. I trebly
enjoyed this loft from the evident happiness and health of
the birds. Round and round we sauntered, I picking out
my favourites, iind admiring, and criticising.
We descended at last (N.B.—Avery long ladder, no gouty

foot niust venture up). Well, just at the bottom were
strutting about some Black-breasted Red Game fowls, very
good, and of Fletcher's stiain. I am reminded, however,
that " dinner waits," but unlike Mrs. Gilpin I cannot addi
"and I am tired." Now, after dinner it had been arranged
that I should visit two other lofts and poultry-yards ; so we
cross the market-place and arrive at another fancier's, where
I am also very kindly welcomed. 'J he Pigeons had been
kept in so that I might inspect them the better. Ah ! I
know what variety—they are far above me—I hear the merry
rattling coo of the Tumbler. Surely a chapter might be
written upon the different cooing of Pigeons, as Mr. Dixon
wrote a chapter upon the different crowing of cocks. For
instance: tliere is the deep coo of the Powter, who plays
the big drum in the columbarian band, then the Trumpeter,
then the lively shrill tife of the Barb ; but of all cooing com-
mend me to that of the cheerful Tumbler. My friend's, a
friend in every sense, were in breed tlie right medium be-
tween the ooarse-shaped Roller and the (for flight) too
delicate Almond, just, in fact, what high-flying Tumblers
should be—pleasing near at hand from their trim form, and
charming in the air. I at once marked out what I considered
the best pair. " Ali ! I had those from Mr. Bient :" so " Our
Journal" met me at Devizes. By my wish they are let
out, and up they go, all save one wise hen, who perhaps will
lay to-morrow, and whom no pocket-handkerchief waving
can frighten into the air. Up they go—higher—higher

—

higher. Now they are close together; then one tumbles
over clean and clever; then they are all falling in the clear
atmnsphere, tying knots charmingly; then all up together.
While I look, lo! they are all at it again. Certainly high-
flying Turahlers are great sources of pleasure. I never
could do long without a flight ; even among the Grampians

I had my Tumblers. I suppose I must have some again
some day.
Next the fowls. Some are in wooden houses fronted with

net—White Bantams and Malays. I hear a voice near me
saying quietly, " A certain ' Wiltshire Rector ' calla
Malays ugly birds." Oh ! what a dig in my poor ribs.

*' Needles and pins, needles and pins.
When a man wiites his trouljle begins."

But the stab was given so gently that I winced, but did not
either scream or faint; the kind look took away the pain, if

pain there were. In a back garden I found a troop of some
twenty Malays, and as they charged past me at a quick'
canter they reminded me of either camels with their necks
stretched out and long legs, or some irregular cavalry,
say Bashi-bazouks. " I have been a fancier many years,
' Wiltshire Rector.' " " May you be many more," said I

;

"Nature never tires;" and I pointed to the garden and
greenhouse, and poultry and Pigeons. But I must hurry
on to see another fancier, for the railway is an awful despot

;

time, tide, and trains wait for no man. "Get behind me or
walk," growls the engine. Further on into tlie town, and I
found a dull yard enlivened by Pigeons. Then a look at
St. John's Church, with its noble tower, and that roof from.
ofi' which the lead was stripped to mould into bullets when
the brave little town was besieged by the parliamentarians.
Being on the direct way between London and the west,
Wiltshire suffered much in the civil war, and more par-
ticularly Devizes. I have a peep into the Town Hall, evi-
dently of the Georgian era; indeed, a full-length picture of
George III., and one of his Queen, hang on the w^dls. In
the council chamber I noticed a likeness of a former and
favourite M.P. for the borough, also a picture of the former
Town Hall, showing, also, the market-place. On the land-
ing near I noticed on a panel the borough arms, bearing the
date 1606. But I must hasten. Next, a walk through
" The Crittox," an odd name for a street, meaning, perhaps,
" barracks ;" then to another church, St. Mary's, and a dis-

tant peep at the castle, now restored ; then home again,
driven in by the cold, and snow is again falling. The dessert
is renewed to the amount of one glass of wine to warm us
after the cold walk. "By the way," sairl I, "is there tima
for me to take a second look at your Pigeons ? I like a
second look to correct opinions if necessary." " Oh, thera
is time, and I shall be delighted to go up again—only too
happy." So we again sought the long loft, and looked at

and handled several birds ; they seemed ol 1 friends, and I

never saw better birds, especially the Fantails. A cup of

tea followed and a poultry chat, in which I had the pleasure
to agree with my host on most gpints, and then back to

the station.

Oh ! Devizes, I liked you well ; I liked your most un-
mauufacturing-district look, I liked your old-world historic

appearance, I liked the iriends I met there, and some day I

hope to go there again. Such, good reader, was my " day
at Devizes."-

—

Wiltshire Rector.

THE APPOINTMENT OF POULTET JUDGES.
After tlie expression of Mr. Beldon's opinions in your

Journal of last week, I- think it unnecessary lo bring forth

further arguments to induce him to resign. To liud that
he not only disagrees with, but is absolutely ignorant of, a
rule setting forth one of the principal objects of the Club,
will, 1 have no doubt, not a little astonish his brother mem-
bers, especially Mr. Zurhorst, who gave his opinion on the
subject in so decided a manner a few weeks back. If the
rule is rescinded, as he ajipears to think, I am very glad, but
I am afraid such is not t_e case.

Whilst acknowledging that he sells "a large quantity of

poultry," Mr. Bcldou ol jects to the name of dealer, but as
he buys birds wholesale and sells them retail, I do not know
what else to call him. I know several instances in which
he has bought up the stocks of retiring exhibitors in a
single lot, and sold them again in pens or single birds to
suit purchasers. I have known him lor several yeu,rs, and
have always looked upon him in that light; and it is worthy
of remark that he did not olject to the name until he was
called upon to resign, although it had been published a full

month in your Journal.
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Mr. Beldon is mistaken in supposing that I considered his

showing in his daughter's name an additional reason why
he should relinquish the office ; the reason why I introduced

her name was to show that the birds really belonged to Mr.

Beldon. My additional reason for thinking that he ought
to resign was, because I did not think that the owner of

" the most successful yard in fie kingdom " should be one

of the persons to appoint the Judges. Still, when he enters

his birds in Miss Beldon's name he commits a breach of the

rules of every Show at which he exhibits ; for do not the

rules requii-e the entries to be m^de in the name of the

proper owner of the birds ?

In conclusion, I confidently hope that Committees will

consider the advice given in my last letter, and appoint the

.Judges themselves, and then the question of Mr. Beldon's

resignation or otherwise will be of very little moment, espe-

cially to—A Looker-on.

EOOKS THE CAUSE OF PIGEONS DESEETING
THEIE HOME.

In November last I erected an excelhmt Pigeon-house,
replete with every comfort and every advantage as to its

aspect, warmth, size, height from the ground, protection

from vermin and cats duly considered. In this house I

placed six pairs of Pigeons—well-bred Bald-head Tumblers
and one pair of beautiful Mottled Trumpeters. After due
confinement they were all set at liberty, and continued to

be quite at home all through the winter. They laid, sat,

and wei'e prospering well, until one fine morning in the

middle of February one disappeared for two or three days,

but returned again ; soon afterwards two or three birds did

the same, and at last all the Pigeons during March took
these freaks into then- heads, until my dovecote became
destitute of all but the Trum2:ieters. These remained until

about a week ago; they, too, are now gone—gone altogether,

notwitlistanding inquiries, offers of reward, &c., so that I

am convinced they are not within miles of their home.
I find that Pigeons have a great fear of rooks, and as I

have a large rookery not far from the dovecote, there is no
doubt that when the rooks began to come to their old haunts
to build the Pigeons were terrified, and at last so much so

as to leave their home and altogether disappear. The
absence of birds of prey, as hawks, which might have caused
the mischief, confirms still more strongly my firm con-

viction, that if there is a rookery within a quarter of a mile
of a dovecote the Pigeons within it during the building-time
of the rooks will mostly, if not all of them, leave their homes

;

whether they mean to return remains still unproved to

—

Chanticleek.

did bills, and being very fine. In Eouens there were some
good birds, Mr. Boyle's being remarkably good. The first-

prize drake was the finest we have seen for some time. In

Geese Toulouse carried off all the prizes. Mr. Dawson,_ of

Hopton Mirfield, exhibited a beautiful pair of Egyptian
Geese, which were commended. Mr. Boyle's first-prize

gander weighed 30 lbs. The pens used were Turner's, of

Sheffield, and they gave every satisfaction. The following

la a list of the awards :

—

Dorkings (Silver Grey).— First, Seconrt, and Third, C. P. Leslie. Chickem
— First, R. W. BoyLe, Dundrum. Second, R. P. Williams, Dublin. Third,

C. P Leslie.

DoRKi.Nos (Coloured).—First, R. P. Williams. SRCond, P.. W. Boyle.

Spamsu —First, A. Comyns. Second, Miss Dc C. Drevav. Third, R. W.
Boile. Hiffbly Commondert. De C. Drevar. Cln< kens. — f int., R. W. Boyle.

Second and Third, A. Corayns, Commended. W. Peirin ; H. P. Williams.

Krkhma Pootea.— First, Second, and Third, R.W.Boyle. Chickens,—
First. Second, and Third, H. W. BotIc.

I'ocHiss.—First, Second, and Third, F. W. Zutliorst. Chickens.— YirBt,

Second, and Third, F. W, Zurhorst.
Game —Prize, C. H. Peacock. C/iic/.eMS.- First, Miss Langtry. Second,

C. H. Peacock.
Poi.ANns.-First and Second, Miss De C. Drevar. Highly Connncndcd,

R. P. VVildams,

Hambueoh (Pencilled).— First and Second, Mrs. Kemnnis.

Hambdrgh (Spangled).— First, R. P. Williams. Second, C. H. Cooper.

Cr?.vf-C(eues.- Crize, F. "W. Zurharst.
TuhKEVS,— Prize, R. W. Boyle.

Gke.se — Fir.st, Second, and Third, R. W. Boyle. Commended, W. Daw-
son, Hopton, Mirfield.

Ducks (Aylpsljury).— First, R. W. Boyle. Second, K. P. Williams. Highly
Coitmiended, A. Warburton.
Di CKs (Rouen).—First and Second, E. W. Boyle. Highly Commended

R, P. Williams.

Mr. Stanton, of Dublin, officiated as Judge.

Li- DUBLIN SPETNG POTJLTEY SHOW.
r (From a Correspondent.)

The above Show was held in Kildare Street, Dublin, on
Tuesday the 18tb inst. and three following davs ; and though
the weather was most unfavourable there was a numerous
attendance of visitors. We were pleased to see so much
improvement in the different breeds. Dorkings headed the
list, and among them were some very good specimens.
There was a splendid pen of Silver-Grey chickens, the pro-

perty of B. W. Boyle, Esq., which we have no hesitation in

saying it would be very difficult to beat at any show. In
Spanish twenty-seven pens competed ; the third-prize pen
of old birds contained two hens that left the others far in

the shade. In Spanish chickens we have seldom seen so

good a pen as tliat which obtained the first prize. In
Brahmas Mr. Boyle carried all before him, and we never
saw better. In Cochins P. W. Zurhorst, Esq., had it all his

own way, and they left nothing to be desired. The first

prize went to Whites, the second to Silver Cinnamons ; and
if we may be allowed a remark, the prizes should have been
reversed. The Cinnamon cock was a wonderfully good bird.

Game were only poorly represented. In Polish, White-crested
birds were successful. In Hamburghs there was no merit.
There was no class for Bantams. Mr. Zurhorst showed a
nice pen of Creve-Cmurs.

The prize pen of young Tuil;eijs was very fine. The first-

prize pen of Aylesbury Duclcs was really good, having spleu-

STOEIFYING-INFLUENCE OF SEASONS ON
THE PEODUCTION OF SWAEMS.

I BEG to return my thanks to " A Kenebewshiee Bee-

keeper," for his friendly comments upon my storifying pro-

ceedings last summer, and hope that his observations may
prove serviceable both to myself and others. I have been

long aware that bees will gladly avail themselves of accom-

modation afforded in the shape of a nadir ; but have aJao

feared that such accommodation would, if offered to a

supered hive, divert their attention from the super. Perhaps
" A Kenfbewshike Bee-keepee " will kindly detail his

mode of procedure in a future Number of your Journal.

As long as I had English bees to deal with, I found a

single super was almost always sufficient to prevent the

issue of a swarm ; but with Italian bees, both storified hives

and also first swarms have almost invariably sent out

swarms, though the latter have always been nadired, and
sometimes supered into the bargain.

Observation has convinced me that the fecundity of the

queen bee is much greater than has been generally supposed,

and that the population of a hive is frequently much re-

stricted from want of proper accommodation. Dr. Bevan

says wet seasons are generally productive of swarms, and

dry ones of honey; but last summer demonstrated that

dry seasons may be productive of swarms, if they also prove

unproductive oif honey. My three first swarms last season

were—May 15, a natural swarm ; May IG, an artificial swarm;

and May 18, an artificial swarm. These all progressed very

well for about a fortnight, collecting honey from the apple

trees and sycamores (which were covered with a great pro-

fusion of blossoms), so that the hives were nearly filled with

comb by the end of May, and contained a good deal of sealed

honey. June was excessively dry, and upon examining the

swarms at the end of the month I found all the c^inbs almost

full of brood, with very little honey, nearly every available

cell containing either sealed or unsealed brood. The hives

were all nadired and were full-sized Woodbury-bar, or bai

and frame-hives.

All these swarms sent out swarms in spite of nadirs
;
and

one of them did so although it was both supered and

nadired, after all the royal cells had been once excised. This

hive after the return of its swavm worked very vigorously,

and continued in pretty brisk action after all the other hives

had almost ceased to work. I believe they were gathering

lioney from honeydew. They yielded 8 or 9 lbs. of veij

fine-flavoured honey from a shallow super, but it was dark-

coloured although stored in virgin comb. The bulk of the

honey I obtained was very much lighter in colour.—J. E. B.
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HIVES AFFECTED BY DAMP.
Mt bees li\e on the north-east coast ot Norfolk in flat-

topped straw hives, placed on a sheltered little lawn sur-

rounded by tall trees, though not overhung by them. The
stands are 18 inches from the ground. Last summer I took
but little honey. Only two hives out of six swarmed ; I pre-

vented the others swarming. In September and October I

fed all with barley-sugar, and placed glasses on the top to

avoid damp. When they were weighed, in the beginning of
winter, the eight hives each weighed from 20 to 31 lbs., boards
and hives. When I examined my hives in the beginning of

February I found some hives with only a few bees, some
empty, only one at all strong. Only two have been saved,

and all the hives but the strong one were damp and mouldy

;

some were well supplied with honey and pollen. How am I

to account for damp destroying so many, and yet one hive

not being in the least damp, though placed with the others,

and treated exactly like them ? Is the sea coast a bad place

for bees ? Should I cover my hives with any cement 'i How
can I further guard against damp ? These bees came from
a \rillage eight miles from London, where I had excellent

success, and I hardly ever lost a hive in winter; but since the
change to Norfolk the bees have degenerated.—M. H. M.

[The mischief you describe appears to have arisen from
internal moisture, probably aggravated, if not entirely pro-

duced by, the means intended to obviate it. If the fiat tops

of your hives are made of wood it will go far to explain the
mystery ; if not we should be disposed to refer it to con-

densed moisture running from the glass into the interior of

the hives. When glasses are applied in this manner during
the winter they should stand either in feeding pans or in

circular metallic troughs, specially adapted to the purpose

;

but, in the case of hives made entirely of straw, we believe

them to be quite unnecessary. That one hive should escape

uninjured under exactly similar circumstances is not at all

unusual, just as one member of a family frequently remains
healthy when all, or nearly all, the rest are stricken down by
disease. The sea coast may not be so favourable a locality

for bees as your former residence, but we see no reason why
they should not prosper, although not, perhaps, to so great

an extent.]

EANCIDITY OP BUTTEE.
I HAVE no doubt that the bad flavour of " Cochin's"

butter was caused by decayed vegetable matter of some kind.

Some years ago the butter produced on a neighbouring farm
was found to be of bad quality in consequence, it was said,

of the cows being out of condition. It being autumn and
severe weather setting it, the cows were housed for about
ten days, and the next churning was of the usual good
quality. A few days of fine weather coming on the cows
were again turned out to grass. The butter was again of

an unpleasant flavour ; the cause of the bad flavour was then
thought to be the cows eating grass that was in a state of

decomposition, as ii often is after frost or severe weather.

It could not be from the cows eating tree leaves of any kind,

as the fences round the field were all stone walls, and there

was not a tree within two hundred yards of the field except

one small tree with a stem about 2 inches in diameter.

Butter and milk will be found to have a bad flavour if the

cows are allowed to eat decayed vegetable matter of any
kind. I have seen a cowkeeper who was noted for good milk,

cut up his turnips by hand, and in doing so cut off every

piece that was decayed. Decayed garden refuse of any kind
eaten by cows will cause the butter to be bad, especially if

there be any onions in it. A farm labourer in cleaning up
his master's garden wheeled into the farmyard a barrow-

load of onions, the milch cows ate them all up, the result was
butter not fit to eat. Cows will often give bad butter if fed

on hay and grass. An old farmer now deceased would never
allow his cows to eat grass and hay both on one day. AU
kinds of horned cattle will often sutler from indigestion, and
be swollen almost to bmsting, if allowed to eat decayed
vegetable matter. A simple remedy in such oases is a
handful of common salt dissolved in warm water, and given

to the cow or other animal. Turnips and hay will produce
bad butter. I have not, like your correspondent "T. G.,"

angled in the Washboui-n, but I know that in the lower

parts of Wharfedale, when cows are fed on turnips, straw
is given to lessen the taste of the turnips. The taste is

always bad when the cows feed on hay and turnips. A
farmer who often mOks upwards of twenty cows, assures me
that his blotter is always bad when the cows are fed with
locust beans, so bad that ho has given up churning.

I hold an opinion that ergoted grasses will give a bad
flavour to milk or butter. The last year produced ergot
(Spermoedia clavus. Fries) in abundance, and of large size ; on
roots of Lolium perenne (perennial rye grass) I picked
spurs nearly an inch long. In districts where ergot abounds
there will always be a great number of barren cattle. I am
informed on good authority, that a cattle breeder for ex-

hibition last year lost .£300 from abortions caused by his

cows eating ergoted grasses. Will some one of your scien-

tific readers of The Journal of Hokticultoke, have the
kindness to tell us the best way to get rid of this pest to
agriculture? Drainage is not always a sure remedy, as I

find it growing in well drained laud.

—

Robt. Smith, Dews-
bury.

OUE LETTEE BOX.
Eggs Failing to Hatch (S H.).~^ye phnuld be more disposed to attri-

bute the failure ot the egi^s to Uic unkind weatlier we have h^d lUaa to any
other c luse. Thousands of b^qa havi.- luiled from being froat-bitten. Try a
silting of those laid since the chang:e ot wemher Te«t them at the end of
a week, and it they have no lile in Lheui procure another cock.

Fowl's Neck Swelling { rf. fi. D. A.).—Such swellings as you mention
are more cooiir.nii atnong Spiinish tba>i any otlier biced. Thty should be
taken out when they first appear. When the? hdrdoa tliey become full of
cheesy ma:ler, aud pervade thti whole sysiiera. Ie is a Dad cise.

Chickens Dying in Hatching (D. C.)—We have no doubt your chickens
die in the sheil irom the e-igs being tuo dry. For a wee& before haching
they should be wettfd every morniug. nr «,', any lime when ihe hen is off

the nes>t. Failing this assistiince the inner menihr^ine oT the e^g becomes
as hard, tongb, and brown as Indian rubocr. Few chickens can get through
It. When the lien is off dip your hand in water and wring it over the egg
freely.

Doeking's Fack Swollen (Old UaUng^.—lt may be only a cold, but the
swelling you nieuiion is like the beginning of roup. Wush the swollen
part with cold \\uter and vinegar. Uivi; castor oil, a table-spoon'ul at a
lime, and feed cin bread and ale. It is disputed whether it is contagious or
not. It 16 so, undoubtedly, to sickly birns, but h<'a thy ones seem to m^et it

with impunity. Ii it is the only bird affected and not very valuable, put
her away.

Preserving Eggs (W. T.).—We keep eggs fjr months in very good
conditiun, ev(--n for the breakiast tabie, by putting tbem in wetted lime in

a common bread-pan, alternate liiyers of lune and eggs. They will keep
for a long time if they are covered with butler as soon as they are laid.

Reddbbing a Game Cock (Old iSu6urii*'r).—You run no risk whatever
in reduo-ing llie cock. Use a pair of very shirp clipplri'g scissors, and cat

from trunt to bucK, as close as po--ible, without laying the skull bare.

Fowls Disorukked (Heigate).— There is no reason why your lowis should
be t*ick so far as we can judne, unless they are overfed. "Scraps from the

kitchen " is a wide terra, and may easily intan more food than is good for

them. Keep them for a few days on meal mixed with milk, and feed

sparingly.
Soil of Fowl-tard (P. W. 72.). -You will find the smL41 disappear.

Sprinkle charcoal powder over the surface. Iteep it well raked, and you may
burv sjme pieces oi bme an inch or two below it.

Eqo-passaoe Protr-jding {R. B. p.) —It is more than probsble the

puUeis have not laid 'ili now. I'he fir^t egg. ani someiimcs up to the third

and fourth eggs are laid with difhuulty, often causing bleeding and pro-

trusion of the et;g-- passage. Tbe otbt-V hens «i-e attracted y it, and pick

and pud it; hen c 'leaih. It there lie any oifh ul y alter the first, the

cause is internal lever and the cure, modtrate feeding md plenty of green
food, lettuce ii possible. All difficulty in laying is prevented if the fowl

can be watched, and tne egg pasi^age tiiorougiily lubricated with a feather

diiJped in oil. Ii is no disease.

GoLDBN-PENCiLi.ED Hamburgus ( Hatuburffk I.—Thc ordinary food for

Giber chkkeua is that which Haiubmghs require, boned engs, bread and
milk, bruised wheat, able scraps, tat and skin chopiitd fine ; curd. Chickens

require beer when tht^y are hatched vt-iy early in ihe year, or when the

cold IS severe ; ai-^o during strong easterly winds. Th y prefer beer at all

times, but tbcy do not always waut it. Wlitn a comb turns black, it is from
stoppage in the crop or elsewh-re, oi troiu I'afnig poisonous or poisoned

food. Give a table-.-'ponntul of ca^^tor oil every other day lor a week, Th»
buds c nnot lie in health with a black cunb.
Bantam Laying toFT Eofls {A A- E. S.). -The lecntions are at fault,

and the desire lo eat. tbe eggs shows a ciis -rdered state. Give a table-

spotinlul of casttr iol twic'-, ai. twenty-four hnur-' inrerval. Put some talse

cgiis—verv hard ones— i;.i h^r ne^-i. if you tliid she strains in laying dip a

wmu-teather in oil, and lubricate the egg pas.-^age with U. This will

remedy all.

'louLousK Ge^si; iL. C , A i'Hft4Cri&t;r).— Toulouse Geeae are marvellooa

layers, but we coi.&i>:er iheni non-.s!tiers Yoiur- baa laid ftfiy-three eggs,

but oni- of ourf li.t-. laid nbove MXty eggs, nnd s -ems iiielined to keep on.

Arrival of tuk Nightinoalk and Cuckoo (Bishopstoke) —The Nightia*

gale precedes tbe Cuckoo. In the south ot Enyiand tht- lormer arrives in

th« lirst half ol March but the Cuckoo not unnl alter the middle *f April.

The dates ol arrival vary a iew days in e leh yt-ar.

Teachino Bi'LLFiMCHKS TO FiPK {^oiji fVi/vj.— Look out for somB ufistB

Tiext nionih, when the younir ones arc ten days or a fortnight old, take

tht'iii and oring them up by hand, put them viU* a covered b.i-ket, and after

each meal piay or whistle ttie tune over to rhcm which you wish them to

leai'n. Continue the same for five or siit monihs.— B. P. B.

I
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these and many other parts of the kingdom. Wales, for
instance, abounds in them, and so do Scotland and the
lale of Wight, but we nowhere find an assemblage of small
stones piled one upon the other, like by far the largest pro-
portion of the rockwork of modern gardens.
As regards the desire of growing rock plants, there is

no objection to them, provided the rockwork is not made
so as to be destructive to some other feature. To form a
rook on a level piece of ground is simply ridiculous—it can
never appear natural ; but it may be made to appear so by
excavating a hollow to be filled with water, and throwing the
soil taken out into a mound of irregular form, building a part
with rock quite steep, another flat, with large pieces of rock
cast here and there as if by accident ruther than design,
some on their ends, others on their sides, some forming a
natural arch, some leaning and about to fall, and all uniting to
form a rough bold scene. In forming the rockwork care m'ust
be taken that the earth is solid beneath and the crevices, also,
filled with soil where it is desirable to introduce plants ; but
cover the stones as little as possible, othei-wise the rocky
character will be destroyed, and the rockwork will present the
appearance of a mound covered with stones. It should be ele-
vated, and so much so as not to be looked down upon. If water
is introduced it may come trickling down from a fissure in the
rock, drip over stones, and fall over some placed perpendicu-
larly into the pool or lake beneath, and here it is desirable to
have the rockwork in the shade so that it may be accom-
panied by Ferns and plants that delight in shade and mois-
ture. The pool itself may be surrounded with grass or lawn,
or have a rocky edge where the smaller aquatics may be
grown. Instead of dripping from the rock into the pool
beneath, the water may be conveyed through a rocky passage
or channel strewed with stones, and planted with plants that
thrive in shallow water, or grow in moist ground. It may
lose itself in a fissure of the rock, appearing again at another
point. It may again find its way into a hollow and there
form a lake, and there may be a rocky path near the lake
with a rock rising abruptly from it, or the water may wash
the base of the rock, the latter rising from three sides and
forming a sort of amphitheatre, the summit of the rook
being bold and rugged, and the plants in the fissures and
on the ledges in large clumps ; shrubs, and even trees being
introduced in order to give the effect at a distance which
small plants have close at hand.
Rockwork may also be formed by sinking a path, throw-

ing the soil into irregular mounds, and forming arches in
some perpendicular part where the walk rapidly descends
or ascends, so as to appear as if the stones forming the arch
had fallen from the heights, and being thrown upon each
other formed the arch accidentally. This kind of rockwork
may be made very pleasing, only do not use too many and
too small stones in its construction. Perhaps the best
example of this kind'is in the Regent's Park gardens, where
the passes with their rocky sides and the rocky arches have
but one fault, and that is they are too small, though happily
contrived in other respects.
As to the other points, the second is simply a repetition

of the first, except insomuch as it is a conversion of ma-
terials_ rather than providing a receptacle for plants. The
third is easily remedied, providing irregularity of outline,
boldness of feature, and avoiding all appearance of same-
ness are kept in view. The sides may be rocks and the
summit a grassy slope, or clothed with nobler verdure, and
the rock may appear again above that, which is perfectly
natural, for in mountainous places rocks protrude half-way,
and appear in patches here and there up the whole face of
the mountain. Fourth, a deep ravine or valley may be much
improved bj- converting the rougher parts into rockwork,
and clothing the less steep ; in some places having rock
on both sides as

,
if the ravine had been created by a seve-

rance of the earth, and taking advantage of a projection to
introduce a rocky crag, which may be backed up with shrubs
not with a view to hide anything beyond, for that ia bad,
but to give the idea that tlio earth had been rent and the
part on the one side severed from that on the other, wliich
should be clothed in like manner, leaving the rock promi-
nently in view. The ruin of a building appearing as if

demolished in the general convulsion, may be introduced VEaETABLE Flannel.—Those of your readers who take an
with great effect. The paths should not be marked, though interest in the manufactureof vegetable flannel from thePinus
they may bo introduced to a certain extent to afford aooeas

| sylvestris, may like to have the information that eiaoe about

to the different parts, but they should be of the rudest kind
and appear as neglected as possible. If dressed walks are
made, one taking a circuit of the whole and permitting of the
principal features being seen only once, or if twice from a dif-

ferent point of view, will be sufiicient, and this walk should be
concealed as much as possible. If it were possible to bound
the view by high rocks, crowning them with hanging woods
would have a fine effect, unless a stream passed through the
ravine, when the high rocks with overhanging woods should
not bound the view, but be situated on one side of the stream
washing the base of the rocks, so as to afford a clear view of
the open country, the stream widening as it passed through
green meads and groves. This will be the open end of the
ravine, or the view from it. If there is no stream the view
may likewise be open, though bounded by some object in the
distance, or the view will be barren- looking. The view in
or up the ravine should be different. It may consist of a
high rock having a cascade in the centre, with a richly-

wooded background, or the ravine may lose itself at the
foot of a mountain, partly wooded, with here and there a
piece of rock projecting. If a stream pass through the
ravine or rocky glen it will be considerably improved by
placing rough stones in parts, and introducing rooks to

divert the coui-se of the stream should it run straight.

For forming oaves and subterranean passages great fa-

cilities are afforded by quarries and gravel-pits. The sides

should be broken down to what we may term a sloping crag
in one pai-t, leaving a perpendicular wall in another, just as
it may contribute to the general effect. The crags should
be bold, with here and there broad shelves and deep fissures.

Some parts should appear as mounds of earth clothed, how-
ever, with shrubs and dense foliage, and grassy slopes may
be introduced to relieve the crags and connect the rocks
with the wooded parts. The shady and moist places are
peculiarly well adapted for Ferns. Form the whole so that
there may be no blemishes to be hidden by planting. Avoid
ruins—at least, do not form them of unhewn stones, and do
not throw arches to caverns with hewn stones, or even place
rough stones one upon the other systematically, but tumble
them together ; let the crags, interstices, and ledges appear
real ,- above all, let the character be that of a rock—distinct

and varied, bold and rugged, no even surface, but uneven

;

the whole forming a pleasing and noble object.

Lastly, Alpine scenery. This is too much to attempt un-
less the ground favour such a disposition. In level ground
it cannot be produced without great labour and expense, and
it is better to let it alone. The examples which we find in

many nurseries and public gardens are not worth copying,
nor is anything to be learned from them except the evils

to be avoided. Imagine a stream running through rocks
rising from the water to a height of only a few feet, with
Heaths, so rarely found as rock plants, on the margin of the
water ; and find me a lake not cut in two by a rustic bridge,

serving only to spoil an otherwise fine sheet of water.
Heaps of stones piled one on the other on level ground in

front of mansions, on lawns, in pleasure grounds, or parks,
are not necessarily rockwork. If a rock is wanted, copy
nature. There rocks are of all sizes and forms, but not in

the middle of grass fields. Further, note a fountain in the
centre of a garden, truly a work of art, surrounded by rock-

work, and form your own opinion as to whether they are
not two very distinct and incongruous objects, the one
belonging to the polished or gardenesque, and the other
to the picturesque or natural. Wherever a rockery is at-

tempted, it should be screened from the i-est of the ground
by well-disposed shrubberies, so as to give that rockwork
a distinct character, forming a pleasing contrast to the
more regular portion of the grounds. Though barren rocks
appear in nature, or plain rocks with but one or two kinds
of plants to adorn them, yet we are not bound to imitate

these, but rather to bring together many beauties of natural

rockwork in one place, and hardy plants from all parts of

the world, in order to secure diversity and the best general
effect, tliat some parts may be admired for their richness in

plants, others on account of the rocks.

—

G. Abbey.
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1860 there are two establishmenta near Breslau, in one of

which Pine leaves are converted into wool, while in the

other, for invalids, the waters used in the manufacture of

Pine wool are employed as curative agents. The process for

converting the Pine needles into wool was discovered by Mr.
Pannewitz. In the hospitals, penitentiaries, and barracks of

Vienna and Breslau, blankets made from that material are

now exclusively used. One of their chief advantages is that

no kind of vermin will lodge in them. The material is also

used as stuffing, closely resembles horse-hair, and is only one-

third its cost. When spun and woven, the thread resembles
that of hemp, and is made into jackets, spencers, drawers,

and stockings, flannel and twill for shirts, coverlets, body
and chest warmers, and knitting-yarn. They keep the body
warm without heating, and are very durable. The factories

are lighted with gas made from the refuse of the above
manufactures.—C. W. H.

—

(Athencv^im.)

ON THE UTILISATION^" OF NIGHT SOIL
APART FKOM SEWAGE.

{Continued from page 307.)

But I am losing sight of the pamphlet. Mr. Wilmot, at

page G, refers to two others written by the Eev. Henry
Moule, entitled " Health and Wealth," and " Manure for the

Million." I have never seen them, but they first drew Mr.
Wilmot's attention to the subject, but, unfortunately,
machinery was suggested, which, let me add, for the million,

would be likely to prove a failure, yet as to the objection as

to the difficulty of procuring dry earth, I think that would
be easily overcome. The habit of the cat and some other
animals is happily adverted to to prove that we cannot err

in copying nature, and that where there is a will the poor
dumb creatures point out to us a way. Then follow some
remarks by Mr. Wilmot against sewage, which I hope he
atones for at page 9, where he says, "I am now only
speaking of the million, and do not propose to interfere

with the higher classes in private houses, comparatively
email in number, who may still wish to employ water as an
agent until they can be satisfied it may be dispensed with."

and he owns the difficulties of anticipation in these matters
to exceed those of reality. Eetnrning to the dry ashes
again an appeal is made to medical men, and then the
example of the Chinese is quoted, and some most sensible

remarks are made upon the barracks of European soldiers

in India. I cannot pass over a paragraph at page 12, for

the advice is most valuable :

—

" The system I advocate, as applied to country villages,

is most simple in operation, as may be seen in some houses
in the village near to which I reside in Derbyshire ; but
supposing other villages to be unwilling or unable at once
to adopt it, much may be readily done in the abatement of
nuisances. We will suppose a privy or cesspool to have
become offensive, this is caused by water from some channel
or another having got into it in undue proportions. First
stop this channel, and then apply a few barrowfuls, or a
cartload or two, of ashes or dry earth, and the whole can be
removed and utilised at once without danger; and if, in

future, the owners of the vault and privy would prevent
water getting into it, and throw daily into it, or even
weekly, the dust and ashes obtained from their houses, they
would soon have a store of valuable manure for the garden.
The system might also be employed most advantageously
in small farms, and more so even in large ones.
"We will suppose the small farmer to have no spare shed

under which he could place his manure heap, but he might
possibly have a spare stall, cow or horse, or he might erect
a thatched shed. In this let him place daily the contribu-
tions of his cows, horses, and pigs, together or separately,
under cover, and daily place over them the dust obtained
from his house, or his cinders or dry road scrapings,
or whatever of dry road soil his farm affords, and in a few
mouths ho would have a collection of valuable manure
exceeding in quantity anything he had before anticipated,
and his straw would be all saved for chopping up ; of
course the large farmer might make more extensive and
beneficial arrangements on the same principle. I was lately
discussing this subject with a clergyman, who told me that
he had for years placed the riddled dust of his ashes in a

corner of his yard, swithout cover, day by day, and had
poured on it daily all the slops of his house, and soapsuds,

dish-washings, &c., and his gardener and farming man had
been most willing to use the heap up in his garden and
farm, especially when mixed with other composts, but he
told me he had remarked that in rainy weather the heap
became offensive. This only showed the simple necessity of

a shed or cover for his heap."
In following paragraphs the futility of using vegetable

substances—such as sawdust, which will not deodorise, and
cinders, which will, but did not, from careless superintend-

ance—are pointed out, also where earth-closets would prove
peculiarly suitable ; and in a few closing lines Mr. Wilmot
allows a strong bias against sewage once more to appear,

and in this respect I beg to differ with him. When town
sewage is allowed to run into our rivers, then I grant him
it is in opposition to the laws of economy and nature.

Nevertheless, in a sanitary point of view, the prohibition of

cesspools and the free use of water in towns are conducive to

health, and so soon as we can convince people that sewage
is a valuable manure, and that 80,000 gallons of liquid can
be pumped by steam power 100 feet high at a cost of Is.,

the whole difficulty will vanish, and by-and-by local autho-

rities will only be too likely to become embarassed with
applications for the sewage. It is not merely as it relates

to waterclosets, but there is the chamber-ley, soapsuds, and
so many other manurial ingredients held in suspension in

the house sewage of the upper and middle-class residences

in the country, and of factories, barracks, workhouses, and
prisons, that it ever must be a great saving to conduct it to

the land by its own gravity in a liquid state, and it seems
to me that there is no choice in the matter as regards towns
from the increasing use of waterclosets. In towns, too, the

inhabitants could never be supposed to become interested

in the earthing-over process in a cultural point of view

;

besides, conveyed at once upon the land no deodorisation

would be required. The ground is the only perfect deodo-

riser, naturally operating very rapidly in purifying the

sewage, for the manurial matters held in suspension are at

once abstracted as it filti-ates through the soil. I find

that almost as soon as it is applied to this garden all smell

disappears ; and is not this in point of fact performing arti-

ficially and at once what in the dry-manure system has to

be done naturally by the rain ? We have had both systems
at work here for years to our great advantage, but there is

this distinction in practice—the earthy matter is cast out of

the closet once a-year, and mixed with the compost-heap
just before it is wheeled on to the garden to be worked into

the ground in the trenching process, after the manner
pointed out at page 169 ; but the sewag-e from the tanks is

used frequently, and it is never now allowed to remain in

bulk long enough to arrive at the putrefactive stage.

Mr. Wilmot adds a postscript to his pamphlet in con-

sequence of an issue of a third edition of Mr. Moule's
" National Health and Wealth," from which he learns thai;

that gentleman's principle has been adopted in some of the

gaols and barracks in India," and also that " the Chinese
although they save and utilise everything, do not in the

first instance apply dried earth as a deodoriser. This dis-

covery is due to Mr. Moule." Seven years ago, in Vol. XIX.,

page 368, in an article stating the effects of syringing the

foliage of fruit trees, in a state of blight, with hot dUuted
ammoniacal liquor, 1 wrote the following :

—"Analogous to

the application of ammonia to the leaves of trees, there is a
practice in China. It is pointed out as follows by the Times'

special correspondent, writing from Hong Kong, on the

subject of Chinese agriculture :

—
' Grass grows rank only

upon graves. One or two buffaloes, two or three goats, a
breeding sow, ugly long-legged fowls (callc-d Cochin-Cliinas

in England), and a flock of ducks and geese, are the live

stock of a Chinese farm, which maintains a hundred la-

bourers. Stable-yard manure is scant. Human ordure is

collected with care in numerous open earthenware pans,

where passers-by can contribute their offerings, both offend-

ing the senses and poisoning the air. In the suburbs, each

house has its cesspool ; in the country, each cottage its in-

viting latrine. At Ningpo two immense pans lie opposite

to the entrance door of the first native merchant of the

city, awaiting the payment of 2000 dollars, which is the

price of their removal. To an Englishman, who visits
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their country, tliese manure traps constitute his first and
last impressions of never-ceasing horror. Boats convey
this produce through the inner waters, and anchor close to

you at night, only to remove for a consideration. One
Englishman, in disgust, paid thirty dollars to a fellow to

move on. This manurial treasure is, according to a China-
man's way of thinking, too precious to be worked into the
ground. It is sprinlded over the leaves of the plant (italics my
own). Burnt haulm and straw of the Cotton-plant only are

delved into the soil. The Chinese transplant every root of

rice by hand, and each root gets its little blessing of the
above liquid;' but give an English farmer or gardener
' some 1000 acres of vegetable loam of an unexplored depth,

waterways, reticulation of ditto for flooding purposes, labour
at 4tJ. per day, abundance of sunshine, periodical rains, large

markets, cheap communication by tidal creeks, and what
corn and pot herbs he would produce, to say nothing of tea,

sugar, cotton, silkworms, silk, and MulbeiTy leaves, our
friend Giles would have to scratch his head a little before

he could start on a race to overtake these Chinamen, who
aie 4000 years of practice a-head of him.' " Still, I continue

to imagine " our friend Giles " manages a good many things

better, albeit, those " immense pans " do bring in the China-
men " a great deal of money." It would almost appear
by the price of it, that our northcountryman must have
resided as a cultivator of the soil in the neighbourhood
of Ningpo, when he gave the following warning, " Never,
Sandie, never, above all things, never get into debt ; but if

everyou do, let it be for manure." I know our own country is

scarcely half cultivated as it ought to be, because we allow

the best of what is due to the laud, to go to waste, and my
advice to people likewise is, that if they ever do allow them-
selves to get into debt, let it be for erecting waterproof
earth closets, and liquid manure tanks ; for the very good
and continuous interest that these will presently return,

will enable the debtor to pay off his creditor, and leave some-
thing to spare.

I am glad to find that so able an adviser as Mr. Wilmot
has taken up the subject. His pamphlet is most worthy of

extensive notice and circulation amongst residents in the

country, cottagers particularly, for it is the poorer sort that

we want to reach in simple words. In 1852, in a cheap
monthly periodical of that day, called " The Cottage Lamp,"
I explained in a series of papers the necessity of attending

to these matters ; and, as the subject is exciting deserved

interest just now, I shall feel happy if, by what I have said,

it may prove a means in a still greater degree of directing

public attention to the matter, for the feature seems so

new, and yet the plan with myself is so old. Both in the wet
and in the dry state I have for thirty years been utilising

the excreta experimentally, and I have not arrived at my
present conclusions without some failures, and a great deal

of planning, filtering, observation, and obloquy. What we
should have done in the last dry season without our water
and sewage tanks I do not know. The wells of Woodstock can

be counted on one's fingers' ends, and what the diminished
supply of water of our filthy little river held in suspension
it is difficult to say, but I am glad to state that we were not

under the necessity of drinking it, for these premises are

now self-sustaining. The water tanks catch sufiicient water
from the roofs of the houses and outbuildings to supply our
wants, and it is filtered for drinking and cooking purposes.

The overflow from the water tank is conducted away by the

old sewage drain. In the shape of sewage, all the water
used for household purposes is applied to the garden, and
with what comes from the earth-closet, and other matters, it

is sufficient to keep the ground in a state of high cultivation.

Nothing offensive runs from here on to our neighbours'

premises, nor into the river ; for that I take credit to my-
self, and am satisfied, and the rector feels the satisfaction

in having improved the house and grounds, both for him-
self and for his successor.

In conclusion, I throw out the following suggestion for

as much as it is worth :—As Government advance money for

land draining at so much per cent., would it not also be
worth their while to consider whether the national purso
could not be made to contribute towards the abatement of

a great and increasing national evil, by the advance of

money at interest to those who, not having the means to

make them, yet would be glad to possess sewage-tanks and

earth-closets? In one case as well as the other, for the per-
manent welfare of the land, I think it is reasonable to
encourage men to put their shoulders to the wheel when
they can see that it is for their interest to do so.

—

Upwabds
AND Onwards.

THE NEW EOSES.
The genial spring weather which has followed the long

and tedious winter has brought on a healthy and free growth
in all kinds of plants that have been dormant for a long
time in consequence of the continued cold. This is especi-

ally the case with Roses. For many seasons past so pro-

mising a start has not been made as at the present time,

thus raising the hopes and expectations of careful culti-

vators in a more than usual degree. Longing as we aU are
to see again the lovely forms of our favourites, but not
without apprehension on account of the various accidents

of weather, disease, and the attacks of insects, the desire

is stOl stronger to obtain early information on the new addi-

tions we are, or ought, to make to our rosery, and to know
what purchases should be made with as little delay as
possible, that propagation may be proceeded with in the
ensuing season.

For the purpose of satisfying myself as far as possible on
this subject, and to afford assistance to amateur friends, I
took advantage of the Easter vacation to pay a visit to Mr.
William Paul's nursery, at Waltham Cross. The whole
stock is now in fine healthy-growing condition, and rapidly

pushing into bloom.
Taking them in the order of inspection :

—

First. Madame Emile Boyau is a very pretty light variety,

which may be described as rosy flesh, changing to blush ; of

good size and delightfully fragrant. It has the habit and
constitution of Baronne Prevost.

Glory of Waltham is a magnificent flower, surpassing in

every respect its parent.
Leveson Gower. Its large, full, crimson flowers and

vigorous habit will render it a general favourite. One of

the best of the season.

Princess Liohtenstein, as a white Hybrid Perpetual, seems
likely to be a great acquisition. Judging from the habit and
foliage, it is superior to Louise Darzins. There not being
an expanded bloom at the time of my visit I am unable to

offer an opinion of its merits.

EUzabeth Vigneron is rosy pink, very large, and fall,

resembling Lselia, but surpassing it in form and freshness

of colour. The blooms shown to me were truly beautiful.

Prince de JoinviUe, a large, showy, light crimson rose,

wUl prove a useful decorative garden Rose.

Celine Gonod, pink, with a beautifully incurved petal;

outer petals paler than the inner. Fine and perfectly

globulai'.

Auguste Riviere has beautiful bright reddish carmine
flowers. Perfectly distinct ; but as the majority of the
plants seemed to indicate a defective constitution, further

experience will be necessary to decide fau-ly on its merits or

otherwise.
Triomphe des Franijais may be considered a good Rose,

both from its brilliant crimson flowers and vigorous habit.

Probably one of the best of the season.

Michel Bonnet has bright rose flowers, large and ihll;

but I did not observe any superiority in this variety over

older kinds of similar colour and form.

Madame Charles Verdier, on the other hand, is one of the

best. Its flowers are fine vermilion rose, very large and full.

Souvenir de Bernardin de St. Pien-e (what a name for

our gardeners !) answers the description given of it—namely,

flowers varying from crimson to violet, centre red. I doubt
whether it will suit the prevailing English taste.

AohUle Gonod is a seedling from Jules Margottin. It

must be good if it beat its parent, which I am not at present

prepared to afiirm that it does. It is, however, a truly

beautiful Rose, with very fine foliage, and will be deserving

a trial.

Rushton Radclyffe bids fair to be one of the gems of the

season. Its bright red colour added to its bold, globular,

perfect form, with imbricated petals, give it a prominence

in company with other kinds that attracts immediate

attention to it. Whether in the show-box or on the living
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plant, which is the best place to view it properly, it wiU long

retain a place both on account of its own merits and for the

respected name with which it ia associated.

Charles Margottin will be another valuable addition.

Although of the race of the well-known Jules Margottin, it

has more substance in petal and greater elegance of outline,

while it possesses all the briUianoy of the fine carmine with

flery red centre. This Eose wiU be one of the best.

Duke of Wellington will be sure to please ; notwithstand-

ing it is one of the many scarlet Eoses that of late have

been introduced, it has the distinctive character of tint in

being slightly shaded with maroon. Somewhat approach-

ing Louis XIV., but not so dark, and different in shape.

Prince Eugene Beauharnais is another of the scarlets, of

which it wiU be necessary to see more before venturing an
opinion.

Marechal Niel has not been exaggerated as regards

habit, &c., but none of its blooms were sufficiently open
to afford a correct idea of its beauty. It has, however, been
exhibited by Mr. W. Paul, and favourably noticed.

Souvenir de WilUam Wood and Xavier Olibo were not
open. Favourably as they have been spoken of, they are

both sui-passed in habit and foliage by Dr. Lindley, which
ia not yet ready to be sent out, but will undoubtedly prove
worthy of the name of the venerable botanist.

Here I must stop for the present. Our amateur friends

may thus see that they will be safe with Eushton Eadclyffe,

Charles Margottin, Glory of Waltham, and Madame Emile
Boyau. Doubtless a few months' experience will bring
out other points of excellence not yet noticed, and several

among those not named in this account may be found to be
good.

—

Adolphxts H. Kent.

HOTAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW,
Apbil 29.

The last Spring Show for the season was held on Saturday
last, and notwithstanding a chilly east wind the attendance
of visitors was very good. The day, however, was fine with
bright sunshine, but in temperature offering a marked con-
trast to the July weather experienced in the earlier part of
the week.
As a whole the Show was in no way inferior to its prede-

cessors, while the objects exhibited presented greater variety.
Eoses again formed a principal part of the display, and it is

hardly possible to conceive anything finer than the pot
plants shown by Mr. Turner and Mr. W. Paul. It was
evident at a glance that the contest for the first place lay
between these two exhibitors, but to decide which would
carry off the palm was not so easy, the specimens in both
collections were so fine. Mr. Turner took the first prize
with Gloire de Dijon, Baronne Prevost, Souvenir de la Mal-
maison, the blooms of the last very large. Souvenir d'un
Ami, Charles Lawson, and General Jacqueminot. Mr. W.
Paul had the second prize for Madame BoU, Souvenir de la

Malmaison, Laalia, Souvenir d'un Ami, with somewhere
about fifty blooms more or less expanded, Senateur Vaisse,
and Celine Forestier. Messrs. Paul & Son were third. Mr.
Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmidt, Bart., Eegent's Park,
was the only exhibitor in the Amateurs' Class. A numerous
collection in exceUeut bloom came from Messrs. Lane.
Eoses sent out since 1863 were shown in threes. Mr. Turner
was first with Lord Clyde, Alba rosea, white with a rosy
tinge in the centre, and Mrs. Wm. Paul, glowing in colour.

Next came Mr. W. Paul with Jean Goujon, very large and
full, rose, Vainqueur de Goliath, very bright red, and
Bourbon Madame de Stella, bright rose. The last-named.
Alba rosea, and Madame Alfred de Eougemont, which was
not so good as we have generally seen it, were exhibited by
Messrs. Paul & Son, who were third. From the same firm
came several boxes of cut blooms, containing excellent

examples of Eev. H. Dombrain, fine colour. Princess Ade-
laide, a fine pale yellow Tea, Charles Lefebvre, and many
others.

Pelargoniums for so early in the season were excellent.

Mr. Turner, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isle-

worth, and Mr. Weir, gardener to Mrs. Hodson, The Elms,
Hampstead, took equal prizes in the Nurserymen's and
Amateurs' Classes. Mr. Turner had Desdemona, Beck's

Amazon, Beacon, Sir C. Campbell, W. Bull, and Pescatore.
Mr. Wiggins, Beadsman, Plene, Princess Mathilde, Eoseum,
very bright and showy. Empress Eugenie, and Madame
Eeiset, cerise with maroon spot. Mr. Weir's plants con-
sisted of the Fancy varieties, were from 2 J- to 3 feet across,

and in very fine bloom. The kinds were Attraction, Ce-
lestial, Queen of Eoses, Acme, Carminatum, and Jenny
Lind.

Collections of Azaleas in small pots were exhibited by
Messrs. Lane and F. & A. Smith, the former having also a
collection of hybrid Ehododendrons, while Messrs. Smith
had a new Ehododendron called Queen of England with
white flowers 4 inches in length by at least as much across,

and five in a head. A first-class certificate was awarded for

this. Mr. Parker, of Tooting, likewise exhibited several

plants of his charming large-flowered, blush variety Coun-
tess of Haddington.
Of Auriculas Mr.Turner had examples remarkable for their

vigorous trusses and large pips of Mr. Marnock (Turner),

Sir Isaac Newton (Strong), Headly's George Lightbody,
Negro (Turner), Bessy Bell (Spalding), and Sophia (Spald-

ing) ; in addition to which he had a fine collection contain-

ing Lightbody's Meteor Flag and Fair Maid, Waterhouse's
Conqueror of Europe, Popplewell's Conqueror, Turner's
Webster, Dickson's Duke of Cambridge, a charming variety,

and several others, with large pips. Mr. Butcher, Camber-
well, and Mr. James likewise exhibited good sixes. Two
new Alpines from Mr. Turner, Titian and John Leech, boti
very fine, particularly the latter, which is a bold flower,

were awarded first-class certificates ; and Master Hole, a rich

maroon self, and Eev. J. Bramhall, green-edged, had second-

class certificates. Eobert Trail, grey-edged, came from Mr.
Butcher, but did not receive an award.
Of other objects stands of Pansies were shown by Mr.

Hooper, of Widcombe Hill, Bath, Ayres, Biggleswade, and
James ; Calceolarias of a fine strain by Messrs. Dobson & Son
and James ; Cinerarias by Mr. Wiggins and Mr. James

;

Amaryllis by Mr. Parker ; Begonias by Mr. Wheeler ; flower-

ing and ornamental-foliaged plants by Messrs. Williams,

F. & A. Smith, Wheeler, and Stone; Palms byMr. BuU;
and Ericas and a large plant of the ornamental yellow-

flowered Genista Everestiana by Messrs. Low.
Foremost among rare plants were four beautiful Alpines

from Messrs. Backhouse, of Tork, whose collection of such
plants is probably the richest in the country. These were
Andromeda hypnoides, a native of Lapland, not much higher
than a moss, and bearing charming little pendulous white
flowers with a red calyx ; Primula cUiata fi'om Switzerland
bearing numerous bright purplish crimson flowers and hav-
ing a very brUliant appearance; Narcissus juncifolius, with
yellow flowers, found in stony pastures on the Pyrenees;
and Primula farinosa acaulis, from Cronkley Fell, "Teesdale,

Yorkshire, having pale Hlac flowers producad close to the
surface of the soil. For these a first-class certificate was
awarded. Mr. W. Paul had a similar award for Eaphiolepis
ovata, a Japanese plant, which was noticed in the report

of his nursery in our last volume for its thick leathery

dark green foliage, but now bearing several large racemes
of white flowers, the plant being only 18 inches high.

Deutzia crenata flore pleno, noticed at page 306, and very
ornamental by its numerous white drooping flowers, also

from Mr. Paul, was awarded a medal. Mr. Bull sent a
numerous collection, and received first-class certificates for

his remarkable Hose-in-hose Mimulus, for Aiibrietia pur-

purea variegata, and Salvadora persica, all of which have
been noticed in previous Numbers ; also for a Ehododendron
called Thibaudiensis, with tubular orange flowers. Primula
intermedia, and Woodsia polystichoides Veitchiana. From
Mr. Williams came Gymnogramma Parsonii, Peperomia ari-

folia, Anthurium magniScum, with deep green silver -veined

leaves, Aspleniums alatum and phUlipense, and Phcenicii-

phorum sechellarum, a Palm with noble foliage—one of those

grown in Belgium for baskets in rooms—all of which received

first-class certificates, and several other interesting novelties.

An Auricula called nigricans plenissima, with very double
flowers and nearly black, and Petunia Blotch, with a large

rosy purple and white flower, a very promising variety, were
shown by Messrs. Smith, of Dulwich, who likewise exhibited

several new Azaleas, of which Eichard Cobden and Mr. Mar-
i nook were desirable varieties. Cineraria Dark Beauty, a
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very good deep rosy crimson self, was shown by Mr. Wig-
gins ; and a white-flowered Hydrangea japonica by Messrs.

E. G. Henderson, who received a first-class certificate for it,

also hybrid Verbena Ariel, with rosy lilac fiowers, and which,
being of Very dwarf habit, is likely to be useful for bedding.
Aubrietia gr^ca, with pretty purplish-lilac flowers, exhibited

by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, received a first-class certifi-

cate ; and a similar award wasm ade to Mr. Turner for his red
Bougainvillaea and for Fancy Pelargonium Sunrise. Lastly,

some well-filled flower-vases were shown by Miss Williams,
of HoUoway, and the Conifers exhibited before the last

Floral Committee at Kensington by Mr. Ayres, of Biggles-
wade.
The conservatory, we may add, was gay with Azaleas and

other flowering plants, whilst the grounds were in their

usual good keeping.

SALT APPLIED IN EXCESS.
Having last winter a quantity of waste salt, sweepings of

a bacon store, I had it spread over the kitchen garden and
two empty beds on the lawn intended for summer bedding
plants, and a nice mess it has made. The first sowing of
Peas came up only in patches. I find where missed lots of
round bits of rotten pulp. The second sowing is not up
after four weeks, and I find them green and whole, some
germinated, others not, but very salt. Of other seeds there
are no signs as yet, but the weather has been extremely dry
and hot.

The two flower-beds not being needed until May, I sowed
with annuals to lift into the borders to replace bulbs, &c.

,

or to be jjuUed up when interfering with bedding plants,
these seeds have not appeared. They consisted of Clarkias,
Nemophilas, Candytufts, &c., though some seeds sown else-

where have nearly all appeared.
What should I do ? Will the salt hurt Verbenas, Gera-

niums, and Calceolarias, put in next month ? May I expect
rain, if it ever will rain as in the good old times in these
parts, to wash the injurious excess of salt down out of the way
of doing mischief ? In the hope of this having been some-
what accomplished already, I have resown Peas in the same
ground, for I believe the salt was liberally spread over all the
unoccupied space of the kitchen garden. Peas, Parsnips,
Carrots, Onions, Radishes, &c., are possibly all killed, per-
haps not. Do you think it likely ? In any case I am not
likely to try another experiment of the sort. I intended
the centre of a bed for a very fine large Cineraria maritima.
I suppose the salt will not hurt that.

—

Peettt Pickle.

[You remind us of a farmer whom we knew in Essex, who
tried salt as a manure for Potatoes. He put in the sets by
means of a dibble, and then had the holes filled with salt.

His Potatoes shared the fate of your Peas, &c. As a manure
salt should not be applied at the rate of more than twenty
bushels per acre ; but even that we consider an excess. Ten
bushels applied to that space annually is far preferable.

The heavy rains of the year will probably wash down the
excess in your soil, but we would not trust to that. We
would trench the ground fully two spits deep, bringing the
lower spit to the surface. We would not try even Cineraria
maritima in a soil so pickled until it wa« trenched as we
have advised.

—

Eds.]

MY PLANTS,
AND HOW AND WHERE I FOUND THEM.-No. 2.

*' What ! March again 1
"

** Ay, with all speed. I hate the crowded townl

I cannot breathe shut up within its gates.

Air,— I want air, and Bunshine, and blue 8ky,

The reeling of tlie breeze upon my face.

The feeling of the turf beneath my feet.

And no walls but the far-ofFmountain-tops.

Then I am free and strong,— once more myself.**

Before I started upon my expedition, I armed myself

with three most necessary adiuncts—a large basket, such as

they make in Staffordshire, and which are both pretty and
strong ; a trowel for the more obstinate roots, and, perhaps,

rather a novel implement to my botanical readers, but which

answered my purpose admirably for extracting the more

delicate Ferns from between the loose stones of which these
walls are made—a large screw-driver ! This may provoke a
laugh from the theoretical, but not from the practical
botanist who has sought to disengage, gently and carefully,

the tiny fibres of the delicate Perns which cling to, and
insert themselves between stones, which, piled one upon
another in many places in North Staffordshire, form an in-

expensive and durable protection to the fields or roadside.
The varied and numerous recesses thus formed shelter many
a fragile plant.

There are two pieces of wall near the village of Upper
Team, which are full of the loveliest specimens of Lastrea
Filix-mas possible. I feel most culpable when I think of
the ruthless manner in which I extracted root after root
from this natural fernery ; but X was constantly fancying
some new and wonderful discovery was in store for me in

this hide-and-seek home dT fairy plants. As with that
" faire " lady of the old, old time, temptation was strong,

and like her I thought that to possess was to be made wise,

like her, I, also, was doomed to disappointment, the speci-

mens being immature fronds of Lastrea Filix-mas in every
stage of development, and merely varying in size or form
according to the sterility or fruitfulness of the soil from which
they sprung; and here I may mention how much anxiety,

disappointment, and trouble these aforesaid Perns give the
tyro in botany. Their innumerable freaks, their change
of shape, feature, and size, although really belonging to the
same family would warrant the belief that they were the
descendants of old Proteus. The Athyrium FiJix-fcemiaa,

or Lady Fern, is, perhaps, one of the most capricious ; but
whatever form it takes each variety has some peculiar beauty.

How often has my husband, ever anxious to bestow pleasure,

been saddened in his eagerness to present me with some
new specimen, by my son-owful decision that it was only a
variety of " those deceitful PUix-foeminas." I have found
very decided specimens of the variety rhseticum and moUe,
by the roadside between Cheadle Common and Great Yate.
Here, also, is the Ling, the Erica cinerea, and E. tetralix, all

springing from a bed composed of the most lovely Mosses
conceivable, one of them being that beautiful and silvery

kind which is such a pleasing contrast to the darker shades
of the green varieties. I have thought as I strolled along
amongst these humble children of nature, that they each
preach their little sermon of love and kindness, which, if we
will receive it, may enter into our hearts and bring forth as

much fruit as a longer discourse from the eloquent lips of a
human teacher. I have a favourite piece of poetry upon the

mutual help which these lower orders of God's creatures

aftord each other ; it is so prettily told that I transcribe it for

those who may not know it.

"There was Fern on the mountain, and Mos"* on the moor ;

The Ferns were the i ich, and the Mo-ses the poor ;

And the glad breeze blew gaily—from Heaven it came

—

And the tragrance it shed over each was the same

;

And the warm sun shone brightly, and gilded the Fern,
And smiled on the lowly-born Moss in Its turn ;

And tlie cool dews of night on the mountain Fern fell.

And they Klistened upon the green MosS' s as well.

And the Fern loved the mountain, the Moss loved the moor,
For the Ferns were the rich, and the Mosses the poor.

But the keen blast blew bleakly, the sun waxed high—
Oh ! the Ferns tbey were broken, and withered, and dry,

And the Moss on the moorland grew faded and pale;

And thfl Fern and the Moss shrunk alike from the gale.

So the Fern on the mountain, the Moss on the moor.
Were withered and black where they flourished before.

Then the Fern and the Moss they grew wiser in grief.

And each turned to the other for rest and relief;

And they planned that wherever the Fern roots should grow,
There surely the Moss muj-t lie sparkling below.

And the keen blast blew bleakly, the sun waxed fierce

—

But no winds and no sun to their cool roots could pierce.

For the Fern threw her shadow the green Moss upon,

Where the dew ever sparkled undried by the sun
;

When the graceful Fern trembled before the keen blast.

The Moss guarded her roots till the storm wind had pasa'd.

Se no longer the winti parch'd the roots of the one
And the other was safe from the rays of the sun.

And thus, and for ever, where'er the Ferns grow,
There surely the Mosses lie sparkling below

;

And thus they both flourish where nought grew before.

And boih deck the mountain, the woodland, and moor."

I remember taking one walk in November in the locality

mentioned above, a small fine rain was falling, but my hus-

band assured me I should be amply rewarded for my un-

comfortable expedition, by a treat which he had in store for

me. A 60s, then, to grumbling ! Do we not know, " There
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is no catching trout without wetting one's trousers ? " After

plodding along for about a mUe under the protecting care of

our umbrellas, we turned down a short road. Upon stepping
over the Moss and Heath by its side we found a tiny path
close under the hedge ; following it, there on the bank, peep-
ing out from their leafy covert, were the most gorgeous orange
and golden fungi ! orange when in the earlier stages of de-
velopment, and golden as the plant became more fuUy grown.
Lower still on the ground were purple, brown, yellow, and
white fungi of a smaller kind. Every spray was bent with
fog and rain, to me it was a fairy place, with its pearly drops,
dripping, dripping, slowly dripping, tenderly and refreshingly
on these grateful tenants of the soft sward beneath them. I

was most anxious to have preserved them, but was ignorant
of any satisfactory method. Turning from this melancholy
month to bright skies and warm weather, let us review this

same roadside and the neighbouring moorland in the warm
and pleasant months of June and July.

"Smiles the earth, and smile the waters.
Smile the cloudless ekies above us."

Let us be off again, basket in hand, with light footsteps,

and happy faces to see what plants we can add to our hortus
siccus. The results I must reserve for the next page of my
notes.

—

Alice.

MESSES. HENDEESON'S TULIP EXHIBITIOJ^T
AT THE EOTAL HOETICULTFEAL SOCIETY'S GAEDENS,

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

To the lovers and cultivators of spring flowers this exhi-
bition wiU prove a rare treat. On Tuesday last the col-

lection of Tulips was hastening to its prime ; and if the
weather has not proved too hot and promoted their decay,
a visit to the gardens will gratify every person who will go
and see them. There is a vast variety of shades of colour

—

brilliant, gay, and sombre. The colours have been arranged
with good taste. The delicacy of the white flowers is exqui-

site. Now is the time for the amateur to make notes and
take down names or numbers of these bulbs ; but there

must be no delay. The Tulips in the centre of the garden,

which are the property of the Society, are very beautifully

and tastefully arranged. They have the advantage over
Messrs. Henderson's collection in their position among
the green leaves, and have also had the benefit of more
sunshine. The Society must feel much indebted to the
firm which has so liberally supplied the barren ground of

their garden with such a display; and it is greatly to be
wished that this magnificent effect will encourage the
amateur to cultivate this most briUiant and easDy managed
spring flower.—X.

EMIGEATING TO NEW ZEALAND.
In your Journal some months since is a question from

" J. C," asking information respecting New Zealand, and
whether it is a field for emigration.

1. He asks, Can Strawberry plants be sent out? I reply.

Yes, they have been, and can be sent again.

2. Is it advisable to take tools ? Decidedly yes, as he
can get the best in England and select them himself, whereas
in New Zealand you are obliged to put up with whatever
there may be in the market. Especially he should bring
his own spades, as most of those sent out aro sent for sale

and not for hard work. At the same time we are fast

improving in the quality of tools of all kinds.

3. Does Quick thrive in New Zealand ? Yes, exceedingly
weU; under proper management you have a hedge at four
or five years old equal to seven or eight years in England.

4. Should a person bring his own seed out, and what
sorts ? A person never does wrong in bringing seeds of
every kind of prime sorts except Beans, as there are plenty
grown around Wellington.

5. Can settlers grow their own grass ? Yes, there is a
considerable quantity of Cocksfoot, Timothy Grass, and all

sorts of Rye Grass saved every year. Clovers are imported
from England. Any person coming out with the intention

of farming in the country should bring with him the Poas
and Fescues.

6. Is it a place for emigrating to ? Any steady persevering
man can get on, especially if he has a family of boys to
assist him in his out-door work. Girls can obtain situations
the moment they land. If he is a good gardener I think
there will be plenty of employment now, as the seat of
government is removed to Wellington, which will necessarily
cause gardeners to be more in request.
Our fruit season has been very excellent this year for all

kinds, especially stone fruit, and the weather has been very
warm ; but we have had an occasional shower in the night
lately. I also send you experiments made by myself to see
the influence of the moon on vegetation.
Sowed Sangster's No. 1 Pea. First row sown thirty hours

before new moon. Second row sown four days after new
moon. Third row sown, moon ten days old. Fourth row
sown, moon eleven days old. Fifth row sown eight hours
before the moon was at the full.

No. 1, five days coming up. Flowered on the 20th of
November.

No. 2, four days coming up. Flowered on the 22nd.
No. 3 row, sown when the moon was ten days old, four

days coming up. Flowered on the 29th and 30th.
No. 4 row, sown when the moon was eleven days old, four

days coming up. Flowered on the 30th.
No. 5 row, sown when the moon was within eight hours

of being fuU. Flowered on the 1st of November.
Gathered the first Peas, about equal from each row.
The first row was 57 days before gathering ; the last row

was 41 days.

I consider, therefore, that the best time for sowing is jvist

before the moon is at the fuU ; but I write under coi-rection,

and should be glad if some of your numerous experiment-
alists would give their opinion.

With this you will receive our usual summary ; and you
wiU perceive the noble race that the phOo-Maori party in
England so much eulogises have committed another brutal
murder. They, the Maories, instead of nobility of soul, are
cowardly, mean, and treacherous, and the means that have
been used to preserve them wOl cause their entire destruc-
tion as a race. We old colonists are sorry for it. We have
endeavoured to the utmost of our means to be friendly, but
it is of no use.

—

Veronica, Wellington, New Zealand.

A WOED ON HOTBEDS.
EvEKY one who has to do with hotbeds early in spring,

experiences more or less difficulty in pi-ocuring a supply of
fermenting material. Where early Cucumbers and Melons
are required from the hotbed, to say nothing of the vast
quantity of bedding and other plants needed for the floral

display of summer, how often does one find the supply in-
adequate to the demand.
I will now briefly describe how I have managed with a

very limited quantity of such material to propagate about
three thousand plants since the 3rd of February. I wished for
every particle of room afforded by a pair of two-light frames,
each measuring 7 feet wide by 6 feet 3 inches long ; but
the greatest drawback was the dung being scarcely sufficient

to form one bed in the ordinary way; but to make the most
of what I had, and also to procure the desired space, I
erected a stand for each frame. The stands were formed
thus—four posts were let into the ground to the depth of
about a foot and well firmed, the height of the posts above
ground being 3 feet. These posts were fixed at each corner
of the frame, and bearers were nailed at the back and front,

and likewise along each side, for the frame to rest upon.
The side bearers were flush with the frame, while those at
back and front were allowed to go partially within the frame
in order to form a resting-place for the soil- bearers, which
consisted of a lot of old dry spruce fir tops. These were cub
to the exact length of the frame, and laid in an inch apart,
and on them some spray was laid crosswise; then a little

pared turf grass side downwards, and finally the plunging
material. It wiU be observed that there was no fermenting
material under the frame. 2 feet 6 inches was left between
each frame for the reception of dung, which when well
shaken to pieces fermented freely and answered equally well
for both. The rest of the frame received a lining 3 feet at

the base tapering to 1 foot 6 inches at top. I contemplated
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raising the dunff to within 2 inches of the frame top, but
was unable to do so for want of material. By obtaining drop-

pings daUy from the stable the desired height and heat were
soon attained, and the heat of the Ined has since been easily

kept up by the incorporation of a few baiTOwloads of dung
which accumulated in the course of twelve or fourteen days.
The heat has been and is still very uniform, and answers
admirably for Melons and Cucumbers. The stock of plants
propagated since the 3rd of February consisted of variegated
Geraniums of various kinds. Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias,
Verbenas, Lobelias, Dahlias, Gazanias, Ageratums, Helio-

tropes, Variegated Alyssum, Begonias of varieties, Gnapha-
lium lanatum, Centaurea of sorts, &c. The last of the whole
batch was potted off on the 1st of April. The plunging
material having been removed from the frames, was re-

placed with some appropriate for the culture of Cucumbers
and Melons, which are now the sole occupants. These few
notes may be of service to some of your amateur readers,

although the system is by no means novel, for seven or eight

years ago I saw it adopted with good results at a small
place in Surrey.

—

Jas. Beckett, Cowdenknowes, N.B.

EXTEACTS FEOM SIE W. J. HOOEEE'S
EEPOET ON THE EOYAL GAEDENS AT KEW

D0EING 1864.

The number of visitors to the Royal Gardens during the
past year presents an increase of 72,246 over that of 1863

;

and was distributed as follows :

—

Total number on Sundays 218,303
Total number on weekdays 254,999

BOTANIC GARDENS.
The most important change which I have to mention in

this department, and indeed in many respects the most im-
portant that has occurred since 1841, when I was appointed
Dii-ector, has been the retirement (owing to an affection of
the eyes), of our able and highly valued Cm'ator, Mr. John
Smith, who, for upwards of forty years has superintended all

departments of the Eoyal Gardens, and whose services and
fidelity have been recognised by the Treasury in granting
him the highest scale of pension. Indeed, previous to my
taking office, Mr. Smith's services to the Gardens and to

science were mentioned with approbation by the Commis-
sioners, whose report on the condition of the Eoyal Gardens
was presented to Parliament in 1838 ; and they especially

drew attention to the fact, that to Mr. Smith alone (then a
foreman) was due the credit of having named any of the
plants, whether for the interest of science or the instruction

of the public.

As may well be supposed, it has been found impossible to

obtain another curator who combines with the necessary
amount of skill as a cultivator, and efficiency as a general
manager, that knowledge of rare, curious, and useful plants
which our late Curator so eminently possessed. But his

successor (also Mr. John Smith), late head gardener to his

Grace the Duke of Northumberland at Syon House, not
only bears the highest testimonals for skill and ability as a
horticulturist and as a general manager, but has further

long been known to myself and other botanists as having
that special fondness for the cultivation of tropical and
economic plants, for which the Syon gardens have long been
celebrated throughout Europe.

I have only to add that Mr. Smith, who entered upon his

office on the 16th of May, has proved himself eminently
qualified for the curatorship, and is rapidly acquiring that

special knowledge for which his predecessor was distin-

guished, and which experience alone can bring.

About 4000 live plants and 4600 packets of seeds have
been distributed.

Steps are being taken to introduce the Ipecacuanha into

Ceylon and India. Young plants have been received from
Mr. C. H. Williams, of Bahia, and are being propagated for

transmission.

The Cork Oaks, mentioned in my last report as having
been sent out at the request of the Government of South
Australia, have arrived in excellent condition, and are

thriving. Under the direction of George Macleay, Esq.,

similar cases of live Cork Oaks have been sent to Victoria,

Sydney, and Queensland; of these the second alone has

failed, and other cases are now preparing to be sent there ;

those sent to Victoria and Queensland have arrived in good
condition.

Most flourishing accounts of the Cinchona plantations
continue to arrive from India.
In the NDgherries, Sir TVra. Denison informs ua, that

though the country had in April last suffered from 112 days'

drought, yet thp Cinchona plantations had not been damaged ;

and that the plants were being propagated at the rate of

30,000 to 40,000 monthly. From Ceylon Mr. Thwaites writes

that in September last he had 190,000 plants, the tallest

6 feet high ;— that applications had been received for

28,500 plants, of which 9000 had been supplied; and that
he expected to issue 20,000 monthly.

HEBBABIUM AND LIBKABT.

The scientific duties of the Eoyal Gardens continue to be
the most onerous connected with the establishment ; owing
to the incessant demands for the names of plants in our own
and other gardens, and of those collected by travellers and
explorers on Government and other expeditions; and for

information as to economic plants and vegetable products ;

in addition to the extensive and ever-increasing colonial and
foreign correspondence and publications.

The principal works done in this department, or in con-

nection with it, have been,

—

1. The publication of the second volume of the Flora of

the Australian colonies, by G. Bentham, Esq., assisted by
Dr. Mueller, of Victoria, who continues to send his own Her-
barium for examination, and all the newly discovered plants

as they are received by him, with notes and observations,

for this work. The third volume is in progress ; published
under the authority of the several Australian Governments.

2. The Flora of the Cape Colony, British Caffraria, and
Natal, by Dr. Harvey, P.E.S., of Dublin, and Mr. Sender, of

Hamburgh. The third volume of this wiU shortly appear,

published under the authority of the Cape Government.
3. Dr. Grisebach's West Indian Flora is completed in one

thick volume, and was published under the authority of

the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

4. Mr. Thwaites' Enumeration of Ceylon plants is com-
pleted and published.

5. The first volume of a Handbook of the New Zealand
Flora, prepared by Dr. Hooker at the desire of the Govern-
ment of that colony, is now published; and the second
volume is in course of preparation.

6. The ninetieth annual volume of the " Botanical Maga-
zine," being the twenty-fourth prepared at Kew, has been
published by the Director, with seventy-two coloured plates

of new and rare plants that have flowered in the Eoyal and
other British gardens.
Of other works in preparation the most important are :

—

7. The Flora of British India, by Dr. Thomson, F.E.S.,

under the auspices of the Secretary of State for India.

8. The outlines of the Flora of tropical Africa, by Pro-

fessor Oliver and Dr. Hooker.
9. Dr. Mueller, of Geneva, has spent three months at

Kew, for the purpose of describing the Euphorbiaceae for

M. de CandoUe's Prodromus.
10. M. C. de CandoUe, of Geneva, has described the natwal

order of Peppers for the same work.
11. Mr. Lowne has named and arranged his large Palestine

and Lebanon collections, made during the Kev. Mr. Tris-

tram's expedition.

12. Dr. Kirk has rendered us great service in arranging -
and naming his own and other East African collections, and
the Mauritius ones of the late Dr. Ayres, Judge Blackbuirn, m
and others.

13. Mr. Spruce is residing at Kew for the purpose of

arranging his Andean, &c., collections. Jj

14. Dr. Triana of Bogota was for several months engaged f
on his Flora of New Grenada, published for the Government
of that Eepublic.

15. The Japanese and Korean collections of Mr. Oldham,
amounting to about 13,000 specimens, have been named and
distributed to variou? public museums.

16. The distribution of the great Herbarium of the East

Indian Company has been proceeded with ; and that of

the Kashmir, Punjab, and Himalayan collections of Dr.

Falconer commenced.
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The principal contributions to the Herbarium and Library

have been :

—

1. The collection of specimens, drawings, and MSS. of

Carices, of the late Dr. Francis Boott, F.L.S., formerly

Treasurer of the Lianaean Society ; presented by his widow.

It is impossible to over-estimate the value of tlus gift. Dr.

Boott devoted the greater part of his life to the study of

this particular and very difficult tribe of plants ; he formed a

complete and beautifully arranged and named collection of

the species from all parts of the world ; and was for thirty

years the standard authority for their nomenclature. At his

own expense he caused to be prepared in Paris and London
a superb series of folio drawings of all the species, of which

upwards of 400 were published, with descriptions, in three

volumes, and privately distributed, also at his own ex-

pense. The entire number of drawings amounts to TipwardB

of 700.

2. The Herbarium and MSS. of the late Dr. P. B. Ayres,

colonial surgeon of Mauritius ; presented by his widow.

Dr. Ayres spent upwards of ten years in the Mauritius,

during which time the whole of his leisure was employed in

exploring its botany, and describing the plants for a Flora

which he intended to publish. This Herbarium, which
is a very considerable one, together with the MSS., will

prdve of great use in the event of a Flora of Maviritius

being published, which is in contemplation by the Colonial

Government.

BAEREN STEAWBEERY PLANTS.
At page 304 your correspondent " W. B." has thrown

out some hints on barren Strawberry plants, and it may not

be out of place here to mention what has come under my
own notice.

A fi-iend has a large garden, and some years since, when
I was taking a walk with him in the garden and chatting on
bee matters, my attention was also drawn to the fruit, which
promised to be abundant. "But what is the reason you
have no Strawberries ?" These were at the time growing
to the south of some Arbor Vitae trees. " Oh," i-eplied my
friend, " these are some plants which my nephew sent to

me iive years ago." " Then they are too old ; they ought
to be transplanted." " But," said my friend, " there never
was either fruit or blossom on them ; they are male plants."
" Oh dear!" rejoined I, "that is wrong. Transplant them,
and you wiU. see them grow into females." He did trans-

plant them, and in two years afterwards he had the most
abundant crop I have ever seen.—A Lanakkshibe Bee-

FLOWEE-GAEDEN PLANS.
You have taken me rather at a disadvantage by publish-

ing the remarks which I sent you upon flower-garden plans
(which were elicited by your adverse criticism on borders
in front of houses), as they were hastily written and I in-

tended to write you a paper on the subject.

I did not wish to make any invidious remarks between
" E. A. L.'s" design and the one from Houndstone House,
Yeovil ; but merely alluded to them as they happened to

illustrate my ideas on the subject. I have, I am afraid,

misled you to suppose that the design by " E. A. L." was
one of my own, as I said I originally laid out the garden,
and recommended that the border in front of the house
should remain. Since then, however, all the ground in fr'ont

of the house has been levelled into two terraces, the upper
one for King Croquet and the Lords and Ladies of the Hoops,
&o. ; the other has been occupied by the design in page 214,
of your Journal, which is " E. A. L.'s " own. When I
originally laid out the garden, I had to cut out beds adapted
to the uneven surface of the ground, and they were rightly
done away with when the ground was levelled. I may,
therefore, without prejudice, defend " E. A. L.'s " design,
which is one particularly well adapted for the piece of ground
it occupies, which is level with an irregular outline.
And now I would add a few remarks upon the rules which

I laid down for flower-garden plans, and also upon your
criticisms.

First. Every bed ought to make a perfect and uniform
shape. By this I mean, that if it is divided by a line down

its centre, one half ought to be equal to the other half;

circles, squares, ovals, quatrefoUs, trefoils, &c., follow this

rule, as do nearly all geometrical figures. This is easily

illustrated by architectural details, as windows, arches, staU

ends, &c. When I use the word perfect, I do not mean to

say that there are not other shapes more perfect or more
beautiful, but that it does not require anything added to it

to make it uniform. It is, therefore, perfect, of itself. A
circle is perfect in itself, and is, perhaps, for bedding-out

plants the best possible shape, but it is not beautiful, at

least as far as the mere outline is concerned. The circle is

not a beautiful figure in architecture, but a circular window
filled with tracery and painted glass is, perhaps, one of the

most strikingly baautiful features in many buildings—for in-

stance the circular windows iu Tork Minster. I adduce these
as an example, because a circular bed, which is a very simple

form and not beautiful in itself, is often made most beautiful

by its setting with bedding plants, aided by other beds or

the set of beds, of which it may be the centre.

2. Walks ought to form patterns as well as the beds.

No doubt, as you remark, the walks will always form

patterns, but very often the patterns of the walks are sacri-

ficed to the beds, the beds being cut out with very little

reference to the shape of the walks, merely leaving an
irregular space, haphazard, after the beds are cut out. The
walks are generally intended, I presume, to enable persons

to walk amongst the flowers, to enjoy their beauty, and
examine them closely, or to allow the gardener to work
amongst the flowers without treading on the beds. Now,
in many plans I have seen the grass left so narrow in places

between scroll-beds, that no lady could walk between the

beds to pick a flower without brushing the beds behind, and
even a gardener at bedding-out time would find his feet in

the bed behind him if he knelt down to plant. I say, then,

that walks ought, as far as possible, to be of a uniform useful

width, one which will admit a barrow or a mowing-machine,

and they should not be merely spaces left at random. A
fiowing artistic outline may sound well theoretically, but
practically it does not work so well, unless it is in Box and
coloured gravels for mnter gardens. Patterns, that would

look well for ladies' embroidery, would not leave suitable

spaces for ladies' crinolines, and we do not wish to banish

the fair sex from our gardens.

3. All pointed or unequal-shaped beds ought to be avoided.

I own that "E. A. L.'s " beds have a good many points, but
none of them present any difSculty in planting, as the en-

graver by diminishing the size of the beds, 2, 2, &c., has

made all the points in the set, 2, 3, &c., much more acute

than they really are. I do not think any angle over 60* a

sharp point, especially if not too much prolonged. Now, in

the plan, page 232, the points, 6, 6, and the ends of the

scroll, 4 and 3, are prolonged points—-that is to say, if the

bed was 2 feet wide 6 feet fi-om the end, it would be gradu-

ally dimmishing from these to the point. Now, suppose you
tried to plant 4 with Calceolaria and edge with Purple

King, the edging would run to a narrow single line. In
fact, with the proposed planting of Calceolaria Aurea flori-

bunda, the plants would soon overgrow the points, or else

the last foot of the points would have to be left plain soU.

No set of beds can well be made without angles, but the

less the angles run into prolonged points the better.

Rule 4 requires no explanation, as I have afready referred

to it, and I think you quite agree with me as to the truth of

it. I alluded to the division of animals through the vertebrae,

and leaves through the midrib to illustrate what I meant by
a uniform bed, not by a set of beds. I quite agree in pre-

ferring that a set of beds should be capable of being divided

into four equal parts by lines drawn at right angles through

the centre point. It does not necessarily follow, however,

that these liues should be on the walks, otherwise the

walks must be nearly always cruciform ; but if they fall upon
beds they must divide them equally. The plan at page 214

follows this rule, and two lines through the centre of the

quatrefoil 1, at right angles through 2, 13, 14, &c., will

divide it into four equal parts. I quite agree, however,

that the quatrefoils 16, and circles 12, 12, 13, 13, and the

bands round are not necessary as far as making a perfect

figure, and think that your rule, that in a set of beds, no
clump ought to be capable of removal and another substi-

tuted in its place without injury to the set, is a perfectly
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true one. It so happens, however, that in " E. A. L.'s " plan

it was desirable to lengthen the bed more one way than the

other, owing to the space on which it had to be cut. The
bands, consequently, were run round the two circles, 13, 13,

and not round 12, 12.

The plan I have given is purely geometrical, and is adapted
to fill any space where there are no very definite outlines,

although, of course, it would fill a square or a circular piece of

ground very well.

It will also answer
either as a centre

or outside in a set

of three beds to

fill a long terrace.

Three distinct sets

of beds, the two
outside ones being
similar or nearly

similar, very often

fill a long terrace

garden or paral-

lelogram better

than one continu-

ous figure. My re-

marks may seem
chiefly to apply to

geometrical gar-

dens on grass. I

admit that with
Box and gravel
greater irregula-

rity is admissible

;

but, stUl even with
scroU-beds, I think
thatonehalfought
to be made to ba-
lance the other as

nearly as possible,

and no scroll-bed

ought to be made
so large as to re-

quire planting in

different divisions.

Of course, to the
end of time there
will be " quot hom-
ines, iot sententicE."

I do not think, however, we differ very much on the
whole, unless it is with the exception, that I am still an
advocate for creepers against a house, except in cases of

arge mansions or houses with a good deal of architectural

border looking untidy, or desolate, in the winter. I think
few lovers of Eoses would Uke to be without them on the
walls of their houses. Of course, my remarks do not apply to

large mansions with gravelled terraces, balustrades, &c., in

front, but to nine-tenths of the ordinary run of country
houses. In fact, I only know of one or two near here, one
of which is Castle Howard, the seat of Lord Carlisle, that
would not be better of a few creepers, as Eoses, &c. I am

not an advocate
for smothering a
house with Ivyand
other rambling
creepers, but to

have a few choice
creepers and keep
them distinct, as

Eoses, Wistaria,

and Trumpet Ho-
neysuckle, &c. —
X. T. Z.

P.S. Since writ-

ing the above, I

have found a trac-

ing of a garden
which I designed
and cut out last

year, and I send it

instead of making
any new design, as

it exemplifies what
I have said with
respect to three

sets of beds form-
ing a good plan for

a long level ter-

race. This plan
was cut out on a
terrace about 45
feet broad facing
the house, a broad
gravel walk lies

between the house
and the terrace,

which is sunk
about 2 feet below
the walk, and
slopes very slightly

from one end to the other, the fall being about 1 in 100. The
walls of the house are treUised, and there is a border in

front, the trellis and border being continued beyond the
house parallel to and up to the end of the terrace. Beyond

A A, Raised Beds. B, Ornamental Vase.

beauty. My own is a new house, and I flatter myself not
unsightly, but when there were two or three hundred blooms
of General Jacqueminot all out at once on plants which I have
trained up the house, it was more adorned than by the best
architectural features. When bedding plants are used in

the borders where the creepers grow, other plants can, with-

out very much trouble, be made to supply their place during
the winter and spring months. Variegated Arabis is a per-

manent edging that looks well nearly all winter, and a few
bulbs and spring flowers, and small plants of variegated
evergreens—as Hollies or Box interspersed, will prevent the

the terrace to the south, at a lower level, is another terrace

for croquet, surrounded by a few standard Eoses in small
round beds which carry on the eye from the garden above.

I will not trespass on your space by any further explanation,

but send the plan as it is.

[We quite agree in most of what you advance. As to

the plans, we have no doubt the round group will look well

when planted. In our opinion the circle ia not only the
' simplest but the most beautiful of figures ; the eye never

I

tires in looking round it, and there are no jutting corners.
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Of the long terrace group we much prefer the central figure

or group. There will always be many opinions on such

imatters. It is always a pleasure to see such matters not

only ably, but temperately stated. Perhaps like heterodoxy

and orthodoxy, we are all rather prone to make our own
" doxy," orthodoxy, and other peoples " doxies," heterodoxy.

We have striven against this failing in our Journal, and we
are glad to be so ably assisted by you.]

PALMS AS EOOM PLANTS.

DuBlNG our recent journey to and from the International ', He assured us that they are the most manageable of

Congress of Botanists and Gardeners at Amsterdam we
j

room-plants. They are infested by no insect ; the well-known

visited some of the widely-famed nurseries of Belgium. On
I
dryness of a dwelling-room's atmosphere, so injurious to

a fiiture occasion we shall place before our readers some
j

most plants, has no perceptible effect upon the young
general notes upon those establishments, but now we ask I

Palms. Then their leaves are of such a form and so

for special attention to only one subject they forced upon our iirm of texture that the dust may be removed from them
notice.

We marvelled to see

the very great numbers
of dwarf Palms in potii

that were in the stoves

and greenhouses of those

nurseries. They were not
large specimen plants,

such as we see at Kew
and elsewhere, but vary-

ing in height from a few
inches to 2 or 3 feet. The
potstheywere inwere not
more than 6 or 8 inches

in diameter; and to keep
up the supply we saw
numerous pots with the
Palm seeds, as usual,

merely placed on the sur-

face of the soil, and ger-

minating in those fan-

tastic forms which so

characterise them.
Upon inquiring we as-

certained that this large

supply of Palms was re-

quired for the in-door

decoration of the resi-

dences of the Eussian
1, Ceroiylon andicola. 2, ChaniEerops st-iunicantha. 3, Chan:cedovea Ernesti-Augusti,

and German gentry. The demand for such purposes may
be appreciated by the fact, that of one species alone, Thrinax
elegans, Mr. Verschaffelt, of Ghent, has sold 20,000 during
the last ten years, being an average of 2000 annually.

with a damp sponge,
readily and without fear
of injuring them. Nei-
ther is their price an
obstacle, for when of
a fidl growth for room-
decoration they cost only
about 4s. 6d. of English
money. The usual tem-
perature of our sitting-

rooms is suiEciently

high for their healthy
growth; and their
growth is slow, so that
years elapse before they
have to be removed to
be replaced by more
juvenile successors.

The following is a list

of some of those species
found to be most suit-
able for room-decoration,
and we are quite con-
vinced that if our nur-
serymen will obtain these
Palms from the nurseries
of either Mr. Van Houtte
or Mr. Verschaffelt, and
maintain a supply, it

would soon become an extensive branch of their business :

—

Chamserops stauracantha, Ceroxylon andicola, Thrinax ele-

gans, Phoeuiciiophorum secheUarum, Chamaedorea Ernesti-
Augusti, several species of Paudanus

THE NEW JAPANESE EVEEGEEENS.
As che introduction of new and untried plants that

eve'' ually wdl become universal favourites is often difBcult.

frr A the uncertainty whether or no they are hardy in this

y^mate, the experience of every amateur who has tried them
and who has taken a fancy to them may be worth inserting

m •• our Journal." First and foremost come the Aucubas,

with their many variations of blotchings. Some years ago

one was sent out with large uncertain blotches on each

side of the midrib, but it did not take the fancy of pur-

chasers, for it was not nearly so effective as the old spotted

kind. Now, indeed, there is more choice to please all fancies,

for whether you select the picturata, with its centre golden,

or limbata, with its edges golden, or the himalaica with its

large, deep green, glossy leaves—all are handsome. We
country amateurs, with small gardens and small means,

for a long time can know new plants only by the catalogues

and by stray chances of rushing to Henderson's or to

Veitch's or other leading nurseries, and so are often puzzled

how to distinguish plants very much alike in name, habit,

and description. How, for instance, wiU you distinguish

Aucuba himalaica from japonica ? I knew the difference

of habit and of growth, but which was which I could not

teU. On visiting Garaway's nursery at Bristol the intelli-

gent foreman showed me, and I wiU now retail his informa-

tion. The japonica exactly resembles in its growth the

well-known spotted kind ; when in bloom the petals are
purple, and the spike very short—in fact, compare it with the
old sort in bloom and the resemblance is complete. The
berries are close-set on the branch and are oval. The hima-
laica is' of freer growth; the leaves not so flat and more
pointed ; the blossoms are on a longer spike, and the petals

are white or pinkish white, and the berries are round.
Garaways hope to keep a plant of. japonica in fruit till

the June show, and if it do not charm the Bristol people
I shaU be surprised; its growth and condition were so

perfect I would have walked six miles with pleasure to see

it. The difference of growth and flower is that of Quercus
robur and pedunculata. The plants sent out as picturata
having turned out to be male, to the surprise of the pur-
chasers, have enabled very many more plants to be fruited

than otherwise would have been the case, and, doubtless, in

time we shaU from this source obtain new varieties of colour.

Having bought both the himalaica and japonica for the
Bath Park I can testify that both are hardy ; neither have
had more shelter than being planted on the south side of a
wall ; the leaves of the himalaica were shrivelled and brown
from the snow and frost, whereas japonica was quite unaf-
fected by the winter weather.

How can the catalogues promise that these plants shall

produce berries unless they supply at the same time a male
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plant and instruct purchasers how to manage matters ?

Neither are monoecious. By-and-by, when males are more

common, it will be as well to have a spray of the male

•rrafted in the middle of a bush of the female plant, should

this be within sight of a house. I have lent out to a

nurseryman my male to fructify his young females, but hope

to have a stray bloom or two left for my own home plants

that are just opening.

The Elseagnus variegatus will be a beautiful addition to

our lawns. The growth of the refiexus is very peculiar.

Here it has grown most freely, the shoots of last year were

6 or 8 feet long, and the frost did not hurt it the least.

If they had been white instead of the peculiar dark brown,

the effect would have been most pleasing ; but it is always

to be remembered that variegation is but disease, and brings

with it the penalty of greater tenderness of constitution.

The Euonymus ovatus aureus has also proved perfectly

hardy here, r-
' influenced by the weather. Its branches

being so brightly golden render it more marked in character

than the old white variety.

Euonymus radicans variegatus becomes very charmingly

tinted with red after much cold weather. It is as though

every leaf had been shaded with a thin layer of lake. It is

very hardy.

Eurya latifolia variegata I cannot speak of. I saw it in

Veitch's collection, and much admired it, but the foreman

was doubtful about its hardiness. The old Eurya japonica

is perfectly hardy here.

Osmanthus ilicifolius in its varieties is also quite hardy. I

had not seen the aureus tiU last week, and the shading of

the leaves is very pretty, not margined as in the white.

What are to be the blossoms ? What the natural family ? It

looks so like a HoUy.
The Umbrella Pine (Sciadopitys), Eetinospora pisifera,

and Thujopsis, aU recently introduced from Japan, have

all gone through the past winter without protection unin-

jured; but this tribe does not flourish in our valley so well

as in' drier climates, and more porous soil, so I have not

interested myself in them so much.

The large-leaved Berberry (Berberis Portunei) will prove

a beautiful addition to the shrubbery. Its leaves are

brilliantly tinged with red in the winter. While talking of

shrubberies I would ask every one to see, and he will

admire, Forsythia suspensa. This spring this shrub is most

splendid. It far surpasses the old P. viridissima.

Like many other superficial folk I have written too much

upon a subject of which I know but little, and have not

referred to the variegated Ivies and the Honeysuckles, also

introduced by Mr. Fortune into our gardens. The tender

tribes needing protection are beyond my province. My
object is only to elicit further information from experienced

pens.—B. J. S.

EAISING NEW VAEIETIES OF FEUITS AND
FLOWERS.

Thebe is no class of men more worthy of respect than the

really intelligent gardeners of this country, and considering

the knowledge, patience, industry, and forethought required

to make a good gardener, they cannot be considered a well

remunerated body. I am not speaking of the conceited

ignoramus who in his own estimation knows everything,

but is far too knowing to let you into his secrets, or the

pedantic who talk of Latin and science, but cannot show

you a bunch of Grapes fit to put on a gentleman's table,

who think growing a Peach or Apricot m a pot an im-

possibility and themselves wonderful men, because by

planting thousands of Verbenas, Geraniums, &c., they can

produce a blaze of colour for a few weeks in the autumn. I

would address myself to the really intelligent gardeners,

and say I know some of you think that in the present day

vou are not paid in proportion to what is expected of you.

Many of your class have turned nurserymen and florists to

trv and batter their condition ; some have succeeded, and

many more have miserably faUed. How is it so few of your

body try to raise seedling fruits and flowers, or of the small

numbers who do raise a good thing, how is it so few reap

the advantage ?
, , . j. xt i.

I wish to caU your attention to the subject. No master,

I think, would object to see a dozen seedling Vines in Ms
houses, a batch of seedling Geraniums on a spare shelf, or
a few seedling fruit trees in a corner of his garden. Such a
pursuit would keep up the interest and hope of a clever
man.
But, somewiU say, What ifwe did raise a good thing, how

are we to make money of it ? Not, I would say, by giving
a cutting to a friend or two, on condition of their keeping
it to themselves, or selling the stock to the first man who
offers you a £d note for it. Few of our best gardeners have
any idea of the value of a really good seedling of any popular
fruit or flower.

My advice would be. Choose a respectable nurseryman,
give him the plant, and get an agreement in writing that
he should propagate and sell, taking all the trouble, and
keeping an accurate account of all sales, and that in most
cases you ought to equally divide the amount received.

It is astonishing how many good things have got out with-

out any one being much the better for their having been
raised. Nor would the gardeners only be benefited by the
plan proposed. It would be equally beneficial to masters,
because it would tend to secure the services of superior men.
Some one has said, that " virtue withers unless watered
with rewards."—J". K. Peaeson, Chilwell, Notts.

PEESEEVING DAHLIA TUBEES.
As I hear that during the last severe winter many persons

have lost most of their Dahlia tubers, I think a few remarks
upon my own experience may be useful. I have for some
years endeavoured to find out the best plan for keeping
these tubers. I have tried Apple-rooms, lofts, and all sorts

of coverings to protect them from the frost, damp, and too

rapid growth, but have always lost many of them. Last
autumn I placed them on the ground in a Potato shed, and
buried them in ashes, and although we have had a most
severe winter, I have not lost more than one in fifty. The
ashes of our Welsh culm, which are composed of burnt coal
and clay, may be superior to other ashes. They have cer-

tainly answered the purpose well with me.—A Sd-bsceiber
OF SomE Years, Cardiganshire, South Wales.

THE GAEDENEES' EOYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

I NOT only wish to draw the attention of aU gardeners to
the great claim the Gardeners' Eoyal Benevolent Institution

has upon them, but also to enlist the sympathies of all con-
nected with horticultural pursuits for its assistance. I do
so confident of its great usefulness, judging from the past,
forming, however, but a small fraction of what this insti-

tution would be capable of effecting did it but receive that
support from those for whose benefit it was originally estab-
lished which might be expected from them. Why gardeners
are so very lukewarm with reference to the institution I
am at a perfect loss to know—why so wanting in that sym-
pathy as a whole. At a very moderate computation there
are at least eight thousand gardeners who have each the
ability to support this excellent institution, and yet what is

the fact ? Of these and many more the number entered as
subscribers is a little over three hundred ! The pensioners,

almost wholly gardeners and widows of gardeners, are as

one to every six subscribers of the same class and calling.

The subscriptions are but 21s. per annum to constitute a
member, no other expense whatever being necessary for

entry, &c. Truly a trifle, yet what comforts it is capable of
securing I

Now, as to the good this Society has already done sinca

it was first instituted in 1838, I will quote the statement of

the Secretary, Mr. Cutler. He says ;
—" In reply to your

inquiries, this institution first commenced granting pensions
in the year 1840. The number of pensioners who have been
pensioned since that time is 134; and the amount which
has been paid away in pensions from January, 1840, to
Christmas, 1864, is no less than £11,745 13s. 8d. The
amount paid in 1840 was .£9 6s. 8d., and the amount paid in

1864 was d£773. This will give an average payment for the
twenty-five years of about j£468 4s. 8d., and an average
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payment per pensioner of JESO 3s. lOjd. The amount of the

funded stock is ^£5700."

No comment on this statement is necessary. .Of the above

funded stock, .£200 was laid out last year in consols. At
the present time it is advertised to add three more pen-

sioners to the list, already containing twenty-seven men
and twenty-eight women, many of whom are entered direct

upon the death of their husbands. As to the pensioners, I

can speak from personal observation of the good this outlay

does. How cheerful it makes the last days of many, who
daily thank Providence for first influencing them to add
their mite to the ye.irly subscription of the Gardeners'

Koyal Benevolent Institution, in no expectation then that

the adverse winds of life would have compelled them to seek

its shelter ! With the administration of the institution I

think none wQl find fault ; whilst the result of every election

is the retui'u of the most needy, the widow at all times

having an overwhelming majority, and the spirit which
prevails amongst the subscribers is of the best.

In conclusion, I earnestly desire my fellow gardeners to

give a few moments' serious thought to the claims which
this institution has upon them, confident of its merits and
the good of which it is capable.—^W. Eablet, Digswell.

GUTTEEED FLOWEE-POTS.
I BEG leave to state that upwards of twenty years ago I

invented my plant-protecting flower-pot, which I gave to

the public, unfettered by patent.

My flower-pot was figured in "Johnson's Gardeners'

Almanack " many years ago ; but as it was figured without
my knowledge its utility was only partly discussed. My
flower-pot has a double rim forming a gutter, which is filled

with water, protecting the plants from creeping insects.

I also iise the pots for forcing Sea-kale with great success. I

Ttse for a cover a flower-pot of the same form as the other pot,

but single-rimmed and without a drain-hole. When this

cover is on, the edge rests in the gutter, which is full of

water, and so prevents the air and vermin from getting to

the plants, and accelerates their growth.

—

James Stephens,
9, Plv/m Street, Ravelock Place, Sheffield.

STEAWBEEET PLAJfTS TEEATED AS
ANNUALS.

I GEOw all my StrawbeiTies as annuals, and of all the
eai'ly varieties have no difficulty in securing a tolerably
abundant crop. May Queen and Black Prince were finally

discarded last year, and. with great regret, I fear I shall

have to add the beautiful and prolific Princess Frederick
William to the number of the expelled. All three are with
us so utterly destitute of flavour and sweetness, that I now
rely upon Marquise de la Tour Maubourg, as the first

Strawberry worthy of a place upon our breakfast-table. It

is remarkably prolific and vigorous in growth, but somewhat
deficient in size. Prince Imperial, after the same strain,

is a marked improvement upon it both in size and flavour,

and ripening as it does only a day or two days after Mar-
quise, I shall feel obliged by your suggestions as to com-
bating a serious drawback to its treatment as an annual, at
least as grown here.

Of my plants this spring fully one-third show no signs of

blossom, whether under glass or in the open ground, and,
somewhat remarkably, on examining the barren plants I find

that, without exception, every one of them shows two buds,
the fertile plants as invariably showing only one. Now,
does there occur a period in the life of the plant when it

elects, as it were, whether to form one blossom-bud or two ?

Prince Imperial with us has evidently in the past season
tried to make many duplicates, but either failing in the at-
tempt altogether, or not perfecting the work, the results are
two leaf-buds only. By what treatment can I secure either
that each plant shall have its own bud, or, if more, that the
increase of buds be in the direction of blossom rather than
leaf ?

—

Fkuit-eatee.

[Properly speaking, an annual is a plant, the seeds of
which being sown, passes through all its stages of growth,
fructification, and decay inthe same season. We have our-

selves never fruited Strawberries as annuals except the
Alpines, which often bear very freely in the autumn from
seeds, sown in spring. The nearest approach to annual cul-

ture is, the taking the runners of this season and fruiting

them the next. This is the general plan followed in the
south for forcing Strawberries, and if the runners receive an
equal amount of attention, they will fruit as well if not
better out of doors. Unless in very light soils, however, we do
not see much advantage in this practice out of doors, as in-

variably in loamy soils, even under the above circumstances,
the second season's crop is generally better than the first.

As to Prince Imperial not fruiting as you wish in-doors, or
out of doors, but many showing no bloom, we can add little

to what was stated lately in " Doings of the Last Week."
If we had plenty to choose from, we would take no runners
firom these barren plants. We have long ago noticed, that
plants which divide then- crowns are more apt to be barren
than those having only one stout bud or crown. The whole
matter is somewhat mysterious, especially if all the plants,
barren and fruitful, came fi-om fruitful plants. We should
not like to advance more than a supposition as to the cause
of these double and triple crowns; but our present con-
viction is, that they generally occur from over-feeding and
too much pot-room, which prevent the bud ripening, and
thence the luxuriant growth. We have often gathered out
of 4s-inch pots double the weight that some friends have
obtained from plants in pots of double that size. It is im-
possible to give such plants too much light in the previous
autumn, but it is very possible to make them too luxuriant.

What say other correspondents ?]

GAEDEN PESTS.
One of the most destructive insects which infest the

garden at this season of the year is the Haltica nemorum,
commonly called the black flea or black fly, which is a small
beetle-like insect, and most remarkable both for its agility
and good scent, as thousands will jump to the ground in an
instant just before you approach them. Broccoli, Kale,
Brussels Sprouts, &c., have been literally covered with
them. The destruction, however, which they have ma;le on
Poach, Nectarine, Pear, Chen-y, and Plum trees is the most
serious, as many trees of the first two at this place have
been deprived of nearly every blossom. We have tried soot-
water, lime-water, and tobacco to make the leaves, &c., dis-

tasteful, none of which, however, appear to drive them away.
A good rain with cooler weather is, perhaps, the only thing
to put a stop to their depredations. If any of your corre-
spondents can recommend a method by which these trouble-
some pests can be either destroyed or driven away he will
oblige myself and many others.

—

John Perkins, Thornham
Hall, Suffolk.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The April meeting of the Entomological Society was held

under the presidency of P. P. Pascoe, Esq., P.L.S., when
donations to the library from the Royal Agricultural Society,
the Linnean Society, &c., were announced, as well as M.
Doleschall's Memoirs on the Diptera and Spiders of the
Indian Archipelago.
The President exhibited an apparently new species of the

LameUicoi-n genus Bolboceras taken by Mr. Odewahn at
Gwalor near Adelaide, South Australia, where it is found
burrowing in the hard roads near that place, and coming
forth only at night. The President had observed a similarity
of habit in the European species B. gallious, which burrows
in the sand in the south of France. Mr. De Boulay had
also observed these insects in Western Australia, and that
they make a noise by rubbing, as he states, the pulviUi
n gainst the coxee. The President also read a notice which
had recently appeared in the "Athenaeum" relative to the
Rose-like Galls found on WUl'-s in Cambridgeshire, exhi-
Iiited at a previous meeting bj h: Bond, and which accord-
in;^ to the writer seemed to a-ord an explanation of the
mediaeval miracle of Willows blossoming like the Rose at
Christmas.
Mr. F. I'loore exhibited a small collection of Lepidoptera

taken in the North-western Himalayas by Capt. Lang, in-
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eluding a new species of Chrysophanus (one of the Copper
Butterflies), a Pieris like Cardaminis, &c. ; also two curious
species of Moths (Nootua and Geometra sp.), the bodies
and wings of which were covered with slender elongated
fungi, which had sprouted out all over them. They had
been found at Darjeeling by Mr. A. E. Eussell. A large
collection of Beetles, Butterflies, and Moths taken by the
last-named gentleman in Bengal and the Himalayas was
also exhibited by Mr. lanson, amongst which were two new
species of the singular genus Epicopeia.

Mr. W. W. Saunders exhibited six or seven different

species of Galls collected by Mr. B. T. Lowne in Southern
Syria in 1864. One of these upon a species of Atriplex was
covered with a woolly-like growth ; another upon a blade of

grass was probably the production of a Dipterous insect

;

another, of a solid texture, on a Tamarix was possibly the
nidus of a Buprestis ; another, upon a Eeaumuria, contained
a mass of about thirty eggs of some species of Moth.
The President read a note respecting certain insects

which he had noticed in July last when passing over the
snow field of Monte Moro at an elevation of 8000 feet. Here
and there in the snow was seen a sharply defined cylindrical

hole, about an inch in depth, and at the bottom of each was
either a small lump of matter resembling peat, or more
frequently a Dipterous or Ichneumonideous insect. He con-
ceived that the insects, settling on the snow, became torpid
from its low temperature, and then gradually, or perhaps
rapidly, sank into the snow, the holes being caused by the
radiation of heat from the body of the insect. This explan-
ation, however, although no other was suggested, did not
meet with the general acceptance of the meeting.

Professor Westwood made some critical remarks on the
recently published memoir by Dr. Karsten on the Chigoe
or Jigger, insisting on the priority of his own generic name
Sarcopsylla for the insect, in preference to that of Rhyncho-
prioD, whidii was a synonyme of a genus of Ticks (Acari).

Mr. H. "W. Bates read a memoir on the interesting genus
Agra, belonging to the family Carabidae, in which he de-

scribed the affinities and habits of this arboreal and noc-
turnal group, remarkable for lying concealed during the
day in ourled-up leaves, feeding probably on larvse, and
possessing the power of crepitating by a slight explosion,

with a sensation of warmth, and staining of the fingers,

when the insects are handled. He also noticed the external
distinctions of the sexes, and described sixteen new species

from the Amazon region of South America, thus making
up a total number of 140 known species of this beautiful

group.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The late drying easterly winds and the present clear

warm weather have rendered it necessary to supply water
to recently transplanted trees, shrubs, and vegetables, and
also seedling crops, which are just making their appearance,

otherwise they had better be allowed to remain in a dormant
state until we have rain, as continued waterings bind the

surface of the soil into a hard crust, impenetrable by air

and very prejudicial to the germination of seeds. This evil

may, however, be in some degree prevented by shading from
the sun or covering the soU, so as to prevent evaporation as

much as possible ; frequent waterings ai"e not then neces-

sary, and the soil is kept in an open porous state, which is

of the utmost importance. When the nights are warm,
seeds, and herbaceous plants of all kinds, should be
watered in the evening, so that the soU may gradually im-
bibe the water ; but if cold nights prevail, an early hour in

the morning is tlie best time for its application. Broccoli,

as the present warm weather brings it forward so fast, some
of it should be pulled up before it is full-grown and laid in

a cool place, so as to prolong the season of use. Cabbages,

when the soil is very hard between the autumn-planted
ones it will greatly benefit the plants to fork between them,
and after rain to earth up again. Cauliflowers, dig up the
soil suiTOunding them with a fork, and afterwards give

them a good soaking with water, to be repeated twice

a-week during warm weather. Celery, all that has been
lately pricked out to be shaded and watered tintil it take
good hold of the ground. If it is required very early put

the plants singly into some small pots, and set them in a
frame until they get roothold, when they may be fully ex-

posed to the air, but to be kept well watered, or the plants
will be apt to run before they attain any size. Cucumbers,
where they are grown on dung-beds the frame wUl want
raising to allow the plants room and a sufficient depth of
soil. Trenches should now be prepared for plants to be
grown under hand-glasses; they maybe 2i feet wide and
1 foot below the surface, to be there filled with prepared
dung, leaves, and short grass to 6 inches above the surface

;

good light soil to be put beneath the glasses, and the rest
of the dung to be covered with the soil that came out of
the trench. Dwarf Kidney Beans, make a good sowing for

succession ; a few to be sown in a pan at the same time to
fill up any vacancies. Lettuce, give a few of the earliest

plants a good supply of water to bring them forward ; some
of the Coss may be tied up to form hearts. Mushrooms,
keep a steady heat of from 60° to 65"^ where there are
productive beds ; continue to make fresh ones for summer
and autumn use. Radishes, sow both Long and Turnip-
rooted kinds ; water beds from which they are to be diawn
for use.

PETJIT GARDEN.
Trained fruit trees, especially Peach and Cherry trees,

require particular attention at this season in regard to
stopping, disbudding, &c., going over them two or three
times so as to prevent a too sudden check to the flow of the
sap, and to afford the fruit the protection of the leaves as
long as it can be done without iniury to the trees. Look
shai-ply after green fly, and apply tobacco water the moment
it is perceived. On light sandy soils, however, it may be
kept in check by frequent waterings with the engine ; but
whatever method is pursued, see that it is resorted to before

the pest becomes established.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Trees and shrubs recently transplanted to be watered and

immediately mulched with short litter ; and the rare and
choice kinds to be shaded and occasionally sprinkled over-

head with water in the morning. As it is more than prob-
able that where much planting was intended part of it may
yet remain undone, we may observe, that some kinds of
evergreens may yet be safely removed, taking the precau-
tions to water them at first planting, and occasionally after-

wards, to well mulch the surface, and to damp the foliage.

We have sometimes found HoUies, Portugal Laurels, Ever-
green Oaks, Red Cedars, Arbor Vitse, &c., take root more
freely now than when planted earlier in the spring, when
autumn planting cannot be effected. As a principle in the
arrangement of colours, it is generally allowed that the
various shades of orange and yellow will class well with the
various purples and blues ; whites are suitable with the
blues, oranges, and reds ; whites, however, derange the effect

of the yellows, as also the violet shades ; whilst the various

red or rose-coloured flowers are, as far as colour is concerned,

capable of forming a bed by themselves.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOET.
The conservatory plants are now making active growth,

and should be liberally supplied with water. Those grow-
ing in prepared borders to be frequently examined to see

that the roots are kept sufficiently moist. At an early hour
in the morning give a good washing with the engine or

syringe to everything excepting the plants in bloom, the
house will then become dry and enjoyable by the forenoon;

frequently clean over the borders, remove decaying leaves

and flowers; let the paths, stone curbs, shelves, &c., be
washed frequently, that the house may present an orderly

appearance at all times. More air must now be given, and
as the nights become warm allow a little to remain on ; this

low night temperature will do much to favom- the growth of

short-jointed wood, which in a house of this description,

requiring to be frequently shaded, is difficult to obtain, and
at the same time it will prolong the bloom of the inmates.

Hybrid Indian Rhododendrons and Chinese Azaleas will now
be in great beauty, and every care should be taken to pre-

serve the blooms from damp and drip. Supply plants

liberally with water at the roots, as during their blooming

season they require large quantities. Plants out of bloom
should be placed where they can enjoy rest for a short time

before the new growth commences, otherwise they break
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weakly. It should be remembered that when a plant flowers

profusely its powers are much weakened, and a lapse of

time after blooming, longer or shorter, according to the
habit of the plant is necessary to enable it to recover its

exhausted energies previous to forming a new growth.

STOVE.
Attend to the stopping and training of the plants, and

afford free-growing subjects plenty of pot-room. Achimenes
and Gloxinias filling their pots with roots will enjoy an occa-

sional watering with weak liquid manure. Very little fire

heat will now be sufficient if the practice of shutting up
early in the afternoon is adopted. Proceed with the re-

potting of Orchids as they may require it. Do not use the
syringe too freely among those starting into growth, but
keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist. See that the speci-

mens on blocks and in baskets are not allowed to suffer for

want of water.
PITS AND FKAMES.

Push forward late-propagated stock, and endeavour to
keep the whole growing on slowly. The plants to be ex-

posed to the weather as freely as circumstances will admit,
but this should be done by degrees, and never to the extent
of browning the foliage and drying up the tissues, and they
should never be allowed to suffer from want of water.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Such a week of dog-day weather, a broiling sun, with a

north wind, the temperature during the day reminding one
of July rather than April. Where no shading was used, the
demands on the water-pail were almost incessant. Straw-
berries ripening fast, with their pots in turf or moss, re-

quiring water two or three times a-day. Pears and Plums
are now in blossom, and Apples are swelling to the opening
of their buds. Earnestly do we hope that we shall not have
a cold, dreary, frosty May, after such a brilliant .A.pril. A
few warm showers will make all kinds of vegetation proceed
amazingly. Without such showers we shall soon begin to

cry out about water. Many things that had to be densely
shaded, and even covered up with litter last season, have
done better than we could have expected. Such seasons as

the last, and as this at present seems to prognosticate,
whilst in no way rendering it less desirable to drain gardens
and fields, show also the importance of retaining a good
portion of that water in pool, pond, or reservoir, before the
excess finds its way to ditch or rivulet.

KITCHEN aARDEN.
Ean the hoe through all growing crops, as Cabbages, Cau-

liflowers, Onions, Carrots, Asparagus, Sea-kale, &c. Onions
and Carrots were rolled with a light wooden roller a week
ago. A firm surface makes them tuber and bulb better.

Then in a week the spaces between the rows should be
run over with the Dutch hoe, which will not only leave a
rough surface, but kill every invisible weed. We like to
defer this surface-scratching until the ground is pi'etty well
heated, for reasons several times given. We wish our young
friends to bear in mind, that as respects freedom from weeds
one scufiie with the Dutch hoe will do more good in such
weather as we have had lately, in one hour, than hand-
weeding could accomplish in a day or two. In fact, much
hand-weeding speaks of one of two things, either great de-
ficiency of labour power, or great want of systematic ma-
nagement.
Sowed Radishes, Turnips, and Spinach. Will transplant

some winter Onions presently, we find they do best traTis-

planted, merely fastening the roots, not any of the neck in
the ground. Sowed a part of the Beet and Salsafy, and will

net-cover the former, as last season the birds did not leave
a seedling after the red leaves showed above ground. The
transplanted crop did beautifully, perhaps all the better
that the roots were not very large. We hope that by netting
we may dispense with the trouble of transplanting. Why
is it that Salsafy and Scorzonera are not more generally
served up at table ? Good roots are tender and delicious
when well boiled. A few of these Beets and Salsafy will

most likely run to seed, and, therefore, another sowing should
be made about the middle of May. The best way to secure
fine roots is to trench deeply, and to have the richest soil at

the bottom, and the poorest at the top. Have it all rich or
the richest at the top, and the roots most likely will come
like fingers and toes, instead of in one straight root.

Divided and planted Rhubarb and Sea- kale that had been
forced. Watered Cauliflowers under glasses, earthed them
up by cutting a trench between the rows of glasses, and
then, leaving the plants in a basin as it were, the glasses
were set on the top of the ridge to give protection at
night until they must be removed to give the plants full

room. We find ours will come in as soon as we want them«
The finest Broccoli, however, is deficient in delicacy after

a nice little firm Cauliflower. Watered the first transplanted
with manure water; removed the laurel twigs set among
them, and slightly forked up the ground, as it is now hot
enough to cause them to grow with great luxuriance, and
we want to keep moisture in until we see how we shall be
supplied from the heavens. The leafy twigs were just suited

for placing near the plants of a fresh-planted succession,

doing them more good by the shade than lots of cold water-

ings. Prioked-out younger plants for planting out three

weeks or a fortnight hence. In ordinary seasons the Cauli-

flower is all the better of a little shade from May to Sep-
tember, and therefore it is a good plan to have Peas, say
10 feet apart, and three or four rows of Broccoli between.
Watered with house sewage what Cabbages we could, and
their appearance next morning showed how much they liked

it. Scattered a little wood ashes and soot over the seed-

lings of the Winter Greens, Broccoli, &c., merely as a pre-

caution, as few slugs or snails can be seen as yet. The only

signs of a trail we have yet found were on a Mushroom-
bed, where a few holes had been made in some buttons.

Celery.—We notice by the market report that Celery makes
a good price. We had gi-own several kinds of Red, but
none stood the winter with us equal to the little Incom-
parable White. We have scarcely lost a head of it, and we
are told that not one was run. We took it up some time
ago to make way for Onions, and set it with fair balls and
a little water to the roots in a heap of ashes, sifted from the
furnaces, in a shady place ; and though the heads are now
smaller when dressed for the table, they are very sweet and
nice, and showing as yet no signs of bolting. For general
work see last week.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Ran the hoe through Strawlerry quarters, so as to kill all

weeds, seen and unseen. Did the same among Gooseberries,

Currants, Raspberries, &c. The Strawberries are beginning
to show their flower-trusses, and notwithstanding the dryness
of the past season, we think there will be plenty of bloom,
so far as we have examined. We have a lot of forced ones
done bearing, which we shall plant out as soon as we can
get at them. We shall also take up and pot a lot of last

autumn's young plants pricked out in a border, so as to keep
us going before there is plenty in the open air. Of course,

we shall select those plants only that are showing bloom.
Of these we shall most likely put two or three plants in a
seven or eight-inch pot, and plunge these pots in a bed of

leaves, with a little bottom heat, and perhaps stick a few
branches of trees among them to break the force of the
sun's rays. This outside hotbed, uncovered with glass, will

soon cause the pots to be crammed with roots, even before

the plants come into bloom, and then the pots may be set

in any suitable place. This is a plan we used to adopt
rather largely at one time for plants to use after April. For
early forcing the plants must be prepared in the previous

season. This season our first crop had more blind ones
than usual, afterwards they have been very good. As a
whole, we prefer the runners of one season for fruiting the
next, but last season owing to the dryness we could not get
runners forward enough, and we used a number of plants

that had been taken up as little extra runners in September,
pricked out in a border, and taken up and potted in the

following July, and these have produced abundance of good
fruit. With such plants, and even older ones, our previous

experience would have led us to expect an abundant crop;

but from the younger ones we generally obtained the finer

fruit. The difficulty now is to obtain suitable places for

them (see last week), which causes us just now to make our
Peach-house a Strawberry-house. We hope to have the
most of the pots out before the Peaches want all the sun for

colouring and flavour, and the ripening of the wood. The
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orchard-house makes also a good fill-gap before the plants
come in with their ripe fruit out of doors. We have covered
rows and beds out of doors with glass, but with little benefit,
unless the weather was very sunny.
Some of our lads are rather hurt about Mr. Rivers, speak-

ing of our being so troubled with insects, and, therefore,
without boasting, we may state, that among the many
hundreds of Strawberry plants in all stages, and in almost
every conceivable place, not an insect of any kind has as
yet appeared.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Here we are pretty well overwhelmed with work. Various

reasons, and especially the weather of the last winter
and spring, have tended to throw us behind, and it is

more perceptible in this magnificent weather. It is a great
satisfaction that every man and boy, not only sees that we
are a little behind, but is anxious to do the very utmost to
break the back of the labour. Work and plenty of it is a
most desu'able thing, when you feel you can master it, and
it shall not, for long at least, master you. Nothing can be
more depressing in a garden than finding that do what you
•win you cannot get up with the work, but that day after
day work wants doing, which you cannot execute without
letting something of more importance sufi'er. Even this
fine weather has brought its access of labour in watering
alone, and especially in such cases where most of the water
must be carried in pails or water-barrow. A great amount
of bedding-out also increases labour vastly at this season.
We have no doubt that we shall be all right by-and-by, but
we coiJd not expect the same hearty assistance and co-
operation now, if the workmen had been kept out attempt-
ing to work in all disagreeable unhealthy weather. There
is no mechanism like feet, and especially hands, when directed
by thinking willing minds. Some people expect no end of
results from human exertion ; treating him merely as a
machine, they do not give to man the tithe of the attention
they bestow upon irrational or inanimate mechanism. We
have had thanks innumerable from employers and employed,
on what they are pleased to term out-spoken remarks on
the labour question, and this encourages us to say a word
on gardens, where the labour-pou-er is always behind, creat-
ing a feeling of lassitude and despair, instead of anxious
determination and resolved not-to-be-bafSed industry. One
of two modes should at once be adopted—increase of labour
power, or decrease of ground in keeping. Many a large
garden would be more satisfactory to all concerned, if the
half of it were laid down in grass, or in other field crops
for a time. One acre properly cultivated and all kept nice
will be more satisfactory than two or three acres, that only
remind one of the garden of the sluggard overrun with
weeds.

_
One acre of lawn properly kept will yield more

satisfaction than half a dozen acres, where there is only the
pretence of keeping; and a dozen or a score of fiower-beds
nicely done, will be more pleasing to all concerned than a
hundred, or hundreds, in a neglected state.

Proceeded with rolling the lawn before and after mo-wing

;

edging sides of walks with the iron, so that they can
afterwards be easily clipped during the season. Edged also
the sides of borders before digging, and arranging and
making up edgings of flowers, and also preparatory to sow-
ing dwarf edgings and other annuals. We seldom sow
Mignonette out of doors until May, as then we obtain dense
masses, whilst by early sowing we generally get straggling
plants. The moving and reducing herbaceous plants, and
getting all borders fit for summer residents, are now a
main feature of the work, and very suitable the weather
is for it, only we wish that the work had been done three
weeks ago. We have as yet given no heat to our late
vinery, except what the sun gave, with air night and day,
but theVines are becoming so forward that we must now keep
them on. We have, therefore, cleared the house of bedding
plants ; some were set under hurdles thinly spread over with
spruce brandies, and a great lot of Geraniums, some five or
six in a four-inch pot, were placed in a corner to be moved
to the Celery trenches. As these were not ready, a little
straw was tliinly placed over them to afford shade from the
sun, and protection from the cold at night. Meanwhile the
trenches are being made ready from clearing off last season's
Cabbages, digging out trenches 5 feet wide, and 4 feet in
the ridges between. Leaf mould and sandy soil are thrown

into the trench, and these pots of plants will be turned out,

when, with little attention, they will grow fast until ^we

want them in some three weeks or a month hence. Pro-
ceeded with pricking off lots of other things, and put in our
last batch of Verbenas, and the pretty dwarf Ageratum,
making a bed for them, and pricking them out on the bed
some 2i inches apart, whence they wUl lift in nice little

balls. Those put in a fortnight ago are rooting nicely.

Few of our cuttings have had shading this season, but lately

the sun has been so powerful that for these later cuttings

whitewash is at once drawn down the outside of the glass,

and some twice or thrice a-day the little things receive a
dewing from the syringe, the great matter being never to

allow the cutting to exhaust its juices by any approach to

flagging.

What we have said of the late vinery, forces us also to get
the Pelargoniums out, or the increased closeness, and the

greater heat will be almost sure to bring green fly to nibble

at them. We have, therefore been forced to re-arrange the

conservatory, taking Daphnes, Camellias, &c., into the

vinery, removing the most forward Cytisuses to a sheltered

place out of doors, taking out also the most forward Cine-

rarias now left to an out-door corner, where they may do
for cut flowers, and replacing them with different kinds of

Pelargoniums. As far as \ratering would permit, went on
potting bedding plants, greenhouse and stove plants, regu-

lating and thinning out climbers, giving a good moist heat

in a pit to Caladiums, and setting basket plants, as Stan-

hopeas. Stag-head Perns, &o., in tubs of manure water, so

as thoroughly to moisten them. In such weather kept the

floors of all plant-houses moist, that the air might be both

cooled and moistened, &o.—R. F.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—April 29.

Wittin the last few days the aspect of the market has unilcrgooe a great

change—from scarcity to plenty. Of Caobaees, Coleworts, and Broccoli

there is nuw an abandunt supply; and of Lettuces, both Cabbage and Cos,

large quantities are brought, but no more than sufficient to meet the great

demand for saladinfj, which the heat of the weather has created. Impor-
tations of French Lettuce and other salads have been in a great measure
discontinued, owing to the heated condition in which they arrive. Asparagus,
Sea-kale, and Khubarb are pleutiful, and so, too, are Cucumbers. Of

Grapes and Pines thei e is now a better supply, the former including very

iine new Hamburghs from Jersey. Strawberries are quite equal to the

demand. A few dessert Apples are still to be had in condition—as Braddick a

Nuupareil, Court-pendu-Plat, and Newtown Pippin.

FRUIT.

Apples ^ sieve 2 to 4
Apiicots doz.

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14 20
Fll'oerts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 60 60
Gooseberries ...^ sieve

Grapes lb. 10 20

Lemons 100 5 10

Melons each

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans Broad \ sieve

Kidney 100

Beet, Red doz.

Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSprouts J sieve

Cabbage '. doz.

Capsicums 100

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score

Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

d

VEOET
d. 8. d

4 too 6

6

3
4
2

2

». A.

Mulberries .... punnet
Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100 6

Peaches doz.

Pears (kitchea)...bu<h. 8

dessert doz. 3

Pine Apples lb. 8

Plums J sieve

Strawberries oz.

Waluuts bush, 14

Oto

12

d

14

ABLES.

10
6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score

Mushrooms pottle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions , ., bushel

pickling quart

Parsley J sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart 10

Potatoes bushel 2

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle

Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes i sieve

Turnips bunch
VegetableMarrows doz.

d. a, a.

3 to 6
6 2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We request that no one will -write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture,

Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so

doing they are subjected to un.iustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should therefore be ad-

dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticwl-

ture, Sic 171, Fleet Street. London, E.G.
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We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those

an Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them
on separate communications. Also never to send more
than two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week-

Glass and Vines for Greenhouse (M. D.).~A)\ things considered,

21 oz. sheet glass of good quality is the best for fjlazing houses for fruit

culture. Hartley's vouch p^ate is also Erood, but better for plants than fruit

trees. You will need no shade for Vines. They cannot have too raucii light,

whi'et they atford an agreeable shade to sucti plants as require it. The
Black Hamburgh, Trentbara Black, Buckland Sweetwater, Royal Mu-^ca-

dine, Foster*8 "White Seedling, aad White Frontignan, do -well in a cool

house.

Draining Fern Case (Idftn).—We cannot see in what way you can
Improve your drainage, except that the cocoa fibre should be placed to the

depth of an inch on the perforated zinc instead of under it, and on this the

compost, which, instead of being of leaf mould and cocoa-nut fibre, should
have loam substituted for the leaf mon'd, atd silver s:ind would be better

than dirty sand from the Trent. Two-thirds cocoa dust and one-third yellow

or hazel loam, with a free admixture of silver sand, would be a good com-
post, and this well mixed and placed on an inch of cocoa fibre over the

drainage ought to grow Ferns well. You write of cocoa fibre which Is like

80 much hair, and of no use except for drainage. The right stuff is like

sawdust, only it is of a reddish deep brown approaching black when old.

Managing Cockscombs {F. A. fl.).—Pot them at once singly in small
pots, using a compost of turfy loam, and grn^ on in a moist heat. Keep
them near the glass, and give a fair amount of ventilation to prevent their

becoming drawn, thift them into pots a size lar^'er when the pots become
filled with roots, and give the final shift when the crown shows, using, as

before, a compost of turfy loam, with the addition of one-fourth well-rotted

hotbed manure, or half weH-rotted cowdung two years old. Keep them
near the glass in a moist atmosphere, and a temperature of from 60^ to 63"

at night, and a day temperature of from 70" to 85°. A Cucumber or Jlelon-

frame is a good place for bringing on the plants, and avineryor other house
Tvill do after the plants have received their last shift. They require io be
kept well watered, using liquid manure twice a-week in order to produce
large combs. Keep ihem near the glass.

Propaoatino Porcdpine Hollt {Idem).—Graft it on stocks of the
common Holly, now being a good time. Tongue or whip grafting is the

. best. It is difficult to strike from cuttings, and seeds are not easily procured,
otherwise the latter is the readiest mode. Graft quite close to the soil, and
on three or four-year-old stocks.

Sowing Zinnia elegans [Floriim amaior). — Sow forthwith in pans,
draining well, and using a compost of turfy loam and leaf mould in equal
parts. Sow thinly, and cover lightly with fine eoil. Place in a gentle heat, and
keep the seedlintis near the glass. Keep the soil moist, and give air to pre-

Tentthe plants drawing. When up and the rough leaves appear, prick off into

pans or boxes an inch or two apart, and place in a mild heat for a few days,

then remove to a cold frame and harden off. Plant out 9 inches apart in an
open situation in a bed of rich soil, watering during dry weather every other
day with liquid manure up to the time the plants come into bloum. An inch
of well-roited manure placed on the surface between the plants will assist

them in dry weather. Any flowers intended for exhibiting should he pro-
tected from rain and sun by a paper shade.

Applying Liaoin Manure {An Irish Lady).—Tou may apply ones or
twice a-week the liquid from ihe range of offices, diluted with six times its

bulk of rain water, to Roses, and all flowering and fruit trees, flowers, and
Tegetables, from now up to the time of their flowering, or till the fruit is

fully swelled. If much diluted with water already it may not be necessary
to further dilute the liquid, but take care not to apply it in too powerful
doses. It is better not to pour liquid manure near the stem, for there are

seldom any active roots there, but by muking a trench as you propose, a
fihort distance from the stem, the manure water is likely to be given in the
right pluce. Once a-week is not too often to apply it, and it may be given
in dry weather more freely than durintr moist, that being the time when
watering is most required. It is much too strong when it leaves a sediment
to cake on the ground, and tiuch powerful doses are mora injurious than
beneficial, unless indeed tlie sediment remains after diluting the liquid with
six times its volume of water. Stir it up, never mind its being muddy
looking. If it is not too strong you will gain nothing by keeping each
separate.

Leaves of the Male Aucuba { Lizzie).—Vqv the most part the leaves
are variegated, but we have seen some specimens with the leaves nearly
entirely green.

Soil foe Carrots in a Frame {B. TT. C).—Any common light loam,
such as is the usual soil of a feitile garden.

Umbrella Tents {T. C. M. B.).—\ye have no doubt that Messrs.
Edgington could supply umbrella tents like those exhibited at the June.
Show at the Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington, last season.

Pine-stoves (D. F. H, T.),—Making, as you propose, that part of the
bed lowest which is farthest Irom the pathway would be very inconvenient
indeed.

Pea Leaves Injured (South Notts).—The scollops eaten out of the edge^
of your Pea and Bean plants are the work of the striped Pea weevil (Cur-
culio lineatos). In Scot'and it is called the " Cuddy," because of its grey or
donkey-like colour. Dusting the plants wltlt soot whilst the dew is on them
might check these marauders.

Flower-beds, Planting (Dorset).—In your arrangement of a square into

sixteen beds we would keep to the same cross-planting as that with which
you have commenced—tlius carry out the principle embodied in 1 1, 2 2,

3 3, and 4 4. To do this you must cross : you must cross 6, 7, and 5, 8,

repeated. Yourproposed plan, though no doubt it would please many, is just

having a scarlet wheel on one side, and a purple wheel on the other side of

your carriage ; or having that carriage drawn by a black and a white horself
instead of by a matched pair. It is lor you to determine which you like the
most.

Fongub in Fern Soil (Bessie).—Yout Ferns will never thrive so long as

tbey remain plunged in the leaf mould full of Rtioks. Remove them at

once, and never use mould containing wood for the growth of Ferns. The
decomposition of the leaf mould and rotten wood is the cause of the fungus

appearinir. We know from experience that Ferns grow much better with-

out either. It is not necessary to plunge the pots in which Ferns are

grown, doing so tends to sodden and sour the soil. The fungus is that

usually found on decayed wood when surrounded by a moist warm atmo-

sphere, and is very destructive to vegetable life. It is not usually found on
wood exposed to the atmosphere, nor indeed does it appear anywhere in a

well-ventUated structure. Fresh air is its destruction, though it is very

tenacious of life where it once becomes firmly seated. Remove the leaf

mould and all the wood it contains, and sprinkle fresh lime where it was.

Repot the plants most affected, and frequently stir the soil in which the

others are growing. Keep the pots clean, placing them on gravel about the

size of a bean. It has a cleanly appearance, and assists in keeping the

atmosphere pure, besides preventing the drainage choking. Admit fresh,

air dailv, always avoiding draughts. M.my people stew their Ferns-
giving t'liera a great heat and an excess of moisture, with very little ventila-

tion. Very few Ferns require a temperature of from 70« to 85'' in early

spring. Ptens argyrcea with us attuins a very large size in a vinery from

which froit is just excluded in winter. It will do in a greenhouse, but

better in a house where the temperature is from 45" to 50° in winter, and in

summer from 69° to 80''. It is not a stove Fern, though it will live there

and m-ike fronds 6 to 8 feet long. As you use cucoa dust we may put you

on your guard against keeping it dry under cover, in the potting-shed, or

elsewhere to become dry. When this is the case it becomes infested with

dry rot and other fungi, and when it is used for potting, a plentiful crop of

fungi, more or le^s inimical to the plants, is the result. It should be laid in

a heap in an open situation out of doors. misoJ with one-third loam, and

turned over twice in twelve months. It is better when it is old, or blacky

and will than grow almost any kind of plant. Your refuse we see is fresh

very slightly decomposed. Use it old.

TiFFANv-HousES ( FfirAs/tire). — Calico-coveTed houses, or pits covered

with the same, are better than tiffany-covered, and very useful in summer
for plants needing a little protection ; and in one sense they are better than

glass, as admitting enough of light, and yet giving sufficient shade. We
have no fiiith in such covering keeping out \i'^ of frost, and fur nothing

besides the above do we consider them comparable to glass-houses. Few
tiffany-housea will resist a storm unless extra well secured. For summer
purposes they are useful.

Greenhouse Arrangements (TnerperiencedAmateur).—VfQwonXd.nniev

such circumstances, prefer a border inside, and planting inside ; but if the

border mu^t alone be outside, then there need be no difficulty with a bortler

7 ieet wide at one end, curving to 3 feet wide at the other, as at the narrowest

end you need aot plant within 5 or 6 feet at that end. We have had heavy

crops for about ten years in asmall pit, and the earth space is only 2^ feet, by
15 inches in depth. Your border will do very well for a 12-feet-wide bouse.

If there is good soil there now, a little fresh might make all right. If,

however, you can, as you say, obtain plenty of fresh loam, then it certainly

would be better to use it, and concrete to prevent tlie roots going down.

The concrete sliould slope from b.ick to front at lea?t 12 inches in the 7 feet,

and there should be a. good drain lower thin the concrete. The concrete is

best formed by using the sharp land sand and red gravel, five barrowloads to a

barrowload of quicklime, made up quickly as you go along, with just enough

of water to mix, and spread out at once 3 inches thick, levelling the top

as you go along with the back of the spade. When somewhat set, sprinkle

a little dry sand over the surface, roll the whole well, and let it become dry

before you put earth upon it. It will then set very hard. The soil will be all

the better the nearer the surface it is taken, and may be placed in the

border at once, or in heap5, to ferment and sweetsn previously. We would

make the border from 20 to 26 inches in depth, and in that wo would incor-

porate from twenty to ihirty bushels of broken bones, and two or three loads

of horse droppings that had been previously heated, and, if possible, some

half a doxen loads of lime rubbish. We would add no other manure.

Every summer you might give the border from a quarter to a half cwt. of

guano, if given at four or five times, and wa^hei in. About 2 inches of

hoisedung would be safer, raking off the decayed portion when the strength

was exhausted. We have no doubt that Lady Downes' Grape, so treated,

will bear every vear; but early in autumn the border should be covered with

dry litter; and i'f rain and snow are kept out by shutters or tarpauling so

much the better. We have so often entered on the subject ot the strength

of liquid mnmire, that we would only be giving wearisome repetition by

detailing what we meant by weak manure, <fcc. In many binds, as house-

sewage, drainage from the farmyard, &c., practice must alone determine.

It is safest to err on the aide of weakness. Thus, we have had drainings

from the farmyard, after rain, tbat we have used freely without the further

addition of water. In dry weather we have diluted with from three to

five times Its bulk with clear water. For good guano we consider 1 oz,

strong enough for two gallons; of superphosphate of lime 2 ozs. may be

used. For a thirty-six-gallon barrel of water, a peck of soot and a quart

of lime will pive a strongish clear liquid. For the next filling we would

use half the quantity. This will do for such things as Strawberries, Kidney

Beans, fruit trees in pots, &c. ; but for many pot-plants it would be too

strong, and, when used clear for syringing trees and plants, we would

dilute more than half. A bushel of hbrse-droppings, or those of sheep or

deer, would, after a week's fermentation, do for i^ixty gallons of water.

We generally make our liquid manure strong, and dilate as we use it. We
like all liquid manure to be clear.

Watering Hardy Ferks (E. J/.).— It is not only desirable but necessary

to water out-door Ferns during dry weather after growth commences. To

grow them well the soil should never be allowed to become dry ;
sprinkling'

overhead is very beneficial. Rain water is the best, but hard pump water

will do if exposed to the air in a tub for a few days prior to using it,
^
By

having a tub in the most convenient place, and refilling it after watering,

you will always have water ready for use when required. Soapy water will

not do, though a weak solution might not cause immediate mischief, yet it

is better not to use it, otherwise the more dehcate kinds will suffer in con-

sequence.

Insects (/. B. Gilhert).—The insects are the immature states of one of

the Froghoppers or "Cuckoo-spit" insects, the white frothy secretion of

which must have been visible oa the plants, and, if so, the insects might
easily have been destroyed by hand. If there were no such " cuckoo-spit,"

i these larv^ might have been killed by ordinary fumigation.—W.
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Gboukd Temperature (Fruit'eater).—The obBcrvattons of tbe ground
thermometers at 1 and 2 feet deep are read between 8 and 9 a.m. of the same
day as that for which the temperature ia recorded. The variation of the
temperature of the earth at these deplho is bo hlight as to render maxima
and minima observations of ground temperature on each separate day of
but little practical importance.

Vines in Pots not Fruiting (A. F. iV.).— Providing they are in 12 or
IS-inch pots they -will not require anyfhinc that way if fresh, potced in
autnmn or prior to starting. If, as yet, in pots of less size, shift them into
their fruiilng-pots by June, affording good drainage, and using a compost
of rich turfy loam chopped, but not lifted. Disbud to one strong shoot as
near the base as po!»sible, and cut the upper part away. Train the shoot
left at from 1 foot to 16 inches from the glas^s, and do not rub off the laterals
but stop them at the first leaf, and atop them again at every fresh leaf.
"When the ciine has grown to the length of 9 feet atop it. and stop the
laterals which will, after this, be plentifully emitted at every leaf. Keep
well watered, emp.oying weait liquid manure at every alternate watering

;

the foliage will be btnel^ted by syringing in the evening. Maintain a moist
growing heat within the house. When growth ceases gradually lessen the
supply of water and remove the laterals, except a few at the top, cutting
them off quite close. Wben the wood becomes quite brown and hard, and
the leaves begin to fall, withhold water, and prune to the length required
(5 feet or morej whea the leaves fall, and keep ia a cool house until wanted
for forcing.

Manijrk fob. Rhododendbons (/. Edwards).—0\A cowdung, or very
decayed hotbed dung, is an excellent application to Khododendrons, 2 inches
deep at a time as a Hurfaee-dressing. Your specimens were all dried up.
They should be sent in a box covered with a little damp moss.

BoTANicAi. QuF.RiES {R. C. A^.l.—The weed is the common Shepherd's
Purse, Capsella burea-pastoris— Thlaapi bursa-pastoris of Liunieus. We
have no copy of Chid's book. fie. perhaps, speaks of Medicago lupulina
under its English nsme of Black Medick or Nowesuch. The dotted circle
means "Annual," the circle and arrow *' Biennial," the 4-like figure
•* Perennial herbaceous," and the h-like figure " Tree or Shrub."

Cactus Seedling {W. Jf., Penn).—Like others, the flower is richly
coloured, but is not so fine" or so brilliant as many others exhibited.

Camkllia (5. I[e\vtett).~\\. is one of the very old varieties, and of too
ueual a colour for us to determine the name from a single and fading
flower.

Cateepillahs on Plum Trees {A Constant JJearfer).—They are the
caterpillars of the Winter Moth. Geonielra brumatn. As they are on trees
in your orchard-house you might eaaily hand-pick them, apreading a sheet
round the trei to catch those which let themselves down. Dust the leaves
with fre;«h white Hellebore powder.

KosE Trkk peohucinq Stdnted Shoots {Agnes). —Vfe do not recollect
a Rose assuming the character yours has, but we have seen trees of other
kinds do so ; and the remedy in that case was to rub off a great many of
the small shoots, and those left attained the proper dimensions. This plan
we would recommend vou to adopt, rubbing off one-half of the shoots at
once, and a few d;iys afterwards some more ; and if you applied soma liquid
nianure to the plant, most likely it would grow on vigorously ; but if thero
were no shoots produced List yi>ar but short ones, i: is not likely that any
flower will he produced until the plant assumea a more heulthy habit.

Namks of Plants (Jr. 0.).— 1, Clianthus puniceus; 8, Habrothamnus
fasciculatus. The other six. single flowers of Azaleas, no one could name,
the varieties are so numerous. {M. B ).—Sutherlanaia frutescens. (JuTie).
—We are unable to give you the information you require about ihe Cutou-
easter, but will make further inquiries. {A warly M.D.).~~l, Adiantum
pubescens ; 2, A. cuneatum; 3, imperfect; 4, Pteris haatata macrophylla;
5, Nephrolepis exaltata: li, Aspleiiium vivipirum ; 7, A. flaecidum var.

;

8, A. fragrans ; 9, Pteris loiigifolia; 10, Nephidepi.** pec-inata ; ll.Onychlum
lucidum

; 12, Asplenium marinura ; 13, Adiantum capillus-Verjeris ; 14, Sela-
ginellH ; 15, Thunbergia Hawtayneana. {Eliza].— \, Pleopeltis pustulata ;

2, Onycliium lucidum ; 3, Polystichum capense ; 4, Platylomarotundifoliam
;

5, Asplenium lucidum ; fi, Goniophlebiuiu neriifoUum ; 9, Cyrtomium ano-
mophyllura ; 1(\ Cheilanthes hiria ; 11, Asplenium bulbiterura ; 12, Trichu-
manes speciosma.

( Delia).— I, Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum ; 2, apparently
abnormal Lastrea patens; 3, immature.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSEEVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending April 29th. |
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an frosty nights. Verily it is no home, and on the first

opportunity the Pigeons rightly decline it, with thanks. I

Diever knew any live for any length of time in one, except

Fantails, who looked miserable enough, but being the worst

of fliers and, perhaps, the meekest of Pigeons, preferred to

put up with present ills rather than fly, or try to fly, to

others which might be worse.

If " Chanticleek " has no loft or room to afford for his

pets, I would recommend him to build a projecting loft

.from the gable of an outhouse, of stout planks for the floor,

ind bricks for the sides, and roofed with tiles or slate, with

i flat board on the top of the roof, and an open hurdle

fastened on the south or sunny side for the birds to rest

)n. The place should be 6 feet by 4 at the least. By the

way, instead of blaming the black rooks, are not the black-

guards to be blamed ?—in other words, were not the Pigeons

stolen ? though I incline to the idea if their cot were a

iTOoden construction on a pole, that they left not finding their

lome comfortable.

Now that I am writing about Pigeons, let me, for the

;redit of poor maligned human nature, narrate a pleasing

•ircumstance which happened to me only last week. Six

rears ago, and several before that date, I was accustomed to

teal at a certain bird shop. Pigeon books of a former day
ised to end in some such way as this :

" It would be abso-

utely impossible to enumerate the tricks that are played off

deceive the unwary by Pigeon-dealers. There is not
ne-tenth part so much jockeyship among horse-dealers as

'igeon-sellers "—in short. Pigeon-dealer and rogue were
apposed to be synonymous. But oh ! never condemn a
'hole class, it is harsh, it is wrong. But to return to my
ale. Last Friday I called at the old shop in search of some
igh-flying Tumblers, I am getting up a flight, I found a

:>n and daughter of the late proprietor now, and for long,

13( ailed in the old man's place. I chose a pair of birds. I

oticed the owners whispering, when the brother came up
,1 me, and touching his hat, said, " I did not know you at

1st, sir, but my sister says you are the gentleman that once
id poor father a kindness, and we therefore beg you to

ecept the birds." I had forgotten the subject to which
liey referred, as indeed, it was but a very small matter. I

ccepted the Pigeons, for I am sure it would have hurt their

selings if I had not, and, of com-se, I purchased another
air.

—

Wiltshire Eectok.

EAETHENWAEE PANS FOE NESTS.
Peemit me to state in your Journal my experience of the

Ise of earthenware shallow pans for laying and sitting, as

commended by Mr. Geyelin.

1st. My hens will not lay in them, but, having removed
(Very other kind of nest, prefer the hard concrete floor,

Ithough I have varied the pans by putting in sand, turf,

3coa-nut fibre refuse, &c.

2ud. I have sat five hens in them, and in each case the
jgs have been reduced to from six to eight by the hens
u-niug the others out, owing to the turf placed on sand
eing nearly level with the edges of the pan. My hens
Cochins), therefore, will not take to them at all.

I may add that I have been singularly unfortunate in not
lying hatched a single chicken ; and, in fact, out of three
ttings I only found life in one egg, and that two days
crdue, which I sacrificed rather than waste ' the time of

hen in rearing.

—

Peect Ceoss.

STOCKING A DOVECOT.
In reply to Alan Walter, as to how he is to stock his large
iveoot, he has only to procure some pairs of Pigeons, con-
le them there for a fortnight or three weeks, but so that
.ey can see out of the opening, or openings, which is to be
eir future entrance. It is only necessary to see that the
geons are an equal number of cocks and hens. Pairing
id multiplying will then proceed without further trouble,

led them well, and give them plenty of clean water ; also,

oken mortar from an old wall, and sufiicient straw for build-

g their nests, cut up into short lengths of 5 or 6 inches.

ifore stocking the cot it will be advisable to have it

oroughly cleaned and repaired, all the rat and mouse-

holes securely stopped, all nests well cleaned and repaired,

and the whole lime-washed, mixing some flowers of sulphur
in the wash. As to what sort to breed that must depend OB
fancy or inclination, almost any kind will do except the more
tender and high-bred fancy breeds.

Blue Rocks. These would be most in keeping with the
old monastic dovecot, but they are difficult to procure,
troublesome to establish, and not very fast breeders.

Then come the Chequered Dove-house Pigeons of a dark
slate colour (often, though improperly, called Blue Books).
These are more prolific. Or he may choose to have all

quite white. They look very pretty, though of a common
kind, are equally hardy and good breeders. But if he is

quite careless of appearances, then mixed breeds, or mon-
grels will soon people the house and fill pies. I do not, how-
ever, advise any of the before-mentioned. If the nest places

are large enough, I would stock it with the largest Runts I
could get. Failing these, I would have something to look at

as well as eat—all Antwerp Carriers, or Dragoons, or else

one variety of Toys, of which there are so many to choose

from. Buy a few pairs of the approved variety and let them
breed until they had stocked the cot, only killing any that

were badly marked and odd cooks. In this case all stray

Pigeons must be killed whenever they join the flock. As to

the Toys, to choose from there are Nuns, Spots, Archangels,

Magpies, Spangles, as Suabians, Porcelains, Victorias, &c.,

all easily procured; and many others that are not so easily

obtained would give satisfaction.—B. P. Beent.

WHAEEEDALE POULTEY SHOW.
The sixty-eighth annual Show of the above Society took

place at Otley, on Friday, the 21st of April.

The show of poultry was superior to any previous one.

both as regards the quality of the specimens shown, and
the number of entries.

There were also several classes for Pigeons, but the
entries were not numerous, though some of the birds were
very good. Subjoined is the prize list :

—

Spanish.—First and Second, H. Beldon, Gilstead. Bingley.

DoHKiNGs.—First, J. White, Warlaby. Second, F. R. Pease, Dsrlington.

G.*MK (Blaok-breasted and other Reds).—H. Saowden, Bradford, and J.
Sunderland, Halita.t— Equal.
Game (Any other variety).— First, H. Snowden. Second, H. Beldon.

Hambueghs (Golden-spangled).— First, K. Tate, Leeds. Second, H.
Beldon.
HAMBunoHS (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.

HA.MBUROHS (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Snowden.
Hambubghs (Silver-pencilled).— First, D. Illingworth, Burley, Otley.

Second, H. Beldon.
Bantams (Game).—First. R. Tate. Leeds. Second, W. Taylor, Hnuslet.

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, F. R. Pease,
Darlington.
Ant otbek Breed.—First, H. Beldon. Second, R. Tate.

Game Cock.— First, J. Sunderland. Second, T. Dyson. Halifax.

DccKs (Houen).— First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Ward, Drighlington.

Ducks (Aylesbury).— First, Suttle & Waddington, Otley. Second, H,
Beldon.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, I. Todd, Clifton. Second, Suttle and

Waddington.

Viojt.os!i.—Tumhhrs (Short-faced).—Pri7:e, C. Cole, Bradford. TitmhUrs
(Common).— Prize, K. Ramaden, Arrnley. F'i7itailii,~Pr'\ze, T. Ritchie,

Otley. Powters.— Prize, E. Ripley, Hawksworth. ifarfix. —Prize, C. Cole.

0wls.—Vx\7.e. I. Todd. Can icrs.— Prize, 0. Cole. Tiirhits. —Vnze, H.
Beldon. Jacobins.— Vx'iZQ, C. Cole. Any other variety.—Vxu.e, H. Beldon.

The Judges were Wm. Smith, Esq., Halifax, and Mr. E.

Hutton, Pudsey.

DOES WILD GAELIC IMPAET AN ILL SMELL
EITHEE TO BEES OE THEIE PEODUCE.P
Last year, about this time, I perceived such an offensive

smell proceeding from one of my hives that I felt convinced

that that much-written-about disease " foul brood " had
shown itself in my apiary. Accordingly, I resolved to de-

stroy the hive forthwith, although it was my strongest and,

in every way, most thriving stock, and any others that

might be similarly affected. On examination I found the

same smell emanating from aU my hives, and it was per-

ceptible towards the close of the day from some distance

from the apiary. This being the case it was of no use to

destroy the hives, at any rate before consulting some well-

experienced apiarian. I wrote to Mr. Woodbury, and also

to a friend in my own neighbourhood with a request that he
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srould come and examine my stock. Mr. Woodbury pro-

nounced tlie offensive smell to be tbe much-dreaded foul

brood. My friend, however, on hearing that our woods
abounded with wOd garlic, immediately attributed it to

that, of which the bees are especially fond. Mr. Woodbury,
however, did not seem to think it possible when I made this

snggestion to him ; and as the same smell has made its

appearance this year together with the wild garlic I cannot

but fancy that there is some connection between the two,

and wish to know the opinions of other apiariauE.

The hive in which I first discovered the supposed disease

last year was my strongest at the time and most prosperous

afterwards, it supplying me, after the stock was filled, with

about 40 lbs. of pure honey. If there is any connection

betweeen the garlic and this smell, may not other apiarians

in neighbourhoods where garlic abounds have been often

misled by the smeU to think that there was foul brood, and
destroyed their hives without any just cause ?—A Man of

Kent.

HIVES WITH ENTEANCES AT THE TOP.
In answer to your request to furnish you with an outline

of my hive, I send a miniature sketch of the wooden top of

one of my straw hives. There is no difference whatever in

the make of the other part, except in size, from the ordinary

straw hive with flat top. If of straw, I make the hives round,

about 15 inches inside diameter (not less), by 9J deep ; if

of wood, 12 inches by 12 inches square inside, and the same
depth. In general, I attach a piece of comb as a guide in

the centre, so that the bees may make the ends of their

combs come opposite the entrance. The top is secui-ely

and permanently fixed to the hive, but the bottom board

I never fasten. The latter is made with an entrance to be

used if required, but which I keep closed by fitting a piece

of wood into it, which is soon made fast by the bees ; but if

at any time I find them becoming too hot for work, I extract

it, and they are soon thoroughly ventilated. Over the door-

way in the top board a piece of glass is let flush into the

wood, or a bit of zinc may be tacked down upon it. The
dotted cii-cle represents the interior circumference of the

hive, and the squares show where the supers are placed.

make them with entrances at the top; and I cannot help
sighing when I think of the many experiments I might have
made and the information I might have gained had this

plan come under my notice sooner. I fancy my feelings are
akin to those of Gordon Gumming, Esq., when he returned
from his sporting tour in Africa, where he had been obliged
to use the old-fashioned rifle and ball, and found that the
Minie had been invented during his absence.

It will be seen that the top is made to support two supers
side by side, about 9 inches square by 74 deep ; but I am
not very particular as to size or shape, as I use my judg-
ment according to the strength of the stock and the season.

The advantage of placing two supers side by side is, that it

enables me to work them on the storified system, which I

have found to be the best, and by so doing I avoid what your
Renfrewshire correspondent seems to be so much afraid of

—

i. c, the bees taking fright when a full super is raised and an
empty one placed under it, and employing their time in

vindoing their former work instead of being more profitably

engaged. The supers are never both filled to the day, and
consequently if I raise one there is stUl one left for the bees
to work at.

I imagine if your Renfrewshire correspondent would not
practice so much upon his stocks, but leave well alone, he
would not have to begin the world so often with beat-outs,

as the very greatest enemies the bees have are their own
inexperienced masters (myself included) ; and many young
apiarians that I have been acquainted with have at first

led me to fancy they were going to do wonders with their

management, and have as often lamented the loss of all

their stocks, and given up bee-keeping in despair. Upon
inquiry I generally found that when the bees were busiest

at work their masters were just as busy interfering with

them; whilst just at the time when the bees wanted their

assistance they took very little if any notice of them.

In my fii-st letter I stated that I had kept the same stock

eighteen years. I have no doubt I should have had it now
had I not been obliged to remove and scatter my apiary to

the four winds, and even since then I have had to dispose

of all my stocks but one, after wintering them all safely, and
this one I am determined, if possible, to keep under every

disadvantage.
I have given the best description in my power, but as

there are details which are difficult to describe in writing, I

may add that I am able to supply these hives to those who
may wish to try them, at 12s. 6cJ. each.

—

Henbt Stattle,

Kingsland, Shrewsbury.

A Faiiage sonk in the top permitting entrance into the super.

Tou will observe that I keep the holes in the top for

placing the supers over as near the sides of the stock-hive

as possible (and a little further back from the entrance

than in the sketch), in order to prevent the queen ascending

as in large hives, for she rarely troubles the outskirts of her

kingdom or colonies with her presence if she has plenty of

room in the capital. My greatest difficulty has been to

prevent the storing of farina in the supers; but last season

I was more fortunate than I had ever been, as 1 had several

supers without any, and one glass with 20 lbs. of pure white

honey, with only five cells containing pollen. It was a

beautiful sight, but last season was the best that has been

in this part for some years.

At first I placed the holes for supers in or near the centre

;

but whether the bees entered at top or bottom of the old

hive, I always had brood in them. Since reading of hives

with moveable bars for the bees to construct their combs
upon, I have determined to try them. Of coui'se, I shall

AN ANCIENT BEE-BOOK.
I AM indebted to the Eev. P. de Soyres for the perusal of

an old bee-book printed in 1655, entitled, " The Reformed
Commonwealth of Bees, presented in severall Letters and
Observations, to Sammuel HartUbb, Esq,"* and said to

contain " Many Excellent and Choice Secrets, Experiments,

and Discoveries." Among these we find Virgil's blunder

repeated, and even professedly verified by,

"An Expenment on the Generation of Bees, practised ly fliat

great Hushandman of Cormoell, Old Mr. Carew, of Anthony.—
Take a Calf, or rather a Sturk (or Steer), of a year old, about

the latter end of Aprill, biu-y it eight or ten dayes, till it

begin to putrefie and corrupt ; then take it forth of the

earth, and opening it, lay it under some hedge, or wall,

where it may be most subject to the Sun, by the heat

whereof it will (a gi-eat part of it) turn into Maggets, which

(without any other care) will live upon the remainder of the

corruption. After a while, when they begin to have wings,

the whole putrefied carcase would be carried to a place

prepared, where the Hives stand ready, to which, being

perfumed with honey and sweet hearbs, the Maggets (after

they have received their wings) will resort."

Next follows a description of a "New Bee-Hive," which

is of a circular form, made of wood and to " contain a just

bushell within the work." Three of these appear to consti-

tute a set, and the first, when filled, is raised on an empty

one, with a ciroidar aperture in the top, and this in its turn

• AlthouBli apparently not very learned on the subject of bees, Mr.

HartUbb peems to I'lave been a man of .some literary eminence, and was a

friend of the illustrious Milton, who dedicated a work on education to him.
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is raised on a third, the top one being ultimately removed
full of honey. Access is obtained to the hive through a row
of fifteen holes, "three in the midst for the great Bees, and
six smaller on each side for the lesser." The drones are, I

suppose, meant by " the great Bees ;

" but the whole
arrangement is worthy of that celebrated genius who, having
made a hole in the barn door to admit his cat, afterwards

cut a smaller one for the accommodation of her kitten !

We next have " a new kind of excellent food for Bees,"
which is said to be "a notable secret," had from "an old Ger-
mane Captain," and consists of " the planting of Anise near
them." This is "proved the best meanes for multiplying

and keeping of them, as also for their breeding of great store

of honey." " The Hearb being taken and the inside of the
Hives rubbed therewith, causeth great multitudes of Bees to

enter and become close retainers to those Hives." " That
the feeding upon this plant will cause each Stock to en-

gender and thrust out three young ones in one year, within
which space they doe else not use to doe so above once.

That against the time of their thrusting forth, other Hives
ought to be placed next to those from whence they thrust
forth, which, as well as also the way leading to the Orifices,

are to be rubbed with the Anise in such sort, that the juyce of

the Hearb may come forth and stick thereunto, and the young
Stocks that come forth from the old, will certainly enter into

those, and not repair any where else. But in case that
upon the neglect any be swarved forth and settled unto
some tree, the fault may be amended by rubbing the inside

of the new Hive with Anise, and holding it on the top of a
long pearch unto the bees, who will enter thereinto of them-
selves as soon as they scent the sweetnesse of the Anise."
We ai'e informed, moreover, that " a Baron in Austria so

thrived by this secret that he furnished many Countries
with Honey and Wax, and thereby abundantly increaseth
his wealth and revenue !

"

Then we have "A Translate of a Letter written in High-
Dutch," which recommends the prevention of swarming and
describes a i-ound straw hive made in sections and very
nearly identical with a German " lager " hive shown in the
International Exhibition of 18G2. I may explain that by
" High-Dutch " is meant high-Deutsch or German, so that
the fashion of the hives appears to have varied but little

during the last two hundred years.
" Testes of bread sopped in strong Ale " would probably

suit Dr. Gumming, and when put into a bee-hive are stated
to be " very good and cheap food for bees, of which they will

not leave one crum remaining." Flour or meal as a substi-

tute for pollen would also appear to be no new idea, since

we are told, that " It will be fit some time to lay some dry
Meal or flower of beanes, which dry Meal is given them
sometimes as Hey or Corn is to Conies, or upland pasture
to Sheep in times of great rain to prevent the rott, and such
diseases, as will neoessarOy follow from continual moist
food."

We can, however, only exclaim credat JudtBus ! in respect
of the following " notable and approved experiment for

improving of Bees.—Take an handful of Melissa (that is a
hearb which we commonly caU Baume). One drachm of

Camphire. Half a drachm of Musk dissolved in Eose water.
As much yellow Bees-wax as is sufficient. Oil of Eoses as
much. Stamp the Baume and Camphire very well, and
put them into the Wax melted with the Oyle of Eoses, scud
to make it up into a masse ; let it cool before you put in

the Musk, for otherwise the heat will fume away most of the
scent of it. Take of this masse as much as a haselnut, and
cleave it within your Bee-hive. It will much increase the
number of your Bees, not onely by provoking them to multi-
plication, but also by enticing many strange Bees to come
thither, and abide there. You shall also find, both in Honey
ami Wax, three times more profit than otherwise you should
have had" !

The letters of " Mr. William Mewe, Minister at Eastling-
ton, in Glocestershire " are, however, remarkable as proving
that gentleman to have been much in advance of his age in

bee management. Not only had he "transparent Hives"
whereby he could show his iriends " the Queens Cells and
sometimes her person, with her retinue," but he placed
stocks of bees in his " bay windowes," of which he declares
" their company very harmonious, especially for those that
lodge in their Chambers, whether they woiild wake or sleep.

in so much as I have heard some say (that there have
lodged) they would give twenty pound to have and here the
like at home."
There is also a letter " written by that much accomplish'd

and very ingenious Gentleman, Fellow of All-Soules Col-

ledge in Oxford, Mr. Christ. Wren* with the figure and
description of the Transparent Bee-hive." This so-called

transparent bee-hive consists of a set of three octagonal
boxes placed one on the other, and is scarcely to be dis-

tinguished from the modern Stewarton hive, except in respect

to the means of intercommunication between each, which
consists of a central aperture instead of bars. There is a
window 6 inches by 4 inches at the back of each box, and,

what is not a little curious, every box is lined with " rush
matt," a plan which I tried some few years ago, believing

it to be quite original, and having no idea that I was merely
resuscitating a contrivance more than two hundred years old.

Such is a brief transcript of those passages in this ancient

bee-book which appear to me the most remarkable, and
which may not be without interest to the apiarian readers

of " our Journal."—A Devonshire Bee-keepeb.

AN APIAEIAN REVIVAL.
That the old adage, " Where there's life there's hope,"

may, in aj^iarian matters, be pushed a little further, even to

the extent, that where there's no seeming life there may yet

be a ray of hope, was once well illustrated by an incident in

my apiary, a nari'ation of which at this particular season

may prove useful as well as interesting.

On a very cold day in the month of March, some few springs

ago, towards the close of a three-weeks tack of withering

easterly wind, putting all apiarian operations out of the

question, I was mounted on a pruning-ladder, giving some
finishing touches to a fruit tree on the garden wall behind
the hives, yet could not resist casting an approving sidelong

glance at the daring little foragers, who had braved the

blast, and now and again were going in with their yellow

loads. The extreme quiescence of one stock arrested my
attention, causing me to descend from my eminence and ad-

minister a sharp tap or two at the entrance ; but, alas ! no
answering, sleepy buzz. The hackle was quickly removed,

and then the binding cords securing it to the board, and
the stock raised. Ah ! how light ; its inversion realised my
worst fears, causing that pang of regret known only to the

bee-keeper, who finds a fine, healthy, well-peopled colony

dead, solely from his inadvertence in not administering,

possibly, but a few ounces of sugar.

The history of the colony was this. A 3 lbs. 14 ozs. prime
swarm hived on the third day of the preceding July in a
Stewarton-box, subsequently eked with the intention of its

being wrought on my " adapter plan," it was the most
liberaUy fed of all my hives ; but the food, as was now too

apparent, had been applied at the end of the season to other

purposes than winter store. The hive as well as eke were

completely combed to the board, while the abundance had so

stimulated the breeding of one of the most fertile queens

I ever met with, as to cause an addition of late brood

seldom seen ; besides the little mound of dead on the board,

the spaces betwixt the combs were filled to a surprising

extent. These loose bees were swept off and the hive re-

placed. What mattered it, though the foot of my ladder

should be entangled with the binding-cord and bring the

hive down with a thud on its side, prostrate, on a bed_ of

arabis—the bees were dead. It was only in consonance with

its ruined condition that the east wind should for the re-

mainder of the day whistle in its accustomed melancholy

strains a requiem through the silent streets of this little

city of the dead, varied only by the sharp chirping chuckle

of one Titmouse after another hopping triumphantly over

the combs, pausing merely to regale himself now and then on
all that remained of the once active little workers.

Late in the evening passing with a mat to protect a peadi

from the keen frost rapidly descending, my eye rested on
the fallen hive. I set it on a board and carried it in, placing

it in an out-of-the-way corner of the parlovu-, with the in-

tention of picking out at leisure the dead bees from the

vacant cells, so as to put it away prepared for future use.

* Afterwards Sir Chriatopher Wren, the great architect.
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Before retiring for the night and again in the morning, I took
a cnrBory look at the formation of the combs, the silence of
death reigning. During the forenoon while raising the
hive with the view of commencing operations, did my eyes
deceive me ? Could that be a slight quiver of vitality that
passed through thatbee closestto thewindow? Again repeated,
there was no mistake. I at once ran in-doors and carried the
hive to snug quarters just outside the hearth-rug. Called
away, on my return in half an hour how delighted was I to
hear a sweet little hum speaking unmistakeably of life, and
with it hope. The bung was withdrawn and a soda-water
bottle of food took its place ; with the increasing heat and
increasing vacant space above the food did the hum rise

louder, and yet more loud. With what delight I watched
the resuscitated separate themselves from the hopelessly
defunct mass on the board, and crawl slowly up out of sight
among the combs. How anxiously did I subsequently go
over this mass, and how relieved was I to find no queen. I
next cut off the eke with the suspended comb firmly at-

tached to the cross stick. On the following day the east
wind was gone ; and the weather being now mild and
genial, I set out the hive on its board, carefully wrapped up,
and fed on cautiously. A few days more and I was delighted
to see pollen carried in. By-and-by the box became crowded
and the combed eke was restored, and ultimately my defunct
hive happily became one of the best storified colonies I ever
posesssed.

The narration of the above old story was prompted by
hearing the other day of a bee-keeper in this neighbourhood,
who at the end of the season had set a fine hive, of which
he was not a little proud, in the window of a spare room,
there to work under his immediate observation. Chancing
to look at it one day during the recent severe weather he
found it, as he supposed, quite dead. He carried it into his

sitting-room, and chagrined as he was, he hastily broke it

up, consigning the bees and empty comb to the dunghill.
Some two or three workers that had dropped on the floor

during the demolition he afterwards picked up and threw
upon the hearth. He was more than astonished in a short
time afterwards, to hear them give uumistakeable evidence
of being " aU alive," causing him to conclude that the work
of destruction had, to say the least of it, becBn premature,
thereby depriving himself of the accidental good fortune
that once befel—A Kenfkbwshike Bee-keeper.

HONEY EEMAINING FLUID.
Can you give a reason why our honey will not harden ? It

is well-tasted, but as liquid as on the day when it was taken
from the super, in June, 1864.

—

Isa.

[Honey that has been clarified by heat will not again
solidify. If, therefore, yours has been exposed to a very
high temperature it will always remain fluid. Heath
honey has also, to some extent, the same property under
any circumstances.]

ANTS IN A BEE-HOUSE.
Jam much troubled with black ants, which are swarming

up my bee-house, an open one, and I have failed to discover

their nest. I have tied rotten yarn round the legs of the

house or stand, but it does not stop them. Is there any danger
of these insects making a lodgment within the hive ?—B. B.

[Try smearing the woollen yarn with tar. If this does not

do nail a bit of sheepskin with the wool outwards round every

leg and smear the wool with tar. Ants are not likely to

effect a permanent lodgment in a bee-hive.]

OUE LETTEE BOX.
FOWLB Te»5PA88ino (F. O.).— Let your solicitor write to year neiphtiotir,

RivlDK him notice that if he does not keep his fowls at home you will sue
him for damages in the county court. If he does not attend to that notice

me him, as you Rave him notice. Prove a sixpenny dama^ie dune, and that

Will render him liable to all the costs. You cannot legally shoot the (owls.

Malfohmed EoG (ff. J/.).—There is nothing uncommon in such malform-
ations. Keep the hen on rather lower diet lor a time.

Floweiiino Cdkuant {Birminijham).—The shade of the hush will he
grateful to your poultry, aod certainly will not be injurious to them in any
way.

Pioeon's Eyes Watehino (v4. IJ'.).—Bathe the Pigeon's eyes with some
cooling lotion. Give the bird a rhiilturb pill for two or three successive

momiui;!, a&d avoid hempseed.—B. P. h.

Pheseevino Birds' Eggs (C Hughes).— In eelec'inj; eggs for your
cabinet always cho03e those which are npwly laid. Make a medium-sized
hole at the sharp end with a pointed instrutnent. Having made the hole at
the sharp end make one at the blunt, and let this last hole be as small as
possible. Thia done, apply your mouth fo the blunt end, and b'ow the
contents through thepharp end. If the yolk will not come freely run a pin
or wire up into the egg, and stir the yolk well about. Now get a cupful of
water, and, immersing the sharp end or the shell into it, apply your mouth
to the blunt end, and puck up some of the water into the empty shell ; then
put your finger and thumb upoa the two holes, shake the water well within,
and after this blow it out. The water m 1 clear your egg of any remains of
yolk or of white which may stay in after blowing. If one suck-up of water
will not suffice make a second or third. An egg immediately after it is pro-
duced i-* very clear and fine, but by staying in the nes% and coming in con-
tact with the feet of the bird, it soon assumes a dirty appearance. To
remedy this wash it well in soap and water, and use a nail-brush to get the
dirt off. Your egg-shell is now as it ought to be, and nothing rt^raains to

be don but to prevent the thin white membrane (which is still inside) from
corrupting. Take a wine-glass, and fill it with the solution of corrosive
sublimate of alcohol; then immerse the sharp end of the egg shell into it,

keeping your finger and thumb, as you hold it, just clear of the solution,
apply your mouth to the little hole at the blunt end and suck up some of the
solution into the shell. You need not be fearful of getting the liquor into

your mouth, for, as soon as it rises in the shell, the cold will strike your
finger and thumb, and then you should cease sucking. Shake the shell just

as you did when the water was in it, and then blow the solution back into

the glass. If you wish your egg to appear extremely brilliant give it a coat

of mastic varnish, put on very sparingly with a ciimel-hair pencil. Green
or blue eggs must be varnished with gu.Ti arab'c— the mastic varnish ia apt
to injure the colour.

Is Roup Infectious? (7?. S }—It is a disputed point. If the fowl^ were
in robust health they might escape, though put into a roupy yard ; but if

they were at all out of condition they would catch it. We advise you to

have it thoroughly lime-whlte:l, and the floor picked up, and fresh-covered

with gravel and earth. We know no meansof making a red deaf-ear white.

If shown against birds with white ones he would be beaten. Eggs, chopped
meat, heer, and white peas are all good for feeding-up Game fowls.

Glass in a Hen's Chop (./. R. (?.).—We have never seen so much glass

taken from the crop of a fowl, but we have often seen piect^s of tohacco

pipe and of crockery taken from the crop. Their size and length pre*

vented them from parsing into the gizzard, if you mean that as the stomach.

The object is the same In every instance : the gizzard requires stones op

equally hard substances to grind the food which passes imo it from the

crop. The biids pick up stones if they can find them—fdiling that, they

take anything they can get to net as stones for the mill. An overloaded

stomach, or the presence in it of food they cannot digest, leads thein to

pick up every and any thing. In this instance there is no doubt the

presence of the glass in the delicate pas=agea causes exquisite pain. Her
reeling backwards was an etfoi t lo escape from it. The crop may be opened

easily in this way—p'ck off the fcaihers down the front about half an inch

wide, with a sharp knife cut it open U inch in length ; introduce the finger

and withdraw all it contains. As soon as it is empty sew it up, and when
that is done rub the stiches with plain healing ointment; then sew up the

outer skin. This is the part of the operation that requires the most care.

The crop is quite distinct from the outward skin, and if the operator is

nervous, or the fowl fidgetty, it sometimes happens the two are sewn

up together. It is a fatal mistake— the outer suture should be aeivn closely,

and then rubbed with pure giease or ointment, so that every opening is

filled up. The bird should then be put in a quiet and darkish place, and fed

only on gruel for a few days. If the patient goes on well, ten days, or at

most a fortnight, generally make a cure.

Salvia nemoeosa Seed {J. W. .7.).— This bee-flower, is a native of Ger-

many, and not of sutficient beautv to be cultivated as a garden ornament.

Perhaps Messrs. Carter, Holborn.'or some otl:er of the large seedsmen of

London could obtain it.

Paiktinq Hives (/. .4.).—Either wooden or straw hives, if otherwise

efficiently protected, are, we believe, decidedly the worse for being painted

on the outside.

Chloeoform for Bee-stipefyino (Jerse;i).—Yom correction is incorrect,

the Number of each Journal is at the bottom of its first page, and is not

removed with the adverlisemenis when the volume is bound. Several of

our correspondents have tried chloroform for stupefying bees, and all agree

in declaring the results very unsatisfactory.

Teansfeeeinq Bees (Simon).—Transferring a stock is, under any cir-

cumstances, far too difficult an operation for a novice, and can only be

Batisfaot'rily performed when the new domicile is fitted with either bars or

frames, conveniences which are entirely unknown in Nutt's hives. Messrs.

Neighbour, H9, Ueg nt Street, and 127, Holborn, publish such a catalogue

as you require.

Sdpering a Stock (BcrO. -Putting on a small glass will not prevent an

early swarm. After swarming the remaining bees will rarely work in a

super during the same season. If you obtain a strong and early swarm

you may super it with every prospect of success. Should the season turn

out a good one you may reasonably expect it to leave you in possession of

two colonies of bees and a moderate honey harvest.
,

BCTINO Bees [Yorkshire Subscriber).—Ihe best time for purchasing

stocks of bees is in the spring, as soon as the dangers of winter are past.

Swarms may be afreed for beforehand, hived in your ow-n hives, and should

he brought home in the evening of the day on which they issue. Swarme

vary in price from I'ts. to 20s. ; stocks from 20s. to 10s., according to the

locality and other circumstances.

LONDON MARKETS.—May 1.

POULTRY.
We have but a poor supply, and poultry is consequently dear.
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The poles of which the trellis is made are about 2 inche s

in diameter, 6 feet high, and that distance apart. The side

laths to which the trees are tied are, of course, smaller. A
rider tree is grown between each pair- of dwarfs. Mr. Van
Geert has the wood of which these trellises are constructed
impregnated with creosote. This is done by pressure by
the process employed to impregnate the railway sleepers.

Trellises made of wood thus impregnated, and erected in
1858, are now quite sound, whilst others constructed of un-
impregnated wood have had to be renewed twice, and in

some instances thrice. The creosoting only doubles the
cost of the wood, but it more than quadruples the dura-
bility. Instead of laths at the sides Mr. Van Geert has
recently substituted wide-meshed galvanised wire net, which
much facilitates the training. Between the trellises Mr.
Van Geert grows a row of Strawben-y plants.
On the panels of the entrance hall of his residence are

painted large maps, detailing the railroads of Europe.
Similar maps are also depicted upon the panels of the rooms
at the railroad station, being much more useful and much
more ornamental than the usual occupants of these spaces.
Antwerp in this as well as in more pretentious works of art

is indeed a city of pictures. No one knows what Eubens
could do until he has seen the " Descent from the Cross " in
this city's cathedral. It is most justly oonsidei'ed the second
of the three great pictures of the world. Even his "Eleva-
tion of the Cross," which is its near neighbour, looks, when
compared with it, coarse, vulgar, and exaggerated.
We may be excused for referring to those pictures, be-

cause we have to notice that we have been shown three
fragments of the real cross discovered by the Empress
Helena. We marvelled that they were each of a different

species of wood, and we expected to be told that they only
seemed so to our heretical eyes, but the reply was, " the
cross of Calvai'y was formed of thi'ee kinds of wood." We
certainly were heretical then, but we find tradition bears
out the assertion, and alleges that the upright shaft was of
Cedar, the cross beam of Cypress, and the inscription was
written on a plate of Olive wood. Whether there be any
truth in the tradition we know not, but we do know that
Eubens's chair, preseiTed in the Antwerp Museum, is of
sturdy Oak, and quaintly fashioned. There were half a dozen
chairs closely similar to be sold by auction in the market-
place, and we wished that that market-place was Covent
Garden, for then purchase would not have been forbidden
by difficully of transport.

Ah! that market-jjlace and many others are thus resum-
moned to "our mind's eye." Whence came all the eggs
we saw in those places of merchandise puzzles us—long
rows of women in black cloaks and white caps, each two
baskets strong, and each basket with at least a hundred
eggs in it, layered alternately with straw, were ever present.
We did not see many fowls spread over the face of the
country, and those we did see did not look as if they would
help lapidly to fill such baskets—mungrels all.

Thi.-n the multitude of pots of Mignonette in those mar-
kets ! Easter was apiiroaehing, and not, only citizens' wives,
but wives from the country, were intent on taking pots of
the "Little Darling" to perfume their homes on the great
festival. Wo have a great mind (therefore we shall not.

for when one has a great mind to do a thing one never does
it), to relate the legend why the Count of Saxony had a
spray of Mignonette in his coat-armour with the motto,
" Tour qualities surpass your charms ;" but we will make
the more prosaic observation that the Mignonette of the
Belgian markets is a more robust variety than that usual
in England. Its leaves are more ovate, thicker, and bullate.

One jjlant is grown in a pot, and its branches, mostly four
in number, grow quite upright and as sturdy as minute
Mullein plants. We find that we were not singular in this

observation ; for Mr. Eeeves, nurseryman, Bayswater, noticed
these peculiarities, obtained some of the seed, and finds the
seedlings retain the characteristic differences.

And now let us away to Brussels, not, however, to be
tempted by the lace at 200 francs per yard. Yet we will

pause to observe that there is something suggestive even to

the gardener in that lace. It can only be made from Flax
grown in one locality—Hal. In no other place has Flax
been produced having so delicate a fibre. Various trials

have been made to produce it elsewhere, but they failed.

Now, this may teach the owners of mansions not to be rash
in concluding that their gardeners are incompetent, because
they do not raise certain garden products so excellent as

they are raised in some other parts of our islands. We
knew a garden that would not yield a crop of Raspberries

;

we know another in which the Carrot has no tap I'oot ; and
many of our readers must be acquainted with other illus-

trations of the lesson taught by the Flax of Hal.
We will at once pass on to the new drive, of two hours'

duration, now completing in the forest adjoining Brussels.

It is very gracefully planned, and will be a most grateful

resort in summer.
With that foi-est is associated one of Britain's most

glorious days. Through this sixty square miles of almost
exclusive Hornbeam marched a chief portion of our army to

the field to Waterloo.
*' Soignies waves iibove theai her green leaves,

Dewy with nuture's tear-diops as they pass.

Grieving:, if aught inanimate e'er grieves,

Over the unreturning brave."

When our readers are perusing this, since that morning
within a month of half a century will have passed. We
stood upon the bright gi'een turf that environs the farm ot

Mont St. Jean, and all was so undisturbed, and the sun
shone so bright, and the air was so balmy and so still, that
we scarce could realise the fact that even fifty years ago
that farm-house was crowded with the lacerated and the
dying, and that beneath our feet, wherever we trod, were
the bones of the dead of that day.

On we went, and on a grassy bank we picked from a mul-
titude a few Daisies " for remembrance ;" and on that bank
stands the trunk of a White Thorn, gnai-led and scathed by
the vicissitudes of many years. By that White Thorn fell

the brave old Welshman Sir Thomas Picton, who, with a
foreshadowing of what was at hand, wrote home " When
you hear of my fall you will hear of a bloody day." The
traveller in passing that bank has by his other hand the

monument raised by a sister and five brothers to record the
high and loveable characteristics of Colonel Gordon.
Near that grew what was called " The Wellington Tree,"

but it was removed when the soil had to bo upheaved to

form the lion-siirmounted mound raised by the Belgians

commemorative of the victory. Nor does the tree deserve

regi'et, for its notoriety was founded on falsehood. Our great

commiinder took a position far away to the right of that tree

nearer to Hougoumont, being too old a campaigner to place

himself needlessly near the most prominent object on the

field, and which would not fail to attract the notice of the

French artillerists.

Here, too, stands the monument recording how bravely

fought, and how many were slaughtered of the gallant Ger-

man Legion—slaughtered comparatively unresistingly trom

an oversight, for their commander had not secured a suffi-

cient supply of ammunition ; and here, with its now trimly

enclosed garden, is the little farm homestead, La Haye Sainte,

where they fought and fell. The loop-holes in its walls

through which they fired, and the perforations made by the

bullets of their assailants are still visible. By that garden
side, too, died, and was buried where he died, that hero

of our cavalry—Shaw, the Life-Guardsman, he, who single-
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handed, slew so many of the Cuirassiers. Ay ! and there is

the slope along which they swept to attack our Infantry

squares

—

" On came the whirlwind—steel-Rleame broke,
Lilse lightning through the rolling smoke."

but that steel could carve no entrance into those living quad-

rilaterals.
*' Shaw was a warrior stout and keen.
And had in many a battle been."

But they were battles in the prize-ring, for he had been a

pugilist, one of the heavy weights, and Viseur, one of the

Belgians employed in burying the dead, told that he and
his helpmate had to exert all their strength to lift Shaw to

his grave. Nor is he without some title to a remembrance
in our pages, for he was either the son or nephew of a gar-

dener.
Yonder, in the vale between the two ridges on which the

opposed armies were positioned, is another chateau and
garden, of more pretensions, for it has a chapel, and an
orchard, and is within a walled enclosure ; that chateau is

Hougoumout ; under that row of trees beyond was the ar-

tillery of Jerome Buonaparte, from those cannon was the

first fire delivered on the day of Waterloo, and the ball was
directed agpinst Hougoumont. It was the key of the British

position, and was prepared for defence, and was assailed

proportionately to its importance. Its orchard trees were
shattered to sphnters by the French artUlery ; its roof was
battered in ; the trunks of the trees around are literally

tessellated with the scars where bullets pierced them ; the

chapel was in a blaze from the French shells, and the

flames burnt off the feet of the figure on the Cross, and
there, we were assured, they arrested their course. Pre-

datory insects are less reverential, for we never saw a
wooden image more worm-eaten. Again and again the
French infantry penetrated to the gates of the chateau, and
as often they recoiled before the fire poured upon them by
our Guards. The loop-holes in the orchard-walls remain as

they were on that day of slaughter, and beneath one, where
he fell, is the grave of Captain Lane Blackman, of the

Coldstreams. How did that grave contrast with the old

Cornus mas which was its neighbour ! That tree was a
contemporary of the battle, and its shattered trunk is now
crowned by but one branch, yet that was profusely covered

with its yellow flowers. Nor was that the only contrast—

a

hundred anecdotes of the sanguinary strife within and
around those walls recurred to our memory, and seemed in-

compatible with the quietude, and the bright sunshine. The
songster instead of having suggested to him deeds of " The
British Grenadiers," might have written

*' If there's peace in this world to be found,
A heart that is humble might hope for it here."

Tet even on that bright sunshiny day, a little domestic
warfare was only concluding. The present lady of Hougou-
mont is " passing fair," and the lord of Hougoumont is pug-
nacious when homage is paid to that fairness, and the lady's

father had intervened that day, and peace was being effected,

and the lady looked, not penitent, but as if she thought she
had the best of it, as she chatted whQst we wrote our names
in the album, made obeisance, cut a twig from the Cornus
and departed.

Slowly we turned back towards Mont St. Jean, and
reaching the high ground again, rested upon a bank that
crowned its summit. That bank should never be removed,
for from behind it rose our Foot Guards, poured in a volley,

gave one hurrah ! and finished with the bayonet, the last

charge of the French at Waterloo. The decisive moment
had arrived, the whole line was formed three deep, dashed
down the declivity, and swept the enemy before them.
The Prussians had come up and were assailing the left

flank of the French. They debouched from the Forest of

Friechermont, guided by a Belgian, whose name deserves
preservation. Dumortier was a gamekeeper, who knew
every road and path of the forest, and when called upon to

act as guide, he led the troops on the high ground so as to
come out in the rear of the French—"Then," as he said,

"we shall take them aU !

"

And, now, warning our readers not to buy walking-sticks
of the Waterloo vendors, for no such sticl^s grow in that
locality ; bidding them look, but not stop, at the Hotel dea

Colonnes, at Mont St. Jean, for there Victor Hugo resided
for months whilst he wrote " Les Miserables ;

" and advis-
ing them to have Martin Viseur as their guide, we bid good-
by to Waterloo, and depart for Ghent.—G.

{To he continued).

AURICULAS IN 1865.

Theee is some vrise and cynical philosopher who says that
people are never so happy as when contemplating the misfor-
tunes of others—a maxim which I should be very son'y that
any of the readers of The Journal of Horticultuke should
either think that I hold, or should themselves maintain

;

but there is a grain of truth in it, which I conceive to be
this, that it does somewhat tend to lessen the depth of
one's own misfortunes when we find that others are sharers
in the same calamity. I do not know, but I suppose if the
table at an exhibition gave way, and Jones found that his

plants were the only ones that had suffered, it would con-
siderably add to his indignation : whereas if Brown and
Robinson met a similar fate I am afraid it would consider-
ably lessen the severity of the blow.

Before I left home for a very hurried visit to Ireland
I had been horribly disgusted at the appearance of my
Auriculas. I had not only lost a considerable number, but
I had a very indifferent bloom, plants that looked well only
throwing up a truss of three or four pips, and I began to

think there must be something very wrong in my treat-

ment, and yet I had managed them as usvial. The compost
I knew was good, and the jilants did not look unhealthy.
I was cogitating as to what could possibly be the reason,
and proposing to myself some alterations, when I derived a
grain of comfort from seeing that at the exhibition of the
Royal Horticultural Society on the 15th April only one prize

was awarded, and that a second. Oh ! oh ! I began to think
I am not singular, and this long and severe winter has had
something to do with it ; and when I received firom the best
Auricula-grower in the kingdom. Dr. Plant of Monkstown, in
answer to my intimation that I hoped to pay him a visit, a
letter saying that his had never been so bad, I took heart
of grace, and began to think I was not alone in my misfor-
tunes. However, as I knew what his Auriculas generally
are, I did not quite take in what he told me—that he had
nothing to show me, and thought that what he called nothing
I should consider a great deal ; and so, very soon after my
arrival in Dublin, I found my way out to Plantation, and saw
with my own eyes the state of his far-famed collection. So
far he was right, that I never saw them so poor, whOe, as
I rightly judged, there was stiU a good deal to see. I found
that he had himself been indisposed during the winter, that
he had lost the services of his old gardener, and that hence
the plants had not been so well cared for as usual, so that
he had lost upwards of two hundred plants (this will give
some idea of the extent of his collection), while he com-
plained of the very same thing that I had found—the small-
ness of the trusses. Need I say that while I was really
sorry for it, it did give me some little comfort to find that
I was in the same plight as one of the very oldest, and
certainly the best of growers ? There were none of those
wonderful trusses of Booth's Freedom and Hey's Apollo
that I had seen before—the wonder and astonishment of
aU who ever saw them; but still, as I have said, there
were some fine blooms.
George Lightljody. Dr. Plant agrees with our estimate

on the other side of the Channel, that it is the very king of
Auriculas, combining more really good properties than any
other Auricula known, and of this I saw one very fine bloom,
and do not wonder that it still maintains its very high price.

Parker's Metropolitan, self, is a favourite fiower of Dr.
Plant's. It does indeed throw a fine truss of bloom, but it

has the defect of very soon fiying—that is, the colour
becomes mottled ; and I have known a plant put into a box
in fine condition and the next morning to be totally unfit
for exhibition.

Fletcher's Mary Ann is another excellent show flower
despite the defect which makes it so distinct amongst all

others of its class—namely, the smallness of t"ue eye.
Fletcher's Ne Plus Ultra was fine, but there were no

trusses equal to what I have frequently seen here. It is no
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doubt a striking flower, but it has a tendency under high
cultivation to become coarse, a fault of a grave character in

an Auricula—no more to be tolerated in it than in one of the
gentle sex.

Campbell's Lord Palmerston was a good green edge, but
it has a tendency to throw off offsets—a good plant for a
nurseryman therefore, but at the same time preventing it

from having a good truss. When it is so caught, notwith-
standing being slightly thrum-eyed, it is a nice flower,
apparently a seedling from Beeston's Apollo.

Booth's Freedom was the very finest of green edges, even
although the trusses were not equal to what I have seen
before under Dr. Plant's care.

Colonel Taylor, notwithstanding the high price it still

commands, is maialy to be valued for the intense beauty and
pm-ity of the edge, for the shape of the flower is starry, and
the paste is thin, but nothing can be more pure than the
bright green of the edge.

Blaokbh-d. Dr. Plant was loud in his praise of this, which
is certainly a most beautiful self and a free grower. It is

not, however, I thiuk, equal to Lightbody'a Lord Clyde,
which was not, however, in this collection, wliere I fancy
the favourite still is Hey's Apollo, than which nothing can
be more beautiful. The colour is something like that of
Spalding's Metropolitan, but it is a larger trusser than that
variety.

Popplewell's Conqueror, albeit the edge has somewhat
of a greyish tint in the white, is largely grown here, and
is always a commanding flower, but it is not equal to
Taylor's Glory, which, despite new additions to the class, I
must still regard as the best of white edges.
Heap's Smiling Beauty, it is true, is fine, but it is some-

what cropped, and has not that beautiful flatness and
smoothness that marks Gloi-y. I had a good opportunity of
comparing all three, and must still hold to the opinion I
have mentioned, and yet Glory is scarce, one can with diffi-

culty procure it. Whether this arises from the demand or
from a difficulty of growth I know not, but I do know that
I have found it very hard to keep.
These were amongst the most remarkable flowers I noticed

here, and I should say that while Dr. Plant's collection is

very large, it is also very select, and comprises, compara-
tively speaking, but few varieties. And now, as I sit in early
morn jotting down these few notes, in the house of a dear
and valued friend, and my eye rests on one of the finest
scenes it could vyell behold, where a rising and prosperous
city lies beneath one's feet, embosomed in the midst of ver-
dant hills, and nestling on the banks of a wide nnd world-
renowned river, for the maiden city of Den-y is before me
with all its historic recollections, so dear to every lover
of freedom and of truth, while the past comes with all
its powerful recollections of happy days, my thoughts
wander off to my own wee lot, and I wonder what I shall
have to record of them, whether they have felt the loss of
my care, or whether I shall find them full of vigour and
life; and as the gathering clouds in the west portend that
the long-looked-for rain is coming at last, I (for we all think
of ourselves) wonder whether my own little jjlot is getting
the refreshment it needs. Here, too, let me add that The
Journal of HoRTicuLTaRE is making itself hea-d in this far
northern part of the island, and floriculture is making its
way. Amidst the signs of progress in " ould Ireland

'"
let

not this be unnoticed, for amongst those things that tend to
soften and to elevate floriculture must take a prominent
place. It cannot take the place of higher and holier things,
but it can do much in its own peculiar way, and I am sure
all who wish well to old Ireland will say. May the taste for
floriculture take the place of the snipe-shooting, the jockey-
ing, and the revelry of the good (?) old times.—D., i)eal.

boiling, which liberates the carbonic acid, and thus precipi-
tates the chalk ; the second, which is applicable to large
quantities, is the addition of lime water, which, uniting with
the acid, becomes itself chalk, and is precipitated with the
chalk originally contained in the water. The mixture
should remain undisturbed for twenty-four hours, and then
be poured off.

But lime often exists in water either as a muriate or sul-

phate. In this case there is no absolute and perfect remedy,
but the best thing is to add kitchen soda to the water ; this
precipitates the lime as chalk, but the water is not left

pui'e, as it will contain either muriate or sulphate of soda.
These, however, are not injurious to roots generally, though
not desirable when the water is used for syringing. I be-
lieve that much of the evil of hard well water arises from its

low temperature.—G. S.

SOFTENING HAED WATEB.
In reply to Mr. Robson's inquiry in your No. 213, as to

the best mode of softening chalky water, I beg to inform
him that lime exists in hard water in two different states.
Sometimes it exists as a bicarbonate—that is to say, as chalk
rendered soluble by carbonic acid. Such is the water of the
Thames. In this case there are two remedies—thtefirst is

EOYAL HOETICULTTTEAL SOCIETY.
Mat 2.

Floral Committee.—This was the most successful meet-
ing that has been yet held. The number of entries of the
plants sent for examination exceeded one hundred, and the
collections so numerously sent, containing plants for com-
parison, were most excellent. The Orchids formed quite an
exhibition of themselves. Mr. Williams, Holloway, received
first-class certificates for Phcenicophorium sechellarum, a
new and beautiful Palm, and Asplenium alatum, an elegant
Fern ; a special certificate for a fine specimen of Cypripedium
caudatum ; also a special certificate for his general collec-

tion, among which were Smilax macrophylla, a handsome
variegated-foliaged plant, Anthurium magnificum, identical
witli Anthurium cordifolium, and Maranta Van den Heokei,
too small a plant to judge of its merits. Mr. Turner re-
ceived first-class certificates for two most beautiful seedling
Alpine Auriculas, John Leech and Meridian, and a second-
class for Auricula Titian. Such a collection of Alpines or
sell's has never been exhibited in public before : the neat-
ness of the plants, the size of the pips, and the varied tints

of colour from dark brown to purplish black, from bright
scarlet to pale lilac, commanded universal admiration. For
this collection a special certificate was awarded to Mr.
Turner, and another was given for his large and beautiful
collection of grey and green-edged florists' varieties of
Auriculas. A special certificate was likewise given for a
collection of Pelargoniums, which were in great perfection
and beauty, also one for the general collection of plants.
Mr. Turner exhibited several seedling Pelargoniums and
Auriculas, which were good in their way, but not equal to
other varieties.

Messrs. Low, Clapton, sent a collection of very beautiful
and interesting Orchids. A first-class certificate was awarded
to a new and very beautiful Phalaenopsis, Luddemanniana,
a very distinct kind with mottled rosy flowers ; and a special

certificate was awarded to the collection. Dr. Pattison,
St. John's Wood, had also a first-class certificate for Phalse-
nopsis Luddemanniana. Mr. Stone, gardener to J. Day,
Esq., exhibited an extremely interesting collection of Orchids,
containing many valuable kinds. A first-class certificate

was awarded to Phalienopsis sp. Moulmein, a very minute
but lovely form of this genus ; and a special certificate

was awarded to a finely grown specimen of Dendrobium
densiflorum, covered with its exquisite spikes of yellow
flowers. Among others in this collection were Dendrobium
chlorops, D. Farmeri, D. tortile roseum (a very flne speci-

men), and Co3logyne corniculata. There were some of these
which deserved to have been specially noticed, but not
having been entered for examination did not receive certi-

ficates. A special certificate was awarded to this extremely
beautiful group of Orchids. Mr. Lawrence, gardener to the
Bishop of Winchester, sent an unusually fine specimen of
Epidendrum prismatocarpum, which received a first-class

certificate ; and Mr. Lloyd, gardener to C. M. Caldecott,
Esq., sent a seedling plant of a variegated form of the Ivy-
leaf Pelargonium, called Silver Gem ; the white variegation
was very remarkable, and a second-class certificate was
awarded. Mr. Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., sent
Dendrobium tortile roseum, which received a first-class cer-
tificate. Mr. Veitch most liberally contributed to the in-
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terest of this meeting. First-class certificates were awarded

to Gymnogrramma retrofracta. Rhododendron Henryanum,

a very promising variety, with large bold white flowers, re-

sembling K. Gibsoni ; Primula cortusoides grandiflora alba,

a pure white variety ; Odontoglossum Pescatorei, a fine speci-

men ; and Saccolabium curviflorum. Many other fine Orchids

were exhibited in this collection—Lselia grandis, Epidendrum
vitellinum, Cypripedium barbatum purpureun;, Calanthe

Darwiuii; plants of Bomai-ea Caldasii, Glycine frutescens

alba, Peperomia acuminata. Azalea Vesuvius, &c., were also

exhibited. A special certificate was given for the whole

coUeetion, and a similar award for a collection of Azaleas in

great perfection.

Mr. Bull sent a large and interesting collection of plants.

First-class certificates were awarded to Aubrietia purpurea
variegata, a very pretty spring-flowering plant, and Woodsia
polystichoides Veitchiana, a very elegant Fern. In this

collection was Rhododendron thibaudioides, as unlike a

Rhododendron as a Rose ; Primula intermedia ; Podocarpus
maorophyUus albo-variegatus ; Aucuba longifolia varie-

gata, &c. Sir. Parker, Tooting, sent cut specimens of

his beautiful Rhododendron Countess of Haddington ; also

an Ibei'is. Mr. Noble, Bagshot, exhibited two groups of

Clematis Fortuni, and C. Standishii, consisting of plants

of all sizes, from small cuttings to fine specimens, all of

which were profusely covered with most attractive fiowers.

A special certificate was awarded to each group. Mr.

Pilcher, gardener to S. Rueker, Esq., sent specimens of

Phalsnopsis Luddemanniana and Cattleya sp. amabilis (?),

both of which were awarded first-class certificates. Messrs.

Backhouse, York, sent four sntall plants, each a gem in

itself—Narcissus juncifolius. Primula ciliata, P. farinosa

acaulis, and Andromeda hypnoides—each of which received

a first-class certificate. Mr. Wm. Paul sent a collection of

the late Mr. Donald Beaton's superb Nosegay Pelargoniums,
which received a special certificate. The Chairman, the
Rev. J. Dix, was requested by the Committee to commend
to the Council's special notice the valuable and interesting

coUectiou of plants exhibited by Mr. Veitch and Mr. Tui-ner

as worthy of the Society's medals.
FBtriT Committee.—Several large tubei's of Pink-eyed

Regent Potatoes were exhibited by Mr. W. Ingram, gar-

dener to the Duke of Rutland, Belvoir Castle, and which
were stated to have yielded at the rate of 20 tons an acre.

Lady Dorothy Nevill, Dangstein, sent a pot of jelly made
from the fruit of Passiflora quadrangularis, and which was
highly approved of. The following is the receipt for its

preparation : Peel and cut the fruit before it becomes over-

ripe; cover with spring water, and allow the fruit to boil

till quite tender. Then strain through a jelly bag, measure
the juice, and to one pint of juice add half a pound of loaf

Bugar, the rind of four lemons, and the juice of six ; then
boil very quickly till stiff enough to turn out of the mould.
A Queen Pine Apple of good size and well ripened, and a
dish of Apples, were also exhibited.

The scientific meeting held on the same day as the above
Committees, was so numerously attended that the capacious
Council-room, though closely packed, was insufficient to hold
all the audience, some of whom had to stand in the passage.
Altogether it was the most brilliant and successful meeting
which the Society has ever had, exceeding even the best of
those held in its palmiest days, and as Mj. Bateman justly
Temarked at the conclusion, one among other signs of the
returning tide of prosperity.

After the Chairman, W. WUsou Saunders, Esq., had congra-
tulated the meeting on there never having been so fine an
exhibition, nor finer things exhibited, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley
adverted to some of the objects at the last meeting, and
stated that the Ardisia then shown by Lady Dorothy Nevill
was Ardisia acuminata, var. decipiens of De CandoUe ; also,

that Dr. Hanstein had been successful in making the spo-
rangia of the Nardoo plant germinate, and referred those
who were curious about the matter to Pringsheim's Journal.
He then passed in review the plants shown on this occasion.
Among others noticed were Mr. Bull's variegated Chrysan-
themum Sensation, the variegated Aubrietia, and the va-
riegated Podocarpus macrophyllus, which he remarked had
one of its branches perfectly white, but such a branch though

it would probably send out a green shoot, could not be propa-
gated from. With regard to the Clematises Fortuni and Stan-

dishii, the latter was perfectly hardy (and the former, coming
from the same place, would appear to be equally so), had
the merit of flowering when only a few inches high, and that

a flower from a plant of that size had been measured by the
Committee and found to be 5 inches across. Rhododendron
Henryanum was stated to be a hybrid of which R. Dalhousi-

anum was one parent, and another hybrid of very different

appearance was of the same parentage. Another Rhododen-
dron, thibaudioides, at first sight seemed more like a Thi-

baudia than anything else, but was, nevertheless, a true
Rhododendron. Some Rhododendrons were virulent poisons,

R. cinnabarinum being one of the worst, and the nearly-

related genus Gaultheria was also poisonous, though some of

the species had edible fruit. Kalmia latifolia, too, was
poisonous to birds, and those which fed upon it were them-
selves poisonous. The Alpines from Messrs. Backhouse,
Gloxinia Cordon celeste and Anthurium cordifolium from the

Society's gai-den, which was the same as A. magniflcum
from Mr. Williams, Woodsia polystichoides Veitchiana,

Gymnogramma retrofracta, and other plants were also

pointed out. Mr. Berkeley then drew attention to a cone
of Wellingtonia, gathered by himself at the Marquis of

Huntley's, at Orton Longueville, and stated that he had
seen a seedling only three years old with cones on it. Mr.
Berkeley concluded by stating that Mr. Bateman would
make some observations on the Orchids.

Mr. Bateman said, that before he came to Orchids, to show
that he had more than one idea in his head, he would bring

under their notice a tribe of plants hitherto in obscurity.

These plants, he remarked, are widely scattered over the

old and new world. They are to be found in Peru, New
Grenada, Central America, Japan, and the Indian Archi-

pelago. They are not unknown to botanists, but almost

entirely so to horticulturists. His attention was first

drawn to them from reading a work by Dr. Poeppig, the

Peruvian traveller, who ascended the Andes, and descended
the Amazon to Para, with no other companion than his

faithful dog ; and Dr. Poeppig stated that the young shoots

of a Thibaudia were so brilliant that they could be seen for

a league and a half, wrapping the Peruvian forest in a
mantle of fiame. Making every allowance for the pure air

of the Andes permitting objects to be visible a long way
off, he (Mr. Bateman), thought that Dr. Poeppig had been
drawing somewhat largely on his imagination as travellers

sometimes do ; but afterwards having had his attention

moi'c closely directed to tropical Vaocinacefe, and having
procured some Thibaudias, he was struck with the colour of
the young shoots, one of which he held up in his hand ; and
imagining what the appearance of a forest would be after

the rains, when clothed with such young shoots, he thought
it would be doing Dr. Poeppig injustice not to believe his

account. The genus Thibaudia, continued Mr. Bateman,
was named by Humboldt, he believed, after a distinguished

foreign botanist, M. Thibaut, a descendant of whom was
then in the room. In the north of England and in Scotland,

next to the Heaths, the Vaccinaceae were the most promi-

nent feature of the vegetation. The Whortleberry, the

Cranberry, the Bilberry, and the Cowberry were all native

Vaccinacese. There was another Vaccinaceous plant which
had the distinguished honour of being named after a former

President of the Society, Cavendishia nobilis, which had been

described by Dr. Lindley, but he believed it had not yet

been introduced, and it was to be hoped that Mr. Veitch, or

Messrs. Low, or Mr. Bull, or some other of our leading

nurserymen would stretch out their hands and obtain it.

Looking over Dr. Hooker's " Himalayan Plants," he came
across two graceful species of Vaccinacese (Vaccinium ser-

pens and V. salignum), which were found growing at an
elevation of from 6000 to 7000 feet, along with Indian Rho-
dodendrons, and thinking that the same temperature and
treatment would suit them, he planted them together with the

Rhododendrons in a house facing the west, and one against

a waU, but it as well as those in the house failed. One, how-

ever, on a bracket in an architectural corridor having the

temperature of a warm greenhouse or cool stove, grew well.

Tropical Vaccinacese should be grown in niches in the shade,

or on brackets, so that their branches might hang down
like those of the Indian Dendrobiums. Thus treated they
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afforded a new element for architectural decoration, and
though the specimen of Macleania speciosissima which he
had brought before the meeting was not so good as it was
a fortnight ago, it worild give an idea how ornamental the
Vaccinacese were when grown with their branches hanging
down ; it was foolish to attempt to grow them on the
ground. In this class, then, there was a newly-discovered
means for the decoration of architectural brackets. At pre-
sent the plants suitable for that purpose were very limited
in number, and these chiefly Ferns ; but here we had plants
beautiful in their iiowers, beautiful iu their foliage, and
brilliant in the colours of their young shoots, added to
which the fruit of some of the species was edible. He now
came to Orchids. At the meeting before last, he had called
attention to Cypripedium as a genus suitable for cultivation
by those who had not room for more than one genus, and
lie thought the plants before them would bear out the
justice of his remarks—Cypripedium Lowii, from Mr. Day ;

the dark variety of C. barbatum and C. viUosum, from
Mr. Teitch ; C. HcokeriDs, from Messrs. Low ; and from
another quarter, C. caudatum, the only one which came
from the old world. The question might be asked. How
could the tail-like appendages of the last be arranged in
the flower-buds ? but these on first opening had no tails,

but after they had burst the tails began to grow. The
late Mrs. Lawrence had kept a journal of the rate at
which they grew, and found that they elongated from
li inch to 2 inches a-day till 18 inches long. W. AVentworth
BuUer, Esq., of Strete Raleigh, stated in a letter that it

would succeed under cool treatment. He would now advert
to another great section of the family of Orohidacea;. He
believed that if he were asked what Orchids were the most
brilliant, he should say the Dendrobiums. They competed
in numbers with the Epidendrums of the new world ; but
while among the numerous Epidendrums there were hardly
twenty woi-th growing, out of nearly as many Dendro-
biums there were not twenty not worth growing. At
this meeting they had before them a group illustrating
the genus. There was a magnificent plant of D. densi-
flomm, from Mr. Day ; Mr. Marshall, of Enfield, had sent
a rising star in the Orchidaceous horizon, D. tortile roseum

;

D. albo-sanguineum, came from some one else ; D. ebur-
neum, from Mr. Rueker, white exquisitely marked in the
centre with red, which had he thought a great future
before it, if we might judge from how other kinds had
advanced. When he first saw D. densiflorum, of which
they had so fine an example before them, it had five little

starved flowers, and he thought it hardly worth looking
at. Two other species, D. Farmeri, and D. Devonianum,
also came from Mr. Day. D. chlorops was seen under
disadvantageous circumstances. He would call especial
attention to a new Phalaenopsis, called Luddemanuiana,
which was now exhibited for the first time. It had been
considered by Messrs. Low as identical with Phalaenopsis
rosea, but it was new and jjerfectly distinct. Singularly
enough it had been exhibited simultaneously by Mr. Day,
Mr. Rueker, and Dr. Pattison, of St. John's Wood, and
though small it would probably eventually have twenty
flowers on a spike, like P. amabilis. When he first began to
grow Dendrobiums, D. Pierardi was considered the most
splendid species, by degrees others were imported, till at
last D. Devonianum was discovered by Mr. Gibson, and
this Dr. Lindley called the "King of Orchids," but if it

were the King of Orchids, what should be said of that which
he held in his hand, D. Wardianum. That which he held
up before the meeting was but a portion of a spike 5 feet
long, bursting with flowers. There was yet one more plant
which he had to notice, it was a plant introduced, or rather
re-introduced, by Messrs. Low. He was present when the
box containing it was opened, and Mr. Low's son stated in
his letter that it was found on an old tree across a stream,
and that there was nothing equal to it in Borneo. It re-
ceived the name of D. Dayanum, in compliment to Mr. Day.
Now a Dendrobium called macrophyllum, had been intro-
duced thirty-five years ago, but it smelt like Apothecaries'
Hall, on which account it was very objectionable ; to another
subsequent!}' imjiorted. Dr. Lindley had given the name of
anosmum, because he conceived it to be without smell, but
the latter smelt just as badly as D. macrophyllum, and he
(Mr. Bateman) considered the two as identical. He felt

some doubts as to whether D. Dayanum was not the same
as D. macrophyllum, till his gardener drew his attention to
the figure of anosmum in " Paxton's Magazine of Botany,"
when he came to the conclusion that the so-called Dayanum
was nothing more than anosmum. He regretted that this
might have the effect of dissociating Mr. Day's name from
the species, but as fresh Orchids were coming in by every
maU, no doubt some other species would soon be found, to
which Mr. Day's name could be attached. Mr. Bateman
concluded by reminding the meeting that a show of Orchids
would be held on the 13th, and he hoped that all who grew
Orchids would contribute to its success.

The subjects brought before the Fruit Committee, and the
awards of the Floral Committee, having been enumerated by
Mr. G. F. Wilson and Rev. Mr. Dix, Mr. Bateman begged to
be allowed to say a few words. He understood that there
were three bouquets to be ballotted for, and Mr. Wentworth
BuUer had written that he would send a supply, but from
some cause this had not arrived. Whilst speaking of Vac-
cinaceEe, he had omitted to show them the fine large foliage
ofThibaudia macrophylla, and he had no doubt that the
forests of Brazil which had been first ransacked for stove
plants, next for Orchids, and then for plants with orna-
mental foliage, would have to be again explored in search of
Vaccinacese. There was an Orchid, too, which he had
omitted to bring under their notice, it was Mr. Skinner's
variety of Epidendrum viteUinum, from Central America.
The fiowers of E. vitelliuum were very suitable for ladies'

head dresses, and would last for half a dozen parties, but
unfortunately the plants at present in cultivation flowered
in autumn and winter, whilst Mr. Skinner's variety flowered
in spring, or during the London season, when flowers were
more required for the purpose referred to. He had no doubt
that Mr. Skinner's plant was the true Epidendrum viteUi-

num ofLindley's " Sertum Orchidaceum."
Votes of thanks having been accorded to Mr. Day, and

the other exhibitors, and to Mr. Bateman, the latter in re-

turning thanks expressed the great pleasure which he felt

at seeing the reviving popularity of the Tuesday shows, and
hoped that their success was one among other signs, that
the returning tide of prosperity had set in.

Seventeen new Fellows were elected on this occasion.

TO WHAT PLANTS IS HAED WATEE
PEEJUDICIAL?

Me. Roeson's letter on " Hai-d Water and Can it be
Remedied " is one of great importance to persons who re-

side (as in Hants) in a chalky district, especially in so dry a
season as the present. I hope his inquiry wiC elicit from
some of your scientific readers a satisfactory remedy. His
letter has raised a question with myseltj and no doubt many
others, all in a like position. I have lately planted Aran-
earias. Deodars, Cedars of Lebanon, Evergreen Oaks, &o.,

10 or 12 feet high ; for many weeks past we have had but
little rain, which necessitated my gardener to give them
spring or well water (very hard) by hydropult syringing as
well as at their roots, but some of the Cedars are dead, and
others show failing vitality.

For the good of the many as well as myself will any of

your practical readers enumerate what trees, shi-ubs, &x.,

hard or chalky water is known to be prejudicial to ? Mr.
Robson names one class only, the Heaths. Probably, as
lime water is a bad solvent, it is equally difficult to be ab-

sorbed by I he leaves of the trees as by their roots.—J. C. H.,

Andover,

[That hard water is very injurious to a large class of

plants there can be but little doubt. Mr. Robson has
opened a subject which it is most important should be
thoroughly ventilated. In your case, the death of your
plants may possibly be attributed to several causes, and it

may be that the hard water has had nothing to do with their

decay. Indeed, we are strongly inclined to think that it

has not. You say that you have lately planted Araucarias,

Deodars, Cedars of Lebanon, Evergreen Oaks, &c., 10 or

12 feet high. In the first place you must bear in mind
what an unfavourable time it has been for newly planted trees

for the past six or seven weeks. If the situation in which
the trees are planted is very much exposed it would be
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scarcely possible to give tbem sufficient moisture, so that

they might retain their vitality, unless some means had been

adopted of shading them. Aa the weather has been you

might have syringed them every half-hour overhead, and

then found that you could not have kept them moist

enough. For the purpose of causing the sap to circulate

between the roots and branches in seasons like the pre-

sent, it is always advisable to stick branches of Spruce

or Laurel thickly round newly-planted trees, so that the

trees may be protected from the direct rays of the sun.

They also help to retain the moisture about the trees for

a much longer time after these have been syringed. We
remember seeing some years ago a large number of trees

of Cedar of Lebanon, Araucaria, Deodai-, Evergreen Oak,

»&c., planted late in the spring in a very similar season

to this. They were planted in very elevated positions in

the neighbourhood of Dorking, and were constantly watered

with nothing but hard water, but similar precautions were

taken to those mentioned above with regard to shading,

and not a plant was lost. Some of the finest Grapes have

been grown in the neighbourhood of Dorking, though the

Vines have been watered with nothing but hard water. There
is no doubt but that hard water if pumped out of the well

and left for several hours exposed to the action of the air

would lose a very large portion of its injurious proper-

ties. We should, therefore, mainly attribute the loss of

your trees to the want of sufficient atmospheric moisture,

or there may not have been proper care taken in planting

them, they may have travelled a long distance by rail, or

delays may have taken place in their transit, so that then-

roots may have perished before they reached you. All these

things should be duly considered before we can arrive at

any definite cause of their death.

We have often seen trees planted so carelessly that we
are not surprised to hear of their not doing well. Many
people will dig a deep hole for them, the tree is placed in

the bottom of the hole, care is not taken to spread out the

» roots, the soil is thrown in carelessly, and the tree is, of

course, expected to live. These are two of the rooks on
which many split in planting trees. One of the very worst

things that can be done is to plant trees deep ; the upper or

collar roots should be as nearly level with the surface as pos-

sible, so that water in any quantity may not lodge about
the roots, and a little hUlock should be thrown up around
the collar of the tree to encourage root-action near the
surface. The ripening influence of the sun and air can
then have proper effect on the roots, thereby causing the
tree to grow less luxuriantly, but helping it the better

to mature its growth, and enabling it to withstand severe

weather and strong gales of wind, and, if it is a fruit

tree, to furnish itself with fruit buds instead of rank wood
buds. The next evil to be avoided in planting trees is the

cramping and doubling-back Of their roots under the bole of

the tree, and care should be always taken to have the centre

of the hole the highest. When the tree is placed in the

hole all the roots should be nicely straightened out, small
quantities of fine soil should then be sprinkled amongst
them. After the bottom layer of roots has been made fast

with soQ, which is done by shaking them up with a fork

whilst the soil is being thrown about them, they should have
a good soaking of water to consolidate the soil about
them. This should be carried on until the hole is filled

up, taking care that the roots shall be as nearly as possible

in the same position after the tree is planted as they were in

before it was moved. In giving this explanation of our
mode of planting a tree we do not say that your trees were
not planted properly, we are only citing instances that have
come under our notice, and describing our experience for

the benefit of those who may not be acquainted with these
important facts.—J. Wills.]

GEAFTEN'G MELONS.
AxLOW me to point out to your numerous readers a very

interesting experiment which may or may not be new, that
of grafting Melons on Vegetable Marrow plants. Pumpkins,
or, in fact, on any strong-growing sort of Gourd.
The way and the time to do it should be as follows :

—

Eaiae from seed some plants of a vigorous-growing sort of

Gourd, and when they have attained a growth of 12 or
15 inches cut off the head about 4 inches above the seed-

leaves, then take a young shoot from a Melon plant that is

approaching to a fruiting state, graft it on the Gourd in the
way that is called herbaceous grafting, the most simple of
all modes of grafting, as it is merely cutting off a slice from
the graft and ditto from the stock, fitting the surfaces of
each accurately, and binding the graft to the stock gently
with a piece of worsted. When the operation is completed
the grafted stock should be placed under a bell-glass in
moist heat or in any confined place till a union has taken
place, which ought to be in a few days. They should then be
cautiously exposed to the growing atmosphere they require,

and cultivated as Melons usually are. One caution I must
give, the graft or scion must always be kept above the soil,

so that it cannot put forth roots—all its food must come
from the stock. The effects of grafting are so remarkable
in fruit tree culture that I am inclined to think this simple
experiment worth trying.

—

Cucumis Melo.

POETKAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FEUITS.

BiLLBEEGiA GLENS (Stinking Billbergia). Nat. ord.. Bro-
meliaeeae. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia.—Probably a native
of Tropical America. Floral leaves crimson ; corolla purple.
Only the old decaying flowers emit the stench which sug-
gested the specific name.

—

(Bot. Mag., i. 5502.)
AsTELiA SoLANDKi (Dr. Solandcr's Astelia). Nat. ord.,

LiliacciE. Linn., DioBcia Hexandria.—Native of New Zealand,
where it grows commonly on the trunks of trees. Flowers
yellow, in a very crowded panicle.

—

(Ibid., t. 5503.)
Cattleta quadricolok (Pour-coloured Cattleya). Nai.

ord., Orchidaceee. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Native of
the banks of the Eio Magdalena, New Grenada. Lip purple,
yellow, white, and lilac.

—

(Ibid., t. 5504.)
Masdevallia tovaeensis (The Tovar Masdevallia). Nai.

ord., Orchidacese. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Native of
Tovar, in Columbia, at an elevation of several thousand
feet. One of the genus that flourishes in a lower tempera-
ture than almost any other genus of Orchids. Flowers
white, partially tinged with pink.

—

{Ibid., t. 5505.)
MoNOCH.a;Tuii dicrananthekum (Dicranantherous Mono-

chajtum). Nat. ord., Melastomacea;. Linn., Octandria Mo-
nogynia.—Native of the lofty Andes. Flowers pink, " an
excessively pretty plant, deserving a place in every warm
greenhouse, where it flowers in October."

—

(Ibid., t. 5506.)
Aeis^ma WiGHTii (Dr. Wight's Arisaama). Nat. ord.,

Aroideae. Linn., Moncecia Monandria.—Native of Ceylon.
Spathe and spadix uniform pale yellowish green.

—

(Ibid.,

t. 5507.)

Tea Eose, Marichal Niel.—Eaised in the south of France.
Lemon-coloured.

—

(Floral Mag., pi. 237.)
HovEA puNGENs MAJOR.—Native of Swan Eiver. Flowers

purple.— (TMcJ., pi. 238.)

Variegated Chetsanthemtjm, Sensation. Flowers white,
ranuuoulus-shaped. Leaves margined regulai-ly with yel-
lowish white.—(I6id., pi. 239.)

Verbenas.—George Ti/e, purple with lemon-coloured eye.
Charles Turner, French white, with rosy crimson centre.
Queeti of Pinks, bright pink with yellow eye. All raised by
Mr. Perry, and on sale at Mr. Turner's.— (IMc!., t. 239.)
AucuEA japonica.—Female plant with its ripe fruit.

" The reason we have been so long ignorant of the full merit
of the Aucuba japonica arises out of the fact that the plant
is diceoious—producing its stamen-bearing flowers on one
plant, and its pistil-bearing flowers on another. All the
Aucubas we possessed in this country, tiU quite recently,

were of the latter kind, all, doubtless, the progeny of one
originally-imported individual : and hence, as we had no
fertnising poUen, om- poor Aucuba blossomed uselessly so
far as concerned the production of its ornamental berries.

To Mr. Fortune belongs the credit of giving us the first

male Aucuba; and the spring of 1863 will be famous in the
annals of horticulture as that in which English gardeners
first saw, through the agency of these male plants of Mr.
Fortune's, the f&st berry-laden bush produced in Europe.

" This plant is that which our plate represents, as grown
by Mr. Standish, of the Ascot Nurseries. It also—that is to
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Bay, the green-leaved female Aucuba—is a recent introduc-

tion from Japan, and is, no doubt, the typical form of the

species, of which our common blotched-leaved Aucuba is

one of the many varieties having variegated foliage. Hand-
some as the spotted Aucubas are, the green-leaved form is

stUl handsomer, on account of the better contrast it presents

with the coral-coloured fruit. Mr. Fortune himself observes

:

—'The green-leaved I look upon as the most valuable of

them aU. It forms excellent dwarf hedges, and its glossy

evergreen foliage is very ornamental, particularly during
the spring months, when the rich coral-coloured berries may
be seen peeping out from amongst its leaves.' Our prin-

cipal figure represents this plant in fruit, but we are unable
to give the true brilliancy of colour, which is that of the

finest glossy sealing-wax. In the upper comer of the plate

is a small sprig of the blossoms of the male form, which has

wrought such a change in the few plants as yet brought
within its influence ; and which, when well established and
planted out in our gardens and shrubberies, is to work similar

changes on the many forma of Aucubas which henceforth—
thanks to Messrs. Siebold, Fortune, and Veitch—will adom
them.

" That the common variety wiU be equally ornamental bo
far as the production of berries is concerned, is now suffi-

ciently evident ; for it has already been exhibited in a fruit-

ing state by Mr. Laing, of Twickenham, who produced, at
the Koyal Botanic Society's Show, on the 18th of March in
the present year, two or three small bushes with the bunches
of glossy scarlet fruit very well developed, in which state,

on account of the larger size of the berries, it is decidedly

more ornamental than the HoUy, and that is suifioiently

high praise.

—

{Florist and Fomologist, iii., 65.)

FLOWEE-GAEDEN PLAJST.

I HATE lately taken charge of quite a new garden, and
the enclosed plan, on grass, has fallen to my lot to bed out
at the proper season ; and I wish to submit two methods of

planting for your inspection, and to ask you to tell me which
of the two would look the better, and be the more suited to

the plan ? As I am not very well versed in the arrange-

ment of colours, I trust I shaU not be asking too much if

you will criticise the two arrangements, and let me know
the result in your Journal. I may also add that I shall

have to buy every plant, and that the work is entirely left

to me.—T. E.

[Of your two proposed modes of planting we prefer the

first, where the beds are to be edged. There is nothing
wanting to make such a plan complete of its kind, except a
centre bed for 2, 2, and 3, 3, on each side. Your proposed
plan of planting has, no doubt, for its object making one

figure as it were of the whole group. This gives a reason

for your cross-pairing throughout. No doubt such a plan
would look well. Perhaps we are wrong, but we think a
simpler plan would look better. The very outline gives

you a centre and two wings. This is farther made apparent
by the proposed mode of planting, where the centre of the
two wings, 2, 2, 3, 3, and repeated, are planted to balance.

The simpler plan we would propose would be—make a centre

and two wings throughout. Thus, for the centre, instead

of banding Christine with Stella, we would make Stella, as

the strongest-growing, the centre. Then, instead of crossing

4, 4, we would cross as pairs 4 and 6 and 5 and 7. Then
for the wings we would cross 5, 9, and 4, 8, 6, 8, and 7, 9.

We would also like to edge 2, 2, 3, 3, repeated. We think
this would do more justice to the figure, and be more
simple. If you should think so, and you proposed planting,,

we will criticise. Your own plan will look very well, but
pass the above through your mind.]

The beds are 4 feet wide, except the central bed, which is

20 feet wide, and 2, 2, 3, 3, which are 8 feet wide; the

No. 1 Plan of proposed planting.

Centre, Chrisllne Geranium ; band of Stella ; edge, white Verbena.

Purple King Verbena.
Manglesii GRranium.
Baron HuRel Geranium ; edge, white Ivy-leaf Geranium.

Alma Geranium ; cdgp, Robinson's Defiance Verbena.

Prince of Orange Calceolaria; edge, Ariosto Improved Vertena.

Rose of England Geranium ; edce, yellow Calceolaria.

Stella Geranium ; edge. Alma Geranium.

Heliotrope John Cattell ; eilKC, Tom Thumb Naaturtmra.

Verbena Lady Cotton Shepherd.

G6ant des Batalllea Verbena.

Cloth of Gold Ger.mium; edge. Lobelia Paxtoniana.

Mrs. Pollock Geranium ; edge, Lobelia specioaa.

1,

2, 2,

3,3,
4,4,
h, 6,

6,6,

8,8,
9, 9,

10, 10,

11,11,
12, 12,

13, 13,

whole is surrounded by grass, except at one end, where there-

is a conservatory.

No. 2 Plan op proposed planting.

1, Same as No. 1 Plan.
2, 2, Same as ditto.

3, 3, Same as ditto.

4, 4, Ge mt des Batailles Verbena.
a, 5, Yellow Calceolaria.

6, 6, Verbena Ariosto Improved.
7, 7, Prince of Orange Calceolaria.

8, 8, Stella Geranium.
9, 9, Rose of England Geranium.

10, 10, Alma Geranium.
11, 11, Golden Chain Geranium.
12, 12, Cloth of Gold Geranium, mixed with Lobelia Faxtonianir.

13, 13, Mrs. Pollock Geranium, mixed with Lobelia speclosa.

ON THE CULTUEE AND CEOSS-BEEEDING OF STEAWBEEEIES.

I STATED in an article at page 233 that if plants of La

Constante Strawberry had been anywhere found to suffer

from scorching it was to be attributed either to want of

attention to timely and effectual watering in dry soil, or to

planting or transplanting without having previously re-

moved the ball of earth about the roots. At page 287

G. S." asks if the latter precept is correct. No one having

replied Mr. Eadclyffe thinks it incumbent on me to do so,_ as

I was the author of the proposition ; and as some explanation

on this point may be useful to other cultivators as well as
" G. S." I gladly undertake to answer his inquiry.

Grow six Strawberry plants in pots for six months or more;
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S'Sd plant them out without removing the ball of earth and
disentangling the roots, which will be matted round the

inside of the pots ; then take up with the spade other six

plants, leaving the earth more or less compact about the
roots, and plant both sets of six in the same bed or quarter

of the garden in which you plant a dozen Strawberries, the
roots of which have been disencumbered of the smallest
particle of soU, but which have been spread out in an oblique
direction at planting. The latter twelve plants wiU soon ac-

quire a great degree of vigoiir, whilst, on the other hand, the
other twelve will most likely have a quite different appear-
ance. Whether this planting out or replanting be done in

autumn or spring, a month or two afterwards dig up the
whole plantation, and it will be found that the plants whose
roots were freed of earth wiU have fibrils and spongioles in
abundance, that the adventitious roots from the collar will

have insured the re-establishment of the plants, and that
these will be in a condition favourable to their withstanding
summer's drought and winter's frost. Examine, on the other
hand, the plants turned out of pots, or taken up out of the
ground, and even aftei- they have been planted six months it

will be found that they are not so well established as the
others. The diiference between the two modes of treatment
will, on consideration, be readily understood, and it will be
found that Strawberries not properly planted will not resist

heat and cold so well as those differently treated. Any
Strawberry-grower may make the experiment himself, and
report the result, and in less than a year "G-. S." could
ascertain whether I am right or not in what I advance.

Before concluding I am induced to say a few words on
another question, which has been from time to time can-
vassed in the pages of this Journal and elsewhere—namely,
the artificial fertilisation of the Strawberry. For thirty years
I have been acquainted with this theory and have carefully

practised it, but never with satisfactory results. With regard
to one variety making a better mother than another, before
plunging into a sea of suppositions it would be far better to
examine closely the constitution of the variety, and its bo-

tanical character. Does the variety intended to produce seed
exhibit at the time the requisite degree of perfection ? Is it

sufficiently hardy in all seasons ? Is the growth firm and
moderate ? Is the fruit of good quality, smooth-fleshed, pro-

duced in long succession, and long-keeping ? Has the variety

been tried in all ordinary situations and in the different

climates of the temperate parts of the globe ? Has it been
grown for ten years ? and has a sufficient amount of evidence
been collected on the above points to form a judgment in con-

formity with the most severe standard of perfection recog-
nised in this branch of culture ? When a variety is found
to possess all these qualities, that is the variety to save
seed from with the view of obtaining an improved variety.

It must not, however, be forgotten that perfect seed can
only be obtained from healthy adult plants carefully cul-

tivated, and under no extraordinary conditions as regards
situation.

When I hear of any one having artificially fertilised a
flower of any hermaphrodite Strawberry I doubt the truth
of the statement. Let any one examine the flower of the
Strawberry before the corolla opens, and on raising the
petals he wiU find that the anthers covering the stigma
of the pistil spring fr-om the pits in the forming receptacle.

By the time the corolla has opened fertilisation has taken
place. On examining with a magnifying glass the orifice of

the withered stigma it wiU be found that the ovary is closed,

and that natural fecundation has been ah-eady effected. It

is then impossible to introduce the pollen of another variety.

There is yet another principle which is pretty generally
admitted by those best acquainted with the subject. It is

this—The more a variety of fruit, after successive deviations,

differs from its primitive type, and the further it is removed
from the place of its origin and the conditions of climate
which it there enjoyed, the greater is its inclination to vary
still further when raised from the seed carefully selected.

Placing more reliance on this principle than on the new
system of artificial fetilisation, I saved the seed of a dozen
plants of La Oonstante, carefully cultivated, and in a situa-

tion where it was impossible that the flowers could be im-
pregnated by the pollen of any other variety, and the re-

sult was very convincing as to the soundness of the above
principle. From these seeds were raised the new varieties

Lucas, La Fertile, Souvenir. Hero, Model, Bijou, &c., all of
them differing from each other. This tends to prove that the
improvement by seminal variation arises from a combina-
tion of cu-cumstances quite distinct from artificial fecunda-
tion, and such is my conviction baaed on a aeries of facta
observed by myself. If any one does not agree with me on
this point, I would advise him to experiment for himself,
and draw his conclusions from facts actually observed.—
J. DE JoNGHE, 9, Eue Coenroets, SainUQiUes, Brussels.

SOIL FOE RHODODENDEONS.
In No. 206 of The Jouenal op Hobticulture I find

attention is drawn to this subject. Having a considerable
extent (upwards of fifty acres), of the hardy kinda of Ehodo-
dendrons under my charge, and in very different soils, I can
fully corroborate aU Mr. Robson says with regard to the
diversity of soils they will grow in. With regard to the
sawdust, I can assure Mr. Robson that that is not the cause
of failure, even though it contains that from resinous trees,

for we have young seedlings growing in soil freely mixed
with it.

Many of the hybrid Rhododendrons, I fear, are far too

tender, except in very sheltered places ; at least, I find

them so here. I obtained a lot from an eminent firm in

England, and was assured they were perfectly hardy. I

planted them by the side of common kinda, but they would
not do ; they scarcely kept alive, though the soil was all that
could be wished. I removed them to another spot, and
they are doing well, but many of them open too early, and
are spoiled by late spring frosts. As they are now planted
they are surrounded by common kinda that do well, so that

there can be no difference as to soU and situation, and the
very common Rhododendrons will not succeed well unless

they are sheltered considerably from the prevailing winds,
especially in spring.
The nature of the soil under Rhododendrons is here very

variable, and the most numerous and best seedlings for trans-

planting are on a gravelly loam, and in the shade. There
might be more seedlings at the mountain glens but for the
Heath and Moss ; where they do take is chiefly by the side

of drains.

In my humble opinion the three essentials for the success-

ful growth of the Rhododendron are shelter, shade, and
moistui'e while growing, with a spongy black turf freely

mixed with sandy gravel, and not too deep—not exceeding
2 feet. Never plant in what is termed a soapy turf; and
when mountain turf is scarce, a good mixture of leaf mould
may be used with the turf of a sandy loam pasture cut an
inch thick, and laid by until it is half rotten, using sand
and gravel freely.

In removing Rhododendrons I have used, with good suc-
cess, moss wrapped around each plant, and left on when
planted ; the ball being being kept moist the roots soon
pass into the moss, and when once started they endure the
presence of unsuitable substances much better. Be sure to

give a good soaking at planting and again in a week or so,

if the weather should set in dry.

—

Geoege Beckett, Shan-
hally, Clogheen, Ireland.

FEEISrCH ASPAEAGUS.
Refeerinq to the correspondence in your Journal lately,

" English versus French Asparagus," I requested L'Herault,

of Argeuteuil, to send me a bundle, which I have received

this day. Thirty-six heads weigh lOJ lbs. I send you here-

with ten heads, and shall be glad if you will cook and eat

them this day, and decide the question, whether all that is

not green is as " tough as the roots of an old Elm tree," as

our friend Mr. George Abbey asserted.—H. S. Watson, The
Cottage, Old Charlton.

[We obeyed our correspondent's injunction. The ten

heads were 9 inches long, 4 inches in circumference in their

largest part, and weighed rather over 2.^ lbs. Their upper
3 inches were perfectly tender, and the interior of the re-

maining 6 inches was scarcely less so, but the flavour of the
top 3 inches was much weaker than that of our well-grown

full-coloured Asparagus.]
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WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

The hoe shoiild be employed vigorously in eradicating
weeds and loosening the soil about young plants where it is

hardened by the sun. Basil and Marjoram, if forwarded in

pots, or boxes, may be transplanted on a rich border after a
shower of rain. Beans, make another sowing of Long-pod,
Green Windsor, or any other approved sort. Earth-up the
early crops, but if the weather continue dry give them a
good watering previous to doing so. Broccoli, the seed-beds
should be frequently sprinkled with soot, wood ashes, or

dust of some kind to preserve the young plants from what
is commonly called the fly. The young seedlings sometimes
disappear without any apparent cause, but if they were
examined about 10 o'clock at night with a lighted candle, the
slugs then visible would remove all doubts as to the cause

;

to destroy them, sprinkle them with quicklime. Carrots, thin
and water those required for early use. If the first main
crops have failed, sow seed 'of the Early Horn immediately.
Cucamhers, when the linings of the beds are renewed care
must be taken that the heat is not great immediately round
the sides of the frame ; as a large portion of the roots of

the plants will be formed there, water should be given more
frequently there than at any other part of the bed. As soon
as the ridges are ready for the plants, these may be planted
out beneath the hand-glasses, they will require to be covered
with mats during the night. Parsley, thin the early sowing
as soon as it is up. Select some old plants for seed. Peas,

earth-up and stick the advancing crops, but before doing so

they should be watered if the soil is dry. Make another
sowing. Scarlet Runners, make a sowing in the open ground
to succeed those that may have been forwarded in boxes,

and which will be ready to plant out about the end of the
week. Tomatoes, if the plants were raised at the time re-

commended, they will now be strong and fit to plant out in
the end of the week, to be planted singly, and kept well

watered until they obtain roothold. Turnips, thin the ad-
vancing crops and make another sowing of the Stone to
come in in July and August. Where any main crops have
failed, no time should be lost in getting in more seed ; if the
soil is moderately moistened by rain so much the better for

sowing the seed, but do not wait for it, for if the seed is

sown when the ground is dry and warm, the first shower will

be of moi'e service to it than if sown after it.

FBUIT GARDEN.
WaU trees now require especial attention. Disbudding

should be performed at an early stage of growth, and con-

tinued at intervals during their season of active growth.
Inspect aU grafts, removing wild shoots and insects.

FLOWEB GARDEN.
We shall suppose that all the bedding-out plants are in a

fine healthy state, the next consideration will then be the
arrangement of the colours in the beds, and that arrange-
ment must be left to the taste of the planter, who. if at-

tention has been given to the subject so frequently adverted
to in the pages of The Journal of Horticulture, will be
the best judge of the sins of omission, or commission, on
former occasions. As showery weather generally occurs

about the middle of the month, advantage should be taken
of it to plant the bedding-out stock, beginning with the

hardier kinds—such as Calceolarias, Verbenas, Scarlet Gera-
niums, &c., leaving Heliotropes, Petunias, Anagallis, Nierem-
bergia, and such plants as are more susceptible of injury

from even slight frosts, until the latter part of the month.
All shoots which are long and that are likely to be injured

by being blown about by the wind should be pegged down
and some small branches stuck amongst the plants to shade
them from bright sunshine, and protect them in some degree
from the effects of such slight frosts as may occur at this

time. Many of the coniferous trees of modern introduction

are well worthy of a place on the lawn or in pleasure grounds.

If it were in contemi)lation to add such a noble feature to

the home grounds, we would advise, from some experience

on the subject, this as the most favourable season for plant-

ing them on slightly raised mounds of loamy soil, and to

water and stake after pLanting. The leading shoot of the

Deodar Cedar, and other naturally drooping shoots, should
be allowed free play, for if tiod-up straight they are apt
to die. Auriculas to be potted immediately after their

flowering season. Good turfy loam well rotted, mixed with
one-fourth leaf or vegetable mould, one-fourth rotten dung^
a small portion of river sand, and a little bone dust if it cam
be procured, are all the ingredients necessary to grow them
to the greatest perfection. Such as are intended to produce
seed must not be potted until the seed is gathered.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
It wiU be well to bear in mind during the summer that

the shape and sturdiness of every plant will depend in a
great measure upon frequent attention to pinching out the
point of every strong-growing shoot before it gets too long.

A liberal supply of clear liquid manure to be given occa-

sionally—that is, about once or twice a-week, according to,

the state of the weather or the healthy or luxuriant growth
of the plants. Plants in a sickly state, or such as have
been recently potted, will not require it ; indeed, to such it

would be positive injury. Cinerarias should receive plenty
of air to keep the plants in a healthy state without drawing
the foliage ; green fly must be kept down by tobacco smoke.
The Chinese Azaleas going out of bloom should have the
seed-vessels picked off, and such as require more pot-room
to be shifted, using rich fibry peat with a good sprinkling of

silver sand. The Epacrises that are done blooming, and are

now commencing their growth, should be potted; they
delight in heath soil like the Indian Azaleas. The young
stock of hardwooded plants should be growing freely, and
will now require careful attention to supply them with a
warm and moist atmosphere, with sufficient air at favour-

able opportunities to secure short-jointed and compact
growth. Balsams to be frequently shifted into larger-sized

pots, and placed in a gentle bottom heat near the glass with
sufficient air to prevent them from being drawn.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Very much the same as last week—ground-stirring, weed-
killing. Pea and Bean sowing, and watering where absolutely

necessary, as in the case of two successions of Cauliflower.

After watering the first lot turned out, removed the Laurel
twigs which surrounded them, forked over the ground which,

had become a little hard, and then threw all over the grovmd,

as the forking proceeded, a little half-rotten stubble and
litter which had been used for j^rotectiou in winter. This
will secure the plants from the drought, and a little nutri-

ment will be washed out of it if we have a good rain, as the

clouds, the dust, the wind, and a falling barometer seem to

indicate.

Mulching.—Much of the usefulness ofmulching depends on
the time it is used. For tender and newly-planted trees in

winter it is useful for keeping frost and extreme cold from
the roots. la spring it is also useful at night for the same
purpose, but it acts injuriously in proportion to its openness
during fine days in keeping the heat of the sun out of the

ground. If kept on during summer it prevents the ground
being sufficiently heated, and a clammy, unhealthy, marshy
state of the soil is apt to be the consequence. Mulching,

then, applied in winter should be moved in warm days in

spring. Even scarce as we have been of water in summer
we should derive little benefit from mulching before the

soil was sufficiently warmed to grow healthily the plants

committed to it. We mulch these Cauliflowers because the

soil is now warm enough for them. If the rain, notwith-

standing the prognostics, do not come, we will mulch about
Peas, Beans, and, if possible. Cabbage, Asparagus, &c., with

short grass from the mowings of the lawn. It is a mistake,

however, to use any sucli mulching tco thick, or, as said

above, too soon. Thus in a continuous dry season in the

flower garden we would, if we could, mulch Calceolarias a

month or six weeks before we should think of thus helping

Scarlet Geraniums. The Calceolarias, from being denizens

of the hill sides of ChUi and Peru, will often have their

roots refreshed by the liquid from melted snow, whilst their

tops are exposed to a fierce unshaded sun. A cool bottom
and a bright warm atmosphere above them just suit the

Calceolaria, whilst with a moderate supply of moistiu^e

at the roots the sod can never be too warm for Scarlet

Geraniums. Ours were never better than last season,
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though for three months they scarcely received water in

any form.

Even in eases of mulching in summer to keep the soil moist
after it is warm enough, the mulching should never be so thick

as to prevent the soil being easily broken by the hoe or fork,

as anything like a caked surface would prevent the free action

of the atmosphere. Some failures with mulching last season,

with an account of which we were privileged, we have no
doubt were owing to two causes—mulching too soon and
mulching too deeply. One enthusiast covered the surface of

the ground so thickly with cocoa-nut refuse in the middle of
May that the groiind was like Greenland in August. Another
used a good coating of half-decomposed hotbed manure,
some 6 inches thick, for Broad Beans and Dwarf Kidney
Beans in the middle of June, and the garden Beans did
tolerably well, whilst the Dwarf Kidney Beans thus coddled
became sickly, and did not do half so well. The want of

heat in the soil and keeping heat out was the cause of the
failure. An inch or two would have been better than such
a dressing.

Another friend writes, and wishes to know why we do not
say a good word for cocoa-nut refuse for mulching, especially

in hot dry summers. We have not done so, not because we
undervalue the material, but because we have used it but
little out of doors, and are old-fashioned enough to believe in

just a moiety of the wonders it is said to accomplish. If he
would send us a ton or two for larger experiments we might
be induced to change our opinions. We must say, however,
that some correspondents proved its admirable adaptation
last summer for keeping their flower and other beds moist
with little or no watering. They did not put it on too
early, and the thickest we were told of was only from IS- to
2 inches.

Sowed Gherkins, Vegetable Marrow, &c., as we prefer the
plants should go out without being stunted. Potted Chilis,

Tomatoes, etc. Pricked up the surface soil in Cucumber-
beds ; made more beds for frames, as detailed the other
week. Thinned-out Carrots and Turnips in frames, and ex-

posed Potatoes that had been covered with glass to the sun
and air during the day, giving them still a little protection
at night. Earthed-up some of the most forward Potatoes in

the open garden, and in some frosty mornings scattered a
little litter over the tops, which kept them all right.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Did a little shortening, nipping, and fastening out of

doors, as we have been rather behind this season. Thinned
and shortened shoots in orchard-house. Tied-in shoots in
Peach-house. Regulated in Fig-pit. Thinned Grapes at all

convenient opportunities. Planted-out more Melons, and re-
moved exhausted Strawberry plants, and replaced with fresh.

Potted about a hundred young plants, in case we should
run out, and plunged them out of doors in a bed of leavea
that will yield a nice regidar bottom heat. In about three
weeks we er[3ect the pots wUl be full of fresh roots, and then,
if the end of May and the beginning of June should be dull
and cold, we may make sure of a continuous supply before
we have plenty out of doors. In potting these we used
rather stiff loam, and rammed it fu-mly about the roots with
a round blunt-ended stick. Not to speak of very early
Strawberries, a good supply in April and May is always very
creditable to the gardener. Grapes should be thinned with
clean di'y hands and a covered head. If the hands are
natiually clammy it is best to hold the bunch in position
with a small pointed stick, and not to touch it. The ope-
rator may be certain he does not touch a bunch with his

head, whQst the on-looker is horrified at seeing the bunches
driven about as if tossed from side to side with a broom.

OBNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
For general matters see previous weeks' notices and

Mr. Keane's directions. Our chief work out of doors has
been rolling, digging, planting hardy plants. Gladiolus, &c.,

and mowing where most wanted, the weather being very
unsuitable for the scythe, as we have scai-cely had any dew
for a week. Prepared beds for bedding-out plants, but we
shall be in no hurry with these, as they are growing where
they are, and a few things exposed were injured by the late

frosts. We think success is more to be secured by well pre-
paring the ground than by too early planting.

Watered.some trees and shrubs that were lately planted, -

and syringed the tops in hot days. The duller weather wiL
give them a great advantage, as the bright sun was rather
trying for them. Mere deluging at the roots with cold water
does little good, or rather harm. A syringing of the tops
and a little shading would often be more effectual.

CalceoVn-ias.—Ours this season are later than usual, and,
the cause of which we cannot explain, are lighter in colour
than usual, though they have never had an insect on them,
and the roots have been all right. They were shut up a
long time in winter, and perhaps they may have had too
iDright sun when exposed. Even now, though greatly im-
proved in the earth pits where they are gi-owing, there are
a number of plants not quite so green as we wish to see
them, but they seem rooting into nice balls.

Potting.—A great deal has been done with the later bed-
ding plants, and also with ornamental-foliaged plants, as
Begonias, Coleus, Hydrangea variegata, for the conservatoiy
in the warm months ; and as soon as possible we shall over-
haul Ferns, &c., in pots. Meanwhile we shall conclude with
three notes to oblige inquirers.

1. A slight hofbed in which at once to insert cuttings of bedding
2}lants.—The depth of the bed should be proportioned to the
time of the spring. This is how our last was made. One
foot of long litter mixed with some horse-droppings, so as to
raise a little heat, 9 inches of rather warm tree leaves, aU
trodden, then 2 inches of rotten tree leaves beaten level, then
from 2 to 3 inches of sandy loam, and a little leaf mould
passed through a half-inch sieve, the riddlings being placed
over the rough leaf mould. This sandy soil was beaten
gently and watered with warm water, and when set on the
sm-face from a quarter to a half inch of road-drift sand was
placed over it, and Verbena and other cuttings were dibbled
in at about 2 inches apart. In from a fortnight to three weeks
they were all struck, and when properly hardened by giving
more and more air and then removing the glass altogether,

the plants will rise with nice little balls, the rootlets keep-
ing fast hold of the leaf mould at bottom.

2. Balsams.—" Many of these after I have grown them to
a. large size come single. I have but little room. I should
like to have only good double ones." Prove them thus
before you grow them so large : Pot off all your seedlings in
three or four-inch pots. Keep them in these pots, giving
them, when the pot is full of roots, a little manure water
until they show a bloom or two. Set aside all those that
show single flowers, throwing them away, or plant them out
of doors ; take aU the flower-buds off the double ones, give
them suocessional potting, and grow as large as yoir like, and
when you let them bloom you wiU be sure to have flowers
like the first specimens.

3. Cocliscomhs.—"After careful culture many combs are
not regular in their growth." To have only good ones in
large pots, proceed much the same as with Balsams. Either
prick out the Cockscombs 2 or 3 inches apart in shallow pans,
or pot them separately in three-inch pots. Keep them in
either case until the combs show. If only half an inch in
size, you wiU be able to judge at once of what their shape
will be. Then carefully select those with well-shapen combs,
shift and reshift and grow on, giving them bottom heat and
plenty of top heat and air, until the combs are about large
enough to please you. Hardly a comb will disaijpoint you
if you thus start fair. We think they may be had larger
by continuous growing without this check at first, but you
cannot be so sure of the quality.—R. P.

Birmingham Rose Show.—This great Midland Exhibition
of the " queen of flowers " is fixed to take place on Thursday
and Friday, July 6th and 7th. Several new features are
included in it.

To HoBTicuLTUT.isTS.—The fruits of breaking a pane of
glass are mostly currents of air.

TRADE CATAIOGUE EECEIVED.
B. S. Williams, Paradise and Victoria Nurseries, Hollo-

way, London.

—

Spring Catalogue of New, Choice, and Bare
Plants.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Mat 6.
The general supply is good. Pines and Grapes are more plentiful, and

forced Strawberries are sent In in large quantities. Pears may now be
Baid_ to be over, though a few are still to be had. Green Gooseberries have
made their appearance in quantity, and are bringing 43. per gallon. For
Lettuces and other salading there is a brisk demand, Cos Lettuces com-manding a ready sale at Ij. U. per score. The Potato market is still well
supplied New Potatoes from Lisbon are sold at from Zi. to 6rf. per lb.
English frame Potatoes, at from Is. 6d. to 23. the pound

4pp;Ie3 Jsieve 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush, li
Filberts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 50

d. s.

to4

Gooseberries ...j sieve
Grapes lb. 10 15
Lemons loo 5 10
Melons each

60

«. d. 8. d
Mulberries punnet OtoO "
Xectarines _ doz.
Oranges loo 6 14
Peaches doz. 36 45
Pears (kitchen)...bush. 8 12

dessert doz. 3 10
Pine Apples lb. 6 n 12
Plums J sieve
Strawberries ....'.. ..oz. 6 10
Walnuts bush. 14 20

VEaETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans Broad \ sieve

Kidney 100
Beet, Bed.. .._ doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brussel.^Sprouts \ sieve
Cabbaee doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunc^i
Cauliflower doz.
Celerv bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

4 too
2 6

1 6
3

6

7 10
S

8
3
6 4

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mu^td. & Cress, punnet
Onions ....bushel

pickling quart
Parslev J sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys ...doz.

Sea-kale basket
Spinach bushel
Tomatoes \ sieve
Turnips hunch
VecetableMarrows doz.

H. d. s. d
n 3 to f,

21

1

2

5

6

1

9

7 6
2 6

B
3

2

"

7

S

6

6

2
2

n

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* We request that no one will write privatel.r to the de-

partmental wi-iters of the " Journal of Horticulture
Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so
doing: they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All communications should therefore be ad-
dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticul-
ture, Sec, 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those
on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them
on separate communications. Also never to send more
than two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

RosK Lejtos (A Lndy Suhscrihcr) .—One of the leaves has been eaten byBome one of the leaf-mining grubs. There is no remedy for this but picking
off and crushing the leaves attacked. The other leaves exhibit symptoms
of starvation. Liquid manure, given twice a-week, and mulching over the
roots, would soon remove tho^e symptoms.
Cape Watili: (fV).-" Wattle" is the Australian name for any Acacia

but which is the "Cape Wattle" we do not know. Having no information
as to the cultnre adopted by you, we cannot advise.

Oechids (r., 1/ P.).—Your specimen is Oneidium luridum var. guttatum-
The tint of the green of the buds of PhaliDnopsia vary in colour, but we
never saw them absolutely yellow.

Khododrkpron Skedlino (a .E'.)._There are many better in the same
style, but to form a deflnite judgment the pbnt must be seen. Send it
to the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Guano LiaciD Mandre {Woodhank). — Tvo ounces of guano to each^llon of water will make a liquid manure quite strong enough (or

Manaoehent op Bi.i.ns {Fmily Coo*).—We think you will gain all the
Information you require for the present by applying to Messrs. E. G Hen-derson & Son. of the Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, for a copy oftheir Bulb Guide." It was published in 1860. Its only fault is its beinir
too concise. 'W e quite agree with you In thinking that a work similar tothe one you have described would be very useful to many lovers of bulbs.
bnt It would take a considerable time in framing. We hope, however toproduce a work of this description at some future time. There is a series
of c.says on bulbs and their culture, by the late Mr. Beaton, in one of our
earlier volumes.

MowiNo Machine (,M. TT.).—We know one called "Boyd's;" but wecannot give or publish any opinions as to relative merits. That whichyon mention is now antiquated ; there have been great improvements since
that first mveotion.

-Messrs. Henderson,

Bbetde Dsstroying Pea Plants [A Suiscriber, RearsleiA.—Yoa. mustendeavour to rendir the Pea leaves as nauseous as possible to the PeaWeevils {Sitona lineata). by dusting them repeatedly with soot or lime
Increasing the rapid growth of the plants hy liquid manure would help to
save the crop. The long dry weathsr has been very favourable to these
insects, but ram will greatly thin their numbers.—W.
Water Cress Colture (Cress).— .\, you cin have a gentle current of

water through the bed every day for a few hours, you will be able to grow
Water Cresses as they do in Herts and eUeivhere to supply the London
market. The trenches in which they are growa are so prepared that, as
nearly as possible, a regular depth of 3 or 4 inches can be kept up • andwhen to be planted the bottom is made quite firrn, and slightly slopinV so
that the water which flows in at one end miy run out at the other. If the
bottom of the trench is not sufBciently moist, a small body of water is
allowed to enter to soften it. The Cresses are then divided into small sets
or cuttings, with roots attached to them ; and these are placed at the distance
of ii or 4 inches from each other. At the end of five or six days a slight
dressing of well-decompo»ed cowdung is spread over all the plants, and this
is pressed down by means of a heavy board, to which a long handle Is
obliquely fixed. The water is then raised to the depth of 3 or 3 inches,
and never higher. Each trench is thin replanted annually, and furnishes
twelve crops during the sejson. In the summer the Cresses are gathered
every fifteen or twenty days, but lesi frequently during winter. Care is
taken that at each gathering at least a third part of the bed is left untouched,
80 that neither the roots may be exhausted, nor the succeeding gathering
delayed. After every cutting a little decayed cowdung is sjread over the
naked plants, and this is beaten down by means of the rammer above
mentioned. After the Wafer Cresse* have been thus treated for a twelve-
month, the manure forms a tolerably thick layer at the bottom of the
trench, and tends to raise its level. To restore it to its original level, all the
refuse should be thrown out.

Veoetable MittRow (7". ffii/aM).- Look at p. 31 of our "Kitchen
(jardening for th3 .Miny," as you say you have our .Minuals.
Covent Garden Maricet Prices { O. P. 7.).-Our quotations are the

wholesale aad retail prices, and wa sliouH think, considering the uncertainty
of sale, and the perishable nature of fruits, that the retailer could not give
more than half these prices to the growers.
Restori.to a Waterproof TARPAUttso (IT.). -If the tarpauling has

been painted, it would be better to paint it again Ttte best piint is yellow
ochre and linseed oil, for it does not crack and become so hard as lead
colours. Most, varnishes, gums, and mixtures of resin, and similar sab-
stances, though waterproof at first, invariably crack and let the wet through.

Beaton's Goon Gracious Polvanthcs (IT. ir).-
Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, bought the stock.

Caterpilurs on Apple Trees (ff. B. P.).—We remember that the lata
Mr. Curtis, of Glazen Wood, Essex, when his orch.ird Apple trees were infested
by caterpillars, had them dusted thoroughly with the powder of slacked
lime. He had a Urge tin vessel, like the rose of a large watering-pot, per-
forated with small holes at the top and sides, and with a socket to fit on to
a long pole. Only a little lime was put into the vessel at a. time, otherwise
It was not given out freely. Aoplied cirly in the morning, whilst the dew
was on the leaves, it adhered readily, and Mr. Curtis told us that it was
effectual.

Cotting now.f AN Old Yew Hedge (R. R ).—Perhaps it would be best
to cut out two-thirds or more of the .stems of your Yew hedge, and plash or
lay the others in the same way as Thorn hedges are done, adding, at the
same time, some manure to the roots. This would at least fill up the gaps
and vacancies, and, a portion of the green being left, the plants would grow
away again. We never like to cut any evergreen down entirely, without
leaving some foliage, and Yew is no exception to the rule. We hope the
situation is dry, and if stony and porous so much the better.

Seedling White Coreants (C. Ems).—\t is possible, but not probable,
that you may obtain a better variety of WhiteCurrantanong.st the seedlings
which, we presume, are sell-sown, and have come up amongst your trees;
at the same time you may have many very inditfeient ones. They will bear
removal in moist weather, and might be planted in rows 13 inches apart,
and the plants half that distance in the row. It is possible some of the
strongest may make a shoot strong enough to bear next year, but the
greatest number will require another season's growth.
Cutting the Shoots oe Pinos excelsa (irfcm).—Unless the tree is very

irregular in growth, we would hardly advise much cutting to be done, as
we certainly prefer a little extra growth on one or two sides to a clipped-
looking specimen. If. however, any of the side branches point upwards, as
it disposed to compete with the proper leader, the tips of these might be
cut off at once ; or. what is better, as we sometimes treat Thuja, and similar
plants, bend the shoots downwards, and secure them in that position with a
string.

Prunino Apple Trees late in the Sprisq (P. Su//).—It would certainly
have been better had you pruned your young Apple trees before they com-
menced growing, but you may do so yet to a limited degree, so as to give
them the shape you wish them to take ; but if your trees were only planted
in the past winter, it is quite as well to let them alone for the first year, and
next winter to prune-in rather severely. It is considered bad practice to
closely prune-in a young tree newly planted, as it tends to encourage
suckers from the stock ; but an old tree, with its roots necessarily much
reduced by transplanting, may have its head cut-in in proportion. If, there-
fore, yonr trees are young, you had better let them alone for the present
summer, and cut-in as you like when the leaves have fallen in autumn.
Book (C if.).—The book required is called " Arbres Fruitiers," par M.A,

Dnbreuil (fifth edition), at Victor Masson & Sons, Place de I'Ecole de
Medicine, Paris. Price about 33. in London.

Names op Phhts'iC/. Jfcff.).— I, A»plenium virida; 2, Blechnum occi-
dentale ; 3 and 17, vars. of Asplenium bulbiferura ; 4. 10, 13, Lastrea Filix-
mas ; 6, 7, Lastrea diiatata collina ; 11, Achyrium Filix-roemina rhmticum;
14, Asplenium adiantum-ntgrum ; 16, 19, Pteiis hastata macrophylla;
13, Blechnum pectinatum ; 18, Pterls hastata; 20, Cyrtomium fatcatum

;

31, Polystichum aculeatum lobatuni; 8, Lastrua lomula; 5, 9, 12, very
Imperfect. The Grape was smashed. The roots of the Vine are probably
too cold. (A. ii;.).— Lonlcera alpigena. (f. Edmards).—\, Amygdalus
nana; 2, Anemone apennlna; 3, Corydalis Intea; G, Epimedium alpinam.
No8. 4 and 5 cannot be satisfactorily named from suoh scraps. They are
most likely 4, Epimedfnm violaceum, and, 5, E. macranthum.
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heart, legs, and breastbones—they considerably help the
gravy to serve with it. We have wandered tiU we must
defer future remarks and advice.

EEAEING POULTEY IN A CONFINED SPACE.
Baving read the several papers upon "Poultry-keeping

.from a Commercial Point of View," and finding they have
ceased, I beg to submit a few hints for the benefit of your
readers, prompted by the perfectly theoretical style of those
papers.

Before our fi-iends go too deeply into the speculation, let

ns question the most reasonable plan for keeping poultry
from a " truly commercial point of view," and I think we
shall come to the conclusion that poultry may be kept with
a much more commercial and business-like aspect in every
home than is generally believed, and the enormous quan-
tity of a million eggs per day would not have to be im-
ported into this country. "We need but to make it more uni-

veisally known that poultry can be kept with profit in very
limited spaces, and in London as well as the country, and
show the public that by judicious care and feeding fowls will

positively thrive well and lay just as many eggs as the very
best yards in the country can boast of, and by so doing
induce a thousand persons to keep fowls where only one
person has hitherto done so. This, I maintain, is one way,
and a certain, practical way, of keeping poultry from a com-
mercial point of view, and by which the whole community
would benefit.

There are very few houses in or out of London but what
have tolerable-sized yards, or pieces of ground sometimes
called gardens. If the sunny side of the smallest of these

plots were parted off, and a neat but inexpensive dry roost

and run made for only a few birds—that is to say, no more
kept than would be required for eggs, and no cock allowed

if there were only one house and run, as breeding would
be of ooixrse quite out of character in such a case—further,

if the family were taught to feed, but not fatten, the fowls

thrice each day (and less if they did not pick up every grain

thrown to them, one meal being saved from the house
scraps properly cooked, and that meal prepared overnight,

so that the scrap-meals might be all used up before any
thing which had to be purchased wei-e given to them),

this, I say and maintain, would be the surest way to pro-

cure a poultry company upon a truly commercial system
in every home, with but very limited liabilities and very

limited expenses. I am sorry to say I have found numbers
of persons commence keeping poultry and give up very

-qnickly in disgust, declaring tliat each egg cost something
like is. ; but I am happy to be able to add, that I have
pieveBted several from giving up who were about doing so.

I always found the causes as nearly as possible alike—that

the birds were not looked after often enough by the family

themselves. They were left to servants to feed them, who
threw down bowlsful of food, which became trodden under
foot and wasted. The fowls either became so fat that they

seldom, if evei-, laid an egg, or else they sickened ; and as for

cleaning, this seldom or never occurred until the filth accu-

mulated to such an extent as to become a nuisance. As for

dust, gravel, old mortar rubbish, the fine-ash siftiugs from

the cinders—these sanitary additions were never thought of,

and often not understood. Of course, if some of these people

had an egg it was generally without a shell ; an occasional

sudden death occurred amongst the hens through over-

feeding, and, of course, all helped to deter families from

more generally keeping them. Then, again, with their

feeding, the green meat was not attended to. To economise

the greens, which every family can obtain more or less plen-

tifuUy, the proper plan is to puU off the leafy portions from

the stems or thick parts, and give the fowls as much as

they will eat; the remainder, together with the stems and

edible portions of the stumps, should bo chopped up to about

the size of peas, and mixed with their prepared scrap-meal.

By scraps I mean refuse pieces of meat (after the bones

have been well scraped, give them to the fowls to polish,

which they will do most cleverly), every crumb of bread,

and potato-peelings, which must be cooked. The meat,

whether fat, skin, gristle, or lean, may be either raw or

cooked, no matter which. The whole of these being mixed

will form their best meal, most nutritious, most economical, ^
and most conducive to egg-producing; and if these mate-
rials should happen to mix a little too thin, add some barley
meal, but this expense all must try to avoid. The con-
sistence should be such as, when thrusting the hand in, the
mixture will not moisten and stick to the fingers. All egg-
shells and other shells should be burnt in the fire, and when
the ashes are sifted and the refuse thrown to the fowls they
will pick out every minute particle of shell. This will assist

them in the formation of egg-shells, and materially help,

with other limey particles which must be mixed in the dust,
in keeping them in good condition.

There is a small point in this method which should not
be overlooked—I mean the sifting of cinders. In every
house there is a considerable quantity of ash made, and
some coals make much more than others, but it is not in

every house that you 4nd a cinder-sifting box. If it is

insisted on, as an important duty on the part of the servants,

always to sift the cinders collected every morning when
clearing out the fireplaces, to throw the dust to the fowls,

for which they will show signs of thankfulness, and take
back to the house the large cinders for use, a visible reduc-
tion in the coal account will be perceptible in many families,

which must be placed to the credit of the fowls' account.

By adopting such a practice a dust-bin will not be required

;

a refuse coi-ner may, for the purpose of storing the manure
for the flowers, if there is a garden ; or if a yard, a comer
is requu-ed also for broken crockery, &c., and for hiding the
manure.
How often has the question been put, and answered by

people themselves in the same breath, " My fowls used to

do well ; now they seem sickened, degenerate in size, weak
in productive powers. Is it," they ask, " because the

ground is tainted by them ?" This, I assure my friends,

is one of the principal answers to my queries why fowls

should not thrive in large numbers. The earth becomes
tainted by them; they sicken of their runs; they sicken

amongst themselves, disease surely creeps in, and they

droop and die ; and poultry wiU not thrive well upon that

plot for at least two years. It is proved beyond all doubt
that no such a farm as M. Sora's or any other man's poultry

establishment ever existed, or does now exist, where chickens

are hatched by thousands and tens of thousands, and thou-

sands of hens are kept for laying eggs in one or on one
estate only ; and the horse-feeding system was no greater

ruse than any other part of the plan once set forth. My
opinion of it was that the whole production was a mere idea

which the promoter thought a novel one, and he would just

startle the nations with it, and put it down as a bonHfide

affau- in black and white. I should say he" was most likely

one of tlie members of the Society of Horse-eaters (Hippo-

phagist), not very well pleased with his meal, so he enter-

tained a new idea of disposing of the remnants of their

feasts.

In conclusion, I must add that I believe the plan adopted

in France for producing such large quantities is similar

to the plan I have proposed to a certain extent—that

there and in other countries greater numbers of separate

families keep poultry ; and that which tends to then' suc-

cess is, that as they find the poultry help them to live,

they attend to them systematically ; and those persons

we call higglers go round regularly and collect the eggs
from them ; these, again, frequently sell the eggs to a

factor, who is the exporter. This I can fuUy believe is the

truly great poultry principle adopted in France and other

countries.

With regard to the accounts of the hatching and rearing

of chickens by millions in Egypt by the Bermeans, I believe

fully in those accounts, but we are not in full possession of

all the facts in connection with theu- proceedings. I cannot

believe any one, nor one hundred, farms ever reared chickens

artificially in any such quantities ; so that I satisfy myself,

and I think many of your readers will do the same, by
believing that as the hatching of them by millions cannot

be disputed, we must conclude that numbers of farmera and

famihes came to these "mamals," as they were termed,

and purchased them, and brought them up as best they

could with the means they had at their disposal. Their

climate was pure, and in every way calculated to assist

1 them in rearing their birds artificially. They were good
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growers of grain, and no doubt paid great individual atten-

tion to their feeding.—Old Fox.

[We have omitted all you wrote about the proposed Com-
pany. There is no need " thrice to slay the slain."]

PIGEO?^ BREATHING WITH DIFFICULTY.
Firstly. Spanish liquorice dissolved in their drinking

water I have found to cure cage birds, and no doubt it

would assist the Tumbler cock. ,.-';.}

Secondly. I had a red mottled Air-Tumbler cock which was
taken very ill last year, being affected with a sort of asthma
and sore throat. I gave him pills containing 1 grain calomel

and l-12th of a grain tartar emetic^one daily for two or

three days—after which boluses of ood-Uver oil and flour,

and he speedily recovered.

Lastly. I read lately in the German poultry papers that

bacon cut in small worm-like shreds and rolled in antimony
was a sure cure for such diseases in chickens, no water to

be given for three hours afterwards.

The above is all the information I can give; it is only

necessary for me to say that antimony is a poison, and I

believe Canaries have died from drinking water in which
3 grains were dissolved in a quart of the water.—B. P.

Bbent.

THE DEEBY CAISTAEY AND OENITHOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

We have been favoured with a copy of the " Handbook of

the Rules and Regulations of the Derby Canary and
Ornithological Society, for Promoting Improvement in the
Breeds of Canaries and other Fancy Cage Birds," and which
also contains the standard properties by which the choice
breeds of Canaries and Mule birds are there judged.
Mr. G. J. Barnesby, of Abbey Street, Derby, in his preface

giyes a cheering account of the rise and progress of this

Society, which appears to be now in a flourishing state. The
book contains a long list of rules and regulations, forty-one

in number ; but as Rule 8 declares, that " I^o person is

admitted as a member of this Society unless residing in the
county or boi-ough of Derby," these rules can have little

interest for the general reader. We can only express a
regret at this exclusiveness in these days of railroads and
the general diffusion of the Canary fancy. We cannot help
expressing a regret that the Derby committee should
consider it necessary to be so strict with their members, since
the London Fancy Canary Club have found it obligatory
to go with the times, and adopt a more liberal code.
The standard of properties, which is of much more interest

to the general breeder, is on the whole good ,- yet the arrange-
ment of the points, as 1, 2, or 3, is not in accordance with
the value of these points as set forth in their accompanying
explanation.

The properties for Belgian Canaries ai'e exclusively for

the Hooped or Bowed fancy, a vai-iety which strikes the
novice by its ugliness ; 'indeed, this fancy, like many others,
is one of cultivation. We do hot perceive the necessity of
distinct classes for Marked, or Ticked, and Variegated
Belgians. Would it not be better to have one standard for

the best-marked Pied Belgians ? It must also be regretted'
that no class or standard of properties is given for that
magnificent breed the Erect Belgian or, as some call them,
Dutch birds. We think the same may be said of dividing
the Marked and Variegated Norwich birds as of the
Belgians, but we conclude these are local fancies and
distinctions not recognised by fanciers in other parts, though
we have seen the same division of colour at other shows,
but could not regard it with favour.
The rules for London Fancy birds are the same as those of

the London Club, and they will do well to adhere to Rules
8 and 9, " Legs for blackness," " Flue for blackness." The
points for Lizards are well given. The Coppy or Crested
Belgians have, as stated, " considerable grace." Mongrels
we have no liking for, they are never satisfactory to the true
Fancier, though Cinnamon, Grass Green, and regular Pieds
vre often very handsome and worthy of more attention.
Wo think Goldfinch Mules should be divided into Clear

birds and Pied, the one valued for their near resemblance to

the Canary, the other for the regularity of their marking.

Linnet Mules are also noticed, but other mules and sundry
other breeds are not, we gather from a concluding note,

because "they do not appear to find much favour" in

Derby.
This Society holds a yearly exhibition, but it seems to be

confined to the town and county of Derby.
" No appeals from the decisions of the judges shall be

entertained upon any grounds whatever."

Prizes are also awarded for other British and Foreign

birds.

The book concludes with a few good hints, but we can-

not quite coincide with the last, that cats are not to be

trusted ; we can only say for ours that we can trast them,

and though constantly among the birds they have never

betrayed their trust. They are valuable in destroying mice,

and also in keeping off stray cats which have not received a

good education. We hope that this Society will tak« a

mox'e liberal view of the fancy generally and relax a few of

their stringent laws.

EEGICIDE AMONG BEES—HIVES DESERTED.
Since I last wrote in reference to bees killing queens of

other hives, I have met with several instances of it, which I

will relate.

The first was a hive to which some bees were presented

that were benumbed with cold, they went in readily, but

next morning the queen was thrown out, not dead but quite

lively and able to iiy. The commotion shewed distinctly to

which hive she belonged, and when returned she was gladljr

received. While holding the hive in my hands in order to

witness the result, I could distinctly see the motions of the

bees, and whUe most of them paid homage to her, who was by
this time a mother, there was one bee more restless than the

rest which showed signs of great uneasiness, and it at one
moment darted at her and would have killed her had I not
prevented it. I am pretty certain that it was one of the

bees I had presented to the liive the evening before.

The second case was that of a stock which lost its queen
under the following circumstances. While manipulating a
hive and taking some bees from it to add to a weak Ligurian

colony, I saw two of the bees enter another hive, and in half

an hour these two bees and the queen were thrown out dead.

The third case was similar to one which I mentioned some
time since, and was that of a strong black hive from which
I took some bees to add to another weak artificial hive of

Ligurians. Although I saw the queen when the crown-board
was removed, yet ere I laid it down she had disappeared,

and after examining every comb I failed to find her. The
day was warm, and by reason of the delay the smell was at-

tracting robbers. At length I found her in a corner of the

hive surrounded by a few bees. At the moment I was about

to seize her a strange bee darted furiously at her when I had
just caught her, and so intent was it on getting at her that

it followed my hand, attempted an entrance, and nearly

effected it, having hold of the queen by the wing, and actu-

ally stung my hand instead of her. I would, therefore,

caution all apiarians while manipulating with bees which

have a queen to try and prevent their entering other hives,

as I am perfectly satisfied that strange bees will kill queens.

Still while advancing this doctrine, I do not deny the fact of

regicidal attacks, although I have never witnessed them;
but this I know, that I have seen queens imprisoned by their

own subjects when strange bees were admitted into their

hives.

On the 5th of April, I noticed a commotion at one of my
Ligurian hives, and found the queen lying before the hive ;

I raised her and placed her at the mouth, when she entered

reluctantly, and in a few seconds I was astonished at the

great number of bees entering ; they had deserted and were

retm-ning. I thought the cause was theii- being few in num-
bers ; and knowing the value of a Ligurian queen I did not

wish to lose her, I therefore took about 5000 bees from a

strong swarm of blacks and added to them. The Sunday
following being a fine day they took wing again, and I was
just in time to see the queen depart, but was too late to

catch her, although she was the last to come out. They
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entered a hive at some distance and were all killed. There
were upwards of 15 lbs. of honey, and all in new combs. The
only remarkable feature was the confused manner in which
the eggs were deposited in the cells, there being from two
to four in each cell.

Another case of partial desertion was a Ligurian hive
which was strengthened with black bees four weeks pre-
viously. Sunday the 16th of AprU being another fine day,
the whole of tho Ligurians fled and left their fertile queen
with her black subjects. The Ligurians tried to enter a very
strong colony of black bees a quarter of a mile off,but were all
killed. It appears to me that whenever the bees are unable to
meet the demands of the queen they fly off, as I never knew
a strong colony desert its hive, whilst I have seen a weak
one with a barren queen remain till the bees had dwindled
away and only the queen was left ; but whether tuis partial
desertion was from that cause or for the purpose of robbing
I know not, but, perhaps. Mr. Woodbury will say to what
extent the Ligurians are inclined to rob or change hives, as
I remember his mentioning something of the kind. By so
doing he will favour more than

—

A. Lanabkshibe Bee-
KEKPEE.

[The occurrence referred to by my Lanarkshire co-tem-
porary took place on the 2nd of April, 1863, and was related
tiy.me in " our Journal " of the 12th of the following month

ivT^l''
"" ^^^^ •^^^'"' ^^ consisted of the entire desertion of

the bees of a Ligurian stock, attracted by what the Germans
call the " swarm-tune," set up by a very powerful colony of
black bees when released from confinement after a long
journey, ajid placed in too close proximity to the Ligurians'.
This desertion was, however, speedily and completely re-
medied by causing the two stocks to change places. It is
true that the Italians share the pilfering propensity, at
least equally with their dark brethren, but I have never
found them at all prone to desert their hives. In fact, most
of the circumslances above related are quite unparalleled
in my experience, and I trust my Lanarkshire friend will
forgive me for hinting, that they seem to me almost to
lavour the suspicion of what may be termed over-manipu-
fation on his part. I hope ere long to have the opportunity
of redeeming my promise of considering what has been ad-
vanced by others on the subject of regicide among bees.

—

A Devonshire Bee-keepeb.]

MAKING AN" AETIFICIAL SWAEM.
I WISH to make an artificial swarm from a common straw

stock hive which is very full of bees, many clustered on the
outside. Under these circumstances I would perform the
operation at once, but for the condition laid down by Mr.
Woodbury, that drones should have made their appearance
prior to the swarm being driven.
May I ask, if it be intended that it is only advisable that

there should be drones in the swarm, or whether it is abso-
lutely essential ? After the swarm shall have been driven,
would it be a favourable opportunity to introduce a fertile
Ligurian queen, and can you teU me where I can purchase
one?
I weighed my six stocks on the 4th ult., the weight was

126 lbs. gross, or about 90 lbs. for the contents of the hives.
The loss in weight since the 3rd of December, 1864, a period
of four months, averaged only 6J lbs. per hive.—M. S.

[The presence of drones in an artificial swarm is not
essential to its success, but it is absolutely necessary for
the fecundation of the young queen that drones should
exist in considerable numbers either in the parent stock or
in some of the neighbom-ing colonies within, say, a fortnight
after the operation. There would, we think, be a better
chance of success if the introduction of a Ligurian queen
were delayed two or three days after the formation of the
swarm, but we do not know where you can procure one.]

Eablt Swabms.—A fine top swarm of healthy bees was
thrown off a last season's swarm at ToUamUl, Inverkeithing,
on the 16th of April. It belonged to Mr. Henry Marr of
that place. A hive at Westhall Gardens, Oyne, threw off a
fine swarm on Saturday, April 22nd.

—

(Banffshire Joinnal.)

VERY WEAK STOCKS.
Two hives, Nos. 1 and 9 are both extremely weak. From

No. 9 are thrown out numbers of dead drones, and no
increase of the other bees. Would you unite them ? I do
not think there is half a pint of bees in either.

[No. 9 has probably a drone-breeding queen, which should
be got rid of before uniting. If this cannot be done we
should dispose of the drone-breeder and the remaining bees
together by means of sulphur, appropriating the combs and
their contents to such purpose as they may prove best
adapted for. No. 1 may in this case be best restored to
prosperity by the addition of a small swarm.]

OUE LETTEE BOX.
PooLTET Shows.—"A Hamburgh Shower " complains that he did not

know of the Wharfedale Exhibitton. or he would certainly hare exhibited
there. This is not the first letter upon such emissions ; but if Committees
will not adverti!<e in our columns, and send the neceaaary statements, we
cannot save our readers from such disappointments.

DccKS (Constant Sender, Nanftcich).—!! by saying the "Ducks percit

In a large pond," you mean that they sleep there at night, it will do them
no harm.

Goose Eoos Unfbetili
( W. C ).—We do not know how you account for

the three fertile euga, hut your gardener is right. If the tub is deep it

may answer the purpose.

Vaeiods {Old Subscriber).—Your hens may sit in the cellars, but the
chickens must be removed to a drier and better atmosphere directly they
are hatched. Hens become egg-bound from a fevered state of body. The
remedy ts to dip a wing feather in oil, and to lubricate the passage with it.

It affords immediate relief. The symptom? are—the hen walks with her
tail on the ground. Many Bantams are uncertain breeders ; the eggs you
mention are not impregnated. We cannot believe any one would purposely
spoil the eggs he sells for sitting. Leaving higher considerations outof
the question, it would be against his interests. Gamecocks' combs require
no preparation.

Kea-ring Young Pheasvmts (Novice).—Ton must put your young Phea-
sants on a dry and dusty spot, where they will have plenty of sun. Feed
them on curd, chopped egg, braiid and milk, cooked meat, chopped fine.

Buy " Pheasants and Fheasantries," by Baily, 113, Mount Street. It costs

by post. Is. Id.

Swelling in Hen's Abuomen (F. ff.).—If the swelling in question Is fat,

the frequent doses of castor oil will remove it. If it is not, it is a fatal

case, and a mere question of time. It often results from over-feeding,

especially with meat. If it does not decrease, we advise you to kill her.

You will find the hard substance made up of cheesy stuff, such as would be

produced by a mixture of white and yolk of eggs. Let lier diet be barley-

meal and mashed potatoes, with plenty of green food, especially lettace

leaves.

Spanish Hems with Bbeast Swellings (5. 5.).—The swelling is A
drepping of the crop. It is generally caused by a rapture or a relaxation

of the skin ; at other times by a fevered state of body, which causes intense

thirst, and they drink till the crop is unduly filled and distended. The
latter case can be cured by contlning the birds, and giving them a small

allowance of water; if mixed with vinegar or wormwood so much the

better. In the former case it is incurable. The hen will go on laying, but
you must make up your mind to submit to the eyesore, or the pendant in

front.

Spanish Hess Bald (ff. S. C). —Rub the bare places with sulphur oint-

meit. All this is sometime*? the work of one hen; if that be the case,

remove her. The knife is not necessary. The feathers will all grow again
speedily.

Giddiness in a Pigeon (J. X. J.).—Tour Pigeon seems to have met
with rather rough usage. Tbe twisting round of the head would seem to

indicate that the brain was affected; anJ not being able to fly may arise

from the same cause or from injury to the back. It the scalp is much torn
it may be softened by bathing with warm water. The edges may then i>e

drawn together by a needle and thread, and the wound anointed with
unsalted butter or lard. Place her in a quiet pen by herself; give a pill

containing one grain calomel, followed by a teaspoonful of castor oil : avoid
hempseed or sUmulating seeds; and put down her throat daily three or
four pieces of mortar about tlie size of peas. If the twisting of the head
increases repeat the calomel and oil, and pull out the tail; this in growing
will draw the blooi from the head.—B. P. Brent.

RaBiiitb (C. 5.).—Ivy leaves will not injure them.

Erratum.—In the article at p. 352, " llivc with Entrances at the Top,**

the explan:itory line under the woodcut should read— '* A, Passage sunk in

the top, permitting entrance to the sfocfc-hioe.*'

{

LONDON MAEKETS.
POULTRY.

-May 8.

Our supply remains very small, and, but for the unprecedentedly smalt
demand of tbe present acAson, prices wo aid be very high.

s. d.

Large Fowls .3 6 to 4

Smaller do 2 6 „ 3

Chickens 2 ,, 2
Goslings 7 „ 7

Ducklings , 4 „ 4

Guinea Fowls „

d.

n
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Ghent, and indeed of Belgium—but we will not plunge
among its vegetable treasures at once, but record collectively
our obligations to all the Dutch and Belgian cultivators of
plants with whom we held conference, for their uniform
courtesy. M. VerschaiFelt is a representative man—genial,
replete with information, communicative, and talking English
fluently, with no more of a foreign accent than is sufBoient
to render it racy.

His nursery is scarcely less extensive and his business
scarcely less large than M. Van Houtte's. We counted
thirty propagating-houses. Of Camellias 28,000 are grafted
annually, besides the thousands raised from cuttings.
M. Verschaffelt exhibits far and near at the continental
shows, and the possession of 1000 medals, of which we saw
250, are ixnmistakeable evidences of the richness of his stock,
and the skill devoted successfully to its cultiviition. In
every department there was a neatness in details, and a
healthiness without exception, which was very striking.

In noticing at page 343, Palms used as Eoom Plants, and
to the propagation of which M. Verschaffelt addresses much
attention, we omitted to particularise Latania rubra. It is

a most agreeable addition to their groups, its red leaves in
some measure compensating for the absence of ilowers.
Among the most striking of profusely-flowering climbers

is Clerodendron Thomsonoe. Two years since, M. Ver-
schaffelt placed a plant of it at each end of a house, 45 feet
long, and when we saw them in April, trained to a wire
along the apex of the roof, they had met and presented an
uninterrupted wreath of 45 feet long- densely covered with
the plants' lovely white, crimson-tipped flowers. It was a
natural beauty not to be forgotten.
The Ferns throughout were gratifying specimens of care-

ful and able cultivation, whether we turned our attention to
the liliputian species, or to the Brobdignag specimens of such
genera as Cvathea. Many of them had resisted all attempts

I

to induce them to grow vigorously—and this well deserves
[

attention—until they were grown in a house sunk 5 feet
j

below the surface. The stems of the tree Ferns never
j

matured when grown in a house, the floor of which was on
the ground level. In the house sunk below that level the >

natural moisture of the air sufliced to induce the desired
|

maturity, and the descent of rootlets in a kind of network
on the exterior is very remarkable. Tree Ferns which had <

refused to thrive have in this house made rapid growth,
j

though only removed to it in last November. Even C/athea
Smithii is there growing vigorously. The pots for even the
largest specimens are only 15 and 20 inches in diameter.
With that note we must conclude, and hasten back to

** This other Eden, demi-Pavadise
;

This fortress, built by Nitlure for herself."

Thus .Tohn of Ghent, or Gaunt, as we English persist in
calling him, described England, as Shakespere tells us, and,
let us add, if ever business, or even sterner need, take us
again to Belgium, we shall readily adopt old Gaunt's advice,
for we shall remember how much of gratification we there
enjoyed, and again

" Call it a travel that we take for pleasure."

certain of not being disappointed—G.

EOCK PLANTS.
Success in the cultivation of rock plants depends in a

great measure on providing them with a suitable soil and
position. No hollow space should exist beneath them ; but
it is a very common practice to form the rockwork and fill in
the crevices with soil, and the soil becoming too dry in sum-
mer the plants perish in consequence of their not being
deeply rooted, for the hollow space beneath prevents this
being the case. The rockwork, if properly formed, will have
the lower and inner parts efficiently drained by filling up, as
the work proceeds, with rubble or materials that will allow
of the water escaping, without leaving any vacancy that will

interfere with the well-being of the plants. In I'ocks that
are carried to a great height the inner parts need not be
composed of substances thiit will allow of the superfluous
water escaping in that direction, but may consist of any
kind of materials. The portion immediately below the roek.s,

however, should be loose and open, in order that water may
drain from the surface, and should communicate with a

part laid lower and filled with rougher materials so aa to
carry off the water. I have known a large mound formed
and covered with rock so as to have a fine effect, but though
several times planted it ptill remained barren, except the
upper parts where the plants were more healthy. This
mound proved to have been formed of what was little better
than a mass of clay and mud, water would not percolate
through it, and this so deluged the lower parts of the rock-
work that the plants nearly all perished in winter, especially
the more choice kinds, which were planted at the lower parts
so as to be more under the eye.

Eocks, then, should be so formed that the lower parts may
not be deluged with water, for though many rock plants like

cool situations and moisture they will never thrive grown as
if in a bog. The majority of Alpines are found on moist soil

on rock, the under strata being rook or gravel, through
which the surface water finds its way. Whether plants
delight in moisture, sunshine, or shade, the draining away
of water by the under strata is necessary to their existence,

for none flourish in a wet and sour soil except aquatics.

With plants peculiarly adapted for growing on dry rocks,

moisture if at all excessive in winter is their certain de-
struction, and not less detrimental to their well-being is

planting them in unsuitable positions. It is in a great
measure owing to the bad construction of rockwork that the
majority of Alpines are grown in pots. In forming rockwork
not only should effect be studied, but the health of the
jilants to be grown upon it. It should be formed so as to

permit of superfluous water being drained away, and there

should be ledges and crevices between the surface stones
which may be filled with soil.

As regards soil the majority of Alpines do well in a com-
post of turfy yellow, or hazel, loam, the top spit taken from
a pasture and laid in a heap for twelve months, and turned
over oocasionallj'. To this may be added one-third of leaf

mould, or where it can be had sandy peat would be prefer-

able because more lasting. Some require peat soil alone, or

mixed with a smaller proportion of loam ; others a free open
soil, which may be obtained by mixing small pieces of stone
with the soil, sandstone being best ; but brick rubbish will

do if stone cannot be had.

The crevices and ledges being furnished with soil of the
suitable kind (but without covering the stones to any great
extent, and leaving some quite naked, otherwise the natural

rock-like appearance will be destroyed), planting may be pro-

ceeded with. In doing so take advantage of a hollow in the
upper part of a stone to introduce soil and a plant of a kind
that will cover it in time. Guard against crowding; leave

room for all the plants to grow into large patches, unless,

indeed, they are not of a spreading nature, when they may
be planted much more closely, but never so as to smother
the non-spreading, but all so that tliej' can grow and unfold

their beatifies without requiring much and frequent attention

in order to keep them within bounds. In planting bear in

mind that rockwork is expected to be interesting not at one
particular period, but at all seasons, and do not put all the
spring-blooming species in one place, and the summer-bloom-
ing in another, nor should those of which the merit mainly
consists in their foliage be all collected in one place, but
plant for effect at all seasons. In a word, mass them as you
would bedding plants, and they will then form a fine feature

in the distance, being beds of white, blue, red, and yellow,

interspersed with green and rooky crags. It is astonishing

what splendid masses some Alpines, usually so insignificant

in pots, make when planted in nooks and corners of rock-

work where, small as they are, they often become too large

for the places assigned them. No one who has not seen

them in masses in their native wilds, or in large clumps on
rockwork, can form an idea of their beauty from the culti-

vation of them in pots or small patches.

Whilst providing for rendering the rockwork effective at a
distance, these masses should not be seen all at once when
close at hand. Another great charm of rockwork is to find

some plant where no one would think of looking for it.

Some of the more diminuiive species should be apparently

hidden by the masses of the spreading kinds, and though
not productive of effect at a distance, will be very interest-

ing at a near view. Alpines are best planted in spring, but

those which are evergreen may be successfully removed after

flowering. It is advisable to have them established in pots ;
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they can then he planted out at any time, either that, or

transplanting with a ball, being necessary to the success of

many kinds. A few will succeed without this care, but the

majority require attention in planting and watering until

established.

After blooming the dead flower-stems and those seeding

should be cut away, the clumps or patches reduced if too

large, thinned out, and weeded. In spring a little fresh soil

may be placed around those which from want of soil do not

spread so much as desired. The whole should be gone over

twice a-year—in spring to add a little fresh soil to such as

require it, to see that none are sufTering from want of room,

and to replace the dead with fresh plants ; and again in

autumn to remove ail decayed foliage and give the whole a

tidy appearance. At other times rock plants require but
little attention beyond an occasional weeding in summer,
watering in dry weather, and now and then a little regu-

lation to prevent those of less luxuriant growth being
smothered by their more vigorous neighbours. Want of

attention, however, to these simple matters will seriously

affect them in time, and a goodly selection will dwindle down
to a very few kinds, and these, the commoner and more
hardy. Eock plants, are a very numerous class ; and to give

an account of all that we have at present in cultivation

would be extremely tedious. I can only, therefore, note on a

future occasion some of the more conspicuous.

—

G. Abbey.

IMPORTANCE OF AN ABUND.VNT WATER
SITPPLY.

"We cannot command the sun—the fire que,3n ; but water
we can supply. We can, in some measure, obtain aitiScial

heat. T fancy that in time we shall geothermnlise our gar-

dens with hot-water pipes, .and also lay down tramways for

the easier transport of watei-. When we got .an excess of

sun, vegetation languishes, and when we have an excess of

rain in a sunless summer, for want of heat and an equi-

valent evaporation, plants in our g.ardens put on sere and
yeUow leaves. Our gardeners often fail, and are blamed for

faults not tlieiL' own. How often do we see in large gardens
only one pump, and that one in an inconvenient place to

make tlie most of it.

Three of the most necessary things to look to, in selecting

ground for a garden, are the Cti.pacity for free drainage,

access to the sun's rays, and an adequate supply ot water.
A garden should be flat, and in the case of one pump, troum-
ways should be laid down, and the water should be conveyed
by water-carts drawn by a donkey or by a man. In either

case much water may be conveyed with proportionately little

effort. There is, however, another way still easier. Water-
tanks on raised brickwork may be established near the
pump. By a forcing-pump the water from the pump may
be lifted into the tanks, hose of sufficient length to reach
all parts of the garden, may be attached to the tanks and
without further effort, by tiirning the screw, a man may
" stand at ease," and water copiously the languishing plants.

At a large establishment near here this is done. By ma-
chinery turned by a horse the water is forced up to the
reservoir on the top of the stables, which are above the
garden. It descends thence by a pipe, to which a hose is

attached. I have myself watered with it the bedding plants

effectually on a broiling summer's day. Nor is water less

essential for culinary plants in such a summer as the last.

There is, however, one plant to which I am more attached
than to any other, which needs for the cleansing of its

foliage, and also for other purposes, a deal of water in a

burning summer—namely, the Eose.
The sun's power of exhausting moisture is beyond concep-

tion. Strong lands for a while supply the plant with moisture
by capillary attraction ; but as soon as the moisture is ex-

hausted the sun bakes the land into a concrete, and burns
up the rootlets. The plant, of course, will do no more that
year, even if it do not die. Nor is this the case with
Hoses only. Were Beans and Peas invested with a voice,

they would tell vou of the necessity last summer for rain, or
" aqua ptimpaginis." What multitudes of things are burned
up, or so checked before rain comes, that they are spoiled

every tomd summer.
To show how much we owe to Providence for the supply

of rain, I copied (when I wrote this article, some months
back), the following from the Evening Mail ;

—

" The deficiency of rainfall." " Few people have an ade-

quate idea of what is really implied, when the Registrar-

General reports, that the deficiency of rainfall at Greenwich
in the last two years has amounted to nearly 14 inches. If

that is an average instance, respecting deficiency in the

country generally, then the quantity of rain in England and
Wales in 1863 and 1864, has been below the usual quantity by
at least 52,000,000,000 tons of weight of water, or 500,000,000

tons per week."
In my small place I have three pumps. Nothing that I

care for ever lacks water. I love a dry summer and a West
Indian sun. As the sun burns so I pump. Owing to this,

last summer I had fruits in perfection, and a daily exhibition

of Eoses. The earth was as hot as a frying-pan. For lack

of water no doubt many people's Eoses suffered in their

roots, and have beea finished up by zero ; but I have lost

hardly any, and from summer-watering and winter-strawing

I never had them in such splendid condition as they are

now. The same may be said of the Strawberry plants and
other things, all of which were kept well supplied with

water.

It is to be hoped that proprietors of gardens, especially of

large ones, will place at the head gardener's disposal suffi-

cient water power. Without this, in such a summer as the

last, he must be signally defeated. When the gardeners of

England read this attempt to aid them, I have no doubt

they will cry loudly, "hear, hear!"—W. F. Ejidolytfe,

Tarrant Riishton, Blandford.

FRUIT TREES IN CULTIVATED AND OTHER
GROUND.

Some time ago Mr. Pisli called attention to the fact that

fruit trees are occasionally to be met with in a highly pro-

ductive condition, although, so far as tillage of the ground
is concerned, their roots are sealed up from the external air.

Examples of this often present themselves, and now and
then cases of an extreme character appear. It is not un-

usual to see a Pear tree occupying, perhaps, 400 or 500 square

feet of wall, although its roots are under a stone or brick

pavement, or, it may be, ,a mae.a'lamised road, and yet the

health and fruit-bearing properties of the tree are all that

can be desired. And why should it not be so ? Nature

presents us with examples of other kinds : an old Oak,

around whose venerable stem the children of several gene-

rations may have gathered acorns, continues to put forth

green leaves, and to bear its accustomed crop, with no more
breaking up of the soil than that which arises from the

action of frost ; and probably Nature requires no more—at

all events we see her work effectually performed without

our assistance in tlie case of the Oak. The Hawthorn,

Yew, and, in fact, timber trees of all kinds, carry on their

growth in a manner which we cannot well im^jrove upon

—

and all without the spade. Hence it becomes necessary to

pause ere we too confidently affirm its utility in the case of

fruit trees that have attained a lair bearing size. At the

same time there are some considerations which ought to have

due weight in arriving at a decision in their case.

In general great rapidity of growth is rarely wanted in

any fruit tree except it be the "Vine, or when, in some special

case, a tree is wanted to occupy a given space as quickly as

possible. Jyiore generally, however, a moderate growth and
firm well-ripened shoots are desirable, and to obtain the

latter, deep rich soil is, perhaps, not the best medium, un-

less it should happen that the summer, more especially the

latter part of it, bo dry and warm, so as to ripen instead of

prolonging the growth of the young shoots. Mr. Fish justly

observes, that ground having a hard firm surface is some-

what warmer than it would be if it had the loose texture

given it by tillage, and we may give the warmer and drier

medium the credit of ripening instead of prolonging the

growth of whatever it may be cropped with. Now, in the

case of fruit trees, early growth and its proper ripening are

of the greatest importance, whiles v!tfh kitchen-garden crops,

especially of certain kinds, the veverse state of things is

wanted ; and to combine the gulture of the two, as is often

d0B8, mnst, of eourse, entail a somewhat intermediate Qourse,
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not the best possible for each individually, but unquestion-

ably the best for the two united. Let us see how these con-

siderations affect the class of fruits whose cultivation involves

most uncertainty, and, commencing with the Peach, let us
examine the general conditions under which it is grown.

I believe in a former article I have stated my belief that
the Peach thrives best in a soil containing more than the
average amount of saline matter, and in this view I was
confirmed by a correspondent who had seen the rapid growth
the trees make in South America, where the ground was
almost crusted with salt. There is also some reason to

believe that the soil of the districts in Australia where
the Peach thrives so luxuriantly, is also more or less im-
pregnated with salt, and in our own country some of the
best Peach trees that I know of are to be found near the
coast, where the influences of the sea air as well as the salt

spray have given the required seasoning to the soil and
atmosphere. In inland districts the prosperity or otherwise
of the trees may also be in some measure attributed to the
presence or absence of salt in the composition of the soil of

the district in which they are grown, coupled, of course,

with other favourable circumstances. This, however, is a
digression from the object in view, which was to determine
whether a surface rendered open and porous by tillage or

one that was firm and hard was the better medium for the
roots. On this point the evidence is naturally conflicting,

as there are comparatively few Peach-borders which are not
dug more or less, and the question of the utility of digging
is as often answered in the negative as in the affirmative,

by the trees not i^rospering in a cultivated border ; never-
theless there are a few cases in which Peach trees on a
border in a great measure exempt from cultivation thrive
and produce good crops, and one of these cases of an ex-

treme character may be adduced in support of the plan of
non-cultivation.

About thirty years ago a gentleman who had a very good
wall of Peach trees, which up to that time had produced
good crops, and were by good management kept in tolerable

health, thinking they showed signs of declining vigour,

conceived that it arose from the border being cropped. The
border, 10 or 12 feet wide, was not heavily cropped with
early Peas, &c., as is too often the case, but was devoted to

the growth of the best herbaceous plants, with now and
then some from the greenhouse intermixed with them in

summer. Of course, a certain amount of digging was per-

formed in winter, and the gentleman thought there was an
apparent falling off in the health of the trees, and as he was
a keen horticulturist, he conceived the idea of having the
flowers all removed, and the border covered with turf, which
was done much to the chagrin of many who admired the
choice collection of plants carefully arranged on that border
of some 500 feet in length, as well as on one on the opposite
side of a ten-feet-wide walk. However the turfing was ac-

complished, and the spade laid aside, and I was told with
good result. Dnfortunately, my acquaintance with the
place ceased soon after the change alluded to, but from the
e'vidence of a friend the trees prospered for several years
afterwards. This, no doubt, is an unusual case, but it con-

fii-ms Mr. Fish's views, in so far that tillage is not always
an essential feature in the culture of healthy trees. I may
add, that although the place in question was in the far

north, and on an elevated position, it was nevertheless a dry
one, a sandstone shatter forming the subsoil, with a great
depth of sandstone underneath. Doubtless the free perco-

lation of water through the soil had mvich to do with
hastening tlie ripening of the wood. I believe that other

plants not usually met with so far north withstood the

winter very well in that garden, and one of the largest

plants of Hydrangc-i I ever saw was in it, and some stan-

dard Figs had stood some years in a sheltered corner, but I

do not think that they bore much, unless it was in the hot

summer of 1820. To add to the favourable position of the

Peach trees, the wall was flued, and for a month or more in

spring, and the lilce time in autumn, fires were kept on
to protect the blossom, and ripen the wood. These advau-
ages, however, would seem to be wanted to counterbalance

the bleakness of a situation at least GOO feet above the sea,

and only twenty miles from it, in a latitude north of Car-

lisle. Here, then, the trees throve with a cultivated border ;

they also prospered when the spade was laid aside, and

though their being either better or worse afterwards, was
doubtless in some degree dependant on the seaons, saai

other circumstances, yet the fact of their doing well when
grown with their roots under the turf is a point worth
noticing, and in its way an unusual state of things. Now,
let us turn to another case, and see how trees of other kinds
thrive in a soil unmoved by the spade, or other cultural
implement.

In districts where the hardy fruits are grown extensively
there are various modes of managing orchards ; but the
most general one is to plant the trees on ground that has
either been subjected to tillage or been dug or trenched for

the express purpose ; and usually tillage is continued for a
number of years, depending, of course, on the character of
the under crop, which may either be bush fruit, vegetables,
or faruting crops ; but as the trees attain a greater size,

tillage is given up, the bush fruit removed by degrees, and
the ground sown with grass seeds. The last operation, I
may remark, is done earlier in a Cherry orchard than where
other fruits are under cultivation, as experience has proved
the Cherry to suffer more from the spade than any other
tree. Cherry trees on grass very often attain a patriarchal

age ; I believe there are instances of trees iipwards of two
hundred years old, though such ancient specimens are long
past their best. Apple and Pear trees also thrive well on
grass, and some very old specimens are now and then met
with in such a position. At no great distance from where
I write are some venerable trees of a bygone age. Their
boles are in no place of less circumference than 4 feet ; and
though every winter destroys, or partly destroys, one or two
of these ancient trees, those remaining produce very fair

fruit in favourable seasons, and put forth leaves with the
vigour of younger members of the vegetable community.
They have existed on a piece of pasture land from a time
beyond the recollection of the oldest person in the neigh-
bourhood. Returning, however, to the case of Cherries,

there is little doubt but that they benefit more by being let

alone than when their roots are mutilated by the spade or
plough, as is done in some cases.

It would be idle to point out instances in which trees

have maintained a healthy and fruit-bearing condition for

so many years with a turfed surface, and beneath an
impenetrable roadway the roots of good fruit-beai-ing trees

likewise very often exist. There is one thing, however,

that ought always to be borne in mind—good tillage in

the first instance promotes rapid growth, and therefore

it is advisable to bestow some pains in the first formation of

a plantation when the trees to be planted are required to
grow rapidly. This recommendation is not confined to fruit

trees, but is also applicable to forest trees and shrubs.

Indeed as regards these, even when the ground presents

some expensive obstacles to cultivation, the more rapid

growth often pays for the outlay. At no great distance

from here is a Chestnut coppice, one portion of which was
planted on the ground unprepared in any way, whilst for

the other the ground was trenched, and a considerable

quantity of stones removed. It was exceedingly stony, with
very little surface soil, and that composed of two-thirds

stones embedded in a hard impenetrable soil resembling an
old road more than anything else, and even when in culti-

vation it had anything but an inviting appearance ; never-

theless, on such a soil many kinds of trees thrive well, and
quickset hedges particularly so, but all are the better of

the ground having received a good grubbing-up. I am not

certain whether trees receive so much benefit from ground
of this description being afterwards laid down in grass as

in some other cases ; at all events it is not so often done,

for the reason that grass is by no means a productive crop

on such soils. The above, however, is an exceptional case;

let us now endeavour to find a reason for the advantages

which middle-aged fruit trees unquestionably derive from

being left to themselves in a great measure, especially at

the root.

Trees, like men, have their period of youth, maturity, and
old age, and when due encouragement has been given in the

first period of life, the succeeding stages derive the benefit.

Now, in a fruit tree destined to attain great dimensions, the

earlier period of its existence is devoted to growth rather

than to its producing fruit, and if let alone or judiciously

managed its period of bearing comes on by degrees, and in
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just proportion its growth is less rapid. Though its growth

and bearing vary according to the seasons and other circum-

stances, its maturity approaches sooner or later, and the

aim of the cultivator is to retain it in a healthy state as

long as possible ; nevertheless, there is a time beyond which

his utmost skill is insufficient to do this ; probably some
natural cause, as an adverse season or other misfortune,

may bring on the tendency to decay, and though the tree

may have all the attention and assistance that can be
given, it must in time succumb. I need hardly mention, that

most trees become more prolific in blossom as they become
older and decay sets in ; but the lack of vigour in most of

those blossoms is such that a great proportion of them fall

off abortive. This, however, is a well-known state of things,

but whether the decay of a tree is hastened by that cause,

or retax'ded by cultivation, is a matter now left for our con-

sideration, and from what observations I have been able to

make, I should be inclined to say that the spade is an enemy
to old trees, and, coupled with that, I am strongly disposed
to add, that the knife is so also. Of course, I am speaking
of old full-grown standard trees past their best, for, like our-

selves, old trees are unable to bear violent changes when
they no longer possess the vigour requisite to enable them
to recover from any injury we may have done them. I

certainly have never seen a fruit tree in a cultivated orchard
so old as those in some that have been long laid down in

grass, neither do our walls present us with such old speci-

mens.
In classing both the knife and spade as enemies to

great age, I expect many will except the latter, and, perhaps,
adduce some good reason for doing so, but let us take an
ordinary but somewhat severe example and mark the result.

Take two aged Apple trees that are still in fair bearing con-
dition, and supposing both to be alike in health, &c., let one
of them be headed down to a dozen or twenty branches, and
grafted in the usual way. The scions we shall suppose to
take pretty well (as they generally do if well managed), and
a good growth ensues, which is followed by a certain amount
of cutting and pruning in the succeeding winter to give the
proper shape. This is repeated for two or three seasons,
when, probably, it is discovered some spring that a large
limb involving quite one-third of the tree has died, and, prob-
ably, next year the remainder follows. The other tree on the
contrary never having been mutilated in any way will remain
in much the same condition as before, a little older-looking,
certainly, but still likely to live for many years. This picture
is by no means overstrained, it being, in fact, of so frequent
occurrence that the heading down of old trees is very little

practised now, and many whose experience is worthy of much
attention, have expressed their disapprobation of meddling
with old trees in any other way than by entu'ely removing
them, affirming that extreme measures only tend to hasten
their dissolution. I could point out many examples where
old trees that had become crowded with mossy-covered
branches, did not seem to produce any more or any better
fruit by having their branches thinned, and cut into better
form. Nature seemed to rebel against the proceeding, and
refused to make amends in any way for the injury done.
That there are exceptions to this I admit, but as the present
article was intended to relate more particularly to the roots
and their action in solid or disturbed ground, the subject of
pruning may be left imtil another opportunity.—J. Eoeson.

CEOSS-BREEDING STEAWBEEEIES.
_
As a hybridiser of flowers and fruits I cannot let pass in

aUence the article inserted in your Journal at page 362,
written by M. de Jonghe, of Urussels, in which he says
all Strawberry flowers are fertilised before the blooms
expand.

^

If so, why have many thoiisauds of forced plants
gone blind this year? and, in fact, why do thousands go
blind every year ?

If M. de Jonghe could get a good Strawberry that would
set its flowers as he says, he would make a large sum of
money by it. The fact is nothing is so easy to fertilise as
Strawberry blooms, but, to make sure of them, the plants
should be forced a little in order to flower before the very
hot weather commences. In dull weather I have found in
Strawberry flowers it would be sometimes three days after

they expanded before the pollen made its appearance : con-
sequently, as I have proved, nothing is more simple to effect
than their fertilisation.

—

John Standish, Royal Nmsery,
Ascot.

ROYAL HOETICFLTUEAL SOCIETY'S
OECHID SHOW.

This was held on Saturday last, the 13th, and though
none of the great exhibitors of this beautiful order of plants
put in an appearance, there was a tolerably good bank
chiefly contributed by Messrs. Maule & Son, of Bristol, and
Messrs. Lee, who also sent an extensive collection of stove
and greenhouse plants.
In Class 1, Aorides, Vanda, and Saccolabium, Messrs.

Maule were the only exhibitors, and had a first prize for the
beautiful white and pink Aerides crispum ; a fine exami^le of
the Foxbrush, with a spike nearly 2 feet in length, Veitch's
Vanda suavis, and a good variety of Saccolabium guttatum,
with eight spikes, grown, as well as several others of Messrs.
Maule's specimens, in pottery-ware imitations of stumps of
trees, varying from 16 inches to 3J feet in height, having
snags here and there with holes in them, and the interior
stuffed with pieces of cork.
In Classes 2, 3, 5, and 8, for Cattleyas, Ltelias, Onoidiums,

Miltonias, Odontoglossums, Anoectochils, and miscellaneous
nine, there was no competition.

Class 4 was for three Cypripediums, and here Messrs.
Maule took the first prize with pans of C. barbatum pur-
puratum, and multiflorum, each upwards of 2 feet across,
and containing about forty flowers. The plants, it may be
remarked, were divided and planted out at equal distances
apart, and each bore a flower. The thu-d species was
C. calycinum, with small greenish yellow flowers, having
short tail-like appendages, after the manner of caudatum.
The second prize was awarded to Mr. CuUen, gardener to
W. Wentworth BuUer, Esq., Strete lialeigh, ' Devon, for
C. multiflorum, a large-flowered variety of C. barbatum, and
the curious South American C. caudatum, with two remark-
ably fine, highly coloured flowers with each of the tails
20 inches in length.

Class 6, was for Nurserymen's miscellaneous collections
of twelve, in which Messrs. Maule were first with a fine
pan, 28 or 30 inches across, containing divided plants of
Cypripedium barbatum nigrum, bearing some forty-five
blooms, Vandas, Foxbrush Aerides, Saccolabiums retusum
and ampuUaceum, Dendrobium nobile, and a good example
of D. Devonianum, of which the cream, orange, and purple
flowers render it so splendid an object for exhibition ; Aorides
crispum and the useful and the free-flowering Oncidium di-
varicatum, completed the number of this collection. Messrs.
Lee came second with a small plant of Cypripedium
hirsutissimum, a good specimen of Dendrobium nobile,
D. Dayanum, and D. "VVallichianum, Oncidium altissimum,
Phalasnopsis grandiflora and amabiUs, each with three spikes
o^f bloom, Cypripedium barbatum and its variety nigrum,
C. Hookerite, with the flowers very bright in colour, and
Cattleyas in good bloom. Mr. Parker, Tooting, was third
with a collection containing several good Vandas, and varie-
ties of Cattleya, Lycaste Harrisoniaj, a very good plant with
fifteen flowers, Trichopilia coccinea, Phaloenopsis grandiflora,
and a variety of this called aurea, in which the yellow eye
was larger and of a more golden colour than the plant
usually presents.

A miscellaneous collection of six from Mr. Eobson, gar-
dener to G. Cooper, Esq., had a first-prize. It contained the
pretty Cattleya amethystiua, the beautiful and free-flower-
ing Lycaste Skinneri, one of the best of winter-flowering
Orchids, Oncidium sphacelatum, with two good spikes and
a small one, Phatenopsis grandiflora,Vanda tricolor superba,
and Cattleya Mossice. Another collection also came fi-om the
same exhibitor; and one of three from Messrs. Maule, for
which a first prize ivas awarded, it being the only exhibition
in the class for that number.
In single specimens by far the finest was a magnificent

plant of Vanda suavis (Veitch's variety), from Mr. Hill,
gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, standing at
least 4 feet high, and bearing twelve fine spites of its
gorgeous oream-white and crimson blooms. It received a
first prize, also Mr. Wilson Saunders' prize for the finest
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single specimen. A second prize was awarded to Mr. Sherratt,

gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., Biddulph Grange, for the
Bomean Ccelogyne pandurata, bearing three fine spikes of its

large flowers, green, conspicuously marked with black in the
lip, and which differ so much in colour from those of the other
species of this showy genus. A similar award was made to

Mr. Smith, gardener to S. Norris, Esq., Altrincham, for a fine

spike of Eenanthera coecinea, a plant which of late years
has but vei-y rarely found a place on the exhibition tables.

In this ease the panicles were more compact, and the flowers

of a brighter colour, than usually seen. The new Phalae-

nopsis Liiddemanniana was shown by several exhibitors, but
in greatest perfection by Mr. Charles, gardener to K. Barnett,
Esq., Blackheath Park, his plant having two spikes, bearing
in all seven of its beautiful amethyst-coloured flowers, con-

spicuously barred with brown. For this a first prize was
awarded ; and second prices went to Messrs. Low, who intro-

duced it into this country, and to Mr. Eobson, gardener to

G. Cooper, Esq., for smaller plants of the same Phalasnopsis.

Other Orchids consisted of a iine specimen of Trichopilia

crispa, shown by Mr. Pilcher, gardener to S. Eucker, Esq.

;

some good Cattleyas from Mr. Wilson, Dulwich ; and Cjpri-

pedium iiookeris from the Society's Garden, from which
came also a new Physurus with beautiful olive green leaves

and white markings, Anthurium cordifolium. Perns, Lyco-
pods, &o.

Although the special object of the Show was Orchids, there

were, nevertheless, many excellent specimens of stove and
greenhouse plants furnished by Messrs. Lee, which con-

tributed much to the interest of the exhibition. Among
them were large plants of Ehopala magnifica, corcovadense,

and De Jonghi, the metallic green Alocasia Lowii, Cyatkea
Smithii, relieved by flowering plants, such as Azaleas,

Heaths, Pimeleas, Chorozemas, Boronia tetrandra, the
orange-scarlet-flowered Leschenaultia intermedia, Adenandra
fragrans, &c. For these Messrc. Lee had an extra prize

;

and a like award was made to Mr. W. Paul for his collection

of Beaton's Geraniums, which have been favourably noticed

on more than one occasion in these pages. From Mr. Bull,

too, came an interesting collection of novelties, conspicuous

among which were the beautiful Bertolonia margaritacea,

Asplenium myriophyllum, with finely-divided and very ele-

gant fronds ; Sauraja sarapigiensis, with ample foliage,

having red midribs and veins, and his curious Hose-in-hose

Mimulus. A variegated Sedum or Sempervivum ; Podocarpus
macrophjUus, with some of its shoots entirely white, others

simply variegated ; Draca?na stricta, Anthurium cordifo-

lium, a noble specimen of Cibotium princeps, Zonate Gera-

niums, and various other plants were also shown by Mr.
Bull.

Mr. Gardiner, gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Stratford-

on-Avon, exhibited, in addition, dishes of Eeinette du
Canada and Hanwell Souring Apples, of good size, and in

excellent condition.

PEOPAGATING AND AFTEE-MANAGEMENT
OF BEDDIKG AND OTHER PLANTS.

This is a subject possessing a large amount of interest to

those who are fond of plants, and of great commercial im-

portance to those who gain their living by their cultivation

and sale. What an amount of pleasure does the amateur

experience in watching the little cuttings day after day,

until he sees by their inclination to grow, that they have

formed roots, and are to a certain extent independent of

his care and watchfulness. By the gardener who re

quires a large stock of bedding-out plants, whose space is

limited, and who has not the convenience of a propagating-

house, the following simple plan of making a propagating-

bed will be found useful. In the first place procure four

stout oak posts, these are to be let into the ground one in

each corner, at distances varying according to the size of

the frame and bed for propagating. The two back posts

should be left about 2 feet 6 inches out of the ground, and

the two front posts about 18 inches above it. When the four

posts are firmly fixed in the ground nail on the top of them
four good pieces of wood, about 4 inches by 4 inches, to form

the sides or bed on which the frame is to rest. Care should

be taken to measure the bottom of the frame before the

cross-pieces are nailed to the posts, so as to have them of
the exact size of the frame. Cross-pieces should then be
put on to form the bottom of the bed, space being left

between the cross-bars so that the heat may come through
the bottom. After the pieces have aU been put in the proper
place, and the whole nailed together securely, the frame
should be placed on the top. About 2 inches of broken
bricks is then put in the bottom, and above this another
layer of finer broken bricks or charcoal ; but there must be
no dust or dirt amongst it, the object being to keep the
bottom as porous as possible, so that the heat may pass
freely through, and be regularly distributed over the bottom
of the bed. Next place 4 or 5 inches of some light, porous
material in the frame for plunging the pots in ; this com-
pletes the internal arrangement of the bed. A lining should
then be built about 3 feet wide on all sides of the frame,
leaving the space under the frame open

—

i.e., there must be
no manure or leaves pushed under the bed. The Mning
should be built up square with the four posts on which the
frame rests. The materials best suited for this purpose are
two parts leaves, and one part good stable manure. The
lining should be built up to within 6 inches of the top of the
frame, plenty of water being used as the work proceeds, and
well trodden to consolidate it as much as possible. As the
lining sinks, which it will do in a day or two after it has
been made, more leaves, &c., should be placed on the top,

and this should be continued till it has become firmly set.

In about five days fi-om the time the linings are finished

the bed will be ready for receiving the cuttings.

The object in leaving the open space below the bed, is

—

First, to cause the heat to be regularly distributed all over
the bottom of the bed. Secondly. By these means the
whole of the plunging material becomes warmed alike, or
nearly so, and the centre of the bed is nearly as warm as

the outsides. Thirdly. There is no fear of burning, nor of

any rank steam getting into the bed. The hot steam is

confined in the chamber below the bed, and comes regularly

through all over the bottom. Another great advantage is

gained by a propagating-bed in this way— namely, no
worms, nor any other insects can get in. I find the best

material for plunging in is the cocoa-nut refuse sifted

through a fine sieve. It is very free from smell, is very
light, and keeps the pots nice and moist, and never becomes
soddened. To keep them sweet and clean the lights and
the woodwork of the frame inside should be washed about
once a-fortnight. Much depends on this. Before this

washing is commenced the cutting-pans should all be taken
out and put into another frame, to prevent iniury, and after

the frame is cleared of all the jiots and pans, the fine plung-
ing material should be scraped back from the sides of the
frame all round to let the water pass fi'eely through the
bottom without wetting the cocoa-nut refuse. After the
sides have been washed this may be put in its place again,

and the cuttings brought back. Once a-week the linings,

will want stiiTing up, and fresh water, manure, leaves, &c.

should be added, but care must be taken in doing this not
to let the cold air into the chamber. If this is done much
heat is lost, and the cuttings that are in the fi-ame at the-

time receive a check which will cause many of them to

damp off. Cuttings of Verbenas will readily strike in a
frame of this sort in four or five days. Cuttings of these

are put in, struck, and boxed off, and make good plants in

less than a fortnight. In a two-light frame, 8 feet by 5 feet,

mounted on four posts, and managed as above described,

since the second week in March I have struck about 15,000

plants of Verbenas, Lobelias, &o.—J. Wills.

(To be continued.)

EFFECTIVE COMBINATION OP COLOURS.
I HAVE now a combination of colours coming out at the

same time, and that a time when the newness and freshnessr

of colour is cordially appreciated, which may be worth

recording. Two lai-ge plants of Berberis Uarwinii, one mass

of golden flower, crown the summit of a small piece of rock-

work ; between them the perennial white Candytuft forms a

mass of pure white, and below is a sheet of the Aubrietia

grandiflora. The tender green of Griselinia littoralis flanks

one of the Berberries, and in the full sun the effect is verj
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striking. We often lose by not placing near eaeb other the

plants which not only harmonise in colour, but come into

flower at the same time, so that perhaps this hint as to the
effect of one accidental combination may be of use.—C.

DOUBLE AND TREBLE CROPPING.
I THINK it would not be amiss if some of our practical

men were to give us a few articles on kitchen-gardening,
and we were to compare notes. If each gave his own expe-
rience it would be very beneficial to young gardeners, parti-

cularly in these go-a-head days, and I have no doubt but
that you will give us your assistance.

In the first place I am not writing to or for our more for-

tunate brethren who have their two or three acres of kitchen
garden, and a good staff of men to work it, but to those
who are situated like myself, with about half an acre of
ground on which to grow fruit, vegetables, and salads for

a large establishment, and living within an easy distance of

Covent Garden market, which I consider makes a great
difference in the wants of the kitchen department.
Now, suppose we take a piece of ground intended for early

Peas. After having it dug deeply and well manured the Peas
are sown on the 1st of January, and are cleared off by the
middle of July ; the ground is then dug again and p'anted
with Coleworts, not forgetting to put plenty of manure in

with them. The Coleworts come in nicely for early autumn
use, after which the ground is ridged, and Endive planted
in the furrows, making three crops in one year, and leaving
the ground in good order for the next.

Again, by sowing the Scarlet Runners and tall-growing
Peas 5 or 6 feet apart, I can plant two rows of winter stuff

between the rows, so that when the Peas, &o., are done with,
and the sticks and haulm cleared off, I have a good coat
of manure forked in, and the earth worked towards the
stems of the plants, leaving all neat and clean for the
winter ; or, if appearances are not an object, the pea rods
being left form a capital protection for the more tender
kinds of winter crops, as Broccoli, Savoys, &c.
Then, again, as regards the ground upon which the spring

Cabbages are growing. Between the rows of Cabbage I plant
Potatoes, so that when the Cabbages are cut the Potatoes
are ready for earthing up. After the Potatoes are taken up.
and the ground well manured, I generally sow my winter
Spinach on that piece. For early Potatoes I select a piece
of ground lying under the south aspect wall. When the
Potatoes are planted I sow Radishes and Lettuces on the
top, so that when the Radishes are all pulled, and the
Lettuces pricked out elsewhere, the Potatoes are ready to
flat-hoe. When the Potatoes are dug the ground is planted
with the fii'st batch of Savoys, which are generally o* iu
time to allow of the ground being trenched ready for the
next season's work. Between the rows of second early Peas
I generally throw out my Celery trenches, and before the
Celery is ready to plant I work my Cauliflowers off in the
same trenches, and by the time the Cauliflowers are cut, and
the Celery just established, the Peas are ready to come off,

leaving plenty of room for the Celery, earthing-up, iic.

Thus by deep digging, frequent flat-hoeing, changing the
crops, and last, though not least, an unlimited supi^ly of
manure, I generally manage to have two or three crops
a-year off the same ground, and seldom or never fail to have
a good supply of vegetables and salads—in fact the past
summer and winter would soon convince one whether his
sy,stem were right or not in that respect, and though I
must confess it is hard work for the laud, yet in my opinion
the land is better every year.

I do not know that there is anything new in my system,
but the desire to impart information as far as the preceding
random hints will do so, has induced me to pen the above with
the hope that some one more capable than myself will take
the matter up, and give us a few good articles on kitchen-
gardening in general, and one of the first to profit by them
will be—BuRNTWooD, P. D.

Liverpool Floeal and Horticultural Exhibition
Society.—The meetings of this Society will be held in the
Botanic Garden on the 25th of May, the 29th of June, and

31st of August. Liberal prizes are offered for Azaleas,
Pelargoniums, and other flowering plants, also for fruit and
vegetables.

THE POLES NEAR WARE.
About a mile and a half from the Ware Station of the

Great Eastern Railway, is The Poles, the seat of R. Hanbury,
Esq., one of those gentlemen, who, possessed of an .ample
fortune, delight in gardening and rural pursuits. Entering
from the road leading to Wade's MUl by a modest lodge,
the visitor passes along a winding drive through a plea-
santly undulating park of about a hundred acres, dotted
with Oaks and Elms, and old Thorns, and through a belt of

newly-planted Rhododendrons, which when they shaU have
attained a larger size, will, doubtless, in their flowering
season have a very ornamental effect. In front of the
mansion is a well-kept lawn, with here and there WeUing-
tonias, Abies Douglasii, and Cedars of Lebanon, and further

off the piuetum. Turning, however, to the right we come
to the conservatory on the south side of the house. It opens
into the drawing-room and library, and at the time of our
visit was filled Yfith. Camellias, and various other flowering

plants, together with a noble specimen of Cyathea medullaria.

In front of the conservatory and this side of the mansion
runs a terrace, overlooking a rosery, which is planted with
a good collection, consisting of Hybrid Perpetuals, whilst

Tea Roses are trained against the six-feet-high terrace wall.

The centre of the rosery is formed by a pedestal and vase
encircled by four quadrant beds, then a circular walk, and
exterior to this twelve other beds converging towards the
centre, the whole being surrounded by four borders sepa-
rated from each other by the four principal walks, which
meet at right angles at the vase in the centre. Above, on
the terrace, there are twelve beds on each side of the walk,

six oblongs with the corners swept out alternating with the
same number of circles, and the whole planted with standard
Roses. Continuing onwards we come to a ribbon border
planted with—first row, next the edge. Hyacinth Maid of

Perth, blush ; second. Rex Rubrorum Tulips ; third, Dr.
Lindley Hyacinth, purple ; fourth. Rex Rubrorum Tulips

;

fifth, double Roman Narcissus. This border had still a'

cheerful effect, although the bright sun had somewhat told

on the flowers. To reach this ribbon border, however, we
have passed on our left the greenhouse, fernery, and
Orchid-houses, forming three sides of a square in which
was a small garden devoted to sweet-scented plants. In
the stove were three fine plants of Musa Cavendishii,

which is here fruited every year ; and Mr. Hill, the per-

severing and very intelligent gardener, cut forty fruit at

Christmas off one plant. A Bougainvilleea trained on the-

reof contributed by its rosy bracts, along with Begonias,
Francisoeas, and other flowering plants, to give this house
a gay appearance. The fernery contained a well-selected

and healthy collection of Adiantums, Aspleniums, DavaUias,
Lastreas, &c., and remarkably fine plants of Cibotium prin-

cepsand Schiedei, Lonchitis pubescens, Gleichenias, and Ma-
rattias. A plant of Thunbergia Harrisi extends for 15 feet

along the roof, and in the course of the season produces
thousands of its beautiful blue and yellow flowers. In the
Orchid-houses, three in number, Yeitch's variety of Vanda
suavis had three splendid spikes of bloom, and several more
were coming ; the lovely Cattleya Skinneri was also iu fine

bloom, besides which there were fine examples of Aiirides,

Ansellia africana, Vanda teres and tricolor, and numerous
plants of Phaltenopsis grandiflora, which is much in demand
for cutting ; the new and beautiful P. Schilleriana, which
had been in bloom for the last three months ; Brassavola
Digbyana, Chysis Limminghi, Dendrobiums, Cattleyas,

Lycastes, Cypripediums, &c.
In these houses Alocasia metallica, pot plants of Bou-

gainviOsea glabra, Ferns, and Amaryllids, also found a place,

whilst on the roofs were trained Lapagerias, Mandevjlla,

suaveolens, and Hoya imperialis, which had been in bloBm
all the winter, and was so still. In the greenhouse, too, a.

good show of flower was kept up with Calceolarias, that
valuable winter and spring flowering plant, ImantophyUum
miniatum, Eriostemons, Chorozemas, Heaths, &c.

Quitting the houses, on passing the west side of the
fernery we observed two small beds filled with Tea Roses,
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pegged down, and which when in bloom, besides scenting

the air with theii' delightlul fragrance, are stated to be
very effective. In very severe weather these are protected
with mats. Adioining these beds is a bank of rockwork
planted with Alpines to the number of 400 or 500. A wind-
ing walk leads to the north front of the mansion, and on
the opposite side of the walk beyond a belt of the different

kinds of Hollies, and surrounded on the other sides by Ber-
berries, lies the piuetum, about an aero in extent. This
was planted only ten years ago, but already some of the
specimens have attained a considerable size. A Picea Nord-
manniana, certainly one of the finest in the country, per-
fectly erect, and well furnished throughout, was from 24 to

25 feet high, and Picea pinsapo, 15 feet high, and 10 feet

through. The largest Wellingtonia was 1.3 J feet high ; one
only 6 feet high had three cones on it, but as stated at

p. 359, this tree produces cones at a very early age. Cedars
of Lebanon had also attained a good size, one was estimated
to be nearly 40 feet high, and there were several from 25 to

30 feet. Of other species there were good thriving speci-

mens of Thujopsis borealis, Cryptomeria japonica, Picea
nobilis, Abies Douglasii, A. orientalis, Juniperus chinensis,

thurifera, Taxodium sinense or Glyptostrobus pendulup, a
very elegant tree 6 feet high ; the Dovaston Yew, deserving
more general cultivation, on account of its pi'ostrate habit

;

and several pretty pygmies, such as A. excelsa Clanbrasi-
liana, and excelsa elegans, ranging from a foot to 11 foot

high. One great feature of this pinetum, and indeed of the
garden generally, is that every tree is legibly named, adding
much to the pleasure and instruction which such a garden

j

is capable of affording. We mention this more particularly
because in some public gardens plants are not unfrequently
unnamed, and consequently lose much of their interest to

the many.
The kitchen and fruit garden covers a space of five acres,

of which two acres are enclosed by walls 15 feet high, built

hollow on the same plan as those at Chiswick, which, unlike
other forms of hollow walls, have exactly the same appear-
ance as a solid one. The wall on the south side is 300 feet

long, giving of course 300 feet of south aspect and a corre-

sponding extent of north aspect, and at right angles to this

wall run two others, and one dividing the enclosed space up
the centre. Each of these is 240 feet in length, and the whole,
consequently, give 720 feet of west aspect and a like extent
of east aspect. The borders are 15 feet wide, and variously
cropped to within 4 feet of the wall. The south aspect is

covered with Peaches and Nectarines now rapidly covering
the wall, and when this is effected all riders will be removed.
The trees were chiefly Grosse Mignonne and Harrington
Peaches, and Violette Hative Nectarines, and were all in ex-

cellent bearing condition. But it was on entering the walled-

in garden that we were more especially struck with the ap-

pearance of the trees. The walls were literally covered with
blossom, and the trees in a healthy bearing state from top
to bottom. The north aspect is chiefly occupied with fan-

trained Plums and Cherries, the former consisting of Coe's

Golden Drop, Magnum Bonums, Angelina Burdett, Kirke's,

Orleans, and Victoria ; the latter of Elton, Black Tartarian,

and Morello, one tree of which alone extends over a width of

35 feet. The east and west aspect walls are covered with
excellent horizontal-ti-aiued Pear trees of the best varieties,

as Duchesse d'Angouleme, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Glou
Morceau, Thompson's, Althorp Crasanne, Josephine de Ma-
lines, Easter Beurre, &o.. Plums, and Cherries. Along that
side of the walks farthest from the wall, at 6 feet from the
edge, are planted about 200 pyramid Pears, from 12 to

18 feet apart. These were all root-pruned two years ago,

and were, like those on the walls, white with blossom. The
interior was variously cropped with Peas, Carrots, Cauli-

flowers, Asparagus, and other vegetables, and the supply
ia supplemented by the produce of. the outside slips, in

which there are standard Apples, Plums, and other fruit

trees.

We now come to the south -aspect wall on the north side

of this garden. Here there are four vineries each 30 feet

by 15 feet, and a Peach-house 40 feet long by the same
width. In the first house heated by five rows of four-inch

pipe were fine crops of Black Hamburgh, Trentham Black,
Muscat Hamburgh, and Frontiguans, and in a succession-

house Black Hamburghs, Lady Downe's, and Muscats in '

pots, the two former having set a good crop, and the last
being just started. We also noticed good crops of Straw-
berries on the shelves of these houses. The fourth vineiy
was a Muscat-house, in which fresh Vines had been planted
to replace the old. The most pleasing sight, however, was
the Peach-house, the roof being covered with two fine trees
bearing a profusion of fruit which had stoned, the foliage
very healthy and free from all appearance of insects, and
not a fallen fruit to be seen.

A span-roofed Peach-house formerly an orchai-d-house,
but now heated, 36 feet long, 18 feet wide, and 10 feet high
to the ridge, was also planted with Black Hamburghs and
Buckland Sweetwater Tines, trained along the ridge, whilst
on shelves were numerous pots of Sir C. Napier and Pre-
sident Strawberries, bearing' very freely. A second span-
roof was devoted to Figs well set with fruit, the kinds
being chiefly Brown Turkey, White Ischia, and Early
Violet, which produces a small sweet fruit, is a very free

bearer, and excellent for forcing. Other houses contained
pot Vines started to come in at Christmas, Bowood Muscats
just colouring. Oranges in pots grown chiefly for their flowers,

good crops of Strawberries, Kidney Beans, and Cucumbers.
Of the last Mr. Hill has a very prolific variety of his own,
raised by him several years ago between the Manchester
Prize Cucumber and Black Spine. The fruit averages
18 inches long, and is produced in twos, and sometimes
three or four at a joint.

There still remain two span-roofed plant-houses to notice

:

the one, an Azalea-house, contained very good specimen
plants, such as are to be seen at the London shows, new
Aucubas and other Japanese plants. Calceolarias, and mis-
cellaneous flowering plants ; the other, a rosery, contained

Tea Eoses, both in pots and planted out, and trained up
the pillars. Here Gloire de Dijon, Madame de St. Joseph,

and several others were in fine bloom.
Various pits contained a good stock of bedding plants,

herbaceous Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Mignonette, Japan
Lilies, including Lilium auratum, and other plants for in-

door decoration ; and there was besides about 60 yards
run of frames for forcing vegetables in winter and Melons,
&c., in summer. At the back of the north wall of the kitchen

garden were the men's rooms, not the small, low, dark, and
badly-ventilated rooms too commonly met with, but 14 feet

square, and 9 feet high, heated by hot water, and with
ample provision for air and light. The number of hands
employed is twenty-one, but only six are lodged in the

grounds. In the same range is the stable. Mushroom-
house, in good bearing, fruit-room, tool shed, and Mr. Hill's

office. Where there is such a liberal employer as Mr. Han-
bury, and such a zealous and well-skilled servant as Mr.
Hill, great things may be expected, still we were not pre-

pared to meet with such high-keeping and thorough effi-

ciency in every department, everything that was done was
well done, and it is no exaggeration to state that there was
not a weed to be seen.

LACHENALIA, OE CAPE COWSLIP:
ITS CULTTTEE, AND A SELECTION OF THE FINEE SPECIES.

We cannot but regret that those singularly beautiful and
interesting spring-flowering bulbs the Lachenalias, such great

favourites with our forefathers, are now so much neglected, j
and that they have been driven out of cultivation by many I

of the less-deserving novelties of the present day. 1
The Lachenalias are all spring-flowering bulbs, natives of

the Cape of Good Hope and adjoining parts of South Africa

;

they belong to the same natural order (Asphodelea3) as the
Hyacinth, Star of Bethlehem, Garlic, and the Musk or Grape
Hyacinth, and to the latter they are closely allied. This J
curious and interesting genus contains numerous handsome I
species and varieties, a great many of which have now dis-

appeared from our collections, chiefly, no doubt, from the

plants having been neglected after blooming, or placed out
of doors and exposed to the heavy rains, where, owing to

their being grown in pots, they frequently become sodden

—

a
circumstance which is sure to cause the bulbs to rot, these

being very succulent, scaly, and covered with a dry scaly

bark very different from that of most other bulbs.

The different species of Lachenalia or Cape Cowslip are
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not only valuable for the duration of their flowers, but for

the varying bright tints which they assume whilst they are

in bloom, for the flowers of many of them are constantly

on the change, from rosy infancy to yellow maturity ; the

flowers also assume an elegant pendent position on the

stem, expand but little at the mouth of the tube, and have

the appearance of one flower partly within another—an
appearance which arises from the outer or shorter parts

being the sepals, and the inner or longer ones the petals.

Lachenalias may be had in flower from January to June, if

a portion of the bulbs be introduced into the forcing-pit at

different times along with other early spring-flowering bulbs

;

for the Lachenalias require no more care than a Hyacinth,

and last quite as long, if not longer, in bloom.

Most of the species have various-coloured flowers, spotted

leaves, and beautifully-mottled flower-stems, which rise from

6 to 12 inches in height, and are mostly furnished with from
twelve to eighteen loosely-placed, drooping, tubular-shaped

flowers, which in most cases as the blossoms advance
change colour from bright red and deep yellow to a pale red

or yellowish-green. A few of them, however, h.ave self-colovired

flowers, which are either orange, yellow, red, pale blue, or

white, changing with age to a pale blush. The leaves are

mostly lance-shaped, glossy green, recurved, and beautifully

spotted on the upper surface ; the flower-stems are also

prettily marbled, and, together with the spotted leaves,

contrast well with the graceful spikes of pendent or semi-

pendent flowers, the exquisite combination of whose chang-
ing hues defies every attempt of the pencil, and description

or jjortraiture fails to do them justice.

Lachenalias will succeed m a warm south border, if well

protected in winter by a hand-glass, and other dry covering

in severe frost. What, however, is much better, and fre-

quently more convenient, is to place half a dozen bulbs in a
pot of Hght soil, in October, using equal parts of fresh loam,

rotten leaves, and fine sand, and affording them the pro-

tection of a cold pit until the sjjring, when they can be
planted out in the open border, and sheltered for a time

with a hand-glass.

If the bulbs are intended for in-door decoration, they

should be placed on the top shelf in the greenhouse near

the light, and but sparingly watered during the winter ; but

fi-eely so when the plants are iu a growing or flowering

state. When the plants have done flowering, the pots

should be placed in a cold frame or pit, and the plunts en-

couraged to complete their growth, and perfect their bulbs,

for upon that all future success depends. When the bulbs

have lost their foliage, they should be taken out of the soil

and kept dry in as cool a place as possible, that they may
not begin to grow too soon. By this mode of treatment the

bulbs may be either at once planted out in the warm border

in spring, and protected by a hand-glass, or be potted in

the autumn (in the end of September or beginning of

October) and placed in a cold jjit, secure from frost, where
they must be kept tolerably dry until wanted for forcing,

placing in the greenhouse, or planting out in the spring.

The different kinds of Lachenalia increase freely by offsets

from the old bulbs. Even the leaves under certain circum-

stances produce bulbs, and beautifully illustrate the analogy

between bulbs and buds, the affinity of which is more perfect

than many persons probably imagine. Of this the Lache-

nalias present a pretty example, bulbs being produced from

the leaf and flower-stem. Of this curious phenomenon
Sir James Edward Smith relates that he had scaly bulbs

from flower-stalks of the Lachenalia tricolor, whilst laid for

many weeks between paper to dry, and which on being put

into the ground became perfect plants. Mr. John Rogers
also relates another instance which occurred in his garden
*iear Sevenoaks, in Kent. The leaf of a species of Lache-

nalia having been broken off before the sap had descended

to the bnlb, on the broken edges and lower part of the leaf

there were produced upwards of forty small bulbs, varying

in size from that of a pea to a small pin"s head.

Many of the names given to Lachenalias in catalogues

are, no doubt, synonymous, or applied to trivial varieties.

The following selection, however, contains the finer and
more distinct kinds now to be found in cultivation.

Lachenalia tricolok (The Three-coloured Cape Cow-
slip).—This is one of the oldest and handsomest kinds we
have. The flower-stems rise to a height of 8 or 9 inches,

and generally produce from twelve to eighteen flowers,

which are loosely placed, drooping, tubular-shaped, and com-
posed, of three colours—namely, bright red, yellow, and
green. The colours of the flowers, however, have bixt little

permanence, for they cliaage considerably as the flowers

advance to maturity; being when young of a bright red
and greenish yellow, while when fully matured they are of a
light yellow, stained near the ends of the petals with pale

green. The leaves and flower-stems of this species are

beautifully sjsotted and marbled with reddish brown. There
ai'e two distinct forms of this plant, one with broad leaves,

and another with narrow ones, which latter is frequently
named quadricolor in gardens.
Lachenalia flava or aurea (The Golden TeUow Cape

Cowslip). — This is a beautiful kind with large, tubular-
shaped, golden yellow flowers and spotted leaves. The
flowers are more or less drooping, and produced on stems
from 6 to 9 inches long.

Lachenalia luteola (The Pale Yellow Cape Cowslip).

—

This is a strong-growing kind with flower-spikes from 8 to

9 inches high, furnished with numerous partially drooping,

tubular-shaped, light yellow flowers, stained with pale blush
when young. There are two varieties, one with spotted,

and the other with unspotted leaves and flower-stems.

Lachenalia pallida (The Pale Blue-flowered Cape Cow-
slip).—This kind has flower-stems from 9 to 12 inches long,

furnished with large tubular-shaped flowers of a pale blush
colour when young. There are two varieties of this kind,

one the minor with very pale blue flowers, which change to

blush when fully blown; while the other has bluish-coloured
flowers, and a more robust habit of growth.

Lachi:nalia anquinea (The Snake-stemmed Cape Cow-
slip).—This has spotted leaves, and beautifully marbled
flower-stems, from 9 to 12 inches high, sparingly furnished
with tubular, bell-shaped, drooping, white and green flowers,

which fade away to pale blush with age.

Lachenalia pendula (The Pendulous Cape Cowslip).

—

This is a fine robust- growing kind with large, bright, parti-

coloured drooping flowers, deep red, bright yellow, and pale
green when young, but these colours become much lighter

or more pallid as the flowers advance to maturity. The
flower-stems grow from 9 to 12 inches high. There are
two very distinct varieties, one with spotted leaves and
flower-stems, and another with unspotted ones.

—

George
Gordon, A.L.S.

CUTTING DOWN YEW HEDGES-.
Ip the Yew trees are planted thick enough, it is not

absolutely necessary to cut them down, as directed in
aasv.rer to " R. R.,'' page 366. They may be deprived of
their branches from the base to the top, and they will break
thickly all over; or the branches on one side may be lopped
off, and the others left on for awhile, to be served in due
time in the same way. Be careful where you put the lop-
pings. Yew loppings killed two beautiful Guernsey cows,
that I gave to Lord and Lady Cm-zon on their marriage.

—

W. P. Radcltpfe, Tarrant Biishton.

THE MODEEN PEACH-PEUNER.
No. 9.

We now come to the consideration of the shorter shoots

of the Peach. These valuable classes have hardly met
with the notice they deserve at the hands of long-pruners.

Indeed, in some works it is recommended to suppress them
as much as possible. This is a great error ; for other writers,

such as Knight and Dubreuil, recommend their careful pre-

servation, wherever found at all possible ; and in the works
of such masters of close pruning as Professor Gressent, of

Orleans, and M. Grin, of Chartres, the main dependance
for fi-uit is placed on Class 5, which is well known, more-
over, to produce the finest specimens. Very close pruning),

such as is well suited to orchard-house trees, rarely fails to

develope Classes 5 and 7 in great abundance, especially in

the case of established trees. Though all the classes of

this division occur under every form of training, they are

peculiarly the result of that sudden concentration of the
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sap, during the period of its greatest ascent, at the base of

the shoot, which is produced by judicious summer stopping.

In some mysterious way an obstacle is created, which appears
to concentrate the cambium in the cellular tissue near the
base of the nascent bud, and by this retarded cii-culation to

produce eventually a cluster of blossom-buds, which are
eminently fruitful. It is not, however, pretended that late

summer stopping would be so successful.

2ni) division of PEACH SHOOTS.

5. The Cluster Shoot or Spue (fig. 5).—The word
cluster, which so appropriately represents the appearance
of the blossom-buds e, round the terminal leaf-bud c, is

synonymous with the French term "bouquet." By this

last name this particular spur is known all over France.
Dubreuil calls it rameau a fruit honqnet ; and Gressent and
Lep^re call it houquet de mat. Knight appears to desig-

nate it as a "spur," and the word "cluster" may be con-

.
sidered an appropriate English rendering. Class 5 consti-

tutes the basis of vevy close pruning, such as that which
M. Grin, of Chartres, practises, and is also the end and aim
of established orchard-house training. This class is common
on the two and three-year-old wood, and indicates both
fertility and health in the tree. Under aU forms of cordon
training Peach trees this type is abundant. Together with
No. 7 it should in orchard-houses form the greatest portion
of the fruit-bearing shoots. In the case of a Downton Nec-
tarine bush which had been about eight years in a pot in

my orchard-house, out of 120 fruitful shoots no less than
110 were of Classes 5 and 7. The blossom-buds almost all

set in clusters of four or five, requiring to be thinned down to
one fine specimen. All writers agree that this class of shoot
should not be meddled with or pruned in any way ; neither
should it ever be rubbed off, no matter where it occurs. It

is a perfect type, and will reproduce itself by means of its

terminal leaf-bud, besides maturing the finest fruit. At
the ensuing season it may present the appearance of

7. The Fruit Sprat (yig. 7).—This class is included by
Dubreuil under the head of "proper fruit shoots," which
he says are " from 4 inches " in length ; but from other

specimens which were photographed for this work, and
which were taken from strong-growing trees, it was seen

how this type passes, like the others, into Class No. 2 when-
ever the blossom-buds are arranged in groups with a leaf-

bud between them. It is the iaet of the single blossom-

buds, in which No. 6 alone participates, which marks the

distinctive character of this beautiful class. 8 also has

only single blossom-buds, but it has no terminal leaf-bud,

which No. 7 has ; 7 has, therefore, been promoted to the

honour of being a separate type, and it occurs very frequently

on healthy and well-managed trees, both in-doors and in

the open air. This class having a terminal leaf-bud will,

besides bearing, extend, and having sometimes a latent bud
at the base may, by judicious summer-stopping, become
double, in which case generally shoots of the same character

will be formed. This is a valuable disposition in this class,

and for many reasons it should be retained instead of being
suppressed, as it often is. 5 and 7 are essentially orchard-

house shoots, being developed more readily under the some-
what artificial treatment therein practised.

6. The Feuit Spue apteb bearing (fi.g. 6).—This is

one of the types of perfect shoots which have been

added to M. Dubreuil's classification. It has, therefore, no
French synonymous name ; nevertheless, it is of a sufficiently

distinctive character and appearance to warrant a separate

notice. To orchard-house pruners especially it will be wel-

come, as it is occasionally difficult to treat. The reason is

that the specimen here drawn from nature is of a slender

form, and the blo.^sora-buds at b have evidently fallen ofi'

without setting, which shows a want of vitality in the tree.

A shorter and more sturdy form, then, might have been

chosen to represent the class, and then it would probably

have appeared where the fruit had been attached. This one

has not elongated much, the leaf-bud c marks its extreme
development ; at the same time it is on the point of exten-

sion, and will by the end of the summer remain a short

bearing cluster shoot, all the portion below c being, how-

ever, bare ever afterwards. It is certainly a good class of

shoot, and should not be suppressed in orchard-house

pruning, and rarely, unless a foreright, in out-door work.

It will not grow strongly in any case and is, therefore,

valuable for bearing next season. It has but the single

defect of an inch of unfruitful wood. Not to notice it would
be to leave amateurs in ignorance of what the nximerous

"clusters " look like after the season is over.

Fig. 7.

8. Baeeen Speay. Chiffon of Dubreuil (fig. 8).—An
unsatisfactory class, indicating neglect or a bad habit of

the tree itself. There is much difference of opinion among
long-pruners how to treat this class, but if retained they
should be cut to above the lowest fruit-bud. They occur in

orchard-house bush trees irequently, and show defective

pruning, because by stopping they would probably have
passed into some other type, or, at the worst, dried up en-

tirely. When very injudiciously managed a bush tree may
soon become crowded with them, some being much longer

than the specimen selected, and others having a bare portion

below them. All this arises from neglecting to observe

that there is no terminal leaf-bud. so that the shoot is

blind.

These eight classes of shoots are all that we may look to

find in ordinary oases. Wherever there seems any variation
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from them it is because they are passing into another form ;

but even this can be readily recognised, and need not cause

any perplexity. 1 and 4 are the only pure wood shoots,

for the others are more or less aU fruit-bearing. It is to be

hoped that rules for pruning are simplified by means of this

classification. All may not be of one mind as to these rules,

but the general principles here laid down were, of course.

the first thing requiring to be settled. It may be added
here, that perhaps the very best modern authorities on
those matters have given their approval to this arrangement
of the shoots. One great diffiovilty was to render appro-

priately the names by which some are known on the conti-

nent ; another was the want of precision in the current hor-

ticultural terms.—T. C. Bkehaut, Richmond House, Guernsey.

CONSTEUCTION OF A PINE STOVE.-No. 3.

Having, as I think, shown that the atmosphei'ic heat
required to ripen Pines in winter cannot be maintained in

narrow span-roofed houses without employing such a large

surface of piping as must materially injure the plants, I

shall leave the further consideration of this shape with the
remark—that our desire should be to adapt the house to

the use for which it is required; and that, though this shape
is not fitted for winter forcing, it may still be admirably
adapted for summer orchard-houses. In winter our only
source of heat is hot water, and we require economy in its

use as much for the health of the plants as on account of the
cost of production. In our fear of losing it we build brick

sides to our houses, thereby suffering loss of light, for which
nothing compensates. Can we not buUd better, that is,

lighter, houses without losing heat ?

Mr. Speechly, writing in ITfO, says—"The sun is the
primary cause—the very life and soul—of vegetation." He

also tells us—" In Holland it i^ customary to begin to force

Vines in November, in order to have ripe Grapes early in

the spring. In these frames, used for winter forcing, it is

found necessary that the glass frames should be in an almost

perpendicular direction. They are about 5 feet wide at

the bottom, and at the top about 3 feet ; the height of the

Vine wall, to which the frame is affixed, about 10 feet."

I therefore propose to make the sides of my house 10 feet

high. The advantage of this increases as the angle of the

sun's rays decreases, the dii-ect sunlight shining so much
further down the house, particularly from the south and
west sides. Plan No. 6 will show this. Mr. Speechly says

—

" The angle of the sun's rays at the equinox is 43°." I have

taken this as a basis. At midsummer the sun is 23° north,

making its altitude 06° ; in' winter 23° south of the equator,

making it 20°. In this I may be wrong; but it is the

principle I wish to show, and it will serve for this purpose.

3?>

I do not know any plan that will better tend to increase

the light during our dark months ; and I think that double
glazing will enable me to retain the heat. Certainly 10 feet

of double glazing will not cost more than 5 feet of brick
wall. I would have the inner portion made so that it could
be taken down as soon as the March winds were over,

merely employing it as a means of preventing what I may
call too much unauthorised ventilation ; but some may say,
Tou leave out the roof; can you get more light through the
sides ? Let us turn again to Mr. Speechly—" Vineries are
sometimes built on commodious plans, of which the most
elegant certainly are those which have an entire glass-
framed roof, with one side descending to the east, the other
to the west; the south end must consequently be glazed.
But as these buildings admit of the meridian sun only at
the end cf the house, they are very improper for producing
Grapes at an early season." From this extract I should
presume Mr. Speechly intended to mean a house that had
no sides. Let us treat it as such. He says the roofs descend
to the east and west. In this case, when the sun was in
the south its rays would fall on the rafters, as represented

in Plan No. 5, at d and e, on rafters 1 and 2. I intend
running my roofs east and west, so that when the sun is in

.V

^--'

n n R^-r" n a
£
Plan No. 5.

the south it will be as shown in Plan No. 6. To avoid con-
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fiisiun I have only carried out the lines c, as I am considering

the case of a house in winter ; and hei-e you will see, when
the sun is in the east or west, it will still be, as shown in

Plan No. 5, which I consider Mr. Speechly was justified in

calling improper. May we not all confess he was very wise
in his generation ? I have been as much surprised as

pleased in reading his boob, and shall set great store by
it.—G. H.

EARTH A DEODORISER OF SEWAGE.
Mt attention has been directed to two letters in your

Journal signed " Upwards and Onwards," in which the

writer gives much, and to some extent merited, praise to a
pamphlet by Mr. Wilmot on the dry treatment of excre-

mentitious matter. In asserting, however, that ashes are

a better material for the purpose than dry earth, he has,

together with Mr. Wilmot, fallen into a great error. I shall

feel, therefore, greatly obliged if, as the advocate of the dry
earth syster.;, whose observations and experiments have
extended now through many years, I may be allowed space

in your Journal for a few words on the subject. It is so

long a^o as the year 1857 that I discovered that very im-
portant property of dry earth or clay, of which Mr. Wilmot
makes no account whatever—viz., its capability of repeated

use. I will limit my remarks to his two objections to my
system. Firstly, that I recommend the use of a mechanical
application of earth ; and secondly, that I use earth and not
ashes as the medium of removal.
Now, with regard to the first of these objections, there is

no greater necessity for the use of mechanical arrangements
for the supply of earth than for the supply of ashes : indeed
my pamphlets indicate the simplest possible mode of apply-

ing the earth without any machinery. Almost as soon as I

began to carry out this mode myself I perceived certain

obvious advantages which would arise from some mechanical
contrivance— advantages (I might almost say necessities),

if the system should ever be adopted, as I am confident that
sooner or later it will be adopted, in towns, inside houses,

and in tipper stories of houses—advantages in economising
the use of earth, both as to smallness of the quantity to be
used, and especially in the cases of schools, gaols, and
asylums, and as to the certainty of its application. In conjunc-

tion, therefore, with Messrs. White & Co. I contrived, and
have patented some very simple contrivances for thispurpose;

and although Mr. Wilmot may have seen and heard of one
or two failures, as he asserts, arising from defective manufac-
ture, those advantages of which I speak can be, and are, by
mechanical contrivances secured. Without some such con-

trivance it is sufficient to observe that a closet is exactly

what a water-closet would be without a mechanism for

applying the water.

Second, as to Mr. Wilmot' s other objection to the use of

earth and his preference of coal ashes, I venture to pro-

nounce it simply absurd. From the very fii-st I have
regarded my system as one not for England only, but suited

to all countries ; and, as I have stated in my third edition

of "National Health and Wealth," it is already very gene-
rally adopted in the gaols and barracks of British India.

Where will Mr. Wilmot find his coal ashes there ? Where
will he obtain them on the continent of Europe ? And even
if during the winter months in England there should be an
adequate supply, what cottage or what moderately-sized

house will supply enough for a large family during the
summer ?

The most decided objection, however, to the use of ashes
is that which Mr. Wilmot himself acknowledges—viz., that

the mass of excrement with ashes becomes foul and gives

off a bad smell. How then can they be said to be equal in

deodorising power to dry earth or clay ? The truth is that

ashes from their alkaline character exert a chemical action

on the nitrogenous matters of this mixture, and generate, an
analagous process to that of fermentation, without absorbing
the gases generated ; whilst, on the other hand, dry eartli,

from its well-known capability of absorbing manurial com-
pounds, takes up into itself any gaseous products which
through its mixture with foul substances may have been
eliminated. Such mixture will give off no smell and is per-

fectly harmless. If the mixing, moreover, be intimately
done all olTensive appearance, as well as offensive smell.

vanishes, and if in that state it be allowed to dry it may be
used with equal efficacy the tenth time.

—

Henrt Moule,
Fordington Vicarage.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Ctpeipedium LMYiaKTVM. (Glossy-leaved Lady's Slipper).

Nat. ord., Orchidaceae. Linn.., Gynandria Diandria.—Dis-
covered by Mr. J. G. Veitch in the Philippine Islands.

Flowers yeUow, variously streaked with, purple.

—

(Boi. Mag.,
t. 5508.)
Aeum pal^stinum (Jerusalem Ajuni). Nat. oi-d., Aroideae.

Linn., Moucecia Mouandria.—Procured from near Jerusalem
by Messrs. Veitch. Spathe inside and spadix dark purple.,

—(Ibid., t. 5509.)

Raphiolepis japonica var. integerkima (Entire-leaved

Japanese Eaphiolepis). Nat. ord., Eosaceas. Linn., Icos-

andria Digynia.—Native of Japan, &c. Flowers white and
sweet-smelling.

—

{Ibid., t. 5510.)

Htpcestes SANGUINOLENTA (Blood-vcined Hyposstcs). Nat.

ord., Acanthaceae. Linn., Diandria Monogynia.—Introduced
by Messrs. Veitch, it is believed, from Madagascar. Flowers
pale purple ; leaves dark green, veined with pale purple.

—

{Ibid., i. 5511.)

AucuBA JAPONICA (Japanese Aucu.bai)i.—Noticed at p. 361.

—{Ibid., t. 5512.)

Odontoglossum Pescatorei var. splendens.—White
spotted witl- purple. Eeceived a first-class certificate from
the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Floral Committee.

—

{Floral

Mag., pi. 241.)

Camellia Contessa di Gonda.—Delicate pink, with darker
stripes of the same colour. At Mr. Bull's Nurseiy.

—

{Ibid.,

pi. 242.)

Hyacinth Thorwaldsen.—Exhibited by Mr. Cutbush, High-
gate Nursery. Pale blue, lobes with darker centre.

—

{Ibid.,

pi. 243.)
Clarkia integkipetala floke pleno (Doni^le Entire-

petalled Clarkia).—Flowers double, rosy crimson. Possessed
by Messrs. Carter, Holborn. Handsome flower.

—

{Ibid.,

pi. 244.)

AcHiMENES.^Bose Qxieen, purple. Aurortf,, scarlet. Stella,

mauve. The two first-named had first-class certificates, and
the third a second-class certificate from the Floral Com-
mittee. They were raised by Mr. A. Parsons, gardener to

W. J. Blake, Esq., Danesbury, Welwyn.

—

{Florist and Pomo-
logist, iii., 89.)

THE PLEASURE-GROUNDS OF PARIS.
The Botanic Gardens, like many other venerable places,

have been preserved with great expense, as an illustration

of the ease and tranquillity with which public business was
executed in old times. Add to these the gai-dens of the
Luxembourg and Tuileries, all three of which have lately

undergone some improvements, and we have the gardens of

Paris as furnished by the State. On the arrival of the
Emperor in 1852, knowing the useful effect of transforming
the many resorts of vagabonds and strongholds of revolu-

tion, he determined to embellish the city, improve its health,

and give employment to the dangerous, if not working,

thousands of the Parisian populace ; losing no time, he
appointed Baron Haussman, as prefect, to dh-ect and carry

out his plans. He proposed the improvements for the con-

sideration and sanction of the municipal council, and ordered

that the money received at the octrois, which amounts to

about 180,000 francs per day, should be expended for this

purpose ; he appointed a staff of officers to conduct, and
assistants in every branch capable of directing, the practical

operations. The result is incredible : it surpasses even his

own anticipations. Never have such improvements been
effected in the same time in any other city in the world.

Parks, promenades, gardens, lakes, fountains, bridges,

temples, and boulevards of unequalled beauty, have sprung
up on the very spots where imagination would have called

them, to replace those retreats of sickness and filth—those

dens of vice and crime.

Wherever the Emperor has gathered his notions of boule-
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yards, there can be no doubt but those on gardening are of

English extraction, as may be traced in his first grand design

Bois de Boulogne, the moat extensive, beautiful, and best

designed of aU the fashionable promenades of Paris : though

without the fortified boundary between Auteuil and Neuilly

it is certain, at no distant day, to be included within the

limits of Paris.

Passing the Tuileries, crossing the Place de la Concorde,

where we must not stop to contemplate its inimitable beau-

ties, nor dwell too long on the diiferent phases in which

history wOl represent it to us, and quickly going along the

grand avenue of Champs Elysees, every step of which pre-

sents some fresh beauties, we find some well-designed plots

filled with rare plants in out-door culture, such as Erythrina

ruberrima, Fious elastioa, Wigandia urens and caracasana,

Niootiana wigandioides. Begonia fuchaiodes, Ai'alia papyri-

fera, Caladium odoratum and esculentum, Musa rosacea,

Coleus marmoratu.3, Andropogon formosus and halepensis,

Canna zebrina, hybrida, Solanum marginatum, robustum,

and capsicastrum, &c. On arriving at the Arc de Triomphe,

that masterpiece of art, we stand in the centre of a
circle which terminates the avenue, and from which
radiate twelve avenues, such as are only to be found here.

From here, ten, fifteen, or twenty minutes will suffice to con-

duct ua to the following entrances of Bois de Boulogne :

—

Portes MaiUot, Sablons, Dauphine, and Grille de la Muette.

Arc de Triomphe once passed, we see, opening in front, a

little to the right, three broad avenues ; to the left the

Avenue of St. Cloud, formerly Avenue of Charles X. ; be-

tween this and the route to Neuilly lies the Avenue de I'lm-

peratrice, attracting the attention by its grandeur and ani-

mation, and by the beautiful landscape with which it is

surrounded and terminated. This avenue, which is the

most direct from the Tuileries, was opened in 1855 ; its

length is nearly a mUe, width about 110 yards, comprising a
central road for can-iages of 174 yards wide, an alley on either

side of 13 yards, one for pedestrians, and the other for horse-

men, with two belts of grass of about 30 yards each, in which
have been planted some fine groups of Coniferse, ic, also

some beds filled in the summer months with the choicest

plants ; finally there are two lateral roads of nearly 9 yards

each for the service of the neighbouring proprietors : these

are enclosed by a very rich railing of one uniform model. No
habitation can be constructed at a distance of less than
12 yards from the railing. On passing along this avenue we
perceive, towering sternly above the Bois de Boulogne, Mont
Valerien, one of those formidable forts which were con-

structed by Louis PhUippe, whUe a little to the left may also

be seen the ridge of St. Cloud, BeUevue, and Meudon.
We now enter Porte Dauphine, which, although not so

large as the Grille de la Meutte, and deformed a little by the
appearance of the fortifications, though hidden as much as

possible by trees and shrubs, is, nevertheless, a most elegant
and richly ornamented entrance. This once passed, we find

ourselves in the Bois de Boulogne, surrounded as it is by
villages and castles, most of which recall a great number of

historic events and literary anecdotes. In the early times
of the French monarchy this formed part of the ancient
forest of Rouvray, taking its name firom the Querous robur,

which at that time was the predominant wood here.

It also appears that at that period Passy, Auteuil, St.

Cloud, and Meudon, were comprised in this forest of sessile-

fruited Oaks, which seems to have been inhabited for the
first time towards the end of the sixth century, a few huts
having been erected by the peasants along the sunny banks
of the Seine ; and they afterwards succeeded in clearing some
of those virgin wastes, and there planted the Vine. The name
given to this small assemblage of cabins was Nijou (in Latin
Nimeo). At a later period the extensive wilds which sur-
rounded the village of Nijou were enclosed,and keepers were
placed there to feed and protect the game. At this time
the modern Bois de Boulogne received the name of Remise
du Roi. About the fourteenth century this wood became the
resort of robbers and adventurers. So infested had it been
that the convoy sent by Charles V., with the baggage of
Duguesclin, was here attacked and pillaged in open day.

Louis II. gave the forest of Rouvray to, and therein
erected a mansion for, his physician, James Cottier, but
of this the parliament stripped him on the decease of the
king. It was about this time that the name Bois de

Boulogne seems to have been given to a portion of it. After-
wards Francis I., passionately fond of sport, appropriated it

to game, and built the castle of Madrid, where Henry II.

gave brilliant fetes. Charles IX. constructed, in liis turn, a
residence, which has since received the name of Castle de la

Muette, in which he used to reside in the hunting season ;

it was afterwards frequented by Louis XIII., but Louis XIV.
abandoned it for Versailles. It became again the haunt of
the profligate Louis XV., who greatly improved it. In the
beginning of the eighteenth century the Regent embellished
La Muette, which became the favourite resort of his sister,

the Duohesse de Berri. In this castle Marie Antoinette slept
on her arrival at Paris, in awaiting the preparation of the
Tuileries. It was at this place, also, towards the end of
the eighteenth centm-y, that the iirst horserace was run in
France ; and it was here the first balloon experiments were
made by PUatre du Rosier, who made an ascent accompanied
by the Marquis d'Ai-land. But the revolution dispersed the
aristocracy and literati, which then peopled the environs
of the Bois de Boulogne.
Napoleon I., wishing to develope its natural beauties, com-

menced a grand project, but his intentions were fruatrated

by the belligerent visit of English, Russian, and Prussian
armies. At the second invasion the English army encamped
here, and cut down, burned, and built their tents with Oaks
which Francis I. had planted. Theh- camp extended from
Ranelagh to Porte Maillot. The Rusaiana and Prussians did
the same at different other points, so that when the allies

retired the Bois de Boulogne presented a sort of waste,

covered with debris and ashes. A few trees near the cross

of Catelan and Porte MaiUot alone escaped the destroying
hand of these unwelcome visitors. Louis XVIII. did all he
could to efface the too glaring traces of these lamentable
disasters, and replanted it, and Napoleon III., for reasons
already cited, and from his long sojourn in England,
knowing the importance of public gardens, determined, in

the beginning of 1852, on giving to Paris one of those public
promenades which are the pleasure and pride of London.
From IS'iS to 1852 Bois de Boulogne formed part of the

State demesnes. By an Imperial decree of the 2nd June, 1852,

it was ceded to the city on the following conditions :

—

1st. To defray all expenses.
2nd. To expend within four years jE80,000 in its embellish-

ment, and to submit to the Government the plan before
executing it.

3rdly. To preserve for the purpose intended the lands
conceded.
Hardly was this decree made known when the city took

possession, and commenced the work. The laying out was
given to an able landscape gardener, M. Vare, who, acting
on the indications and ideas given him by the Emperor,
traced out a plan which was adopted without any modifica-

tions, and at the completion of the work meritoriously
received the " ribbon " from the hands of the Emperor.
M. Vare has since been replaced by an engineer, M.

Alphand, and a head gardener, M. Barillet, to whom are en-
trusted the management and formation of all the public
gardens of the city of Paris, and by whom have been formed
the numerous minor gardens which adorn this capital, none
of which, however beautiful, as yet make any approach to

the Bois de Bovilogne.

There is at this moment in course of formation the vast
Forest of Vincennes, which, though in extent, fertility of
soU, and magnificence of its trees, far surpassing Bois de
Boulogne, still is, owing to its position, never likely to be-

come a favourite place for the fashionable aristocracy.

Charenton and Butte de Montmartre are undergoing similar

transformations. Bois de Boulogne has cost many thousands
and many years, but it is a lasting monument, and will

long stand at the head of works of this sort.

The principle said to have been applied here was to take
a little fi'om all, without destroying any. "Wherever ex-

isting obstructions worth preserving came in the way, the
visitor has been sent gracefully round. In this way many
fine old trees have been spared from the woodman's axe,

while no one will contest the charms given to this picturesque
place by the preservation of the tower of the ancient and
famous monastery of Longchamp and its neighbouring
windmill. The Cross of Catelan, associated with dark tragical

remembrances, stands facing one of the entrances to the
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garden Pres Catelan, which has been devoted to many kinds

of attractive amusement ; from 1855 till 1859 it was the

scene of theatrical displays, for which a kind of rustic,

uncovered theatre was constructed, where all the charms of

flowers were more advantageously shown by the aid of skil-

fully arranged lustres. This has since been replaced by
the Concert Musard, in addition to which several militai-y

bands play hei-e two or three times a-weet in summer.
The name "Catelan" is given it from an event which

occurred here in the reign of Philippe le Bel. Catelan was
one of the most celebrated troubadours of his time, attached
to the court of Beatrice de Savoi, wife of the last Raymond
Beranger, Comte de Provence; his reputation became so

great that Philippe demanded, as a favour from Beatrice, to

send him to his coiu-t. On his arrival at the Tuileries,

Catelan, not finding the king, who in the meantime had
retired to Poissy, was obliged to follow him thither. Philippe,

fearing the danger of allowing Catelan to traverse the forest

of Eouvray alone, despatched an escort of his guard to meet
and conduct him. But Catelan, having unfortunately spoken
of the rich present which Beatrice entrusted him with for

the king, the chief of the escort assassinated him on the

spot where now stands the pyramidal monument. But the

chief, on opening the small coffer in which the supposed
treasure lay, to his great consternation only found therein a

little bottle of some new perfume. The chief returned to

Poissy, and told the king he had not seen Catelan ; but in a

short time after, on his appearing at court, he was detected

from having on him the perfume entrusted to Catelan, and
was sent to the guillotine.

—

William Kelly, Au Fleuriste

de Paris, a la Muette, Passij, Paris.—{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

(To be continued.)

WOEE FOE THE WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The weather is now very favourable for carrying on the

varioiTS operations of planting and sowing. When any main
crops have failed, more seed should be immediately sown.

Where they have partially failed procui-e plants, if possible,

to fill up. Now is the time to destroy slugs ; late at night

and early in the morning they leave their hiding places,

and may be destroyed by thousands with quicklime, which

should be strewn over every part of the garden several even-

ings or mornings in succession—in the morning by three or

four o'clock, and at night not before nine. By persevering

a short time a garden may be entirely cleared of this pest.

Beet, thin the plants to a foot apart while they are small, fill

up vacancies with those that are drawn out, they will pro-

duce plants equally good with the others. If the first crop

has altogether failed, it is not yet too late to sow another.

Broccoli, make another sowing of both early and late sorts,

the former to come in in October and November, the latter

late in the spring. Cabbage, earth-up those that were planted

early in the spring ; tie up the leaves of a few of the most
t'orward of the autumn-planted, to cause them to form
hearts for early use. Capsicums, plant them out on a warm
rich border, water them during dry weather throughout the

season. Chervil, make another sowing, and also of American
Cress. Celery, continue to prick out seedling plants. In
planting out a second time, before finally transplanting into

trenches, make a bed about 4 inches thick, of equal parts of

rotten dung and loam on a piece of hard ground, so that at

the time of planting the whole of the earth may adhere to

the roots after the spade is passed between each of the

plants. Cucumbers, particular attention is required to keep
the plants in a bearing state. Stopping the shoots is the

most important point to be attended to, the plants to be
looked over every fine morning about an hour after the

frames have been uncovered and the plants have had a little

air. E'lidive, sow a little seed for an early crop, it is useless

to sow much as it wUl soon run to seed. Kidney Beans sown
in pots or boxes, plant out on a warm border in rows 2.1 feet

aiart. Another sowing should also be made. Leeks, make
asowing to plant out for winter use. Lettuce, plant out a

few about once a-weok, thin the plants in the early seed-bed

to a foot apart, and if any were gown on the Asparagus-beds

they wUl require the same attention. Mushrooms, woodlice

are generally troublesome about the beds at this season, the

best traps to catch them are boiled Potatoes put into a
flower-pot and covered with a smaU piece of moss, the pot to
be then placed on its side, by examining it every morning
and emptying the live stock into some hot water, their num-
bers may in a short time be considerably diminished. Onions,

the weather is now favourable for planting out some of the
autumn sowing. Avoid covering any portion of the bulb.
Potatoes, earth-up the early crops, and those which have just
made their appearance above ground to have the hoe run
between the rows to keep down weeds. Scarlet Runners, the
sowings of these and of Haricot Beans should be attended
to without delay. Thin out seedling crops while the plants
are small, and if it should be necessary to stand amongst
them, let the soil be afterwards loosened-up where it is

trodden.

FRtriT GARDEN.
Espalier fruit trees demand prompt and peculiar care at

this season, favoured by the weather a rapid and healthy
growth has been encouraged. The removal of superfluous
shoots may now be effected with propriety. Peach, Apricot,

Plum, and Pear trees alike require frequent attention.

Much advantage may be gained by judiciously stopping
some and favouring the extension of others, by the removal
of unnecessary shoots and those too close together. Per-
severe in the destruction of insects on fruit trees, in order
to aiiord the young shoots a fair chance of making healthy
growth.

FLOWEK GARDEN.
Now is the time to establish a firm and even sward

or lawn, the pride of British gardens ; the roller and the
scythe will be in frequent request, and much labour is in-,

volved in these operations properly carried out. See that
the edgings hitherto neglected are put in order for the
summer, do not edge beyond the original boundary, and
keep the walks filled with gravel. Let the roUer be passed
frequently along the edges, in order to level them down to

the walk ; this takes away the harshness of the outline.

See that all Rose trees have due attention as to disbudding,
stopping, &c. Watch the buds inserted last season, rub off

those on the stock in a progressive way, and let all Roses,

whether standard or dwarf, be well top-dressed with good
rot1 en manure, if not already done. Where Roses are infested

with the grub it will be necessary to go over the plants fre-

quently to destroy this pest. Green fly is also very trouble-

some at this season, a good washing with the garden engine
on two or three successive evenings will greatly assist in

getting rid of these destructive pests. In this department
the next few weeks will be devoted to filling up the flower-

garden beds and clumps intended for the summer and autumn
display, and now a change has taken place in the weather
every exertion should be made to get the planting- out com-
pleted with all possible dispatch. As Crocuses and other
bulbs wUl now be nearly over, patches of biennials which
have stood the winter may be placed close beside them.
Select a shady border and give it a good dressing of rotten
dung or leaf mould, slightly forked in, for planting with the
runners of the different kinds of Violets for forcing. The
Neapolitan is the best for frames or pots, and the runners
wUl now be found in a proper state for removal. Plant them
8 or 10 inches apart, water them abundantly in dry weather,
and pinch off the runners as they appear. If the soil is

rich and open they will grow into stout bushy plants by the
autumn, and may then either be potted or planted in pits

for forcing.

GBEENHODSE AND CONSERVATORY.
As the New Holland plants go out of bloom their seed-

pods should be picked off, the shoots cut back and ai-ranged in

the form most favourable to secure compact growth, placing
them in an airy part of the greenhouse until they fairly

start into growth. When the buds have faii-ly started will

be the proper time for shifting such as require more pot-

room, as they can then be kept somewhat close for a fort-

night to encourage fi-ee root-action without incurring the
risk of the buds breaking scantily. Look well to the stock

of plants for summer and autumn decoration, and do not
allow them to sustain any check through want of pot-room or

carelessness in watering. Fuchsias for late bloom must not
be kept too warm, but should be placed in a moist shady
house, where they will grow much more freely than in a
high temperature.
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The plants in this house will now be growing freely, and
will require frequent attention as regards stopping and
training. Give them a proper amount of pot-room, and
afford them all the sunshine they will bear without scorch-
ing, with a moist atmosphere, admitting air freely on mild
days ; also aiford them sufficient spa ce for the perfect deve-
lopment of their foliage. Go over creepers frequently, so as
to regulate their growth and prevent confusion, which, with-
out attention, soon happens. Syringe and shut up early on
the afternoons of fine bright days, and be as sparing as
possible in the use of artificial heat.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
Delightful warm showers have set all vegetation rapidly

growing, and the change on the pastures and corn fields, as
well as on most garden crops, is astonishing. It will give a
nice help to Strawberry plants now coming into bloom, and
as for mowing, a man can do double what he could do in a
dewless morning, and the ground too hard and dry for even
a roller to squeeze down the little worm and other heaps.

KITCHEN GAKDEN.
Very much the same as in previous weeks. Gave a little

salt to Asparagus and Sea-kale. Sowed more Turnips, Peas,
and Beans. Planted out Scarlet Kunners. Pricked-out a lot

of Onions sown late in autumn, to yield large bulbs before
those sown in spring. Planted more Cauliflower ; sowed
successions of Lettuces, Onions for salads. Cabbage for sum-
mer, &c. Potted Chilis, Capsicums, Tomatoes, thinned out
leaves, and some shoots of Cucumbers. Dug up Potatoes in

frames, and placed the tubers in dry earth for use. Cleai'ed

off' the soil, and some 18 inches of the tree leaves that
were beneath it. Stirred up what was left and added fresh
litter and short grass, so mixing that the grass would give
moisture enough to the litter, and thus keep on for a long
time the process of combustion ; then replaced the leaves,

making a bank back and front for the frames to rest on, and
filled at once with soil for Cucumbers and Melons. These
beds will last for a long time, and when the soil is removed
and the bed forked-up they will do for cuttings late in
autumn. A little practice enables us with such a rough
system to avoid over-heating and great changes of heat and
cold.

Mushrooms.—We have jast spawned our last piece in-doors
on an elevated platform. At this season, do what we will,

the woodlice will annoy us inside the shed-house, and espe-
cially if the bed is made on the floor ; if on the shelves, we
are much less troubled with them. Even after scalding and
trapping numbers of them, we have been obliged to set pots
and hand-lights firmly over good patches, if we did not wish
to see them holed and scraped in the morning. We are
scarcely ever troubled with them during the winter months.
We generally smoke the Mushroom-house with burning
sulphur every autumn, and that must leave few alive. No
doubt they are introduced along with the fermenting
material. We have just made up our fii-st piece in the shed
out of doors. The material consisted chiefly of long litter

&om the stables, with a few droppings and tree leaves for

want of something better. This had been thrown together
and watered to cause it to ferment. It was turned and
watered again, the object being not to waste the straw too
much by making it too wet. When used the other day it

had settled down into a half-decomposed, dry, cakey material.
This was well broken and packed together some 16 inches
deep, and ere long an inch of horse-droppings will be spread
all over. The advantage of the dryness is, that a little

manure water can be given when the bed seems to require
more nouiishment. Over-dryness will starve the spawn, over-
wetness will rot it and cause it to exhaust itself in thickish
threads. As instanced the other week, if we had thought
of it in time we might have saved some of this trouble.

Part of the bed made last season, and which bore in sum-
mer and autumn, was left after we had wheeled two parts or
more out for manure. We believe the rest would have done
well too if we had left it. The material was dry rather than
wet. A watering with warm water and a slight covering of
rough hay until ths weather became warm, has caused the

piece to yield a fine lot of Mushrooms. This instance shows,
that if the bed be dry the spawn will not suffer from cold.
From about the end of last October, when the house Mush-
rooms were coming in, this shed-bed had been exposed to the
colds of winter, with little or no protection except from wet,
and now it is <>oming quite thick again. This shows the im-
portance of not having the material of the bed too wet, nor
yet too hot. Spawn wUl keep long enough if dry. It is quite
a mistake to make so much ado about having it only in the
autumn after it has been fresh made. We have had fine
beds from spawn kept on a latticed shelf in a dry shed for
five years.

FEDIT GAKDEN.
Chiefly employed in regulating, topping, thinning, dis-

budding, or dis-shooting Peaches, thinning Grapes, arrang-
ing and stopping shoots, planting-out Melons, &c. Some
wet dull days, as Wednesday, were very suitable for thin-
ning Grapes, and doing other work under glass.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Besides keeping the conservatory neat, potting stove and

greenhouse plants, the chief work has been potting late-

struck Verbenas, and other bedding plants ; dividing
Dahlias, and planting them out in a trench in the kitchen
garden among light, rich material, to be afterwards moved
with good balls, giving a pot, and the shelter of the Peach-
house to those that were rather late, if of the best florist

kinds. Pricking-out lots of other things in beds, as Agera-
tums, where they could have more room, but more generally
turning them out in bunches, so that they may require little

trouble in watering until we are ready for them. Harden-
ing-o£f by pretty full exposure plants in earth-pits, &c., and
getting the ground well dug and pulverised, turned' and
returned for their reception. Did our ground please us,

most likely we would have turned lots of things out this

week, but we got behind with all this work in spring, and
we would prefer delay in planting-out to planting-out in
beds not sufficiently stirred and pulverised. Most of our
bedding-out plants are growing in temporary beds, where
they are without pots, and they will suffer but little in the
removal. The ground before the rains was also too dry for

us to plant, without sacrificing too much of our water. We
expect to have a few plants in their places before this is in

print ; but as a general rule we have never gained much by
planting- out before the 18th or the 20th of the month. If

planted much sooner here the plants require less or more
protection, and we would prefer giving it when they are in

earth-pits, and where, from not being in pots, they require
but little water to keep them healthy. As a general rule,

the bulk of bedding plants will thrive afterwards in pro-
portion to the sunbeams dug down into the soil; and if

time can be given, the soil can be well warmed if the heated
suriaoe is frequently turned in. The vane poinintg so much
to the north, makes us also a little cautious.—E. P.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
W. Bull, King's Eoad Chelsea, London.

—

Retail List o/

New, Beauti/ul, and Eare Plants.

Groenewegen & Co., Amsterdam.

—

Catalogue of New and
Rare Plants.

COVENT GAEDEN MAEKET.—May 13.

The supply is fair, but not more than equal to the demand. Good dessert

Oranges are more scarce. A large cargo of new Potatoes, and of good
quahiy, has arrived from Lisbon. They sell at froiu 3d. to bd. per pound.
01 old Potatoes, the stock on hand is very heavy. Flowers chietly consist

of Orchids, Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Mignonette, and Hoses.

PBUIT.

d

1 6

fl. d. s.

Apples J sieve 2 to 4

Apricots, Oreen, pottle 1

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 14 20

Filberts 100 lbs. 40 o

CoDs do. 50 60

Gooseberries ...^ sieve 4 7

Grapes lb. 8 14

Lemons 100 5 10

Melons each

s. d.

Mulberries .... punnet to

Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100 6

Peaches doz. 36
Pears (kitcneu) ...doz. 2

dessert doz.

Pine Apples lb. 6

Plums i sieve

Strawberries oz.

d

14

45
3

u 12

Walnuts bush. 14
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Arttrtiokea eacli

Asparagus bandle 2
BeaoB Broad 4 sieve

Kidney VOO 1

Beet, Red....« doz. .3

Broccoli buTidle 2

BmsselsSorouts ^ sieve

Cabbage doz. I

Capsicums IIIO

Carrots buncb
Oauliflowor doz. 2

Celery bandle 2

Cucumbers each
Endive score 2

Fennel bunch
GarUc and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bufich n

Horseradish ... bundle 2

•VEaiTABLES.

d
6

d. 8.

4 too
6

6

10

«

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score

Mushrooms potfcle

Mustd. & Cress, punnet
Onions ...bushel

pickling quart

Parsley J sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas... quart

Potatoes bushel

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys ..doz.

8ea-kale baaka-

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes A sieve

Turnips .hunch
VeizetableMarrows doz.

d. 5.

3 to 1

2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will write privatel.y to the de-

partmental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture,

Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so

doing they are sub,jected to unjustifiaWe trouble and

expense. All communications should therefore he ad-

dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticul-

ture, 4-c., 171, Fleet Street, London, E.O.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those

on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them

answered promptly and conveniently, but write them

on separate communications. Also never to send more

than two or three ijuestions at once.

S.'B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

wee\.

iLFOM HoRTicuLTDRAL COMPANY (J. CurMen).—To secure the allotment

of shares von should send 10s. for each share yon Intend to take addressed,

to "The lUord Hortlcnltnral Company, London and Westminster Bank,

Lothhury. London." No notice will be taken of any application that does

not contain the required remittance.

Early Peas.—Messrs. Sutton, of the Royal Berks Seed Establishment,

Keadins, inform us that they have made several sowings, in different situa-

tions, -' each of the new early Peas advertised in The Jouk.-jat, of Hokti-

cntTOR", and that they find that "Sutton's Ringleader" came into bloom

several days before either of the other new sorts, though all were sown on

the same day. and under exactly similar circumstances. Fron their observa-

tions during last season they have confidence that the podding and ripening

will be still more in advance of all others.

Diseased Grapes (C. T. IT.).—They are very much rusted, but some of

them are also spotted. The rust, as stated by Mr. Fish in " Doirits of Last

Week " is usually attributed to the berries being touched with hot hand.s or

head • but we question whether it is not oftener caused by sadden exposure

to cold currents of air. The spot is a gangrene usually caused by the roots

being loo cold, or having descended deeply into the subsoil.

Green Fly on Pe'ch Trees (A Sulacriher, B. S(oie).—Syringe your

Peach trees every other day with tobacco water for a week or so. This

should be done early in the morning, or after three in the afternoon. You

may always syringe the trees with perfect safety as soon as the fruit is set,

providing the tobacco water is not too strong. Use it at the rate of 1 lb. of

tobacco to eight gallons of water. If you syringe your trees, say on

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday with tobacco water, syringe them on the

other three days with clear water. If this is well (lone we think the trees

should be quite clear from these pests in one week. Tour plan of dusting the

Gooseberry trees is very good, and we often adopt it with good success.

We do not think it would have the desired effect on the Peach trees. We do

not think the du»t would injure cither the tree or the fruit. There will be

no harm in tryli g it; if it do oo good it can be easily washed off again

with the syringe.

Insect on Vibe (J?. R. Reeves).—It is the mealy bug (Coccus adonidnm),

one of the worst of pests. Brush with a very hard brush carefully, sa as

to leave no part untouched, every stem and branch, after which thoroughly

paint them with the following mixture :— Soft soap, 2 lbs.; flowev.s of

sulphur, 2 Us. ; tobacco, 1 lb. ; and a wine-gUss of spirit of turpentine.

Mix the sulphur, turpentine, and toap into a paste with warm water
;
boil

the tobncco for an hour in a covered saucepan in some more water, strain

It mix it with the soapy mixture, and then add enough water to make iive

callons. More tender plants can only have their steins and leaves sponged

with water at a temperature of 115% frequently, and so long as a single

insect can he detected.

Injects (IT 7".).—The inseect, of which yon sent amultitutle, is the minute

Lepignia (imetaria, which is generally considered to feed upon decaying vege-

table matters, and consequently not to be injurious to growinK plants. The

remarkable habit of asscmblins, in such vast myriads, and in luasses, is well

known. (Col. n W. ISmihurv).—The beetles sent are the Otiorhynchus

vastatr.r, a most destructive kind of weevrl. The hwt way to get rid of

them Is to lay a sheet beneath the trees which they aitack, and then wait

till after nichtfall, when the beetles will have mounted tlie branches, which

must be shaken, when the becties will fall, and be easily secu on the eheet.

—W.
Vases FOR OONBKRVATORY (fl-a3c?io«rnc).—We think your vases for such

a place should he from 20 to 28 inches in diameter, and from 3 to 3i feet

high. You will find all kinds in the Marylebone Road, and elsewhere.

Use of Pctty in Glazing U. Q).-As yet we have found nothing

better than good putty for glazing. We have no faith "i^ott greasy pnt^

for keeping large squares secure. Pntty on the other hand that is rresn maae,

though of good materials, is only fit for patching. It made and sweated

a twelvemonth before using it will stand all the better. Th«."""y-'2i
that we know of for securing good glass is to give a S™'] PJ"=^- ^''"S^
people boast of purchasing at live or six farthings a-toot, and then grumo'e

when they have smashes. So far as our own experience goes, most ol tne

cracking of glass proceeds from light glazing, aud tills is one p»s?°J^y
fixing without putty by means of screws and bits of ladia rubber, &c.,nasnoE

hitherto anjwered well If loose' - screwed the glass wiU rattle and break,^

firmly screwed there is aot to b expansion and breakage We have naa

some half-do^en or more squares In an orchard-house cracked this season.

They were along the front of the house, a line 12 inches wide, "194"?;"?

20 inches Ions, placed closely end to eml. Wc expect that in time we shall

lose the most of the row. Had we merely put a thin card or P 'P^i^ °^™^™
square and square to allow of expansion, instead of puttmg them closely end

to end, we do not believe that we should have lost one. It is J«'l; some ot

these little matters that are of so much importance, and therefore these lew

cracked panes may be of use if they prevent others makin? the same mis-

take- As to puttying the laps, there cm be no objection "< ,"^^^'' °'l '^?y

so far obscure light, and in an orchard-house would '?e?'™'i
^f^f,

""//."i

ventilation. I f the laps are not more than from one-eirtth to.™^;^""'?!?'

an inch, and the glass is put on according to tliehend, there w;
^f
"^ ''™«

space at the laps, and if the roof is not very flat there will be no great

amount of moisture lodged between the laps. We ourselves have had very

little breakage from nnputtied laps. We have seen «^<'l%''°'';„^^*°fJi

from top to bottom of a sash, where the laps had been glazed and Pi«oes of

the putty had fallen out. We therefore do not advise tt"a extra expense,

unless for houses where a high temperature is wanted. We know a greai

deal of what lisht glazing will do. We told a friend last season thathe was

glazing too tightly, and he says now he has lost a fourth. There are some
Last season some sash-

things about good" putty that we cannot make out. ^^«. ""---
-'r„th and

bars got as rough as dried mud, whilst bars beiide them were smooth and

firm. ,

,

CucuMBER-HonsE (/. L. S., Comwtll) -We have not '^e slightest doubt

that your Cucumber-house, 6 feet wide, 74 feet at back, and 4 i" f™"*- 7'^
answer admirably, and it is much the same as we use ; but we bave as little

doubt that a boose 10 or U feet wide, with a span ™f'
™^.^J'^V^_^* j,

side, would answer better, but it would cost more '"^ 'jea'i^?^ /.„!." j
nothing original in your iron trough, (i indies deep and 2 feet wide ooverea

with slate, for bottom heat. It would be cheaper 'jnd answer your purpose

quite as well, if the trough or tank were 1
''.1^1'"*h ,'7 Y.mwonld

then the water need never come within half an inch of the "P-
J™^^?1'*

need to surround aud cover this tank with 3 inches or so of broken bricks,

"tones 0? chiker.s • it would then matter little whether you grew your

Cu imb^ersinpots, or in beds in the "™»1 way. Both plans answerwel. and

from 3 feet in width of soil is quite wide enough for Cucumbers. 'We seiaom

give them so much. With such a covering lor your '»"^ ''
7','' *! ^'1^:

able to have your air-heating pipes a little lower than the tail, so as not to

affect the covering of the tank, and for winter work we «»""
^^''f^ "J^^".

two 4-inch pipes, or tliree S-inch pipes, for that purpose-.n fact, rf yon con^

templated Ao covering for the glass, we would prefer '''"e
*-'°J?

P'^^j^

It is much against Cucumbers in winter to have the .Pipes very hot m coW

weather. If your house is to put up we would advise you " 'nm^ " *

Ian The heating, and the glass and wood, would cost more, but the bricks

would cos* less Your proposed house will, however, answer very weU.

Inch a house w II not only do for stove plants, but also make a good propa.

gatlRg-house. We heat our pit, of similar size, by two 3-mch P'Pes below

and tfvo above but there is not enough of heating power above for winter.

Hound our pipes we pack sorne rough rubble, and then close gvavel on

which wc place the soil. We can send moisture among the gt'^el, &c.,

when we like by drain tiles set upright, This we consider eheaper and

Xnpler than heating by troughs, but we have nothing to say against trough-

h a?ing. We presume you know all about having a racist atmosphere in

TOur house, which may easily bo procure^! from the tanks for top or bot om

hea' If your tank had been about 3 feet in width we would have made it

do fir top'^and bottom heat. A small saddle-back or corneal boiler wiU do

all that is necessary.

IiLicMS Wfaklv (TT. G. LongtBn).-Yom best plan is to keep them

.-rowii- by watering freely until the leaves begin to turn yel ow
;
then

;™Zriy refrain from watering, and keep the bulbs n the pots ma sunny

?lace until the autumn. It requires a strong root ot Lilium gigauteum to

throw up a good flower-stem.

Flowkr-o«de.-» Plans (A Tomg gco.V/»nn«).-We do not think that

your cintre of curves and circles corresponds with the four s™Pler groups at

the sides. We think these four groups would be as well without the central

ovir We have r.o doubt, however, that the whole would look we I when

planted, and, according to your plan of balancing
'ti^^'^^lf

e = "^ "paces
CTOuos we do not see how you can improve it. The Perilla, in the spaces

foumenaon would do well if kept low. The alternating with silver and

lokl"n™c^-e-l' Geraniums i« good. (^<i(i.).-Although there is a roominess

found youi four circles, 8 and 9, they rather spoil the regularity of your

We do not think that planting all the eight beds round the centre the

?,me with lines of five colours across, will be any improvement; the grass

wU Uitm-upt all such linos. We would rather pair lliem, and give each

p ir fbraad band of a contrasting colour. Thus, as yellow will be the out-

^
the central circle, we would fill two crossed beds with ye low, and

two with purple, and whitish edgings; two with

and two with blue and pink, flien do as pro-

side

broad purple edgings

icarlet, and white edging

™?ed WitVc^md^ ;"luTedg 10 To, whrfly WiU, lo^

nil wholly itl Lobelia speciosa.' This will bciuuch better.hau breaking

UD the "d-ing. (C«i.f;«n«5).-Wc could not improve upon your plan, or

the style in which you have arranged it. Wo think you would please your,

self bette "i>stead of making your two square groups w,th a walk between

llieni yon made each group complete in itscil. If both groups were planted

with Sim a?colottrs it would look well. Mere variety will not ™ake up tg

duplicity. Your crossed clumps, now, such as 7 "i ''"o r^'^'^re %nd ' m
the othcn are too far apart. Just take some coloured "'ifors, a"d try the

following :-Do as you propose with 1, 1, and 5, o hnt glance 9, S, and 8,

9

3, 2 and 2, 3; 0, 7, and 7. G; 4. 4, and so on; then use your own plan, It

you like it best.
.

I Stopping Pelaroonidms ( W. B. W.).~l.i they are to bloom in August

1 they must not be stopped after the close of the present month.
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ScAtE ON Oleander (A Donegal Suiscriher) .—The leaves sent were much

infested with scale. Dissolve half a pound of solt soap in two gallons ot

hot water, and with this sponge both sides of the leaves, but particularly

the under side ; and be sure to dislodge the enemy so firmly se ited on thi.'.

sides of the midribs. Use the solution aa hoi aa the hand will bear it.

After the plants become dry, syringe them with water at a temperature of

140", laying the plants on their sides, and turning them, so as to thoroughly

wash every part. If the peat still infest the plant?, repeat the application at

intervals. The blotched condition of the leiiycs may be due to the plants

being kept in too low a temperature, and to an excess of moisture on the

leaves, or allowing' water to stand or drip upon them in too low u tempera-

ture. We suspect that they are not constantly supplied with water at the

roots.

Propagating Drutzia gracilis (Qm/=).— Cuttings of the half-ripened

shoots, which may be had now from forced plants, each with two or three

joints, inserted round the sides of a pot or pan, in a compost of equal parts

of loam, leaf mould and sand, will soon roct, if placed in a mild hotbed and

shaded from sun. Cuttings of similar shoots, taken from plants in the open

air, may be inserted in July under a beU-glass in a shady border. Pot them
when well rooted, and plunge, in an open situation, in coal ashes. They will

not bloom to any extent in the following season, however well managed.
To obtain blooming plants for another year, good-si/.e-l branches should be

layered into pots of convenient size, plunged near an old plant, fastening

down the shoots with pegs, and covering with nn inch of ?fflil. An incision

is not necessary, though it will facilitate the prncess. It should be made
below a joint, in an upward direction, and about half through the brunch.

In autumn the layers may be detached, potted into 4h or 6-inch pots,

according to the size of the plants, and be wintered in~ a cold frame or

sheltered situation, the pots being plunged in ashes. ShcIi will bloom a

little in the following spring, if the plants are strong and the "shoots well

ripened in autumn.

Striking Cbrts^nthemum Cuttings in Mat fjrfew).—Cuttings struck

in 3-inch pots in Mav will make stuall plants, which may be trunsferred to

their blooming-pots in July, stopping iliem nt iho filth joint or leaf, and
again, if necessary, in the middle of July. If the plants aro strong and a

late bloom is desired, pot thera in 9-inch pots early in August, and siop the

plants at the same lime. To have a good bloom the plants should be struck
earlier.

Daphne inoica Culture (B. B.). — It requires the temperature o' a
greenhouse, a light airy situation, and a compost of turfy peat two-thirds,
and loam one-third, with a free admixture of sand. Free drainage, a
plentiful supply of water, and a raoi^t soil wiiea growing, but at other times
never very wet nor very dry, are what we have found neceisary for iU culti-

vation. To induce stiff growth and keep the plants bushy we stop the
shoots, or cut them in in spring after blooming, and keep near the glass, and
pear to the point where uir is admitted. Kept at a distance from th*) glass,

in the shade, and in a clos3,pavt of the house, it grows fast and weakly, and
produces few if any flowers.

GiSHUBsT Compound (C IF. TF.).—We do not see how we can improve
upon your mode of using Gi.'^hurst Cfimpound— 2 o;!s. to tlip gallon. It is

just another instance that wliiit will kill a plant in one case will not kill it in

another. Try tobacco smoke or quassia water; 4 ozs. to the gallon is strong'

enough, and use it with a brush over the insects. Were we to sj ringe
plants with it we would use four or five gaUons of water.

Pear Leaves Diseased {A. B., near Ch'ird}.~You.r Pear leaves are
encrusted with fungi, generally the resul*. of extra feeding and deficient
drainage. Perhaps there has been scarcely enough of air in the orchard-
house. We attribute the twisted Rose flowurs you mention to extra feeding
and deficient ventilation in the late sunny weather. A little shade would
have been useful.

Sowing Veitch's Perfection Peas (J. B., Yorkshire) .^Thia Pea usually
takes sixteen weeks from the time of sowing to that of lurnishing pods well
filled with peas. If sown now it would come in abr.ut the end of August or
beginning of September, varying a fortnight according to the weather.
Yorkshire Hero is an excellent Pea, but uot equal to Veitch's Perfection for
an exhibition table.

Saltia splendens for Blooming in August (Idem).—Pot the plant now
from au eight-incli to a twelve-inch pot, using turfy loam, with a little leaf
mould, and &top the shoots if thin. Tie-out the shoots regularly as they
grow, and w.iter and syringe well to keep down red spider. Give plenty of
light, keeping near the glass, and abundance of air. It may blooui iu
August, but there is no certainty of its doing so, its blooming times being
autumn and spring, though It may be had in bloom in Augustby forwarding
in a house. Stop the Geraniums now if thin of shoots, and they will not
need stopping again to bloom well in August.

Improving Turp op Bowling Green (Jf., CJanghton)^--fi.f=, the soil is

heavy and the grass poor, we recommend it to be sown with Suckling'
(Trifolium minus or filiforme), coal ashes to tho depth of a quirter of an
inch to be sifted over it, and t: en rolled. A watering with lime water occa-
sionally will drive away worms and impove the turf.

LiLiuM gtganteum Culture (^ Poor 7ris/jmfl7i).— We should be afraid
to put such ;i fine bulb of L. giganteum out in an exposed situation

; the
winds would be sure to spoil it if you have not a nice sheltered nook for it.

You had better shift it at once into a larger put or tu'>. Such a bulb as
yours sh&uld throw up a spike 10 teet hi;,'h

;
you may stand it out of doois

at once. If you keep it in a pot or tub let it remain in the open air in some
sheltered corner till it begins to show flower, when it should be taken into
the greenhouse. If you have a i^heltered place pnd wish to plant it out, dig
a hole 3 feet deep and 2 feet wide, fill the bottom of the hole with 9 inches
or a foot of broken bricks for drainage, on these place a little moss to pre-
vent the soil from gettina: down amongst the drainage, then place 2 or
3 inches of your prepared soil on the top of the moss. Alter you have turned
your plant out of the pot place it on the hole, and fill the space loft around
the sides witn the soil suitable for Liliums. This, however, should uot be
sifted fine, but be used just as it is chopped, in nice pieces of sod about 2 or
3 inches square.

Channel Islands (A. B. C).—At Guernsey you could do what yon pro-
pose ; but whether you could pay your man's wages out of the surplus
produce of your gardens depends upon circumstances, such as l^kill, soil,

and season. There is but one towm on the islansl, but you had better reside
near that for the sake of facilities of shi|)ping produce to England, and
other conveniences. You must go and look for yourself.

Treatment op Azaleas after Bloouiho (^(/nea).— As 8«on as your
Azaleas have done blooming place them In a close frame or stove for six

weeks, supply them well wiih water, and syringe thera two or three tbnea

daily with water. As soon as they have made their new growth put them
into a cool frame or pit for a few days. After they have become a little

hardened place them in the open air where the direct rays of the sun cannot

strike on them. They may remain In this po!*ition till the end of Sep-

tember, when they should be taken into a cold pit or greenhouse, but they

must not at any time suffer for want of water. The Camellia may be treated

in a similar manner, only it will not take quit-j so long as the Azalea to

mature its growth. As soon as you see the young flower-buds formed (the

plants shoula be taken at once to a cooler place. If this is not doiie they
will commence their growth again, which will prevent their flowering the

following season.

Management of Downton Nectarihe {(?. K.y SevenoaJcs).—lt your
Downton Nectarine wss a small tree, such as you would get from a nursery-

men, you ought not to have expected any fruit to have remained on it; if

any had set it should not have been allowed to remain on the tree the first

year alter planting. The wood was not ripe, which was the main cause of

the young fruit falling off. It is not by any means unusual for the Nec-
tarine tiee to set its fruit in clusters in the way you describe, but it would
be against all reason to allow them to remain so. They should be cut

out with a sharp pair of scissors, leaving but one; this should be left in the

best position, where it would not he ruhtied by the branches of the tree,

and where it would have room to swell to its full size. The best shapen
fruit in the cluster should also be left, and not more than from ten to eigh-

teen fruit shuuld be allowed to reinaiu on the tree this year. This should

be determined by the strength of the tree.

Plbboma elegans Leaves Scorched (M. C.).—The hotbed was too close

for the Pleroma elegans. We should think the rank steam generated in the

hotbed spoilt the leaves in the first instance ; it the hotbed was kept
rather close, aud the sun came out strong, it would be sure to have this

effect on the leaves. The Pleroma should receive similar treatment to the

Azalea after blooming, tor wtiich see answers to correspondents in this and
previous Numbers of The Journal of Horticultlue.

Zinc Labels (J. Jf'thon).~'YQu. had better buy a piece of zinc, score it In

strips of the size yoa need by means of an old knife, and write upon them
with the ink for which we recently gave the recipe. We will endeavour to

publish some notes on the subject next week.

Removing Offsets of Adriculas {B. B).—Rubbing off the offsata will

strengthen the plant, but we rather question whether plants which are

inclined to throw off offsets will make large trusses. [G. B..).— '^g do

nut know of any named collection of hardy self Auriculas. The florists'

vaiieiies are too tender,

Fowi: Manure [C/c«ia^i«).—We have not had much experience with this

manure used alone, except seeing it applied to grass land in places adjacent

to poultry-houses, and there it is sometimes administered too thickly, and
with only an indifferent result. We should not iidvtse it being applied to

Strawberries or haspberries, but for other fruit trees it may be beneficial,

and to such pl-juts as Geraniums, which require a stimulating rather than
a lasting uianure, it may do good ; but we think it will be bolter in all

cases to mix It wiUi live or six times its bulk of soil, and apply it as a top-

dressing just before rain.

Ceeepeus for the Sonny Side of a House [Idem).—If you want a fast

grower, plant Jasminum revoluium, which has also the property of looking

well all rhe year, as likewise does the Evergreen Honeysuckle, or, better

L-tlU, the Yellow and White Banksian Roses. Clematii-cs having a shabby
look for so long a period, can only be advantageously planted in company
with something else. A Wistaria chinensis is better, and a Bignonia ca-

preola*,a also quickly occupies a large space. If, however, the space is limited,

and the t-ituation good, try Ceanothus azureua and dentatu-. or Magnolia
grandiflora; or for an exposed one, Pyracanthas look very well.

Water Plant for Small Ponb Made for Bees (E. TF-).—Ranun-
culus aquatilis looks as well as anything that merely floats on the water, or

if your case be urgent ana the water stagnant, get a paillnl of Aponogeton.
distachyon (duck's meat), from a neighbouring pond and place in it. Veronica
beccabunga iBrouklime), also grows freely in pools uot too deep, and the

same may be said of Water Cresses and many other plants. We expect the

place is too small for a Water Lily, but in tde absence of any of these we
would let something like a basket-lid or iwo float in the water. It would
enable the bees to And a landing place to dry themselves and regain wing.

Endive (H. M, J., Ireland).—It is a general remark that no one garden
in the United Kingdom produces such good vegetables, as a whole, as are

sold in Covent Garden. The reason is obvious: yeurs, or rather ages, of

practice have found out which locality is beat suited for each indiviuual

plant, and it is cultivated there. The best Endive we have met with in a
growing state was on the banks ot the Thames, where manuie by the

waggonload was applied almost to excess. The Endive was grown on in

the autumn as long as it was thougUt safe to allow it to remain outside,

and for early winter use some of it was blanched then ; the rest t^.ken up
with balls, and placed under glass, where it was protected, and brought
into market as required. The only points in its culiure differing from that,

pursued by every one else, is the extra richness ot the soil, and the know-
leuge whi^ti the cultivation of, perhaps, only some tnree or four different

articles enables the grower to attamof the detads of good cultivation in each,

which no private indvidua!, having a number of objects to attend to, can
e:£pect to arrive at; besides which, it must be observed that everything
sent to the London market is sent when at its best, whereas in private

(aniilies the aiticle is only sent when wanted, which may eometimes be
alter it has passed its best, or may not have arrived ai it.

Fig Tree not Bearing {John Wilaon).—\t is likely that your tree

wanted more water during the summer and early autumn months of the
last and the preceding year, aa the Fig siems to require more moisture
than any fruit we know of. If you can supply it with liquid manure
at times during the summer, it is likely you will have more success
hereaftei. Perhaps this can be done without disturbing the pavement over
the roots. Do not; give the liquid manure strong, and at times give plain

water iubtead,

Vineries—Salary {Inquirer),—It Is quite impcssible to say- how many-
vineries a gardener could manage, and we know of no instance of a gardener
having no other employment. From £75 to £100 a-year would not be too
high a salary.
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Remotino Flower-stems trom Tuupb {ASubicriber).—'We do not expect
any particular Kood to arise from cutting off the flower-stalk unletts it

sbowe Gymptoms of ^eedinp, when it bad better be taken off. Do not take
up tbe bulb until all foliage and flower<Btem8 bove quite ripened and died
down, as Nature in this, as in most other caees* does her own work best.
Rearing Ahasyllis from Seed (ff. £".).—The process is very tedious,

and takes at least ihree years to produce a bulb large enough to flower.
It may, however, be accomplished by sowine the seed as snon as it can be
had, and allowing it to remain on the surface of the soil for some time

before gtvinj; water, when heat and moisture may be applied at the same
lime, and all during the time the plants seem growing; but wnea they
seem to stop withhold water by degrees, and let the small bulb rei^ose and
rest, and remain completely cool and dry for two or three months, when
the process of growing on may be repeated. It is possible yoa may obtain
seed from tbe trade, but it is not at all plentiful.

Names of Plants (E. 5.).—Your flowering tree is the Bird Cherry
(Prunus padus). (tf. Ji. /.).—Carpinus betalua.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSEEVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending May 13fch

Date.
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like animals than birds. They seem philosophically to aay,

"We will take life easily whatever happens." When my
dog for the first time entered with me, there was not the

cackle and stmt of other fowls, rather " We should like to

be alarmed, but it is not worth while thus to disturb our-

selves." A Cochin cock seems to possess (supposing I

believed in the transmigration of souls), the spirit of some

easy, fat, good-natured fellow. I am sure if Cochins were

the only inhabitants of Canada, or people Cochin-like, they

would quietly give it up at once to the Yankees. Will

Waddle is a good easy soul ; if a man he would enjoy nothing

so much as sitting in the sun and smoking a long pipe

(short pipes imply fidgettiness). He acts upon the motto,
" I will not plague myself about trifles, nor meet trouble

half way." Wise bird ! Jlay I ever be like him.

A word in regard to the appearance of Cochins generally.

Most persons on first seeing them exclaim, " How ugly !

"

But we should remember there are two kinds of taste—the

taste natural, and the taste acquired. A child seeing Ham-
burghs would at once admire them—this is the taste natural

—just as all children like water, but have to acquire the taste

for beer. But the taste for Cochins has to be acquired.

Granted, but this rather adds to the pleasure when acquired,

and it is worth acquiring I assure you, good readers. The
hen Cochin I hold to be handsomer than the cock. This is

singular, as throughout creation (save, ladies, in the case of

yourselves), the male is the better-looking of the two—e. g.,

among beasts, the lion; among birds, the Pheasant; and
in poultry, the Cochin cock is the only exception. I like

the head of the hen, so sagacious-looking and gentle, not a

bit bold. I like to watch her just stepping out, her intelli-

gent-looking head in a listening attitude. The colour of my
Cochins is light buff. I should like to have the subject of

colour in these birds debated, as the earlier-imported ones

are said to have been dark, and I am a stickler for original

colour in fowls and Pigeons, as being the purest; though
no wonder that a colour so novel and unique in fowls as butf

in its many shades should have been so much sought after.

The cock Cochin looks best, I fancy, when he is eating ; you
see then his width of back, and the beautiful tints of his

plumage. 1 find, though my birds have a grass run, that,

save in damp and mild weather, they make but little use of

it; so unlike energetic Game fowls, who would daily be
round and round the four acres. As to laying, we all know
their marvellous powers. I have had forty eggs in forty days.

"See, another egg, George!" "Tes, sir, they be the best

vowls you ever had, and mind you keep 'um." Can we not

improve their shape for the table and also their flavour ?

One friend tells me he always has his Cochins jugged like

hare, and that so cooked they are excellent. The flavour of

the eggs I think very superior, and the grass (they came
from a town), has improved their colour inside and out. The
mistress likes them, the cook gets hold of them when she
can; but as yet they appear chiefly on the breakfast-table.

Improve the shape and taste, what fowl could eclipse them ?

Surely these are the birds for those to keep who mourn over
the number of eggs sent from abroad, and who have little

room. Thus I have in all good faith detailed the reason
I have taken to Cochins, and my experience with them.

—

Wiltshire Eectok.

that spacious apartments are provided for their accommoda-

tion at Hereford. This further extension of liberality on

the part of the Society was only agreed to at their last

meeting, and though late in the day it is—Never too Late
TO Mend.

A CEY FOR SYMPATHY.
A FEW weeks since " Y. B. A. Z.," or the " Persian " gen-

tleman, expressed his opinion that exhibitors ought to have a

little more courtesy shown them. As this fact was indelibly

impressed on my own mind, I fully expected that some of

your numerous correspondents would echo his sentiments

and go more fully into the matter, but have looked in vain

for any further remarks on the subject. Since adopting

poultry as a hobby my experiences have been painful in the

extreme. First, I was foolish enough to suppose that as an

exhibitor of a pen of poultry I was entitled to free admission,

the same as if I exhibited a fat cow, but I found I must pay

my half-crown like the ordinary public. As I find the

poultry generally the most attractive part of a show, and very

few exhibitors send less than three or four pens, I cannot

see the justice of this. On one occasion I had a pen of fowls

mis-sent, and did not receive them until nearly a week

after the show was over, and had to pay something con-

siderable for carriage. On sending the bill to the Secretary

of the show, stating that as the mistake was owing to no

fault of mine, I thought the Committee should pay the extra

carriage, I did not get even the courtesy of a reply. This

recalls" to my mind going some sixty miles to London ex-

pressly to see a poultry show at the Agricultural Hall,

Islington, held in the minor hall at the same time as the

dog show. I found that to see the poultry I must pay 5s. to go

j

through the dog show, as there was no other way to see the

poultrj'. Truly, thought I, no wonder they manage better

for poultry in France.

—

Black Spanish.

YEW TREES POISONOUS TO DUCKS.
We were made a present of some fine Aylesbury Ducks last

year, and one by one they all got swelled crops and died.

The person who had the care of them had the last one
opened, and found a hard ball of yew leaves collected in the
gizzard, which prevented all food passing, and was evidently

the cause of its death. There were yew trees hanging over

the wall of the yard, just over the water where the Ducks
drank, and the leaves falling into the water were swallowed

by them, and caused the misfortune. It shows there can-

not be too much caution used about these dangerous trees,

as then- leaves falling into water may affect animals as well

as birds.—(H. C, Kingsfort, in Irish Farmer's Gazette.)

Exhibition Pens fob Turkeys.—AUow me to announce,

for the comfort of any Turkeys who may have suffered from

past imprisonments at the Bath and West of England Shows,

PIGEONS AND ROOKS.
I must really beg to differ from our friend " Wiltshire

Eector" as to his opinion respecting the above, expressed

in his letter in N"o. 214. I have on many occasions known

Pigeons forsake their abode when they have been placed near

a rookery, although their house has been situated in a most

comfortable and sheltered spot where neither cat nor rat

could possibly have access to disturb them, and it has been

attributed solely, and I believe on good grounds, to«the

proximity of the rookery. I do not for a moment meaa to

throw a doubt on "Wiltshire Kectok's" word as to his

having kept Pigeons at his own house near a rookery, as

there are always exceptions to every rule, but I think that

in most cases it wUl be found that Pigeons have a decided

dislike to rooks.

Our friend "Wiltskire Eector" again remarks that

Pigeons will not stay in houses that are placed on thetop

of a pole. Now, in the southern part of England at various

places, and particularly at farms, we often see Pigeons with

such a house, and that they breed and live well there. A
friend of mine keeps about twenty-five in a similar house,

and they do extremely well and are very healthy. I think

"Wiltshire Kector" must allow that if these houses are

built well, with roomy compartments, his fears of cats, rats,

and draughts may be altogether dispelled; in fact, I am
rather partial to these houses, and I think that if any reader

is desirous of having one, and have it made, as I suggest,

with roomy compartments, he will find that Pigeons stop

and thrive very weU in them.

—

Hamburoh.

WILD FOREST FOWLS OF ENGLAND
Are very little known to the public, but they have been

kept for a century in a very remote part of the county of

Somerset, adjoining that extensive tract of land known as

Exmoor Forest, sheltered by an old ruin, and I may say

almost unacquainted with man, except the shepherd.

These little fowls weigh 5 lbs. or thereabouts; carriage

rather low, somewhat resembling the Partridge ; body very

round and plump ; rose comb, round wattles, and red ear-

lobes ; colour pale blue with a shade of ochre ; male and
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hens both one colour. A few sport from the ordinary
oolonr to black. Their feathers have been tested by the
best fiahermen and found to be the best for artificial flies,

for which purpose these fowls have been kept.
The hens lay about fifty eggs each before they give signs

of incubating. I have found them the best of mothers, well
adapted to rear Pheasants, being in their habits somewhat
similar. I first procured them in the market, where they
caught my attention by being all of them of one colour,
pale blue shaded with ochre colour. By making inquiries
I discovered what I have mentioned in the former part of
my letter.—H. Lewobtht, Barnstaple.

HENS' NESTS.
It is a common complaint which your correspondent

"Pebct Ckoss" makes that hens choose other nests than
those generally made for them, and with all respect for Mr.
Geyelin's ingenuity his proposed plan of using pans will
not remedy the evil. Any close receptacle for the nest
harbours vermin, which breed to a certain degree in all

poultry-houses, and if that is the case the contents of the
nests have been a source of irritation to the fowls, and they
have sought another nest for themselves. To remedy this
annoyance, which too frequently occurs, we produced the
" Sanitary nest," which is advertised by us in your columns,
and which has given general satisfaction, the orders we have
received for tliem having been repeated in almost every
insta-nee. These nests are more particularly intended for
laying hens ; the nests for sitting hens ai-e at all times best
made on the ground, the earth being hollowed out a little
to receive the short straw.—E. and F. Crook, 5, Gariiahy
Street, London.

THE DOMESTIC TURKEY, WITH ITS
BEEEDING AND MANAGEMENT.

The following vei-y practical article is from Wilkes' " Spirit
of the Times " (American) :

—

_
The domestic Turkey can scarcely be said to be divided,

like the common fowl, into distinct breeds ; although there
is, indeed, considerable variation in colour, and also in size.
The finest and strongest Turkeys are said to be those of a
bronzed black, resembling as closely as possible the original
stock ; they are reared the most easUy, are large, and fatten
rapialy. Some Turkeys are of a coppery tint, others of a
delicate fawn colour, others parti-coloured, grey and white,
ajid some few of a pure snowy white. All these are con-
sidered superior to the black; their colour indicates some-
thing like degeneracy of constitution, and they are seldom
very large-sized.

To describe the domestic Turkey is superfluous ;—the voice
of the male, the changing colours of the skin of the head and
neck ; his proud strut, with expanded tail and lowered wings
jarring on the ground ; his irascibility, which is readily ex-
cited by red or scarlet colours—are points with which all
axe conversant. Turkey cooks are pugnacious and vindic-
tive, and often ill-treat the hens; they have been known
to attack children : and combats between them and the
Game cock have taken place, in which the latter was more
oppressed by the weight of his antagonist than by gladia-
torial skiU ; in fact the bulky hero has been worsted, as he
cannot use his spurs with the address exhibited by the Game
cock, which, moreover, fights with method.
The adult Turkey is extremely hardy, and bears the cold

of our winter with impunity ; during the severest weather,
flocks will roost at night upon the branches of tall trees,
preferring such accommodation to an in-door dormitory.
The impatience of restraint and restlessness of the Turkey

render it unfit company for fowls in their resting-place ; in
fact the fowl-house is altogether an improper place for these
large birds, which require open sheds and high perches, and.
altogether as much freedom as is consistent with their safety.
Although Turkeys will roost, even during the winter months,
on trees, this should by no means be allowed ; the feet of
the birds are apt to become frozen from such exposure to
the air. It must be remembered that the domestic Turkey,
hardy as it is when adult, is not equal in point of endurance

to its wild relative, bred in the woods and inured to the
elements.
Turkeys are fond of wandering about hedgerows and the

borders of fields ; they love to visit turnip fields, where, be-
sides the leaves of turnips, which they relish, they find

insects, slugs, &c., which they greedUy devour.
In the morning they should have a good supply of grain,

and after their return from their peregrinations, another
feed ; by this plan not only wiU the due return home of the
flock be insured, but the birds will be kept in good condition,
and ready at any time to be put on fattening diet.

In the choice of birds for stock, care is requisite. The
cock should be vigorous, broad in the breast, clean in the
legs, with ample wings and a weU-developed tail plumage

;

his eyes should be bright, and the carunculated skin of the
neck full and rapid in its changes of colour.

The hen should be like the cock in plumage ; those with
white feathers appearing amidst the black should be rejected;

her figure should be plump, and her actions lively and
animated. The hen breeds when a year old, or rather in

the spring succeeding that in which she herself left the egg

;

but she is not in her prime until the age of two or three

years, and will continue for two or three years more in full

constitutional vigour.
About the middle of March, generally speaking, the female

commences laying : she indicates the coming event by a
peculiar cry, by strutting about with an air of self-satisfac-

tion, and often by prying into out-of-the-way places, evi-

dently in quest of a secret spot for incubation ; for the in-

stinctive dread of the male is not removed by domestication,
nor has the male lost that antipathy to the eggs which is his

characteristic in a state of nature. She should now be
closelj' watched, and some management is required to induce
her to lay in the nest assigned to her. The nest should be
prepared of straw and dried leaves ; it should be secluded

;

and to excite her to adopt it, an egg, or piece of chalk cut
into the form of an egg, should be placed in it. When her
uneasiness to lay is evident, and symjjtoms prove that she is

ready, she should be confined in the shed, barn or place, in

which her nest (which should be a wicker basket) is prepared,
and let out as soon as the egg is laid. The Turkey hen is a
steady sitter; nothing will induce her to leave her nest; in-

deed, she often requires to be removed to her food, so over-

powering is her instinctive affection. The hen should on no
account be rashly disturbed, no one except the person to
whom she is accustomed, and fx-om whom she receives her
food, should be allowed to go near her, and the eggs should
not be meddled with.

On about the twenty-sixth day, the chicks leave the eggs,

and these, like young fowls, do not require food for several

hours. It is useless to cram them, as some do, fearing lest

they should starve. When the chicks feel an inclination for

food, nature directs them how to pick it up. There is no
occasion for alarm if for many hours they content themselves
with the warmth of their parent and enjoy her care only;

yet some food should be provided for them, and this should
be of course suited to their nature and appetite ; here, toc^

let the simplicity of nature be a guide.
The first diet offered to Turkey chicks should consist of

eggs boiled hard and finely minced, or curd with bread-crumbs
and the green part of onions, parsley, &c., chopped very small
and mixed together so as to form a loose, crumby paste

;

oatmeal with a little water may also be given. They will

require water ; but this should be put mto a very shallow
vessel, so as to insure against the danger of the chicks get-

ting wet. Both the Turkey hen and her chickens should be
housed for a few days ; they may then, if the weather be fine,

be allowed a few hours' liberty during the day, but should
a shower threaten, they must be put immediately under
shelter. This system must be persevered in for three or four
weeks. By this time they will have acquired considerable
strength, and will kno«' how to take care of themselves.
As they get older, meal and grain may be given more freely.

They now begin to search for insects and to dust their
growing plumage in the sand. At the age of about two
months, or perhajis a little moi-e, the males and females
begin to develope their distinctive characteristics.

In the young males, the carunculated skin of the neck
and throat, and the horn-Uke contractile comb on the fore-

head assume a marked, character. This is a critical period.
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The system requires a good supply of nutriment, and good

housing at night is essential. Some recommend that a few

grains of Cayenne pepper, or a little bruised hempseed be

miied with their food. The distinctive sexual marks once

fairly established, the young birds lose then- names of

"chicks," or "chickens," and are termed "Turkey poults."

The time of danger is over, and they become independent,

and every day stronger and more hardy. They now fare as

tke rest of the flock, on good and sufficient food.

With respect to the diseases of the Turkey, with them as

with all other poultry, prevention is better than cure. The
most important rules are. Let the chicks never get wet, and
encourage them to eat heartily by giving a good variety of

food, yet to beware of injuring the appetite by too much
pampering. Taking a pride in them is the great secret of

success in the rearing of domestic poultry.—S. M. S.

|_We heartily endorse the foregoing. Different climates

make different treatments necessary. The henin our change-
able atmosphere should be under her rip for five or six weeks,
and for some time after that she should not be let out, if

there be heavy dew or white frost. She wiU start with
thirteen poults, through the wet grass, and leave them
behind one by one till only three or four remain ; she is per-

fectly satisfied with this remnant of her family, and heeds
not the distant and faint cry of those that are perishing in

the damp grass. An empty china crate, covered at the top
with straw is a good rip for a Turkey hen ; it allows her room
to move about, and the young ones can be fed in it without
theu- food being taken by the other poultiy. A thatched
hurdle is a better cover than anything permanent to put
over the crate.]

PLACING- AN .IBTIFICIAL SWARM IN A
STEWAiiTON HIVE.

I HAVE just received a Stewarton-hive and I should like

to put an artificial swarm into it. I must, I suppose, drive
the swarm into a common hive, and having put two boxes
of the Stewarton together, all the slides having been
removed, dash the bees on the top. There is a bar of wood
in each of the boxes to help to support the comb—is it

advisable to retain these ? I should think the bar in the
honey box would be found very inconvenient when cutting
out the comb. Is there any objection to dahUas being grown
near an apiary ? I have heard that there is.—M. S.

[It wiU be better to leave the driven bees in the common
hive until evening, say an hour after sunset, when a cloth
may be spread on the ground, on which should be laid two
sticks about a foot apart ; then with a smart stroke dash
out the bees and instantly place the Stewarton-hive over
them, resting on the sticks. The bees will speedily ascend
into it, and when they have done so, the hive may be put in
the place of the old stock. If more convenient the removal
may be deferred till early the next morning, but should
be effected before sunrise, and precautions must be taken
against any rain which may fall in the meantime. We
should remove the transverse bars, which are only useful in

supporting the combs when travelling. We believe there is

no objection whatever to growing dahUas near an apiary.]

SWARMING TERsus STORIFYING—
ENLARGEMENT OF SUPEES.

A FEW observations have appeared lately relative to the
subject which forms the heading to these remarks. Our
friend "J. E. B.," with whom I have had the great pleasure
of becoming personally acquainted within the last few days,
at page Hi has expressed his belief that a larger harvest of
honey will be obtained from hives that are permitted to
swarm than from those which ai'e worked on the non-swarm-
ing principle. I cannot agree with him in the conclusion
at which he has arrived from what may be reckoned as ex-

perience gained from two exceptionally prolific honey years.
In the majority of seasons he would obtain little or no
honey by following his plan. If ' J. E. B." had worked the
same three hives without allowing them to swarm, or had
succeeded in preventing their doing so, I think his supply
of honey would have been nearly, if not quite, doubled, if.

having swarmed, they afforded him so good a harvest as

an average of 35 lbs. each. But this quantity cannot be
considered as all gain, for he says that he had to fe«d
liberally. It is frequently the case when large supers are

taken from hives that have also thrown off swarms that
little honey will be found stored in the stock hive. I have
more than once in my early bee-keeping days had to regret

the loss of a fine stock from this cause, it having succumbed
to starvation before I had realised the fact that a super of

honey, and plenty within the stock, did not always go
together.

I quite agree with much that is said on this subject by
"A Kenfbewshire Bee-keeper." I always look upon the
issue of a swarm from any of my depriving-hives as a great

misfortune, and as a bar to the completion of any super
which may have been commenced. I do not, however, often

return the swarms, never, I may say, except with frame
hives, where the combs may be readily examined and the

royal cells removed. Without such facilities, to return

swarms to storified stocks may involve a great deal of

trouble, ending occasionally in the loss of the hive or swarm
altogether.

"J. E. B." quotes Dzierzon as an authority in support of

his opinion that a larger supply of honey wUl be afforded by
a hive permitted to swarm than from a non-divided stock.

Where there is a little limit to the number of hives that can
be kept by one person I have no doubt that a larger profit

can be obtained by allowing the bees to swarm extensively;

but any bee-master who has reached the limit to which he
can retain his apiary will do well to work at least half of his

hives on the non-swarming principle. I have no hesita-

tion in asserting that if any one can keep only a limited

number, say of ten hives, he would be able to obtain much
larger supplies of honey by preventing swarming from the

majority of them. One or two swai-ms might be permitted
for the purpose of keeping up the stock. These, and what
would be likely to come without permission, would be suffi-

cient for supplying deficiencies and securing the desired

number of strong and well-furnished colonies.

In respect to affording additional room to supers I cannot
quite agree with our friend " A Kenfbewshieb Bee-
KEEPEE." The whole system of my management of late

years has consisted of the very plan he reprobates as bad
practice. So soon as the fii'st super is nearly filled with

combs a shallow eke is slipped in between the super and the

stock, followed by another, if needed. It is in this way that

all my large supers have been obtained. Very rarely have
I succeeded in getting a sixper filled which was placed above
one already nearly completed. I can only recall one such

case. Perhaps I have not tried very often, as I considered

the prospects, of success about on a par with expecting a
good yield of honey in a box worked as a nadir. I consider

slipping in an eke which has neither top nor bottom to be
very different from raising the first super on a complete box
with small apertures for communication. If this latter plan
is followed the apiarian certainly runs a risk of finding the

contents of the first super to be more or less removed. I

have, however, taken off good boxes of honey under

such ch-cumstances, but do not recommend this mode of

enlargement.
The bee-master must be guided in his judgment as to

whether his super need enlargement or not by the time of

the season and the appearance of the honey harvest. It is

certainly preferable to have a moderate-sized super well

and completely filled to a large one indifferently so. It is

frequently advisable when a depriving-hive becomes very

crowded with bees to foUow " A Kenfkewshire Bee-
keepek's " advice, and raise stock hive and super on a nadir.

The super will usually be completely filled, and if the bees

work in the nadir, which is doubtful, it can be removed at

the close of the summer, and the combs made available the

following year. I have more often than not found that a

nadir supplied to a crowded hive, with a large super partially

filled, is not at all used by the bees for comb-building. The
bees cluster thickly from the top, and the great pressure

of numbers in the super being removed, work in it will be
proceeded with more rapidity. I fully endorse the senti-

ments of "A Eenfeewshire Bee-keepek," that all cor-

respondents should be free to express their opinions, and
even criticise the plans and proceedings of any of the
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brotherhood. I know it will be done by him, at all events

,

in a good and proper spirit. Although I have somewhat
condemned his practice of placing an empty super over one
that is being filled, yet he seems to have found it to answer.
On the other hand, he objects to the mode of practice which
I have followed with so much success— that of raising
partially filled supers on ekes placed between them and the
stock. This is a fair subject for future experiment, and I

hope to be able to try his plan as well as my own. An
" Amateur," who details his experience at page 277, seems
to have been very successful, and to have weighty reasons
for upholding his friend's system. It is possible that there
is, after all, no very great difference in the results likely to

be obtained from following either of the two modes of

management.—S. Bevan Fox, Exeter.

DEATH OP A QUEEN.
On the 4th of April I put some pieces of honeycomb

before my hives for the bees to clean. In the afternoon I

discovered feeding upon the comb a queen bee, but in a very
weak condition, with one wing torn. I brought her into

the house and succeeded in reviving her. Having six stocks
I was quite at a loss as to which of them the queen
belonged to, but as evening was approaching I went out in

perplexity to inspect the hives. My doubts were speedily

at an end, for there was extreme noise and excitement in

a strong stock in a bar-frame hive. I brought out the queen
immediately and put her at the entrance of the hive, into

which she crawled slowly, being still weak. In half an hour
the hive was perfectly quiet. I made sure the stock would
now be all right as it was very strong in bees, but the queen
was about four years old. On the 26th of April Mr. Carr,

of Newton Heath, being on a visit to us, inspected all my
stocks, and found in this one drone brood in all stages of
development in worker cells, but no queen, and it appeared
very evident that these eggs were laid by worker bees.

This being the case Mr. Carr joined to the stock some bees
and their queen, the remains of a colony the majority of

which had died of dysentery in the spring. Two combs con-

taining brood were cut out and put into the hive after the
bees had been successfully joined. The next day we found
a small dead queen thrown out, which had the appearance of

having been defunct some time, leading one to suppose that

the bees would not part with the body of their beloved
queen till they had received a fertile successor. We
examined the hive afterwards and saw the beautiful queen
quite at home, running about on the combs, and I expect to

have a large super filled with honey from this stock during
the summer. Tour readers wUl perceive how necessary it is

to have every stock examined in the spring. In this case if

it had not been done the bees would gradually have died
away, and probably by July there would not have been one
left, although the hive in April contained plenty of honey,
and was very strong in bees.—J. M. W.

[The old queen was doubtless expelled from the hive; and
as you state her age at about four years there is a fair pro-

bability of her having become unfitted for her maternal
duties, although we have known the same thing happen to

queens that were by no means superannuated. The oc-

currence of fertile workers is so rare that the hypothesis of

their existence may generally be altogether set aside. In
this case there certainly were none, but a young queen was
reared after the expulsion of her predecessor, and which,
remaining a virgin owing to the non-existence of drones so

early in the season, must, perforce, have become a drone-
breeder. She was doubtless imprisoned and killed on the
advent of the fertile queen, her body presenting the usual
dried and shrivelled appearance consequent upon the treat-

ment she had been subjected to during her incarceration.
" All's well that ends well," and in your case there is for-

tunately nothing to be regretted ; but you made a great
mistake and ran a very great risk of losing the whole by
not removing the drone-breeder, of whose existence the
presence of drone brood afforded prima facie evidence, and
who should have been sought for until found. Very recently
our esteemed correspondent "J. E. B.," under exactly
similar circumstances, having, in deference to a caution which
we gave him on this very point, exhausted his patience in

the Unavailing endeavour to discover a drone-breeder, added
to a drone-breeding stock the fertile queen and workers
of a weak colony, and had the mortification of finding the
new sovereign cast out dead the next morning.]

HONEY FLAVOUEED BY ONIONS.
"A Man of Kent" may safely conclude that the smell

emanating from his hives is produced by the bees resorting

to the wild garlic. The reason why I conclude it to be so is

this : In accompanying my honey for disposal to Messrs.
Portnum and Mason's in 1859 I was struck by the ap-
pearance of a good-looking lot of honeycomb, but its

beauty was all that it had to boast of, for it smelt and
tasted most villainously of onions. The foreman of the honey
department informed me that it was sent to them from
Essex, and that it had been produced in the neighbourhood of

a field of onions that were grown for seed. It was contem-
plated to run it off. throw it away, and melt down the combs,
as in any other shape it was perfectly unsaleable.

—

Upwards
AND Onwards.

OUE LETTEE BOX.
Coloured Plates of Fowls—Brown Reds not Coming True (Partlet).

—The best draw'ings of fowls are those in the " Poultry Book." They ate
h\- Harrison Weir, and culoured. They are in his beat style, and well worth
franing. We know the coloured etchings you speak of, and recollect the
time when they came up. They are all by H. Atken, a printseiler, who
live I at the corner of Vere Street, close to the Church ; he was famous for

litem. He has bet^n gone for many years. The ]a?t time we saw any of
them was a short time since ; they were in a chop window in Holywell
Street. An advertisement would get them at once. Brown Reds do not
ait^dvs throw pure, as almost all tlie strains are mixed with Black Reda,
which are used for C(>lour.

CocHiN Hen with Enlarokd Crop (I!boracum).~'Yonv hen has been
suffering: from much internal fever, and probably is bo stil). This induces
her to drink continually, and has caused distension and displacement of the

crup. It is somtimes incurable. The treatment is to shut up the bird, to

puree with castor oil, and to give water sparingly. If it be mixed with
viriPL'rtr so much the better. The water may be given three or four times

per day, but not allowed to remain by her.

Dorking Cock Disagreeing with a Creve C(edk Hen ( Beta). ^-It is

unquestionuble that fowls are subject to likes and dislikes, and no doubt in

this instance the cock liis an antipathy to the ben in question. Such being
the case we advise you to withdraw her. A daily beating is antastoiiistic to

condition, and may account for her not laying. Put her with the Cochin
cock.

Cock's Comb Frosted (TT, i!. P.).—Rub the comh with strong camphor
ointment frequently.

Indian Cors as Food for Poultry (Chanticleer),—Indian corn is a
good occasional food for adult poultry. It is not good for chickens—in fact,

not good enough. We do not consider Pigeons injurious to a garden.

Docks (Constant ie^fi-fer).—They will not injure the Perch nor any other

kind of fish in a pond.

DuRRHDA in Pigeons—Keeping their Eggs (fT. S^. W^.).—Feed your
Pieeons vn .small oM beans. Give as a corrective three or four pieces of old
mortur or chalk, about the size of peas, every day till the looseness is cured.

Pigeons' eggs are he-*t set as soon after being laid a' convenient. It is

reported that they will keep good for hatching about a fortnight, but, I have
never tried them.— B. P. B.

PiGEO'i Pairs 131 iss Khig),— It is one of the popular errors to suppose
that the two Pigeons in a nest are always cock and hen—they are quite as

often two of one sex. There is nothinir singular in Doves liavlng two hens
in a nest, but is it certain thit the Doves are Ring Doves (Columba palumba
torquata), which is our largest native Dove or Wood Pigeon, of a greyish

blue colour, with a white ring round its neck 1 If they .ire an account of

their breeding in confinement would he interesting. I suspect, however,
that the Doves are Collared Turtles (Colnraba risoria). the laughing Dove,
or common cage Dove, of a liglit fawn colour, wirh a blauk ring round the

neck, as the?*e are aomctiines improperU called King Doves.— B. P. B.

German Paste for Biros [R. F.).—Take 1 lb. of wheat flour or of pease-

me.il. 2 o/,s. of fresh butter. 4 ozs. of brown sugar, three eggs boiled hard
and chopped very small; put the flour or meal, wiih the butter, chopped
eggs, and sugar, into a wide saucepan over a slow fire, and keep stirring it

to prevent itrt burnin?. When it gets dry con tinut? stirring it until it become,
crumbly. When crumbly put. a pint of cracked hempseed into the raixtures

and mix well together. If burnt it is injurious to the birds. It will he

good for months if kept in a dry cool place.

LONDON MARKETS.—]V(at 15.

POULTBY.
We have no 'iifference to quote eince last week. The supply is very small

and the rteoiiind bad.

R. d s. d
Grouse to

Partridges „
Haras „
Rabbits 1 4 „ 1 5
Wild do 8 „ 9
Pigeons 9 „ 8 10

s. d. 8. d.

Large Fowls 3 6 to 4
Sn>allerdo 3 0„3 6

Cluckfns 2 6 ,, 3
GoilinRS : 7 „ 7 6

Uilcklings 5 „ 5

Guinea Fowle „ U
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Eoses are planted closely or pegged down. There ia no
. Eose suitable for our climate and for grouping that is not
better on its own roots, and such alone are to be recom-
mended, subject to conditions of soil and situation.
The ground intended to be planted with Eoses should be

well drained, dug deeply, and have a liberal application of
well-rotted manure worked in. If the soO is light, the addi-
tion of strong loam from a pasture will be of service, and
where it is little else than sand or gravel take the old soil
out to the depth of 18 inches or 2 feet, and replace with
strong loam—the top spit of a pasture, mixed with one-
fourth of manure. If, on the contrary, the soil is very stiff,

sharp sand or even road sand mixed with it will be of service.
The bed should be formed rather high to allow for settling,
and be raised in the centre, and if prepared in the autumn
'and forked over oocasioually during the winter in dry
weather, it would be in better condition for planting. May
is a good time to plant out of pots in groups ; March is

better when the plants are taken from the open ground or
are not in pots. Two feet apart is a sufficient distance to plant
them, the first row being IS inches from the edge of the
bed if they are to be pegged down, if not pegged down they
may be planted even nearer the edge, especially the smaller
kinds of China Eoses. When strong plants are to be
planted, the most suitable times are November and Decem-
ber for summer Eoses, and February and March for these
and autumnals ; they may be a yard from plant to plant,
and should not be less than 2 feet from the edge of the bed.
In planting, the roots may be shortened a little, but only
those which are long and straggling, and the holes ought to
be made sufficiently large to contain them without cramping.
Avoid deep planting ; from 3 to 6 inches is a sufficient depth
to cover the roots, using rich compost for that purpose. If
turned out of pots loosen the ball and disentangle the roots.

After planting mulch the surface with 2 or 3 inches of
short manure, if planted in spring, having previously
watered well. The manure is to be pointed-in prior to giving
the bed a good watering during the first dry weather. Instead
of giving water in small quantities and often, reserve all for
a good drenching when necessary, and keep the surface of
the bed open, for what will let out the moisture will assuredly
admit air and the night dew. Syringe the foliage as often
as we may, it can hardly be done often enough to keep down
aphides. If these be allowed to remain undisturbed a viscid
substance will be deposited on the leaves, ultimately turn-
ing to a black fungus, and then wo may bid farewell to
healthy Eoses. Give them plenty of water, and keep the
surface open, and they will thrive. Do not attempt to peg
the shoots down the first yeai% but thin these out to three,
half a dozen or so, according to their strength. They will
make strong shoots the first year, and be suitable for pegging
down in autumn or spring. If this is done in autumn the
ground should be forked over, and the shoots laid down at
then- full length, excepting the unripe portion of the shoot
which may be reduced—say a three-feet shoot to 2 feet, and
others proportionately. Lay them regularly over the surface,
removing the soil near the stem so that the bend may not
be too abrupt, otherwise the shoot may break. When pegged
down place 3 inches of short littery manure on them, covering
the whole surface ; this will act as a protection, and through
this the shoots will come in spring, and give a carpet of bloom
in due season. I have not tried any of the more choice
kinds in this way, but have every reason to believe it would
answer well for the more delicate Teas and Chinas, which
are mostly cut down to the ground by frost. It was common
to treat the Provence in this manner some years ago, and
filler beds of China Eoses I have not seen than the follow-

ing:—Clara Sylvain in the centre of a bed, with Madame
Bureau round, the two forming a group of white Eoses

;

Fabvier, scarlet ; Mrs. Bosanquet, blush, with Gels Multi-
flore, also blush, round it ; a crimson bed of Cramoisio
Supcrieure ; one of Prince Charles and Carmine Superbe

;

another of Madame Breon and Augustine Hersent ; and,
finally, a bed composed of Etna, Virginie, and Archduke
Charles—all Chinas, and every one blooming from June to
October. They were pegged down towards the end of
November or early in December, pretty freely pruned or cut
back, and then covered over with from 1 to 2 inches of
lightish short litter. The soil was light, and thoy did not
suffer in the least from frost. China Eoses are, perhaps, the

moat chaste and beautiful of all Eoses in groups ; they are
so neat in habit and so profuse in their blooming. They
should be pegged down in summer if the growth is at aU
ii-regular, but rather loosely.

Another mode of pegging down Eoses is to encourage the
strong shoots that come from the base of the plant, and in
the following spring to peg these down regularly over the
surface, merely cutting off the ends of the shoots, the
ground being previously forked over and a liberal dressing
of manure given. The plants so treated send up strong
shoots from the base, and these are thinned or disbudded to
from four to six joints according to their strength. The old
shoots, or those previously pegged down, are cut away ia
autumn, and the shoots of the current year are pegged down
in then- stead either in autumn or spring. A number of
short stubby shoots arise from those pegged down, and on
them flowers are produced abundantly, and the effect is very
good. The majority of the Eoses that require close prun-
ing do well in this way, and it is a good old practice well
worth reviving.

Eoses, however, are fine in groups, whether pegged down
or not, and in the latter case the flowers though less plen-

tiful are flner. There is scarcely a Eose which is not in

some way beautiful ; bvit I now ask for information as to

what kinds are the most suitable for groups on lawns. They
must liave good flowers, be profuse-blooming, have fine

healthy foliage, and be of dwarf habit, and so hardy as to be
proof against ordinary winter frosts. I also wish to know
what are the best stocks, or whether they are better on
their own roots ? I may observe that Eoses on the Dog
Eose produce numerous suckers not from the stock, as in the
case of the Manetti, but from the roots, and the latter run so

far underground as to give much trouble infinding outwhence
the suckers spring. In light soils so many suckers are pro-

duced by the Dog Eose, and the Eoses worked on it are so

short-lived, that in my opinion it is of no value for dwarf
plants. Where the situation is cold and moist, and the soil

strong, Eoses for groups do best when budded or grafted

low on the Manetti stock, so low, indeed, that the plant may
be on its own roots as well as derive support from those of

the stock continuously, or for a time at least. For light

soils and dry situations I have nothing to advance against

it, only it requires plentiful supplies of water, and liberal

ti-eatment. Lastly, Eoses are infinitely better on their own
roots where the soil is dry and light, if afforded abundance
of water to keep them cool, and liberal dressings of manure.
These are the conclusions at which I have arrived, from my
own experience in places situated widely apart, and in dif-

ferent soils.

The treatment of Eoses in groups does not differ from that
recommended for those pegged down, as regards soO, water-

ing, &c. ; but they are planted 2 feet apart for the moderate,

and 3 feet apart for the more vigorous growers, and are

pruned so as to be always kept low, higher in the centre of

the group, and lower at the sides, the shoots being stopped

during summer so as to give as even a surface as circum-

stances will permit, and all decayed flowers broken off. The
shoots, if strong, should be stopped at the eighth joint, and
at the sixth if moderately strong, and this throughout the

season. An inch of short and cool manure spread over the

surface will be beneficial during the summer, and a loose

fi-equently-stirred surface is better than a fine smooth one.

It may seem inconsistent to mulch the surface, and fi-equently

point it over, but the soil should be stirred early in June,

and then mulched ; all watering after this will wash some
nourishment into the soil, and the mulching being forked

in after the first and principal bloom, healthy growth and
better autumn-flowering will be encouraged.

I have had the following in beds or groups, and though
they were good in some respects, they had their failings, not

being continuous blooming enough generally. Perhaps

some of your Eose coiTespondents will give us the benefit of

their experience.

China Eoses.— C'ramoisie Superienre, crimson scarlet

(makes a fine group) ; Fabvier. scarlet ; Cels Multiflore,

blush or pale flesh ; Madame Breon, rose ; Clara Sylvain,

Madame Bureau, and the old white, sometimes called Lady
of the Lake, whites ; Prince Charles, red or carmine ; Arch-

duke Charles, rose changing to crimson ; Mrs. Bosanquet,

flesh; Citoyeu de Deux Mondes, crimson; Eugtee Beau-
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harnais, deep crimson ; Marjolin, deep crimson ; Elise Flory,

rose ; Eugene Hardy, and Infidelites de Lisette, rosy blush.

For edgings or small masses by themselves, the Miniature

China, or Fairy Eoses, are pretty. La Desiree ; La Gloire,

crimson ; Le IPompon, rose. These and all China Eoses
require a light, rich, well-drained soil, and protection in

winter. A few inches of litter on the beds will protect them
sufficiently in mild situations, adding a few spruce branches
stuoli thinly in the beds in December, removing them
gradually in spring. They should be pruned quite close in

April, and if nearly to the ground they will grow the more
freely. The shoots may be pegged down in summer; the
effect is charming. In some instances it would be better to

take them up in November, lay them in a cold frame, or

under a wall, protecting during severe weather, and plant
in the beds again in March. Such treatment is necessary
in cold localities.

BouKEON.—Emotion, French white ; Baron Gonella, rose

;

Catherine Guillot, rose; Baronne de Noirmont, rose ; Eeveil,

crimson ; Madame Angelina, fawn shaded salmon (too

tender) ; Victor Emmanuel, and Sir Joseph Paxton, purplish
crimson ; and Souvenir de la Malmaison, flesh colour. They
are best worked on the Manetti in strong ground, but are

good on their own roots, on light, weU-draiued soil. Liberal
treatment and close pruning are necessary.
Tea-scented.—Madame Bravy, and Madame Villermoz,

white with rosy centres ; Eubens, white shaded rose ; Gloire
de Dijon, fawn (fine when pegged down) ; David Pradel,
rose ; Bougere, light rose ; Devoniensis, creamy white

;

Auguste Vacher, fawn ; Sombreuil, lemon ; Vicomtesse de
Cazes, yellow ; Le Pactole, lemon, yellow centre ; and
Abricote, fawn. Treatment the same as for the China Eoses.
Htbeid Perpetual.—Geant des Batailles, Lord Eaglan,

Marechal VaUlaut, Peeonia, Senateur Vaisse, Le Lion des
Combats, Duchess of Norfolk, General Jacqueminot, Baronne
Hallez, Madame Charles Wood, Madame Laffay, and Charles
Lefebvre, all crimson, scarlet, or crimson scarlets ; Abd-el-
Kader, Jean Baptists GuQlot, Due de Cazes, Triomphe
d'Angers, Princess Mathilda, and Murillo, shades of purple

;

Jules Margottin, Louise Odier, Madame Boll, Baronne Pre-
vost, Louise Peyrouuy, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Caroline
de Sansal, Auguste Mie, Comte de Nanteuil, Madame Knorr,
Madame Vidot, and Adelaide Fontaine, rose and pink
shades; Imperatrioe Eugenie, Louise Damaizin, Louise
Darzins, Madame Cani-obert, and Virginale (too delicate),

white shades. These Hybrid Perpetuals are fine groupers.
All the preceding are pretty nearly autumn bloomors, and

some of them continuous from June to November.
Hybrid Pbovence.—Blanchefleur, and Princess Clemen-

tine are white, and make charming beds in their season,
when pegged down or otherwise.
Moss.—Eeine Blanche, white; Crimson or Damask, car-

mine; Common (not yet beaten), blush; Vandacl, violet
purple ; and Frederic Soulie.

Peovence. — Cabbage, deservedly a great favourite;
Unique Panache, white rosy stripes, and the old "White or
Unique.
Galwoa ok French.—Bonla de NanteuO, purplish violet,

shaded slate; Shakespeare, crimson ; CEillet Parfait, white,
striped red; Ohl, crimson; and Perle des Panaches, white,
striped pink.

Hybrid China.—Beauty of Billiard, red. Trained on a
wii'e over a bed its effect is good, and so is that of Madame
Plantier, white.

Hybrid Bourbon.—Paul Eicaut and Charles Lawson,
the one a crimson, and the other rose.

These summer Eoses are unrivalled for gorgeous masses
of bloom in their season, and do well pegged down. They
are best worked on the Manetti, except the more common,
which do better on their own roots.—G. Abbet.

MRS. CHITTY AND HER CHILDREN.
The time has now arrived when the subscription in behalf

of the gardener's widow and her babes will be closed. With
the closing there has come, naturally and properly, the time
when it is meet and right to render public thanks to every
one of Mrs. Chitt/s kind and liberal benefactors, and also
it is the proper period to state, for the satisfaction of all

those who have generously come forward to assist, what are
Mrs. Chitty's plans and prospects.
The widow thanks, &-om her very heart, every one who

has given ; she gives equally warm thanks to the wealthy
who have given so liberally of their wealth, and to the
poorest who have given as much—viz., a little of their very
little. From her good husband's good master, who headed
the list with ten guineas, and the generous widower (mark
the force of well-directed fellow-feeling), who gave three
sovereigns, to " Little Willie Earley," with his sixpence, and
.the " Three Workmen in a Garden," with their fourpence
each, she thanks all. How sufficiently can I express for

Mrs. Chitty the heart-cheering she has had each week, from
kind gifts, and sometimes from kind letters. She feels, with
proper pride, that he who was her husband so bore himself
in life as to be honoured when iu his grave, and she accepts
all that has been given as given in testimony to his worth.
Those who read this will be glad to learn, that as yet not
one farthing of the money has been touched. This shows
plainly that as far as they possibly could, Mr. and Mrs.
Chitty have been careful and provident.
Mr. Webley engaged at once a single gardener in her

late husband's place, thus assisting her with a lodger,
kindly also allowing her something a-week, while Mrs.
Webley sends two of the children to school. Upon my
suggestion (one which Mr. Webley approves), Mrs. Chitty
will presently open a shop in the village in which she resides,

she being well liked where she is well known. Her friends
best able to give an opinion, believe she wiU get on nicely.

Every one has been kind to her. Her excellent clergyman
has the care of the money ; her landlord has offered her a
good house, suitable for lodgers, and having a good shop.
"As soon as the baby can walk " (touching little domestic
incident), if not before, the business wiU be entered into,

and the shop will be opened. Your money, kind subscribers,
will thus enable Mrs. Chitty to start in business ; you have
given the means wherewith the shop will be opened—but for

your liberality, so suitable and efficient a bread-winner
could not have been dreamed of. Thus the widow has found
warm-hearted and liberal friends near, among those who
knewher personally; and equally good friends afar off, who felt

respect for her late husband, and sorrow forher lone condition.
Good, kind subscribers all of you, you have lifted a

heavy load of care from off a sad hea)'t, which if it cannot
beat as happily as formerly, wiU yet be (owing to you) a
peaceful, a thankful, and a contented heart. Little cheeks
will grow plump owing to you ; and as the comfortably-
dressed children will walk to the house of God, their mother
will think of your kindness and liberality, and be saved, we
trust, all her life, from that poverty which depresses the
mind, and is as little a friend to the soul as to the body.

Accept, then, this letter as if written by Mrs. Chitty. I
thank you all for her. If the reward of oiu- Master was to
follow the giving of the cup of cold water, much more shall
you find that your christian liberality, like mercy

" Is twice blessed, it blesselh him that gives,"

as well as her to whom is given.

—

Wiltshire Eector.

THE FROST OF APRIL 30th.
It would be interesting if some of your numerous readers

would record in your pages the degrees of frost on the night
of April 30th. 1 have heard that in Surrey and Kent it was
severe enough to kill the yoimg shoots of Oaks, Walnuts,
Ash, &c., and to do much damage to the fruit of Plums,
Cherries, and Pears.
Here, in Hertfordshu-e, the thermometer on the morning

of May 1st registered 27^, or 5" of frost. The young shoots
of Oak were not injured. Walnuts had the tips of their
leaves blackened, but have quite recovered. The young
shoots of Picea cephalonica also escaped, as has aU the fruit
of Cherries, Plums, and Pears.
At Chiswick they registered 9° of frost, this must have

been most destructive.

Here we had not had any rain, so that the earth was
quite parched. I have always found that when dry, young
Iruit and tender vegetation will bear 5° of frost without
injury—not so in moist weather.

It will, I think, be interesting to some of your readsrei if
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you will tell us when the meteorological day ends. I am
induced to ask this from observing in your record of the
minimum temperature, and also in that of Chiswick, that I
am always a day before the records. For instance : the
minimum temperature of 23°, which you give as happening
on the 30th of April, did not take place till the morning of
the 1st of May, accordingly I enter it as taking place on
that day ; but I find, as stated above, that in the Chiswick,
and also in your " Meteorological Observations," it is

entered as taking place on April 30th. Does the meteoro-
logical day last till the following morning ?—T. E.

[The Chiswick meteorological day is reckoned from 8 a.m
to 8 A.M. again, and the highest and lowest temperatures
which have occurred during the interval are registered to
the day to which the first 8 a.ji. belongs. Thus, the lowest
temperature in the twenty-four hours between 8 a.m. on the
30th of April and 8 a.m. on the 1st of May was 23', or 9'

below freezing—that indication, therefore, is put down to
the 30th of April. This is the practice of meteorologists
generally.]

CEOSS-BEEEDING STEAWBEEEIES.
The statement made at page 362, only referred to Straw-

Ben-ies grown out of doors, and my friend, Mr. Standish,
gives it a wider scope than I intended, when he applies it
to plants under glass, and subjected to an artificial mode of
treatment. There is no analogy between the two modes of
culture, and no progress (as far as the million are concerned)
can be looked for from seeds obtained from forced plants.
My basis of argument is, therefore, difi'erent from that of
Mr. Standish.
As to a large number of Strawberry plants going blind

when forced, experienced growers know tbat some varieties
are better adapted for forcing than others, and the cause
of their becoming blind is also pretty well known. I have
practised successfully this branch of culture for thirty-Sve
years, and for ten of these consecutively. After a series of
experiments, I found that the runners of the preceding year
allowed to establish themselves around the parent plant, are
those which offer the best chance of success, if in the follow-
ing September they are taken up with all their roots and
leaves, and planted singly in pots 4 inches in diameter, and
5 inches deep, half an inch being left for drainage. It is

unnecessary to state here what compost should be used;
the Strawberry takes soonest in a good rich compost in
which the fibrous roots can run. In potting care is taken
to give these roots an oblique direction from east to west,
following the course of the sun, and to pot the plants up to
the neck in order that adventitious roots may be produced,
as well as fibrUs and spongioles. Plants with a large,
compact, well-furnished crown are the best. After potting,
the pots should be placed in a spot sheltered from the sun's
rays and drying winds; Imt when the plants have taken
fresh root they are exposed to the sun. Here the crown
becomes firm and more solid, and it is from a well-established
crown of this kind that perfect fiowers and fine fruit must
be expected. The footstalks of the flowers spring from the
sides of the crown at the points where the runners are
emitted, but the crown nourishes them by developing the
leaves which draw towards the flowers and fruit the nourish-
ment taken up by the spongioles. The crown must not he
excited till the approach of the shortest day, or soon after-
wards. This is the time at which the sap of all plants
begins to become active, and their seeds to germinate, when
placed in a moist artificial heat. If, notwithstanding these
precautions the fiowers prove abortive, their doing so must
be attributed to too high atemperatare, to want of sufficient
air, or to too little water being given, from one or other of
which causes the organs of fructification have been im-
perfectly formed.

Whilst writing these lines I have received a letter fi-om
a constant reader of The Journal of Hoeticulture, who,
living in the country, has both the leisure and desire to ex-
periment in raising varieties from seed, and he asks for
farther information on a point in one ofmy articles—namely,
the choice of the seed of the Strawberry.
Though I positively have not the time to reply to this

kind of correspondence, still as my views on the subject may
ke of some interest to others as well as himself, I willingly

accede to his request, hoping, however, that it wUl be the
last time I may be called upon to write upon the Strawberry,
being anxious to take up a subject of greater importance.
The seeds of the Strawberry, as any one knows who has

eaten the fruit during half a century, are dotted over the
surface cf the firuit, or sunk beneath it in little pits. When
a variety possesses desirable qualities, and the plants have
been well grown, are vigorous, three or four years old, and
have been in the same position for two years, we see arise
in spring from the two sides of the plant and its sub-
divisions around the crown, two, three, or four foot-stalks
each 3 or 4 inches long, and producing at the end of the
pedicels from five to ten or more flowers. Which of these
flowers is it best to retain in order to have perfect seeds ?

That which is in the midst of the corymb, and which has
the thickest pedicel, allowing each plant to bear only two
or three fruit. The whole of the sap being directed to-
wards these, they ought to exhibit the full degree of per-
fection as regards form which the variety possesses, and the
seeds ought to be large, and have a high degree of vitality,

especially if the fi-uit has been allowed to ripen perfectly.
In order that this may be the case, the fruit attached to its

pedicel and the common footstalk, is laid along a flower-
pot placed on its side.

When the fruit is gathered the upper part is taken off

and thrown away, and the middle portion all round the fruit
is alone preserved. The seeds are left in their receptacles
to complete their ripening, and become solid. This portion
of the fruit is kept in a paper bag, open at top, hung up in
a place with a mean temperature of from 50° to 60° till the
time of sowing. The most suitable period for doing this is

in the course of January. The seed is sown in pots, or pans,
of light sandy soil in the same way as other small seeds,
and they are barely covered, bedewing them lightly and
placing a glass over them. The pots are then placed in a
pit or greenhouse, and as near as possible to the glass. When
the radicle and plumule are perceived, some light soU is

scattered over the surface, and when the seed-leaves have
grown a little, the seedlings are pi'icked out singly in small
pots, watered gently but freely, and placed close to the glass
on a shelf in a greenhouse. By the end of March the young
plants will have gained some degree of strength, and if the
weather is favourable they may be placed out of doors. In
April or May they may be planted out 18 inches apart, and
to prevent mistakes the runners are cut off as they appear.
Not unfrequently young fruit are perceived on these seed-
lings in the following July, but it is only in the second year
that then' merits can be judged of with any degree of

certainty. To every plant remarkable for its growth, fine

fruit, or other qualities, a piece of stick is placed as a dis-

tinctive mark. In September these plants are numbered
regularly, taken up along with their runners, and planted
3i feet apart in a bed by themselves. There the task of

studying them and noting their qualities should be carried

on, and it is not completed up to a certain poi"*^ until after

the second year of bearing—that is, till four an-i a half years
after sowing.
The remaining seedlings, those not marked and planted

by themselves, are replanted after throwing away all those
which from their growth and bearing are not satisfactory to

the raiser. It is rare to find among such plants a variety of

particular merit, for a really good seedling usu illy exhibits

its characteristics when »-ighteen months old, nnd these are

pretty generally maintiiiied even in yearling plants. This
observation likewise ai ;ilies pretty generally to all other

seedling fruit trees.—J. de Jonghe, Bmssels.

Mr. De Jonghe says that when he hears of any one
having artificially fertilised a flower of any hermaphrodite
Strawberry he doubts the truth of the statement. I am
perfectly confident that I made seven or eight distinct

crosses last summer. The plan I adopted w.is this : Early
in the spring I potted ji^ints of the varieties in leuded for the

seed-bearers. These 1 placed in a glass structure, from
which insects were carefully excluded. As soon as it was
possible to do so I turned back the corolla of every flower

(I only left five on each plant), and with a sharp-pointed

pair of scissors cut away and threw out of the house the

stamens and anthers. So soon as the flower was perfectly

expanded, and about noon, I carried the pot to the bed con-
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tainmg the varieties the pollen of which I wished to use,

and carefully dusted this over the flower of the plant from

which the anthers had been removed. I repeated this

operation the next day.

When the fruit became ripe I peeled the seeds thinly off,

and spread them -nath a blunt knife on the surface of pans

prepared for the purpose, and then after sifting a little

light soil over the seed plunged the pans in coal ashes.

Some of the seeds vegetated at once, but the severe winter

killed a good many of the plants. However, about the

beginning of March nuinbers of little plants appeared in

aU the pans, save one, which contained seed from May Queen
fertilised with British Queen. I cannot satisfactorily ac-

count for my non-snccess with this cross, since I raised a

number of plants two years ago from the same parents,

and, indeed, I have about a dozen of the breed on further

trial, though I fear there is not one really good amongst
them.

Several bloom as early as May Queen, but though superior

in size and flavour they did not last year ripen so soon. I

suspect, as Mr. Eadclyffe observes, that not one in a thou-

sand seedlings is better than varieties already out.—P.

following remarks :—If the Tulips are the common selfa now
used for bedding purposes, it may be of little consequence

what is done to them ; but if they are the beautiful varieties

of fancy Tulips, formerly in such repute, then the cutting

down would be, I consider, injurious to the bulbs ; by leaving

the stalk until it withers, the bulb discharges its super-

abundant sap, but if cut down the sap is prevented from

being discharged, and the consequence is that the nest

year the delicate varieties blow with too much colour, or

the colours run and improperly blend together, and the

true character of the flower is spoilt. When the bulb shows

symptoms of seeding, cut oft" the seed-vessel, but in aU
cases leave the stalk to ripen and wither.—W. H.

SULPHFE PUMIGATIO^r—NECTARINES
SETTING SPARINGLY.

Me. Rivers, in his " Orchard-House," speaks of a " 13-inch

pot, half filled with unslaked lime, to be saturated with four

or five gallons of water, and then sprinkled with 1 oz. of

sulphur," as a remedy for red spider in an orchard-house.

I have tried this plan, and the result is—the lime is so

saturated that the pot is full of a liquid pudding, destitute

of heat, and the sulphur is not in the least affected. Will you
kindly tell me whetlier this scheme is a good and safe one ?

and whether I am right in supposing the proper way to be
to use so much water as will bring the lime to a hot powder,
and then sprinkle the sulphur on it ? I have no red spider,

but am anxious to be prepared.
Will you also tell me whether Nectarines are considered

more shy in setting their fruit in orchard-houses than
Peaches ? Mine were loaded with bloom, but have set

sparingly, while Peaches have to bo freely thinned. The
calyx of the Nectarine blossom seems to dry up, and remain
tightly enclosing the young fruit, which it fairly strangles,

and the fruit drops. This has been the case with thousands
of mine. The trees are in the highest health and finest

foliage, and are treated just like the Peaches, among which
they stand. You will observe, from my note, that the

Nectarines do apparently set, but when the calyx should
crack, and shell off, it remains on, which looks like the

young set fruit.—C. P.

[You have used too ranch water for your lime. The
sulphur should be applied before the heat goes off, or it will

be of no use ; and there is such a difference in the strength

of lime, that we are always afraid to recommend the plan,

except to those well initiated in such matters. One thing
should be kept in mind—never to expose the sulphur to a
greater heat than 170", if you wish to be safe. As you are

not troubled with red spider, we would recommend a free

use of the syringe, and, if you have walls or wood, daubing
them with sulphur where the sun will shine freely on
them.
Your case of Nectarines refusing to swell, and throw

off the calyx, whilst Peaches next to them do so freely, is

just one of those cases which could not be explained without

knowing all the particulars of their culture, &c., since last

August. Very probably the very luxuriance of the trees

may have something to do with it, as the wood might not

be sufficiently ripened. Deficiency of moisture, and too much
at a time, will also cause the evil, but not to Nectarines
more than Peaches. We never received the letter you
allude to.]

REMOVING FLOWER-STEMS FEOM TULIPS.
In your No. 216, under the above heading, you say, " We

do not expect any particular good will arise from cutting

off the flower-stalk unless it shows symptoms of seeding,

when it had better be taken off." AJlow me to make the

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Mat 16th.

Floral Committee.—Another very successful meeting

was held on this day. It is most encouraging to see how
well these alternate Tuesday meetings are supported and
appreciated ; and it must be very evident to all interested

in the Society's welfare that a new, vigorous, and healthy

spirit has come over the Fellows, who now so numerously

attend these meetings. Putting aside the interest taken in

the new plants, flowers, and "fruits, which are specially

brought before the Committees on these days, the valuable

and interesting collections of plants, many of which have

passed their- ordeal before the Committee, and receivedthe

award of their respective merits, which are now exhibited

both for comparison and in confijmation of the judgment of

the Committee, give an additional and very beneficial in-

terest to these meetings. The special thanks of the Society

are due to both the amateurs and nurserymen, who so kindly

contribute them.
The awards on this occasion were as follows :—Mr.

Veitch received first-class certificates for the following new
plants : Odontoglossum cordatum, a beautiful Orchid, suited

to a cool temperature; AuEectochilus Dominii; Goodyera

Dominii ; Bertolonia guttata, a very beautiful-foliaged plant,

with deep rose-coloured spots on its dark green leaves, a

pleasing contrast with B. margaritacea, with its pearl-like

spots ; Pleroma species, a very beautiful kind, with large

bright purplish flowers; Bertolonia pubesoens, with bright

green leaves, each deeply marked with a broad black band
down the centre ; Eetinospora obtusa nana aurea ; and

Philodendron species. Special certificates were awarded to

Mr. Veitch for Ehododendron Veitchii, a very handsome

plant, with large pure white flowers, exquisitely scented;

for his collection of Orchids ; also for his very magnificent

collection of plants, in which were several new Azaleas and

others.

Mr. Wills, Oulton Park, exhibited two seedling Zonate

Pelargoniums not in condition ; Mi-. Southby, Clapham, two

seedling Zonate Pelargoniums, Black Prince and Golden

Queen ; the latter it was requested should be seen again

later in the season. Mr. Salter, Hammersmith, received a

first-class certificate for Polygonum filiforme variegatum, a

hardy plant ; also for Sedum Telephium variegatum, a very

beautiful plant. Mr. Smyth, gardener to Lord Sondes,

had a first-class certificate for a seedling Boronia (Drum-

mondii ?) alba Smythii. Mr. BuU received a first-class for

Calonyotion sanguineum, a stove climber, with dark reddish

brown leaves, a useful and very quick-growing plant; and

Ficus Porteana, with very long leaves, an extremely hand-

some-foliaged plant. Among Mr. Bull's collection were

Dioscorea anaectochilus, the plants too small to judge of its

merits, which were generally thought promising ; Mimulus
Lucifer, a hybrid from M. cupreus ; Acer polymorphum foUis

dissectis variegatis ; Azalea Queen of Beauties, very pretty

and pleasing in colour ; Lychnis senno variegata from Japan

;

the plant not having sufficient flowers upon it, made it

doubtful whether the variegation would prove constant

and permanent. He also sent four specimens of Amorpho-

phallus, one of the curious but not uninteresting genera of

Arads, remarkable for producing its oddly-formed spadii

and one leaf, which is divided into three branches, with

more or less divided segments ; and a very inferior variety

of Polygonum filiforme variegatum. Messrs. Backhouse,

York, received firat-class certScates for Myosotis rupicola.
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one of the most beautiful of the Scorpion Grasses, of ex-

tremely dwarf habit, found on the Teesdale mountains. A
letter from Messrs. Backhouse informs us that the identical

plant exhibited was growing two days previously on a
mountain covered with snow. Androsace chamayasme and
Andromeda fastigiata likewise came from the same exhibitors.
Mr. Turner exhibited an extensive and valuable collection

of Tulips, which were well arranged and carefully named.
A special certificate was awarded them ; also to a fine col-

lection of Azaleas. W. W. Saunders, Esq., exhibited an
interesting collection of Arads, containing specimens o£

Amorphophallus, &c. Mr. Thompson, Ipswich, had a first-

class certificate for Aquilegia ccerulea, a very pretty Colum-
bine ; and Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road, received
special certificates for a fine collection of half-hardy bedding-
out plants, Centaureas, &c. ; also for a general collection,

including stove and greenhouse plants. J. Bateman, Esq.,
received a special certificate for a beautiful and well-grown
specimen of a Bornean Orchid, Ccelogyne pandurata; and
a similar award was made to Mr. Smith, gardener to H. S.

Norris, Esq., for Eenanthera coccinea, an Orchid not often
seen in fiower. Mr. Culley, gardener to W. W. Buller, Esq.,
received a special certificate for three specimens of Cypripe-
diums, among them a very fine specimen of C. caudatum.
A special certificate was awarded to J. Day, Esq., for his
superb specimen of Deudrobium densiflorum, awarded at
the previous meeting but omitted to be signed.

Fetjit Committee.—J. B. Haig, Esq., in the chair. Mr.
Earley, of DigsweU, sent a collection of six dishes of dessert
Apples in competition for a prize that was offered for this
class, and Sir. Earley being the only exhibitor, and his col-

lection being in admirable condition, he was awarded a first

prize. Mr. De Jonghe, of Brussels, sent specimens of Bezi
Mai Peai', some of which were soft, they could not be called
melting, and the Committee was of opinion that it is not
equal to Bergamotte Esjieren, which is now in season. He
also sent a variety called Basinei-, a crisp-fleshed Pear,
having some relation to Beurre de Ranee in that respect

;

but it was not considered a desideratum. Mr. Ingram,
gardener to Her Majesty at Frogmore, sent a number of
small Pears, the interior of which was quite a nest of small
grubs, the larvte of someinsect, which, Mr. Ingram states, is

creating great havoc among the Pear crops in the Royal
garden.

At the scientific meeting the Duke of Buccleuch, the
President of the Society, took the chair. This, like the
preceding meetings, was well attended, and, as will be seen
by the above reports, the collection of plants, &c., exhibited
was very interesting.

The Rev. Mr. Berkeley, in proceeding to point out the
most remarkable objects, took occasion to advert to a varie-

gated Sedum or Sempervivum which had been exhibited at
a previous meeting, and which, not being in fiower, had
puzzled everybody to determine what it was. He had now
found that it was a plant once common in cottage windows
—the Sedum azoides, of De Candolle's " Plantes Grasses."
It was said to be originally introduced into this country
from Madeira ; but Mr. Lowe, who had studied the flora of
that island for twenty years, had not found it there. With
reference to the Nardoo exhibited on the 18th ult., it was
stated that there were several species. Marsilea salvatrix, on
the spores of which the expedition of Burke and Wills had
susbsisted, was the least common ; and he found that the
sporangia of the plant sent by Lady Dorothy Nevill diS'ered

materially from those of salvatrix, and belonged to M. Drum-
mondi. Passing on to the Orchids exhibited, Mr. Berkeley
briefly noticed Odontoglossum cordatum, Ccelogyne pandu-
rata, Dendrobium Wardianum, Cypripedium caudatum, and
Orchis fusoa from the South of Europe, differing, he said,
slightly from our own form of the same species. Orchids, as
their cultivators were well aware, were liable to be destroyed
by fungi, and it was very desirable that these should bo
investigated, in order that their attacks might be prevented
or a remedy found. As an example of the damage whicli
they do he instanced a leaf shown hira by Mr. Pilcher at the
last meeting, and which was almost entirely destroyed by a
parasitic fungus consisting of radiating threads, forming at
different points little bundles. These, on being magnified,
he found to be a plexus of threads, which, though no doubt

reproductive, were not the real fructification. All growers
of plants were aware how destructive fungi are to the roots
of i^lants ; and he cited two Deodars planted near Sir W.
Hooker's house at Kew, one of which grew well, and the
other would not grow at all, and on the latter being dug up
it was found that it had been planted where an old Cherry
tree had been cut down; and in his own garden several
plants had died suddenly fr-om fungi attacking the roots.
Now, it was generally considered that one fr-uit tree would
not grow where another had been, and this was attributed
to the exhaustion of the soil by its former occupant ; but
the true explanation of the cause he believed to be the fungi
existing on the old roots attacking those of the newly-
planted tree. Among the variegated plants exhibited par-
ticularly worthy of notice were a beautiful variety of Arundo
donax, and Ilex Fortuni, which, he had been informed by
Mr. Fortune, is very beautiful in its own country where it is

much used for hedges. In speaking of a Podocarpus ex-
hibited at the last meeting, he had mentioned that the
white shoots might give off green ones, but that plants
could not be propagated from those which were entirely
white. There was, howevei-, a remarkable exception to this
rule, which he gave on the authority of M. Barral, of the
Jardiu des Plantes, at Paris, who stated that the variegated
Ground Ivy though perfectly white struck root, but the
plant ultimately lost its variegation altogether, becoming
quite green. Some plants, however, produced parts perfectly
colourless, as instances of which, two plants in the room,
Mussffinda frondosa and the beautiful Clerodendron Thom-
sons were adduced. Among plants remarkable for their
beautiful foliage, were "Dioscorea ansectochilus" (?) and
Bertolonia guttata, the leaves of which were set with little

jewels formed at the base of the hairs. Some hybrids raised
by Mr. Dominy, and shown by Mr. Veitch, were remark-
able as having been effected between what were considered
two very distinct genera—namely, Goodyera and Ansee-
toohilus, and the habit was far more hardy than that of
the AnsectochQi in general. With regard to Rhododen-
drons, a curious fact was stated by Mr. McNab—namely,
that he obtained totally different varieties by fertilising

with the shorter stamens instead of the longer. He (Mr.
Berkeley) had mentioned on a previouji occasion the poison-
ous properties of Rhododendron oinnabarinum, and by way
of contrast he would now add, that in India the flowers of
E. arboreum were boiled down and the juice made a good
jelly. This, however, was not the only instance of parts of
the flower being employed for such a purpose, for one of the
best of jellies, the Eozelle, was made from the fleshy calyxes
of Hibiscus subdariffa. Mr. Berkeley then commented on
the Alpines exhibited by Messrs. Backhouse. Few things
were more lovely than the Myosotis, which though it came
from the Teesdale Mountains was also to be found on Ben
Lawers. Another gem was Andromeda fastigiata, nearly
related to, but not the same as, Andromeda hypnoides. Of
Retinospora obtusa aurea Mr. Veitoh stated in a letter

that it was the finest variegated plant in Japan, not even
surpassed by Thuja aurea itself.

Among other plants noticed were Calonyction sanguineum,
a climbing plant with large bronzy leaves, several Arums, and
Ficus Porteana, which though a stove plant, bears a good
deal of exposure, from its leaves being excessively coriaceous.
A Begonia leaf from Mr. Earley, DigsweU, producing a mul-
titude of young plants from the petiole, was also exhibited
as a curiosity.

The awards of the Floral Committee were then read by
the Rev. J. Dix, and the objects submitted to the Fruit
Committee commented on by Dr. Hogg; after which the
Duke of Buccleuch, in proposing the usual votes of thanks,
said that he believed these meetings were of very great
service to the Society, and the public at large, for not only
were the things seen, but their advantages and peculiarities

wore pointed out, and, as in the case of the fruit, the best
varieties were made known. From the number present the
scientific meetings must be of very great interest, and the
Saturday meetings had been very acceptable to numbers of

persons who could not attend on Tuesday. In conclusion,

he congratulated the Society on its improved financial con-
dition.

A ballot for plants then took place. Fifteen new members
were elected.
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CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.—Mat 20th.

This was the first of the great Shows, and never, pro-

bably, during the time that flower shows have been held in

the Crystal Palace has so fine an array of the best specimens

of English horticultural skill been presented at this or,

indeed, any other season. The day was warm, the sky

cloudless, and the sun bright, all of which are conducive to

a large attendance of visitors ; and whether it was from the

amplitude of the ladies' dresses, the immense number of

the visitors, or the length of time which they lingered

around the tables, we never remember any exhibition so

crowded as this, and in the afternoon to take notes of the

objects shoivn was, in some cases, an impossibility, and in all

little more than a passing glance could be obtained. The
brightness of the day, however much it contributed to the

financial success of the Show, was not without its incon-

venience, for, notwithstanding that an awning was sus-

pended over the tables, the plants in many instances, par-

ticularly the Azaleas, presented a very different appearance
fi:om what they did in the morning. The Roses, too, vmfor-

tunately had been placed where the sun had reached them,
and though lovely even then, much of their freshness and
beauty was gone. It should be borne in mind that the sun
ought never to be allowed to touch a full blown Rose, for

nothing can be more destructive to its beauty ; yet the

plants, though coming from shady houses with a tempera-
ture of 60° to a sunny one of 80° or more, from being in

robust health, stood the change better than could have been
expected.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—The specimens of these

were large and generally excellent, though there was not
much novelty among them. Being also shown in great

numbers, they formed a very effective part of the display.

Among them were many fine plants of Allamandas, Ste-

phanotis fioribunda, Pimeleas, Eriostemons, Aphelexes, Aza-
leas, Ericas Cavendishii and depressa, Epacrises, Ixor.as

coccinea and GrifStlii, Chorozemas, &c. An Allamauda
grandiflora from Mr. Peed was one of the most beautiful we
have ever seen ; it was so free-flowering, so graceful, and so

pure in colour. Rondeletia speoiosa, with its beautiful

scarlet blooms, was also fine in Mr. AVhitebread's collection;

and a variety of Azalea sinensis, bearing a profusion of

large yellow flowers, formed a conspicuous object in that of

Mr. Rhodes. A charming plant of Aorophyllum venosum
came from Messrs. Lee ; and from Mr. Eraser, Lea Bridge,
the l:)eautiful Clerodendi'on ThomsonDe, one of the best addi-

tions which have been made to exhibition plants of late

years. The flowers for the most part were not fully expanded,
but the multitudes of snow-white calyxes, with which the
plant was studded, rendered it a remarkable object, espe-

cially when contrasted with flowers of brighter hues. Medi-
nilla magnifica, with numerous long thyrses of flowers, and
Prostanthera lasianthos, were also conspicuous in this col-

lection. Good plants of Rhyncospermum jasminoides were
shown by Mr. Williams, Mr. Baxendine, and others ; Malier-

nia incisa, an old Cape plant, now seldom seen, by Mr.
Smith, Norwood ; the fine white Rhododendron formosum,
and Azalea Criterion, a dense mass of bloom, by Mr. Carson ;

and the showy Combretum purpureum and Diosma sjieciosa

by Mr. Kemp. In mixed collections of flowering and orna-

mental-foliaged plants, a beautiful plant of the elegant

Gleichenia semivestita came, along with Crotons, variegated
Yuccas, &c., from Mr. Williams ; whilst in the collections of

Messrs. Lee and Mr. Young Cordyline indivisa, Cyathea
Smithii, and Theophrastas were well represented. An ex-

cellent plant of Alocasia metallioa. the foliage in all its

beauty, was also shown by Messrs. Lee.

Prizes were awarded as follow:—For sixteen, first, Mr.
Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell ; second, Mr. Whitebread,
gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford; third, Mr. Kaile, gar-

dener to Earl Lovelace. For ten (nurserymen), first, Messrs.
Lee ; second, Mr. J. Eraser ; thu-d, Mr. Rhodes ; fourth, Mr.
Baxendiue. For ten (amateurs), first, Mr. Carson, gar-

dener to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq. ; second, Mr. Page, gardener
to W. Leaf, Esq. ; third, Mr. Chilman, gardener to Mrs.
Smith, Ashtead House, Epsom. For six, first, Mr. Kemp,
gardener to Earl Percy, Albury Park ; second, Mr. C. Smith,
gardener to A. Anderson, Esq. For twelve fine-foliaged and
flowering plants, firat, Mr. Williams, HoUoway ; second.

Messrs. Lee ; third, Mr. Young, gardener to H. Stone, Esq.,

Leigh Park, Havant; fourth, Mr. Rhodes
Heaths.—There was a good bank of these, and on the

whole the specimens were very good. Among them we
noticed a fine jjlant of Sindryana, several fine plants of
ventricosa magnifica, one of the best of its class, odora
rosea, nice plants of depressa and Devoniana, and one or two
beautiful examples of Victoria.
The prizes awarded were :—-For ten, first, Mr. Rhodes.

For eight, first, Mr. Peed; second, Mr. Page. For six,

first, Mr. Wheeler; second, Mr. Chilman; third, Mr. C.

Smith, Messrs. P. and A. Smith ; extra, Mr. Kaile.

Azaleas were placed at the four corners where the nave
and transept intersect, and some truly magnificent speci-

mens were exhibited. Mr. Turner took, as usual, the lead.

Among his plants were Gledstanesi, exhibiting a more than
usual disposition to sport, some of its fiowers approaching
the character of EtoUe de Gand ; Arborea purpurea, remark-
able for its violet purple colour, so rare among Azaleas

;

Juliana, Perryana, Gem, Barclayana sporting to rose; Co-
ronata, EtoUe de Gand, many of its flowers wholly salmon-
coloured; Illustris nova, the flowers nicely relieved by foliage;

Iveryana, and Criterion. In other classes very good plants

were shown by Messrs. Lane, Lee, and Williams ; and Mr.
Carson had excellent plants of Iveryana, Murrayana, Double
Red, Broughtoni, Triumphans, Duke of Devonshire. In-
teresting collections of varieties, sent out since 1860, were
exhibited by Mr. Turner and Messrs. Ivery. Prizes—For
eight (nurserymen), first and second. Mr. Turner; third, Mr.
J. Eraser ; fourth, Mr. Rhodes. For eight (amateurs), first,

Mr. Carson ; second, Mr. AVhitebread. For six (nursery-

men), first, Messrs. Lee ; second, Messrs. Lane ; third, Mr.
Williams. For six (amateurs), first, Mr. Penny; second,

Mr. Peed ; third, Mr.C. Smith ; fourth, Mr. Kaile. For new
Azaleas, first and second, Mr. Turner; third and fourth,

Messrs. Ivery.

Okchids taken in the aggregate made a glorious display,

though the individual specimens were not, as a rule, remark-
able for their size. Their condition, however, indicated good
and careful cultivation. Foremost came a fine collection of
twenty from Mr. Bullen, gi-own in pots with open slits at the
sides, extending nearly from the rim to the base of the pot.

They had been well prepared for exhibition, and were set up
with great care, and Mr. BiiUen deserves credit for having
brought them from Leicester in such good condition. They
consisted of Cypripedium barbatum superbum with two
score blooms ; Phatenopsis grandiflora; Camarotis purpm'ea,
a plant which requires some care in its cultivation; good
Vandas ; Calanthe veratrilblia, an old plant but still useful for

exhibition; Dendrobium macranthum giganteum and Lind-
leyanum ; a fine mass of Cattleya Skinneri, the rosy purple
flowers of which are very effective"; Saccolabium curvifolium,

&c. In other collections, besides Vandas, Cattleyas, Lrelias,

jErides, Saccolabiums, Phatenopsis, and Dendrobiums in

plenty, we noticed the pretty white and yellow Chysis
bractescens, the more recent Chysis Limminghi, Odonto-
glossum Pesoatorei, the curious pale green and white
Brassia verrucosa, several fine examples of Dendrobium
nobile, D. formosum, with several of its large white and
yellow flowers ; D. maerophyllum giganteum, witli a spike
nearly 2 feet long ; Trichopilia crispa, very fine ; Phajus
Walliohi; Cyrtopodium punctatum ; Cypripedium caudatum,
with two fine flowers, and the new Phalsenopsis Liiddeman-
niana, both from Mr. Wilson ; Cattleya Acklandise, and
Sobralia macrantha.

Prizes for twenty, first Mr. Bullen, gardener to A. Turner,
Esq., Leicester; second, Mr. Baker, gardener to A. Basset,
Esq. ; third, Mr. Page. For ten, third, Messrs. Lee. For
twelve, first, Mr. Penny, gardener to H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's
Park ; second, Mr. Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq.,

Enfield; third, Mr. Young. For six, first, Mr. Bullen;
second, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth

;

third, Mr. Wilson and Mr. Chilman ; fourth, Mr. Robson,
gardener to G. Cooper, Esq. ; Mr. Wheeler, gardener to
J. Phillpot, Esq.
Pelakgoniums.—Both show and fancy varieties in fine

bloom were exhibited by Mr. Eraser, Mr. Turner, and Mr.
Wiggins. Of the former we noticed Etna, Sir Colin Camp-
bell, Fairest of the Fair, Peacock, Leviathan, Sylph, Guil-
laume Severyns, a peculiar lilac purple, LUacina, pale lilac.
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white eye, and dark top, Ariel, white with carmine spot,

Desdemona, and Celeste, orange scarlet, white eye, and
scarlet top, a very pretty variety. For twelve Mr. Fraser
was first, Mr. Turner second, and in the amateur's class for

ten Mr. Wiggins took the first position. In Fancies Mr.
Fraser and Mr. Turner took the same relative positions.

The former had Cloth of Silver, Arabella Goddard, Delicatum,
Celestial, very fine, Eoi des Fantaisies, and Queen of the
Valley. In Mr. Turner's six the most noticeable were EUeu
Beck, Celestial, Evening Star, and Eoi des Fantaisies.

Roses.—In the Nurserymen's Class for ten distinct varie-

ties in 13-inch pots, Mr. W. Paul was first with remai-kably

fine plants of Souvenir d'Eliso Vai-don, Louise Odier, very
fine, Madame Villermoz, Souvenir d'un Ami, Senateur Vaisse,

Paul Perras, Madame de St. Joseph, Catherine Guillot, and
Comtesse de Barbantanne. In the collection of Messrs.

Lane, who were second, we noticed Charles Lawson, Anna
de Diesbach, large and fine, also Souvenir d'un Ami. In the
Amateurs' Class for six, good plants were shown by Mr.
Terry, gardener to A. G. Puller, Esq., Youngsbury, for

•which he received a first prize. The class for twelve Roses
in eight-inch pots was also a good one. Here Mr. Turner
was first, Messrs. Paul & Son and Messrs. Lane second. Mr.
Turner's plants were remarkable for their fine condition,

both as regards foliage and bloom, particularly Souvenir de
la Malmaison, Senateur Vaisse, Madame ViUermoz, and
Charles Lawson. Good collections, as well as cut blooms,
were also shown by Messrs. Paul & Son.

Miscellaneous.—A very extensive and interesting col-

lection of new plants came from Mr. Bull, comprising the
new Japanese Aucubas, double Mimulus, his new variegated
Verbena and Chrysanthemum, Zonate Pelargoniums, Petu-
nias, and other objects, which have been noticed in recent
Floral Committee reports. Mr. Robson, gardener to G.
Cooper, Esq., sent the beautiful new Phalajnopsis Liidde-

manniana; and Messrs. Ivery, Dorking, four new varieties

of hai-dy Ferns, all of which received first-class certificates

—

viz., Athyrium Filix-foeminaFieldias compositum, ramo-cris-

tatum, and two Scolopendriums, one of which, called vai'ie-

gatum, had a beautiful golden tinge in the fronds. Mr.
Turner sent LUium auratum, and a fine stand of Tulips

;

Messrs. Downie & Laird, and Mr. Shenton, Pansies ; and
W. Hoyle, Esq., Reading, a beautiful new Pelargonium,
Charles Turner, which received a first-class certificate. It

is a fine bright scarlet, with a dark top and white eye.

From Mr. Turner came Pelargonium Marion, which also re-

ceived a first-class certificate—rose, with a very dark top

and a large white eye—a showy variety ; also Elegans, rose

and crimson lower petals, conspicuous white eye. and dark

top. The pretty white-flowering Deutzia crenata flore pleno

was shown by Mr. Shenton, Clematises by Mr. Townsend,
Beaton's Geraniums by Mr. W. Paul, and a number of

tastefully-filled plant cases by Messrs. Barr & Sugden.
FBUIT.

For 80 early in the season there was a tolerably good
show of fruit as regards quantity, and the quality was fair.

In Fines Mr. Mills, gardener to Lord Carrington, High
Wycombe, was first with a good Providence; Mr. Page
second with a Cayenne weighing 6 lbs., and third with a
4-lb. Queen, one of the same weight from Mr. Barnes, Bicton,

being fourth. Mr. Standish, Ascot, had a third prize for

a good Smooth Cayenne, and he likewise exhibited, growing
in a pot, a kind called " Abacachi," stated to be the most
luscious of all Pines. In Grapes Mr. D. Clements took first,

second, and third prizes with well-coloured good bunches of

Black Hamburgh ; and first and second prizes for veiy good
baskets, Mr. Hill, Keele Hall, being third. Muscats were
all unripe. Mr. Cawkell was first, Mr. Horwood second,

Mr. Tansley third. Excellent bunches of Foster's Seedling

were shown by Messrs. Lane, and Buckland Sweetwater by
Mr. Embery, gardener to J. Drew, Esq. In Peaches Mr.

Horwood was first with Royal George, Mr. Turner second,

Mr. Farranee tliird; and in Nectarines Mr. Turner had

the first prize for an excellent dish, the only one shown.

In Melons the best were a Hybrid Green-fleshed, and a

Hybrid Scarlet-fleshed, from Mr. Enstone, gardener to Sir

J. Duckworth, Bart., Wear House, Exeter; and Mr. Hor-

wood, and Mr. Lynn, gardener to Lord Boston, were second

in each class respectively. Of Cherries only two or three

dishes were shown. Messrs. Jackson, Kingston, had a

second prize for May Duke. Of Strawberries remarkably
fine dishes were shown by Mr. Smith, of Twickenham, and
Mr. Standish. The former was first in the class for three
dishes with British Queen, Sir C. Napier, and Empress
Eugenie ; the latter second with La Constante, very fine,

Oscar, and Sir C. Napier. With the last-named kind Mr.
Smith and Mr. Standish can-ied off the fu-st and second
prizes in the class for single dishes of fifty fruits. Mr. Hor-
wood, Mr. Kaile, and others, exliibited good dishes, and
some plants in pots were also shown. Mr. Carr, gardener to
P. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet, was awarded an extra first prize for

a cluster of Musa Cavendishii weighing 79 lbs. He also

sent several kinds of Capsicums.

CULTURE OF ORCHIDS IX LOW
TEMPERATURES.

Orchids have a great deal of vitality, and are capable of

bearing more rough usage than persons in general would
give them credit for ; in short, they are not easily killed,

and wUl linger on a miserable existence even under the
worst form of treatment. But there is a great difl'erence

between keeping them alive and growing them to perfection,

and from what little experience I myself have had of Orchids
I am quite sure that there are very few, if any, that can be
satisfactorily grown under the cool treatment—I mean by a
cool treatment a temperature such as Camellias and Azaleas
like best in winter. In medio tutissimus is always a safe

maxim, and does not mean mediocrity as some persons
would aver. The " golden mean " is nearer the truth, and if

any person will keep this maxim before him, and will also

remember that common sense and common care are at the
bottom of all good gardening, he will find that the gene-
rality of Orchids are far from being a difficult class to deal
with. The cool treatment of Orchids is only a reaction from
what to my mind is a far more unsuccessful plan—that of

growing them in a very hot close atmosphere, tied on blocks
of wood with hardly a portion of nourishment to the roots.

I remember that, some fourteen or fifteen years ago, I never
could see a collection of Orchids without seeing a great
many poor starved specimens di-agging out a miserable
existence, with shrivelled bulbs and spotted leaves, wired
on to baskets or blocks of wood, and I used to be told, if I

remonstrated, that Orchids in their natural state were found
growing on trees in tropical climates, and that this was
the nearest way to imitate nature. Now, apart from the
fallacy that we ought to imitate nature in cultivation, I

always asserted, and still assert, that we cannot imitate a
tropical climate in our Orchid-houses. It does not, however,
at all follow on that account that we cannot grow Orchids
quite as fine as any that are found in a natural state. It is

not the science of gardening to imitate nature, but to im-
prove upon the way in which plants are grown in a state

of nature, taking nature as our guide. It has never fallen

to my lot to see Orchids growing in the tropical jungles, but
though the beauty of the plants is enhanced by the sur-

rounding scenery, I am assured, and I feel tolerably certain

it is true, that finer individual specimens are to be found in

cultivation than those which are growing in their wild state.

I am, however, digressing. I wished to add the results of
my own slight experience with Orchids to the remarics which
Mr. Findlay made in your Journal of the 11th ult.

Before I lived here I used to grow some Orchids in an
early forcing vinery, at the warmest end, about fourteen or
fifteen dift'ereut species, including good specimens of Stan-
hopea tigrina, Coelogyne cristata, Dendrobium nobile,

Pierardi, &c., Cattleya MossiiB, Bletia Tankervilliae, &c.
The house was forced to ripen Grai)es about the middle
or end of July, but the Orchids had comparatively little

heat in November and December. With this treatment they
grew and flowered well ; they seemed to like the shade of
the Vines, and made rapid and strong growth. When in

bloom they were taken into a cool conservatory near the
house, where they continued in bloom a long time, and the
colder house never seemed to injure them ; Cojlogyne cris-

tata, especiaUy, used to continue in bloom for three months.
When I came to live here I built a greenhouse against the
house, and seeing how well these Orchids had stood the

greenhouse when in bloom, I thought I would give them a
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trial here. I brought hither the very same plants, but
though they gvew and made bulbs with the cooler treat-

ment they never ripened sufficiently to bloom, and after

three or four years' experiment I had to give them up, as

they never ripened their bulbs sufficiently to throw out

blooming shoots, and it was very unsatisfactory to see each

year's pseudo-bulb smaller than that of the previous one.

The conclusion I am inclined to draw from this is, that any
persons who have vineries for early forcing can grow Orchids
in them with ease, and they will find that the actual shade
of the Vines is beneficial ; but it is leading persons astray

to make them imagine that they can grow Orchids with any
degree of satisfaction in houses such as are so commonly
built for bedding plants and hardwooded plants, as Ca-
mellias, Fuchsias, ic, though there may be some kinds of

terrestrial Orchids, as Cypripediums, and Bletias, which will

do with comparatively little heat.

Orchids, as I have said before, are very hardy plants in

their way, they will stand greater changes of climate than

most plants ; as an instance of this a plant of Stanhopea
tigrina stood the frost of Christmas, 1800, when scarlet

Geraniums alongside were killed, and the same plant was
accidentally left out when there was more than 10" of frost,

and even then not even the younger bulbs were injured.

They have, indeed, to undergo great changes of temperature
in tropical climates, as I remember a cousin of mine m India,

on the march near the foot of the Neiigherries, telling me
his tent was frozen stiif in the morning where Orchids were
growing and blooming over his head, and the temperature
during the day on their march was as liig'h as 130° in the
shade; but, as Mr. Findlayjustlyremarks, because ice is often

found on Orchids in their natural state it does not at all

follow that it would be good for them in our houses, and it

is no argument in favour of a generally cool treatment. I

hope that others may give the results of their experience on
this subject, for although I have given up the attempt to

grow Orchids in a greenhouse, I am still interested in the
subject.—X. y. Z.

OPENING SASHES.
I SENDyou the following sketch of an idea which, I think, 1 or balance pivots. A is a simple roller suspended about

may be of use. It can be employed either for sliding sash
|
6 inches or lower from the sash-bars, and a cord, once twisted

\\\^j^\\\. \

around the bars tightly, so as to prevent any chance of

slipping, is fastened at each end to the top and bottom of
the sash. A crank at the end of the roller turns it, and as
the rope is shortened one end is correspondingly lengthened.

I I I I
I

the other allowing of opening, and yet preventing it opening
more than one wants by wind or any cause, unless the roller

go with it.

—

(American Gardener's Monthly.)

OECHAED-HOUSE FEUIT TEEES SHEDDING THEIE FEUIT.
I HATE had a small orchard-house for two years, and this

spring I have had an extraordinary show of bloom on my
Plum, Peach, and Nectarine trees, but the fruit does not set
well. Two or three trees of Rivers's Orange Nectarine were
covered with an excess of bloom, and were blooming all

through the bright sunny weather we had two and three
weeks ago ; but although the trees are large, and have been
weU established in 13-inch pots, I have scarcely a fruit on
them. They had plenty of air both night and day; were
well watered at the roots ; the bees were always at them, so
that the poUen would be well distributed; but they were
never syringed until the petals had fallen.

One of my friends, whose house is filled with Apricots,
Peaches, and Nectarines loaded with fruit, comforts me
by telling me that the red spider last year weakened
the vitality of my trees so much that they could not carr^-

their fruit this season ; but the Eh'uge Nectarine, and
the Royal George Peach, are candying fair crops in my
house.
Another of my friends suggests that the syringing the

trees with river water, when the petals had just fallen, has
chilled the fruits by the water lodging within the calyx.

Will you favour me with your opinion ?

With regard to Plums in pots, the fruit seems to set pro-

fusely ; but when it has reached the size of a Radish seed
it ceases to grow, and drops ofif. How am I wrong here ?

—

T. G.

[It is difficult to assign a reason for your fruit of Peaches,
Nectarines, &c., dropping. Our own, against the back wall,

have done so a little this season, and the blossom was very
fine. We believe that if we had thinned the blossom well
it would not have happened. The bees did us also a little

mischief, by carrying off the pollen before it had quite done
its work ; but we shall have enough. The trees in pots set
very thick, and we wish we could get at them to thin them.
Thinning the blossom is a good plan, but we could not do
so. The trees against the wall opened bloom first, and the
bees worked much on them. It is bad practice to syi'inge

too soon. We have no doubt that our large trees suff'ered

for want of water last season. However, we shall have pretty
well enough even where thinnest.]

Rats Destroying Rose Trees.—Have any of your
readers who are Kose-growers ever been troubled by rats ?

This year I had rows of standards nearly destroyed by
them, until I succeeded in catching the marauder in the
act. The Roses are now showing a few shoots, but some
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are dead. Some of last year's budding that were not started

are completely destroyed, not only the buds being gnawn
out but the bai-t off also.—G. H.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus, the beds will be greatly benefited by liberal

waterings with manure water from the stable or farmyard
tank, especially where the " grass " is weak. Beans, as soon
as the pods begin to form at the lower part of the stem top
the plants, which will materially forward the podding. Earth
up the sucoessional crops after a shower of rain. Brussels

Sprouts, prick out the early sowing to strengthen them pre-

vious to finally planting them out. Cauliflowers, the early
crops to be liberally supplied with water; if very large
heads are required manure water may be given them, but
for private families those of a moderate size are generally
preferred. Cucumhers, as they advance in growth under the
hand-glasses peg them down. Water them in the morning
when they require it, but this should only be done when
a fine day is likely to follow. In pruning away any of
the shoots and leaves cut close to the main stem ; this we
are aware is a disputed point, still we believe the wound
heals quicker than if a piece of the stalk is allowed io
remain until it gradually rots away. Endive, let a sowing
be made directly. Kidney Beans, let full crops be planted
forthwith. Parsley, thin out the plants of the early sowing
to 6 inches apart ; more seed may now be sown. Peas, con-
tinue to earth up and stick the sucoessional crops. As soon
as the early crops begin to pod supply them with plenty of
water to swell the produce. At the time of sowing, during
dry weather, water the drills after they are drawn and before
the seed is sown. Radishes, sow the Long Scarlet and
Turnip ; water every evening during diy weather. Savoys,
prick oiit some of the earliest sowing-, and also the seedling
plants of Scotch Kale ; shade for a few days until the plants
take fresh roothold. Sea-lcale, remove the pots and also the
covering as soon as done witli, and afterwards dig between
the plants. Spinach, thin the early crops, and sow agajn
for succession. Tomatoes, plant out against walls. Vegetable
Marrou's, plant them out under hand-glasses. The Broccoli
season being now nearly over, the stumps to be all cleared
away and the ground dug, or if intended for Celery trenches,
these may be prepared without digging the whole of the
ground. Keep all the salading crops well watered in dry
weather. As soon as the spring-sown Spinach is fit for use
dig in the autumn sowing.

FKUIT GARDEN.
This is a busy time among fi-uit trees, as they require

almost constant attention to keep them in good order. As
disbudding goes on and they are divested of superfluous
shoots, let a good washing follow ; this will destroy the
insects, and cleanse the fruit and trees of dead flowers,
cobwebs, &c. Water Strawberries in blossom, cover the rows
with old pit-linings, chiefly half-rotten leaves, and water
over this. Remove some of the watery wood from the Cur-
rant bushes. Thin Raspberry suckers. Attend to regu-
lating the growth of trees designed to be trained in any
particular form, stopping useless shoots to throw more
strength into those that are wanted. Let water be applied
by the engine every morning to Peach trees, and to others
newly planted, and let the latter be kept mulched and
watered at the roots.

FLOWER GARDEN.
That the proper keeping of the garden may be as little

interfered with as possible through the litter and confusion
consequent on " turning out," use every despatch to bring
this work to a finisli ; but if any portion of the stock is not
sufficiently prepared, allow it to remain under glass as much
longer as may be necessary, and jilant out nothing but
strong plants that have been carefully inured to the sun
and air, for weak and ill-prepared plants are so much at the
mf y of the weatliur that it is folly to depend u;jon tlieir

covering the ground in any reasonable time. Give sui.'icient

water to settle the soil about the balls of the plants the
first warm morning after planting, and give no more until
the soil becomes dry, unless warm dry weather should set
in, and then a gentle sprinkling every morning will greatly

benefit the plants. Spare hand-glasses will be useful now
for the propagation of favourite spring-blooming plants, as
Pansies, Phloxes, &c. These do best on a shady border.
Evergreen shrubs recently transplanted to be watered both
at the roots and overhead. Roses will require attention ; it

is as well to remove unnecessary shoots at once. Calceo-
larias and Petunias are particularly selected by slugs, the
beds being frequently watered will induce these depredators
to visit them ; a few cabbage leaves may be iised as a trap.

Dahlias, too, are liable to the attacks of slugs ; a little soot
round the stem will be a protection. Masses of American
shrubs under or near large trees to receive a top-dressing
'Oi some kind to keep them cool, and to compensate for the
exhaustion occasioned by the roots of the trees. A coating
of bog earth, half-rotten leaves, or old tan will be suitable.

Walls, trellises, or ornamental arcades to receive attention

at this period.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Some of the hardier stock in the conservatory, such as

hybrid Rhododendrons, Camellias forming buds, and Orange
trees in tubs or pots, may soon be set out of doors. This
will give more room to such plants as must remain, both on
account of their tenderness and the display they make. A
sheltered spot should be selected out of doors, but by no
means under the drip of trees. Let Pelargoniums have
weak liquid manure occasionally ; also Cinerarias and Cal-

ceolarias. The Chinese Azaleas, which have been some time
growing, should be kept in heat until they have set their

buds, when they may be removed to the open air. A stock
of common and Anne Boleyn Pinks for forcing, and the
flowering tree Carnations, should likewise be brought for-

v.'ard ; the latter are valuable acquisitions.

STOVE.
Cultivate, and forward as soon as possible, the various

kinds of young stock intended for flowering through the
autumn and winter. The Euphorbia jaequiniEsflora looks

well if planted three in a pot. The Gesnora elongata should
not be forgotten, nor Begonia manicata and incarnata.

Some of the Justicia salieiua, the Geissomeria, &c., will be
useful. For Orchids keep up a large amount of moisture in
the air, and syringe the blocks frequently. Every attention

should now be paid to keeping down vermin ; nothing short

of extermination should ever satisfy the zealous cultivator.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Roses are, perhaps, more generally admired than any

other class of plants, and bloom freely in the conservatory

in autumn and early winter if properly attended to at the
right time. Young plants of the perpetual-flowering kinds,

as Teas, Bourbons, ilybrid and Damask Perpetuals, if placed
in a cold frame and properly attended to with pot room, and
liberally supplied with manure water, will soon form nice-

sized specimens ; but in order to secure their blooming freely

in autumn and early winter, the flowers must be picked off as

they make theu- appearance, and strong stocky growth
secured by giving abundance of air, exposing the plants to

the night dews, and keeping the shoots stoj^ped and tied-

out as may be required.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Now in most places comes the trying period of the season,

in these modern times, when, in the month of May, and the

beginning of June, the head of the gardener must be turned

into a sort of almanack and annual register, whilst his

hands would require to be magically increased some three

or fourfold. Everything in-doors and out of doors is crying

out for attention, and happy ought they to be who can

attend to everything at once, as soon as it wants that at-

tention. " Do it at once," is a capital axiom, and should

ever be kept in raind by those who resolve on being orderly

and methodical, and without orderly arrangement there will

be muddle, and doing and undoing, and no little waste of

shoe leather ; but the difficulty is, " to do it at once," when
a dozen of things want this doing, and, perhaps, only

one pair of hands, and one pair of feet left to do it. In such

oases, thoughtful arrangements must be made, so that whilst

doing some things thoroughly, other things should not be

allowed to suffer. " Cannot be done," must now be pretty

well banished from the gardener's vocabulary, if he wish
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to pass throiigli life not only pleasantly, but respectably

and honourably. The " can't be done " folks will soon be

left behind in the race. The old gardeners who thought
they worked wondrously hard some forty years ago, would
find, if practising now, what with bedding-out and other

work, that gardening in their younger days was mere child's

play as respects labour with head and hands, compared with
what it is at present.

We make it a rule to discourage all young people from
taking to gardening as a profession, unless after due trial

they find they have a peculiar taste and fitness for such a

pursuit, have a strong relish for study and mental expansion,

and are not afraid in the first place of self-sacrifice, hard
living, and hard work. All the romance, pioturesqueness,
and poetry of the affair, without these natural aptitudes
and tastes, will be apt to dwindle down into mere routine,

indifference, or discontent ; and we have little faith in that

buoyancy which is heavily fettered with a real, or even a

supposed grievance. Just as in the case of a poet, there
must be natural tastes and aptitudes to form a gardener.
We have boys that with slender education know every
bedding plant by name, and can easily point out the diffe-

rence between those very much alike. We know labourers
who have worked among such plants for a quarter of a

century, and though they know one plant to be a scarlet

Geranium, and another a yellow Calceolaria, they do
not otherwise know the name of any Geranium, Verbena,
&c., and, therefore, cannot be trusted to get plants of either

without these being pointed out to them. No forcing or

training could ever make such a man anything more than a
person who would do what he was bid. The boys, if they did
not shirk the necessary application, or become self-conceited

from not knowing enough, would become good gardeners.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Cabbages.—Ours are generally very good. We grow chiefly

the Vanack and Matchless. This season they do not cab-
bage so well as usual, growing higher and more to leaf than
heart. We see, also, that there are some rogues among
them. Seedsmen should be very careful of such matters,
as otherwise gardeners would be forced at a loss to save
their own seed. We say at a loss, because all small private
growers would save their ounce or two of Cabbage or Lettuce
seed at a loss, inasmuch as they could not do it for so little

money as the man who saves seed as a commercial under-
taking. As the plants do not cabbage so fast as we would
like them, we have put strips of mat round a score or two of

them, just as we treat a Lettuce, to encourage the hearting
more rapidly. A young Cabbage, green outside and yellowish
at the heart, well cooked, is a dish fit for an emperor.
Sowed Coleworts, Onions, Lettuces, and a little more Cauli-
flower, the secret for a good and not wasteful succession
being simply frequent sowing.

Caxdiflowers.—Pricked out in a bed, planted a row or two,
and gave a good watering with manure water to those
coming in that were under glasses, and the first and second
planting out of doors. The glasses from the Cauliflowers
will be used to protect the first

Kidney Beans that will be turned out of pots oiit of doors,
to come in betore the first sowing in the open air. These
if started in the pots before planting come in early, and
enable us sooner to dispense with those in pits and frames.
We have a lot bearing heavily now in pits ; they are grown
in pots, one advantage of which is, that we can turn them
out ere long nud give them a little protection. There is

hardly any limit to the bearing of these Beans if the pods
are kept close picked, and plenty of nourishment is given to

the roots. We have grown none in houses this season—in

fact, our houses ai-e too much shaded for them to do much
good there, after the standard or roof-plants are in leaf.

The shade is also apt to bring insects on the plants, which
will trouble them little or none at all, when they can be
duly exposed to light and air, and a fair use of the syringe
can be made.

Winter Greens.—Pridked out on a north border for want of

a better plni ., a lot of Scotch Kale, Brussels Sprouts,
Broccoli, Savi.:<, &c. WEI soon have the earth-pits, now
filled with be-'.ding plants, at liberty for this purpose. These
plants will be nice and stubby, and lift with balls, as soon as

other crops are cleared away. This in some cases answers
better than

Double and Treble Cropping the ground at once, as ably

alluded to at page 377, though we have followed a similar

system for many years, and would do so more had we a

plentiful supply of manure. We had most of our Broccoli

last season planted between Peas and Potatoes. The Pota-

toes were first removed, then the Peas, and the ground
forked over among the Broccoli—good stiff little plants which
have produced compact nice heads. In spring Potatoes

were planted between the Broccoli, and Peas at some 10 or

12 feet apart, digging out a trench and dunging it before

sowing. Now, a good part of the Broccoli being cut, it

will be taken away, the ground forked up, the Peas staked
when high enough, and when cleai-ed of Potatoes, the ground
will be used for Turnips or salads, and most likely will be
trenched in winter for Carrots, or thrown out in beds for

Celery with Peas on the banks. AVe think the shade of the

Peas is of great benefit to the Celery and helps to give it

what it naturally wants. We generally grow the Celery in

beds from 3 to 5 feet in width, and these beds, if made in

time, come in useful for early Potatoes or the earliest Cauli-

flower before the Celery is ready. To aU who have little

ground, and do not begrudge a little extra labour and ma-
nure to make the most of it, we commend attention to our

correspondent's article.

Onions.—Planted out a lot of the autumn-sown—should

have been done some weeks ago—merely fastened the roots

in the ground, leaving the neck and bulb out. These were
planted between the rows of fresh-planted Asparagus, hardly

fair to the latter however, but the roots will not reach to

where the Onions are until these are taken off. In thinning

for this planting moved the earth from the neck of the

Onions left, and placed those not wanted in by the heels in

a shady place to be used for salads ; the sprbig-sown being

as yet scarcely large enough, though just the size that some
people like, who dislike them when larger than a small

stocking-needle. Picked over the Onions in strings, taking

out all those still hard and firm, and placing them thinly in

an airy place, and turning the others growing into a trench

to furnish Scallions. These are generally softer than young
Onions, and for those who can tolerate the scent furnish

a nice relish to the labourer with his bread and little bit of

pork or bacon, if they are not wanted for other purposes.

Long after this fine Spanish Onions are to be obtained in the

shops in London as fresh and sound as a good Turnip. How
is growth prevented in the heat of the summer ?

Turnips and Radishes.—Sowed more in succession. A new
fly seems to be committing ravages among them and young
plants of all kinds this season. At least, we have not yet

seen the old Turnip fly, and judge it must be another one,

though we have never seen it, but we see the effects, the
leaves being nibbled and holed. Wood ashes dusted over

are as good as anything for keeping them away. Spruce
branches stuck among the plants are also good. Watchful-
ness here, too, must be exercised, if the gardener would
conquer his natural enemies, and he may rest assured that

whatever commiseration may be felt for the farmer, when
his richly-manured fields resemble a barren waste, there

will be little sympathy felt for the gardener if by some
means he does not produce crisp, sweet Turnips. What
sort of Turnips are those which are marked in the Covent
Garden report at from Zd. to 6d. per bunch ? Toung Turnips
at one time at this season would have been worth shill ings
instead of pence.

Cucumber-beds.—You will recollect how these were made
for frames. The heat has kept very regular, but began to

decline a little, and, therefore, a little short grass was put
round the frame, and covered with long litter, so as to

afford secm'e footing. After such addition, care must be
taken to tilt the sashes for air—that is, Uft them up and not

slide them either backwards or forwards. The steam from
such material would be anything but relished, and hence
the importance of lifting the sash and keeping it up with a
notched stick or other means, and not sliding the sash up
or down over such linings. The topping of these linings

will be aU the beds will require until late in autumn. After

all that can be said, the great secret for lasting hotbeds, is

to buUd them so that there shall be a slow decomposition of

theii- materials, and, consequently, a slow and gradual

giving off of heat from that decomposition, which is just
' another form of combustion.
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FRUIT GARDEN.

d„n 'hm*tn t'^^ 7''* ^T 'i''° ^7'°^^ ^""^^ ^^^^'- from the

oMt^of Hn
^'^•^"''^^erry plants and looking after a few insectsout of doors on Peaches. In the latte? case the tomtitshave come m as our friends. During the last week we stoodat our wmdow at 4 a.m., and noticed a loving pair as busv asbusy could be, peering into every hole and "corner for greenfly and a chance caterpUlar. We mu.t not sin' or cr| out

as vet'ouff
"* °^*'' T°'j '"' '''' ^° ^- fortunat" tha^yet our trees under glass have shown no trace of insectsWe are pretty well obliged to leave them to themLlve^:

br^anch:^ '^vlVr' ".•''^^ .^^ «t°PP-g and thin" thebranches. With every disposition to get through with workwe are more .and more convinced, that very Ion- hourTare

llTer m::^'''^''
the worker, and no bfnefit^o the em^

an/ .ot^ff
""'" '^°

r:^ *S' '''*° ^==°"''t exceptional cases,and not ofteri repeated, then a man and men riahtly influenced wiU do wonders, but continue the long hours evenwith extra encouragement, and extra pay, for a week or two

"bo^x^do" T, e'l'
'"'

'"^'l''^
""''' ^^'^ "-^'-^^ ^-°-' of

P^a^^o r ^ '™°'^° machine cannot go on like a steamengine, however you give material for cSmbustion. in theshape of meat and drink. When no extra pay is -i;en and

Xwin tt^'^'V" T""^/"^
''"" "^"-^ a?e looked for; notonly will the exactors be disappointed, but really such casesought to come under the cognisance of the Socfety for Pre!

ferenTlffa^-rt^
'°

^""'T^'-
^'"'^ ''''' ^' altogetle? a d^'-

wis doW T \F°f ^°'-'^^^ ""=^"' ^^eing "that thingswant doing, and without even a hint, of his own accord he

notVe f^r^o^e"^ ""J"' f^ "^"^^ ^°"^^- «-»^ wo^k shouldnot be forgotten and when a young man willingly does suchS%K ^'r^d.b^ ^We to visit a neighboSrfng gardenwithout breaking in on the rest and reposi of the slinday

Tr „ . ,
ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT

inm^lnt OuIuT\^'^'^''^° °''^' ""^ ^^^^* "'" ^^^^ve this is

n ?^ f ?!^ ?u
?*^ti°gs lia^e done wonders in a short time

vessel ^''^'f'-
'J'b^'l.o"* -* o^^^e without pot or othervessel. Such a plan, and with bedding plants in o-eneral is

to^W noTT-f"'"^" ^°" '^-^^ l'^"^"* °"' "«- -'"^^-^

Ta,?. ^ -^"i'
co^B^ercial people, or where the plantshad to be carried far. The plants grown in pieces of turf

numbeis of the plants so treated. We wUl in=it fm- t),p
present aUude to a few points.

'' ^
1. Single beds filled with bedding plants will be mostpleasing if edged with a shaded or contrasted Tolour?

ifL^Sl^e edged'
^' '" '"•""'^"'"'''""^•^

^^^'^^P^^^''^'^

r,ln;H?/,-f
°"?'^' ^T^' ""^ P^"''' ^' "^O'-e satisfactory thanplanting in pau's either opposite or crossed. This is iust

^ndff^-f .l7 .
^' '^'

^T^y
""'^^ '^" attempts at pairingand If it please them we have no right to find fault. As we

wWt/C°" •\t"*''^'
'^^'^^y <='^°°^« t° 1-"" a Wack and a

?wLl''''™=e 'Claret and the other yeUow, and have

their^ff^ r' '/''" ""'^ ^"'^ "^^ o'^«'- ^'de yellow, that is

J^t tiw'fj ^^'^'T'^'^o right to intermeddle or to quarrelwith then- taste The person that pays has the riiht to

of bXnce.'''"
°"^^ '^'''^ "^y '''^ t° "^ t° ^' ^ --'t

foit^o'!.%ho®'^'*f °^"r P'^'°*' '° =^ ^^'""P ^l^o-^l'^ be uni-

bacT to fi oJ f
°"''^

^l^
"'Sular gradation of height fromback to front, from centre to ends, and vice vers,f. Many

iZtteifof'%f ''''•'^''', beautiful, are often marred frominattention to tins simple matter. We can recollect ot a

m^dd e
,°°^^°

"/^i'
^""^"'^ P''^"*«l 0° tl^o flat' and themiddle low dropped down a foot or more below the rest.

wer/fr?r^'Kr°f "^r?-"' ""^ "y''^'"''' '^"t "«t season thereweie from bhnd imitation alone some dozens of borders andbeds as low in the middle as the bottom of a deep dish whencompared with the rim. In beds scattered about it matters
^83 but in a regular group the gradation of heights is agreat point of success ; and

fi.f'fK^'
'^^'s gradation of height does much to economise

the labour of the future treatment, and, besides, the plants
look 80 much better when growing as nature intended them
to do, instead of being twisted and layered into aU unnatuial
attitudes and shapes.—E. F.

TEADE CATALOGFE KECEIVED.
W. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Jfurseries, London. N.—General Catalogue for 1865-6.
P. & A. Dickson, 106, Eastgate Street, and Upton Nur-

series, Chester.— Cotolojfite of Select Bedding Plants'.

COVENT GAEDEN MARKET.-Mat 20.
The supplies have asain much increased durins '.he past week, both con-

FRUIT.

ipples ^ sieve 2
Apricots, Green, pottle 1

Cherries lb. 2
Chestnuts bush. 14
Filberts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 50
Gooseberries

...J sieve 3
Grapes lb.

Lemons loo
Melons each

*• " *
I

». d. R. a
0to4 ri I Mulberries punnet to

1 6
I

Nectarines doz. 30 42
.1 Orant^es lOo 6 14

2i)
I

Peaches doz. 3G 45
i Pears (kitchen) ...doz. 2 3

60 . dessert doz.
6 5 I Pine Apples lb. 6 12

8 » 14
j
Plums J sieve

5 10 Strawberries oz. 6 10
) 1 Waluiiti bush. U 21

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans Broad ^ sieve

Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSprouts ^ sieve
Cabbaee doz.
Capsicums 108
Carrots

, bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
Fennel bunch
Garlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

d. s. d
4 too 6

,
Leeks bunch

8 0! Lettuce per score
0' MaslirOi>ms pottle10 1 () 1 Mustd. & Cress, punnet

3 4 0] Onions bushel
2 3 01 pickling quart

1 Parslef 4 sieve
1(5 2 Parsnips .'. do?.

! Peas... qnart
7 10 Potatoes bushel

2 6 Radishes doz. bunches
2 3 Rhubarb bundle

6 16 Savoys doz.
2 6 3 Sea-kale basnet

3 Spinach bushel 1

8 Tomatoes... J sieve
3 on Turnips bunch o

2 6 4
I VegetableMarrowsdoz.

d. 9. d
3 to fl 6

1

1

2

5

6

1

1 II

7 6

2 6
II 6

2

1

3

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,f* We request that no one will wi-ite privately to the de-

partmental wi-iters of the " Journal of Horticulture.
Cottage G-ardeuer, and Country Gentleman." By so
doing they are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All communications should therefore be ad-
dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticul-
ture, S(c., 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Royal Hoeticultueal Society's ScBEntlLES of Pkizes (F. iV.).—Apply
to the Assistant-Se.-retary at the R. H. S.'s offices, South Kensington.
Advertisements (A Subscriber).—Yon can send postage stamps.

New Late White Broccoli (IT. Pau!, Walthnm Cross).—When we
received a specimen (May 18thl, the head was perfectly flim and close;
colour aln>nst as white as that of the Cauliflower ; and the incurving dense
trrowth of leaves renders it self-protecting. The head is above the medlnin
size, and almo-st a globe, being nearly as deep as it is broad. These dualities
render it a very desirable late variety.

Gooseberry Caterpillars (Dn^/on)-—DuslinEr the hushes with fresh
white hellebore powder will kill them. Repeat the dusting until they cease
to appear, and then syringe the trees thoroughly to wash off the powder.
Heating by One or Two Boilers (i'iMa/c).—" Whether would two

lots of houses, 30 yards apart, bo best heated by one boiler or two ? They
are new houses ; two, a vinery and stove in the one place, and there -will
be three or four pits and houses in the other.'* In your case we would
decidedly have two boilers, as the extra expense for two boilers and extra
fuel will be much less than ISO feet of piping applied to no purpose, and
the heat thus lost. Besides, it is not safe doing a great deal with one boiler,
unless you can have another in reserve. We know some places where
the bursting or leaking of one boiler in winter would nest lo wreck the
inmstes of a number of houses, unless all sorts of extemporised stoves were
resorted to.

Variegated Ageratum (ff. R. C).—The only variegated Age.atnm we
know, had dirty yellowish white on the leaves, and it grew from 15 to
24 inches in height. Though looking tolerably well in-doors, it was ugly
out of doors, 'rhe inch you sent of a varieitatod dwarf one, a sport from
Prince Albert, if it keep true seems to bo better, as, though shrivelled, the
green of the leaf was blotched with a rich yellow. So far as we could
judge from such a morsel, we should say it was worth looking after, bat
you had better send a whole shoot or plant.

Flower-buds of Prlarooniums and Cinerarias Withering [Inquirer),
—We should say from want of air and want of water, and then, perbaps»
excess of the latter.

Greenhodse Evergreens (l}arl/ord).—Vfe cannot occupy our space
with such a list tis you require, with directions for their culture. We readily
give information relative to any particular plant or subject, but for general
directions you had better buy '* In-door Gardening," which you can hayo

* free by poat if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your directlou.
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HowiNo Heebaoeovs CALCEOLAEii Seed (Wem).-The beginnin? of

AuguTus afood timey„r sowing it ; and in aehadyplace, under a bell-glass

or hand-light out of doors, the best place.

Seedlino Pansies (IT. S. i).)--Glooa border flowers, but not superior

or noyel.

PrRiOiHTS* NOT Flowering (A Subscriber of Som-^ lears).—The pro-

bablc cause of the tree not fliwering is too severe pruning, and the well-

ripened shoots being cut off. To bloom freely it does not require very close

pruning, and it, like every other flowering tree, produces frmt or berries at the

upper part. To make it produce fruit or berries at the lower part, which

is up-hill work, you may train in some young shoots, and these will flower

in a vear or two if rot too much shaded by the neighbouring branches. \\ e

have it against a wall, which it covers completely, and as bushes on rock-

work, the tree in the former case being close-pruned in order to cover the

wall with green, and it does not bloom much and produces few berries
;
but

that on the rockwork is seldom pruned, and it flowers and fruits abundantly.

If you were to thin out or train the branches so that air and light might he

admitted freely to the wood, and never allow the shoots to become crowdad,

but stop in August those which grow too rampant, perhaps buds would be

formed, and the tree bloom, and produce it- berries freely. We have little

hope, however, of your making it produce berries at the lower part so well

as at the upper part under any circumstances. Perhaps it would have

flowered more profusely had it not been pruned.

Destroying Insects tJrfc;").—Laurel leaves will destroy green and brown

aphis, thrips, red spider, and mealy bug. The way we use them is to bruise

them with a mallet, and spread them on the floor or under the plants on

stages in the evening, shutting up the house. The leaves are removed in

the morning and the plants syringed. One bushel of bruised leaves is the

quantity required for a four-light pit. Unless Laurel leaves are plentiful

fumigation with tobacco is a cheaper, safer, and more certain means of

destroying aphis and thrips. We bave found that a handful of bruised

Laurel leaves put in a cm of water overnight, make a wash which few

insects like, if the water is syringed over the plants in the following after-

noon We have also used them for fumigating, first bruising, and then

placing them on hot cinders or charcoal in a flower-pot, and using a pair of

bellows to make them burn. The house is filled with smoke, and the plants

syringed in the morning. Laurel water, and the leaves both bruised and

burnt, are destructive to insects, but care is required, otherwise the leaves

of the plants may be seriously injured. Perhaps the most cleanly and

effective of insect-destroyers is quassia water, made by boiling 4 ozs. of

quassia chips in a gallon of soft water for ten minutes, and adding to it

whilst hot 4 ozs. of soft soap. This, applied with a brush, will kill all the

aphis family, and when syringed on the plants it kills all it touches
;

for

syringing with there should only be 2 ozs. of soft soap to the gallon of

water. Planting Potatoes in an orchard-house would not cause the trees

to be infested with caterpillars, which, we presume, are what you mean

by worms.

Mancee oh Vise-eoroers—Applting Manure WATEEfOmiccon)-—The

manure placed on the border in autumn should be removed at once. The

only good it can do is to prevent evaporation from the surface, and keep the

soil more uniformly moist. On the other hand it prevents the sun from

heating the border, and the air from entering the soil. Remove it entirely

and point the soil over a few inches deep, but not so deeply as to injure the

roots. Liquid manure may be given with advantage during the growth of

the Vines- that is, when the Grapes are well set, and once or twice a-week

according to the weather. If the Vines are in an inside border it may be

given twice a-week, but never, whether the border be inside or outside,

until there is a necessity for it, which the condition of the border alone can

enable you to determine. It would be better applied at a temperature higher

than that of the soil. There is everything to fear from applying it too

strong; it should, therefore, be applied weak, and not after the Grapes

change colour. Unless you have some experience in its application you

would consult your own interests by leaving manure water alone— at

least give but few applications, as, for instance, give a good watering with

liquid manure diluted wilh six times its volume of water ihe first dry

weather after the Grapes set, and again when they are advanced for colour-

ing. You will thus help them at the first and second swelling. ;.nd that will

usually be suflncient for ordinary outside borders. When the borders are

very narrow and very full of roots, more freauent applications may be

given and then it is necessary to dilute the liquid more than when given

less frequently, and where the soil is less fully occupied with roots. We
caution you against using liquid manure too often and too strong, judgment

must tell when to give it, and care is needful not to give it too strong.

Mesembrvanthemuii Compost (E. A. C , of C.).—The main point is to

provide perfect drainage, either by placing stones or pieces of pots under

the beds and to raise the beds above the surrounding level. They do well

in a compost formed of turves cut 3 inches thick from a pasture where the

soil is light and sandy, and laid in a heap for twelve months, turned over

twice and chopped prettv fine. To thice- fourths of this material add one-

fourtli sharp sand, and if 'the loam is deficientin vegetable matter one-lourth

more of well-rotted ie.if mould. Mesembryanthemnms should have a sunny

situation and though capable of enduring drought better than the majority

of plants, a copious watering during dry weather will be of service. Pro-

bably your climate is not suflSciently warm for the species that do not bloom.

Perhaps if you were to pot and grow them in a greenhouse they would

flower, planting them out in the summer only, or in May, and taking up

early in October.

Ophirie Rose on SIanetti Stock {J. CaUu-ell).—This is a free-growing

and good Rose but rather tender, and should have alight protection in

winter. As it does not succeed with you, the soil in which it is planted is

probably too highly manured, so that the roots have not taken free hold of

the soil. From some cause or other it is quite certain that the plant is not

healthy, and that we should attribute to the repeated applications of manure

water Discontinue these until the plant grows more freely, and water

during dry weather with water only, syringing the head frequently in the

evening of hot days. Remove the mulching or point it in, and keep the

surface about the plant frequently stirred, but not so deep as to disturh the

roots. If the plant grow no better this summer take it up in autumn, but

do not cut-in the roots much, merely cut-in a little the points of those

which are long and straggling. Plant in rather strong turfy loam, and place

a few inches of Utter on the surface around the plant as far as the roots

extend. Strong applications of manure water are very injurious to a sickly

plaat.

French Asparaocs.-"! am at a loss to know what P"'"': Mr. Watson

wishes to prove in sending you ten headsof Asparagus gi own by L H«™ll',

of Argenteuil. I stated moot distinctly that my rernarks applied to Aspara-

gus gTown on the French system h, ».(,/.«* and tha'. I
"=J'

.JonMed Mr.

Watson's statement as to the Asparagus of L'Hdrau t. I^d mt L H«rault

does grow very line Asparagus, it be.ng a question for difterent pajates to

decidl whether they prefer the delicate or the full-flavoured Beyond

proving that L-HC-riuIt is a successful Asparagus grower, and ™rifymg

Mr. Watson's account of it, the ten heads sent you go no way to prove my

statement wrong. To do this it is necessary to grow Asparagus on the

yste- of L'HerLlt in England, which if it be at all like that I have grown

on the same system, commonly known as the French, and like what I have

eaten of the growth of others, will be as 'tasteless and as tough as the

root of an Eta tree' for fully two-thirds of i.s length. MrJVatson bemg

about to produce some of this esteemed vegetable on the system of L Herault

will be better able to tell ns what it is like. It is not a question as to wliether

\spar..gus grown on a certain plan in France is del.ciously tender,' but

whether it will be so gro>vn on the same system in Eng and where the

A.paragus is of foil flavour, and nearly all, if not quite all, eatable if cut,

as'it ouiht to be, never below the surface.-GEOKoE Abbey.

Corate's Vinerv (Cast In,n.l.-Any one may construct this in the forms

menttoied in MirKivers's "Miniature Fruit Garden," and in our columns.

Se forms' are not protected by any patent. We do not recollect the

reference to the patented heated process.

GlolRE DE Dijon Rose Leaves Blotched (IT. 7r.).-The leaves sent

were severely blolched. and this we ascribe to the excessive mulching wth

sheeo's duno- The late heavy rains having washed the fertilising matter

nto rte soiY the roots have taken it up in excess, the leaves have become

Loreed and mildew has been the result. Syringe the tree freely in the

fvenings of hot days, and keep well watered at the root, but avoid

mulching withTry rich and fresh manure, and beware of applying manure

water llftoo powerful doses. Lessen the mulching of sheep's-dung. or,

better, remove it.

Stopping Shoots of Orchard-house Trees (0. N. J., Sfsex)-The

fiffhkl is time enough to top or pinch out the terminal bud of Peaches and

Nectarmes in pots! a'nd the same plan may be followed with Apples and

Pears though it is as well to let them grow a joint or two more, as opping

ioo early cause, the latent buds below to break into shoots, instead of

ripening into fruit-buds.

ViNP Leaves (F. 6. .ff.).-There is no disease on the Vine leaves, except

the least trace of rus fungus from extra feeding, and a hot moist, stlU

atmosphere The holes and blotches in our opinion are produced by the

«m sMnSg on the leaves when damp, and surrounded by a high moist tern-

ZitureEarlv air-giving is the only remedy. 11)0° is rather too much

^ith so much air. With P^lenty of sun we like it t. do the heating darin|

The clay Tbut 100= is rather too much, and intimates thU you keep the fire

too large. . „.

P,».. riTTTURE (Pines) -There will be no difflouUy in growing Pines

nlfnted outin a pit 24 feet by feet, heated by dung and leaves only, since

^oncanob aiupfentvof thoL materials and =1^" Pl^'f »'
>tTeiit''°at

a pit should be from 7 feet in height at back, and Irom 5 feet in he'ght at

front to a foot or two more, according as you may deem necessary. The

who e might be above ground witli a bank of fermenting material aj round

give bfli bottom aSd top heat, the bottom of the bed being either an

open chamber, or a bed formed of rough flues by clinkers '!'?';V'at», stones

&e The bed however, would he more easily man.ged if about the half

of the depth were under the ground level. Whether you had an open

?hamber!or a chamber of flues by clinkers, you would need about haU of

the above depth for stiff plants, and more il very Uarge ones 'The most

eeonol^ical mode would be to build with single brick on bed with nme-

SnTerse™ry3or 4 feet, and to make the lower part of the wall, back

knd front pTgeVholed. The linings should be »t
'f'',,^4

"r 3 feet in

i.i; ™i 9 iioi- «t iRast in deoth-that is, the curb should be from 6 to

r" nches ah ve the ground Te'vel. This ,;ould secure you heat enough

during the summer months, and you could obtain top heat enough in the

Ss- '^i-sri^n^j^ist^.r ^'^.i^innif^^ s
width and ma^e a flue back and front-say 2 inches wide-with slates or

Hies to leceTve heat from the chamber beneath, so as to obtain a sufficiently

Wch atmo^Dheric temperature without giving too much bo tom heat. By

tWs me"ns too all s.eam from the Imints would be completelj- under con-

tro "rd such a pit mav be rainaged with much neatness by means of

bo rfs to cover the linings. Where fermenting material was scarce, such

a bed m°lit he boated by the lerraenting material beii.g placed in a cham-

her by meanrof close-fittiug double door, at back and ront The linings

will answer the purpose very well where there is plenty of material. It

should never however, be lorgotten, that one load of fermenting material

hStiudlrectfy below the pUnts will do more than fl.e times thequaut.ty

pTlTced as a lining round the bed. as the most of the lining goes to the benefit

of the outside Stmo.phere, unless the linmg is itsell covered-in With

abundance of material an.l labour, dung and leaves may do whatever hot

watei or flues or stoves can do. The chief advantage of your p.geon-

h.des below will be, that the moisture and enriching gases from tbe linings

win pas beneath the bed, and if the bottom is a '^''le open, the roots wm
rereive the benefit The great point is to secure enough of top heat with-

"uuo" mtX'tom'!eat,\ud t^ be ableto regulatethe^^^^^^^^^^^^^

of the top heat at will A lune-inch wall would be substantial, vve snau

publish " A Manual o. Pine-culture," in a short time.

r,v,»H,M,tiw PHINENSE (P p.i.-"Will seedlings of the above (2 inches

hi?hTn second 'eaf, and trrnspiaated this day. May lOtb), bloom Ibis year

tot is in August'^i'iext?
'- The plants will be hardly strong enough, but

will bloom in autumn if well watered.
, . ,

Setting a Boiler (i:,irfn;c).-There is no definite rule for the depth of

a hbiler but if you are safe from water in the stokehole, the boiler will act

Sett Mf so"me 2'^?e.t It ?east below the Aow-pipe in tbe house Much le^,

will do if the water should trouble you For a length "^ *»
/';«Yhave L

pipe should rise to the extreme end from 6 inches to 1 foot, an" nave an

air-pipe there. We have, however, had them on the level, and doing weU,

but we favour a slight rise.
.

Reoekbeation OF SociBTT (O. fforiSoZdi).- Dividing OUT farms mto

four!acre altorents will not regenerate
^""fy^/J8"» "4<=S\rom hi^

it would, but he would tell you he was mistaken if he could speak from bu

grave in Kensal Green C«metery.
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FtowER-fARDEN Planting (iV. C, Nenagli).—In eome small croups, if

on grass, it <iften answers well to edge all the beds with white, Imt in such
a group its yours, containing some seventeen large beds, it would tend to

promo:e a uionotonous sameness; and though blue is not, as a rule, telling

against grafif. yet we would have that and other colouis for edgings rather
than have them all of one colour. If we edged at all we certsilnly would
edge all XW groups. You eeem to understand the matter so well that,

instead of Kiving explicit directions, it will be more satisfactory to you to

dwell on a few general points. 1st. Being on grass we approve of edging blue
Lobelia m 1, 3, 1", 17, with Silver Qaeen Geranium ; but Cerastiun\ would
have been bettti. because it could easily be kept lower than the Lobelia.
2nd. The?e four clumps indicate a system of opposite pairing, which is kept
up in 8, 10. and 7, 11, and therefore we do not see the propriety of cross-

pairing 4, 14, and G, 12. We would make the pairs opposite, as 12, 14, and
4, 6, and continue it with 7, 11, 5, 13, kc. 3rd. We would not have the four
beds round the centre clumps all filled with yellow Calceolaria, a-j, with the
exception of 12, (J, purple Verbena, there is no particular colour to contrast
TPith them, and for Aurea floribunda blue is rather a better contrast. You
have 1 and 3 blue and white, why not make 2 and IG yellow and purple,
and then make 8, 10, yellow and blue? 4th. As 1, 2, 3, are the three beds
next the house, one of two rules as to heights ought to be observed. Either
these three beds should, if anything, be lowest; aud if the beds are not
level they should rise gradually, at least in the centre beds, to IG, 15, 17 ; or
9 in the centre should be rather the highest, and the other i>eds fall to

either end to 2 and 16. Jlore depends on the arrangement of heights than
is generally imagined. As at present proposed, your large centre bed "J filled

"With Centaurea, &c,, will be the lowest, and 13 aud 5 will be much higher,

leaving it, as it were, in the bottom of a basin, whilst Stella in 13, will
occupy the rim. That centre No. 9, with a dwarf '-'eraniura along with
Centaurea, will be your prettiest bed. Stella in Ko. 5 would be too high for
it when seen from the walk at the house.—R. F.

Cross-ereedino Verbenas [C. F. B.).—To cross the Verbe^ia, the best
plan is to slit the tube so as to allow the pollen to act on the stigma. Prac-
tically the simplest plan is to place the plants you wish to cross under glasp,
close together, and surrounded with netting. The wind and the bees will
do what wilt give you some trouble and require some nicety to do more
thoroughly.

Charlock, &c. (A. BiIHtnore).—T:he seeds of Charlock buried deep in the
soil will retain their vitdlity for many years, and will vegetnte when brought
to the surface. Oats if unbruised pass through horses uncigested, and vege-
tate freely afterwards. There is no such thing as spontaneous generation

—

it ie only a term for concealing ignorance of how an organised form is

created.
pKACH LEAVES Curled (/. B. Bo(jd).—The curling and blistering of the.

leaves of Peach trees on an open wall is attributed to their exposure to great
changes of temperature ; such curling very rarely occurs under glass.

Names op Fruit (R. O, jr.).—We cannot identify the Apple you have
sent.

Names of Plants {L. D. S.).—l, Pterls cerlica albo-lineata ; 2, Onychium
lucidum ; 3, Cystopteris fragiUs ; 4, Platyloma rotundifolium ; 5, Polypodium
vulgare; 6, Hymenophyllum tumbridgense ; 7, Not determinable ; 8, Poly-
stichum aculeatum lobatum; 9, Polystichum capense ; 10, Lastrca dila-

tata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ia tke Suburbs of Londoa for tlie Week encliug May 20tli.

DiTE.
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The Turkeys were superior specimens, and the Pigeons were

most deserving.

The competition was throughout greatly in advance of

last year, in fact, as may be seen by the appended prize-list,

exhibitors at Woodbridge sent birds from places as distant

as Manchester, Darlington and even Dublin. With so much
public support, a couple of energetic bands, and weather

the most favourable that could be imagined, we cann6t but
congratulate the committee on the increasing success of

theu' show, nor do we doubt but that a eUghtly improved
prize-schedule (as now contemplated) will bring stOl " more
grist to the mill " on future occasions.

Game (Black-breaetod and other Rods).—Cup, J. Fletcher, .Stoneclough.

Second and Third, 8. Matthews, Stowmarket, Suffolk. Commended, Cajitain

T. Wetheral!, Loddington, Northamptonshire.

Gave (V/hite and Piles, Blacks, and Erassy-winged).—Cup, J. Fletcher,

Stoneclou^h. Second, Rev. F. Watson, Kelvedon. Third, J. J. HaJieil,

Great Bromley, Essex. Commended, S. Matthews, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

Game (Duckwinns and other Greys and Blues).—First and Third, S.

Slatthew, Stowmarket. Second, K. Goodwyn, "Woodbridge.

DoKKlNGs (Coloured or White).— First, J. Fiost, Parham, Suffolk. Second*

J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Third, H. Lintiwood, Needhara Market, Suffolk*

Highly Commetided, W. Sysou, Debach, Suffolk.

Cochin-China (Any variety).—Cup and Second, Captain Heaton, Lower
Broughton, Manchester. Third, F. W. Rust,Hastings (Buff). Highly Com-
mended, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook, Dublin (White) ; H, Lingwood, Need-
ham Slarket (Buff). Commended, J. K. Fowler, .Aylesbury.

Spanish.— Cup, Captain Heaton, Lower Broughton, Manchester. Second,

F. Crook. Forest Hill. Third, P.. Wright, Holloway Road. Highly Com-
mended, J. K. Fowler, Avlesbury. Commended, Mrs. Paltisson, Maldon,
Essex; .1. H. Cuff, Cattle Market, London.
Brahma Pootea (Dark).— Cup, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.

Second, W. L. Barclay, Leyton, London. Highly Commended, J. Hinton,
Hinton, near Bath ; W. Hargreaves, Bacup, near Manchester. Commended,
R. W. Allen, Woodbridge; R. H. Boyle, Dublin ; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.
Brahma Pootka (Light).—First, J. Pares, Chertsey. Second, F. Crook,

Forest Hill. Highly Commended, J. Pares. Commended, W. Syson,
Debach, Suffolk.

Hambchgh (Golden-spangled).—First, A. K. Wood, Kendal, Second,
Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Acle, Norfolk.
Hambvegh (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Crossley, Broomtield, Halifax.

Second, W. B. Webb, Slowmatket, Suffolk.

Hambdhgh (Silver-spangled).—First, Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Acle, Norfolk,
Second, W. L. Barclay, Leyton, London. Highly Commended, A. K. Wood,
Kendal.
Hambdkgh (Silver-pencilled'.—First, T. J. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford, Essex.

Second, Rev. T. L. Fellowes.
Ant V.ARiETT.-First, E. Pigeon, Lympstone (La Fleche). Second,

J. Pares, Chertsey. Third, J. K. Pease, Darlington (Silkies). Highly Com-
mended, J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath (Malays) ; F. Edilinglon, Leiston,
Suffolk (Normandy) ; R. Tate, Leeds; J. R. Siorley. Woodbridge (Phe.isant
Malays). Commended, E. Patkard, Ipswich (Creve Cceur) ; J.Gilbert,
Ipswich (Creve Cffiur).

Bantams (Game). — First, G. Manning, Springfield, Kssex. Second,
J. W'iggins, Stowmarket. Suffolk. Highly Commended, R. Goodwyn, Wood-
bridge. Commended. G. Manning.
Bantams {Any variety).— First, G. Manning, Springfield, Essex (Gold-

laced Sebright). Second, J. CuUingford, Woodbridge (Sebright). Com-
mended, Miss M. Newson, Tunstall, Suffolk.

Selling Class.—First, J. Wright, Woodbridge (Emu). Second, E.
Pettitt, Colchester (Game). Third, Rev. F. Watson, Kelvedon (Lirown-
breasted Red Game). Highly Commended, R. W. Allen, Woodbridge
(Came Bantams, Brown Red). Commended, S. Alexander, Woodbridge
<White Dorking); G. Manning (Brown-breasted Red Game Bantams);
W. G. Bannister, Woodbridge (Silver Polands).
Game Cock.—Prize, E. Pettitt, Colchester. Commended, S. Matthew,

Stowmarket.
DoEKi.NG Cock.— Prize, W. G. Bannister, Woodbridge. Commended,

J. Frost, Parham. Suffolk.

Best Cock (Any variety).—Prize, J. Pares, Chertsey (Light Brahma).
Commended. J. Wright, Woodbridge.
Bantam Cock— Prize, G. Manning, Springfield, Essex (Black-breasted

Red). Highly Commended, J. K. Fowlei", Aylesbury. Commended, J.

Frost, Parbam, Suffolk.
Sweepstakes.—Game.—Prize and Extra Prize, S. Matthew. Dorking.—

Prize. O. E. Cresswell.
Ducks —JI'At/(? Aylesbury.— First, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Second,

J. F. Wigg, Woodbridge. iioMen.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, J. F.
Wigg.
Geese.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, W. L. Barclay (Toulouse).
TcRKETs.—First, F. R. Pease, Darlington. Second, J. K. Fowler. Extra,

R. Garrett, Saxmundham, Suffolk.
Pigeons (Any variety).—First and Second, E. E. M. Royds. Ashhy-de-la-

5!ouch (Carriers and Owls). Highly Commended, J. W. Pountney,
Woodbridge (Carriers) ; Rev. F. Watson, Kelvedon (Blue Owls) ; E. E. M.
Royds (Powters)

; R, Gariett, Saxmundham; E. Brown, Sheffield; H.
Bunce. Brunswick Road. Walworth (.Aluionu Tumblers). Commended,
J. AV. Pountney (Powters).
Extra.— Highly Commended, J. Canham, Sutton, Suffolk (Himalayan

Rabbits).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, near
Birmingham, officiated as the Arbitrator.

and then blow the contents out, and when filled paste paper
over the hole. One taste of the mustard effects a cure.

—

{Rural American.)

Hens Eating Eggs.—Hens may be cured of eating their
«ggs, by blowing out the contents of an eg^, and filling it

with mustai'd, made into a paste. Make a hole in each end

QUADEIJPEDAL CHICKENS.
It may be interesting and amusing to the readers of " oui

Jom-nal" to know that I possess a chicken, more than a
week old, having four legs. It is in perfect health, eats and
sleeps well, and can stand comfortably on two of its legs,

but when it attempts to walk is apparently at a loss to find

use for more than two legs, and the other two impeding its

movements, the chick is quite a fixture.

Although I have bred and been amongst fowls for several

years I never saw a similar freak of nature in poultry. It is

a matter of great doubt whether a double-yolked egg ever
produces two chickens, or even one. I have tried several,

but they always turned out addled at the expiration of the
twenty-one days. Is it possible that the chicken in ques-
tion is the produce of a double-yolked egg, placed iu the nest
unobserved when the hen was sat ?

I am told by a poultry-breeder of some years standing
that he once had a chicken with two legs of its own and
two duck's legs, and a duck's tail in addition. This enor-

mity did not live long, probably from being unable to make
up its mind as^to whether it was a duckling or a chicken.

My quadruped is doing well, and I hope to amuse the
poultry-loving public by its production at one of our sum-
mer shows.

—

Chanticleek.

AETIFICIAL SWAEMS.
So many inquiries reach me regarding the best mode of

making artificial swarms, that it is pretty evident that the

advantages of this process are beginning to be generally

appreciated, and that bee-keepers are more and more un-
willing to submit to the anxiety and uncertainty, to say
nothing of that hope deferred which maketh the heart sick,

so frequently attendant upon natural swarming.
Those bee-keepers who have not advanced beyond the use

of ordinary straw hives, or boxes destitute of either bars or

frames, cannot do better than follow the instructions given

by me in No. 161 of the new series of " our Journal," by the

adoption of which artificial swarming may be effected with
ease and certainty. It may, however, be remembered that
" Philiscus," in answer to whose inquiry these instructions

were given, objected that the removed hive might suffer too

great a shock from the desertion of the whole, or nearly the
whole, of its adult population, and that my friend Mr. S.

Bevan Fox, whilst fuUy approving of the plan recommended
by me, admitted that in the course of his practice instances

of this character had occurred. I have, therefore, recently

adopted the plan of confining the bees of the removed hive
until after dark in the evening of the day on which the
operation is effected, and find that this precaution effectually

mitigates the evil complained of. As free ventilation during
their imprisonment is absolutely essential, the best mode of

confining the bees is by tying the hive up in a piece of

cheese-cloth and suspending it in a cool dark cellar. As
bees are extremely impatient of confinement at this season,

it is best to place the hive in its new position and give them
their liberty the same evening, merely deferring it until it

is too dark for any to take wing.
Those more advanced apiarians who have adopted move-

able-comb hives, and are desirous either of propagating
Ligurians or rapidly multiplying their stocks, will find it

very advantageous to make use of what have been styled

"nucleus boxes," and start a number of "nuclei," or small

artificial swarms, iu them. These nucleus boxes should be
of such a size as to accommodate four combs on the bars or

frames in ordinary use in the apiary, and should be fitted

with floor and crown-boards. It wUl be found advisable to

screw the latter to the box, whilst for the convenience of

frequent examination the crown-boards may be loosely laid

on without fastening of any kind. A "duchess" slate,

12 inches by 24 inches, forms a cheap and effective protection

from rain and sun, whilst its weight keeps the crown-board
close and nre^ ents its being readily dislodged by high winds.

In order to stock a nucleus box a strong stock in a bar or
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frame-hive should be looked over until the queen be dis-

covered on one of the combs. This being carefully set aside
and remaining undisturbed, one of the other combs is

selected containing brood in all stages from the egg to the
sealed nymph, and this with the adhering bees must be
placed in the nucleus box into which the bees from two
other combs of the same hive should be brushed with a
feather, and a spare comb having been placed on either
side of the brood-comb the whole must be shut up, and
(ventilation having been duly eared for), conveyed to a
dark and cool place until after sunset, when it should be
put in its place in the apiary, and the bees set at liberty.

If the object be to Ligurianise an apiary the vacancy in
the parent stock should be filled up with a brood-comb from
a black colony, and if this can be done, the abstraction of
bees wUl (as stated in reply to my esteemed correspondent
" W. L."), scarcely be missed, and may be repeated almost
ad infinitum about every other day ; but every comb of black
brood should be marked with the day of the mouth on which
it is inserted, and not employed for breeding Ligurian
queens until say twelve days afterwards. If brood-combs
are unattainable, or the object be not to mviltiply Ligurians,
the place of the one abstracted should be occupied by an
empty worker-comb, which will be rapidly filled with eggs

;

but if no worker-comb be attainable the remaining combs
must be brought together and the vacancy left on one side.
Towards the afternoon of the day following, the newly-

formed nucleus should be examined, with the view of ascer-
taining whether it possesses sufficient bees to raise a queen
and hatch the brood. At least both sides of the brood-
comb should be well covered with bees, and if such is not
the case, another comb must be lifted out of the parent
hive, and the absence of the queen having been insured by
first ascertaining her presence on a different comb, the ad-
hering bees should be brushed into the nucleus. Most of
the adult bees will speedily desert the new for their old
habitation, but enough young ones that have never taken
wing must perforce remain to constitute an important, and
probably a sufficient, addition to the population of the juve-
nile colony. Royal cells will soon be started, and on the
ninth or tenth day all but two of these may be removed
to assist in forming other nuclei, which will thereby gain a
great advantage in point of time. They should be cut out
with a triangular bit of comb attached (apex downwards),
and inserted in a similarly-shaped hole cut in another brood-
comb, whilst the greatest care should be taken to avoid
bruising or chilling the royal embryos.
Fourteen days from the formation of the nucleus is

the average time occupied in rearing a queen, whose first

business is to destroy such of her royal sisters as are yet
in embryo, and fourteen days more generally elapse before
she begins egg-laying. These periods vary, of course, with
the state of the weather and other circumstances, and I

have even known a queen hatched so late as the twentieth
day, but that which I have stated is the time usually occu-
pied. If all go well, the population will by this time have
considerably increased by the hatching out of all the brood,
and as soon as eggs are laid another ripe brood-comb should
be added. In a few days a fresh accession of numbers will
take place from this source, when the colony may be shifted
into a hive of the ordinary size, when by the j udicious addition
of another brood-comb or two and a few empty combs, aided
by the breeding powers of the juvenile matron, it may be
rapidly built up into a strong stock.

By repeating this operation as often as the nnuiber of
hives in the apiary will admit without unduly weakening
the stocks themselves, and taking care at the same time to
utUise all superfluous royal cells, a more rapid rate of in-

crease may be attained than by any other method known
to—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

RESULTS OF STORIFYING.
Your esteemed correspondent Mr. Bevan Fox seems to

have misunderstood my communication in No. 300 of yom'
Journal, detailing my apiarian proceedings last summer ; as

he appears to have the impression that the storified hives

yielded an average of 35 lbs. each, and also furnished me
with swarms. It will be seen, on reference to the article

referred to, that out of six stocks kept through the winter

three were managed upon the storifying system, and three
devoted to the formation of swarms. Two of the storified

hives sent out swarms, which were, however, promptly
returned, and royal cells excised to prevent a second issue.

These hives therefore were practically prevented from
swarming. The thu-d hive did not attempt to swarm.
The three together yielded over 100 lbs. of very pure

honey in supers, but the stock hives were left in a very im-
poverished condition and required liberal feeding to enable
them to stand the winter.

All the prime swarms from the three hives devoted to
swarming did very well, and from two of the stocks second
swarms were also artificially raised. The prime swarms in

every case sent out maiden swarms, which were returned
after the royal cells had been excised. All the prime swarms
and the parent hives were very heajry in the autumn, and
required no feeding ; although in the autumn 10 lbs. of fine

honey was abstracted from one of the stocks, and nearly as
much from one of the swarms. From another of the swarms
I removed more than 10 lbs. of honey in the spring, still

leaving the bees an ample supply for their own eon-
sumption. The swarms and stocks from which they issued

(with one exception), proved much more populous in the
spring than the stocks which had been storified,—J. E. B.,

Wolverhampton.

EAETH CLOSETS.
That the public owe a debt of gratitude to the Rev. H.

Moule cannot be disputed, and, therefore, it may seem un-
gracious to say anything in disparagement of his patented
earth closets ; but having had one in use for some time, truth

compels me to state, that although well supplied with earth,

both fine and dry, the machinery has often refused to act.

On one occasion a small piece of wood had got among the

earth. On other occasions no cause was known. It appears

to me that if the earth were simply poured out from a jug,

and the closet constructed without any machinery whatever,

the result would be more satisfactory, and the construction

cheaper. My only regret is, that this suggestion may
lessen the pecuniai-y advantages, which may fairly be con-

sidered due to Mr. Moule for his valuable discovery.—G. S.

The Bee as a Phtsiciajt.—In Marktsteft, Lower Fran-

conia, Bavaria, in the autumn of 18G4, a bee is declared to

have become an M.D. ! Its owner, who was deaf, was stung
by it in the eye-lid near the temple. He applied earth and
water to the wound without effect, but at last fell sound
asleep. When he awoke the church clock struck. He
listened with surprise and counted the stokes. All right

!

The clock struck, and the bee-sting had given him back his

hearing, which he had lost two years previously from the

effects of a severe cold.

—

{Regenshurg Gazette.)

CUE LETTEE BOX.
Fowls Disordered {Ati Amateur).—Loss of appetite and dark comba

are not sufficient particulars to enable us to recommend a remedy, for they

may be caused by over-feeding, or organic disease. Give each a table-

spoonful of castor oil, abundance of green food, and no hard corn. They
are probably too fat.

Addrbss (Juhn Cowburu),—U you enclose to us a letter, In a stamped
envelope, we will direct ana forward it to ** A Kentrewshire Bee-keeper.**

Foul Broou (If. T. ionarijAire).—The pieee of comb appears to be

infected with virulent foul brood. If the stock bo populous, the mode of

cure recommended by Mr. Woodbury, in No. 123 of our New Series, might
be tried. I( weak we Fbould kill the bees, and make the most we could of

the contents of the hive, keeping the whole out of the reach of other bees.

Dronk Killing (A Lady Bee-keeper).— Ihe recent unfavourable weather

is the cause of the premature ex|>ulsion of drones in one of your hives.

PLiCiNO A Natural Swaum in a STEWAnTos-Hivs (H.).—A natural

swarm may be bived at once in the stock-box. The intervention of a

common hive is only necessary in the case of a forced swarm, and that

merely because it is more convenient to drive bees from an ordinary hive

into one of the same form, lather than into an ocUgonal box.

E»RLT Expulsion of Drones (J. S. A.. Slnmfurd).— i:he untimely de-

struction of drones and drone-brood is owing to unfavourable weather, and

Indicates that all preparations for'swarminf? are abandoned for the present,

Tlie return of tine weather may iniiuce the bees to renew these preparations,

but the probability is, that the issue of a swarm will be much delayed, if

not altogether prevented, by the check which has been given to the pro-

sperity of the colony.

Small DaoNas {.!/. <S.. Bruton).—Some of the bees accompanying your

letter are ordinary workers, whilst others resemble sm.dl drones bred in

worlier cells, but they reached us in too mutilated a condition to admit of a

positive decision. The rfcent unfavourable weather is the cause of drones

being expelled from the nou.gupored stiaw-hive.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

I Day
01

M'nth

30
31
1

2
3
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Day
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Week.

To
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Th
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Sun
M

MAT 30-JUNE 5, 1865.

Toadgrass flowera.

Figwort flowers.

Bogbean flowers.

Elder flowers.

Kye Grass flowers,

Whit Sondat.
Whit Monday.

Average Temperature
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any time after the leaves fall, and be kept with the ends in

soU until wanted for grafts, cuttings, or eyes. The plants
from cuttings may be planted out of doors in July, previously
hardening them off a little ; or they may be planted under
glass or kept in pots, shifting them in July into 2'1's, ami
again, when the leaves change, into eight-inch pots for fruit-

ing another season in pots in unheated houses, or for forcinj;.

The best system of propagation is by eyes. The.se are

made in precisely the same manner as Vine eyes, and aif

inser'ei upright in 48-sized pots in sandy loam, and with
the upper end of the eye buried half an inch in the soil.

They should be placed with the eye in the same position as

when it was attached to the plant. If laid flat the shoot
will not come ere( t from the eye, but take an oblique direc-

tion, and an undesirable twist or turn is thus given, if a
straight stem is wished. If the pots are watered and jjlaced

in a mild bottom heat of from 7.5" to 85°, a top heat of GO^
or 65" from fire heat, and the soil kept moist, the shoots will

soon appeal' and roots will quickly form. Keep the soil

moist, and besides maintaining a moist atmosphere sprinkle

them overhead twice daily, morning and evening. When the
plants are well rooted remove them to a vinery or any house
with a little artificial heat, which is necessary to obtain
plants quickly of a size for bearing, but any house vill do,

though the plants will not be so soon fit for producing fruil-,

and they should have the warmest part of cool houses. They
may also be planted out against south walls in June after

hardening them.
If dwarf trees are wanted, with the finger and thumb

pinch out the point immediately above the fifth leaf, and
side shoots will be emitted ; disbud to three on the upper-
most, leaving one on each side and a leader. When these
have made five leaves pinch out the ends, and we have
three shoots on each, all the rest being rubbed off, and
we have the foundation of a tree to be trained fan-fashion.

If a tree on a stem 9 iiiches or 1 foot high is the object in

view leave the leader alone and disbud all shoots that
come along the stem, and if a standard with a longer stem
be desired disbud all the side shoots up to the required
height, and pinch out the leader throe joints above the i^art

disbudded. If fruit show rub it off at once, and when the
shoots come, whether it be the same year .as the plant is

propagated or afterwards, and they have a tendency to

grow ereet, tie them down to make horizontal growth and
a good-shaped head, stopijing them at the fifth leaf. Disbud
the shoots where they come too close together, stopping
them again when they have made five joints or leaves, but
do not stop the midsummer shoots, and only the first shoots
should be stopped.

In the above manner dwarf and standard Fig trees for

walls and trellises can be had in a short time for growing in

cool houses (those not artificially heated), for walls, and for

forcing, and a few hints on their culture will shortly be
given.—G. Abbey.

JSTAMING EHODODENDEONS.
Vakious articles have appeared in this Journal as to the

.soil and cultui-e desirable for the Rhododendron, but
I have for a long time expected to see in your columns
some remarks on another part of the subject—the nomen-
clature of a plant that has risen, and justly so, into such
high repute. The Rose has long and properly been styled

the Queen of Flowers, the Rhododendron is with as much
justice entitled to be styled the King of Flowering Shrubs.
The increase of new varieties is now very considerable, from
the number of persons who have turned their attention to the

subject of hybridising, and the facility with whifih seedlings

are raised. We have yearly accessions of new sorts to the
numbers already under cultivation, and should matters go
on as at present, in regard to nomenclature, we must
shortly get into great confusion unless the names cf the
raisers be given with the adopted name of the variety.

What has led me to notice this is that I have had expe-
rience of what is here stated. I cultivate upwards of 200 choice

named varieties, and in making my collection I purchased
from a respectable nurseryman a plant of Prince Albert, and
a duplicate of what should have been the same from another
«<iually respectable party, but they are totally different

sorts. From another vendor I obtained a plant of Leviathan

;

this I expected to be a fine white, tinged rose, but it turns
out to be a plain red. In both cases I complained, but by
both parties whom I blamed for sending me what was not
the variety wanted, I was told there were two varieties of

that name, and I believe both the sellers might be perfectly

honest. As an instance, three or four years ago I exhibited

at the Roxburghshire Society's Show, in April, a seeding
which had a firsr.-class certificate and was that day named
Mirabilis. In May succeeding one of the Bagshot nursery-

men, I think it was Mr. Standish, exhibited a seedling at

one of the London shows, and named it Mirabilis. This I

only knew by reading the report of the show. I did not, of

course, alter the name I had given, but added Deansi to it,

which v/ould prevent any one purchasing from thinking he
was having what wss not the variety intended in both cases.

What I should think is now absolutely necessary is, that

all new sorts should have the raiser's name succeeding the

name of the variety, as in the case of Dahlias, Hollyhocks,

Carnations, &c. Nurserymen in printing their catalogues

should aim at this, and give the raiser's name or the person
sending the varieties out, so far as known, but I have seen

no attempt at this, except in one instance, that of Mr. Veitch,

of Chelsea, in advertising the seedlings raised by his late

father.

I raise thousands of hybrids and have a few good varieties

amongst them, but I should feel annoyed at sending them out

with names which, unknown to me, were adopted by others.

Give the raiser's name, and then the public know what they

buy, and raisers are free of all blame for what they sell, if

these suggestions are acted on. It is only what the public

are entitled to.—W. Deans, Jedburgh, N.B.

EOYAL HOETICULTtJEAL SOCIETY.
In accordance with the Minute of Council of the 16th

May, 1865, the Fruit and Floral Committees met the Council

on Monday, May 22nd, when the following resolutions were
unanimously carried—viz.,

Proposed by Dr. Hogg, seconded by Mr. Moore, and
unanimously carried :

"That in future, for the year 1866, Special and Great
Shows, at present held on Saturdays, shall be held on some
other day of the week."

Proposed by Mr. Lee, seconded by Mr. Wm. Paul, and
unanimously carried :

"Tbat this Meeting recommend that the Fruit and Floral

Committees on Tuesdays, should meet at 11 o'clock, and
the plants be removed not earlier than 5 o'clock p.m., and
that exhibitors are earnestly requested to send all objects

for exhibition before half-past 10 o'clock, a.m."

VINE CCTLTURE—STOPPING THE SHOOTS.
I HAVE a Vine spur-pruned showing fruit on nearly every

shoot. Should these shoots be stopped, leaving one joint

between the bunch and where nipped off? and when the
laterals break at the bottom of the leafstalks after the above
stopping, should they be taken clean off, or should I allow

one joint, a leaf, &c., to remain? If the Vine is very vigor-

ous, and say four years old, and bears on every shoot, will it

be likely, when cut back on the spur-pruning system next

season, to produce fruit again on each shoot ?—A. B.

[As the question you have asked is one of great importance

to many amateurs just at this time, I shall enter more fuUy
into details than I otherwise would have done. In doing so

I shall describe the operation of stopping or pinching the

Vine, and add a few instructions for its management after-

wards, in a plain and intelligible manner, so that those not

acquainted with the management of the Vine may be able

to cultivate it successfully with pleasure and profit.

In the first place, I shall suppose your Vines to have
arrived at that stage of growth when they would require

stopping. The proper time to do this is when the shoot

has made three joints above the bunch, then pinch out tie

uppermost joint, leaving two joints between the top of the

shoot and the bunch. The reason of my advocating leaving

the shoot till it has made three joints above the fruit joint
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is, because the young leaf on the second joint is very fre-

quently injured if the point of the shoot is pinched out as

soon as the second joint is made; but if left a few hours

longer the point of the shoot can be pinched out without

doing' any injury to the leaf on t';e second joint. The two
first leaves that are formed aboT _ the fruit joint must not

on any pretence whatever suffi-i' any injury by mutilation

or otherwise, as they are the main lungs through which the

Vine receives its atmospheric food, which is immediately
conveyed to the bunch. In a few days after the first stop-

ping, the shoots will throw out laterals or side shoots, these

should be stopped at the first joini. By this time the

Grapes, if all go on well, will bo in flower. If the weather
is favourable give all the air you can to disperse the pollen.

If it is too cold to give air you must create a current arti-

ficially ; the best mode of doing this is to use a thiu piece of

board about 2 feet long, and a foot or IS inches wide, and
by waving this to and fro the pollen is easily scattered

about. In giving air always avoid direct currents, unless

the air outside is very mild, and the wind not too high.

Always open your front and back lights alternately. If they
are opened opposite each other a sharp current of air passes
through the house, which often rusts the young Grapes, and
gives them a severe check, from which they do not soon
recover ; in fact, this often disfigures them for the season.

Thinning the Fruit.—This is a delicate operation, and
should be performed with great care. In the first place see
that your scissors are sharp at the point. Secondly. Be
careful not to rub the berries with the scissors, the points of

which should not be wider apart than is necessary for taking
hold of the fruit-stalk. Commence the opei-ation of thinning
as soon as the fruit is fairly set ; the berries that ought to

be ciit put are every day irapoverishiug those that should
remain. In thinning the bunch endeavour to carry in your
mind's eye the size the berries will be when ripe, and thin
accordingly. Leave the berries all over the bunch regularly

distributed, so that the bunch when ripe will be filled out,

having no open spaces, but every berry in its proper place.

With a little practice and proper attention this may be done
at the first thinning; in fact, there ought to be but one
thinning. After the operation of thinning is finished, and
the young Grapes are about the size of Peas, all the lateral

shoots that are made above and below the fruit joint should
be pinched out, so that the whole force of the Vine may be
directed towards the fruit. The Vines should not be
syringed after the bunches are formed. Proper directions

for this wUl be given in some future paper on pruning and
starting the Vine into growth. The syringe must only be
used for sprinkling the floors and stems. After the Vine
has set its fruit, the next operation will be

Shouldering the Bunches.—This is done by fastening small
strips of matting to the shoulders of the bunches, and draw-
ing them slightly away from the main part of the bunch,
and fastening the other end of the strip of matting to the
trellis or any convenient spur of the Vine, this allows the
air to circulate freely through the bunch, and if this opera-

tion is performed judiciously, the shape of the bunch will

be improved, it also acts as a support, especially when the
bunch is lai-ge. Froui the time of thinning the Grapes till

they begin to form their stones or seeds, the temperature of

the house should never be lower than 60° by nigiit, and
from 70" to 75° by day. If the temperature rise to 80° or
90" with the sun, it will do no harm, providing there be
plenty of air on at the time. Shut the house up about 2 or

3 P.M., in bright weather, earlier if it is dull and cold. Pay
great attention to giving air, and shutting it otf; for in-

stance, if the sky become cloudy suddenly, partly shut up
the house, and if the sun come out again soon afterwards
open the lights as soon as possible. Fine Grapes cannot
be grown unless proper attention is paid to this particular
and most essential part of the work connected with Grape-
growing.—J. Wills.]

(To be continued.)

In the garden of a friend in the neighbourhood of Bath>
are two Laburnum trees, the pink variety, with short full .

racemes. In both of these trees were sundry branches of
pure yellow blossoms, and all over the trees were bunches
of blossom containing one long yellow raceme in the midst
of short pink racemes, and vice vers'l.

But the strangest fact remains. High up amongst the
branches were tufts of quite a different Broom-like plant
with pink blossoms. They were too high for me to ascertain
the genus and species to which they belonged, but they ap-
peared of a more prickly character than any Broom with
which I am acquainted.
The trees were old ones, and my friends were unable to

throw any light on the manner in which they had been
grafted or budded, it having been done by a former in-
habitant ; but for the ten years they resided in the house
the characteristics of these trees have been constant.

—

Ella.

EOTAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.

VEGETABLE VAEIATIONS.
" T. G. H." sent you, a short time since, an extract from

the "Naturalist," on a " curious effect of grafting," which
has since been illustrated by " E. S." A very curious case
in point came under my notice last summer.

Mat a4TH.

The first great Show was held on Wednesday last, and
well did it sustain the high reputation which the Regent's
Park Exhibitions have long maintained for that freshness
and brilliancy which nowhere else exist in an equal degree.
Indeed, it may safely be said that for extent and general
effect it has never been surpassed by any show at the same
season. Not only were the stove and greenhouse plants
most worthily represented, but there were gorgeous Orchids,
gigantic Azaleas, Roses such as have been rarely equalled,
and wonderful Pelargoniums, whilst the lofty Palm and the
lowly Fern helped to swell the train.

Stove and Gbeenhoxjse Plants.—Many good collections
were shown, but the plants were nearly of the same kinds
as those which have appeared at our exhibitions for the last
three or four years, and this constant repetition becomes
wearisome. It is high time that other species should be
added to the somewhat limited list of those at present,
grown for exhibition purposes. In collections of sixteen
Mr. Peed again showed his fiue Allamanda grandiflora, a
large Erica depressa, a fine bushy plant of Ixora (Jrifiithi, a
fiue Chorozema, and two good Pimeleas. From Mr. White-
bread came AUamandas, Aphelcxes, Azaleas, Heaths, the
showy scarlet Clerodendron spleudens. Rondeletia speciosa,
and a good Stephanotis ; and from Messrs. Lee a fiue Acro-
phyllum venosum, a large bushy Erica depressa, Ixora coe-
cinea, a fine Stephanotis, and Aphelexis maerantha pur-
purea, very bright in colour. Mr. Baxendine sent a Hoya
Paxtoni,_a pretty plant, but from the drooping habit of the
flowers it does not show to advantage unless the pot be
tilted. Clerodendron Thomsons and Rhyncospermum jas-
minoides were also shown in the same collection ; but of the
former by far the finest specimen in the show was that from
Ml-, l^'raser, though it was not fully out, being in this re-
spect surpassed by one from Mr. A. Ingram, in which the
scarlet coroUa formed a beautiful contrast with the snowy
white calyx. A magnificent plant of Prostanthera lasianthos,
measuring some 5 feet high by as much in diameter, was
also shown by Mr. Praser, as well as good plants of Ade-
nandra fragrans and Erica Bergiana. A fine bushy Rhyn-
cospermum was also shown by Mr. Ingram, and in other
collections we remarked several good -iphelexes, AUaman-
das, Heaths, Combretum purpureum, and Chorozemas. In
mixed collections of flowering and ornamental-foliaged plants
Messrs. Lee again exhibited their tine Alocasia metallica, a
noble plant of Cibotium princeps, Theophrasta imperialis,
and Cordylme indivisa, very fine, and the variegated Ana-
nassa sativa which, bearing a fair-sized Pine Apple with
a variegated crown and several offsets from the base of the
fruit, had a remarkable appearance ; Mr. Williams's collec-
tion comprised Azaleas, Heaths, Crotons, Colocasia albo-
violacea, the stalks of the broad foliage having a violet
tinge with yellowish variegation ; the pretty purple and
white Statice profusa, and a beautiful plant of Gleichenia
semivestita. Prom Messrs. A. Henderson came a fine plant
of Medinilla magnifica, a basket of the showy red and black
Clianthus Dampieri, Vincas, a large Caladiura, and fine
plants of Crotons, Rhopala De Jonghi, and Alocasia ma-

J crorhiza variegata, the leaves largely splashed with white.
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Prizes.—For sixteen : first, Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs.
Tredwell, Norwood ; second, Mr. Whitebread, gardener to
H. CoUyer, Esq., Dartford; third, Mr. Kaile, gardener to
Earl Lovelace. For ten (nurserymen): first, Messrs. Lee;
second, Mr. Eraser ; third, Mr. Rhodes ; fourth, Mr. Baxeu-
dine. For ten (amateurs) : first, Mr. Chilman, gardener toMrs.
Smith, Epsom ; second, Mr. Page, gardener to W. Lea,f, Esq.,
Streatham; third, Mr. A. Ingram, gardener to J. J. Blandy,
Esq., Reading ; fourth, Mr. Carson, gardener to W. R. G.
Parmer, Esq., Cheam ; fifth, Mr. G. "Wheeler, gardener to
Sir F. Goldsmidt, Bart., Regent's Park. For six : first, Mr.
Kemp, gardener to Earl Percy, Albury Park ; second, Mr.
J. Wheeler, gardener to J. Phillpot, Esq., Stamford Hill

;

third, Mr. C. Smith, gardener to A.. Anderson, Esq., Lower
Norwood; fourth, Mr. Young, gardener to H. Stone, Esq.,
Leigh Park. For fifteen fine-foliaged and flowering plants :

first, Messrs. Lee ; second, Mr. Williams.
Okchids constituted one of the grand features of the

Show, a magnificent bank of these flowers filling nearly the
whole of one side of the gi-eat tent. It would be almost an
endless task to enumerate the species of which the nume-
rous collections were composed. Foremost among the col-
lections of twenty were Mr. Baker and Mr. BuUen. The
former had good Phatenopses, including Schilleriana with
eighteen fine flowers, Saccolabiums retusum and curvifolium,
the latter with ten spikes; a pan of Cypripedium barbatum
superbum some 3 feet across, C. villosum with half a dozen
blooms, fine Vandas, Trichopilia cri.spa very fine, Lajlia
purpurata, Cattleya Mossiae, Dendrobium nobile and Lind-
leyanum, and Sobralia macrantha splendens. Mr. BuUen
had a splendid Dendrobium densiflorum upwards of 3 feet
across, bearing numerous beautiful spikes of its orano-e
bloom, by far the finest specimen in the Show; Cypripedium
Hookera;, C. barbatum superbum witli some forty blooms,
Saocolabium guttatum with eight spikes, V.andas, Calanthe
veratrifolia, Cattleyas, &c. Mr. Page sent, among others,
Cypripedium Stonei, the well-known Dendrobium nobile,

I and the large white-and-orange-flowered D. formosum gi-
ganteum. In the other classes Mr. Penny sent Trichoijilia
crispa very fine, Cypripedium caudatuin with three flowers,

the charming Odontoglossum phala^nopsis, and good Sacco-
labiums ; and from other exhibitors came Cattleya Ack-
landia3, Chysis Limminghi, Cyrtopodium punctatum, good
Dendrobiums, Oncidiums, and Saccolabiums, Cattleya
Mossiffi, from Mr. Wilson, with large flowers, very fine in
colour; and the new Phalienopsis Lilddemanniana from Mr.
Wilson and Mr. Eobson—that of the latter with four good-
sized blooms.

Prizes.—For twenty : first, Mr. Baker, gardener to A. Bas-
sett, Esq., Stamford Hill; second, Mr. Bullen, gardener to
A. Turner, Esq., Leicester; third, Mr. Page; fourth, Mr.
Peed. For twelve : first, Mr. Penny, gardener to H. Gibbs,
Esq., Regent's Park ; second, Mi-. Wilson, gardener to
W. Marshall, Esq. ; third, Mr. Young, Leigh Park ; fourth,
Mr. A. Ingram. For six (nurserymen) : first, Messrs. Jack-
son, Kingston. For six (amateurs) : fii'st, Mr. Wiggins,
gardener to W. Beck. Esq., Isleworth; second, Mr. Wheeler,
gardener to J. Phillpot, Esq. ; third, Mr. Chilman ; fourth,
Mr. Robson, gardener to G. Cooper, Esq.
Heaths.'—Among these were nice specimens of the showy

scarlet Westphalingia, ventricosa magnifica and ventricosa
coccinea minor, elegans, tortulre flora, tricolor flammea,
Albertus, buff, Sindryana, denticiilata moschata, remark-
able for the flowers coming mostly in fours united at the
base, Victoria, exiraia superba, the pretty blush white per-
spicua nana, and many others.

Prizes.—For ten : first, Mr. Rhodes; second, Messrs. Jack-
son; third, Mr. Baxendine. For eight: first, Mr. Peed;
second, Mr. Page. For six: first, Mr. Chilman; second, Mr.
Wheeler, gardener to J. Phillpot, Esq. ; third, Mr. C. Smith,
Norwood, and Mr. A. Ingram ; Extra, Mr. Wheeler, gar-
dener to Sir F. Goldsmidt, Bart., and Blessrs. F. & A. Smith.
Azaleas were not so closely trained in as last year, when

they had too much the appearance of monster crinolines,
and the flowers being relieved by a little foliage, and not too
much, the effect was altogether more pleasing. Mr. Veitch's
magnificent plants put all other competitors in the shade in
the class for eight. They were from G to 7 feet high, some
were 7 feet in diameter at the base, and the whole were jjro-

fusely set with bloom. The kinds were Gledstanesi, Cri-

terion, Rosea superba, Trotteriana, Chelsoni, very fine,

Variegata, Mrs. Pry, and Extrani. In the class for six Mr.
Turner was first with plants which, though not on the whole
so large as those of Mr. Veitch, were nevertheless extra-
ordinary specimens of cultivation. They were Barclayana,
Coronata, Arborea purpurea. Gem, Illustris Nova, and
Juliana. Good collections were also shown by Mr. Eraser,
Messrs. Lane, and others. Among the new kinds those
which were finest were Louise von Baden, large pure white
and apjjarently free-fiowering. President, rosy salmon, large,

and very fine in form and substance, Kinghorni, rosy lilac,

also of fine form and great substance, and Mars, orange
red. The above were shown by Mr. Turner.

Prizes. — For eight (nui-serymen) : first, Mr. Veitch;
second, Mr. Eraser; third, Mr. Rhodes. For eight (Ama-
teurs) : first, Mr. Carson; second, Mr. J. Wheeler; third,

Mr. Page ; fourth, Mr. Whitebread. For six (nurserymen) :

first, Mr. Turner ; second, Mr. Veitch ; third, Messrs. Lane ;

fourth Mr. Eraser and Mr. Williams. For six (amateurs)

:

first, Mr. Penny; second, Mr. Todman; third, Mr. A.
Ingram ; fourth, Mr. Kaile ; fifth, Mr. Chilman. Prizes
were also awarded to Mr. Turner for his new Azaleas, and
to Messrs. Lane for their collection.

Roses were shown in splendid condition, especially Messrs.
Lane's and Mr. W. Paul's, those from the former were
very full of bloom and the flowers distributed all round the
plant. M-.idame Villermoz, Paul Perras, and Souvenir d'un
Ami were very fine, and among the others we remarked
Niphetos. Chenedole, Victor Verdier, and Charles Lawson.
In Mr. W. Paul's collection. Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame
Villermoz, and Senateur Vaisse were also remarkably fine.

Good collections also came from Messrs. Paul & Son and
Mr. Turner, those of the latter being in eight-inch pots.

Among them was a plant of Alba rosea with beautiful white
blooms 5 inches across ; and President, likewise fine. Nume-
rous boxes of cut blooms were shown by Mr. W. Paul,

I Messrs. Paul & Son, and Messrs. Lane.
Prizes.—For ten : first, Messrs. Lane ; second, Mr. W.

Paul ; third, Messrs. Paul & Son ; fourth, Mr. Francis. For
six : first, Mr. Terry.
Pelargoniums from Mr. Bailey of Shardeloes threw all

others, fine though these were, into the shade. They were
marvellous examples of what can be eifected by skilful cul-

tivation, being from 4 to 5 feet across, and a mass of bloom.

The judges considered that the first prize was not a suffi-

cient reward for such superior cultivation, and gave a
medium gold medal of the value of £10. The finest were
Spotted Gem, Lord Clyde, Sanspareil, Etna, and Lady Can-
ning, the others being Guillaume, Severyns, Rose Celeste,

Ariel, The Belle, and Sir Colin Campbell. In the nursery-

men's class for twelve Mr. Turner had finely-bloomed plants

of Lady Canning, Guillaume Severyns, Fairest of the Fair,

Desdemona, Lord Clyde, Prince of Prussia, Garibaldi, Rem-
brandt, Pizarro, Fair Rosamond, and Butterfiy. In Fancies

he was first with Lady Craven, Ellen Beck, Undine, Mo-
destum, Delicatum, and Eoi des Fantaisies. Very good plants

also came from Messrs. Fraser, Bailey, and Wiggins. Some
seedlings were also shown, the best of which were Charles

Turner, from Mr. Hoyle, noticed last week. Lady of Quality,

also from the same raiser, a crimson with a white eye and
dark top ; Elegans, from Mr. Nye, a pretty crimson with,

a conspicuous white eye ; and Clytie, a light pink and rose

Fancy from Mr. Turner, to all of which first-class certificates

were awarded.
Prizes. — For twelve : first, Mr. Turner ; second, Mr.

Fraser. For ten : first, Mr. Baileyi; second, Mr. Wiggins.
For six. Fancies (nurserymen) : first, Mr. Turner; second,

Mr. Fraser. For four (amateurs) : first, Mr. Bailey ; second,

Mr. Weir.
New Plants, &c.—Among the novelties from Mr. Veitch

were Maranta A'"eitchii, with beautifully marked foliage,

Bertolonia pubesoens, also with very ornamental foliage,

Dieffenbachia grandis, the leafstalks marked with dark
green, Ketinospora obtusa nana aurea and Anthurium cor-

difolium, which have been noticed on previous occasions, and
Peperomia maculosa, for all of which first-class certificates

were awarded ; and second-class ones for the following—viz.,

Peperomia acuminata, the leaves deep green with a silvery

stripe up the middle, a new Peruvian Adiantum, Sohizma-
toglottia sp., and Odontoglossum cordatum, which have been
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noticed in previous reports. Among other plants from the

same fii'm were Leptopteris superba, one of the most beau-

tiful of Ferns, with dense translucid and extremely graceful

fronds, a fine pan of Anthurium Scherzerianum, remarkable

for its curiously-formed spathe and spadix and brilliant

colour, and Dieffenbachia Baraquiniana, having the foot-

stalks and midribs of the leaves ivory white. Messrs. Ivery

again exhibited the new Ferns, shown at the Crystal

Palace. Pu-st-class certificates were given to all but Sco-

lopendrium fissuia-latum, which had a second-class, a simUar
award being made for Asplenium adiantum-nigrum microdon.

Mr. Bull likewise exhibited new plants, a most extensive

collection, but most of them have been seen before at Floral

Committee meetings fi-om time to time. First-class certifi-

cates were given for Fieus Porteana, the variegated Au-
brietia purpurea, Sphcerogyne ciunamomea, the beautiful

Bertolonia margaritacea, Athyrium f. f. Vernonia3. lietino-

spora leptoclada, the new red-bracted Bougainvilla3a, Cu-
pania undulata, Asplenium myriophyllum, Maranta Van den
Heokei, and Calonyction sanguineum, for several of the new
Aucubas, and for Woodsia polystichoides Veitchii. Besides

these he sent several plants, such as Amorphophallus ze-

brinus, the variegated Sedum azoides and Privet, &c.

Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, exliibited Columnea erythropa

with scarlet flowers 3 inches long, and a variety of Cleroden-

dron Thomsonte with larger flowers ; and Mr. Thompson,
Ipswich, Aquilegia ccerulea, all of which had certificates of

the first class.

Among miscellaneous objects were a group of hardy Ferns
from Messrs. Ivery, Palms from Mr. Bull, Calceolarias of a

good strain both in large and small pots trom Mr. James of

Isleworth, Pansies, and a wreath of Bougainvillaja from Mr.
Fleming of Cliveden, covered with its beautiful rosy bracts,

the peculiarity of which was that it had been grown without
bottom heat. The Castle Kennedy Fig was exhibited by
Mr. Fowler, the gardener at that place ; two dishes of Straw-
berries by Mr. Carmichael, gardener to H.E.H. the Prince

of Wales at Sandringham ; and a basket of excellent Grana-
dillas by Messrs. Mart, of Oxford Street.

The American plants of Mr. John Waterer added an
additional attraction to the Show, and in a few days the

Ehododendron valley will present a gorgeous spectacle. As
it was, it constituted a show of itself, and one of no small

merit.

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
FL0K.4.L DeCOEATION FliTE, May 24.

The array of titled dames and other notabilities, the fact

of its being the Queen's birthday, and the amount of prizes

offered, were all insuiScient to produce anything but a most
wretched display ; and sorely did I grudge the two hours
that it took me to reaeh Kensington li-om the liegent's

Park, make my notes, and return. My own inclination would
lead me to say nothing about it, for folks will hardly credit

what a miserable failure it was. The Show, if such it can
be called, was held in a corner of one arcade, which was
more than enough to receive all the subjects for competition.

There were decorations for churches, a few bouquets, a few
wreaths, and some flower-stands for tables of artificial and
natural flowers. With regard to the first of these, I must
own I do not see why the Koyal Horticultural Society is to

assume that all its members approve of the system of church
decorations. There are many persons who tliink that this

wants checking rather than encouraging, and it seems to be
not quite correct to throw the influence of a large Society
into one side of the question. However, let that pass, for I

do not think the decorations exhibited would be likely to

induce any one to wander in that direction. There was a
motto, "Alleluia! The Lord is risen! Alleluia!" formed
of yellow Everlastings on a brown ground, which obtained
the first prize for Miss Sutherland ; a cross with Lilies of

the Valley, and a motto entwined round it ; then there was
another cross formed of Narcissus with green background.
A third prize was awarded to a double triangle, an ornament
intended for Trinity Sunday ; one was decorated with Corn-
flowers, the second with red Pelargoniums. Such were the
church decorations. Then Mr. Lucking exhibited some pretty
bouquets, nearly equal to what one may see in Covent
Garden any day. They were, of course, pretty; and the

bridal one, formed mainly of Orange flowers, double Pri"

mulas. Lilies of the Valley interspersed with Maiden-hair,

was doubly good. There were two or three wreaths with

the motto, "God Save the Queen," the taste of which was
not, I hope, a test of the loyalty of the makers, for they
were very confused and ugly. A group of rice-paper flowers

arranged in one of Miss March's stands for the dinner-table,

exhibited by Miss Austin, Hector ViUa, Wilmot Eoad, Dal-

ston, was very pretty indeed, but did not come within the
terms of the Exhibition. There was another stand of a
similar character formed of natural flowers, but not by any
means remarkable. There was also a contrivance for light-

ing a dining-room, of which I can only say it reminded me
forcibly of the system of lighting which I remember when a
boy some of us adopted in a magnificent display of private

theatricals, which we held in the coach-loft to the admiring
gaze of a dozen of our schoolfellows. AVe cannot find faxJt

with the Society for endeavouring to create a better taste

in these matters ; but I think all will feel that after the

failures of last year and this, it will be better to try some
other plan of " evolving it out of the depth of our cssthetie

consciousness."—D., Deal.

Messes. Wateeek & Godfrey's American Show is now
in full perfection, and the immense tent in which it is held,

covering an area of 350 feet long by 150 feet wide, and con-

taining several hundreds of Rhododendrons and Azaleas,

presents a glorious spectacle, for though many of the plants

suffered considerably from the severe frost of the 30th of

April, they are nevertheless in excellent bloom. In the

centre, which is sunk considerably below the sides, is a

gravelled walk at least 30 feet wide, with several circular

and oblong beds containing specimen plants, and on each

side of this central walk .are banks of Rhododendrons edged
with turf; then walks, S feet wide and other beds on a

higher level, and finally a walk surrounding and overlooking

the whole, with Conifers intermixed with Rhododendrons
next the walls of the tent. The following are the best of

the different colours :—Purple : Nero, Cun-ieanum, Ne Plus

Ultra, and Sir Isaac Newton. Crimson : Atrosanguineum,
Blandyanum, Brayannni, Mrs. W. Bovill, Archimedes,

Charles Bayley, and Vandylce. Rose : Sir Charles Napier,

Eoseum pictum. Elfrida, Giganteum, Titian. Crimson-

edged: Alarm, Bylsianum, and Concessum. Lilac: Ever-

estiauum and Fastuosum fiore pleno. White : Mrs. John
Clutton, very fine and of beautiful form ; and Purity,

which, though not equal to the former, is cheaper. Of
new kinds, SteUa is a jjale i-ose with a dark blotch in the

upper petal, and a great improvement on Lady Eleanor

Cathcart, having larger flowers ; Lady Clermont is a fine

salmon with dark spots ; and Charles Dickens and H. H.
Hunnewell. are beautiful additions to the bright crimson

class, the latter m particular having a very large truss.

Alexander Dancer, with large rosy crimson flowers with a

slight magenta tinge, is also a fine variety.

FLOWEK SHOW AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
Flohists' Floweks.

The excision of cut flowers from the schedule, a step taken
in order to enable the Company to throw more weight into

the more showy and important classes, had the effect of

considerably diminishing the number of fiorists' flowers at

the Great Show ; for with the exception of a box of Roses,

two of Pansies and Tuhps, respectively from Messrs. Paul
and Sou, Downie, Laird, & Laing, and Mr. Ayres and Mr.
Turner, there were none to be seen in a cut state. The
value of the two former collections, beautiful as they were,

was considerably diminished by their not having any names
attached. I have never seen cleaner or more beautiful

Tulips than were in the stand of Mr. Turner, their shape,

texture, and size being all that could be desired. The
Pansies were also exceedingly clean and well grown; but
there was nothing very striking amongst the Roses, a lew
blooms of Teas being, however, as they always are, pleasing.

In Pelargoniums in eight-inch pots the two principal ex-

hibitors were Mr. Eraser, of Lee Bridge, and Mr. Charles

Turner, of Slough, who were placed first and second. Those
sent in by amateurs were very inferior ; so much so that in
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one class the second and third prizes, and in another the

first and second, were withheld from want of merit. Mr.
Fraser's twelve Pelargoniums in eight-inch pots comprised
Eose Celestial, Etna, Fairest of the Fair, Leviathan, Sylph,

Eoseum, Lurline, Osiris, Sir Colin Campbell, Lilacina. Mr.
Turner's contained Lilacina, Lady Canning, Leviathan, Des-
demona, Fairest of the Fair-, Candidate, Guillaume Severyns.
Eose Celestial, Bertie, Ariel, Eoyal Albert, and Celeste.

These were all fine specimens of cultivation, but there was
a freshness about Mr. Fraser's which placed him in the
position that he occupied. In Fancies the run was very
close ; and although Mr. Fraser's did win, it wa.s only by a

neck, the overbloomed state of Eoi des Fantaisies in Mr.
Turner's lot being the point, I fancy, that told against
him. I wonder that this variety is grown for exhibition,

for notwithstanding the brilliancy of its colours, it is so

flimsy that it can never be depended upon, and is so soon
shattered by a journey. Mr. Fraser's six were Queen of the
Valley, Eoi des Fantaisies, Delicatum, Celestial, Arabella
Goddard, and Cloth of Silver. Mr. Turner's were Lady
Craven, Evening Star, Eoi des Fantaisies, Celestial, Ellen
Beck, and Delicatum. Both collections were models of fine

growth, and it would be difficult to imagine how they could
be surpassed. Of seedling Pelargoniums there were not
many exhibited, but one or two were of great excellence.

Charles Turner (Hoyle), is a fine, beautifully shaped, orange
scarlet flower, and must in the eye of the raiser be considered
first-rate, or he would never have named it after Mr. Turner.
It was awarded a first-class certificate, as was Marion, a
large soft rose with clear white throat. Elegans, a fine,

clear, painted flower, received a second-class certificate.

Eoses in pots were exhibited in fine condition, and de-
servedly attracted great attention. The first pi'ize for twelve
in 13-inch pots was awarded to a very fine collection from
Mr. Wm. Paul, containing Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, very fine;

Louise Odier, good ; Baronne Prevost, poor ; Madame Vil-
lermoz, very fine ; Souvenir d'un Ami, a splendid plant

;

Senateur Vaisse, good ; Paul Perras, Comtesse de Barban-
tanne, Madame de St. Joseph, very fine ; and Catherine
Guillot, beautiful. Messrs. Paul& Son and Messrs. Lane were
placed equal second, one collection being not quite out, and
the other a little overblown. The former contained Madame
Julie Daran, excellent ; Jules Margottin, Comte Boubart,
Niphetos, Charles Lawson, excellent ; Paul Eicaut, Coupe
d'Hebe, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Madame de St. Joseph,
very fine. Messrs. Lane's were—Catherine Guillot, Souvenir
d'un Ami, Anna de Diesbach, Coupe d'Hebe, Victor Verdier,
Gloire de Dijon, Charles Lawson, Moiret, Paul Perras, and
Souvenir de la Eeine de I'Angleterre. The collections of

twelve Eoses in eight-inch pots were greatly admired, and
deservedly so, for they were admirably grown, and are of a
size more pleasing to the general run of fanciers than the
larger plants. Mr. Turner was placed fii-st with a beautiful

set, in good condition, clean and fresh. They were Madame
Villermoz, Catherine Guillot, Senateur Vaisse, Celine Fo-
restier, Victor Verdier, Charles Lawson, Le Ehone, a splen-

did flower, Gloire de Dijon, Souvenir d'un Ami, Baronne
Adolphe de Eothschild, and Juno. Messrs. Paul & Son were
second, and had Mart'chal Vaillant, good, John Hopper,
Victor Verdier, Madame Eivers, Senateur Vaisse, Charles
Lawson, President, Catherine Guillot, Sec.

A more successful exhibition was never held at the Crystal

Palace, and, as usual, the gi-eatest courtesy and attention

was shown to all engaged in it. The crowds of people that
thronged the parts where the Eoses, Geraniums, &c., were
staged showed how popular these flowers are; and one
could not help feeling how well deserved were the encomiums
which were passed, not only on the plants, but upon the

Company, who so liberally and promptly fell into the wishes

of the exhibitors, and on Mr. Wilkinson, who with so much
urbanity and attention carried out the arrangements for the

Show.—D., Deal.

is now in perfection. It would be difficult to do justice to
their beauty by any attempt at description, they must be
seen to be appreciated, and no one will feel disappointed
who will take the trouble to inspect them. The vivid colours
of rosy red and carmine are very attractive, both in the
single and double varieties. As a decorative border plant, we
have nothing at this time of the year to equal them ; used
as border plants in front of a shrubbery they will be very
effective. In a short time the herbaceous Pseonies will be
in perfection. These exquisite hardy plants are but little

known, or they would be highly appreciated. Those who
are beginning to tire (if not already weary) of beds of
yellow and scarlet, would do well to inspect Mr. Salter's

general and extensive collection of hardy herbaceous plants.

The collection of Zonale Pelargoniums in this establishment
is very first rate. There are several seedlings of 1864, which.

will take a prominent position in tliis deservedly popular
class of flowers; but if for no other purpose let no lover of
useful decorative hardy plants lose any time in paying his

or her respects to the Pyrethrums.—X.

THE BEAEING-POINTS OF PEACH AND
NECTAEINE TEEES.

It is generally supposed that when standard Peach and
Nectarine trees are planted in the border under glass the
fruit will be borne chiefly by that part of the tree nearest to

the glass, but after many years' experience I have proved
the reverse to be rather the case. I have eight of these trees

planted out, and I think there is even more fruit where the

branches commence from the stock than in any other part

of the tree, and all the trees are loaded with fruit, with the
exception of two, which I had ordered to be dug up, as they
are of a sort which does not answer under glass. For the

same reason the shoots grow out immediately above the

stock where the graft is, so that the trees can always be
kept in shape. Some of these stocks are now 10 inches

round, and I have one Nectarine of which the branches extend

10 feet in diameter. It is quite loaded with fruit, some of

which last year sold in Covent Garden at 18s. the dozen.

—

Constant Eeadeb.

ME. SALTEE'S PYEETHEUMS.
Veesailles Nubseey, Hammersmith.

No time should be lost by all admirers of hardy her-

baceous plants, in visiting Mr. Salter's garden. The mag-
nificent collection of both single and double Pyrethrums

EEPOET ON THE BEDDING PELAEGONIUMS
GEOWN AT CHISWICK, 1861

By Thojias Moore, F.L.S., Seceetabt to the Floral CoMMrriEE.

The most approved sorts are indicated throughout by
three asterisks (* * *), and the next grade by two (* *). The
varieties which ai-e not distinguished by any mark are to be
regarded either as unnecessary, from their similarity or in-

feriority to other kinds, or from their absolute worthlessness.

SERIES I.—PLAIN-LEAVED VARIETIES.

1. FLOWEBS SCARLET.

Achilles ** (Presented by Mr. Bull).—Vigorous habit;

flowers large and of fine shape, in fair-sized trusses, scarlet,

lighter and brighter than Punch. This was formerly called

Vivid, but the name has been since altered to avoid con-

fusion, there being already a fine scarlet variety bearing this

latter name.
Brilliancy (Bull).—Vigorous habit ; flowers in immense

trusses, large, and of a bright scarlet, but not distinct enough

from Punch.
Doiis ("Bull).—Vigorous habit ; flowers large, light scarlet.

Too thin as a pot plant.

Eleanor*** (Bull).—Dwarf, free habit; flowers large,

scarlet, of good quality. As a pot-plant, under glass it

proved also dwarfish and free, with bright scarlet flowers

in large trusses, for which it was adjudged three marks.

Envoy (Bull).—Vigorous habit; large scarlet flowers in

large trusses, but not considered superior to Punch.

Faust*** (Bull).—Vigorous habit; flowers very bright

scarlet, large, and of flrat-rate shape, borne in large trusses.

It proved also a very showy plant when grown under glass,

producing immense heads of flower.

CranbaWi(Downie & Co.).—Vigorous habit ; flowers scarlet,

of good quality ; much in the style of Punch, and too much
like it to be also required.
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Harhiway (Taylor).—Dwarf habit; leaves smooth ; flowers

orange scarlet, of loose shape.

Lady Cowper (Francis).— Dwarf and compact ; flowers

light scarlet, white in the eye. Too near to Waltham Pet.

Lady Eokeby*** (Bull).—^ Moderately vigorous habit;

flowers light scarlet, in fair trusses. This proved good as a
pot plant, but not so good as a bedder.
ie Zoiwi-'e (Van Houtte).—Vigorous habit; flowers large,

very bright scarlet, but not sufficiently numerous in the
truss.

Little David (Low & Co.).—Very similar to Little Major,
and, lite it, suitable for small beds, or for edgings.

Little Major * * * (Turner).—Dwarf habit ; flowers light

scarlet. This variety maintained its previous character as

a good dwarf bedder.

Major Domo (Bull).—Moderately vigorous; flowers light

scarlet. A fine bold plant for pot culture.

Mars (Turner).—Dwarf, moderately vigorous habit ; leaves

distinctly lobed ; flowers of good form, very bright orange
scarlet.

Palastro (Salter).—Dwarfish habit; leaves lobed; flowers

dull orange scarlet.

Punch*** (Frasei', Turner).—Vigorous habit; flowers

large in bold ample trusses, bright scarlet, and very showy.
The best of the large-growing plain-leaved scarlets in the
whole collection.

Red Dragon (W. Paul).—Vigorous habit; leaves faintly

green-zoned ; flowers very rich deep scarlet in compact
trusses, and of good form. The deepest coloured scarlet in

the whole collection.

Righy's Queen (Fraser).—Vigorous habit; leaves hairy;
flowers large, loose, light scarlet. Not adapted for beds.
Royal Dwarf (Turner).—Moderately dwarf habit ; flowers

scarlet, free, but not equal to Trentham Scarlet.

Royalty (Bull).—Vigorous habit ; bright scarlet flowers.

Royalty (Williams) .—Moderately vigorous; flowers bright
ecarlet.

Stella (Dixon).—Dwarf habit; flowers of a deep rich

scarlet, as in Ked Dragon, but not effective.

Trentham Scarlet*** (Fraser).—Moderately dwarf ; flowers

bright scarlet, in good trusses, free. One of the best of the
dwarfer-growing scarlets for bedding purposes.

Waltham Pet * * * (W. Paul).—Very dwarf compact habit

;

flowers light scarlet, of good shape, with a small white eye.
A good dwarf bedder.

2. FLOWERS CEEISE OE EOST SCAELET.
Beauti de Meldoise (Fraser).—Very similar to Lady Middle-

ton, and too near to be required.
Lady Middleton*** (Taylor). — Moderately vigorous;

flowers in large trusses, of good size and form, bright cerise.

Also called Trentham Eose and Shrubland Eose.
Lord John Russell (Eollisson).—Dwarf habit ; flowers deep

rosy scarlet ; distinct in colour.

Viceroy (Bull).—Vigorous habit; flowers large, rosy
scarlet.

Visitor** (Bull). — Moderately vigorous; flowers rosy
scarlet, of fine shape and of large size. It was of indifferent

quality as grown in pots.

3. FLOWEES EOSE PINK.
Christine *** (Kinghorn).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

flowers rose pink, freely produced, and of good form. Both
this and Rose Queen hold their place in the first rank of

bedding varieties.

Primer (Bull).—Moderately vigorous habit ; flowers bright
rosy pink with white base.

Roseum Compactum (Salter).—Moderately vigorous habit;
flowers in compact trusses, small, rose throughout.

Rx>se Queen * ** (Kinghorn).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

flowers rose pink, with the base of the upper petals paler,

fteely produced, and of good form.

SERIES II.—ZONATE VARIETIES.

1. FLOWERS SCAELET.
Admiration (Williams).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves dark

zoned ; flowers bright scarlet.

Adonis*** (Kaiiy).—Dwarf, free bold habit ; leaves with
a dark submarginal zone ; flowers large, well formed, in fair

trusses, light scarlet, with a white eye.

Agatha (Eollisson).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves

dark zoned ; flowers small, well formed, light scarlet, in

abundant compact trusses ; free and showy.
Amiral Protet *** (Van Iloutte).—Moderately vigorous

in habit ; leaves with an indistinct zone ; flowers large,

deep scarlet, of fine shape, and produced in bold effective

trusses. It proved a very showy pot plant, under which
circumstances only it was grown, and it is to this condition
that the marks of merit are intended to apply.

Attraction*** (Turner).— Moderately vigorous; leaves
with an indistinct green zone ; flowers abundant, bright
scarlet, in fine trusses, of good form and moderate size.

Also called Scarlet Perfection, Sutton's Perfection, Old Per-
fection, Boule de Feu, and Montfordi.

JBaron Eicasoli (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Moderately
vigorous habit ; leaves with sharply defined dark zone

;

flowers in fair-sized trusses, dull crimson scarlet.

Beauty (Bull).—Moderately vigorous; leaves with broad,

dark zone ; flowers large, scarlet.

Cheshire Hero * * (Wills).— Moderately vigorous habit j

leaves with an indistinct zone; flowers soft, light scarlet,

with a cerise tint, free.

Climax (Bull).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves with an in-

distinct zone ; flowers bright scarlet. Indifferent under glass.

Clipper*** (Bull).— Moderately vigorous habit; leaves

with broad dark zone ; flowers bright scarlet, large and of

fine shape, produced in good trusses. Equally good as a

pot plant under glass.

Comet (J. F. Chater).—Dwarfish habit; leaves with dark
centre or zone ; flowers scarlet.

Commissioner** (Bull).—Vigorous habit; leaves with
broad dull-coloured zone ; flowers in compact trusses, well

formed, of a bright orange scarlet ; a fine variety.

Cornelius Hegel (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Dwarf habit

;

very broadly dark-zoned leaves ; flowers light scarlet.

Cottage Maid** (Scott).—Vigorous habit; leaves dark
zoned ; flowers abundant, in compact trusses, light scarlet,

small and well formed. A free showy sort ; the same as New
Globe, or too closely resembling it.

[

Editor (Bull).—Vigorous habit; indistinctly zonate leaves

;

large bright scarlet flowers.

Emperor of the French * * (Turner).—Vigorous dwarfish
habit ; leaves large, very distinctly zoned in a vandyked
pattern ; flowers large, in bold trusses, light scarlet.

Etendard (Salter).—Dwarfish free habit; leaves with an
indistinct and unequal broad zone; flowers deep scarlet.

Firefly (G. Smith).—Dwarf habit; leaves dark zoned;
flowers abundant, bright scarlet.

Foxhunter (J. F. Chater).—A small weak plant; leaves

marked with a narrow dark zone ; flowers scarlet.

Gaiety (Hally).—Moderately vigorous habit ; leaves darkly
zoned ; flowers light, bright scarlet, with a pale eye.

Garibaldi ** * (W. North).—Very dwarfclose habit; leaves

small, flat, with a broadish well-defined dark zone near the
edge ; flowers bright scarlet, of good shape, in compact
trusses. A beautiful plant for small beds or margins.

Harry Hieover * * (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Dwarf habit;
darkly-zoned leaves ; loose orange scarlet fiowers. It was
considered rather desirable as a dwarf variety for edging
flower-beds.

Hibberd's Pet (Carter & Co.).—Of moderately vigorous
habit ; leaves dark zoned ; flowers light scarlet but not
effective, the trusses being small and the flowers loose. It
was also of indifferent quality under glass.

Lilliput (Turner).—Dwarf; leaves darkly zoned ; flowers
scarlet, in small trusses.

Lucien Tisserand * * (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Moderately
vigorous habit ; leaves marked with a dull broad zone j

flowers showy, large, bright scarlet with a light eye.

Lucius (BuU).—Vigorous habit ; dark-zoned leaves; scarlet

flowers.

Martin Gireau ** * (Eollisson).—Vigorous habit; leaves
with broad dull zone ; flowers large, in fine trusses, of good
form, light scarlet.

Meteor (J. F. Chater).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves dark
zoned; flowers scarlet.

Neatness (F. & A. Smith).—Dwarfish vigorous habit ; leaves
with dark vandyked zone ; flowers of good form, large,

scarlet, in small trusses.

Persian * * (Bull) .—Vigorous habit ; very dark broad zone ;

flowers flne, large, and well formed, of a soft carminp scarlet.
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Petit Mont Rouge (E. G.Henderson & Son).—Dwarf habit;
leaves with a dark zone ; flowers very bright scarlet.

Philomelle Leseine (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Leaves
niarked with a dull zone ; flowers light scarlet.

Princess of Prussia * * (Rev. J. Dix) . — Vigorous habit

;

leaves with an indistinct zone ; flowers small, salmony
scarlet, in large close trusses. A good pot plant, but not
very well developed in this instance.

Queen Mab (Hally).—Dwarf habit; leaves dark zoned;
flowers orange scarlet.

Really Good (BuU) .—Vigorous ; dark-zoned leaves ; flowers
light scarlet, of fine shape.

Bed Jacket (Veitch, Turner).—Vigorous habit ; leaves broad
with narrow dark vandjked zone ; flowers light scarlet.

Similar to Emperor of the French, but inferior to it.

Red Riding Hood** (Hally).—Dwarf habit; leaves dark
zoned ; flowers very bright scarlet, of fine form.

Reidii (Eraser).—Dwarf vigorous habit ; leaves dark zoned

;

flowers deep scarlet with white eye, in small trusses.

Rev. Joshua ZHa!**(the Society).—Moderately vigorous
compact habit ; leaves marked with a dull zone ; flowers
above medium size, of good shape, in compact trusses, and
of a very bright scarlet. A seedling raised at Chiswick, and
both distinct and good.

Senator (Williams).—Vigorous habit; leaves with very
dark centre or broad zone ; flowers scarlet.

Victor Emmanuel * * * (Clarke) .—Vigorous habit ; leaves
with broad dull zone ; flowers large, in bold trusses, and of
fine quality, very similar to those of Punch. One of the best
of the zonate scarlets.

Vivid * * * (G. Smith).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves
with broad dull zone ; flowers of fine form, in bold trusses,
of a bright scarlet. A very fine sort, one of the best as to
the shape of the flowers, and equally good as a pot plant.

Volcano *** (Wills).—Moderately vigorous habit ; leaves
with indistinct green zone; flowers light orange scarlet,

large, in bold trusses, and freely developed.

—

{Proceedings of
the Royal Horticultural Society.)

(To be continued.)

THE MODEEN PEACH-PEUNER.—No. 10.

FORMS OF TEEES FOE LONG PRUNING.

On the question of form there is not so much real diffe-

rence of opinion as exists as to the most advantageous way
of managing the shoots. It is true we can find, especially
in the French works, a great variety of shapes indicated as
suitable according to circumstances, but many of them are
too fantastic to be of any practical use. Examining them
is not, howevex', without profit, for we may generally
trace in them some leading principle based on reliable ex-

perience. Thus the student will discover that the chief
aim and object steadily adhered to, has generally been to
divide, as near to the base of the tree as possible, the main
current of the ascending sap into two well-balanced portions.
Wherever this leading principle has been departed from, it

will be seen that the object then in view was to cover a
somewhat lofty wall in the quickest manner, without at the
same time sacrificing the claims of the lower branches to be

fjo, 9,—The flontreuil F:,n,

properly constituted. J'or this purpose a main central stem
has been provided, much less lateral expansion has been
allowed, whilst the lowest branches have sometimes been
turned upwards at their extremities to favour their develop-

ment, for that development is always endangered under this

form. It is evident that walls of 9 or 10 feet in height,

which are by no means the worst suited for many localities,

require a shape combining great power of lateral expansion,

without sacrificing the harmonious proportions of the whole
tree. To accomplish this there is certainly no form which
equals the espalier carri, of which, as the name indicates,

the squareness constitutes the chief advantage.
This form has, therefore, been selected as a model for

walls of about 9 or 10 feet in height, where a large tree of

any favourite variety was desired. At the same time it

cannot be too often repeated that modern gardeners prefer

smaller-sizeil trees and more in number, in this way a suc-

cession of crops is best secured, and a greater variety of

fruits may be cultivated.

For walls of about 12 feet in height the old Montreuil fan
is extremely well adapted. It is a symmetrical shape, easy
to establish, and durable. In both of these old and well-

known forms it will be seen that the sap has been directed

into two main channels from the commencement of the for-

mation of the trees. These channels remain to the last as
the main arteries of the whole system. Their position at

the most favourable angle, and their early formation cause,

as Lep^re truly remarks, the sap to acquire " the habit of

using them in preference," while then- lai-ger proportions
secure a more abundant flow. Kept carefully balanced, by
the usual means, during the first five or six years, they con-
tinue as the guiding principles of either wing. Their im-
portance and use are aptly explained by their French name,
"mother branches," and in each of these forms they are
marked 1, in our engravings.
The espalier carri and Montreuil fan ai'e neither of them

difficult to acquire. Their harmonious proportions are far

more pleasing, even when without foliage, than the ordinary
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irregular fan shapes. It is surprising that these irregular

shapes should stiU be recommended in works on this subject.

The reason given is that the vicissitudes of the English

climate require irregular forms, as being those most easily

remedied when injured. But it would seldom happen that

either of the leading branches in the espalier carri could

be irretrievably injured, while in the case of the Montreuil

fan, it would suffice to lower the branch immediately above

the injured portion into the blank space, allowing a new
shoot to grow from its upper side to fill up its old place.

For these and other reasons these two forms are here

selected as models for long pruning. Other forms will

occur when close pruning is treated of. Those with a main
central stem fi-om which lateral branches are developed

yearly, are of obvious formation. In them the lowest

branches should be carefully established from the first, as

these generally languish in the course of time.

THE OLD MONTREUIL TAN.

In the first year the leading branch (marked 1) of either

wing is developed, and carefully balanced by the usual means
(described in No. 7, Section 2). Both of these leading

branches are shortened to about 12 inches at the first winter

pruning, and during the course of the second season of

growth the secondary branch (marked 2) of either wing is

developed. At the winter pruning the leaders (1) are

shortened in again, but considerably less (unless bare),

while the secondaries (2) are encouraged to extend more
freely. During the third season of growth another secondary

(marked 3), and a tertiary (marked 7) in either wing, are

simultaneously produced. The winter shortening of all

these branches is now still less. During the fourth year all

these existing branches are simply maintained in equili-

brium, in order to remedy any defects before proceeding
further. In the meantime the shoots on all these branches
have been carefully stopped, so as to equalise still more the
tree, and to make them fruitful. A little fruit has by this

time been taken, but not much. Another object is to allow

the tree to gather strength, and to habituate the sap to
these channels before proceeding to form the upper portions,

which, being more vertical, are more liable to become too
strong.
In the ensuing, or fifth season, the two secondaries (4 and

5), of either wing are now developed simultaneously. During
the sixth year the whole form is maintained in equilibrium,

and the tree has now become productive and vigorous,

while the branches require much less shortening. In the
seventh season, the tertiary (6), of either wing is developed,
which completes this beautiful and simple form, m After
this nothing is needed but to keep the shoots close and
healthy. The weak points are at the angles of insertion of
the secondaries, where the shoots are more apt to be crowded
than in the espalier carri ; but this is a defect inevitable in

any form partaking of this character, as is seen in the case

of Seymour's training and other modes.

THE ESPALIER CAERE.

The leading branches (marked 1), of either wing are first

developed, and treated as in the case of the Montreuil fan.

The second year the first lower secondary (marked 2), of
either wing is produced. In the third year the second lower
secondary (3), and in the fourth year the third lower
secondary (4), of either wing are established. The fifth

season is devoted to equalising the whole form. In the
fifth, sixth, and seventh years the three upper secondaries

are developed, and the upright tertiary (8), of either wing

Fio. 10.—The Espalier Carr^.

being also laid in, the form is complete. The branches are
shortened less at every ensuing winter pruning, and the
fruit-shoots carefully stopped from the second year.
The weak points of this fine old form are the rather large

interval between the extremities of the secondary branches,
amounting to nearly 3 feet. In close pruning, with the
shoots more shortened-in, much wall space would be wasted,
therefore, the espalier carre (unless with a greater number
of secondary branches), would not be so suitable. But,
on the other hand, the angles made by the insertion of the
secondaries on the leading branches are open, and afford
much scope for furnishing these difficult portions of the tree.

The largest tree at pi-esent in the Lepere gardens extends
over 40 feet of wall, and one eight years old and just com-
plete, measures 30 feet in width. These are trees of free-
growing varieties, such as Grosse Mignonne, &c., and
superbly cropped.
Good specimens of waved forms may be seen in England

and France. In this case it is proper to divide the tree into
two wings, though with a waved central main stem there is

little danger of the tree being out of balance. In either of
these cases the interval between the branches which are laid
in horizontally, should be about 2 feet. In short, excessive

shortening of the branches should be avoided ; all vertical

lines should be left till the last to be established, and for

the first years little fruit should be expected. When once
the tree is well formed the branches may be left untouched,
and the shoots being carefully attended to, the tree will

bear and grow. In irregular fans with central stems, the
fruit is comparatively valueless in the lower branches, which
languish as the sap is attracted to the upper branches, while
the whole centre of the tree is apt to become bare and ex-

posed for the same reason.—T. Bbehaut, Richmond Souse,

Guernsey.

WIREWOEMS.
Mt garden is infested with wireworms, they have de-

stroyed one row of Peas, and have attacked Scarlet Runners,
notwithstanding that I put over the seed a plentiful supply
of coal ashes. Last year my Scarlet Runners were nearly
destroyed by them, and I barely got my seed back. I have
tried various remedies—salt, soot, and lime, but cannot
succeed in driving them away. Just to show you what
quantities there are, I pulled up a few Turnips that had
been dug-in, and had sprouted, and they were eaten into
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ioles, and the holes were literally swarming with the wire-
worms.
In a book I have by my side, a paragraph gives a method

of extirpating the wireworm—namely, by sowing a crop of
White Mustard seed on the field infested by the woi-m.
Will you tell me—Fii-st. Whether you think this plan worth
trying. Second. The proper time for sowing the Mustard
seed. Third. Whether the crop can be made avaOable for
any purpose ?

—

Wibewobm.
[VVireworms are so tough-skinned that no amount of salt

or Ume would kill them, less than a quantity which would
destroy vegetation also. Oil is the most fatal of applications
to these vermin, and we therefore incline to believe those
who state that if seed is covered thickly with Rape dust,
which retains some oil, it preserves the seed, and is fatal
to any wireworm entering the dust. If Mustard sown in
a field extirpates the wireworm, it must be, we think, by
being offensive to the beetle (Elater), to which the wire-
worm eventually is transformed. Those who advocate the
use of White Mustard, drUl it on the land, and allow no
other crop or weed to grow there. The seed of the Mustard,
of course, would be saleable.]

DATUEA CHLOEANTHA CIJLTUEE.
In answer to " Ptjer," I shall fii-st observe that this

plant has large vine-Hke foliage, and large, trumpet-shaped,
single or double flowers, those of the double variety being
in my opinion the better, of a rich yellow colour, and finely
scented. It is one of those half-hardy plants that do little
good planted out of doors, though a sojourn there for a
limited period is of advantage to plants required for late
blooming. To do any good planted outside it requii-es a
sheltered border, but though it does very well in some warm
situations, yet it has never fallen to my lot to find one warm
enough. To produce its flowers satisfactorily, the plant
should be placed in heat in spring, vigorous growth induced.
well hardened off, and not planted out before the middle of
June, and then only in a warm situation.
The seed should be sown in March, in sandy loam and

leaf mould, and the pot plunged in a brisk heat of from 70°
to 80°. In this it should be continued until the plants are
sufficiently large to handle, when they may be potted singly
in small pots, and as soon as well established removed to a
warm greenhouse or vinery, affording abundance of light by
close proximity to the glass, and fresh air, to keep them stiff

and short-jointed. If grown in the shade they are spare
and dwindling. Pot as the plants fill the pots with roots,
using pots a size larger each time until in 9 or 10-inch
pots, using at the last potting soil from rotted turves
chopped fine two-thirds, and leaf mould one-third, with a
free admixture of sharp sand. Keep the plants liberally
supplied with water, but never water until the soil appears
dry, then give enough, and before the foliage droops. When
the trumpets appear liquid manure in a very diluted form
may be employed at every alternate watering. Avoid keep-
ing the soU very wet, nor is rich soil good for them whilst
young. They are very liable to the attacks of red spider,
and should be syringed to keep it in check. Plants raised
in spring occasionally bloom well in autumn when grown
in a greenhouse. Whilst in bloom they need the same
liberal watering as when growing, but after flowering the
supply should be diminished, and the plants wintered in
a dry part of the greenhouse, giving no more water than
enough to prevent the wood shrivelling. I find they flower
much finer the second year than the first, and with greater
certainty, if well exposed to light and air, and but sparingly
supplied with water in the autumn. Thus the wood is

ripened, which is an important point. This, of com-se, can
be done very easily by diminishing the supply of water after
blooming, even if it be late, and placing near the glass, very
little water being given after the leaves fall. They will
live in a house from which frost is only just excluded, if the
soil is di-y, and the wood well ripened ; but they are annuals
if the soil is kept wet, for the wood not being well ripened
it shrivels, and they are almost certain to damp off.

In the spring of the second yeai- the shoots may be cut in
to three or four eyes, and the plants shifted into pots of less
aize, reducing the ball considerably, potting in sandy loam

with a little well-rotted manure, and providing good drain-
age. If there is convenience to plunge the pots in a nuld
hotbed that will be of service, and so, too, is bedewing the
shoots night and morning. When the shoots are an inch or
so in length the plants should be potted into their blooming
pots, those of 12 or 15 inches in diameter are not too large.
Use rich turfy, sandy loam, a little leaf mould, and sand if
necessary. Drain to one-third the depth of the pots, for
abundant and frequent watering will be required. They may
be grown on in a warm greenhouse or vinery until June, when
they may be transferred to a greenhouse or conservatory
to bloom, or they may be hardened off, and the pots plunged
in a warm situation out of doors, where they sometimes
bloom well. I have put a portion outside, taken them up
early in autumn, and found them flower finely in the green-
house late in the season. They were usually taken in early
in September. If allowed to bloom outside they should be
removed before frosts occur, and be kept dry in a house
secure from frost during the winter. Planted out in the
borders of a greenhouse they form fine objects.
To obtain a more continuous and early bloom the seed

may be sown in June, the plants potted off singly in
small pots, transferred to 4J-inch pots in September, and
kept in these through the winter, on shelves in a warm
greenhouse, with little water. In spring they are succes-
sively potted as the pots become filled with roots until
in 9 or 12-inch pots, after which, when well grown, they
produce their golden trumpets in profusion. These are
close upon 9 inches in length. Slight encouragement in
spring when breaking, and making sure of the wood being
weU ripened in autumn, with a dry soil in winter, are the
main points of their- culture.—G. Abbey.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Advantage should be taken of showery weather to trans-
plant and earth-up aU crops that require it; if done when
the soil about them is dry, the roots will not receive that
benefit irom rain which they otherwise would do. In prick-
ing-out or transplanting care should be taken to press the
soil close to the roots of the plants, if it is left hollow and
loose about them drought will soon stop their growth, or
probably cause them to perish. To plant with a trowel is far

preferable to planting with a dibber, as, with the latter, the
roots are either left in a cavity or are crushed together and
rendered nearly useless. The difference between careful

and careless planting will soon be perceptible in the plants
of the same sowing, if, in the one case the plants are dug
up with the greatest care, and are then transplanted and
watered, and, in the other, they are pulled up, and deprived
of half their roots, and as carelessly planted. Asparagus, it

is advisable to discontinue cutting from weak beds or those
which have been only a year or two in bearing. Keep both
old and young beds free from weeds, and thin any other
crops that may be growing on them. Broccoli, prick-out
any that is sufficiently advanced in growth. Sow a full

crop of Cape and Grange's Early White. Cabbage, where
they were planted in the autumn at a foot apart in the rows,
every alternate plant to be pulled as required for use. This
wiU give those that remain time and space to attain per-
fection. Cardoons, sow a late full crop. Plant-out the early

crop ; if they were sown in the seed-beds, choose a rich piece

of ground for planting them out. It will not be necessary

to plant largely of the fii'st crop, as it will soon run to seed.

Celery, prick-out some of the most forward into trenches,

keep it well watered in dry weather. Continue to prick-out

from the seed-beds for late crops. Cutumbers, where seed
has been sown on ridges to produce Gherkins, thin the
plants to three under each hand-glass. Keep up the heat of

the principal beds, if fine long fruit is requfred. Dwarf
Kidney Beans, earth-up those that have been planted-out,

and sow again. Endive, make another small sowing. The
sowing for the main ci'op should not be made before the
middle of the month. Lettuce, make a sowing of two or

three sorts, by this means the season of one sowing is pro-

longed. The Paris Cos is a very good summer Lettuce.

Mushrooms, the hay with which the productive beds are

covered will require renewing occasionally, as it is liable to
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»et damp and mouldy, which will rot the Mushrooms. Po-

tatoes, take the first opportunity of earthing-up all that are

sufficiently forward, the others to be hoed between, to loosen

the earth and to destroy the weeds. Turnips, make a good

sowinc for eai-ly autumn use. Thin-out the advancing crops.

Vegetable Marroio, plant out this very useful vegetable on a

rich piece of ground, where there is plenty of room for it to

grow.
FRUIT GARDEN.

Activity must kow be exercised in this department, as the

rapid growth of the trees will require constant attention

in stopping, removing superfluous shoots, and nailing-in.

Peaches may now have their final disbvidding. Let every

shoot not required be removed with a sharp knife, and the

remainder carefully nailed-in. Give the fruit a moderate
thinning, but leave more than will eventually be required,

as a portion will probably fall off in stoning. Apricots to be

thinned with the same discretion. Keep the lateral shoots

of Vines closely stopped at the first joint. Strawberry-beds

may soon require attention as to watering should the weather
become dry. After thoroughly clearing the beds, an effectual

soaking should be given, and if a moderate watering from
the stable tank can be supplied when the ground has been
well saturated with clean water, it will greatly assist in

securing large fruit. Tlie beds should be mulched as soon

after watering as convenient, in order to prevent evaporation

and the fruit from being soiled. Next to slates or tiles clean

straw is the best material for this purpose. The mowings
of lawns are sometimes used, but this material is objection-

able, as it forms an excellent harbour for slugs, soils the

fruit, and spoils its flavour.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The weather during the past week has been all that could

be desired for present operations. Verbenas and Petunias

when turned out into their summer quarters shoidd have
the shoots pegged down, the benefit of little basins round
the plants will be readUy seen, if the weather become hot

and dry. Heliotropes and tender annuals may now be

planted out with safety. Attend to staking Carnations and
Pinks as they grow, this will greatly improve their appear-

ance when in bloom. All annuals to be thinned out as soon

as they are well above ground, for if left to grow too thickly

they spoil one another. The early-flowering bulbs, as Tulips,

Hyacinths, Turban Eanunouluses, &c., should not be left in

the ground after the decay of the foliage, as if wet weather
occurs they will be making fresh roots, which weakens them
for next season. The Paonies, Phloxes, Delphiniums, Lj'si-

niachias, and other tall herbaceous plants must be properly

staked.
GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

The early-forced Camellias now showing bud may shortly

be placed out of doors. A shady border is frequently re-

sorted to. We would, however, place them facing the sun,

and provide a light canvass screen to throw over them. All

young or other stock growing on for specimens of high cul-

tivation must now have much room. Let it be a rule that

no two specimens touch. Weed out all rough, exhausted, or

inferior plants Very young stock of Ericas, Epacrises, and
small fancy New Holland plants wOl be best in a pit or

frame, placing the lights to the north. Pinch off the decay-

ing blossoms of hybrid Khododendrons, give liquid manure,
and, if wanted for early work, endeavour to force them
slightly into wood. Get some young Thunbergias put into

their final pots for trellising. Look to the runners of the
tree Violet, and also the Neapolitan, and do not delay any
longer with the Chrysanthemums. Attend to plants for

autumn and early winter decoration, such as Japan Lilies,

scarlet Salvias, tree Carnations, and things of that sort. Give
plenty of pot room, good rich compost, a moist atmosphere,
and plenty of space for the proper development of the

branches and leaves. The atmosphere of plant-houses can
scarcely be kept too moist at this season, therefore, sprinkle

every available surface frequently, and syringe growing
stock lightly twice a-day dui-ing bright weather. Go over

twiners frequently, and regulate their growth before the
shoots become entangled, but avoid keeping them tied too

closely, for they are never seen to advantage unless they are

allowed to hang in a natural and graceful manner.
PITS AND FRAMES.

Young stock in pits and frames will soon be making rapid

.

growth, and must be carefully attended to as to watering,
stopping, training, &o. Examine Heaths frequently for mil-
dew, and apply sulphur the moment it is perceived, some
of the soft-leaved varieties being very liable to be attacked
by that pest at this season. Expose Zinnias and other
tender annuals entirely, night and day, by removing the
lights. Plants that are kept to succeed Tulips, Eanun-
ouluses, &c., should have plenty of room given them. Attend
to the late-struck plants, they wiU come in very useful by-
and-by to fill up vacancies in beds, &c. Double Wallflowers,
Mule Pinks, and some common Dianthuses, AJyssnnis,
Phloxes, perennial Iberises, and many kinds of dwarf Cistus,
and Helianthemum, may be propagated under hand-glasses
in a shaded situation, and wiU be found very useful next
spring.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Delightful rains on Tuesday evening which have re-
freshed everything wonderfully, and made not only hoeing,
but thinning Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, &c., a work of plea-
sure, as weU as one of utUity. The thinnings of Onions
dibbled thickly in poor sandy soU, or what is made so by
placing a little of such soil on a hard bottom, is a good plan
of producing pickling Onions on strong heavy lands. We
can hardly grow picklers here by any other mode.

Peas.—Have bad a nice supply of Tom Thumb Peas from
our orchard-house, and also from an early kind we received
from an old gardener under the name of Sebastopol, but
which, from its appearance, we judge to be Dillistone's

Early, of which, however, we shall be more sure ere long.
This was planted in front of the lean-to house, and allowed
to scramble as it liked to a row of Strawberries in pots.
From the same sort we have also gathered on the 22nd
out of doors from plants that were turned out from turves.
As yet we have gathered none out of doors from Sangster's
No. 1 treated in the same way. We suspect that from Sang-
ster's we shall gather double or treble the quantity we sh^
do from this Sebastopol, or Dillistone's, but then the earli-

ness is a consideration. We know what it is to have ladies
and gentlemen going round and counting the pods on Peas
and Beans until there should be enough for a dish. We have
not yet had a dish of Broad Beans, but shall not be long in
having them, and to help the rapid swelling of the Beans
inside the pod have watered a row well with manure water,
after stirring the soil on both sides of it. There are some
old-fashioned epicures who would place little value on the
finest specimens of the artistic cook's achievements when
compared with a fine dish of young green Broad Beans.
Like many other things, they are often spoUed by the
attempts made to disguise altogether that they are garden
Beans. We are glad that Peas will now be coming in, as
the Asparagus must not be cut much more. We are now
allowing all to grow freely, otherwise it would be of little

use forcing it. Cabbages, especially those tied, are now
hearting freely, and when we taste one we cannot help wish-
ing that the great bulk of working men should know the
luxury that a Cabbage is when cut, boiled, and then eaten,
as there is no comparison between such a Cabbage and one
that has been lying hours on a stall, after, perhaps, being
packed and heated with kindred hundreds in a waggon.
For the same reason all market Peas are generally merely
so many make-shifts and make-believes. Gentlemen can
only have them first-rate when sent from a distance from
their own gardens, when they are sent in thin layers, so
that they are neither heated nor dried by the afr. Gave up
planting in the flower garden to sow more Peas, and to
stake the secondary and tertiary crops, which want it badly.
We have had fine crops of Peas on the ground without stak-
ing, but they take up much more room, and the plants are
apt to be injured when gathering the pods. The same
objection does not apply to

Scarlet Runners when grown without stakes. If the plants
are topped when a foot high, the pods will come in great
bunches near home, and the only extra care they require 18

covering the ground with grass or clean litter, or such as
will be made clean by a good shower, so that the pods may
be gathered clean. Where some 3 feet or so in width can
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be spared in a cottager's garden, we know of nothing from
which such a supply of valuable nourishing food can be
obtained, as from a row of Scarlet Eunners, without stakes,
but topped, and the mass of scarlet flowers and beans close
to the ground. It is to us enough, in most places, to sow
these Beans in the beginning of May, but the cottager will
act wisely if he sow in light rich soil thickly in April, so
that he can cover them or protect them at night, and then
plant them out 2 or .3 inches apart in the middle or towards
the end of May. When grown on the dwarf system with-
out stakes, a few sheets of paper, an old cloth or two, or a
few branches with leaves, will easily ward off the first frosts,
and by so doing we have often gathered succulent pods
far into November. Of course, we are aware of the fine
picturesque effect of such Beans when supported by tall
sticks, or held up by strings round the wall of a town
garden ; but pretty well as much produce may be obtained
without the labour and expense of sticks and strings.
Strange, that in the northern part of our island so little of
this Bean is used by the common working people for sup-
plying varied and wholesome nourishment. Such a subject
is well worthy the attention of the large-hearted gardeners
who have lived in the south, as the brothers Thomson, of Dal-
keith and Areherfield. "Would that some could thus be in-
strumental in increasing the comforts of a thinking, in-
tellectual people. On our last visit to Scotland, we had
many evidences that this valuable vegetable was used too
much as it was in our boyish days—trained against the
windows or the wall as an ornament, not as something valu-
able to be put " intilt " the pot and kettle.

FRCriT GARDEN.
Besides watering Strawberries out of doors, keeping up a

good supply under glass, moving a lot under glass that were
potted some three weeks ago, thinning Grapes, regulating
Melons, thinning and disbudding Peaches in-doors, orchards-
house, &c., the chief work has been uncovering all Apricots,
Peaches, &c., out of doors—that is, removing the last of the
sprays with which they were protected, washing well to take
away all collected dust and filth of any kind. Examined
Cherries to see if there were any green fly, or rather black
fly, and where there was the appearance of anything, dip-
ping the point of the shoot into quassia and soap water, as a
very cleanly and effective operation. The only thing that
as yet seems to trouble us are some caterpillars, that roll
themselves up in the leaf, and others that riddle the leaf as
if permeated by myriads of small shot. However, as yet,
they are within bounds, and have done but little harm.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Here much time has been taken up with potting green-
house and stove plants, giving extra water in these warm
days, when the thermometer even at night rivalled the heat
o ]a hot August, instead of the mouth of May ; rolling and
mowing lawn; fresh surfacing and rolling walks; moving
some herbaceous plants, ic. ; but the chief labour has been
preparing, hardening-off, and making the ground all right
for turning out lots of bedding plnnts. Those who thought
proper to read some late remarks, would perceive that in
the preparation of the plants, and that of the soil, are to be
found two elements of success. We knew of some hundreds
of Scarlet Geraniums taken last year from a shaded vinery,
and at once planted out, but it was the middle of September
before they recovered from the sudden check. A ten-days
hardening-off would have saved all the annoyance. It some-
times happens that to finish a group, plants must be used
not so well hardened off as we would wish, but in such a
case a few branches, or something of that kind, is placed
around them until they become used to the situation.

A dull, shady day should be chosen for removing entirely
aU such protective shading. We have just planted our
main straight ribbon borders, which rise from a walk be-
tween them. The planting is with smaller things this
season, but which will fill the border, and be, we hope, of a
regular gradatic n as to height. Prom the walk and the
grass verge the planting is as follows in straight lines

—

Cerastium tomentosum. Lobelia Paxtoniana, Cloth of Gold
Geranium, Purple King Verbena, Centaurea candidissima.
Brilliant Geranium, Aurea floribunda Calceolaria, Stella
Geranium, and Ageratum.

We do not intend that any of these shall need much peg-
ging or training to keep them uniform in slope and fuD,
yet distinct, in line so as to prevent stiffness.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN" MIUKET.—Mat 27.
Abundant supplier of Cabbages and other Greens continue to pour in •

Very good aprinir Cauliflowers are now to be had, and are taking the place
of Broccoli, now nearly over. «9f Peas there ia an unusual quantity fir the
season, and they sell at froni 4s. to Si\ per bushel; and of Kidney Beans
there is also a fair supply. Lettuce and other saladini; is in great request.
Grapes are sufficient for the demand, and very good. Foreign Cherries, con-
sisting of Early Purple Gean and May Duke, have now come in.

ipples J sieve 2
Anricnfa, Green, potrle 1

Cherries lb. 1

Hhpstnuts .husii. 14
Filberts 100 lbs. 40

Cobs do. 50
(ronseberries ,. ^ aieve 3
Graoes Ih. 8
Lemons lOO 5

Melons each 3

Ariicltokes each
AsDarasjus bundle
Beana Broad 4 sieve

Kidney 100
Beet. Red doz.

Broccoli bundle
BrusaelsSprouts ^ sieve
Cabbd?e doz,
Caosicums 100
Carrots bunch
CauUflowf-r doz.
C'elery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive score
Fennel bunch
JJarlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

a. fl. d
to4
16
2

20

60

6 4 6
fi H

10

Mulberries .... punnet *t otoO
Nectarines doz. 13 3G
Oranges 100 *i 1 U
Peaches doz. 24 48
Pears (kitchen) ...doz. 2 n 3

dessert doz.

Pine Apples lb. C > 12 ^'

Plums i sieve

Stra\tfherries ...oz. 6 10
12 Walujt-* bush. U U 20

VEGETABLES,
fl.
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CATERPitLARS ON Whitb Thorn {A Subscriber) .—Tiie "cobwebs" con-

taining blac);i3ii caterpillars are the lan'ie of the small Ermine Moth. The
only remedy we know is to have them picked off and crushed. This would
quickly be done by children, and they might be rewarded for the number
of the white parent Moths they caught. These Moths will appear in a few
weeks.
Stocks (S. iV.).—The Ten-week is so called from the time elapsing

between its sowing and blooming. It is Mathiola annua. The Brompton
is Mathiola simplicicaulis of some, but is generally considered to belong to

the same species as the Queen, which is M. incdna. The Intermediate is

M. grteca, and so called because its leaves are smooth, so as to place it as an
intermediate between the Stock and Wallflower.
Teellis foe Sign House Coccmbee (./. J.).—The trellis will do very

well. Cucumbers are much better in every nay grown on trellises than in

any other mode. If we had bad the forming of a trellis we should have
avoided the dip in the centre. It should have been put in at equal distances

from the glass all over—say 16 or 18 inches. The night temperature is not
quite enough to grow Cucumbers well, it should be from 65° to 70°. The
day temperature will do very well.

Vine Leaves Scobched {J. H. Coo7i).—The cause of your Vine leaves

scorching and curling up is want of moisture at the root, and we should
think that you have not been in the habit of giving air early enough in the
morning. If this is the case the sun has done all the miscliief. To prevent
farther injury apply plenty of water ti) the roots and give more air, and
earlier in the morning ; if the weather is bright, open the front lights ; if

dull, only open those at the back of the house. For further instructions
see an article in another page.
Creepers Pott the Noeth-east "Wall of a House {A Subscriber).—

We should think a slight projection over the main walls rather an advan-
tage than otherwise, especially for some of the more delicate kinds of

creepers, because it shelters tbem well from the wet. The following is a list

of the kinds we would advise you to plant :— Several of the best variegated
forms of Ivy, Arapelopsis, or Virginian Creeper, Bignonia capreolata.

Clematis sempervirens, C. Hendersonii, C. mnntana, C. vitalba (the Travel-
ler's .Toy), Jasminum officinale, Loniceta grata (evergreen). Wistaria, white
and blue. Some of the climbing Rothes would also answer well for the pur-
pose, such as Ruga, Garland, Crimson Boursault, Dundee Rambler, Ram-
pant, &c.
Botanical Quebies {A Constant Subscriber).—We think yon cannot tnean

what your request includes—viz., '• The orders and tribes into which Gera-
niacese are divided, with their specitlc names an-l characters." To do this we
must go through all the species in the genera Erodiuni, Geranium. Monsonia,
Sarcocaulon, Pelargonium, and Ilypscocharis, and if we included, as you
add, " bedding Geraniums," we should have to fill a volume. We shall pub-
lish the report of the Roy.xl Horticultural Society on bedding Pelargoniums,
which may answer your purpose. It is quite impossibte to answer such
sweeping questions as you ask about PlEonies and Irises, number of species,

colours, &c.. You must refer to Loudon's " Hortns Britannicua," or the
''Cottage Gardener's DictioHary."
Disposal of Maeket-oaeden Produce { JTimersA).—Apply to a

salesman, or advertise.

Siberian Abbor Vitje (A Reader).—Vfe are not surprised at your un-
certainty about this tree, for not only are there discrepancies in nursery-
men's catalogues, but in the writings of botanists. We believe that Thuja
plicata, Wareana, sihirica, and tatarica, if not identical, are compact-habited
forms of Thuja occldentalis. There are three species of the Haleaia or

Snowdrop Tree; shrubs about 8 feet high, with white. Snowdrop-shaped
flowers ; natives ot North America. Gordon's " Pinetnm " might suit you.

Insects {A ^ew Subscriber).—The insect sent from the Vine is not the
Vine bug. it is the old enemy, Otiorhynchus vastator. Hunt for it after

dark with a lanthorn, having ilrst laid a sheet of paper under the tree. The
small shoot was so dried up and crushed that we could make nothing out of

the apparently white eggs.—W,

Portable Boilee (A Subscriber).—We know of no maker of the boiler

of which we gave a drawing at page 269. It is an American invention, and
we noticed it because we think any iron manufacturer who made them in

this country would find a good sale for them. If you applied to some auclx

manufacturer who advertises in our columns he would tell you for what
price he could make you one.

Spot on Camellia Leaves {Elizabeth).—VfQ should think the spot on
your Camellia leaves has been caused by the sun. The plants should never
be placed in positions where the direct rays of the sun can strike them.

Seedling Pelargoniums (P. Drummond ^ Co.).—Your seedling Pelar-

goniums appear to be gaod, but neither of them is new in colour. The pink
one is very bright, but there are many as bright. We should prefer seeing

plants of both seedlings before giving an opinion of their merits. The
petals had all fallen, therefore it is impossible to speak of the form of the

flower and size of the truss, &c.

Alpine Auriculas [Tyro).—An Alpine Auricula has the outer edge of

the petals shaded by a mixture of two colours not separated into distinct

bands of colour, as in the edged varieties. The paste round the tube is

yellow instead of white, as it is in the edged and in the one or self-coloured

varieties. Your specimens are— 1, Cerasus padus, or Bird Cherry ; 2, Ha-
lesia parviflora, or Small-flowered Snowdrop Tree.

Planting an Obchabd in the West of Ireland (Jf. A. C).—It is

diflicult without knowledge of the locality, to point out what would be the

best kinds of fruits to grow, as from an acquaintance with the fruit-grow-

ing counties near London, we know that even the distance of less than half

a dozen miles makes a great dilTerence in the character o( soil as regards

its suitability to certain varieties of fruits ; in other words, the same kinda

do not prosper equally well at places but a short distance apart, even when
soil and situation seem to be alike. We may, however, say, that as a uni-

versal rule or nearly so. Cherries do brst in a grass orchard, while other

fruit trees do not seem to be injured by the ground between them being

cultivated, provided the soil be moderately deep, and the subsoil not ob-

jectionable ; but as the trees grow older, it is usual in the orchard districts

to do away with the undei -cropping and sow the ground with grass. To a

perfect stranger we would say that he may plant flve-feet standard Apple

and Pear trees 20 feet apart, or if 24 they would be none the worse; or if

he prefer an orchard of dwarf trees, 15 feet might do ; but then all hopes of

having it in grass must be abandoned. Wo have seen trees spaced 30 feet

apart with advantage, and also seen less than 12 feet allowed. We fear we
cannot give him much information as to kinds, but if he plant Lord Suffield,

the New Hawthornden, Dumelow's Seedling, Sturmer Pippin, and Winter
Queening, he cannot well do wrong ; but for table kinds and also for Pears

he had better consultsome skilful cultivator in the locality, whose experience

has enabled him to say what are likely to do well, and what not, and
although " M. A. C" need not necessarily act on all the information so

gained, he may benefit much thereby.
DuBEEDiL ON Feuit Trees ( Orific) .—We nevoT did nor can we recom-

mend Mr. Wardle's translation of this book. Mr. Wesley's advertisement

makes an erroneous statement. The quotation is from a correspondent's

communication.
Names of Plants (IF. CTari).—Asplenium hemionitis. {J. B. Boyd).

—The Fern is apparently a sterile frond of Polybotrya cylindrica, and the

leaf we think is of Cotynooarpus tevigatus. (T. C. D.).—\, Saxifraga

sarmentosa. L. ; 2, Sparmannia alricana, L. ; 3. Habrothamnus fascieulatus,

Miers; 4, Spiraea salicifolia rubra, Hort. ; 5, Spirtea trilobata, L. ; 8, No
flower. (i3. ft).— 1. Coronilla emerus, L. ; 2, Viburnum lantana, L.

(Cissfc).—We cannot name plants from their seeds. 1 is aleguminous seed,

perhaps of the genus Erinacea. 2 and 3 are, as vou suppose, the same, and
are fruits of a species of Rhamnus. 4, Fruit of Mzyphus lotus (!) [Bank-
siaiia, SurbitoJi) .—The leaf sent may belong to Lomatia salicifoUa, Br., but

we cannot decide without better materials. It was introduced by Messrs.

Luddiges iu 1303.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for tlie Week ending May 27t]i.

Date.

Sun. 21
Men. 22
Tues. 23
Wed. 24
Thors. 25
Fri. 26
Sat, 27

Mean

BAROMETER.

Max. Min.

30.033
29.950
29.984
30.025
30.107

30.008

29.862

29.995

29.940
29.921
29.956
30.025
30.063
29. 882
29.840

29.947

THERMOMETER.

Air.

82
76
77
69
76
77

75

59
44
45
37
85
47

52

76.00 45.35

Earth.

1 It deep. 2 ft. deep.

57

59
60

60i
61

61

60.00

541
55
S6
56

364
67

584

56.21
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of fowls of whicli I believe Mr. Baily to be a most important
judge. The responsibility of the Judges at Birmingham
appears to increase every year, and will considerably so
this year, in consequence of the increase in the prizes, and
many valuable silver cups are given in addition by the
amateurs. I do think that if a large amount of valuable
silver plate is added to the prize list by the exhibitors, the
Council ought to consider their wishes as to who shall award
those important prizes, and I wish most respectfully to ask
the Council, through the medium of your Journal, how it is

that we are not allowed the assistance of the most satis-
factory judge in the kingdom, Mr. E. Hewitt ?

I am a constant reader of your Joiu-nal, and notice that
nearly every show that takes place is judged by Mr. E.
Hewitt, and it is very rare to hear a complaint, and I am
satisfied I express the unanimous view of the poultry ama-
teurs of England, when I state that it is their most anxious
wish to know that he will act as one of the judges at our
next Birmingham Show. I trust the Council will take into
full consideration this appeal, and unite the name of Mr.
E.Hewitt to the list of Birmingham Judges, whose name I am
sure will restore much of lost confidence, and will prove a
most satisfactory addition.—A Binglet Hall Exhibitoe.

[The writer, as he intimates, is one of the most successful
of exhibitors, and we can state emphatically that we know
that the Council of the Birmingham Show would gratify
exhibitors generally, and remove much obloquy from them-
selves, if they added Mr. Hewitt to the Judges of that Show.
—Eds.]

BEAHMA POOTEAS—PRIME AGE OF DUCKS.
If " WiLTSHiBE Rectok" is not much attached to his

Cochins I would advise his trying Brahmas, they are the
same gentle sensible creatures, good layers, good mothers,
and good on the table. I have tried Cochins, and liked
them very much, but I think the Brahmas are superior.
They will fully appreciate a run in his neighbour's field,
but they will not fly over a fence into any garden, however
tempting. My only grief is that they must be killed some-
times, for it is painful to give the order, when they walk
about with you like dogs, and trust you so entirely.
I should be glad if any one would tell me if it be better

to keep Ducks until they are two or three years old, or to
rear young' ones every year for breeding.— M., Sunny
Vicarage.

[Mr. Baily fully endorses all you say about Brahmas.
They are, in his opinion, superior to Cochins, and thinks
that those who say they are identical have a great deal to
answer foi-. A second-season Duck is better than a first,

and therefore we advise you to keep those that have proved
themselves good ones. We often lieep them for four years
or seasons, and have no reason to repent it.]

HATCHING THIS SEASON.
I DO not for a moment suppose that any persons having

the least claim to respectability would play any tricks with
the eggs they dispose of for sitting, but as I have this
season purchased sittings from some of the best yards in
the kingdom, I will, with your permission, give you the
results of each sitting.

On the 12th ult., the second day after receiving them, I
put a dozen of Capt. Heaton's celebrated Buff Cochins under
a very steady hen in a basket, with 3 inches of sand at the
bottom, and a turf on the sand. When two days overdue I
examined the eggs and found all bad but one, which con-
tained a cbick, nearly matured, but dead.
On the 24th inst., I have a sitting of Mr. J. Baily's

Spanish due, and will also with your permission send you
the results.

I may state that out of a sitting of my own. Partridge
Cochins, due on the 13th inst., I only hatched four, nearly
all the others seem to have died in their shells some few
days before due.

I am told by all my friends (amateurs like myself), that
my houses and yard are all that can be desired. Of one
thing I am certain, that they are scrupulously clean, yet
somehow or other I have been singularly unfortunate with

all my sittings at present. Will you inform me if cocoa-nut
fibre refuse on the ground is objectionable for sitting instead
of short straw, as recommended by Messrs. Crook ?—Peect
Ckoss.

[We shall be glad to hear of your progress, and to advise
you as you go on. This has been an exceptional hatching-
time : we know many instances in which eggs have failed
where the previous sittings from the same yard, and under
the same management, hatched twelve or thirteen. When
your chickens die in the shell it is fi-om being too dry;
moisten every egg for six or seven days before hatching.
We never heard of short straw for a nest, nor do we in any
way approve of baskets for sitting hens. Let your nests be
on the ground, put a moist sod for the bottom, over that
you may put straw enough to keep the eggs in, but not
short straw. If we wanted to insure disappointment in
hatching, we would advise to set the hens in baskets partly
fiUed with short straw.]

DOUBLE EGG FEETILE.
I SEE in a letter signed " Chanticleer " a doubt thrown

out as to whether a double-yolked egg is less prolific. I hasten
to inform "Chanticleer" and your readers that a few days
ago an egg (Dorking), set by me produced two chickens. The
egg was chipped and one chicken partly got out of the egg,
but whether fi-om want of room, or from being crushed
against each other by the hen, they died before getting quite
clear of their narrow home. Both chickens were well grown,
and looked healthy.

—

Rev. E. C, Walton Parsonage.

THE DEEBY CANAEY and OENITHOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

Having read your remarks upon my recently-published
" Handbook, &c., on Canaries and other Birds," which has
found favour with many breeders in different parts of Eng-
land, and to a certain extent meets with your approval,
allow me space to reply. As you have " brought me out of
my shell," it is quite natural I should have a " chirp " or
two, and will leave the subject to the opinions of the many
breeders as to whether your remarks on my book have not
been made without fair consideration as to what it was in-
tended for. I endeavoured to prepare my pamphlet with
care, not only for the benefit of the breeders in this district,
but also to afford the fauciors in other to\vns an opportunity
of learning what the Derby breeders have done, so that it

might act somewhat as a guide to them, but never intended
it as of " interest for the general reader."

I am as great a friend to the " general diffusion of the
Canary fancy as any man breathing, and when I wrote
the eighth rule, that " No person is admitted as a member
of this Society unless residing in the county or borough of
Derby," knew full well what benefit I was affording to the
members in this particular locality. It was not intended
that a code of laws suitable for a local society should be also
suitable for an AU-England show ; and as to your express-
ing " a regret at this exclusiveness in these days of rail-

roads," the very fact of some of the Derby breeders being'
able, well able, to bring out also an All-England show
annually, second to none in the kingdom, proves your
remarks against the eighth rule of our local society to have
been made without a knowledge of what actually takes
place in Derby towards promoting the extension of the
fancy, facilities being given to the breeders and fanciers in
all parts for availing themselves of the railroads.

I know full well the anxiety and attention that has been
devoted towards making the Derby local Society what it is,

and I feel proud in saying there is not existing another
Canary society of a local kind that can excel ours. The
Committee of the Derby Society have at all times been
willing to render assistance to any breeders wishing to
form a club in any other town, and what effect has the
formation and encouragement of local shows ia different
parts of England? Why, they act as feeders and supports
to AU-England shows, by birds being sent for exhibition.
They likewise cause an increase of breeders, and the more
breeders and fanciers the greater the chanca of the classes
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being well filled with good birds, and if the fancier be one

who gives his mind to the cause, he will soon cast on one

side mongrel stock for first-class blood. My object is to in-

crease the love for birds. As a breeder I have had much
practice, and have with my pen publicly, and more espe-

cially privately, done what I could to further and encourage

the study of birds, as to which fact many gentlemen
(amateur breeders) can bear me out.

The remarks on the Belgian birds, and the classification

of some of them, savours so much of what I have before had
to contend with, that I could not prevent a smUe on seeing

a signature at the foot of an article in the same Number of

your Journal, and thinking of past remarks respecting the

Belgian birds, the kinds exhibited at every All-Engiand
show. As to the erect Belgian, or the Dutch birds, I

like to see them, and would ever be willing for classes to be
set apart solely for them. It would not do for marked or

ticked Belgians to be classed with variegated Belgians, for

the all-important reason that the marked or ticked birds are

mostly bred from clear birds, and possessed of pure Belgian
properties, fully equal in blood to the clear birds. The va-

riegated Belgians are not so good in true Belgian form, and
how is it possible to correctly judge a straight bird (or one
not possessed with good back and shoulders), evenly va-

riegated, with one only slightly ticked or marked in feather,

and first-class in other respects ? And, again, it would
never do to have yellows and buffs judged together in one
class. You say, "Would it not be better to have one
standard for the best marked pied Belgians ? " What ad-

vantage, I ask, can there be in throwing several classes into

one whilst we have such choice specimens entered in each
class ? And while contracting the Belgian classes, you ad-
vocate new classes for Goldfinch IVInles—namely, dividing
them into clear and pied classes. I ask you how many clear

Jonque or yellow Goldfinch Mules would be likely to be
brought forward ? I know, perhaps you do, there would not
be such difficulty in finding two or three, or perhaps more,
clear mealy Mules, but the two classes would be miserably
weak. I venture to say that to the clear Jonque Mule class

there would be said, " No entry."

In conclusion, my hints about cats apply generally, and
not to your pussy, which may have received a superior

education. I say, again, oats are not to be trusted with
birds. It is against their nature not to catch and kill

them. Your cat is one amongst hundreds for her merciful
kindness towards the feathered tribe.—Geo. J. Baenesbt,
Derby.

[We are glad to receive Mr. Barnesby's explanation, and
also to hear him speak so well of the erect Belgian or Dutch
Canaries, but as they were not included in his book we could
only draw attention to the omission ; but Mr. Barnesby's
reasons for not classing ticked or marked birds with va-
riegated, do not seem satisfactory. If, as his argument
seems to imply, the one are straight and the other hunch-
backed, it is an additional reason why the classification

should be based on form, not on colour, as in this case it

seems to us a difference without a distinction. In Pieds the
preference would be given to the best and most evenly-
marked bird without reference to the ground colour. It is

only when two are so nearly equal that Jonque would take
the precedence of mealy. Clear Mules cannot compete in

the class for pieds, they are certainly out of place there, but
are too valuable to be passed over, though they may be few
and far between.
As regards the cats, if only stray cats are met, then, of

course, every care must be taken to guard the birds from
them ; but the assertion made was too sweeping. It is

surprising how soon cats may be instructed to live in peace
with all domestic pets, and hundreds of such cats may be
found among the bird dealers in London.]

DESTROYING THE QUEEN OF A SWAEM.
To-DAY I had a swarm of bees from a stock which had

been supered with a shallow straw hive containing several
small combs, commenced by the bees last year.

I wished to prevent swarming, and for that purpose I stood
at the entrance of the hive as soon as the swarm began to
issue, and seized the queen as she came out. I confined her

for a few minutes, but fearing that destroying her would
only defer swarming until another princess was raised, I set

her at liberty, and after flying about for several minutes,

she joined her subjects which had clustered on a neighbour-

ing tree. The swarm was then hived in the usual manner.
I should like to know what would have been the probable

result had I destroyed her majesty. I know the swarm
would have returned, but would the bees have taken to the

super, or would the next young queen have led them off

again?—S. E. B.

[We think you were right in not attempting to thwart

the disposition to swarm. Had you destroyed the old queen
the swarm would probably have issued again a few days

later under a young one.]

HIVES WITH ENTRANCES AT THE TOP.
I WAS not a little amused to find at page 352 that Mr.

Henry Stuttle (C. Williams at page 277, his previous com-
munication on this subject) wandered from his description of

"Hives with entrances at the top " to have a hit at bees'

enemies, " the very greatest their inexperienced masters "

in general, including your Renfrewshire correspondent in

particular. I most decidedly take exception to figure in

such company, having always a great repugnance to the

black list of the enemies of our little favourites, even al-

though your correspondent be polite enough to add "myself

included." Had he been a more careful—probably an older

—reader of this periodical, he might have saved his criticism,

seeing that my stock being reduced to beat-outs arose from

no blunder in practice, but solely from their being contami-

nated by foul brood imported from Devonshire; on the

conti-ary, my apiary has, with this exception, been on the

whole a most prosperous one. He, too, was most unhappy
in quoting your " Eenfrewshire correspondent" as a sample

of the " inexperienced," when, singularly enough, that

correspondent was the very one who years ago drew atten-

tion in these columns to all the advantages of " end com-
munications to supers," the first discovery on which Mr.
Stuttle plumes himselt, and, still more singular, was long

before familiar with moveable bars, and had them employed
in " hives with entrances at the top," his second discovery,

possibly about the time Gordon Camming was firing away
with the old rifle.

Although practice does not invariably make perfect, still

it often familiarises one with many odd things, and amongst
the rest I may be permitted to describe how I came to

work and discard hives with entrances at the top.

What induced me first to take a special interest in the

honey bee was a number of years ago opening up a couple of

the many stocks of bees which from time to time had estab-

lished themselves in the roof of our house ; each colony oc-

cupied the vacant space between the "couples" or beams
forming the roof, their combs being attached to the inner

side of the " sarking," or boards to which the slates are

nailed externally, from where they were carried down to

the lath and plaster, a depth of about 10 inches. To compel
the bees to extend their combs out into the boxes I had
prepared and set up to flt the square cut out of the lath and
plaster, I had the spaces below the combs boarded off level

with the bottom of the boxes ; their ends fitting into the

spaces were, of course, quite open, and top and bottom
fitted with bars and slides for r-upering and nadiring, with

glass fronts and thermometer for observation. The plan

succeeded so well that the very first season I took from
these two hives half a hundredweight of beautiful honey.

The following season to prevent swarming I had to go on
nadiring, till latterly I had one of the colonies occupying

four roomy breeding-boxes, it consequently followed that the

bees wrought exclusively through the original entrance at

the top, as I could not cut up the ceiling for every fresh

box added ; besides, from the level of the roof each additional

one was brought further from it.

I had ampleopportunities of watching all their proceedings

through the glass fronts, and saw plainly the disadvantages

of the entrances at the top, they were very much oppressed

with heat, and I did not feel disposed to open a space below

to communicate with the upper entrance, knowing full well

the dislike of the " Sanitary " bee " Commissioners " to all
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draughts, particularly through the brood combs of the hive's

centre ; and there was the constant liability to find pollen,

and more rarely, brood in the supers. Often have I taken
a chair and sat and watched the industrious little workers
dragging their heavy burdens to the top, and failing to force

a passage up through the crowd of nurses. Frequently have
I noticed the dead workers, grubs, drones, or wasps, drop
in the ascent, to be again seized upon and dragged upwards.
However, these were minor evils in comparison to the one
to which they had to yield. Although with great labour

they managed to keep their hires pretty free of dead,

they were unable to do so in the case of the small debris.

To give them all the aid in my power I had the bars

and slides forming the bottom of the lower boxes fixed

to frames, and these again attached to the boxes with
screws, so that on a cold day I could slip them off for a
hurried clean. Unfortunately, however, the topmost boxes
and the shelves in the roof were beyond my control, and in

the debris there deposited grubs bred rapidly during
warmish weather and took wing as wax moths, speedily

reproducing their kind. My indefatigable little favourites

did everything in their power to combat this new enemy,
even to the cutting out portions of their combs, but they
so multiplied, flitting through the hives in bands, that

latterly the bees became dispirited, and I was most re-

luctantly compelled to abandon bee-keeping in high lati-

tudes, under the impression that " hives with the entrance
at the top " have to the inexperienced only novelty to

recommend them.—A Renfrewshire Bee-keepek.

DEIVEN BEES.
Do the following circumstances prove that I have failed

in driving out a queen with her subjects ? On Monday, the

15th inst., I drove a swarm about noon, and placed the hive

in the position of the old stock. On Tuesday the swarm all

left the hive, but in a few minutes returned. On Wednes-
day, Thursday, and Friday they swarmed each day, and
hung upon a bush close at hand. I hived them in a fresh

hive (a straw one, for I have nothing else), each day, and
once with three pieces of comb in it made last year. Being
tired of this daily swarming and hiving, on Friday night I

united them to another swarm which I had driven on
Wednesday. However, it appears that they gave their

new friends some of their roaming disposition, for all came
out together on Saturday, but after about a quarter of an
hour returned to their hive, on the outside of which they

have now been hanging for a day and a half. Now, if it is

probable that there is no queen among them, what am I to

do ?—C. H. L.

[As the queen is sometimes one of the last to ascend, it

is just possible that you failed to expel her, and this would
account for the bees so repeatedly deserting their new
domicile and attempting, of course unavailingly, to return

to their old one. Instead of risking the life of the queen of

the second driven swarra by uniting it to the wanderers, it

would have been much better to have put the one last driven

in its old place, and shaken the eiTant swarm into the well-

filled hive which the others had just quitted. If the bees

are now without a queen the adoption of this course with a

thii'd stock is the best remedy.]

NATUEAL SWAEMS.

progressing. It is not at all times easy to know before-
hand the time of a swarm issuing. I have known bees swarm
before the hive was quite full or even a royal cell formed,
whilst, on the other hand, I have seen them lie out for six

weeks and never swarm at all. In the first case, it is

prudent for every bee-keeper to be on the watch, and the
second case, every judicious bee-keeper should prevent. I

would here recommend artificial swarming, as no skilled

bee-keeper will allow in swarming-hives, and would equally
scout the idea of even seeing his bees become crowded in

storifying ones, without additional room. Seeing, then, that
the exact time of swarming cannot be hit upon, it is best to

be on the watch, and more particularly so on account of

bees swarming at all hours, night and day. This at first

sight may appear erroneous, nevertheless it is the case.

Although at night they do not fly to some spot contiguous to

their hive but cluster on the outside of the hive itself, yet
it is still the swarm, and if not taken away then two impor.
tant ends are defeated—viz., honey-gathering and breeding-
The question of course arises. How does breeding stop ?

I answer. Simply because the queen is on the outside of the
hive with the swarms, and there remains until she dies or is

killed by her subjects, young queens being brought forward
in the ordinary manner. Then is it that piping is heard
before the issue of a first swarm.
A friend of mine, who keeps bees on the old-fashioned

system of " let alone and they will work their own work,
and will swarm when they are ready," had last year out of

six stocks only two swarms. He would not be advised to

use artificial means, or even so much as to turn up a single

hive in order to ascertain its state, but only went about
%vondering what was the matter, and why there were so

many queens thrown out, and satisfied himself with the
idea that at certain times of the year bees retained a great

number of queens. I could relate many more similar cases,

but deem it unnecessary.
It is not a bad plan, in order to keep bees from lying out,

to place on the face of their hive a smooth board fixed close

to it by a mortice cut for the alighting-board to pass through,

and so close to the hive that not a single bee can get be-

tween them.—A Lanarkshire Bee-kbeper.

Not a few of the bee-keeping fraternity, more particularly

beginners, are doubtless looking forward to and watching

for that uncertain thing natural swarming. Presupposing

that most of them liave guarded against that very worst

enemy—damp, and that all have succeeded in getting their

stocks well forward, I purpose offering a few hints on the

subject.

In the first place he must be a very casual observer who
does not notice that bees are in want of something like

nadering when the hives appear chokefull, and it is certainly

bad policy to allow the bees to provide entirely for them-

selves at this time of the year without administering a little

food. Bees which have been well forward previous to a
period of cold weather are sure to retrograde without it,

whilst backward hives with a little assistance are steadily

OUR LETTEE BOX.
Gapes (Samhitrffh).—Gi've your chickens a fragment of catiiphor about

(he size ot a pea every niftht at roosting-time. Put a piece of camphor into

the water they drink froni. We really have no data on whicli to found
advice about H. Atbin's plcturej?.

DiARRHOLi IN Chickens (R. B.).— Give each chickeii half u grain of
opium, three Kraius of powtlered chaik, and half a grain of ipecacuanha in a
pill daily until ihe di.irrh(CH is stopped, feed on bread sopped in ale, give
plenty of luituce leaves, and free accees to a dust heap.

Ueabing Young Tdrkeys (A Constant Jieader).—Tarkejs req}iiTe& At

j

spot, well exposed to the sun, but near to a bank, or small covert, or hedge-
row. They want dust. The best food is boiled ege, ants* eggs, cooked
chopped mea% bread and uiilk. liiiugh mixed with milk, and maie of flour

of equal parts ot oats, harley, and beans. Onion tops or garlic should be

mixed in all their food when young. They should be chopped fine.

Sudden Death of Chickens (A.J. P.).—When chickens die suddenly
it is moptly from injudicious feeding, or from accecs to some poisonous food.

Move your chickens as f.ir as you can from the spot where they die, and
giva them bread and strong ale.

,

CLE4VERS {A Cftnstnnt Bender).— 0\&\ve\ 6, Clivers, or Goose Grass, is a
plant known to bolaniils as Galium aparine. It isom; of the commonest of

weefip, growinc on moist banks. The hooky hairs upon it cause bleeding

when drawn over the toneue. It U, as you say. often recommended to be

chopiicd up and mixed with the food for young Tutkeys.

Teaching a Starmnq to Talk (W. C.).~li is the common Starling

thai talks. We have but orl- Kriiish sp-'Ciei', except the rose-coloured,

which is a rare vi&itant to this country. By conslanUy repeating to It the

words or short pliraseB you wish it to say it will learn them, and in the same
way it mny be taught to whistle tune*. When young the bird is very easily

reaie'l by leeding it on raw meat cut up, occasiunally worms, bread soaked

in water, and hemp seed,

PARRor Pluckino out its Feathers f/(/e;n).—The reason of the Parrot

plucknigout us U'Kihcrs is, most probably, irritability in the sltln, caused

by inipioper fond of a greasy nature, such as inent, liones to pick, aud
loo much hemp seed. Let it have a sUhIIow pan with water to bathe in,

and on u warm day take a watering-pot with a small rose and give it a bath

Various {B., Compion Gijfard).—The bees whieh frequent your deserted

hive are ecuuts sent out by nnuie of your neighboui's (stocks that are about

to swarm. They may possibly herald the advent of a stray swarm, or their

visits may continue "during the BWiirmlng sea-*on, ceasing only when it is

entirely over. l;uy ToylorV "Bee-keeper's Manual." Use Payne's im-

proved cmtHge-hivefor ordinary, and the Woodbury frame-hive for scientific

bee-keeping.

Transferred Bees {A Bf;/inner).—Yo\it hire appears to be going on

well. A glass may be put on at once.
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more so than any other remaining there during the winter,
and,that the crop which is best to follow anotlier cannot be
BO precisely determined upon beforehand as to pass into a
rule. There ai-e some crops, however, which it is advisable
to avoid as a succession to the Brassica tribe, and one of
these is Carrots. Potatoes, however, may do, and Dwarf
Kidney Beans and Scarlet Runners, as well as Broad Beans,
and if necessary a portion of the ground may be set apart
for Celery, and the trenches beinsj dug early and well
manui-ed. Lettuce or some other light crop may be planted
upon the ridges. We have likewise often had summer
Cauliflower there, and sometimes a small-topped Potato

;

but it is not advisable to plant anything that is likely to be
late in coming oif, for it must be borne in mind that the
Celery is the legitimate crop, and its welfare must not be
sacrificed for the sake of a temporary occupant.
The rotation of crops is a subject which has been often

adverted to in these pages, but I may observe that circum-
stances frequently occur to derange any established rule,
and it becomes necessary to make the most of the ground.
A crop of late spring Broccoli may occupy some out-of-the-
way place where it would be useless to sow Peas on account
of the ravages of small birds, and when it might be too late
to plant Potatoes, or, in fact, they might not be wanted
there, whilst sundry reasons point out the desirability of
planting the plot with winter stuff again. This certainly
may be done, but the ground must be liberally manured,
and, what is equally beneficial, it will have to remnin two or
three mouths of the early part of summer idle or nearly so;
certainly a crop of Potatoes or Kidney Beans may in some
cases_ be taken off the ground, but such crops ought not to
remain longer than is absolutely necessary in order to insure
a due growth to the winter occupants, and where ground is

plentiful and manure less so, a rest in the growing season is

beneficial. There are many other cases in which any esta-
blished rule for a change of cropping must be broken through,
and with little or no detriment to the vegetable grown, only
it is necessary, as above observed, to avoid, if possible, crops
succeeding each other that resemble one another in their
requirements, as the Cabbage and Broccoli family aU do

;

for although they may be made to do good service on the
same ground for a few years, it is only at the expense of the
manure-heap or their quality. It is the same with other
plants, and as an example bearing on this point some flower-
beds were once pointed out to me that were not at all satis-
factory, the plants being as much disposed to die as grow,
and plants of exactly the same kind had occupied the same
beds for a succession of years or until the ground was sick
of them, as the common expression is. Robust crops, like
those of the kitchen gai-den when afforded plenty of good
manure, are less likely to suffer, still a change is advantage-
ous and may generally be accomplished without loss to the

|

quantity of gi-ound required for each crop, and with much
benefit as regards the quality of the produce. I am sure
"BuRNTwooD, P. D.," will excuse my differing in some little

detaUs from his excellent paper, which I commend to the
general reader, especially to those near large towns, where
evei'y inch of ground has to be made the most of.—J. Kobson.

LIQUID MANUEE.
The advantages accruing from the judicious application

of liquid manure to various garden crops, have been so ably
advocated, its value shown, and the results obtained by its

use so olten stated, that it may seem unnecessary to say
anything more on the subject. It is not with a desire to
depreciate the value of manure in a liquid form, nor because
I have any discovei-y to impart, that 1 take tlie matter up

;

but to state my own experience with liquid manure as ap-
plied to most flowers, fruits, and vegetables usually culti-

vated in gardens. I have found that, great as the benefits
derived by the horticulturist from judicious and seasonable
applications of manure water really are, there ia everything
to dread from injudicious and unseasonable applications.
It varies much, and it is 39 difficult to know how much to
dilute it, in order to have it of the right sti-ength, that it is

dangerous in inexperienced hands. I wiU, therefore, note
the various forms in which it has been applied.
Dbaininos or the DnNomLL contain some of the soluble

and most fertilising constituents of the manure. Those who
allow them to run to waste lose the ammouiacal substances,
the alkaline matters, and the phosphates. To collect the
drainings it is necessary that the litter or fresh dung be
laid on a concrete floor sloping from the centre to the sides>
and all round there should be a channel or gutter concreted
or made impervious to water, and falling to the liquid manure
tank, which should be sunk about a foot below the surround-
ing ground level, and be made so that no water but what
comes from the manure-heap can pass into it. The tank ia

best of iron, with a lid perforated with half-inch holes,
through which the liquid enters the tank, and is cleared of
straw, &c. A tank 6 feet square, and 6 feet deep, will be
large enough. This will hold all the liquid that will'

drain from the dunghill for three months, with the usual
average of rainfall. If the drainage from the stables, the
cowhouse, pigstyes, and slops from the house, are conveyed
to the tank, it will be full in a month or so. I must observe
that there is a great difference between the drainings of an
exposed dunghill, and those fi-om the stables and offices, in
which urine enters largely. The liquid from the dunghill
is much less strong, and may safely be applied in moist
weather undiluted, or in dry periods diluted with an equal
quantity of water. That from the stables, offices, &c., being
much stronger, requires to be diluted with at least four

times its bulk of water, and occasionally six times will not
be too much. If, however, all the waste of a house pass into

the tank, and is only so much dirty water, then it may not
be necessary to dilute the liquid at all, but take care to

have it weak enough. The liquid ft-om stables, cowhouses,
&c., and household offices is fully six times stironger than
the drainings of a dunghill.

An iron tank is certainly expensive, but I have no hesi-

tation in pronouncing such tanks the best I have had ex-

perience with. The next best, in my opinion, are those of

stone fastened together with iron cramps, and the joints

cemented, but prior to cementing the joints on the inside,

ramming firm the soil at the sides, and at the bottom, too,

beneath the stone bottom. The joints should be well

cemented, and the tank covered with flagstones with a move-
able lid or trap door. Stone tanks are equally durable with
iron ones. Another durable tank is formed with brick sides

and a puddled bottom, the sides outside the brickwork being
also pudddled, and having a closely-boarded top or flag-

stones as a cover. In forming these tanks care should be
taken to make the bottom very firm, and to carry it beyond
the brickwork, so that the puddling carried up outside the
walls may unite with the bottom. Not only should good
clay be used, but it should not be made very soapy by
pouring water upon it ; if it is sufficiently moist to be
rammed or beaten fii-mly it will stand water better than
very soft clay, for such is apt to crack in dry weather,
whilst moderately dry clay can be made firmer, and is not
so liable to crack. The joints of the bricks may be stopped
with cement, but this is not necessary if the clay be rammed
sufficiently. Tanks with brick walls laid in mortar, cemented
over inside, and resting on a flagged bottom with the joints

cemented, are excellent receptacles for manure water. Com-
mon casks may also be used for the same purpose ; it is only
necessary to dig holes and let them into the ground, pre-

viously making the bottom as hard as a barn floor with clay,

and ramming clay very firmly round them, and if this is

done effectually they form excellent reservoirs for either

liquid manure or soft water. These tubs are best connected
with each other by a lead pipe, and there is no fear of

leakage if the clay is well rammed, and not very wet.

In addition to providing a tank, it is desirable to have
water near at hand, with which to dilute the contents. It

is not only necessary to provide tanks for manure water, but
also for rain water fi-om the buildings around, which is too

generally conducted to drains. In order to provide against

dry periods, tlie manure tanks must necessarily be in the

ground ; but those for rain water should be raised above the

surface, and may consist of a number of tubs i-anged side

by side, and connected witli each other by lead pipes. These
elevated cisterns being furnished with a tap and hose, the
garden crops can be watered without much hand labour,

the pumping of water into the water-cart or cistern b«ng
avoided. A Uttle contrivance, and some additional expmise

at first,_wouId effect a great saving of labour, and watering
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would become a pleasant instead of an irksome part of a gar-

dener's duties.

Where it is proposed to mate the most of liquid manure,

a boiler should be set sufficiently high, and conveniently

near to allow of the liquid being pumped from the tank
into it, and when heated to boiling point the liquid should

run into the water barrel without further pumping or hand
carriage, or into an elevated tank, to be distributed by hose,

sufficient water being added to make it of the right strength.

To do this it is essential to have the contents of all accu-

rately gauged, and a proof-stick made that wiU show, by
notches cut in it, the quantity of water or liquid in each.

It should show the contents in six parts, which will be
sufficient for all practical pui-poses except one, and that is

the syringing of trees with liquid manure. The proof-stick

should for the latter purpose be divided into twelve parts,

each part showing an equal volume of the contents. All

the tanks, barrels, and their contents being known, it is

easy to dilute liquid manure by taking some out of this and
adding to that, and so on. For syringing it is essential to

have an engine fixed on the water-barrel, in addition to a tap
to let off the water ; but there will be little necessity for carry-

ing the wal/c: at all if hose be provided, and then the work
is done much more expeditiously. The engine on the barrel

will be found suitable fcr pyi-inging trees, the barrel being
situated on the walk. Messrs. Warner's engines, such as

are ordinarily placed in buckets, are easily fixed in a water
baiTel, and they are excellent for freeing trees of insects,

and refreshing their foliage, the water being thrown easily

against the trees over a 20-feet border, by employing a
longer lever or handle than is usually affixed to them.
In whatever way the water is conveyed, by hose, carts, or

water barrels, it is desirable to lessen as much as possible

hand labour, and never to carry water in a watering-pot
where a quantity is required, and it can bo distributed over
the ground by its own gravitation. Carrying it in watering-
pots is a great waste of time, and prevents many things,

that would be all the better of water, receiving any. A few
yards of hose will be of much assistance in watering a gar-

den.—G. Abbet.
(To be continaed.)

GAEDENEHS CLAIMING PL-INTS GROWN ON
THEIR EMPLOYERS' PREMISES.

Mt gardener is leaving me. Contrary to my expressed
wish, he has purchased plants and placed them in my green-
house. It has been a point of disagreement with us for two
or three years. He has lost many plants which I have pur-
chased, and said it was because they were not good ones,
and what he has bought he says have prospered. I cannot
say in a very large stock what he has purchased, or what
he has paid for them, or what he had given to him. He claims
a very large number, or I am to pay him for them. Many
of them so claimed I should have said were mine. I have
no wish to be hard upon him, and should give him a present;
but I cannot but think that he is at my mei-cy, and that he
has no legal right whatever to them, even if he could bring
witnesses to prove that they were his. I shall feel greatly
obliged by a correct opinion on this.

—

Northumbeeland.
fYour letter contains matter of very great importance.

A good deal of looseness and misapprehension exists on the
subject. As a gardener of some experience now, I got into
disgrace with an old gardener lately, because in a friendly
way I told him he spoke rudely if not very imprudently to
his employer. That employer admired some plants and
beds, and in his generosity wished the gardener to collect
cuttings and slips of them to send to his friends ; when the
gardener stated he might have flowers if he wished, but
that he considered the plants and slips were his, as he had
either bought or begged them himself Being a kindly
man the gentleman said, "Well! well!" and there the
matter ended. The gardener insisted that as he brought
the plants to the place and they cost his employer nothing,
the employer had a right to the flowers for the cost of soil

and attention, but had no right whatever to the plants.
This, in fact, would be pretty much the same as asserting
that a servant might carry on a sort of business on his
employer's premises without ever asking that employer's

consent—a system which even with his consent^''seldom
answers long, just on the simple principle of the next to
impossibility of serving two masters equally faithfully.
Now, as one who has had a fair share in getting up large

quantities of plants in the easiest way, I would wish to
impress it clearly and deeply on my brother gardeners that
all plants or cuttings they may procure and carry home in
the crown of their hats, specimen-boxes, or by whatever
conveyance, are their private property until, and no longer,
they have taken their place on the employer's premises, and
are growing in his pots and soil. From that moment I
have always believed that in right and in law they were as
much his property as the horse in his stable or the paintings
in his mansion.

This may moderate the zeal of those who wish something
of everything they see when visiting a place, though that
enthusiasm has often been the means of making the em-
ployer ns enthusiastic as the gardener, and thus eventually
helped the interests of our commercial establishments.
Going direct to the market is generally the best in the end,
though merely as a matter of neighbourly feeling I would
not wish to see the custom abolished of reciprocally giving
and receiving a few cuttings. It would be well, however,
for gentlemen's gardeners to discard at once and for ever
all idea of their having any property in such tilings after
they are grown. In many instances where a gardener was
leaving his place, I have been consulted whether some nice
plants that he had reared fi-om begged cuttings were not
equitably his, and if he could not send them away before he
left. In every instance I have said that legally he had no
claim whatever, but that there could be no harm in stating
the matter to the employer. In a few oases where our
advice was neglected there was much unpleasantness. Even
such matters as begging aud lending should be done after a
clear understanding ; it wlU not do to depend on use and
custom if you wish to maintain your honour untarnished.
Such looseness of ideas may have partly arisen from the
fact that some gardeners, and especially exhibitors, were at
one time privileged to purchase for themselves novelties,
and to treat the proceeds as their own property. There are
many reasons why gentlemen in general should not permit
such a course; but when it does exist, being a private ar-
rangement, no one else has a right to interfere. Wherever
such a custom prevails it v.-ould be most satisfactory for aU
parties that the agreement was not only clearly understood,
but reduced to writing and duly signed ; otherwise dissatis-
faction, if not something worse, might take place at the
termination of the connection of master and servant by
death or otherwise.

A servant, however great his zeal, has no right to pur-
chase goods for his master without his consent ; and a
gardener in thus purchasing should not go beyond the sum
agreed upon, unless he has a commission to obtain what is

wanted or what he deems necessary. He may purchase as
many plants as he likes for himself and pay for them, but he
has no right to bring them on his employer's premises with-
out his consent and direct agreement to that effect, and with-
out that agreement the plants become the property of the
employer.
That employer, we presume, would be bound by the act

of his servant in purchasing, if the act was not repudiated
aud the things purchased returned. I applaud the kindly
spirit of " NoKTHUMBEKLAND " in wishing to deal equitably
with his gardener, but if the gardener purchased contrary
even to his expressed wish in the open market from a
nurseryman, &c., I suspect he must pay for these plants.
To escape all responsibility the practice should have been
stopped and the plants i-eturned. I say this because, from
our correspondent's statement, there seems to me to have
been a looseness of business on both sides. The servant
had no right to buy without the employer's orders. He had
no right to purchase with his own money, and bring the
plants ou his master's premises. He was anything but wise
if he did so, for these plants became then his master's. But
if the servant had purchased plants from a nurseryman, and
the master ratified the act of the servant by paying for them,
I believe that for a future purchase the master would be
bound by the act of the servant ; but in such purchases
the bin should be presented at the first settlement. It
would never do to keep these things in abeyance and make
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an unlooted-for charge at a future time. Equitably the
matter need be no difficult one, as there will be the trades-
men's bills and vouchers to refer to. Without such vouchers,
and of somewhat recent date, the demand for payment or
the right of removal would even equitably be out of pla<;e.

Such a thing would sap the foundation of all confidence
between employer and employed. Wishing to stand up for
the rights of my order, I am forced to say that, according
to the representation given by the employer, the gardener
is "at his mercy;" but as the employer "himself does not
seem free from blame in iiermiiti-ng a continuance of what he
disapproved, I trust that if, on examining vouchers, (Src, he
13 convinced that his servant acted more from obstinacy or
ignorance than from any worse principle, he will so far waive
his legal rights as to treat his servant mercifully if not
equitably.—R. F.]

(With all that Mr. Fish has said we fully concur.—Eds.)

EOYAL HORTICULTTmAL SOCIETY.
Floeal Committee, May 30th.—Many very interest-

ing plants were exhibited at this meeting, at which the
seedling Pelargoniums of the year, always so attractive and
so looked for by the florist, made their debut, and among
them were some first-rate flowers. There were not so many
collections of plants as usual, this being a very busy season
of the year, and such frequent exhibitions of plants, necessa-
rily prevents the growers fi-om sending them. The following
certificates were awarded :—Mr. Williams, HoUoway, re-
ceived first-class certificates for an Orchid, Promenasa species
(citrina), and Statice profusa, a very handsome plant with
deep blue and white flowers, most useful for spring deco-
ration ; and second-class certificates for AnEsotochilus nobilis,

a very pretty sort. A special certificate was, in addition,
awarded for a fine specimen of Lomaria gibba. In Mr.
Williams's collection were also Maranta orbifolia, Smilax
aculeata, and Cissus amazonica. Mr. Veitch had first-class

certificates for a beautiful Maranta, and Amaryllis ignescens,
a new hybrid, one of the most beautiful in cultivation,
bright fieiy scarlet flowers, the centre of each segment
having a clear white stripe. Had this Amaryllis produced
a little better-formed flowers it would have been perfection.
Mr. Veitch also exhibited two species of Adiantum, which
were requested to be seen again. Messrs. Backhouse, York,
received first-class certificates for Aspleniuni inoequale, a
very distinct and beautiful Fern : Lomariopsis heteromorpha,
a climbing Pern, from New Zealand, which changes the
form of the fronds in its different stages of growth ; Pellea
Wrightiana, quite a new Fern; Gleichenia cryptocarpa, a
new Fern from ChUi, nearly hardy, and very beautiful ; and
second-class certificates for Masdevallia sp., a hardy Orchid

;

Hyacinthus amethystinus, with very pretty, small, delicate
blue bells ; Sarana Kamtschatica, or Lilium nigrum, pro-
ducing very dark almost black flowers. Messrs. Backhouse
also sent Trifolium alpinum; Ophrys fucifera, from Prussia;
Liuaria alpina, an old but good rock plant, very pretty

;

Anemone palmata, with bright yellow flowers ; and Asple-
nium auricularium.

Mr. Wills, gardener to Sir P. Egerton, Bart., sent Verbena
Maonetti Princess Victoria, a very useful bedding plant,
with deep rose-coloured flowers, one of the compact and close-

habited Verbenas, like Velvet Cushion, pi-obably from a cross
with venosa—a fii'st-class certificate was awarded it as a
bedding variety; also Pelargonium President Lincoln, a
Zonale with yellowish leaves, no improvement in its class.

Messrs. Jackson, Kingston, had a first-class certificate for

Clerodendron Thomsons BaLourii, a larger-flowering variety
than the species, which it much resembles, more compact in
its habit, and a very free-flowering plant. Messrs. Osborn,
Fulham, received a first-class certificate for cut specimens
of Robiana pseud-Acacia Decaisneana with very beautiful
rosy flowers, a great acquisition among flowering trees and
shrubs. Messrs. Osborn also exhibited Lilium pulchcllum.
Mr. I'ilcher, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., brought a very fine

specimen of Odontoglossum citrosmum, for which a special
certificate was awarded. Mr. Eyles exhibited a fine speci-
men of Ccelogyne pandurata, with a noble spike of green
and black flowers, from the Society's garden. From the
Ber. C. Pellowes came Pelargonium Maid of the Mill, not

equal to many others ; and from Mr. Turner Zonale Pelar-
gonium Rising Sun, with bright golden leaves banded with
deep reddish brown zones—first-class certificate; Pelargo-
nium Neatness, a pretty fancy variety ; Bougainvillaea gla-

bra, and a box of beautiful cut Roses. Mr. Nye sent several
seedling Pelargoniums. P. elegans was awarded a first-class

certificate ; the others were good flowers, but not sufficiently

distinct. Among them were Hero, Marian, Painted Lady,
which was much admired for its delicacy of colour, a pale
rosy tint, but apparently a shy bloomer ; Mars, Jupiter,
Purpurea, Atalanta, and Pluto, all of which would have
been thought much of a few years ago. Mr. Hoyle, of
Reading, received first-class certificates for seedling Pelar-

goniums W. Hoyle, C. Turner, a very beautiful rosy car-

mine, excellent form, and good truss ; and Progress. Mr.
Stone, gai'dener to J. Day, Esq., was awarded a first-class

certificate for Phalanopsis sumatrana, a new, distinct, and
beautiful species of this interesting genus. Mr. Keynes,
Salisbury, exhibited a seedling Zonale Pelargonium, Wilt-
shire Lass, with bright rose flowers in large trusses, a very
free-flowenng kind. Several plants were shown in a basket
with moss, and produced a very good effect. A first-class

certificate was awarded for this plant, which soon found a
new owner, being purchased by Mr. Laing, of the firm of
Downie, Laird, & Laing.
Mr. Sherratt, gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., exhibited a

very curious and new Orchid. A special certificate was
awarded to Mr. Bateman's collection of Orchids. A special

certificate was awarded to Mr. J. Hodges, gardener to

E. Wright, Esq., Birmingham, for cut specimens of very
superb varieties of Cattleya Mossi^. Mr. Bateman brought
with him some fine specimens of the beautiful yellow Rose
Isabella Grey, grown by one of his cottagers in his garden
in North Staffordshire. The Committee having finished

their labours in the Council-room visited the Rhododendron
tent, and awarded seven fir-st-class certificates to Messrs.
Waterer for seedling Rhododendrons Stella, Mrs. John
Clutton, H. W. Sargent, Charles Dickens, H. H. HunneweU,
Lady Clermont, and Caractacus, every one of which is of a
first-rate character.
Peuit Committee.—Mr. Rivers in the chair. Mr. Miller,

of Combe Abbey Gardens, sent two specimens of Meredith's
Hybrid Cashmere Melon, which were not allowed to be cut;
and one of Combe Abbey Hybrid, a smooth, rich, yellow-

skinned Melon of an oval shape. The flesh is white, and
ripens well up to the rind, but, unfortunately, the flavour

was not what was expected from Mr. Miller's description.

Mr. Ingram of Frogmore sent a seedling Cherry called Frog-
more Eai-ly Crown, which is about ten days earlier than May
Duke. It is a small red variety, and when fully ripe of rich

flavour. Mr. Archibald Fowler sent two dishes of Castle

Kennedy Pig, a splendid fruit, large, handsome, and of excel-

lent flavour, to which a first-class certificate was awarded.
Mr. Chapman, gardener to His Highness Halim Pacha, sent
an interesting collection of Egyptian fruit, to which a certi-

ficate was awarded, and among which the most remarkable
were a delicious sweet Lemon and a Loquat.

Scientific Meeting, May 30th, J. J. Blandy, Esq., in the
chair.—The Rev. Joshua Dix having read over the awards of

the Floral Committee, Dr. Hogg commented on the principal

objects before the Fruit Committee.
Dr. Hogg remarked that the Melon shown by Mr. Miller,

gardener to Lord Craven, was, on being cut, found not to be
of good flavour, although stated to be excellent. Melons,

however, were somewhat capricious in this respect. Early
Frogmore Cherry from Mr. Ingram ripened ten days earlier

than the May Duke, but Belle d'Orleans was earlier stUl.

The collection of Egyptian fruit from Mr. Chapman, gar-

dener to H.H. Halim Pacha, was next alluded to. I'he

Oranges, it was stated, had suffered fi-om the journey ; there

were also some Sweet Lemons and Loquats. The Loquat had
been fruited in this country many years ago by Lord Bagot,

and also by Mr. Bateman, and was to be seen occasionally

in Covent Gai-den, but such fruit came from Malta, and
were never so good as those grown in Egypt and the East.

With regard to the Castle Kennedy Fig shown by Mr.
Fowler, Dr. Hogg stated that it had existed in the gardens

of the Earl of Stau' at that place for nearly a hundred years.

The fruit, as would be seen, was very fine, and, instead of
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requiring four months to ripen when forced, it would do so

in two, which was a very great recommendation.
The Hev. M. J. Berkeley in commencing his remarks

observed that at the last meeting he had stated, in refer-

ence to an Amorphophallus, that it was fortunate the
plant was not in flower, otherwise everybody would have
been driven out of the room by its cadaverous odour.

The spathes of some of the Arum tribe were, neverthe-
less, briUiant in colour, and, notwithstanding the generally
poisonous nature of the order, the tubers of some of the
species were edible. Even in our country those of Arum
maculatum, commonly known as " Lords and Ladies," which
is abundant in the Isle of Portland, were macerated,
dried, and sold in London under the name of Portland
Arrowroot. An Arisesma, after the poisonous alkali had
been neutralised by fermentation, was also eaten in Sikkim.
An unpleasant odour, it was remarked, was peculiar to many
poisonous plants, and several instances were quoted ; but in

no order of plants did such an insupportable odour occur as

in Fungi, and a coloured drawing of three of the most
beautiful, but at the same time most disagreeable-smelling
species, were exhibited. But by far the worst, observed Mr.
Berkeley, was Thelephora fcetida, which he met with three
years ago in Aberdeenshire, and it made his room smell
worse than the " tomb of all the Capulets," and he could
not conceal the odour tUl he had wrapped the fungus up in

twelve envelopes of the thickest brown paper. A beautiful

Maranta and Amaryllis from Mr. Veitch, the Alpines from
Messrs. Backhouse, and some other plants, were then briefly

mentioned, and, in connection with Ophrys fucifera, Darwin's
theory of the structure of that and other Orchidaceous
plants being adapted to certain insects, through whose
agency fertilisation is effected. Eobinia pseud-Acacia De-
caisneana was stated to be a true hybrid, and Cytisus Adami
was always considered as such by continental authorities,

but Mr. Berkeley did not believe that it was a hybrid at all,

but that it had arisen from the union of a cell of Cytisus
purpureas with one of C. Laburnum, and that by this cell-

grafting the properties of both species were transmitted to
the offspring (C. Adami). In the collection of fruits, &c.,

from Egypt was the Chick Pea, Cicer arietinum, which was
used as a food for horses, and a peculiar narrow-leaved
Hemp, used for smoking and the preparation of hashish.
In reference to Figs Mr. Berkeley remarked that there was
one species, the Sycamore Fig (Ficus syoamorus), which
grows on the stem of the Sycamore tree, and to which
allusion is made in the book of Amos—" I was no prophet,
neither was I a prophet's son ; but I was a herdsman, and a
gatherer of Sycomore fruit." The word, translated gatherer,
in our version means scratcher, and unless the Fig were
gently scratched or rubbed on the surface it was not edible,

and this seems to have been the employment of Amos.
Capiification was also effected by a species of Cynips, which
pierces the Figs, and sometimes by thrusting a straw dipped
in oil down the Pig.
Mr. "VV. Wilson Saunders said that as allusion had been

made to the offensive odour of some of the Arum family, he
would state that when the spathe of Sauromatum guttatum
first opens, and this offensive odour is exhaled, it rises in

temperature. He had found that the temperature of the
spathe was 4° or 5" higher than that of the house, and this

not on one occasion only, for he had repeated the experi-
ment several times. This observation was not at all new,
but it had been doubted whether plants do give out heat.
Mr. Bateman in commencing his observations on the

Orchids, directed attention to a plant of Coologyne pandu-
rata from the Society's garden. This, he said, coming from
the burning swamps of Borneo, would never succeed under
cool treatment ; on the contrary it required a very high
temperature. Young, in his " Night Thoughts," had said
that Nature never puts on the livery of a mourner, but this
plant presented pure black in its flowers. At almost every
meeting there had been some new Phalsenopsis, a name
which signified moth-like, Blume having mistaken the
flowers of the white species for a string of moths. To Mr.
Day belonged the entu-e merit of flowering for the first time
the new P. sumatrana, before the meeting, and which had
been introduced by Messrs. Low. At present it had only
three flowers, but flowers, unlike young ladies, look worst
when they come out, and generally improve in after years.

All who have studied art were aware that the grotesque
must be sought for in the gothic, and among plants it must
be looked for among Orchids. Africa had always had the
reputation of being fruitful in monsters, and she had lost

none of it in the genus Angroeoum, which were there most
numerous. In connection with the subject of plants having
tails, he might mention that W. W. Buller, Esq., of Strete
Raleigh, had sent a plant of the Mexican Uropedium Lin-
denii to be named, asking whether it was a new species of
Cypripedium, having not only tails at each side of the flower,

but one in front as well, and Mr. Buller, referring to Darwin,
inquired whether these tails were not intended to serve as
ladders by which insects might ascend to the flowers ; but,
added Mr. Bateman, " if I were an insect I would rather
trust to the stem of the plant than to these ricketty tails."

Now, although Orchids having tails were found in the New
World, they are not like those of the African Orchids, there
the tail was found whete it ought to be, and tails, too, of

prodigious development, in Angreeciim sesquipedale li foot

long. Angrsecum caudatum was another beautiful species

found in Sierra Leone, and the pestilential swamps of

the Niger, but though it had been more than twenty-
five years in the country, and was easily flowered, one
might almost count the times it had been seen. Another
African Angraecum boasting of caudal appendages of great
length, was one of which he held up a specimen from the
herbarium of Kew, sent home by Speke and Grant. This he
should call Grantii, and he hoped that Englishmen ascend-
ing or " doing" the Nile, instead of chipping splinters from
the feet of Memnon, or the robes of Isis, would pluck the
flowers of Angrsecum Grantii, which should be its name from
thenceforth.

Captain Grant said that had he known that the plant was
perfectly new to science, he would have brought more, but
they had the greatest difficulty in preserving their speci-

mens on account of the water and insects. It was found on
a tree whose boughs were covered with green lichens in a
fine undulating country about three degrees north of the
equator.

Mr. Bateman again rising exhibited a coloured drawing
made by Captain Grant of a plant which either that gentle-

men or some one else must bring to this country. Fifty

years ago there were not many persons who cared about
Orchids, and Linnseus, after he had gathered together as

many as he knew, said, when the world was fully explored
there might be 100, and now the genus Odontoglossum
alone comprised nearly 100 species, one of the most beautiful

of which was O. citrosmum, as exemplified by the plants

shown by Blessrs. Jackson, and Mr. Eucker's gardener, Mr.
Pilcher. The following history of the plant was given by
Mr. Bateman in his "Monogram of Odontoglossum":

—

" Early in the present century two Spaniai'ds, La Llave and
Lexarza by name, settled at the Mexican town of Valladolid,

in the fertile province of Mechoacan. They were both
attached to botany, but the younger of the two, Lexarza, was
so attracted by the beauty of the numerous Orchids of the
district, that to these he devoted himself with an ardour that

would have done honour even to the Lindleys and Reichen-
bachs of our own day. As the result of his labours a little

work—'Orchidianum Opusculum' he modestly styled it

—

presently made its appearance, wherein about fifty species,

all at that time new to science, were described with remark-
able accuracy and skill. Among the number there was a
plant—Cuitlauzina pendula he called it—said to be of sur-

passing loveliness, and to form an undoubtedly new genus,

the distinctive characters of which were minutely given. As
time went on and the rage for Orchids developed itself in

Europe, a keen desu-e was naturally felt by cultivators to

add so fine a plant to their lists ; but although many col-

lectors visited Valladolid, and laid hands on nearly all the
other desirable Orchids described by Lexarza, stUl nothing
was heai-d of the Cuitlauzina, and on the cover of the latest

number of Dr. Lindley's 'Folia Orchidacea,' its name may
be found in the list of genera ' unknown to the author.'

"

About the same time Mr. Bateman had ventured to say that

a man might readily carry as many tufts of it on his arm
as would pay his expenses to Mexico and back, and leave

him a handsome surplus besides ; but happily the challenge

was not taken up. Yet all this while Cuitlauzina pendula
was amongst us, and, indeed, had been an established
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favourite for upwards of twenty years. But if so, it may well

be asked. How came it to pass that it was never recognised?
Tor a full reply to this very natural inquiry, Mr. Bateman
referred to a most ingenious article in " Bonplandia," by the
younger Eeichenbach, to whom all the credit is due of having
solved a great botanical puzzle, and proved to demonstration
that the Cuitlauzina pendnla of Lexarza is none other

than the Odontoglossum citrosmum of Lindley. This idea

had more than once occurred to Mr. Bateman, but the

character assigned by Lexarza to the flower-scape—namely,
that it is destitute of bracts could not be reconciled with
this view. The Odontoglossum which Lexarza had met with

had large inflated bracts, whilst in O. citrosmum they are

very minute, and at long intervals. It now became a question

what name the plant was to bear, and however much he was
opposed to meddling with established names, he did not see

how, in justice to Lexarza, they could do otherwise than adopt
the specific name of pendula, more especially as the plant
was the only one of nearly ose hundred Odontoglossums
that has the flower-stems strictly pendulous. Odontoglossum
pendulum then let it be to aU time to come.
Eighteen new members were elected.

Pelakgonitjm Show, June 3rd.—This was held in the
eastern conservatory arcade, where there was a fine bank,
both of show and Fancy varieties, 140 feet in length, in

addition to which there were collections of stove and green-

house plants, and numerous boxes of cut Roses. For twelve
distinct kinds Mr. J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Eoad, was first

with large finely-grown plants, in splendid bloom, of Festus,
Sylph, James Lodge, Candidate, at least 3J feet across, and
in fine bloom; Bracelet, Fairest of the Fair, Guillaume
Severyns, Leander, Lord Clyde, a match plant to Candidate,
and very telling as a scarlet ; Kose Celestial, Beadsman, and
Lillie. Mr. J. Ward, gardener to F. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton,
was second with good well-bloomed plants of Pline, a fine

orange scarlet, Osiris, Eugenie Legereaux, a beautiful free-

flowering white variety. Peacock, Prince of Hesse, Viola,

AchUle, Leo, The Bride, Spotted Gem, Picnic, and Etna.
For collections of six the same exhibitor was first with Lord
Clyde, Madame Fui'tado, Nestor, Eose Celestial, Bracelet,

and Patroness ; Mr. Cox, gardener to Capt. Cahill, SouthaJl,

was second ; and Mr. Donald, gardener to I. Barclay, Esq.,

Ejiott's Green, tbii-d. Mr. Weir, gardener to Mrs. Hodgson,
Hampstead, was also an exhibitor. In the Nurserymen's
Class for the same number, Mr. Fraser, was first with
Eoseleaf, very bright in colour, crimson. Empress Eugenie,
Sanspareil, Excelsior, Prince of Prussia, and Pizarro, aU of

them nicely grown.
Class 4 was for six new kinds of ISM, and here, too, Mr.

Fraser was first. They consisted of John Hoyle, a finely-

formed orange red, marked with crimson, with a dark top,

edged with rosy carmine, altogether a very fine flower;

Profusion, soft, rosy pink, dark blotch in upper petal

broadly margined with crimson, white throat, a veiy
pleasing vai-iety; Eozine, rose, with a conspicuous white
throat, upper petal maroon, edged with crimson; Coast-
guard, somewhat in the way of Viola, but with a much
smaller blotch in the upper petals ; Exhibitor, rose lower
petals, white eye, and reddish maroon top ; and Eosy Gem,
rose and crimson, spotted in all the petals.

For a single specimen plant, Mr. Fraser had a first prize

forDesdemona, very large and beautifully covered with bloom.

Fancy Pelargoniums, though scarcely so large in some
cases as we have seen them, were, nevertheless, well grown
and in profuse bloom. Foremost came Mr. Fraser, the only

competitor in the Nursei-ymen's Class for nine, with re-

markably flue plants of Delicatum and Bridesmaid; the

others. Lady Craven, Cloth of Silver, Clara Novello, Eoi
des Fantaisies, Hebe, Celeste, and Multiflora were also good.

For these a first prize was awarded, and in the Amateurs'
Class for six, a similar position was taken by Mr. Donald,

Knott's Green, with compact well-bloomed plants of Cloth

of Silver, Decision a distinct dark kind. Lady Craven,

Delicatum, Eosabella, and Queen of the Valley. Mr. Cox,

gardener to Capt. Cahill, was second ; Mr. Weir third.

For six Fancies of 1864 Mr. Fraser, who was the only

competitor, had a first prize for Ann Page, Edgar, Mrs.

Dorling, Mrs. Ford, aU of Mr. Turner's raising ; Princess

Alexandra (Fraser), after Cloth of SUver, but with more

colour, and Blair Athol. The plants, of course, were small

;

but not so the fine single specimen of Delicatum shown by
the same highly successful cultivator, which was upwards of

3 ieet across, and a mass of bloom. A seedling Fancy of

1865, called Mrs. Brewer, resembling Princess Alexandra in
colour, and Fai-o, a show kind also of this year—a soft bright

rose with a white throat and maroon and crimson top, were
also shown by Jlr. Fraser; but the gem of the seedlings

was Charmer from Mr. Bull, scarlet, the eye white, with a
violet tinge round it, and two streaks or feathers running
up to the scarlet ; the upper petal with a dark blotch and
broad, painted, crimson edge : this received a first-class cer-

tificate. Sparkle, more of a rose colour, but somewhat in

the same way, was also a pleasing flower. Mr. Bull also

showed several other seedlings, as well as a large collection

of new Zonale Geraniums and choice Pelargoniums.
Of miscellaneous objects Messrs. Lee sent a nice group of

stove and greenhouse plants, including a large specimen
of Dicksonia antarotica, Dracjena Cooperi and indivisa, Alo-

casia metaUica, the graceful Davallia tenuifolia, Oreopanax
dactylifolium, &c., and some flowering plants. From Mr.
Bull came also an excellent group, consisting of Dracaenas,

one of which, D. rubra, was bearing racemes of violet flowers.

Palms, a good plant of Platycerium alcicorne, the silver-

variegated Peperomia arifolia, Gleichenia spelunciB, Aran-
caria glauca, and a new erect-flowered Gloxinia, A. Bonnard,
white, with a rose centre circle, mottled with a magenta
tinge. Of Eoses several fine boxes of cut blooms were
shown by Messrs. Lee and Mi-. William Paul, to both of

whom extra prizes were awarded. Among those from
Messrs. Lee were iine blooms of Mrs. Elvers, Victor Verdier,

Madame C. Wood, and Gloire de Dijon ; and of the latter

variety a box containing two dozen beautiful blooms was
shown by Mr. W. Paul. Another box from the same con-

tained single trusses of the yellow Noisette Celine Forestier,

each averaging eight blooms and buds, or some half a dozen

fully-expanded blooms. In addition these Mr. W. Paul had
beautiful examples of Madame Faloot, Madame VOlermoz,

Jean Hardy, and Souvenir de la Malmaison. Mr. Paul also

exhibited Beaton's new Geraniums. Mi\ Catleugh, Chelsea,

contributed Lilium auratum, with blooms about 7 inches

across ; Mi-. Ingram, gardener to Her Majesty, Frogmore,

a fine Smooth Cayenne Pine, very good May Duke Cherries,

large and fine British Queen Strawberries, and Prince

Arthur, a conical-fruited sort ; and Mr. MUler, gardener to

Earl Craven, Combe Abbey, Hybrid Cashmere and Combe
Abbey Hybrid Melons.
From Miss Macdaniel, Upper Norwood, came a frame of

dried flowers and foliage, with the colours preserved, and
which had much the same effect as a painting. Among
them were Pelargoniums, Forget-me-not, Adiantum, and
golden Gymnogramma; and the whole had a very pretty

appearance.

WIEEWOEMS.
I SEE that one of your correspondents is greatly annoyed

by wireworms. As no man in the kingdom has suffered

from them more than I have or laboured harder to destroy

them, and I trust I now may say I have thoroughly succeeded,

it is possible that my experience may help him.

I have taken 140 of these crusty villains out of a single

Lettuce, and at one time my land so swarmed with them

that not even a Tomato could live. Every known, sup-

posed, problematic, Utopian, or maniac remedy was tried.

Mustard seed was sown, and they fed upon the root ; lime

scattered broadcast, and they lived in the lumps ; rape-cake

drilled in, and they throve upon it; salt, soot, gas tar,

chloride of lime, in which last they lived quite happUy in a

bottle and made jolly ! In a word, I can sooner tell what

was not tried than what was.

My firm conviction is that cultivation alone can destroy

them. Especially during April and May, when they come

up in the imago form, let the surface never rest. Again in

the early autumn, when they change then- skins and are as

soft as a slug, incunibere tempus arairo. In a hard winter

they burrow to a depth of 2 feet and more ; you can do

nothing to them then. At the end of February they begin,

and we must begin at them.

For three years I could grow nothing small, not even
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Strawberries, tlirough them; the trees alone they spared.

The sod had been newly broken up, and the ground trenched

2 feet deep. Now I hardly ever see one, except in the newer

parts of my ground. If your correspondent has plenty of

children, he may have some useful revenge by plunging

Potato-slices stuck on a piece of stick, and drawing them

every morning. But, after all, the only cure is to harass

the villains heartily, and in the third generation discomfit

them.—R. T>. Blackmoke, Teddington.

CUCUMBER PLANTS PEODDCING FEMALE
BLOSSOMS ONLY.

I HATE a Cucumber-frame heated by two flues passing

under the bed from the back of a kitchen fireplace, and I

have maintained a bottom heat at 8 inches below the sur-

face of 80° or 85° ; top heat at about 70°. I planted three

plants in the bed last year, and had excellent and robust-

looking vines, but no fruit ; all the flowers were females, and

consequently died and damped off. I have tried this year

again, and am getting into the same predicament. I have

strong healthy plants (Telegraph), but on aU the three

plants the flowers are all females, not a single male flower

can be seen. I water every second or third day with tepid

soft water, and then give a good soaking. I have raised

excellent fruit in dung-frames, but I must say now that I

am puzzled.—C. W. W.
[You had better have an open chamber, or a rough one of

cliikers, over your flues, with means of pouring water, not

on the flues, but on the clinkers between and round them.

However, your case rather surprises us. Try what thinning

out freely your great show of female flowers will do. Cu-

cumbers will swell freely enough that never were influenced

by the male flower, but of course such fruit will have no
seed capable of germination. Thin the fruit, and secure

moisture at the bottom without passing the moisture through

the soU. A small drain-pipe set on end will enable you to

do that. Let us know the result.]

MY PLANTS,
AND HOW AND WHERE I FOUND THEM.—No. 3.

" There one can inhale pure breezes, a rural walk, and
'Breast the keen air, and carol as he goes,'

should he have any propensity to indulge in sweet sounds.

No innovation on his purse—no mendicant to interrupt his

quiet meditations with vescatory importunity. He may
pick Buttercups under any hedge, and no policeman order

him to ' move on ;' and in his solitary ramblings he has no-

thing to dread but a gipsy fortune-teller and a sticking cow."

Thus writeth Dionysius O'Dogherty, Esq., of that spot in

our fair island denominated Highgate. Much more appli-

cable do I deem his rhapsody to the lovely walk adown
which (escorted in my mind's eye by my companionable
reader), I purpose travelling this summer evening. In a
dip in the valley we are sure to flnd the picturesque group
around the gipsy camp, for there a stream of water runs

near at hand, leaping bright and clear over the marble-like

pebbles common to this neighbourhood. There is the neces-

sary shade and feed for these dark-eyed wanderers, and,

above all, a good supply of game for the pot which is now
hanging over the fire, and which, if I mistake not, would
find it difficult to escape the quick eye and fleet feet of the
lurcher who is keeping guard over the vans. We have Pine
woods to our right and left, a vast moorland before us, and
a long tortuous road to pursue, set on either side with
Ferns, Grasses, and Heather. The distant moor is purple
with the latter, richly lit up with the farewell rays of the
departing sun, which, lover-like, keeps his fondest and yet
saddened look for the moment of bidding his adieu.

It was on an evening like this that my husband and
myself drove quietly along the road from Upper Tean to

Great Tate. Never can I forget the impression its wild
grandeiu: made upon me. It reminds one of times long, long
past, when the Romans held sway in this sea-girt island of

ours. It might have been untouched from their time until

now, so dark are the Pine woods, so wild and uncultivated
the moorland—so bleak, so primitive, so quiet does every-

,

thing appear. A few farms are dotted here and there ; but
the attempt seems to have been almost ineffectual to reduce
the natural boldness and magnificence of God's first work to
the so-called refined ideas of this present generation. Over
the moorland stUl roams the black and grey rabbit ; and
the grouse, moorcock, and partridge stUl hold their evening
confabulations. Here we come upon the Triodia decumbens,
which with its purple spikelets looks so completely a Grass
suited to the choice tastes of the birds which frequent these
waste lands. Around us are specimens of the Aira flexuosa,

A. precox, Nardus striota, several kinds of Festuca and
Bromus, also the Avena pubescens or Downy Oat Grass.
Beneath our feet is the Cowberry or red Whortleberry, of
which the flower is flesh-coloured, and the berries red, acid,

and rather bitter. Like the Cranberry and BUberry, it is

used in tarts, and made into preserves by the country people.

It is little inferior to the former when cooked. In dense
patches grows the Bilberry, with its smooth dark green
leaves and bluish black fruit, which is much sought after by
the children of the poor, who gather the berries for sale,

making in an unfruitful season as much as lOiJ. per quart.

Cranberries realise a larger sum, not because they are less

plentiful in many parts of Staffordshire, but because, the
gatherers say, they are so small and necessarily cost them
more time and labour. This fruit is little used amongst the
labouring classes, as being an extravagance with regard to

the quantity of sugar which it requires to make it palatable.

Whilst strolling amongst the Ling and Heath I may mention
that a white variety of the former is found at FroghaU, and
I have also gathered a few sprays upon a bank at Free Hay.
I have been told that the Arbutus uva-ursi, or Red Bear-
berry, is to be met with upon some of these rooky heaths,
but I have unsuccessfully sought for it.

Having collected the above information with regard to
the value of the relative berries which grew on the moor,
we continued our ride through Great l&te, or rather some-
times driving and sometimes alighting from our dogcart,
and ti'usting the animal thereto attached to his good sense
of propriety to follow us or await our pleasure, we well
scanned the banks and ditches around us. The Anthoxan-
thum odoratum had seen its best days, and was looking
"seedy" and de trap amongst its fresh and newly clad
neighbours, the Festuca ovina, F. duriuscula, and F. pra-
tensis, the Avena pubescens, the Lolium perenne, Briza
media, and Aira flexuosa. Leaving the common and road-
side grass, we come to the ditches between it and the moor.
Here we have the Aspidium spinulosum with several varieties,

the Filix-mas, Blechnum spicant, and last but not least the
Lady Fern in its many stages of growth and characters.
In some of the banks it is most luxuriant, particularly above
a wet ditch at the foot of the bank where they grew, and
where the fronds were of a great length.

** "Where the copsewood is the greenest,
"Where the iountain Elistens sheenest,
Where the .norning dew lies longest.
There the Lady Fern grows strongest."

Proceeding on our journey we reached the small church of
St. Giles, in the pleasant village of Croxden. With eager
eyes I scanned the building ; and there, above the battle-
ments, most comfortably ensconced, and apparently in its

luxuriance alike defying wind and weather, were several
sturdy plants of the Euta muraria. I took the reins, and
my driver gallantly and kindly ascended to the devoted
spot, and with his pocket-knife carefully detached two or
three splendid bunches. I transferred it subsequently to
my fernery in our little garden, but either owing to unsuit-
ableness of soil or situation it never flourished so well as it

did in its elevated home on the old church.
At a short distance from the church is the fine ruin of

Croxden Abbey, where we were told the heart of King John
was buried. This, however, did not interest me so much as
the discovery of plants of the Geranium lucidum, or Shining
Cranesbill. The Parietaria officinalis (Wall PeUitory), the
Sedum refiexum (Croaked Stonecrop), and S. telephium, or
Orpine, grow upon different spots of this home of the jolly

old friars. Just as we were exploring the building, one of
those smart and heavy summer showers which so refresh
the thirsty and panting earth at this time of the year came
on, and we took shelter in the dogcart under the friendly

protection of the old abbey. We had time to think of the
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beating hearts which once dwelt there, and made the walls

echo with their prayers and masses—those hearts which

now lie buried and still beneath its cloisters. Was it not a

small world within itself ? Were there not as many passions

throbbing in those breasts as in those of the heretics with-

out the walls ? Doubtless many an earnest Christian there

lies awaiting the last awakening by the Judge of AU. Of

whatever creed, one there standing patiently might say

—

*' Ashes are on my head, and on my lips

Sackcloth, and in my breast a heaviness
And weariness of life, that makes me ready
To say to the dead abbots under us,
• Make room for me ! '

"

Then we thought of "Friar Claus," who had charge of

the convent cellar, and who so gloriously revelled in its

wines; of " Friars Paul " and "Cuthbert," and of the revels

in the refectory ; and we came to the sapient conclusion

that there was as much true religion in this outer world as

was fostered within those ancient walls.

The shower ceased, andthe charm ofour drive was increased

by the coolness of the atmosphere, and the sombre tone

which om- thoughts had taken from our stroll about the old

abbey and its tombs. The Ferns and Grasses, dried and
parched when we before passed them, now gratefully bowed
beneath the heavy load of wet ; the birds were singing in

an under tone their evening song ; and the lark, vociferating

its gratitude, sank down to its bed in the heather.
•* The partricks down the rushy holm

Set up their evening ca'.
* » * * *

The Roses fsuld their silken leaves;
The Foxglove shuts its bell

;

The Honeysuckle and the Birk
Spread fragrance through the dell."

The Digitalis or Foxglove, which is so plentiful in this

county, and which with the green fi-onds of the Ferns form
such beautiful groups upon our banks, must not be forgotten

;

nor yet the Oxalis acetosella, the charming Wood Sorrel,

with its bright green leaflets and delicately veined flowers

adorning each hedgerow. The simplicity and elegance of

this lovely gem, sitting in modest beauty upon its couch of

moss, always reminds me of the unobtrusive yet quiet self-

repose of the well-bred lady. A month or six weeks later

in its birth, and almost equally graceful, the Wood Straw-
berry covers the same localities. Its white blossom and
pendant red fruit are well known to the lovers of the beau-
tiful as well as to the botanist. I once found a large kind
of Strawberry near Leigh, with leaves as fine as the culti-

vated plant, and fi'uit equally luxuriant. I supposed it

might be the Fragaria elatior, as it was top robust in its

habit for the P. vesca.

—

Alice.

KITCHEN GAEDENING.
In writing on the above subject I feel that the first thing

to be taken into consideration is the aspect of the garden
and the nature of the soil ; but generally speaking, when an
amateur or gardener takes a place, there is the kitchen

garden, and there it must remain. In nine cases out of ten
the garden will be found to be very small in corcparison with
the wants of the establishment; but there is one advantage
in a limited extent of ground, and that is, you may change
the character of it by experiments that would be hopeless

on a larger scale.

The generality of kitchen gardens in the suburbs of towns
are mostly sufficiently sheltered by buildings or trees, but if

it can be managed it is best to have the kitchen garden open
to the south and south-west, as the extreme in this case, as

in all others, is to

be avoided. It is j ,

very seldom that —^^————^———^—^^-^—
a man erjoys the
rare privilege of

making his kit-

chen garden how
and where he
pleases, but as it

is sometimes the

case, perhaps it

will be best to e
give a rough
sketch of that at

present undei-jmy
charge, as I con-

sider it to be as

good as any I

have seen— that

is, for a garden of

not morethan lialf

an acre in extent.

It is in the foi-m

of a parallelo- " *•

gram, the letters

N., E., S., W. representing the points of the compass.
« 6 is a Peach-wall some 12 feet in height, and running
parallel from east to west ; 6 c, a low fence from north to

south ; c d, an evergreen hedge about G feet high ; a cJ is a
Yew hedge 8 feet high ; / /, entrances from the forcing-

ground ; y g, the walks. The interior arrangements, ot course,

must be according to the taste or requirements of the pro-

prietor.

Now, as to the nature of the soil. Very few are so fortu-

nate as to possess the sort of ground most to be preferred

for kitchen-garden purposes ; but, on the other hand, gar-

dening is more independent of external circumstances than

farming ; or, in other words, few gardens are in such a
hopeless state or on such ungrateful soil but that something
may be done to fertilise and improve them. For instance

:

light warm soils are naturally early, and in hot dry seasons

like the last too much so, yet this evil may be guarded
against by the admixture of good heavy dressings of weU-
rotted manure every time the ground is dug, such as the

bottom of the manure-heap in the farmyard, and the more
moisture that can be carried on and dug in with it the

better. I am well aware, and I daresay there are too many
who could bear testimony, that in many instances every

barrowful of manm'e is begrudged to the garden, and looked

upon almost as a robbery of the farm or paddock ; but this

ought not to be the case where the gardener is expected to

have his crops as

early and produc-
tive as the mar-
ket gardeners,
who load their

land with such a
variety and at the
same time such
enormous dress-

ings of manure,
that if the wea-
ther is at all pro-

w pitious their
crops must suc-

ceed. In fact, it

is of the utmost
importance to

them that they
should do so, and
they are well

aware that if they

do not apply such
fertilising ele-

•" ments as their

experience and
judgment combined prompt them to do, they would not be

so successful as many of them are. It is a well-known fact

that many of them, by untiring industry and foresight, sup-

port a large famUy on a plot of ground that in its original

state would scarcely produce enough to support a cow. I

think that if this manure question were more considered

the gardener would not so often be found fault with for

being behind his neighbours, or he would have such ma-
terials placed at his command that he would be enabled to

give satisfaction to his employer and do credit to himself.

—

BUBNTWOOD, P. D.
(To be continued.)
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FIGS FALLING PEEMATUEELY.
A Fig tree, the White Carrington, against the back wall

of a vinery, planted about four years, has had good crops

during the past three years, but the Figs, after arriving at

the size of a large marble, have in each year turned yellow,

and eventually dropped off unmatured. The tree is confined

to its own border of 2 or 3 feet square, the soil being well

mixed with broken brick and lime rubbish, and has been
well watered, but all to no purpose. The same has also

happened to Figs in pots.—W. H. R.

[It is not confinement of the roots that is the cause of the
Figs dropping ; stagnant moisture will do it, and dryness of

the soil will do it, and either will tell prejudicially most when
the Figs, like yours, are about half swelled. From the time
Figs are the size of large Peas the soil should never be dry,

and the moisture should never be stagnant. There are two
ideas more : first, the Fig tree is on the back wall of a vinery.

Do you give it enough light ? If not, the young fruit will

be apt to fall, from the immaturity of the wood last season.
Again : Is the tree very luxuriant ? Sometimes when that
is the case the very free flow of sap throws the fruit off, and
we have in such a case helped them by cutting rings of bark
off the shoots one-eighth of an inch in width. We think if

the wood have enough light, and the roots are confined, that
something in the watering may be the cause. A year or two
ago we had a little pot half plunged in the soil, and most of
the fruit dropped. On examining the pot we found the
drainage was stopped, and the lower half of the pot was in

a morass. Stagnant water at any time is their abomination.]

GLOIEE DE DIJON EOSE ON A BOUESAULT
STOCE.

I FEEL it a sort of duty to report to you the very success-
ful result of an experiment tried upon a Gloire de Dijon
Rose budded on a Boursault stock, the stock being a bad
bloomei", although it had the advantage of a southern aspect
outside a lofty old greenhouse with low windows. To turn
it to ornament we planned many things, and at last resolved
to bud it and treat it like a Vine, leaving the root outside
and pulling the stem in. We nailed the budded branches
upon the end wall inside, and the very first season had
about seventy Roses from the middle of April on to May

;

but this second season the produce has been quite mar-
vellous. It began to bloom in the last week of April, and
in the course of ten days, or within the fortnight to about
the 12th of May, we had upwards of two hundred splendid
full-blown Roses from the plant. The only peculiarity in
the treatment besides the Vine system was the quality of
manure with which the roots were bountifully supplied

—

namely, a barrowful of old stuff collected from a shed in a
field, the resort of horses, cows, and sheep for shelter.

—

An
Amateuk Rose-geowee, Belgard, Tallaght, County Dublin.

ME. JOHN WATEREE'S AMEEICAN PLANTS.
The Knap Hill plants at the Regent's Park are now

at their best, and a magnificent spectacle do they pre-
sent. An area of about 100 yards in length and the same in
breadth, witli an undulating surface and winding walks,, is

covered in with canvass, and planted with many hundreds
of Rhododendrons and Azaleas in gorgeous bloom, and espe-
cially striking is the effect when viewed from an elevated
bank which commands a view of the whole. The ai'range-
ment too is most excellent for effect, the colours being
judiciously intermixed, and advantage taken of a Plane,
Laburnum, and some other trees which exist in the ground,
as well as of the foliage of the Rhododendrons themselves,
to relieve the brilliant rose and crimson flowers by green
leaves ; and yellow and orange Azaleas introduced here and
there serve to give a variety of form and colour which would
not otherwise exist.

Among the large plants there is one of Lady Eleanor
Cathcart planted on a mound—a standard having a head
probably not less than 25 feet in circumference ; of Roseum
elegans there is one little less in size, and many more
individual plants might be cited. Among scarlet and
crimson-flowered varieties the finest are John Waterer,

which is very brilliant in colour, a large trusser, and one of
the most useful for general purposes, Mrs. John Waterer,
a very fine rosy crimson, Valasques, Admiration, Regificum,
and Giorgione. lago is a good rosy purple, and Joseph
Whitworth, a new large-flowered dark purplish lake. Among
whites the best are Album grandiflorum, of which there are
many fine plants. La Vivandiere, Minnie, a free-blooming
blush white, with a large blotch of yellow spots, and Lady
Godiva. Butlerianum, white tinged with pink, is also good.
To the new kinds (vol. 6, page 430)—viz., Mrs. John Peun,
Lady Emily Peel, Princess Mary of Cambridge, &c , have to
be added Sidney Herbert, a large bright carmine flower,
Earl of Shannon, a showy dark crimson, of great substance,
Consolator, and Warrior, bright scarlet crimson, and Sir
Robert Peel, a brilliant rosy crimson with sti-ongly-marked
dark spots, besides which there are this year many seed-
lings as yet unnamed. One of these is a very striking
variety, having a very pale pink or white centre, edged with
the brightest rose. Another is very remarkable for the
great size of its blooms. The exhibition will continue for
several days, but we would advise all who intend visiting it

to go at once.

FEEN HABITS.
Having been for some years much interested in the

management of a small Fern-house, some curious facts
have come under my observation which, I think, may not
make an uninteresting article in your Joui'ual.

I have a plant of the Killarney Fern (Triohomanes ra-
dicans), growing under a glass shade in a large porous
saucer, set in one not porous, with water under it, but
raised so that the bottom of the porous saucer does not
quite touch the top of the water. About it were put several
stones, and among them a piece of brain coral, about 3 inches
in diameter, which had previously been in a case with Asple-
niam marinum. At the top of the glass shade is a hole for
ventilation, through which Ferns that haug in baskets
above it often seed themselves. After some time the piece
of brain coral became covered with young vegetation, which,
about two years ago, developed into plants of Asijlenium
capillus-Veneris, A. marinum, and A. 'triohomanes. They
grew fast, though no soil was on the coral except what
might accidentally have dropped into the interstices. The
capillus-Veneris soon became so large as to interfere with
the Killarney Fern, so, last year, I moved them into a
smaller case by themselves, filled the bottom of it with
water, and put a large piece of perfectly clean white coral
to stand in the middle of the water, like an island, with
the bit of brain coral and Ferns on the top of it. Soon a
slight green vegetation appeared on the lower piece of coral
stretching like a cobweb from point to point; the little

roots from the Perns have gradually crept down to it, and
they have completely fastened the two pieces of coral
together, and are forming a soil on the lower piece, which
promises shortly to be covered also with plants to the level
of the water. It is a curious instance of Perns forming a
soil for themselves unassisted by anything but nature.
The Killarney Fern grew very lazily for some years tiU

the spring of 1834, when some petrified moss was put into
the case near the roots above the soU, and immediately they
touched it they began to push themselves above the soil
and on to the petrified moss, and grew upon it so vigorously"
that it has completely filled the case, and is going to be
moved into a larger one, when I intend putting the coral
and Ferns into the one it is now in, with more coral and
water under, but no soil, so that I can ascertain how large
they will grow on the porous substance with only moisture
to noiu-ish them.—E. B.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The May meeting of this Society was held on the 1st inst.,

the chair being occupied, in the absence abroad of the Pre-
sident, by H. T. Stainton, Esq., F.L.S., Vice-President.

The Secretary read an article recently published by the
Society of Arts on a new American Silkworm, or rather on
the successful attempts recently made to unwind the silk

from the cocoons of Saturnia Polyphemus in North America,
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the thread of which possesses considerable lustre, and a
single cocoon contains as many as 500 yards of thread. As
much as seven waggouloads of the cocoons had been sent to
the Technological meeting lately held at Boston, U.S.
Mr. Stevens exhibited a Shield Beetle (Cassida sp.), found

alive in liondon, which had evidently escaped from a newly-
opened case of Orchids, but which had unfortunately died
a few hours previous to the meeting. When alive it pre-
sented a brilliant metallic appearance, which faded after

death ; and some discussion took place as to the insufficiency

of technical descriptions made from museum specimens of

such species, which were of course quite at variance with
the appearance of the living insect.

Mr. Stainton exhibited a nest of hairless caterpillars of
some species of Moth, found near Marlborough suspended
from a Beech tree by silken threads.
Mr. F. Smith read a letter recently received from Dr. T. C.

Jordan, dated Lahore, 16th March last, in which the writer
announced that he had discovered that the wingless Ants of

the genus Typhlopone of Westwood were the true workers of
the species, of which the strange insects known under the ge-
neric name of Dorylus were the winged males. The females
of these singular insects have yet to be discovered.
An extract was read fi-om Sli-. Waterton's " Wanderings

in South America," from which it appeared that the larva
of the Chigoe or Pulex penetrans (when hatched from the
mass of eggs contained within the enormously distended
body of the female), burrowed into the flesh of the toes in

the vicinity of the wound caused by the entrance of the
female insect into the flesh.

A discussion on the luminous powers of the winged Fire-
flies of the family Lampyridie took place, the Eev. Hamlet
Clark having observed that these insects in South America
emitted thefr flashes simultaneously, so that there was a
regular intermission of the light, the insects appai-ently
flashing contemporaneously and in concert. Mr. Bates in
the Amazons, and Mr. W. Wilson Saunders in India, had
not observed any such regularity in the emission of the
light, which, on the contrary, appeai-ed to be quite irregular
and independent. Mr. H. Clark also called attention to the
ravages of Woodlice in a garden, where a short time ago a
quantity of peat had been laid down.
Mr. Stainton read a notice of a memoir published in the

new part of the " Proceedings of the Philadelphia Entomo-
logical Society," in which Mr. B. Walsh gave an account of

the diiferent species of insects found in galls upon Willow
trees in North America, amongst which were as many as
seven different species of Lepidopterous insects—namely,
three Tineidas belonging to the genus Gelechia, and four
TortricidiB, the larvae of these Moths feeding upon the sub-
stance of the galls, although not the original makers of
them. A variety of Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, and espe-
cially Diptera, of the genus Cecidomyia, were also found in
the galls, of which there were not fewer than ten different

species.

The Kev. H. Clark exhibited a collection of plant-feeding
Beetles captured by M. Du Boulay in the district of Cham-
pion Bay, West Australia, among which was a remarkable
Eumolpid, which has the power of leaping by means of the
middle pair of legs, which are thickened. He described a
number of these insects, preceded by some observations
directed against descriptions of isolated species, which cause
BO much trouble to the student.

Mr. F. Smith read deaciiptions of some new exotic Hyme-
noptera of various families, including three species of Pa-
ragia, a remarkable genus of Wasps, and a new genus of
Bees having antenna; clubbed like those of a Butterfly.

~Mr. Bates read a paper describing four additional new
species of South American Beetles belonging to the genus
Agra, from the collection of W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OABDBN.

Now is a good time to carry on a vigorous crusade against
weeds, the hoe ought never to be at rest in well-cultivated
gardens till they are all destroyed. Basil and Marjoram sown
in beds to be thinned out to about 6 inches from plant to plant.
Bea/ns, make another sowing, top the most forward crop if not

yet done. Broccoli, to have the Cape varieties fine the seed
to be sown where the plants are to remain, deep drills to be
drawn, and two or three seeds dropped in at the distance
of 2i feet apart, slightly cover the seed, and keep watered
should dry weather occur. When the young plants come
up thin to one plant at the distance named. Cabbage, this
is a good time to sow a little seed for autumn produce, any
of the small sorts to be preferred for this sowing. Cauli-
flowers, plant out some of the fii-st sowing in the open
ground. A small quantity planted from two or three sow-
ings will keep up a succession better than the small stunted
plants of very early sowings. Cucumbers, peg down the
plants on the ridges as they advance in growth, and when
the hand-glass will no longer contain them set them on
three bricks placed edgeways, or on crotch sticks; when
they require water give it them milk-warm in the day.
Onions, after thinning loosen the soil between the rows, and
if the weather is dry give them a thorough watering. The
thinnings of the beds may be planted out, but must, if the
weather prove dry, be watered every evening until they
take fresh roothold. This must be carefully attended to, as
the roots will be very near the surface. Peas, the last sow-
ing of Knight's Dwarf Marrow should now be made, as it is

longer in coming into bearing than any other. Continue to
earth up and stick the advancing crops. If the pods of the
early crops do not fill well give a good root-soaking, which
will be sufRoient for them while they last. Radishes, make
another sowing of the vai-ious sorts to succeed those sown
in the middle of last month. Savoys, plant out some of the
early sowing. The dwarf sorts may be planted about
11 foot apart in the row, the rows to be 2 feet from each
other ; the larger sorts should be 2 feet in the row, and the
rows 2 J feet apart. Tomatoes, as they are usually planted
under a south wall, where they receive but little benefit

from a passing shower, they should be occasionally watered,

and kept mulched with short litter. Nail and stoji the shoots
as they advance in growth. Continue to thin the crops

while they are small.

FKTJIT GARDEN.
The ravages of caterpillars upon Apple trees about the

suburbs of London are truly awful. Among the practices

adopted by gardeners of the old school was making a fire

to the windward of the orchard, and allowing the smoke to

circulate in clouds amongst the trees. Although we were
inclined in our younger days to smile at the idea, neverthe-
less wo have lately adopted the practice, and can strongly
recommend it, as thousands upon thousands of caterpillars

have been dislodged from the trees and fallen to the ground
suffocated by the smoke and heat. The shoots of Cherry
trees infested with the black fly should be dipped in tobacco
water immediately the pest is detected.

FLOWEE GARDEN.
The newly-planted things will require constant watching,

as under the best management failures will sometimes
occur; these should be made good, and the tying and
staking of everything requiring support should on no ac-

count be delayed. Where an immediate display is not
j

wanted, the buds may be pinched off for a week or two to '

encourage the plants to cover the ground. Creepers -against

walls and trellises should be constantly gone over to tie or

nail them in. Standard and pillar Eoses should likewise be
looked over to see that they are properly secured to their

stakes. Take every means to eradicate all the broad-leaved

plants and coarse-growing grasses from the lawn, which
they much disfigure, and keep it closely cut with the scythe

or machine. Strong shoots of Chrysanthemums may soon
be layered to produce dwarf compact bushes. Take the first

opportunity after a shower of rolling and regulating walks.

Hollyhocks should now be staked, tied, and attended to as

they advance in growth. Be sure that plants growing in

vases, baskets, &c., are properly attended to and thoroughly

watered in the evenings of hot days. The rosarium should

likewise have aU the attention that can be spared at this

busy season; remove all suckers, and keep a sharp look out

after insects. The Rose has many enemies, from the earwig

to the aphis, use all means at hand to destroy these ; though
nothing comes up to hand-picking for the destruction of

grubs and beetles, it is a tiresome method, yet it is the

only one to which recourse can be had with permanent
advantage.
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GREENHOUSE AND CONSEBVATOET.
Hardenbergias, Kennedyas, &c., may be slightly cut back

after blooming to induce a new growth. Water to be given

liberally to plants in the border of the conservatory, ex-

cepting, perhaps, plants very recently planted j shade daily

when necessary, and give air in proportion to the state of

the external atmosphere. The stock of Balsams and other

annuals grown for filling the vacant places in the green-

house, &c., should be encouraged by frequent shifts, keep
them in bottom beat and near the glass ; pick off the early-

formed bloom-buds, as the plants should attain a consider-

able size before being allowed to bloom. Continue to train

Kalosanthes neatly, and water occasionally with liquid ma-
nure. Specimen Scarlet Geraniums should likewise have
liberal encouragement to grow them on. Common and Fancy
Pelargoniums, for late bloom, will thrive better in a some-
what shady situation. Fuchsias, if not in their blooming
pots, should be potted forthwith. Train in the desired form,

and pinch back weak and straggling shoots. The glass to be
taken off Japan Lilies, Gladioli, &c., unless very early blooms
are desired. Keep a portion in the shade of a north wall

for a succession of bloom. The principal part of the green-

house plants may now be safely taken out of doors. Select

a shady situation open to the east and protected from high
winds. Take care that the plants stand on a bottom care-

fully prepared to exclude worms from the pots.

STOVE.
Continue to shift all such plants as require it. This is a

good time to pot Peristeria, Plinjus, Cymbidium, and all

other Orchids that are starting into growth. The best time
for shifting Saccolabiums, Vandas, Camarotis, Ai-rides, and
all plants of similar habit, is as soon as they have done
blooming. In giving them new baskets, afford plenty of

room and good open material to grow in.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The chief work has been trenching 'Broccoli ground for

Peas, Turnips, late Carrots, Dwarf Kidney Beans, &c, the
latter requiring rich soil to produce heavy succulent crops.

Watered Cauliflowers, and staked successional Peas. We
have now no doubt that our early Sebnstopol Pea, which
has done us good service, is identical with Dillistone's Early,

about the earliest we have met with, but no great bearer.
Cleared off oui Tom Thumbs from orchard-house, where
they proved themselves useful. Took up a bank of Scotch
Cabbaging Kale, which was just running to bloom, as

Cabbages were plentiful. To avoid the trouble of wheeling
out, and as we are scarce of manure, will trench them into

the soil. This may always be done with all sorts of large
weeds except seed weeds, which should never be buried in

the ground. In fact, it is bad policy and in opposition to

all economics ever to allow a weed to arrive at the seeding
state. When cut up when an inch in height, the sun does
all that is then necessary for their destruction. Groundsel
cut up when knotting for bloom in duU weather, contains
enough of moist nourishment in it to perfect and sow its

seeds. It never can be got rid of in a garden, if it is allowed
to arrive at the seeding state. The other Sunday we noticed
in a cottage gai-den, untenanted, one huge heavy crop of
Groundsel just seeding. Self-interest should have led
neighbouring cottagers to clear, and clean, and crop the
garden, if they had been permitted, as the seeds will be sure
to be wafted to their ground. In the garden itself the
seeds will be so numerous that twenty years will scarcely
see the last of the produce of this year's seeding. The
Dutch hoe is the best tool for all places where it can be
used. Cut up the weeds before they become large, and
let the sun dispose of them. Where nicety is i-equired
the hoe may be pulled backwards to make all smooth. A
rake for such purposes is worse than useless. The raking
of weeds always shows bad management, or deficiency of
labour power, and the very act of raking increases the evil,

from the time it occupies. As for flower-beds, we would as
soon see a donkey trampling among them as a rake. It
used to be the fashion to rake flower-beds as level and pretty
well as hard as a piece of pavement. We would rather have
them loose, and then a back stroke with the rake can do

everything in the way of neatness. Thinned most of our
Onions, Carrots. Parsnips, &c., which have come up very
thick, and sowed Salsafy and Scorzonera to prevent it

rvmning. Sowed more of Dwarf Kidney Beans, and the
last of Broad Beans, as they seldom do much good if sown
later. Watered Cauliflower with sewage water, and earthed-
up some later Potatoes. The Ash-leaved that were pro-
tected at first with glass have done very well. Taken all-in-

all, we find nothing, that for early purposes, beats the Ash-
leaved. In limited room out of doors, the small tops are a
great recommendation.

FRiriT garden.
For want of time we have not yet turned out many of our

forced Straioherries, but will do so as soon as possible, and
would like to give a good watering to those out of doors,
and then cover the spaces between with long litter from the
stables. Clean straw, where it can be obtained, is best ; but
a good shower of rain will render the litter clean before the
Strawberries are ripe. Long grass is also good, as it becomes
hay before the Strawberries rest upon it. Short grass, also,

is not to be despised where nothing else can be had ; but it

brings lots of weeds, and in heavy rains it is knocked into

the interstices of the fruit. All sorts of tiles are apt, from
scorching, to do as much harm as good. Where none of the
above coverings can be easily obtained, no better plan can
be adopted than running a string on each side of the row,
supported by stout little rough sticks. We saw some fine

Straivberries last year so dirtied and smeared that they had
to be washed before using them. What a fine taste they
must have had. It would have shown more of the"vaunted-
genteel" to have made no attempt at Strawberries, instead
of breaking down at the point of protecting them from soil

and mud. We are now thinning them out of houses and
pits, and as yet we have not been troubled with spider, or
anything else. Early in the season we saw some green fly

on a few flower-stalks, but the finger and thumb did for

them, and we have seen none since. We have more faith in

a quick eye and nimble fingers than iu all washings and
smokings put together. If this should catch the eye of
Mr. Donaldson, we should like to hear how his very strong
plants succeeded last season. Some half a dozen of failures,

we have no doubt, were owing to luxuriant growth, late

potting, and large pots. He seemed to be taking extra care
that his plants should be well matured, and of course that
secured, extra strength should yield extra crops.

Went over Apricots and Peaches out of doors, thinning
shoots and fruit, and giving them a good lashing with clear

soot water from the garden engine, as much in precaution
as otherwise. The nice rain alluded to last week broke huge
boughs from forest trees, and also broke down Gooseberry
and Currant bushes heavily laden. Some that had foiu:

stakes and rough wooden hoop round them were safe enough.
We never knew rain hang so heavOy on trees for such a
short continuance. The high winds of Monday also did
damage to trees and bushes. Strawberries in the orchard-
house are swelling fast. Will top-dress with horse-droppinga
and soil the fruit trees in pots, as that will not only give
nourishment, but will also, as mulching, save waterings.
We did not care about doing this sooner, as we wished the
soil in the pots to be well heated. Sent thinnings of fruit

of Peaches for tarts. Can find no use of that kind for the
extra supply of N'ectarines. When bruised and soaked in
hot water they make a strong tea that no insects Uke, and
when used fresh the scent is very pleasant, but very un-
pleasant when kept for several days. Tied-in shoots against
wall, and kept nipping, with the finger and thumb, the
points of shoots of trees in pots. Caterpillars have needed
hunting after, especially on Plums. They show where
they nestle by the roUed-up leaf. Nothing but crushing
will destroy these pests, as the cnrled-up leaf defends
them from all attack, and what would make tho leaves

unpalateable would also be apt to injure them. Noticed
one Cherry tree with scalded and blotched leaves, owing
to scars in the glass, and daubed a little paint on the
spots. They were rubbed over with soft putty last season,

but it had come away, and hence the burning. Three years
ago the bottom of a tree was thus blotched day after day,
and at last we discovered a scar not larger than the lines of
ordinary writing, but it did all the mischief. We advised a
lady lately, who had been recommended to have lid. a-foot
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glass for an orchard-house, not to grudge a few shillings

more for 100 feet. The cheaper the glass the more likely,

as a rule, will you be to have spots, that will concentrate the
sun's rays, and scorch and burn. We hope we shall learn

much more on the glass question.

We may here broadly notice a simple fact, that in con-
nection with ventilation some people with orchard-liouses

seem slow to comprehend. Have a short span-roofed house
—say from 40 to 60 feet, with ventilation at the apex at

each end, and ventilation at each side, and you need not
trouble much about ventilation at the roof. For a late

house, and a long length, you need not trouble at all. Have
a lean-to house against a wall and no top ventilation, and
we would not augur much for success in anything except
breeding red spider enough to supply a stock for a continent.
In the span-roof, wi(i ventilation at each side, the heated
air will not accumulate much at the apex, as this thorough
current prevents all that. Mr. Rivers thoroughly under-
stands all this. But in a lean-to, without ventilation at the
apex, there is no regular current, and the hottest and
moistest air will be found at the naiTow ajjex of the roof.

For a small house some 20 feet in length, air at the ends
under the apex would be sufficient ; but for 30 feet we would
require two openings in the middle as well. For a long
house of from 60 to 100 feet, every ether square should
open, so as to give from 9 to 12 inches all the way. Two
ideas more—early air-giving is even more important than
the quantity. We have known houses spoilt because they
were shut until nine o'clock on a sunny morning. And,
again : even as to air there may be too much of a good thing,

and large openings in front to admit cold frosty air will do
more harm than good. A gentleman lately told us that a
great practitioner seemed to throw all his ventilators open
without ceremony even in cold weather. That we presume
would be when the trees were in a condition that they could
not suifer. We know for a fact that the same cultivator

hangs thick woollen netting over the ventilating openings
in severe weather, to moderate the force of the cold air, and
to secure its being mollified before reaching the trees when
in a tender state. Nothing is more important than au'-

giving to everything under glass, and few things are more
neglected, or become mere work of routine. In our boyish
days we have seen a man leave his breakfast more than once
to add to, or reduce air. Now too often the air given in the
morning remains unchanged until it is taken away at night.

There is a medium between the two extremes, and the ther-

mometers and the clouds should be closely watched to pre-

vent aU sudden chano-es. Some time ago we directed par-

ticular attention to this subject.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Besides tying and potting lota of plants for summer and

autumn, and watering more freely than we would wish for

our supply of water, the chief work has been rolling,

mowing, and machining lawn, and getting out lots of

bedding plants. The weather on the whole has been dry
for such work, and the wind on Monday the 20th was very
trying to fresh-planted things ; but the first-turned-out

are now taking hold and will look after themselves. We do
not care about moving the surface much after planting as

yet, in order that the ground may become warm, and then
the rooting process will proceed more rapidly. We have
stirred the ground among Calceolarias, and as soon as

possible we shall mulch them.—E. F.

LiLiujr AURATUM.—Mr. Stevens announces a sale of es-

tablished plants of the charming Lilium auratuin, on Tues-
day next, the 13th inst. We believe that upwards of fifty

of them are expected to be in bloom on the day of sale, a cir-

cumstance which will render the well-known auction-room
unusually attractive, and quite a flower show on the occasion.

Apples
Apricots, Greer
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DoDBLE Bai.pr; in Van Thoi. Tulips (A Subscriber, o/iVo).—We have
lillle doubt but that the bulbs htd been pUnted too deeply, and too richly

treated. The sniiill bulbs growing haJ better be treated in a reserve-bed

for another settaoii. AVe hhould not ex|iect many to bloom well.

Border onder North Wall [B. £.)•—G^o<J-3ized Scarlet Geraniums and
Calceolarias would do very ^¥ell in sucu a border. To have something out

of tbu common way, Cineraria«, and the herbaceous Calceolarias, would
bloom well in such a boruer all the summer, when they would be done
floweiing- in a ;;ieenUou«e, <jr in places more exposed to the sun. We once
Jiad a (iplendiu show uf auch on a north border all the summer. All the

Heartsease tribe would do « ell there all tlie summer, with rich nourishment.

Figs {C. A).—The Figs are not diseased. Our impression is that the
plants p'et dry a: one time, aud are soaked with water at another, and the
Figs with dryish mots hive been caught by the sun whilst the fruit was
in a damp etaie, and the sc.ilding has produced a rusty appearance. Pro-
bably the fruit that are so affected will not swell. Plenty ot air early would
prevent it, with judicious watermjj.

PK\cn Leavks Falling {F. S. Lnw).—There is a trace of white red
spirler on the leaves— that is, spider too young to be red ; and the remedy
is plenty of the syring-e. e^^itecially late in the afternoon. Tlie chief cause
of the spots on your leaves U the sun shining on them before air has
been given freeiy'in your orchard-house, or some spots m your glass. We
have a little Cherry ti-ee all .-jpotCed the same way, from two rough scars in

the glass, which we had puttied the year previously. We drew the end of
a small puint biush over the bliiiter and scar in the glass, and there has
been rio more biutching ani burning. Some of the cheap glass is well
supplied with tbese little ncars aud blis:eis, and each is apt to act as a
concentrating' burning glass. We think thi^ will prove your chief remedy.
A little paiut, or glue, or putty rubbed over such places will avert the
danger.

Wrf.us in Paveu Yaru— F11MIGA.TIN0 (.4 Bcijitmer).—The best thing
for destroying grass between ston^B in a yard is lu sow the space oyer with
salt, so asto make all while, and brush it among the stones; but it will not
be sifo to HOW ;t v.irhin 4 feet of any building. N'o substitute is better than
tobacco smoke; there is tobacco water. For a cleanly wash nothing is

better or simpler than quas^ii water. The strength has often been given.
Azaleas are easily propagattjU by cuttings.

Geraniums Ill-managed (TijiiornmHs).-~'^Ve are afraid that your cutting
down late in auuiinn, an 1 repuuing them in vegetable mi^uld, which you
found in the WiUow tree, has pretty well done for your plants, and you had
better obtain a fresh stock lor your windows. If you had merely pruned
your Fuchsins a little in autumn, and left them alone in winter, and fresh

potted them a?* soon as fre-th growth took place in the spring, all might have
been well. The same as to ihe Geraniums, if you cut down after the begin-
ning of Septeiiiber. To make the most of your protei/ces now, we would
advise shaking Lhe sour Willow soil tri>m them, w^shinu the roots, and then
placing them in much smaller pot;?, in light t^andy loam, and shading a little

until they are routing freely. We mean such loam a* you could obtain by
the side of ih^ lua.i, with n quarter of rough sand with it. You could give

richer nutriment afrerwards.

Mulching Calcrolarias (F. T. C.).—If your Calceolarias are growing
freely, and ihe giourul is moist, you may mulch them at once with rotten
'lung. If they are no', large, and the (ground is still cool, and not so moist
as you wish, yim may deliy for a fortnight. We would do our own at once
it we could CO nTiiaml the lUiitenul. We publish a ruliindes for each volume ;

therefore the weekly index is only of importance for that week.

Adelaster ALBiVENis LEAVES SPOTTED {Btngleij) .—ThexQ BXQ spots on
the leaf as if scale had been resting on it, but none on it now. If ao they

must be washed off with soap and water, and then well syringed with clean

water. There are other marks that denote scalding, and the remedy is to

give air early, so as to have the leaves dry before the sun reaches them.

Crop OF Gbkeng AGES in Pots (C. P.).—From two to three dozen of Plums
will be sufficient ou a tree U you wish them liae, and not to injura the

trees for another year.

Brown Turkey Figs Falling (/i/.?m).—We are surprised that joar
Brown Turkey sheds us fruit, whilst the White Marseilles stands so well,

as it forces quite as well as the White Marseilles generally. The best of the

latter is liivers's variety, aud that does well with or without heat. Are you
sure you have the Brown Turkey? With plenty of water, and yet no
stagnant water, no Fig stands better than the Brown Turkey. We have
seen several tine trees throw their fruit from being too dry when swelling.

Shelves in a Hothouse {A Humble and Constant Jieader).-~Vfeh&VQ no
doubt what you propose will answer ; but our opinion is that, for a span-

roofed bouse I'i feet wide, the best plan is to have a stand in the middle,

and a walk and broad shelf at each side. All the plants could then be
easily reached, but that would do away with your one central path. la
looking more closely over your letter we are in doubt if your houses are

span-roofed; for, a> to the second house, you speak of the back wall, and
the expediency of having plants agamst it, and having a pit in the middle.

Well, not to interfere with your pit, you could have a narrow border in

front of your back wall, if it is a lean-to house, a walk between the borier

and the front, and in the pit you might shut off some pieces 2i feet square

far creepers for the roof; but if you take our advice you would make the

curb of your pit level all round; and in such a house we would not have

the shell more than 2^ feet or 2^ feet above the level of the pathway. This

will enable the observer to see all the plants from either pathway, lou can
till your pit with plunging material, or you cm use rough ston-js, and then

fine gravel, for setting the plants on. As to slate or gravel, or small washed
pebbles, both are very good. 81ate is very good, with an edging to hold

water ; and it is also very good covered with clean gravel to let In a little

moisture. Your creepers and Vines ought to be lo inches from the glass.

If in the third house, which you mean fur an early vinery, and to force

Vines, a pit in f^nt would be more useful than a stage. In the house for

bedding plants every place may be supplied with shelves, and then, in the

dark months, many things will stand on the floor. In such a house we
have frequently something like three tiers of plants; but then they must

be managed according to what they want. Of course the plants would do

better in three bouses, and give less trouble than so much storing and

moving
J
and we would all like to do so if we could ; but many are situated

as we are—turn out many thousands ot plants every year, and by t::e first

week in June it would not be easy tor a stranger to say where such myriads

of plants came from.
Names ov Plants {Qcnsing Lodge).— \, Phleboaiam aureum ; 2, Cyrto-

mium falcatum; 3, Asplenium lucidum. ^J. F., Coventry)—!, Asplenium

Adiantum-nigrum; 2, too little developed; 3, Polypodium Dryopteris;

4, Polysticbum angulare. {U. £>.).—It is Allium Moly, Yellow Garlic or

Moly. It is quite hardy. {A. M. IT.).— I, Pteris tremula ; 2. Polystichum

capense. We cannot undertake to name varieties of the Pelargonium from

i-ingle flowers. {G. J^.).— Rhodoaendron javanicum ; Enca ventricosa

superba. {Aji Old Subscriber) .—LoaiQeva, hispida, and the young shoot

aent without flower is probably a species of iSpiicea. (Leiffhton).— iieiy'

sarum coronarium. (T. J.).—The large-flowered Myoaotis is M. alpestns,

and the other is probably a variety of M. arvensis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIOITS in the Suburbs of Loudon for tlie Week ending June :3rd.

DiTE.
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earth as tenderly as Old Izaak impaled a frog on his hook.

They seldom break the worm, and if they do we don't believe

it feels it. It is a rare sign of health when they take to

these diversions, and seek all this kind of food, and our
man passes along in front whistling merrily. He has a

knack of addressing an imaginary person: sometimes he
calls him "Jim," sometimes he speaks through the hedge;
but it is curious that his conversation is always where we
can hear it, and we never hear an answer. In the fine

weather we heard, " I say, Jim, they chickens do grow, I

never see things do so well in my life, and they eats next to

nothing, and yet see how they thrive." But for the last ten

days he is perpetually in conversation with the poultry Mrs.
Harris. He was looking a day or two hard at a hedge within
a few yards of our window, and thus he discoursed, " Ah !

you may say that, and you ain't the only person as wonders,

I wonders myself that I have patience with them. Three
hens off yesterday, all clear eggs, not a chicken. Chickens
don't grow a bit, and what they eat is marvellous—in fact,

I'll tell you what it is, they ten-ify me." While peering

cautiously at him from the chamber window we can tell the

quarter of the wind and the condition of the chickens, as well

from his countenance as we could tell the progress of the exe-

cution from watching the faces of the girls. "When we come
down we have a repetition of what Master So-and-so or

Dame This-and-that said as they were going to work. We
axe afraid we are like " Old Joe Bagstock," getting sly. AVe
have learned to parry all these attacks by mildly saying,

"We have heard you are not so well off as your neighbours."
" Then them as says so knows nothing about it. I have ten
chickens to their one. Look here, sir, come this way, sir,

there's a brood you have not seen, but this weather is very
bad." So it is. We have found great benefit from put-
ting camphor in all their water. We have resumed our
winter feeding, and although they wiU pull through if we
have no more snow, we fear most of them will show they
have had a bad fortnight in their lives.

We had written thus far when we ourselves suffered as

much as the chicks. Bad cold, pain at the chest, nasty
little cough—camphor for ever ! We mate a " cigarette

camphree a la Kaspail." Take a sound goose quill, cut it off

at the feather, stop the end with some paper, break up some
camphor in small pieces, fill two-thirds of the quill, and stop

up again with paper. If you are plagued with a " nasty
little hacketting cough " keep this cigar in your mouth,
inhale air only through it, you will find your tiresome
symptoms disappear—Easpail loquitur-, " comme par encTumie-

ment."
It is said that a friend about to visit England, asked

Voltaire, " if he had any commissions for that countrj'."

"No," said the poor old infidel; "Yet, stay; should your
friend see the sun, ask him to present my compliments to

him, I was there forty days, and did not see him once." We
shut ourselves up according to medical directions, and in

twenty-four hours the sun was shining, and people were
complaining of the heat. "Jim," shouted our man, "this
ere's a morning. There, I do think, them chickens is growed
since last night. Lor' a' massy, it does one good. How
that grass is growed surely. If the chickens did not grow
as fast they'd be lost in it. Morning, missis, morning,
you be right, 'tis a pleasure to see things, they grows while
you looks at 'em. Terrable hot yesterday to be sure, but
chickens thrives, and it's a pleasure to look after them."
He waits no more for us to come down, we are obliged to

seek him. We know him fii-st by his whistle (he is musical).
During the bad weather he has a weakness for the " Dead
March in Saul." When he arrives at a bad case, or when
he is overcome by the appearance of things in general, he
lets loose his drums, big and little ; cymbals, wind instru-

ments, all go at a crash. The fit lasts a minute or two, he
then captiously pushes his hat on one side, and scratches

his head. The last operation restores him. The " Maestro "

vanishes into thin air, and. the poultry man returns. But
when the weather is favourable and chickens do well, nothing
less cheerful than " Cheer, Boys, Cheer," will answer his turn,

and we believe when we are in search of him, he dodges ; for

the sounds meet us everywhere, but the man seems as though
he had found fern seed, or the four-leaved clover.

" What are we to do with those two young cocks, they 've

growed out of strength and shape, they sits on their knees

all day, and they '11 never sit up ? " " Kill them, and take
them in-doors." " They be skeletons." " Do as you aie
told."

" Sarah," says cook to the parlour-maid, " I wish you'd
teU mistress I wish to speak to her." " Well, cook," says
mistress, "what do you want?" "Why, look here, Fred
has brought these two things in, he says they 're to go into
the lardei', they shan't go into mine. Nasty, long-legged,
iU-looking things, I don't believe as master told him."
" Well, well, well," says the mistress, " don't make troubles."
(We think in these days the mistress has it hot and strong
sometimes). "I will see your master and ask him." The
" first blow may be half the battle," but some people think
much of the last word, and cook said, " She only know'd one
thing, she wasn't going to dress such fowls, no, not if she
gev warning as she stood there, and she didn't care."

What on earth had Fred said ?

Cook may give warning and leave, but master cannot, so
he was brought into the kitchen to say what was to be done
with these unfortunate fowls. Poor man, he was in great
trouble, he is not a bad husband as things go ; but it is said,

that now-a-days it is easier to get four wives than one cook.
He knew not what to do. When you must bathe, and don't
know the depth of the water, take a header. He did so,
" They are for made dishes." " There, cook," said mistress.

Indeed, sh-," said cook. "Well, mem," said cook, "praps
you will say what made dishes you wish." Mistress looked
to master, and he said, " Galantines." Cook knew nothing
of such outlandish things, but she didn't mind learning, if

mistress would teach her. She did so as follows :—Now,
cook, take that fowl's neck just below the crop, squeeze
the skin between the thumb and finger till it is tight ; now
draw your sharp knife down the back of the neck. There,

it gapes open. Now, cut off the neck, between the shoulders,

do not cut through, but withdi-aw the severed part of the
neck 3 inches below the shoulder. Now, cut through every-

thing so as to divide the head and neck from the body.
Eemove the crop. I think, now, for the first one or two
operations, mistress or master must superintend. The head
and neck are cut off, the crop is i-emoved. Place the fowl

on its scant on the table. 'Take the oxiter skin and fold it

over backwards all round ; the prominent objects will then
be the merrythought and the two wings. Scrape the merry-
thought clean and remove it. Then with a sharp knife dis-

articulate the wings. Let us digress, boning requires a
very sharp knife, and clumsy tyros mangle themselves in the
beginning, but only clumsy fellows. If you keep the edge
of the knife against the bone, and that is where it should

be there is no danger. Cut thi-ough the wing bones ; having
done so and removed the merrythought, you wiU again turn

.all the skin backwards, and then the leg-joints will appear

in view on either side. Strip the skin back over them and
divide where the drumstick joins the good succulent thigh,

you may pass your knife through below the joint and cut
upwards. Now, turn over, scrape out the oyster-pieces, and
all the meat of the back. Keep the edge of your knife in-

wards, and all will go smoothly till the drumsticks are in

the way, denude them of all flesh, and having done so,

strike the bone a sharp blow with the back of your knife

just below the knee-joint, it will easily break. Remove all

the splinters of bone. You can then take the bone out of

the pinion of the wing, and take aU the meat that belongs

to the carcase or thighs, or any other part. Continue to-

turn the flesh and skin backwards, and to keep the edge of
your knife towards the bone. When nothing remains to

cut, you have boned a fowl. Turn the skin back and look

at the carcase, you will find that which has seemed almost

a miracle, is the common-place feat you have just performed.

If it stopped here, we should argue with cook, there was
nothing to brag about. But we bought two sheep's tongues
and boiled them, and we chopped up 4 or 5 lbs. of refuse

pork, and we carefully saved the gizzards and livers of the

fowls, and we looked for all the scraps we could find till we
had a basinful. Then we took the carcase of this long lean

chicken and subjected it to a Palstafferian process. We
once knew of a country performance where the lean apothe-

cary of Eomeo was the Falstaff of Henry IV. Pillows and
stuffing my merrie masters. When we laid the Cochin

carcasses guiltless of bones, they did look flat. A flounder

was rotund compai-ed with them. " I wo' n't march through
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Coventry with them, that's flat ! " " Give me the stuffing."

Well, we put some chopped pork, till the bottom was square

;

then we took a whole sheep's or calf s tongue, we cannot say

which, and put that in whole, having first removed cartilage

and ail that was uneatable, and then we topped up (sic in

MS.) with all that came to hand, till our Cochin brother's

skin was full, and then we tied him up in a cloth and allowed
>iim to " mijoter au coin de feu," for four or five hours or

more, and then took him out and put him in a cold larder,

and at breakfast time, all said, as they should say, " Success

to the Journal," and the children ate till ma would allow no
more, and pa said it would be good for a hunting breakfast

;

and xincle said it was good enough for a bishop at a visi-

tation ; and cook said she had learned something; and Fred
said he was only joking; and the two last married and lived

close to mistress ; and cook used to make a galantine when-
ever it was wanted.

NOETH HANTS AGEICULTIIEAL ASSOCIATION
POULTEY SHOW.

At the meeting held at Winchester on the 1st inst. the
following prizes were awarded :—

•

DoHKiNo.—First, W. R. Peacey, Chilworth, Tetbury. Second, J. K.
Fowler, Ajiesbury.
Cochin,—First, Miss J. Milward, Bristol. Second, J. K. Fowler, Ayles-

bury.
Game.—First, H. Bertram, Newport, Isle of Wight. Second, S. Dupe,

Evercreech, Batli.

Poland.—First, Mrs. Pettatt, Ashe. Second, T. P. F.dwards, Ljndhurst.
Spanish.— First, Rev. J. DeL. Simmonds, Ctnlcomb Rectory, Winchester.

Second. J. Jenner, Lewes, Sussex.
Hambdrghs (Silver or Gold-pencilled).—First, F. Pettis, jun., Newport,

Isle of Wieht. Second, W. J. Garrett, Bentworth, Hants.
Hamburghs (Silver or Gold-spangled).—First, J. Hunter, New Maiden.

Second, Mrs. Pettatt, Ashe.
Brah5i.\ Pootea (Liffht).—First and Second, J. Pares. Chertsey.
Brahma Pootra (Dark). — First, R. W. Boyle, Dundrum, Dublin.

Second, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.
Ant other Variety.—First, Mrs. Pettatt, Ashe. Second, J. Hinton,

Hinton, Bath (Malays).
DncKS.— First and Second, J. K. Fowler. Aylesbury.
Geese.—Prize, W. J, M. Pocock, Wonston Manor.
'B.MsmTs.—Longest Ears —Prize, E. E. M. Rovds, Ashby-de-la-Zonch.

Self Co/ci.— Prize, G. Hill, Winchester. Foreign.— Pn'/.e, Mrs M. E.
Churcber, Stratton. Variety (to include all points).— Prize, G, Hill.

Judge.—Mr. J.Baily, 113, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square,
London.

POULTEY AND EGG COMPANY.
It is due to Mr. Geyelin for us to state that we have

received from him his printed report to the Directors of this

Company, and a letter in which he states that the buildings
of the Company are erecting next to the Gas-works, Bromley,
adjacent to the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway. Mr.
Geyelin has also published a pamphlet on the subject.

DEIVING BEES.
I HIVED a swarm of bees in a straw-hive on the 21st ult.,

intending to shake them out in the evening into a Woodbury
hive. At 3 p.m. they took flight and settled in a hollow

poBard elm tree in a neighbouring field. I should be glad to

learn how I can drive them up into a straw-hive. I have
tried smoking them and rapping the tree ; as a last resource,

I have sawed off the top of the stump where they are, and
stopped up the various avenues at the side, and made a fresh

hole through the decayed wood at the top, and propose set-

ting a bottom board over their present egress, and placing

the hive on this. Do you advise my opening a side hole,

and blowing in to them with a pair of bellows ? Any sug-

gestion whereby I can secure the swarm will much oblige.

Should swarms be shaken in at once into a Woodbury
hive with bottom board off, or into a straw-hive fii-st and
then driven up into a Woodbury?—-B. B.

[We should permit the errant swarm to remain in the

domicile it has chosen untU the autumn, when by laying bare

one side of the cavity the comb may be cut out and fitted

into a Woodbury frame-hive. Even if you should fail in

securing the bees themselves, then- loss at that season will

be of little importance, as plenty of your neighbour's con-

demned bees may, doubtless, then be had for the trouble of

driving, and the inhabitants of a couple of hives if introduced

into the ready-furnished domicile will more than compensate
for their loss.

We prefer hiving a natural swarm into a straw-hive and
afterwards transferring it to the frame-hive by knocking out

the cluster of bees on a cloth after dusk the same evening,

and setting the Woodbury hive over them, supported ona
couple of sticks, previously laid on the cloth in order to avoid

crushing the bees.]

OVEE-MANIPTJLATION.
With aU due deference to " A Devonshike Bee-kebpee,"

I hope he will sympathise with me when I tell him that the

whole of the manipulations related by me at page 369, were

necessary evils, being over-sanguine in the autumn of

1SG4, as to being able to bring through a nuinber of weak
Ligurian stocks placed by me in a position this spring not

unlike that of my Devonshire friend in the spring of 1863.

Unquestionably, had I not manipulated, I should not have

lost the black hives, but I should have been minus several

Ligurian stocks, and should not have been able to have de-

cided that strange bees kill queens of other hives, thus fully

illustrating the old saying, " There's ne'er a loss but there's

ave some sma' profit.—A Lanaekshike Bee-keeper.
"

[I can fully sympathise with my Lanarkshire friend, and

if he were in anything like the difficulty in which I found

myself during the summer of 1863, do not wonder at his

resorting to over-manipulation in the endeavour to extricate

himself.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.]

DEATH OF A QUEEN— FEETILE WOEKEES.
In your remarks on the letter of "J. M. W.," at page

392 of yonr Journal, you say that a young queen was

reared after the exptilsion of the old queen, and that she

remained a vit-gin owing to the non-existence of drones, and

so she became a drone-breeder. Now, in this statement

you are certainly mistaken, as the queen that was thrown

out was the identical old queen that was found on the combs

on the 4th of April, as she had the same piece torn out of

one of her wings, and corresponded in every other respect

to that identical old queen.
^ ^ . . . . ,,

We did not, as you say, make any mistake m joining the

other stock of bees and fertile queen to the stock that con-

tained fertile workers and drone brood in worker cells, by

not first removing the living drone-breeding queen, because

there was no living queen in the hive, and so she could not

be removed. The combs I carefully looked over twice, and

it is rarely necessary for me to do that to find the queen.

And the old queen when thrown out had every appearance

of havino' been dead some time, by the moaldiness or fungous

appearance when I picked her up, which never was the case

with a queen that had not been dead twelve hours. So m
both cases you were decidedly mistaken.

I think I may ventui-e to say, that I have joined more

stocks of bees in the last twelve months than any person

in England, without a single case of quarrelling or loss of

bees and yet I now never use anything but pure sugar and

water and it is perfectly astonishing how successful all

these operations turn out, considering these supposed great

mistakes. As you say " All's well that ends well."
_ _

Now for fertile workers. I was a great unbehever in their

existence, but a case in my note-book seems to prove that

they do exist; but I should be glad if some of your corre-

spondents would give us any experience they may have on

this interesUng subject.—Wm. Caer, CUyton Bndge, near

^Tci1lcJh€St6V t

rWe omit the details copied from your note-book, as they

have already been published in another periodical. Similar

instances have been before related in our columns, and the

one in question amounts to this, that in June, 1864, a young

Licrurian queen was missing, notwithstanding which drone

eg^s were laid in worker cells, and on being afterwards

supplied with worker-brood the bees formed seven royal cells

which hatched out in due course. The occasional though

rare existence of fertile workers was first demonstrated about

a hundred years ago, and has since been abundantly con-

firmed by Huber as well as by more recent observera.

With regard to the incidents related by "J. M. W., we
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are still of opinion that the drone-brood which existed in all

stages of development, was due to the presence of a living

queen, although the statement as to the diminutive size of

the one which was expelled, so far misled us as to make us
believe her to be a young princess, instead of which it ap-

pears she was really the old original queen with the torn
wing. We have, however, now no doubt that she was an
exhausted queen incapable of laying any but drone eggs,

and that the drone-brood found in the combs was laid by
her. Whether living or dead, it is admitted that she was
in the hive when the union was effected, and with such
strong prima facie evidence of her existence before your eyes
as the presence of drone brood in all stages, we still consider

that a great mistake was made by introducing a second
queen without instituting such an examination as would
have insured the previous discovery and expulsion of the old

one. Unless you possess the gift of clairvoyance and are

thereby enabled to watch the proceedings of every other

apiarian however distant, we should not be surprised to find

you also mistaken in asserting that you have joined more
stocks during the last year than any other person.]

EAETH CLOSETS.
Allow me to thank your correspondent "G. S." for the

kind and courteous expression of feeling towards myself
contained in the Number of your Journal for May 23rd, and
at the same time to call his attention to the mistake into

which he, in common with Mr. Wilmot, has fallen, of either

regarding the form of closet which he has used as the only

form, or of supposing the defect in that form of which he
speaks as irremediable. The truth is that the larger use of

these closets had brought that defect so forcibly before my
mind, and at the same time I was led to see so clearly that
in order to effect one very great object with myself—namely,
that of getting this system introduced into sick rooms and
hospitals, there must be something simpler and less expen-
sive contrived, that I once more turned my attention to

machinery. The result is a contrivance which is certain in

its action, and which almost rivals Mr. Wilmot's scoop in

simplicity. I have it in full use in a tolerably large family,

and the more carefully I examine it and observe it? use the

better satisfied I am that the failure of which " (i. S."

speaks cannot in it occur. I hope Messrs. White & Co. will

exhibit some specimens at the coming exhibition at Here-
ford.

—

Henkt Moule, Fordington Vicarage.

My attention has been called to a letter in your Journal

of the IGth May from the Kev. Henry Moule on the earth-

closet system, in which I am alluded to. I should be sorry

that either Mr. Moule or any of your readers should suppose

that I consider ashes, or rather the small dust obtained

by riddling ashes, as a better deodoriser than simple dried

earth or clay.

I do not think that anything I have written can bear out

this assertion ; but, at any rate, my view is this, that, admit-

ting simple dried earth to be th.e best deodoriser, it is still

wisdom to use that sort of dried earth which comes most
convenient in any particular situation—for instance, to bring

dried earth into a town in the dog-days seems unnecessary,

as there is likely to be a sufficient quantity of dust in the

streets and houses which must, at any rate, be removed, and
the dust obtained by riddling cinders, or the flue-sweepings

from adjacent manufactories or foundries, is always avail-

able. I believe the more the particular article to be used is

dried and pulverised the better, and in this way both dust

and closet soil can be made portable and removable without

offence. I do not think ttie earth-closet system could be

well carried out in any place where there was not a good

system of sewerage, as it is the wet and damp in most
places which makes the present water system offensive and

unhealthy. I am a great advocate for water as a means of

personal cleanliness ; but if the same skill and attention

which was applied thirty years ago to the water-closet

system had been given to the eartli-closet system, when
cesspools were vei-y rightly abolished, our agriculture and
bills of health would have been benefited in an extraordi-

nary degree.
Mr. Moule will be glad to know that his earth system is

extending in many quarters. It has been adopted in Dor-
chester Castle, which is, I believe, a county gaol, on the
recommendation and example of the Derby county gaol. It

is also on trial at the Helper union, and I heard the other day
of the secretary of a water company who has now esta-

blished one or two earth closets as an experiment, as he
found the water was wasted under the other system. In
another quarter it is found convenient to use the refuse

sand from an adjacent foundry, as it can be got dry with-

out trouble, and also because it contains charcoal. As a
general rule I believe sand is not a very efiScient deodoriser,

but I find it convenient myself to use it instead of straw
for bedding in certain cases ; and my gardener, who has f.n

eye to his potting plants, is very glad to use my dried sand,
especially when he has converted it into guano by reusing
it in the earth closet belonging to his particular department.

Mr. Moule asks. Where will Mr. Wilmot find his coal ashes
in India ? If he will refer to the tenth page of my pamphlet
he will see that I particularly refer to the facilities for obtain-

ing dried earth in that country.
Mr. Moule, by first originating a particular system, and

then by his untiring energy in following it up, has made
himself a public benefactor ; but he must not quarrel with
those who, in endeavouring to follow in his steps, may some-
times think they can venture to try and improve on it.

Should he at any time visit this part of England he might
see his system carried out without the mechanical aid he
advocates in a very large manufacturing establishment, both
in-doors and out, and in a crowded room. In the Derby
county gaol urinals are used with galvanised iron pails

beneath, and the contents are poured over the gaol guano
store (which is, of course, kept under cover), much to its

improvement, and still without causing offence.

The writer who signs himself " Upwards and Onwaeds "

rather implies that I must be opposed to the use of sewage
as a means of irrigation. On the contrary, I am watching
with great interest the trials of its application to land by
gravitation, and have just read an interesting pamphlet
lately out on the subject, by Mr. Lucius Spooner. I do not

pi-etend to judge of the extensive operations now on trial,

but I am of opinion that in railway stations at any rate,

and in most public establishments, the dry earth system
might be adopted with great advantage, and I do not think

the night soil belonging to such places should find admission

into the public sewers, but people must be first taught to

appreciate the value of what they waste.—E. Wilmot, Mil-

ford, Derby.

[Here the discussion must cease in our pages.

—

Eds.]

OUE LETTER BOS.
Hens not Laying ( Tf'.).—There is no cause apparent in the acc:nintynu

give that fthoulfl prevent the fowls from laying. It maybe they have laid

out for the present. Yuur twelve Hamburghs did well, wheri they provided

nine egcs per dav. The Cochins have, probably, pone otf rrom change of

food, soil, &e. They wjil, doublles*, lay again, but you muKt not be sur-

prised if they are hroorty. It is not uncommon in June. The hena are in

an inflammatory state. Give them some lettuces to eat and withhold all

"Whole corn. Let them have meaU
Mortality asiong Chickens {G. F. TT.).—Your food is not good enousb

to rear chickens upon. Give ground oats mixed wiihmilk; boiled egg
chopped fine ; bread and milk ; chopped, boiled, or roasted meat ; curd, Ac.

Add a little gofld beer to drink, and they will soon do better. They are

suffering from poverty. Rice and potatoes are the worst of food for young
chickens.
Chickens Dying whilst Hatching (J. P.).—We believe your chickens

die in the shell, because the eggs are kept too dry. It is well and profitable

to moisten them for a week before hatching. When the hen is otf, dip your
hand in water and wring it over the nest, sprinklinif the egga thoroughly.

Hcna of every breed, when in a state of nature, leave their ne.st in the

morning, and return to it draggled with dew—wet as if they had gone

through a river. It is fur this reason all their eggs hatch, but if they are

kept hot and dry the luiitir membrane becomes as tough as indian- rubber,

and the chickens, unable to gtt through it, die in the shell.

Mice in Nests (Perci/ Cross).—It is very likely some of the eggs were
broken and the chickens kdled by the hen In attacking the mice. Anything
that disturb^ the hen wh-m sitting puts the eggs in jeopardy.

Hearing Vouno Swans (R. .W.).—When the Swans are first hatched,

they should be fed with meal put in water. When they are older, they may
feed out of a vessel ^'ome inches deep. The bottom should be covered wifh

a sod of grasps ; on this put some meal, whole corn, and scraps of bread if

you have any. They will often feed greedily in this way, when in any other

Lhey reject food.

Pig Food [li. A. 7.).—A pig fattens equally well upon corn either ground
or cru-^hed. There are machine-^ which grind corn into flour. Your query

about stocks i-^ answered last week, in replying to another correspondent.

Bee Glasses
(
ir/i itchurch).—Look at Messrs. Phillips & Co.'* advertipo-

racat. Their warehousn is 180, Blshopagate Street Without, London. Write

to them, and tell them what you need.
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cases on wire trellises 5 or 6 feet high. The back wall is

planted with trees also on wire trellises, and by this arrange-
ment the trees are all freely exposed to the light. On enter-

ing the garden from the west end next the Abbey, these
cases have a very ornamental appearance in front, and at
the same time serve as a beautiful screen to the plant-houses
at back.
The greenhouse, 75 feet by 18, contained the usual assort-

ment of plants. Amongst them were Geraniums Lord
Palmerston and Rendatler, the latter with a large pink
truss of well-formed flowers, and Cassia corymbosa. The
stove and fernery together are 75 feet by IS. The Ferns
occupy a length of 35 feet, and stove plants the remainder.
Conspicuous among the latter were the Allamanda Schotti
and neriifolia, Croton variegata, Passiflora quadrangularis,
tree Ferns 8 feet high, Polyijodium aureum, Pteris argyrsea,
and several others in a most luxuriant state, with the Cissus
discolor gracefully hanging from the roof all over the house.
In the Fern compartment is a series of double arches against
the back wall for supporting two borders in which Ferns
are planted out of their pots. In front of these is a tank of
heated water, and a stage over it for setting Perns on. Be-
hind this are arranged, one on each side, a house 80 feet

long by 15 wide, heated by hot-water pipes and a tank, and
containing Cucumber plants bearing fine ft-uit and a succes-
sion of young plants, and another of the same dimensions,
in which were fine crops of Melons. The sorts were Monarch,
Chichester Prize, a large fruit, and Brandon Green-flesh. On
the other side, to correspond, are the fruiting and succession
Pine-pits.

The improvements in course of being carried out comprise
a Hose garden, a Rhododendron or American garden, and a
miniature fruit garden, and the soil dug out according to
the instructions of Mr. Nesfield, to enlarge tlie lake, is in-

tended to form a beautiful terrace garden. In the pleasure
grounds are some fine old Oaks, Spruce and Scotch Firs,
and other forest trees and shrubs. Every tree is in perfect,
beauty, feathered to the ground, and the outlines of the
groups and of the plantations indicate a state of natui-e,

free from the interference of cattle, most favourable to this

landscope scene.

It is only three or four years ago that the old and delapi-

dated garden walls and houses were taken down, and the
present new walls and horticultural buildings erected by
Ml-. Gray, of Danvers Street, Chelsea. The remodelling of
the kitchen garden and the many other improvements carried
out and in the course of completion, reflect much credit on
Mr. Miller. His exhibitions at the Royal Horticultural
Gardens attest his practical abilities, and a visit to Combe
Abbey will prove that he is the right man in the right place.

While Mr. Miller was engaged with a friend I took a stroll

into the young men's apartments, and I was delighted to
see the accommodation jirovided for them. Mr. Miller, to
his credit be it said, when erecting the beautiful horticul-
tural buildings and garden-house, did not forget to i3rovide
comfortable accommodation for the young men who lodge
on the premises. While au individual is surrounded by dis-

comforts, it requires a greater share of fortitude than falls to

the lot of many, to resist temptations which offer pleasure as

well as comfort. To prove the difSoulties and temptations,
it is only necessary for the writer to recall to his recollection

the many instances when time was misspent and frivolity

the disorder of the evening. As the services of young gar-
deners are requii-ed during the evenings, to attend to fii-es

in the forcing department, it is unkind, to say the least ef

it, to lodge them in sheds too often unfit for human habita-

tions. WiLLIAJI Keane.

PEOPAGATING AND AFTER-MANAGEMENT
OF BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS.

(Continued from page 37G.)

The soil most suitable for propag.ating nearly all kinds
of bedding plants is a mixture of loam, leaf soil, peat, and
silver sand in equal proportions. After this has been well

incorporated together it should be sifted thi'ough a sieve

about half an inch wide in the mesh, and a finer sieve should
be used for sifting the soil the second time. The small lumps
of soil, sand, &c., that will not pass through the riddle this

time should be saved for putting on the top of the drainage
to prevent the fine soil from running down amongst it. I

have often seen large lumps of fibrous peat, moss, loam, &o.,

put in on the drainage for this purpose ; but this is a very
bad plan, and it should be avoided for this reason : after the
cuttings are struck it will be found on turning them out oif

the pots that the roots from many of the plants have grown
into a single piece of moss or fibres, and these cannot then
be disentangled without injury to the roots of many of the
plants. When this happens loss of time in the growth of
the young plant is sure to follow; for instead of its starting
off into vigorous growth in a day or two after it is potted o^
the energy of the plant is necessarily occupied in forming
new roots to replace those that have been broken during
the process of shaking them out of the cutting-pans. Wherey
on the contrary, the fine sittings are used on the top of the
drainage instead of the fibrous lumps as described above,

the cuttings can be easily separated without doing much
harm to the roots.

When the soil is properly prepared see that the pots or

pans, whichever are to be used tor putting the cuttings in,

are quite clean, especially inside. If dirty pots or pans are

used, when the fresh lot of cuttings are turned out, it will

be found that a large portion of their roots has been left

sticking to the sides of the jjots. In preparing the cutting-

pans place about 2 or 3 inches of broken crocks in the
bottom, putting in the larger pieces first, and finishing off

with small pieces. On this place the sittings from the
cutting-soil in sufficient quantity to fill up the small openings

between the crocks; then fill the pot full of the prepared
soil, and give two or three shai-p taps on the potting-bench

to shake the soil in evenly. Press the soil moderately firm

with the points of the fingers, and give the pot two or three

more taps on the bench. The sm-face of the soU shoxild be
about half an inch below the rim of the pan. Next place a

quarter of an inch or so of finely sifted sand on the soil, or, if

the sand is put lightly on and scraped off level with the top

of the pot, the sand should then ):>e jiressed down firmly

with the bottom of a small flower-pot. This wUl leave a

space of about a quarter of an inch between the rim of

the pot and the sand. The small sjiace above the sand is

required to hold the water when the pans are watered. If

the surface of the sand is level with the rim of the pot, and
the cuttings are left long after they are struck, the sand gets

baked or cased over, and the water, instead of soaking in

to nourish the plants, runs off, leaving them quite dry.

A batch of cuttings left in this way soon becomes infested

with green fly, and when once this pest takes fii'm hold the

pot of cuttings might as well be thrown to the rubbish-

heap.

The sand when used should be in a nice moist state, and
should not be watered before the cuttings are put in. I

raension this particularly, because I have often seen persons

after they have beaten the soil into the cutting-pans with

a wooden mallet, toss them into tubs of water two or

three times to consolidate the sand,. This is one of the-

worst plans that could be adopted, for it soddens the whole

mass of sand and soil, and the consequence is that a laa'ge

portion of the cuttings damp oil' or refuse to emit roote*

My plan is never to water the cuttiag-pans until the cutr

tings are all put in, unless these are very small, when it

is necessary to have the surface rather iii-m. In dibbling

in the cuttings be carefal to place the base of the cutting

on the bottom of the hole made by the dibber, then press

the soil firmly around the sides of the cutting. After

the pot is filled water with a fine rose, but only in sufficient

quantity to consolidate the sand about the cuttings. If the

soil is in good order—i. e., neither too wet nor too dry, very

[little water will be required between the time of putting the

cuttings in and potting them off after they are rooted.

In taking the cuttings off great care should be exercised;

especially if a large stock of any one kind ef plant is wanted

in a short space of time, and the stock to work from is very

limited. It is not necessary to take the cuttings of Ver-

benas, Lobelias, Petunias, Calceolarias, S'uehsias, &c., off at

a joint. By doing so, two- cuttings are sacrificed in the first

place, and two-thirds of the number of plants that might

have been struck from the same plant. My mode of pro-

ceeding is as follows : Let us take, for example, a plant of

any of the above-named kinds, such as would be sent out
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by a nurseryman—and such, if new, are generally small,

having only a single stem. If the plant on its arrival

were in good condition and had not travelled far, I should at

once place it in a warm and rather shaded part of tJie etove

or forcing-pit. On the second or third day after its arrival

I should take the top of it off below the first pair of leaves,

and as near the next pair as possible, so as to give as long
a stem as possible below the first pair o£ leaves. The cut-

ting Bhould then be put in the cutting-pot, taking care that

the base of the leaf or leafstalk is a little above the surface

of the sand. If the cutting is inserted below the leafstalk

the two buds at the base of the leaf will be spoilt. In three

or four days, if the cutting has been properly treated it wiU
have made roots, and in five or six days another pair of

leaves, which may be cut off, the same as described above.

By this time the parent plant will have sent up two shoots
from the eyes at the base of the leafstalk, where the first

cutting was taken off. As soon as the plant has made two
pairs of leaves cut out the top pair ; the plant will produce
for the next crop eight cuttings, and will still go on increas-

ing. Meanwhile the cuttings that have been taken off will

be increasing in like proportion, so that in a short time
from one plant a large stock may be produced. To illustrate

this more fully I may mention a case in point that has
occurred this spring. In February I had only two smaU
plants of Iresine Herbstii or Achyranthes Versehaifelti

;

from these two little plants, by working them on the system
described above, I have propagated about 1300 plants. This,

by-the-by, is likely to prove one of our very best bedding
plants. It is far superior to Amaranthus melancholicus.

—

J. Wills.
(To be continaed.)

THE HYDRANGEA.
While the discussion on the character of the soil and

situation suitable for the well-being of the Rhododendron is

going on, I would call attention to another plant not by any
means so generally cultivated as it deserves to be, but which
at the same time seems to be more affected by certain soils

than most other plants, though the causes which produce so

changed an appearance are by no means well understood.
The plant to which I allude is the Hydrangea, which, though
quite hardy, is not so extensively planted out as it ought
to be. The variable character of its flowers when the plant
is grown under certain cu'cumstanoes has for many years

been a sort of horticultural puzzle, which is still far from
being satisfactorily solved. Plants with bright pink flowers

and those with flowers of a tolerably good blue are not un-
frequently met with in positions near each other, and ap-

parently in soils exactly alike, while plants grown in an
ordinary manner for the most part have either all pink or

all blue flowers, as the circumstances of their abode may
determine. Now and then certain modes of treatment,
directed by skilful cultivators, i^resent us with plants pro-

ducing flowers of both colours ; but that every attempt to

change the colour of Hydrangeas is not attended with the
desired success is a fact that need hardly be mentioned,
and the many failures which have occurred have led to the

conclusion that the proper means to accomplish the end in

view are not yet sufficiently understood to be depended
upon.
Some time ago Mr. Shearer, the very intelligent gardener

at Tester, stated his views on this subject in The Journal
OF HoRTiciiLTUKE, and pointed out that iron rust would not
always effect the change in colour so much desired. Mr.
Shearer also showed, that experiments had been made which
proved that much uncertainty existed whether the means
employed were those absolutely effecting the change, or

whether such alteration in the colour of the flower was not
due to some other cause of which we are still ignorant. Be
this as it may. Hydrangeas blooming pink and others bloom-
ing blue have been known for many years, and it remains
y«t to be proved whether iron in some form has anything to

do with the change or not ; but certain it is that the removal
ofa plsmt from a soil in which this element is onlyfound in very
minute particles to one in which it exists in greater abun-
dance does not for some time produce any change, yet that
a change does eventually take place in most cases (not all),

is also generally admitted. Now to whatcause is this change

due, and why is not the bloom of other plants affected in a

like manner? This problem is highly suggestive of study,

and offers a fair field for experiment.

In general. Hydrangeas growing in a peaty soil flower

blue, while those in soil of an opposite character produce

pink flowers, but there are exceptions in both cases, and this

reminds me of your correspondent, "E. C. E.," at page 303,

mentioning how well the Rhododendron thrives in some
of the dells, as well as elevated positions, in Cornwall and
Devon. I believe the same may be stated to be the case in

most of the western counties, as far north as Cumberland,
and probably still further north ; but every hiU and emi-

nence is not suited to the Rhododendron, nor blue Hydran-
gea, and it is wonderful how the line of demarcation is

drawn in some places. Some years ago I happened to be at

Mount Edgecumbe, near Plymouth, and Mr. Pooley, the

then gardener, pointed out the boundary line separating the

blue Hydrangea from the pink one, which was also the line

of demarcation, indicating where the Rhododendron ceased

to do well. These boundaries, though not so marked as those

of land and watei', were nevertheless very evident. The
most probable theory as to the cause of such variety in the

crust of the earth is that at some eai-ly convulsion, some-
thing was thrown to the top at one place, which differed in

its chemical constituents from what was exposed at another,

though the two might be adjoining, and that each through,

the many ages of the world's history has maintained that

difference. Though iron in some form may be said to

exist to a considerable amount in most of the soils pro-

ducing the blue Hydrangea, and though Rhododendrons
thrive best in a soil in which this element is also found, yet

I am not sure that we have not overlooked some still more
active agent as being the cause in both cases. As a proof that

iron alone will not always change a pink Hydrangea into a
blue one, I may mention that large quantities of that metal

have been at times added to the soil without the desired

effect. Neither has alum dissolved in the water applied to

the plants been always attended with success. On the

other hand, now and then a plant will produce blue flowers

without any apparent cause, so that we are sometimes
almost led to the belief that caprice has something to d»
with the matter. It is almost unnecessary to say that is

not the case, but our knowledge of the cause of the change
is far from perfect. Time is always required, even when
the elements necessary to effect the change are present, and
a plant that has been growing under conditions favourable

to the production of pink flowers, will not produce blue in

the first season that it is removed to a soil where blue

flowers are the rule. This slow change is easily accounted
for, and need not be commented on, as the Hydrangea, like

most other deciduous shrubs, sets its bloom-buds in the

preceding autumn, and their expansion the following season
will be in accordance with the character of the material in

which they have been formed, but in course of time, in con-

sequence of the new food, the juices of the plant become
changed, and flowers of another character are prepared.

This change may possibly not be effected, even in the

second year, as I have witnessed, but it is sm'e to follow.

Notwithstanding the general hardiness of the Hydrangea,
it is not by any means so generally grown as it deserves-

to be, and in some cases where it has been injudiciously

planted out in a damp situation its summer growth is not
sufficiently ripened before winter set.3 in, and there is, conse-

quently, no blossom. A low damp situation is by no means
suitable to it : a dry, sunny, and airy one is more in accord-

ance with its wants, and I believe the largest plant I ever
saw of it was in a very exposed situation in Northumberland,
tdevated considerably above the surrounding country, but,

at the same time, dry, the subsoil being the loose shatter

stone overlying a freestone quarry. This jjlant flowered

pink, as might be expected from such a soil ; but if it had
been growing in a valley not more than a stone's throw from
its position, in all probability it would have produced blue
flowers, if indeed it had bloomed at aU, as a black peat
morass of considerable depth formed the base of this quarry,

thus showing how soils of a diametrically opposite character

may be found in juxtaposition. I am not aware whether
Hydrangeas were ever tried on this morass, but I have seen
plants growing on a soil partaking largely of ferruginous
matter, and the flowers were generally of a very good blue
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and last summer a gentleman brought me some blooms of

Hydrangea japonica, a species certainly inferior to the older

one, and this was perhaps a brighter blue than I ever

remember with the old one. The plant was growing on a
dry sandy soil where the Ehododendron and others of its

kindred were quite at home.
It is certainly remarkable that few, if any, plants show

such a difference in the character of their flowers as the

Hydrangea does when planted in soils favouring the two
extremes. Most plants to which chemical and other sub-

stances are sometimes applied exhibit a difference in their

general health as well as in their foliage, but the Hydrangea
possesses as robust health in the one condition as in the

other ; at the same time we may be right in assuming pink

to have been the original colour. Its change to blue seems
to be due to some soluble substance contained in the soil

and taken up by the plant, and carried through its system
into the flower-buds. There may also be some peculiarity in

the plant favouring the storing away of such soluble matter
as will effect the change. Iron is the only substance that

I have experimented with, and then only with varying
success, but alum or some other salt may effect a change;
still the light thrown on the subject is far from being
satisfactory, and discussion may doubtless bring about a
better understanding.

I cannot conclude without adverting to a very common
disappointment—namely, that this plant will not produce
blue flowers when grown in a pot and in peat soil, and water
impregnated, perhaps, with chalk or lime is supplied to it

from a well. Water of this kind neutralises the effects of the
peat, and the flowers are pink instead of blue. I believe

many of the so-called failures in obtaining blue flowers arise

from this and similar causes. I may also add that such
water given to Heaths and kindred plants growing in peat
soil is at all times hurtful, as the soil and the water have
opposite effects ; and in the case of the Hydrangea it is

useless to expect a good result from a mixture of opposite
ingredients, as the chemical properties wanted in a soil must
not be neutralised by the water administered to it possessing
those of an opposite character, as the object sought after is

rather an extreme than a neutral combination. Those,
therefore, who expect to have blue flowers on Hydrangeas
ought to be careful what description of water is supplied to

them ; and it is not too much to say that this has really more
to do with the success of the plants than the soil they are

gfrown in, but to make doubly sure the one as well as the

other ought to be duly attended to.—J. Kobson. .

EAIfLY POTATOES.
I HAVE this day. May 20th, had my first " taking up " of

young Potatoes. In No. 198 I have given an account of my
method of cultivating my fiist open-air crop, I have followed
the same plan this season with this difference—the weather
was so inclement aU February that I could not get the bed
made till the beginning of March, and I did not plant till

the 12th. Owing to our peculiarly gratifying unfrosty
spring I had but few occasions to throw mats on the hoops

—

i.e., arches of slight stakes—during the whole month of
April, not more, I think, than five or six nights ; fortunately
I did so on the night of the 30th, and thus saved my flourish-
ing crop from being cut down to the ground.
My bed is 70 feet long and 6 feet wide. I take some

credit for a little regularity in planting ; for, knowing that
we always become anxious to have new Potatoes when May
is well advanced, I provided for a little waste in taking them
up when only half grown. I therefore planted my rows
10 inches apart, and the sets 9 inches apart in the rows,
8 across, intending to take up every alternate row while
quite young, leaving the others to perfect their growth.
The plan has answered admirably. We have had, without
any twinges of conscience on account of waste, young Pota-
toes every day since the 20th. I planted only two kinds—the
Early Ten-week and the Royal Ashleaf ; the former really
deserves its name, for exactly ten weeks, less one day, had
elapsed from the planting day, March 12th, when they gave
from six to seven to each root, were as large as pullet's eggs,
and quite delicious. The latter were not quite so large, but
then each root gave from twelve to fourteen tubers of excel-

lent flavour. The 60 feet of my bed planted with this sort
was, and still is, a most gratifying sight, not a single tuber
missed growing, and every bine is of the same regular
growth, not a blossom to be seen, and remarkably robust.
To those who like young Potatoes I cannot help giving

some small advice. They should be cooked within an hour
after being taken up, and if delicacy of flavour is admired
this rule should not be departed from till the end of October.
The tough, indigestible, young Potatoes sent to the London
markets from Cornwall and other distant places are distaste-
fiil to those who dig them fiom their own gardens, and more
indigestible than any other vegetable. I look at them when
taking my dinner in London in May and June, and avoid
them, wishing at the same time that my friends could
enjoy the delicate flavour of a freshly-dug young Potato.

—

FORWAEDS.

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
June 10th.

Although in many of the classes the competition was
very limited, and others were not filled at all, there was a
very considerable aggregation of miscellaneous objects,

which served with the others to occupy the conservatory and
part of the two adjoining arcades. This much of the attend-
ance of exhibitors—that of visitors was likewise not large,

and it would appear as if the continuous round of flower

shows had begun to tell prejudicially by^diminishing their

interest.

Among stove and greenhouse plants Mr. Fraser, Lea
Bridge Eoad, exhibited by far the finest plant of Phse-

nocoma prolifera, that has been seen of late years, and
covered with a profusion of its bright crimson flowers. In
the same coUeotion were the showy scarlet Clerodendron
Ksempferi, a very good Stephanotis, Statice imbricata, a
large Boronia serrulata, and Allamanda cathartica. FromMr.
Baxendine came Hoya bella, Khyncosperraum jasminoides,
and a small plant of the beautiful Clerodendron Thomsonae
in fine bloom. In collections from Messrs. Lee of Hammer-
smith we noticed a large bush of Erica Cavendishii, Ixora
coccinea, fine, a noble example of Alocasia metallica, Ehopala
De Jonghi, Dicksouia antarctica, Imantophyllum miniatum,
in fine bloom, Heaths, Azaleas, and other fiowering plants.

Prizes.—For twelve : first, Mr. J. Fraser ; second, Messrs.

Lee. For six : first, Mr. Kemp, gardener to Earl Percy,
Albury Park. For six (Nurserymen) : first, Messrs. Lee.

Orchids were likewise not numerous, and several of the
prizes were withheld. Among them were Aerides Lindley-

anum . roseum, and Larpentse, some poor examples of Calanthe
veratrifolia,Phalsenopses, includingLiiddemanniana.Vandas,
Saocolabiums, a few Oueidiums, Brassia verrucosa, and
Ladies' Slippers. Cattleya Acklandiae, from Messrs. Lee, was
very rich in colour.

Prizes—For nine : second, Mr. Eobson, gardener to Or.

Cooper, Esq. For nine (Nurserymen) : first, Messrs. Lee

;

second, Mr. Parker. For six : third, Mr. Eobson.
Eoses appeared to have suffered somewhat from the sun.

Mr. W. Paul, and Mr. Francis, of Hertford, were the only

competitors in the Nurserymen's class. The former had a
charming plant of Comtesse de Barbantanne with about
forty of its pale flesh-coloured- blooms ; Caroline de Sansal,

beautiful ; Paul Perras, fine ; and Marquise de Foucault,

pale yellow. The foliage, moreover, had a healthy sub-

stantial appearance. Prom Mr. Francis came Souvenir

d'un Ami and Chenedole, with large blooms ; Charles Law-
son, Paul Perras, La Eeine, and others in good bloom. Mr.
Terry, gardener to W. G. Puller, Esq., Youngsbm-y, also ex-

hibited plants in good bloom ; and some beautiful Hybrid
Perpetuals in nine-inch pots were shown by Messrs. Paul
and Son. One of them. La BrUlante, very dwarf and com-
pact, had no less than a dozen blooms, which did not belie

its name, being a very bright carmine. Madame Charles

Wood and Olivier Delhomme were likewise very brilliant.

The others were Anna Alexieff, with six fine blooms; Madame
Boll ; and Souvenir de la Eeine de I'Angleterre. A fine

collection, upwards of forty in number, was also shown by
Messrs. Paul & Son. Of cut blooms, Mr. W. Paul exhibited

no less than ten boxes ; Messrs. Paul & Son, eight ; Messrs.

Lee, six ; Mr. Clarke, Brixton Hill, the same number ; and
several came from Mr. Cant, Colchester, Mr. Batley, and
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one from Mr. Fountain, gardener to Miss Wood, Hanger
Hill. In these staudsi were beautiful examples of the leading

varieties. Among those from Mr. W. Paul were beautiful

trusses of Gloire de T ijon and Celine Forestier; whilst Cloth
of Gold from Mr. Cant was particularly worthy of remark.

Prizes—For twelve first, Mr. Francis ; second, Mr. W.
Paul. For six : first, Mr. Terry. For six in nine-inch pots :

first, Messrs. Paul & Son ; second, Mr. Francis. For cut
blooms (miscellaneous) •. first, Mr. W. Paul ; second, Messrs.
Paul (t Sou ; third, Mj. G. Clarke.
In Pelargoniums, again, there was but little competition,

and one collection ought never to have been staged, being
almost destitute of bloom. Plants in excellent bloom from
Mr. Fraser were the inly ones shown in the Nurserymen's
class. They consisted of Fairest of the Fair, James Lodge,
Prince of Prussia, Lord Clyde always very showy, Lillie,

Mira, Lightning, Bracelet, Mer Polaire, Leander, Angelina,
Douglas, and Lizard, In the Amateurs' class the best
exhibition came from Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins,
Esq., Leyton, the varieties shown being the same as at the
Show on the previous Saturday. In Fancies, Delicatum,
Miss in Her Teens, Undine, Cloth of Silver, Eoi des Fan-
taiaies, and Hebe, from Mr. Fraser, were very good.

Prizes—For twelve : fii-st, Mr. Fraser. For nine : first,

Mr. Ward; third, Mr. Marlow, gardener to J. Wigan, Esq.
For six Fancies first, Mr. Fraser; third, Mr. Marlow.
Of new and rare plants there was a very large assemblage,

principally contributed by Mr. Veitch and Mr. Bull, and
forming by far the mcst interesting part of the exhibition.
Most of them, however, have been already described in our
columns. Mr. Veitch had first-class certificates for a pretty
Pleroma, Bertolonias pubescens and guttata, both very
pretty; Maranta Veitchii, Goodyera Veitchii, one of Mr.
Dominy's hybrids between Goodyera discolor and Antecto-
chilus ; Gymnogramma fiexuosa from Ecuador, with very ele-

gant finely-divided fronds, and of a climbing habit ; a Peru-
vian Begonia, with rich velvety leaves, veined with white

;

Philodendron species with large, deep green, velvety leaves
veined with wliite, Adiamtum colpodes, Maranta species with
the foliage spotted black at regular distances from the mid-
rib, a red-veined Gyninostachyum. and Anthurium cordifo-

lium. Peperomia maoulosaand DracEena nigra, the latter with
very dark foliage, were each awarded a second-class certifi-

cate, and Peperomia acuminata a third. From Mr. Bull
came a numerous collection of the Aucubas sent home by
Dr. Von Siebold differing in the size and marking of the
leaves, as well as in the sex of the plant. The green-leaved
was also shown in fruit. Many of the varieties were very
fine, and to nearly all of them first-class certificates were
awarded. As they aU rejoice in very long names we shall

refer the reader who may be curious about them to pp. 210,

265 of this Journal. Other novelties from Mr. Bull consisted
of Athyrium f. f. Vernonise, Cupania undulata, Costus ze-

brinus, Pandanus Blancoi, Rhodeas with silvery striped
leaves, Sphferogyne cinnamomea, Maranta Van den Hectei,
Bertolonia margaritacea, Woodsia polystichoides Veitchiana

;

the variegated Podocarpus, Privet, Sedum, Aubrietia, and
Viburnum ; Ficus Porteana, Peperomia arifolia, Calonyction
sanguineum, Anthurium cordifolium, and others, for the
numerous certificates awarded to which we must refer the
reader to the prize list. Messrs. E. G.Henderson had first- class

certificates for an Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, called peltatum
elegans, with good trusses of rosy lilac flowers, for Centaurea
ragusina compaota, for the variegated-leaved Cheiranthus
MarshaUi, and for a Eichardia with leaves spotted with
white. Hydrangea japonica rosea with ray flowers white
and rose-coloured, had one of the second class. Mr. Thomp-
son, Ipswich, sent Primula Parry i, a native of the Koeky
Mountains, having pretty rosy purple flowers about an inch
across ; and Pentstemon grandiflorus, also from North
America, having lilac flowers much larger than in the better
known species. To both of these first-class certificates

were awarded; as, also, to Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith,
for a variegated Sedum Telephium, in which the leaves were
yellow edged with green. The variegated Polygonum fili-

forme, also from Mr. Salter, received a second-class certifi-

cate. An Abies having the character of A. Douglasii, was
shown by Messrs. Dickson & Turnbull, of Perth ; and seed-
ling Pelargoniums by Mr. Fraser.

Other objects consisted of Palma, economic plants.

Petunias, zonate and other Pelargoniums, from Mr. BuU

;

Pansies from Mr. Hooper, Bath, and Mr. Waymouth ; Paeonies

from Messrs. Paul & Son ; Cacti from Mr. Hurn ; Begonias
from Mr. Marlow; an interesting collection of variegated

plants from Mr. Salter; Dahlias and Eoses beautifully

executed in rice paper by Mrs. S toddart ; and plant-cases,

window-boxes, and ornamental garden pottery from Messrs.
Barr & Sugden, and Hooper & Co.
The exhibition of fruit was very limited. Mr. Euffett,

gardener to Loi'd Palmerston, had a fii'st prize for a noble
Providence Pine, and Mr. Standish was second. The best
black Grapes were Black Hamburgh, large and well coloured,

from Mr. Osborne, Finchley ; Champion Hamburgh, with
immense berries, from Mr. M. Henderson, Cole Orton Hall,

was second ; and Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Brownlow, and
Mr. Allen, gardener to E. Hopwood, Esq., Manchester, were
third. In White Grapes Mr. Sage was first with very good
Muscats, Mr. Horwood second, and Mr. Tansley third, with
Canon Hall. Peaches chiefly consisted of Eoyal George and
Violette Hative. With the first-named kind Mr. Hill, gar-

dener to E. Hanbury, Esq., Poles, was first; Mr. Allen

second ; and an extra prize was awarded to Mr. Allen for

three dishes of Violette Hative. In Nectarines Violette

Hative, highly coloured, from Mr. Allen, Manchester, was
first ; and Elruge from Mr. Allen, gardener to J. B. Glegg,
Esq., second. Mr. HiU was first in Cherries with an
excellent dish of May Duke ; Mr. Euffett second with Belle

d'Orleans. In Strawberries Mr. Hill was also first with a
good dish of President. J. Wrench, Esq., exhibited Myatt's
Pine Apple, a variety supposed to be lost; and Heck-
field Seedling, a pale red variety, with the seeds very
prominent, came from Mr. Dwemhouse. The only dish

of Figs was one of the Castle Kennedy, of which a re-

presentation is given in another page, from Mr. Fowler.
Of Melons, the best Green-fleshed were King's, from Mr.
Hill, first; and Wills's Green Gem, from Mr. Wills, Oulton
Pai'k, second. Scarlet Gem, from the same, and Mr. Gordon,
Hampton Wick, was first and second. In miscellaneous

fruit Mr. Standish was first with Cherries in pots, loaded
with fruit ; Mr. Wills second with a fine basket of Black
Hamburgh Grapes, weighing 21 lbs. ; Mr. Horwood third

with a basket of Muscats ; and an extra prize was given to

Mr. M. Henderson for Eed Frontignan. Mr. Dwerrihouse
exhibited, not for competition, several fruits of Heokfield
Hybrid Melon, a green-fleshed sort, of good size and ap-
pearance ; and Mr. HiU a brace of his Cucumber mentioned
at page 378.

THE UNITED HORTICULTUEALl SOCIETY.
A FLOwxR show within a short half mile of the Bank is a

novelty indeed ; but such an one took place on Tuesday, the
6th inst., in the garden of Finsbury Circus, the first held
there, and probably the last for some time, as the Circus is

doomed to be invaded by the Metropolitan Eailway.
The exhibition was opened in the forenoon by the Lord

Mayor and Lady Mayoress, and in the after part of the day
there was a good attendance of visitors. The objects ex-

hibited were rather numerous, and comprised some very
good specimens of stove and greenhouse plants and Orchids.

Along the centre of the principal tent were placed three fine

specimens of Draciena indivisa, each about 10 feet high,

contributed by Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, who also ex-

hibited remarkably fine plants of the Bird's Nest Neottop-
teris vulgaris, Gleichenia dicarpa, Khyncospermum jas-

minoides, Statice profusa, variegated Yuccas, Cordyline

indivisa, Spheerogyne latifolia, with large and beautiful leaves,

and various other fine-foliaged plants, including two of

DracEena lineata, probably the largest in the country. Mr.
Williams likewise exhibited a fine plant of Brassia verrucosa,

Cypripediums, Oncidiums, Acrides, and other Orchids, as

well as new plants. The latter consisted of Todea superba,

Gymnogramma Parsonii, Promenisa citrina, Peperomia ari-

folia, and Eranthemum sanguinolentum, having the leaves

veined with red.

Orchids were exhibited by Mr. Wilson, gardener to W.
Marshall, Esq., Enfield ; Mr. Baker, gardener to A. Bassett,

Esq. ; and Mr. Penny, gardener to H. Gibbs, Esq., Eegent'a
Park ; and, intermixed with Ferns and a few small fine-

foliaged plants, they occupied a small tent by themselves.

\
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Among them were a good specimen of Odontoglossum
nsevinm, several good Aerides and Saccolabiums, Phala;nopsis
grandiflora, in fine bloom, the South American Cypripedium
caudatum, with three blooms, and several of the tail-less

members of the same family, Cattleyas and Laslias, the new
Phalffinopsis Lilddemanniana, TrichopUia suavis in good
bloom, &o.
Roses were represented by plants in pots from Messrs.

Paul & Son, and cut blooms from the same, Mr. Turner,
Slough, A. Smee, Esq., and Mr. Howard, gardener to
J. Brand, Esq., Balham.
Of Pelargoniums, both show and Fancy kinds, in ex-

cellent bloom, were exhibited by Mr. Eraser, Lea Bridge
Road ; and from Mr. Turner came a collection of the new
kinds sent out by him ; one of them, Mary Hoyle, an orange
rose with a white eye, and small dark maroon blotch sur-

rounded by orange, was very pretty ; John Hoyle, too, is

a large and striking flower. Mr. Turner likewise showed
LUium auratum, and pot plants of Sir Joseph Paxton Straw-
berry. There were besides several exhibitions of Zonale and
variegated Geraniums, from Mr. Hally, Blackheath, Mr.
Holland, Isleworth, and others.
Of stove and greenhouse plants a good bank was made up

by the collections of Messrs. Peed, Khodes, Baker, Howard,
and Wheeler, of Stamford Hill, and Regent's Park. Among
them we noticed a plant of the new Clerodendron Thomsons
Balfourii in fine bloom, several fine Heaths, good Azaleas,
Ixora coccinea, Aphelexes, Dicksonias and other Ferns,
Dracaenas and Marautas, Pleroma elegans, andDracophyllum
graeile in good bloom.

Other objects consisted of numerous Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias, and Hydrangeas, from Mr. Hayes, Edmonton;
Ferns from Mr. Holland ; cut blooms of Orchids from Mr.
BuUen; Calceolarias from Mr. Crute and Mr. Forsyth;
Pansies from Mr. Porter ; seedling Geraniums, a variegated
Achyrauthes, and Ansctochils from Mr. Aldred; Japanese
Aucubas, and Hymenophyllum tunbridgense, from Mr.
Wilson; and plant cases, vases, &c., from Messrs. Barr and
Sugden, and Hooper & Co., the latter also showing Ixias
and Sparaxis.

Fruit was represented by sound, well-kept Dumelow's
Seedling, Rymer, and other Apples, and a well-grown Melon
from Mr. R. P. Glendinning, of Chiswick. There were also

two or three Pines, and some Cherries.

PEOPAGATING FEOM BAEEEN STKAWBEREY
PLAJSTS.

YOUNG MELONS TUENINa YELLOW.

Two years ago I forced some British Queen Strawberries
in a vinery, and as several plants were blind, but grew
splendidly, I had a clayed bed made for them in my garden,
where they have remained tiU now. Not one flower has
ever appeared on them or their runners.
Last year I had a number of runners, layered into sunken

flower-pots, in a bed of Keens' Seedling, to form a new planta-

tion elsewhere, expecting, as they formed strong plants
before winter, to have a good show of fniit on them this

summer. In the old bed were many barren plants, and as

my gardener knew nothing of the danger of j)ropagating
from such, and as most plants in my young bed show only
leaves, I think it jjrobable that he found runners most
plentiful about the barren old plants, and that my new bed
is consequently to be mostly barren also. He grudges
throwing away such very fine strong plants, and thinks they
will fruit next year. Do you think he is right or not ? I

believe they would have all iruited this year had they not
been naturally barren.

My Melon plants in tubs, in a piped pit, are as strong and
healthy as ever man grew, but I am troubled by the young
fruit turning yellow before they even blossom, and falling

off. Very lew set, though every bloom opening is carefully

fertilised. One Achapesnouicher has only one fruit of about

6 inches in diameter, and one of 2 inches ; every other has

refused to blossom. The plant grows amazingly. A Mal-

vern Hall has jjlenty of about 3 inches in diameter, but now
every female turns yellow before it is the size of a chick

pea ; and so of other sorts. My tubs stand in cocoa fibre, on
four parallel four-inch hot-water pipes. Pray teU me how

to mend matters. Some tubs stand on a stone shelf; all

turn yellow in them.— J. Mackenzie, M.D.
[We do not think your Strawberry plants wiU ever do any

good ; they are evidently some worthless sort that has
become mixed with your British Queens. The best thing
you can do will be to dig them up at once, trench the ground
2 feet 6 inches deep, if your soil is good, and then mark out
fresh beds. Put 3 or 4 inches of good manure in the bottom
of every trench, and as soon as you can obtain runners
from some sort that you are sure is true, plant them on the
beds, and if they are kept well watered until they are esta-
blished in their new quaiters they ought to produce a fine

crop next year. By putting the manure in the bottom
of the trenches the roots are encourac;ed to go down after
it; and afterwards, however dry the season, it will have
little or no effect on the plants. These should be well
mulched with partially decomposed leaves or manure in the
autumn, to protect the hearts of the plants from frost.

Your gardener's idea is evidently wrong.
We think the soil is too rich for the Melons, and that the

temperature has not suited them. Subjecting them to a high
temperature one day, and to a low one the next, would have
just this effect on them; or if they have been allowed to

become dry at the roots it would cause them to turn yellow.
The atmosphere should be rather dry just at the time they
are coming into flower.]

SIE JOSEPH PAXTOIV.
With deep and sincere regret we have to communicate

to our readers the death of this very able and excellent

man. We can add little to what we recorded concerning
him more than ten years since, for we then commended
him, not merely because he was the most successful among
the men of genius devoting themselves to the practice of

gardening, but because he was the best example we could

uphold for imitation to the rising generation of young
gardeners. We are often asked by them, " What acquire-

ments should we strive for besides a knowledge of the cul-

ture of plants ? " and we know of no better reply that we
could give than—Attain the same acquirements as those

which were possessed by Sir Joseph Paxton. He was a good
botanist, a good draftsman, and an excellent engineer, but
he had two spu-its mighty in promoting progress, presiding

over these—the spiiit of kindliness, and the spirit of per-

severance. Every one who associated with him at once felt

that genial courtesy and fiankness which were to be ex-

pected from such an open brow; and the late Duke of

Devonshire, who so long aided and benefited by his efforts,

may be accepted as the most competent of witnesses to his

perseverance, and bore this testimony,—" I never knew Sir.

Paxton resolve to undertakewhat he didnot fully accomplish."

Sir Joseph Paxton's entire career sustains that characteris-

tic opinion. He was the son of a small farmer, and born

in 1801, at Milton Bryant, near Woburu, in Bedfordshire.

We accept this date because it is that which he wrote when
engaged at the Chiswick Garden.*
The brothel- under whom Sir Joseph received his rudi-

mentary instruction in horticulture, was Mr. John Paxton,

successively gardener, we believe, to Sii- G. P. Turner and

Earl Hardwicke. This gentleman recommended the young
gardener to Abel Smith, Esq., and through the latter's in-

fluence he was placed in the gai-dens of the Horticultural

Society at Chiswick. Owing to some misunderstanding

with some of the authorities of the Horticultural Society,.

Sir Joseph was about leaving their service and proceeding

to America ; but whilst this intention was just on the point

of being can-ied out, it is said that he there first obtained

the notice of the Society's President, the Duke of Devon-

shire, whUst holding a glowing cinder for his Grace's cigar.

When Mr. Paxton thus attracted the notice of the Duke of

Devoushire,he was foreman in the Arboretum department at

Chiswick. This was in 1825, and the year following he became

the Duke's head gardener and forester at Chatsworth. Htre

was an ai-ena just suited to his powers, and genius—not

only was the space, as he said, " unlimited," but so were

• He is numcd in the Report of Ibc Horticultural Society, as one, with

many Mhers, who set "an excelk-iit example."—(renniat^ions, ICcw Series,

ii. 455.)
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the funds at his command for its adornment. Wnting to

Mr. Loudon in 1833, he says :

—

" Previously to the commencement of the arboretum, the

whole space which it occupies was covered with timber

trees : these we have cleared asvay, so as to suit each genus

with light, shelter, or shade, as it might require. The

situation, though so much elevated, is yet, by the existing

trees, so well sheltered, that, with this aid, our deep trench-

ing, and the supply when necessary, of peat or sandy soil,

the plants, in a few years will have made immense progress.

There are about 1G70 species and varieties already planted

;

and these will be increased, in a year or two, to about 2000.

The whole length of the walk occupied with the arboretum

is nearly a mile. The various bends in the walk may be

accounted for by the unevenness of the ground, and its

steepness in many places. The plants of those orders, the

ligneous species of which do not grow large, such as Cruoi-

ferte, Cistinea), &c., are planted near to the walk, and occupy

both sides of it ; and the larger ones, although planted

similai-ly along both sides of the walk, are made to extend

beyond the others to a considerable distance from it, as the

bare inspection of the plan will show. The whole are jilanted

at such distances from each other as their habits of growth

require. Should 2000 more hardy trees and sh.ubs than

•can at present be purchased in the nurseries be introduced,

there is plenty of space on each side of the walk to plant

them. It is rather difficult to say exactly how much
ground the plants at present occupy, as we have not mea-

sured it; but I think the seventy-five groups cover about

forty acres.
" It is a great feature in this business, that the ground,

the plants, the formation of the wallc, the labour, &o., have not

cost His Grace six-pence ; the plants having been purchased,

the ground prepared, and the trees planted, and all other

expenses paid, with the produce of the trees cut down to

make room for the walk and the groups. This you should,

in some degree, point out to gentlemen who wish to intro-

duce sucli an important feature as an arboretum in their

country seats. At nine places out of ten, throughout the

country, an arboretum might be accomplished on this plan ;

and I scarcely know a country seat where half the trees

round the house do not require cutting down.
" In recommending arboretums to those who have got but

a limited extent of ground^ you should advise them not to

plant varieties. We intend doing so, because our space is

unlimited : but, if this practice were to become general,

the nurserymen would furnish us with catalogues of 20,000

species aad varieties, which would put a damp to arbo-

retums at once, from the impossibility both of purchasing

the plants, and of finding room for them : and besides, in a

few years, the species and varieties would be so confounded,

that they would, in many cases, not be distinguishable from

each other. I shall keep a young man constantly examining
the trees and shrubs in our arboretum, tiU I have removed
evei-ything from it that is not perfectly distinct, and rendered

it in every respect as per.ect as it can be made."
The next great works ho was employed upon were the

Waterworks, the Emperor Fountain of which tosses its

waters to the astonishing height of 2G7 feet. This, and all

his subsequent conceptions are among "the most surprising

in the world."
In 1840, he completed the conservatory at Chatsworth,

then the largest ever constructed. It required forty miles

in length of sash-bars, and to uieot this enormous demand
he invented a machine for cutting them, which, to use his

•own words, " performed the labour of twenty men for one
year, and consequenl;ly saved ia money ^£1200."

As a liter.ary man he has appeared before the public ad-

vantageously, as tlie Editor of "The Magazine of Botany,"
begun in 1833, but now no longer published ; as the author,

in 1889, of a little volume, "On the Culture of the Dahlia;"

as compiler of " Gardening for Cottagers," and the " Botani-

cal Dictionary," the first of which was published about the

year 1849, and the other about nine years previously.

We have now arrived at the most brilliant period of his

life—the construction of the first Crystal Palace. Of its

origin in 1850, we must repviblish the designer's own account.

"When the six eminent architects and engineers were
selected as a committee to choose a design, Mr. Paxton says
that he had no intention of offering one, for he took for

granted that something worthy of the occasion and of the

nation would be selected by them. When the time ap-

proached for the production of plans there was a discussion

in the newspapers as to the design best adapted, and he

must say that the first sketcli he saw in a number of the

Builder, did not inspire him with any exalted notions, or

raise any very splendid expectations of the result.
_

It was
not; until one morning when he was present with his friend,

Mr. EUis, at an early sitting of the House of Commons, that

the idea of sending in a design occurred to him. A conver-

sation took place between them with reference to the con-

struction of the new House of Commons, in the course of

which he (Mr. Paxton) observed that he was afraid they

would also commit a great blander in the building for the

Industrial Exhibition ; adding that he had a notion in hi?

head, and that if he (Mr. Ellis) would accompany him to

the Board of Trade, he would ascertain whether it was too

late to send in a design. He asked the executive committee
whether they were so far committed to the plans as to be
precluded from receiving another. The reply was, ' Certainly

not ; the specifications will be out in a fortnight, but there

is no reason why a clause should not be introduced allowing

of the reception of another design.' He said, 'Well, if you
will introduce such a clause I will go home, and in nine days

hence I will bring you my plans all complete.' No doubt

the executive thought him a very conceited fellow, and that

what he said was nearer akin to romance than to common
sense. Well, this was on Friday, the 11th of June. From
London he went to the Menai Straits, to see the third tube

of the Britannia Bridge placed, and on his return to Derby
he had to attend to some business at the board-room, during
which, however, his whole mind was devoted to his project

;

and whilst the business proceeded he sketched his design on
a large piece of blotting-paper. He was sorry he had not

the original with him, but the fact was, Mrs. Paxton had
taken possession of it, and if they were at all anxious to see

it, the only possible way of gratifying their desires was by
sending for her to the meeting. Having sketched his design

on blotting paper, he sat rrp all night until he had worked,

it out to his own satisfaction; and by the aid of his friend,

Mr. Barlow, en the 15th, he was enabled to complete the

whole of the plans by tlie Saturday following, on which day
he left Eowsley for London. On arriving at the Derby
station he met Mr. E. Stephenson, a member of the building

committee, who was also on his way to the metropolis. Mr.
Stephenson minutely examined the plans, and became
thoroughly engrossed with them, until at length he exclaimed
that the design was just the thing, and he only wished it

had been submitted to the committee in time. Mr. Stephen-

son, however, laid the plans before the committee, and at

first the idea was rather pooh-poohed ; but his plans gradu-
ally grew in favour, and by publishing the design in the
Illustrated News, and showing the advantage of Buch an
erection over one composed of fifteen millions of bricks and
other materials, which would have to be removed at a great
loss, the committee did in the end reject tho abortion of a
child of their own, and unanimously recommended his

bantling."

We have but little more to add, for having achieved one,

the construction of tho second Crystal Palace was com-
paratively easy. Ho was justly honoured with knighthood
in 1851, and the words accompanying tho Queen's smiling
greeting iu 1854, might have been those used by another
monarch to another man of many victories—"If you go on
at this rate wo shall have to invent marks of distinction for

you."
While the Sydenham Crystal Palace was still in progress

the nation had drifted into tho Crimean war, and an army
was transported to the shores of the Black Sea, but without
any of those means of transport and equipment which have
been properly called the legs of an army. When the defi-

ciencies of our position were read in the ghastly tales of

famine and pestilence that assailed our troops, the fertile

genius of Sir Joseph Paxton, was called into play once more.
The navvies tb at were employed in the erection of the Crystal
Palace were a baud of stout, active, hardy fellows, not devoid
of a certain rough discipline, and whose courage had more
than once been proved during the erection of the building,

by confronting terrors as real as any they were likely to

meet with while joining an army in the field. He suggested
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to the Government that a body to be called the Army Works
Corps should be formed out of these stalwart sons of toil

;

and the suggestion was at once adopted at the War OfEoe.

It is due to them to say that the superior condition of our
army at the close of the war was in a great measure due to

the assistance rendered by the body raised on the suggestion
and from among the labourers employed by_ Sir Joseph
Paxton.
In 1854 a seat for Coventry had become vacant. Sir Joseph

was then in the height of his fame, and it was almost a
matter of course that a man in his position should enter the
House of Commons. He offered himself to the electors on
extreme liberal principles, and was elected. He has held
the seat undisturbed, but continued ill-health induced him to

inform his constituents that at the next election he sliould

not request the renewal of their suffrages.

He remained at his residence of Rockhills, next the Crystal
Palace, but though his declining strength had for a long
time inspired serious alarm among his friends, latterly it

had somewhat improved. On the occasion of the recent
flower show he entered the Crystal Palace for the last time,

and before the public were admitted endeavoured, as was

his wont, to review the whole display ; but he was not able
to accomplish a journey round all the stands. During the
past week or two his state became gradually more pre-

carious, and at eight o'clock of the morning of the 8th inst.,

he expired.

Sir Joseph followed the profession of an architect and civil

engineer from the time when he constructed the great glass

building in Hyde Park ; but he did not relinquish his posi-

tion at Chatsworth. Sir Joseph Paxton was happy in having
won the esteem and friendship of many of the greatest and
best in the land, who were glad to assemble in a briUianfe

circle as his guests at Rockhills. But he was happiest in

the constant esteem and love, often and truly expressed, of

the late Duke of Devonshu-e. Some time before his own
death his patron handed to Sir Joseph Paxton a life policy

for i£20,000, upon which he charged himself to pay the pre-

miums for Sir Joseph's benefit. This princely gift was the
last of many others ; but on the accession of the present

Duke Sir Joseph had still a firm friend in the Lord of Chats-
worth. Sir Joseph was a Fellow of the Horticultural Society,

1826 ; of the Linneean, 1833 ; and in 1844 he was made, by
the Emperor of Russia, a Knight of the Order of St. Vladimir.

CASTLE KENNEDY EIG.

The Castle Kennedy Fig, of which the annexed figure is a
faithful representation, has existed at Castle Kennedy, in

Scotland, for upwards of a century, but how it came there,

or what was its origin, are matters on which we have no
reliable information. It is supposed that at some early

period a former proprietor received it from the continent,

but whether this was so, or
whether it is a chance seed-

ling, is not known, but there

can be no doubt that it is

quite distinct from any other

variety in cultivation in this

country. The great dis-

tinguishing feature of this

Fig in its remarkable earli-

ness. It ripens more than
a fortnight before the White
Marseilles, which is the only

early variety worth cultivat-

ing, and as a forcing Fig it

also surpasses every other for

the rapidity with which it

can be brought forward. The
fruit from which our present

engraving was taken, and
which was forwarded to us by
Mr. Fowler, the skilful gar-

dener to the Earl of Stair, at

Castle Kennedy, was taken
from a tree which was begun
to be forced on the 20th of

February last, and the fruit

was ready for use in May.
The fruit is of the largest

size, turbinate or somewhat
obovate. The skin is of a

pale dingy brown on the half

nearest the eye, and of a
greenish yellow on the half

towards the stalk, and the

brown part is mottled with
ashy gi-ey specks. The flesh

when fully ripe is of a duU
opaline colour with the
slightest tinge of red towards

the eye, very melting, and of good flavour,

says ;

—

" The Castle Kennedy Fig, when grown alongside the

White Marseilles, planted out and treated in every respect

in the same manner, is about a fortnight earlier than the

latter, fully three weeks earlier than the Brown Turkey, and

more than a month earlier than the Brunswick,

Mr. Fowler

" The importance of this will be apparent to those in-

terested in the cultivation of Figs, not only for early

forcing, but also for out-door cultivation, as it may be ex-

pected to ripen in cold and unfavourable localities where
Figs have not heretofore been grown. In our wet and cloudy

climate (Wigtonshire), it has ripened out of doors on a
standard, and always ripens

on a wall having a south-

east aspect, early in August.
" When within a few days

of being ripe, a clear honey-
looking substance, of exqui-

site flavour, commences to

drop from the eye of each
fruit. When quite ripe this

svibstauce becomes some-
what viscid, hanging like an
elongated dew-drop, from half

an inch to three-quarters in

length, clear as crystal, giving
averyremarkable appearance
to the fruit.

" At page 428 of The
Journal of Hokticulture,
Dr. Hogg, in addressing the
Scientific Meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society,

held on the 30th ult., in

speaking of the Castle Ken-
nedy Pig, says :

—
' The fruit,

as would be seen, -rras very
fine, and, instead of requir-

ing four months to ripen

Avhen forced, it would do so in

two, which was a very great

recommendation.' Owing to

my cramp writing, or some
other cause, an error has
arisen which I am anxious

to have rectified—it shotJd

read three montlis instead of
' two months.'
"The fruit of the Castle

Kennedy Fig which was be-

fore the meeting was com-

menced to be forced on the 20th February. The first ripe

Fig was gathered on the 27th April ; the first dish on the

23rd May : thus proving that when forced early it can be

ripened in about thi-ee months. The Figs here are planted

out in a border in the inside of the house, and aU treated

in every respect in the same manner."

Taking it altogether—its size, eai'liness, and fine hand-
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some appearance—this is one of our most valuable acqui-

sitions to pomology.

DEABA AIZOIDES.
To cottage gardens we are indebted for the preserva-

tion of some of our best and rarest plants. A wUd flower

which has long been in cultivation, one of those choice gems
•which the Messrs. Backhouse so well know how to use, has
flowered splendidly during the spring months. Draba
aizoides (Yellow Alpine Whitlow Grass), is a most interest-

ing alpine, and one which will well repay a little extra care
in its cultivation. It is a plant well adapted for growing
on rock work, and like many of its class its beauty cannot
be shown in a small detached piece ; to be admired it must
te grown in a tuft of some considei'able size. Thus grown
the beauties of its bright yellow corymbose flowers are rarely

overlooked. As it flowers vei'y early in spring it is more to

be esteemed, and the flowering season continues several

weeks. Besides growing it in rook work, this interesting
plant ought to be grown among the frame alpines. Then if

any losses happen from severe weather, these may be re-

placed by pot plants.

—

Rustic Eobin.

EEPOET OIS^ THE BEDDING PELAEGONIUMS
GEOWN AT CHISWICE, 1864.

By Thomas Moobe, F.L.S., Secrktart to the Floeal Committee.

{Continued from page 416.)

SERIES II.-ZONATE VARIETIES.

2. FLOWERS CERISE, ROSY SCARLET, OK ROSE.

Alice (E. G. Henderson & Son) .—Vigorous spreading habit

;

dark-zoned leaves ; flowers cerise scarlet.

Apollo (Hally).—Vigorous habit; leaves zonate ; flowers
cerise. Of no use.

Aspasia** (Bull).—Moderately vigorous habit ; dark-zoned
leaves; deep rosy scarlet flowers. The marks indicate its

value as a pot plant.

beauty** (Williams).—Vigorous spreading habit; leaves
with a broad dull zone ; flowers large, rosy scarlet, of good
form, and in flne trusses.

Bonnie Dundee^' * (Bull).—Moderately vigorous and com-
pact habit; leaves with a dark well-defined zone; flowers of

good form, in compact trusses, of a cerise colour. It is a
Tery pretty free-blooming pot plant, fully deserving on this

account an equal number of marks with those given for its

bedding qualities.

Bridesmaid (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Moderately vigor-

ous ; dark-zoned leaves ; flowers cerise, with paler edges.
Caroline (Bull).— Moderately vigorous; leaves with a

broad dark zone ; flowers rosy scarlet, in large trusses.

Cecilia * * (Bull).—Moderately vigorous habit ; dark-zoned
leaves; rosy scarlet flowers. Inferior to Eoi d' Italic ; but a
free showy variety as a pot plant, for which it was approved.

Cedo Niilli (Williams).—Dwarf vigorous habit; leaves

with broad zone ; flowers bright rosy cerise.

Celina (Bull).—Vigorous spreading habit ; leaves marked
with a dull zone ; flowers rosy scarlet.

Chancellor (Bull).—Moderately vigorous; leaves with a
dark 7;une; flowers sahuon rose.

Cherry (Hally).—Moderately vigoi'ous compact habit

;

leaves darkly zoned ; flowers cerise scarlet.

Comic de Clapier (Van Houtte).—Moderately vigorous;
leaves marked with an indistinct zone; flowers cerise. It

was poor under glass.

Comte de Morny '' * (Low, Scott).—Moderately vigorous
habit ; leaves with a broad, dull, vandyked zone ; flowers

cerise, of fine shape. A very handsome variety for pot
culture under glass.

Conqueror of Europe (Williams).—Vigorous spreading
habit; leaves with broad, dull, vandyked zone; flowers

large, of good form, cerise, in fine trusses, but wanting in

distinctness.

Countess (Bull) .—Moderately vigorous ; leaves dark zoned
;

flowers bright rosy scarlet.

Culford Rose (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Moderately vigor-

ous ; loaves marked with a distinct dark zone; flowers cerise.

Effective * * (Bull).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves with a
broad, dull, darkish zone ; flowers of good form, cerise

scarlet, free and showy. The marks indicate its value as a
pot plant.

Effie (Bull).—Moderately vigorous; leaves with an indis-

tinct zone; flowers in small trusses, but free, rosy scarlet.

As a pot plant it has no particular merit.
Francois Chardine** (Low & Co., Eraser).—Vigorous

habit ; leaves marked with a dark vandyked zone ; flowers
cerise scarlet, finely shaped, and in bold trusses. A very
fine pot plant.

General Early (Wills).—Moderately vigorous; leaves dark
zoned ; flowers rosy scarlet.

Giralda * * (Low & Co.).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

leaves with a broad dull-coloured zone ; flowers large, of fine

shape, deep cerise.

Hector***' (Bull).—Moderatel.y vigorous habit; leaves

marked with a dark well-defined zone ; flowers of good
shape, in compact trusses, and of a bright cerise. It

resembles Bonnie Dundee, but is decidedly better. It proved
equally good as a pot plant.

Herald of Spring*** (Turner).—Vigorous habit; leaves

with a broad, dark, vandyked zone ; flowers of fine form,
large, in compact trusses, cerise scarlet. A fine variety,

larger and paler than Frani,"ois Chardine.
King Aithur (Wills).—Moderately vigorous; leaves with

indistinct zone ; flowers cerise.

Lord of the Isles*** (Williams).— Moderately vigorous

habit ; leaves with a broad dull zone ; flowers rosy scarlet.

Louisa (Bull).—-Vigorous habit ; dark zoned leaves; light

rosy scarlet flowers.

Mane Henri (Van Houtte).—Vigorous spreading habit;

leaves marked with a broad dark zone ; flowers deep cerise.

Minimum Nosegay (Turner).—Dwarf habit; leaves marked
with an indistinct green zone ; flowers loose, in small trusses,

light magenta colour.

Monsieur Martin*^'* (Kollisson, Eraser).— Moderately
vigorous habit; leaves with dark vandyked zone; flowers

cerise scarlet, of fine form, in bold trusses. A very fine sort

for pot culture.

Mrs. Turner (Wills).—Moderately vigorous; leaves with
dark broad zone ; flowers cerise.

Nora * * * (Bull).—Of fine and rather vigorous habit

;

leaves with a broad dull zone ; flowers largo and of good
form, rosy scarlet, in compact trusses. A fine variety out of

doors, and of nearly equal merit under glass.

\
Faqnitta (Salter).—I'all vigorous habit; leaves with a

dull vandyked zone; flowers cerise.

Paul La!)I)i'** (Eraser). — Moderately vigorous; leaves

I with dull broad zone ; flowers large and finely formed, of a

j

salmony rose. A very fine pot plant.

I

Pinl: Pearl** (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Dwarf spread-

i ing habit ; lea\e3 rather small, dull green, with a narrow

zone ; flowei-s very abundant, of a light magenta rose.

Although the flowers were loose in form, they were abun-

dant enough to be very effective.

President Reveil (Van Houtte).—Moderately vigorous;

leaves marked with a broad" zone; flowers cerise, of good
form.

Prince Cliristian (Salter).—Moderately vigorous habit;

leaves marked with a broadish dull zone; flowers freely

produced, of good shape, cerise.

Princess of Wales (S. G. Henderson & Son).—Vigorous

habit ; leaves marked with a dull zone ; flowers small, cerise-

ooloured.

Provost (Bull).—Vigorous habit ; leaves with a broad duU
zone ; flowers rosy scarlet, of good form. Tolerably effective

as a pot plant.

Picgalis (Bull).—Vigorous habit; leaves with an indistinct

zone; flowers large, well formed, rosy scarlet, in compact

trusses freely produced.

Boi d'lialie * * * (Low A Co.).—Dwarf and vigorous habit

;

leaves marked with a bold dark zone; flowers freely pro-

duced, large, of excellent form, s;dmony or cerise scarlet. A
very fine variet}' for all purposes.

Rubens Iiiiprorci! (Carter & Co.).—Dwarfish habit; leaves

faintly greon zoned ; flowers deep cerise scarlet.

Rubens Improved (Wills).—Moderately vigorous; leaves

with a dark centre or zone ; flowers rosy scarlet.

Vmxnre *** (Bull).—Vigorous spreading habit ; leaves
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with an indistinct and unequal zone ; flowers of fine shape,

large, in bold trusses, rosy scarlet. A beautiful pot plant.

Unit (BuD).—Tall and vigorous habit; leaves marked with

a narrow vandyked zone ; flowers cerise. Too thin as a pot

plant.

—

{Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural Society.)

(To be continued.)

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

If former directions have been carried out, this depart-

ment will now present many agreeable features. Continual

hoeing, forking, and surface-stin-ing, together with a splendid

season, have told well upon the crops, which are abundant
and vigorous. All these operations must be diligently per-

severed in, for the advantages derived therefrom are mani-
fold, weeds are extirpated, slugs disturbed and destroyed,

moisture retained at the time when it is most needed, and
the healthy action of the roots kept up. Trenching vacant

ground to be prosecuted where required, and if manure is

wanted on ground to be planted, it is best to Lay it on the

top after trenching, and then fork it in. Let all green
refuse be removed from every part, and either dug in or

taken to the char-heap. Cauhjlou'ers, the plants that are

now forming their heads to be watered and mulched with
short litter ; this will cause them to come close and compact.
Celery, continue to plant successionaL crops in trenches

;

take up the plants with as much earth about the roots as

possible, and by no means shorten any of their leaves. Im-
mediately after planting give them a good soaking of water.

The earliest crops to have the earth loosened about their

roots, as tlie frequent waterings it requires hardens the sur-

face, and prevents it receiving the benefit it should from
future waterings. Ciicnvihers, to produce fine fruit the
linings of the frames should still be kept up, they should
also be covered with mats at night, as it is sometimes cold.

After the plants have been bearing for some time, and the
shoots become a little irregular, cut them back, give them a
good watering, and add 2 or 3 inches of fresh soil. After

this keep the plants nearly without aii- for a few days,

shading them when the sun is very powerful, spi'inkle the
plants with tepid water early every fine afternoon. With
this treatment they will make fresh shoots, and will be
found as productive as before. Endive, make a sowing for

the main autumn crop. Plant out a few of the early sowing.
Keep them watered till they get roothold. Herbs, some of

them will shortly be fit for drying. The best time for doing
so is just as they are coming into bloom. ieHucc, keep a

quantity tied up for blanching. Make another sowing in

drills where they are to remain. Mushrooms, there is much
greater difficulty in producing them at this season than at

any other, unless in a house constructed for the purpose. It

is necessary to keep the temperature of the house down to

60°, to do this water should be frequently poured down, so

as to produce cold by evaporation. Potatoes, earth-up the
main crops immediately after rain. Keep the ground be-

tween the rows loose. Spinach, sow a few rows for succession

;

if the weather continue di-y water the drills before sowing,

and again after covering them. Whenever it is necessary
to water do it copiously, as a slight sprinkling is worse than
useless.

FRtriT GARDEN.
If dry weather continue we would recommend that due

attention be given to fruit trees in the above respect, for as

caterpOlars and other insects are unusually prevalent an
extra exhaustion will be the consequence. To those who
are particularly anxious about the future success of their

favourite fruits, or who have been planting new kinds, we
would say. Make strenuous efforts during the present period

to extirpate insects, and to assist weakly trees. No mode
of planting, winter pruning, or system of training will be oi

any avail, unless the vegetation of the summer growth is

attended to in due time.

FLOWER GARDEN.
During the continuance of the present dry weather fre-

quent waterings must be given, not only to the recently

planted trees and shrubs, but likewise to the bedding plants,

annuals, &c. In watering, it will be better to give the soil

a good soaking twice or thrice a-week in preference to a

mere sprinkling of the surface daily ; mulching where prac-

ticable should be adopted, as well as damping the foliage

of newly-planted things every evening. Peg down those

plants required to cover the ground as they advance. Car-

nations, Picotees, and herbaceous plants, with the taller-

growing bedding plants, to be staked and tied up to prevent
injury from high winds. Remove dead and dying leaves

from Koses, and give the autumn-floweiing varieties plenty
of manure water, in order to keep them in vigorous health

and secure plenty of wood for blooming in autumn. Divide
Polyanthuses ; always choose for them a cool and shady situ-

ation, sheltered as much as possible from north and easterly

winds. Mulch Dahlias with rotten dung, and give plenty
of water in dry weather. Propagate Pansies by the side

shoots. Mark seedlings worthy of being saved, and pull

up the others. When showery weather occurs let the Box-
edgings be clipped. London Pride, Thrift, Daisies, &c., used
for edging should each year-, or once in two years, be taken
up, divided, and replanted when blooming is over.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATORT.
Si^ecimen and choice plants nearly done blooming to have

the faded blossoms picked off and be well washed with the

syringe ; to be then placed in a cool shady situation to re-

cover themselves before potting, which should on no account

take place untU a fresh growth has commenced. Shading
will now be necessary for all descriptions of plant-houses,

unless the roofs are covered with creepers. Air should be
admitted largely, allowing more or less at night, according

to the description of plants grown, and the paths, floors, &c.,

kept damp by throwing water repeatedly over them, to pre-

serve humidity in the atmosphere of the houses, and owing
to the extreme dryness of the external air it is rather diffi-

cult to do so. Encourage the growth of Azaleas and Ca-
mellias by keeping them comparatively close, with shade
during sunshine, and supplying moisture liberally with, the

syringe.

STOVE.
-ichimenes, Gesneras, Gloxinias, &.C., as they begin to

show for bloom, should be removed to more airy quarters,

keeping them, however, partially shaded for a time, and
afterwards they may be exposed to a larger share of light.

Achimenes to be carefully attended to with water whUe
growing. We must here repeat the advice so frequently

given, to keep up by all appliances a sufficient amount of

atmospheric moisture, increasing at all times with the in-

crease of heat and light, and accompanied by a quiet motion
of the atmosphere. Syringe freely twice or thrice a-day,

and give morning air liberally.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Hardwooded plants in these structures wUl now enjoy a

more moderate temperature than they possibly could obtain

in houses, especially in pits turned to the north, which will

prove a good place for some of the tribes in very hot weather.

Let regular watering? be applied. The bottom heat should

be kept up where cuttings and young seedling plants are

propagated, and they should be shaded and duly supplied

with moisture.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
In case v.'e forget to mention it in these rambling note?,

we would wish again prominently to direct attention to the

impolicy of planting or sowing on stifSsh ground when it is

at all wet after rain. Prom having a lot of other matters
to attend to we have not goh so far on with bedding-out as

we would wish in this fine weather ; but as the plants are

growing nicely in their earth-pits, a few days will make but
little difference. Being anxious to get on, however, after

the last rains we planted out some four or half a dozen of

beds when the surface was not so hazelly dry as we would
have liked it. Every time we pass them we wish we had left

them alone. The surface seems so bound, and sodden, and
hard baked that the soil will take much loosening with fork

and hoe before it arrives at a nicely pulverised, healthy,

sweet condition, whilst the slightest touch of the hoe in the
other beds leaves the surface in a nice mellow state—in the
best position in fact, as the soil is now warm enough for

keeping heat out and moisture in.

Having had many a wet jacket from planting in a day of
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poiiring rain, we believe we were the first to draw atten-
tion to the impolicy of doing so, and especially on stiffish
soU, and now some of our labourers, who see some garden-
ing notes in their weekly newspaper, told us that the beds
might as well have been left alone, and they were quite
right. Such growing intelligence shows the importance of
practising what we teach. All teaching is but of little use
if not followed up by practical example, and hence it is that
many a man and woman in humble station do more good by
the example of their lives than many who have great talents,
but who, if they were honest, would be forced to say, " Do
not as I do, but do aa I teU you." Again : several corre-
spondents have kindly told us that after running down the
use of the rake, and especially in flower-beds, we actually
recommend the back stroke of the rake for eflfecting neat-
ness (last line, first col., page 435). The seeming anomaly
will be at once explained if the word "rake" is changed
into " hoe." The mistake is entirely owing to rapid writin".
In answer to another inquiry, we may as well state here

that the best-sized Dutch hoe for flower-beds is a neat light
one 3 inches wide. With such a tool it is astonishing the
space a quick lad will go over, and when extreme neatness
is an object as well as loosening the surface, the back stroke
and a side stroke along the outsides if next grass will leave
all as neat as need be.

Stones.—If there are stones or pebbles on the surface larger
than may be desirable, the quickest way to get rid of them
is to pick them by hand in a basket or small barrow, and
then they come in for filling ruts in roads, &c. "We have no
desire, however, to make the surface so very fine-dressed
that will soon be covered with plants. We consider that
many fields are much injured by inordinate stone picking.
A few stones added would often be more beneficial.
Beap ilfaimj.—This leads us once more to note the im-

portance of never using two strokes when one will do ; in
other words, to avoid doing and doing again, where one
doing will suffice. On this vei? often depends whether a
place shall be kept well or indifferently with a certain
number of hands. In nothing is this seen more than in
the question of heap-making. Unless in peculiar circum-
stances no heaps should be made in gardens, and of nothing
in general are workmen more fond until they find it will not
do. For instance, there goes a man to clear off a piece of
spent vegetables, which it is not deemed advisable to dig in,
up they come, and then are laid down in heaps as carefully
as if for bean or wheat sheaves ; and when that is nicely done
a barrow must be brought, and there is the great pleasure
of Ufting the heaps again into the barrow. Last year we
came across a fine example of stone heaps on a long flower-
border, rather rough with stones, and the proprietor being
athorough advocate of dressiness in grounds, as well as in
his own worthy person, the stones had been thrown into little
heaps at the side, and then they had to be lifted a second
time to get them into a barrow to take them to their des-
tination. A keen amateur, fond to enthusiasm of his charm-
ing grass plot, told us lately, that he managed very well with
his 14-inch machine, which gave him a nice appetite for his
lunch or dinner, but then the taking off the heaps of grass
cut with the machine thoroughly bored him. It was worse
than all the machining, which he liked very well. He had
seen others tumbling out the contents of the grass-box on
the lawn, and he thought he must do the same. Placing a
barrow in a suitable position saved all the trouble of taking
up and cleaning the bottoms of heaps. Just so with clip-
ping the grass edgings to gravel walks. How often do we
see a tall, sprightly fellow, " with measured step and slow,"
draw the broom along these clippings, collecting them into
little heaps at no great distance apart, and then another
man follows with broom, barrow, and shovel, to collect all
these heaps and make the bottom of each all right. A man
and boy finishing as they go, would do the work in a fourth
of the time, and with more comfort and satislaction. We
have seen brooms used to collect tiny heaps of leaves, &e., on
lawns, to be afterwards collected in basket or barrow, if not
previously scattered by the wind, though a gardener's apron
would have held twenty or thirty of them, and saved all fur-
ther trouble. In our young days we used to wrap the apron
round us, as something of which to be proud. It was con-
sidered anything but a badge of inferiority, or to be ashamed
of. Are young gardeners now so much gentlemen, as to

despise what their fathers venerated ? The more frequent
use of the apron would not only expedite much of their work,
but preserve their clothes into the bargain. An old comrade
of ours invariably in thinning Vine laterals, or thinning
Grapes, let all go to the floor to testify that work had been
done, careless of the plants below that might be thus in-

convenienced or injured. We might have imitated him in the
peculiar gusto with which he thus made appearance of work,
if, on company being expected, we had not had to work hard
all dinner time, go without dinner in fact, to clear off the
rubbish we had wantonly made. An apron and a light basket
or sieve suspended, would have enabled us to have left work
at any moment, and without leaving a vestige of rubbish of
any kind behind us. In these days, when few gardeners
can get through the work to be done, this little matter
of heap-making may be deemed of sufficient importance to

aiTest a little attention. For the value of the habits it

would foster, we would be glad to see the old blue apron
more esteemed and used. There might not then be so
many heaps of decayed flowers and leaves thrown on the
pathways and floors of houses, to the annoyance of every one
except the operator, who may, like our friend, be deter-

mined to let people see he has been doing something, though
this determination may greatly add to his labour.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Much the same as last week. Sowed the last crop of

Marrow Peas, such as Ne Plus Ultra, and the sweet little

prolific Pea Harrison's Perfection, and a few of Dickson's
Favourite. The last and early kinds wUl be our last main
sowing some ten days hence. Sowed also our last Broad
Beans, also more French Beans, Turnips, Radishes, Lettuces,

&o. Cleared off a piece of run Lettuces, &c. It is yet
early enough to have many run Lettuces, but here it may
be as well to state that in some matters we have not been
able to act up to the advice we give to others. First as
respects these Lettuces—they have been very fine and early,

and it would have been better had they been used up by
those who liked them, instead of being allowed to bolt ; but
a stress of work elsewhere caused us to neglect them, and
for want of water, or shade, or taking them up into a shady
place, they have bolted, and are of no use to any one, unless
a hungry pig should choose to munch them. Fortunately
there are plenty of successions. Planting-out is very well,

but frequent thin sowing is the best mode for having plenty

of crisp Lettuces, and a north border is the best place

during the hot summer months.
Peas.—Then as to sowing Peas for late crops, the ground

should be deep-stirred, and well enriched, and the Peas
sown in a kind of shallow trench, so that manure-waterings
may be given if the autumn should be very dry. The deep
stin-ings and the rich dressings are the great safeguards
against the autumn droughts, and also against deluging
rains if they come, and pretty well keep all sorts of mildew
at a distance. We managed all but the dressing, and even
for Celery we must wait until we can empty a hotbed. How
tantalising it often is to read, " Use plenty of manure for this

and that," and you cannot lay your hand on a barrowload.

We scarcely know as yet the amount of produce that may be
obtained from ground from close and continuous cropping,

and without ever allowing the ground to become worn-out,

sour, or effete ; but the secrets of the wonderful produce,

and yet keeping the ground fresh, are, abundance of manure,
deep stirring, and ever and anon adding to the staple, by
first loosening, and by degrees adding a little of the subsoil,

whatever be its character. Such means, and a due rota-

tion of cropping, and the addition of lime, or some cal-

careous matter, if the soil is naturally deficient in these

materials, will keep up the fertility of a soil, and prevent its

ever wearing out. On some old kitchen gardens lime acts

as wonderfully as it often does on bog land, and from similar

causes. Even chalk will often do wonders on heavy clayey

loams, and advantage should be taken of it wherever chalk

underlies the clay or the loam ; and again. Peas that are to

be staked should have that work done before the tops are

sufficiently heavy to have been swayed by the wind, as they
never take to the stakes so kindly afterwards. Some of

ours, from stress of other matters, have been let alone too

long, but if done before wind comes they will not suffer.

We will just glance at two common errors in pea-staking.

The first is, that most operators thrust the sticks down too
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aear the Pea8, at the risk of injuring some of the best roots-

The stakes should be fully 1 foot or more from the row, so

as to give room for sun and air to enter freely. And again,

most persons place the stakes so as to incline inwards to

each other, and even to cross each other at the top, so that

when finished the staked row would look like a steep span-

roofed house. This plan has neatness rather than utility to

recommend it. The higher part of the Peas will pass

through and receive but Uttle support from the stakes. The

better plan is to place the stakes upright, or_ rather with

their points bent outwards, so as to form a wide-mouthed

funnel for the Peas to ramble in. As generally done, the

stakes, when finished, have the appearance of a sharp-

pointed sugarloaf. We would advocate the same appear-

ance, but with the wide part uppermost.

FETJIT GARDEN.
Much the same as last week, nipping and thinning shoots,

thinning fruit, gathering green Gooseberries for jam, though

for ourselves if we use any, we are old-fashioned enough to

prefer the ripe firuit; exposed Peaches ripening to the sun

and air; kept the vinery drier where the fruit is ripening,

and as soon as possible wiU clear out all plants, so that there

shall be less moisture in the atmosphere. Removed from

the same house many laterals, but not too many, to let more
direct light into the house. Have taken but few away yet

from the later house, as in moderation they increase root-

action. No syringing has been given since the Vines broke,

and in one large house no syringing was given at all.

Sprinkling a little water on the paths and borders seems to

give all the necessary moisture. The syringe is a fine thing,

but it is possible to make too much of it. As yet no spider,

&c,, has made its appearance.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Were we to detail the minutiae of the week, we would re-

quire an almanack. Proceeded with rolling, mowing, and
machining lawn. Planted groups of beds as we got oppor-

tunity, preparing the beds beforehand, as alluded to some
weeks ago, a matter of more importance than early planting.

As yet have watered but little, but as the soil is now pretty

wann proceeded with loosening the surface with a small

Dutch hoe, or the points of a fork. "Would mulch Calceo-

larias if we had the material ready. Tied up herbaceous
plants needing that attention. Fine Auriculas and Poly-

anthus should now have the advantage of an open shaded
place on the north side of a wall. Drip is their abomination.
Carnations and Pinks need securing neatly. Removed most
of the Cinerarias from conservatory, and set part on a north
border, on a little fine soil, where they can self-sow them-
selves. Sowed also some pans of the best for early flowering.

These plants wUl also flourish all the summer planted out on
a north border. To obtain early plants of favourite kinds, a
good plan is to cut them down, water well, and then plant out
in a shady place. They wiU then throw up lots of strong

suckers, which can be divided separately. Azaleas sadly

want attention to cutting oif all the old flowers, seeds, &o.,

and giving them a good washing. They ought now to have
a house to themselves, so as to give them plenty ot heat and
moisture to finish their growth. It is thus that coramercial

establishments can beat the small gardener. They have a
suitable place for everything. We often have to make one

house answer for everything, and yet it is thought that

everything should be first-rate. Vineries are capital places

as makeshifts for these purposes; but then if a single

thrips should be on the Azaleas you will rue placing them
in your vinery, and so the contest goes on. Those that

were forced will now want more light, and air, and coolness

to firmly set their buds. Moved young Fuchsias into cooler

places. Potted lots of Feathered Cockscombs, Balsams,

fine-foliaged plants, and gave water and shade to Ferns, &c.

To have Caladiums in fine colour we find they should never

be exposed to direct sunlight. No syringing should be given

them unless the water is pure and clear. We find that

with our clearest water, unless filtered, we require to sponge

them; a sediment so soon forms, and this disfigures the

leaves. Water, heat, and plenty of pot-room are their de-

light. Whilst growing they may pretty well be treated as

a marsh plant. In their younger state, especially, they

dearly delight in bottom heat. But all plants that like

heat will also benefit by bottom heat. The most striking

results are accomplished by its help. No great thing can

be made of the old-fashioned Cockscomb without its aid at

the earliest stages. Even flower-beds do all the better in

proportion to the amount of heat from sunbeams stored up

in them before the foliage keeps the heat out.—B. P.

TRADE CATAIiOGUE DECEIVED.
James Backhouse & Son, York.

—

Catalogue of Stove, Green-

hoiise, and Bedding Plants, Ferns, Alpines, S(c.

COVENT GAEDEN MARKET.—June 10.

Supplies continue very plentiful. Strawberries from the open ground
have come In in greater quantity ; and of new Potatoes heavy consi gnments
have come to hand from Cornwall and abroad. Of old ones there is yet a

very heavy stock, which day by day becftmes more unsaleable.

Apples
Apricots
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Eahlt PEAP(;i ff. royn/er),—The Peas we received from yon May 28tb, 1

and which were celling^ in Taunton Market at 25. Bd. per peck, were the
earliest and best ^rown out of doors that we have tasted this year.

Stopping Vine Shoots (A Young Primer).—^y allowinK the terminiil
hud to produce three Ipuves you will repair a great prrtion of the injurv
you have done bv pirching them back to iho firstlcaf. As soon as the bhoo't
has developed three leaves, pinch ont the top of the shont-s, the same as
deecribed in No. 218. As the Grapes are not in flower they will not be
likely to receive so much injury as they otherwise would have done. By
presei-vinc the extra leaf above the bunch you will make up for the loss of the
principal leaf that lias been doe'royed.

Tkeatment fF Espalier Fear Tree (Tdem). — As the Pear tree is

making abunflance of shoots, it ib evident the roots aie well at work. You
may, thereforp, ireiit it in a similar way to yonng' trees as regaras thinnini:
the shoots and traininfr. &c. Put plenty of litter about the tree, to prevent
the drying j^nn and wind reachinfi the roots. We hope you have nnt
planted it too deep. We strongly advocate planting: all kinds of Iruit trees
as near the surface aa possible. If planted deep you had better lift it in the
autumn. It will do the tree good, by causing it to make double the quantity
of fibrous roots.

Sowing Cucdmbers—TwklveFcchsias—Peas for Augdst and Skptem-
EER (,/, i?.).~CiH'umbfrs from seed sown now would, if well attenderi to,

come into use at the md of August, and bear until late if the bed were
lined. Sion TTniise Improved is a grood late Cucumber, Lord Kenyon and
Kirklees Hali Defiance are large and good. Fuchf'ias with white sepals:
Queen of Eeaiities, Minnie Banks. Schiller, Bridesmaid, Gipsy Girl, and
Guiding Star. If you mean by white Fuchsias those with white corollas,
then White T.ady, SanspateiJ. Bianca. Marie Cornelisrcn, and Henry Abts.
The best red: Constsllaiion, Comet, MiirvellouK, Universal, Cloth of Gold,
and Shakesppar. Tlie best Peas to sow to come in in August and Septem-
ber are Hair's Dwarf Matnnioih British Qaecn, Ne Plus Ultra, and Lord
Raglan, which should all be sown from fuur'een to sixteen weeks iie'ore
tbey are expectt-d to come into use. Bit^hop's Long-podded, BurbidgeV
Eclipse, and others of the second early Peas may be sown now, and they
will come in in twelve or lourtcen weeks. The others may also be sown,
but they will not cnme in at the time named.

T Book (JW. ^.).-Beiitham's "Handbook of the British Hora," will aid
yon. Its price is £3 10s.

MANfRiNG Roses (B. J. /;).—Mulching is not manuring. It is putting
long dung or cf^coa nut fibre recuse on the soil's surface to keep it mo st.

Guano forms a liqnid mmiurc quite inoffensive, and you can have the guano
in half-crown tins at our office.

Errors.—At p. -133. eol. 2, 1. o7 from ihe bottom, the names should be
*'Adiantum capillus-Veneris, Asplenium marinum, and A. trichomanes."

Planting the Water Lily (J. TT).—We consider April a good time
to pbint the Nymphceas when they are about to grow. We h^ive planted
from March to September, simply fastening a stone to the thick fleshy root,
and iheu lowering this at the place desired. In this case the bottom was
muddy cbiy. Where there was little mud we have fastened them to a thick
sod with wire, and then lowered them at the place desired. Sometimes we
htve put them into shallow wide pots, fa'^tening the thick fle?hy root to a
large stone phiced on the pot. and also fille^l a shallow hamper with, strong
clay soil using the stone to fasten the root lo, as in the case of a pot, and
lowered these where wanted. All answered well The greatest fault in
planting is doing sn in too sliallow water. It should not be less than 1 foot
6 inches, nor more than 3 feet deep.

Rainfall (R. Asfj7iiih).— U5S was a drier year than 1364; the total rain-
fall in that year at Chiswick was 15.78 inches, whilst the amount which tell

in 18G4 was Ifi.Sfi inches, or more than an inch of excess over the quantity
registered in 1858.

Pansiks Dkcati-^g (A Ladi/ Suhscriber, Kilkenny).—Vfe think you have
rather overdone them by planting them in old cow-dung and sand. If there
is danger of losing the whole lake the pUnis up and divide them into bits,

and plant them in a shady place in light sandy Inam until they recover
themselves, and then you may plant out into richer soil. If you dislike

this trouble, water with lime water.

Gardkhrr Kmirratino (Gardener. Lhnerkk).—Wc never accept the
responsibilitj' of recommending any place as desirable to emigrate to. Too

,

much depends upon the emigrant's acquirements and constitution, and of

these we know nothing.

Packing Grapes {A. B.).—Have a box made 5 inches deep, and not more
than 2 feet long, and 10 or 11 inches wide

; put some li'sue paper in tha
bottom, then place the bos sloping before you. With the bhoulders towards
each pile lay in the bnnthee in two rows, and do not i>lace ansthingbei-ween
them. When the bos has been filled to the top lay in bunches up the
centre, the shoulders of each towards the bottom, till the box is full; cover
the who'.e with tissue pttper, and on the lid of the bos place a printed slip

in large letters, " Hothouse Grapes, with special care." This is the advice of

a first-rate fruiterer in Covent Garden Market. You can have the index
for the volume by sending your direction and two postage stamps.

Brain Coral— Petrified Moss.—"J. L." would be very much obliged if

" E. B ," who wrote " Fern Habits" in our Journal, would state where t*

get " brain coral,'' also where " petrified moss" is to be had.

Namks of Plants {F.).~lt is Eriophorum angustifolium, or Narrow-
leaved Cotton Grass. Country people use it for stuffing pillows, but the
silky down becomes very brittle when quite dry. {T. T. T.. Cheaterfield) ,'—

Your evergreen shrub is Kalraia laiifoUa, a native of North America, and
auite hardy.

METEOEOLOGICAL OBSEEVATIOISrS in tke Suburbs of London for tlie Week ending June lOtli.
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pen from Mr. Jones, of Clifton, Viscountess Holmesdale's
well-known and excellent pen being a very good second, and
Mr. Beldon, of Yorkahii'e, being but little in the rear as third
prize-taker. It is long since so superior and regular a class
of Spanish has been exliibited; and the first-prize Sweepstakes
Spanish cock (Viscountess Holmesdale's), is also well worthy
of especial mention. We cannot but congratulate the Bath
and West of England Society on this i^rominent improve-
ment on former meetings in so aristocratic a breed of fowls.
The class for "Coloured" Dorkings proved one of the most

important in the Show. Here pen after pen was of the
highest order, and consequently the competition was genei-al
throughout a strong class. As many of oui' poultry fanciers
might anticipate. Viscountess Holmesdale exhibited some
birds that place most of her ladyship's rivals far in the rear.
Captain Lane, of Braclrnell, Berkshire, exhibited a wonder-
fully well-feathered, well-matched, and equally well-grown
pen, so far as size only is considered ; but it should always
ba remembered that natural malformation of the legs is

quite inadmissable. In this case one hen was fearfuMy
"knock-kneed," and presented a striking instance of de-
formity, arising, most probably, from over-feeding as a
chicken, combined with want of sufficient exercise whilst
only a few weeks old. We mention this, as a hint to all

•breeders of heavy-weighted chickens, to give every facility

for exercise during the fij-st few weeks, and afterwards to
increase weight by excessive feeding when the bone becomes
more hardened and matured. It is thus that overmuch
kindness and anxiety to indulge the chickens of large breeds
ofttimes ends in self-wrought disappointment ; and we
may add that our own experience proves, beyond question,
that parents whose formation is thus imperfect not un-
frequently have even wry-backed offspring.
In Cochins we were not prepared for so perfect a display,

and we hear a great rivalry had existed to gain position at
the Hereford meeting. The competitors were evidently not
resting on their oars, but looking as alike as possible ; and,
after absenting- himself from exhibiting for some two years
or more past, Mr. H. Tomlinson, of Birmingham, again took
his old position at the head of the prize list with a pen of
colossal Bull's, as neat as they were excellent. Captain
Heaton, of Manchester, pushed in closely for a second place,
and Mr. Stephens, of Walsall, was not by any means a
bad third. We were glad to see so plucky an exhibitor as
Mr. Zurhorst, of Dublin, rewarded by success in wonderfully
weU-shown White Cochins, Single (Buff) Sweepstakes Cochin
cock, an exceedingly neat specimen ; and a pen of immense
first-prize Tm-lceys, that would excite the fondest anticipa-
tions of any gourmand who happened to cast eyes on them
at the Bath and West of England Show. Mr. Boyle, also
of the Sister Isle, exhibited a first-prize pen of Geese that, as
was jocosely observed by a visitor, "seemed made expressly
for a working man with a numerous family." 'V^isitors

thronged this pen cons tantly , and they proved a feature of
the Show. Nor were Mr. Boyle's Srahnas less conspicuous
for merit, in a most spirited competition. We repeat we
were glad to see old Ireland pulling up so strongly as she did
in many of the most usefal breeds ; for this inevitably must
tend to still greater attention and improvement, making-
John Bull look to his colours in the friendly tournaments of
our poultry exhibitions.

In Game fowls the show was very strong; and although
Mr. Fletcher, of Stoneclough, near Manchester, took, without
exception, every first prize, and thus of necessity the silver

cup for the best pen of Game fowls exhibited, it must not
be supposed it was not well contested, or that extraordinary
merit was wanting elsewhere. The Hamhurghs were very
good, as were also the Poland fowls ; and the Bantams were
equally praiseworthy. We regretted to find that a case
occurred of birds being exhibited as true chickens of 1865,
that evidently were first ushered into life considerably
anterior to Christmas last. They were very properly dis-

qualified by the Judges ; and we hope that in every case
where the like imposition is attempted, the same determina-
tion to put a stop to such practices will be at once adopted.
It is quite time that autumn-hatched chickens were put
down when shown as spring birds, and the custom of so
doing is most reprehensible, and has been in somewhat
general practice until some parties seem to consider its

universality its perfect excuse. It is quite time it were •

done away with, and none but spring chickens held ad-
missible.

In the Extra Variety class there was a good entry, a
capital pen of Malays taking the lead, a pen of perfect

Silky fowls second position, and a pen of excellent White
Spanish fowls, exhibited by Mr. F. B. Pitman, the third
prize. So great was the competition, however, that an
extra third prize was here awarded to Mr. Beldon's White
Polands, a very interesting group, and well shown.
In the Pigeons the competition was not only very keen

indeed, but such as would render any meeting popular. Mr.
A. Pintoleite, of Manchester, was the fortunate winner of
the silver cup ; and Mr. H. Yardley, of Bii-mingham, of the
Society's silver medal as a second extra prize for Pigeons.
The whole of the Pigeon classes were unusually good.
The weather was very fine, and the attendance a perfect

success.
Spanish.—First and Cup, E. Jone3, Clifton. Second .Viscountess Holmes-

dale, Linton Park, Kent. Third, H. Beldon, Bingley, Yorkahire. Highly
Commeniieii, R. Wright, London; Capt. Heaton, ManeUester ; T. Gamfield,
ClWon ; T. Smith, Walsall.

D0RKI.-4GS (Coloured).— First, Cup, and Third, Viscountess Holmesdale.
Second, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Ct>mmended, J. Ntiriuan, Peiahore.
Dorkings (White).—Firct and Second, H. Lingwood, Needham Market,

Suffolk, Third, Re-.'. G. F Hudson, North Potherton, bridgewater.
Cochin-China (Coloumd).—First, H. Tomlinson, liiriiingham. Second,

Capt. Heaton, Manchester, Third, J. Stephens, Walsall. Commended,
H. Bates, Birmingham ; H. Griffith". Worcester.
Cochin-Chi.va ( White).— First, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook, Dublin.

Second, W. Dawson, Hopton, Mirfteld, Yorkshire. Third, K. Chase, B-alsall

Heaih, Birmingham. Commended, G Lamb, Cumpton, Wolverhampton.
Game (White and Piles).— First. Cup, aukl Second, J. Fletcher, Stone-

clough, Manchester. Third, S. Matthew, Stowinarkuc, Sufl'olk. Commended,
T. Burgess, Whitchurch, Salop.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Second. J. Fletcher,

Manchester. Thirii, A. B. Dyas, iladeley, Salop. Highly Commended,
II. Adiiey. Collumpton; Rev. G. S. Cruwys, Tiverton.

Game (Duckwing and other Greys and Bluesi.— First, J. Fletcher, Man-
chester. Second, Kev. G. S. Cruwys, Tiverton. Third, S. Matthew, Stow-
market, Suffolk.
Brahma Pootra.—First, R. W. Boyle. Dundrum, Dublin. Second, H.

Lacy, Hebden Brirlge. Third, Mrs. Hargreaves, Reading. Highly Cora-
mended, J. Marfell, Hereford; E. Pigeon, Exeter; J. Hintoo, Hiaton,
Bath ; J. K. Fowler, A*;lehhury.
Hameurghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, F. Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle of

Wight. Second, J. E. Prlc^, Hereford. Third, J. S. Maggs, TetDury.
Hamburghs (Silver-p^cilled).— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. decond,

J. Holland, Worcester. Third, H. Beldon, Bing'ey.
Hamburghs (Goldeo-spangk-d).— First, A. K. 'Wood. Kendal. Second,

W^. Bavliss, Walsall. Thir,t, T. Davies, Birmingham. Highly Commended,
T. Davies; H. Btklon, Blnglcy.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second, G.

Whitcombe, Gloucester. Third, T. Davies, Newport. Monmouthshire.
Highly Commended, W. Bowley, Cirencester.
Poi.ANos (Blat-k with White Crests) — Hrst and Third, 7!. Carter, Holm-

firth, Yorkshire. Second and Highly Commended, T. P. Edwards, Lynd-
hurst.

POLA.NDS (Gold or Silver).—First and SeconJ, IL Beldon, Bingley. Third,
iJrs. Blay, Worcester.
Ant other VAjrurrv.— Fir.it. Rev. .\. G. Brooke, Buy ton XI. Towns, Salop

(Malays). Second, R. H. Nicholas, Newpoit, MimmoutUs-hire (Chinese
Silks). Third, F. B. Pitman, Taunton (White Spanish), Estra Third, H.
Beldon, Bingley. Highly Commended, E. Pigeon. Exeter (La Fleche).
Comraendetl, jMrs. Haig, Lichfield {.Magpie Tanlans) ; R. Tate, Leeds (Black
Hamburghs).
Dorking Chicken.—First, Mrs. Barter. Plymouth. Second, Rev. G. F.

Hodson, Bridgewater Highly Commended, Mrs. Dunn, Ilungerford.
Game Chickkns.—Second, U. Adney, CoUuiiipion. First Prize withheld.
Cochi.x-Chi.s'a Chickhns.— First, J. H. Rodbard, Wringlon. Somerset.

Second, Rev F. Taylor, Kirkby L«nsilale, Westmoreland. Highly Com-
mended, F. W. Rust, Hastings'; P. Cartwright, Oswestry. Commended,
J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Sweepstakes. — Gamk. — First and Second, J. Fletcher, Manchester.

Third, F. Statter, Manchester. Commended, Kev. G. S. Cruwys. Tiverton.
Sweepstakes.— Spanish.— First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, R.

Wright, London, fhird, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington, Somerset.
Sweepstakes.—Dorking,— First, F. Statter, Manchester. Second, Vis-

counless HoloiesiUile. Third, C. Smith, Salisbury.
SWKEPsTAKEs —Cochin-China,— First, F. W. Zurhorst, Dublin. Second,

E. A. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop. Third, J. E. Price, Hereford. Highly
Commended, W. Curwain, Cambridge. Commended, W. Bowley, Ciren-
cester.

Sweepstakes.—Game Bantams.—First, E. Cambiidge, Bristol. Second,
S. Lang, jun., Bristol. Third, G. Manning, Springfield, Essex.
Bantams (Gold-laced). — First and Cup, Kev. G. S. Cruwys, Tiverton.

Second Prize withheld.
Ba.^tams (Silver-laced).—First, Rev. G. S. Cruwys. Second and Com-

mended, E. Jones, Clifton.

Baktams (White and Black).— First, Rev. G. S. Cru-.vjs. Second and
Highly Commended, T. Davies, Newport, Monmouthshire. Commended,
W. Draycott, Leicester.

Baktajis (Any other Variety].— First, S. Ward, Chesterfield (Gama).
Second, J. Fletcher. Manchester (Game).
Ducks (Aylesbury),- First and Cup, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Second,

W. C. N. Hughes D'Aitts, Reading.
Ducks (Rouen),— First, A. Woods, Liverpool. Second, J. R. Rodbard,

Wrington, Somerset.
Ducks {Any other Variety).— First. T. H. D Bayly, Biggleswade, Beds.

Second, T. C. Harrison, Hull (Brown Call), Commended, J. \f . Kelleway,
if eraton, lale of Wight (Black East Indian).
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Geese.- First. R. W. Boyle, Dnblin. Second, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.
Tdekeys.— F:r8t, F. W. Zurborst, Dublin. Second, C. Edwards. Wrington,

Bomerset. Highly Commended, J. Norman, Pershore ; J. K. Fowler, Ayles-
bury. Commended, Mrs. Dunn. Inglewood, Hnneerford.

Gdine*. Fowls.— First, Miss Worthcote, Exeter. Second, 0. A. Young,
Briffleld, YorKthire. Commended, Rev. M. Amphlett, Evesham : R. Tate,
Leeds. '

PIGEONS.
Cabbiees,—First and Second, A. Pintoleite, Manchester.
TUMBLEBS (Almond).— First and Seeond, A. Pintoleite, Manchester.
Tdmelees (Any other Variety).- First, A. Pintoleite. Second, J. Percivall,

leckham. Commended, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland.
PowTEas. — First, H. Tardley, Birmingham. Second, A. Pintoleite.

HiKhly Commended, J. R. Robmson, Sunderland.
RDNTs^Firot, E. Pigeon, Lympstone, Exeter. Second, T. D. Green,

Saffron Walden, Esses.
Jacobins.—First, J. Percivall, Peckham. Second, C. Bulpin, Bridge-

Fa.-jtails.—First, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland. Second, H. Yardlev,
Birmmgham. ' "

Owi.s.-First and Second, A. Pintoleite. Highly Commended, E. Pigeon
XI. Yardley.
^naPEiEEs.-First, J. R. Robinson. Second, C. Bulpin, Bridgewater.
Baebs.—First, J. R. Robinson. Second, A. Pintoleite.
TuRBiTS,—First, H. Yardley. Second and Commended, J. R. Robinson.
«DNS.—First and Second, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Ruyton XI. Towns Salop
Deaooons.—First and Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Second. J.

Percivall, Peekham.
-^nwuu,

Archangels.—First and Second, H. Yardley.
Any othee New oe Distinct Variety.- First, Extra Second, and Highly

Commended, A. Piutoleite. Second, H. Yardley.
PiOEON Cup, won by A. Pintoleite with Five First and Six Second Prizes.

Mr. Charles Ballanee, of Stanley House, Lower Clapton^d Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook,
Birmingham, were Judges for poultry; and Dr. Cottle, of
Cheltenham, and Mr. Harrison Weir, of London, were the
Arbitrators for Pigeons.

BEEIfTWOOD EXHIBITION OF POULTHY
AND PIGEONS.

It appears that for the last three years the Brentwood
Poultry Exhibition has been in abeyance, but we can con-
fidently assert that the whole of our experience does not
call to mind any instance in which the entire collection at
any poultry show was so perfect and complete throughout
as at Brentwood Show just held. It would be no exaggera-
tion to say that not even a single pen of indifferent birds
was exhibited. We know a universal impression prevailed
that the Bath and West of England Show at Hereford would
prove a great drawback to the Brentwood meeting, but the
results proved this altogether a misapprehension, although
held simultaneously.
No doubt a very great assistance to the Brentwood entries

arose from the fact that this Show continued open only a
single day, whilst the one held at Hereford necessitated the
birds_ being away from home for a week or more. This,
combined with the fact that the premiums were about equal
in point of money value, was all in favour of short imprison-
ment. The entries embraced most of our local poultry
celebrities, even Ireland, Scotland, and most of our English
counties being well represented. We may confidently add
thatwe have seen exhibitions rejoicing in even a thousand
entries not containing so many good birds as did the two
hundred pens or so at Brentwood. Where aU classes were
so excellent it would be a most invidious task to enter into
particularities, and we therefore refer our readers to the
appended prize list, in which will be found very few blanks
from any reputed yard among our poultry breeders.
We must not, however, conclude without a recognition of

the excellent management of the Committee of everything
connected with the Show, and rejoice to add, that the wea-
ther being propitious, a capital attendance ensued. The
funds, therefore, are proportionably augmented. The birds
were safely returned immediately after the Show without
mistake or injury.

DoRKlNos (Coloured).—First, Dr. Campbell, Brentwood. Second, G.
Griggs, Komford. Third, H. Llngwood, Needhnm Market. Highly Com-
mended, a. Griggs; Sir St. G. Gore, Hart, Wiksworth ; R. B. Postans;
H. Lingwood.
DoaKiKGs (White or Silver Grey).— Fi.-st and Second, Dr. Campbell,

Brentwood.
Spanish.-First, J R. Rodbard, Wrington, Bristol. Second, A. Heath,

Cahie, Wilts. Third, T. J. Bailey, Brentwood. Highly Commended, R. B.
Postans, Brentwood. Commended, Mrs. Pattison, Maldon, Essex.
Game (BLck-breasted and other Keds).—Fir8t and Second, S. Matthew,

Stowmarket. Highly Commended, Hon. H. W. Fitzwllllam, Rotherham •

Rev. F. Watson, Kelvedon, Essex, Commended, Sir St, a. Gore, Bart.'
Wlikswortb,

Game (Any other Colour).- First, S. Matthew, Slowmarket. Second, Sir
St. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Commended, S Matthew.
Cochins iBuff).— First. P. W. Rust, Hastings. Second, H. Lingwood,

Needham Market. Highly Commended, W. Mattingly, Chelmsiord ; H.
Bates, Biriningham.
Cochins (Any other colour).-First, R. J. Wood, Chorley. Second,

F. W. Zurhorst, Dublin. Highly Commended, W. Dawson, Yorkshire ; Mrs.
Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury.
Beahmas (Dark or Light). -First, J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath. Second,

J. Pares, Chertsey.
Hambubghs iSilver-pencilled)-First, Sir St. 0. Gore, Bart., Wirksworth.

Second, T. J. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford. Highly Commended, D. IlUngworth,
Yorkshire.
Hamburgus (Gold-pencilled).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second,

F Pittis, jun.. Isle of W.ght. Hignly Commended, F, Pitiis. Commended,
Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Acle, Norfolk.
Hamborghs (Gold-spangled).— First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart., Wirksworth.

Second, A. K. Wood, Westmoreland. CommcLded, H. Snushall, Wis-
beach.

Hambdrohs (Silver-spangled).—First, A. K. Wood, Westmoreland. Second,
Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Commended, Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Norfolk.
Polish (Any colour).— First, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst. Second, J.

Hinton, Hinton, near B ith. Commended, T. P. Edwards.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Beds). -First, Sir St. G. Gore,

BarU Second, Rev. G. Raynor, Brentwood. Highly Commended, G. Manning,
Essex; J. Munn, Manchester. Commended, G. Manning.
Game Bantams (Any other co'.our).—First, Rev. 6. Raynor, Brentwood.

Second, Withheld.
Bantams (Black or White).— First, F. Pittis. jun.. Isle of Wight. Seconfl,

Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Commended, Mrs. Hill, Warley, Essex.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, G. Manning, Essex. Second, G.

Griggs, Romford.
Ant other Distinct VAaiETi.—First, J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath.

Second, Withheld.
Tuekets (Any colour).—First, J. S. Lescher, South Weald. Second, C.

Squier, Essex.
Geesk (.\ny colour).-First, R, B. Postans, Brentwood. Second, J. S.

Lescher, South Weald.
DccKS (White).—First and Second, Mrs. Seamons, Aylesbury. Com-

mended, C. Bamford. Canbridge.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, C. Punchard, Suffolk. Second, Sir St. G. Gore,

Bart.

Sweepstakes.— Gniiie Cocks (Any colour).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
Second, W. Rogers, Suffolk. Third, H. J. Bush, Brentwood. Highly Com-
mended, 8. Matthew, Stowmarket. Qame Bantam Cocks (Any colour).

—

First, Rev. G. Raynor, Brentwood. Second, Dr. Campbell. Third, G.
Manning, Essex. Highly Commended, T. J. Saltmar^h, Chelmsford.
Pigeons.— (Carriers (Any colour) First, H. Yardley, Birmingham.

Seeond, W. Massey, Yorkshire. Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds,
Ashby-de-la-Zoucb Powters (Any colour).— First. F. Disney, Essex. Second,
H. Yardley, Birmingham. HighU Commended, E. E.M. Royds, Ashby-de-
la-Zouch. ' ^/monrf rwrnfi/firs. — First, W. Massey, Yorkshire. Second, H,
Yardley, Birmingham. Any other Variety.—First, H. Yardley, Birming-
ham. Second. H. W. Hall, Croydon. Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds ;

H. Snushall, Wiebeach.
Pheasants.- Prizes, J Riley.
Canaries.—Prize, J. Cook.
Raebits.—iop-eaifii Biuk.—Vuze, E E. M. Royds, Ashby-de-la-Zoncb.

Lop-eared Doe.— Prize, E. Lawrence, Essex. Heaviest of any kind.—'
Prize, E. E. M. Royds. ^Exira.—Highly Commended, Miss N. Hamilton.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, ofBoiated
as Arbitrator.

PIGEONS AND BOOKS.
"Hamburgh's" letter has set me thinking and inquiring

further into the subject of the supposed alarm felt by Pigeons
at the neai'ness of Rooks, and the consequent desertion of
the Pigeons from thek' houses. My Pigeons, Tumblers and
Powters, show no such alarm, not even yesterday, when we
shot upwards of a hundred Rooks. My neighbour at the
farm, who lives as near to another part of the rookery, always
has a good number of dove-house Pigeons, in spite of an
annual domestic shooting-match. Then, six miles from me
is a rookery remarkable for being established on trees of
very low growth. It is on one side of the house, and on the
other side many Pigeons are kept for table ptu'poses. Here,
then, are three cases in point on my side of the question.
What say any other of our writers or readers? From aH
birds of the hawk tribe Pigeons would instinctively flee;

but I doubt much if they would flee from Rooks, who would
neither fight them nor eat them.
Then, in regard to pole-houses. They are, if well made,

undoubtedly very pretty objects, and may also be constructed
on a roomy plan ; but I think if " Hahbukoh " gave the
Pigeons the choice of a loft or a pole-house he would find
the loft exclusively used as a domicile. Some years ago I
was consulted by a lady very fond of her flight of Jacobins.
She was building new stable-offices, and wished to place her
Pigeons in comfortable quarters, but could not give them
a loft. On my suggestion she had a series of holes made in
the brickwork of the south fr-ont of her hayloft, and landing-
boards placed outside of a good depth and well-divided.

Inside I planned, in deal, lockers of the depth fi-om the froat
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of XI to 2 feet, and each opening at the back like a cupboard,

the back being in fact a number of doors. This arrangement

enabled her to catch her Pigeons, inspect the nests, and

have all cleaned out easily, besides making a safe and com-

fortable home for the birds, taking up little room. I usuaEy

see landing-boards not half so wide as they ought to be, for

Pigeons want a good broad space upon which to alight, coo

upon, and sun themselves—a mere ledge is a miserable

shift, and sometimes the Pigeons have not height either.

I have also found that the owners have been unable to paint

their pole-houses or repair them lest they should drive away
the birds : yet certainly they ought to be painted every

spring. Would any of our lady readers who draw well give

ua a sketch of a pretty and commodious house on a pole ?—
Wiltshire Kector.

HIVES WITH ENTRANCES AT TOP.
When I saw the letter at page 352 with my name in it

I was as much surprised as my Renfrewshire friend must
have been amused, and I am glad he has given me this

opportunity of rectifying a mistake—a mistake I had not

the least intention should be made—viz., that of the letter

appearing in my name instead of that of Mr. C. Williams,

for whom I wrote it. Not but that I should have been very

proud of the honour of bringing before the public the utility

of this kind of hive ; the advantage over the entrance at

bottom I leave for any apiarian to judge.
In the first place, the bees entering their hives at top

invariably enjoy good health, as they have a constant supply

of fresh air penetrating thoroughly among them without a

cold draught on the brood, as the air must have the chill

taken off it after passing through the bulk of bees before it

reaches the bottom. When the entrance is at the bottom
the brood is entirely exposed to the cold air, without the

same chances of its becoming warm, for it can never ascend
30 long as the air above it is warmer. 2ndly, The honey
keeps better in the cold dry air. 3rdly, The bees have not so

far to carry it, besides having the advantage of carrying it

down-hill instead of up. 4tUy, More bees can be spared to

collect when a swarm is put into a new hive. 5thly, After

filling the stock hive they have only half the distance to

carry the honey to the supers. Gthly, Bees kept in these

hives never suffer from damp, which is the plague of an
apiary, as it invariably finds egress in the shape of steam.
When the entrance is at the bottom the vapour condenses on
the sides, and runs out in streams of water, especially when
the hives are very strong, and the nights are a little cool.

Huish, in his work on bees, published in 1817, page 72, tells

us that hives with a flat top for storifying are on an errone-
ous plan, and that it is the rock on which the partisans of

the storifying system have been wrecked, because, he says,
" The bees when in health never vent any excrement in the
hivo, and being never benumbed, they continually consume
their food, and, consequently, evacuate by a considerable
perspiration, which rises in vapour to the top of the hive,

and in winter these vapours are almost continual, and it is

proper they should be carried off without falling upon the
bees." Again, at page 7't, he asks, "What is the most
common cause of the loss of the hives during winter?" "I
do not speak of hunger, for that ia the fault of the pro-

prietor, but I maintain it is the moisture of the combs,
occasioned by the fall of the water collected at the top of the
hives, which are flat ; it is also the fall of these waters on
the bees which, stopping their perspiration, sours and cor-

rupts the matters which ai-e in their body, causing the dysen-
tery, and carrying infection and death through the whole
community."
How far these vapours tend to promote dysentery I cannot

say, as Mr. Williams assures me that since he has invented
this hive he has never had any disease in his apiary, or lost

a single hive, although he has kept the same from seven to
eighteen years before disposing of them. I have one that
I purchased from him that is now upwards of twenty years
old ; and with all due deference to the critical acumen of
the "Eenpkewshire Bee-keeper," I am still obstinate
enough to maintain my original opinion ; and without more
substantial objections than he brings forward to convince
me of the uselessness of entrances at the top, I never intend

to keep a hive with the entrance at bottom in my apiary

a season longer than I can possibly help. I must say the

trial he gave them was certainly a very good one, for he

could not have made their entrance much nearer the top,

situated as he was, without making them go down the

chimney; and the result of his experiment was equally satis-

factory, as he teUs us in one breath the plan succeeded so

well, that the very first season he took from two hives a
half-hundredweight of beautiful honey, and almost in the

next contradicts himself, and tells us that he most reluc-

tantly abandoned bee-keeping in high latitudes, under the

impression that hives with entrances at the top have to the

inexperienced only novelty to recommend them. I am glad

he is candid enough to tell us it was his inexperience in

dealing with them in that position that led him to abandon
them ; at the same time he should not have complained of

his tools.

Before I conclude, I feel that I am bound to answer the

only objection to Mr. Williams's hives—viz., the difficulty of

the bees cleaning them ; and in reply would ask, whether

at any season of the year there is more carried into the hive

than out of it ? And I have no hesitation in saying that

there is five hundred times more carried into the hive than

has to be carried out, even if the bottoms are never cleaned.

Then supposing the entrance to be at the bottom, the bees

have five hundred loads to carry up-hill to one they carry

down or on the level. If, on the contrary, the entrance is

at the top, they will have five hundred loads to carry down-
hill to one up, and the advantage then is very manifest.

When an apiarian cleans the bottom board four times a-year

the bees will have very little to do in that way. I trust I

have shown some few of the advantages of this hive without

displaying any acrimony to my Renfrewshire friend.

—

Henbt
Stttttle, Kingsland, Shrewsbury.

FOUL BROOD INCURABLE BY EXCISION".
In the detailed report of my experience of " foul brood,"

in No. 149, I showed how the excision of the entire brood in

my stocks signally failed to effect a cure, the disease break-
ing out in aU its virulence in the new-formed portions of

comb. These stocks without exception died out during the
winter, although well found in store.

With the view of aiding me as much as possible in re-

building my shipwrecked apiary, " A Devonshire Bee-
keeper," in the kindest manner sent me last April twelve
months his strongest Ligurian stock, and although it lost

upwards of five thousand of its population on the journey,
speedily recruited, and appeared quite healthy. With the
assistance of abundance of black bees bought in, and new
hives, I had by the month of July, in addition to my black
stocks, been successful in establishing six fine colonies with
most prolific Ligurian queens at their head.

I was quite appalled in the beginning of August to find

foul brood unmistakeably present, not only in the original

stock, but in four of the young hives. I was successfal in
effecting a thorough cure of the population of the old stock,

by passing them twice through the "purgatorial process,"

then introducing them into the combs of a good second hive,

from which the blaok bees had been previously removed.
The queen bred well at the end of the season, but unfor-

tunately died during the winter. I lost one of the young
queens from the continuous confinement necessary to effect

a cure, a second from being neglected by the black bees to

which I purposed introducing her, and a third from being
totally deserted in my absence by her new subjects, while
caged, they preferring to transfer their allegiance from the
Italian to the black monarch of the adjoining stock, so that
this spring found me with only two Ligurian queens, the
one presiding over a particularly strong healthy colony, in a
set of Stewarton boxes, the other over a square straw frame-
hive.

The traces of foul brood in the last-mentioned hive were
so slight, that I resolved to let it stand unmolested over the
winter in the hope that the long cessation from breeding
might tend to alleviate, if not stay, the plague, but finding
in the spring the fresh brood grouped all round the sus-

picious, I feared it might thereby be contaminated, and as
already mentioned in my remarks, on " The Opening Sea-
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son," in No. 209, I cut out the entire brood, good as well

as bad, shifting the frames so operated on to one side, and
bringing to the centre as many of the white pure combs of
the side never bred in. In the month of April I examined
the hive, and was mortified to find foul brood still present,
I therefore on the 27th of that month, bi-imstoned the
workers, and was fortunate in safely introducing their queen
to a good black colony.

My object in writing the above, in addition to establishing
that the taint of this disease lurks in the combs of a colony,
even after the cessation of breeding during winter, and that
it will break out in even the otherwise pure combs in spring,

is, that should the opinion of your talented contributor, Mr.
Lowe, be unchanged, I would be most happy on receiving
his address through the Editors, to present him with the
fi-ame-hive above alluded to, in the hope that were he to

hive a swarm therein, he might be enabled to study the
evolution of the pupae, and possibly from his thorough
scientific acquaintanceship with the honey bee, throw a flood

of light on this singular malady, alike the deepest mystery
and most terrible bane to many an apiarian reader of the
Journal," as well as to—A Eehpbewshike Bee-keeper.

NOTES AND QUERIES ABOUT QUEENS.
I HATE read with interest the account of the death of a

queen related by "J. M. W." in page 392. On the 4th of
April he said he fed with pieces of honeycomb through the
day, a practice which I am sure the initiated would at once
see was wrong ; but I know it is done by many in our own
neighbourhood, even after being warned to desist; and
although there is nothing that gives me greater pleasure
than to see my neighbours' hives prosper, still in this case
I should not be sorry to hear of their losing their whole
stock, as it would then give peace to others for miles
around. "What can be more evident than that his queen, as
is too often the case, had been expelled by robbers ? At all

events there is something mysterious in his case, for from
the time of the expulsion of the queen there are only twenty-
two days—not sufficient time for a virgin queen to commence
egg-laying, taking his own statement that there was drone
brood in all staees, which shows there must have been eggs
laid from the 4th till the 22nd. Is he sure that it was drone
brood, and a different queen from the one he saw on the
4th ? I do not think that two mothers would be allowed
to live together in the hive, even for a few days, during
winter (the longest period I ever knew being fifty hours),
which must have been the case if there was a mother ready
to lay eggs the same day that the old one was expelled.
Besides, queens appear much smaller after death.
Can any of your correspondents say at what age a queen

whose impregnation has been retarded will commence egg-
laying ? I fully intended to have proved it this spring, as I

had queens hatched in the beginning of April, and kept
them twenty-three days, but I required the bees and had to
till them ere my end was accomplished.—A Lanarkshibe
Bee-keepee.

P.S.—May I be allowed to ask Mr. Henry Stuttle what
particular merit is in his hive when, as he says, last year
was the only fortunate one he has had in getting off clean
supers ? When such a year presents itself we are in no
difficulty in getting clean combs, even in an old hat or such
Hke. If he would take a trip northwards in but an indif-

ferent year, we could show him something that would dazzle
his eyes, and ventilated in a very different manner from the
way he describes. I tried the plan he recommends seven-
teen years ago, and was glad to give it up in seventeen
days—nay, I went further, and tried seven different places
of entrance.

SPONTANEOUS UNION OF SWAEMS.
In the beginning of last week I sent one of Mr. Williams's

straw hives with entrance at the top, to a friend of mine,
who had promised me one of his fii-st swarms. On Saturday
last. May 20th, he had three swarms from three common
straw hives ; the first one he hived in my hive, and left it

in the place they knit ; the other two he hived in two com-
mon straw hives, also leaving them where they knit, appa-
rently all right, and well satisfied with their quarters ; but

in about half an hour after hiving the last swarm, he was
informed by one of his family that the bees were swarming
again. Upon proceeding to the apiary, he was surprised to
see No. 1 swarm leaving its hive, and going straight into
my hive very peaceably, and in a very short time they were
as comfortable as if there had been only one swarm in the
hive. But now comes the most remarkable part of the case.
In about an hour afterwards, looking how things were going
on, he was much surprised to find that No. 2 swarm had also
taken a fancy to my hive, and were migrating with all pos-
sible dispatch, and comfortably ensconsing themselves with
the two first swarms, making a total of three distinct swarms
in my hive, each of which was a very good swarm. The
weight of bees including the hive was 23|lbs. and as the
hive weighs 1 1 lbs., the weight of the bees was 12J lbs. Such
a mass in one hive I have never seen before—in fact, they are
so thick in the hive, which is very large, that some cluster
on the outside at night, and I am obliged to use the entrance
at bottom as well as top.

Not knowing what will be their next proceeding, ae in
all my experience I have never had, nor known three first

swarms joined together, I have taken the liberty of aquaint-
ing you with this remarkable event. At present they are
working as nicely and as amicably as I have ever seen any
bees do, and I should fancy they must fiU the hive with
comb in the course of three days more, as they appear to
work in proportion to their strength.

The address of the gentleman who gave me the bees is

Mr. Jones, Borneo Farm, near Shi-ewsbury .

—

Henky Stuttle,
Kingsland, Shrewsbury.

[We shall be glad to know how this monster colony
prospers.]

OUR LETTEE BOX.
Hens Swai.lowing with Difeicoltt (^. IT'loorf).—Your hens have sore,

probahlv ulcerrited, thro^ts. arisiuH: from a disordered state of bo^iy— change
their food. Discontinue all whole cnx-n

;
give them ground oats, or oatmeal

slaked wiih water, and in an almost liquid state. Instead of vegetable^,

give them larpe sods of growing grass, which they will readily eat, earth
and all. They will then recover.

H.^MBCRGHS WITH Pale F>scks (Idcm).— It may he that your Hamburchs
are about to moult, having finished their laying. If so. dying combs and
p.ile fjices are the natural symptoms and precursors. If that is not the cas©
we advise you to treat them as above.

"A Country Parson " will be answered in our next.

How TO Tell a Cock from a IIen Pigeon (P. A. X.)-—In young Pigeons
in the nest the larger, thicker-beaked, wider-headed, and wider-winged ia

considered to be the cnck, but they are frequently both of one sax. After
they leave the nest, until they are matchable, it is almo''t impossible to tell.

When arrived at maturity the cock is thicker about the beak, head, and
neck; he has a bolder look. The hen is narrower, and more slender and
timid-looking. As to manner, the cock is more interf-^ring, ccoing to all

other Pigeons, bowing and sweeping after them with his spread tail. He
will clap his wings more as he flies, and Bometimes raises them as he stands
on the house top.—B. P. B.

Befs with Extra Antknn.i: {Bee Frie7id),~The supposed extra antennre
are, in reality, pollen-masses from some species of orchis which have become
firmly attached to the heads of these unfortunate bees by the glutinous
secretion at their bases. This lingular provision oi nature for the fecunda-
tion of the blossoms of the orchidaceous tribe of plants was first noticed
and fully described by Mr. Charles Darwin in hio interesting work on the
fertiiisaiion of orchids.

Bf.ks Cltsteeisg Ot'TsiDE THE HiVES ( TT. C.).—We should at once pro-
ceed to make artificial swarms. The simplest and best mode of effecting

this operation with .stocks in comuion straw hives wns fully described by
iVr. Woodbury in No. 161 of onr new series.

Moving Bees {Beriah).—T!he best mode of preparing bees in a frame-hive
for a long journey is by tacking a square of perforated zinc over ibe top in

the place of the crown-board, which latter bhould be raised half or three-
quarters of an inch, and kept in that position by the insertion of four small
wooden blocks, screws of extra length being subf-tituted. if necessary, for

those in ordinary use. The entr.mce being also secured wiih perforated
?,iiiC. the floor-board screwed on, and the hive well corded, it will bear
removiil to almost any distance if not too roughly treated. We should,
however, prefer taking i* under our own care to en trusting it to the chapter
of accidents in the furniture-van.

LONDON MAEKETS.—June 12.

POULTRY.
A short supply and a pood trade combine to keep up prices,

however, look for lower quotations.
We must,
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of the traditional school, opposed to every change, he pro-

ceeds to cut out, perhaps, two-thirds of the superfluous
shoots, thereby rendering the tree liable to canker, and he
has no choice left but to preserve the remainder, which,
from the confusion and crowding of the past summer, are
often unfit to bear. This may be an extreme case, but
whenever a sunless summer occurs any similar system must
fail. "The cautions," says McEwen, "given as to laying-iu
reserve shoots have done much injury ; the vast amount of

unnecessary wood laid in prevents the proper expansion of

the leaves, or the action of the sun on the walls. Reserved
shoots are only 'reserved' to be cut out, and green shoots,
soft at the core, are the result, and a prey to a thousand
diseases. This is smothering the tree with superfluous
wood." And to the same purpose his Editor— "Over-
cropping with wood is as injurious as over-cropping with
fruit ; Loth shoi-ten the existence of trees." Much more
might be added, but it is needless. In short it may be
taken as certain that the system of long pruning tends to
produce too much wood ; that such wood is not fruitful, not
having had its due share of our capricious sunshine ; that
the amputations of shoots and branches, rendered necessary
for a " fresh supply," are dangerous in the extreme, and that
the trees are extremely liable to become bare at the centre.
If to this be added the injudicious forms of trees, and un-
drained bordei"s, every failure seems easy of explanation.

It remains to suggest some remedy. All late experience
tends in one direction—closer pruning. The results whicli
have been obtained in the orchard-house, under very close
pruning, serve to sliow that this system, when modified so
as to suit the exigencies of the open air, contains within it

the germ of a new style. Could this be made to suit, both
for trees under glass and ibr those on the open wall, no
doubt a great step would thereby be made towards uni-
formity and simplicity. Ten years of experiments made on
trees in the open air have shown that this is possible.

" The Modern Peach Pruner " does not favour long pruning,
but as, when properly practised, it may be rendered sutfi-

ciently successful, the ensuing chapter will contain what is

considered the best method of so doing. The remaining
chapters will be devoted to close pruning, and especially to
describing an entirely new system of managing Peach trees
on the open wall.—T. Brehaitt, Richmond House, Guernsey.

EITCHEN GAEDENING.
(Continued fiom page 432.)

Having thus far treated on light and dry soils, our next
consideration will be those of a wet clayey nature, which
are, generally speaking, the worst kinds ol' soil for a garden.
The first thing to be done is to see that the ground is

thoroughly drained, and then to trench it two spits deep all

over ; but instead of throwing the top soil in the bottom of

the trench as is usually done, merely turn it back, and fork

the bottom of the trench, replacing the top soil on the sur-

face. As the trenching goes on have all manner of rubbish
that ean be procured wheeled into the trench. In fact, I

always dispose of my rubbish-heap in that way, and the
longer the manure is the better it will answer the purpose.
It also frequently happens, that in consequence of a railway
being made, or building going on adjacent to the garden, a
good lot of cheap soil can be obtained and worked in to im-
prove the natural soil. Road scrapings, lime rubbish, or

anything that will lighten the soil should likewise be taken
advantage of, not forgetting to manure well every time
the ground is cropped. This system, if persevered in, will

make the ground work well and produce earlier crops, which
are great con-iiderations as well to the amateur as to the
market gardener.
Having thus far disposed of soils and the different systems

of working them, I shall, as well as I am able, describe my
system of cultivation and cropping, so as to maintain a good
supply of vegetables and salads all the year round, hoping
that ray readers will not forget that it is of a small garden
I am writing, and for men who take an interest in such.
Beginning with January, my supply of vegetables consists

of Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, C'oleworts, or Hardy Greens
and Kale of sorts, with a good breadth of Winter Spinach.
For salading I generally depend upon ^uch as Mustard and

Cress, Endive, &c., under protection, the Celery being pro-
tected where it grows. The fii'st lot of Rhubarb and Sea-
kale is in by this time. The above is about all I can muster
at that time of the year. As early as possible in the month
I sow my fii'st lot of Peas, Daniel O'Rourke, having pre-
viously selected and prepared a piece of ground on the border
lying under the wall ; and as a protection against mioe
below and birds above, I cut up a quantity of furze very
small, and put in the drills with the seed, laying some
more along the top in rather longer pieces. I do not find

that the furze has any injurious effect on the future growth
of the crop, and it acts as a very good preventive from aU
the ills that early-sown Peas are subject to.

While on the subject of Pea-sowing, perhaps I may be
allowed to say a word or two about some new sorts that
have rather put me out of my reckoning this year. My
seedsman sent me a quart each of two sorts called Dickson's
Early and Carter's First Crop. I sowed them exactly five

weeks after Daniel O'Rourke, and under exactly the same
circumstances. The two new sorts were fit to pick on the
26th of May, whilst Daniel O'Rourke was not ready till the
1st of June, and was not then in nearly such good condition
when it was picked as the first-mentioned sorts, as the pods
of these were as hard and full as any one could desire.

Before the month is out I sow two rows of Sangster's
No. 1 in the open quarters, at 5 feet apart, thus leaving

room for a trench in which to plant the thinnings of the
Cauliflowers under hand-lights, which are succeeded in the
trench by Celery. If the ground is at all in working condi-

tion, I plant some Potatoes in the open ground before the end
of the month, well covering them with litter, though I have
some planted at the same time in a three-light pit, putting
the sets in deep, and sowing Radishes on the top. I very
seldom sow any Lettuce in January as I have a good sort to

stand the severity of the weather, called the White Cos, and
if I can possibly get a piece of ground clear of winter stuff,

I sow it with Early Longpod Beans. This month I generally
cover up my second lot of Sea-kale and Rhubarb, for forcing

under pots in the ground, as I can do better with it in that
way than in any other, I also take the opportunity of wheel-
ing any manure in the garden to any available place where
there is room, amons the growing crops of winter stuff, and
on the borders. I prune the fruit trees and have the borders

neatly dug, and as soon as a piece of ground is done with
I trench it or ridge it at once, as it will not do to lose

the pulverising effect of the frosty weather on the land. If

any new plantations are in contemplation, it is a good plan
to prepare for them before the busy season comes on, as
January is about the slackest month of the year in the
kitchen garden.—BtnuNTwooD, P.D.

(To be continued.)

LIQUID MAJEURE.
{Continued from page 427.)

HouSE-SEWAGK AND TJrinals.—The manure from these

sources is more powerful than the drainings of dunghills,

but is not suitable for pot plants, and such as require

frequent applications of water. For fruit trees and garden
crops generally it will be found more powerful, more stimu-

lating, and more certain in its action than the drainings of

a dunghill.

The tank for the reception of house-sewage should be at

a distance from the house, and no place is better than a
covered shed, where earth can be dried for the deodorisa-

tion of the more solid matter. There should be a place

where this can be separated from the fluid, and at such a
height that the latter may run off after a short time. This
receptacle need not be either deep or large, but suflicient to

hold the sewage and allow of the solid matter settling. It

should be cleaned out once a-week, and the deposit mixed
with dry sod. For this purpose soil is far preferable to

ashes, and charcoal or peat is better than either. This solid

manure is more stimulating than the dung of animals, but
is not so lasting. It is not necessary to separate the solid

from the liquid house-sewage, but if this is not done fer-

mentation soon takes place, and the tank must be more fre-

quently emptied, whilst it is hardly possible to use the

contents without some disinfectant : besides, if the solid
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matters are not separated from the fluid it is very difficult

to judfje of the strength. Cesspool sewage, when the

solid matters are for the most part removed, should be

diluted with fully six times its volume of water. On the

other hand, when no part of the solid matter is removed,

twelve times the bulk of water is not too much. In all

cases the contents of the tank should be stirred to the very

bottom. This liquid may be pom-ed between the rows of

growing crops, but not until the crop, whatever it be, is well

rooted.

Mixed Sewage from household offices, stables, &o., is

highly fertilising. It is usual for the water from the laundry

and rain to enter the tanks. Sometimes the sewage is very

strong, at others weak, and it is difficult to judge of its

strength. Sometimes it may be used undiluted, being little

better than bo much soapy or greasy water ; at others it

requires to be much dUuted, and this is the greatest draw-

back to its use, as there is ever a danger of applying it too

strong.

I have now stated the three forms in which I have used
liquid manure, and I have had three times as much ex-

perience with the first as the other two. I have not, in

fact, used house-sewage or manure water containing it to

other than the common kinds of plants, and for fruit and
vegetable growing, and to these it has been applied with

advantage. In using liquid manure give a thorough soak-

ing, and at distant intervals. In the case of stone fruit

trees a good drenching after the fruit is set enables them to

swell famously, and another in ten days or a fortnight is

all that is needed before the fruit stones, unless the weather
prove dry, when its application may be continued every ten

days or a fortnight, always bearing in mind that the oftener

it is given the weaker it must be. Three good waterings

—viz., one when the fruit is fairly set and swelling, the

second in the first dry weather afterwards, and the third

just when the fruit takes its second swelling, will be found
ample in the majority of seasons for trees in the open garden.

These waterings are for Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, and Cherries.

With regard to Pears, it does not matter how much liquid

you give them in dry soils, but on naturally strong soils

they are not much benefitted by more than a soaking the
first dry weather after the fruit is set, and again when it

is about half swelled. Apples, like Pears, should have mois-

ture in dry soils, but need less on retentive loams. Straw-
ben'ies flourish with a thorough soaking just when going out

of bloom, and twice a-week until the fruit is gathered. A
moderately rich, deep, and firm soil, and plenty of nourish-

ment when flowering and fruiting, seems to me all that is

necessary to have plenty of Strawberries. Raspberries will

swell and set their fruit finer than usual if deluged with
sewage just when they are going out of bloom, and once
a-week ditring the period of fruiting. Manure Raspberries,

and they will give plenty of fruit and very strong canes for

another year ; but never dig the soil deeply round them,
nor give much manure, except when they are fruiting.

Gooseberries and Currants may have a dose when the buds
first begin to swell, another when the fruit begins to swell

after setting, a third when rather more than half-grown, and
another when the fruit begins to colour. The leaves will

be aU the greener, and the fruit wdl not turn yellow and
drop after setting, but will swell well.

In applying sewage to fruit trees, the ground at some dis-

tance from the stem should be watered, as well as that near
the stem, and the same remarks apply to vegetable crops.

It should be poured along the rows of Peas on both sides,

and is one of the best means for obtaining plenty of tender

Peas during hot weather. It may be poured between the
rows of all the Cabbage tribe—Cauliflowers especially ; it

prevents them running to seed, and assists iu rendering

the head large, close, and firm. A thorough soaking once
a-week during dry weather, or twice if very dry, will prove
beneficial. Celery can hardly have too much, twice a-week
wiU prevent woodiness. Kidney Beans, which succeed better

than most vegetables in dry weather, continue much longer

in bearing if supplied with liquid manure, and Potatoes,

which are generally small in dry seasons, attain a larger

size ; but in this case it need not be given until the haulm
is fully grown, for they usually make enough of this. Of
course, if dry weather set in prior to the haulm attaining

its full size or flowering, then sewage may be given advan-

tageously. One or two drenchings between the rows during

dry weather will mostly be enough for Potatoes. Aspara-

gus, which it is always desirable to have large and fine, may
be vatered twice a-week during dry weather, from April to

August. In short, there is not a crop which is not benefited

by the application of sewage in large but not strong doses.

The necessity is greater for its use during dry weather; but
in showery periods sewage enriches the soil, and the crop

shows the good effects. I imagine, that after the appli-

cation of sewage the ground remains longer moist than
after an equal watering with water, and crops appear to do
better when the sewage is given a few days before rain. It

is hardly possible to apply it at a wrong time where bulk is

wanted, but it should not be given when crops are not

growing, or to those that are already too luxuriant. During
wet weather it may be poured in an undiluted state on ground
before cropping, and it then answers the same purpose as

manure. Any smell is soon gone. After applying manure
water great benefit is derived from hoeing or stirring the

surface so as to admit air into the soil.

In addition to using manure to the crops already enume-
rated, I have applied it to Roses, Dahlias, Asters, Calceo-

larias, Hollyhocks, and many other plants from the time of

their commencing to grow to that of their going out of

bloom; once a-week in damp periods, and twice a-week

during very dry weather. Some plants and trees do not

appear to be benefited by liquid manure. This is more or

less the case with the Pine and Fir tribe, though they grow
better on manured than unmanui-ed ground. Heaths will

not bear it, and all bog plants seem to be improved neither

in foliage nor flower, even by weak applications. These plants

appear to require vegetable and not animal manures. Hollies

care nothing for manure water, Laurels are improved by it,

but Yews do not make one twig more though they grow the

better of manure. Perns, whilst they luxuriate in decaying

vegetable matter, are not improved by solutions of solid

manures, and perish under powerful doses.—G. Abbey.

THE DUC DE MALAKOFF STEAWBEEEY.
I PLANTED last August some runners (flne plants) of the

Due de Malakoft" Strawberry; these are, at present, very

healthy, but show no sign of producing flowers. Will you
inform me whether it is usual for tliis variety of Strawberry

not to produce fruit the first season after it is planted, and
if not, what means should be taken to induce fruit-bearing ?

—R. T. C.

[The Duo de Malakoff is a fine juicy and vinous berry in

the line of Ajax and Ambrosia, but better than either. I

had them all three side-by-side some years ago, and did not

find any of them crop satisfactorily on the whole. Some
plants of the Due de Malakoff cropped well, but four plants

out of six had nothing, after having had a previous summer
to gain strength, being deprived of flowers and runners, so I

discharged it. I cannot, therefore, say what it would have

done in the future. I believe that this severe spring the

flowers of many Strawberries were cut off, or, being set,

were stopped by the frosts. No doubt many of mine will

not come to maturity from the above reason. Mr. Turner

in his letter of this morning (June 10th) saya^'' Straw-

berries generally are but badly bloomed." Here, on the

whole, I shall have good crops, deducting even many fad-

ing berries. I have excellent crops of the following :—Sir

J. Paston, ripe on Whit-Sunday, large, handsome, and good,

a valuable early sort ; Rivers' Eliza, which I am now pick-

ing ; Wonderful ; John Powell, very delicious ; Scarlet Pine,

very delicious ; Eclipse, very good ; Royal Hautbois, the

best Hautbois ; Eugenie, a large and useful sort ; and Prog-

more Pine, a most noble sort. I have eaten ripe berries of

all these, except the last, to-day (June 10th), and have sent

a mixed basket of Sir J. Paxton and Eliza to-day to my
kind friend Mr. Sturt of Critchill. Still, though with un-

wearied watering, I shall have fine and superabundint crops,

I can fancy that some berries that are " set " will come to

" nil." I have added 800 yards of netting to my previous

stock to keep off birds, which, if this dry weather last, wiU

soon make a raid on our gardens. I would advise your

readers to keep runners off their Strawberry plants and
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water copiously, otherwise their crop and season will he
short. After the berries are set in dry lands, till they redden,
too much water in hot weather cannot be poured on them.
After every picking this must be repeated. My servant
says that he thinks the crops here are better than last year,

and that Eliza is again the best cropper. I have had it for

many years, and it has never failed me.
I cannot conclude without saying how grieved I am to

read of the death of Sir Joseph Paxton—so valuable to the
horticultural and floricultural world, and to whom this

nation is so greatly indebted. His talent, his integrity of

purpose, and his good common sense, wUl be missed and
wanted ! I am sure that I express a universal feeling.

—

W. F. Radclttfe, Tarrant Rushton.^

STEAWBEEEY CEOP.
The failure of Strawberries in these parts (West Middle-

sex), is beyond all precedent. Fine stools did not produce
a single truss. Others had a few trusses, the early blossoms
of which were killed by frost. Many of the secondary buds
have suffered in a way I cannot account for. The calyx is

killed and turns brown before the flower expands, while the
embryo fruit is quite fresh, but of course will never expand
any farther, much less come to maturity. The chief mischief
must have been caused last year, for my beds were never so
well done, and were all dug and mulched last Michaelmas.
My son tells me that tons have been sent in from the West
of England ; so I suppose they are better off there.

Pears have suffered immensely from the maggots of that
fly, which you may remember I figured—from five to twenty-
five maggots in a Pear, and Beurre de Capiaumont, which
would have borne six bushels, will not have six Pears ! This
pest bids fair to rival the Vine mildew in its destructive
character, and we seem still more powex'less in preventing
its ravages.—F. J. G.

VISITS TO GAEDENS PUBLIC AJfD PEIVATE.
The Palace Gaedejjs, Londondeeey.

As the readers of The Journal of Hokticitltuke are
probably by this time aware, the gardens that I have the
opportunity of visiting are of a very varied character ; but
I have invariably found that a good deal of the character
depends on the gardener under whose care they are placed.

The days ai-e past, I think, for the class of gardeners who
knew their work and were above it, and those who did not
know their work and made believe that they did ; and I

believe employers generally have a better idea of the
intelligence, skill, and constant forethought required in

those who are employed in that capacity, and treat them
accordingly ; while gardener.'! do not now, as at one time
was not uncommon, pursue their own way without in the
least caring what his lordship, or one who is oftener a far

more important personage, his chef de cuisine, thought about
it. And this is only as it should be. It is very easy on gala
days to admire the wonderful bunches of Grapes and the
delicious Pine that grace the dessert ; but surely something
ought to be thought then, not only of the wealth that has
provide 1 the means whereby opportunity for growing such
was aflbrded, but also of the skill of those whose watchful-
ness and intelligence have had so much to do with it; while,

on the other hand, if a gardener finds that Sir Jasper or

Lord Broadacres has his peculiar fancies, and wishes to

have things done in a particular way, it is equaDy clear, I

think, that those wishes should be attended to : no dignity
is lost, and a gi-eat deal of comfort is gained by so doing.

I have known places where a gardener, persisting in carrying
out his own i>lans, has so thoroughly disgusted his employer,
that he gradually lost all interest in his garden ; while,

when the garden changed hands, and one undertook it who
properly considered what was due to his employer, an inter-

est greater than he had ever had before was aroused. Old
houses were taken down and new ones built, and the garden
became a daily source of pleasure. How many employers
have I known who hardly knew one flower from another,
who have been so inoculated by the zeal and energy of their

gardeners, that they have become zealous amateiirs, and
have even budded into exhibitors.

I have been led into this train of thought by a visit lately

paid to the Palace Gardens at the Bishop of Derry's—by
no means what would be called show gardens, and what, in
fact, by many of our southern friends would be considered
very indifferent. But without that they have a good deal
of interest, for there has been a battling with aU sorts of
adversaries. When the present excellent prelate came to
the see, the cathedral and the garden were much on a par.
In the former, the hideous deformities of what some one
has called the dark ages—the last century—had destroyed
any architectural beauty, though it never could destroy the
historic interest of those old waUs, to which in former days
the citizens of Derry crowded to hear George Walker exhort
them to steadfastness in the cause of liberty and truth

;

while in the latter there was, in fact, nothing but a wilder-

ness. It liad been let out for the salce of the fruit trees r
grass had grown over the whole of the five acres which it

contains, and there was not even a path in it. To restore
the cathedral was the good bishop's first care, and it had
been opened again just three years on the very day that I
visited it. The garden was an after-consideration; but it

was not until the present intelligent and earnest gardener
took possession of it that real progress was made ; and not
only were there difficulties of this nature, but the soil is not
naturally a good one. It rests on shale, I believe, and is

consequently somewhat hungry, while in that northern
climate I was assured by the gardener that the most sunny
and summery weather was in the months of April and May,
and yet nowhere have I seen a better promise both of flowers

and fruit. The old wall trees have been replaced by new
and excellent varieties of Pears, for to ripen Peaches out of

doors so far north is out of the question, and the attempt
has been consequently abandoned. Peas were well in bloom,
but they had been grown in turves in-doors and then planted
out. Experiments were being made on some of the early
kinds which have been so much vaunted this season, and
about which I fear we shall find that there has been a good
deal of hmn. One sort I tried last year which was to be
ever so much eai'lier than Daniel O'Eourke, whereas it was
really eight or nine days later. I learned here what may
be an old, old story to many, but which to ipe was new

—

that the best method to prevent the birds from eating seeds
is to soak these before sowing in a solution of red lead,

about a teaspoonful to an ounce of seed ; the lead to be
mixed with a small quantity of water in a basin, and then
the seed thrown in and well shaken about in it. I was
assured by Mr. Goodman that this answered completely,
that he had tried various ways, but that no plan was so

effectual as this. To those who live in the neighbourhood
of towns especially, into whose gardens all the sparrows of

the locality come to picnic, this may be worth knowing. I
saw the beds so treated : evidently the vitality of the seed
had not been destroyed, for nearly every seed must have
grown, while beds not treated thus and netted had been
ravaged by the rascals, who, although they may do some
service, do also a good deal of injui-y.

The amount of glass was small, but it was well managed.
I have never seen Vines in pots better grown, and those
planted in the house were also evidently thriving. Muscat
of Alexandi'ia was preferred to any of the same class ; and
Chavoush, Royal Vineyard, and other new sorts were being
introduced. Strawberries (Black Prince and others), were
and had been for some time fruiting ; and abundance of
rich and luscious fruit bore testimony to the excellent

manner in which they had been treated. In the centre of
the garden is a long walk extending from end to end, with
fine Privet hedges at each side. This was to be planted as
a ribbon-border, the background being formed by Holly-
hocks ; and Lobelia, Perilla nankinensis, scarlet Geraniums,
and variegated Mint were used to complete the ribbon.

I have no doubt that when in flower this will have a very
fine effect. In the various squares vegetables of aU kinds
were doing well, although the presence of some old but
good varieties of Apple trees hindered that completeness
which all good gardeners, Mr. Goodman amongst them,
desire. One or two I noticed were laid down in grass, and I
found on inquiry that this was done in order to give the land
a rest. It had been so abused for many years, that this
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seemed the only practicable plan. It would be afterwards
dug in, and, it was hoped, a new character be given to the

land. Thus things were not done in a careless style, but
intelligence and energy were brought to bear ; and where
this is the case difficulties, even those of climate, are suc-

cessfully combated. In noticing these gardens I have
had in my mind many somewhat similarly situated, where
employers and gardeners are discouraged by the difficulties

that lie in their way, ami are apt to envy their more favoured
brethren in other localities ; but let them take heart of

grace.

I should not omit to sav that a good deal of stimulus has
been given to gardening in the neighbourhood of Oerry by
the establishment of a horticultural society, very similar in

its rules and working to that which we have had in our
neighbourhood, and which has been a very great encou-
ragement to all kinds of gardening amongst us. I am sure
that it is a great boon to any place, where such things are

attempted and done ; and however discouraging the attempt
may at first sight appear, the difficulties will be eventually
overcome.—D., Deal.

HOYAL HOETICDLTTJEAL SOCIETY.
Floral Committee, June 10th.—A Sub-committee was

held in connection with the show of the same day. Seed-
lings and florists' flowers were few in number, and of no
particular merit. The new plants were vei-y numerous and
interesting, and upwards of sixty certificates were awarded,
nearly all the plants having previously received awards from
the Committee. It seems a strange custom for the new
plants to receive certificates again at the great shows ; it

appears more reasonable that plants of the current year
which have been awarded certificates should on these oc-

casions have the certificates attached to them, and should

then be exhibited in collections, and the greatest number of

first-class certificates in the collections should entitle the
exhibitor to the gold Banksian medal, and the second most
valuable collection should have the second gold Banksian
medal.
On this occasion Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Bull carried off

the greatest number of certificates. Mr. E. P. Francis ex-

hibited a seedling Zonale Pelargonium, Hertford Gem. Mr.
Bull sent again Verbena Popular, a variegated form ; Chrys-
anthemum Sensation, a beautiful variegated Pompone, use-

ful for edging, and which received a first-class certificate

;

six seedling Petunias, of which one named Blooming, a dark-

veined variety, was the best ; Mimulus duplex seedlings ;

Fuchsias Evangeline and Hector ; a beautiful collection of

Zonale Pelargoniums in small pots ; also a large collection

of spotted Pelargoniums. From Messrs. Veitch came Good-
yera Veitchii, a hybrid with beautiful foliage, to which was
awarded a first-class certificate on the 10 th of May, and
the Game at this meeting ; and from Mr. Wilson Zonale
Pelargonium Fulham Kival, also variegated Zonale Pelar-

gonium Lady Howard. Messrs. Henderson, Wellington
Eoad, sent two of the new double scarlet Pelargoniums,

with weak and ragged trusses ; unless those double varieties

improve very much they will not be favourites with the

public ; also Pelargonium peltatum elegans, which is quite

an acquisition among the old-fashioned Ivy-leafed Pelar-

goniums—bright green foliage, flowering freely, with pale

lilac or rosy compact trusses, decidedly a very distinct and
very good thing. It received a first-class certificate. It

is somewhat remarkable that this useful section of Pelar-

goniums is not taken up for improvement, though so

very well adapted for basket and all decorative work.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson also exhibited Petunia variegata,

Joseph Haudrechy, plants too small to afi'ord any opinion of

their merit; and Centaurea ragusina oompacta, very like

C. argentea, but more compact and feathery in foliage. It

received a first-class certificate. Mr. J. Fraser exjiibited

six seedling Pelargoniums, but none of them sufficiently

distinct or improvements on others in cultivation. Mr.
Thompson, Ipswich, sent a Primula Parryi, with deep
purplish rose flowers, in foliage very unlike its relatives

—

first-class certificate; Pentstemon grandiflorum, from North
America. This is a noble plant of robust habit, bearing

large, pale lilac flowers which are too much closed, but it

will, doubtless, be the source of quite a new feature among
Pentstemons, which have been so much improved of late. A
first-class certificate was awarded it.

Mb. Bateman's Lecture on Dendkobia, June 13 : Mr.
Henry Cole in the chair.—Mr. Bateman, in commencing his

lecture, briefly adverted to Coryanthes Suraneriaua, Cypri-

pedium caudatum, and Aerides crispum, which were, along
with some other Orchids, in the room. The subject of his

lecture, however, said Mr. Bateman, was the great Indian
genus Dendrobium. Eumphius had made a division of

Orchids which was not so cumbrous as that adopted by
modem botanists, and was probably better adapted for those
who had little or no knowledge of the subject. Eumphius
divided Orchids into two classes—the noble one, or those
which grow on trees, and the rustic one, or those which
grow on the ground. Thus, with Orchids, there was high
life and low life, but no middle class—they were all either

patricians or plebeians. To the former belonged the Den-
drobia, and to the latter the Orchids wliich we had plucked
in early years by the hedge-sides. Whether it were true or

not that the cradle of the progenitors of our race was in

Armenia, between the head-waters of the Euphrates and
Tigris, he would not pretend to say, but certain he was,
that Milton was right in placing no Orchids on the trees in

the Garden of Eden. It was not until the fifteenth or six-

teenth centui'y that man took any intelli:;ent notice of tree

Orchids ; and the discoverers of -America were so bent on
the pursuit of mammon that they passed the Orchids on the
trees without noticing them. Old Hernandez, a Spanish
botanist, was the first to give anything like a figure of a
tree Orchid. That was early in the seventeenth century.

In the frontispiece to his work, from which he had borrowed
the large sketch hung up in the room, were three Orchids,

one of which, there could be no doubt, was Stanhopea
tigrina, and another was Lcclia grandiflora, although Her-
nandez had dragged them down from tlie trees to the
ground. They were described under barbarous names—the
Lffilia, for in.-tance, as Cortico-atzonte-coxotchil, which should
make us thankful for such names as we now have. Turning
now from the new world to the old, more than a century
afterwards Kumphius prooounded a theory which, if not
his own, he endorsed. Noticing the resemblances which
certain Orchids bore to birds, beasts, and insects, his theory
was that these plants had their origin in the droppings of

the animals which the plants resembled. Absurd as this

theory was, it was not, perhaps, more so than some of our
own day. Reverting to Eumphius's division of ground and
tree Orchids, Rumphius had named the latter all Angraecum,
a name which, it was believed, was derived from the Malayan
word for tree ; and, though the name still held its ground as
applied to that popular and increasing genus, the Angrce-
cums, these were entirely confined to Africa, and a name was
still wanted for the tree Orchids of the east and of the west.
Linnaeus called the latter Epidendrum, from epi, upon, and
deiulron, a tree, because they all grew on trees ; and he
thought that, when the world was fully explored, there might
be a hundred species of tree Orchids, little dreaming that
there would be not merely a hundred species, but at least
as many genera, some with between 200 and 300 species.
Swartz, another Swedish botanist, called one of these Den-
drobium, from dendron, a tree, and hios, life, they living on
trees like the Epidendra of the western hemisphere. Sir
Rowland Hill had put us all in districts, an^l, if he (Mr.
Bateman) might be allowed to imitate Sir Rowland, he
would do the same with Orchids. Referring to a map of
the world hung up in the room, Angrascum, being peci'.liar to
Africa, might be taken as representing S., or the southern
district ; Dendrobia, E.C. ; Epidendrum, W.C. ; and the
ground Orchids of more temperate regions would supply
the other letters. He had long been doubtful whether Epi-
dendrum or Dendrobium would head the poU. Twenty-five
years ago, when he began to cultivate Orchids, the former
had the lead, but now he thought Dendrobia were the more
numerous. Each genus numbered between two and three
hundred; but numbers were not the best test, but beauty.
Out of forty or fifty Epidendra which he had grown, he
found only three worthy of being kept, and two of these
were in the room—namely, E. vitellinum and E. macro-

i chilum roseum. On the other hand, out of the same num-
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ber of Dendrobia, after "scratching" all that were not
worth growing, more than three-fourths remained. He
would now endeavour to give some notion of their growth.
The most simple form of Dendrobium was one bulb, one
leaf, and one spike of flowers, proceeding sideways from the
top of the bulb, as in J), aggregatum. The next form was
a longer bulb, and two leaves, as in the Australian D. spe-

ciosum ; then we come to four or five leaves, as in D. densi-
florum, but the racemes were still produced in the same
way. Further progressing, the bulbs almost disappear, and
stems make their appearance, clotlied with leaves all the
way up, as in D. Wardianum. Epidendra are readily dis-

tinguishable from Dendrobia by the spike coming out at

the top of the bulb, and forming a continuation of the latter,

whilst in Dendrobia the spike is produced at the side. Those
first imported were far I'rom the most attractive, and tlie

most beautiful were those which reached us last. Some of

these were exceedingly local. Thus, in Ceylon, where much
novelty is not likely to occur, not long ago was found the beau-
tiful D. MacCarthiiB, figured in the " Botanical Magazine"
from dried specimens sent home by Mr. Thwaites ; and Mr.
Bateman urged clergymen and young officers abroad to look
for such plants, and send them home. He next directed
attention to D. Falconeri and D. Falconeri obtusum, both of

which he had long suspected to be perfectly distinct, and he
found that to be the case. The lattei- was figured in Mr.
"Warner's work as D. TVardiannm, which is to be its name
henceforth. He had endeavoured to have them both in

flower at the time of his lecture ; but in the one case half
the flowers had dropped, whilst in the other tliey were not
yet in their beauty. Among the merits of D. Wardianum
was the great endurance of its flowers. Another beautiful
species, D. taurinum, from the Phillipines, was also referred

to. No Camellias, Mr. Bateman said, and scarcely any Koses,
would carry through a long London night, but these Orchids
would run half a dozen nights ; and he urged the ladies to

try how long the bloom would last, as any experience in

that way would be a guide to nurserymen, and that class

now springing up who grow these flowers for the Loudon
market. Other Dendrobes belonged to a class which he had
called bridal Orchids, because they presented the colours
which, by a sort of tradition, were associated with bridals,

thouijh he did not suppose Orange flowers would be super-
seded. One of the most beautiful was D. formosnm, yellow
and white, which would last a month. A few gems had
yet to be looked for. In the large island, he might almost
say eontirent, of New Guinea a vast number of Orchids
were known to exist, but scarcely any of them had as yet
been introduced. Tui-ning now to Borneo, he held up a
dried specimen of a Dendrobium, called by the natives

Kina-balon, with beautiful flowers ; also a leaf, measuring
some 15 inchf'S long by 12 wide, sent home by Mr. Thomas
Lobb, but unaccompanied by any flower. If, remarked Mr.
Bateman, we did not know it came from Borneo, we might
suppose it came from Brobdignag, and he gave it the name
of Dendrobium gigas. As regards culture, Dendrobia could
not be classed among cool Orchids, or those which would
succeed treated in that way all the year. During three or

four months, while making their growth, they required
a good, strong, moist heat ; but this was only in summer,
and for the rest of the year they might be kept in a cooler

temperature. Thus, the plant of Dendrobium Falconeri,

which he hnd brought to illustrate his lecture, had spent
the last month in a cool, vinery. For those who could cul-

tivate but a single genus, none would repay them better than
Dendrobium. tiome might prefer Cypripedium, some Onci-

dium, and others a selection of different genera; but what-
ever form the Orchid mania might take, it would afford

change and relaxation to the overwrought brain. Orchids
were capHble of producing this result ; even Fungi had
many lovers. He would relate an anecdote of Dr. Klotzsch,

who in Germany reigned supreme over Fungi, or Foongi, as

he (Dr. K.) called them. They were his speciality, though
he was a good general botanist as well. Travelling in Scot-

land, many vears ago, with Dr. Davidson, and having called

at the post-offiee for their letters, Dr. Klot:<sch received one
from home that plunged him in the greatest giief. So pro-

found was it that it was some time before Dr. Davidson
ventured to ask him the cause. When at length he did so.

Dr. Klotzsch informed him that the letter had brought him

the news that he had lost JE300. Dr. Davidson was some-
what disappointed at the way in which the German pro-
fessor took the news, and at length he felt it his duty to
gently remonstrate. He did so, when Dr. Klotzsch faltered

out—" It is not the .£300 that I care about, but I had set

it apart to investigate the Fungi of Hindostan ; no one
besides myself will go to see the Fungi of Hindostan, and
that I shall never be able to do." But there is " no cloud"
without " a silver lining," added Mr. Bateman, and at length
Dr. Klotzsch exclaimed—" I thank God for that He hath put
the love of Foongi in my heart, and when I see a foongus I

am happy." What Fungi did for poor Dr. Klotzsch, other
plants might do for us ; and Mr. Bateman instanced Solomon
as one who, amid all the distractions of a court and kingdom,
knew every plant, from the Cedar on Lebanon to the Hyssop
on the wall ; and concluded his lecture with an eloquent
peroration, which met with much applause.
Mr. G. F. Wilson moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Bate-

man, also to Dr. Lindley and Mr. Veitch for the specimens
and plants lent by them ; and Mr. Bateman, in returning
thanks, called attention to some Orchids just imported by
Mr. Veitch from the north coast of Australia, one of which
is known to bear most beautiful rose-coloured flowers, and
the other was D. Hillii, of which a representation is given
in the " Botanical Magazine," producing a spike of white
fragrant flowers resembling an ofiicer's plume.

Azalea Show, June 17.—Of this it was stated in a notice

posted up at the entrances, that " the unusual forwardness

of the season has made it impossible to have a full show of

Azaleas," and there were only such as occurred in a very

pretty collection of stove and greenhouse plants and
Orchids, from Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, who also con-

tributed half a dozen boxes of beautiful cut Eoses. A simi-

lar exhibition came from Mr. G. Clarke, Brixton Eoad ; and
Mr. Bull furnished a numerous collection of new plants.

Ferns, DracEEnas, &c., and a fine pan of Trichomanes speeio-

sum.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
June 14.

The second great Show again afforded a magnificent dis-

play, and though the number of plants exhibited was pro-

bably scarcely so large as on the previous occasion, there

were numerous and gorgeous stands of Eoses and the addi-

tional attraction of fruit. The weather was highly favour-

able to an out-door exhibition, being very warm, and, not-

withstanding the counter-attraction of Ascot, the lawn was
crowded with several thousands of visitors, the fair sex

largely predominating.
Stove and Gbeenhouse Plants.—Numerous collections

were shown, some of which were very good, but the plants

of which they were composed presented little diff'erence

from those noticed last month. Allamandas, consisting of

A. cathartiea, Schotti, and grandiflora, were in good bloom,

especially the last-named from Mr. Peed and Mr. Page, and
the first two from Mr. Whitbread, who also had a fine Vinca
rosea, and Gompholobium splendens well set with its yellow

blooms. Ixora salicifolia with fine heads of bloom was
noticeable in Mr. Feed's collection, as also a fine Erica

obbata. Clerodendron Thomsonae was again in fine bloom
as shown by Mr. Kemp and Mr. A. Ingram, and Khynco-
sperraum jasminoides was well represented in several col-

lections ; so too was Dracophyllum gracile. Mr. Eraser

again exhibited his grand plant of Phsenoooma piolifera, in

company with others shown at Kensington in the previous

week ; and from Mr. Donald came Sollya linearis with a

profusion of its deep blue flowers. Of Pimelea decussata, a

nice little bush was shown by Mr. Khodes, also a very good
Dracophyllum and Pleroma elegans ; and in Mr. Chilman's

collection we noticed Aphelexis macrantlia rosea in flne

bloom ; and the purple variety in a very good collection

from Mr. C. Smith, also Azalea coronata in fine bloom.

Haemanthus puniceus, a very old but showy Cape bulb, was
shown by Mr. Baxendine with four of its brilliant orange

scarlet heads.
Prizes—For sixteen : first, Mr. Whitbread, gardener to H.

Collyer, Esq. ; second, Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell

;
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third, Mr. Kaile, gardener to Earl Lovelace. For ten
(Nurserymen) : first, Mr. Fraser ; second, Mr. Rhodes

;

third, Mr. Baxendine. For ten (Amateurs) : first, Mr. Chil-

man, gardener to Mrs. Smith, Epsom ; second, Mr. A.

Ingram, gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Reading; third,

Mr. Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq. ; fourth, Mr. Wheeler,
gardener to Sir F. Goldsmidt, Bart. For six: first, Mr. C.

Smith, gardener to A. Anderson, Esq. ; second, Mr. Donald,
gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton; third, Mr. Wheeler,
gardener to J. Phillpot, Esq. ; fourth, Mr. Kemp, Albury
Park.
FiNE-FOLiAQED PLANTS AND Febns.—A remarkably fine

collection of the former came from Messrs. A. Henderson
and Co., in which Alocasia macrorhiza variegata was very
fine, the large leaves being in some cases half white.

A. metallica was also fine, as well as two large Caladiums,
BeUeymei and Chantini, the white-marked leaves of the
former contrasting well with the red of the latter. The
others were a large Pandanus, variegated Crotons, and
Maranta Porteana, with the leaves barred with white, and
red on the under side. A good collection was also shown by
Mr. Young, consisting of Palms, variegated Yuccas, and
Maranta fasciata. Of exotic Perns fine collections were
shown by Mr. Hill, gardener to K. Hanbury, Esq., and
Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., comprising large plants of

Cibotium Schiedei, barometz, and princeps ; Alsophilas

;

the pretty Gleichenia dicarpa; Drynaria morbillosa, con-

spicuously veined with red ; Pteris crenata, with long nar-

row leaves ; and in other collections were the white varie-

gated Pteris argyrcea, Adiantums, Platyceriums, &c. In-

teresting collections of British Ferns came from Messrs.
Ivery, and Mr. Holland, Isleworth.

Prizes—For fine-foliaged Plants : first, Messrs. A. Hen-
derson & Co. ; second, Mr. Young. For twelve exotic Ferns

:

first, Mr. Hill ; second, Mr. Young ; third, Mr. Sutton, gar-

dener to Lieut.-Colonel Jeakes. For twelve British : fh'st,

Messrs. Ivery ; second, Mr. Holland.
Orchids made a beautiful display, notwithstanding the

introduction of some inferior specimens to make up the
requisite number in the larger collections ; and, as an
eminent orchidist remarked, it would be much better to

restrict the numbers of plants required from private growers,

very few of whom can bring bo many as twenty in first-

rate condition. Mi\ BuUen, as usual, exhibited a fine group
of twenty, in which were the Moulmein Dendrobium Parishii,

in fine bloom ; D. chrysotoxum, just expanded, and not so
fine as it soon will be ; Coelogyne asperata, with cream,
orange, and cinnamon-coloured flowers ; Brassia Hench-
manni, pale green, black, and yellow ; a large Aerides odo-
ratam, an excellent Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Onci-
dium ampliatum majus, Trichopilia crispa, under the name
of T. gloxinitefiora, and Uropedium Lindenii, one of the
American tailed Orchids, and a very good specimen. Mr.
Baker sent the curious Dendrochilum tiliforme, with pendu-
lous strings of yellowish green flowers

; good Aerides, Sacco-
labiums, Vandas, L^lias, Cattleyas, and Cypripedium super-

biens, wrongly named grandiflorum, with nine large blooms,

and C. Hookeria;. Phatenopses, Anguloa Clowesii, Cypri-
pediums, among which was a fine example of the new and
beautiful Stonei, and Orchis foliosa, but not so fine as we
saw it a year or two ago, were furnished by Mr. Page.
Odontoglossum hastatum, under the name of Oncidium albo-

violaceum, O. sessile, in excellent bloom, together with
various Cypripediums, a Vanda, &c., came from Mr, Peed.
Mr. Veitch sent Anguloa Clowesii, witli no less than fifteen

or sixteen of its line yellow Tulip-like blooms ; Vanda suavis,

with three tine spikes ; Aerides Lobbii, and Cypripedium
barbatum superbum. In a collection of twelve, from Mr.
Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., were Cattleya Ack-
landiae, with five fine blooms ; C. superba, most brilliant in

colour, magenta and deep crimson ; Cypripedium Hookerice

;

and Dendroliium infundibulum, with seven of its beautiful
white and orange flowers. In other collections we noticed
various Phalffinopses, Vandas, Cypripediums, Saccolabiums,
Cattleya citrina and Mossice, Odontoglossum Phalaenopsis

and naevium majus, and Dendrobium moschatum, a free-

blooming species, easy of cultivation, and bearing consider-

able iresemblance to D. DaJhousianum.
Prizes—For twenty : first, Mr. BuUen, gardener to A.

Turner, Esq., Leicester; second, Mr. Baker, gardener to

A. Basset, Esq. ; third, Mr. Page ; fourth, Mr. Peed. For

twelve: first, Mr. Penny, gardener to H. Gibbs, Esq.,

Regent's Park j second, Mr. WUson ; third, Mr. A. Ingram.

For six (Amateurs) : first, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W-
Beck, Esq. ; second, Mr. Chilman ; third, Mr. Robson, gar-

dener to G. Cooper, Esq.; fourth, Mr. Wheeler, gardener to

J. Phillpot, Esq. For six (Nurserymen) : first, Mr. Veitch

;

second, Mr. Williams ; thu-d, Messrs. Lee ; fourth, Messrs.

Jackson.
Roses.—In consequence of the hot season those in pots

were not so fine as at the earlier exhibitions. We noticed,

however, a fine collection, in small pots, from Messrs. Paul

and Son ; and among the large plants of Mr. Turner and
Messrs. Lane good examples of Souvenir d'un Ami, Victor

Verdier, Madame Damaizin, and Paul Perras. Mr. Turner

had beautiful stands of cut blooms, among which Cloth of

Gold, Madame C. Crapelet, Alpaide de Rotalier, Gloire de

Santenay, Devoniensis, and Madame Bravy were very fine.

In the Amatem-s' class it is rare to meet with such blooms

as those which came from Mr. May. Boule d'Or was re-

markably fine, and so, too, was Triomphe de Kennes. Com-
tesse de Chabrillant was very large for that kind ; and there

were fine examples of John Hopper, Madame Bravy, Charles'

Lefebvre, and Souvenir d'un Ami.
Prizes—For ten, in 13-inch pets : first, Mr. Turner; second,

Messrs. Lane. For six : third, Mr. Terry ; fourth, Mr. Young.

Cut blooms, twenty-five varieties (Nurserymen) :
first, Mr.

Turner; second, Messrs. Paul & Son; third, Mr. W. Paul

and Mr. Mitchell. Twenty-tive (Amateurs) : first, Mr. May,

gardener to C. M. Worthington, Esq., Caversham Priory,

Reading ; second, Mr. Ingle, gardener to G. Round, Esq.

;

third, Mr. Exall, gardener to J. HoUingworth, Esq., Maid-

stone. Extra, Miss Crawshay ; Mr. Wright, gardener to

Mrs. Ramsden, Twickenham ; Mr. Evans, gardener to C.

Newdegate, Esq. Single blooms : first, Mr. Tui-ner ; second,

Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Exall.

Azaleas, generally, were far past their best. Among
those from Mr. Veitch, Violacea superba, Iveryana, Extrani,

and Juliana were in very good bloom.

Pri7,es—First, Mr. Veitch ; second, Mr. Fraser. Amateurs :

first, Mr. Wheeler, gardener to J. Phillpot, Esq. ; second,

Mr. Peed ; third, Mr. Kaile.

Heaths.—Many excellent plants were shown in the col-

lections of Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Peed, and others. Ventricosa

magnifica was very showy ; so, too, was the crimson West-

phalingia, and the scarlet and green Massoni. Among
whites were Eassoniana, Vernonii, Jasminitiora alba, and

Shannon! ; and of the tricolor class, tricolor Wilsoni, t. rosea,

and t. flammea.
Prizes—For ten : first, Mr. Rhodes ; second, Messrs. Jack-

son; third, Mr. Baxendine. For eight: first, Mr. Peed;

second, Mr. A. Ingram ; third, Mr. Page ; fourth, Mr. Kaile.

For six: first, Mr. Chilman; second, Mr. C. Smith; third,

Mr. J. Wheeler ; fourth, Mr. G. Wheeler.

Pelauqoniums.— Conspicuous among tliese was a fine

collection from Mr. Bailey, gardener to T. T. Drake, Esq.,

Shardeloes. Among them Sanspareil was a splendid mass of

bloom ; and Spotted Gem, Lord Clyde, Guillaume Severyna,

Glowworm, and Lady Canning were also very good. Mr.

Turner also had a fine collection, in which were Fairest of

the Fair, Desdemona, Lord Clyde, Ariel, Glowworm, and

Viola. Couleur de Rose, in Mr. Eraser's twelve, was con-

spicuous for its brilliant colour. In Fancies Mr. Bailey had

a large silver-gilt medal awarded him for excellence of cul-

tiv.ation. His plants, it is hardly necessary to observe, were

very fine. They consisted of Arabella Goddard, Roi des

Fantaisies, Clenianthe, Madame Rougiere, Delicatum, and

Princess Royal. Mr. Turner also exhibited a fine collection

containing several of the above sorts.

Prizes—For twelve (Nurserymen) : first, Mr. Turner ;

second, Mr. Fraser; third, Messrs. Dobson & Son. For

ten : first, Mr. Bailey ; second, Mr. Wiggins. For six

Fancies (Nurserymen) : first, Mr. Turner ; second,_ Mr.

Fraser. For six (Amateurs) : extra first, Mr. Bailey

;

second, Mr. Donald.
New Plants and Miscellaneous.—There was again a

long array of new plants, but most of them have been

already noticed in our columns. Mr. Veitch had the beau-

tiful Bertolonia guttata, Mr. Dominy's new hybrids between

Anseetoohilus and Goodyera, Urceolina aurea, with large, pen-
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dulous, yellow flowers, a fine-foliaged Philodendron, Ma-

rantas, and GymnogTamma flexuosa; Mr. Williams, the

beautiful Phoenicophorium sechellanim, PhalEenopsis Liidde-

manniana, Smilax macrophylla maculosa, with silver-varie-

gated leaves, a pretty Gleichenia, Ansectochilus Turneri, with

beautiful rose veinings on a daa-k ground, and Colocasia

longiloba, with pale green leaves. Messrs. Ivery exhibited

some new hardy Ferns, among which were Polystichum

angulare deourrens, and P. a. rotundatum ; and Mr. Bull,

new Aucubas and Rhodeas, Smilax macrophylla maculosa,

Pandanus latissimus, with rather broad pale green leaves,

and many others seen at Kensington on the previous Satur-

day. Richardia hastata, Centaurea ragusina compacta, and

the variegated Cheiranthus Marshalli, came from Messrs.

E. G. Henderson. Seedling Pelargoniums were rather

numerous, the best were Charmer and Sparkler, from Mr.

Bull ; Nero, clouded scarlet, with a white eye and dark top,

edged with crimson, Atalanta, magenta crimson lower petals,

with a small blotch in the top, and Alabama and Gladiateui-,

all four from Mr. Nye. Of Zonale Pelargoniums Mr. Windsor

had Exhibitor, a broad-petaled salmon scarlet. Pink of Per-

fection, Gladiateur, pale salmon. Great Eastern, and Sir

Robert Peel, bright scarlet ; and Mr. Holland, Rosalie, a

promising kind with large trusses. Beaton's Nosegays were

again shown very successfully by Mr. W. Paul, with the

addition of Pillar of Beauty, with large trusses of orange

scarlet blooms ; Wiltshire Lass by Messrs. Downie & Co.

;

Petunia Illuminator, a very pretty striped variety, by Mr.

Clarke, Streatham ; and Double Tom Thumb Nasturtium,

by Messrs. Carter. Miscellaneous objects consisted of Pinks

from Messrs. Turner, Hooper, Kingston, and Waymouth

;

Pansies from Messrs. Downie, Hooper, and others ; cut

flowers of herbaceous plants from Messrs. Paul & Son;
hanging-baskets from Messrs. A. Henderson and Mr. Young ;

Euchsias from Mr. Gardiner and Mr. Wheeler, gardener to

Sir F. Goldsmidt ; and last, but not least, a beautiful col-

lection of Lilium auratum from Mr. Turner. Some of the

flowers had much more red in the bands than we have ever

before seen, others were remarkable for their breadth of

petal, and all for the size and beauty of the flowers.

The show of fruit was tolerably extensive, especially con-

sidering the period of the season, and generally good.

Pines.—Of these btit few were shown. There were two
Providences of about 8 lbs. Queens though good did not

appear to be heavy, the weights, however, were not skated.

Prizes—For Providence : first, Mr. Eiiffett, gardener to

Lord Palmerston ; second, Mr. Bailey ; thu-d, Mr. Masters.

For Queens: first, Mr. Barnes; second, Mr. Godfrey; third,

Mr. Standish and Mr. Stevens, Malvern HaU. For any sort

:

first, Mr. Bailey ; second, Mr. Standish.

Grapes.—Seldom have finer bunches of Black Hamburgh
been seen than those from Mr. Fowler of Castle Kennedy.
They were very even in size and berry, their weights being

3 lbs., 3 lbs. 1 oz., and 3 lbs. 2 ozs., giving for the three

bunches 9 lbs. 3 ozs. Mr. Henderson took an equal first

prize for excellent well-coloured bunches ; and Mr. Meredith
with one very large bunch and two of less size, though still

splendid bunches, Avas second. Many fine bunches were like-

wise shown by other exhibitors. In Black Prince Mr. Hill,

Keele Hall, and Mr. Meads, Minley Manor, this year, as last,

out-distanced all competitors, and were placed equal first.

Mr. Meads' bunches weighed 8 lbs. 14 ozs. Other Black

Grapes consisted of Trentham Black, shown in fine condi-

tion by Mr. Meads ; and good Black Frontignans from Mr.

Allport. Muscats were all unripe, and no class being pro-

vided for them the Judges had a most difficult task in decid-

ing on their merits as compared with other White Grapes,

none of which will bear comparison with a ripe Muscat.

They are either worthy of a class to themselves at this

season, or they are not, and in the latter case it would be
better to exclude them altogether, and award a higher prize

at the July show. Many fine bunches were, nevertheless,

shown with but the one defect of unripeness. Of other

kinds there were good bunches of Buckland Sweetwater,

and Golden Hamburgh, from Mr. Pottle and Mr. Fowler.

Prizes—For Black Hamburghs : first, Mr. Fowler and
Mr. M. Henderson ; second, Mr. Meredith ; third, Mr.
Osborne and Mr. Clements; extra, Mr. Allen, Hopwood

HaU, and Mr. WaUis, Astle Park. For Black Prince : first,

Mr. Meads and Mr. HUl ; second, Mr. M. Henderson. For
any kind: first, Mr. Meads; second, Mr. Pottle and Mr.
Harwood ; third, Messrs. Lane.
Peaches and Nbctaeines were tolerably numerous, and

some -were very good. The principal Peaches were Violette

Hative, Royal George, and Noblesse. Mr. Joyce took the
first prize with large fruit of a kind to which no name was
attached, supposed to be Vanguard, but doubtful. Mr.
Allen was second, Mr. Sage third. For Nectarines Mr.
Lynn, Hedsor, was first with Violette Hative, very fine;

Mr. Holder second with Elruge ; Mr. Turner, and Mr. Hill,

Keele Hall, thu-d. Remarkably fine boxes of Peaches and
Nectarines came from Mr. W. Allen, the fruit being very

even in size, and finely ripened.

Of other fruits Melons were numerously shown. The
best Scarlet-fleshed were Malvern Hall, from Mr. Paton,

gardener to H. Lucy, Esq., Charlecote Park, and Gem, from
Mr. Kaile. In green-fleshed Mr. Enstone was first with a
hybrid; Mr. Pottle second with Pottle's Green-fleshed, a
large yellow kind, mostly oval in shape. Cherries chiefly

consisted of May Duke, Black Tartarian, and Elton. Belle

d'Orleans and Knight's Early Black were also shown. Mr.
Turner and Mr. Rufifett were first and second in the Black
class, and Mr. Enstone and Mr. Dawson held similar positions

in White Cherries. Strawberries were inferior to what we
have seen in former years. Sir Joseph Paxton, Sir Harry,

and President were among the best. Mr. Turner was first,

Mr. Widdowson second, Mr. Pottle third. In Figs the best

were the Castle Kennedy, from Mr. Fowler, and White
Marseilles, which, though not equal to others in appearance,

was excellent in flavour. Mr. Standish again exhibited his

fine pot Cherries.

TODMOEDEN BOTANICAL SOCIETY.
Monday, Jtjne 5.

We noticed on the table several very interesting and rare

British plants, both in the phsinogamous and cryptogamous

sections. Among the former we may name Eriophorum alpi-

num, and some fifteen or twenty specimens of Saxifraga.

These last had an especial interest, as serving to show that

the spotted-flower species, with a few exceptions, are con-

fined to the entire-leaved section, those having more divided

leaves being almost invariably wanting in that characteristic.

A series of some of the rarer British Willows was also

noticeable, including Salix reticulata, S.herbacea, S.repens,

and S. pentandra. With reference to this last species the

Hon. Secretary remarked that it was a matter of some im-

portance to know that the male plant was very distinct

from the female as regards habit, &c., the latter being merely

a straggling sub-tree, while the former grew to a much larger

size.

Among cryptogams, fronds were exhibited of a magni-

ficently ramulose Lady Fern, lately discovered by Mr. James
Law, of the Vale Nurseries, having at least a hundred fronds

upon it, every one of which is braaiohed ; certainly one of

the best "finds" we have recorded in this neighbourhood

for some time back.

HARDY ROSES.
These Roses wintered out of doors well, and are beautiful

for growth, foliage, buds, and blooms, and may be ad-

vantageously bought or propagated to any amount.

1, Madame Victor Verdier, Al; 2, Pierre Netting, Al;
3, La Duchess de Moiny, Al ; 4, Eugene Verdier, very fine

;

5, Baronne P. de Kinkelin, very fine.

They are rightly described in the catalogues. In due

time I shall speak of these and others more fully.—W. P.

Radclyffb, 2'arrant EusMon.

Brighton and Sussex Horticultural Society.—The
summer Show, which scarcely yields in interest and extent

to the greatest of our metropolitan exhibitions, is to be held

on the 2Sth and 29th inst., in the rooms and grounds of the

Pavilion, a building admirably adapted for the purpose.

The schedule is very liberal ; and there are no less than
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sixty-five classes, thirty-six of wliich. are open to all Eng-
land, the others to those residing in Sussex only. Intending

exhibitors should send notice to the Secretary, Mr. E. Car-

penter, 96, St. James's Street, Brighton, of the classes in

which they purpose showing, before Saturday, the 24th inst.

STOPPING VOTE SHOOTS—SmiNGIFG.
I CONSIDEK that no general rule can be laid down for

stopping Vines on the spur system when showing fruit. It

is, therefore, necessary for me to say why I think so. If a

shoot is strong it will require stopping nearer home than

a weak one does, and the strong-growing kinds throughout
will require somewhat different treatment from the more
delicate kinds. JFor instance : some of the Sweetwatera

require diiferent treatment from the Muscat of Alexandria,

and pot Vines in all cases require a management different

from that for those planted out. No doubt Mr. Wills is

quite right in saying that the leaves are the mauths to feed

the Grapes ; but let us bear in mind that if a master of a

family had more mouths than he had food to put in them
the whole family would suffer, and let us ti-y to apply this

to the case before us.

Let us iirst look at the pot cultivation (and, by-the-by,

Mr. Wills does not teU us, but I infer he alludes to Vines
planted out), and pot cultivation is now extensively prac-

tised, and well deserves attention. A successful grower will

find it necessary to adopt Mr. Wills's views in stopping
with two leaves ; indeed, in some instances I would not stop

at all until the fruit were set, and the bunch fully formed
and thinned ; but when luxuriant growth is going on with
planted-out Vines I have experienced that stopping at the

very eye where the bunch is will be productive of the best

fruit, and I think reason will bear us out on this point.

Cut short in the way described, the sap or food, of course,

flows immediately to the apex of the shoot or bud. For a
week or so there is nothing to feed but one leaf and the
bunch, and in a very little time the apex bud will burst, and
we can then give one or two leaves as circumstances require

—not that I follow this strictly, but I do in some instances,

and in aU cases one eye only above the bunch.
Mr. Wills and myself differ in toio as to syringing after the

Grapes are set, and whilst I am in opposition to your corre-

spondent, I know I am at drawn swords also with the great
Vine-grower Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith. Of course no one
would think of syringing whilst they were in flower, but
after they are nicely set, about thinning time, most de-

cidedly I say syringe (in hot weather after the sun has left

the house), not only the floor and walls, but the Vines, leaves,

fruit, glass, and every part of the house. I will offer a proof

that I am right, too, to those who choose to avail themselves
of the opportunity to see the houses here. Two years ago,

when I came to this place, the houses were all new, the
Vine-border well made under the eye of an experienced
Vine-grower, and young Vines had been planted out about
six weeks, but were very badly attended to, consequently
had not made a move after being planted ; even the young
leaves were turning yellow. A particular acquaintance of

mine and one of the best Vine-growers in the kingdom, Mr.
Burton, at the Marquis of Salisbury's, saw them in that

stage; his opinion was that they were completely ruined.

I had my own thoughts upon the matter ; I could see they
had been kept quite dry. I set to work, had the inside

border well saturated with water, kept the house a little

shaded from the burning sun (the month of June), I cut the
Vines in to one of the most prominent eyes I could find, and
wrapped the Vines in damp moss, and the house was syringed
night and morning. The result was in about a fortnight

the top bud began to show vitality, in three weeks burst,

and by the end of summer the canes had reached the top of

the house. Mr. Burton saw them again in the autumn,
but could scarcely credit they were the same Vines. The
fallowing season—namely, last year—I allowed them to bear
a bunch or two, and here again I am at variance with Mr.
Thomson. This year I am fruiting them from the bottom
to the top of the house. They are now in vigorous health,

those in one of the houses just changing colour, and have
been treated up to this time as before described, having had
the syringe at work without intermission. The foliage is

green and healthy, the berries well swollen and free from
rust and spot of any description.

I consider attempting to aid fertilisation useless. I had
a house (pot Vines) in bloom in the beginning of January
last, the worst time of the year ; I never used any artificial

means to assist the fructifying pollen. The flewers are

hermaphrodite, and the anthers are so connected with the
stigma of the pistil that there is no need of any assistance.

The bunches I am speaking of here all set, and have long
since been cut, and now a second batch of pot Vines is fruit-

ing in the same house.

—

Alfked Whittle, Gardener, Bush
Hall, Hatfield, Herts.

THE NEW EARLY PEAS.
In the spring of this year it was proposed by Messrs.

Carter that the early Peas should be carefully tried and
proved under our superintendance, at Waterloo Nursery,
Kilburn, a fine open spot of ground, with a subsoil of stiff

clay. We communicated our intention to Messrs. Sutton, of

Reading, and Messrs. Dickson, of Chester, and they both
kindly forwarded true stocks of their early Peas, and Messrs.

Fairhead hearing ofthe experiment, also wished their varieties

to be tested. WeprocuredCarpenter'sExpress,andDillistone's
Early Prolific, from the raisers. The Peas were all sown on
the 15th of March, one long row of each, side by side, of the

following named sorts : — Sutton's Ringleader, Fairhead's

Conqueror, Dillistone's Early Prolific, Carter's First Early,

Fairhead's Railway, Sangster's No. 1, Carpenter's Express,

Fairhead's Hardy's Early, and Dickson's First and Best
Early. The following five varieties— Dillistone's Early
Prolific, Sutton's Ringleader, Carter's First Crop, Fairhead's

Conqueror, and Fairhead's Railway, all proved to be iden-

tical ; in fact, so much so, that they all appeared the same,

both in height (2 feet), time of flowering (13th of May),
colour of the foliage, style of growth, measui-emeut of the

pods, their shape, number of peas contained in the pods, the

peculiar property of all these five sorts, in producing a mass
of pods from the bottom to the top of the haulm, and in the

whole crop being fit for use simultaneously. The entire row
if need be can be gathered and used the same day; again,

the flavour in all is alike. We must, therefore, so far as our

trial and judgment are concerned, remark that, throughout
all the stages of their growth, there cannot be found a shade
of difference ; we, therefore, consider that honour should be
given to whom it is due, and that Mr. DiUistone has the
merit of sending out the earliest Pea known.
We now come to Sangster's No. 1, Dickson's First and

Best Early, Carpenter's Express, and Fairhead's Hardy's
Early, these we treated exactly alike, one long row of each
variety planted side by side. Excepting that Sangster's No. 1

and Carpenter's Express have flowers of a whiter colour,

there is absolutely not the shadow of a difference between
these four sorts. Thej' are the same in height (3J feet),

were in flower May 20th ; style of growth, flavour of the peas,

shape of pods, all alike. One noticeable feature in these

varieties is, that several successive gatherings may be made
day after day. These four sorts are quite ten days later,

under ordinary cultivation. The five early varieties were fit

for use June 3rd; these four later sorts not untU the 13th.

No doubt much depends upon locality, snug and warm
borders, dry subsoil, and other similar contingencies.

—

A. Henderson & Co., Fine Apple Flaoe, Edgware Road.

Permit me to say a few words respecting early Peas. I

sowed air. W. Paul's Tom Thumb in a gentle heat on the

20th of February, planted out the young plants on a south

border on the 20th of March, and gathered on the 23rd of

May.
Carter's First Crop variety was sown on the same day,

and I treated the plants precisely the same in every respect.

I gathered from them on the 29th of May.
Sangster's No. 1 sown at the same time, and treated pre-

cisely the same in every respect, were gathered from on
June 4th. Therefore, I consider Mr. W. Paul's Tom Thumb
the earliest Pea we have.

Another excellent quality in favour of Tom Thumb is, it

requires no sticks. The plants grew with me about IJ foot

high, and although they commenced fruiting at the time
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I have named, they are at this moment covered with flower

;

the case is quite different with the two other varieties

named, for they have both done bearing, and not a bloom is

to be seen on them.—J. Hill, The Gardens, Poles, Ware, Herts.

Noticing several communications respecting the earliest

varieties of what are called new kinds—viz., Dickson's First

and Best, Sutton's Ringleader, Carter's First Early, Car-
penter's Express, Essex Rival, Dillistone's Early, and gang-
ster's No. 1, a trial was undertaken on purpose to prove
which is the earliest. Two rows of each were sown on the
7th of February on a south border, and treated exactly the

same.
~ Dickson's was the first to flower and to be gathered from

;

all the pods, too, were double. It is a kind quite distinct

from any of the others. Next came Sutton's Ringleader,

Dillistone's Early, and Carter's First Early. These three I

consider the same variety, mostly single-podded, and all of

the same height.

Next came Carpenter's Express and Sangster's No. 1.

These two are decidedly the same kind.

The latest of all was Essex Rival, 4 feet.

The only kinds I intend to grow for early crops are Dick-
son's First and Best Early and Sangster's No. 1.—E. Welch,
Palaee Garden, Armagh, Ireland.

WINTEEING PLANTS IN A EOOM.
It may, perhaps, interest some of your readers who, like

myself, have a small garden, but no greenhouse, pit, frame, or

other convenience for wintering plants, to hear that I have

now in my garden the following, all wintered in a room—viz.,

33 scarlet Geraniums, 8 white Geraniums, 3 PancyGeraniums,
45 yellow Calceolarias, 3 Lobelias, 1 Verbena, and some old

plants of Calceolarias, scarlet Geraniums, and scented Ver-

benas. Excepting the old plants, the whole are cuttings

made by myself as nearly as I could according to the direc-

tions given from time to time in your Journal. During the

winter they were on shelves across one window only. This

window is in a room which never once had a fire in it, and
which faces the east; it is also shaded from the south by
a projecting part of an adjoining house. I was able to

attend to them myself nearly the whole of the time.

In addition to what I saved there were a number more
which died, mostly Verbenas and Lobelias, these, as I sup-

pose, not requiring the same treatment as the others ; but

trom the very small means at my command I was only able

to give one sort of treatment to all. The dry air of a room
was not very favourable for raising cuttings at all. Next

winter I hope to try again, and by making cuttings only of

those sorts which did best, to save a larger proportion of

plants.—V. G. C.

EEPOET ON THE BEDDING PELAEGONIUMS
GEOWN AT CHISWICK, 1864.

By Thomas Mooei, F.L.S,, Seceetakt to the Flokal Committee.

SERIES II.-ZONATE VARIETIES.

(Continued from page 451.)

3. FLOWEKS SALMON OE PLESH-COLOUR.

Auricula * * (Bull).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves dark

zoned ; flowers shaded salmon, rather effective. It also

proved free and good, deserving of two marks, as grown

under glass.

Aurora *** (Hally).—Dwarf habit; leaves distinctly dark

zoned ; flowers free flesh colour.

Chioiie (Rollisson).-Moderately vigorous habit; leaves

with dark zone ; flowers flesh colour with deeper centre.

Enamel (Hally).—Moderately vigorous habit ; leaves darkly

zoned ; flowers of a deep salmony flesh colour with a white

eye.

Enchantress (Bull).—Vigorous habit; leaves broad, with a

dark zone; flowers deep flesh colour. Indifferent under

glass.

Ernest (Bull).—Mode'" *.ely vigorous habit; leaves with

dark vandjked zone; Auneis showy, of good fovm, deep

flesh colour,

Fanty * * (Bull).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves with dark
zone ; flowers flesh coloured with deeper salmon eye, freely

produced and showy.
Madame Chardine (Low & Co.),—Vigorous habit ; leaves

with dark zone ; flowers flesh colour with deeper centre.

Madame Lemoine (BuU).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves
with an indistinct zone ; flowers pale salmon pink.

Prince of Hesse * * (Ingram).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

leaves with dark zone ; flowers salmon pink with deeper
centre.

Prince of Wales (E. G. Henderson i- Son).—Moderately
vigorous habit ; leaves dark zoned ; flowers salmon colour,

paler at the edge.
Princess Mary * * * (The Society ) .—Vigorous habit ; leaves

broad and flat with a very broad dark zone ; flowers in the
way of those of Prince of Hesse, shaded salmon pink, of

fine form, and produced in good trusses. A seedling raised

at Chiswick.
Rosamond * * (Bull).—Moderately vigorous habit ; leaver

with broad dark zone ; flowers free, the trusses compact, the-

blossoms deep salmon pink, of fine shape.
St. Fiacre * * * (Salter).—Rather dwarf habit ; leaves with

a deep dull zone ; fiowers abundant, salmon pink, deeper in

the centre. Also free, showy, and of the first quality as a
pot plant.

Souvenir du 8 Juin * * (Van Houtte) .—^Rather dwarf in

habit ; leaves marked with a dull zone ; flowers freely pro-

duced, flat, and of good form, salmon pink, deeper towards
the centre, which ibrms a small pale eye. This was only
grown as a pot plant, and received two marks for its quality

under glass.

4. FLOWERS WHITE.
Eugene Ihifoy (Carter & Co.).—Vigorous habit; leaves

with broad dull zone; flowers blush white. Of no particular

merit under glass.

Flag of Truce (Wills).—Vigorous habit ; dark-zoned leaves;

flowers blush white.

Lady Blanche (Salter).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves

with a dark vandyked zone ; flowers blush white.

Madame Cornelissen (Salter).—Dwarf habit; leaves dark
zoned ; flowers white, with a broad salmon eye.

Madame Vaucher * * * (Low & Co.).—Vigorous habit

;

leaves with dark zone ; flowers in good trusses, white, chang-
ing to blush. The most useful of the whites grown in the-

collection.

PiiHty (Bull).—Vigorous habit ; dark-zoned leaves ; blush
white flowers. It proved a shy bloomer under glass.

Snowball (Carter & Co.).—Dwarfish vigorous habit ; leaves

dark zoned ; fiowers white, in the way of Mrs. Vaucher, but
the plants were not in character. It bloomed better in pots

but the flowers were set too close down to the leaves.

The Sivan (Bull).—Vigorous habit; leaves with dark van-
dyked zone ; fiowers white, in large trusses, sometimes
showy. Under glass it bore long-stalked trusses, and was
in some states a rather desirable variety.

White Perfection*** (J. P. Chater).—Vigorous habit;

leaves marked with a broad zone of dull brown; flowers

blush white. Under glass this proved of the fii-st quality,

as indicated by the above marks ; the flowers being pure

white, of good shape, and thrown well up.

5. FLOWERS WHITE OB PALE-COLOURED WITH SALMON EYE.

Amelina Grisau * * * (Salter).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

leaves marked with a broad dark zone ; flowers large, of fine

shape, white, with a bright salmon eye. Altogether a very

fine sort, with the colours bright and well-defined.

Beauty * * * (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Moderately vigo-

rous habit; leaves marked with a dark zone ; fiowers of very

fine shape, white, with a salmon-coloured eye, forming an

edging to the base of the petals. One of the best of the

race.

BclDemonio (Carter k Co.; AVilliams).—Vigorous habit;

leaves with broad brown zone ; flowers with salmon-coloured

centre. It proved to be shy both out of doors and under

glass.

Display (Williams).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves

with broad dark zone ; flowers white, with salmon eye.

Erin-go-Bragh (Bull),—Moderately vigorous habit ; leaves

marked with a broad dark zone ; flowers white, with salmon

pye,
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Ev^^nie Memrd *** (Salter, E. G. Henderson & Son,
Turner).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves with a broad
dark zone; flowers white at the edge, with salmon centre,

showy, weU-formed, and produced in good handsome trusses.

This was received also under the name of Madame Euders-
dorif. It was of the first degree of merit as a pot plant.
Eva (Bull).—-Vigorous habit ; leaves with broad dark zone ;

flowers white, with pink eye.
Fascination (Williams). — Moderately vigorous ; leaves

with a dull zone ; flowers salmon, paler at the edges.
Prani;ois Deshois'^** (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Mode-

rately vigorous habit; leaves with a dark submarginal zone ;

flowers white, with a bold, deep, salmon eye, freely produced.
A good pot plant, but not equal to Amelina Grisau.
Henri de Beaudot (Low & Co.).—Vigorous habit ; leaves

dark zoned ; flowers white, with deep salmon centre.
Ldonie Nivelet * * * (Van Houtte).—Moderately vigorous

;

leaves broad, marked with a dark zone ; flowers of good
form, white, with salmon eye, in fine trusses. It proved
also to be a first-rate pot plant, with fine elevated trusses
of salmon-flesh flowers, paler and whitish towards the edges.

Loveliness (Wills).— Moderately vigorous; leaves dark
zoned; flowers salmon, with pale edges.

Marie Labhc** (Van Houtte).— Moderately vigorous;
leaves with a dark centre or zone; flowers of fine shape,
white, with a pink eye formed by markings at the edge of
the petals near their base ; it resembled Beauty.

Mrs. Moore (Wills).—Vigorous habit ; leaves dark zoned ;

flowers white with salmon eye.
^elly (Bull).—Vigorous habit; leaves with very broad

dark zone ; flowers white, with salmon eye. It proved a
good free-blooming pot plant, in the way of Eugenie Mezard,
but too much resembling it to be also required.
Neptune (Bull).—Vigorous habit ; leaves marked with a

dull zone ; flowers white, with salmon eye.
Pauline (Bull).—Vigorous habit ; leaves marked with a

broad black zone ; flowers white, with salmon eye. Tolerably
efiective under glass.

Pretty Polly (Wills).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves with
a dark centre or zone ; flowers white, with pink centre.

6. FLOWEBS ROSE PINK.

Aglaia (Salter).—Vigorous habit; leaves with broad dull
zone ; flowers of good shape, rose-pink, white at the base.
Amy * * (EoUisson.)—Vigorous habit ; leaves with a dark

vandyked zone ; flowers in fine trusses, large, pale rose pink,
with a white base.

Chancellor (Bull).—-Moderately vigorous habit; leaves
with an indistinct green zone; flowers rose pink, with a
white base.

Channer (Bull).—A good rose pink, paler than Madame
Gassier. It was only grown as a pot plant.
Eve * * * (Bull).—Of rather vigorous habit ; leaves marked

with a broad dull zone near the centre ; flowers large, in
large trusses, of fine shape, light rosy pink with white base.
A very fine pale variety in the open borders, and of nearly
equal merit as grown in pots.

Flora * * * (Van Houtte).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

leaves with an indistinct green zone ; flowers large, pale
rosy pink or peach, white at the base, and of fine shape. A
fine, large, pale peach-ooloured sort, grown only under glass,

under which conditions it was of first-class quality.

Helen Lindsay * * * (Carter & Co.).—Of rather vigorous
habit; leaves with a broad indistinct zone near the centre;
flowers abundant, in fair-sized trusses, deep bright rose pink.
A very lively and bright-coloured variety.

Madame Cassier** (Van Houtte).— Moderately vigorous
habit ; leaves broad and very flat, marked by a dark zone ;

flowers deep rose pink, with white base, and of good shape.
Under glass it was of second-rate merit, and the leaves
became indistinctly zoned.

Minnie * * (KoUisson).—Moderately vigorous habit ; leaves
with a dark zone ; flowers in good trusses, pale rose pink
with a white base.

Mrs. Whitty (Carter & Co.).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

leaves marked with a dull, broad, unequal zone ; flowers
deep rose pink, white at the base. Much in the way of but
not so good as Helen Lindsay.

BoseRendatler * * * (Downie & Co.).—Moderately vigorous
habit; leaves with a dark vandyked zone near the centre;

flowers lively rose pink, with a white base, of good shape,
and borne in compact trusses. A fine sort both for beds
and pot ciJture.

itoseum Nanum (Salter).—Dwarf, free habit; leaves dark
zoned ; flowers of good shape, rose pink, white at the base.
A useful free-flowering variety.

SERIES III.—MARBLED-LE.WED ZONATE VARIETIES.

Dayspring (Dixon).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves
with yellowish green radiating centre, and no dark zone

;

flowers deep scarlet. A rather pretty variety, and quite dis-

tinct in its foliage.

Lady of Loretto (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Moderately
vigorous spreading habit; marbled leaves; flowers cerise-

scarlet.

Pigmy (HaUy).—Dwarf habit; leaves marbled; flowers

scarlet.

Prince Arthur (Hally).—Moderately vigorous spreading
habit ; leaves marbled and very darkly zoned ; flowers light

scarlet.

Rose of Lee (Hally).—Vigorous habit; leaves marbled;
flowers cerise scarlet.

Sheen Rival* ** (Kinghorn).—Moderately vigorous habit;
leaves darkly zoned and marbled with light green ; flowers

bright light scarlet, of good form, in fine trusses.

SERIES IV.—NOSEGAY VARIETIES.

1. LEAVES ZONATE.
Beaton's Pet (Carter & Co.).—Very dwarf habit ; leaves

marked with a dull zone ; fiowers loose, in small trusses, of

a bright rosy crimson. The plant was in a weak condition,

Carminatmn Improved (Carter & Co.).—Moderately vigorous
habit ; leaves indistinctly zoned ; flowers crimson magenta.

Carmine Nosegay (E. G. Henderson <t Son).—Moderately
vigorous habit ; leaves with a faint narrow green zone

;

flowers deep cerise, in moderate trasses.

Cybister * * * (Carter & Co.).—Full vigorous habit ; leaves

large, with duU olive zone ; flowers in large trusses, well

thrown up, narrow petaled, scarlet. It is of a very effective

colour, brighter and lighter than Stella, but with longer and
narrower petals.

Imperial Crimson (Turner).—Dwarf spreading habit; leaves

with a faint narrow green zone ; flowers loose, narrow-
petaled, in small trusses, magenta rose.

Lady Culhim * * (Carter & Co.).—Dwarf habit ; leaves

marked with an indistinct zone ; flowers fi'ee, loose, lilac pink,

with a white base.

Lord Palmerston * * (Carter & Co.).—D warf and moderately
vigorous habit ; leaves with very faint zone ; flowers in small
trusses, the plant being weak, cerise-scarlet, changing to
magenta.
Madame P. Gaspard (Salter).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

leaves with an indistinct green zone ; flowers thin and loose,

deep rose pink.
Magenta** (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Vigorous habit;

leaves broad with a darkish vandyked zone; flowers distinct

and showy, of a semi-nosegay character, the trusses thrown
well up, and freel.y produced. Approved chiefly for colour.

Merrimae *** (Salter).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves
with a broad dull zone ; fiowers in immense heads, deep
cerise or carmine rose, the blossoms broad-petaled for one
of the nosegay race. It was grown only in pots, and was in

this way quite first-rate.

Merrimae * * (Carter & Co.).—Moderately vigorous habit;
leaves with narrow olive zone; flowers broad-petaled, in

moderate trusses, cerise rose.

Monitor * * (Carter & Co.).—Rather dwarf spreading habit;
leaves lobed, with a dull brown zone ; flowers large and
broad for one of the nosegay race, dull orange scarlet. Desir-
able from its colour.

Red Nosegay (Taylor).—Moderately vigorous habit ; leaves
with faint narrow green zone;^ flowers cerise scarlet, in
moderate trusses.

Rival Nosegay (Carter &Co.).—Moderately vigorous habit;
flowers large and broad-petaled as a nosegay, in good trusses,

of a deep magenta shaded with crimson. Not one of the
semi-nosegay race.

Stella *** (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Vigorous habit;
leaves with dai'k zone ; flowers in bold trusses, broader-
petaled than Cybister, and of a deeper scarlet. One of the
finest of all Pelargoniums for effect.
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2. LEAVES TABrEOATED WITH WHITE.
Variegated Nosegay*** (Turner). — Moderately dwarf

habit ; leaves whitish at the edge, cupped ; flowers abundant
and effective, but loose, cerise pink.

—

(Proceedings of the

Royal Hortictiltural Society.)

(To be continued.)

STOPPING NEWLY-PLANTED VINES.
I PLANTED in the early part of February six strong Vines,

every shoot showed fruit, which I, of coiirse, took off. These
Vines have now reached half way up the lights, and are
looking strong and flourishing. A gardener advised me to

stop the leading shoot, but my own impression is, that the
leader ought to be allowed to reach the end of the light, and
then be stopped some time in August. Another question
I would wish to ask is, Whether the tendrils of the leader
should be taken off?—H. E. Dv Pre.

[Stop the Vines when they have reached about three parts
of the way up the rafters. It will cause them to grow more
robust irom the base and upwards than when the cane is

allowed to grow to the top of the house before stopping. It
often happens, in consequence of the sap always flowing to
the highest point first, that the Vine swells out largely
when it is about halfway up the house, whilst from that
point downwards it has a very pinched appearance, the
stopping is, therefore, necessary to cause the Vine to grow
more proportionate. It also helps the ripening process
gradually from the base upwards after the first stopping.
As soon as the Vine has grown about 3 feet stop it again,
and as soon as it reaches the top of the house, stop it again.
The tendrils should be pinched out, and the laterals should
be stopped at the second leaf.]

POETEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOVV^EES, AND
FEUITS.

Ctpripedium conoolor (One-coloured Lady's Slipper).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidacese. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Native
ofMoulmein. Flowers lemon-coloured. Leaves beautifully

variegated with rows of orescent-shaped da.rk green spots.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 5513.)
Vellosia CANDIDA (White Vellosia).

—

Nat. ord., HiBmo-
doracese. Linn., Polyadelphia Polyandria.—Native of Brazil.

—(lUd., t. 5514.)

Dendrobium hedtosmtjm (Sweet-scented Dendrobium).

—

Nat. ord., OrchidaoeEe. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—In-

troduced from Moulmein, by Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton
Nursery. Flowers white with orange lip; scented like the
Wallflower.—(r6i(?., t. 5515.)

Acanthus montanus (African Mountain Acanthus).

—

Nat. ord., Acanthacese. Linn., Didynamia Angiospermia.
—Native of Fernando Po. Flowers lilac.

—

{Ibid., t. 5516.)

Railliabdia ciliolata (Ciliate-leaved Raillardia).

—

Nat.

ord., Compositse. Liwn., Syngenesia sequalis.— Native of

Hawaii, one of the Sandwich Islands, at an elevation of

10,000 feet. Flowers yellow, with prominent crimson anthers.

—{Hid., t. 5517.)

Anemone (Hepatica) angulosa (Angle-leaved Hepatica).—Nat. ord., Rauunculacete. imw., Polyandria Polygynia.

—

Native of Hungary. Flowers purplish-blue. Anemone Pal-
coneri, recently discovered in Kashmir, so closely agrees
with Hepatica in almost all essential characters, that the
last-named genus has been abolished.

—

{Ihid., t. 5518.)

Rhododendron. — Princess Alexandra, a cross between
E. jasminiflorum, and a species never sent out. Raised by
Messrs. Veitch. White with a pink tinge.

—

(Floral Mag.,

J)!. 245.)

ZoNALB Geranium.— Femtw (HaUey's). Raised by Mr.
HaUey, nurseryman, Blackheath. Awarded a first-class

certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society. Dwarf and
compact ; flowers bright scarlet. Leaves yellowish green
cenlie, black zone, and dark green margin.

—

(IHd., pi. 246.)

Hepatica angulosa.— See above. Anemone angulosa—
(Ibid., pi. 247.)

DouBLE-FLOWEBED MiMULUB. — Raised by Mr. BuU.
Orange and yellow with dark crimson spots and blotches.

—

(Ibid., pi. 248.)

Pelargonium.—Amy Hogg. One of the late Mr. Donald
Beaton's seedlings, and now possessed by Mr. Wm. Paul,
Waltham Cross Nursery, and one of the best of the series.

Truss large, deep carmine ; leaves with a dark green zone

;

plant strong-growing and spreading.

—

(Florist and Pomolo-
gist, iii., 113.)

MY PLANTS,
AND HOW AND WHERE I FOUND THEM.—No. 4.

" The increasing tlast roared round tlie beetling rocks

;

The clonds, swift-winged, iiew o'er the starry sky."

We will now quit for a time the wild and romantic lulls

and dales of North Staffordshire, with their picturesque
sceneiy and immense resources of mineral wealth ; we will

take leave of its towns, with their numerous manufactures,
for an exploring tour in the neighbouring island of Jersey.

I would, however, advise intending ti-aveUers to select the
calm and bright summer months for their trip, and not
expose themselves to the vagaries of the tides or the violence

of the storms in this part of the Channel, as we did at so
inclement a time of the year as .lanuary.

It was an eventful evening, that in 1860, on which we
quitted London, and securing a railway carriage for our own
and children's exclusive benefit, were whirled away through
the unsatisfactory and mysterious darkness of the night,

right onward to the port of Southampton. The bairns,

warmly ensconced in railway rugs and shawls, slept soundly.

Childhood's happy confidence, and full trust in the protect-

ing care of the parents who journeyed with them, dispelled

all fear of the noise and darkness which surrounded them.
Let us look for a moment at their peaceful faces by the

smell light of the carriage lamp, and learn that difficult

lesson of faith and trustfulness in the Universal Father in

those dark days which come more or less to all earth's chil-

dren, and more especially do I address my own sex ; loi

" Do I not know
The life of woman is full of woe ?

Toiling on and on
With breaking heart, and tearful eyes.

And silent lips, and in the soul
The secret longings which arise,

Which this world never satisfies!

Some more, some less, but of the whole
Not one quite happy—no, not one !

"

Still, in the midst of it all, " Nil Desperandum " is a very

good motto for a good wife, and also for a good Christian.

Nil Desperandum ! Hope on, Hope ever ! and have the chil-

dren's trust on your journey through life, and'you shall have
also their calm awaking at the end of it.

Immediately after our arrival at Southampton we found
ourselves on board the steamer appointed to convey us to

the island of Jersey, which island we hoped to reach at day-

bi'eak. In consequence of the roughness and severity of

the weather the mails had been detained in Southampton
the previous night, and many were the surmises as to

whether our boat could with safety make the passage even
then. The captain, however, was determined to run across;

and my husband, the greater part of whose youth had been
passed at sea, only saw a night of pleasant excitement

before him, and cordially joined the captain in his wish to

proceed. What was a storm to him ?—he who could sit as

comfortably whistling upon the mainyard as chatting in the

easy chair at home. So the steam was got up, and away
we started. Never shall I forget my first apprenticeship to

the sea, or how dearly I " paid for my footing " within the

realms of Neptune. Having quietly demolished one's chicken

pie and visibly decreased the ham, how pleasant to sit with

one's feet on the fender, and having discussed the births,

marriages, and deaths in the morning paper in genuine
feminine style—read everything, in fact, excepting the

columns devoted to politics, and even if it is a wet morning
condescended to peep at these—we turn over the paper, and
our eye catches the advertisement, " To Jersey and Back,"
" To St. Malo and Back," &e., for some nominal sum. How
smoothly flow the words ! and no sooner have you read this

invitation than in imagination you are borne on the back
of " the swallow flying south " to the " gilded eaves " of

some fair one ix this island of warmth and love. But it is

a very different thing to picture all this so prettily, or even

(to revert to the gilded gingerbread), to sympathise with the
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gallant crew of a weather-beaten boat, or to read of the

glorious struggle of men and barlr, both fighting the fight

of the winds and the waves, and of their timely deliverance,

of the cheer of welcome and " thank God " feeling which

greeted the well-nigh failing hearts and hands as they

quitted their boat for the fiiendly shore. It is a different

thing, I say, to picture all this in one's mind's eye, and to

experience the same yourself. I had made up ray mind to

eschew all threatenings of such a vulgar attack as sea-sick-

ness. I have a great opinion of the superiority of mind
over matter, and of the influence which a strong and well-

regulated will has over our physical iniirmities ; so much
do I feel satisfied of the truth of this theory, that were this

the place for such a discussion I would strenuously urge

upon young mothers to act upon this suggestion themselves,

for the future well-being of those who have not as yet seen

the light. If children naturally inherit the hasty temper,

the untidy habits, the loose principles, &c,, of the parents,

surely by the mother's strict watchfulness to curb her own
temper, to be exact, methodical, kind-hearted, checking in

herself frivolous thoughts and actions, she has done much
to make her offspring a great and good man or woman.
But I am moralising instead of pursuing my account of

the bodily sufferings which we underwent. Pain certainly

can be borne with corn-age and a certain amount of placidity

;

but as the Staffordshire people would say, "My word!" it

might be " a caution to the Greeks," when sailors who have
been inured to all weathers from childhood begin to make
preparations for a hurricane in the Channel, and to wonder
and speculate upon how many hours the mails will be de-

layed. It considerably lessens the firmness with which you
entered your cabin—queer feelings and qualms come over
you ; and in spite of your sternly-believed theory with re-

gard to the mental powers, you are helplessly engulphed in

that horror of horrors—sea-sickness. I must do the stew-

ardesses of the Channel-island boats the justice to say that
on all subsequent occasions I found them civil and atten-

tive ; but in the present instance we fell into the hands of

a cold-blooded ogress, who evidently thought that all possible

discomforts and illnesses were the proper accompaniments
to a trip to the islands, and all the fees she could get her
own just due for the pleasure which her society might afford

us. The children she treated like trespassing dogs or cats,

and disposed of them as quickly as possible in the various
little snuggeries within her den. This done, and a basin
given to each lady, she seemed to consider her duty accom-
plished, and immediately solaced herself with something, to

which, assisted by our olfactory nerves and the vision of a
black bottle, we gave a deep meaning. I have no doubt
she herself became painfully aware of the all-powerful influ-

ence of this dark spirit upon her when, about a fortnight

after the date of which I am writing, she fell from the com-
panion ladder and broke her leg. Be still, revengeful heart
of mine ! What if she did take your baby ot two months
old from you, and, stowing it away as if it were some part
of the luggage, lay it in its narrow quarters at the side of

the ship, and in spite of your entreaties and helpless con-

dition, refuse to bring it to you ! What if in that fearful

storm you vainly asked her to see to the safety of the child

!

What if her reply still rings in your motherly ears—"What
business had ladies to bring babies at all out on such a
night as this for ? She'd answer for it, it wouldn't want
rocking—the ship'd do that for it. Babies never came to

any harm!" Do you feel a smack of pleasure that retri-

bution so quickly followed her ? Be still, revengeful heart

of mine ! An officer's lady threw, herself just before the
entrance to the place where " my darling lay sleejiing," and
I saw no more of it until the day dawned.

Prostrate and helpless I lay upon the floor of the ladies'

cabin with a piUow for my head. My husband, although a
medical man, was not allowed to enter this sanctorum,
although he several times offered his services. For the first

two hours after going on board I could manage to get into

the saloon, but I soon got past that. Upon making some
remark as to the roughness of the weather, his answer was
very short—"Yes, it's blowing hard ; it's what the saOors

call a ' stinker.' " This last inelegant but expressive word
awoke all my fears. The ship creaked, and strained, and
created again. Boom went a wave on the right side, and
down went tie ship on the left ; up she came again, and

creak went the planks. I began to think of all my relations,

and to wish I had taken leave of them before joining the

shrimps and mermaids. Just as I was thus pondering,

away went all the basins to the other side of the vessel, and
in an instant after back they rolled again. The cabin lamp
went out, and we were aU left in perfect darkness. A noise

overhead reminded us that we were still in the land of the

living, and not in the shades of which Dante speaks. The
cabin door had been closed, but the stern stewardess entered

—she whose heart relented only before the black bottle and
its attendant spirits. Commenting upon the weather in no
vei-y choice terms, she relit the lamp. I asked what they

were doing up above. "Oh, only covering the skylight,

because the sea washed over it, and it might come into the

cabin." Might come into the cabin ! Then there was a

possibility of our going to the bottom. I felt already as if

I were slowly, slowly sinking. I thought of Miss Edrth,

and of Uncle 'Zekiel's speech to her when in much the same
predicament :

" I'm everlasting sorry I took you away from
your father. You'd been a sleepin' safe and sound in your
silk coverlids there instid of being pitched about by this

infernal tempest."

—

Alice.

NEW BOOK.
A HanctbooTc of British Plants, designed especially for Schools,

Science classes, and Excursionists. By W. Lowndes Norcutt.
Loudon : Longman & Co.

This is a very well planned, correct, small, and cheap

book. It is a good teacher how to recognise a plant, y-et

may be found useful even by a professed botanist, if he has

it in his pocket during his rambles after plants. We re-

commend it to our readers, and the only improvement we
can suggest is the addition of those great facilitators of re-

ference, an index of the generic names, and another of the

English names.

ZINC LABELS AND INK.
The French chemist Braoonnot made the recipe of an

indelible ink, known to write on zinc. It consists of one part

crystallised verdigris, one part of sal ammoniac, and half

a part of lamp-black, thoroughly mixed and pulverised. To
this powder must be added ten parts by weight of distilled

or rain water. It is the ink recommended in poraological

books and journals. Sometimes the direction is given to keep

the bottle always inverted, in order to prevent the ammonia
from escaping. Any one who understands the alphabet of

chemistry knows that this is poor advice, based on igno-

rance; there is no gas in the mixture ready to escape.

Dr. Rudolph Boettger, of Frankfort, of gun cotton

notoriety (Boettger and Schoenbein), was the first in Ger-

many that called the attention of nurserymen and pomolo-

gists to it, in his contributions to natural philosophy. This

took place as early as 1837. The author showed that lamp-

black is of no use whatever in the mixture ; it ought, there-

fore to be omitted, being unfit to be incorporated in it, and
having nothing to do with the colour of the ink. This was
in 1841.

It is true that the ink is indelible, but it is grey instead

of black. It requires, besides, if not much at least some
skill in chemical manipulations, and a mortar for trituration ;

it is also somewhat expensive.

Being very fond of both natural philosophy and chemis-

try, I was, a number of years ago, engaged in some gal-

vanoplastic experiments, when I had occasion to prepare

Braconuot's ink. I disliked its coloiu', and, after some
reflection on the cause of its action on the zinc, I concluded

to try solutions of other salts of copper, and it was natural

that I should dip my pen immediately in the solution of

sulphate of copper used for my galvanoplastic experiments.

Those conversant with such experiments will know that the

solution contained a small quantity of free sulphuric acid.

I was not a little astonished to behold the jet black colour

of the letters written with it. After it was dry I soaked the

piece of zinc for twenty-four hours in water, I kept it for

three hours in boiling water, and exposed it to the action of

a violent rain and snow storm, then raging ; I then gave it
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some boys to rub it out with a piece of flannel. It proved
to be entirely indelible.

1. Preparation of the Ink.—Dissolve one part of blue vitriol
(sulphate of copper) in ten parts of rain water, by mixing
them in a common vial and shaking them occasionally. One
or two drops of sulphuric acid may be added, but this is not
absolutely necessary. Use a goose-quill, not a steel pen, for
writing.

2. Preparation of the Zinc.—Take thin sheet zinc, and
make superficial cuts in it with a broken or shoemaker's
knife, against a ruler or a piece of lath or board, to get the
cuts straight. By bending the zinc it breaks very easily
and smoothly along the cut or scratch. Divide the pieces
so obtained into as many labels as you may wish.
The zinc pieces must then be scoured with some fine sand

and water. It facilitates the operation if a little salt,
vinegar, or muriatic acid is added to the water. Muriatic
acid is best in the proportion of one part of it to three parts
of water. When bright, put them in rain water, and leave
them there till wanted. Eub them dry with a piece of
cloth, and write upon them with a quill-pen, as directed.
When dry fasten them to the trees. After a few days the
names so written will be covered with a white powder;
moisten your finger and remove it. The writing will last as
long as the zinc itself.

—

(American Gardener's Monthly.)

WISE FEUIT TEEES.
I WAS talking to-day (April 29) with a Huntingdonshire

cottager, and was saying how cold the day had been after
our previous hot weather. "Yes," said my friend, "you
mus'n't expect the summer to come all at once. The wise
tree would liave told you better than that. I was up agen
the hall this morning, and saw those two wise trees that
grow nigh to the fish- stews, and they hadn't put out a mossel
o' show." "And what tree may the wise tree be?" I asked.
"It's what some folks call tbe Mulberry," was the reply;
"but the wise tree is the name aa I've always known it by
ever since I was a child." "And why do you call it the wise
tree?" "Why, because it isn't silly" like some trees as puts
out their leaves early, and then gets nipped ; but the wise
tree, on the contrairy, always waits till the frosses has gone
right away, and aint to be deceived by a stroke o' fine wea-
ther coming early in the season. But when it's sartin sure
that it be fine weather and well settled, then it puts out its
leaves. yes, sir, you may rest content on the wise tree
telling you when you may be safe against frosses."—(CuTu-
BEET Bede in Notes and Queries.)

[This attribute of the MulbeiTy is mentioned by Pliny,
who says, "Of all cultivated trees, it is the very last to bud,
and it does not do so until the cold weather is entirely
passed

:
hence it has been called the wisest of trees." Even

the Heralds have accepted this, for old Guillim remarks that
" this fruit is an hieroglyphic of wisdom, whose property is
to do all things in opportune season." Tbe Corrt-Pendu-
Plat Apple is called in some places " The Wise Apple," be-
cause it opens its blossoms later than any other variety,
and, consequently, they ai'e less lia ble to be injured by frosts.]

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

If the present dry weather continue recourse must be had
to watering; and this, if not persevered in with a liberal
hand, is of very little benefit unless means are used to pre-
vent evaporation. This should bo done even with Peas and
Beans, and indeed in every case where possible. The vege-
tables just mentioned will cast nearly all their flowers if
water is not supplied; others, such as Cauliflowers, will not
attain half the size they should do; while Celery will soon
run to seed. All vegetables the roots of which are edible
require water frequently, otherwise they become hard and
of a disagreeable flavour. Seed-beds to be shaded with mats,
which will prevent the necessity of so frequently watering
them, and will also be beneficial to the young seedlings in
a much greater degree than if left exposed to the sun, even
although the roots were moist. Scans, make another sowing,
but previous to doing so soak the seed in water, and water

the drills ; pinch off the tops of those that are forming their
pods. Broccoli, the seed-beds of the late crops to be watered,
as also those that have lately been pricked out ; none to be
permanently planted until after a fall of rain. Cucumbers,
the plants will require a good supply of water two or three
times a-week during the present hot weather. Sprinkle
them every afternoon, which will greatly refresh them. Keep
them shaded during the middle of the day. Ihimrf Kidney
Beans, make a good sowing for the autumn. Water the
drills previous to covering them. Peas, sow some of the
quick-bearing kinds for autumn use ; steep the seeds, and
water the drills as for Beans. Continue to stick the ad-
vancing crops. Eadislies, make a sowing for succession ; if

the weather continue dry water the ground immediately
after sowing, and lay mats on it to prevent evaporation as
much as possible. Scarlet Runners, a sowing may yet be
made to come in late in the autumn ; stick the advancing
crops. Turni/ps, it will be necessary to water the late sowings,
and every time after doing so sprinkle them with dust of
any kind to prevent the ravages of the fly. Another sowing
to be now made. The present season has been an excellent
one for destroying weeds, and equally so for ripening their
seeds ; therefore every one should be eradicated when of
small size, as by so doing it will save much future labour.
Attend to the thinning of the crops, and keep the soil loose
where it is possible to do so.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Dm-ing the present month every attention should be given

to trained fruit trees. All wall trees, especially, should be
gone over in time, and the shoots thinned and stopped to
admit air and light amongst the fruit and young shoots,
which will greatly assist in the formation of fruit-buds for

the following season. Old Pear trees, in particular, that are
unfruitful should be subjected to this treatment. Keep
Peach trees free from green fly, and duat sulphur on shoots
affected with mildew. Use the garden engine occasionally

in warm weather to clean the trees and prevent red spider.

FLOWEK GARDEN.
Trimming, staking, and pegging down must be well fol-

lowed up at this period where neatness and order are essen-
tial. See tliat sufficiently strong stakes are applied to plants
with heavy foliage and of gross habit, such as Dahlias, Lark-
spurs, Hollyhocks, Phloxes, and tall-growing Asters. Keep
Roses as much as possible free from insects, and if time
can be spared, dead blooms should be removed from Rhodo-
dendrons. Let Carnations and Picotees be layered as soon
as the shoots are in a proper state for that purpose. They
make very useful border flowers and are much prized in a
cut state. See, therefore, that plenty of them are secured
for next season. Propagate China Roses, Pinks, Double
Rockets, &c. If Stocks, China Asters, &c., are not already
planted out where they are to flower, take advantage of the
flrst shower to do so, and attend to them with water for a
few days until they become established. On light dry soils

many things will be greatly benefited by a thorough soak-
ing of water, especially coniferous plants, most of which
make but one growth during the season, and when rapid
growth is wished, they should be encouraged at the proper
period. This attention will be especially necessary in the
case of young specimens growing on lawns. Ranunculuses,
Tulips, Hyacinths, &c., should now be taken up, and after

they are dried stored away in some dry room.

CONSERVATOKT AND GREENHOUSE.
The borders in the conservatory will now require a large

supply of water to keep them in a sufficiently moist state,

and the soil should be occasionally examined, especially

near strong-growing plants, for the amount of moisture
absorbed by these at this season is greater than many per-

sons imagine. Whenever water is applied the borders
should be thoroughly soaked to the bottom, and where it

can be done without annoyance to the family manure water
should be given to such plants as are known to enjoy it;

this should be furnished in moderate quantities. If red
spider make its appeai-ance upon any of the specimens
growing in the borders the pot plants in flower should be
moved as soon as possible, and the infested subjects given
a thorough washing with the engine, and this should be
repeated at short intervals until the enemy is thoroughly
subdued. Attend frequently to the growth of twiners, and
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prevent their getting into a state of entanglement. Cut
down Pelargoniums after blooming, and employ the branches

for cuttings ; the old stools, after a few weeks' rest, may be

turned out of their pots, the soil shaken from them, and re-

potted in smaller pots. By pinching off the bloom-buds of

the young Pelargoniums a late bloom may be secured.

Perpetual and Bourbon Koses which have been forced should

be placed in a cool situation with the view of repressing

further activity. After a season of rest the soil should be

shaken from them, and all decayed roots removed ; after

which they should be repotted in fresh rich earth, and re-

moved to the protection of a cold pit and there plunged.

As soon as the Camellias, Azaleas, and other plants shall

have been placed in summer quarters out of doors, painting

and other repairs required by any of the plant-houses should

be commenced, as they can be move conveniently done then
than .at any other season. Pay attention to the plants for

autumn and early winter decoration : let them have plenty

of pot-room, good rich compost to grow in, .1 moist atmo-
sphere, and plenty of space for perfect development.

STOVE.
If among these plants there are any sickly or badly-rooted

specimens they should be frequently e.^amined for red spider,

otherwise they will become a nursery for this pest, and from
them it will soon spread to adjoining plants. See that

young growing stock is not allowed to suffer for want of pot
room. Attend carefully to w.atering, giving manure water
to all plants in vigorous growth. Gardenias and other things

that have been in the conservatory while in bloom, should
be replaced in heat as soon as their beauty is over, in order
to allow time for ripening their growth before short days
and dull weather arrive. Orchids in a growing state will

requii'e encouragement. Shading must be promptly attended
to when bright sunshine occurs.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Would that we could chronicle a fourth of them in these

broiling days, with a bright sun, and the thermometer
ranging above 80° at midday, and with myriads of things
wanting attention, and last year's drought ever coming before

us, wheu we would attempt to give some things a soaking
only once a-week, instead of three times as rightly recom-
mended by our friend Mr. Keane. "We presume he has the
Water-works Company to depend on. What would our old

friend think of covering up his pet plants in a wood for a
couple of months, as the only chance left him of keeping
them alive ? Gardening under difficulties is not all a loss, if

we are thus induced to make the most of our difficulties. In
these days a man must be very little, who can feel over-proud
ofanything he can do. We shall never forget meeting an old

friend with whom, years before, we had lodged in the suburbs
of London, as after the first friendly greetings, he exclaimed
at a grand horticultural show, " Ah, man ! does not this take
the conceit out of us ? " And no doubt of it. It does not suit

many gentlemen to encourage their gardeners to grow for

exhibitions, but theycertainly stand in their own light if they
do not encourage their gardeners to see some of the best of

them, as well as some of the best-managed gardens. The
garden must be very small indeed, where something may
not be leai'ned even by those most advanced in their prac-

tice. The greatest pleasure we have had in penning tliese

random notes, is from the proof we have obtained, that the

shortcomings and difficulties stated, have been especially

appreciated. As a proof of our gratitude, we would wisli to

state, that all the letters sent with or without names, on
the position and the rights of gardeners, and the simplest
and best ways of doing work, shall not be forgotten when
we get a little more of the bustle over. Just now when
mind and body are exhausted before the day's work is over,

there is but little time for discussion. We are, however, so

sure of the statements made being correct, especially as to

gardeners' rights, that we earnestly hope no brother gar-

dener will act in opposition to them. As to the use of tools,

if some can manage better with a rake than a hoe, let them
use the bridge that carries them over the sti-eam. One
friend tells us he could never remove his large weeds with-

out the rake. Our answer would be. Why let them be so

large ?

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Much as last week. Have planted little except delery,

and that we shaded. Will allow Cauliflower to remain a

little longer. The chief work has been watering Peas,

Cauliflowers, &c., and mulching them well with short grass

and litter as soon as watered. Without the mulching water-

ing did but little good. We have great faith in deep-stirred

soil in securing good crops either in wet or dry weather, and
more especially if in continued hot weather the surface

be roughly mulched. Last season, though for nearly two
months Cauliflowers had no water, they were very good
indeed, but they were deeply, some 8 inches, mulched with

litter, and even that was several times shaken up, so that

air should have access to the roots whilst the hot rays of

the sun were thrown back from the surface. Lettuces coming
in for use were watered and deeply mulched—some were

transplanted under shade, but, as stated last week, the best

plan is to sow often thinly in rows, and let them stand

where sown. They will not run so fast as those trans-

planted. Gathered a large dish of Broad Beans of the Long-
pod kind on the 8th inst., and have had plenty since. This

is the earliest period at which we have gathered them here

out of doors. They, as well as many other things, will re-

quire mulching if this weather last. We have never pleased

ourselves with the garden Bean under glass. At one time

circumstances made us anxious to have it as early as Peas,

but we did not succeed. We had flowers early enough, but
they did not set, ivith the aid of abundance of air, and even

of bees to help them. Have any of our readers done much
in the way of forcing them ? We have fallen back chiefly on
the old plan of sowing in boxes and turves, and transplant-

ing out of doors in March.
Eun the Dutch hoe through the whole of the kitchen gar-

den where there was room for the hoe to enter ; surface-

stirring, weed or no weed ; and set a careful man to do the

same among the Onions, as a careless worker would do more
harm with his legs and hoe-handle than he would do good
with surface-stirring and cutting up any weeds that might

appear. We sowed our Beet this year in the garden and
covered with a net, but even now the birds have beaten ua,

and the plantation will be patchy and need fiUins up. We
shall henceforth make a virtue of necessity and sow in a

little bed, and transplant when 3 or 4 inches in height, after

which the birds let them alone. Just for trial we sowed

also Prince's Feather and Love-lies-bleeding, and run threads

over the rows ; but we might as well have let the birds have

them without let or hindrance. Two or three square feet

under protection would give enough of plants for beds or

borders. The birds have never interfered with a deep purple

Spinach, but the above flowers and the Beet are seizi-d upon
as soon as they appear above ground. Is such a fancy j,mong

our feathered neighbours at all a common one ?

Cummier Disease.—We said a good deal on this subject

last season. In a two-light box, which had borne heavily, a

slight trace appeared last week, and as we had plenty more

the plants were at once taken out, the frame cleared, fresh

earth given, and fresh plants turned out. Wherever gum or

spot makes its appearance, whatever palliatives may be re-

sorted to, hardly anything will make a cure, and after much
experience and inquiry we can say no more on the subject

than was stated last season. The best preventives are fresh

soil, suitable temperature, and plenty of pure air ; and the

best remedy is destroying the plants and planting fresh ones.

FRUIT GARDEN.

A busy time with keeping off interlopers from ripening

fruit. Were obliged to run netting over the openings in

our orchard-house to keep the larger birds from the tempt-

ing Cherries. The other morning we counted eighty black-

birds and thrushes pecking wherever they could through the

meshes of a net over a piece of early Strawberries. Where
such numbers abound there is no security except netting,

and doing it securely, and keeping the netting considerably

above th'e foliage, otherwise they will sit on the netting

and not become entangled in the least. It is when they

get under the netting that they become entangled, when
scared and they attempt to escape in a hurry. Had they

the sense quietly to return to the hole by which they

entered they would seldom injure themselves in the attempt

to escape. A net merely spread over a place is their delight

;

they are sure, from the promptings of curiosity, to get below
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it to see what there is there. Poor things ! at present they
inuBtbe anxious to find anything to moisten their throatsm this parching weather, and did they keep within boundswe would freely let them have their share, but we do not
Jifee them having all the produce for which we have toOed

Watered and mulched the Strawbernes out of doors If
not covered immediately the watering was but of little use
Could we have spared time we would have set about layerintr
btrawbeny plants for forcing, and will soon be at them°
feeldom have more contradictory accounts appeared than of
torced btrawben-ies this season. With the exception of a
tew ot the earnest ours have done well. Many failures, we
Have no doubt, have taken place from large luxuriant plants
and unripened buds. In our description of Latimers we
especially noted the fine-looking Strawberry plants, in large
pots but as they were not wanted early, and great caie
was taken to npen the buds, we felt pretty sure that the
crop would be better than usual. Hence the hint the other
week, to which Mr. Donaldson has kindlv replied, and says,

• r ,^\®
President, Admiral Dundas, and Sii- Charles Napierm lull bearing, not thinned-out to five or six berries, but to

ntteen, sixteen, and even twenty berries each plant. I had
l-resident ripe in the larger pots on the 20th of April," and
he mentions some mutual friends and others who pronounced
them veiy fine. He also states he had not a blind plant
amongst five hundred plants. Those in smaU pots showed
also well but being placed on the shelves of the vinery did
not swell off so well. Mr. Donaldson adds, " I consider the
great points are to get your runners early, so as to fill the
pots well with roots, and then the crowns are sure to get
hard with flower-buds." We would just add as a caution,
that those who imitate Mr. Donaldson in using large potsmust not satisfy themselves with the half of the plan, butmust follow out the bud-ripening process. These splendid
plants, when we saw them last season, were each elevated on
the reversed bottom of another pot, and standing a good bit
apart, so that sun and air might act on pot and roots, as
well as foliage. This is a very different thing from placing
tne pots on the ground, and even in a shady place, and then
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COVENT GARDEN MAEKET.-Junb 17.

i.oftfrui°t'«/rnmf^
""")''' ''"'P'"«'^= »°'l very conaiderabls q,.aiiUtles ot

pla n™are mad^ „? th/?""?/*''™' P"" °f '^^ kingdom. ^Great com-
trada fo?«lrt P„.„^ ^ light crops of Strawberries round London. Thetraae :or old Potatoes is exceedingly dull.

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots pottle
Cherries lb, 1
Chestnuts bush. 14
Currants, Red... J sieve

Blaclt do.
Fi?9 fioz. 8
Filberts lOOlbs.

Cobs do. 50
Gonseberries ,,,^ sieve 2
Grapes. Hamburtihs lb. 5

Mnscats lb. 8
Lemons loo 5

FBUIT.
B. d. B.

to4 Melons each
Mulberries punnet
Nectarines doz.
Oranges „ lOO
Peaches floz.

Pears (kitchen) ...doz.

.dessert doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces \ sieve
Raspberries lb.

S'rawberries lb.

a. <.

0to8

Walunts .....bush. 14

VBaBTAELES.

Artiebokes each
Asparasus bundle
Bean.s Broad ^ sieve

Kidney 100
Beet, Rea...._ doz.
Broccoli bundle
BrusselsSprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage '.

doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive score
Fennel bunch
Oarlic and Shallots, lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ... bundle

d. 8.

4 too
5

6 4

1

4

2

n 10

8

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
IWushronms pottle
Mustd. & Cresi*, punnet
Onions bushel

pickling quart
Parsley j sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bush-^i

New ...per doz. lbs.

Radi.^hes doz. btinches

Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale baslte'

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
VegetableMarrows doz.

d. .5.

Sto 1

9 1

2

2

TEADE CATALOGUE EECEIVED.
John Poulds, Hullard HaU Lane, Stretford New Eoad,' . - —

&

-'"'""'=> =ij »" u. ouau^y piace, ana tnen ""lu^ xkuiub, xiuimru naii ijaue, stretiora JNew Jioaa
expectmg the plants to be bristling with flower-buds. The

!

Manchester.—CateZojwe of Chrysanthemums, Zonale Geraniums.
appearance of these -nla.Tits in nn+.umTi ««.^ +u^ ^ at Fit^ha^nt i^^)i-ii.,'»«c. x...

X o — X

—

"— "" "^ ^^l.iou.lli±f5 wiLu iiuwer-uuus. ±ne
appearance of these plants in autumn, and the crops they
produced this spring, is just another proof that we mustthmk and plan and work for results.
Other departments much the same as last week, only we

managed to finish mulching with rotten dung all the fruit
ta-ees in pots in the orchard-house. Scarcely any fire heat has
been used for a fortnight, except on one or two cold nights.

OBNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Much the same as last week. Owing to the great heat we

have allowed a little of our bedding to remain over until
there be a change, more especially as other work required
doing more, and the plant? are all right where they are. For
many years we filled a verandah fronted with glass with
vases of flowers, and they had a fine effect as a background
to a sunk Italian garden. For various reasons, and much
against our desire, the practice was discontinued, and now
it is to be revived, and we havejust been getting them filled,
bome of these vases were large and heavy, and not easily
moved when full, and some from 5 to 6 feet in height
pedestal and aU together. It is not desirable that the floor
Bhoiild be wetted in watering. Previously we had stands
inade to go below the pedestals to catch the water ; but then
there was a trouble in moving the vases to get at them,
thanks to a hint from the bricklayer, who was repaii-ino-
some of the vases with cement, we sliaU now be able to re°-
move the water without any difficulty. For the larger vases
we had pedestals made of deal, from 16 to 20 inches square,
and from 4 to 6 inches deep. The top was covered with a
board, and a hole cut out some 6 inches in diameter, to let
the water trickle down. These we primed and then painted
and sanded with yellowish sand, so as to resemble a dark
stone. The improvement consists in cutting out on the
bevel one of the sides for 10 inches in length, but so hinged
that we can place a zinc vessel beneath it 9 inches square,
and 2 inches deep, and take it out when it is nearly full'
without touching the vase or pedestal. The an-anyement is
a very simple one, but it will be none the less useful, and the
plants can be duly attended to with watering, without ever
slopping and sailing the floor. Many other matters must
wait until next week.—E. F.

Fuchsias, Vefhe-iuis, ^c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write privately to the de-

partmental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture,
Cottage Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so
doing they are subjected to uniustifiable ti-ouble and
expense. AU communications should therefore be ad-
dressed solely to The Editors of the Journal of Horticul-
ture, Src., 171, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those
on Poultry and Bee subjects, if they exj^ect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them
on separate communications. Also never to send more
than two or thi-ee questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Sknding Geranium Cuttings to a Distance (/. S.).—We put them into
a bnx m alternate layers with damped moss or riamped cocoa-nut refuse,
and they should be taken out and planted during the evening of the day
they are received.

a j

Rose Leaves Blotcheo [G. O. ^.).-SIuIch the surface of the soil above
the rcmts of the trees. Water liberally every evenin? during dry weather.
Oive liquid manure once a-week from your cess-pool, but to each bucketful
and two buckets of water.

Book (P/a/o).—The "Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary " contains all that
you mention rlowo to the date when it last was revised by Mr. Johnson.
Oknithooai.om thyhsotdes after Bloomiko (ITanht/).—lf kept under

glass griiduiiliy withhold water, and keep the soil just moist, but rather
inclined to be dry than otherwise until Octoljcr ; then repot, shaking or taking
away most of the old soil, and using a comport of sandy loam two-thirds,
and the remainder leaf monld and peat in equnl parts, with a free admixture
of silver sand. We grow the plant in a cold pit, and remove it to the green-
house for bloom, aud when this is over plunge the pot in a sunny part of the
garden, and fake no further trouble about t' e plant until it Is taken tro and
potted in October: we then place it in a cold pit. It is hardy with us In a
sheltered border, and prnbably so in borders generally, but we have not a
sufficient stock to warrant our trying it in this way.
Soap-suds (B. O. Andrr3on).—So far from injuring they improve the

house.tewage for all garden crops. As they consist chiefly of water you
nei'd not add so much clear water to the sewage before ueing it, as is neces-
sary when composed of contributions only from the chambers and water-
cltesets.
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Managinq Haeb*s-foot Fern (R. F. B.).—The Hara's-foot Fern is

DftTalUa canariensis. It does very well in a shady part of the greenhouse,

and will do fairly In a fern-case if not kept too moist. Plant it in the driest

part of your fem-case, or shift it into a UrKer pot, and so that the thick

roots or rhizomes may rest on the soil. Drain well, and use a compost of

tnrrypeat two- thirds and loam one-third, with a free admixture of silver

eand. Water freely when growing, and keep the soil moist after the fronda

become mature. It usually loses its fronds when the fresli ones begin to

appear, or shortly before, and we think your plant was onlv doing this pre-

paratory to commencing to grow. If you have a greenhouse or a viaery,

that would be the best place for it.

Pbach Trees GuimfftpaG (F. S. £ane).—Gumming in fruit trees Is to be

attribated to the sap not being sufficientW elaborated in the leaves, through
an excess of food beinK absorbed by the roots. Ifc is very common to the
Peach and Apricot on the Plum stock on dry gravelly soils. Yours is a very

bad case. We think the roots are deep in a bad soil, and know of no remedy
except taking up the trees and replanting them early next autumn. We
had some equally bad, and we took them up, though very old, and with the

loss of many branches trom gummy exudation, and found the roots bad
penetrated into the gravel to a depth of 3 feet, and were only bare sticks.

The trees were replanted in turfy soil from so(1s 6 inches thick chopped fine,

elates were placed over the bottom of the border at the depth of 20 inches

to prevent the roots goiog do*n, and the latter were covered with only
6 inches of soil. The trees are now free from gum, and have set too many
fmit by ten times. The Apricot^ are also free from gum, and not making so

much wood ; and the Peaches, little better than sk'^letnns before lifting, are

fast filling with short close-jointed wood. Gum being a disease of the sap,

though not communicated from one indiWtlual to another, soon spreads to

all parts of a tree, just as a disease of the blood in animals spreads over the
whole body.

Gardening Apparel {An Amateur Gardene?-).—Yon should wear a sub-

stantial pair of boots, and any old habiliments you have whilst you are at

work in your garden ; but if you wish to be spruce buy a tourist's grey suit.

Calceolaria Seedling (Loch iVes«).—The flowers are good in form and
colour, but not unlike many other seedlings which are raised every year.

Tha^ Bose leaves are extremely fine specimens of healthy and vigorous
growth.

Abundance of Grapes (W. B. rfM/weirfotl.—The Black Hamburgh under
ordinary circumstances would yieid you the largest and most unfailing

BUpply. Tour nther query is answered in *'Our Letter Bos."

LiLiuM GifJANTEDM AFTER Bloomino (P. Q ).—Unlcss you wlsh for seeds
we would, when the flower-stem turns yellow, cut It off just below the seed-
pods. Continue watering as usual for at least three months longer. In
September remove to a cold frame in the full sun, and give but little water
after this with abundamie of air. Protection from frost is all that is required
in winter. It may bloom another year if liberal treatment be given when
growing, and the bulbs be well ripened off in autumn. Abundant moisture
with free drainage when growing, plenty of pot room, and well ripening the
bulbs in autumn are the essentials to success. Pot in spring.

Taking tjp Crocuses—Removing Poltanthdses (J.).—Crocuses are best
left in the ground ail the year, and only need taking up every three years
or BO to divide the roots, planting again the same day. They bloom better

when not taken up, The Polyanthtises should now have a rather shady
and cool border, one shaded from the midduy sun, and if they have this with
a moist soil they need not be removed, unless the roots are large, when It

may be desirable to divide them. Plant on an east, border, or where they
can have the morning and evening aun with protection from the burning
heat of the sun from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A little fresh mould placed around
the crowns will be of service in preserving the roots from drought, and
during very dry weather ihe plants should be sprinkled with water in the
evening—that is, if you do not move them. A little sand placed between
the plants up to the crowns is very good at this season. Keep cool and
moist.

EiPBLLiNG Earth Worms (/rfe^nl.—Mix 14 lbs. of fresh lime with forty

gallons of water, slii- well up, and allow the mixture to .^itand for forty-eight
hours. Water with the clear water during showery weather when the worms
are near the surface ; they will then come to the surface, and may be cleared
away. This repeated a few times will clear the ground. Soot sprinkled on
the surface is not liked either by worms or slug?, and is, besides, a good
manure.

Planting ovt Ijlidm gjganteum (R. W. H).—We should not advise
you to plant out your Lilium giganteum unless yours is a very fheltered
place. The soil should be well drained if it ia planted out. If you have a
spare plant and wish to plant it out, you had better do so at or.ce. Let tbe
bulb be placed abi'Ut 2 or 3 inches below the surface of the ground. We
prefer growing them in the greenhouse, and as soon as thev have done
flowering put them out in the open air to ripen gradually. They will not
require much water, and during their spason of rest they are best kept in a
cool greenhouse during the winter. We believe that no portion of the
patent you mention is sustainable, but we cannot advise on such a subject.

Phormidm tevxx Seeds not Veoetatinq (Lex).—Tour seeds seem all

right, hnt we cannot say whether Ihey will germinate or not. They are

sound for the most part, thoueh many are defective, and some abortive.

The seeds ought to have germinated in one or all of the ways in which they

were pown bv you. We have sown the seeds repeatedly, and had no trouble

in making them germinate. We drain a pot well, and 911 to within half an
inch of the rim with rather strong loam, and sow the seeds, just covering

the™ with fine soil. The soil is kept constantly moist, and the pot placed in

a mild hotbed until the seed'ingftcome up, when they are removed to a cold

frame or greenhouse, standing the pot ou a cnol bottom, or failing that, it

ts placed on an inverted saucer in the midst of a larger one filled with

water, so th^it the bottom of the pot just touches the wtiter. The young
plants are potted off when of sufficient size, and grown on in a cold frame,,

protected in winter by mats. We should say your seeds are too old to ger-

minatp, or thev may not have been sufficiently ripaned. We have had them,

from New Zealand, and found steeping them In water at 100^ induced ger-

mination when they otherwise failed. They were steeped about twelve

hours, and sown immediately afterwards, or not allowed to become dry^

before sowing.

Gkranicms in Rich Soil (F. C.).—We think you have added by far too

much rainure ; so much, in fact, that the plants not only refu-^e to root into

it, but those already existing are deefcroyed. As the leaves flag, and copious

watering<i only aggravate the evit, your best plan would be to take up the

plants, remove the soil, and replant in loam from rotted turves if you have
it— if not. in good rather litrht loam. The rich soil will do very well for top-

dres-tng the beds of Calceolarias, Roses, &c. Turfy loam with a little leaf

mould is moat suitable for Geraniums. In rich soil they go too much to

growth, whilst in that which is vpry rich they will not grow at alt, or only

for a brief period, and then eo off just when they ought to be growing freely.

One- fourth of well -rotted manure is as much as can be given along with loam
to r.eraniumg with advantage. More may give vigour, but at the expense

of the bloom.

G-vafhaltum: unatum (P. P,).—Gnaphalium lanatum is a very useful

plant for edging lart;6 beds wirh, but it is rather too coai*so for small beds.

It Is perfectly hardy. The spring is the best time to divide or propagate it.

Cherries Falling (Dublin).—The very heavv crop borne by the trees

last year, and the very hot dry weather now prevailing, evidently weakened
them. The gangrene or brown ulcers on each Cherry intimate that there is

a deficient supply of sap. We should manure the soil for some feet in a

circle round each tree, mulch the surface, and water plentifully.

Inarching Muscat op Alexandrla on White Tokat [D. W. C.N,).—
You should have allowed both rods to grow ou till the pruning season had
arrived. All that was necessary to be done was to pinch in aU the laterals

on the stock, so as to throw all the strength you could into the graft. Yotl

might have taken a good crop off the old rod without doing the growing
cane any injury. We should not advise you to depend on the Tokav as a

stock for all your Muscats. We prefer the following kinds for stocks for

the Muscats—"namely. Black Hamburgh. Trebbiano, and Lady Downe's.

The reason why the le-ivea are turning yellow is this, the union was not ao

complete as yoii expect, and, from cutting the old rod away, the stock has
thrown up more ^ap than the young cane could abi^orb, and no doubt a
large portion ba« bfen lost. If the union was not complete the sap would
flow to the point where the old rod was cut off, instead of flowing into the

youne cane

.

Insects (V. G. C.).—Neither of the insects described above is a wire-

worm. The first ia evidently Snake Millipedes (Jiilus pulchellus or allied

species). We cannot determine the longer one without seeing a snecimen,

but it is probably the Gordian Worm ^Gordius aquaticus). We know no
better remedy than that of placing slices of veeetables in thf places they
frequent, as they nre especially fond of vegetable matter in an incipient

state of decay. (E Marpep).—The fact of the Holly buds bning attacked

by the dirty green larvte of one of the Tortricldse or Bell Moths is new to

us {those of Pnlyommatus Argiolus feed on the-n) They hav.; now gone
into the chrysalis st^te, and we expect the raoth-* out very shortly.—W.
Various (E. A. /*.).—You may remove the tips of the Gooseberry shoots,

and thus remove the aphides without injuring the bushes. The treatment
of Azaleas after flowering is stated at page 453 of our last Number. The
Nile Lily, which we presume ia Nymphaea Lotus, must be allowed to com-
plete its growth where it is.

Names OP Plants (ilfessine).— 1, Platvloma flexuo«mm ; 2 and 3, missing ;

4, Blechnura spicant; 5, Onychium lucidum j fj and 7, insufficioHt ; 8, Chei-

lanthcs hirta ; 0, Cyrtomium falcatum ; 10, Adlantum formosum. Lex
must send a specimen in flower. (/. S ).—Virgilia lutea. (A Donegal
^j/fescnJcr).—Tecomajaaminoides. (B. i^''.).—Erysimum ochrnleucum. We
cannot determine the Calystegia from the specimen sent. (G. Grove).—
Tamarix gallica. (T. S.).—\, ChEernphyllom tremulum; 2, Bunium flexu-

osum ; 3 Galium saxatile ; 4, Cerastium vulgatum ; 5, Campanulata glo-

merata. {A Youna Gardener).—'^. Polemonium cCEiukum; 4, Aubrietia

deltoidea ; 5. Spiraea filipendula. {E. I). ^T.).—Red flower Valeriana rubra,

and the other Cotyledon umbilicus. The last-named is popularly known a£

Wall Penny-wort.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in tke Suburbs of London for the Week endincj June 17tli.

DAT£.
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A METEOPOLITAN POULTRY SHOW.
We are rapidly reaching the longest day and as yet we

hear no tidings of a poultry show at or near London. Surely
the year, and especially this season of it. will not be allowed
to slip away without a meeting of the " cook parliament !

"

What are managers and secretaries about? Will not Mr.
Houghton or Mr. Douglas give exhibitors a chance ? Why
should not the Crystal Palace Show come to life again? Oh !

those jolly hours at Sydenham, dear to memory ! Do we
not recall the pleasant drive through sunny lanes and over
breezy uplands, or the not-so-agreeable trips from town,
when

" Rattle hi« bones
Over the stones,

It's only 11 'cabhorse' which nobody ownul "

rings in the ears of the occupant of the Hansom cab ? Wh
remember, too, the palpitating " heart- in-your-mouth" sen-
sation felt as one seeks the well-known quarters of the
poultry, and amid discordant Growings of giant Cochins and
pigmy Bantams, espies the much-loved familiar pen, and
finds it honoured with a coloured card ! And then the fun
of hearing the comments on your own birds, not always com-
plimentary

; and then the cozy luncheon and the best of
lobster salads, and the sparkling •' cliquot " with which the
winner of a " first prize " regales the ladies, and the com-
fortable spin home in the dogcart, and the mOd quiet weed,
and last, not least, the delight of your poultry factotum
when he learns that "they Brahmas," as he terms them
" have won !

" Let us hope that the Sydenham authorities
will renew such pleasures as these, or, in default thereof,
that other scenes may welcome the poultry ; that the Agri-
cultiu-al Hall, which seems to rival the Ark in the variety of
the animals to which it opens its portals, may again ring
with the clarion of the cock; or that Alexandra' Park, whose
abortive effort last year we all commiserated, may give a
chance of "running a tilt" against other exhibitors to—
Bkahma Pootba.

Edwards. The Spanish were better than we have ever before
seen at this Show, and Mr. Simmond's birds, if shown in

good condition, will repeat their exploit. We have not of
late seen a better pen of Golden-pencilled Hamhurghs than
those shown by Mr. Pettis, whUe the quality of the Spangled
may be judged from the fact, that Mrs. Pettat took only
second prize. Brahmas are decidedly becoming popular,
and here as elsewhere, there were two classes, one for light,

and one for dark. Mr. Pares took both in the first. In the
second, great names met. Mr. Boyle, of Dublin, was first

;

Mr. Fowler second ; and Mr. Hinton was highly commended.
The Various class deserves more than two prizes. Anda-
lusians, Malays, Creve Cceurs, Black Hamburghs, Pheasant
Malays, and Bantams form a large class. Mrs. Pettat was
first with Sebright Bantams ; Mr. Hinton, second, with
Malays. Many of the commended deserved more.

Mr. Fowler made a clean sweep of the Duck prizes. Hia
prize birds were 7i lbs. each.

There was a small show of Rabbits. The longest ears

measured 20} inches. In the foreign class the prize went
to a large Rabbit accurately marked like a Himalayan and
covered with long silky hair. That for all points went to

a remarkably handsome one weighing 9^ lbs., and measuring
19 inches.

This Show becomes every year more successful, owing
partly, no doubt, to the excellent management and constant
attention of Mr. Downes, the Secretary.

In addition to the prizes awarded, which will be found in

our Number for June 6th, the following commendations were
given :

—

Dorking.—Highly Co'nmendcd.G. Johnson, Fdrnham. Surrey; C.Smith,
DurnfiTd, Salistury; lira. Pettatf, A-hu, Mioheldevei ; T. P. Edwards,
Lyndhurst.
Gamk.— Highly Commended. O. Nicho'son, Fareham.
PonNli, -r:onim™.1etl, .Mrs. Pettatt, A^he, Mieh^ldever
Spanish —Commended, W. Nes'inan, Wnlsal ; Rev. J. Do L. Sinimonds,

Chiliiomb lte.2tory, Winchester.
Brahma Pootra.— Highly Commended. J Hin'on, Hinton, Bath.

Any othks VARiETr.— Highly Commended, J Par»w. Childown Hall;
Chertsey; Hev. S. Terry. Doinmer; Mrs. Pettutt, Ashe, MicUeldever. Oom-
mended, Mrs. IVnnetr., Chilinark, Salisbury.
Ducks.— Highly Commended J. W Kellairay, Merston ;

E. Curtis,

Duminer. Commended, Mis.^ Sillence. New Barn, C'lmjiron.

Rabbits.— FrtTie/y (to Include all poiius). — Hij^lily Coiniaended, J. H.
Robinson, Winchester.

Mr. Baily was the Judge.

NORTH HANTS POULTRY SHOW.-June 1.

Following the good example of the Bath and West of
England Show, the North Hants Society has determined on
moving about, and accordingly this year the Show was held
at Winchester. We should like another change, to find it
extended to other parts of south-western districts—Dorset-
shire, Wiltshire might claim a share of the patronage, i

The different towns might compete in liberality for the
presence of the exhibition to the advantage of aU concerned.
This would make it necessary to prolong the time of show-
ing, and that which is now the affair of a few hours might
extend over two or three days. Perhaps, like the creation
of Frankenstein, it might assume proportions that would
astonish its managers. We should be glad to see it. Dor-
chester formerly had good shows ; Southampton stood well

;

Salisbury was "to the fore," and now all are in a state of
coUapse. There is no doubt the south-west could support
a large show, and this meeting showed a step in that di-
rection. Tlie stone is rolling. The ground was admirably
chosen, close to the town. The inducement of music and
an enclosed spot for a promenade, mown and rolled till it
was even as a carpet, offered attractions to those (if there
be such), who came neither for poultry, sheep, cattle, horses,
implements, nor flowers.
The Dorldngs were most excellent. They would have been

a credit to any show in England, for shape, weight, and
colour. The first-prize birds were most meritorious ; Mr.
Fowler's second-prize birds were very good. Several very
fine birds in other respects had their spurs growing on the
outside of their legs. The Cochins gave deserved laurels to
Miss J. Milward and Mr. Fowler. The Game exhibitors
understood their business in matching their birds well. Mr
Bertram's cock and hen were beautiful, and Mr. Dupe's
Duckwings were deservedly admired. Polands are popular
in Hants, but it is hard to beat Mrs. Pettat and Mr. T. P.

THORNE POULTRY EXHIBITION.
(From a Correspondent.)

This Society has now been established thirteen years
in connection with an agricultural show. Each year, we
are happy to say, its success has proved regularly progres-
sive, but certainly the advance this year has been more
apparent than ever.

'The Show took place on the 14th inst., in the beautiful
grounds of Makin Durham, Esq.
Of the Spanish, with the exception of the winning birds,

we can say but little, as the condition in which the gene-
rality of the birds in this class were shown was inferior.

Cochins, shown by Messrs. Wood and Beldon, were very
good, and we also noticed a nice pen of Silver Cinnamons.
Vorkings were poor. Game, White and Piles, the prize birds
were good, also the pens of Black Reds shown by Messrs.
Brierley and Snowden ; the Duckwing class was a very poor
one. The prize for a Game cock and one hen was closely com-
peted for by Messrs. Chaloner and Aykroyd. Both pens were
really good, and the former took the silver cup, v.alue ^£5.

The Single Game cock class contained many good birds.

Mr. E. Aykroyd won the cup with a splendid Brown Red.
The show of Hamhurghs was good, the birds of Messrs.
Beldon, Burch, and Butler were far a-head of the rest. The
next class of note must receive the greater praise. The
class for Game Bantams was, without exception, one of the
best in the Show, and the birds of Messrs. Crosland and
Brierley were splendid and shown in prime condition. The
Judges awarded the silver cup to the former pen on account
of their smallness; and we were given to understand,' that
the second and third prize pens had won similar events for

the present cap winner. In Bantams, Gold and Silver-laced,

and Black and Whites, the prize pens were very nice.

There was a very good show of Pigeons, and we are glad
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to inform exliibltora that the Judges' awards gave general

satisfaction.

Spamish.—First and HiRhlj- Commended, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second,

E. Brown, Sheffield.

Cochin-Cbin».— First, R.J. Wood. Chnrley. Second, H. Beldon, Bingley.

DORKiNO.— First, W. Charter, Sheffield. Second, Hon. F. C. U. Hawke,
Womersley Tark. Coramended, J. Slodmore, Epworth.
Game (White an-l Pilei.— First, J. Sunderland, Coloy Hall. Second, R.

Dodge, Sheffield. Conimen'led. J. Hodgkinson, Hull.

Game (Black-bredsced and other Reds).— K-rst, C. VV. Brierley, Middleton.

Second, H. Snowd-^n, Great Horton. Comnnnded, J. Sunderland.

Game (Lm^kwiiig and oilier Greys and Bluej*).—First, H.Snowden, Great

Horton. Second, E. Avkroyd, Bradford, flii^hly Comniendetl, Messrs. Sales

and Bentley, Crowle. Commended. G. Cocking, jun., Crowle.
Game (Any variety).— First and Cup, C. Chaloner, Steetley. Second,

E. Aykroyd, Bradford. Third, J. Sunderland, Colev Hill. Highly Com-
mended, H. M. Julian, Hull; W. Boyes, Beverley. Commended, J. Fletcher,

Manchester.
Game Cock (Any variety\— First and Cup E. Aykroyd, Bradford. Second,

J. Sunderland, Coley Hall. Highly Comineuded, \V. Boyes. Beverley
i
Red)

;

J. Fletcher. Commended. H. M. Julian, Hull (Red) j 0. Chaloner,
Steetley; G. Ilplliwell, Walkley.
Poland (.\ny variety).— First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, H.

Beldon, Bingley.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon, Biogley.

Highly Coinniended. A. K. Wood, Buriiside, Kendal.
Hamburghs (Golden-epiingleo).-First and Second, Messrs. Birch and

Boulter, Slicfflcld. Commended, H. Beldon, Bingley.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second, G.

Helliwell, Walkley. Highly Commended, J. Hepworth, Bearswowd Green.
I-Iamburghs Golden-pencill-^d).—First and Second, Messrs. Froggatt and

Harrop, Wslkley. Highly Commended, W. Charter, ^heffield.

Ant Farmyard Cross.— First, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second, C. W.
Brierley. Middleton.
Game Bantams (Any variety).-First, Master C. Crossland, Wakefield.

Second and Third, C. W. Brierley, Middleton.
Bawtams (-Silver or Gulden-laced).— First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton.

Second, Me^isrs. S. & R. .AsUton, Roe Cross, Highly Commendel, H
Beldon, Bingley.

Bantams (.Any colour). — First, C. V,\ Brierley, Middleton tWhite).
Second, J. R. Jessnp. Hull (White).
Best Cock (Any Ereid or Cross).— First, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second

and Highly Cnnimen.led, Messrs. Birch & Boulter, Shetfield (Spanish).
Commended, H. -Mel kin, Driffield (Cochin). iZ't-ns.— First, Messrs. Birch
and Boulter (Spanish). S<^Ciind, H. Beldon. Commended, S. Taylor,
Cantley; R White, Sheffl '.Id (Cochin).
Best Cockerel and Two Pullets (.Any pure breed).—First, G. Hellewell,

Walkley. Sei/oud, H. Snowrieii, Great Horton.
Extra SrocK.—Piizo, J. Hawley, Doncaster (Cri>ve Cceur).
Guinea Fowls.— First, Hon. F. C. U. Hawke, Wometsley Park. Second,

H. Merkin. Driffield.

TuRKSTS.- First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, Miss Smith, Hat-
field.

Geese.—First. 0. A. Young, Driffield. Second, Mrs. Lee, Thorne.
Gins.— Fir..,t, Hon. F. C. H. Hawko. Second and Commended, Mrs.

Langhorn, Armyn.
Docks (Any variety).—First, H, Beldon, Bingley (Rouen). Second, J. R.

Jessop, Hull.

riGEONs.— CVirriers.— First, W. Massey, York. Second, H. Yardley,
Birmingham, Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
Commended. H. Sno vdeii, Great Horton ; E. Brown, Shetfleld. Croppers.
—First, E. Brown Second. H. Snowden. Highly Commenced, H. Yardley.
Commended, E. E. M. Royds. yVi»jA/ej-.s.— First, E. Brown. Second, \V.
Massey. Hitrhly Commended, Messrs. K. & C. Gravill, Thorne. Com.
mended, H Yardlev. ,/nco/j/n,?.— First, H. Yardley. Second, K. Favell,
Sheffield. HiBUly Commended, T. C. Taylor, Middleshorough. Nuns —
First, C. Addey, Epworth. Second. J. Pickering, Driffield. Trnmpptprs.—-
First, A. Middleton, Newport. Second, K. E. M. Royds. Ttirhits.— ^h-ax,
E. Brown. Second, H. Yardley. i^/in(rti/s.—First, T. O. Taylor. Second,
H. Yardley. 0«7s.— First, H. Yardlev. Second, E. E. M. lioyds. Barbs.
—First, E. Brown. Second, H. Yardley. Extra Stock.— Vvi'/.s, C. Addey.

Judges.—William Smith, Esq., Beech Hill, Halifax, and
Thos. Dodds, Esq., Warren Cottage, Wakefield.

Feancis Eichaed Pease, Esq., of Southend, Darlington,
died on the 7th inst. at the early age of twenty. As a poitltry

fancier and exhibitor nothing can so clearly bear testimony
to his practical earnestness and soundness of judgment in
this fancy as his numerous triumphs at so many of our
poultry shows, where his fine birds must in the future be
missed. Bat Darlington will especially suifer from his
absence, as this Show owed to his quiet unobtrusive, yet
masterly and liberal efforts to make it deserving the dis-

trict, more than is generally known. His labours in this
at so early an age and with so weak a state of health were
great promises, had life been spared him, of an amount of

public usefulness, the loss of which must be generally re-
gretted.—W. W.

Crook's Incubator.—On the evening of the 9th inst.,

Messrs. Crook, of Oarnaby Street, exhibited their artificial

incubator and artificial rearing apparatus, at the Eoyal In-
stitution, Albemarle Street. It was arranged so as to show
it in action with their new gas lamp, and the chicks coming

out; others under the artificial mother; and some feeding

in portable runs. The sound of the young ones chipping
inside the eggs was a novelty to many of the audience.

BEE-KEEPING IN DEVON.—No. XXIII.
A COUPLE OP MISTAKES AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES.

Yesterday (June 14th) I took a trip a few miles into the
country with the view of inspecting the apiary of a clerical

friend, who within the last few years has become rather an
enthusiastic bee-keeper, and who, having advanced so far as
to adopt Woodbury hives, had recently attempted to follow
the instructions given in page 407 of " Our Journal " (of
which, I need scarcely add, he is a constant reader) by form-
ing a small artificial swarm or " nucleus."

I learned that he commenced proceedings on the 27th of

last mouth by taking a brood-comb from a strong stock, and
placing it in a nucleus-box between a couple of spare combs,
and with a small population abstracted from the parent
hive. Having scrutinised the brood-comb most rigidly he
said to himself, •' It's all very well for Mr. Woodbury to talk

about seeing the queen on another comb, but I'm quite sure
she's not on this one, and, besides, I really fancy I did catch
a glimpse of her on another." So the nucleus was put in
its place and left for four days, when it was examined with
the view of ascertaining how many royal cells had been
started. Somewhat to my friend's surprise he found that

not even one had been commenced. Rather puzzling, this !

but never mind, we'll give them another brood-oomb, and
then all will doubtless go well. -4.nother comb was accord-
ingly abstracted from the unfortunate parent stock, and the
nucleus left quiet for a few days longer, when, an apiarian
friend happening to call, the box was again overhauled, and,
instead of the expected royal cells, there was the old queen
composedly traversing the first comb that was lifted out.

What was now to be done ? A council of war was hastUy
held, and it was ultimately decided to let things remain as
they were—the old queen in the nucleus-box, and the bees
in the parent hive raising royal cells to supply her place.

Subsequently another nucleus was formed by extracting a
comb with a royal cell and some bees from the old stock.
The parent hive and two small artificial swarms were

submitted to my inspection, and I took them in the follow-

ing order:—First the nucleus (now transfeiTed to a full-

sized hive) containing the old queen. Here I found brood
had been added too fast, so that in every comb much had
become chilled, and appeared in various stages of decompo-
sition, interspersed with healthy brood, but remaining, ag
yet, unremoved by the bees. At my especial request my
friend kindly consented to permit matters to continue in the
same state, with the view of ascertaining whether the bees
as they increased in strength would be able to remedy the
evil, or whether there was any foundation for Mr. Lowe's
opinion that under such circumstances foul brood must
follow as a necessary consequence.
Next came the parent hive, now supposed, and no doubt

correctly, to possess a young queen ; but here the bees
turned out so vicious that I had to put on gloves (a most
unusual circumstance), and we were glad to be content
with a partial examination. The two first full-sized combs
were solid masses of sealed honey, so we made prize of the
first and substituted an empty one. On the third comb we
found the remains of two royal cells—one opened naturally,
and from which a young princess had evidently emerged,
the other torn open at the side, and marking the untimely
destruction of its hapless inmate by her elder sister. This
discovery leaving, as it did, no reasonable doubt of the exist-

ence of a young queen, sufficiently contented us, and we
replaced the crown-board, glad to have done with such a
oantankeror.o lot, whose vindictive and persevering attacks
contrasted most unfavourably with the demeanour of my
own mild and plactible Liguriaus.

In the second nucleus appeared a naturally-opened royal
cell, and we presently espied its late tenant briskly travers-
ing the same comb, and evidently in a high state of activity
and health.

Having finished our examination my friend declared him-
self exceedingly well pleased with the result. His mistake
had cost him, he said, a good super of honey, which ha would
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donbtless have obtained from the old stock had it continued

in possession of its original queen ; but, on the other hand,

he considered he had gained far more than its value from
the experience it had afforded him ; actual experience being,

as he justly remarked, of far more practical value than any-
thing that could be learnt from books.

Passing the other colomes, some swarms, some old stocks,

and some working handsome supers, but all in a most
flourishing condition, my friend paused before a flat-topped

straw-hive. " Here," said he, " I fear I have made another
mistake," and proceeded to explain that a swarm having
settled in two clusters he had hived them in different hives,

•which were left on the ground side by side until the evening,

when finding that both hives continued tenanted^ he con-

cluded that each possessed a queen, and placed them on
their respective stands, but now feared that the one before

which we stood was in reality queenless. On turning it up
I saw a small cluster of bees and three or four new pieces

of comb, but immediately and confidently pronounced my
friend's suspicions to be correct, for of these new construc-

tions all were drone-combs. " What is to be done with
them ? " was the next question. " Give them to me," was
my reply, " and if I am lucky in queen-rearing you shall

have them back again with a Ligurian queen at their head."
And so I took my place in the railway carriage on my way
home, putting the hive of queenless bees under the opposite
seat, which was forthwith occupied by a clerical gentleman,
who on finding the kind of company he was in, smilingly
requested to be informed if the raUway bye-laws did not
prohibit the conveyance of lucifer matches, bees, gunpowder,
and other explosive combustibles? declaring that for his

part he would rather be seated on a cask of gunpowder, since

it was scarcely possible that that would explode, whilst he
deemed it higihly probable that the bees might escape ! Our
safe arrival at the Exeter station, however, speedOy relieved

him of his jocularly-expressed fears, and of the company of

the bees as well as that of—A Devonshire Bee-keepee.

PUTTING TWO SWAEMS INTO A STEWAETON
HIVE.

Will you kindly inform me whether if I put a swarm of

bees in the lower box of a Stewarton hive and a second in the
box immediately above it, the two could be made to unite
and so form an extra strong stock ?— G. H. H.

[If the two swarms issite within a few days of each other
and are united immediately, we do not think there would be
much risk of a quarrel.]

SWAEMING VEBSXJS STOEIFTING.
In my communication under the signature of " Amatette,"

at page 277, detailing my success with the storifying as com-
pared with the swarming system, I promised to record my
further progress.

Acting on my resolution, I procured from the country a
couple of stocks of bees in common straw skeps to people the
boxes of my two new octagon covers, and after these had
remained sufficiently long to become familiarised with theu-

new locality, I had them driven on May 9th, and their

combs transferred to the frames of my new Stewarton boxes.
This last operation was accomplished in a most expert and
satisfactory manner in the genial warmth of the greenhouse,
thanks to the considerate kindness of my friend, " A Ren-
prewehibe Bee-keepee," in again sending his man to aid
me in the work.

After the two new octagon frame boxes had been com-
pleted, we had as much brood comb left over as filled the
frames of a third octagon-box, with which I resolved to
nadir my old strong colony. On attempting to raise the pile

of three boxes out of the cover, the weight was so great
that I first lightened it of the topmost breeding-box, and
was taken by surprise to find its every cell filled with fine

honey, as it doubtless had been left at the end of the season.
It weighed 30 lbs. gross ; deducting 4 lbs. for the box leaves
26 lbs. nett ; this added to the 68 lbs. formerly reported at

page 278, gives a total honey harvest of 94 lbs. from the one
hive. Last season, the remaining two boxes were still so
weighty as to quite justify the preliminary spoliation process

by the removal of end combs, &o. ; but the season I con-
sidered not sufficiently advanced, and resolved to content
myself meantime with what I had taken.
Such a yield of honey from one stock, in a town locality,

too, impresses me most favourably with the storifying
system, and the skilled manipulation of Stewarton hives in

effecting results I could hardly have supposed possible from
my experience of the old swarming plan.—R. B.

BEES IN AUSTEALIA.
We copy the following from The Australasian of March

4th :—Woodbury frame-hives were first introduced into the
colony with the Ligurians, and appear to have been folly

appreciated, whilst we ]iave reason to know that the " Vic-
toria Apiarian Society " numbers among its members many
accomplished bee-keepers. The innocence of the Melbourne
editor's reply is, however, perfectly refreshing ; he is evi-

dently in a state of the most blissful ignorance alike on the
subject ofdrone-breeding queens, fertile workers, or partheno-
genesis in the honey-bee :

—" I took a notion of keeping bees,

and commenced six weeks since by placing a swarm in one of
Woodbury's frame-hives. I thought I had a splendid hive,

but ou closer examination I found the brood were all drones !

"As I understand the drones never collect any honey, and
are only useful for breeding and keeping the brood warm, I
am inclined to think that my hive wUl become extinct. I

would feel very much obliged if you would advise me how to
cure them.—J. G."

[Tour communication is very remarkable. How did you
come to buy a hive of all drones ? It is the oddest transac-
tion in the apiarian line that we ever heard of. As to curing
a hive of being drones, alias males, you might as well at-

tempt to cure men of being men, or women of being women—Editor of " Tlie Australasian."~\

QUE LETTEE BOX.
Geese at the Brentwood Shotv.—Mr. Postans of Brentwoofl, Essex,

infoims Ds tbdt the Geese which took first prize oa the 6th inst. belonged
to Mr. Po^tana of Shelley, in SuflFoIk,

M.^NAGBMENT OP BkOODY HeNS— HeN'S PeCKING THEIR EoOS ( (?. S.).

—

We can see nothing wrong: in your manageraent. It has not been a good
hatching year becaupe we, like yourselves, have had clear eittinffs. We had
on one day three out of four. Such a thing has never happened before.
All our hens sit on the ground, but they are all confined, and in semi-dark-
ness. We would kill any hen that ate the eg^s she sat npon. We can only
suggest one thing, and that is, that the hens should have dust at hand when
they come off to feed. It is the sovereign remedy against vermin, and
under the influence of the irritation caused by these parasites hens can not
only not sit well, but they will do all sorts of strange things.
Karlobks op La Flhche Cock {E. P. i.).—The earlobes should be

quite white. It would be a disadvantage in eshihiting, and in close compe-
tition would certainly turn the scale against him.
Food for Young Partridges {W. B. d^Almeida).—Yomu^ Partridgee

should be fed on chopped egg, bruised wheat, bread-crumbs, and curd.
They must always have water. If the hen with the young is pat near a
grass or clover field, they will run therein, and find much of their food

;

but this is only a help. The hen should not be allowed to leave the rio, and
it should be secured from vermin at night. Cats are great destroyers of
young Partridges. Maegots of any kind are very sersiceable to young
Partridges, hut especially the larvse. or " eggs," as they are usually called,
of the ant. In June and July they prefer these to any other food. We have
no recollection of your inquiry about a cow-shed.
We have again deferred the answer to the *' Country Parson" because

we are in daily expectation of being able to give him more information than
he asks.

Fertile Workers {W. Carr).—Having observed this phenomenon in
onr own apiary, we have no doubt whatever of ita occasional but very rare
occurrence,
Bdff and Black-spangled Pigeons {A Subscriber).—'^oxyr Pigeons are

evidently one of the varieties of Le Pigeon Mail!*); probably the walnut-
coloured variety, known here variously us Povcelaint', Hyacinths, Victorias,
and by other names.- E. P. B.

Hives {Ferdinanfl).— For five postage stamps yon can have from our
office, Iroe by post, if you send your direction, " Bee-keeping for the Many."
It contains drawings and a description of the Woodbury hive. Marriott^s
and Neighbour's hives are much the same. The former, we believe, cannot
now be purchased.
Safest Time for Putting on a Scpku {^4 Would-be Bee- 3faster. )—T!iie

middle of a fine day is the best time to put on a super as well as for watch-
ing the pioeeedings of bees and performing most other operations on them.
When honey is plentiful, their attention is so concentrated on the one grand
object of collecting and storing it, that they take but comparatively little

nijtlceof the operator or spectator. Towards < vening, when the day's work
draws near its close and most of the foragers have returned home, they are
far more on the alert, and their suspicions are so readily excited that, as in
your own case, stings arc frequently inflicted with little or no apparent
provocation.
Silkworms* Silk.—A lady wishes to know how to dispose of the siik,

and wJiether it should be wound off or left en the cocoons.—C, W. P.
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its volume of water, and always in the afternoon when the

sun has lost much of its power. I must remark that the

drainings used for this purpose contain no urinary matter

except that derived from the solid manure.
All these liquids are used of the same temperature as

that of the house, the liquid being heated and strained

through a muslin or tiffany bag, so that dirt may not get

into the syringe. Some discrimination is necessary in using

the manure water for syi'inging purposes. When the leaves

of Vines are young, and cousquently tender, it should be
diluted one-tliird more, and the same for Melons, Cucumbers,
and all plants of which the leaves are young and soon
scorched. After they attain their full size it may be given

at the strength named, but always with the declining sun.

The clear liquid only is used for syringing with.

I have used all the liquids named at four times the strength

stated above for fiUing evaporating-troughs, but only for

destroying insects ; for I find that the ammoniacal vapour
when very strong is apt to scorch the leaves, particularly

when the air becomes surcharged with it and the sun is

powerful. I may also state that when the evaporating-

troughs are filled to overflowing, and the liquid drips on the

hot pipes or flues, the air is so quickly fllled with the vapour
that the leaves of Vines and similar plants, especially when
young, are scorched. When, however, the leaves have
arrived at that stage at which red spider usually attacks

them there is no danger in using the liquid at four times
the strength, and as charging the atmosphere with ammo-
niacal vapour is necessary to destroy mealy bug and red
spider, that strength becomes a matter of necessity, other-

wise only weak doses are needed as invigorators, whilst

syringing the foliage renders it very distasteful to insects.

Ammoniacal vapour, though desirable, should be used
with care. Smooth or plain-leaved plants, as Vines, Figs,

Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Pines, Gardenias, Oranges, and
all those usually attacked by red spider, will endure vapour
of double the strength I have stated, and may safely be
syringed with the liquid after the leaves attain their full

size ; woolly and soft-textured leaves, as those of Gloxinias,

Azaleas (though not soft but hairy), Gesneras, and Pelar-

goniums, had better not be syringed, and should never be
exposed to a highly ammoniacal atmosphere.

Finally, I would state my conviction of the little reliance

to be placed on ammonia alone, thinking it best applied

along with phosphates. I find the different salts of ammonia
vary so much in strength as to make their use unsafe. The
best that I have used was a solution of ammonia made by
dissolving 1 lb. of carbonate of ammonia in a gallon of water,

keeping the solution in a close-stoppered bottle, and putting

a little in the evaporating-pans at the time of shutting up
the house. A pint was allowed for a house 30 by 18 feet,

5 feet high at the sides, and 13 feet from the centre to the
apex. I must admit that this sensibly invigorated the
foliage of the plants, it being larger, and the roots of Orchids

were more plentifully emitted, but there was not that
increased greenness in the leaves which is the characteristic

of an atmosphere manured with guano or sheep's dung in

solution. In fact, the foliage was not of so good a colour

as without the ammoniacal vapour. We gave it up and con-

verted the carbonate into the sulphate of ammonia by drop-

ping sulphuric acid into the solution till all bubbling ceased.

For stimulating the growth of plants, sulphate of ammonia,
at the rate of 1 oz. to eight gallons of water, is, perhaps,

unequalled, it being applied the same as other liquid manures
to plants in a growing state.

After giving it may not be out of place to ask for infor-

mation. Has the presence of ammonia been detected in at-

mospheric air by analysis ? Liebig says nay, and yet he notes

its presence iu rain water and snow. There is every reason
to believe that it does exist in the atmosphere, and descends
with the dew and the rain ; * but if it be traceable in water,

• Thai fallinc »t Rothamsted. in Hertfordstiire, twenty miles from Lon-
don, ha-* bcpii examined by Professor Way. He found (grains) in an
imperial g^l on in —

"'
Ammonia. Nitric acid.

July 0. 61 ... 017

w.ga^t, 0.080 ... O.OGO

.Snp,ember ... 0.093 ... 0.021

OctobiT (161 ... 0.036
N.ivemher ... 0.54 ... 0.0.8

December 007 ... 0.017

-[Hcicnce and Practice oj Qardcniny, page 74.

J
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and loam otherwise impregnated with iron, which is well

known to favour the production of blue flowers in the

Hydrangea, the organised matter referred to is formed from

juices impregnated with iron oxide, and so produces blue

flowers. The intensity of the blue is, I believe, according

to the perfect oxidation of the iron. Chalk water never

fails to counteract this effect of the oxide on the flower, as

we have often proved here, so that, to give the fairest

chance to the experiment of getting blue Hydrangeas, I

would recommend the cuttings to be taken as early in the

spring as possible, to strike or root them in red sand, to grow
them in nothing but red loam and iron filings, according

to the above proportions, and never to water them but with

rain-water: but I am not sure whether rusty water from
hot-water pipes would not add to the success of the experi-

ment; at any rate this rusty water is not injurious to these

Hydrangeas. In some parts of the country the natural soil

will produce blue Hydrangeas, and in such places it is

difficult to meet with pink ones; and, what is singular

enough, the Bhododendrons will flourish in such soil, although
apparently devoid of aU traces of vegetable matter. There
is also a kind of peat earth which invariably turns the pink

to a blue Hydrangea, but all the peat that we have access

to here (Suffolk), does just the contrary. To have pink
Hydrangeas next summer, let us, therefore, make our cut-

tings in August from pink parents."]

SIEBEE, THE PLANT COLLECTOE.
Fkancis William Siebek was a native of Prague, in

Bohemia, and from this inland capital he succeeded in

extending his botanical travels, and those of his assistants,

over several distant portions of the globe, and I think that

the number of specimens of plants collected thus may
well be put down at one million. As is the case with
Beethoven, who is said to have been a son of King Frederic
William II. of Prussia, Sieber was a son of the Emperor
Francis of Austria, and he certainly bore a resemblance to

some of the fairer members of the Hapsburg family. His
frame was well formed, and this, and the vivacity of his mind,
fitted him for the task he had traced out for himself.

It was about the year 1812 that Hoppe, of Ratisbon,
began to publish his "Dried Plants of Germany;" Sturm's
"Flora," also composed of small, neatly-coloured engrav-
ings, excited the attention of the studious amongst us.

Sieber, whose relations were in easy circumstances, had
received a good school education, and studied botany under
Willibald Schmidt, the author of the " Flora Bohemise," in

folio. After some preliminary excursions in the Bohemian
Sudetsh, he started for the Austrian, Carinthian, and Sty-

rian Alps, Saussure and Hacquet being his patterns then.

It was a pleasure to listen to Sieber, when he related how
he first found and collected the Wulfenia carinthiaca, those

rare Saxifragas, and Gentianas, only to be found in certain

remote localities of Carinthia and Carniola ; already my
departed friend collected, al in grosso, one and two hundred
specimens, if he could get them. Sieber trafficked from the
first, like Hoppe, in plants, but not then to the same ex-

tent as when he published his " Flora Exsiccata Novse Hol-
landiae, ' &c.

Sieber's next trip was to Italy, then under Napoleon's
rule, and difficult of access, especially for an Austrian
subject. The " Flora Italica," was the first considerable

issue of dried plants, and the printed tickets to those spe-

cimens were a curiosity in themselves. " Ixia bulbocodium,
in rupe Tarpeja, Roma;" "AnthyUis barba-Jovis, in nubibus
InsuliE CapresB;" " Lamium garganicum, in monte Gargano,
Apuliae," &c. These issues widely diffused the love of botany,

and in Bohemia produced a rich crop of distinguished bo-

tanists. Of his stay in Naples a curious incident may be re-

lated. Being in the island of Capri, he ventured himself on
parts of the rocks where no one had ever been before. This,
and perhaps the papers he had about him for placing his

plants in, attracted the notice and suspicion of those on board
some English cruiser in the Bay of Naples, and they fired

several cannon shots at our botanical collector, which, how-
ever, fortunately did not reach him.
Returning to Prague from such excursions, a couple of

years were occupied in arranging, naming, publishing, and

disposing of these plants. His subscribers became in suc-

cession numerous and important, amongst them the late

King of Saxony, for whom Sieber collected choice speci-

mens (PracW exemplare) in all his travels. This splendid

collection was probably burnt during the outbreak in Dres-

den, in 1849. It is natural to suppose that our friend

would not have sufficed for the large amount of work con-

nected with his enterprise, and he had about him some
young gardeners to help him, and thus the idea arose, suc-

cessively much expanded, to send some of these youngsters
on similar botanical errands. I believe it was young Katschy
whom he first sent to Martinique for that purpose. Ima-
gine a young Bohemian journeyman gardener going to the

forests and mountains of a West India island ! Still those

lads all turned out well, especially Boyer, who afterwards

became Professor and Director of the Botanical Garden in the
Isle of France. StUl Sieber used a means to facilitate, nay
to make possible, such botanical expeditions. There was a
book prepared in small folio, and on the leaves were fixed

original or cultivated specimens of such plants as were
known or supposed to grow in Martinique. I was present

when Katschy returned, and certainly there never had
arrived in Europe such a vast collection of tropical plants

for publication and sale. Sieber generally divided his
" Herbaria Sicca " into centuries, which were sold for from
forty to sixty or eighty florins (10 to ^£1) each.

As Schultes and Hacquet had directed my late friend

to the alpine world, it was Tournefort who gave him
his easterly direction. Sieber visited first the island of

Crete, made a long stay at Canea, ascended the Ida, and
as he was a man of manifold acquirements, surveyed the

Labyrinth. This Cretan, as well as his subsequent Egyp-
tian and Jerusalem voyages, appeared in print, and these

volumes are even cited now. In Egypt Sieber went up to

the first cataract, and many were the rare and new plants

published in the " Flora ^gyptiaca," as well as the " Hiero-

solymitana." Such travels connected with the collection of

tens of thousands of plants were expensive then, but I think
that the Emperor Francis had settled an allowance on him
or his mother.
A few years passed again away in the arranging and pub-

lishing of these three herbaria. Besides, Sieber was in com-
munication with most of the leading botanists of Europe

—

Tenore, in Naples, De Candolle, &c. ; but he could never
have succeeded in such a wide task, if he had viewed botany
only in its dry and matter-of-fact features. Sieber read
and knew the fine philosophical works which Kant, Sprengel,

Willdenow, and others had published, and many were the
pleasant and exciting conversations which I had with him in

those rooms of his in the corridor of the old Convent ot St.

Jacob, in the Kleinseite of Prague. Tlien he would dress in

some of the costumes of chamois hunters, or of Turks and
Arabs, which he had brought with him.
About this time, 1817, Boyer went to Madagascar, and it

may be said that he acquired even a public character with
King Eadama. The plants sent thence to the Museum of

Vienna, the King of Saxony, &o., were surprising.

But now came the time when my late friend planned and
executed his last and greatest botanical expedition—viz.,

that to the Australian continent. At that time specimens
of wild Australian plants were rare even in England, be-

cause Banks, Solander, Brown, and Cunningham (?) had
not collected specimens for publication and sale ; there-

fore Sieber went to the Antipodes. His head quarters were
Sydr.ey, the environs of which, and Botany Bay, are rich

in plants. But his enterprising spirit pushed him much
further, and he was the first who explored the Blue Moun-
tains, and the plains beyond them, shortly before discovered

by Wentworth, Lawson, and Blaxland. These collections

he made on horseback, not riding himself, because he was
a wonderful walker, but the harvest of plants was bo

great, that they had to be stowed on the back of a horse.

These thousands on thousands of specimens could not have
been preserved in the ordinai'y way ; but Sieber had invented
an especial method to arrange and dry specimens for the
herbarium.
To account for his subsequent melancholy death, it is to

be stated that he was during his travels in communication
with the Emperor of Austria ; and when a letter arrived from
Vienna, after a stay of several months in New South Wales,
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Sieber returned to Europe, with a collection of dried plants,

tlie bulk of which was contained in a number of oases, and

it took again a considerable time to arrange and publish

the several centuries of the " Flora Exsiccata STovaj Hol-

landias," in his house at Prague. He was altogether an ex-

ceedingly active and successful collector, because even the

number of bird and other skins he brought with hira was

surprising. His correspondence with the first botanists of

Europe increased every day, and a genus of plants (Siebera),

and numerous species were called after him.

Sieber was in the habit of often writing to Vienna, and

when such letters arrived, the Emperor would say, " Oh, let

John (Archduke John) read them to me at table." It may

be that our friend might before, and on a critical occasion, _m

1820, have alluded to political events. So much is certain

that on his return from Sydney, he stated to the captain of

the ship, that there were agents of Prince Metternich abroad

who had orders to murder him. Sieber, like all men who

have accomplished aught extraordinai-y, was a highly cul-

ivated person, and at a later period, about 1827, he was

-cupied in a dramatic work, " Plato in Sicily." However,

all his MSS. on various subjects have disappeared. His

mind was now occupied with subjects extraneous to his

original pursuits, and thus it cannot be surprising to find

him, in 1830, in Paris, engaged in the political affairs of the

French Kevolution. His collections had been transferred to

Vienna, and as Professor Lichtenstein (the African traveller)

was in the Austrian capital, portions of it were transferred

to the Berlin Museum. Then, that life-full and bright

career which had begun amongst the choicest plants and

flowers of the Styrian and Carinthian Alps, and had pursued

its course in southern Italy, in Crete, Egypt, and New
Holland, drew to a sad and melancholy end. "Whether Sieber

became really insane or not I cannot say, but my poor friend

died (be it said to the eternal shame of the Prague autho-

rities), in the lunatic department of the hospital of that

His works and plans, however, survive him to a certain

degree, because some of his pupils travelled and collected in

Kordofan, and other most remote places. His method of

preserving, and well preserving, thousands of specimens ot

dried plants, is worthy of being generally known.—L.

habit ; leaves cupped, whitish at the edge, and having a-

dull zone ; flowers rather nan-ow-petaled, in fine trusses,

pale cerise pinV. Also grown as Victoria.
,_ , »

Silver Ohain** (Scott, E. G. Henderson).—Compact dwart

habit ; leaves with a broad whitish edge, flat, with indica-

tions of being zonate ; flowers bright rosy cerise, large and

well formed, darker than those of Venus, which it very

closely resembles : the foliage, however, is better.

The Countess (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Vigorous and

coarse in habit; leaves with whitish edge and dark zone;

flowers scarlet.

REPOET ON THE BEDDING PELARGONIUMS
GROWN AT CHISV\^ICK, 1864.

By Thomas Mooee, F.L.S., Seoretakt to tut. Floral Committee.

(^Concluded from yajie 470.)

SEKIES v.—SILVER VARIEGATED VARIETIES.

1. LEAVES ZONATE AND MAEGINATE.

(a) Margins white.

Argus*** (G. Smith).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves

with whitish edge and indistinct pink zone; flowers very

bright light scarlet, well formed, and in good trusses.

Burning Busfe (Hally).—Dwarf habit; leaves with whitish

edge and pink zone; flowers light scarlet.

Countess of Warwiel: * * * (Kinghorn) .-Vigorous free habit

;

leaves whitish at the edge and with a dark red zone ;
flowers

abundant, scarlet.

Elegans (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Moderately vigorous

habit; leaves white-edged and faintly pink-zonod; flowers

cerise.
,s -rv t'

Fontainehleau * * * (E. G. Henderson & Son, Scott).—Uwarl

habit ; leaves with a whitish margin and a faint pink zone ;

flowers cerise.

Julia** (Turner).-Vigorous habit; leaves with very

slight pink zone and whitish margin ; flowers scarlet, m
good trusses. „ <.,,-.

Utile Beauty (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Dwan habit;

leaves very white at the edge, with a deep red zone ;
flowers

scarlet.
, „ ,

Picturatum* * * (Turner).—Dwarfish habit; leaves flat,

•with whitish edge and well-marked pink zone; flowers light

scarlet. . .
,

Bainhoto (Scott).—Moderately vigorous ; leaves with pink

7one and whitish edge ; flowers light scarlet.
_ .

St. CUir*** (Turner).—Free and moderately vigorous

2 LEAVES MAEGINATE, NOT ZONATE.

(a) Margins white.

Alma*-** (Scott, Turner).—Moderately vigorous habit

;

leaves with a broad whitish edge ; flowers deep scarlet. Of

free healthy growth.

Bijou*** CLovr & Co., Turner).—Moderately vigorous;

leaves flat, with a whitish edge ; flowers of good form,, scar-

let. Considered better than Jane, but of a more compact-

growing habit.
. , i.-! 1 „

Jane*** (Turner).—Moderately vigorous habit; leaves

whitish at the margin, rather cupped ; flowers scarlet. Of

o-ood free habit, covering the ground well.
°

Mangles's Variegated (Scott).-Of free spreading habit

;

leaves lobed, with a broad whitish edge ; flowers small, pmk.

^^MoLtain of Light (Fraser).-Dwarf habit; leaves whitish

at the edge ; flowers scarlet .,^ . , .,, , -tj^i.

Mountain of Snow (Fraser).-Dwarf ; leaves with whitish

edses ; flowers loose, scarlet.
, ., • j,

|f«.L<;n«oa;(Taylor).-Dwarfish habit; leaves white-edged;

flowers scarlet. TTie whitest-marked m the collection, but

considered to be practically superseded by Bijou and Jane

Queen of Q^^eens*** (Bull) .-Moderately dwarf; leaves

whitish at the edge; flowers scarlet. A free grower, and

dwarfer in habit than Jane.
, „ , „„,.

Variegated Dandy (Scott).-Very dwari and compact;

leaves very small, with a narrow whitish edge. Useful m
some situations.

(b) Margins cream-coloured.

Anme** (KinghornJ .-Vigorous habit; leaves large, with

a broad creamy edge; flowers scarlet, of a free and rather

"°XW Spring*** (Turner) -Moderately vigorous

compact habit; leaves broadly edged with cream colour;

flowers lar'Te, of good form, deep cense-scarlet.

ZlndTsonii (E.°G. Henderson & Son). -Of rather coarse

habit ; leaves creamy at the edge ; flowers scarlet

Koh-i-noor (Scott).-Dwai-fish habit; leaves with creamy

^%h, Plymouth (Turner, Fraser).-Of free spi^ading habit;

leaves bipinnatifid, with creamy edges. An old useful sort.

Maid .^- Orleans (Scott).-Dwarf habit ; leaves with cream-

coloured edges ; flowers pale cense-scarlet.

S-rfeor** (Dixon).-Moderately vigorous habit ;
leaves

with a broad creamy-white edge; flowers deep scarlet.

sLe, Qui*** (Taylor).-Vigorous habit; leaves la^ge^

round, scarcely lobed, flat, with a well-defined broadiah

cream" eA^e ; flowers abundant, loose, rose-pink.
_

ne'Bouluk (E. G. Henderson & Son) .-Moderately vigor-

ous habit; leaves creamy at the edge, cupped; flowers dull

"'"Ziegated Prince of Orange i^r^^y-^ZZLlTll^h.
habit; leaves small, lobed, scented, narrowly edged witt

"'FenuTlE'G. Henderson & Son).-Dwarf compact habit;

leave wi\h abroad creamy edge ; flowers bright rosy cerise^

Similar to Silver Chain, but a few shades less pure in the

I
colour of the leaf.

I SERIES VI.-GOLDEN' VAIUEGATED VARIETIES.

1 LEAVES ZONATE AND MAKGINATE.

Golden Baron Hugel (Wills) .-Very dwai-f spreading habit

;

leaves with a bronzy zone ;
flowers scarlet.

Golden Woodwardimu^ (Wills).-Rather vigorous habit;

leaves yellowish-green, with indistinct bronze zone ;
flowers

"^^;'iS.^arf habit ; leaves yellowish with bronze

zone ; flowers corise-soarlet.
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Mrs. Milford (E. Gr. Henderson & Son).—Vigorous habit;

leaves with a veiy broad bronze-coloured zone, becoming at

lensjth yellow ; flowers deep scarlet, distinct.

Mrs. Follocl*** (E. G.Henderson & Son).—Vigorous
habit; leaves flat with a broad yellow border, and zone of

deep red ; flowers scarlet. A very beautiful vai'iety.

Swnset*** (E. U. Henderson & Son).—Dwarfish and
spreading habit; leaves smooth, flat, witli a broad yellow

border and distinct zone of light orange-red; flowers cerise

scarlet. A very beautiful variety.

2. LEAVES KAROINATE, NOT ZONATE.
Cloih of Gold *** (Veitch, Turner).—D warf habit; leaves

flat, downy, deep yellow, with small bright green disk;

flowers deep scarlet.

Golden Cerise Unique (Veitch).—Moderately vigorous and
free habit; leaves with yellow edge and reddish zone;
flowers small, cerise.

Golden. Chain*** (Scott; Turner).— Spreading habit;

leaves broad, flat, surrounded with a deep yellow edge ; flowers

deep cerise-scarlet.

Golden Fleece**'* fS''eitch, Turner).— Dwarf spreading
habit ; leaves flat, yellow, with green disk : flowers abundant,
bright scarlet. Appears to be of freei* habit than Cloth of

Gold.
Golden Harlcaway** (E. G. Henderson & Son).—Dwarf

habit; leaves lobetl, and having yellow margins; flowers

loose, orange-scarlet, tinted with cerise.

3. LEAVES WHOLLY TELLOVf.
General Longstreet (Wills).—Apparently not free; leaves

yellowish ; flowers scarlet.

Golden Leaf (Carter & Co.).—Dwarf habit ; leaves yellow

;

flowers scarlet.

Golden Little David (Wills).—Dwarf habit; leaves yellow.

This plant was not vigorous enough to produce flowers.

Robert Fish (Wills).—A gold-leaved variety, with orange-
scarlet flowers 01 the semi-nosegay character, and highly
promising as a dwfl,rf sort for edgings, but not well developed.—(Proceedings of the Royal RorticuUural Society.)

CEEASTIUM TOMENTOSUM—AEABIS LUCIDA
VAEIEGATA AS EDGING PLANTS.

I OFTEN find the Cerastium tomentosum mentioned and
recommended as a border for Geraniums ; but a,s my Ceras-
tium has been in full flower for the last fortnight or more,
while the Geraniums were only lately bedded out, I know
not how these can flower together. I have a sii-feet-wide

border of Cerastium one sheet of snow, with circular patches
of Geraniums at regular distances in the midst, but the
Cerastium is so much taller than the Geraniums, that it

quite smothers and hides them. Do you consider the Ceras-
tium Biebersteini superior to the C. tomentosum ? The
foliage is sometimes richer, but the flowers so scattered and
few that I cut them oft", and doubt about using it farther.

Is it sufficiently ascertained that there is a good Arabis
lucida variegata yellow enough to look handsome, and to

maie it worth inquiring for from nurserymen ?

—

Agnes.

[The Cerastium tomentosum is very beautiful when in

full bloom, and tlien it would be apt to dwarf out of sight

scarlet Geraniums when first planted out, unless these were
very large plants. Even in your case, with circles of Scarlet

Geraniums in your six-feet-wide border of Cerastium, the
tail flowers of the Cerastium will shade the Geraniums in

this scorching weather, and thus do good. The Cerastium,
however, makes the most efTective bordering for scarlets,

blues, and purples, after the flowering is over, and the
edging is nicely trimmed. One great advantage is, that
you may cut it pretty well as you will. One of the finest

massive edgings we ever saw was at Trentham (see ac-

count of that place in Vol. V.) Mr. Tyerman of the Liverpool
Botanic Gardens also does it admirably ; but in both these
places the mass of white shoots was more valued than the
pretty white flowers. In the damp atmosphere of Liverpool
Mr. Tyerman cuts the Cerastium close to the ground early

in spring, and when it shoots takes it up, divides, and plants
in narrow r-ows, and then it becomes large enough during
the summer. Our correspondent may therefore be glad
rather than otherwise that her Cerastium wiU be a better

edging for small Geraniums without the flowers than with
them.
We like the Cerastium Biebersteini very well, but not

better than tomentosum, and the former is not so hardy and
will not bear the knife and the shears so well as the latter.

In some soils it comes very white, in others and with drip-

ping skies it is apt to come greener than tomentosum. Both
require bright sun to ijring out then' pearly whiteness. We
have two little gardens on grass, each clump being edged
with one or the other of these Cerastiums, and the effect is

very pleasing and the saving of other plants in planting is

great. The yellow Arabis variegata lucida is very good for

small edgings, as distinct for the yellow markings as the
other variegated one is for white markings, but both are

apt to revert to the green original on. good rich soil. It is

decidedly worth having.]

CRYSTAL PALACE EOSE SHOW.
As might have been expected from the extreme heat and

burning sun that we have for some time experienced, the
collections of Roses were both deficient in number and quality

as compared with previous years. Leaving to others the
task of enumerating the prizes, &c., of the general exhibi-

tion, I would confine my remarks to the new Roses of 1863
and 1861, that including, in fiict, Roses from the autumn of

1862 to the spring of 1865, as Roses sent out from France
in the autumn of 1862 are not sent out here until 1863,
while those of last autumn are included in the lists.

Messrs. Paul & Son were placed first with a fine selection,

and considering tl^e season, an exceedingly well-bloomed
collection of the following, of which the finest are marked
with an asterisk. *Duchesse de Caylus, Celine Gonod,
Jean Goujon, Lady Emily Peel, President Lincoln, *George
Prince, Princess of Wales, Bernard Palissy, '-'Alpaide de
Eotalier, Madame Josephine Guyot, *Duc de Bassano,
Gustavo Bonnet, *Madame Victor Verdier, Madame Alfred

de Eougemont, *Eev. H. Dombrain, *Lord Macaulay, Dr.

Andry, 'I'riomphe de ViUecresnes, Paul Desgrand, Emotion,
Gomtesse de Coucy, *Pierre Netting, Louise Damazin, Sou-
venir de Conite Montault, Madame Soupert, *Laurent Des-
court, *Gabriel Peyrouny, Madame de St. Aruaud, ^'Leopold

Premier, Alphouso Belin, *Claude Million, *Lord Herbert,
Eugene Verdier, *Hamlet, *Madame Derreulx DouviUe,
Vainqueur de Goliath, Madame de Stella, Jean Touvais,
Amiral La Peyrouse, Dr. Spitzer, Pavilion de Pregny, Paul
de la MeiUeray, *Arle3 Dufour, Madame C. Doffoz, Abbe
Berlese, Louise Margottin, *Madame Vallembourg. Duehesse
de Caylus, a seedling of Charles Verdier's, is one of the beat
Roses of this season—^a lovely pinkish crimson, a shade of
colour that we most want ; while of those of last year Ma-
dame Victor Verdier and Pierre Netting were the best.

Aries Dufour is a fine Rose, while Louise Margottin was the
most delicate pink of Bourbons. Gabriel Peyronny and
Madame Vallembourg were also fine, as were Hamlet and
Lord Herbert, but all of that crimson shade of which we
have such an abundance.

Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, was second. His Eoses were
Louise Van Houtte, *Alpaide de Eotalier, *Prince Henri
de Pays Bas, *Centifolia rosea, *Baron Pelletan de Kinkelin,

Bernard Palissy, Louise Margottin, Emotion, Abbe Eey-
nard, Senateur Reveil, Triomijhe de ViUecresnes, Eeine de la

Pape, *Duchesse de Morny, Macaulay,*ClaudeMillion, *John
Hopper, Lays, *Eev. H. Dombraiu, Jaune d'Or, Kate Haus-
burg, Madame de Stella, Alphonse Belin, Gabriel Peyronny,
Laurent Descourt, Madame Soupert, Jean Touvais, *Mare-
chal Souchet(Guillot), *LeopoId, -'Joseph Fiala, *Lord Clyde,

Amiral La Peyrouse,*Madame Freeman, Paul de laMielleray,,

Abbe Reynard, Paul Desgrand, Lamartine, Madame Victor
Verdier. Of these I have again marked the best ; Duchesse
de Morny is a good Rose, Marechal Souchet is a fine dark.

Madame Freeman in its expanded state reminds one of Sou-
venir de la Malmaison ; Joseph Fiala is a fine large-petalled

Kose ; Claude Million, a good dark ; Prince Henri de Pays Bas,
a good crimson ; and Centifolia rosea, a fine rose ; Baron
Pelletan de Kinkelin is a fine rich dark Rose.
Mr. Cant was third. Amongst his Eoses was a fine Xavier

Olibo, a very rich dark colour, adding another to the many
good Eoses which Lacharme has given to us.
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In the decorative stands the competition was confined to
those of Miss March's design, with the exception of one
from Mr. Turner, which was very pretty; but the Lycopo-
dium used had better have been replaced by Adiantum.
Mr. Round's gardener, was first, and Mr. Turner second.
The Eoses in both these stands were good, whOe the arrange-
ment was excellent. It seems, however, as if no fertility of
invention can devise any real improvement on Miss March's
original design. One may have something to say by-aud-
b_y about the novelties amongst Eoses ; but, in the mean-
time, I think it is clear that in Duchesse de Caylus and
Xavier Olibo we have a great addition to our flowers.

—

D.,
Veal.

OuK remarks on the general show will be brief, and chiefly
confined to the enumeration of the principal prizetakers;
for the observations of our valued contributor " D., Deal.,"
have already told more than half the tale. The great heat
of the last few days carried fear into the heart of rosarians,
and Friday, with a temperature of 89° .in the shade and 136°
in the sun, brought dismay—so much so that many intend-
ing exhibitors withdrew from competition, and the quality
of the blooms of others, who did venture to put in an
appearance, was seriously impaired. This drawing back of
exhibitors at the eleventh hour must have seriously inter-
fered with the arrangements of the most active and most
courteous of Superintendents, Mr. Wilkinson, but before the
Judges came round all was in excellent order, and the line
of tabling, though not so long as in former years, presented
a fine appearance.

In Class I., ninety-six varieties, one truss of each, Mr.
Mitchell, of Maresfield, was fia'st. Victor Verdier, Madame
Vidot, Marechal Forey, Madame Eivers, Gloire de Santenay.
Imperatrice Eugenie, Louise de Savoie, Souvenir- de la Mal-
maison. Baron Adolphe de EothschUd very rich in colour,
Kean, Queen Victoria, Charles Lefebvre, La Ville de St.
Denis, Maurice Bernardin, and last, but not least, the
beautifully-formed new yellow Tea Marechal Neil, were
among the most noticeable. Messrs. Paul & Son were
second with a good stand, in which were Comtesse de Cha-
brUlant, Madame Charles Wood, Madame Vidot, General
Jacqueminot, Marechal Vaillant, Maurice Bernardin, Lord
Clyde, Triomphe de Caen, and Pierre Netting, one of the
best dark crimsons in the Show. Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury,
was third; Mr. Cant, Colchester, fourth; Mr. CatteU,
Westei-ham, fifth.

In Class II., forty-eight varieties, three trusses, Messrs.
Paul & Son were first, and second in the following class for
twenty- four varieties, with beautiful stands, in which we
particularly noticed Madame Caillat, Professor Koch, Fran-
gois Louvat, Lord Clyde, Lord Macaulay, Madame Vidot,
Alba Eosea, Madame William Paul, Madame C. Crapelet,
Caroline de Sansal, and Louise Margottin, very beautiful and
fine in form. In addition to the above, Messrs. Paul & Son
also exhibited their new Eose Princess Mary of Cambridge.
Mr. Turner was an excellent second in forty-eights, Mr.
Keynes third, and Mr. Francis, of Hertford, fourth. For
twenty-fours Mr. Keynes was first, having Gloire de Dijon,
Louise Peyronny, Laurent Descourt, Comtesse de ChabrU-
lant, and several others particularly good ; Messrs. Paul
and Son, as already stated, were second, Mr. Turner third,
Mr. Cant fourth, and Mr. Mitchell fifth ; the last-named had
Isabella Gray, fine.

In Class IV., single truss of twenty-four varieties, Mr.
Cranston, Hereford, was first with Louis XIV., Senateur
Vaisse, Olivier Delhomme, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Pauline
Villot, &c. Mr. Turner was second with Gloire de Santenay,
Franijois Lacharme, Due de Eohan, Queen Victoria, and
Baron Gonella, very good. Mr. Treen, Eugby, was third,
and Messrs. Paul & Son fourth, with good stands.

Class v., was for single trusses of twelve varieties, and
here Mr. Turner was first, Mr. Francis second, Mr. Keynes
third, and Mr. Cant fourth. In the different exhibitions
were some excellent examples of Souvenir de la Malmaison,
Victor Verdier, Madame Victor Verdier, La Eeine, and
Comte de Paris.

In the Amateurs' Classes were some excellent exhibitions,
especially those from Mr. Hedge, the Eev. S. Eeynolds Hole,
and Mr. Ingle.
In Class VI., single trusses of thirty-six varieties, Mr.

Hedge was first, Eev. S. E. Hole second, Mr. Ingle, gardener
to Mr. Eonnd, Colchester, third; Mr. Exell, gardener to
J. HoUingworth, Ksq., Maidstone, fourth; and Mr. Bristowe,
gardener to G. Orme, Esq., fifth.

Class VII., twenty-four varieties, was also very good,
especially the exhibitions coming from Mr. Ingle and the
Eev. S. E. Hole, which had the first and second prizes ; Mr.
Smith, gardener to T. Monson, Esq., Leyton, was third

;

Mr. Hedge fourth ; Mr. E. B. Postans, of Brentwood, fifth ;

and an extra prize was awarded to Mr. Hunt, Leicester.
In Class VIII., eighteen varieties, single truss of each,

there were likewise several meritorious collections. Mr.
Hedge again took the first place ; Mr. Dennis, gardener to
H. Hay ward, Esq., Folkington, was second; Mr. Bristowe
third ; Mr. Chard fourth ; extra Mr. King.

In Class IX., twelve varieties, Mr. Bristowe was first, Mr.
W. Smith second, Mr. Ingle third, Mr. Postans fourth, and
Mr. Hunt had an extra prize.

Of Eoses in pots there wore only three collections, two ot
which, in good condition considering the weather, came from
Messrs. Paul & Son, who had a first prize for twenty-five in
eight-inch pots, and a similar award for twelve sent out in
1864. Mr. Francis was second for a collection of twenty-
five.

The day was delightful, and, as usual at the Eose Show,
the crowd of visitors was so great that the tables could only
be approached with great difficulty, and long and patient
waiting ; especially was this the case where the Nursery-
men's collections of forty-eight and twenty-four were shown.

EOYAL HOETICULTUKIL SOCIETY.
June 24.

A Ploeal Decoration Show was held this day, prizes

of the value of ten, seven, and three guineas being offered

by Sir Wentworth Dilke, Bart., for the most tastefully

decorated dinner-table laid out for twelve persons. The
Judges were Lady CarolineKeiTison, LadyMargaret Chateris,

the Hon. Mrs. Eose, and Mrs. E. Bowring, assisted by Mr.
J. E. Millais, E.A., Mr. Eichard Thompson, and Mr. J. H.
Pollen. The first prize was awarded to Messrs. W. & G.
Phillips, 155, New Bond Street, for an arrangement in which
Minton's china, of several beautiful designs, largely entered.

The centre piece consisted of three female figures supporting
a circular basket filled with Grapes and other fruit, resting

on moss and Perns ; but the chief novelty lay in small glass

tubes for holding water and flowers being supported all

round, so as to form a festoon, by means of metal bands
made to resemble tape. The two end pieces were also

figures in Minton's china, forming elegant candelabra, with
four branches, in which rose-coloured wax candles were set.

Other end dishes were filled with fruit, and the whole was
set round with baskets made of the same kind of china filled

with fruit, fiowers, and Ferns. A mirror at the base of

the central figures supported a tripod glass stand of flowers.

The frame was of metal, and perforated to admit flowers

;

and the plates which were set for the guests had three holes

at the edge for holding water and flowers. The second
prize was awarded to Mi-s. Dalton, of Ealing, for a design
consistmg of Petunias, White Eoses, Scarlet Geraniums, and
Corn-Flowers crossing each other diagonally, and the centre

a basket of fruit. The whole was very simple and permitted
of the guests seeing each other and conversing, but the ar-

rangement did not seem to us very pleasing. The third

prize went to A. Chapman, Esq., 22, Norfolk Street, Park
Lane, for an elaborate design, the principal pieces being of

glass and set on a mirror. That in the centre had two
dishes, the lower one fllled with Delphiniums and Ferns,

having also three flower-tubes springing from it ; the upper
one filled with Eoses, Stephanotis flowers, and Ferns. At
each end was a glass stand about 20 inches high, containing

Grapes, Peaches, and other fruit, and two more at each side

containing Aerides and other Orchids. The mirror was
surrounded by the flowers of Stephanotis floribunda, and
Eoses with their foliage. Messrs. Dobson & Pearoe, of St.

James's Street, were highly commended for an exhibition in

which what is called a Grecian tripod glass stand was very

elegant and different from those generally employed ; and a

similar stand was employed by Mrs. Thompson, pendant
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glass baskets being attaclied by a wire hook to the body of

the stand. Mr. Naylor was commended for an arrangement

consisting of a central circle in which the glass flower-stands

were surrounded by spar and Ferns, and an outer circle for

water and flowers. The whole was novel and rather pleasing.

The prizes offered to ladies by the proprietors of the

Gardeners' Chvoniele for plants grown in a room—viz., .£10

for the best Orchid in bloom, and ,£10 for the best flowering

or fine-foliaged plant, brought forth a good competition.

Miss Williams, Sutton House, Highgate, took the first-

named prize with a very good Aerides affine; and Vis-

countess Doneraile had the other for a basket containing

a fine plant of Alocasia metallica, Gymnostachyum Ver-

schaffelti, Dracaena Oooperi, and a Caladium. "VVe noticed

besides a good plant of Lycopodium caesium from Mrs.

McKenzie, Alexandra Park, a fine Adiantum cuneatum from

Mrs. Dombrain, and some good Oncidiums andCypripediums.

PEETTY CANADIAN WILD FLOWERS.
Before the last patch of snow has melted from the hill-

side the beautiful little Mayflower (Epigaea repens), bursts

its buds, and dots its dark glossy leaves with pretty pink

flowers, as it creeps over the granite boulders, and peeps
out here and there on the mossy banks. Then come the

modest little Hepatica, the yellow Dog's-tooth Violet (Ery-

thronium americanum), the Blood-root (Sanguinaria cana-

densis), used as a dye by the Indians, the purple Trillium

(T. ereotum), and the painted Trillium (T. erythrooarpum).

In more open places, and by the roadside, may be found the

Spring Beauty (Claytonia virginiana), whilst down on the
sandy beach of the St. Lawrence is to be seen the elegant

fairy Primrose (Primula mistassinica), a perfect little gem,
pale lilac in colour, and so small that a plant in flower may
be potted in a thimble.
A little later, and the woods are gay with the Star-Flower

(Trientali? amerieana), the Bunchberry (C'ornus canadensis),

the Columbine (Aquilegia canadensis), the Clintonia borealis,

with its rich glossy leaves and pale yellow flowers, the Di-

centra (D. canadensis), and the Corydalis (C. glauca).

As the month of June advances the swamps contribute

their share, and yield in profusion Kalmia angustifolia, and,
still later, K. latifolia, Labrador Tea (Ledum palustris), Eho-
dora canadensis. Pitcher-plant (Sarracenia purpurea). Cran-
berry (Vaccinium oxycoccus), Cypripedium acaule, SmUacina
trifolia, Pogonia ophioglossoides, Calopogon pulchellus, and
several of the more common varieties of the Orchis.

In the woods we have the yellow Lady's Slipper (Cypripe-

dium pubescens), one or two varieties of Wintergreen (Py-
ro!a), the Prince's Pine (Chimaphila umbellata), and the
beautiful Linnsea borealis, trailing so gracefully over the
moss-covered logs.

—

{American Gardener's Monthly).

THE TOEKSHIEE GALA.
Wednesday and Thursday, the 14th and loth of June,

were the days fixed for the seventh year of the York Gala
and Floral Fete, held in the grounds of the Bootham Asylum.
The show of plants and cut flowers has each year gone on

improving, and this year the display of Pelargoniums, stove
and greenhouse plants, and ornamental-foliaged plants was
exceedingly good. One of the most interesting features of

the Show were the collections of cut Eoses, which were
brought together by the additional prizes offered by the
Committee this year, with the hope of inducing some of our
principal Eose growers to compete ; and although, owing to

its being too early in the season, our northern kose growers
were not represented, yet the Committee have every reason
to congratulate themselves on the exceedingly fine display
of Koses shown, and all the space we can spare is for some
notes on them, for, as is usually the case, when a good col-

lection of cut Eoses is exhibited, they proved the most
attractive featm-e in the Show.

In Class 27, for forty- eight varieties, single blooms, Mr.
Keynes, of Salisbury, was first ; Mr. E. B. Cant, of Colches-
ter, second ; and Mr. E. P. Francis, Hertford, third. There
were no other competitors. Mr. Keynes was facile pnnceps.
The race between Mr. Cant and Mr. Francis was much
clo8€r, the number of good blooms in each tray being nearly

equal ; but one or two inferior ones occurred in Mr. Francis's

collection, which gave Mr. Cant the second place. Mr.

Keynes's forty-eight were, to take them as they were staged,

Madame Hector Jacquin; Madame Joseph Guyet, a good

new Eose; Mdlle. Bonnaire, too small; Madame C. Joig-

neaux, too open ; America ; Mareohel Suchet, good ; AI-

paide de Eotalier, a very fine bloom ; Senateur Vaisse, good

;

Cloth of Gold, very good ; Madame Pauline Villot ; Comte
de Nanteuil, good ; H. Laurentius, moderate ; La ViUe de

St. Denis; Olivier Delhomme, very good; Anna de Diesbaoh,

too far gone ; Madame C. Wood, very good ; Baronne
Gonella, good but a little sullied; Priuce CamiUe de

Eohan; Louis Van Houtte, new; Madame Vidot; Charles

Lefebvre; La Tour de Crouy, an enormous Eose, but ap-

parently not Hkeiy to open well in damp weather; Parmen-
tier, moderate ; Devoniensis, splendid ; Madame Victor

Verdier ; Vicomtesse Douglas, too loose ; General Jacquemi-

not ; Caroline de Sansal ; Maurice Bernardin ; Soeur des

Anges ; Souvenu' de C. Montault ; Louise Peyronny Souvenir

de Malmaison, too far gone ; Madame Boll ; Eveque de

Nimes, very fine ; Madame Furtado ; Louise Margottin,

both very fine; Duohesse d' Orleans, too loose; Madame
Boutin ; Lord Macaulay, a splendid bloom ; John Hopper,

almost equally fine; these two Eoses were superb, and

prove that our French raisers wiU have to look well to their

laurels, as Lord Macaulay is equal if not superior to any

French Eose in that class ; Francois Lacharme, good ; La
Fontaine, too loose ; Madame Vigneron ; Marechal Vaillant.

too small. There were two or three others whose names we
forgot. On the whole the collection was first-rate, though,

as the blooms were fully expanded when they were first

staged, the heat of the tent soon caused some of them to

open too much.
Mr. Cant was second. Among his blooms we noticed some

very good specimens of Souvenir d'Elise (Tea), Madame
Hector Jacquin, Prince CamiUe de Eohan, Colonel de

Eougemont, rather too light ; Francois Lacharme, Mathu-
rin Eegnier, Comtesse de Kergolay, Eveque de Nimes,

Princess Marie, Keane, Elise Sauvage, very good in colour

;

Eugene Appert, President (Tea). We especially noticed

that all the Tea Koses in Mr. Cant's collection were good.

Madame C. Wood, Madame Caillat, Glou-e de Chatillon,

and Vicomte Vigier were hardly up to the mark. We re-

marked a curiously striped bloom of Comtesse Ceoile de Cha-

brillant in Mr. Cant's collection, which is no improvement.

Mr. Francis was third with exceedingly good blooms of

Anna de Diesbach ; Louise Peyronny ; Cloth of Gold ; Louise

Margottin; Isabella Grey; Joseph Fiala, rather smaU.

There were also good blooms of Pauline Lanzezeur ; Smith's

Tellow ; Auguste Mie ; Eugene Appert, rather faded but of

good form; Gloire de Dijon, curiously marked with pink

from the sun. General Washington, Charles Lefebvre,

Caroline de Sansal, Madame Furtado, Victor Verdier, Marie

Portemer were none of them up to the mark.

In thirty-sixes, Mr. Keynes was again first ; Mr. Treen, of

Eugby, second ; and Mr. Cant, thbd. In Mr. Keynes' col-

lection were some splendid blooms of Baronne A. de Eotha-

chUd, the best we have seen of it yet ; Charles Lefebvre

;

Alpaide de Eotalier, a great acquisition, a clear satiny pink

with fine form and smooth petals ; Lord Macaulay ; Madame
Boutin. Gustave Eousseau, a good Eose, but rather too loose

in form, and thin, John Hopper, Triomphe des Eennea,

and Comtesse Ouvaroff, were also very good, Madame Cle-

mence Joigneaux was too far gone, it wants to be shown

before it is fuUy expanded ; Madame C. Wood and Beauty

of Waltham, both very good, but too much alike ; Eev. H.

Dombrain, a good new Eose, somewhat like Catherine

Guillot. Among the light Eoses in this collection, Sceur

des Anges, Madame Vidot, and Madame Vigneron, were all

good, but none of the blooms of Soeur des Anges in any of

the stands was as good as it ought to be. There were

some good blooms in Mr. Treen's collection, who was second

forthirty-sixes, but they were badly named and not judiciously

staged. Jean Goujon appeared as Jan Jougon; Caroline de

Sansal, was called Catherine de Sansal, &c. We should ad-

vise Mr. Treen to take more pains both in staging and

nomenclature. Mr. Cant was third in this class, but we did

not remark any blooms which were not sho>vn in his forty-

eights, which were a superior collection.

In Class 32, a prize of £o, given by W. Dove, Esq., Crown
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Cottage, Tork, for twenty-four distinct varieties, in trusses
of three with foliage and buds, there were three competitors,
and the fii-st place was again easily obtained to Mr. Keynes.
Amongst these were some splendid blooms of Comtesse
Ouvaroff; Gloire de Vitry, Madame Knorr, Madame Charles
Wood, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Souvenir d'un Ami, Victor
Verdier, and John Hopper. The only decidedly bad blooms
were La Fontaine, all three of which were loose and open.
We have not muah space to accord to the amateur classes.

There were many competitors for sixes and twelves ; Mr.
Evans's twelve being very good. In eighteens, the com-
petition was not so close. Mr. Perry was first with good
blooms of Charles Lefebvre, Paul Eicaut, Jean Goujon, John
Hopper, Madame Boll, and Senateur Vaisse. As a general
rule we may remark, that the Eoses in the amateur classes
were not shown sufficiently fully expanded; for though
many Eoses are prettiest when half opened, yet in an exhi-
bition of Eoses we are of opinon that those which keep their
form and shape when fully opened will always bear off the
palm against mere buds, and it ought to be the object of
Eose growers to select those which are best when fuUy ex-
panded, and which are more likely to prove of general
service in our flower gardens.
There were four classes for Eoses in pots, but none that

were very worthy of remark, as the hot weather had been
too forcing, and the colour of the Eoses was not good ; a
plant of Charles Lawson was the best.
We have not space at present to particularise the other

features of the Show, but we cannot pass over the splendid
collection of Pelargoniums shown by Mr. May, of Bedale,
who easily distanced all competitors. Amongst the Fancies
were splendid plants of Exquisite, Madame S. Dolby, and
Countess of Waldegrave. His twelve English Pelargoniums
were—Ariel, Lord Clyde, Viola, Eose Celestial, Gem of
Eoses, Saracen, Desdemona, Admirable, The Bride, Leander,
The Belle, and Sir Colin Campbell, which were all equally
good. Mr. Steward also showed six first-rate plants in the
amateur class—Leviathan, a very large flower ; Desdemona,
Eose Celestial, Lucifer, Majestic, and Viola. The Hon. Payan
Dawney also showed some fine plants of Fancies, among
which were Celestial, verv good. Sweet Lucy, Cassandra,
Cloth of Gold, &c.
We noticed an error in judgment in the class for six

Fuchsias. Those which obtained the second prize were not
named, and in them were two plants of Souvenir de Chiswick,
and two ofVenus de Medici. In first-class shows we should
be inclined to disqualify all plants which were not named, as
it is very easy in a large collection for two plants of the same
sort to be shown, and yet pass the judge's eye. In the same
tent were collections of twelve Geraniums ifor bedding pur-
poses, eight of which were to be variegated. These were
not shown at all up to the mark ; and we should be inclined
to limit the size of the pots, as some were shown in small
pots and others in very large, in some cases the plants not
being nearly large enough to cover the pots. There were
also prizes offered for collections of twenty bedding plants,
excluding Geraniums. The first prize was .awarded to the
largest plants, but there were some inferior plants, amongst
them a white seedling Petunia, and a pot of variegated Sage,
being each equally poor; the collection which was placed
second was more compact and more like bedding plants.
There was nothing very novel in any of the collections
unless we except Iresine Herbstii, or Achyranthes Ver-
Echaffelti, which promises to be an acquisition. We must
not pass over in this tent some blooms of Pansies exhibited
by M:r. Dean, of Bradford Nursery, near Shipley, amongst
which were Mrs. K. Dean, raised, we believe, by Downie,
Laird, & Co., which is a great acquisition. Amongst the
Fancies, were Princefis of Wales, very good ; Prince of Wales,
a very handsome bronze and yellow with dense blotch ; Amy
Hogg; and Princess Alice, which still keeps its position
amongst the Belgian Pansies.
We cannot conclude without a few remarks on the splendid

collections of stove and greenhouse plants shown by Mr.
Micholls, gardener to Mi-. Baincs, of Summerfield House,
Bowden, Cheshire, lie was placed first both for twelve stove
and greenhouse plants in bloom, and for ornamental-foliaged
plants, amongst which there were some good specimens of
Anaictochilus, Sarracenia flava and purpurea ; and two very
handsome Crotons, especially the Croton variegata longi-

folia. Amongst his collections of plants in bloom were two
very fine Azaleas, Gledstanesi and another; three Ixoras,
coccinea, javanica, and aurantiaca, all in splendnl bloom.
We also noticed PhEcnocoma prolifera, and AcropliyUum
venosum. A very fine collection of six stove and greenhouse
plants was exhibited by Mr. Davidson, gardener to G. J.

Yarborough, Esq., of Heslington ; they were Rhyncosper-
mum jasminioides, well bloomed ; Allamanda Schottii, Erica
ventricosa, Polygala Dalmaisiana, Stephanotis fioribunda,
and Medinilla magnifica. A very fine plant of Cleroden-
dron Thomsonse was shown by J. E. Pease, Esq., Haslewood
House, Hull, the contrast of its scarlet flowers and white
calyx producing a very pleasing effect.

We may congratulate the Society on the excellence of the
Show and the general arrangements of the tents. The
weather, too, was all that could be desu-ed. We shall hope
another year to see a better competition for bedding Gera-
niums and bedding plants, iis these classes were introduced
into the schedule for the first time this year; and we should
be inclined not to limit the numbers to eight or more varie-

gated, but to leave it to the option of the exhibitors to send
what proportion of bedding Geraniums, whether plain-leaved
or variegated, they thought fit.

VISITS TO GAEDENS PUBLIC AND PEFVATE.
J. F. Lombard's, Esq., Soothside, Eathgae,

Dublin.

Theke are some words and places which bring with them
so many associations, that no matter how interesting may
be the objects which at present surround them, they are lost

in the far (ieej^er interest of the past; and so, although I

stood in a garden where there was much to greatly please
me, yet I could hardly for a moment forget the scenes which
its situation on the banks of the Dodder called up to my
memory. How little do we appreciate the dream character
of our life ! nor until years begin to tell on one to see how
vain are all its pursuits, how unstable the friendships we
form, how changing the character of our own thoughts and
feelings, how much the " I " of forty-five difi'ers from the
" I " of twenty. How well if that difference be aU in the
right direction, and we be given to be more anxious for the
"home beyond !"

Well, I must not sermonise, but write a few lines about
Mr. Lombard's garden. Mr. Lombard is known to many in

England as one of the most successful growers that Ireland
possesses of the Gladiolus and the Eose ; and as these two
flowers are favourites of mine, I was anxious to see how they
were grown, and whether their appearance justified augurieS
of success again.

The situation of Mr. Lombard's garden reminds me not
a little of that of Mr. Eadclyffe's at Eushton—on a bank
facing the south-west, although the advantage as far as

soU, climate, and shelter, is decidedly on the side of Mr.
Lombard's. This similarity has led Mr. Lombard, perhaps,

to derive so much profit from Mr. Eadclyffe's disquisitions

on the Eose. At the bottom of his garden there is a fine

stream of water, so that, as the Yankees say, he has great

water-privileges. The garden itself is an old-fashioned one,

laid out in great part in those small, sqtiare. Box-enclosed

beds which were once so popular, and which at one time
dovibtless contained many of those fine, much-loved, herb-

aceous plants, so long neglected, but for which there is

now a revived taste. At present these are filled with dwarf
Eoses ; and the number of plants of the queen of flowers

dispersed throughout the garden is upwards of two thou-

sand. Mr. Lombard grows each variety as standards and
half-standards on the briar, budded dwarf nn the Manetti,

and on its own roots. He has thus an opi^oi'tunity of testing

it in every way, and to decide as to how to grow it for a
permanency. He is, like most rosarians, a great lover of

the Manetti. It would be useless to enumerate the kinds

which he considered the best, for they are the same which

wo esteem on this side of the Channel.
In Gladioli Mr. Lombard's garden is very strong. His

choice beds contain about four hundred roots, and in these

ho had not had above seven misses, showing that the notion

that there is a difBculty in growing and saving the bulbs of

this fine flower is a nightmare. I may mention, too, that
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in my own garden I have planted upwards of three hundred
bulbs, and that I have not in a bed of 250 roots more than
three misses, and the roots ai'e to a great extent my own
saving. Mr. Lombard's collection comprises the best of

English and French varieties, and some good seedlings of

his own. Of the new ones of this year he has four or five

roots of each; and as he is a fiiend of Mr. Staudish's he has
also some of his finest and clioicest varieties. He quite

agrees with the notion which 1 have maintained about the
Gladiolus—that no bulb takes stronger feeding than it does.

He not only thoroughly manures his beds, but also gives

them a good deal of liquid manure. Living as he does close

to the Dodder, he obtains some of the drift sand which the
floods wash down .and leave just in front of his garden, and
mixes this with the soil ; but I am persuaded that if the
soil be light and rich this is not necessary. As in every
other flower, we can ia,y down no positive rules for every
garden, but every cultivator must decide upon his own re-

quirements. Let me advise every one, however, who is

growing them this year to give them a liberal supply of

water. I should be mj'self chary of liquid manure this very
hot weather, but should give copious waterings every day
when the jjlaats are showiug for bloom. Mr. Lombard pro-
vides agaiust their being blown about by placing stakes at

intervals in the beds, and then twisting list (the edgings of

cloth and flannel), in and out amongst the plants, so as to
enclose each stem in .a loop. This is done at three separate
heights, and so prevents tliem from being blown about, and
the stalk from being broken. Shading he never resorts to,

and indeed few flowers need it less than the Gladiolus, as it

stands the weather vary well, and shading to a great extent
takes the colour away. As to v.arieties, he spolce favourably
of the following seedlings of Mr. Standish:—Samuel Way-
mouth, Sir Walter Scott, Carminata, Eleanor Norman, The
Colonel, Mrs. E. Nott, Basil, Lucy Neal, and Ensign. And
of Souchet's, amongst older flowers Achille, Napoleon III.,

Ophir, Princess Clothilde, Linue, PHne, Comte de Morny,
were pronounced good ; while John Waterer, Princess of

Wales, Flora, and Imperatrice Eugenie were considered
amongst the best of the newer varieties. With regard to

what are called "winged" flowers, when the oppositiiiorus

blood is more strongly present, he said a good deal may be
done to bring them more to a face by pressing the flowers
together when they are just showing bloom; but at the
same time he agreed, with me that the time must come when
winged liowers must be dispensed with.

The fruit trees iu Mr. Lombard's garden were in fine order.

Cox's Orange Pippin was largely planted, and considered

by him to be the best Apple grown. That fine Aijple, the
Irish Peach, was also considered well deserving of cultiva-

tion. It is indeed a most delicious Apple, little known in

England, but when eaten from the tree nothing can be
finer. One Benrre Diel iu a corner of the garden was a
match for Mr. iladclyft'e's Peach trees. It had borne last

year as many as 400 fruit, and after keeping 150 for his own
use, the residue had been sold for .£3 10s., and this year the
crop is again full. Mr. Lombard has also some nice Conifers

;

and in an old greenhouse, which is now to give way to a

lai'ger one, there were some fine pans of seedling Gladioli,

saved from the best flowers carefully impregnated, from
which he expects great things.

Altogether I enjoyed, as only a florist can enjoy, the sight

of many things that showed Mr. Lombard to be an excellent

and enthusiastic grower ; and he is, moreover, a genial and
hospitable amateur. On some points we were wide as the
poles asunder; but this did not prevent our having a plea-

sant and agreeable chat, and of, I believe and hope, mutually
enjoying one another's society.—D., Deal.

Gebat Contincstal Rose Show.—On the 9th of July,
there will be held at Brie Comte Robert (Seine et Marne), a
Rose Show on a scale far surpassing anything we are ac-

customed to see in this country. Brie Comte JBobert is the
great centre of Rose rearing and Rose culture iu France,
and English nurserymen and amateurs may not be aware,
that from this district the Paris nurserymen draw their sup-
plies. When we state that the growers have an extent of

aomewhere about a million and a half of Roses to cut from,
we may form some conception of the extent of the exhibition.

MY PLANTS,
AND HOW AND WHERE I FOU.VD THEM.—No. 5.

I AssuKE you I felt " everlastin' sorry " I ever quitted
our pretty home iu the old country village, with its kindly
faces always ready to give us a greeting, for the uncertain
welcome we might receive amongst strangers. However,
" it's a long lane which has no turning," and ditto a voyage
which has no end. Morning dawned at last, certainly cold
and grey the dull light stole over us, but still sad, indeed,
must be the heart to which hope comes not with returning
light. There was less straining and creaking of the good
ship's planks, less booming of the angry waves, and a feel-

ing of security began to circulate amongst us. Totally re-
gardless of mj' companions or children, and thoroughly
exhausted in mind and body, I fell into a busy and un-
rofreshing slumber, from which I was soon awakened by the
joyful news that we were within sight of the town of St.

Helier's. In consequence ol the severity of the weather, the
steaiuer was unable to enter the harbour, and we were
landed at the pier iu boats, amidst the congratulations and
cheers of the crowd which had collected to welcome the
overdue mail.

Solacing ourselves, after the English fashion, with a good
dinner at the hotel, my husband left me to rest awhUe,
whilst he perambulated the town and neighbouring fort. I
must not, I suppose, in a publication devoted to botany, give
any further details with regard to the religion, manners, or
customs of the islanders, or of their civil and military history,

all very interesting topics to lovers of history, and of the
past. I may, however, be allowed to speak cursorily of the
soil, fertility, and natural productions of the country. The
former is generally composed of a light, sandy, yet highly
productive earth. Scarcely a specimen of limestone or chalk
has been found in the island. This makes good the rule,

that "nothing of a calcareous nature has ever been dis-

covered there." In fact, the whole island is a mass of stone,
the higher parts of which are but thinly covered with sand,
and the dSbris of rock, which are driven over the tops of the
highest cliffs by the strong gales from the sea. The valleys
have many feet of vegetative earth, and are extremely
fertile, and we were much struck in tho early part of the
summer by the pretty streamlets which trickled down from
between the fissures iu the rocks, and gladdened the flowers
and Perns beneath them ; during the hotter months these
fertile sources failed. The chief anxiety of the farmer in the
spring seemed to be the cultivation and securing in its per-
fection the early Potatoes, for the supply of tho London
markets. The sides, or cuteaux, as they are called, of the
hills present quite a gay and holiday appearance during
the Potato harvest, if I may so term it, for something after
the fashion of the American " bees," do these island families .

help each other in a press of work—unlike our American
neighbours, however, in one point, which is, that whilst
" brother Jonathan " works first and plays afterwards, the
Jerseyman will have his bottle of spirit at hand, and often
so frequent are the visits to this all-powerful medium, that
his own spirits are raised to the most hilarious pitch, and
frequently tho finale is a fight between these well-meaning
friends, and as a natural sequence, a finale also to the day's
work, perhaps quite early in the afternoon. These cuteaux
also yield " timber. Broom, Gorse, Fern, and where neither
too steep nor too rocky, tolerable pasture."
Very little corn is grown in Jersey, as it can be brought

from the foreign markets cheaper than the inhabitants could
grow it themselves. The soil will, however, produce all the
farinaceous kinds of grain. Many hogsheads of cider are
annually manufactured in the island, and at the end of the
spring, when the orchards are .a mass of blo.=som, a drive
through the numerous roads and lanes ^^hich intersect ea^ch
other in all directions, is a treat which all lovers of the pic-
turesque might envy. I remember during our residence
with a French family in the parish of 'i'rinity, we often had
a delicacy placed upon our tpa-table by Madame our hostess,
called " black butter," it was a kind of black preserve, of
peculiar flavour. I was informed by ihe loquacious donor
that it was a concoction made ofNormiuudy Pippins, butter,
and I suppose sugar. I propose at some not far distant
time to obtain the receipt for this same dubious-looking,
yet pleasant mess. Whilst speaking of the tea-table and
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its adjuncts, I may mention that Jersey was famed in years

gone by for its honey. Amongst the farmers, also, the fa-

vourite drink waa mead. Now, the apiaries are much fewer
in number, but I should imagine from the mildness of the

climate, and the great variety of herbs which are found
on all sides, that the bee-keeper might realise a very good
profit from his busy little family. Clover with its deliciously-

acented blossoms, and Lucern, are cultivated to some extent,

and would, no doubt, help to fill the combs of the colony of

workers.
Whilst residing in the parishes of St. Helier's and Trinity,

we did very little in the botanising line, for it was too early

in the year, and besides that we did not yet know the island

sufficiently well to be able to economise our time ; but sub-

sequently after locating ourselves in St. Saviour's, we spent
the months of May and June in the most enjoyable rambles
possible. Our plan of action was to pack up a basket of

provisions directly after an early breakfast, not omitting an
interesting book of some kind, and off we started, either for

a day's stroll amongst the woods, and through the innu-
merable roads with which the island abounds, and which
are lined with over-shadowing trees, the bank's sides being
covered with the pretty Irish Yew ; or we turned our steps

towards the sea coast, generally selecting the northern
side of the island, encamping at Bouley Bay, Eozel Bay, or

Greve de Lecq ; the latter place is rich in marine Grasses, and
the scenery charming. Here are caves quite as worthy of

notice as the far-famed caverns of Plemout and La Maye,
one is perforated, and extends in length about 100 feet. It

is, in fact, a subterranean passage, which cannot be explored
when the tide is up. Another, " which lies under a hill on
the western side of the bay, the mouth of which is an open-
ing nearly 20 feet in height, rises from the entrance to a
considerable degree of elevation, and penetrates horizontally

to the depth of 50 or 60 feet." When illumined by the rays of

the sun, and looking outwards from the extreme depth, it con-

veys the idea of a church, with a lofty vaulted roof. It was
in the sands close to this spot that I came upon the Elymus
arenarius. Upright Sea Lyme Grass ; the Triticum loliaceiim.

Dwarf Sea Wheat Grass ; and the Kottboellia. I thought
this latter one of the stiffest-looking Grasses I had ever

seen, there is something so quaint and old-fashioned about
it. What the connection of ideas in my mind can be, I know
not, but in thinking of it, I think, too, of Eliza Cook's poem,
"The Old Arm Chair." Certainly there is no intimate
connection between a grass and a chair ; but I picture the

"old arm chair " as a thing of stiff and formal design, with
plenty of corners for the children to break their noses upon,
and the Eottboellia with its formal name and appearance, is

put in the category of my ill-regulated mind as akin to the

antiquated piece of furniture aforesaid.

—

Alice.

CUTTING ASPAEAGUS.
I HAVE always thought that the practice of keeping As-

paragus continually cut, whether fit for table or not, was
erroneous ; but my attention has lately been called to a re-

markably good plantation that has been managed for years

upon that plan. Every bit of it is cut as soon as it shows
above the surface, whether wanted for table or not, until

cutting for table is given up, when it is allowed to grow
away. The plantation is very thick indeed, and, I am in-

formed, produces very excellent Asparagus for table. One
of the beds is rested every year, and as there are nine beds
in the plantation, each bed is rested in turn, but every ninth

year. Now, as the superior quality of the " grass " is at-

tributed to the system of keeping it all clean cut off, I wish

to inquire if such a practice is sound in theory ? If so, how
is the Asparagus an exception to the general rule or prin-

ciple, that the continual cutting down of any plant weakens
its energies, and if the practice is continued beyond a certain

limit win eventually kill it ?—J. K.

[The whole subject is an interesting one, but it pretty

well comes under the same rule of circumstances as the

cutting off and the saving of the old leaves of Strawben-y
plants. In fine, light Asparagus ground we would cut more
and cut longer, than in stiff, heavy land. There can be no
doubt that continuous and complete cutting would even-

tually till the Asparagus, just as it would Ehubarb, and,

as we have proved, wUl kill the worst of all weed roots,

the white Bindweed. In practice, if we could manage it,

we would prefer not to cut a bed of Asparagus that we
intended to take up and force, because in such a case the

buds would be sooner matured, and the whole plant placed

in a state of rest sooner, so as to be aroused into fresh

energy more easily. Unless for such a purpose, we see little

use in the rest every ninth year. From forcing and rotatioE-

cropping ours seldom attain any such age, though when
well established and properly treated with manure, &c.,

there need be no reasonable limit to the productive powers
of a bed. In cold, stiff soils, it would be advisable to cut all

at first, and then allow the weaker to grow, to make sure of

buds ripening for next season, even though there should not
be too many of them ; but in light, rich laud, in which the
Asparagus delights, it will often be the best plan to cut

all that comes regularly, untU Peas begin to come in. It

you leave the weaker as you cut the stronger, the shoots

left wlU take the running of the plant, and finer buds will

be formed than if you had a greater number of shoots. If

in such favourable circumstances you out all, the plant is

stimulated to throw up a mass of shoots, and though these

may be rather small at first, they will gather strength and
firmness, and form at their base a whole army of buds for

next season. If the beds were all cut far into the season,

the shoots would be so small and iU-ripened, that the buds
would be deficient in organic matter, and if the process were
continued the produce every year would deteriorate more
and more. The cut-aU principle if not continued too long,

we have no doubt answers well in the light rich ground
about Fulham and Battersea, but the cutting must not be
continued so long, in cold, stiff soils, because the plants

cannot produce fresh shoots and ripen them so quickly. In
the latter circumstances it will always be good policy to let

the Asparagus grow as soon as Peas can be obtained. What
say our coadjutors ?]

CACTUS CULTUEE.
This tribe, to be grown in great perfection, requires mois-

ture and dryness. The point is to give each as it is most
needed. We used at one time to grow a rather large col-

lection of these succulents, and we feel inclined to take to

them again if we have a chance. Many of us find it neces-

sary to vary the plants of which we make a hobby for a
time ; and we used to go on with the Cactus and Cereus
tribe, until those most interested became tired of their gaudy
colours. The greater part of them originally (for there are

now beautiful hybrids), came from South Africa, where they
are found in abundance festooning rocks and other dry
places, their roots penetrating into the interstices of the
rocks, and their succulent stems pretty well reduced to a
mummy state by the intense heat of a cloudless sun and an
arid atmosphere. A period of downpouring rain succeeds,

and the roots and stems absorb the moisture, so that the
stems become succulent with juice instead of being like

thongs of dried leather. Then follows another drying period,

in which the stems are again deprived of their moisture, and
what is technically called ripened—that is, the growth made
becomes indurated. When the moist season comes again
the stems swell and are covered at every angle with the
beautiful fiowers. Now to thoroughly succeed we must take
a lesson from Nature, and give to this succulent tribe a
period of rest and a period of growth. One great drawback
is that at no time have we the command of the sun of South
Africa, and to make matters still worse we are forced to use
our summer chiefly for excitement and growth, and our dark
winters chiefly as the season of rest. When the best results

are to be aimed at, the plants must be matured and partly

rested under the bright sun of autumn, and then they will

bristle with flower-buds, when we either force them with
moisture and heat in early spring, or allow them to come
more naturally in early summer. By acting on this system
some farmers' daughters have bloomed them in such per-

fection as to teU me they thought they now could rival their

instructor. They even succeeded admirably with Cereus
speciosissimus, a rough-looking species, and its spines very
dangerous for some hands. If you succeed with that none
need beat you.
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Now, let us go into a few details of practice, all based on
the facts alluded to above. Here is a nice little plant green

and flourishing, but the stems are rather too flabby, and
lead you to suppose it has had too much moisture. The
drainage, therefore, is examined, a quantity of the old soil

taken away, and a nice clean pot given. No plants are more
careless of soil. Sandy loam, loam and peat, loam and lime

rubbish wiU grow them admuably, but my preference as to

compost would be equal parts of sandy loam, brick rubbish,

and old, sweet, dried cowdung. After potting—say in June,

water and give all the sun you can to the plant, keeping it

inside of the house or window. Water on tUl August when-
ever the plant wants it, as you would do a Geraaium, not
watering when the plant does not require it, nor yet allowing

the stems to shrivel or shrink in the least. If the .autumn
is bright and sunny place the plants outside the window by
the middle of August, or in front of a fence or wall facing

the south. Keep giving a little water vintil the middle of

September, but a skiff over the stems will be better than
much at the roots. From the middle of September I would
give all the sun possible, and noc a drop of water unless the
plants showed signs of distress, and then I would damp the
stems instead of the roots. By the middle of October the
plants should be placed iu-doors, and if the temperature
ranges only during winter from 38° to 45', they wiU rarely

need any water all the winter. The atmosphere at that
temperature will supply them with enough of moisture.

When you wish them to grow and bloom syringe the stems,
give them a rise in temperature, and as soon as there is the

appearance of a pin-head of bloom, give a little water to the
roots, increasing the quantity gradually as the buds swell.

After flowering again follow the above process and success

will be obtained.
Considering their beauty and the very little trouble they

give, these succulents deserve to be extensively cultivated

by those who have little time to spare, and who from their

avocations cannot give that regular attention which most
other plants require. Let the above leading principles be
kept in view, and extra heat, and extra cold, provided there

is no irost, and a little excess of moisture or of dryness now
and then, will never injure these beautiful and accommodat-
ing succulents.—R. Fish.

THE PLEASUEE GEOUNDS OF PAEIS.
(Concluded from page 384.)

Returning now to the entrance at the end of the Avenue
de r Imperatrice, and following the road which lies before

us, we arrive in ten or twelve minutes at the extremity of

Lake Inferior, which here presents a dazzling perspective.

This extensive sheet of water, covering an area of 14 acres,

is 1272 yards long, 113 wide, and from 3 to 6 feet deep.

Above its surface rise two small islands of which the united

area is about 6j acres ; the larger, to the north, containing

3a. 3r. 12p. and being 457 yards in length ; and the smaller,

to the south, is 366 yards long. These two islands are united

by a rustic bridge, which in summer is covered with various

climbing plants, and harmonises well with the chalet or

Swiss cottage which stands close by under the shade of a
clump of old Pine trees, which cover the upper pai't of the

larger island. The chalet is a sort of tavern, comprising a
small theatre, in which are acted some minor pieces during

the summer months.
Lake Superior is divided by a road under which the water

passes, as required, through several rocky passages into the

deep and sinuous end of the lower lake. The upper lake

has a surface of nearly 4 acres ; length, 455 yards ; mean
width, 60 yards ; and depth, from 3 to 5 feet. In 1855,

50,000 young salmon and trout artificially hatched were
put into the lakes ; but most if not all have since died from
the want of current. The water for the lakes is taken in part

from the Seine, by means of force pumps placed at the Quai
de la Conference, and in part supplied by the artesian well

lately opened near the Grille de la Muette, where the water,

after rising 1600 or 1700 feet, gives a temperature of 37° or

38° Fahr. The "ater enters at the Guile de la Muette,

and is conducted to the Butte de Moiitmartre, where it

enters the southern extremity of Lake Superior, forming

a oaso^de.

The Butte de Montmartre is an artificial elevation which

has been formed with the earth obtained by the excavation

of the lakes and rivulets ; it is the highest point in the Bois

de Boulogne, being from 32 to 40 feet above the surface of

the lakes. From here we gain glimpses of the heights of

Issy, Meudon, Bellevue, Saint Cloud, Suresnes, and Mont
Valerien. The fuU view of this magnificent and picturesque

landscape has been intentionally shut out by clumps of the

old wood, which are here rather too artificially arranged.

The slope from here to the Porte Boulogne is very bare, the

walks so superbly constructed everywhere else being here

very diminutive, and the trees are too far from the edges.

Even the grass here is coarse and ill kept, and the various

beauties of the lakes are indistinctly seen ; but these slight

defects are very likely soon to be removed, and are well com-
pensated for by about twenty minutes' walk to the grand
cascade ; and the road we shall select, although a little

tedious, is certainly the most interesting. On descending

the magnificent walk which follows the lakes, a full view

is obtaiued of the lakes and islands, every step presenting

some new beauties. We arrive in a few minutes between
the lakes—this chosen spot around which all the luxurious

grandeur of the place lies profusely spread. The slopes are

here often abrupt, sinuous, and undulated, but covered to

the water's brink with a verdant carpet of well-kept grass,

planted here and there with clumps of the finest Coniferas,

shrubs, and in summer with isolated plants, such as Aralia

papyrifera, Caladium esculentum and odorum, Ficus elastica,

Musa rosacea, Wigandia urens, Gunnera scabra, Erythrina,

Nicotiana wigandioides, Bambusa aurea and metake Sec.

There are some specimens of Ai-aucaria imbricata, Wel-
lingtonia gigantea, Taxodium distichum, Daorydium cupres-

sinum, Cedrus deodara, Abies Douglasii, and Abies pinsapo

;

but ConiferiB do not grow so well here as in England.

There is a small walk forming a kind of edging around
the lower lake and its islands, leaving a small margin ot

grass between it and the water, where stand some fine

examples of Gynerium argenteum, Weigela rosea, Fraxinus

pendula, F. ornus, and Salix babylonica, with the beautiful

Daubentonia magnifica. Among these run numerous walks,

leading to bowers, and mounds, and little valleys, now kiss-

ing the clear waters where close by grows the Pampas Grass,

in the shadow of whose plumes rests leisurely the heron or

duck, and again rising gradually to rockwork clad lightly

with Ivy. On the water everything is gay and living;

thousands of beautiful-feathered birds skim to and fro,

prattling their different languages, while the swan, more
conscious of his beauty, may be seen arranging his white

plumage in the mirror of the water.

On arriving at the northern extremity of the lakes, where
the water is on a level with the surrounding banks, but is

kept from overflowing by a shallow outlet allowing the sur-

plus to fall gently into the mouth of a rivulet ah-eady men-
tioned, this divides into three—the two minor ones to the

right go, one towards the Jardin d'Acclimitation, the other

towards Madrid; and the third, the longest and most
winding, we shall accompany till we arrive at the Grand
Cascade of Longchamps, where it tumbles about 20 feet

over a large semicircular surface of projecting blocks of half-

decomposed limestone, which have been brought here from
the Forest of Fontainebleau. Underneath the falls is a

cavern, on the roof of which may be seen some examples of

fantastic stalactites. This water is received in a large bason
which furnishes the numerous little rivulets and lakes which
spread over the plains below.

The plains of Longchamps have been purchased by the

city, and were annexed to the Bois de Boulogne in 1854

;

there 200,000 trees and shrubs have been planted in isolated

clumps, so as to harmonise with the surrounding landscape.

A portion of these plains is set apart as a race-course and
for holding reviews. Returning to the summit of the rock,

which forms a sort of arch above the water, we behold these

verdant plains stretching down to the Seine, while beyond
are the hamlets of Suresnes, Saint Cloud, and Neuilly ; a
little to the left may be seen the old town of Boulogne

;

while close by to the right, on the main road to Suresnes,

may be seen the habitation of the Prefect, standing on the

ancient ruins, and close to the tower of the famous Abbey of

Longchamps, which was established by Isabelle of France.

Bois de Boulogne ia laid out with that rare taste and
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judgment which understands how to unite nature with art,

without leaving them in disputation as to their respective

rights—walks conducting us to shady wilds, or glades open-
ing to receive the bright radiance of the sunshine ; vistas

terminating in indistinct grandeur ; lakes, rivulets, and
cascades, either in motion or repose ; sunny slopes and happy
valleys, the fit homes of contentment and pleasure.

—

William Kelly.—(Ii-ish Farmer's Gazette.)

and on the vast quantities of female "Wasps occurring during

the past spring, notwithstanding the destruction of great

numbers of Wasp nests last season, by a disease similar to

that of "foul brood" in the hive.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The June meeting of the Entomological Society was held

on the 5th iust., F. P. Pascoe, Esq., F.L.S., President, in

the chair. An unusual number of new members and asso-

ciates were elected. Amongst the donations made to the
Society since the last meeting were the publications of the
Eoyal and Zoological Soieties, and the Entomological Society
of France, also a Memoir addressed to the Trustees of the
British Museum on the disgraceful state of the entomo-
logical collection in the national Museum, in consequence of

the insufficiency in the numbers of persons employed in the
entomological department, by " Philocosmos ;" also a re-

markable Memoir by Dr. Sichel, of Paris, on the varieties of

Bombus montanus, a species of Humble Bee, in which the
author considered that a number of species, hitherto re-

garded as quite distinct, were only local varieties of one
inconstant species.

The Eev. Hamlet Clark read a passage on the luminosity
of the Firefly in Brazil, quoted by Gosse from Southey's
" Madoc," in which the simultaneous emission of the light

by great numbers of these insects was recorded. He also

read descriptions of twenty-eight new species of plant-eating
Beetles from West Australia, sixteen of which belonged to

the genus Paropsis. Ee also distributed a number of speci-

mens of a now and remarkable Coleopterous insect, collected

by Captain Bowker in British Kaifraria, allied to the genus
Maeronychns, and which was found very numerovis in the

neighbourhood of the Sunn Eiver, whirling about in the
sunshine over the edge of a fall of the river, hovering and
making sudden dives through the fallen water, and fastening
themselves to the fai3e of the rook.

Letters were read from Mr. Edwin Seed, who is engaged
in an entomological excursion in the neighbourhood of Bahia,

and from Mr. Brewer at St. Michael's, Azores, who is also

engaged in an entomological voyage.
Mr. Smith exhibited a specimen of the very rare Beetle,

Apate capucinus, taken by his sou in Bishop's Wood,
Hampstead, running over felled oak timber. The capture

of other specimens by the Eev. F. W. Hope, Longmynde
Forest, Shropshire ; and by Sir T. Pasley, in Pembroke Dock-
yard, were mentioned.

Mr. P. Bond exhibited a specimen of the rare Moth,
Dianthfeoia albimaoula, captured last year, near Gosport, in

June ; also, a specimen of the fine North American Bombyx
Polyphemus, reared in this country from the cocoon, of

which a very fine large Ichneumon, of the genus Ophion,

had been reared.
Mr. Stainton exhibited several curious cocoons from Men-

tone on the banks of the Mediterranean, chiefly found on
Quercus Ilex.

The President exhibited a species of the genus Dorcadron,

from Alicante, supposed to be new.
Mr. Moore read a paper containing descriptions of various

new species of BomVjycidte or Silk Moths from India.

Professor Westwood mentioned an interesting mode of

preserving caterpillars of exotic Lepidoptera by pressure, as

exemplified by var-ious specimens in the Burchell collection,

recently presented to the University of Oxford.

An animated conversation took place with reference to

the meeting recently held .at the South Kensington Museum
for the disposal of Iho iron-covered buildings for local mu-
seums; when it was gener.illy admitted that it was desirable

to establish museunjs in various parts of the metropolis.

The death of M. Leon Dufour, the father of entomology iu

France, was announced.
A paper by Mr. Smith was read in opposition to the views

of Dr. Sichiil as to the varieties of Bombus montanus

;

and Professor Westwood made some observations on the

prolific powers of workers of the hive Bee recently observed.

STEAWBEKEY LOED CLYDE.
In Belgian catalogues I notice that, according to Mr.

EadclyfFe's opinion, the new Strawberry Lord Clyde is the
most valuable of aU existing kinds. How does it happen
that Mr. Eadclyffe does not mention this fact in his last

article, page 461, of this paper ? Or has it, perhaps, come
to " nil ?

"—Frabakian.

WOEE FOE THE WEEE.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The principal crops here will now require attention in

weeding, hoeing, thinning, and watering iu dry weather.
Broccoli, where the Cape varieties have been sown in drills

thin them out to one plant at every 2 feet, and immediately
afterwards water those left. As soon as the weather will

permit plant out the main spi-ing crops. Carrots, a little

more seed may be sown, to produce a later crop for drawing
young. Loosen the earth between the main crops where it

is baked hard. Cauliflowers, some of the late sowing should

be planted as soon as the weather will permit, or if the

planting of them can be no longer postponed, they must
be watered until they make fresh roots. Celery, no culinary

vegetable demands larger supplies of water at this season,

the first crop runs to seed in a short time if not kept moist,

and the late ones will be very much checked for want of it

;

the earth should be stin-ed about the plants whenever it

appears crusted. Cucumbers, the plants on the ridges wiU
be much benefited by being mulched with short grass or

litter of any kind, they should be previously watered, which

may generally be done early iu the morning. Lettuce, where

the seed has been sown in drills thin the plants to 1 foot

apart. Mushrooms, this is now a good time to make spawn
for winter and spring use ; after the bricks are made and
partially dried they may be placed in layers in an open shed,

with a thin layer of spawn from the old beds which have done

bearing between each course ; the whole should afterwards

be covered with sufficient dung to keep it moist and warm.
Small Salads, keep up a succession by repeated sowings iu

the open ground in a shady spot. (SpiiiacTi. it is necessary

to sow once a-fortnight let the weather be what it may, as it

so soon runs to seed. Keep it watered during dry weather.

Tomatoes, keep them trained to the wall and well supplied

with water, or but very little fruit can be expected. Advan-

tage must be taken of the first good shower of rain to get

out the main crops of Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, Savojjs,

&c. ; until then they had better remain where they are.

Eecently-transplanted plants must be kept constantly

watered, and the ground about them occasionally stirred.

FETJIT GAEDEN.
The season being favourable for growth the necessity is

increased for keeping all young wood properly nailed to the

walls, in order to guard against the eifects of high winds.

Gooseberries and Currants trained against north waUs

should have the leaders nailed in, and all the side shoots

spurred down to within a few joints of the base. Peaches,

Nectarines, and indeed wall trees in general, will be greatly

benefited by occasional strong syringings, whether infested

with aphides or not ; for besides washing away all cobwebs,

&.C., which of itself is a benefit, it disturbs and routs out

woodlice, earwigs, and other vermin, which are sure to con-

gregate among the shreds and at the back of the shoots, and

which, if left undisturbed, will spoil the fruit. Pay particu-

lar attention to stopping and tackiug-in the shoots of Vines.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Attend to staking in due timo. Peg down the early Ver-

benas and Petunias. Reduce occasionally some of the blos-

soms iu the bud state on some of the very free-blooming

Perpetual Eoses ; it wiU cause them to remain longer in

bloom. Let gross shoots on fancy Eoses be pinched off,

i
when a few eyes long, after the manner of fruit trees.
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GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOET.
These are now gay with Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Balsams,

Cockscombs, Globe Amaranths, and Lilies, intermixed with
other gay plants. A slight canvass awning should be em-
ployed, and a system of cleanliness maintained. See that
there ai'e successions of the above plants and others en-
couraged and growing-on for maintaining a display through-
out the autumn and winter. The time has now arrived that
many Heaths and New Holland plants will require more pot
room. Give every attention to Lilium lancifoUum, Chry-
santhemums, Salvia splendens. Globe Amaranths, tree Car-
nations, Scarlet Geraniums, Cinerarias, Chinese Primroses,
Gesnei-as, Begonias, Euphorbias, &c. Let them have plenty
of pot room, good rich compost, a moist atmosphere, and
plenty of space for the perfect development of their foliage.

We have nothing that surpasses the Epacris, the winter-
blooming Ericas, and the Cytisus, and these should not be
overlooked in the crowd of suitable plants. The early-

flowering Pelargoniums will now have been out of doors
some time, and if the wood is thoroughly ripened, they must
be cut-in preparatory to the coming season. Do not spare
the knife, and after they are all cut-in place the plants in a
shady situation, so that they may break reevilarly and
strongly. Herbaceous Calceolarias which have done bloom-
ing, should have their flower-stems removed forthwith, and
the plants be afterwards placed in a shady situation under
the protection of a frame. The atmosphere of plant-houses
can hardly be kept too moist at this season, therefore
sprinkle every available surface frequently, and syringe
growing stock twice a-day during bright weather. Avoid a
too free use of shading, and ventilate freely in order to
secure compact growth.

STOVE.
Take particular care to give liberal syringings, and keep

up a, constant humidity by dashing abundance of water
about the floor, walls, &c. This with abundance of air and
light shading will maintain a kindly atmosphere. See to
the stock of Gesnera zebrina ; also, provide a suiEcient
number of plants of Euphorbia fulgens, which is one of the
most useful of winter-flowering plants both for cutting and
furnishing the drawing-room, conservatory, and stove
throughout early autumn, winter, and spring, if grown under
a good successional system of culture. As plants wiU soon
be rijaening their young wood, they want as much light
and even moderate sunshine as possible, therefore shading
should be then used with great caution. At all times when-
ever it is, it should be removed when the weather is in any
way duU. In the case of Orchids this is especially neces-
sary, in order that the young leaves and pseudo-bulbs may
be thoroughly matured. Plants in this condition, or nearly
so, should be removed forthwith to a cool house, and care
taken not to induce them to push again, as a fi-esh start

would interfere with then- flowering next year.

PITS AND FKAMES.
These will require abundance of air and the most careful

watering daily. Some of the delicate stock will at times
require shading during the middle of the day, especially

when unplunged.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LA.ST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Turnip Fly.—Jn general we are little troubled with this

devastator, but though we cannot see the destroyers, we see

their effects so much that we have been obliged to sow
thickly under a piece of cloth, and Vfhen they had two or three

good-sized rough leaves, to transplant some 6 or 9 inches

apart, in rows 2 feet apart. For the first time, they or a
similar beetle has attacked our Verbenas, especially Purple
King, and as good a deten-ent as any is to damp the plants

with the syringe and scatter over them a mixture of dry
road dust and wood ashes. There are many insects that
decamp before a good dusting of road dust.

Mulching, to keep things cool, has been the chief work in

this deijartment. Sowed successions of Onions, Lettuces,

&c., for salads, and the main crop of Endive. Among a lot

of fine Potatoes that at first were protected by old sashes en
earth-pits, we were sorry to notice some traces of the old

disease. We hope we shall see no more of it, but we almost

dread a continued cold rain after such broiling weather. A
good rain and warm weather after it would do much good.

Have placed little twigs and branches of trees over all oux

late-planted Cauliflower. Large flower-pots are good things

for the same pvirpose, taking them off in the afternoon.

Every plant or cutting succeeds all the better if never

allowed to feel distress. It is much easier to keep such
things right, than to make them right after they have gone
wrong.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Watered Strawberries in the afternoon with clear water,

as the extreme heat seemed to dry the outside of the fruit

so much as to prevent swelling freely. We have had some
nice Keens', but our chief supply out of doors up to the

middle of last week has been Black Prince. Those plants

that we took up and potted late in spring, and plunged out

of doors in a heap of tree leaves, have done good service,

when placed in a cold pit under glass, in keeping up a good
regular supply.

Went over Peaches and Apricots on walls, thinning out

the fruit, superabundant branches, and fastening what were

left close to the walls, and lashing them with the engine in

the afternoon to prevent red spider. We are sorry to say

that some of the Strawberry plants out of doors are affected

by it, and it is such a pest to spread. Keeping it down and
frightening it away are better than destroying it when it

boldly takes possession. Dipping plants in sized sulphur

water, or even brushing the leaves with a water of soft soap

and quinine, are often the quickest and easiest modes of

getting rid of the little visitor, that we would all wish to be

a little stranger. It is singular in what strange circum-

stances the spider will manifest itself In a small Pig-house

or pit rather densely clothed with foliage, a small cut-in

plant of Linum trigynum had been left on the floor. We
could not discover any insects in the house, but the above

plant, standing in such a moist shady position, was even

ornamented and festooned with the webs of this Acarus.

The plant and its embellishments were carefully transferred

to quarters where they could do no more harm. For many
such things the furnace is the best and cheapest remedy.

How often does it happen that the keeping and the attempt-

ing to clean a dirty plant, perhaps worth only a few pence,

involve the loss of many pounds ? Destroying insects when
once they have got faii-ly ahead is alike unprofitable and
unsatisfactory. Many a bed of Cucumbers has had quantities

of tobacco wasted on it, and without avail, when a very

little of that material or of quassia water would have made
all right if the first insect that appeared had been seen and
settled. Stirred up soil in borders of Peach-house, and gave

a good watering, as the fi-uit is coming in, and promises to

give a long succession. A little aii- as well as moisture to

the soil is enjoyed by the trees. Cut, or removed, or placed

aside any leaves shading the fruit, as flavour so much de-

pends on full exposure. In these brightest days, however,

to prevent anything like scorching of the points of the

Noblesse, we syringed on the glass some water slightly

whitened, just to break the force of the rays without ex-

cluding much light. More air constantly on would have
saved such an operation, but the more air would have re-

tarded the sweUiug, and we wished to get some fruit in.

Vineries.—In the house from which we are cutting, we
have now removed all plants in pots, so that the air may be

drier. In very hot days we threw a little water on the floor

and stages ; in dull days kept dry. Dryness now, however,

greatly helps flavoui', though it is rather unfavourable to

large-swelled berries, if the dry process is too quickly applied.

In thinning the late vinerj', have as a rule left only one bunch
to a shoot, and bushels of bunches have to be out off. They
make nice tarts when young—that is, when smaller than the

smallest Peas. After the berries attain the size of Marrow-
fat Peas, it would pretty well require a grocer's supply of

sugar to make them palatable. A number of ladies and
gentlemen have told us, that one of the greatest luxuries

they ever tasted, was a tart made of Grapes when not larger

than small bird shot, and about one-fourt'a part of Goose-

berries just formsd, aud the remains of the blossom at the

end of the berry.

Melons.—We have said so much on this fruit, that we
would merely state now, that to have good flavour in swell-

ing and ripening fruit, it is advisable to give water to the
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roots by means of holes or upright drain-pipes, and ye*
keep the surface of the soil dry, so as to have a dry atmo-
sphere. It is best when these plants are so treated as never
to need any shading, unless for a few days when planted out.
We dispensed with covering at night after these hot days,
as the coolness, with the soil warm, was refreshing rather
than otherwise ; but, then, a cool night should be protected
against that a check be not given.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Proceeded with rolling, machining, and scything the lawn,

and nearly finished plauting-out bedding plants. After a
time of hard continuous work, we are now having the satis-
faction of seeing that we shall master our labour, instead
of being mastered by it. When there is a great deal of
planting-out, there is a good deal of trouble in not only
making a different arrangement from the jn-eceding year,
but also in giving a diversified tone to the whole place, so
that one border or group shall not appear to be a repetition
of another, merely slightly varied. Our own taste would
prefer the fine outline of trees and shrubs, instead of a titne
of this bedding-out, as the trees will grow whilst we sleep,
and require none of the coddling attention that these bedding
plants need, even when they receive the roughest, but syste-
matic, treatment. However, sometimes we are forced to go
«rith, and even head the stream, against our own fancies
and inclinations. Two matters may be here alluded to.
First. In planting out beds as we have lately done, in the
case of Geraniums, Dahlias, ic, the plants are sure to flag
in this weather. A little shade would be useful, but then
the removing of the shade, whatever it is, when thousands
of plants are used involves no small amount of labour. In
general, we dispense with the shading on that account. We
water just enough to moisten the roots, and most likely
repeat the process a second time before the day is over, as
we have no notion of the propriety of deluging the soil in
such circumstances, whatever the quantity of water at com-
mand. Our great safety valve is the syringe or garden
engine, generally the latter, as a few fine dewy squirts take
in alarge partof a bed or border. This is continued the
first day, if it is a bright sun, just as soon as the foliage
becomes dry. We prevent evaporation from the leaves by
skifEng moisture on them to evaporate. The second day
they will need the process three or four, or more times, ac-
cording as the sun is bright. By the third day they gene-
rally can hold their heads upright, and want little more care
in this way. Such plants raised with less or more of a ball
out of beds, generally do better afterwards than plants
turned out of pots ; but they suffer at this season more at
first if the weather is sunny, unless such a plan as the above
is resorted to. It involves little labour, where there is much
planting going on, as a few strokes of the engine handle
scatter the mist like dew on the foliage, and on the surface of
the ground, and it again rises among the plants in the state
of vapour. Some gentlemen were horrified the other day
at seeing the engine so used during a broiling sun, and
imagined the plants would be scorched. We never saw one
injured by such an application in the open air. Who has
not often noticed the refreshing effects of a sunny shower?
This refreshing of the foliage is often of more importance
than deluging at the roots.

The other remark has allusion to waterin<] bedding plants
that are becoming established. Partly from necessity and
partly from choice, if our plants stand the sun uninjured we
let well alone. We would prefer refreshing the foliage of
an evening if we could, especially if, from being cloudy,
there was little chance of much dew. If we watered at all

we would move the surface as soon as possible afterwards,
to keep the moisture in and the heat out. We are sure that
deluging with cold hard water, as some do, is often worse
than labour lost. A little patience would often do more
than the water-bucket. We saw several flower gardens last
season where great expense had been incurred so as to lay
on a plentiful supply of water, and after a hot day they were
generally np.xt to inundated with the hose, but with the
exception of Calceolarias we can say without egotism that
on the whole Geraniums, &c., were not equal to our own
that had scarcely had a drop except what came from the
heavens—we mean after they had fairly taken hold. One
of our best gardeners told us the other day that his great

command of water he had found was of little benefit to him.
If he could have had it warm and soft he thought wonders
might have been done. Even then we should not forget
that the more moisture we give, the more will cold be pro-
duced by the evaporation of the moisture. It is pleasing
for some of us to contemplate the advantages of dryness,
and good will be done if people wiU see that the beauty of
their flower-beds depends as much on deep stirring at first

and surface-sth-ring afterwards as on continuous drenchings
from the water-can or barrel.—E. F.

GOVENT GAEDEN MARKET.—Juite 24.
Ample supplies of fruit and vegetables come in. Pines are sufficient for

the demand; hothouse Grapes very plentiful. Peaches and Nectarines un-
usnaily good, being quite equal to what they generally are in July. Straw-
berries are high priced in consequence of the short supply, the failure of
this crop being very general. New Potatoes are abundant, and of the old
there is a very heavy stock on hand, much more than is Ultely to meet a sale.

Apples
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Desteotikg Crickets (A Regitlar Subscriber).—A few montlis since Mr.

Fish wrote as (ollowa:—" A friend of oura has suffered this season greatly

from crickets. They have pretty well cleaved off the young: slioots of his

Vines; and in some gardens they are becominff a perfect pest. Crickets on

the hearth, indeed ! it -would be well if 'hey stayed there. Much as they

like heat, keeping a house cold, or even exposed, will not send them away
if there are other places to which they can betake themselves and be warm.
We have noticed two mo^es successful for keeping them down, if not wholly

extirpating them. The first is cutting bread Into thin slices, spreading a

ittle butter on one piece, powdering it with arsenic, putting the two slices

together, and then breaking them into pieces, and placing these in the driest

and warmest places. Wehave been assured that, when examinedby alight

at night, not only would the crickets be seen eating the baits, but the lively

and active ones would also be Feen, cannibal fashion, atticking and eating the

sickly and the dying. The other mode was sinkmg a bell-glass level with
the earth, Ac , of the bed, and filling the glass nearly half full with treacle

and water. Whenever the cricket got amongst the treacle he was done for.

We also noticed an Improvement on this—A small straw, that went nearly

half across the width of the glass, was fastened by a pebble close to the

outside. It was then bent repeatedly over the rim of the glass, so as to

form a sort of flexible hinge. A little treacle was stuck on the end of the

stem. When Mr. Cricket marches along to get at it, his weight brings

down the straw, and he is precipitated into the liquid, the straw rising again

ready for another adventurer."

Cliff NO OLn Box Edgings (J/, j?".).—Old Box edgings cannot be clipped

at a better time than now, as, though you cut them well in, they will soon
be green, and will look well all the winter. We have seen Box cut in

September that did not recover all the winter. We have seen it cut in

April, and so damaged by frost as to be unsightly all the season. Cut now
by all means.

Book (ii. 5. ).—Brown's " Forester," published by Messrs. BUokwood.

Name of Vine (A. R ).—It is the Ciota;. or Parsley-leaved. It is really

a variety of the Royal Muscadine, from which it differs chiefly by having
its leaves deeply divided into numerous lobes.

Regul.iting iLL-SHAFEn Rhododendeovs (A. B".).—The most suitable

period at which to cut in Rhododendrons is at, or a little before, the time
when they commence their annual growth. It may be done when the
flowers fade; but it is now too late to cut them in so as to have the prospect

of a good growth this year, or, if growth were made, the shoots, through not
being ripened, would be liable to injury from frost and wind. If the shrubs
have a number of shoots at their base, they may now be cut down to these,

though It would be better to defer doing so until the flowering season
another year.

Rose Cuttings in Water {A. J.).—Though we have not tried this mode
of propagation, we should, were we going to do so, use soft water. We
would not change the water, but drop in a few pieces of charcoal, keeping
the water filled in as it evaporated ; and finally we would pot the cuttings
as soon as a callosity was formed. A window to the south, and without
shade, would be the best place. Roses strike so freely from cuttings, inserted
n a cold frame from July to October, as to render striking in water recom-
mendable, even if practicable, for its novelty only.

Perennials from Seed -Carnation Seed Sowing {Inquirer).—At the
back of the border we would have Hollyhocks, and a whole row of them
3 feet apart; and in the next row, 3 feet in front, Campanula pyramidalis.
Delphinium forraosum and Henderson!, and Tiitoraa uvaria: in the nest
row, Pyrethrum in varieties, Potentillas, Lythrum roseum superbum,
Lychnis chalcedonies, and Dig italisglosiniteflora, interspersed with Gladiolus
gandarensis; 4th row, 2 feet from the last, the others being 3 feet distant,

Pentstemon, Sweet William, Campanula crandiflora. Antirrhinum, Colum-
bine, Armeria formosa, French Honeysuckle, Statice siuuata. Rocket, Wall-
flower, and Polemonium cooiuleum; 5th row, Pinks, Hieracium Lawsoni,
Lychnis fulgens, Armeria formosa, Aquilegia Skinneri, Campanula Vidalli,

Platycodon grandiflorum. Lychnis Haageana, and Papaver orientale

;

6th row, Dodecatheon gigantea, Lychnis fulgens, CEnothera macrocarpa,
Campanula in variety. Anemone coronaria varieties, Agroatemma coronaria,

Adonis autumnalis,'and Linum flavum ; the last and front row, Statice

Armeria, Wahlenbergia grandiflora, CEnothera taraxacifolia, Iberis saxatilis,

Gentiana acaulis, Dianthus deltoides, Saponaria ocymoides, Polyanthus,
Primula corlnsoides, Scutellaria macrantha, Statice Fortuni, Arctotis

reptans, and Auricula. This is not exactly the arrangement and plants we
should follow ourselves ; but you confine us to those procurable from seed,

otherwise we should have named plants which, we think, would answer
better, and be as cheap, or cheaper, in the long run ; besides, you will only
want a plant or two of each kind. Now is a good time to sow them. Car-
nation and Plcotee seed, sown now, will stand the winter in a sheltered
border, and the plants will be likely to bloom next year.

Green Gaoe Trees Overloaded (ff. L, Oxon).—Aa the fruit hangs
" like ropes of Onions," pick off two-thirds of them ; the tree will not
then be weakened, and those left will be finer than if the crop were not
thinned. We know of Greengage trees which were overloaded fifteen years
since, and which have never borne again irntil this year.

CoNSTRlJCTl.io AND Arranging A Fernery (/risA Su6scri6er).—It would
be a pity to make the house 8 feet wide when you can have it 10 faet. We
would have it 12 feet wide if we had space, but certainly 10 feet. Sashes

1 foot high in front are unnecessary; they add to the expense, and are no

gain, but waste of room, for you can carry the rockwork higher without

the front sashes. For so narrow a house we would have a path 3 feet wide

along the centre, and rockwork on one or both sides—certainly at the back

—carrying it to within about 3 feet from the glass roof; and in front the

same kind of rockery only lower, and reaching to 1 foot 6 inches from the

glass. Then, if the doorway was at one end, we would have rockwork at

the other. This arrangement might interfere with your proposed mode of

heating the contemplated fernery from the greenhouse; but as the heat

entering by the three openings would not be sufficient for such Ferns as

Davallia canariensis, there is nothing to hinder the rockwork being carried

all round, except at the doorway, wherever it be, and having the pathway
in the centre ; onlv you must grow the better kinds of the hardy Ferns,

which are equally "handsome with those requiring greenhouse or stove pro-

tection. We have no doubt walls of turf inside would answer, and the

spores of Ferns vegetate in them rapidly; but we thiHk only the commoner
kinds of Ferns would do this; for the majority of Ferns delight in rock

rather thao rich decaying vegetable matter. With the walls of turf you
might have rockwork in the centre, with a pathway all round. This

arrangement would, undoubtedly, look well, only you could have Ferns

growing out of the turf wall ; and yet we are puzzled to know what becomes
of the turf wall when the whole is reduced to mould. We suppose the

wall is not built perpendicular, or we should think the turf would leave the

outer wall, but placed tier above tier, sloping upwards. We have, in the

absence of large rockstones, had them placed in the form of astage, forming

steps of turf, and planting the Ferns on the shelves, which appeared as so

many terraces of ** liping green " after the Ferns were grown up. It is. we
presume, something of this kind that you propose, by having which your

openings for heat from the greenhouse will be free ; but they will not

answer, or give sufficient heat, for half-hardy Ferns.

Roses (TV/ro).—Your No. 1, is one of the old unnamed Provence Roses,

but not the Cabbage Provence. No. 2, is Great Western. The leaves of

yonr Rose trees show that the soil requires to be manured, well watered,

and the surface mulched

Concrete Walks (Amalew).— They wear well and bear sweeping.

Weeds will not grow well on them, tiut more than on the asphalt. The

chalk and gravel should be moderately small, put them in dry, and water

afterwards. Roll both before and after watering.

Cabbage Plants Dying {Subscriber, Wigton).—'We have no donbt that

the grubs which eat the stems of your Cabbage plants underground, are the

larviB of the Daddv Longlegs (Tipula). The best course to pursue is to

have the ground carefully examined by gently spudding it up with a knife

round each plant. The grubs will be found close to the stem. A large bed

may be thus gone over in a few hours, and every grub destroyed.

Primula fael-iosa —I have been up into the Craven districts collecting

wild flowers, and having collected more roots of Primula farinosa (Bird's-

eye Primrose), than I need, I offer the surplus to yonr readers. If any

lover of alpine plants, particularly those who live in situations where

Primula farinosa is not to be had, will send an addressed envelope, or box,

with six stamps attached to pay the postage, to Mr. Robt. Smith, Dewabury,

Yorkshire, I will send them a few plants.—R. S.

Names op Insects {Mrs. C.).—The grubs which destroy your Cauliflower

plants are not wirewoims. They are the larva: of a two-winged fly (very

like the house fly), belonging to the genus Anthomyia. The young plants

affected ought to be carefully drawn out without disturbing the larva and

burnt. The Rose leaves have been gnawed by the caterpillars of one of the

Tortricideous Moths. As they have been quite smashed in the post, it is

impossible to determins the species. The injured and rolled-up leaves

should be collected carefully and burnt.

Name of Rose {E. 7.).—The purple climbing Rose is the Old Boursanlt.

Names of Plants (4. B.).—l, Hypoxia Rooperi (!) ; 2, Anchusa italioa

3 and 4, unnameable ; 6, ScllU peruviana ; 6, Briza maxima. ( A Toung
Oardener).—l, Alyssum saxatile ; 2, Nepeta cassia; 3, Asplenium yivl-

parum 4, Amaryllis striata. (A SuJscrrtcr).—Niphobolus lingua. ((7. B.

PoroeH).—Helipterum eximium. ( W. Foster Ifewton). —DieiviUa. japonica.

{A Journeyman Oardener, Crieff,.— I, Finns mngho ; 2, Abies morinda;

3, Cryptomeria japonica; 4, Pemettya mucronata; 5, Seneciosp.; 6, Garrya

elliptica ; 7, Menziesia polifoUa ; 8, Helianthemum croceuni ; 9, Alyssum

saxatile- 10, Valeriana saxatilis; 11, Phlox aeUcea; 12, Antennaria planta-

ginifolia'- 13, Veronica agrestis ; 14, Myosotis sylvatica; 15, Saxifraga hyp-

noides- 16, Prunella grandiflora ; 17, Orobus tuberosns. (O.).—Yonr Ferns

were not numbered. They are Goniopteris pennigera and Cystoptens fragihs.

(Ignoramus).— \, Asplenium adiantum-nigrnra ; 2, Nephrodium moUe;

8 Lastrea spinulosa ; 4, Cystopteris fragiiis ; 5 and 6, Polystichum ango-

lare- 7, Lastrea FUlx-mas paleacea. {A. iT.).—!, Erica Baueri; 2, Enca

D^ramidalis; 3, Agapanthus umbellatus minor vanegatus. (J. S.).—

1 Castanea vulgaris; 2, Pyrus pinnatifida. (/. (?.).-Sempervivum tor-

tnosum. U. S. 4.).—Nepeta Mussinii. (Without Kame or ImUah).—

1 Polemonium coeruleum ; 2, Geranium sanguineum ; 3, Saxifraga ajugsfolta.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSEEVATIONS in the Suburbs of Loadon for the Week ending June 2 Ith.

Date.
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POTILTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICIE.

AMONG THE CHICKEiNS:
I HAVE just returned home from a visit of a few clays'

duration. Whether I have been in Cumberland or Corn-
wall, Suffolk or Sussex, it matters not; sufficient to say it

was a very pleasant visit. I like a visit of a couple of nights :

it is not too long nor too short—long enough to see .your

friends, renew the intercourse, talk over all that has hap-
pened since you met, and not so long that you become
anxious about those at home, or start with teri-or at the

sudden ringing of a bell at night, and fear a telegram to say,
" Baby's got the measles !" when after all it was only that

petted tom cat which scratched at the window, aud was let in,

and struck against the bell hung on the shutter lor fear of

thieves. Two nights, that is the right length—there is

royal warrant for it, for the Queen's guests go for that time.

By the way, don't fancy that it was a visit to Her Majesty—^that cannot take place under the present Government.
" Wiltshire Kectok's " presence at Windsor would cause
serious alarm to the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; his grim
face might be laughed out of court favour—who knows ?

Well, I had my visit and am home again, and thiit little

visit was perfection—pleasant to anticipate, pleasant to

enjoy, and pleasant to look back upon. All visits are not
so pleasant. Thus, visits to grand houses are often horrible

things. When I was younger I was (well, ive are all weak
when young), overjoyed to receive an invitation from a
grand country gentleman who lived in ducal style. I went
with great glee—it was weak of me, I own—but I returned
with greater—happy, only too happy, to escape home again.

That was a miserable visit. The weather was cold, aud
damp, and dreary. I was put into a little draughty room,
opening du-ectly upon the top of a staircase. I could not
during the whole morning get into my room to write or

read, as the housemaids apparently resided there untU noon.
Worst of all, there was nothing to do, nowhere to go, no
retreat. The drawing-room, of course, was supposed to be
inhabited by the ladies ; in the music-room they were prac-
tising ; in the library they were in full force, where one poor
male guest dared to be sitting writing his letters, but looked
very uncomfortable all the while. I was too shy to stay

there ; I durst not remain in that room alone with rustling

silks—that room usurped (for I hold it was an usurpation),

by a bevy ot fair dames. Then there was no retreat ; as to

my own room, to which ever and anon, like a terrified rabbit
running to his buiTow, I bolted up in the hope that those
maids had finished, but there tliey were, gaunt and weasel-
faced—oh ! I remember them well—brandishing brooms and
rattling dust-pans. I savagely repeated Tennyson's lines

slightly altered

—

*' Bitter housemaids, waning fast!

Hii^te tlie clothes upon my bed.
"Wlint ! tlie flower of life is past

!

It is loug before ye wed."

That was a miserable visit, and I was a wretched guest.

What alleviations to my miseries were huge footmen match-
ing like twin elms, or gorgeous furniture, or dazzling plate ?

I had rather have had a leg of mutton to eat, a deal table,

with a five-pound-a-year little maid to wait on me, and the
only plate my own, and that willow pattern. I shook ray

fist at that big mansion when nearly out of sight down the
drive—it was a comfort to shake my fist at it, and I said

through my clenched teeth, " I'll never enter your door
again—no, never!" '

But a truce to all unpleasant things. I hold it to be a
law with all agreeable guests not to hang heavy upon their

host's hands, aud especially to get off somewhere during the
interval between breakfast and luncheon. " To your room,
go?" " Yes, if the housemaid permits," but go somewhere.
Well, during my late visit I had somewhere to go, for my
host was a poiUtry-fancier. I went and sat " among the

chickens," my felt hat, so light it was scarcely felt, on
my head, and my camp stool in hand. Down the garden
pnHiR were numerous coops with chickens of various ages
rii:....:ig in and out. I sat me down in the front first of one
and then of another coop. N.B.—There was one lot of

black ducklings ; I saved the life of a very juvenile one
who was lying on his back having nearly his last kick, but
my hand saved him from—"kicking the bucket." A man
passed me while sitting among the chickens and said, "Nice
gardeners them chickens be, sir." I made no answer, so

perhaps he thought I agreed in his dislike of the presence

of the little things in a garden, but I did not agree with
him. One hen had but one chick. " Oh, that cold spring !"

thought I. None had large broods. The mother of the one
was, of course, the most fussy of all, just as human mammas
are ; and very capricious and troublesome was that one,

just as only sons usually are. Chickens vary in temper.

There is the sullen chick ; the glutton who runs off with

what he cannot swallow. A neighbour's Hambtu-gh eock

choked himself in that way. I long to tell the story to all

greedy chicks—indeed, it ought to be inserted in every

chicken primer. Then there is the persevering chick, who
at the peril of breaking his beak will break the hard crust.

There is also the good-tempered chick who pecks nobody,
and the sharp-tempered who pecks everybody ; the cuckoo-

like chick who turns another out of the best place, and the

poor little chick, feather-light, who runs—skims along,

rather—with his wings drooping, the very last to get home,
and is so thin that the coop-bavs are a world too wide for

his lean form. He never will grow up. Well, then, he
never will feel the knife run into his jugular artery. " Whom
the gods love die young." And if chickens vary in temper,

how the same vary in appearance at different ages. At
first all are "things of beauty ;" Cochins, the little golden

fleeces ; Black Bantams, scarce chicks, little birds Marten-
like ; Game with their three stiipes, and long, fine, brown,

polished noses ; Hamburghs, speckled ;—lovely little things

everj' one of them. But as with mankind so with chickens.

" Beauty is but a fleeting good j"

for there soon sets in the ugly age when they each and all

become ragged wretches. If they have access to a manure-
heap, which mine have, they become dirty as well as ragged.

They at this age strongly resemble London street boys, with

a queer, thievish, sideway, cheating look, ready to gamble
for half-pence, or to whine out, 'Please toss us a brown,

sir." I own I pay little attention to them. I don't think

they look respectable company. I had a thought of sending

them to the ragged-schools. I exclaim, " Are these the lovely

things of three weeks since ? What ! to this have ye come ?"

I think of Hamlet in the churchyai-d scene. I contemplate

writing a paraphrase of Juvenal's immortal tenth Satire

more Pope and Swift, and applying the famous " Expende

Hannibalem" to "Oh ye gods!" to chickens. Or
I remember Eervey's " Meditations among the Tombs." I

read it years ago at an old lady's, and was frightened by a

cut representing a figure divided from top to toe by a straight

line, on one side, one half, a lovely lady dressed in the

height of the fashion of that day, and very beautiful, too,

1 she was ; the otlier half a grim grinning skeleton. Under-
neath were the words, " Corinna was one night at a splendid

ball, the next," and so on. Such a change, at least almost

such a change, takes place in chickens ; so evanescent is

chicken beauty, but unlike human beauty, save when the
sweet-looking matron almost eclipses the slender girl one
knew twenty years ago. And this takes me to the field

beyond the garden, where the bigger chickens were, and
marvellously had they recovered their beauty. They were

Cochins every one—some lying down, others peering through

the long grass, showing their sensible-looking heads and
bright golden hackles ; some, the bigger, off for a stroll—no
mother's attendance needed by them : oh no ! quite strong,

and old enough to take care of themselves. How clean and
pretty the new-grown feathers look ! That large, light-

coloured pullet is exquisite in feather, the yellow straw

hackle and the creamy back. The hobbledehoy cockerels,

though ungainly, are not ugly; and as the new flufl" blows

about on both cockerels and pullets, I perceive their beauty

is fast retm-ning—the beauty of a fuller growth, not baby
beauty, but the beauty of youth.

I enjoyed greatly my two mornings " among the chickens."

I learned that even early in the year a brood reared in a

cucumber-frame was entirely lost—not one survived, owing

to their not having sufficient ventilation. Cochins do not

require warmth, and die if they have heat. I leai'ned how
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gome improve that did not promise well, and how a tall

cockerel became a lanky cock, and that a chicken that caiTies

its tail awry as a chicken will as a hen do just the same.

My last act was to choose a pen of adult Cochins for an

exhibition, and by to-day's post the delighted owner tells

me that pen has taken first prize. "Well done!" say I.

I am sincerely glad, and not a little proud of my judgment.

It was not unaided, however. I looked at the pen after we
had chosen them when they were in the basket, and pro-

nounced them "beautiful." N.B.— They were not so large

as so thoroughly well-shaped. The Judge who awarded the

prize had the reverse of a coarse taste.

—

Wiltshire Eector.

THE BEVEELEY EXHIBITION OP POULTRY
AND PIGEONS.—JtJNE 21st.

For a period of eight years an exhibition of poultry has
annually taken place, under the superintendence of a com-
mittee of gentlemen connected with Beverley, and year by
year its improvement has become more and more apparent,
until it holds place among the best of the poultry shows in

the United Kingdom. By one of those most singular coin-

cidences that so rarely happen, the entries of last year, and
those of the Show just held, tallied as to numbers to a pen ;

but it must be borne in mind, that the Exhibition of this

year, as a whole, infinitely surpassed in quality any of those
preceding it. That pubhc interest and public confidence in i

the Beverley Show are tlms stron<jly manifested has no
doubt arisen from the rigid pnnctuality always displayed in

the careful repacking and speedy return of the specimens
the instant the meeting has closed for public inspection.

Invariably by the very fii'st train leaving Beverley on the
morning following the exhibition, every pen lias been ready

\

and awaiting dispatch at the railway station, and, con-
j

sequently, all grumblings and disappointments have been
done away with altogether, as to the return of the birds ex-

hibited, for, on the contrary, such firm confidence has been
established, that year after year this Exhibition has increased

in popularity, until it now embraces contributions from nearly
every noted yard in the kingdom. Another most favourable
feature is the fact that the birds are exhibited only a single

day, and, therefore, very little (if any) falling offin condition

can ensue from their very brief confinement. - It is barely

necessary to name, that the attention paid to the welfare of

the birds during the Show, is also of the highest character,

and that the Norwood Assembly Eooms, as to construction,

are perfect both as regards light and ventOation, also for

the purposes of a poultry show.
The Game class for a cock and one hen headed the Beverley

list, open to all colours ; and, as the sequel proved, in such
|

competition Brown Eeds had a decided advantage. Of this
i

variety of colour there were several extraordinarily good pens
shown, and the competition was necessarily severe. Mr.
Matthew, of Stowmarket, took the first place, closely pressed
by excellent pens, exhibited respectively by Messrs. Boyes
and Julian, both of Beverley. Another good pen was shown
in this class of the same colour, but the hen being " duck-
footed," or, as is commonly called in this district, " duck-
heeled," it was impossible to hold place in any competition,
that being always a fatal defect. In " Single Game Cocks"
(of any colour). Brown Eeds again carried the day through-
out the whole prize list, the prizes falling to Mr. Julian, of

Hull ; Sir St. George Gore, Sart., of Hopton Hall ; and Mr.
Matthew, of Stowmarket. In point of first-class condition,

the Game birds of this year's Show were evidently scarcely

equal to those of previous years. The Spanish class was un-
doubtedly, perhaps, one of the finest ever placed before the
public, a fact pretty well illustrated from the circumstance,
that twelve pens out of an enti-y of only sixteen, received

favourable notice on the prize list. Mr. Beldon, it will be
seen, took first and third ; and Mr. Eodbard the second
premiums. Few bh-ds exhibit at this time of year to greater
disadvantage than Grey Dorkings ; many of the pens were,
doubtless, beyond the usual merit of even prize birds, but
still want of condition was manifest throughout most of

them. The class for Cochins was open to every coloui-, and
a marvellous competition ensued; the truth being, it was
the class of all others causing most public attraction in the
Show. Captain Heaton, of Manchester, here took first prize,

'

with a most excellently well-shown pen of Buffs ; and second

with Silver Cinnamons ; Mr. Zurhorst, of Belle Ville, Dublin,

being successful with a pen of unusually good White ones

for third position. Our readers will, by referring to the prize

list, find that not less than ten pens from the best breeders

of Cochins in the kingdom, also were " highly commended,"
besides four pens one step lower in the scale. The com-

petition was very severe. Although excellent otherwise, we
were sorry to see a pen or two of Cochins of good natural

merit, had their taUs purposely broken down and otherwise

tampered with, such practices being quite inadmissable.

Every exhibitor of Samburghs knows from experience, that

to show Hamburghs at midsummer is one of the most pre-

carious adventures in poultry exhibiting. At this season

the plumage of these birds suddenly fades away, and speci-

mens that might be first-rate only a few days previously, go

out of character so much as to defy even their identity. Con-

dition in these classes could, therefore, be hardly expected,

but it is certain these classes, nevertheless, contained very

many pens that a couple of months to come will be no mean
rivals, and, indeed, uncommonly difficult to beat anywhere.

The Polish class was a very superior one, every vp.riety being

well shown. Silver-spangled ones carried the day, and Blacks

were second. Every pen in the Polish class was well shown.

The class for "Any other variety," was a strong one and far

exceeded this clats at our general shows. A pen of the now
rarely seen Ptarmigans were first, and a pen of Brahmae
second prize. Tiie Black Hamburghs, of which there were four

pens shown in this class, are also worthy of especial mention.

In the Game Bantam class, the time of year now so closely

drawing on moulting time, told unfavourably, many first-

rate specimens now shown being in a condition quite in-

opportune for exhibition, still the bulk were good birds.

Brown Eeds taking precedence, and a good -pen of Black

Eeds the second position. In the class for " All other va-

rieties of Bantams except Game," a beautiful pen of Cochin

Bantams was first, and a pen of excellent Golden-laced

Sebright Bantams second, to the absolute exclusion of many
other varieties of great merit—viz.. Black ones. White-booted

Bantams, and Wliite ones also, the prizes being confined to

two, a first and second only.

That Mrs. Seamons, of Aylesbury, should monopolise both

of the Aylesbury I>uci: prizes at Beverley, proves that lady

courts rather than dreads competition. After so long a

journey the manner in which they were shown reflects great

credit on her management. The Eouen Ducks proved not

nearly so deserving a class, but the extra Duck class con-

tained Black East Indians, the property of Mr. Jessop, of

Hull, some very good domesticated Wild Ducks, shown by
the same gentleman, and some deserving specimens of

Carolina, and also Grey Call Ducks.

The Pigeon show was an excellent one, and proved highly

attractive, and the classes for Canaries, and other small

birds did not lack admu-ers. Mr. Yardley won the silver

medal given to the most successful exhibitor of Pigeons.

As in former years, the grounds of Charles Eeynard, Esq.,

were freely thrown open for the purposes of a flower show,

and thus the combination of sightseers was this year even

beyond the average, as to both gaiety and numbers, for

both portions of the meeting were excellently attended.

There was a brilliant display of fireworks, and a large

assembly of visitors in Mr. Eeynard's gi-ound during the

evening.
The weather proved most satisfactory, being perfectly fine

and free from rain, yet of a temperature so subdued, as to

render the fiower tent comfortable to the company gene-

rally. In bright sunshine the result might have been far

less satisfactory, as the experience of the previous day

fully attested. We congratulate the Beverley Committee on

the success of their show, a result they fully deserved.

GAME.-First, S. Matthew, Chilton Hall, Stowmarket, Suffolk {Brown
Reds).— Second. \V. Boyes, Beverley. Third, li. M. Julian, Hull. Com-
mended, lia-ton & Mabon. Jcdoursh. N.B. (DuckwinR-).

Game Cock. -Fit St. H. M. Julian, Hull. Second, Sir St. G. Gore

Rart. Hopton Hill. Third, 8. Matthew Chiltoo Uall. Highly Comraonded,

W. Boune, .-Sewton Heath, Manchester; W. Bojes, Bsverley. Com-
mended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. _ , _

Spanish—First and 1 hii-d, H. Beldon. Gortstock, Bintley, Tork. Second,

J. K. Ko<ibjrd, SVrington. Bristol. Highly Dimrocniied, G. Wallace,

Aberdeen ; \V. Ma-sev, Kulford, York ; E. Brown, St. Phillip's Koad
Sheffielil. Coinmeiidoii, S. Kobson, Brotherton; E. Jo: es, Clillon, Bris;ol

;

K. Teebay. FulWood, Prestoa ; Cap:. Heaton, Lower Eronghtou ; Burch

and Soulier, Sheffield,
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DoRKlNO.—First. Rev. 3. F. New'on, Kirby-in-CIevcIand. Second, J.
White, Warlaby, Northallerton. Third, Miss A. Charter, Driffield. Highly
Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Hopton Hall.
Cochin.— First andSecoml. Ca?t. Heaton, Lower Broughton, Manchester.

Third, F. W. Zurhurst, liiilviile, Donnybrook. Dublin. Highly Com-
mended, T. Stretch, Ormeliirk ; H. Bi-ldon, Binglej: C. W. Brierley,
Middleton

; H. Tomlinson, Balsal Heath Kr.ad, Birmingham ; W.Dawson,
Hopton, Mirlicld; T. I'ujcher, Birmingham; E. Smith, Middleton; W.
Harvey, Sheffield. Commended, R. Adams, Birmingham ; C. W. Brierley,
Middleton, Manchester; H. Merkin, Driffield; R. White, Broom Hall
Park, Bhelfleld.

Hamburgh iGoIden-pencilledi.— First, S. Smith. Northowram, Halifax.
Second, Birch & Boulter, Sheffield. Highly Commended, Sir St. G. Gore,
Bart. Hopton Hall. Commended, H. Beldon, Bingley; H. Snowden, Great
Horton ; J. Preston, Allerton, Bradford ; S. Smith. Northowram, Halifax.
Hambueoh (Silver-pencilled).— First, H. Beldon, Bingley. Second, H,

Snowden, Great Horton. Highlv Commended, Sir St, G. Gore, Bart,
Hopton Hall ; W. Harvey, Sheffield. Commended. A. K. Wood, Bnrnslde,
Kendal.
Hamboroh (Golden-spangled).— First. J. Newton, Silsden, Leeds. Second,

W. Driver, Bank House, Keiihley. Highly Commended, A. K, Wood,
Burnside, Kendal; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart., Hopton Hall ; Messrs. Burch and
Boulter, Sheffield,
Hambckgh (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon, Second, Sir St. G. Gore,

Bart. Commended, A. K. Wood, Burnside, Kendal.
Polish.— First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, H. Carter, Upper-

thong, Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Commended, H. Beldon : J,
Heath, Nanlwich,
Any other variety or FAsM-riRD crof» -First, R. Loft, Woodman,

scy (Sultans). Second, Mrs. Seamons, Har..veil, Aylesbury (Brahma»).
Commended, J. Wood, Chorley (Brahmas) ; M. Oliver Darlington (Blick
Hamburghs)

; H, Beldon, Bingley (Brahmas and Black Hamburghs): W
Harvey, Sheffield (Brahmas).
Bantams (Game).— First, D. Ashworth, Halifax. Second, J. Ward,

Chesterfield. Hlehly Commended, R. Smith, Hnll ; C. W. Brierley,
Middleton

; J. Pickering, Dnffleld ; G. Osgerby, Highgate, Beverley.
Commended, R. Tate, Leeds ; G. Manning. Springfield, Essex.
Ba.ntam (any other variety i.—First, T. Boucher, Birmingham (Buff Cochin

Bantams); Second, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Highly Commended, H,
Beldon, Bingley (Laced) ; W. Harvey, Sheffield (White Booted Bantams),
Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
Game Bantam Cock.— First. Sir St. 0. Gore, Bart, Second, R. Smith,

Hull. Highly Commended, Master C. Crossland, Wakefield, Commended,
T. C. Harrison, Hull ; C, W. Brierley, .Middleton.
Docks (Aylesbury).— First and Second, Mrs. Seamons, Harl;well,

Aylesbury. Commended, O. A, Toune, Driffield.
Ducks (Rouen).— First, A. Cattley, York. Second, H. Beldon, Binglev.
Ducks (any other variety)— F'l.stand Second, J. R. Jessop Hull (Black

East India and Wild Ducks), li.jhly Coxmended, I. C. Harrison Hull
(Brown Call) ; A. Cattley, York.

PIGEONS,
Po-WTER CocK.—First, J. Smith, Walklev, Sheffield, Second, H. Yardley,

Birmingham. Third, W. Watson, Beverlev. Very Highly Commended,
W. Harvey, Sheffield. Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds, Ashby-de-la-
Zoach

; C. Cole, Bradford ; H. Yardlev. Commended, S. Robson, Brotherton
;

C.Cole, .ffen.—First and Third, C. Cole. Second and Highly Commended.
E. E. M. Royds.

s
j ,

Carrier Cock.—First, H. Yardley. Second, W. Masscy, York. Third,
C. Cole. Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds; J. Firth, jun., Dewsbury

;

E. Brown, Sheffield. Commended, H. Yardley. ffen.— First, C. Cole.
Second, H. Yardley. Third, W. Massey. Highly Commended, E. E. M.
Boyds ; H. Yardley.
Almond OR Kites.—First, H. Yardley. Second, C. Cole. Third, J. Smith,

Walkley. Highly Commended, W, Watson, Beverley ; E, Brown, Sheffield,
Commended, C. Lythe, Cottingham.
TOMBLERS (Any other variety).—First, H. Yardley, Second, J. Smith,

Walkley (Black Mottled), Third, E, E. M, Royds (Black .Mottled). Highly
Commended, J. R. Jessop, Hull (Mottled). Commended. C. Cole.
Trumpeters.—First, A. Middleton, Newport. Second, E. E. M, Rovdf,

Third, H. Yardley. Highly Commen.led, J. R. Jessop, Hull.
Barbs.—First, W. B. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second,

H. Yardley. Third, E, Brown, Sheffield. Highly Commended, J, Firth
;

C. Cole; H. Yardley; W, B. Van Haansbergen,
FANTAII.S.—First, W. B. Van Haansbergen. Second, T. Ellerington.

Woodmansey. Third, T. C. Taylor, Middlesborongh. Highly Commended,
J. R. Jessop. Commended, H. Yardlev.

Jacobi.ns.— Firit and Second, T, Ellerington, Woodmansey. Highly
Commended, E. E. M, Royds.
Tdhbiis.-First, J. R. Jesson. Second and Third, H, Yardley, Very

Highly Commended, W. B. Van Haansbergen, Highly Commended, E, E. M.
Royds ; W. Harvey, Sheffield ; W. B. Van Haansbergen.
Nuns.- First, J. Pickering, Driffield. Second, B. Leason, Driffield.

Third, A. Middleton, Newport. Commended, W. Harvey, Sheffield.
Owts.-First, Third, and Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds. Second,

H. Yardley. Commended, J. B. Jessop.
Drago.vs.—First, W. Watson, Beverley. Second, H. Y'ardley. Third,

T. Statters, Hull. Very Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Highly Com-
mended, W. Musscy ; C. Cole ; H. Yardley.
ANr OTHER Variety.—First, H. Yaldley. Second, W. B. Van Haans-

bergen. Third and Very Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds. Highly
Commended, J. R. Jessop; T. Statters, Hull; H. Yardley; W. B. Van
Haansbergen.
Sellino Class.— First, T. Ellerington (Fantails). Second, B, Leason.

Third, W. Massey. Highly Commended, W. Mas ey ; W. Watson.

CANARIES.
Beloian (Cock or Hen).— First, J. Campay, Beverley. Second, W.

Campey, Beverley. Highly Commended, G.Grant, Beverley. Commended,
C Poweli, Beverley,
Makkko (Cock or Hen).- First, J. Tebb, Beverley. Second, R. Jameson,

Beverley. Highly Commended, Miss Campey, Beverley ; Mrs. W. Pottage,
Beverley; W. Coates, Beveiley.
Any other Variety.—First, G. Grant, Beverley. Second, J. Campey,

Beverley. Highly Commended, Ml^» J. A. McCoy, Beverley; Mrs. W. B,
Taylor, Beverley,

Nest of Touko Canaries (Clear).—First, J. Kelty, Beverley. Second,
F. Tritschler. Beverley. Highly Commended, J. Kelty; if this nest had
consisted of three birds instead of two they must have been first.

Nest of Yoo.ng Canaries (Marked).—Firs', W, B. Taylor, Beverley.
Second, Mrs. Thornton, Beverley. Highly Commended, E. Campey,
Beverley,
Best Mulk.— First, W. Campey, Beverley. Second, J. Widdal], Beverley.

Highly Commended, Mrs. J. Dale, Norwood..
Best Redcap.-First, Mrs. Campey, Beverley. Second, R. Dawson,

Beverley.
Extra Stock consisted of three Australian Paraquettes, Very Highly

Commended; sis Java Sparrows, Commended ; and a pair of Bramblings.

The Poultry was judged by Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Spark-
brook, near Birmingham ; and the Pigeons by Wm. Boulton,
Esq., of Beverley; whilst the premiums for the Singing
Birds were awarded by these gentlemen conjointly. J

WAENING TO POULTKY PUECHASERS.
Allow me to put purchasers of poultry on their guard

against what I consider extremely like swindling. Some time
ago I noticed an advertisement in your paper of Spanish
fowls, &c., intending purchasers to apply to certain initials at

the post-office, Bayswater, London. I applied and received
a reply, with card enclosed, purporting to be from Mr.
surgeon, 4, Queen's Road, Bayswater, London, stating price

and particulars, and requesting a post-office order, on the
receipt of which the fowls should be sent off. Unfortunately
placing reliance on the apparent genuineness of the affair, I

sent off a post-office order, which was acknowledged ; and in

a few days afterwards, instead of the fowls, I received a let-

ter stating that they had been stolen on the night before

they were to have been sent off; but that, unless they could
be found in the course of a few days, the money would, of

course, be returned. I waited some time, and when next I

wrote had my letter returned through the dead letter office

with the remark on the back " Returned from the post-office,

4, Queen's Koad, Bayswater, W., address not known," I

suppose I have seen the last of my post-office order.—

A

Victim.

[This is a new and very artful mode of swindling. The
swindler in this instance made use of the name of a gentle-

man of high respectability resident at Bayswater, but with
an address different from his, so that if any persons
inquired as to the respectability of the alleged vendor they
might be misled to believe that he was really the vendor,

but had changed his residence.]

BUCKINGHAMSHIEE DUCKEES.
DucKEKS are a class of persons resident within ten miles of

Aylesbury, whose chief, if not only employment is to furnish

ducklings for the London market. They may be divided

into two classes—those who keep Ducks solely to furnish

eggs, and those who rear ducklings from those eggs. There
are individuals in the former class who keep 5(XI0 head, and
in the latter, who despatch 2000 ducklings to London
every season between February and October.

In Ireland the pig is allowed ii-ee entrance to his master's

cabin, and the warmest place at the hearth, because he pays
the rent. In Buckinghamshire Ducks are held in the same
esteem, and enjoy the same privilege. On account of the filth

so engendered (and I know one small hamlet of twenty
houses inhabited by duckers, wherein eighteen persons died

of cholera in 18+9), many landlords refuse to allow their

tenants to keep Ducks. If they do not object, the village

board of health have rare work with the duckers ; and if the
cottages are kept clean, the duckers usually contrive to be
summoned before the magistrates for defiling running
streams.
When Christmas has turned, and the Ducks begin to lay,

the duckers look out for a brooding hen. Poultry books tell

you, that you should never sell good brood hens. The
duckers know better. When a brood is raised, the foster-

mother is sold, because her keep in the interim would cost

more than the purchase of another when wanted.
Under the advice of my Mentor, I laid out one shilliDg

in the purchase of a hen, who might from her venerable

appearance have laid eggs for the breakfast of the Bed
Fisherman, when

" He fished In the ark with Noah and Shem."
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The pedigree was doubtful, as she exhibited the distinc-

tive ugliness of every known species of fowl. She might be
" a rum one to look at, but she was a good one to go." She

brought out one brood of Ducks, one clutch of Guinea fowl,

and one hatch of chickens in the year, besides laying eggs

in the intervals of business. Duokers always buy a steady

old Dame Partlett, who has been used to the line. They
allow themselves to be handled with impunity, and sit

closely when young hens are giddy, and break the eggs.

When the hen is bought at a price varying fi-om five shillings

at Christmas, to half-a-crown in June, she is taken home,

and deposited on her future nest under an inverted basket,

whilst the ducker goes to purchase the necessary eggs

Their price is usually the same with that of the hen under
which they are to be put. Duckers never answer advertise-

ments in the paper, and part with a golden portrait of Her
Majesty for a sitting of eggs. The nest is made by putting

straw on the ground, on which is placed a piece of damp sack-

ing to receive the eggs. Duckers say that if the eggs are

dry, the ducklings cannot chip out ; therefore during the

period of incubation the eggs are sprinkled daily with cold or

lukewarm water whenever the hen gets off to feed. When
the eggs are duly deposited, the hen is placed on them, and
covered as before. All the eggs ai-e warranted to quicken,

so on the third day thoy are individually examined by the

light cf a candle. Those which have not quickened are re-

couped by the vendor, and the fresh eggs carefully placed

with the others. The basket is then removed, because the
hen is by that time habituated to her nest, which she will

not leave more than once a-day for the purpose of feeding

and dusting herself. The eggs require the heat of the hen
for about thirty days, and on the day before that she feels

them to be coming out, she will not leave the nest even to

feed.

When the ducklings are hatched, they are removed from
the nest and placed in flannel by the fire. Poultry books
recommend peppercorns to be forced down their throats,

which is as natural and sensible a practice as that adopted
by those nurses who take great care that the infant should
make its first extraneous meal off an oyster, or the brain of

a hare. That is a fact, and I have often been disturbed at

dinner by an applicant requesting the latter delicacy upon
the ground aforesaid.

The ducklings never see their foster-mother after they are

removed from her, through fear that she might kill them by
treading on them. She is forthwith sold, and for about a

week they are fed in the house upon bread crumbs and
chopped egg. At the end of that time they are taken out

of doors, and placed two or three broods together in a pen
under cover, whence they emerge once a-day to bathe them-
selves. If let out oftener, they walk the fat off.

It takes about eight weeks to fatten them ready for market.

If kept longer, they become stubbly, as their wing feathers

are developed and they fetch a lower price. Their food is

barley meal mixed with brewers' grains, pollard, and greaves.

Chopped lettuce and young onions are given when practi-

cable. A bullock's liver when unfit for market, a dropped

calf or diseased cow is a bonne bouclie, to which but few Ducks
attain, although it brings them on rapidly.

The success of the ducker depends on the goodness of the

eggs. He can generally rear those which come out of the

shell, unless the fever intervenes and carries off all his stock.

When saleable they are despatched on Mondays or Fridays

to a salesman in Newgate Market, who next week returns

an invoice, with a P. 0. for the amount. The earliest

Ducks fetch 7s. Gd. a-piece. In August they realise 2s. 6d.,

after which they cease to be sent. This branch of industry

supports hundreds of persons, and assists thousands in pro-

curing those articles which their wages would not furnish.

Depend upon it, the duckers know their own business best,

and that it is more profitable for them to rear ducklings as

above-mentioned during the season than to be bothered

with hens during all the year.—(Once a Week.)

SPONTANEOUS UNION OF SWARMS.
Permit me to join you in expressing a hope that Mr.

Stuttle will teU us something more about his hive of bees

with tlu'ee swarms in it. For his information I will repeat

what occurred in this neighbourhood from the amalgama-

tion of two first swarms. In a fine May, some years ago,

a man had two hives, which swarmed at the same time

and settled on the same bush. He, chancing to have a very

large hive, shook them into it. The season was a remark-

ably fine one, and in eight days from the time of swarming
the combs gave way and broke down with the weight of the

honey, destroying thousands of bees, and the man was com-

pelled to drive the remainder into an empty hive ; but from

the full one he took 60 lbs. of run clear honey, all collected

in little more than a week

!

If Mr. Stuttle's hive is so full as he describes it I would
recommend him to raise it at least a foot, and see how long

in this fine weather his three swarms will be in filling it.

—T. G.

PREVENTING EXCESSIVE SWARMING, &c.

ArTEK a long silence I am tempted to make a few notes

upon sundry apiarian matters which have come under dis-

cussion in your pages of late, and I will begin with the

subject which heads this paper. I quite agree with the

remarks of the Editor (May 30, page 423), as to the inutility

of destroying the queens of swarms with a view to prevent

swarming ; at the same time it is very vexatious to see a

fine stock throw off swarm after swarm, some of which may
be lost, and most of them be worthless, not to speak of the

impoverishment of the stock itself. The tendency of my
own bees to swarm excessively this year has set my inven-

tion at work, and I suggest for imitation the very simple

plan, which I have successfully adopted, of putting the swarm

in the stock's place. Here, of course, is no prevention of

swarming, but it does prevent all "excessive" swarming.

I would, in fact, advise the apiarian to be beforehand with

his bees, and to make them swarm artificially by driving as

soon as he is aware of the existence of sealed royal cells in

his hives, otherwise he may chance to lose his swarms. Some-

times you cannot prevent swarming.
" B. B.'s" IHlemma. — The above remarks lead me to

notice the case of "B. B.," with whom I can sympathise,

having myself lately experienced a similar dilemma. In my
own case the queen of the swarm, which took possession of

a hollow tree, was a pure Italian of my own rearing. I did

not allow " the errant swarm to remain in the domicile it

had chosen until the autumn." The tree (a quarter of a mUe
off) was first carefully examined, then pieces of the wood

were sawn off till the'cavity was fully exposed to view. In

two of the pieces sawn off large clusters of bees were found

and brought home, but, the queen not being among them,

they were soon aU off again. Not to be baffled, I proceeded

myself to the tree and smoked them out early the following

morning. A bee-dress and gloves, a common hive, and an

unlimited supply of matches and brown paper, soon enabled

me to bring off my valuable queen and swarns. Holding

the hive in such a manner that the bees could pass unin-

terruptedly from the tree into it, I put the brown paper into

the cavity under the bees, and soon had the pleasure of

seeing the queen and her subjects march up. In due time

the hive was enveloped in a cloth, and carried away. To

make sure of her I put her in a new box in my bee-house, in

place of the old stock, where she is doing wonders in a very

contented spirit.

Hiving of Natural Swarms.—This I prefer doing in the way

indicated at page 439, first into a common straw hive, and

then into the permanent box ; but I find it better to transfer

them at once, or as soon as possible, not waiting till evening.

I like all these operations to be done in broad daylight, when

the bees are active and expectant of locomotion.—B. & W.

BEES PERSISTING IN SWARMING.
About a week ago all my bees were in a state of great

commotion. They are in a south aspect at the bottom of

the kitchen garden fully exposed to the sun. I had pre-

viously obtained two swarms from the same number of

stocks, and had placed a bee-glass over one of the hives to

prevent its swarming again, and a piece of comb inside as a

guide ; but they neglected that, and began building from

the bottom. However, they seemed all right and very busy

;
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but after tlioir oommotion a swarui iasiiod again from each

hiTe. and now tlu\v liavo quite dosortod tlio beo-jjlass, and
to-day Boeiii likoly to swai-m again.

—

Kkotoh, Kent.

[We feai* you imist now aooopt. tlio swarms, and Jorogfo

the attempt, to oVitain honoy this soiison liy snpovin}; your

old stock ; but tlio s'iissi's inay yot bo tillod it' you transfer

them at ouoo to tUo two lirst swarms.
]

BUES AFTEll 8WAEMING
Auour four wcok sinoo thoro issued from a jilain straw

hivo of mino n vory lu'avy .swarm. Kor somo days proviously,

not only did tho boos hani;: in olustors about tlio onlraneo,

but tlioy iihuost ontiroly lillod a Taylor's supov pl«ood over

tlio liivo. .\ftor tlu> swarm had loft tlio supor booamo ompty.
tliougli it ap)H>ar<>cl that whilo orowdod to;,'otlii>r in tho supor

the boos had contrivod to ooutinuo tho oomb tliroii{,'h tho

aperturo at tho top of tlio hivo. somo f) inolios upwards,
into tho supor. Thovo was honoy iu somo of tho nowly-

COntrnotod cells, but tho boos must either have consumed
it or taken it away to store tho main hivo, for it soou dis-

appeared.
Now, tho drones which jiroviously to the swarm issuing

bore but a moderate proportion to thoworkin;^ boos in num-
ber, have become relatively so numerous, that durinpj tho

fow hours that the drones take the air they seem to bo about
ono to throe of tho workers, and 1 can disooru no progress

whatever, so far, certainly, iis the supor is conooruod.

—

C. H. U.

[What you describe ia exactly the normal state of things
after the issue of a swarm. Tho super is not likely to be
iigain occupied in force this season, and one or two more
swarms niiiy jn-obably issue, whilst the drones will have
their Hing until the juvenile monarch of tlie old stock com-
mences ogg-laying. Soon after this event takes place, these

idlers will have notice to quit, such notice being speedily

followed up by a summary process of ejectment on tlio first

unfavourable ckaugo of weather, or possibly oven earlier.]

VARIOUS QUERIES.
1st. What is the best way and time to change ft hive of

bees from an old hive to a now ono ?

2nd. Is it wrong to put tho beo-glasscs on a new hive

and fresh swarm (this year's) before the bees till the under
piu-t of tlie hive with combs and honey?

3rd. How should the glass be prepared for the bees ?

Should there be a cross stick as well as an upright ono, and
is there any fixture to be put on tho top of the glass to give

tho bees air ':^—A Subscbibku.

[Your hivo should swarm at least twice in such a season
as this. Three weeks after the issue of tho first drive all

tlie remaining bees out of the old hive, and unite them to

the second swarm. The contents of tho original hivo niny
then bo appropriated, and will be found tree from brood.

There is no objecliou whatever to putting a modcrale-
sized super on a swarm, and it is best done before the stock
hive is quite filled with coml>s.

Glasses should be furnished with some pieces of clean
worker comb, and an upright and such cross sticks may bo
used as arc necessary to support them, taking care that
those props are as little visible as possible. No contrivance
is neoessory for ventilation at tho top of the glass.]

THE LIGURI.ysr BEE AJSB THE VINEYARDS.
I HAVE been asked to confute a very absurd paragraph

under the above heailing, which has been copied from a
Melbourne paper into several of our English newspapers,
and which declares that much damage has been done to the
vineyai-ds iu .Australia by the new bee. I need only state
that no complaint of tho kind appears ever to have been
made iu Italy, where this bee is indigenous, nor has it

ai-isen in the Rhine provinces of Germany, into which the
Ligurions have been extensively introduced, whilst nothing

that would in the slightest degree tend to give even a colour

to the imputation has ever come under the observation of—
A DisvoNsiiiuiD 13ee-Jvi:sp]I£.

SHEEP DYING AFTER SHEARING.
What is it that sometimes causes slioop to die after

shearing ? I had my little flock of twenty sheep and thirty

lambs shorn last week. On going out to look at them in the
evening one owe looked ill, and 1 asked tho man who has
charge of them what was the matter, lie said ono sheep
with two good lambs had been looking vory ill after being
shorn. Tlioy had bled her in two places and given her
castor oil. I diroi'tly ordered gruel with gin in it. but before

it could be given tho poor animal died. Three men sheared
the sheep and lambs, they began at half-past three o'clock

and had iinishod soon after six. Do you not think tho sheep
must have been injured by the haste and roughness usedP
This is a niatter of somo oonsoquonca to many of your
clerical country readers.—E. E.

[Wo inclino to the opinion that your sheep died from ex-

posure to tho groat cold which charaotoriscd the nights at

the time they were shorn. It' you do not live iu a southern
district, you had better have waited until .luly before you
had them clipped. Uleeding and castor oil liastened the

catastrophe, if tho sheep were ill from exposure to the cold.

The men. if expert, did not work too fast. A good clipper

will shear from fifteen to twenty and even more sheep in a
day.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
COMTLAINTS AoAlNST TllK DkCISIONS OF .llMlG KS.—TllPSO COmpl'>i'^ts afO

nhvtiys steps in tho wmni? liiroction. Wd avo uwaro tliiit It Is difficult to

suhiiilt with rtignity to rtL'fL'M, but .'^iloiu'o under tho revci>o i" by far tho

wlficBt course. It co h;ippons ihiit the cMupUiints wo hiivo reconMy
ri'oolvod we know to be groundless, for good judges in no way o 'unected

with thosn who giivt) the awurds upprovrd of the awards appp»K'd .igaiust,

Sotuo of tho eompliiiners have had tho bid tisto to nbuso the judges in their

absence, and to write to them very ill-advlscdlv. And to them, and Indeed

to all exhibitors, we say, If you ennnot lose with good temper never send a
pen of fowls to an exiubitlon. We refrain from mentioning miniea, and
will exclude by a;iying that unless evidence is placed before us tuat an
award h.is been founded on dishonour .tble motives wo never will as3;ill it.

Uorpv Fowl, {M. A , li'aKhamstou').— Give It one grain of powdered
BUli)bate of copper mixed In a little sofr foad dally. Feed on oatmeal
moistened with ale. .\llow It to have as inueh greon food as It will cat.

Separate it from all the other fowls. If not better in a wei-k kill it.

Polk Piokon-Housk [F, T. If.).—Any carpenter could nrnke yon ono.

K you prefer one ready made you had better advertise, statiug sIro, &o.,

that you require.

Food for Yodno BDi,i.riNcuKs (.l/'n^iVrfnl.— Egg boiled hnrd. an»l

chopped flue, shell and all, with a little crumb of stale broid crumbled
small, and a sprinkle of mawseed. Use for your melons, i&c, tUo water
which has been placed in tho sun.

Hook About Poiu.tiiy (ffK/Miivr).—A very copious and fully tttustraHd

wotli. on poultry will bo publl^hed at our olficein tho course of a few weeks.
No book th^it wo know treats of capons, nor would we quote it If we did.

Caponislnn is a barbarous and totally needless operation.

B.KOK NnMUKR {A. T., XoirmaHt).—Vi)M\ tho receipt of four postage

stamps with your diicctions, No, liil will bo forwarded tj you by post.

CuAUQK Fou Grazing (Cecro;)*).— All depends npun the abundance of

the hcrhago, sunply of water, and other clreunistanoes of which wc have
no knowledge. You had hotter consult, some farmer In your neighbourhood;
no one at a dUtance cau advise jou reliably.

BvuLDiNo Cow-Hoi'SK ( H'. H. .1.).— It is quite impossible to answer auch

queries. You had better state to one or two carpenters in yimr neighbour-
hood, or elsewhere, the accommodation you require in the cow-hou>e, &o.,

and then obtain an esllmate. In No. 2 of ** FiillartonV llonu' and Koroign

Agrloulturiil Mtsoellauy," juot published, there are full particulars rtlativc

to cow-liousos. Any of the hothouse builders near Loudon will send you an
estimate; we cannot recommend ono in particular.

Kauwios (O. C.).—We fear you have no remedy but to kill them when<^

ever you sec them. You perhaps, are not aware that they tiy.

Bkss Dkcrkasing (/.. i).l.—There can be little doubt that the dwindling
stock has lost its queeu. Tho readiest mode of restoring it to prosperity

would be by addmg to it a small swarm.

LONDON MARKETS.
POULTEY.

-June 26.

9. il. a. (1.

I.arRo Fowls S 6 to 4

STiilkT do 2 6 ,, 3
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